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This Patent Book K & I
£% %.
IN FILLING this Scrap Book NEVER gum in papers,
etc.; close to binding. Leave at LEAST ONE-HALF
INCH from back of leaf.

.

To get a better result after gumming the paper or picture on
the leaves, STAND the book up on END, the leaves spread apart
so that the air can flow through and dry.
This will prevent
liable to wrinkle.
PAT. No. 471,276.
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GOTHAM CITY PLANNER

approximately $116,000,000 will be in
W. J. Murphy, secretary to Mayor
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were approved by Frederic C. Howe,
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will
be
nearer
$150,fj
New York, yesterday.
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cussed the project with Baker foi
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some time.
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mission would not be named until ar
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ordinance had
been
passed
debe about $930,000,000.
nning the powers of the board
Retaining for next year the present
Howe was especially pleased with
city tax rate of $1.55 on every $100
sketches showing how buildings at
valuation, neither the city, county j
University Circle arid "Wade Park
nor schools will get as much money as 1
could be grouped if a University of
each one actually needs, Auditor J
Cleveland were established^
Zangerle said yesterday afternoon.
City's Increase $475,000.
HOLDS RATE IS TOO LOW The city's increased income by rea- j
son of the $1.10,000,000 addition to I
County Auditor Zangerle Says 1.55 the city's tax duplicate, figured on
Per Cent. Hate Won't Give City, 'the rate of 1.55 per cent., will be but ]
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gerle said.
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"Electricity is king and Cleveland
mission Order Reductions— Supe-1 for general purposes is
$3,175,000.
is his throne."
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ent city levy of 1.55 per cent, will be league of Cleveland yesterday at Hotlon Than In 1910.
tel Statler, at which plans for further
$3,646,000.
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entrenching the city as the electrical
Not only will the city suffer, Aucenter of the country were discussed
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that
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ing to face a shortage of $324,000 I tions of the city when they considered I
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preliminary report of the execu- i
; GOT. COX has announced that tax! next year in spite of the increased
Win Other Concessions.
j tiye committee having in charge the!
levies next year must be decreased to! tax duplicate and retention of the j gigantic electrical exposition being i
correspond to the ratio of Increase in\ present levy.
This is held due to I arranged for Cleveland at the Wig- \
coliseum in May.
the tax duplicate.
i additional requirements for retiring ! more
PHONE COMPANIES RENEW
Figures submitted by the commit- :
tee indicated the value of exhibits arid
j JOHN ZAXGEttLE. county auditor. I county bonds and W1^ interest on ; the
number of concerns taking part
WARNINGS OF PRICE BOOST says that to reduce the rate for next! bonded debt within the ten-year bond Jjin
the exposition would eclipse any
year would lie suicidal to city and limitation period provided by the l other electrical exposition ever held
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A detailed demonstration of the
lesser known uses of electricity, as
tion. Such was the prediction yester- ing the new tax rate.
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Efforts to induce representatives of
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APPROVES LOCAL IDEA

CITY FACES FIGHT

PREDTCTS SUCCEST

jConfronted by Order for Re
duction in Rate if Valuation Increases.

Budget Commissioners Say
Enforcement Me,ans
Bankruptcy.

League at Hotel Statler
Luncheon Hears Rosy Reports for Exposition.
Mayor Baker Promises Cooperation of City in
Undertaking.
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GOTHAM CITY PLANNER
APPROVES LOCAL IDEA
Plans submitted to Mayor Baker
by the Cleveland cnapter of the
American Institute for Architects for
establishing- a city plan commission
were approved by Frederic G. Howe,
city planner of the People's Institute.
New York, yesterday.
Howe, who is here attending a con-,
vention of moving picture men, discussed the project with Baker foi
some time.
The mayor said the coms
mission would not be named until an
ordinance had
been
passed
dejHning the powers of the boardHowe was especially pleased with
sketches showing how buildings at
University Circle and Wade Parki
could be grouped if a University of
Cleveland were established
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approximately $116,000,000 will be in
' Cleveland. This would be an increase
of 12 per cent., more than twice the
■ increase of a year ago.
Deputy State Tax Commissioners
William Agnew and John D. Packler
maintain Auditor Zangerle is too conservative in his estimate. They de- t
Iclare the increase will be nearer $150,000,000.
Under. Auditor Zangerle's estimate
the new grarid duplicate of the county
this year will be $1,075,000,000, esti- !
mating the city's new duplicate wi'J
be about $930,000,000.
Retaining for next year the present
city tax rate of $1.55 on every $100
valuation, neither the city, county
nor schools will get as much money aa
each one actually needs, Auditor
(Zangerle said yesterday afternoon.
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County Auditor Zangcrle Says 1.55
Per Cent. Rate Won't Give City,
Connty or Schools Amount Needed— GOTi Cox and State Tax Com-

c,ty s Inerease

'
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W. J. Murphy, secretary to Mayor
Baker, yesterday received notice of
indorsement for the postmastership
by the West Side Hungarian-American Businessmen's association. The
indorsement was announced in a letter signed by Emery Fresco, president, and Edmond A. Szentgyorgyi,
secretary of the association.
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The city's increased income by reason of the $110,000,000 addition to
the city's tax duplicate, figured on
the rate of 1.55 per cent., will be but
;about $475,000 for next year, Zan■ gerle said.
j The clty,s totaI tax lr_ome this year

IT
League at Hotel Statler
Luncheon Hears Rosy Reports for Exposition.
Mayor Baker Promises Cooperation of City in
Undertaking.

"Electricity is king and Cleveland
is his throne."
This was the keynote of the gettogether luncheon of the Electrical
league of Cleveland yesterday at Hotel Statler, at which plans for further;
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center of the country were discussed
ditor Zangerle said/ but he already
by league members and representa- j
I has figured that the county is go j tives of the larger business organiza-!
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tax commission have announced that
County
Auditor
Zangerle
yesterday
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mission Order Reductions—Supe- f0r general purposes is $3,175,000.
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,
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Not only will the city suffer, Au- '

PHONE COMPANIES RENEW
WARNINGS OF PRICE BOOST
Mayor Denies Proposed Overhead Elimination Schedule
Will Work Hardship.

MAYORIASN'T
JILTED MURPHY
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Baker Defends Measure.
Tolles urged that the ordinance bel
amended so as to Provide for thel
Xarlng of a certain mileage oil
S each year instead of fixing al
.minimum of miles of wiring.
1
-we are not the financial guardians
Lf the companies," said Mayor BaJ
fcer
"Neither are we, particular!J
Interested in rate making. If thf
Stv mates burdensome condition*!
S must respond with a rat, of in
CT

^e cost of repairing damag]
■ wi *v fallen- poles and -mred

£
a^ufdays'
Vrtwicd
^
was more than twice tM
mhar

2*£ft Required to place aU ™J
l undergrouid. I don't think that t«
figures fixed in the ordinance are ex^
'^ordinance was referred to thj
*«iBrtment of law. It is expected tc
^pa«ed%y the city council-Mon.
day night.
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i9na; on the east side of ^ 9th-st |
was valued at $A (W, J,ro1" qrJy from
^aSutSv1^ E. to ^heftnTav °N.
E and $1^400 a foot from Chestnut-av
Si Pnclid-aV This is an increase of
$400 to $|0 a foot over four years)

1

^Meetings to fix vaUies along On-;
Meetinss
Buclid-av and
Itano-st and along
B
9th.st
Pro«pect-av S. E., betw^ ^^ next
^dn^day and'Thursday afternoons j
I at 2 o'clock.
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FIVE CENTS

Scene of Horror in Marine Inferno
Death Agonies of Titanic Victims.
Philadelphia Athletics Again Win the World's Baseball Championship,

PASSENGERS RAGE,
WEEP AND PRAY AS
FIRE TAKES LIVES

LANK TWIRLS
HIS LAST AND
BEST GAME;
BEA1S MATTY

Rescue Ships Battle Vainly Through
Night of Horror to Reach Doomed
Volturno—Hundreds Witness
Death Struggles

In Greater Part of Magnificent
Contest Veteran Twirlers Go
It Alone—Only 28 Men Face
Mackman

STORM THWARTS RESCUERS

FADELESS TRIO TAKES
FOUR OF FIVE BATTLES

By United Press.

Aboard the North German Lloyd Liner Grosser Kurfurst, Oct.
11.—(By wireless via Bremen, Germany)—Almost mid-way of the
Atlantic, with hundreds of passengers safe aboard 10 big ISiners
standing by, powerless to offer aid because of the terrific gale that
whipped the angry sea into mountainous waves, 136 women, children and men went to their deaths when the Uranium liner Volturno, torn by a mighty explosion amidships, burned to the
water's edge and sank.
Efficient use of the wireless brought the 10 rescue ships to the
Volturno's side, and modern invention, working against the elements, saved 521 of the 657 persons aboard the stricken liner.
For 24 hours the flames wracked the hull of the Volturno,
while the rescue fleet, ceaselessly rounding the burning death trap,
vainly tried to reach her with small boats and lines.
Through the long, dark night of horror, during which the deVcuring fire demon never ceased its efforts, the 10 liners stood by
in Volturno, while not one of their passengers slept.
Spell-bound and fascinated, they crowded the rails and every
, antage point, unmindful of the biting gale, gazing at the men,
women and children huddled on the poop of the fire ship.
Strong men, some of them giving way to blind rage because
of their uselessness in such an hjottr of death, walked the decks,
while women and children cried hysterically and many prayed.
SCENE OF HEARTRENDING HORROR.
Those aboard the 10 ships, force'J to see their fellow beings die and unable,
lo offer them aid, witnessed an all-night scene of horror that can never be
'.i iped from memory.
Immigrants, in terror of the sea under any circumstances, shrinking from
the new country ahead when they embarked for the unknown America, and
nrrifled beyond speech by the fiery furnace that blazed and roared back-of
til em, crowded the stern of the Volturno.
Fear of death was in their faces. They were unable to make any sound
iv- ii'artrendingi inarticulate cries for help. An'd help, almost within arm's
ing'tii, was impotent to reach them.
Help, called up almost miraculously from beyond the sea's horizon, was disrrned by one angry element, a stormy sea, which man's .ingenuity has. not
^u -aiitirt-o couauer.
GREAT" 'SlARINB!' ''INIi'ER.N O.
The red glow from the burning ship that spread over the sea added an
fi'ilerno-like touch to the awful picture. A ghostly tinge was given by the
Lighted buoys that the other liners threw overboard from time to time, as
possible guides to those who misht have thrown themselves into the raging
water..
Their light, falling on the feat-blanched faces of the Volturno's survivors,
made a scene that fairly tore the heart-strings of passengers on the other
ships, mocked by their own safety from gale and fire.
The crowning horror of the disaster came when an attempt was made to
utilize the Volturno's lifeboats. The broken propeller had fouled the tackle,
and of the 24 boats and rafts only six of them could be lowered.
Pour of these, loaded mostly with women and children, were smashed to
bits against the rolling steamer and all their occupants were drowned.
Only two life boats got away. Accounts differed as to whether their occupants were picked up by a rescue ship. While it is believe'd they are safe
'aboard some One of the 10 liners, all of the vessels sailing away from the
scene today were on the lockout for them.
THWARTED BT STORM.
While his passengers raved, wept and prayed, Capt. Barr, of the Carmania,
.lid everything possible to get help to the Volturno. After trying vainly to
sot alongside the ship, which was found to be impossible because of the great
waves, he ordered First Officer Gardiner to attempt to reach the Volturno
with a lifeboat. The intrepid crew of the boat made almost superhuman efforts to get near the blazing hulk, and nearly lost their own lives before they
gave up. They tried to cast a line aboard, but the storm thwarted them.
When they returned to the Carmania, Capt. Barr attempted to bring his
ship's bow close enough to the Volturno's stern to pass a line The Carmania
approached within 100 feet of the other, but the wind and waves prevented
the throwing. In consideration of the safety of his own ship and passengers,
Capt. Barr refused to try to go closer.
To avoid confusion, all of the liners
but the Carmania turned off their
searchlights. The powerful white light
shaft of that ship, a single eye, swept
the sea all round the Volturno all
through the night, on the lookout for
survivors in the water. The search was
rewarded only once. A dark head appeared in the trough of a huge wave,
and one of the Carmania's lifeboats
put out, rescuing a steerage passenger

By Grantland Rice.

Written for the United Press.

New York, Oct. 11.—The
same line which young Dante saw
inscribed above the gates which
crown the maw of hell should be
penned above any battlefield
where the Mackian machine is
waiting for a fight. The line we
mean is this—"All hope abandon,
ye who enter here."
For the last forlorn and hopeless stand today McGraw sent in
Mathewson to grapple again with
Plank. Even Matty, the miracle
man, had no magic and no wizardry which might cope with the.
power of the foe on one. side and
the weakness of.his pals on the"
other.
And while the mighty
Mathewgon was struggling between two such fires in vain,
Flank, one of the grandest of
pitching veterans, worked his last
and greatest game.
1

Claim Lo?s of
14 fe Is Smaller
an Rep or ted
By United Press.
Wew York, Oct. 11.—Claims that the
loss of life on the burned liner Volturno is less than was feared, were
made here tonight by the Uranium, line
officials. They received the following
telegram tonight from P. Mooney, the
line's agent at Halifax:
"Majority of passengers on boats
going to Great Britain and Europe.
Nineteen on the Rappahannock for
Halifax. Capt. Tinsley cables loss of
life not nearly so large as. reported."
Capt. Tinsley is the company's agent
at Rotterdam. Officials of the Uranium line here believe his statement is
based on wireless reports from the
scene of the disaster to Rotterdam.

Fall Results Fatally.
Magnus Anderson, aged 73, of 5159
Keystone St., died at St. Francis hospital at 12:30 o'clock yesterday afternoon.
Last Monday, Anderson. fell down the
stairs at his home, fracturing several
ribs. Pneumonia causing his death.

Crafton Mother and Child She
Fought to Keep

Continued on Page 4.

By John Edwin Nevin.

By Gertrude Gordon.

Less than 10 years ago a leader
society and club life in Wilkinsbur
yesterday Mrs. Elizabeth Newjneyer appeared in Juvenile court before Judge
John D. Shafer, fighting to keep her
child with her, confessing that she
was "down and out" and pleading only
for a chance to make an honest living.
Her appearance marked a, climax to
a story, unusual even in this day of ex
traordinary truths.
Fourteen years ago, Thomas D. New
meyer, son of Senator Newmeyer, of
E'ayette county, was at Yale colle
There he met a beautiful young girl,
Elizabeth Healy, of New Haven, Conn,
whose parents were wealthy as were
his. The young man and girl formed a
romantic attachment and were mar
rled, the boy introducing the girl
his wife to his parents when they cam
on to attend his graduation exercise;
The girl's parents practically cast h
off when »she married, but the boy
family took up the young couple.
The elder Newmeyer set them 1
housekeeping first in Wilkinsbur,
where soon the wife's beauty and socia
graces lifted them to the top of th
ladder of social success.
Then th
father furnished a beautiful home at 4
Hawthorne ave., Crafton, and th
couple moved there, with the bab;
which made the happy duet a happie
trio.
FATHER WAS AMBITIOUS.
The father was ambitious for his so
and furnished him offices in the Bake
well building, where he practiced la
But, according to Attorney W. J. Jo
Continued on Page 2.

Captain Barr
Tells Thrilling
Rescue Story
By N. Y. Herald News Service.
London, Oct. 11.—The terrible story
of the disaster in mid-Atlantic when
the steamship Volturno, belonging to
the Canadian Northern Steamship Co.,
and chartered by the Uranium line,
burned, with 1S6 persons out of 657 on
board missing, was learned today.
The story comes from Capt. Barr, of
the Carmania, of the Cunard line, which
reached Fish Guard today. He says he
received a wireless distress call Thursday from the Volturno, which was 78
miles off and then almost in mid-Atlantic, reporting that the steamship was
afire. The Carmania put on full steam
ahead and reached the Volturno, which
was rolling in a raging gale. Her forward end was burning fiercely. Her
boat lowering tackle had fouled and
four of her lifeboats, loaded to capacity,
had been smashed against her sides.
All of the joats' occupants were
drowned.
Capt. Barr tried to rescue the imperilled passengers left on board the
Volturno, but the Carmania's boats
found it impossible to get alongside the
burning steamship, owing to the raging
storm. Meanwhile the Carmania kept
her wireless working, attracting the
Grosser Kurfuerst, the Kroonland, the
Devonian, the Minneapolis, the Touraine, the Narragansett, the Asian, the
Seydlitz, the Rappahannock, and the
Czar.
When the gale moderated toward
night these steamships put off boats to
the aid of the Volturno.
The Carmania sent up searchlights,
which did good work, the beams playing on the water to aid in rescuing the
drowning.
About 9 o'clock flames burst out
amidships on the Volturno, and a terrific explosion followed. All that could
be done was to throw lighted life buoys
into the raging sea, while the lifeboat crews stood helplessly by.
At midnight there came a ray of
hope to the steamships standing by
when it was seen that the flames were
not making any headway aft of the
engine room. As soon as the sea moderated its fury slightly all of the liteboats clustered under the stern of the
Volturno and the work of rescue was
begun.
All the survivors were taken off.

Ex-Society
. Leader
Keep Chil

ALIENISTS CAN'T AGREE
ON SLAYER'S SANir

Killed in Auto Crash.
Toledo, O., Oct. 11.—John McMillan,
aged 65, field superintendent for the
Sun Oil Co., was instantly killed and
iiis chauffeur, Benjamin Rosen, aged 38,
was.. perhaps fatally injured, at Walbridge, a suburb, this afternoon, when
the automobile in which they were riding crashed into a Toledo, Fostoria &
Findlay interurban car at a sharp
curve.

MRS. ELIZBETH NEWMEYER.

FAIR—COLDER.

P3RATE-NAP GAME

In the world's weather series the
local prognosticator came to hat
in the ninth for this vicinity with
the score showing an advantage of
several line days. There were prolonged cheers, for the heavy hitter
was popular with, the listeners to
the megaphone man. A nice -day was
on third base, hut two were down,
so all hope was blasted when the
weather gink fanned. The final score
was: "l^or Sunday in Western
Pennsylvania, fair and much colder.*"1

At Forbes Field Tomorrow
Will Be Reproduced On the

ELECTRIC SCORE BOARD
At THE PRESS' Fifth Ave.
Office.
Bulletins Megaphoned, Too.
ELIZABETH NEWMEYER, AGED i.

ALL FANS WELCOME!

Stall Correspondent United Press.

Brief Series
Gives Players
Rich Reward

Ritual Murder
Tria^ Causes
Bitter Attack

? niierta l\!ow
Rules Mexico
As Dictator

New York, Oct. 11.—Justice refusedf
to permit lifting the flag atop the City
hall, where it. has hung half mast in
mourning for the r late Mayor Gaynor
just 30 days today. When an employe
attempted to raise the stars and stripes
today to the top of the mast, the banner caught on the hand of the bronze
statue of justice which surmounts the
cupola, and the flag stuck fast at half
mast.

llii

Charges that ti J Chamber of Commerce of Pittsburj turned a violent
somersault, completely stultified itself
Albany, N. Y.. Oct. 11.—Absolutely de- and made itself the parliamentary
stock of the nation, were
ying himself all visitors, Gov. William j laughing
made yesterday by Attorney Edward J.
ulzer remained secluded in the execu- Kent, chairman of the Allegheny
ive mansion today. Sunday probably County Good Roads committee. In an
ill be the last day that he will be in interview with THE PRESS Mr. Kent
that the action taken by the
ossession here. Even his closest friends said
Chamber Friday night was in direct
believe that he will be found guilty by contradiction to a former action, and
he impeachment court on Monday. The citefj dates and documents in making
ain question in their minds is whether his charges.
GET VALUABLE IDEAS ON
Mr. Kent Said that, according to his
he court, in addition to removing him, best
recollection, the chamber adopted
vill
forever
bar
him
from
holding
a
poa
favorable report On the bond issue
MUNICIPAL HOME RULE
proposition, which had been made to
sition of trust under the state.
by a committee, Sept. 11. At the
The governor set ' forth in- detail his it
same time, he sii's. he was commisside
of
the
case.
But
Judge
Herrick,
sioned to attend the good roads convenA quiz to be a quiz must be a quiz.
at Harrisburg. Mr. Kent attended
. The "quizzing" yesterday of Pittsburgh his counsel interfered. Herrick went to tion
the convention, returned to Pittsburg
the
mansion
and
saw
the
governor
and
mayoralty and councilmanic candidates
I and made his report, favoring the bond
| issue, last Friday night.
arranged by Thomas J. Howells was not Mrs. Sulzer. Later Mrs. Sulzer said:
"It has been decided that any stateMuch to his surprise, Mr. Kent asconducted as expected by some, but the
affair was highly interesting nevertheless ment of the governor's position must : serts, the chamber refused to accept
|
his
favorable report, and reversed its
There was no catechizing of candidates come from Judge Herrick."
I former action in which it had declared
or probing for revelations of character
Herrick said:
|
for
the bond issue. Mr. Kent refers
Instead, tive candidates, guests of Mr.
"There will be no statement until afHowells, commingled with Mayor New- ter the verdict is anounced. The gov- ! to the manner in which the reversal of
ton D. Baker of Cleveland and Frederic ernor has agreed that there will be no its former position by the chamber was
C. Howe, director of the People's Insti- talking until after the vote. Then he ! brought about as'-a "frame-up" and declares the meeting was packed in order
tute, New York, who absolutely refused will have much to say."
result.
to assume the roles of quizzers, but
To prevent his impeachment, Gov. Sul- lo get that
TO KEE'f UP FIGHT..
Special to THE PRESS.
showed themselves in. their true light, zer must receive 20 of the 57 votes that
It
is
stated
that the action of the
New "York, Oct. fl.—The world's series
as ideal companions and entertaining will be cast. Last week, when .it was
Continued on Pajee 2.
ended today with the victory of the Philtalkers on matters of interest to all good expected that he would ta1<e the stand
delphia Americans was the briefest
citizens. •
and tell his own story he and his advisors
world's, series since that of 1010, when
The quintet of candidates who' accepted
isted that he would have not less than
the Chicago Cubs, champions of t.ie NaMr. Howells' hospitality were Stephen G.
But sentiment has changed. Today
tional. league, were defeated by the AthPorter, candidate for mayor, and the fol- there seems to be a feeling t'.iat he will
letics, premiers of <he American c rcu.t.
lowing councilmanic candidates: W. A. not get more than 10. The governor,
in a similar number* of games. In 1907
Hoeveler, W. Y. English, P. J. McArdle himself, is said to have Cuhy made up
and 1908 live games were olaved, but
and John S. Herron. Not one of them his mind that he is to be removed.
one of those in 1907 was a la-inning tie.
was placed upon the stand and crossThe contestants that year were the same
questioned. It was almost the other way
teams which battled the following auabout, for before long they were grouped
lumn, and after the tie battle had been
around Mayor Baker, listening to his
foug.it, the Chicago Cubs won four
stories of the regime of home rule that .
straight
games -trom the Detroit Tigers.
By sjiiiteu Press.
he and :his. fellow fighters have won for
When the series ended tonight, the
Kiev, Russia, Oct. 11.—Evidence estabCleveland, and plying him with questions.
Mr. Howells had invited both mayorlishing the corpus delicti was concluded Athletics were credited with tour victories and the Giants with but one.
alty candidates and" the whole 10 canlegro Victim of Cutting Dies today in the "ritual murder" trial, where- Christy
Mathewson was the only New:
didates for council. Joseph G. Armin the Jew, Mendel Beilis is accused of
killing a Christian boy. The examining York pitcher to beat the Mackian crew,
strong, opponent of Mr. Porter for the
In Ambulance.
but
his'record
is not. spotless, for he lost
magistrate who conducted the preliminary
mayoralty, and the five councilmanic
the deciding game today. Both times he
hearing was one of the witnesses.
candidates who did not attend, had preThe
newspaper • Kievlianiu today twirled, he opposed blank, so that their
viously sent letters of declination lo
John Johnson, aged SO, a negro known '.•ontained another bitter attack on the records in the series are equal.
Mr. ilowells," as previously' published
The total attendance tor the five games
Russian
authorities in connection with
3
"String Beans" at 11:28 last night
the Beilis case*. Yesterday's issue was was 150,1)92, almost exactly 100,000 less
Continued on Page 4.
as fatally stabbed in front of 1719 Wylie suppressed by the government, but the than saw the 19111 series between tile
Giants and the Boston fiedsox, but it
ave. and died when being removed to a paper went to press today as usual.
Chicago, Oct. 11.—Rabbi Joseph Stolz. must be considered that that engagement
'hospital. His alleged assailant, Lewis
games, one tie figuring, and
Wells, also colored, who is a Wylie ave: address.ng his congregation today went.eight
services in observance of Yorn the seventh decisive game being necesresident, as was Johnson, is held in cen- at
Kippur, urged that the Jews of all na- sary to choose a winner. In 1911, when
tral police station. Wells, aged about 40, tions unite in a protest to their gov- six games were played between the
was captured by Policeman John Jones, ernments against the trial, of Mendel Giants and the Athletics, the attendance
who ran from two blocks distant when an Beilis for "ritual murder" at Kiev, was 179,851, but the seating- capacity or
alarm was sounded after the cutting.
Shibe park was greater then than it is
Russia.
It Is said the men had an argument and
"After 2000 years of oppression, it is this year, which accounts for tie differWells drew a knife, slashing Johnson's time for .the Jewish peoples of the world ence in the crowds.
face ana his neck, severing the jugular to exert ' all their economic influence
The attendance record for a single
vein and continuing the frightful gash and to use the power that wealth brings game, established in 1911 at the opener
THy United Press.
down
the
body
almost
to
the
abdomen.
Mexico City, Oct. 11.—By declaring
to them to secure the protection of their between the Giants and the Athletics,
\n attempt to clean up tne hill district people from barbarous treatment in Rus- still stands—38.2S1. The banner crowd
both branches of the Mexican national
congress
suspended, President Huerta j will e a sequel to the murder, it is de- sia." said Rabbi Stolz. "In each of the this year was that of last Thursday at
and negroes acting suspiciously nations of the world, wealthy Jews with the Polo grounds, w.ien 3*5,883 passed
today practically assumed the role of
aXcTnot giving a satisfactory account of influence should unite to bring pressure through the gates.
a dictator.
The total receipts this year amount to
The formal proclamation dissolving the themselves will be arrested.
to heap- upon their governments."
legislative branch oC the government also
$325,980, less than was taken in at; any
gave notice that new senators and depseries since 1010. when the income li-orr.
uties will be elected on Oct. 2.6, tiie day
the five games was $173,98(1. The playCol. Gaiilard Wear Death
Y. M. C. A. Secretary Quits.
of the presidential elections.
ers' pool this fall totaled SK'o.Kr.'.So. as
against $1 !7.57'-V-8 last yen-, when the
Vera Cruz, Mes., Oct. 11— Grave disVincent C. Hart, general secretary of Giants were beaten by t e Rc-dso:..
Ba'timore, Md., Oct. 11.—Col. David
turbances in Mexico City and possibly a
the
Young
Men's
Christian
association
Dubois
Gailliard.
U.
S.
A.,
one
of
the
resumption of the righting which held it.
Each member of the Athletics ,'.vv-11 pull
Tarentuni for three years, has ten- down $3,243,93. if each man on the roster
in terror at the time o£ President Ma- buildcs of the Panama canal, remains of
dero's assassination are feared here to- unconscious at the St. John's hospital dered Irs resignation, and will go to is given a full share, wh'le each of the
night. This is indicated by a total stop- todav. He has a brain malady, w'hich Dallas, Tex., his former home, to enter Giants, will receive $2,102.02 for the loser's
Until his successor is chosen end. This is fairly'soft money for compage of all 'telegraphic communicat.on is expected to prove fatal within a business.
short time. Mrs. Gailliard is with him, William F. Biiitner will act as secretary. ing out second best in any kind of a conwith the capital.
but
he
does
not
recognize
her.
All dispatches to Vera Cruz newspapers
test.
The National Commiss on s total share
have been held up without notice, and
of the receipts amounts to K32.508. -Pan
little .news has been received here since
of tils goes to pay the umpires, the
Provisional President Huerta's coup,
traveling expenses of the members of the
when he made practically the whole
commission, the official scorers and other
chamber of deputies prisoners following
incidentals in connection with the world's
their resolution demanding information
Harrisburg, Pa.. Oct. 11.—Governor
of the fate of Senator Dominguez ot
. Tener tonigift wired his congratuseries.
F.ach clubowner—Benjamin Shihi of
Chiapas, who had openly attacked Huerta
lations to Manager Connie Mack, of
Philadelphia, and Harry N. Hemp«te3d
and his regime.
the" champion Athletics.
of New York—receives $158,218.11 as his
Only the news of Huerta's coup came
The governor's telegram says:
share. One of the rules of the serirs :'3
through before the wires were stopped.
"The people of Pennsylvania apt':at the club's share of the spoils shall
It is believed that opponents of Huerta
preciate the great victory your
be divided evenly, the losing magnate
have taken up arms against him, and
splendid team has won. On behalf
pulling down just as much as the winthat, fearing American interference, he
of every sport loving citizen of the
ner, but the players who win get 60 per
seeks to keep the news of events in Mexistate I congratulate you."
cent of their pool, and the losers but -10
co City from the world until such time
as bis foes have been subdued.
per cent.

Five Aspirants for Municipal
Offices Take Lunch With
Mayor Baker, of Cleveland,
and F. C^ Howe

PUSHED HIS JUGM.

New York, Oct. '11.—Unable to agre
as to the sanity or insanity of Fathe
Hans Schmidt, confessed murderer o
Anna Aumueller, four alienists ap
pointed to examine the slayer toda;
asked further time of District Attorne
Whitman.
They plan further examinations c
Schmidt, and of the correspondenc
found in his "murder fiats."

JUSTICE HOLDS FLAG
FAST AT HALF MAST

The southpaw for the /u-st time in hi *
leas-lie career whipped Mathewson and
Count was .1 to 1. He held the young'
and vi-ile Giants in the hollow of his
40-year-old IM\: He choked them down,
with two hits- fed but 2S men faced him
at the. plate. B\t for hits own muff ov
™ e.o.s>- .pop fl.y rr*na *tu>Tfyys bat ii the
iifrb .'JI.'.HI '■ he 1 vcni.i Ss™ snut tftti
Ofnrj;- one with Jone ba.-vhii ar>d only
the regulation 2?rfmen wort VI have faced
him riotn the fifing zone! He lias announced his retirement, and if this statement carries, tne remarkable southpaw
can sit back through the years beyond
and nurse the greatest
dream come
true.that might befall any contender of
the. tribe—that final bail game that be
ever worked marked by all odds the
greatest he had ever pitched.
THE FADELESS TRIO.
They say that youth will he served,
but, in the closing summing up kindly remember this—eight years ago the Giants
and Athletics met .and of the five games
won, four were gathered in by Mathewson and Bender, with Hank in the thick
of the fight. Since that date youngsters
have come and passed—stars have risen
and faded under the drive of the game.
But of this present series out of five
games won, four were gathered in by
Mathewson, Bender and Plank. This
fadeless trio had seen the service of
big league war before most of those engaged had taken two jumps f om the
cradle. And yet, when the ultimate test
Continued on Page 3, Sporting- Section.

GET FREE
Theater Ticket
See Pa£e 2,
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STENER CONGRATULATES
PHILADELPHIA TEAM.
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For tO Days Only, we offer you the

THL SUPERIOR VALUE.
YOU RECttVE IN ft

SCHUBERT.PMI
FAR 0UTWE.16B5
ITS COST

Sunday Press Ticket
ONE (1) of these tickets when presented at
"S, & H." Premium Parlors 632 Liberty Ave. and
111 Sheridan Ave., E. E., is good for TWO (2)
"S. & M." Green Trading Stamps.
Tickets can also be exchanged for stamps in
all Out of Town "S. & H." Premium Parlors.

Good for 60 Days Pnf
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Direct from our Factories to Home. Our success has been tremendous. The large volume of business done far exceeds our
fondest expectations.
While our profits ar« small, -we have
just reason to be proud of the enviable position we hold as
the most progressive piano store in Pittsburgh. We have
waged an unrelenting war on fake advertising, picture puzasles,
clubs, guessing contests, high prices, etc.,, and apart from
the splendid support and patronage of our friends, and
GROVES PIANO CQ 803 LIBERTY AVt.
the readers of our advertisements, our method* .-'have
bean copied and commented on by the leading piano dealers and trade papers all over the country,
which is surely proof positive that our policy of Honest Value at an Honest Price—WINS.
There have been tiroes during the past year when, the demand for our pianos and player pianos has
bean so great that we wwe unable to supply the demand. Prom a very small beginning—starting with
one floor—we now occupy four floors, 9,000 square feet, and continue to grow.
We handle only the finest grade Instruments, among them the celebrated

CHUBER"

IANO

known the world over folf its durability, tone and artistic case designs. For 88 years the jSCHUBERt
PIANO has been recognised by the music loving public as the ideal instrument for concert and home
—over 50,000 in dally use.
Our original methods ware an instantaneous hit. Unusual success, such as ours, necessitates not
onhr honest, reliable money's worth merchandise—but honest, courteous, appreciative treatment—a square
deal for every customer. Our pianos at $185 are equal to any sold elsewhere for $300. Our Players at
$825 are equal to any sold elsewhere for $550. If you buy—railroad fare refunded within 100 miles
of Pittsburgh.

From Date, Oct. 12,1913

EMIL SEIDEL WILL
MAKE ADDRESS HEBE
THIS EVENING

'* '™*

WHY BUY M INF

P

When you can come here and get a
strictly high-grade instrument (slightly used, of course) at a reduction of
from $100 to $200, on terms as low as
Former Mayor of Milwaukee «5.00 DOWN AND fl.BO WEEKLY.
STBUKWAY
$120
Has Message for Working- ?4TB
450 KRA1VICH & BACH .....
110
400 LCDWIG
100
400
'FISCHER,
.
1>5
men, Socialist Leaders Say 350 NEW ENGLAND
tS
DON'T PAIL TO SEE OUR
- TWO 58th WEEKLY SPECIALS
Ensil Seidel, candidate for the vice S550 PLAYER PIANO
$240
presidencv on the Socialist ticket In 435 KIM BALL—Almost nevr
165
1912, and ex-mayor of Milwaukee, will
Call or write at once.
deliver an address, at 8 p. m. today, in
the Lyceum theater, on the subject,
"Workers' Problem."
Mr. Seidel was the first chief executive of any large municipality in the
United States elected by the SocialEstablished 85 Years.
ist party, an'J won a national and

nklimvllv co.,Ltd.

813 Liberty Ave.

PLAYER POLLS-3 for $1.00

DIRECTLY OPPOSITE NEW LIBERTY
THEATER ON FIRST FLOOR.

Largest Stock in Pittsburgh—Mall orders given prompt attention.

Agents for the Celebrated Decker Pianos

GROVES PIANO CO.,

3

ulng for three days. The first session of
the Synod will be held Tuesday evening.
At this meeting the retiring moderator,
Rev R. P. Daubenspeck, D. D., of Huntingdon, Pa., will preach the opening
sermon.
The synod of Pennsylvania is the largest and wealthiest organization of Ita
kind in the world, it Is composed of 21
presbyteries, which contain 1,168 churches
and 283,143 members, The Pittsburgh
Presbytery, which is the largest, COIIT
tains 133 churches with a membership
of 49,590.

?fy Ave.
Libe
PITTSBURGH, PA.

RESOURCES OVER $.,OOOsOOO
LIHOEMAN & SONS
AM OTHER
Pianos and
Player Pianos
Piano Company,
ODD- Nixon, Flttsbnruh

418 SIXTH AVE.

X-SOCIETY LEADER
P CHILD
Continue* fro: Page 1.
■dan, oJ the'Curry bifilding;, -who appeared for Mrs. Newftieyer yesterday,
and who knows this unusual oase from
the beginning to the present time, the
father waa too generous. Instead of
helping his son, he hindered hjm by
making him too dependent, the attorney thinks. After young Newmeyer

ran for the state senate things did not
go well at home.
"Last June he was sentenced to jail
for 10 days," said Mr. Jordan. "During
that sentence he sent for me. When
I went there he said his people wanted
to commit him to an insane asylum. He
acknowledged it would, be better for
him there for awhile, but did not want
to be in the complete power of his relatives. His father,. Senator Newmeyer,
died last spring, and since then young
Newmeyer had not been getting as
much money from his family as before.
I told him if his wife would sign the
petition to have him put away, then she
could appear any . time that it was
necessary he should be released. She'
signed thfe p
s consent,
and he now is
ward at
Woo'dville.
"BJut—mid ho1
I only
drew up'^nat'
n that
the Kewmeyer
rt Mrs.
Newtsjeyer and
hich she
has tijree. To
stlpulated this,1 for n
TVife was not
fitted to earn her o'
living, as she always had been take]
of. But since
the husband has hem away, the family
simply has permitted the wife to occupy the big, beautiful home in Crafton

At Kleber's, 513 Wood St

Educational, that 9s what it ts.
A Player-Piano can tell you more
about the Beauties of Music, the Great
Composers and the whole Musical Literature
in one month than a school in one year.
Especially the
"

No money was given het on which to
live. She vr&B compelled to send her two
oldest children to the elder Mrs. Newmeyer and then took In boarders to support herself and the youngest child
Elizabeth, the one who appeared in court
today."
ELOQUENT PLEA IB MADE.
Mr. Jordan made an eloquent plea before the judge for his client. He represented that, as she had no experience in
working, she happened to light UpOn some
very rough men .as tenants for her
rooms. There has been some drinking"
and quarreling there, ..and that is what
the neighbors complained about. The
climax was reached last week, when one
of Mrs. Newmeyer's neighbors, a man,
coming home iijtoxicated, did not want his
wife to know afid begged Mrs. Newmeyer
to rent Mm a xJfrm foe the night. Thjfe
she did. In the night, one or the regular
boarders robbed the visitor of $60. The
visitor complained to the police-and Mrs.
Newmeyer and the boarder were arrested.
Mrs. Newmeyer was discharged, but,
while she was in the Crafton lock-up her
child was at home, in .the care of a
colored man who worked around the
place. The neighbors objected to this
man taking care of the child and a petition was made to Juvenile court to have
the child taken away from the mother.
But the judge, yesterday, after hearing
all sides,- gave the child back to Mrs.
Newmeyer, on condition that Walter Pulton, the negro, should go away from the
home.
Walter Fulton is aged 50, and has
worked for Mrs. Newmeyer for eight
years. According to her, he is devoted
to all her children and he Is broken
hearted at being thought not fit to take
care of the child.
"I can get recommendations for my
character," he said yesterday, after court
was ovev, as he stood in the hallway ofthe court, tears running down his cheeks.
"It hurts me to have anybody think I
am not a good man. I love thOBe Children and have nursed them when they
were little. I think the judge doesn't
understand, or he wouldn't have said I
must seaway."
Several well known white women of
Crafton, women of means, for whom Fulton.has worked at various times, gathered.
around him and tried to console him. He
is a respectable, neatly-dressed old negro.
"He has helped me even to the extent
of going out and working and bringing
in the money to me when I was hard
up," said Mrs. Newmeyer. "I feel so bad
that he has been misrepresented. He is
a real type of faithful servitor and a
terrible mistake has been made about
him." Fulton is in possession of many
excellent recommendations for character,
faithfulness and honesty.
Mrs Newmeyer said yesterday she will
continue to keep boarders, until her husband is able to return to her and make
a living. Her children are Thomas, aged
12- Mary aged 8, and Elizabeth, aged 6.
About a month ago, Mrs. Newmeyer
says, she was served notice by her husband's people, who own the house she.
lives in, that she must vacate it. This
she refuses to do.

Steinway Upright Piano $235.

Perfect- like new; guaranteed; taken
in exchange on Kurtzman piano.
SCHKOEDER CO.. 828 Liberty ave.

aper=iiiano
For, as a Teacher must be the Right
Sort to lead you correctly, cultivate correct
musical ideals, so the Player-Piano must be
of the best; one that yields the highest expression and is most sensitive to the delicate
light and shade effects of good music; one
that responds perfectly to the "Artistic
Temperament."
With a KLEBER ROCKWOOD
PLAYER-PIANO there is no limit to
TONE COLOR.
513
Wood
Street
ESTABLISHED 1841.

For the first time in seven years the
State supreme court held a session here
yesterday, Saturdays generally being devoted to consultation. The present list
of appeals however, Is unusually large,
and as several of the attorneys having
arguments to present live out of town,
the court decided to hear their cases rather than bring them back this week, or
to delay their own work further.
The appeals heard yesterday were two
from Somerset and three from Venango
county. Of the two from the former, one
was the appeal of M. E. and G. L. Klare
defendants, in a suit in assumpslt brought
by A. E. Rayman, who had recovered
the first payment for the purchase of a
hotel property from the former on the
ground that the property was encumbered
and the other was the appeal of H. K.
Stoner, trading as the Stoner Coal Co.,
at the suit of Evelyn Smith in an action
for damages for the death of her husband
killed in a mine.
A Single Fact.
is worth a shipload of argument. We do
the largest diamond business in Western
Pennsylvania. We buy our diamonds direct from the cutters in Amsterdam and
sell direct to you. These facts are a
substantiation of our claim to give the
greatest diamond values. Investigate before you buy.
SAM. F. SIPE.
Diamonds Direct from Amsterdam
Schmidt Bldg., 2d floor, S39 Fifth ave.
Store Open Saturday Evenings.

You can easily afford to have a stylish hat if
you use good judgment and discrimination in selecting the place to buy. The woman who huys her
new hat without seeing this store's Displays, does
herself a grave injustice, and the woman who does
see our Charming Millinery and Millinery Values
never huys elsewhere.
Missies' and Children's
Millinery,
tailored and
* MONDAY ONLY * trimmed styles,
48c, 75c,
Lancaster Apron Ging- C3/
$1.50,
$2.50
and
up
to $10.
ham—all patterns, a yd. . .D '^C
Children's Stockings — Jersey
ribbed, guaranteed fast col- -I Q
or; value 38c, a pair
19C
T Ijonsdale Sheeting Mnslln —*T
regular 15c value, a
12C
/4

.yard..

........ .7

C

Mahogany, guaranteed, slightly used,
taken in exchange on Kurtzman piano.
BCHROEDER CO.. 828 Liberty ave.

Curtains—Good strong Nottlng- TAP
ham curtains with overlooked button-hole edge. Also panels. (JA—.
$1 value, a pair... . . ........Di/C
American Challis — Persian
styles, fast colors.
8c 03/„
. value, a yard
O /4C .
"^ Infants' Slips—Of fine Nain-*
sook, lace and einbroid- m M '
ery trimmed, 75c value... . *lftC
Figured Silkollnes — beautiful
designs, regular 18c val- Q3/
ue, a yard. ..... ... ...... »f /4C
■^T Corsets — Odds and ends of.K
"Thomson Glove Fitting" and
other makes worth up to JA
$1.50, a pair
.MtvC

PRESBYTERIAN SYNOD TO
MEET IN WAYNESBURG.
Waynesburg, Pa., Oct.' 11.—The Presbyterian Synod of Pennsylvania will hold
its 82nd annual meeting, her*; -this year,
beginning Tuesday, Oct. 21, and contin-

AT CHAMBE

IGHTFUL TOLLS
IN OCEAN Dl

jT>| fXT" one of these standard makes of Pianos or
O xJ I Player Pianos, Kurtzmann, Kroeger, McPhail
or Schroeder Bros., and your purchase will give you perfect satisfaction for a lifetime.
Write for Catalogue and Our Special Proposition.
Kurtzmann, K/oeger, McPhail,

Schroeder Bros.,

Martin and Mehiin pianos and player pianos.
%

828 LIBERTY AVE.,

Goeztman,

SOLD ONLY BY

PITTSBURGH

SAGE TEA BEAUTIFULLY DARKENS
THE HAIR WHEN FADED AND GRAY
Mixed With Sulphur Makes
Hair Soft, Lustrous and
Cures Dandruff

The use of Sage and Sulphur for restoring faded, gray hair to its natural
color dates back to grandmother's time.
She kept her hair beautifully darkened, glossy and abundant, with a
brew of Sage Tea and Sulphur. Whenever her hair fell out or took on that
dull, faded or streaked appearance, this
$700 Player Piano $275.
simple mixture was applied with wonderColonial design; 88-note; latest im- ful effect.
provements; slightly used; perfect conBut brewing at home is mussy and
dition; guaranteed. .
out-of-date. Nowadays skilled chemSCHROEDER CO., 828 Liberty av».
ists do this better than ourselves. By

asking at any drug store for the readyto-use product-—called "Wyeth's Sage
and Sulphur Hair Remedy".—you will
get a large bottle for about 60 cents.
Some druggists make their, own, which
Is usually too sticky, so Insist upon
getting "Wyeth's," which can be depended upon to restore natural color
and beauty to the hair and is splendid
for-dandruff, dry, feverish, itchy scalp
and falling hair.
A well-known downtown druggist
says his customers insist on Wyeth's
Sage and Sulphur, because, they say, it
darkens so naturally and evenly that
nobody can tell it has been applied—
it's So easy to use,, too. You simply
dampen a sponge or soft brush and
draw it through your hair, taking one
strand at a time. Do this at night and
by morning the gray hair disappears;
after another application or two, it is
restored to its natural color and looks
glossy, soft and abundant.

NEW DRESS MATERIALS
25c Mouseline Silks, large selection
— .«.... *a *** *]
29c Crepe Ratine and Zentenos
„,
J >£oC
85c Imported Silk mercerized Poplins. ..
«ri^^*>
Regular 45c Silver and Steel Grey Panama and worsted | A
dress materials, special tomorrow a yard
I 5/C
a M
40, 42, 44-lnch Wool Dress Materials, navy, brown, green,
4e)C tan' bIack and white, checks and mixed novelties, regularly
sold at 65 c—-sale price tomorrow only 45<V
50 and 54-lnch Imported Stortm Serge and .English novelties
—brown, navy, black and mixtures. Regular.$1.7.5 arid $2
values. Something extraordinary at this sale price, 85c.
AA
36-inch Silk Messallne and Peau de Sole, black and,colors.
•||||* Excellent quality that regularly sells at $1.50. Sale price
«/V»> Monday only 90c.

Courting in Public.

Continued from Page 1.
chamber .against the bond Issue will
not be allowed to rest in the present
status. Members of the body who usually take little voice in Its proceedings expressed themselves yesterday
in no uncertain, terms against the repudiation of Mr. Kent as a delegate to
the Harrlsburg convention, and they
Astonishing* revelations regarding promise to have the matter brought up
two gangs of negro gunmen are said for further consideration by the chamofficially who'll the friends of the
to have been made In a confession by ber
roa<f bonds will have equal opportunity
a giinftnan to Coroner S. C. Jamison, with opponents of th'e'mensufc tt? fe<who was investigating the killing of press ther opinion by ballot.
Plans' for the speaking campaign in
Curtis Young, a negro, who- was shot
of the $50,000,000 bond issue are
to 'death on Wylle ave., near TownBend favor
rapidly and Chairman
St., last Wednesday night. - According progressing
.lames
Adams, of the speakers' comto the coroner he was a victim of the mittee D.said
yesterday
that orators,. in
gangsters, while negroes said to be
numbers will be heard on the
named Jackson and Kennedy escaped^ large
stump throughout the county. In favor
death only through the failure of the" of the bonds. The speaking.Will begin
gun in the hands of the killer to work. early this week and the whole county
John Braxton is under arrest, being wll be cared for. The territory will;be
held by ijproner Jamison for the mur- covered completely and it is the ender of Young. The information gath- deavor of the committee to make cerered by toe coroner shows, it Is said, tain that all voters shall be made
that two gangs of negroes, one in the thoroughly familiar with the issue. It
vicinity of Soho st. and the other of Is their Wise to take the roads amendWylle ave., have a feud on and that ment out 6f politics, so far as the opthey have a method of choosing a killer position to the amendment will allow,
when they wish to remove some gang- and place It squarely before the people
ster.
on its merits. They believe that the
It 's said Braxton was chosen to kill popular desire to place Pnnsylvania on
Young and the other two negroes. He a par with hr sister commonwealths In
was charged up with "coke" and went the matter of her highways will make
man-hunting In Wylle ave, it is said. Itself felt soon and under the impetus
He pointed a revolver towards Ken- of a strong campaign will carry all
nedy and Jackson, It is declared, but opposition before it.
It failed to work, but when pointed at
Young the cartridge exploded, snuffing
Kranich & Bach Upright $210.
out the life of the man-, it Is alleged.
Like new; guaranteed; full size; taken
Gordon Spencer, John Schools, Bob
■ "
Gibson, Joe Holmes, Harley and Brax- in exchange on Kurtzman piano.
SCHROEDER CO., 828 Liberty ave;
ton all were under arrest, but the coroner detained only Braxton, turning
the others over to the police.

Scbroeder Co. Sells the Best Pianos.

A Very Important Sale of

Net Waists—Beautifully trimmed — vest ..effect.
AIQA
Regular $3 value
«9lwO

NEGRO GUN FIGHTERS
RAMPANT ON HILL

highly enviable re;
tegl-ity and ftg-greS;
of his adminlstr:
watched and gene
students of governmental
country over. He has justHcompleted
a debating tour through the principal
cities of the west and south.' His op-,
ponent at the many gatherings addressed was ex-Congressman, Adam
Bede.
Mr. Seidel won many converts to the
ideas an'J principles underlying the
orthodox socialistic doctrines by his
earnest and eloquent advocacy. He is
a man of strong convictions and much
force, and has the cause Of the tollers
at heart.
Tonight's meeting at the, Lyceum
theater will be held under the auspices of the Allegheny County Socialist
organization. The general public and
the workingmen of the city in particular, are urged to attend.
."■.'■"'.

binations suitable for any room In the house. Come early and get
the best selection.
Odds and ends of 5c and 6c papers with border to match, a bolt... lc
8c and 10c values, tapestry, floral and tile effects, a bolt
2%c
12%c and 15c papers, stencil, two-tones and fruits, a bolt. ..... .6c

*f£

KENT TAKES

The best of the Alcazar is the Alcazar
gardens. But I would not ignore the
homelike charm of the vast court in to
the palace beyond. It is planted casually
about with rather shabby orange trees
that children were playing under, and was
decorated with the week's wash of the
low, simple dwellings which may be hired
at a rental moderate evert for Seville,
where a handsome and commodious house
in. a good quarter rents for l$60 a year.
One of these two-story cottages, as we
should call them, in the ante-court of the
Alcazar had for the student of Spanish
life the special advantage of a lover close
to a ground-floor window dropping tender
nothings down through the slats of the
shutter to some, maiden lurking within.
The nothings were so tender that you
could not hear them drop, and, besides,
they were Spanish nothings, and it would
not have served any purpose for the
stranger to listen *"or them. Once afterward we saw the national courtship going on at another casement, but that was
at night, and.here the precious first sight
of it was offered at 10 o'clock in the
morning. Nobody seemed to mind the
lover stationed outside the shutter with
which the Iron bars forbade him the

closest contact, and it is only fair to say
that he minted nobody. He was there
when we went in and there when we
came Out, and it appears that when it is
a question; of love' making time is no
more an object in Spain ±han in the
United. States. The scene would have
been better by moonlight, but you cannot always have moonlight, and the sun.,
did very, well^-'at. least, the lover did nc
seem to miss the moon.—W. D. Howel
in'Harper's Magazine-

Knabe Upright Piano $190.;

Perfect; like new; guaranteed.
SCHROEDER CO., 828 Liberty ave.i.

Energetic.
"Busy day?"
"Terribly, busy, I got to the office soj
late that I almost missed a very impor-j
tant luncheon engagement. Luncheog
kept me so long that I,. nearly fyvsot
golf match,, and when I got through witS
that I barely had time to get ready fol
a theater party. Still, I don't mind hav-L
ing to hustle. It takes activity to keep!
business going these days."—Washington!
Star.

MM EACH
Buys a Splendid New riano

Direct From Factory
20
New
Pianos

ERS

By United PresH.
New York, Oct. 11.—The burning of the
liner Volturao, with a loss of 1S8 lives,
recalls many other ocean disasters, with
the Titanic loss far the worst of modern times. The list follows:
St. George, Defense and Hero stranded
near Jutland, Dec. 24, 1811; 2,*00 lost.
Phoenix burns on Lake'' Michigan, Nov.
21, 1847; 240 lost.
' Royal Adelaide wrecked off Margate,
March 30, 1850; 400 lost.
Arctic collides with', Vesta, off Newfoundland, Sept: 27, 1854; S50 lost.
Central America, Havana, to New York,
sinks with passing steamer, Sept. 12,
1.857; 400 lost.
Rhone, and Wye, sinks Oct. 29, 1867;
1,000 lost.
Atlantic sinks off Nova Scotia, April
1, 1873; '547 lost.
Utopia sinks off Gibraltar, March 17,
1891; 511 lost.
Norge, foundered at sea, July 3, 1904;
700 lost,.
La Burgogne, off Sable Island1, July
1, 1898; 560 lost.,
Ville de St. Nazaire burned In storm
off Cape Hatteras, March 7, 1898; 584
lost.
Slocum burns In East river, New
York, June 15, 1904; 1,000 lost:
Larchmont sunk in collision oft Atlantic coast, Feb. 12,. 1907; 188 lost.
Berlin, wrecked off Holland coast,
Feb. 21, 1907; 150 lost.
Ying King, foundered off Hong Kong
July 28, 1908; 300 lost.
Republic, rammed and sunk -by
steamship Florida,
off Nantucket,
nearly all passengers .saved by Jack
Binns' wireless call for aid, Jan. 24,
1909; 6 lost.
Sardinia, burns Nov. 28, 1909; 100
-ost.
Aurora, sunk by iceberg, North Atlantic, April 26, 1910; 187 lost.
Huss, sinks in Black Sea Jan. 11,
1912; 172 lost.
Titanic
sinks In Atlantic ocean,
after hitting Iceberg, April 14, 1912;
1595 lost.
Texas founders in Gulf of Smyrna,
April 30, 1912; 140 lost.
Kicke Maru, lost off coast of Japan,
Sept. 2S, 1912; 1000 lost.
Cruiser York runs down German torpedo destroyer off Germany March 4,
1913; 178 lost.
Calvados, lost in blizzard In Sea of
Marmora, March 8, 1913; 200 lost.
Volturno burns in Atlantic ocean,
Oct. 10, 1913; 136 lost.

Women's High-Class
Tailored Hats, every
shade, $1.25, $2.48. $3
and $5.
Elegant t rim m e d
Hats, distinctive styles,
$1.50, $2, $3.50 and up.

10,000 ROLLS df WALL PAPER
GO OUT TOMORROW
A life-time- opportunity for landlords. Perfect matched com-

Women's Wool tlnderwear —
Natural . wool vests and /jft
pants—$1.25 value,'each. D"C

A. B. Chase Parlor Grand $375

Cash or Payments. Old Instruments Taken in Exchange
STATE SUPREME COURT
HOLDS SATURDAY SESSION.

Charming Dress Hats

20
New
Pi aoos

Just placed on our floors. Fresh from the
Factory.
These Pianos are to be sold
quick for One Dollar a Week. If you
Want a good Piano don't delay. :: :: ::

The Sterling Piano Co.
Manufacturers

931 Liberty Ave.

Opposite Smithfield St.
I

I

Schoolmen to Meet Oct. 25.
A Joint meeting and bajnquet of members of the Schoolmasters' club and the
Upper Ohio Secondary school association, will be held at the Ft. Pitt hotel
at 1 o'clock, Saturday afterfnoon, Oct.
25. A speaker of national importance
will make the principal address.

GERtWillA SAVINGS BANK
:
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UNIVERSITY TO
HAVE SCHOOL
OFJBHILDI

It
Prepaid
AH charged or paid purchases,
roailable in one package, will
be sent free of charge to any
part of the United States
where Parcel Post rates apply.

Tots Will Have Garden, Toy
Houses, Pets, Etc., Provided
at Kindergarten at 3439
Fifth Ave.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
TO CONDUCT THE SCHOOL

"I feel well, never felt better; thanks
for your attention ana Peruna.
"I will be glad to do all I can in
the way of advancing the sale of your
valuable medicine.
"I do think Peruna the best medicine I have tried at any time.
"Since I began taking Peruna we
have never been without it.
"1 really believe that every woman
in the world ought to have Peruna
on hand all the time; for, if she gets
tired, Peruna refreshes her, if she
frets nervous, it soothes her, if despondent, it cheers and invigorates.
"Surelv.
Peruna is the woman's
friend."—Mr3. B. C. Everly,. ' 2103
Franklin st., Philadelphia, Pa.
Those who object to liquid medicines
can now procure Peruna Tablets.

\UY THE BEST

1 ke justly celebrated

Grands,Uprfghts,
Self-Players
Purchased and used by Pittsburg's best musicians; Uallmeyei
Russell, Christine Miller, Julia Gibnjsky. Amanda Vierheller, Myrtle
McAteer, John Cla'us, Morris Stephens. C. S. Nieson. AV. H. McDonald,'
ioseph D- McGinriis, Jane Moran,
George G. Weitzel-, Robert Monardi,
and others.

Eold Drecf from Factory to You.
Cut Out the Dealer's Profi!
Special This Week
■£■

Kew Player Pianos
. $'375 and up
New jgprighis . .
. $135 and a?
Used Pianos, S40, $75, $500, $125,
$135, $156, $175, $200, $259

STIEF
Two Factories.

ess
Smithfield

25 Stores.
Established 1842.
WRITE FOB PRICE LIST.

A school of childhood where the youngsters will play with doll3, take care of
pets, keep a garden, build toy houses, and
hear the best stories in simple English is
to be . opened tomorrow morning by the
school of education of the University of
Pittsburg at 3439 Fifth ave.
The aims, methods, and materials of
the new school will follow the line of the
most advanced thought. Great effort will
be made to protect the child physically
from overstirhulation and fatigue, as most
authorities agree that the chief business
of a child's life is growth. For this reason the rooms will be equipped as model
playrooms and furnished with all modern
play materials, and with individual chairs
and tables.
The school will open at 9 o'clock. Instead of the usual opening exercises of
songs, stories, and talks, the children will
go individually to pursue some plan of
their own. The play-leader will supervise
the work of each child and keep a record
of each child's progress and development
along various lines.
In order to make-these first play years
a part of the ch,ilo?s later education, the
play program will be based upon four
fundamental instinctive activities, talking,.
nurturing, constructing, and exploring.
To develop the instinctive activity of
talking, the school of childhood will furnish real experiences to talk about, and
secondly help the children to communicate freely about these experiences.
Every child likes to care for living
things. To meet this instinct, indoor and
outdoor gardening, birds, an aquarium,
and some pets will be provided for the
children. Special emphasis will be placed
upon house plays with dolls, and the
school will provide large dolls, hygienically dressed.
Carefully planned excursions wiil be
made to near points where the wonders
of the world of nature and the interests
of the community life can be seen. A
limited number of children will be received for the first year without tuition.
Parents desiring to send children to the
school should confer with Dean w. G.
Chambers of the university or with Miss
Alice N. Corbin, at 3430 Fifth ave.

MURDER CONVICTION
IN GRAFTDN FIRS'
IN EIGHT YEARS
Taylor County, W. Va., Makes
Record in Being,Jjree from
Capita! Crimes
Graf ton, W. Va., Oct. ll.Jfrhe first man
in eignt years to be convicted of murder
in Taylor county, which has been remarkably free from capital crimes, was
Zara Lewis, colored, who was found
guilty this week of the murder of Isaiah
Parsons, also colored. Thejjury recommended clemency ana LewH' wiil receive
probably a life sentence in the
state penitentiary instead of capital1: punishment.
Lewis shot Parsons at a psfrty at Simpson, this county, several weeks ago.
At the closing rally of business men of
Grafton to secure funds toi the location
of a big pottery here, Thursday night, a
man in the 'SO's pushed hisfivay forward
to subscribe $250 for one otthe lots offered for sale as ono of tti? methods of
raising the funds. He was' Isburn Wilmoth. "I will never live to see this do
me any good," he said, in.subscribing,
"but I love the old town arid want to see
her start upward before 'I go." The
spirit brought many forward to follow
his lead and the pottery, which will employ 250 workers, is now a certainty.
Fires were lighted this week in the
plant of the Grafton Window Glass Co.,
in the Eastend, which has been idle for
over two years, and a prosperous era
seems to be ahead of the concern. The
plant will employ in the neighborhood of
2O0 men. Complete repairs have been
made and a market has already been
secured for the product of the factory.
Since Grafton went dry the first of
July there has been no cases of "bootlegging" discovered in the city until this
week. This week, however, the police
picked' up a veritable walking distillery
when Clark Mays was taken into custody. Thirty pints of whiskey was found
concealed in pockets and In packages he
carried, and it developed that Mays had
been enjoying a brisk business.
BURNED BY EXPLOSION.
Benjamin Cottrell, 10 years, an employe
in the gas fields, mistook a ,blg leak in
a gis pipe on which he was working in
a trench near here this week for a small
one. Cottrell coolly rolled a cigaret and
lit -a match. The gas exploded, flames
leaping up 10 feet and enveloping him.
The shock threw him across the lighted
leak and he was further badly burned
about the face and breast before he
could extricate himself. His injuries may
prove fatal.
. An epidemic of Saturday night fires
which have destroyed more than a million dollars worth of property in this
city and nearby in the last two years,
had another one added Sunday morning
early, when a stable burned on the South
Side, cremating two valuable horses.
A restoration of two fast trains east
and west between Grafton and Wheeling,
which were taken off the Baltimore &
Ohio lines during the spring floods and
never replaced, is promised.
Property owners of Latrobe st. have
petitioned the city council to improve the
street by repaving rough places and
furnishing current for cluster lights they
will erect along the thoroughfare. They
will lay concrete walks in. return. This
street has been rather abandoned since
the city liquor license expired,1 and property owners will make an effort to rehabilitate it.
The city council this week granted a
franchise to the Comet Oil & Gas Co.,
which has made extensive developments
of Taylor county territory, and this will
give a competing gas line to Grafton.
The company will pipe its gas to Grafton
at once.

GOTHAM HIGH SCHOOL
AM A LOT
Taught Most Practical Things.
Homecraft, Fitting Them to
Preside Over Flatiettes
In the homecraft course Just instituted
in the Wadleigh higrh school, New York
city, the attempt to.. meet practical demands in girls' education is seen at its
best, according to officials of the United
States Bureau of Education. The homecraft course is for girls whose Interest
is In up-to-date homemaking; rattier than

THREE

Long KM Gloves

$3.SO M<£Sll Bags

GUARANTEED
Special sale of 16- <g -g
button German
-*
lambskin gloves; wide cut
arms; sixes 5% to 7%. ?3
Tallies, $1.96.

Genuine German «£«a.S5
silver mesh bags.
Unbreakable or reversible
mesh. JTlne hand engraved
frames.. Iilned -with silk or
uoUned. $8.50 values, $2.66.

Pleated messaline sashes in
the new "Tango" styles;
with streamer; black,
King blue, emerald, or
Nell rose. 50c valnes, 39c

MAIL ORDBIU FILLED

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

$2-

53.60 Kid Gloves, 20-button, 83.75.
$2.50 Kid Gloves, 12-bntton. 98c.
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

BOc "Tango" sashes

some New €oats9 Suits9 Gowns and Waists

Our immense departments devoted to ready-to-wear outergarments for women and misses are'stocked with the most fashionable styles, at interestingly low prices. With
past achievements in mind, and building up on the experience of years in selecting, adopting and developing styles to meet the most exacting demands, we have now
ready for your inspection the most widely varied assortments of styles, color effects and weaves we have ever shown. Before Investing in a garment, call and view oar stocks.
66

Evening Gowns

99

COAT SALE

Made of charmeueo and shadovr
lace combinations in American
beauty, gold, rose, light blue, pink,
and bhwk; waista of shadow laoe;
low neck and short sleeves; skirt

Special offer of a new model In
tailored suits of camel's hair cheviot; black "and colors; drooping
shoulder; set-In sleeves; velvet collar and cuffs; draped skirt. , Lined
with peau de cygne. g
Value $40. ALTERATIONS FREE. Sale price,

SUET SALE

Stunning Suits

ALTERATIONS FREE

ALTERATIONS FREE

Street Bresses

New models in tailored suits
of Bayadere cloth, eponge, fine
serge, diagonals, and chiffon
broadcloths;
black,
taupe,
brown, Copenhagen, navy, and
green; new style collars; kimono or plain tailored sleeves;
handsome new skirts. Values,
$50- Sale price, $35.
9

Made of imported eponge in
black, navy, Copenhagen, and
taupe. Three-quarter length;
lined throughout with peau de
cygne silk; plush collar; deep
cuffs; trimmed with large
plush buttons; kimono sleeves;
copy of an imported model.
Values, $40. Sale price, $25.

Hade of imported wool crepe; terra
cotta, Russian green, plum, navy,
and black; long sleeves with laoe
frill; Medici collar; new set-In
Shoulders; deep crushed plaid belt
and large bow. Peg-top skirt; Distinctive dresses,
« ■© jrb.&Q
worth, 126.
Sale price.

Special offer of new models in
Misses' suits. Fancy styles;
kimono sleeves; straightline
effects; silk lined; draped
skirts; all the fashionable
shades. Extraordinary suits.
ALTERATIONS «,
FREE. Sale
pricey

Special offer of fine moline,
broadtail, and brocaded velvet
coats in mole and black. Stunning new models; lined
throughout
with
brocaded
silks; cutaway styles; smart
collar and cuffs. C
Values, $60. Sale
price,

$

Made of narrow wales In black and
colors; kimono sleeves; Inlaid circular velvet collar; lined with peau
de cygne; new style gathered skirt.
Value $42. ALTERA-jg^^jg^g^
TIONS FREE.
Sale price,

"TaiUeur" Suits
Five new models In plain tailored
or fancy titlmmed suit3 of chiffon
broadcloths, zibellnes, Bayadere
cloth, and eponges; handsome colors; new lapels. Silk lined. Draped
skirts. Values $58. AL- «
TERATIONS FREE.
Sale price,

Misses

—Kew "Tnllleur" Suits arriving
dally. Latest material* and
colorings) velvet and far
trimmed. Copies of Imported
models, suits de luxe. $45,
*BO, $55, and »8B.
t
WOMEN'S SUIT DEFT tND FLOOR

Moline Coats

Suits

'40

'25

OO AT DEPT.—SECOND FLOOR

MISStiS' SUIT DEFT.—tND FLOOR

A Most Opportune Purchase Makes Possible Enormous Values

Special

Hats at

$5

$18

fi p ! o n Aid
models for
•ifierly wttinen, young
women, or
children. "We
offer values
at thU price
that .will surprise you. 35.

Finest silk
hatters' Tilush.
and erect pile
slu.h li a t *:
won derfully
adorned with
ostrich
•p L-u m e s or
aigrettes. $25
to SS6 values,

Net Underbodices
A special model In a iStfftrf*
perfect fitting under- "™
bodice; made of fine net, finished
with neat laoe edge and ribbon
shoulder straps. Choice, 50o.

Women's Italian silk $'^,50
vests in pink or white;
•*
crochet edge; ribbon run. Sizes
^6 to 44. $2 values, $1.59.

$3 to $3.50 values, $ -g ,9|5

.—About 150 odd
pieces of fancy ostrich and half-plume3
that would be good values
at $2 each. Splendid choice. Come
early. Each,

$4 Tan Eikakln
Footwear tor

Brassieres

Princess Slips
Silk and linen; $ Jf.9g
corn, pink, blue,
*
or blaok; lace trimmed yoke
and skirt.
$2.B0 values,
81.98

SOLOMON'S—THIRD FLOOR.

ASEMENT

$15 Values

COATS

Juniors9 Coats

5

ALL-WOOL $
cheviots; blue
or brown;
contrasting collar and
cuffs. $7.50 coats, $5.
Women's or C
misses' all
fffi
wool serge
dresses; all colors. Values to $8.60, for $5.

BASBSMBNT

BASEMENT

BASEMENT

history of women's work, arts and crafts,
and modern languages.
Household management, a required
study, is a feature of the third year of
the course. Applied design and applied
physics are among the subjects that may
be selected by the students. In the fourth
year the girls delve a little deeper into
the philosophy of homecraft by means
of a required course on social efficiency.
They may also regale themselves with a
number of more advanced studies, such
as: fundamentals of legal procedure; physiology, bacteriology, and sanitation;
household design and decoration.
Throughout the course the emphasis is
on applied, rather than theoretical knowledge; and the work is so arranged that
regardless of whether a girl completes
the four-year course or leaves before she
finishes she has acquired a fund df workable ideas of direct value to her in the
immediate problems of her life. At the
same time The course is not narrowing.
Girls who take it may, if they desire,
elect some of the more usual studies from
the regular high-chool courses. Furthermore, they are prepared to meet the ad-

Fine, Blouses
Shadow lace, chiffon and net
blouses lor afternoon or evening wear;
lined with plain white or flesh colored chiffon; new sieves, collars and
yokesi Sale price, $10.

-^-and wants to get the most in style,
fit, and service, he'll find in this
special group of "Mctsterclos" garments what he is looking for.
Overcoats in the latest Fall models, including the short
belted English style,
also conservative
Che sterfields In
up -to-date
f a b.r.los
and colorings. .

Boys9 All-Wool
Fall Suits

"Five-Point"

Values
We're proud of
these high-class
garments.
Navy blue serge,
ALL-WOOL; smart Norfolk
models. Full cut knickerbockers, lined with good linen; taped
seams; belt loops and side buckles. Sizes 7 to 17. $5 values.
Sale price, $8.98.
SS.soNortolK S8.BG All-Wool

35c
Wfcy tike MIM! Because there are .lust five
points of superiority
over oth«r noon at the
pries — tlva convincing
reasons why yon should
lia
a
"Five - Point"
wearer.
They aw absolntely
fast blaok. and will remain so; no seam in
the foot to cause discomfort: doubly reinforced with line:
at heel, sole, and
toe: carter top;
perfectly fash
toned. OtURA If TEED.

SUITS

Jlall
Ordem
Filled

Pair. (Be.

Orttorn FUlea

University School of Household Arts and
similar higher Institutions for young
women.
Caught a Bad Cold.
"Last winter my son caught a very bad
cold and the way he coughed was something dreadful," .writes Mrs. Sarah E.
Duncan, of Tipton, Iowa. "We thought
sure he was going into consumption. We
bought just one ibottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and that one bottle stopped his cough and cured his cold completely."

A Linguist.

She—did you have any trouble with
your French when you were in Paris?
He—I didn't but the Parisians did —
Boston Transcript.

Sharks Prison Guards

Shark skin, shark teeth, shark oil, shark
imeat and several other by-products of the dead
iehark are articles of greater or lesser utility,
" ut I have never head of but one instance
rhere the living sharps was put to a practical
se. This was when .they used him as a prison
uard In the old ddya when British convicts
mtssion rewiirementa et the. Celumbla r«r»
transporter! to/ Australia, th» monsters

pairs for tl.
SOLOMON'S—MAIN FLOOR.

serving' this purpose for many years at the
Port Arthu settlement, 10 miles south of Hobart, the present capital of Tasmania. The
prisons at this point, some of which may still
be seen, were situated upon a peninsula whose
only connection with the mainland was by a
long, narrow strip of sand called from its
configuration the "Eaglehawk's Neck."
The convicts were allowed considerable liberty on the peninsula, but to prevent their
escape to the mainland half-starved bloodhounds were chained all the way across the
narrowest portion of the "Neck." Several
prlsoner-3 having avoided the "bloodhound
zone" by swimming, the authorities adopted
the effective but gruesome expedient of feed-

ASTHM,

Cared Before Yon Pay

I want to cure every sufferer of this dreadiull!
disease. I have such confidence in my newly dis- P
covered cure for Asthma I will send a large $1.00 j
bottle by express to any sufferer writing for it. I
When you are completely cured send me the dol- |
lar f or this bottle. Otherwise not a cent. Address [
D. J. LANE, 300 Lane Bldf.. St. Marys. Has.

English or American
styled suits in diagonal cheviots, uns h e a red worsteds,
plain: weaves, and
B e r ges;
s t r i pes,
checks or
plain
blues. $20.

SOLOMON'S—FOUB1M FLODR.

for Woman or

$16. so Values
Stylish and warm
coats. Neat blues,
browns or plain
black. Made with the
new kimono sleeves;
velvet buttons and
large ornamental fastener. All sizes. $16\60
coats for $10.95.

in advanced literary or scientific study.
The work is taken chiefly by students
who do not intend to go to college, but
who wish to make the toest use of their
time while in high school, and it is particularly recommended for those who expect to stay in school only two years or
less.
The course is both "practical" and
"cultural." It answers the everyday
needs of girls who mean to be real homekeepers and it affords abundant opportunity for studies that are for enjoyment
as well as for work. Domestic science
and domestic art, with household arithmetic, study of vocations, "clothing—its
care and remodelling," are prominent
subjects the first year. Drawing, music,
biology, .English, and physical training
are required subjects, with current history, English history, and modern languages among the electives. Latin and
advanced mathematics are conspicuous
by their absence.
In the second year hygiene and sanitation are added to the requirements, and
other studies may be chosen from a list
which includes millinery, household chemistry, European and American fclstory,

KuppenIipiiner
Clothes

3 Pairs, $i

Strictly tailored salts.
ALL WOOL serges,
cheviots, fancy mixtures.
Coats lined
with guaranteed satin. Skirts gathered at
side. See illustration.
All sizes. $16 values,
$9.85.

Serge Dresses

Mail Orders JTOled

Suit or O'coat

Kielnslve

Affenta
for

Made of genuine elkskln;
gua r a n t e e d
wa t e r pr o o t.
Have
double
vlscollzed soles
and bellows
tongues. Sizes
5 to 13. Just
the shoe for
civil engineers, «urveyors, etc,
$1
values,
J3.9B.
SOLOMON'S—-MAIN FLOOR.

Famous "De Bevoise," "J. B."
and other well
known
makes; about £0 styles;
plain or trimmed. Sizes 82
to 48. 50c.

Fancy plaids; <£
wide belts,
<0?
patch pockets;
all sizes. $8.75 "Sport"
coats; $5.

• 95

an Has $20 for a

&j0»*y&

Handseme

DRESS DBPT.—8MC0ND FLOOR

SOLOMON'S—MAIN FLOOR.

Outdoor, Men —
Here's tne Shoe
For You

"Sport" Coals

*39'

' ■'S04tt*«©

,M

^'»m«n'ssilk vP'»*
shirts in stripes of navy, black,
brown and lavender; with yoke;
flat collar; long sleeves. - $2.25.

or back lace, at 83 to S1S.S0.

Smart Tailored

*

Siik Shirts

SOLOMON'S—THIRD FLOOR.

ECONO

VUlU

Voile, cotton crepe and fine
lawn blouses with flat or Medici collar;
frill front; crochet buttons; hemstitched
yoke, front and back; long sleeves. Price,
$1.95.

Tvai- $*B-®*

—Exceptionally flit long
plumes with ver; • broad
fines. Gract^^t'curled, and oaWwperior
Quality.
C h.QS
$7.50 val- ^£M.
ues for

Sale10,
price,

Lingerie Blouses

Other "Olffa" moiteU, front

Silk Bloomers
Italian silk bloomers. $^.g©
American Beauty, Em- «
erald, gray, Nell rose, taupe, King
blue, and other new shades. Ankle
or knee length. $2.50 to $5.98.

broad flui;
black, white, or
any good colqr.

-Plumes of the same
quality as those offered at ?1.95, but
much broader 1 n
width and longer.
All the season's best
colors, and black or

fi.Wga" Corsets
New Fall modelB in this splendid corset, made especially
for us; Walohn boned
throughout; slender or average figures. Front- $f*.SO
lace model, at
sj&

Other underDodloaa, more elaborately trimmed Kith lace medallions and ribbon bows. 98c to tl.

Silk Underwear

-240 fine lonlg
plume s with

"Aflnaref" Gowns
For afternoon and evening wear.
Bright Irish green, American Beauty and wistaria. Waist la surplice
style with dainty lace and pink chiffon vest; sleeves and Minaret overBkirt of accordeon pleated chiffon
edged with rhlnestone trimming.
Bottom of skirt of charmeuse,
gracefully draped. New Oriental

A decidedly new Fall effect in
several different styles. Crepe
de chine, shadow lace, or Canton crepe, in wistaria, gold,
blue, taupe and green, also black
and white. Made with fancy vestee; raglan
or new drop shoulder; high or low collar.
Prloe, $5.

We were fortunate in securing this lot of beautiful plumes 'way beloj real worth, and we're going to pass the good
luck along to you. These plumes will wear for many seasons and {five entire satisfaction. Backed by our own as
well as the manufacturer's, guarantee.

Trimmed Mata

1&'

Baimty New Blouses

Sale ©f Elegant OstrieM Plumes
Stunning «^.g@
creations by
ft
our own tal„„._„,
ented milliners. Principally of French velvet
and
most
attractively
adorned with the season s
most approved materials.
Great values at $7.50.

•* ■"»

$2*. Sals »rice,

SUITS

$ 0I0U

$5

Boys' Norfolk
suits in pretty
new Fall.materials; stylishly
made. Sizes 6 to
18. Sale prloe,
$1.98.

Norfolk models.
SOME HAVE
TWO PAIRS
KNICKERBOCKERS. Navy blue,
or fancy mixtures. All
sizes. $6.

SOLOMON'S—FOURTH FLOOR

ing the sharks at that point several times a
day. In a few weeks the place became literally alive with the voracious man-eaters, and
from that time on the only convict who ever
escaped accomplished his purpose by rolling

himself up In kelp and working along, inch
by inch, timing his movements to correspond
with those of the other heaps of seaweed
that were being rolled by the surf.—Wifie
World Magazine.

glasses or Speefacfes, $1.09

^/HY PAY ?3 TO $5 ELSEWHERE?

OCULIST EXAMINATIONS FRED.

A Successful Practice of 17 Tears in this city Proves Our Famous Dollar
GI sses give satisfaction. Our Oculist Is a Registered Physician and examln< I your eyes FREE. Our Optician makes? yo'ur Glasses, you receiving
Dopble Service at One Cost. Special Ground Lenses at Lowest Prices.
Kindly remember—¥e are on Fourth Floor Only. Take Elevator.
Make sure you get the right place.

Stevens Medical & Optical
Co. 1
*

s»«e 412 pittsbur h Life B™u»n*,.

S
Corner Liberty Ave.
and Sixth St.
iffieo Hours—Dally, 8 to 5; Hon., Wed. & Sat., » to S:30; Sundays, 10 to 2.

u
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SUNDAY

You'll HAVE to have those
"bail te?th attended to. Why
not NOW before they begin to ache and get a
whole lot worse?

FulISef of Teethor [ o^r S5

Gold Crowns . $3 up
Gold Fillings . $1 op
SilveraOfher FHSings 50c up
Bridge Work . S4 up

26 YEARS

AGO

FIFTH AVEfVSJE A1VO WOOO ST.
SECOND FLOOR.
ABOVE REYMERS' CIGAR STORE.
new work taken - up, notably that of
Mrs. Robert D. Coard .in prison reform, in which she helps the Salvation Army.
Dr. Amelia Dranga told what good
medical education does
for women,
how women physicians are needed, and
advised general pr-aetice instead of
specializing' for women doctors, and
advocated parents consecrating their
daughters, who were so inclined, to
the study and practice of medicine.
Miss Sara F. Hiilman,
the toastmaster, spoke on the work women
have done in medicine, citing Miss
Louise Pierce, assistant to D'r. Simon
Flexner, of the Rockefeller Instituteas an example. Dr. John A. Brashear
eulogized women in general. Chancellor S. B. McCormick, of the University,
of Pittsburg, said he could talk for
hours on the subject
of
"Woman's
Share in Social Service," and then told
how the woman's clubs have spread
the study of social service broadcast.
Dr. Evaugeline W. YotTng, of Boston,
Mass., talked on. "Eugenics," and said
this science does not preclude romance,
but only makes romance pure. She said
Eugenics mentally will bring- a marvelous race of men and women to the
earth. D'r. Luba Goldsmith said men
and women should w'ork tog-ether in
medicine as well as everything else;
D'r.-Simon N. Patten praised women's
After a number of speakers at the |
work in medicine eloquently. Mrs.
annual meeting of the Congress of Robert D. Coard
talked
on
"Our
Women's clubs of Western Pennsyl- Pledges," and a considerable amount
vania, at the Fort Pitt hotel last night, toward the scholarship fund was promfollowing a banquet, had glowingly ised by those present.
praised the idea of the medical scholarship fund promoted by the congress,
and
had advocated
women
taking up medicine as a life work, Dr.
Lawrence Litchfield caused consternation when his turn came to speak, by
contradicting these arguments.
"I do not advise women, or men, takBrattleboro, Vt., Oct. 11.—Searchers toing up the study of medicine," he said,
"unless they can find no other profes- day found the bodies of Mrs. Walter
Nichols
and Irving Wrisley in the woods
sion which they are .willing to enter.
I do not advise Dr. Amelia Dranga's on the Nichols farm in West Guilford.
Both
had
been shot to\death, apparently
ifiea' of parents consecrating daughthe man. The body of the woman's
ters to the study of medicine. I have by
husband, Walter Nichols, sexton of the
written to a number of physicians re- Baptist
church, was discovered in the
garding- women entering medicine and
highway
his home yesterday. He
I have received a number of replies had been near
killed by a blow on the head. •.
stating why they should not do so."
Nichols was 27 years old and his wife
And he read the statements of these 20 years old. They lived alone until last
doctors.
'.spring when Wrisley was employed by
Nine speakers were on the program, them. He was 20 years old. According
and the rest all paid glowing tribute to the mother of Nichols, Wrisley formed
to women's place in the profession of an attachment for his employers wife.
medicine. About 30O attended.
After Dr. LItchfield's address, Miss
Sara Hiilman, toastmaster for the
r
"ei.ing', rose and answered his arg'u seiits with refutations.
A "'hffrN word:"
Uniontown, Pa.. Oct. 10.—The Fayette
!t passed between them.
County Republican executive committee
met here this afternoon. 'Charles O.
APPEALS FOR CONTRIBTIONS.
Schroyer. register of wills, was elected
Appeals were made to the women of county chairman to succeed the late AshPittsburg- for contributions
to
the bel'F. Williams. The committee authormedical scholarship fund to be used ized the new chairman to appoint a comfor students at the
University
of mittee of not less than three to revise
and formulate new rules for the commitPittsburg.
Rpisinger was elected
J**s. John H. Armstrong outlined the tee.
; ry.
work of the clubs, and told about tempo

Says He's Not For Fair Sex
Taking Up Study of Medicine, Following Enthusiastic
Reverse Arguments

CONGRESS OF CLUBS
CONSIDERS PROBLEM

KILLS MAW AND WIFE

AND ENDS OWN LIFE.

Fayette Republicans Meet.

OCTOBER

12,

1913

The New
Tweed Raincoats

Painless Extraction & 50c
u p

MORNING,

are here in a wonderfully big showing,
decidedy swagger with the new high
lay down collar and kimono sleeves;
tweeds, cheviots, homespuns, price
range $15 to $35.

Baseball Heroes Retire and
Armstrong and Porter Have
Limelight Again—To Resume Oratory This Week

See the Swagger Goats at $ 1 5

MORE NAMES ON
VOTING LISTS ATTACKED
Overshadowed for a number of days
by Matty, Baker and the ether baseball heroes, Joseph G. Armstrong and
Stephen G'. Porter, candidates for mayor, will come into their own this week
and -will once more occupy the center
of the limelight .in Pittsburg.
They
will not only be large again in the public eye, but, with their staffs of orators, will resume the speech-making
campaign that was brought to a close
temporarily by the primary election on
Sept. 16
■The announcement was > made from
the Armstrong camp last night that
noon meetings at the Smithfield
st.
headquarters will be resumed tomorrow. Armstrong, Oscar T. Taylor and
City Solicitor O'Brien are the speakers
announced for tomorrow. It was also
stated that many ward meetings will
be held at night and that three or four
big mass meetings are being scheduled.
The Porter orators will also go on
the stump again this week. The date
of the opening meeting, it was stated
at the Porter headquarters last night,
will be announced in a day or two. The
speakers for Porter held a conference
at his headquarters last night. W. M.
McNair and some of the othe,r speakers
for Frank Gosser, who was 'eliminated
at the primary as a candidate for mayor were among those in attendance
at the meeting. The ward chairmen of
the Porter forces also held a meeting
last night.
_— —
, ORGANIZATION WORL.
The period before the election Nov. 4,
devoted to oratory will be much shorter than that which preceded the primary election, for the very good reason'that there is probably not much
that can be said which was not said
in the ante-primary eatavpaign.
It. is doubtful, however, if more thorough organization work was e.yer done
in a political contest than is going on
right now
The vote at the primary
disclosed 'the weak spots to the campaign managers of both Armstrong and
Porter, and since that time there has
been strenuous and unceasing work to
i strengthen their lines.
At the same
[time an elaborate still hunt for votes
| has been in progress in every ward of
the city. Practically every night for
two weeks or more each side has had
a. meeting- in same ward devoted solely
to organization work.
MORE COMPLAINTS MADE.
' The Armstrong forces filed, yesterday, 7SS additional complaints of al-leged irregularities- in voting at the
primary. Of these 142 are in the Third
ward, one in the Fourth ward, 195 in
the Fifth ward and -150 in the Twentysecond ward. Heretofore most of the
complaints have been'against voters on
the question of residence. In the new
batch of complaints the ground for
objection in many cases is the matter
of tax receipts, the claim being made
that men voted who never were legally
assessed.
In behalf of S. G. Porter, 195 complaints have been filed with the board.
ileariTig.fi on. the petitt'Oxjs asking
that names be stricken from fhe-registry lists of voters were continued yesterday before the registration commissioners.
The Porter and Armstrong
headquarters have both attacked together the legality of the registration
of 'several hundred persons. The hearings thus far have been devoted to the
petitions of the Armstrong men. There
wevl practically no definite results in
the hearings yesterday.
Most of the voters complained against

YOUR NEW FALL SUIT
to be right should be a

Hart Sehaffrier & Marx or "Alco"
A Magnificent Collection of Exclusive Fall Models.
Price range $18 to $40.

The "Arnfeld" Fifteen
FALL SUITS at $15
That we \vant you to compare with any $20 garment in
* Pittsburg.
The "Horned
of All .
Overcoats.

NOT QUIZZED
BUT QUIZZING

In the cases taken up yesterday did not
appear but about half a dozen went before
the commissoners arid presented evidence
that they live at the addresses given in
the registry lists as their residences. The
commissioners decided to give, time for an
effort to produce evidence as" to the residence .-of the voters who did nor appear.

h branches of congress last year,
was not signed by President Taft,
is now "unfinished business" in the
ate.
Senator
Fletcher, of Florida, a mem|l
' of the committee which drafted the
.
that lie would der
:ediate action on. the measure.,
pointed out that it was predicted
when- the Titanic sank that the next
SAFETY AT SEA BILL
Si eat tragedy would come from within
Wan and weak from the terrible los
thi vessel.
blood
he sustained1 when he wa
WAS NEVERMADE'A LAW. 'The truth of that statement has of
crushed last Thursday morning j whe
been brought home to us today," said ■three street cars crashed together i
Washington, Oct. 11.—The burning Senator Fletcher.
Smithfield St.. Paul Zendey, aged 18,
of the Volturno brought sharply to the
fighting a discouraging fight for his 11:
attention of ongress today the fact
in the Homeopathic hospital while hi
that the "safety at sea'' bill, drawn
doctors search for some strong ma:
after the Titanic disaster, has not yet
who will volunteer to have some of hi
been made a law. It was passed by
blood transfused into the emaciated bod
of the boy. Zendey will have to hahis' leg amputated but at present tl
doctors are treating him only- to give hi:
strength.
Young ZencTey was not very robust lit
best and the enormous outpouring ht
his blood left him in a pitiful condition.
In fact when he was first brought \to
the hospital little hope was held *ut
Continued from Page 1.
for him, but he has rallied a little and,
Vjjho had leaped into the water with a the physicians now think that if tfltey
life bolt.
can get the life giving fluid to se*d
Giving way to the Carmania because through his veins, carrying strength aid
she was first on the scene, the Grosser courage with it, he will chase awAy
Kurfurst and the other eight rescue ships the gaunt specter that now hovers ndar
were not idle during the night. It re- his cot.
1
quired expert seamanship to keep the
Dr( J. D. Kistlcr of the hospital sjid
huge vessels, converged on a common yesterday that the boy's leg must fje
errand by the calls of distress, out of amputated today and that Dr. F.
each other's way. Eaoh in turn circled Morris of the visiting staff would pi
the floating hell, trying to reach the liner form the operation. He asserted tlfet
with boat or rope, but their efforts, like salt water could be injected into tVe
the Carmania's, were futile.
boy's veins to .keep up the volume bet
After the long night of horror came the this would lack tbi vitality there is
dawn, which threw a ghastly light on the blood.
scene, but it also brought a. cessation of
the storm. The' waves quieted down and
every succor ship sent small boats to the
stern of the Volturno.
The surviving meriibers of the ship's
crew lowered the passengers over the
poop rail into the boats and then followed them. The survivors were distributed among the 10 liners, and are being
taken to the various ports for which the
vessels are bound.
GIVE CLOTHING TO RESCUED.
As the terrified women, children and
men were taken over the sides of steamers, passengers crowded around them,
crying over them and congratulating
them on their escape. More substantial
sympathy in the way of clothing was offered by. some, and all of the rescued
were given excellent care and attention.
A terrific explosion in the forward part
of tlie Volturno at S:30 on Thursday
morning, caused the vessel's destruction,
off the -Newfoundland banks, about S0O
miles east by north of the spot where
the Titanic went down with the loss of
1,503 lives.
EXPLOSION KILLS SOME.
.Several passengers and members ' of
the crew were killed outright by the initial explosion. , Many others lost their
lives in the Are that followed. The fire
burned for 24. hours berore the Volturno
was abandoned, a matter or minutes before she sank.
Some of the 136 lost
their lives by drowning when they leaped overboard, but most perished when
four of the ship's lifeboats, loaded with
GERALDINE PABBAR.
women and children, were broken like
eggshells against thevsteel side's of the
rolling steamer by the force of the gale.
SAVED BY WIRELESS.
It was the wireless that saved 521 of
the 65T aboard. The elements would undoubtedly have claimed all, but for its
appeal that brought neighboring lines,
We've named this newest'
full steam ahead.
A second explosion, coming amidships,
derby "Helmet" because the
after the fire had burned fiercely for la
brim droops the same as in
hours, cost more lives. Toward midnight,
the flames died down a little raising
a helmet. This derby 5 si
hopes within the breasts of the passengoing to be just as popular
gers and those on the ships standing by,
but as day broke, the Are broke out
among the good dressers as
afresh, seemingly from stem to stern of
the drooped brim soft felts
the liner, and had the sea not abated in
time for the small boats to approach the
are now. Shown for the,
Volturno, the doomed ship surely would
first time at Oetting'a.
have gone down with all on board.
AWAIT NEWS OF SURVIVORS.
New York, Oct. 11.—Frantic with anx/
iety for the safety
of relatives arid
friends who may have perished when the
Uranium liner Volturno burned yesterday
at sea, a throng tonight haunted the offices of that line on lower 'Broadway
eagerly waiting the names of the survivors.
Among them were Louis Rosenberg
and his cousin, Miss R. Rosenberg, both
in tears, who sought news of Perre Rosenberg, aged 20, who, a postal card received
yesterday,
said
was on the
stricken
ship. Sarah Farber, aged 23,
was also there seeking news of her litOARIy MUCK, Conductor Boston
tle brother, Josel Farber, aged 15, who
Symphony Orchestra.
was a cabin passenger on the Volturno.
Max Reimer sought news of his brother,
Reuben Reimer, in the Volturno's cabin.
The steamship company arranged to hold
open their offices all night in the hope
of definite news of those perished or
escaped.

By Giving Blood,

PASSENGERS RAGE,
WEEP AND PRAY A
FLAMES TAKE LIVES

The World's Greatest Artists Use
the World's Greatest Piano, the

Schumann-Heinle, the world's greatest
contralto, uses the Steinway.
Geraldine Farrar, the world's greatest
soprano, uses the Steinway.
Paderewski, the world's greatest pianist,
uses the Steinway.
Fritz Kreisler, the world's greatest violinist, uses the Steinway.
Damrosch's Orchestra, Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Cincinnati Symphony. Orchestra
—Famous musical organizations and musicians all use and prefer the Steinway.The Steinway is the choice of leading
musicians because it embodies those supreme
qualities that the genius of the Steimwiy
family puts into ity that makes it the world's
best piano. No other piano would satisfy
the requirements of such artists as these.
These artists insist that the pianos at their
recitals must "be Steinways.
The mbst remarkable exposition
of Steinway uprights and grand\s
ever shown in Pittsburgh is now at

benefits Pittsburg will derive from the
canalization of the Ohio in connection
with the opening of the Panama canal
Then they talked of market houses
parks and playgrounds. He advocated
parks centrally located and easily
reached by the people. "I believe with
that fellow who said that he would
rather see withered grass in the parks
than dead children in the tenements "
he said.
"That's
splendid,"
exclaimed
Mr
Continued from Puse 1.
Howe, "perfectly splendid:"
Messrs.
McArdle
and
Herron
arrived
In THE PRESS. All the appointments
the luncheon and took part in the
and every detail of the luncheon at the after
ensuing conversation.
University club were lavishly comMayor Baker harked back to the
plete.
street railways and the public utiliHOEVELER THERE FIRST.
ties commission, and then Porter said:
you know that there is $22,000,000
While the hour set was 12 o'clock, ofDoproperty
controlled by that company
the guests were slow in assembling. which is exempt from city taxation'"
Mr. Howells, with Messrs. Baker and
lneans a
.nnJ!?^
n annual loss of about
Howe, arrived at the club shortly be- 5900,000
under your millage," declared
fore noon, but were hardly inside be- x5£l.K16r.
fore Councilman Hoeveler put in an
Porter also told Baker that the courts
appearance.
About a quarter of an hour later upheld the contention of the street
railways
an effort was made to
Mr. Porter reached the University club, tax their when
right of way. "It seems that\
and chatted with his host and the two the city had the right to impose such a
distinguished visitors until the- arrival tax, under the law of 1S7S, but had
of Mr. English, when, it being learned
J}ever enforced **•" sajd Mr. Porter,
that Messrs. McArdle and Herron were
and the courts sustained the alleged
detained, but would put in an appear- defense that our failure to enforce the
ance later, the luncheon was served.
law acted as an estoppage."
Mayor-Baker and Mr. Howe occupied seats at the head of the table,
I'OLD ABOUT CLEVELAND.
Mr. Porter sitting next to the latter
Mayor Baker told how in" Cleveland
and Mr. Hoeveler -sitting oh Mayor
.tney make the railways company do
Balrti'o rl'y.i ■ The inyijRion sent out to the, candi- exactly a3 they say, even to the unidates statel.the purpose of the lunch- forming of the crews and' the xresigirHe also- told
of
the
eon as thefaiscussion of the issues of of the cars.
the presenffcampaign.
The luncheon Lieveland parks and playgrounds, and
of
the
two
dance
hall's
whore
they
was conceived by Mr. Howells, who
supported Frank I. Gosser, eliminated have chaperons and detectives installed
at the prinjary as a mayoralty candi- to preserve morality and order, and
date.
Mr. "Howells'
expressed idea charge three cents for a 5-minute
being thathe and others compelled vto dance, and which cleared $10,000 in
make new .-selections of candidates to the first year.
Porter asked to see the franchise unsupport aft the
November
election,
might obtain information at the lunch- der which the Cleveland railways operate, and Mayor Baker is going to send
eon to help guide them.
While Mayor Baker talked long and it to him.
. "What do you think of councilmen
.freely hiskjperformance waa by . no
means a monologue, for he became en- or other city officials retaining their
gaged in a'long exchange of views and *?llvi^e bualness after election?" asked
experiences with Mr. Porter, and was Mr. Porter.
"I only know that Cleveland's offlmuch interested- with the latter's attitude on the subjects which he has ?£.
,?'re t0° busy to do any such
thing, was the answer.
so much at heart.
Every one seemed loath to leave, but
Both Msyor Baker and Mr; Howe
asked a number, of general questions the gathering finally came to an end
as to Pittsburg's condition along a shortly after 4 o'clock, both Mayor
number of civic lines, which Mr. Por- Baker and Mr. Howe expressing their
keen enjoyment of the occasion ana
ter answered in detail.
declaring that they had been verv
HOME RULE DISCUSSED.
much enlightened, on a number of asThe luncheon began about 12:45 o'clock pects of_Pittsburgh problems.
and was a leisurely affair, for while the
talk opened, with more or less desultory
chat, the topics in which Mayor Baker
is so vitally/interested soon came uppermost, and the discussion became so in"Do you think your constituents air
teresting that some of the courses were
rather neglected.
ays follow your line of reasoning?"
After the luncheon the table was va"That Isn't a line of reasoning. That's
cated and lounging chairs were dragged
line of talk."—Exchange.
into a comfortable circle, and the talk
flowed animatedly forward on and on
until it was 4 o'clock before anyone realized the passage of time.
None of the candidates was asked about
his particular attitude or conviction on
AT KLEBER'S
this or that subject, but they all were
given an opportunity of expressing them513 WOOD ST.
selves in answer to inquiries by Mayor
Baker and Mr. Howe on Pittsburg's progress or the lack of it along lines of
civic development. Mayor Baker is no
more an ardent disciple of home rule
than is Mr. Howe, The latter, indeed,
considered it the great solution of every
civic ill, and so expressed himself.
"Let us stop thinking about candidates
as Republicans, Democrats, moral men
or bad men," he warmly declared, "but
let us regard them with this question
alone in our mind: 'What will he do for
the city; what will he do for MET'
"Let us put it squarely up to the
candidate: let us find out what he
thinks we need and how ha proposes
to help us, and then if that is what we
want, let us give him a chance. Then
If he does not produce the goods, let
us- recall him.
Let us give him..a
chance to show whether he is for the
cause of the people or the corporations,
whether he is for progress or stagnation: whether he likes clean, honest
living conditions, or is content to see
his fellows in squalor an'd downborn
with hardship. • Then if he betrays his
trust, let ns get rid of him.'
THE UTILITIES COMMISSION.
In the early stage of the luncheon
Mayor Baker said: "I always feel that
I can best serve Cleveland by learning
all I can about conditions in other
communities; and as Pittsburg and
Cleveland are so near together, I was
particularly eager to come here ,today
to ask Of you some questions relative
to conditions existing here."
Then turning to Mr. English he said:
"Is it true that, as I have been Informed, the street railways operate on
perpetual franchises?"
"Yes" replied Mr. English," practically 98 per cent of them." Tnen Mr.
Porter and Mr. English Jointly informed h'm how the Btront. railways
company operate here, and asserted
that th0' new public utilities commission act favors the company's inter-

"Helmet Derby"

Otto Getting,
643 Smithfield St.

Not His Line.

The "Most Convenient"

All the Latest Models

In commenting on the creation of th
commission reference was made to Mayor Magee's efforts to have a differen
sort; of law passed, and! the statemen,
was made by one of the guests that
members, of council had done nothing to
second his efforts. .
"The safety of Pittsburg lies in home
rule, and we can expect no relief until
we get it," declared Mr. Porter.
"Why this city must be absolutely at
the mercy of that commission," declared
Mayor Baker.
Later Mr. Howe launched into views
on the recall, the initiative and referendum,
and then asked about Pittsburg's wharves,
markets
and play
grounds.
TALKED OF MANY THINGS.
"How about your riparian rights?" he
asked.
"They are still vested in the city,
under a very old law," declared Mr.
Porter, "and we can still have good
wharves if we choose to build them,
although much of the water front h*s
D*en occupied." •
He then briefly spoke of the rut

$15 to $200
Arrangements
can be made for
cash or very
easy terms.

All the New October
Records Here Now

513 Wood St
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kzy for six ccn- council, it may vote to have a board
of public service instead of a director.
Te'to such a con- It may call a convention, a,nd name
Sjis:Iatitres not alono in a body of men to draw a new charsr states as well— ter for the city. A copy of the pro|;iouraed when the posed charter would then be mailed to
jins and the dicta,- each voter, and an election held not
less than 9o days later.
"It gives the city the right to make
Switch.
for itself a government that fits its
initiative and re- own needs."
largely &s the
Mr. Baker described many of the
the clipboard. The conditions prevailing in the larger cit6s the switch and de- ies, and favored the home rule proMst policy to let the posal as a means by which each city
|st the I. & R. may might make the provisions it wished
|.;quently. but in two for the betterment of its citizens and
will return to nor- the crushing of evils. "The free city"
Uture will have learn- was a phrase he i sed often.
rf/.'e voice of the peoQuotes Tom Johnson.
lUnet be so promThe speaker quoted his forerunner
aportant, the I. & R.
3.ve the cupboard and in Cleveland, Tom L. Johnson; as
saying "uniformity in city governments
,be safe."
|iome rule Mayor Ba- is like requiring that oil printing
'I'ime than to any o£ presses must be alike, and that no
press shall change unless every other
Jionslie disenssed.
"is a matter that I press makes the saire change. We
ibout. I have given would still be using the old Ben.
ipf my life to deep Franklin press."
Referring to' New York as an exJal problems,
fa peculiar and indi- ample of unhealthful and congested
iiffering from others conditions, he said, "If I felt that New
different. Lima has York was the best product of civillo not exist in Cleve- ization, I would wane to go back to
land has problems to barbarism."
ft appear in Lima.
The meeting was opened by Elmer
McClain, president of the I. & K.
pile Rule.
[home rule amend- league, who explained Mr. Baker's infeible for a city to ability to be in Lima in time for tha
tl government, if it meeting at 5:30 o'clock at the lococontinue under the motive works.
If it wishes, it may
Mayor Corbin N. Shook introduced
k-nission form of gov- Mayor Baker.
B- reduce the size of its
"I note," said Mr. Baker, "that you

have in Lima the custom we have inl
Cleveland, of electing small men for I
mayors. I hope that Cleveland will|
continue the custom."
Mayor Baker is small in stature, I
with a handsome, alert, intelligent
face, an excellent voice, and is a magnetic orator. He held his audience
for an hour and a half, without a stir |
of restlessness.
Air. Baker arrived at 7 o'clock onl
the Pennsylvania, and returned at
1:30 a. m. to Cleveland. He was met
by B. F. Welly, Vincent H. Perkins,
who is identified with the constitu-l
tioiial campaign, and by a Gazette |
representative.
Local Men Also Biscnss
At Grace church last night a meeting was held for the discussion ofl
the constitutional amendments. Four]
speakers addressed the audience ofl
115 men. T. R. Hamilton spoke on |
the initiative and referendum. C. C.
KJumph opposed the linuor license.
C. E. Flinchbaugh, councilman, declared in favor of the labor amendments. F. A. Burkhardt delivered al
forceful speech for woman's suffrage. |
Several participated In a general discussion.
A feature was a song composed by
Chauncey Bogardus of thi3 city, opposing the liquor licence and favoring
woman's suffrage*
M. S. Bowser, president of thel
council, presided. It was decided tol
hold another meeting next Tuesday!
night, at which capital punishment,|
the judicial proposal, municipal horn
rule and the proposed change in the|
educational system will be discussed.
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a Great City Should Be Governed
Activity, Says Baker of Cleveland
"Reforms Must Come From
the Bottom Up; the People's Desires Should Rule;
Municipal
Swimming
Pools; Municipal Music
Necessary in Bringing
Saner Living."
tation plan can really represent the people in that fashion. I am in favor o%it.
"There is another reason wny ward
representation may be better in a city
which has a large European population.
One of our wards is represented, and
very well represented, by a man with a
rather odd name, which ends in 'inski.'
Now, it Is possible that on a general
ballot,' people who did not know this
man might prefer someone with a more
familiar name, and that, In that way,
his constituents, who are an Important
part of the city, would not keep the
close interest in our city government
that they now have, through having
their own representative.
"But if you must choose between two
houses and one, I would say have one,
however elected. I know of no Justification for a two-house system of legislation. ' Perhaps I am prejudiced. I believe the oountry would be better off
without the United States Senate, and
that the upper house of every legislature
should be abolished.
"I am alBO opposed to any hold-over
plan, by which men elected in'one administration serve half-way through the
next If the people want a member to
hold over, let them re-elect him. 'And
if they want to make a complete change,
let them do it. Hold-over members in a
legislative body can often gain an
ascendency over new members and defeat the purposes for which the new
members were elected. It has more than
once happened that new and well-meaning men have been corrupted by holdover members.
(
"There were 15 on our CbartetrJCommission. Fourteen were pledged fo e ,i
non-partisan ballot plan. I was flhe exception. I was Mayor, chairman of the
■commission and chairman of the Democratic committee, and I was not pledged
to anything.
"We listened with apparent respect to
country and small town life. We must the politicians, as to others. The poli■ have recreational programs, parks, ticians will make any charter you try
gymnasiums, wading and swimming- to make, unless you go constantly to the
pools, municipal music This is neces- peopleT But we adopted the nonpartisan
sary to keep city population from ballot and the preferential voting plan.
going to seed, to keep human beinge
No Opposition to Merit Plan.
from being worn oat by the city's
"There was no wide opposition to the
requirements. These things can't be merit system as a feature of the charhanded down from above. They muBt ter. The 'Legislature had already procome through the people's desire, and vided for the adoption of the merit systhe people's understanding of the tem, and Cleveland voters, In a State
need for them.'*
election, had voted in favor of it, so
Before the freeholders, though wo didn't have to argue in its favor, but
talking for the most part in reply to only to tell any objector that the peoquestions, Baker was as fluent as ple had already decided that matter.
"The merit system Is an expedient,
he had been In his prepared talk at
the CJlty* Club. It soon appeared that not a philosophy. "We are driven to it
he ni>t only knew his own city but by the spoils system, which is the cruelhe knew many things about St. est thing In the world. Under the
Louis, even the constitutional details spoils system, men spend the best years
that are somewhat hampering the of their lives In working for the public,
i "TibajFter makers.
lose the opportunity they would have
One of these limitations, the free- had to advance themselves in other
holders have been advised, will keep ways, and then, regardless of the qualthem from following Cleveland's ex- ity of their service, they are turned out
ample and providing for a single leg- of their places by a change of the city's
islative house, chosen by wards. Un- political control.
der the Missouri Constitution, it is
"The merit system should not be
held, there must be either one house closed at both ends. It should be tightjjlfected at large, or two houses. Baker ly closed at the entrance end. The apnew of this, and qualified his re- pointing official should be limited to an
marks by a reference to It.
*
eligible list, and closely restricted, to
To show how ward representation prevent favoritism. But when an offiworked in Cleveland, the Mayor told of cial thinks it necessary to discharge an
the ward meetings, which, he declared, employe he should have the power to do
are held, In most of the city's 26 wards It without hearings, trials or reviews.
after the Council meetings.
"It is as much the duty of a subor"The member reports to the ward, at dinate officer to get along with his suthis meetings," said Baker, "and tells perior as it is to serve the office. There
them what measures have been intro are men who have the qualifications for
duced, that he will have to vote on at appointment, but who are disturbing
future meetings. He gets his instruc- faotors in an office. A stenographer
tions from the people at that ward may be proficient, and yet may have a
meeting. So long as the ward represen- temper that will demoralize a whole
department. A department head, who
is held responsible for results, should
have the power to get rid of such a
person. If the power is exercised too
often, or if the spirit of the merit system is violated, publicity is the best
corrective.
How Doetow Were ©Mended.
"In our charter provisions for public
health we offended the medical profession. Although my father was a physician, and I had a reverence for the
science of medicine, I was assailed as
an enemy of the medical profession.
"Over the objections of nearly the entire profession we established an Independent board of health. In place of the
highly unpopular board which had had
the power to lock people up for violating its regulations. We transferred
these legislative functions to the Council, where they belonged.
"We made the city hospital a hospital
for the people, not for the doctors. We
gave a large voice in the management
to the Western Reserve Medical School,
an allopathic institution, but we provided that any patient asking for homeopathic, osteopathio or eclectlo treatment should have It. I have not learned
that any patient has yet made such <v
request."
Only one question was put to Mayor
Baker, in St. Louis, which he could not,
or at, least did not, answer. A Post
Dispatch reporter asked him:
"How would you finish the St. Loul;
free bridge, if you had it to do?"
.jj
f*I don't know," he replied.

|D. BAKER
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REPUBLICAKvGAZETTE, W!
it is a dishonest way of getting people beings
tinuous month;
"Things havrl
first statement of Mayor Bakat was applauded was his dec- dition that ihe !
>n in favor of the abolition of Ohio, but fin
.1 punishment. "I believe," he have scarcely
said, "that the state should stop kill- criminal court
ing people. The practice is brutal graph begins toj
and shocking. It is bad morally and
I. &j.\
economically. It savors of the days
"I
think
thi*
when witches were burned The remedy is not to kill men who show that ferendum wil
they cannot restrain themselves but to switch on top
lock them up for Jife. Alake theui small boy behol<|
work as other men work. Fay them cides that it is__
for their work, take out their board, jam par be.
and send the balance to their wives be used rathei.J"|
or three years
and children who need it.
mal. The legisij
For Woman's Suffrage.
ed to listen fc
"I am in favor of amendment 23. pie, the lo.fetjtj
dc not agree with those who expect inent nor so
woman's suffrage to turn Ohio into switch will be a!|
a paradise of perfection. I don't look the jam jar wllj
for it to make our government much
To municipa
better, nor do I think it will hurt it er devoted mof|
Is Vigorously Heckled by Audience When He Declares for License any. I favor woman's suffrage be- the other proi.'oj
cause it will turn woman's interest
"This," he :
Proposal — Speaks on Seven Propositions, Opposing Vot- from
the numerous inconsequential know somethii-.sJ
things
that
now
engage
most
of
her
ing Machines, Favoring Municipal Home Rule, Woman's
the best year
attention to the problems that conof mutt
Suffrage, Abolition of Capital Punishment — Large Crowd cern her as much as they concern study
"Each city
I want to see o«vr children get vidual locality"!
is Moved by Eloquence of Speaker — Is Introduced by Mayor men.
some of their political wisdom from as you and I aij
their mothers.
problems that
Shook.
"1 believe that women should vote land, and Clev j
because she is a member, cf the great meet that do
hurrtn family; because she does oneeit-;'i
Mayor Newton D. Baker, of Cleve- icled that. It played to the little vani- half of the world's work, and much of
"The rnu-'1
land, last night at Memorial hall, de- ties of the rich and famous. '
that the most disagreeable. I believe
"Marshall Gushing is now in New- that she should take part in the ment make! 1
livered the first important address of
have its ow
the local campaign on the constitu- York, the editor of a paper called co.msel on the problems that closely wishes, or iti
tional amendments. Nearly a thous- 'How.' The paper circulates exclu- concern human welfare, in which she present code
and people listened attentively for an sively among manufacturers, who are is intimately interested."
adopt the coir
hour and a half to the Forest city ex- supposed to have business interests in
ernment, it nr,
Liquor
License.
Ohio.
It
is
warning
the
manufacturecutive.
A wa^jje. of particular interest was
Vigorous heckling greeted the may- ers that the people, the plain people,
or's remarks on the liquor license. are going to amend the constitution. I noticeabl.- in the audience when MaySeveral men in the audience took ex- It is urging that they hire speakers or Baker approached the liquor liceptions to his attitude and for twen- and send them into Ohio to oppose cense question. He declared himself
ty ininutes there was a good ttatured the amendments, and that they use frankly in favor of the license prorunning debato between the speaker every means to prevent the., revision, posal.
To get the liquor question out of
and a part of. the listeners Several of the constitution by the ignorant
politics was the first especial arguof Mr. Baker's most telling strikes people.
"The other point from which an ment Mr Baker advanced for the liwere made in answering the objec- organized opposition is coming is
cense amendment. That the liquor
tions made to the license proposal.
from the Ohio Board of Commerce.
"This was a regular Tom Johnson Allen Ripley Foote is the secretary of traffic should be put under state conmeeting for a while," said Mayor the organization. I don't know much trol, with provision that the men enBaker after the speech. "That is the about the Ohio Board of Commerce, gaging in the btsinc.es should be reway we do it lip in Cleveland. Every but I do know a. great deal about quired to meet strict regulations, was
body asks questions up there. Usually Mr. Foote. He is the kind of a man the end favored. Upon going into efin beginning a speech I invite ques- who is in favor of any radical propo- fect, tho measure immediately, said
tioning." Mr. Bakfer was much pleas- sition until there is some danger of the speaker, put 2500 saloons out of
business, under the provision that
ed at the interruptions.
its adoption. Then he is against it, there is a saloon for each 350 people.
and is crying that it is not time for it.
Discusses Seven Proposals.
"The liquor question," declared
Seven of the 42 amendments were There may oe organized opposition to Mayor Baker," has short circuited evdiscussed by Mr. Baker. The two the amendments from other points ery other question that has come
which he opposed were the amend- than these two, but I know of no up before the legislature. I doubt
if it would be an exaggeration to say
ment providing for the use of voting others.
that more harm has been done by the
machines, and the taxation proposal.
Opposes Voting Machines.
The five for which the speaker ar"I am in favor of most of the pro- saloon question than ay the saloon
gued favorably were the abolition of posals. There are some to which I itself."
cEpita! punishment, woman's suffrage, am very emphatically opposed. I do
The mayor's argument for .the lithe liquor license, the initiative and not like the amendment to provide cense system was interrupted by a
referendum and municipal home rule. for the use of the voting machine. I question- from the audience, 'How
"As the executive of a great city," tun informed that the passage of this about Pennsylvania"
said Mayor Baker, -'I am most inter- amendment was secured by a manu"This is getting interesting," said
ested in the proposal allowing home facturer of voting machines, who was the mayor, as he leaned against the
rule for municipalities." Ujmn this in Columbus urging the (delegates to table and began a conversational aramendment he placed greater stress support the proposition. Bat my ob- gument with his questioner.
than upon the others. He declared jections to the amendments are not
The give and take from stage to
very emphatically tor tho initiative based wholly on this ground. I ob- audience brought forth the fact that
and referendum. The arrangements ject to it because it makes neglect of in Pennsylvania the county judge
for his meeting here were made by>pojitjcaj duties easy. It is a compli- grants the saloon licenses. It was obthe I. & R. league of the county.
cated machine, and only about one jected that the judge would then be
As an introduction to his arguments man in ten has a mechanical turn of elected on the wet and dry issue.
on the constitutional amendments, mind.
Not Advocating Drinking.
Mayor Baker made a brief and com"I have diffcuity in mastering any
"It
is bettor," retorted the mayprehensive review of the development mechanism more complicated-than a
"to have one man elected on that
of democracy. Be directed attention door knob or a fountain pen. You or
and then all the other can be
to the vast changes in the United place a man before a voting machine, issue,
States as a community, from the time and he is paralyzed. The machine Chosen independent of the liquor
when every family was a unit with has mastered him. Why, up in Cleve- question."
"I believe," he continued, "that it
its members producing everything to land where we had voting machines,
meet its needs, to the present condi- we had schools to teach men how to is wrong for the county judge to issue the license. 1 would have a lition of specialized endeavor, empha- operate them.
cense commissioner, subject to recall
sizing the change from the individual
"The remedy needed is not a ma- on 30 days' notice. It would be betto the community interest. From chine, but the short ballot. We need
this, he made plain the need of chang- a ballot with but a few names on it. ter to change commissioners every
thirty days than to have a bad man
es in the methods of government.
There should be one important, con- in the place."
trolling
name,
to
be
held
responsible.
Conditions Change.
Further discussion on the license
1
"Can you imagine a merchant buy- amendment brought out the declara"The federal constitution, made in
1789, was made for primitive condi- ing goods by machine.' Can you im- tion that the present regulatory laws,
tions," declared Mayor Baker. "It agine a lawyer arguing a case by o".">-. cvo local option and others, will
does not fully fit modern situations. machine? The ma^Jri" '■» - U:-.npn- remain in force, ano others can be
When questions have come ur> t^&t ...iu-u arrangement of wheels and lev- enacted by the legislature. "No connr« "<^<= oosersa^by the constitution, ers, and when a voter is placed in stitution can make people .good," said
the supreme court has had to stretch front of it, with a curtain behind him, the speaker in answering another oband with a man outside shouting that jection to the proposal.
it to cover the needs.
'"If I could ask Madison or Monroe, he has but one minute, in desperation
"I want it understood that am not
one of the makers of the federal con- he is going to turn a wheel under an advocating drinking," declared Mr.
stitution, if they meant that it should eagle or an elephant or an ass or a Baker in closing the discussion.
never be changed, he would say No! bull moose or some other animal and
Taking up the initiative and referWe made the best constitution we run. Can he fee! then that he has endum,
Mr Baker said, "The opponcould for the country. We expected performed any particular patriotic
ents of this measure are trying to
the nation to expand. We expected duty?
make it appear that it is a. serious
that from a little string of states along
"No machine can become a substi- assault upon personal rights. The
the Atlantic coast, you would* expand tute for intellect and conscience.
proposal merely makes it easier to do
into a great nation. Tou did. And
the things we now can do. It is simTaxation Proposal Vicious..
so we expected you to expand the conply an agency or instrument of govstitution to meet the needs of your
"I am opposed to the taxation ernment. It makes it possible forgreater nation. Let the suit grow amendment. It is vicious. It would
with the boy. We would not expect tax municipal and county bonds. Cit- the people to enact laws that the legthe suit that was large enough for a ies and counties do not borrow mon- islature won't pass. Instead of tho
cumbersome method of always havsmall boy to fit the grown man.
ey for enterprises of profit, bu.t to ing to elect men on a platform to do
State Has Developed.
build hospitals and bridges, streets certain things- and having the men
"So the supreme court has expand- and. sewers, to make public improve- fail us, it will give us a more direct
ed the constitution. But by this, the ments by which all are benefited. By way.
court and not the people has become making municipal bonds taxable, it
Not Easy to Use.
the highest legislative power.
makes the city pay a higher rate of
"Three per cent, of the voters rep"It has been the same with the interest for the money it borrows. resenting
at least half of the counties,
constitution. In 1851, when Ohio's The advocates of the measure answer 1
present constitution was adopted, we this by saying that the city will get must sign petitions to be presented
we were a rural people. Large state it back in taxes from the bonds. But to the legislature. If the legislaas Ohio then was, it has now become bonds are not found on tax lists. They ture declines to enact the desired law,
a community larger than many king-^are hidden away in. safety deposit three more per eent. must be obtained,
doms, even larger than many known boxes, or are sold to firms outside of making six per cent., tS. h
as~eTiipneB. A constitution drafted for* the city, so that no lax benefits are proposition^ put on
the needs of Ohio in 1851 could not received. Besides, the state tax lim- i made a statewide matter by
by any possibility fit the problems of it is one per cent. Out of this tho I quirement that half the counties ha
1912.
state must have its share, and the i three per cent, of their vote on the
"This is a progressive age, although county its share, and the city gets petition, and obtained so many signatures wili be a laborious task.
I do not like the term, for all what is left.
"It will take six or nine months to
ages are progressive. But marvelous
"The public credit should not be
advance strides have been made in the taxed.
complete the work under the initilast century." Here the speaker reative. We are warned of mob rule.
Capital Punisment.
viewed the advances made in mediIt is not as though a clever orator
cine, in the mechanic arts, and in
"The object of this proposal is to were by impassioned eloquence to
transportation as illustrations of the keep cities from having municipal work the people up into such a frenzy
progress of the century. Medicine a ownership. I believe in municipal that they would go out to burn and
hundred years ago, he said, was lim- ownership. The indirect e'.Tort to'pro- destroy. Did you ever hear of all the
I'ited principally to bleeding and
drenching. George Washington, he
declared, was bled to death by his
physicians who knew no other remedy for a cold than the drawing of
blood.
Referring to the constitutional convention which prepared the amendments proposed to be made, Mr. Baker said: "It was a timid group of
men who approached the work of
amending the constitution of Ohio.
They felt that a constitution was a
sacred thing. They seemed to think
that they should approach it on .all
fours. There was an excess of reverence. But the convention grew more
| progressive ev'ery day as it continued.
Little Organized Opposition.
"So far as I know, there has been
I no concerted opposition to all of the
amendments except from two quar| ters.
"When I was in Washington a numI ber of years ago, there was a young
[man there named J^atshall Cushing,
| who was the editor c* \ paper called
'The Capital.' The pages of this were
devoted principally to accounts of
Iwhat the society ladies of the city
I wore to balls and to the theater. It
I told wbi jewels they wore on Tuesday ancP what ones they wore on|
Thursday. Part of it told of little peculiarities of the great. If a certain I
Senator ate with his knift, it chron-1

AYOR BAKER OF
CLEVELAND SPEAKS
ON AMENDMENTS

Forest City Executive Condemns Taxation Proposal as Vicious, Favors Initiative and Referendum.

A Successful Mayor Tqlls
■t—i

Publicity lust Precede Ever*
He Prefers the Single-House
Municipal Assembly, and
Says Merit System Should
Be So Devised That .the
Responsible Official Can
Discharge Any Trouble
Maker.

r

"// you don't mind, gentlemen, TXl
sit down. Pm not tired of talking,
tvt rm a little weary, of standing.
Vow if someone has a cigar"
THAT and a few minutes' automobile ride, were the only Interruptions in a continuous,
all-afternoon talk on clvlo matters in general, and new charters in
particular, which Mayor Newton t>.
Baker of Cleveland made before the
City Club and the Board of Freeholders, Thursday.
The automobile ride was from the
City Club to the Freeholders' room
In. the Municipal Courts building,
after the visitor had talked for an
hour in the club dining room. The
relief of a chair and a cigar came
an hour after that, and if there had
not been the 8 o'clock train for
Cleveland to take. Baker might still
have been talking when the 9 o'clock
curfew blew.
And such talking! Not a pause,
except to listen to a question; not a
hesitation, not a slip of the tongue,
not a superfluous word, not a generality. Every word carried concrete
Information.
No Criticism of St Louts.
It was information about what
Cleveland (a city, Baker declares, of
700,000) has done, what it put into
Its new charter, and how the provisions have worked. Suggestions as
to what St. IJOUIS ought to do were
not given unless they were specifically asked for, and there was not a
word of criticism of tV" »'t~. N«T.
Tfas there talk of a need for heavy
-bond issues. Modern methods of simplified city, government, with publicity, then more publicity, and then
still more publicity, were the things
he advocated.
about newspaper* too seriously," Bakl
The contrast between the peppery skid later, when he was asked to elal
Mayor Fitzgerald of Boston, with orate his Ideas on this point. "I bl
his Bharp criticism of this city and Ueve there to a small minority of uJ
his demand for vast publlo under- desirable papers, but I also believe thJ
takings) and the slight, scholarly, publicity, which Is a cure for every pul
•nave young mayor of Cleveland was Uo ill, ia also a cure for whatever dj
a matter of comment with many who feots there may be In the chief aged
beard, and who enjoyed hearing, both cles of publicity.")
men.
"The American city happened. N<L
IJaker's keen, half-boyish face,
--^-.Mn-JVatures of classlo straightness, body planned It It was an acciden|
i-•-belie Its possessor, wh.o has The economics of civilization ha\
naturally the gift of quick and pre- placed us olos*-together in citi«|
cise understanding, and who learned where we live in. layers. City life ha|
the art of dealing with men, indi- brought a revolution ia our attitud
vidually and In the mass, from that toward the problems of governmer,
he
master man of the people, the late —even though that r -volution
Tom L. Johnson. Baker, who is it come on gum-shoes.'' "We have gor
beyond the old idea of the limitation,
years old, was four times elected city of the city's service to Its psopli]
solicitor on the ticket with Johnson, which consisted mainly of policgaar,
and earned, by arduous campaigning fire protection.
and close association, his place as
"Municipal ownership should!
political heir of the man who made
be resorted to, where private ov
»-cent street car fares a reality
"Last year," said Baker at the City ship is adequate and Jusfc But ,
Club, "200,000,000 persons rode ta it is needed as a remedy, it st
Cleveland for 3-oerit fares. AB com- not be feared. Ultimately, even
will own and operate its oi
pared with the old rate, and the rate portation facilities.
which other cities have, each person
"The city's provision foil
saved 2 cents, or in all,. K000,000
Is going constantly!
That is the interest, at 5 per cent health
on $80,000,000.
' In Cleveland, by an aggrea
paign, we have stamped oij
..xr WMe !PubM«,*r Necessary.
Last summer we hunted _
Now, if Johnson had left $80,000,000 as principal market for files,
a legacy for public use, we would have only 18.
built monuments to him. But he did
"Saner Mode o* Utfe
a bigger thing than that; he taught the
"The
city's statistics lrj
Peopl6 to make $80,000,000 for themselves.
"If there is one lesson that Cleve^ j insanity are shocking,
land's long and bitter campaign for 8- be stopped by segregat.
provide' inducement for
oent fares taught it is that information ' of life. We must provide,
publicity, wide discussion must precede LOl^ msmap ?«eujrhOOd
•very public activity.
"The makers of a new charter have
two things to do, the first to make the
charter, the second to get it adopted.
Our Charter Board was a cross-section
of the life of our city. It never met
behind closed doors. It did not aim to
mase a perfect charter, but one that
the people of Cleveland wanted and
would adopt.
"The charter we made was not idealistic, and it was not an ideal. It was
not like Locke's scheme of government
for South Carolina, or Aristotle's outline of his ideal republic. The people
made our charter, and because the people made it we found advocates of it
springing up all over the city.
"I don't know that this lesson Is
_ needed In St. Louis, but we learned that

S"-

NEWTON

good men is the Idea that plans can be
devised and superimposed on the peo-.j
ple. Tom Johnson knew better than'
that. He knew that .nothing good in
government came from the top down,
but that things must come from the
bottom up, and. that no innovation, no
reform, no reorganization is effective
unless the popular desire precedes it
"Government of Opinion."
"This is a government of popular opinion." It will be a government by newspapers, unless we enlighten the publi^
BO they can discern between the true
and the false in the papers. I believe
In the American newspaper. Nothing
could be worse than the American
newspaper, except te be without any. t
("Don't take that remark of

■■^^■^■^■■^■H
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DARES LI
TO REDUCE FIELD

TAHEY'S
FIGHT PUZZLES M. C'S

'Baker Defies Illuminating
Company in Threat to
Quit Some Sections.
Protests.Made Against Ordinance for Wires in
Conduits.

Congressmen Bulkley, Gordon and |
Grosser were puzzled Thursday at
Washing-ton over letters from Peter
J. Fahey, 1896 East 75th street, in
which Fahey announced his candidacy for the Cleveland postmaster-|
ship and said' he has Mayor Baker's
written promise favoring him for the
place. Bulkley wrote Baker about it. I
Baker said Thursday he never '
made any such promise to Fahey. or
anyone else. Fa.hey was out of the
city Thursday.

i CENTSKIGB[URGE3TICKETS
RATE FOR LIGHT FOR DIME AND
BEGINNING MAY % FREE TRANSFER

Board of control Friday fixed 3
cents a kilowatt hour as the maxirnlim and 1 cent as the minimum
rafte for both power and light from
tHe city's electric light plants. The
n«w rate is to take effect May 1,
when the ordinance forcing the
.Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company to conform: to the city's maximum-1 becomes ^effective.
The board's' action Friday followed a break between Mayor Baker
and representatives of :tbe. .iUurriihating company.at, a council cqni'err
erce late Thursday on the ordinance,
requiring 14 miles of wire to be
pljaeed underground annually. Baker
dared the city's competitor to withdraw from parts of the city and'
threatened to have its franchise abrogated.
The new rate will become effective
Benesch Overrides Rowe Fol- May 1 to customers of the Collinwfood and South . Brooklyn light
lowing Injury of Girl Pupil plants and to those ' of the new
East 53d street plant when it is put
operation.
Contracts with' the
at Unguarded Miles Park in
city at rates higher than those established Friday will be adjusted to
Crossing
meet the new schedule. Baker said.
A sliding scale between the 3 and
1-cent limits . has been established.
ENRAGED MOTHERS LAY
Illuminating company officials say
It will cost $500,000 to put 14 miles
PART BLAME TO BAKER of wire underground each year.
J'fflcials of the two telephone comaniee said a raise in rates would
f>.,;.f:rico
'
Him for Ordering become imperative.
Ul lllOloc

Mayor Baker and representatives
of the Clev^and Electric Illuminating Co. clashed • yesterday at a
public meeting of council committees
for the consideration of the proposed
ordinance requiring public utility
companies to place fourteen miles of
wire underground a year.
The break came when the announcement was made from the light
company that if the ordinance is
passed the company will quit business in certain sections of Cleveland.
"That means litigation," said the
mayor. "Your company is a public
service corporation. I confess I am
not terrified by. your proposal. If
you cease to do business in certain
sections it would be an abandonment
of your duty as a public utility and
you would be abandoning your franchise."
Representatives of the company
said the fourteen mile requirement
was unreasonable as the cost would
be about $500,000 a year. Attorney
E. P. Strong, representing the com- j
pany, declared the company regarded]
1
the city of Cleveland as a competitor |
j in the lighting business and pointed j
j out that an ordinance has been passed
Taking of Industrial Census
j fixing a 3 cent rate for lighting.
"Tour company has not yet agreed j
to abide by that rate," said the'
by Patrolmen, Leaving Chilmayor. "If you'll say the company is!
going to agree to charge 3 cants I'll?
dren Without Guards
' be glad to work with the council in:
a restudy of this ordinance. If you|
' contend we are unfair by fixing this
! requirement and at the same time
Safety Director .Benesch FriI you agree to the 3-cent rate we willj
i be happy to see that you are pro- ■ day asserted his authority as ab. tected. If you do not agree to charge; solute, head of the Cleveland';j)o-j
; 3 cents I do not believe the rate ordi-;
} nance should form any part of this! lice department' and revoked)

ACKTO
SWIJOBS

1 'Attorney Strong contended the city!
las a competitor might derive an un-;
fair advantage from the pending ordi-';
nance as the board of undergrounds
wire supervision, consisting Of city
officials,
might permit
thecertain
city lighting
department
to occupy
sec-1

Chief : Rowe's -order -.releasing!
■
i
from1
»^.ICM
SGOie patrolmen ^
their duty Of - escorting school'
across streets ■ when
(,|iildren
"V
, are" of-^<W '■•■■ ? 1
schools
CUsmiSSecl.

tions of the city with overhead work!
It- is the first time Beuesch
am" require other companies to place: ,
.j
. • , _„„• „, ;
T1
wires underground in the same dis-l has overnden Eovve since assumtncts.
ling charge of the'-division JanLighting company officials further^. „
i
declared the ordinance would bar thej =**°+y -:■ ■ ..-.
: '■■ ■ , . . /,,
company from certain sections ow-i • Bitter-criticism■ was.,..aroused-by .th*
ing to the small returns on the in-'serious, injuries , sustained' by .sixI vestment required. It was to this,! year-old , Thelma Grubb. 10010-Har-:
the mayor took exceptions.
' vard avenue,, late Thursday. wh»n an
Attorney Strong asked that the' East 105th. street ear .rah: over 'her
:
section of the ordinance relating to
arc lights for street lighting service on her way home . from ' Milesl Park
be amended so that the city be pro- school. The criticism led to Benes'ch's
Thousands ..of
Cleveland
hibited from using these poles for; action.
distribution lines. This was agreed! mothers learned their children were
to by the council committee.
crossing streets and car, lines in.hapAttorney S. H. Tolles appeared as: hazard fashion while patrolman asrepresentative of the Cleveland Tele- signed to guard .'.tile . children': ■; were
phone Co. Mr. Tolles argued against busy-, taking, ah .industrial, ceftsus
the fourteen mile per year requirement, stating that it would mean asked , by' the'.government. s ';'
The v, ithdrav.al ' Of patrolmen
an expenditure of $36,000 a year for
the company. Representatives of from their posts was done without
the Cuyahoga Telephone Co. also. my consent,"' declared Beilesch; "and
protested.
it. will never happen again soykffoS
as T ' am safety ..director.' I: regard
the escorting of children across ^dangerous crossings one of. t-h'e,-most .important .services a police . department
can_
ail render
venuer. "
:'er investindiin:
I:
1
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Labor Paper Declares This
Rate Will Benefit Men and
Women Who Work
STANLEY AND BAKER SAY
IT'S WORTH CONSIDERING
Railway Figures Show Big!
Saving to Riders if Suggestion Is Adopted
The Cleveland Federationist,
official labor organ, Friday came
out for three tickets for 10 cents
and free transfers as the street
car fare when the raise' come,?
July 1.
In an editorial urging the
three-for-ten rate it is urged that
if city council orders the' nexl
higher rate as provided by the
Tayler ordinance—3-cent fare
with no transfer rebate—tht
workingmen- must stand the
burden.

Mayor Baker Thursday eaid the
three-fbr-10 rate should be considered, that it may be a more equi-.
.table rate than the np-rebate-Cor-atransfer plan.
Workers t"se Most Transfers
. Of the 250,000 person's who use
transfer's daily, the FederationM
..points out that the big majority are
, workingmen
and
workingwomen.
Under the system by. which a penny
is charged for a transfer, they must
The oily and county tax duplicates pay 4 cents, while straight riders
•e to be increased next year from will continue to get. 3-cent fare.
"Three-forTlO will be better by far
n l0 15 per cent, but there can be no
decrease in the tax rate, County An '.for the laboring classes," President
Stanley, of the company said Thursdecrease in t.ne tax ra ,
day. "Our figures show that the
ditor Zangerle declared Fnda>, May
i
or Baker and City TLaw
Director
penny transfer charge-will bring jus
""" ™""'
"
Stockwell, the other members of the Jin more money than under the
budget commission that fixes the tax three-for-10 charge."
Baker pointed out that the buildrate, agree with Zangerle.
ing of more cross-town lines will
Governor Cox has announced that' add still more to' the number ,of
next year the tax rate must be de- transfer riders.
creased to correspond to the increase
"The whole subject should be
in the tax duplicate. Cox made this worked out before we determine
statement following state-wide pro-, what the fare should be," said Baker.
tests against the new Warnes law.
"When the Tayler ordinance was <
Zangerle, estimating an.increase of drafted it was believed the fare
$118,000,000 in the county duplicate, schedules were properly graduated,
points out that at the present city but it may be that, due to the inrate of $1.55 the city's share of the crease in the percentage of transfer,1
increase, $116,000,000, will add only ' riders, the 3-cent fare and penny',
$475,000 to the city's revenues next transfer charge is higher than theyear. This isn't anything like what 'three-for-ten rate."
Baker wants as an addition to the
Three-For-Ten Cheaper
present revenues.
Figures
furnished by the CleveThe city's total tax income this land Railway Company Thursday
yoar for general purposes is $3,175,- showed that in February, under the
000. In addition it is necessary to set 'three-for-ten charge, the total pas-;
aside $1,901,000 to pay the interest on I senger revenue would have been,
the city's debts.
i 8568,229, whereas. by making a
The county, for general purposes, j| penny charge for transfers in addigets $1,229,339 this year, and must pay 51 tion to 3-cent fare, the company's re$1,187,462 on its debts. For school and ' oeipts would have been $578,S38.
library purposes the tax this year.
Forty per cent of the car riders
amounts to $4,388,490, and the county use transfers.
The per cent is con-,
pays to the state $920,437 for state ; stantly increasing.
When the TayI ler franchise was granted the ntrm-universities and schools.
j If Cox's promise, is kept the tax" ■ ber was 30 per cent.
(•ate in Cleveland next year will be
f$1.37. Baker, Zangerle and Stockwell
aje expected to fix it at $1.55, the
.present rate.

ROW COMING ON i
COX'S IDEA TO
CUT TAX RATE

wmm^^mmmm
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FIGHT PUZZLES M. C/S

TO REDUCE FIELD
Baker Defies Illuminating
Company in Threat to
Quit Some Sections.
Protests.Made Against Ordinance for Wires in
Conduits.
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3 CENTS IS HIGH URGE 3 TICKETS
kATE FOR LIGHT FOR DIE AND
BEGINNING MAY I, FREE TRANSFER

Congressmen Bulkley, Gordon and
Grosser were puzzled Thursday at
Washington over letters from Peter
J. Fahey, 1896 Bast 75th street, in
which Fahey announced his candidacy for the Cleveland postmastership and said he has Mayor Baker's
Board of control Friday fixed 3
written promise favoring him for the
place. Bulkley wrote Baker about it. cents a kilowatt hour as the maxi- \
Baker said Thursday he nev'er mLim and 1 cent as the -minimum
rate for both power and light from
made any such promise to Fa.hey
any"one else. Fa.hey was out of'theltlie city's electric light plants. The
|j n<|w rate is to take effect May 1,
city; Thursdaj\__
when the ordinance forcing' the
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company to conform, to the city's maxi-:
mjum1 becomes ^effective.
fTbe board's' action Friday follow-:
ed a break between Mayor Baker;
aid representatives of .the. ,ilJ.umihT
atjing company,at, a council confererjce late Thursday on the ordinance
requiring 14 miles of wire to bepij&ced underground annually. Bakerdared the city's competitor to withdraw from parts of the city and!
threatened to have its franchise abrogated.
The new rate will become effective
Benesch Overrides Rowe Fol- May 1 to customers of the Collin-'
wood and South .. Brooklyn light

Mayor Baker and representatives
of the Clev^Jand Electric Illuminating Co. clashed ■ yesterday at a
public meeting of council committees
for the consideration of the proposed
ordinance requiring public utility
companies to place fourteen miles of
wire underground a year.
The break came when the announcement was made from the light
company that if the ordinance is
passed the company will quit business in certain sections of Cleveland.
"That means litigation," said the
mayor. "Your company is a public
service corporation. I confess I am
not terrified by your proposal. If
you cease to do business in certain
sections it would be an abandonment
of your duty as a public utility and
you would be abandoning your franchise."
Representatives of the company
said the fourteen mile requirement
was unreasonable as the cost would
be about $500,000 a year. Attorney;
B. P. Strong, representing the com
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Labor Paper Declares This
Rate Will Benefit Men and
Women Who Work
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STANLEY AND BAKER SAY !
ITS WORTH CONSIDERING
Railway Figures Show Big ]
Saving to Riders if Suggestion Is Adopted

The Cleveland Federationist,
official labor organ, Friday came
out for three tickets for 10 cents
lowing Injury of Girl Pupil pfa"ts and to those-of the new
■■■-■■■■' East 53d street plant when it is put and free transfers as the street
at Unguarded ■.MileS'Park M operation. Contracts with the car fare when the raise comes
city at rates higher than those es- July 1.
tablished Friday will be adjusted to
In an editorial urging the
Crossing
meet the new schedule. Baker said.
three-for-ten
rate it is urged that
A sliding scale between the 3 and
1 -cent limits . has been established.! if city council orders the- next
ENRAGED MOTHERS LAY
Illuminating company officials say ' higher rate as provided by the
it will cost $500,000 to put 14 miles Tayler ordinance—3-cerit
fare
PART BLAME TO BAKER erf wire underground each year. with no transfer rebate—tht
(jffficials of the two telephone companies said a raise in rates would workingmen must
"stand the
Him for OrderingJe--ejEi-ratH-e
•burden.

j in the lighting business and pointed
out that an ordinance has been passed 1
Taking of Industrial Census
i fixing a 3 cent rate for lighting.
' "Tour company has not yet agreedj
' to abide by that rate," said thee
by Patrolmen, Leaving Chil; mayor. "If you'll say the company is
: going to agree to charge 3 cetats I'll!
dren Without Guards
'be glad to work with the council in
ia restudy of this ordinance. If you;
contend we are unfair by fixing this;
Safety' Director ; Benesch ..Fri' requirement and at the same time
vou agree to the 3-cent rate we willj.
, , .
';V*u^i;fVf~ oo oTi
be happy
ha*py to see that you are pro-,
pro-j u«j
day a
asserted
ab,be
?«:»^"»^ as
""~~
-"» ----?0m..c« Ins-authority
■ ftS& FaT^E^S? ratS! «**e head of the Cleveland . *o; nance should form any part of thlsi ]ice department and revokedj The city and county tax duplicates
i discussion."
,,,, . » . „Wo'« n,.,lo,. velpasitW arc to he increased next year from
J Attorney Strong contended the city! Chief u
Rowe S -Otdei leleasiUg'j are to be mereasea
'
fas a competitor might derive an un- geVei.al s(!0Te .patrolmen from" n lo lo per cent" bUt l
t °
.„

ROW COMING ON i
COX'S IDEA TO
CUT TAX RATE

Mayor Baker Thursday said the
three-for-10 rate should toe "consid-l
■ ered, that it may be a more equi-i
f/t.aiple rate than the,' no-rebate-Cor-atransfer plan.
Workers Use Most Transfers
, Of the 250.000 persons who us*,
i transfers daily, the Federationist
..points out that the big majority are.
workingmen
and
working-women.
°
.
a penny
g^Jg ZX tranter, they^ust
, pay 4 cents, while straight riders
will continue to get. 3-cent fare.
, «.Three-for.lO will be better by far
'for the laboring classes." President

tecfrtrb^^lSr^u^Hhdr :dnty ofUrting school' "-ease
_* ^^%^^HM^
ditor Zangerle declared Friday. May

the

— -id

Th

—

'day. "Our figures show that the
i wire supervision, consisting of Cltyr children
across streets- when
or isauer
Baker ana
and City
OIL.V
Law
,"=■« ~
Director penny transfer charge will bring ,us
officials, might permit the city light-'
,.
• ,„", .
1
ing department to occupy certain sec-! schools are dismissed. - .
■_
Stockwell the other members of the jin more money than under the
tions of the city with overhead work
If. jg tlle first time Belies eh udget commission that Axes the tax Hhree-for-Ul^harge.^ ^. - ^
an.: require other companies to place, j^^^ ■^oW.&JSiaCB-a^UmJ
wires underground in the same dis.•ate, agree with Zangerle.
jng Qf more cross-town lines will
tricts,
joug charge ot the division danGovernor Cox has announced that |ftd^ gti], more to the number ,of
Lighting company officials further. „
,
!
transfer riders.
declared the ordinance would bar the, -"".f, '' ■ ..-.
J„;,lij w"«h* next year the tax rate must be de
company from certain sections ow- ■- Bitter- criticism was.,aroused;.by ths creased to correspond to the increase
"The whole subject should be
ing to the small returns on the in-; serious, injuries , sustained ., by six- in the tax duplicate. Cox made this worked out before we determine
vestment required. It was to this, j.year-old ; Tbelma Grubb, 1TO10 -Har-. statement following state-wide pro-, what the fare should be," said Baker.
the mayor took exceptions.
[yard avenue,, late Thursday, when an
"When the Tayler ordinance was
Attorney Strong asked that thei Fagl 105th. street car rah over ; her tests against the new Warnes law.
Zangerle, estimating an increase of drafted it was believed the fare
section of the ordinance relating to
her'"way home from" Miles "■■Park
$118,000,000 in the county duplicate, schedules were properly graduated,
^.g^^^^lM The criticise to BenesWs 1 points out that at the present city but it may be that, due to the inCleveland
Thousands
.of
action.
hibited from using these poles for;
Irate of $1.53 the city's share of the crease in the percentage of transfer;
distribution lines. This was agreed! mothers learned their children were [increase, $116,000,000, will add only riders, the 3-cent fare and penny,
crossing streets andcar. lines, in hapto by the council committee.
transfer charge is higher than theAttorney S. H. Tolles appeared as hazard fashion while patrolmen as- j $475,000 to the city's revenues next
t anything like what ■; three-for-ten rate."
representative of the Cleveland Tele- signed to guard ; the chUdren; were, year.
----. Thi:
-™
an addition to the
phone Co. Mr. Tolles argued against busv- taking ah .industrial, census,, B-iktr wants as
Three-For-Te n Cheaper
the fourteen mile per year requireFigures furnished by the Clevement, stating that it would mean
land Railway Company Thursday
an expenditure of $36,000 a year for
'. showed that in February, under the
the company. Representatives of
I three-for-ten charge, the total pasthe Cuyahoga Telephone Co. also my 'consent."'
1
protested.
it will never happen agaiw so; tohg. aside $1,901,000 to pay the interest on senger revenue would have been.
$568,229, whereas. by
making a
;afetv
director.
Iregard
i
the
city's
debts.
as T ; am
;
! The county, for general purposes, penny charge for transfers in addjthe escorting " children across danr
gerous "c rossings tine "of. the-most ira- ', gets $1,229,339 this year, and must pay (tion to 3-cent fare, the company's reportant services a police: department $1,187,462 on its debts. For school and .; ceipts wouid have been $578,838.
• library purposes the tax this year
Forty per cent of the car riders
can render."
The per cent is conBenesch early Friday after investi- ■ amounts to $4,388,490, and the county use transfers.
When the Taygating circumstances surrounding pays to the state $920,437 for state stantly increasing.
I ler franchise was granted the ntttnI the mishap -of the Grubb girl, called universities and schools.
(■Inspector Shattuck. and 'gave "strict 1 If Cox's promise, is kept the tax' ! ber was 30 per cent.
j orders that under." no circunistanc.es rate in Cleveland next year will be
j. w«re police to neglect traffict duty. $1.37. Baker; Zangerle and Stockwell
! Shattuck immediately ' spread ■ the are expected to fix it at $1.55, the
jwdrd to each of the TO ;o.iirlying .prc- present rate.
'cincts.
-'
..■•.'.-- ;■ •'..".
'"""Mothers in »■■ \«afy,«-.blah,ije^ IM^yor
JBaker for Thursday's accident.; It
I wass at tiis request that, police.began
[taking ■ the census and, although
Lather .Baker nor Benesch.,gave^prIders to let trafSc, duty slifre, ;Rpwe
Iwas given to understand that'patrol-inen were to visit each house on ;their
seat: while on duty.'
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Enlist Sympathy of Chief Executive in Cause of
Higher Salary Scale.
Receive Assurance of Such
Co-Operation as Lies
Within Power.
BOARD

i

HOLDS

SESSION

Members
Discuss
Demands - of
Grade Instructors and Assertion
Is Made That Possibility of Increase Depends Largely Upon Attitude of Governor t "With. Reference to Proposed Decrease of Tax
Levies—Tophcavy Pay Roll Pointed Ont as One of System Wrongs.
Public school teachers, fighting for
an increase in pay, appeared at the
city hall yesterday to lay their cause
before Mayor Newton D. Baker. The
plea was made by members of the
executive committee of the Grade
Teachers' club. They were accompanied by Attorney James Metzenbaum.
"As a citizen, I should be happy if
the board can find a way to grant the
increase,'- said the mayor, "and a
a member of the budget commission,
I will do what I can to increase the
funds of the board of education in
order to enable them to raise the pay
of the teachers."
According to a statement made yesterday by Edward Bushnell, chairman of the board of education committee on business management, following the meeting of the committee,
a raise in teachers' salaries depends
largely upon whether Gov. James M.
Cox insists upon carrying'out his announcement that tax levies next year
must be decreased to correspond to
the ratio of increase in the duplicate.
Mayor Baker at the city hall meeting also referred to the announcement
from the state that tax levies must
be cut next year.
"The restrictions the state has been
imposing upon cities are at variance
with home rule and the needs of a
modern city;'1 he said. "The cities of
Europe are supporting themselves by
owning and operating public utilities.
I hope that we wiirnot~have to adopt
the same policy. I believe it is unsound.." .
Try to Meet Demands.
■. ■ The board of education committee
meeting yesterday was called to devise ways and means for meeting the
demands of the Grade Teachers'
club. The entire board had been asked to attend the meeting. All were
present save E. M. Williams. Superintendent J. M. H. Frederick also attended.
"I am working out a schedule of
salaries to be put into effect next fall
if Gov. Cox does not insist that
county budget commissions carry out
his plan for a reduction in the rate,"
said Mr. Bushnell.
"" "And I do not believe he will," he
added. "I have not actual figures at
hand, but if the governor's announce-

ment is carried out there will be no
money for the increase.
, "There isn't a member of the board
of education who does not want to
meet some of the demands of the
teachers. I am going to work out a
plan, -within the next ten days to afford more salaries if it is possible."
Miss Clara Singer, member of the
grade teachers' committee that called
upon the mayor yesterday, declared
the city is facing a faiv.ine in school
teachers because of poor pay and that
the board has not received the petition of the grade teachers with consideration or respect.
Miss Singer declared further that in
the same year the grade teachers had
been denied an increase that would
have meant an addition of $20,000 to
the pay roll, $40,000 was added to the
auditing department. She further declared the pay roll in Cleveland is topj heavy, that too much is being paid
for supervision and that the pay of
| high school teachers is too great in
comparison with the salaries of the
elementary teachers.
The teachers also compared the attitude of the city authorities in recognizing the demand of the garbage
j wagon drivers for a slight increase in
pay, with the attitude of .the members
of the board of education.
Attorney. Metzenibaum said the
teachers felt that their positions had
not been given the consideration they
merited.
Miss Marie Claus, president of the
| Teachers' club, said in explanation
of the appearance of the committee
] at the office of the mayor;
"We felt that it was about time for
some move to be taken that would
interest the citizens in our cause. Continued poor wages will make poor
schools."

BAKER TO GET RADIAL
PAVING PLANS SOON
Definite plans for improving Cleveland streets under the radial street
paving plan evolved by Mayor Baker, will be submitted to the mayor
late next week by City Engineer
Hoffmann. Work of repaying five or
six thoroughfares will be started
within two months.
Hoffmann is making a survey of
Cleveland's sewer system and is
charting all underground work of
private corporations.
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In the delegation which visited the
city hall were Miss Freda Kirschner,
Miss Clara Singer, Miss Anna Moran,
Miss Sarah Sarwinski and Miss Marie
Claus.
The plans of Edward Bushnell,
chairman of the business management committee, to compromise with
grade teachers by granting some of
their demands, were held up for another ten days at the committee
meeting yesterday.
The Bushnell
schedule will not be presented at the
board meeting Monday, as was
originally planned.
Pat Tax Question First. Tells Delegation Salaries Should
Members of the committee decided
to hold the salary question up until
Be Increased, if Funds
the tax question was more definitely
Can Be Found
settled. Mr. Bushnell said that his
schedule could be financed If the tax
to Do It.
duplicate was increased as Governor Cox proposed doing. But if the
tax rate was simultaneously deREFUSES-TO COMMENT
creased as was also contemplated, the
calculations upon which his
ON ACTION OF BOARD financial
schedule for increases was planned,
would become ineffectual.
"The whole scheme was based on
Denial of Demands Means Keep the possibility of getting more
money," he said, "but if the tax rate
ing Schools Closed in Spring,
is decreased, the Increase in the tax j
[I duplicate will leave us in the same '
Says Delegate.
'
I financial muddle we
now :experience."
Salaries of grade teachers in the f
public schools should be increased if LOWER STREET CAR FARE
.he board of education can, find the .:
NOT LIKELY, BAKER SAYS;
i-.ieans, Mayor Baker told a delega- I
t:oh of teachers who called at the
Amendments to the Tayler grant to
city hall yesterday to ask his aid in ■' provide for three tickets for 10 cents
their fight for better pay.i
with free transfers, instead of threeMany public schools will be unable I ! cent fare with a penny charge for a
to open next spring On account of a j transfer with no rebate, are extreme.shortage of teachers, unless salaries | ly unlikely, Mayor Baker said yesare increased, Miss Clara Singer, one j terday.
Labor
union leaders yesterday
of the teachers' representatives, told urged that this rate be established
the mayor. She declared that the j when a raise in car fare, made necteachers felt that they had not been j essary by the charging off of obsotreated with consideration or respect .ete power equipment, goes into effect, about July 1. They said the |
by the board of education.
burden of increased fare would fall
largely upon workingmen who lived ,
Mayor Favors Increase.
Baker said that as a citizen he along cross-town lines.
"Opening of the new E. 79th street j
would be happy if the board could
cross-town line," said Baker, "and '
grant the teachers' demands, that as the building of the E. 30th street
a member of the county budget com- cross-town line may cause an entire
mission, he would insist that it be readjustment of transfer figures."
given its pro rata share of funds, but'
he refused to pass judgment upon the 'I AM FOR MURPHY,'REPLY
action of the board in refusing the; OF BAKER TO FAHEY NOTE
teachers' demands.
Attorney James Metzenbaum, who.
"I am for Murphy," was the reply
accompanied the delegation, declared made yesterday by Mayor Baker
that the appeal to Baker was made when asked concerning nis alleged
because the teachers felt that their, j indorsement of Peter R. Pahey for
petitions for increased pay had not j the postmasterslup.
received proper consideration at the;
Mr. Baker said he had written
hands of the board of education.
Pahey a "sympathetic" letter last
The action of the school board was May when Pahey asked to be conin marked contrast with the action sidered for a number of positions,
of city officials when garbage collec- ,- but that he had given no indorsetors asked for higher wages, Metzen- ment.
baum said.
Mayor Baker stated that Thursday
he received a letter from Pahey say"The present system is top heavy,"
said Miss Singer. "The same year ing that he considered the "symi hat the board of education refused j pathetic" letter ans> indosement for
bur demands for salary increases 'ihe. postmastershiplffiamounting to, $20,000 the payroll at i
school headquarters was increased : SPRINGBORN AND MAYOR
: -19,000 per year. An increase of $40,CLASH ON A CONTRACT I
CO was made in the offices of the j
auditing department alone."
Director of Public Service SpringPredicts Closed Schools.
born argued for a half hour yester'The city Is facing a shortage of day Jn an effort to induce the city
eaehers," said Miss Singer. "If sal- \ board of control to award a contract
:es are not increased some of the < for pier protection for city bridges to
blic schools will be), unable to open i a contractor whose price was $3,700
■ :xt spring because of a lack of higher than that of tne low bidder.
Springborn declared that the low bidachers."
"I regard your work as of great der had thrown up a former contract
iiportance," replied: the mayor. "I and had refused to finish the work.
"I am opposed to administering a
ould be happy Indeed if the board |
f education could find a means of in- $3,700 chastisement," said Mayor Baieasing the pay and am sorry'that ker. "The other matter is now in
can offer no suggestions. I have the courts and is one for the law de:io hesitation in saying that Increases partment to pass upon."
Action on the proposed contract was
would meet with my hearty approval
as a citizen. I am not familiar enough deferred until Monday.
with the subject to pass judgment on
the board of education for refusing
the demands."

"WITH TEACHEHS
H PAY OUESTIO
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MAYOR WON'T S
FOR VOTE I
Refuses to Attach Signature
to Petition for Referendum Election.

FAHEY NOT ACTIVE
IN THE P. 0. FIGHT

BAKER SAYS WORDS
CANT PAVE STREETS|

Peter R, Fahey, 1896 E. 74th-st,
has written Congressman Bulkley
announcing he has quit an active
campaign for the Cleveland postmastership.
"When I entered the race I
thought I had Mayor Baker's indorsement," he said. "In future
you may consider me as a recepjtive candidate."
Three candidates still are in the
field.

"The road to public office is
paved with good resolutions, but
few streets are so paved. Such resolutions may make interesting reading in the City Record', and I don't
object to them,"
Mayor Baker thus replied to
Councilman Fitzgerald's efforts to
get from committee-a resolution investigating the responsibility for
the bad condition of streets at Monday night's council meeting.
Fitzgerald wanted council to appoint a committee to assist the
citizens committee-in its fight for
better streets. He blamed the city
for sitting idle. Baker said streets
as a whole . are in, better condition
Ihan for years.

Councilman Gahn Makes 'TWAS N0T_A BOMB
Tour of City Hall HuntMayor Baker received a suspicious ' looking box from Ashtaing for Names.
bula, O.. Monday. It contained an
electrical contrivance that mystiDeclaring he Is an enthusiastic be- fied Baker. Former City Elecliever In the Cliff drive and lake front trician Sarbinsky was called.
"That's not an infernal maparkway project, Mayor Newton D. chine." he said. "It's a secondBaker declined yesterday to sign a hand magneto for an auto."
referendum petition brought to his
C R. Neeley of the forestry deoffice yesterday afternoon by Council- partment had purchased the magman Harry C. Gahn, who is heading gne'to and, had it billed to the
a movement for a referendum election I nwyor »i> he would be sure to set
1__J
on the question of approving the 1U.... _
Cliff drive ordinance passed by the
BAKER YAWNS AND
city council nearly two weeks ago.
"Aren't you in favor of the referSEEKS CHICKEN CURE
endum?" asked Mr. Gahn.
.' Mayor Baker yawned and
"Yes," replied the mayor, "I believe If yawned at the meeting of the
in the referendum.
I believe those control board Monday.
who are opposed to the Cliff drive
"What's that remedy they give;
' project or those who are in doubt as to chickens for the gapes?" Baker;
to, the advisability of accepting this inquired, with one hand over his
lake front property should sign the open mouth.
petitions. 1 am in favor of the
"Didn't know you were a
project."
With the consent of the mayor, Mr. chicken," one o£ the directors reGahn left a petition in the mayor's plied. •
Everybody laughed.
office to be signed by callers favoring
I the plan of .holding up the park projj' ect to permit a special election on
I the question of approving the ordi; nance. Before leaving the city hall
Councilman Gahn called at' other offices. Public' Safety Director A. A.
J Benesch declined to sign the petition.
Shortly before Mr. Gahn appeared
at the mayor's office, William L.
i David, representative of the com! pany owning the large tract of lake
I front property west of Edgewater
Elected at Large, His Eights
: park, called at the':city hall. Mr.
; David stated, that two owners had anin Postoffice Squabble are
nounced they would not extend their
i option 'beyond the forty-day period.
Questioned.
Mayor Baker expressed the hope that
they would, not withdraw their option.
"The people of this town understand Cleveland," said Mayor Baker 'WHAT HE TOLD BULKLEY
folowing his meeting with Councilman Gahn. "They know it is going
to be a great city. I have faith in
Billy Murphy, With Mayor
the people."
Councilman Gahn said he would
Baker's Backing, Will Probask for a * hearing tomorrow before
the special committee of the Federaably Win Out.
tion of Labor that is investigating the
Cliff drive project. The committee
By Harry B. Hunt.
inspected the route Friday.
Nearly three hundred petition
WASHINGTON, March 23.—
sheets are now in circulation, according to Councilman Gahn. There* Cleveland's postoffice fight will
are twenty-five names on each sheet
come to a showdown within the
next week.
Congressman Bulkley, failing to
win the support of either of his
fellow-congressmen from Cleveland for Billy Murphy, Mayor
Baker's secretary, who is the organization, candidate, will go for-

ROSSER KEEPS
HIS HANDS OFF

K;

BAKER IS GOING
ABROAD TO REST
Mayor Baker will . sail for
Europe May 16, according to Secretary Murphy Friday.
Murphy said the mayor had!
been overworking.
Baker is to return on. June 20.

STILLMAN TO
HEAD SAFETY

(in^'IfKc^ci^l- m-

Numerous traffic and street car accidents the last few days will result >
in the "safety first" campaign being]
revived with Hiram Stillman, secre->
tary to Safety Director Benesch, in I
charge, Mayor Baker indicated Tues-|
day.
i
Coroner Byrne, father of the move-1
ment, also wants the general committee of 26, of which Baker is chairman, to resume its efforts to decrease
street accidents and fatalities. Byrne
urged this in a letter to Baker Tuesday.
"I am too busy to give proper attention to the work," said Baker, and
I would suggest that Stillman, who
has more time than I, take charge."
Stillman, who comes in contact
with traffic and police situations
dally, said he would accept the chairmanship of the general committee if
it is offered him.

(]WMAA-

MUNY UNIVERSITY
COMMITTEE FORMS
A committee of 27 Clevelanders
appointed by Mayor Baker to investigate the possibilties of a
muny university formally or-,
ganized and selected subcommittees at. the Union club late
Wednesday. Warren S. Hayden,
president of the chamber of commerce, was elected secretary. Samuel Mather is chairman.
"Mayor Baker
morning as he
enters the city
hall. Information
Commissioner Tom Sidlo states he
doesn't
know
what tune the
mayor tries to
whistle.

whistles

every
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SEE NEW DEPOT
COMPLETED IN
THRE
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BAKER SAYS WORDS
CAN'T PAVE STREETS!

FAHEY NOT ACTIVE
IN THE P.O. FIGHT

-The road "to" public office is ,
vf Jit* o-nnd resolutions, nut |
paved with goou lcau
, resofew streets are so paved. Such leso
mions may make interesting ^
Record, ana i uuu i.
ing in the City
object to them."
to
Mayor Baker thus replied
Councilman Fitzgerald's efforts to
get from committee-a resoluton in
vestigating the responsibility fm
rhe had condition of streets at Mon
day night's council meeting.
Fitzgerald wanted council to ap
point a committee to assist the.
citizens committee m its fight Wi ,
better- streets. He blamed the city
for sitting idle. Baker said streets I
as a whole .are in,better condition
than tor years.

m

Refuses to Attach Signature
to Petition for Referendum Election.

^hfnPI entered the race I
thought I had Mayor Baker s mdorsement," he said.
In tui
you may consider me as a recep
tive candidate."
. t] p
Three candidates still are m the
field.

Councilman Gahn Makes 'TWAS N0T_A BOMB
Mayor Baker received a susTour of City Hall Huntpicious'looking box from Ashtabula, O.. Monday, it contained an
ing for Names.
electrical contrivance that mystiDeclaring he Is an enthusiastic believer in the Cliff drive and lake front
parkway project, Mayor Newton D.
Baker declined yesterday to sign a
referendum petition brought to his
office yesterday afternoon by Councilman Harry C. Gahn, who is heading
a movement for a referendum election
on the question of approving the
Cliff drive ordinance passed by the
city council nearly two weeks ago.
"Aren't you in favor of the referendum?" asked Mr. Gahn.
"Yes," replied the mayor, "I believe
in the referendum.
I believe those
who are opposed to the Cliff drive
project or those who are in doubt as
to the advisability of accepting this
lake front property should sign the
petitions.
I am in favor of the
project."
,.
With the consent of.the mayor, Mi.
Gahn left a petition in the mayors
office to be signed by callers favoring
the plan of holding up the park project to permit a special election on
the question of approving the ordinance. Before leaving the city hall
Councilman Gahn called at other offices. Public Safety Director A. A.
Benesch declined to sign the petition
Shortly before Mr. Gahn appeared
at the mayor's office, William L.
David, representative of the company owning the large tract of lake
front property west of Edgewater
park, called at the-city hall. Mr.
David stated that two owners had announced they would not extend their
option beyond the. forty-day Period.
Mayor Baker expressed the hope tnat
they would, not withdraw their option.
"The people of this town understand Cleveland," said Mayor Baker
folowing his meeting with Councilman Gahn. "They know it isi going
to be a great city. I have faith in
Councilman Gahn said he wwild
ask for a • hearing tomorrow before
the special'committee of the Federation of Dabor that is Investigating the
Cliff drive project.
The committee
inspected the route Friday.
Nearly three hundred petition
sheets are now In circulation, according to Councilman Gahn Thereare twenty-five names on each sheet.
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BAKER.IS GOING !
ABROAD TO REST
Mayor Baker will, sail for
Europe May 16, according to Sec-|
retary Murphy Friday.
Murphy saW the mayor

had)

been overworking.
•
Baker is to return on June 20.

fied Baker. Former City lilectrician Sarbinsky was called.
"That's not an infernal machine." he said. "It's a secondhand magneto for an auto."
C R, Neeley of the forestry department had'purchased the magneto and had it billed to the
m«vor w he would be stirs to get

it.'

|
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BAKER YAWNS AND
SEEKS CHICKEN CURE,
Mayor
Baker
yawned
and
vawned at the meeting of the
control board Monday.
"What's that remedy they give
to chickens for the gapes?" Baker
his
inquired, with one hand over
ODen mouth.
* "Didn't know you were
chicken," one of the directors replied!
- Everybody laughed.

GROSSER KEEPS
HIS HANDS OFF

HEAD SAFETY!
Numerous traffic and street car accidents the last few days will resuU
in the "safety first" campaign being
;.,„.* »HH, wtram Stillman, secretary to Safety -Direetor Benesch, ii
charge, Mayor Baker indicated Tuesd

Coroner Byrne, father of the movement, also wants the general committee of 26, of which Baker is chaii! man to resume its efforts, to^decrease
| street accident* and fataUtie. Byrne
I urged this in a letter to Baker Tues

\*% am too busy to Kiyo proper^
tention to the work," said Baker, and,
I would suggest that Stillman who I
Elected at Large, His Eights has more time than I, take charge
who comes in «»»"**
in Postoffice Squabble are wiStillman,
tn traffic and polio situations
daily, said he would accept the <*airQuestioned.
manship of the general committee «
it is offered him.

MUNY UNIVERSITY
!
COMMITTEE FORMSI
A committe7"ol 27 Clevelanders l
appointed by Mayor Baker to m
vestigate the possiblesof a
univjsity
ormaly^^
muny
Wednesday. Warren S- Hayden,
president of the chamber-of com
merce, was elected secretary. Sam
uel Mather is chairman.
Mayor Baker
morning as he
enters. the city
hall. Information
Commissioner Tom Sidlo 'states
he
doesn't
know
what tune the
mayor tries to
whistle.

whistles

WHAT HE TOLD BULKLEY

Billy Murphy, With Mayor
Baker's Backing, Will Probably Win Out.,
By Harry B. Hunt.
WASHINGTON, March 23.—
Cleveland's postofllee fight will
come to a showdown within the
next week.
Congressman Bulkley, failing to
win the support of either of. his
fellow-congressmen from Cleveland for Billy Murphy, Mayor
Baker's secretary, who is the organization .candidate, will go forward alone with Murphy's recommendation to the postmaster general.
Congressman Gordon already
has filed his recommendation of
J. T. Miskell.
Meantime, because the right of
Congressman Crosser to particiX>ate in the appointment has been
contested on the ground he was
elected at large, Crosser has declined to join either Gordon or
Bulkley or to make a separate
recommendation of his own.
Where Crosser Stands.
Crosser declares misunderstanding as to his position has arisen
from a report recently published
concerning a meeting between
himself and Bulkley, at which
Bulkley sought Crosser's support
for Murphy. Crosser was said to
have declared he had decided to
take no part in the postoffice fight
at Cleveland.
Crosser's own version is that,
when approached by Bulkley, he
| told Bulkley that .if the postmaster general would recognize
Ills right to name the postmaster
he would readily assume all responsibility and name him. Or,
if Bulkley and Gordon would
agree that he should have this
Iright, Crosser declared himself
|ready to name a man for the place.
If neither of these propositions
I was agreed to, he said he would
decline to take any action until
he had a further conference with
the postmaster general or someone
| else in authority.
Belief here is that the recomrnenItiation of the organization, hacked
by personal solicitations of Mayor
Baker, will win Murphy's appointment.
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EE NEW DEPOT
COMPLETED IN
THREE YEARS
Plans for New Structure are
0 K'd by Baker and
Group Men.
WILL MITCH CITY HALL
Eouting of Cars Will Save
Passengers from Necessity
of Climbing Steps.
Mayor Baker and group plan
commissioners Thursday approved
the plans for the general architectural design of the new union
depot and thus paved-the way .for
the making of detailed drawings of
the buildings.
'.".,-.
By the time these are completed
it is expected the last obstacle, the
transfer of the title to the lakefront land to the railroads, will'be
out of the way-.
•■
Then will begin actual work of
construction. The depot will be
completed three years after work
begins, engineers estimated. This
means Clevelanders probably will
use the new station in the fall of
1917.
Plan Artistic Depot.
The plan approved by Baker
and the commissioners calls for a
monumental structure of classical
design, harmonizing with the new
courthouse and new city hall, between which it will stand. The
building will be 500 feet long and
200 feet wide.
The long side, facing the mall,
will
show
huge columns of
granite extending from the first
floor to the fifth. The sixth and
top floor will rest on the columns.
The sky line of the building
will be 65 feet above the level of
the mall. It will extend 30 feet
below. The waiting room for passengers will be 12 feet below the
mall level.
Entrances to the depot will be
erected at the end of the mall.
Routing of Cars.
Union depot cars approaching
the new station wil run north on
E; Ninth-st and W. Third-st and
turn west and east on Lakesideav, respectively. •
At the intersection of the mall
and Lakeside-av they will turn
north and run down a six per cent
grade directly to the waiting
room.
Passengers alighting or
boarding cars will not have to
climb steps. There wil be a short
stairway to the train sheds, however.
At a future meeting railroad
and city officials will discuss the
sale of the 35 acres of Lakeview
park land. The Lake Shore and
Pennsylvania railroads, which are
building the depot, have offered
$1,400,000 for this. The proposition will be submitted to the people for approval.
Plan Further Meets.
Further meetings will be held
as the detailed plans of the station
are drawn.
Those attending
Thursday's
conference were Arnold W. Brunner, Frederic L. Olmsted and
Frank Meade, group plan commissioners; E. R. Graham and
Pierce Anderson, representatives
of D. H. Burnham, architect; city
officials and engineers of the Lake
Shore and Pennsylvania railroads.
Group plan commissioners were:
enthusiastic over the plan for the|
I structure. The drawing selected!
was one of 17 submitted.
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AKER TO TAKE
FIRST VACATIO
IN TRIP ABROAD
Mayor Will Sail May 16, Accompanied by Assistant Director
of Law Hostettler, for
Month's Tour.
IMUNICIPAL ACTIVITIES INGERMANY TO BE STUDIED
European Visit, Long Contemplated, Is to Be Enjoyed Wholly
in Rest and Sightseeing.
■ Municipal activities in Germany
will be studied by Mayor Baker on a
month's European trip this summer.
He -will sail from New York May 16,
accompanied by Assistant. Director of
Law Hostettler. They will return
June 20.
Baker yesterday denied that he waa
making the trip by reason of ill
health, and friends said that he had
never looked better in his life than
at present.
The mayor said that the trip was
to be purely a vacation, although he
would devote a part of the time to a
study of German municipal government. A considerable portion of the
time will be spent in London and
rural England, and Switzerland will
also be visited, Baker said.
Baker has never taken a real vacation while mayor or during his several terms as city solicitor. The European trip has long been contemplated, but it was just recently that
he decided to absent himself from
city duties for a month this summer.
Director of Law Stockwell will be
the city's executive during the absence of the mayor. He is the first
in the line of succession by the provisions of the city charter.

WHY GO, NEWTY?
Our mayor is going abroad, he
says,
Though why it's hard to see.
If it's rest he wants for couple
of days
John Boddy can give a tree,
Under which the mayor could
loll in rays
Of the sun with fancy free.
Beauties of Dannie, Rhone and
Rhine
May be seen with utmost ease
By riding out the Denison line
And noting what one sees.
The Pyramids? On any street
He'll find some ancient bricks
Piled up in manner not too neat;
The gutters will do for Styx.
The Blarney stone, that's easy,
too,
With never a let or stint, he
May do the easiest thing to do—
Just Jciss our Jim McGinty.
—A. M. G.

BAKER TO STUDY CLEAN
ELEVATEDS IN BERLIN
Although he's going abroad primarily for. a rest, Mayor Baker isn't
going to let any chance to study municipal problems slip by. In particular, while in Berlin Baker will
study the elevated railroad system
there.
"Travelers have told me Berlin
I has excellent elevateds," Baker said
Saturday.
"It is claimed most of
the noise and dirt have been eliminated. I intend looking into the
isystem."
Joseph Hosteller, first assistant
in the law department, will accompany Baker.
City Hall officials aren't quite, so
certain the mayor really will go
abroad May 16, as he plans. For
the last six summers Baker has
taken trips to Europe in easy chair
and with steamship folders. Saturday they said they wouldn't be certain until he leaves.

HOLD

MEETING

Clevelanders to Hear Speeches at'
City Club Today.
A city survey conference •will be
held in the City club rooms at 12:15
p. m. today. Members of the club will
lunch on the second floor in Weber's
restaurant, and after luncheon will
hear these speakers:
Paul' L. Feiss, chairman of the tenement house committee of the Chamber
of Commerce, "The Industrial Side";
Charles W. Hopkinson, chairman, city
plan committee, American Institute of
Architects, "The Physical of City
Planning Side"; Charles W. Williams,1
secretary, Federation for Charity and !
Philanthropy,
" The
Philanthropic
Side"; Rev. E. R. Wright, secretary,
Federated Churches. "The Religious |
Side"; Thomas P. Ballard, chairman,
Civic league's committee on education,
"The Educational Side"; 'Mayor Newton D. Baker, "The Political Side".
E. M. Baker, president of the City
club, will preside. Members of the
Cleveland Foundation, which has under consideration a city survey, will
hear the discussions.

OUR MAYOR IS AGREEMENT
'WRIT UP' FINE SAVES LEISY
IN MAGAZINE
GIFT TO
Mayor Baker has made one more
step toward the pinnacle of fame
upon' which his friends expect to see
him perched long ere his steps land
him on the "pearly parapets of paradise" made famous by Pete Witt.
Burton J. Hendrick devotes 10
pages in the April World's Work to
"Mayor Tom's Successor." He speaks
of our mayor as "Mr. Newton D.
Baker, the small, bookish, man, who
was Mayor Johnson's closest political
associate and who now, as mayor of
Cleveland, is extending his warfare
for '3-cent public utilities' and for
public ownership—a scholar in politics who is also a successful campaigner." The mayor's vision, according to Hendrick, is "civitism."
Hendrick
evidently
didn't see.
Baker's Ford. He says the average
Cleveland knows his mayor as a huddled up figure in a trolley car with
his nose plunged deeply in a book.
There are a lot of anecdotes in the
story which -Clevelanders haven't
heard: One is of a time in his undergraduate days, at Johns Hopkins university when Baker wanted to "supe"
in a Booth and Barrett production
of Shakespeare. The stage manager
stood by while the line of candidates
passed along; for inspection. When
the manager spied Baker he pushed
him aside saying:
"There are no Cupids in this show."

SURVEY

Mayor Baker Saturday denied reports that the city is about to lose
the $50,000 model playground of-j
fered by the late Otto I. Leisy, mil- |
lionaire brewer, who died March 1. j
The reports followed , an announcement that the Leisy will,
soon to be probated, contained no
bequest to the city for the playground.
"I have a .signed statement from
Mr. Leisy, dated November 1, in
which he authorized me to announce
publicly that he would give the
playground to the city. I am. sure,
this document will stand the test of
the courts."
Decide on Lincoln Park
Acting on this belief, Mayor Baker
and Park Commissioner Alber have
decided definitely on Lincoln park as
the location for the Leisy gift. Tentative plans already have been prepared, and Baker expects to be able
to get to work on the playgrounds
soon.
Attorneys who have charge of the
Leisy will say that the heirs are
more than willing that the city have
the money for the. playground, and
no fight against the mayor's document is to be made, Hugo Leisy,
cousin, of the donor, said.
Owing to the fact that practically i
all the heirs to the Otto Leisy estate
are minors, they would have been}
unable to turn the money over to the j
city, although they wanted to, had \
not the mayor been able to produce
Mr. Leisy's signed statement.
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WOULD EXTEND CITY
THROUGHOUT COUNTY
Baker Advocates Plan to Eliminate Conflicting Duties at Survey
Speakers at City Club Show
Conference—Eighty Political Subdivisions Wow.
Conflict in duties and parallels of ker, presiding, explained the purpose
government between city and county of the conference to members of the
present an urgent need for extend- club.
The city at large, the working man
ing the 'boundaries of the city of
Cleveland so as to include all of and the employer should be considCuyahoga county, Mayor Baker de- ered in making the proposed survey,
clared .yesterday at the city survey Mr. Feiss declared in a discussion of
the industrial phase of the survey.
conference at the City Club.
Speaking on the political phase of He said the character of the working
the proposed survey, the mayor gave people should be the first thing conconcrete examples of duplication In sidered.
Physical conditions of the factorcity, county and township work, asserting that Cuyahoga county at the ies, inspection of plants, the problem
present , time contained approxi- of the unemployed, legislation, recremately eighty political subdivisions ational opportunities for people, general living conditions, adequacy of
of one kind or another.
"If . the proposed survey accom- Cleveland's transportation facilities
plishes nothing else it will show a and comparison of conditions in other
conflict of governmental jurisdiction cities were suggestions offered by
in the city,".- said he. "Duties and Mr. Feiss for the survey to include.
powers of city, county and'township
Mr. Ballardy explaining the educaauthorities are now interlocking. tional phase, asserted the public
What we need is a city with power school problem was the greatest pubto reorganize various districts, laws lic question in the city today, and
passed by a communal assembly and pleaded for strong consideration of
law- and order maintained by repre- the needs of children, in providing
sentatives of centralized government. for the survey. Mr. Hopkinson, disThen we will have no more evidences cussing the physical phase of the
of wholesale arrests by, irresponsible, survey, explained the group plan of
nondescript functionarians, such as the city and' urged that a definite
we have witnessed along Lorain ave- plan for Cleveland be investigated.
nue this week."
Philanthropic and religious phases
Paul L. Feiss, Charles W. Hopkinson, Charles W. Williams, Rev. B. of the survey were strongly approved
R. Wright and Thomas P. Ballard in brief discussions by Secretary
were other speakers at the meeting Williams, of the Federation for Charwho outlined city needs which should ity and Philanthropy, and Secretary
be Included in the aurvey* E. M. Ba- Wright, ot the Federated Clrowshes;

(!BAKER CALLS REFUSAL

OF SUFFRAGE SELFISH
Selfishness and prejudice are the
'. sole reasons f of'women being refused
the ballot in this country, according
to Mayor Newton. D. Baker, who
I spoke last night on the suffrage ques- !
I tion in the Jewish Educational Alii- j
! ance Society Hall, 3754 Woodland ave- ;
| nue.
"The rich and well-educated worn- ;
I an doer, not want the working wornan to vote," said Mayor Baker, "be- ,
cause she believes her ignorant. The,
:men do not want the women to vote!
: because, having had control of the
•'nation since its birth, they think that
jthey alone are capable of running it.;
"Religious, racial-and social questions should have no bearing on suffrage.. 'As long- as a woman is hu'-l
'man she. has a human right to vote."
Miss Florence Alien and Aaron Garber, the two other speakers, also defended suffrage. Mrs. Newton D. Baker sang two solos. Director of Pub-i
lie Safety Benesch presided.

Much Work Needed in
Study of Conditions.

Mayor Thinks Municipality
Should Take in
County.

Alf'S DEATH AT
CITI HOSPITAL 15
CAUSE OF PROBE
Kin of James Mclnerney Charge
He Succumbed to Burns
Received in Hot
Pack Treatment.

City club members yesterday aftSUPT. WRIGHT TERMS IT
ernoon heard a discussion of what a
"UNAVOIDABLE ACCIDENT"!
city survey should include apropos to
the survey contemplated by directors
of the Cleveland Foundation.
Brother-in-Law Photographs
Representative citizens discussed}
the city's needs from six viewpoints— I
Body and. Asks for Full Inthe industrial, the physical, the j:
philanthropic, the religious, the educaquiry by Mayor.
tional and the politicalMayor Newton D. Baker, speaking
Charges of relatives that the death
on the political aspect, told of com-:
cf James Mclnerney at the City
plications resulting from the eighty;
political subdivisions in Cuyahoga | Hospital, Tuesday, was caused by
county. There are three cities, twen- j
burns received m treatment have
ty-two villages, sixteen townships | led Mayor Baker to order a thorough
and the- others are separate school
investigation.
Charles P. Carl, 4724 Franklin avedistricts, he said.
nue, brother-in-law of the dead man,
"We have a county running a parafter
himself
.conducting
an
allel government with the city only
investigation
demanded
of
the
on more general lines," said the
mayor. "A concentration of power
mayor an official inquiry by the
i would result in simplicity of laws We
city administration.
ought to have a city of Cleveland
Physicians gave the cause of Mccomprising the entire county.
Inerney's death as ethylism. SuperIllustrating his point the mayor
intendent Wright of the hospital adtold of competition in past years bemitted to Commissioner James B.
tween the city and school board in
Vining, of the department of pubestablishing and maintaining recreational placis for the children, also the
lic welfare, that the hot pack treatjotot responsibility of city and county
ment used had caused burns but
to maintain bridges in the city with
said that they were not considered
the result that each waits for the
serious. The treatment, he said, had
other to act.
- .
been ordered by physicians in
Paul L. Feiss, manufacturer, speaking from the industrial standpoint said
charge of the case.
the survey should cover all the workOne Burn Over Heart.
ers of the city with age, Physical corrCavl asserts the entire body was
osion and other data, to be followed
by a careful study of factory condi- , covered with great burns. One partions inspection by state and city, i ticularly bad burn, he said, was diwhich factories report most accidents | rectly over the heart. He had phoand why. The problem of unemploytographs of the body made to press
ment should be carefully considered,
his charges before Mayor Baker and
he s?id, as well as whether schools
are meeting the demands of industry
ether city officers.
bv proper vocational training.
Mclnerney, who was
forty-two
Three things would bear inquiry m
vears old, was sent to the hospital a
the public schools, said Thomas _ P.
week ago from Carl's home. Ac-,
Ballard, real estate man, speaking
cording to Carl he was suffering from
from the educational aspect. A city
chronic alcoholism.
survey should determine whether the
Carl was called to the hospital
schools are teaching pupils how to
make and'earn an honest living; how
Tuesday morning by a message
to make and establish a_ home L how X which said Mclnerney was dying./;
^shWreipect foTeTders and people
When he arrived at the hospital he ■
in authority, Mr. Ballard said.
v. as told his brother-in-law had died j
Phnrles W Hopkinson, architect,
fifteen minutes before and he was
speaking from the city's physical
refused permission to view the body.
Standpoint; urged the necessity for a
Not until it was at an undertaker's
cifv Plan as exemplified by a city
morgue, Carl says, did the relatives
pun commission now being worked
learn of the burns.
°UCharles W. Williams, secretary of
Calls it "Unavoidable."
; the Cleveland Federation for Chwrity
and Philanthropy, said the philanAfter seeing the body Carl asked
tbronic survey should come last aftei
Mayor Baker to view it. The mayor
! the needs of the city had been derefused but after listening to Carl's
story he said he Would order Superinr'Rev^E R. Wright, secretary of
;rndent Wright to investigate.
Federated Churches, said the religCoroner Byrne was called to the
ious side was one of most importance and declared denominations
-■lorgue by an anonymous telephone
must put aside denominational prejumessage asking him to investigate
dice for more universal action.
■he case. He has made no official
'Hding as yet.
In an official report to Commission"Vining, Superintendent Wright
■rote, "After careful and complete!
ivestigation I am fully convinced
hat It is one of those unavoidable,
accidents which sometimes happen in
hospitals In carrying out such treat-'
ment when ordered."
/^i^tlsreport w'as accompanied >
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Baker Advocates Plan to Eliminate Conflicting Duties at Survey
Conference—Eighty Political Subdivisions Now.
Conflict in duties and parallels of ker, presiding, explained the purpose
government between city and county of the conference to members of the
present an urgent need for extend- club.
The city at large, the working man
ing the boundaries of the city of
Cleveland so as to include all of and the employer should be considCuyahoga county, Mayor Baker de- ered in making the proposed survey,
clared yesterday at the city survey Mr. Feiss declared in a discussion of
conference at'the City Club.
i the industrial phase of the survey.
Speaking on the political phase of He said the character of the working
the proposed survey, the mayor gave people should be the first thing conconcrete examples of duplication in sidered.
Physical conditions of the factorcity, county and township work, asserting that Cuyahoga county at the ies, inspection of plants, the problem
present time contained approxi- of the unemployed, legislation, recremately eighty political subdivisions ational opportunities for people, general living conditions, adequacy of
of one kind or another.
"If the proposed survey accom- Cleveland's transportation facilities
plishes nothing else It will show a and comparison of conditions in other
conflict of governmental jurisdiction cities were suggestions offered by
in the city,"- said he. "Duties and Mr. Feiss for the survey to include.
powers of city, county and township
Mr. Ballard; explaining the educaauthorities are now interlocking. tional phase, asserted the public
What we need is a city with power school problem was the greatest pubto reorganize various districts, laws lic question in the city today, and
passed by a communal assembly and pleaded for strong consideration of
law: and order maintained by repre- the needs of children, in providing
sentatives of centralized government. for the survey. Mr. Hopkinson, disThen we will have no more evidences cussing the physical phase of the
of wholesale arrests by, irresponsible, survey, explained the group plan of
nondescript functionarians, such as the city and1 urged that a definite
we have witnessed along Lorain ave- plan for Cleveland be investigated.
nue this week."
Philanthropic and religious phases
Paul L. Feiss, Charles W. Hopkinson, Charles W. Williams, Rev. E. of the survey were strongly approved
K. Wright and Thomas P. Ballard in brief discussions \ by Secretary
were other speakers at the meeting Williams, of the Federation for Charwho outlined city needs which should ity and Philanthropy, and Secretary
be included in the survey* E. M. Ba- I Wright, of tha Federated. ChuwJheft

1 BAKER CALLS REFUSAL
OF SUFFRAGE SELFISH
Selfishness and prejudice are the
; sole reasons for'women being refused
I the ballot in this country, according
! to Mayor Newton D. ■ Baker, who |
! spoke last night on the suffrage ques- i
I tion in the Jewish Educational Alii- |
ance Society Hall, 3754 Woodland ave- j
; nue.
"The rich and' well-educated worn- ;
; an doer, not want the working worn- i
an to vote," said Mayor Baker, "be-|
; cause she believes her ignorant. The
I : men do not want the women to vote !
-.iuse, having had control of the]
nation since its birth, they think that;
I - they alone are callable of running it.;
"Religious, racial-and social quesI : tions should have no bearing on sufI I frag'e. 'As long as a woman is huI [man she has^a human right to vote."
Miss Florence Allen and Aaron Gary ber, the two other speakers, also dei fended suffrage. Mrs. Newton D. Bajker sang two solos. Director of Pub-i
; lie Safety Benesch presided.
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Speakers at City Club Show
Much Work Needed irr
Study of Conditions.
Mayor Thinks Municipality
Should Take in
County.

CRUSE OF PROBE
Kin of James Mclnerney Charge
He Succumbed to Burns
Received in Hot
Pack Treatment.

City club members yesterday aftSUPT. WRIGHT TERMS IT
ernoon heard a discussion of what a |
"UNAVOIDABLE ACCIDENT"!
city survey should include apropos to
the survey contemplated by directors
of the Cleveland Foundation.
Brother-in-Law
Photographs
Representative citizens' discussed j
the city's needs from six viewpoints— |
Body and. Asks for Full Inthe industrial, the physical, the j
philanthropic, the religious, the educaquiry by Mayor.
tional and the politicalMayor Newton D. Baker, speaking
Charges of relatives that the death
on the political aspect, told of comof James Mclnerney at the City
plications resulting from the eighty;
Hospital, Tuesday, was caused by
political subdivisions in Cuyahoga j
bums received in. treatment have
county. There are three cities, twenty-two villages, sixteen townships) led Mayor Baker to order a thorough
investigation.
and the- others are separate school
Pharles P. Carl, 4724 Franklin avedistricts, he said.
nue, brother-in-law of the dead man,
"We have a county running a parafter
himself
.conducting
an
aller government with the city only
investigation
demanded
of
the
on more general lines,
said tne
mayor an official inquiry by the
mayor? "A concentration of power
, would result in simplicity of laws We
citv administration.
ought to have a city of Cleveland
Phvsicians gave the cause .of Mccomprising the entire county.
Inerney's death as ethylism. SuperIllustrating his point the mayor
intendent Wright of the hospital adtold of competition in past years Demitted to Commissioner James B.
tween the city and school board in
Yining, of the department of pubestablishing and maintaining recreational Placts for the children, also the
lic welfare, that the hot pack treatJotat responsibility of city and county i ment used had caused burns but
to maintain Midges in the cay wi*h 1 said that they were not considered
the result that each waits for the ' serious. The treatment, he said, had
0t
paui0uaFeiss, manufacturer, speak- i been ordered by physicians in
ing from the industrial standpoint said : charge of the case.
the survey should cover all the workOne Burn Over Heart.
er! of the city with age, physica corrCavl asserts the. entire body was
osion and other data, to be followed
• by a careful study of factory condi- . covered with great burns. One partions inspection by state and city, :| ticularly bad burn, he said, was diwhich factories report most accidents 1 rectly over the heart. He had phoInd why. The problem of unemploy- ' tographs of the body made to press
ment should be carefully considered,
he i-id as well as whether schools " his charges before Mayor Baker and
are meeting the demands of industry
other city officers.
Mclnerney, who was
forty-two
bv proper vocational training.
Three things would bear-inquiry m
vears old, was sent to the hospital a
the public schools, said Thomas P.
week ago from Carl's home. Ac-,
Bollard, real estate man, speaking
cording to Carl he was suffering from
from the educational aspect. A city
chronic alcoholism.
. j
survey should determine whether the
Carl was called to the hospital;
schools are teaching pupils how to I
Tuesdav morning by a message
make and'earn an honest living; how
to make and establish ajLome;_h9W 1, which said Mclnerney was dying./;
When he arrived at the hospital he ;
to show" respect for elders and people
in authority Mr. Ballard said.
was told his brother-in-law had died }
ChariMW. Hopkinson, architect
fifteen minutes before and he was
speaking
from the city's physical
refused permission to view the body.
s?aendpotat, urged the necessity tor a
Not until It was at an undertaker's |
oifv plan as exemplified by a cny
morgue, Carl says, did the relatives
plan commission now being worked
learn of the burns.
""r'harles W. Williams, secretary of
Calls It "Unavoidable."
jthfcTeveland Federation for Charity
After seeing the body Carl asked
and Philanthropy, said the P™lan
tbrrvnic survey should come last aftei
Mayor Baker to view it. The mayor
"the needs of the city had been derefused but after listening to Carl's
story he said he would order Superin"CB. R- Wright, secretary of
u:ndent Wright to investigate.
!-Federated Churches, said the religCoroner Byrne was called to the
Fous side was one of most importance and declared denominations
• lorgue by an anonymous telephone
must pS aside denomination^ preju:essage asking him to investigate i
dice for more universal action.
he case. He has made no official j
nding as yet.
In an official report to Commission- I
r Vining, Superintendent Wright
■■•rote, "After careful and complete!
ivestlgation I am fully convinced
hat it is one of those unavoidable
accidents which sometimes happen in
hospitals in carrying out such treatment when ordered."
Wright's report was accompanied
by a statement from the nurse who
attended Mclnerney, who said that
although the usual precautions in hot
pack treatment were taken, she noted
blisters after removing the packs.
She said an immediate report of the
burns was made and treatment
prescribed by the attending phy
cians.
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The Plain Dealer submitted these
questions to Mayo Fesler, who was
"The campaign was partisan but)
secretary of the commission that
the election was nonpartisan. Mr.
Baker
and his supporters called I
framed the city charter and is secrethemselves "the group," while Mr. I
tary of the Civic league, which claims
Davis and his friends proclaimed
to be the only nonpartisan. political
themselves a "nonpartisan committee,"" yet no one was fooled.
organization in the city.
"The campaign was almost as
Mr. Fesler answered "yes" to the.
partisan as formerly.
The same
first question.
party
speakers were found lined
To the second he replied that the
up on either platform, as in the
past. . The Socialists were the only
Mayo Fesler, However, Calls election was nonpartisan, but that the
frank and outspoken . partisans
campaign was partisan.
during the campaign.
Acts of Mayor and Last
Executively Nonpartisan.
"But the election itself was nonEchoes of last fall's ma-yoralty
To the third he answered that on
Election Nonpartisan.
partisan. Mr. Baker was elected
campaign are resounding through
the executive side the administration
not by the Democratic vote, but by
the City Hall now that Monroe Curthe independent vote of the city.
has been essentially nonpartisan, but
"An analysis of the votes by pretis, 2045 Adelbert road, son of Pro-,- Declares Cleveland Charter that on the legislative side council has
cincts will clearly prove the fact.
fessor M. M. Curtis of Western Re-|
been partisan throughout.
I
watched
a portion of the recount
serve university, has asked Mayor,
Checks Blind Party
"Municipal nonpartisanshlp," said
. in Mr. .Clayton Townes' ward, parBaker to establish a swimming
ticularly with a view to determine
Mr. Fesler, "means elimination, in
Voting.
school at the Edgewater park bath-;
whether the. supporters of Mr.
municipal affairs, of partisanship
Townes also supported Mr. Davis,
ins beach.
based on national or state issues. It
Several hundred spectators ma
and whether those who supported'
Mr. Dan Pfahl supported Mr.
Democratic tent on the West Side SAYS MINORITY SUFFERS does not mean elimination of all party
Baker.
organizations. It really means local
last October heard Baker call Cur"There was absolutely no relatis "an insolent and Ill-bred young
partisanship, partisanship on local istion between the two. Just as
man" in the course of ridiculing a Secretary of Commission That sues.
many of Mr. Townes' supporters
Framed
Charter
Points
Ont
list of questions Curtis sent to Baker
"It means, after election of an advoted for Mr. Baker as for- Mr.
for reply. Baker, however, Monday
Davis, and the same Was true of
Minority Members of Council Get ministration, that the administration
Mr. Pfahl's supporters. No one
disclaimed using harsh words in conshall act on a merit basis; that counChairmanships
on
Only
Unimporcan claim any partisan victory out
nection with Curtis' name. Acord-j
cil
shall
consider
projects
on
their
of
the election.
tant Committees—Terms Cleveingly they haven't made up because
•Evidence of the fact that voters
merits; that appointments be made on
there's nothing &,: make up about,
land Voters Signally Independof Cleveland disregard party lines
merit."
the mayor said.
when it comes to city elections, can
ent—Three ftuestions Answered—
The Plain Dealer intends to submit
"Mr. Curtis and I 'never had any
be found in any municipal election
these same three questions to other
of recent years. Cleveland's' elecgreat differences, although he sent
Views of Others to be Given.
torate is known all over the. coun-..
men who have intimate interest in
me a list of campaign questions to
try as the most independent group,
answer," said Baker. "There is no
municipal affairs.
of .voters in any of our American
animosity between us. Anyway the
Here is stated in full how Mr. Fesi cities,"
campaign is dead and gone."
PLAIN DEALER'S QUESTIONS
ler answered the questions:
Has the present administration
If Alber consents a scora.of expert
Has Cleveland a nonpartisan char- been nonpartisan?
swimmers from the T. M. C. A. will
Has Cleveland a nonpartisan char
a
"On the executive side, the. prester?
teach novices how to. swim at Edge- ter*
"Yes, Cleveland's charter is as - ent administration has been essenwater park this summer.
The plan
tially nonpartisan. Mayor Baker
nearly nonpartisan in its purposes
Was the last election nonpartiBanT
may be extended to Gordon park if
has, of course, continued in office
and spirit as a law can be made.
the chiefs who served under him
sucessf ul.
Has the present administration been
v during the past two years, hut in
It provides that all nominations
nonpartisan?
the new positions, he and the dishall be made by petition only,
rectors have made about as many
which eliminates the party primary.
Recently in considering conspicuappointments outside of party lines
as from the. party ranks.
"The ballots shall be without
ous and important subjects of general
"On the legislative side, however,
party mark or designation, which
the council has been distinctly parCleveland interest city council has
eliminates the party column. The
tisan
From the first meeting in
shown a tendency to divide along old
preferential ballot is provided,
Januarv to the last meeting in
March,
partisanship has determined
political party lines.
which encourages men to break
its actions.
.
away
from
party
regularity
and
exAn example was the consideration
"Committees were organized on
press a choice for more than one
partisan lines, in spite of the fact
of the cliff drive project. Party divithat every member ple_dged_iiimself
candidate.
sion was apparent at the council meet"The short ballot removes the
to vote and work for a nonpartisan
excuse for blind party voting and
organization of committees. Not a
Grocer Replies to Baker's ing last week, when Councilman the
election in odd numbered years
single member of the minority, most
Harry C. Gahn of the minority tried
of whom have shown capacity in
the excitement and partisan
Attack on Statutes as the to have the drive ordnance repealed j avoids
some phase of councilmanic work,
influences of state and national j
was given the chairmanship of a
immediately after announcement of
campaigns.
really active committee.
Relics of Bygone Days
the withdrawal of their options by
"True, the majority threw to the
"The civil service provisions refive minority members the ' chairquire appointments to be made on
two property owners.
manship of unimportant committhe basis of merit, which minimizes
Mr. Gahn's suggestion was referred
fUMTIL BEST PEOPLE SAY
tees as a sort of sop to ease the'
conscience and to make believe at
parti: i influences in city affairs.
to a committee by a vote of 21 to 4.
But this action
NO, LAWS SHOULD STAND' The four nays were votes of four of These are the nonpartisan features nonpartisanshlp.
has deceived no one as to the real
of the new charter.
facts.
tip six minority members. Majority
"Not a word, however, is in"On the more active committees,
members to a man voted to have the
such as finance, judiciary and
Federated Churches' Head repealing ordinance referred.
cluded in the charter which directstreet
railways, where real political
ly prohibits partisan activity in so
issues are determined, the minority
was another illustration
Believes in Distinction Be- at There
far as the charter itself is conhas been omitted entirely. Only the
the same meeting. Councilman W.
narrowest partisanship could have
cerned. Political party organizaS. FitzGerald, minority loor leader,
tions
can
be
as
active
as
they
please
influenced these omissions.
tween Kinds of Work
tried to have council co amittee on
during the nominations and the
campaign for the election of their
streets relieved of furthe consideracandidates, within the limit cited
"The Sunday closing laws tion of a resolution he had introduced,,
above.
•
i
calling for., investigation of the street
"The new charter attempts to rewere made by decent, respectmove absolutely every restriction
paving situation.
on the voter's full and free choice
able citizens, not by politicians. Strict 'Party Vote' Again.
of candidates. Under its provisions
Until the decent people of the
Council voted 20 to 5 against relievit is impossible for any political
party to control the number of can' j'hre
SJing
of the ordinance.
L
NJii 1115 the
tut. committee
^u..~
didates who enter the race for the
'gaSA The five for Mr. FitzGerald's proposal j
elective office. This was not true
'SNOLIA were "minority members. The majorunder the partisan primary of the
old party convention,
'qirrg-TO-Qiity Was arrayed, solidly against it.
"The percentages on nominating
■^TIS J£A.O Cleveland's charter contains provi-j
petitions are so low that it is com~f ;Q B\B$sions that have caused it to be called
paratively easy for any elector to
become
an active candidate for ofam 3 « ^nonpartisan. In the last municipal
dA l
fice. :When a charter has removed
°
'campaign "the group," "uplift" and
all restrictions on the expression of
pire sa[a;.'nonpartisan committee" became popublic opinion and guaranteed to
every elector the fullest and frefsTTIM XllSilitical terms.
est exercise of its right of suffrage;
ICfWHAW ft A TW Socialists alone denied any belief in
jlbVilk;auai¥nonpartisaiishJp and they are oircu-i it has done all that law can do
toward insuring a nonpartisan sysiating initiative petitions to amend:
M,.,,..M.ii-m»»»™'^-^"-^'
tem of elections."
Was the last election nonpartisan?
XB3J&.J**yll r\ llHOlthe charter so the partisan primary
iand party ballot may be restored.
TO 3TfcQ 5.B3JH Jfifj Yesterday the Plain Dealer raised
*
I three questions: Has Cleveland a
J
■ -""
J nonpartisan charter? Was the last
^election nonpartisan? Has the pres! ent administration been nonpartisan?

PAST IS DEADBAKER AT PEACE
WITH CURTIS JR.
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fhe Plain Dealer submitted these-,
questions to Mayo Fesler, who was
secretary of the commission that
framed the city charter and is secretary of the Civic league, which claims
to be the only nonpartisan, political
organization in the city.
Mr. Fesler answered "yes" to the
first question.
To the second he replied that the
Mayo Fesler, However, Calls election was nonpartisan, but that the
campaign was partisan.
Acts of Mayor and Last
Executively Nonpartisan.
Echoes of last fall's mayoralty
Election Nonpartisan.
To the third he answered that on
campaign are resounding through
the executive side the administration
the City Hall now that Monroe Curhas been essentially nonpartisan, but
tis, 2045 Adelbert road, son of Professor M. M. Curtis of Western Re- Declares Cleveland Charter that on the legislative side council has
been partisan throughout.
serve university, has asked Mayor
Checks Blind Party
Baker to establish a swimming
"Municipal nonpartisanship," said
school at the Edg'ewater park bathMr. Fesler, "means elimination, in
Voting.
ing beach.
municipal affairs, of partisanship
Several hundred spectators in . a
based on national or state issues. It
Democratic tent on the West Side SAYS MINORITY SUFFERS does not mean elimination of all party
last October heard Baker call Curorganizations. It really means local
tis "an insolent and ill-bred young
partisanship,
partisanship on local isSecretary
of
Commission
That
man" in the course of ridiculing a
list of questions Curtis sent to Baker
Framed
Charter
Points
Out sues.
"It means, after election of an adfor reply. Baker, however, Monday
Minority Members of Council Get ministration, that the administration
disclaimed using harsh words in conChairmanships on Only Unimpor- shall act on a merit basis; that counnection with Curtis' name. Acord' ingly they haven't made up because
tant Committees—Terms Cleve- cil shall consider projects on their
there's nothing to make up about,
merits; that appointments be made on
land Voters Signally Independthe mayor said.
merit."
ent—Three Questions Answered—
"Mr. Curtis and I never had any
The Plain Dealer intends to submit
great differences, although he sent
Views of Others to be Given.
these same three questions to other
me a list of campaign questions to
men who have intimate interest in
answer," said Baker. "There is no
municipal affairs.
animosity between us. Anyway the
Here is stated in full how Mr. Fescampaign is dead and gone."
PLAIN DEALER'S QUESTIONS
ler answered the questions:
If Alber consents a score.©* espert
swimmers from the T. M. C. A. will
Has Cleveland a nonpartisan charHas Cleveland a nonpartisan chara
teach novices how to swim at Edgeter?
ter?
water park this summer.
The plan
"Yes, Cleveland's charter is as
may be extended to Gordon park' if
Wa» the last election nonpartisan?
nearly nonpartisan in its purposes
sucessful.
.
—
and spirit as a law can be made.
Has the present administration been
It provides that all nominations
nonpartisan?
shall be made by petition only,
Recently in considering conspicuwhich eliminates the party primary.
"The ballots shall be without
ous and important subjects of general
party mark or designation, which
Cleveland interest city council has
eliminates the party column. The
shown a tendency to divide along old
preferential ballot .is provided,
political party lines.
which encourages men to break
An example was the consideration
away from party regularity and express a choice for more than one
of the cliff drive project. Party divicandidate.
sion was apparent at the council meet"The. short ballot removes the
Grocer Replies to Baker's ing last week, when Councilman excuse for blind party voting and
Harry C. Gahn of the minority tried
the election in odd numbered years
"Attack on Statutes as the to have the drive ordnance repealed avoids the excitement and partisan
influences of state and national
immediately after announcement of
Relics of Bygone Days
campaigns.
the withdrawal of their options by
"The civil service provisions retwo property owners.
quire appointments to be made on
'UNTIL BEST PEOPLE SAY
Mr. Gahn's suggestion was referred
the basis of merit, which minimizes :
influences in city affairs.
parti
to a committee by a vote of 21 to 4.
NO, LAWS SHOULD STAND'
These are the nonpartisan features
The four nays were votes of four of
of the new charter.
tb^e six minority members. Majority
"Not a word, however, is inmembers
to
a
man
voted
to
have
the
Federated Churches' Head
cluded in the charter which directrepealing ordinance referred.
ly prohibits partisan activity in so
Believes in Distinction Be- There was another illustration far
as the. charter itself is conat the same meeting. Councilman W.
cerned. Political party organizaS. FitzGerald, minority floor leader,
tween Kinds of Work
tions can be as active as they please
tried to have council committee on
during the nominations and the
streets relieved of further consideracampaign for the election of their
candidates, within the limit cited
"The Sunday closing laws tion of a resolution he had introduced,
above.*
were made by decent, respect- calling for., investigation of the street
"The new charter attempts to repaving situation.
move absolutely every restriction
able citizens, not by politicians.
on the voter's full and free choice
Strict 'Party Vote' Again.
of candidates. Under its provisions
Until the decent people of the
Council voted 20 to 5 against reliev-')
it is impossible for any political
state repeal those laws they ing the committee of the ordinance, i party to control the number of candidates who enter the race for the
The five for Mr. FitzGerald's proposal t
should be enforced "
elective office. This was not true
were 'minority members. The majorunder the partisan primary of the
This was the answer of George ity was arrayed, solidly against it.
old party convention,
D. Aisch, grocer, 5805 Euclid Cleveland's charter contains provi-^
"The percentages on nominating
petitions are so low that it is comavenue, to the statement by sions that have caused it to be called
paratively easy for any elector to
nonpartisan. In the last municipal
become
an active candidate for ofMayor Baker that the Sunday campaign "the group," "uplift" and
fice. : When a charter has removed
laws are obsolete, the relic of a "nonpartisan committee" became po- . all restrictions on the expression of
public opinion and guaranteed to
bygone generation and not in litical terms.
every elector the fullest and frefavor among Cleveland people.
Socialists alone denied any belief !n
est exercise of its right of suffrage;
■The Retail .Grocers' association, of nonpartisanship and they are circu- ,
it has done all that law can do
toward insuring a nonpartisan syswhich Aisch is a prominent member, lating initiative petitions to amend
tem of elections."
is carrying on a continuous campaign the charter so the partisan primary-1
Was the last election nonpartisan?
for Sunday observance.
Secretary Holmes of the organiza- and party ballot may be restored.
Yesterday the Plain Dealer raised
tion declared the association is committed to a closing policy and expects (three questions: Has Cleveland a
to-continue its efforts to keep grocery [nonpartisan charter? Was the last
stores closed on Sunday.
!,election nonpartisan? Has the presAttorney F. A. Henry, president of |ent administration been nonpartisan?
the Federated churches, said the
closing laws are not obsolete, but
that they probably should be brought
down to date by differentiating more
clearly between necessary and unnecessary Sunday labor.
"The grocers believe in Sunday
law observance," said Aisch. "We
are- not going to change our policy,
because of the efforts of politicians
to curry favor. We believe in doing the. right thing."
Aisch said he is not in favor of
Sunday law prosecutions by country
justices for city violations. The new
blue law agitation grows out of the
arrest of 19 West Side merchants on
warrants sworn to before Justice H.
H Anderson of North Olmsted.
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"The campaign was,partisan but
the election was nonpartisan. Mr.
Baker and his supporters called
.themselves "the group," while Mr.
Davis and his friends proclaimed
themselves a "nonpartisan committee,'" yet no one was fooled.
"The campaign was almost as
partisan as formerly.
The same
party speakers were found lined
up on either platform, as in the
past. . The Socialists were the only
frank and outspoken , partisans
during the campaign.
"But the election itself was nonpartisan. Mr. Baker was elected
not by the Democratic vote, but by
the independent vote of the city.
"An analysis of the votes by pre' cincts will clearly prove the fact.
I watched a portion of the recount
, in Mr. .Clayton Townes' ward, particularly with a view,to determine
whether the supporters of Mr.
Townes also supported Mr. Davis,
and whether those who supported'
Mr. Dan Pfahl supported Mr.
Baker.
"There was absolutely no relation between the two. Just as
.many of Mr. Townes' supporters
voted for Mr. Baker as for. Mr.
Davis, and the same was true of
Mr. Pfahl's supporters. No one
can claim any partisan victory out
of the election.
'Evidence of the fact that voters
of Cleveland disregard party lines
when it comes to city elections, can
be found in any municipal election
of recent years. Cleveland's electorate is known all over the, coun-.,
try as the most independent group.,
of voters in any of our American
I cities."
Has the present administration
been nonpartisan?
"On the. executive side, the. present administration has been essentially nonpartisan. Mayor Baker
has, of course, continued in office
the chiefs who served under him
s during the past two years, hut in
the new positions, he and the directors have made about as many
appointments outside of party lines
as from the party ranks.
"On the legislative side, however,
the council has been distinctly partisan. From the first meeting in
January to the last meeting in
March,"partisanship has determined
its actions.
"Committees were organized on
partisan lines, in spite of the fact
- -that-.ev.ery member pledgecLlhimself
to vote and work for a nonpartisan
organization of committees. Not a
single member of the minority, most
of whom have shown capacity in
some phase of councilmanic work,
was given the chairmanship of a
really active committee.
"True, the majority threw to the
five minority members the chairmanship of unimportant committees as a sort of sop to ease the
conscience and to make believe at
nonpartisanship. But this action
has deceived no one as to the real
facts.
"On the more active committees,
such as finance, judiciary and
street railways, where real political
issues are determined, the minority
has been omitted entirely. Only the
narrowest partisanship could have
influenced these omissions.

V-IM4:
lution to" route all Clark avenue cars
by way of W. 14th street.
C0UNC1LMEN GATHER
Councilman Rolf also won a week's I
IN OLD CAUCUS STYLE delay in action on the proposal to
purchase motor busses for use by the ■
Return.to the old system of party Cleveland Railway Company.
Three members of the plan com-,
caucuses was indicated yesterday
when practically all the majority mission will be appointed to serve.
members of the city council gathered for five years, two for four years
in Mayor Baker's offices to discuss and two for three years by the promeasures coming before the council visions of the French ordinance.
Members are to be familiar with
in the evening.
At the first meeting of the council finance, commercial and industrial
this year Baker announced that the conditions, transportation, architeccaucus would be abolished, as coun- ture, engineering, real estate, sculp- Brother-in-Law of 'Hot Pack'
cil this year had been elected on a ture and social welfare.
Victim Not Satisfied With
non-partisan ballot.
Since then
The commission will have full conDemocratic councilmen have not trol of the design and location of
been voting solidly for administra- works of art, the plan, design and
Baker Investigation
, tion measuries.
location of public buildings, and
location, extension and platting of
Charles P. Carl, 4724 Franklin
INQUIRY INTOIHOSPITAL
streets, parks and other public
avenue, brother-in-law of James Mcplaces.
lnerney, forty-two, who died a week
BURNING SATISFIES BAKER
Mass Meeting Planned.
ago at the City hospital, Tuesday
Director of Law Stockwell ruled declared he is not satisfied with the
Mayor Baker, after investigating
the circumstances surrounding the yesterday afternoon that ; the ordi- investigation into the death conductdeath of James Mclnerney at the nance authorizing the director of ed by Mayor Baker.
City Hospital, last Tuesday morning, public service to accept the option of
"I will demand that a complete insaid last night he would order no Lake avenue property owners should vestigation into the death of my
further inquiry. He said the burns be repealed, in view of the withdraw
brother-in-law and three other paWhich Mclnerney received while un- al of several of the options. Gahn'.' tients who - died under similar cirdergoing the hot-pack treatment, to efforts to suspend the rules lackec
cumstances be made at once," Carl
relieve his suffering, had nothing to one vote of having the necessar* said.
do with his death, according to the two-thirds.
Carl charges negligence was ' dihospital physicians.
After the council meeting he drectly responsible for the death of
The mayor expressed himself as clared that councilmen were "playir.
his brother-in-law. Hot water packs,
opposed to the hot-pack treatment, if horse" with the measure and the cii
heated to such a degree as to be
the burning of patients could not be culation of
referendum
petitior
dangerous, were applied to Mclnereliminated. In this case, he said, he against the proposed expenditure (
ney Carl charges.
Coroner Byrne,
was informed by the physicians that $650,000 for the improvement wpulo who examined the body, Tuesday
they had used heroic treatment in* a continue.
said he did not believe that the
last effort to save the life of a man
The council adopted a resolution water packs were responsible for
who was on the verge of death- from ; requesting the committee on "streets death. Byrne promised that if Carl
alcoholism.
to obtain information from civic or- made a direct charge of carelessness
Coroner Byrne said last night that ganizations interested in better pav- or negligence he would investigate.
he had examined the body, and that, ing, after an adverse report on CounAs a result of the investigation
in his opinion, the burns not only had cilman FitzGerald's resolution asking made under Baker's direction, Charno connection ' with
Mclnerney's for the appointment of a special com- ities Director Vining Tuesday^ "sugdeath, but were not even painful to mittee.
gested" in a letter to Superintendent
| a man in his condition. For that reaSpringborn accused FItzGerald of Wright of City hospital that hereconducted no inquest.
son he co
playing politics and declared that the after when it is found necessary to
councilman had not taken the initia- use hot packs On patients some scitive in introducing paving legislation entific means, such as the use of a
for streets in the Eleventh ward. thermometer, be employed to decide
Springborn said that $7,420.08 was whether the packs are too hot for
! spent
for
street, repairs in the application.
I Eleventh ward last year.
The death certificate turned over to
Councilman Koch joined Lustig in McGorray Bros., 3040 Lorain avenue,
his protest against car change. He undertakers, with the body, gave the
announced that a mass meeting of cause of death as alcoholism.
citizens would be held in Ludwig's
Hall, Clark avenue and W. 52d
street, tonight to protest against the
. change. Lustig declared that only
! W. 25th- street business men would
. be benefited by the change, while laboring men would be "discommoded.
Ordinance Reaches Council Pro- L Koch declared that when the penny
- charge for transfer without rebate
viding Commission of Seven 1 becomes effective thousands will
have to pay an additional cent for car
Members to Be Named
fare to get to their work.
Loses Roadway Fight.
by Mayor.
Street Railway Commissioner Witt
submitted his annual report.
It;
shows that the Cleveland Railway1
GAHN FAILS TO FORCE
Company spent $2,512,289 for extenDRIVE RECONSIDERATION sions and improvements during the
year. He praised trahei cars. Early
completion of E. 30th and E. 79th
Clark Avenue Residents Win De- street cross-town lines was promised.
Councilman Rolf started a campaign against unsightly billboards
lay in Proposal to Reroute
by requesting a report from the dir ii
Cars.
rector of law on the city's power to
regulate the location and size of the
boards.
Drastic powers for. controlling the
Director of Public Service Springfuture physical development and im- born reported that it would cost
provement of the city are placed in
the hands of a city plan commission
of seven members to be appointed by
the mayor, in an ordinance introduced in the city council by Councilman French last night.
The submission of the city plan
ordinance, an effort by Councilman
Gahn to have the rules suspended
Ind an ordinance passed rescinding
{he Cliff drive agreement, and a
caustic letter from Director of Public Service Springborn in reply to
Councilman FitzGerald's criticism of
street paving, played prominent
parts in the council's proceedings.
The meeting of the street railway
committee, which preceded the council session, was also lively. Headed
by State Representative Joseph Lustig, Clark avenue residents obtained
a continuance of the proposed reso-
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| First to Be Offered Springborn's Directorship Decides
to Stay With-Steel Co.
Mayor Baker Wednesday was
i looking tor. a successor to service Director William J. Springborn who leaves his $6,000 position with the city April 15 to
take charge of a garbage reduction plant near Boston. That,
Baker is having difficulty in persuading anyone to take Spring- |
j born's job is admitted at. the j
City Hall!
The mayor Wednesday said he
would not go outside of Cleveland
f-ar a new director. Neither will he
be picked from anyone now in the
city's employ, Baker indicated. Half
a dozen Clevelanders have been approached, it is said, but all have refused.
Here's First Refusal
Bertram D. Quarrie, head of the
Newburg steel works, 8101 Broadway,
of the American Steel & Wire Com-'
pany, was first tendered the directorship by Baker. Quarrie, who lives
at 1265 West 105th street, and is a
Case graduate, Wednesday said he
had declined because of the future
in his present place and the uncertainty of .a political job.
Springborn Wednesday announced
he had purchased the controlling-interest of a privately-owned garbage
reduction plant near- Boston. Beginning April 15, he will assume the
general managership and also do consulting work. Springborn, it is said,
has invested practically all his private fortune in the venture.
Disliked Pay Cut
"I have been dissatisfied in my
present position only because of the
cut from $7,500 to $6,000 a year, made
January 1," the director explained. "I
have invested my savings in the
plant and naturally want to take
charge."
Springborn's going east probably
will smooth out difficulties that have
arisen in the management of the Toledo Disposal Plant, a $125,000 concern, which has the contract with
the city of Toledo for taking care of
garbage. A. B. du Pont, $l,000-amonth consulting engineer; Park
Commissioner Alber, Water Commissioner Schulz and other city officials
are interested in the company. Springborn Wednesday was making arrangements to withdraw from the
concern. Considerable internal strife
has cropped out lately in the company's affairs. Won't Be Transferred
Utilities Director Stage Wednesday
said he would not be transferred to
succeed Springborn.
Municipal
Lighting Engineer Ballard, considered the logical man in the City Hall,
will remain- to carry through the municipal lighting project. Baker definitely stated. ■sCity Engineer Jtoberi
Hoffmann, second in charge of the
service department,- goes under Civil
service soon and Wednesday;' indi
cated he would not leave his preseiv
position, about to be made certain,
for one in which holding- the position
depended on political fortune. -,
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lution to route all Clark avenue cars
by way of W. 14th street.
COUNCILMEN GATHER
Councilman Rolf also won a week's
IN OLD CAUCUS STYLE delay in action on the proposal to
purchase motor busses for use by the
Return.to the old system of party Cleveland Railway Company.
Three members of the plan comcaucuses was indicated yesterday
when practically all the majority mission will be appointed to serve
members of the city council gathered for five years, two for four years
in Mayor Baker's offices to discuss and two for three years by the promeasures coming before the council visions of the French ordinance.
Members are to be familiar with
in the evening.
At the first meeting of the council finance, commercial and industrial
this year Baker announced that the conditions, transportation, architec- Brother-in-Law of 'Hot Pack'
caucus would be abolished, as coun- ture, engineering, real estate, sculpcil this year had been elected on a ture and social welfare.
Victim Not Satisfied With
non-partisan ballot.
Since then
The commission will have full conDemocratic councilmen have not trol of the design and location of
been voting solidly for administra- works of art, the plan, design and
Baker Investigation
location of public buildings, and
S tioii measupeelocation, extension and platting of
Charles P. Carl, 4724 Franklin
INQUIRY INTO HOSPITAL
streets, parks and other public
avenue, brother-in-law of James Mclnerney, forty-two, who died a week
BURNING SATISFIES BAKER places.
Mass Sleeting Planned.
aeo at the City hospital, Tuesday
Director of Law Stockwell ruled declared he is not satisfied with the
Mayor Baker, after investigating
the circumstances surrounding the yesterday afternoon that . the ordi- investigation into the death conductdeath of James Mclnerney at the nance authorizing the director of ed by Mayor Baker.
"I will demand that a complete inCity Hospital, last Tuesday morning, public service to accept the option of
said last night he would order no Lake avenue property owners should vestigation into the death of my
brother-in-law and three other pafurther inquiry. He said the burns be repealed, in view of the withdraw
Which Mclnerney received while un- al of several of the options. Gahn'f tients who died under similar circumstances be made at once," Carl
dergoing the hot-pack treatment, to efforts to suspend the rules lackec
relieve his suffering, had nothing to one vote of having the necessar^ said.
Carl charges negligence was • dido with his death, according to the two-thirds.
rectly responsible for the death of
After the council meeting he d'
hospital physicians.
his brother-in-law. Hot water packs,
The mayor expressed himself as clared that councilmen were "playir.
opposed to the hot-pack treatment, if horse" with the measure and the ci:
heated to such a degree as to be
dangerous, were applied to Mclnerreferendum
petitioi
the burning of patients could not be culatioh of
ney Carl charges.
Coroner Byrne,
eliminated. In this case, he said, he against the proposed expenditure t
was informed by the physicians that $650,000 for the improvement w.oulc who examined the body, Tuesday
they had used heroic treatment in»a continue.
said he did not believe that the
last effort to save the life of a man
The council adopted a resolution', watdr packs were responsible for
who was on the verge of death' from requesting the committee on "Streets^ death. Byrne promised that if Carl
alcoholism.
to obtain information from civic or- made a direct charge of carelessness
Coroner Byrne said last night that ganizations interested in better pav- or negligence he would investigate.
he had examined the body, and that, ing, after an adverse report on CounAs a result of the investigation
in his opinion, the burns not only had cilman FitzGerald's resolution asking made under Baker's direction, Charno
connection ' with
Mclnerney's for the appointment of a special com- ities; Director Vining Tuesday "sugdeath, but were not even painful to mittee.
gested" in a letter to Superintendent
j a man in his condition. For that reaSpring-born accused FltzGerald of Wright of City hospital that hereson he conducted no inquest.
playing politics and declared that the after when it is found necessary to
councilman had not taken the initia- use hot packs On patients some scitive In introducing paving legislation entific means, such as the use of a
for streets In the Eleventh ward. thermometer, be employed to decide
Springborn said that $7,420.08 was whether the packs are too hot for
spent
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street, repairs in tho application.
The death certificate turned over to
Eleventh ward last year.
Councilman Koch joined Lustig in IMcGorray Bros., 3040 Lorain avenue,
his protest against car change. He undertakers, with the body, gave the
announced that a mass meeting of cause of death as alcoholism.
citizens would be held in Ludwig's
Hall, Clark avenue and W. 52d
street, tonight to protest against the
j change. Lustig declared that only
i W. 25th- street business me'n would
. be benefited by the change, while laboring men would be discommoded.
Ordinance Reaches Council Pro- Koch declared that when the penny
j charge for transfer without rebate
viding Commission of Seven " becomes effective thousands will
have to pay an additional cent for car
Members to Be Named
fare to get to their work.
Loses Roadway Fight.
by Mayor.
Street Railway Commissioner Witt I
submitted his annual report.
It;
shows that the Cleveland Railway
GAHN FAILS TO FORCE
Company spent $2,512,289 for extenDRIVE RECONSIDERATION sions and improvements during the
year. He praised traiiei cars. Early
completion of E. 30th and E. 79th
cross-town lines was promised.
Clark Avenue Residents Win De- street
Councilman Rolf started a cam-!
paign against unsightly billboards
lay in Proposal to Reroute
by requesting a report from the director of law on the city's power to
Iy
Cars.
regulate the location and size of the
boards.
Drastic powers for controlling the
Director of Public Service Springfuture physical development and im- born reported that it would cost'
provement of the city are placed in! $2,831,000 to eliminate Pennsylvania,
the hands of a city plan commission grade crossings at Quincy and Woodof seven members to be appointed by land avenues and E. 79th street;'
the mayor, in an ordinance intro$972,000 to separate grades at the
duced in the city council by Council- Nickel Plate crossings in W. 110th,
man French last night.
W. 111th, W. 112th, AV. 114th and
The submission of the city plan| W. 116th streets, and $98,000 for
ordinance, an effort by Councilman
crossing elimination at W. 117th
Gahn to have the rules suspended
street. The city would have to pay
and an ordinance passed rescinding
35 per cent of this amount and the
the Cliff drive agreement, and a
railroads the remainder.
caustic letter from Director of PubCouncilman Durkin made an unlic Service Springborn in reply to
successful fight against the passage
Councilman FitzGerald's criticism of
of an ordinance authorizing the
street paving, played prominent
Cleveland Rolling Roadway Company
parts in the council's proceedings.
to operate the Eagle avenue rolling j
The meeting of the street railway
roadway on a tonnage basis. Mayor
committee, which preceded the counBaker was called to the floor of thej
cil session, was also lively. Headed \ council to speak in defense of the or- j
by State Representative Joseph Lus- '. dinance.
tig, Clark avenue residents obtained
Baker and Councilmen Reynolds,
a continuance of the proposed resoDamm, McGinty, Horrigan and Fitz-'
Gerald were named a committee to
represent the city at a hearing before
United States Engineer Bromwell |
Thursday afternoon, when the application of the Lake Shore and Pennsylvania railroads to make fills along \
the lake from E. 9th street to E. 26th |
street will be considered.
Councilman Meyers asked for a report on the advisability of converting the Gordon Park shelter house
into a municipal dance hall. The
chief of Uie division of fire was given |
representation on the board of appeals in an amendment to the building code subnatted by Councilman
Smith. --—•'

DEMANDS PROBE
OF MAN'S DEATH
IN CITY HOSPITAL
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AKER HAS FINE
000 JOB THAT
0DY WANTS
First to Be Offered Springborn's Directorship Decides
to Stay With. Steel Co.
Mayor Baker Wednesday was
looking for. a successor to Service Director William J. Springborn who leaves his $6,000 position, with the city April 15 to
take charge of a garbage, reduction plant near Boston. That
Baker is having difficulty in persuading anyone to take Springborn 's job is admitted at the
City Hall.

The mayor Wednesday said he
[ would not go outside of Cleveland
j f-ar a, new director. Neither will he
be picked from anyone now in the
j city's employ, Baker indicated. Half
a dozen Clevelanders have been approached, it is said, but all have refused.
Here's hirst Refusal
Bertram D. Quarrie, head of the
Newburg steel works, 8101 Broadway,
of the American Steel & Wire Company, was first tendered the directorship by Baker. Quarrie, who lives
at 1265 West 105th street, and is a
Case graduate, Wednesday said he
had declined because of the future
in his present place and the uncertainty oi.a political job.
Springborn Wednesday announced
he had purchased the controlling interest of a privately-owned garbage
reduction plant near Boston. Beginning April 15. he will assume the
general managership and also do consulting work. Springborn, it is said,
has invested practically all his private fortune in the venture.
Disliked Pay Cut
"I have been dissatisfied in my
present positiont only because of the
cut from $7,500 to $6,000 a year, made
January 1," the director explained. "I
have invested my savings in the
plant and naturally want tu take
charge."
Springborn's going east probably
will smooth out difficulties that have
arisen in the management of the Toledo Disposal Plant, a $125,000 concern, which has the contract with
the city of Toledo for taking care of
garbage. A. B. du Pont, $l,000-amonth consulting engineer; Park
Commissioner Alber, Water Commissioner Schulz and other city officials
are interested in the company. Springborn Wednesday was making arrangements to withdraw from the
concern. Considerable internal strife
has cropped out lately in the company's affairs.
Won't Be Transferred
Utilities Director Stage Wednesday
said he would not be transferred to
succeed Springborn.
Municipal
Lighting Engineer Ballard, considered the logical man in the City Hall,
will remain- to -carry, through the municipal lighting project, Baker definitely stated. ^City Engineer ^Robert
Hoffmann, second in charge of the
service department, goes under Civil
service soon and Wednesday' indi
cated he would not leave his preseiv
position, about to be made certain,
for one in which holding.the position
depended on political fortune. ■,

big- man
man to
t will require a big
vu F1
Director Springborn's Retirement.
the position," was the only comme
Cleveland loses an exceptionally capable official
Mayor Baker would make yesterd when Service Director William J. Springborn re-

m

signs, as it is now announced he will in two weeks.
The°Cleveland Democratic orgaj
Mr. Springborn has served through successive
«.Uon will take no part in the M
ing of a successor to Judge Day, I administrations at the head ot! the city ■ department which comes into closest contact with the
WU1 it make any recommendation
Elected to the
lives and comfort of the people
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Ask Bafccr's Opinion.
city council originally as a Republican, he soon
Mayor Baker will be asked, it
scared yesterday, to express attracted the favorable attention of Mayor Tom
Se, and that his views will li. Johnson and finally left his party to follow the
Jven considerable weight by At fortunes of the mayor, as so many others did in
, c-eneral McReynolds in rec^ those days of rending local party lines.
Bulkley for Place.
J
Vacancy^Belief.
"mTndTng and President Wilson
The ideals of service which singled him out as
Taking the appointment was a councilman have remained with Mr. Springborn
generally expressed.
ConaressmalTcrosser De-lExeCutive Said to Hold Key opinion
all the years since and his retirement will be genu"mons Cleveland men mentid
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[ inely regretted. The selection, of his successor
s for
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His grandfather,. Luther
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Day was chief justice of the supreme
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i "our'tTf Ohio. His father, William K.
Day is an associate justice of the suj Mayor's Opponent at Last Election
'preme court of the United States
Contends Whole Baker Admlnls,
Tudge Day was born Aug. 13, 18.8, 1
tration is Partisan—Brands Bakin Canton, O. He was graduated from j
the University of Michigan m 1900
er's Speeches on Stamp as InconWns together with his degree, a
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Davis Calls His Own Campaign
weight throwing star.
After his
Jionpartisan-Calls Charter NonTZ-served for several years as city
partisan, but Lists Objections.
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General opinion was, however, that
ofKrS^ &e%lngtothepost- Mayor Newt0n D. Baker personally
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gave as his reason that the salary of
$6,000 a year is insufficient.
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Judge Day said he will become a part,
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Js appointed United States attorney
& Dempsey. Judge Day is the youngest federal jurist on the bench. He
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years, having been appointed May »,
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1911, by President Taft.
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g Shields of Canton, former United
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judge Day ,ralf?he appointment
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President Taft-for the. W^^,,
Young, Akron, and E
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as United States
Youngstown.'
This waswhen U. •£■
regarded
Mayor Baker laughed when told
2? »n ot^raPPointment as;
his name had been mentioned.
>
United States judge.
t
Taft
Announcement of Judge Days
• The. ^Penman
the
resignation had scarcely been made
whereby
Mr. Denman was given DaJ
district attorneyship arm
surprise,
before personal and telephone calls
the judgeship•JggfX' over th
were being received at city hall.
It was the cent
aboUt tn(
Feelers were put out through a dozen
1 judgeship that ™™* F. Brown o
break between waiter■ x
sources by those who would not be
siv,
adverse to filling the vacancy.
Toledo, <*«"??£' 0in%lo. and He
party organization g. ?r0WT>> the!
The choice of a successor to Judge
to Cleveland,
Day is not limited
Mayor Baker said yesterday. The
|£ern division of the northern Ohio
i federal district goes as far south as
Jefferson county and includes among
I the larger cities Youngstown,^Akrom
Canton, Bast Liverpool, Sandusky
anl a score of smaller but important
places.

PLAIN DEALER'S QUESTIONS
nonpartiftan char
Has Cleveland
terf
AVas the last election nonpartisan?
Has the present administration been
nonpartisan?
Harry L. Davis, opponent of Mayor
Newton D. Baker at the mayoralty
election last fall, was asked these
questions by the Plain Dealer yesterday.
In the campaign that preceded the
election. Mr. Davis formed an organization of 100 men and called it a nonpartisan campaign committee.
Frequently, In the course of the.
contest, charges of partisanship were
made both by Mr. Davis and Mr.
Baker followers against their opponents.
The request that Mr. Davis answer
the three questions was in line with
the Plain Dealer's effort to bring
about a discussion of the nonpartisanship idea and How it is operating
under the city charter.
Mr. Davis answered the first question in the affirmative, referring at
the same time to the opposition ho
says arose to the nonpartisan and
preferential ballot features of the
harter.
.
To the second question, Mr. Davis,
•eplied by citing what he said were I
Sacts concerning the manner his cam
sign was conducted and how Mr.
alter carried on his fight.

QjU~vM &UJU^- GfyJuv, ZJQ i >(.
It will require a big man to
the position," was the only comme
Mayor Baker would make yesterd

W.J.1
POSTOFFIC

afternoon.
The Cleveland Democratic orga
zation will take no part in the nsi
ing of a successor to Judge Day, 1
will it make any recommendation.

Director Springborn's Retirement.
Cleveland loses an exceptionally capable official
when Service Director William j. Springborn resigns, as it is now announced he will in two weeks.
Mr. Springborn has served through successive
administrations at the head of the city. department which comes into closest contact with the
lives and comfort of the people. Elected to the
eity council originally as a Republican, he soon
attracted the favorable attention of Mayor Tom
Ii. Johnson and finally left his party to follow the
fortunes of the mayor, as so many others did in
those days of rending local party lines.

Ask Baker's Opinion.
Mayor Baker will be asked, it i
declared yesterday, to express
choice,
and that his views will
i given considerable weight by At
|ney General McReynolds in rec<
mending and President Wilson
The ideals of service which singled him out as
making the appointment, was
a councilman have remained with Mr. Sprinwh-orn ■
opinion generally expressed.
Among Cleveland men mentio all the years since and his retirement will be genuselection. of-his successor
as possibilities for the position, inely regretted.
The selection,
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senatorial primary race, it was a
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Congressman Crosser De Executive Said to Hold Key
to Job as Eligibles Are
-dines to Take Part in
I
Selection.
Mentioned.
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Harry L. Davis Says Mayor
Opposed Him With Democratic Organization.

Declares Opposition Arose to
Preferential Ballot
System.
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Fie said his organization was non-1
IfeR AND M'DONOUGH
partisan and that he appealed for |
I WAR OVER BOARD JOB
Jfttes on nonpartisan grounds.
He.
"t'he'Democratic' executive :-cqmr»it:,:
declared Mr. Baker's campaign was
tai
has deferred picking a successor
managed by a Democratic committee
tiv'jT. J. Fitzgerald on the ijoardof
and that all his speakers were Demo- j
ejalfioas because Mayor Baker in--'
crats.
flints oh. the"selection of Councilman
With regard to the third question,
Will Not Announce New Service HSrry L. French.
Mr. Davis said that Democrats have_
$ majority of the comiiiitt.ee, 'fsbeen placed at the head of city de-'
Commissioner Until Acceptsarol to favor reappointnlent of Fitis-^
partments and form the civil service
giarj&ld, but Baker will take no one
ance Is Received.
commission.
Council
committees
fcijpl French. W. B. Gongw'er arid Tim
Mflpbonough. are oiit for Fitzgerald.
were selected because of "party reguIfjie politicians expect rthatt- at . a
larity," he asserted. In closing he
A sucessor to Director of Public
spoke of a "present political ma- Service Springborn, who will leave mating next week- Baker will win
to'name French.
chine."
the service of the city April 15 to ©Jiljpjr enough Votes
:
,
Mr. Davis is the third to whom the take charge of a garbage reduction «r$j| job. Rays. Jtt800: a .year.
Plain Dealer has submitted its ques- plant near Boston, may not bei
named for several days, Mayor Baker
tions.
Mayo Fesler, secretary of the com- said yesterday.
He declared he would make nomission that planned the charter, was announcement until he had ap-;
the first. He called the charter non- pointed a man to the office and had
partisan, said the last election was obtained his acceptance. Among
nonpartisan but that the campaign those whom the mayor is said to be
was partisan, and declared council considering for the $6,000 per year,
County
Engineer;
actions under the present administra- position ' are
The Cleveland Automobile club and
Stinchcomb, Joseph Alexander, ention have Jpeeh .partisan. .
>•.
gineer in Street Railway Commis- Henry Gall, secretary to former
C. E. jjluthenber£, Socialist' candi- sioner Witt's .office; City Engineer Mayor Baehr, will not receive any
date for mayor in 1911, preceded Mr. Hoffmann and W. S. Lougee, superln-^ support from the City Hall if a moveDavis. He answered the first ques- tendent of construction for the new; ment is launched by them to amend j
the new charter to relieve property
tion affirmatively, and declared the city hall.
The names of County Clerk Has-j owners from paying practically the
last election and the present adminiserodt,
President of the Council; entire cost of repaving streets abut- I
tration were partisan.
ting their property, Mayor Baker
This is the way Mr. Davis an- Thompson and Councilman French
were also mentioned in connection said Friday.
swered:
Baker opposes amending the charwith the job, yesterday.
Has Cleveland a nonpartlsan
Baker will also be called upon toj ter. He says there is no great difcharter ?
select a new secretary within a fewj ference between the old and new way
"This first question should be
days, as W. J. Murphy will be named, of bettering streets. The new way
as "postmaster shortly, it is expected., is direct, the old indirect and does
answered in the affirmative.
Milton Young, Baker's private sten- not make the burden equitable, he
The charter commissioners were
ographer, is considered most likely said.
, successful in their efforts to
to succeed Murphy.
The going of Service Director
write a charter that sought to
Springborn admitted yesterday that Springborn is expected to aid Mayor
eradicate partisanship In the adhis resignation was the result of the Baker in his attempt to repave
ministration of our local governcity council reducing the salary of streets with wood block. Springborn
ment in so far as that is possible.
the office from $7,500 to $6,000 per has been blocking Baker's plans for
"It contains most of the adyear. Persistent rumors of his con- using wood block.
vanced safeguards against contemplated resignation had been in
circulation ever since the salary cut
trol and use of public power by
was made.
political machines and lessens
Beginning April 15 Springborn will
the opportunity for the success
assume the general managership of
of plots against popular will by
the garbage reduction plant and will
skilled politicians.
j also do consulting work. His family
"The machinery which it pro- ' will remain residents of Cleveland
vides for .the nomination of canuntil fall, when they probably will
didates and . the method of their
remove to Boston.
election Is somewhat compli• caled^im^JprtpPwtjrf^-Vn^^^^rnss-i
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SIDLO'S SLA'
FOR SERVER JOB
Live Wire of Baker Administration is Expected to Land.
Springborn's Post.
Thomas L. Sidlo, close personal
friend of Mayor Baker, is expected
to receive the appointment as director of public service to succeed
W. J. Springborn.
Neither Baker or Sidlo would
confirm the report.
Although early in the
day
Baker said lie would announce his
choice Friday, he left at noon for
Springfield, O., without doing so.
He said announcement might be
made this week.
Sidlo is twenty-six and a live
wire of the Baker administration.
He is commissioner of franchises,
secretary to Tractioner Witt, ed->
itor of the City Record, and commissioner of publicity and information.
Springborn will leave tn"e city
employ April 15 to engage in the
garbage reduction business near
Boston.

SALOON KEEPER
HOLDS CIH JOB;
GREGG OBJECTS
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John Plunkett, superintendent of
the city sewer department, is also
John Plunkett, proprietor of a saloon at 7729 Superior avenue.
Superintendent A. S. Gregg of th«
American Civic Reform union, in a
letter to Mayor Baker Friday, questioned the city's right to name ar
actively engaged saloon keeper to i
regular city position.
Plunkett'i
job is In the classified service, bu1
he has not been given a civil service examination yet.
"Is it the policy of the adminis
(.ration to employ a saloon keepe
for a regular six-day-a-week eit:
job?" Gregg asked in his letter.
Gregg also asked whether th
mayor knows that Plunkett is keep
lng up th© two jobs. He said hi
information is that Plunkett, in ad
dition to his duties as head of th
sewer department, acts as bartende
in Ms saloon.
"I am told that Plunkett has bee:
In the- saloon business here for 1
years or more, and that for severs
years he has held a city job at th
same time," Gregg said Friday.
Secretary Archie J. Kennel of th
county liquor license commission ad
mitted Friday that the commissio:
gave Plunkett a saloon license
knowing he was a city employe.
"There is no law against It, s
w as I know," said Kennel.

BAKER APOSTLE
"CIVITISM"
Mayor Newton D, is Given
Hew Title by Magazine
Writer.
"The Apostle of Civitism" is the
new title given to Mayor Newton
IX Baker in an article on "Mayor
Tom's Successor," in the April
World's Work.
It is explained that "civitism"
signifies the same thing for the
town that the word patriotism
does for the nation.
"One might easily take Mayor
Baker for a Latin tutor or a mincing ttieologue," says the article,
written by Burton J. Hendrick.
"He wears a small shoe, but a
large hat.
"The average Clevelander knows
him as a small, huddled-up figure
in a trolley car with his nose
plunged deeply into a book.
"Literary allusions and quotations filter everywhere into his
conversation."
How He Became Orator.
Hendrick tells of Baker's introduction to Cleveland as an orator.
Judge Foran, who was Baker's law
partner, was scheduled to speak at
a political meeting. Foran became
sick and sent Baker in his stead.
Pat McKinney, who presided, said:
"Judge Foran is sick and cannot
appear. He sent his boy to speak
for him. Come on, boy, and tell
'em what you know."
Referring to the tremendous majority by which Baker was elected
mayor, after Johnson had been defeated two years before, Hendrick
says:
"In a sense, this huge vote represented a penance. It was the way
a conscience-stricken community
expressed its contrition for having
abandoned its weather-beaten champion—Tom Johnson."
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ilicr .Caiutml&ii Partisan
~~\
lie said his organization was non1§KER AND M'DONOUGH
partisan and that he appealed for
WAR OVER BOARD JOB
votes on nonpartisan grounds. He.
declared Mr. Baker's campaign was j
"the Democratic executive commit-..
tej^jl has deferred picking a successor
managed by a Democratic committee:
t.«ip|r. J. Fitzgerald on the hoard of
and that all his speakers were Demo- j
ejections because Mayor Baker ihcrats.
.si&its oil the'"selection of Councilman
With regard to the third question,
Mr. Davis said that Democrats have Will Not Announce New Service H^jj-ry D. French.
$« majority of the committee, .'is-- Live Wire of Baker Adminisbeen placed at the head of city deCommissioner Until Acceptsa||| to favor reappointment of Fitii-,
tration is Expected to Land
partments and form the civil service
garpld, but Baker will take no one
ance Is Received.
commission.
Council committees
btjj| French. W. B. Oongwer and Tim ;
Springborn's Post.
were selected because of "party reguMjjjponough are out for Fitzgerald.
larity/' he asserted. In closing he
¥he politicians expect that at a
Thomas L. Sidlo, close personal
A sucessor to Director of Public
spoke of a "present political ma- Service Springborn, who will leave mating next, week Baker will win friend of Mayor Baker, is expected
chine."
the service of the city April 15 to oMjfc enough votes to'name. French. to receive the appointment as diMr. Davis is the third to whom the take charge of a garbage reduction »TfK job, pays.i$2;8«0. a .year.
rector of public service to succeed
t
Plain Dealer has submitted its ques- plant near Boston, may not be(
W.
J. Springborn.
named for several days, Mayor Baker!
tions.
Neither Baker or Sidlo would
Mayo Fesler, secretary of the com- said yesterday.
confirm the report.
He declared he would make no
mission that planned the charter, was announcement
until he had ap-:
Although early in the
day
the first. He called the charter non- pointed a man to the office and had
Baker said he would announce his
partisan, said the last election was obtained his acceptance. Among
choice Friday, he left at noon for
nonpartisan but that the campaign those whom the mayor is said to be,
Springfield, O., without doing so.
was partisan, and declared council considering for the $6,000 per year,
He said announcement might be
County
Engineer
actions under the present administra- position ' are
Stinchcomb, Joseph Alexander, en- The Cleveland Automobile club and made this week.
tion have ^eeh .partisan. ■
:,
Sidlo is twenty-six and a live
in Street Railway Commis-;, Henry Gall, secretary to former
C. E. jjtuthenberg, Socialist candi- gineer
Mayor Baehr, will not receive any wire of the Baker administration.
sioner
Witt's
.office;
City
Engineer
date for mayor in 1911, preceded Mr. Hoffmann and W. S. Lougee, superin- support from the City Hall if a move- He is commissioner of franchises,
Davi3. He answered the first ques- tendent of construction for the new1 ment is launched by them to amend secretary to Tractioner Witt, edtion affirmatively, and declared the city hall.
the new charter to relieve property itor of the City Record, and comof publicity and inforlast election and the present adminisThe names of County Clerk Has-! owners from paying practically the missioner
erodt,
President of the Council! entire cost of repaying streets abut- mation.
tration were partisan.
Springborn will leave the city
This is the way Mr. Davis an- Thompson and Councilman French ting their property, Mayor Baker employ April 15 to engage in the
were
also
mentioned
in
connection
said
Friday.
swered :
with the job, yesterday.
Baker opposes amending the char- garbage reduction business near
Has Cleveland a nonpartisan
Baker will also be called upon to| ter. He says there is no great dif- Boston.
charter ?
select a new secretary within a few ference between the old and new way
"This first question should be
days, as W. J. Murphy will be named of bettering streets. The new way
answered in the affirmative.
as postmaster shortly, it is expected. is direct, the old indirect and does
Milton Young, Baker's private sten- not make the burden equitable, he
The charter commissioners were
ographer, is considered most likely said.
.successful in their efforts to
to succeed Murphy.
The going of Service Director
write a charter that sought to
Springborn admitted yesterday that Springborn is expected to aid Mayor
eradicate partisanship in the adhis resignation was the result of the Baker in his attempt to repave
ministration of our local governcity council reducing the salary of streets with wood block. Springborn
ment in so far as that is possible.
the office from $7,500 to $6,000 per has been blocking Baker's plans for
or Newton D, is Given
"It contains most of the adyear. Persistent rumors of his con-, using wood block.
vanced safeguards against contemplated resignation had been in
New Title by Magazine
trol and use of public power by
circulation ever since the salary cut
Writer.
political machines and lessens
was made.
Beginning April 15 Springborn will
the opportunity for the success
"The Apostle of Civitism" is the
assume the general managership of
of plots against popular will by
new title given to Mayor Newton
the garbage reduction plant and will
skilled politicians.
do consulting work. His family
D. Baker in an article on "Mayor
"The machinery which it pro- i also
will remain residents of Cleveland
Tom's Successor," in the April
vides for .the nomination of canuntil fall, when they probably will
World's Work.
didates and . the method of their j'remove to Boston.
It is explained that "civitism"
election is somewhat complisignifies the same thing for the
cated but has the effect of avoidtown that the word patriotism
ing many disadvantages connected with the prior system.
does for the nation.
"One might easily take Mayor
"The last municipal election
John Plunkett, superintendent of
Baker for a Latin tutor or a mincdid not afford a fair test of the
the city sewer department, is also ing
ttieologue,"- says the article,
preferential vote system. It did,
John Plunkett, proprietor of a sa- written by Burton J. Hendrick.
however, develop considerable
loon at 7729 Superior avenue.
"He wears a small shoe, but a
opposition to the nonpartisan
large hat.
Superintendent
A.
S.
Gregg
of
the
method of nominating candidates
"The average Clevelander knows
American Civic Reform union, in a
by petition and the preferential
him
a small, huddled-up figure
1
letter to Mayor Baker Friday, ques- in a astrolley
ballot.
car with his nose
tioned the city's right to name ar plunged deeply into a book.
"There is one very great advanactively
engaged
saloon
keeper
to
i
"Literary allusions and quotatage which the easy petition form
regular city position.
Plunkett'! tions filter everywhere into his
of councilmanic nomination gave
job
is
in
the
classified
service,
bu'
conversation."
Mayojs-Ba.ker in- ttie last campaign
he has not been given a civil servand which he did not hesitate to
How He Became Orator.
ice examination yet.
use. I allude to the fact thai
Hendrick tells of Baker's intro"Is it the policy of the adminis
while the simple method of nomitration to employ a saloon keepe duction to Cleveland as an orator.
nation resulted in a host of antifor a regular sls-day-a-week cit: Judge Foran, who was Baker's law
partner, was scheduled to speak at
administration councilmanic canjob?" Gregg asked in his letter.
Gregg also asked whether th a political meeting. Foran became
didates, Mayor Baker, through
mayor knows that Plunkett is keep sick and sent Baker in his stead.
the power of his organization,
lng up the two jobs. He said hi Pat McKinney, who presided, said:
■was able and did eliminate ail
"Judge Foran is sick and cannot
information is that Plunkett, in ad
candidates for the council except
dition to his duties as head of th' appear. He sent his boy to speak
one in each ward who was favoisewer department, acts as bartende for him. Come on, boy, and tell
a.ble to him."
em what you know."
in his saloon.
Was the last election nonpartisan'
Referring to the tremendous ma"I am told that Plunkett has bee:
in the- saloon business here for 1 jority by which Baker was elected
"In answering this question, I
assume, of course, that you are
years or more, and that for severs mayor, after Johnson had been deasking whether the campaign was
years he has held a city job at th feated two years before, Hendrick
conducted along the lines of nasays:
same
time," Gregg said Friday.
tional and state issues, i can.
"In a sense, this huge vote repre-:
Secretary
Archie
J.
Kennel
of
th
best answer by recalling a- few
seated
a penance. It was the way
county
liquor
license
commission
ad
facts of the campaign on our side.
mitted Friday that the commissio: a conscience-stricken community
"Our campaign was conducted
gave Plunkett a saloon license expressed its contrition for having
by a nonpartisan committee of
abandoned its weather-beaten cham100 composed of Republicans,
knowing he was a city employe.
Progressives and Democrats. One
"There is no law against it, s pion—Tom Johnson."
of our leading speakers was not a
sir as I know," said Kennel.
Republican. I did not back any
slate of councilmanic candidates
nor was the executive committee
of the Republican party active as
a committee in my behalf.
"The precinct organization for
my campaign was constructed
without regard to party lines. At
no time during'the campaign did
I ask for votes on any other
than nonpartisan grounds.
"On the other side, Mayor Baker made appeals to the Democratic organization as such, and
he retained his official position as
chairman of the Democratic party committee, a course of conduct which was inconsistent with
his statements on the stump.
"Mr. Baker backed for election a slate of candidates which
was, with almost no exception,
composed of Democrats.
"This slate was practically the
same which the Democratic organization had announced it
would seek to nominate in the
Democratic primaries, had it been
decided by the courts that we
were to have this method of
nomination. Mr. Baker's campaign was managed by the Democratic committee and his speak. ers were ail Democrats."
Has the present administration
been nonpartisan?
"In reply to this I can only say
that actions speak louder than
words. Only Democrats have
been appointed as heads of city
departments.
"The civil service commission,
which should be essentially nonpartisan, is composed entirely of
Democrats, a condition that indicates the narrowest possible conception of the spirit of the civil
service law.
"All important committees of
council were selected because of
party regularity rather than because of ability and experience.
Many of the positions held by
•Democrats could be abolished and

BAKER DELAYS CHOICE
FOR SPRIIEBORN'S JOB

IDLO'S SLATED
FOR SERVER JOB

AKER OPPOSES
PAVING PLAN

BAKER APOSTLE
OF "CIVITISM"

SALOON KEEPER
HOLDS CITY JOB;
GREGG OBJECTS

publlft^^ney ssewsg were it not
for the fear of those in control of
weakening their present political
machine."

JyuuttY-,
MRS. BAKER TO SING
AT ALLIANCE CONCERT

Mayor Wants Editor of City
«1tecoYd*o;be Direc^r-of

Public Service.
Acceptance of Appointment
Expected by Baker
Today.

lEKFORU.S.

Next Sunday's entertainment of
the Council Educational Alliance, the |
twenty-fifth of. the series, will be 1
the chief event of the successful season of the alliance. Mrs. Newton D.
Baker, the mayor's wife, has planned
the concert and will sing several
songs- ' Mrs. Nicola Cerri, wife of the
Italian vice consul, will appear as
pianist and Mr. Pomeroy as a singer.
The program contains several new
songs by Dr. Richard Haasz, the j
noted Hungarian composer, resident
of this city for several years. The
entire program follows:
I. Andantino
Martini-Kreisler j
To Spring
..Uneg ,
Swing Song
Barnes;
Mr. Arthur Pomeroy.
ii. So Bist du Denn Mir Ganz entchwunden
■'
Dr. Haas?
Warum
Dr. Haasz
Warum ich Schwieg
--Dr. Haasz
Joy—A Spring Song...'
Father Clovis
Mrs. N'ewton D. Baker.
Nocturne
"Chopm
HI.
Habanera
•
Chatrlei
Mrs. Nicola Cerri.
_'.„_.

Thomas L. Sidlo is to be Cleveland's new director of public service.
While no official announcement of
a-successor to W. X Springborn came
.from Mayor Newton.D. Baker it-be- j
came known yesterday that the po- j
sition has been offered to Mr. Sidlo
and that 'he would give his answer to
the mayor this morning.
Mr. Sidlo declined to make any
statement, but it. was reported his
acceptance Would reach the mayor
early today.
Mr. Sidlo is but.26 and was graduated from the Western Reserve
Law school in 1912 while he was
secretary to the street railroad commissioner.
Mr. Sidlo is secretary to the traction commissioner, is commissioner
of information and publicity,, commissioner of franchises and editor of
the City Record. Mayor Baker has
been strongly impressed, by his
work at the city hall, and at Monday night's council meeting called attention of the council to the franchise commissioner's good efforts in
connection with the study and redrafting of the rolling roadway ordinance.
Following the- announcement from
Public Service Director
W.
J.
Springborn that he- intended, to resign to manage a garbage reduction
plant in Massachusetts, Mayor Baker
considered a number of Clevelanders
occupying prominent positions with
large corporations.
Among these
were Bertram D. Quarrie, superintendent of the Newburg Steel mills,
and T. P. Cagwin, commercial manager of the Cleveland Telephone Co.
Word was received from Mr. Cagwin
yesterday that he could not accept.
Mr. Quarrie also declined.
The position pays $6,000. During
the first two years of the Baker administration the director of public
service received $7,500. The city
council decided when the; charter became effective to make the pay $b,.UUU
•because of the general shortage of
city funds.

1EIIC
lEIEI'S!
Policy of Watchful Waiting Apparently Adopted as Mayor Baker's Attitude.

BAKER GETS CARD IN
BARTENDERS' UNION
Mike Goldsmith, business agent of
the bartenders' union, made good
Saturday a threat, made to. Mayor
Baker Friday at a hearing on the
garbage wagon difficulties the city
and the union have been having.
He sent Mayor Baker a union
card in the bartenders' union.
Baker told the union men Friday
he was the best little press agent
and all-around booster the unions
had, if the unions would only be-,
have—or words to that effect in
magazine language.
"You ought to have a union card,"
said Goldsmith.
"Send me one and I'll carry it,"
said Baker. Mike did.

A policy of "watchful waiting"
seems to have been adopted by \
Mayor Baker with reference to the
recommendation of a Democratic,
lawyer for appointment to the disIV.
trict bench of the ljn'tedwS1t,at^ ,
court in succession to Judge William
Mr. Pomeroy.
L. Day, whose resignation becomes j
V.
:. ■
. '
One Spring Morning
Nevins effective May 1.
Mayor Baker, whose advice will be)
Mrs. Baker.
. ,,
Baft
■•••■•■•■
TMinen followed probably if a Clevelander is. |
VI. I.aendler
Murmuring Zephyrs
j-enswi
Mrs. Cerri.
^
. , elevated to the federal bench, before
(by reciuest)
Puccini making any move in the matter, is
VII. One Fine Day
Mrs. • Baker.
waiting, it is said, until he hears
Accompanists-Mrs. Cerri. Mrs. Pomeroy.
from Senator Pomerene.
To this, time the Senator has not
Mayor Will Confer With Senindicated that he will ask for a recommendation from the Democratic
ator Pomerene Monday.
organizations in any of the counties
of the Cleveland judicial district.
STAFF SPECIAL.
The Senator's silence may be reWASHING-TON, April 3.- -•Senator
. i
T-»
~ nn/3 Mo trr
sponsible for a report which reached
At-lee
Pomerene
and Mayor Newton D.
Baiter of Cleveland, at a conference
leaders in the Democratic organhere Monday, will consider the vacanization here yesterday, that Mr.
cy on the federal bench in Cleveland,
Pomerene already had decided to
caused by the resignation of Judge
Burleson Is Unable to Draw recommend B. W. Wertz, of Wooster.
William I* Day. Mayor Baker today
wired the senator he would com 3 to
Mr. Wertz, who was at one time the :
Preference Between Candi- Democratic floor leader in the Ohio, Washington for that purpose.
In the handling of patronage matHouse of Representatives, has been,
ters in northern Ohio to date therei
dates for Cleveland Office.
has
been no friction between the!
regarded as the best bet for appointsenator and Mayor Baker.
ment as United States attorney in
Senator Pomerene has been all out,
supreme in the handling of postoffice
From Leader's Washington Bureau. | this district, although State Senator.
and other patronage.
WASHINGTON, D. C, April 3.— i Carl D Friebolin has been the canMayor Bakfr has been following
Postmaster General Burleson today- didate of the Cleveland organization.
much the same course as Ohio congressmen.
In no instance has he atdecided to pass "the buck" to PresiAlso Suggested for Congress.
tempted to go over the head of Senadent Wilson in the Cleveland posttor Pomerene on any patronage mati Mr Wertz. has also been mentioned
mastership j dispute. After conferter The same procedure, it is understood, is to apply with reference to
ences with Representatives Gordon i as a possible candidate for the
I
Democratic
Congressional
nomination
and Crosser today Burleson confessed 1
Xdk^tfonsVe there will be in the
in
Senator
Pomerene's
home
district.
his unwillingness to settle the;deadneighborhood of fifty candidates for
The story which disturbed the
the judgeship. Senator Pomerene relock single-handed and announced
ceived I telegram today from the
i'that he will take the recommenda- Cleveland Democrats had it that the
Wayne County Bar association, indorsresignation of Judge Day had given
i tions of both W. J. Murphy and J. T.
ing Edwin S. Wertz of Wooster.
the
Senator
'the
idea
he
could
take
I Miskell to the White House on Moncare of Mr. Wertz by putting him
day.
Burleson called Crosser to the Post- on the bench, and please Mayor
office Department today and endeav- Baker by having; Mr. Friebolin made
ored to draw from him an expression United States attorney.
Mayor Baker went to Springfield,
of preference between Murphy ana
Miskell. Crosser refused to be drawn O., yesterday afternoon to deliver an
into any such situation. Crosser de- address to an association of women.
manded of Burleson if his preference Up to the time of his departure he
would decide the fight. Burleson re- had given no hint as to whom he
fused to give him such an assurance. favored for the judicial office.
County Prosecutor Cyrus Locher
Crosser thereupon told Burleson
that he knew of, nothing to prevent loomed up strong yesterday in the
the appointment of either man but race for federal judge. He has a
would make no choice between them. host of friends who are urging that
Crosser told the Postmaster Gen- he has all the qualificatiops required
It
was said
eral, that Miskell is superintendent I in an able jurist.
.Ir.
Docher's
of the Comey & Johnson Company that petitions for
and that Murphy has been in politics appointment were being sent to Seufor a long time. "I know I nothing ator_EQmei£Iie_3r±d_Jo_UieJeBaii=
against either man," said Grosser.
0% 9U<
Burleson's consultation with Gordon was over the telephone He
JO pt? JXLOfi. Qy[B% HP& 'asked Gordon If there is any chance
for him to come to an agreement
with ' Representative J. R. Bulkley.
•J9UA10 8lfl 11
Gordon assured -him that there is
'Sintppuios
pug na£
not and that he had nothing further
to offer except that lie is standing
pat for Miskell. Whereupon Burleson
•ilpadojd JIH
said he would not attempt a decision
himself, but will take the deadlock
eoiretp pipuaids « pirn
to President Wilson.
Gordon denied vigorously today
aptmo,j[ pire ^so«i,, 9
that he is weakening in his ad'ihniftauios 8soj na£ ;
vocacy of the appointment of Miskell.
Spt> tiWBlA.„ SM8JI 9
"When I am for a man I am for
him to the end," he said, "I never
9U.1 JO asn 9TW ^
lay down or quit fighting. '

PRESIDENT. HIMSELF.. j
TO PICK POSTMASTER

9xe sgpi^i^ Awejn *p?
0019xe 9ido9d uons 1
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MRSTBAKER TO SING
AT ALLIANCE CONCERT

ttHSfony.

BAKER GETS CARD IN
BARTENDERS' UNION

'Next Sunday's entertainment of]
the Council Educational Alliance, the
twenty-fifth of the series, will be
Mike Goldsmith, business agent of
the chief event of the successful seathe bartenders' union, made good
son of the alliance. Mrs. Newton D.
i Saturday a threat made to. Mayor
Baker, the mayor's wife, has planned
[Baker Friday at a hearing on the
the concert and will sing several;
Mayor Wants Editor of City songs. Mrs. Nicola Cerri, wife of the
garbage wagon difficulties the city
and the union have been having.
Italian vice consul, will appear as
iftcodra id be Director of
He sent Mayor Baker a union
pianist and Mr. Pomeroy as a singer.
card in the bartenders' union.
The program contains several new
Baker told the union men Friday
songs by Dr. Richard Haasz, the Policy of Watchful Waiting Aphe was the best little press agent
S noted Hungarian composer, resident
'•* parently Adopted as Mayand all-around booster the unions;
this city for several years. The
Acceptance of'Appointment j■ of
had, if the unions would only be-,
entire program follows:
or Baker's Attihave—or words to that effect in
I. Andantlno
MarUni-Kreisler
Expected by Baker
magazine language.
tude.
To Spring
Warnell
Swing Song
••
Barnes
"You ought to have a union card,''
Today.
Mr. Arthur Pomeroy.
II. So Bist du Demi Mir Ganz «ntch•
said Goldsmith.
A ■ policy of "watchful waiting"
wunden
gj- g|fs|
"Send me one and I'll carry it,"
Warum
"*• S"„
Thomas L. Sidlo is to be Clevesaid Baker. Mike did.
Warum ich Schwieg
"•;?>• S"S| seems to have been adopted by;
Joy-A
Spring
Song..:
Father
Clovisd
land's new director of public service
Mayor Baker with reference to the
Mrs. Newton D. Baker.
While no official announcement of
HI. Nocturne
:"""".'.V."chBtfler recommendation of a Demooratic
Habanera
-■ •■••••• •
a- successor to W. J, Springborn came
lawyer for appointment to the dis
Mrs. Nieola Cerri
.from Mayor Newton D. Baker it-betrict bench of the Unit ^States
IV
S2SS
".:."
v."'."v.'.'....amSuaa*
came known yesterday that the pocourt in succession to Judge Willwm
Mr. Pomeroy.
ArUot
sition has been offered to Mr. Sidlo
V. Invocation
'....Mascheroni L. Day, whose resignation be-omeg j
Ave
Maria •■"•'■
Nevins effective May 1.
and that he would give his answer to
.
One Spring
Morning
Nevins
Mayor Baker, whose advice will be
Mrs. Baker.
Kaf£
the mayor this morning.
VI. I.aendler
Tpnsen followed probably if a ^evelander is
Mr SWlo declined to make any
Murmuring Zephyrs
Jemm
Mrs. Cerri.
_ , , elevated to the federal bench, before
statement, but it. was reported his VII One Pine Day
(by request)
Puccini making any move in the ^tter is,
acceptance Would reach the mayor
Mrs. ■ Baker.
waiting, it is said, until he hears
early today.
from Senator Pomerene.
Mr. Sidlo is but.26-and was gradTo this time the Senator has not
Mayor Will Confer With Senindicated that he will ask for a recuated from the Western Reserve
ator Pomerene Monday.
ommendation from the democratic
I^aw school in 1912 While he was
organizations in any of thecounties
secretary to the street railroad comof the Cleveland judicial district.
STAFF SPECIAL,
missioner.
The Senator's silence may be reWASHINGTON, April 3.—Senator
Mr. Sidlo is secretary to the tracsponsible for a report which reached
Atlee Pomerene and Mayor Newton p.
tion commissioner, ■ is commissioner
BaSer of Cleveland, at a conference
leaders in the Democratic organhere Monday, will consider the vacanof information and publicity,, comization here yesterday, that Mr
cy on the federal bench in Clev*,Uhd,
missioner of franchises and editor of
Pomerene already had decided to
caused by the resignation of Judge
William L Day. Mayor Baker today
|
Burleson
Is
Unable
to
Draw
recommend
B.
W.
Wertz,
of
Wooster.
the City Record. Mayor Baker has
wirecM*e senator he would coma to
Mr Wertz, who was at one timei trie ,
I been strongly impressed by his
for that purpose.
Preference Between Candi- Democratic floor leader in the Ohio j Washington
In thl -handling of patronage matwork at the city hall, and at Monters in northern Ohio to date there
[House
of
Representatives,
has
been;
dates for Cleveland Office.
day night's council meeting called atnas-been no friction between the!
regarded as the best bet for appointsenator and Mayor Baker .
tention of the council to the franment as United States attorney m
Senator Pomerene has been all out
chise commissioner's good efforts in
supreme in the handling of postofflce
this
district,
although
State
Senator
From Leader's Washington Bureau
connection with the study and reWASHINGTON, D. C, April 8.- Carl D Friebolin has been the can"Ma^VakWs- been following
drafting of the rolling roadway ordi- Fostmaster General Burleson today . didate of the Cleveland organization.
much the same course as Ohio congressmen. In no instance has he atdecided to pass "the buck" to Presinance.
Also Suggested lor Congress.
tempted to go over the head of SenaFollowing the- announcement from dent Wilson in the Cleveland post- I Mr Wertz. has also been mentioned
torPomerene on any patronage matte? The same procedure, it is undermastership ..dispute. After confer- ■ as a possible candidate for the
Public
Service Director W.
J.
stood, is to apply with reference to
ences with' Representatives -Gordon I Democratic Congressional nomination
Springborn that he- intended to reth
!no.,lclrtCSP-are there will be in the
sign to manage a garbage reduction , and Crosser today Burleson confessed in Senator Pomerene's home district.
neighborhood of fifty candidates for
his unwillingness to settle the .deadThe story which disturbed the
plant in Massachusetts, Mayor Baker
?hi iudgeship. Senator Pomerene relock ; single-handed and announced Cleveland Democrats had it that_ the
cefved a telegram today from the
considered a number of Clevelanders
that he will take the recommenda- resignation of Judge Day had given
Wayne County Bar association indorsoccupying prominent positions with
ing Edwin S. Wertz of Wooster.
tions of both W. J. Murphy and J. 1. the Senator 'the idea he could take
large corporations.
Among' these
Miskell to the White House on Mon- care of Mr. Wertz by putting him
were Bertram D. Quarrie, superinon the bench, and please Mayor
a
Burleson called Crosser to the Posttendent of the Newburg Steel mills,
Baker by having* Mr. Friebolin made
office Department today and endeavand T. P. Oagwin, commercial manored to draw from him an expression United States attorney.
ager of the Cleveland Telephone Co.
Mayor Baker went to Springfield,
ol preference, between Murphy ana
Word was received from Mr. Cagwin
O yesterday afternoon to deliver an
Miskell. Crosser refused to be drawn
yesterday that he could not accept.
into any such situation. Crosser de- address to an association of women.
Mr. Quarrie also declined.
manded of Burleson if his preference Up to the time of his departure he
The position pays $6,000. During
would decide the fight. Burleson re- had given no hint as to whom he
the first two years of the Baker adfused to give him such an assurance. favored for the judicial office
ministration the director of public
County Prosecutor Cyrus Locher
Crosser thereupon told Burleson
Service received $7,500. The city
loomed up strong yesterday in the
that
he
knew
of.
nothing
to
prevent
council decided when thei charter•bethe appointment of either man but race for federal judge. He has a
came effective to make the pay 3.6,000
[because of the general shortage of I would make no choice between them, host of friends who are urging that
j Crosser told the Postmaster Gen- ' he has all the qualifications required
city funds.
It
was said
eral, that Miskell is superintendent " in an able jurist.
.Ir. Locher s
of the Comey & Johnson Company that petitions for
and that Murphy has been:ta politics appointment were being sent to Seufor a long time. "I know I nothm» ator Pomerene and to the Department of Justice from lawyers all
against either man," said Crosses
Burleson's consultation with Gor- over the district.
Other Clevelanders more or less acdon was over the telephone^ He
asked Gordon if there is any chance tive as candidates are Common
for him to come to an agreement Pleas Judges C. J. Estep, A. J. Pearson and P. L. A. Lieghley.
with'Representative J. B. Bulkier.
Akron Democrats mentioned for
Gordon assured him that there is
not and that he had nothing further the federal judgeship are former
to offer, except that he is standing Mayor William E. Young, whose
cause has been pleaded with Mayor
pat for Miskell. Whereupon Burleson
said he would not attempt a decision Baker, and Judge C. B. Grant, of the
Ohio court of appeals.
himself, but will take the deadlock
to President Wilson
Vindicator Pushes Moore.
Gordon denied vigorously today
The Youngs-town , Vindicator, a
that he is weakening in his adnewspaper in which John H. Clarke,
vocacy of the appointment of Miskell
candidate for the Democratic nomi"When I am for a man I am for
nation for United States Senator, is
him to the end," he said. "I never
the principal stockholder, says Malay down or quit fighting.
honing county Democrats have formulated plans to Push Edward H.
Moore for the place. Mr. Moore is ,
the Ohio member of the Democratic
national committee, and until recently was state superintendent of insurance. It is said a delegation will
probably go from Youngstown to
Washington to urge Mr. Moore s selection.
Thomas C. McNamara and James
p Wilson are other Democratic lawyers of Youngstown who are mentioned for the judicial appointment.
Three Canton attorneys have been
mentioned as possible successors to
Judge Day-Judge R. S. Shields, of
the Ohio court of appeals, who was
United States attorney in one of the
Cleveland administrations; John C.
Welty, who in 1905 was a candidate
for the Democratic nomination for
Governor
and Celsus Pomerene,
brother of Senator Pomerene.
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Public Service.

HIKER MSJIIBGESHIP

'PRESIDENT, HIMSELF,
TO PICK POSTMASTER
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ILMEN VOTE
GUT INL1GHT RATE
j Committee of Whole Favors
Ordinance Forcing Reduction in Current Cost.
Illuminating Company Looks
on City as Competitor.

in that, communication we
setj|
forth certain facts and conditions
which should be given due weight
by the city council. We are sending a copy of that communication
to eagh member of the council, in
order that each, for himself, may
have an opportunity to give the
views set forth personal consideration.
If the ordinance is passed Monday
night it must be held forty days to
allow opportunity for the tiling og a
referendum petition.' 'While the ordinance merely refers to companies in

SUFFRAGE™'
Councilman Wants Cleveland j Mayor's Wife Visits Head-!
to Initiate Bills to Rej quarters at Woman's Extain Tax Funds.
position in Armory.

the city of Cleveland and does not p|ans Perfected tO DJSCUSS

mention the municipal lighting department, heads of the department
announced some time ago that they
would put'3-c.ent light into effect on
the day that the ordinance requiring
the illuminating company to fix this
charge, became effective.
It i; the contention of CommisCity Officials Threaten Action it sioner F. W. Hallard that the city
now is in a position to reduce its rates
.
. .,
f,;,,,,,,^
<_,,,
Private Rival Concern Appeals to
to u cents at the
Colhnwood
and
State Utilities Commission—Gatan Brooklyn lighting stations.
H«urare to Conue Up Monday Tiiarht Average Rate 6.1 Cents.

Better Street Paving Here.

Miss Mary Ryan, of 'Stop
Thief/ Will Attend
Show Today.

Cleveland will take the lead in a i
Mrs. Newton D. Baker, wife of the I
movement to initiate
bills
giving mayor,, yesterday
afternoon
helped I
|Ohio cities the right to retain tax members of the Women's Suffrage i
I funds, now expended in general road, party of Cuyahoga county serve tea in
[improvements and for maintenance their headquarters in the balcony at j
!.of state universities, for the improve- Central armory, E. 6th-st and Lake;
ment Qf theh. Qwn or nearby county
side-av N. B., where the second annual
roads and in maintaining their own woman's exposition is being held.,
universities, if a plan proposed to
Afterward Airs. Baker, accompanied
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
—City to Cut Rate When Llgrht
The average residence rate now by councilman J. J. McGinty is by Miss Catherine Scott, publicity manager of the show, inspected the exhibits. :
Plant Opens—Acts Under La-iv Giv- charged by the city is 6.1 cents. Tho adopted,
that Crowds, estimated at about 35,000,!
average rate of the illuminating
Councilman McGinty
ing Povt-er to Fix Rates Every
civic organizations of the biggest j SWarmed through the hall from 11 a
company is about 0.5 cents.
Ohio cities work together in the plan. m. to closing time at 11 p. m.
Ten Years.
The ordinance fixing' the 3-cent in his opinion such legislation would
One of the attractions was A. H.
rate will become effective a about solve Cleveland's paving repair prob- Harrison, silhouette cutter. . who was '
lem and clear the way to the estab- kept busy cutting out profile pictures
Unless an appeal is ma.de by the| the time the new V-,000,000 munici
lishment of the University of Cleve- of visitors.
It takes Mr. Harrison only about a t
pal lighting plant at the foot of E
land
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. to
and a half to cut out one of
Cuyahoga county now contributes minute
5'id-st is ready for opening. Light
his silhouettes.
the state public utilities commission ing department heads are striving \about $100,000 of the $500,000 raised
"I have cut about 264,000 of them in
,
,
,,
.
.
,
™,i„„, in the state for the paving of roads.
thirty-two years I have been in j
the legal rate for the lighting of to have the plant ready for opening TWa fund ig raised^by. the Btate the
the business. I make about 600 a day i
here," said the artist.
homes in Cleveland probably will be May 1 but there>may be a delay or automobile tax.
M|ss Mary Ryan, leading woman in
two or three weeks.
The scheme of permitting cities of
"Stop Thief." playing at the Opera
3- cents a kilowatt hour on or about
Even if the plant is not opened on the state that operate universities to House this week, will be the guest of
,
■
,„ • ;
retain their share of the contribusuffragists this afternoon at 3:30,
May 1.
schedule time the city will reduce Uon to the operation of the state in- the
o'clock, and will help them serve tea.
Council committee of the whole at its rates to 3 cents, it is announced, stitutions has been
suggested
by
Among visitors yesterday was Arthur i
W. Lindblom of Minneapolis, Minn., first,
a public meeting yesterday hi the, city To prove it can well afford this rJ- [President Charles S. Howe of Case vice president of the International As- I
,
*.
..
„ n-ij,.! „.*,, ,,fli,-r School of Applied Science.
By this
auction
city
authorities
will
point
of Window Trimmers, and
plan e,eVfe,a^ wouW have ^50,000 soeiauon
council chamber voted to recommend
to the 1013 report of
the
Soutn a year at Its disposal for the munici- member of the Chamber of Commerce
of
Minneapolis.
He is visiting the exthe passage of the Gahn ordinance Brooklyn plant, which
shows
an pal university without increasing its position to get information to aid in
putting on a woman's exposition in Minfixing 3 cents as the maximum rate'; earning of 11.4 per cent, on the in- tax rate, it is said.
■
°
Plans for a mass meeting of repre- neapolis in May.
for lighting service in Cleveland.
Charlotte Pyfer, city manager of the j
j vestment.
sentatives of Cleveland organizaThe
city
is
regulating
the
rites
^i
tions
to discuss the paving problem Nu-Bone Corset Co., said yesterday she
;
Councilman Harry C. Gahn said folwished to correct a statement regarding |
the illuminating company under'* a were perfected yesterday. The com- the Nu-Bone corset which appeared in
lowing yesterday's meeting that he
1 • v. „!„„= (-v,« r.n„r,^»n *„
mittee of arrangements met yesterstatute which gives the council au- day ^ ^ was5announced by Fred the exposition section of the Plain 1
would probably ask for a suspension
Dealer last Sunday.
thority to fix maximum rates to ba JJ caley, secretary of the Cleveland
The statement referred to the corset |
of the rules Monday night so that the
charged by public service corpora-, Automobile club, that fifty organiza as a, "slinker slouch" ipducer.
"The
Nu-Bone corset is not a slinkerfinal vote on the ordinance could then
tions would have delegates present.
tions, once every ten years.
inducer, nor is it boneless," said
The meeting will take place in The slouch
be taken.
Mrs.
Pyfer.
"That statement evidently
If the company files a protest with Hollenden assembly room next Monwas made through a misunderstanding.
The illuminating company
foro'clock.
The The corset is flexible, but it is well !
the" state public utilities commission day afternoon at 1
warded a brief letter to the council
an appraisal of the property of the Chamber of Industry. Chamber of boned. It will support the stoutest fig- I
yesterday, stating that it now reCommerce, Builders Exchange and ure. It gives graceful lines, and the;
company will be made, city official^ Cleveland Automobile club will be styles are perfect."
gards the city as its competitor and
represented.
that in a previous letter it made declare.
Three methods of increasing the
Councilman Gahn contends that i¥
known its position on the question of
allowance for paving purposes will
will be up to the Illuminating com-i be discussed. One is the increase of
furnishing data to a competitor. This
" pany to prove that 3 cents is an uiMj the appropriation, another is a speletter from the company was in re
cial tax on all. vehicles using the
.sponse to a resolution adopted by the *air ra e'
Cleveland streets and a third is a
special election on the issue of $1,council at a previous meeting of the
000,000 bonds.
committee of the whole, inviting the
company to submit statements^ show- I
jing the cost of its plants and "equipment and the maintenance cost durI Ing the past few years.
This suggastion was mads, by MayMAYOR'S WIFE SINGS.
j
g.dlo
Direqtor
or Newton D. Baker, who stated that
Mrs.
Baker
Takes
Part
in
Alliance
j
>pjj.
Ii.
Sidlo
is
to
succeed William J.
omas
lit was merely the aim of the city to
Concert.
'springborn as director of public service in Mayor
j fix a rate that would be fair to the

MAY APPRAISE PROPERTY

1^1 Mr

consumers and at the-Fame time proI duce a fair earning on the invest-

of
JBaker's cabinet.
]
Mrs. Newton D. Baker, ■ wife
1 Mayor Baker, participated in the
^e appointment had been rumored for some

j meht.
I,eiii-r Ttiaf* Iteceiveil.
The letter received by the council |
! from the company yesterday is as
follows:
On March - we received your
communication dated Feb. '2H, in
which is incorporated a copy of a
resolution adopted by the council
of tlte city of Cleveland, sitting **
a committee of the whole, on l'"ei .

rie^»an0:enCe3?5fw:odtndEavCSti0B:.!ti-e and, therefore, caused little surprise when
■ test evening.
iannounced at the city hall on Saturday. It comes
DiMRicharfHSSaniSRe^PpSradnd>s{as a promotion to a young man who has. proved
M &
L. _'Cloyl8,_J>oth_ of Cleveland.
T - .fay the character of his work in other positions

2.". 1914.
We respectfully refer you lu pur
communication of Feb. "■>, as setting, forth the position of this company in regard to furnishing datsi
to a competitor, which is what the
city now is.

NicolS Cerri played the piano and Ar
thur Pomeroy the violin.

under the city government that he has the ca^
paeity, energy and intelligence required for such
an executive office as that he is to occupy.
Director Sidlo will be the youngest member of
the mayor's cabinet. As secretary to Commissioner Witt, commissioner of information and
publicity, commissioner of franchises and editor
of the City Record, he has performed work which
commends him to his superiors and to the public.
Though young in years, he has been long a
student of the problems of municipal government,
and is well equipped to handle the larger responsibilities of his new office.
;

'■•: ; 111
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FROM WILSON TO BAKER TO
, When Mayor Baker was in Washington recently. President
Wilson told the following joke:
One day a New- Yorker visited a small South Carolina town,

SIOLO WILL STUDY
Service Director Appointee Finances Won't Permit Start
Now, Railroad President
to Inspect City's Projects
Notifies Mayor Baker.
This Week.
Springborn's Successor, Who Says New York Central Soon
Will be Prepared to
is 26, Will Take Office
Make Agreement.
April 15.
Following formal appointment of
Thomas L. Sidlo to the office of director of public service yesterday by
Mayor Newton. D. Baker, W. J.
Spring-born, who will hold the office,
to April 15, announced he and Mr.
Sidlo had arranged to make a general tour of inspection this week that
the new head of the public service
department may get in touch with
public projects under way.
The appointment of Mr. Sidlo was
announced yesterday morning.
Mayor Baker, in his desire, to
divest the office of director of public
service of any partisan character it
might be considered to have, offered
the appointment in turn to at least
four Cleveianders who are Republicans.
Among them were. Bertram D.
Quarrie. superintendent of the Newburg steel mills, T. P. Cagwin, commercial superintendent of the Cleveland Telephone Co., and J. F. Barker,
principal of the East Technical nigh
school.
,
As director of public service, Mr.
Sidlo will receive $0,000 a year. He
is 20 and was graduated from Western Reserve Law school in 1912.
At present he is secretary to Street
Railway Commissioner Peter Witt
and is commissioner of franchises. In
addition he is head of the bureau of
information and publicity and editor
of the City Record.
Mayor Baker announced yesterday
that Robert .W. Hobbs, newspaper
man, had been appointed editor of
the City Record. The work of the
commissioner of franchises will be
handled by the mayor and Mr. Sidlo.
Mr Sidlo in his tour of inspection
this week will familiarize himself
with the progress of work on the new
city hall building, the Edgewater
bath house and with grade crossing
work. He will take a trip to the garbage reduction plant at Willow statior. In announcing the appointment
yesterday, Mayor Baker made this
statement:
Thomas L. Sidlo. commissioner of franchises, has accepted the directorship of public service to succeed Mr. Springborn. For
the present the commissionership of Iran'chises will not be filled. Mr. Sidlo and I together will do the work of that bureau, thus
rendering possible a temporary economy.
•I have accepted Mr. Springborn's resignation, which has been in my hands for some
time with profound personal and official regret.
We have been feliow officers the
greater part of a dozeii greats, and I have
had a better opportunity than anybody else
to observe his remarkable ability and fidelity
to public office.
Cleveland has never had more faithful service or more Intelligent administration than he
ha's given, and when he leaves public office
it ought to be with the grateful good will of
every citizen in the city,Y*hich he has served
so ably.

Actual starting of work on Cleveland's new $17,000,000 union passenger station cannot take place under
present
financial, conditions,
President A. H. Smith of the New
York Central railroad notified Mayor
Baker yesterday.
President Smith indicated in a
letter to the .mayor that the railroad
would soon be prepared to enter into
a depot agreement with the city, but
■that the city authorities should not
expect that actual work on the new
station could be started until financial conditions make possible the obtaining of the necessary funds.
The
mayor
notified
President
Smith some days ago that the city
and. railroad architects and engineers i
had approved a general plan for the
new station and that the city .was
ready to proceed with the arrangements for the sale'of the thirty-five
acres of land in Lake View park to ■
! be acquired by the railroads for
SI 400,000. Mayor Baker said yesterday that President Smith's letter
indicates this matter will be taken
up at a meeting soon. Both the
Lake Shore and Pennsylvania will be
'. represented at the conference.
|
A meeting of city and railroad
engineers tomorrow at the city hall
; has an important bearing on the
■ depot and lake front development
I situation.
The Lake Shore and
! Pennsylvania railroads have asked
!
' government authorities for permission to construct a forty-seven-acre
fill between E. 26th-st and E. 12thst on the water front.
In their application the roads
stated the fill was needed in connection with the union passenger station
improvement.
City officials contend that land
which the railroads are seeking to
make is worth $2,000,000 and city
engineers claim that as an approacn
to the Lakeview park property to
be acquired from the city, a fill of
the width shown in the plan submitted by railroads to the federal engineers is not needed. The plan should
be discussed at the meeting tomo--

hailed a' cab and - requested the colored driver to take him to a
haberdasher.
The driver, after questioning the visitor repeatedly, finally
started in search of a haberdashery.
Finally, after the driver had driven him all over the town; he
drew up into a small and narrow alley and stopped at the family
entrance of the only saloon.
"Say, boss, Ah done drive a cab in this here town fo' twentyfive years an' this here is the only haberdashery Ah knows of in
this town."

°"it It is necessary to give the railroads forty-seven acres of land to
have them build a depot we had better not have the depot." said Councilman J. J. McGinty, chairman.of the
council committee on harbors and
wharves, yesterday.
"£'
.
Mayor Baker said yesterday that,
1
thf tone of President Smith's letter
was not one of discouragement to the
i1 depot project, but that he mere y
pointed out that city officials should
not expect an immediate start on the
' work. The mayor said the agreement for the erection of the depot
would contain a time limit for startm

Mayor Baker will submit a report
on the recent hearing at the government engineer's office to the city
council tomorrow night. The mayor
will report that it was the stand of
the city that the plans of the railroads indicated that the forty-seven
acre fill was to be used for yards and
freight storage purposes.
It was
further the city's stand that any lake
front development ought to be a part
of the general harbor scheme.

♦*<■

♦*«

♦*♦
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Friends of aspirants for the place
bn the federal bench to be vacated
iby Judge William R. Day an May 1
were busy yesterday seeking to obtain backing for their candidates.
Most active work for any Cleveland candidate was that in behalf of
Cyrus Locher, county prosecuting at- ,
torney. The friends who are urging
his promotion, to the United States
court did not confine their efforts to
Cleveland, but sought support for
him throughout northern Ohio. They
expressed confidence that Mr. Locher
would he recommended by more residents of the judicial district than
Baker, on Receiving Invitation, any other lawyer mentioned for the
place.
So far as could be learned Mayor
Prepares to Make Trip to
Baker gave no hint as to whose cause
Washington Tohe would champion when he confers
i with Senator Pomerene, but the storymorrow.
was carried to some of the candi." dates that an effort was being made
for: an, arrangement under which
FRIENDS OF ASPIRANTS
Ed S. Wertz, of Wooster, would reBUSY SEEKING SUPPORT ceive the appointment for judge and
State Senator Carl D. Friebolin, of
this city, that for United States
Executive Gives No Hint About attorney.
Other Candidates Protest.
Whom He Will Indorse for
This report brought protests from
other candidates against the judiDay's Job.
cial appointment being connected m i
any way with a political deal.
j
Outside of Cleveland the belief is,
Democratic lawyers ambitious to
widespread that Senator Pomerene
serve the nation as judge of the will favor trie appointment of a
federal court in the Cleveland dis- Democrat from another county than
trict will be kept on the anxious], Ouyahoga. Mr. Wertz, who is thought
by manv to have the inside track
seat at least until tomorrow.
That there will be nothing doing j with\Senator Pomerene, is said to
have received the backing of the
about the judicial appointment in so Wayne county bar. while Edward H.
far as Mayor Baker is concerned, Moore
of Toungstown, is being
until he confers with Senator Pom- boomed not pnly in his home town,
erene tomorrow, was the notice but in Columbus.
News dispatches from Columbus
Served upon uneasy candidates who- sav state house officials have arcalled at the city hall yesterday seek- ranged to petition Senator Pomerene
to recommend an^j^oreforthe
ing information.
Senator Pomerene's telegram ' inviting the mayor to meet him in
Washington for a discussion of the
j u d g eship
appointment
reached
Cleveland after Mr. Baker left for
ISpringfield Friday. On the latter's
return home yesterday he wired Mr.
Pomerene he would leave for Washington at 6 o'clock tonight.
May See President.
■While he is in Washington Mayor
Baker may call at the White House
and tell the President whom he fai vors for United States, judge and
jpersonally urge the appointment of
William J. Murphy for postmaster
at Cleveland.

J^yUJU^5-\^M:
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NEW DEPOT WORK

o

FROM WILSON TO BAKER TO
When Mayor Baker was in Washington recently. President
Wilson told the following joke:
One day a New Yorker visited a small South Carolina town.

Service Director Appointee Finances Won't Permit Start
Now, Railroad President
to Inspect City's Projects
Notifies Mayor Baker.
This Week.
Springborn's Successor, Who Says New York Central Soon
Will be Prepared to
is 26, Will Take Office
Make Agreement.
April 15.
Actual starting of work on CleveFollowing formal appointment of
Thomas L. Sidlo to the office of direc- land's new $17,000,000 union pastor of public service yesterday by senger station cannot take place un- hailed a cab and requested the colored driver to take him to a
present
financial, conditions,
Mayor Newton D. Baker, W. J. der
i
Springborn, who will hold, the office, President A. H. Smith of the New haberdasher,
The driver, after questioning the visitor repeatedly, finally
to April 15, announced tie and Mr. York Central railroad notified Mayor
started in search of a haberdashery.
Sidlo had arranged to make a gen- Baker yesterday.
President Smith indicated in a
eral tour of inspection this week that
Finally, after the driver had driven him all over the town, he
the new head of the public servce letter to the mayor that the railroad drew up into a small and narrow alley and stopped at the family
department may get in touch with , would soon be prepared to enter into
public projects under way.
entrance of the only saloon.
The appointment of Mr.. Sidlo was I a depot agreement with the city, but
'' Say, boss, Ah done drive a cab in this here town io twenty" that the city authorities should not
announced yesterday morning.
Mayor Baker, in his desire to expect that actual work on the new five years an' this here is the only haberdashery Ah knows of in
divest the office of director of public station could be started until finanthis town."
service of any partisan character it
V
might be considered to have, offered cial conditions make possible the obFriends~of aspirants for the place
the appointment in turn to at least taining of the necessary funds.
on the federal bench to be vacated
four Clevelanders who are KepubliThe
mayor
notified
President
by Judge William K. Day on May l
Smith some days ago that the city
La
were busy yesterday seeking to obAmong them were Bertraffl D. and railroad architects and 'enpow.
Quarrie. superintendent of the New- lhad approved a general plan for the
tain backing for their candidates.
burg steel mills, T. P. Cagwin, com- new station and that the city was
Most active work for any Clevemercial superintendent of the Cteye- ■ ready to proceed with the arrangeland candidate was that in behalf or
land Telephone Co., and J. i ■ tta.TV.er, rs for the sale'of the thirty-five
Cyrus Locher, county prosecuting- at- ;
principal of the East Technical nigh acres of land in Lake View park to
torney The friends who.are urging
be acquired by the railroads tor,;
SC
his promotion, to the United States
i°s° director of public service, Mr: ■ <n 4.00 000
Mayor Baker said yes- »
Sidlo will receive $6,000 a.year.
He' iterday that President Smith's letter I
court did not confine their efforts to
is 26 and was graduated from West- ndlcltes this matter will betaken
Cleveland, but sought support for
ern Reserve Law school in 1J1-.
.■ up at a meeting soon. Both the .
him throughout northern Ohio. They
At present he is secretary to Street; Lake Shore and Pennsylvania will be
expressed confidence that Mr. Locher
Railway Commissioner -feter Witt,I represents .at the conference.
.would be recommended by more resiand is commissioner of franchises. In !| A meeting of city and railroad
dents of the judicial district than
addition he is head of the bureau o i engineers tomorrow at the city hall
information and publicity and editoi " has an important bearing on the Baker, on Receiving Invitation any other lawyer mentioned for the
depot and lake front development
of the City Record.
P
Mayor Baker announced yesterday ^nation
The Lake Shore and
So" far as could be learned Mayor
Prepares to Make Trip to
that Robert W. Hobbs, newspaper Pennsylvania railroads have asked
Baker gave no hint as to whose cause
man, had been appointed editor ot eoVernment authorities for permisWashington Tohe would champion when he confers :
the City Record. The work of the ffonto construct a forty-Heven-acre
with Senator Pomerene, but the story
commissioner of franchises will be fill between E. 26th-st and E. 12thmorrow.
was carried to some of the candihandled by the mayor and Mr. bidlo. «t on the water front.
Mr Sidlo in his tour of inspection
dates that an. effort was being made
In their application the roads
this week will familiarize himself stated the fill was needed in connecfor an. arrangement under which
with the progress of work on the new tion with the union passenger station FRIENDS OF ASPIRANTS
Ed S Wertz, of Wooster, would recity hall building, the Edgewater
the appointment for judge and
bath house and with grade crossing r^cTtT officials contend that land
BUSY SEEKING SUPPORT ceive
State Senator Carl D. Friebohn, of
work He will take a trip to the gar- which the railroads are seeking to
this city, that for Lilted Stat
bage reduction plant at Willow sta- male fs worth $2,000,000 and city
tic? In announcing the appointment engineers claim that as an approach
attorney.
yesterday, Mayor Baker made this ?o the Lakeview park property to Executive Gives No Hint About
Other Candidates Protest.
be acquired from the city, a till of
statement:
This report brought protests from
Whom He Will Indorse for
Thomas L Sidlo. commissioner of fran- tS shown in the plan submitchises has accepted the directorship of pub- ted by railroads to the federal engiother candidates against the judiHcservice to succeed Mr, Springborn. For neers is not needed. The plan should \
Day's Job.
cial aupointment being connected m
h, nresent the commissionership ot Iran'cMsef will not be Ailed Mr Bidlo and I to- oe discussed at the meeting tomo- j
'any'way with a political deal.
_
B-other will do the work of that bureau, uius
Outside of Cleveland the belief^ 1
r
tendering possible a temporary economy
'
°^f
it
is
necessary
to
give
the
railDemocratic
lawyers
ambitious
to
.1 have accepted Mr, ^m^ov^s V^B\^.widespread that Senator Pomprene;
tion, which has been in my hands 1°/,^°™! roads forty-seven acres of Jand to
serve the nation as judge of the will favor the appointment of a]
peTao
^«»th«ri build a depot we had bettme,
with
profound
Jln^
oticers
the
zret
"We have been fellow enters tne I ^SoWve the depot/' saic1 CouncUfederal court in the Cleveland dis- Democrat from another county than ,
?uyahoga.Mr.WertZ whoi^thougM:
Sealer part of a dozen years, and I have
had a better opportunityI than anybody else imaii J J. McG-lnty, chairman.of the ;| trict will be kept on the anxious
by many to have the inside Irack
tc.observef his remarkable ability and fidelity "ouncllcommittee on harbors and: seat at least until tomorrow.
wiUASenator Pomerene is said _w
t0
C?eUve"ana£has never had more faithful serv- r1^ yBeakeerdasa\d yesterday that!j
That there will be nothing- doing have"received the backing of the
ice or mo?e intelligent administration than he
1
the
tone
of
President
Smith's
letter
has "iven and when he leaves public office
»,r bai.
i,„. wmie
while Edward
H.
about the judicial appointment in so Wayne county
uu
it oucht to be with the grateful good will of 1 was noTone of uta«ur««n«at to the
of Youngstown, is being
far as Mayor Baker is concerned, Moore
every citizen in the city, "Which he has served d
b
so ably.
| T? dCrthat ctyy officials Sid until he confers with Senator Pom- boomed not only in his home-town,
noSecfan
on the erene tomorrow, was the notice but in Columbus.
,,,imbl„
not expect at fmmed iate start
fJie agree.
News dispatches from Columbus
Tent' fo? the erection of the depot Served upon uneasy candidates. who sav state house officials have aiwo'uld contain a time limit for start- called at-the city hall yesterday seek- ransed to petition Senator Pomerene
to "recommend Mr. Moore for the
^Ma^'Baker
will submit a report ing information.
onMthye°recent hearing at the governSenator Pomerene's telegram in- P°ace While Mr. Moore has not sigv
ment engineer's office to the^ city viting the mayor to meet him. in ffi that he desires the appoint-C
Youngstown ^vs^cJvl
TrepoTthTltn'las-thTehsetaTdy°of Washington for a discussion of the jhent,
V,P has been offered support in Cleve
Se city tha the plans of the rallj u d g eship
appointment
reached fand as well as hi Columbus and
/.= iV.flicated that the forty-seven
..
Srffil wasa\eodbe used for yards and Cleveland after Mr. Baker left for his home city.
Thomas McXamara and W. 1. <£»
Springfield Friday. On the latter s
P U P Se S
Ker trc%% s ta nd t hat any llkt return home yesterday he wired Mr.
froS development ought to be a part Pomerene he would leave for Washof the general harborjeheme.
ington at 6 o'clock tonight.
May See President.
While he is in Washington Mayor
(Baker may call at the White House
and tell the President whom he fa- the 1913 primaries agam..c
vors for United States, judge and
personally urge the appointment of JIarmon.
Dinner Speeches listed.
.William J. Murphy for postmaster
Mayor Baker received trom Washat Cleveland.
ington ^^ff^Vrincipy speakers i

WITH POMEHENE

of the Navy, ™***££ I 'congress;nSa^:^^- -out the|
^L^Sc^ard leaders wVUl

-./r^So^ose^

^■MMH^^Hi

WERTZ AS JUDGE,
FR1EB0LIN FOR
U.S. ATTORNEY?
Wooster Man Suggested for
Day's Place in Conference
of Mayor and Pomerene
The suggestion that Ed S.
Wertz of Wooster be appointed
federal .judge, and Garl D. Friebolin district attorney, was
brought up in the conference at
^Washington Monday between
{Senator Pomerene and Mayor
iBaker.
This Avas only one of the coinWnations. suggested, however.
iNo decision was made.
Wertz, -who has been a candidate
for district attorney, long has had
»n ambition to be on the federal
bench.; He has applied for the judgeship.
Pomerene was considering:
Wertz favorably for the job of district attorney. It is believed neither
Pomerene nor Baker favors PrleIpolin for judge.
Clevelanders Mentioned
All the candidates mentioned to
succeed Judge Day were discussed
at. the conference. Among those regarded as eligible were County
Prosecutor Locher. Judge Estep, Probate Judge Charles Kirchbuum of.
Canton, J. F- Wilson of Youngstown,
Judge Robert Shields of Canton, exMayor Young of Akron, John .11".
Clarke and D. C. .Westenhaver of
Cleveland.
After the conference Baker said it
might be some time before any recommendation is made. He declared
he had not come to recommend the
appointment of any particular candidate, but merely to give Pomerene
gome of the qualifications of the
various candidates.
The rumor that. Judge Kill its of
Toledo might move his i-esidence to j
Cleveland did not cause the'conferees
any concern. 'Both declared this
would not bar Hie chances of any
candidate from the eastern part of j
the district.
Killit's Move Won't Figure
At the department of justice it was
said that there is no rule providing
that the two judges should come
from opposite sides of the state.
In naming Judge Klllits and .Judge
Day to <*«<« positions President Taft
setTa precedent which will not be observed by the Wilson administration.
Taft himself, however, after naming
Killits, a western man. for a long
time considered appointing District
Attorney Denman -of Toledo to succeed Judge Tayler.
After leaving Pomerene's office Baker went to the department of justice. He declared this visit had nothing to do with the judgeship, but
that he went to pay a personal call
on Solicitor General Davis, an old
friend.
Later Baker saw Postmaster Genenarl Burleson and urged the appointment of W. J. Murphy for postmaster at Cleveland.
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BAKER CONFERS
ON JUD6ESHIP
By Harry B. Hunt
WASHINGTON,
April
6. —
Mayor
Baker
conferred
with
Senator Pomerene today over ap<pointment of a federal judge at
Cleveland to succeed Judge Day.
Both Baker
and
Pomerene
stated the conferenoe did not go
farther than general discussion of
all candidates who have heen
mentioned and that no choices
were picked from the list. Carl
Frlebolin and Judge Lawrence
were the two Cleveland possibilities considered.
Baker this afternoon called on
Postmaster General Burleson. "Do
you expect to take up the appointment of Billy Murphy as postmaster?" he was asked.
"I shall not bring that matter up
, myself," Baker said.

CITY LENDS HELP
IN FIGHTON FLIES
FDR DAY'S BENCH

Health Division.
Wants Dr. Jean Dawson to
Co-operate in War on
Pests.
City officials decided at a conference in the office of Mayor Newton
D. Baker yesterday that the anti-fly
movement would be made a part of
the regular activities of the public
health division and that Dr. Jean
Dawson, who has headed the campaign, would be urged to co-operate
with a health division citizens' advisory commission.
This commission will be appointed
within a day or two. Members of the
City hospital citizens' advisory commission also will be named soon.
"We are all agreed Dr. Dawson has
performed a valuable service for the
city and that the work has reached a
stage where it should be, recognized
to the extent of making it one of the
regular city functions," said Publicity Commissioner W. H. Winans yesterday.
"Health Commissioner C. E. For
also favors Dr. Dawson's work an
there is no intention on our part t
neglect the campaign. It is Dr. Ford'
suggestion that we change the sloga;
from 'swat the fly' to 'starve th
fly." It is his contention that mor
can be accomplished by wiping ou
the breeding places than by swattini
the flies." .

Church and Anti-Saloon Peo)

'

Associations in Counties of
Cleveland District to Be
Asked to Make Indorsements.

I A regular white elephant is the po: lice census. Mayor Baker so termed •
' it yesterday when the books used by
' the" patrolmen were forwarded to his
' office.
j The mayor doesn't know what to
I do with the books. He can't find any
i way "to tabulate the returns. Accounts in the department 'Of finance
insist they are too busy to make up
the returns and the mayor can't find
anyone who will volunteer to do the
work. Police spent fifteen days taking the census.

MAYOR BAKER'S WORD.

MAYOR ONLY SMILES AT
WHITACRE'S CRITICISMS
"He's Spoiling for a Fight, but j
He Ought Not to Pick a
Man of Peace."
The Cuyahoga county bar may recommend a candidate for appointment
as United States judge.
Mayor Baker intimated yesterday
that bar associations in the several
counties of the Cleveland federal judicial district would hold meetings to
indorse candidates for the bench. Already this has been done in two
counties. The Wayne county bar has
indorsed_Ed_ «■ ^Werr.z. of Wooster,
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The swat-the-fly movement was on(
of the features of the anti-fly campaign as conducted by Dr. Dawson
in the past. A bounty was paid foi
dead flies and hundreds of thousands
were killed.

Church people and Superintendent
J. S. Rutledge of the Anti-Saloon
league don't like the idea of Mayor
Baker holding an honorary memberDr. Dawson also headed a stable
ship card in Cleveland Local- 103
cleaning movement. Funds for her
i work were contributed by the street
of the Bartenders' union.
cleaning department last year. There
Business Agent Mike Goldsmith of
has been no special allowance this
the union sent, the card to the mayor i year.
when Baker, after a tilt with union
men, declared that he was the walk- j
ing delegate of "the biggest union in
the city—the people."
Goldsmith dared Baker to carry a
union -6ard. Baker took the dare.
Goldsmith "made good" and sent the
mayor a union ,-ca.rd which also
snakes. Baker a member of the Bartenders' club and entitles him to get
a drink after hours or on Sunday, if
he so desires.
The Bartenders' clubrooms are at
716 Vincent avenue. They never
close. You can get a plain beer, a
highball or anything else your thirst
dictates at any time if you ( hold ^the
magic card.
The mayor was given the card Saturday, but as far as can be learned
he hasn't yet made use of it. Maybe
it was because he had to hurry off
to Washington Sunday to see about
Judge Day's successor.
"Was Baker around for a drink
Sunday?" Mike Goldsmith was asked
Tuesday.
Mike scratched his head. "Darned
if I know," he replied. "I'll ask the
bartenders."
They didn't remember seeing the
mayor among the callers Sunday.
"This may be all a joke, and it
may not," said Rutledge, Tuesday.
"If the mayor didn't accept the card
in fun, it must be a play for support of the liquor men in future
campaigns.

i

CENSUS 'WHITE ELEPHANT'

Will Make Campaign Part of
Regular Activities of

MAYOR USE HIS
SUNDAY DRINK
CARD?NOTSEEN
ple Don't Like Baker's Bartenders' Membership

BAKER TERMS POLICE
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JUDGE DAY resigned his position April 1. It was announced April 2 that Cleveland
Democrats would not recommend
a man for the place; that independent
candidates
would
be
given a clear field if the Democratic
organization
heeded
Mayor
Baker's expressed wish.
Mr.
Baker was quoted, April 2, as having said:
"It is hardly conceivable that
the Democratic organization here
should have a hand in the matter.
The question of a successor is not
one of politics, but of a man. I
have no favorites and will play
none."
Those were welcome words to
the people of northern Ohio. The
selection of a United States judge
is, indeed, a matter in which politics should play no, part. The life
tenure, the grave responsibility
and the peculiar dignity of the office make it too important to be
handed over to any party spoilsman in any district. In Cleveland
this is particularly true, not only
because the office has been held
by men of remarkable ability and
exceptional public usefulness, hut
also because provisions written
into the city's street railway legislation—and written in the belief
that the federal bench was permanently above the reach of local
politics—make it positively immoral if not actually dangerous to
allow the city administration to
dictate the • appointment.
Accordingly, it was with relief
that the community heard the
hands-off policy announced by the
head of the city administration
and leader of the local Democratic
organization. But how has Mayor
Baker kept his word?
He hurried to Washington and
held "a long conference" with Senator Pomerene, after which "both
men announced that no decision
had been reached in the.matter of
;
ing a judge to succeed Judge
D. . ." The Washington dispatches
nf
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BAKER CONFERS CITY LENDS HELP
ON JUDGESHIP
By Harry B. Hunt
WASHINGTON,
April
6. —
Mayor Baker conferred with
Senator Pomerene today over ap<pointment of a federal judge at
Cleveland to succeed Judge Day.
Both Baker and Pomerene
stated the conference did not go
farther than general discussion of
all candidates who have been
mentioned and that no choices j
were picked from the list. Carl I
Priebolin and Judge Lawrence
were the two Cleveland possibilities considered.
Baker this afternoon called on
Postmaster General Burlesoh. "I)o!
i you expect to take up the appointj ment of Billy Murphy as postmas' ter?" he was asked.
"I shall not bring that matter up
I myself," Baker said.

MAYOR USE HIS
SUNDAY DRINK
CARD?NOTSEEN
Church and Anti-Saloon People Don't Like Baker's Bartenders' Membership
Church people and Superintendent
J. S. Rutledge. of the Anti-Saloon
league don't like the idea of Mayor
Baker holding an honorary membership card in Cleveland Local* 103
of the Bartenders' union.
Business Agent Mike Goldsmith of
the union sent, the card to the mayor
when Baker, after a tilt with union
men, declared that he was the walking delegate of- "the biggest union in
the city—the people."
Goldsmith dared Baker to carry a
•union .card. Baker took the dare.
Goldsmith "made good" and sent the
mayor a union ,!card which also
makes. Baker a member of the Bartenders' club and entitles him to get
a drink after hours or on Sunday, if
he so desires.
The Bartenders' clubrooms are at
716 Vincent avenue. They never
close. You can get a plain beer, a
highball or anything else your thirst
dictates at any time if you ( hold ^the
magic card.
|
The mayor was given the card Saturday, but as far as can be learned
he hasn't yet made use of it. Maybe
it was because he had to hurry off
to Washington Sunday to see about
Judge Day's successor.
"Was Baker around for a drink
Sunday?" Mike Goldsmith was asked
Tuesday.
Mike scratched his head. "Darned
if I know," he replied. "I'll ask the
bartenders."
They didn't remember seeing the
mayor among the callers Sunday.
"This may be all a joke, and it
may not," said Rutledge, Tuesday.
"If the mayor didn't accept the card !
In fun, it must be a play for support of the liquor men in future
campaigns."

I
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BAKER TERMS POLICE
CENSUS 'WHITE ELEPHANT'
j, A regular white elephant is the po;! lice census. Mayor Baker so termed •
' it yesterday when the books used' by
! the patrolmen were forwarded to his
1 office.
j The mayor doesn't know what to
j do with the books. He can't find any
' way "to tabulate the returns. Accounts in the department of finance
insist they are too busy to make up
I the returns and the mayor can't find
Associations in
Counties of anyone who will volunteer to do the
work. Police spent fifteen days takCleveland District to Be
ing the census.

IN FIGHTON FLIES TO SUGGEST NAME

Will Make Campaign Part of
Regular Activities of
Health Division.
Wants Dr. Jean Dawson to
Co-operate in War on
Pests.
City officials decided at a conference in the office of Mayor Newton
D. Baker yesterday that the anti-fly
movement would be made a part of
the regular activities of the public
health division and that Dr. Jean
Dawson. who has headed the campaign, would be urged to co-operate
with a health division citizens' advisory commission.
This commission will be appointed
within a day or two. Members of the
City hospital citizens' advisory commission also will be named soon.
"We are all agreed Dr. Dawson has
performed a valuable service for the
city and that the work has reached a
stage where it should be, recognized
to the extent of making it one of the
regular city functions," said Publicity Commissioner W. H. Winans yesterday.
"Health Commissioner C. B. Ford
also favors Dr. Dawson's work and
there is no intention on our part to|
neglect the campaign. It is Dr. Ford's'
suggestion that we change the slogar,|
from 'swat the fly' to 'starve th<
fly.' It is his contention that more!
can be accomplished by wiping out
the breeding places than by swatting
the files."
.
The swat-the-fly movement was one
of the features of the anti-fly campaign as conducted by Dr. Dawson
in the past. A bounty was paid for
dead flies and hundreds of thousands
were killed.
Dr. Dawson also headed a stable
cleaning movement. Funds for her
work were contributed by the street
cleaning department last year. There
has been no special allowance this
year.

Asked to Make Indorsements.
MAYOR ONLY SMILES AT
WHITACRE'S CRITICISMS
"He's Spoiling for a Fight, but
He Ought Not to Pick a
Man of Peace."
The Cuyahoga county bar may recommend a candidate for appointment
as United States judge.
Mayor Baker intimated yesterday
that bar associations in the several
counties of the Cleveland federal judicial district would hold meetings to
indorse candidates for the bench. Already this has been done in two
counties. The Wayne county bar has
indorsed Ed S. Wertz, of Wooster,
former State Representative. The
Summit county bar has given its indorsement to former Mayor William
Young, of Akron.
A number of lawyers, friends of the
different candidates for the judicial
appointment, held a conference yesterday afternoon at the new court
house to discuss the advisability of
the Cuyahoga county bar taking action relative to a recommendation of
a Cleveland Democrat for the bench.
Nothing definite was accomplished,
but it was understood those present
would take up with the officers of the
bar association the question of calling the lawyers of the county together to indorse a candidate.
Estep is Favored.
The conference yesterday was due
to a report that Mayor Baker's first
choice for United States judge is D.
C. Westenhaver, president- of the
board of education, and his second
choice Judge Charles J. Estep, of the
common pleas bench. It was asserted that between these men the ma1 jority of the bar would likely favor
Judge Estep, although it.was not cer' tain the latter would be given the
preference over all the other Democratic lawyers who have been suggested for the position.
Neither Senator Pomerene nor Mayor Baker has yet recommended to the
President a candidate for United
States judge. This is the information brought from Washington by
Mayor Baker following his conference
with Senator Pomerene relative to
filling the vacancy on the bench
caused by the resignation of Judge
William R. Day. Speaking of his trip
to Washington, the mayor yesterday
said it might be some time before the
judicial appointment is decided on.
"Senator Pomerene," the mayor
said, "understands as I do that the
Cleveland district is one of the most
important United States jurisdictions
in the country, and that its judge
should be a lawyer of unquestioned
ability. This is a great commercial
and maritime district, and the federal court here has jurisdiction in
patent and admiralty cases of much
magnitude.
Field Distinguished.
"With the large field of distinguished lawyers practicing at the
bar in this and other cities of the
district it should not be hard to select a man for judge who will be the
peer of the able jurists we have had
in the United States court in Cleveland. Senator Pomerene and I talked
over the qualifications of distinguished lawyers who have been suggested for the appointment as well
as men who have, not been suggested. We agreed there was no
need for haste in making a recommendation. It is likely the bar associations of the different counties in
the district Will make recommendations which will be given consideration before the matter of making the
appointment is taken up with the
President. Mr. Pomerene has not
made a recommendation to the President nor have I. I did not visit the
White House While in Washington."
Cleveland candidates for the judgeship heard yesterday that neither
Senator Pomerene nor Mr. Baker desired to solve the problem of the
judicial appointments here by recommending Ed. S. Wertz for judge and
Senator Carl D. Friebolin for United
States attorney- with the idea of
avoiding friction between the Senator and the Cleveland Democratic
organization.
Smiles at Whitacre.
Mayor Baker met with a smile
Congressman John J. Whitacre's criticism that the Cleveland executive
had no business in Washington looking for patronage, and charging him
with being a traitor to President
Wilson in the Democratic state committee meeting two years ago.
"Mr. Whitacre's utterances are unconsidered before delivered," Mr.
Baker said, "and they are inconsiderable after being delivered. He is
spoiling for a fight, but he ought to
pick out a man to fight with who is
not wedded to peace as I am."
The mayor said that Postmaster
General Burleson had told him he
purposed to lay before the President
on Friday the recommendations of
Congressman Bulkley and Congressman Gordon for postmaster at Cleveland. Mr.
Bulkley recommended
William J. Murphy and Mr. Gordon's
choice is T. J. Miskell. The Postmaster General gave no intimation to
Mayor Baker whom he would personally urge for the appointment

MAYOR BAKER'S WORD.
JUDGE DAY resigned his position April 1. It was announced April 2 that Cleveland
Democrats would not recommend
a man for the place; that independent candidates would be
given a clear field if the Democratic organization heeded Mayor
Baker's expressed wish.
Mr.
Baker was quoted, April 2, as having said:
"It is hardly conceivable that
the Democratic organization here
should have a hand in the matter.
The question of a successor is not
one of politics, but of a man. I
have no favorites and will play
none."
Those were welcome words to
the people of northern Ohio. The
selection of a United States judge
is, indeed, a matter in which politics should play no, part. The life
tenure, the grave responsibility
and the peculiar dignity of the office make it too important to he
handed over to any party spoilsman in any district. In Cleveland
this is particularly true, not only
because the office has been held
by men of remarkable ability and
exceptional public usefulness, but
also because provisions written
into the city's street railway legislation—and written in the belief
that the federal bench was permanently above the reach of local
politics—make it positively immoral if not actually dangerous to
allow the city administration to
dictate the-appointment.
Accordingly, it was with relief
that the community heard the
hands-off policy announced by the
head of the city administration
and leader of the local Democratic
organization. But how has Mayor
Baker kept his word?
He hurried to Washington and
held "a long conference" with Senator Pomerene, after which "both
men announced that no decision
had been reached in the.matter of
j
ing a judge to succeed Judge
L....." The Washington dispatches
of April 6, after quoting a Democratic Congressman,. Mr. Whitacre, of Canton, as heatedly resenting the mayor's action in
"pussyfooting around trying to
name a federal judge," mention
that: "It was learned that Mayor
Baker was especially enthusiastic
for Westenhaver, his former law
partner and, like Baker, a native
West "Virginian."
Fortunately it is President Wilson, rather than Mayor Baker,
who will make the appointment.
There is no reason to suppose the
President will consider any man
outside the Democratic party, hut
there is hope that he will be able
to distinguish between a federal
judgeship and the postmaster, collector, marshal and other jobs he
has allowed to be distributed openly as rewards of partisan activity.
At Mr. Wilson's hands northeastern Ohio deserves something more
than a United States judge whose
most conspicuous qualification is
allegiance to a political organization.
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Next Postmaster
For Cleveland

BAKER TO ASSUME
RESPONSIBILITY IN
DEFENDING POLICE,

sorts in the segregated district have
paid liquor licenses, and the sentencing of a policeman, who resigned
When first charged with the offense,
to one year in the workhouse for
contributing to the delinquency of a
sixteen-year-old girl.
To File Charges. ,
Captain Kadel, of the W. 25th
street station, after an . investigation
of charges that two patrolmen had i
beaten Mrs. Mary Gladish, 2445 W. I
4th street, and her son, announced i

Declares He Will Bear!
Bear |I ^^t^SJ^^m
Mayor
'
officers today.

QJ^

Councilman Smith and Welfare Director Cooley Favor
Concentration of Routine.

Mrs. Gladish had appeared before
Prosecutor Day ' to complain against
FitzGerald Wants Report
the policemen. She said they had
From Mayor as Departbeaten herself and her daughter,
Amelia. Day issued summons for the
ment is Criticized.
policemen accused to appear before
him today.
"After investigating the charges,"
BENESCH FIGHTS INQUIRY
said Captain Kadel last night, " I
believe that there are at least sufficient grounds for charges to be filed
Director ot Public Safety Say*
against the two men."
There's No Need for Investigation
After.liquor license commissioners
had charged that liquor was being—Cooley and Smith. Suggest Placsold in the segregated district yesing Health, Sanitary, Amusement
terday, Chief Howe assigned Captain
and Routine Inspection Under
Graul
to
-nvestigate.
He
reported
WILLIAM J. MURPHY.
to the police that four places had
Policemen and Say ISfficiency
been, reported by officers of the state
AVII1 be Improved—Will Submit
dairy and food comm' ion as selling
Their Proposition to Mayor.
liquor: Two places, he found, had
7
I paid ..istallments on the $1,000 Aiken.j
license. Two other resorts
Cleveland would have a police and
'Assuming full responsibility liquor
had been ordered .o pay.
inspection force of 2,000 men, under
for the conduct and efficiency of
Sale to Be Stopped.
a plan mapped out yesterday at a
Both Chief RoWe;and Director of
the police department,. Mayor , Public
Safety Benesch declared that
conference at the city hall.
WMte House Announcement Baker yesterday announced he': the sale of liquor in the district would
Concentration of all routine inspec:
,_„„+ be stopped immediately.
Says Mayor's Secretary Will
rwould defend the department i. „If there has been seiiing of liquor tion, being performed by many city
be Appointed Within Week.
against any attack or criticism j^^SJg? ££££&there departments, in one department oi
public safety and inspection was proIt was stated at the white house
*hich may be offered ^M^^ of the department t00k posed yesterday by Councilman J. E.
Thte statement of the mayor ioi- Rowtfa statement to mean that the
Thursday that William J. Murphy,
Smith and Public "Welfare Director
lowed. the announcement from Co-un-1 places wnere liquor has been sold
Mayor Baker's secretary, and the
H. R. Cooley.
cilmun -FitzGerald that he would in- wouid be closed. One of the resorts
choice of Cleveland organization
Following the meeting, Councilman
democrats for the postmastership
Smith announced the matter would
be taken up with Mayor Newton D.
appointment, will he given that (
! Baker.
office within a week.
The police force has 767 members.
Murphy is the good-natured
The plan proposed would throw all
knoy;.
i vhen Benesch made an inspection
buffer a person meets when hv
routine sanitary, housing, street,
Says He Is Responsible.
, -.rip through the listrict he was told
wants to see the mayor. He was
sidewalk, charity, garbage, park and
"It is a subject about which I am -ny the owners of all resorts that no
public amusement inspection to the
entirely familiar,"'said the mayor. 1 liquor was permitted to he sold or
born in Cleveland 37 years ago.
am personally responsible for the de- brought in. Cap'ilh Graul. who ac
regular police force. Duplication is
He became an active political
partment- as mayor -of the city and companied- Benesch and vwho is in
the fault of the present scheme, it was
worker before he was old enough
am glad to assume responsibility tor charge of the police in the district,
claimed. Under the present inspecto vote. He was a great admirer
told Benesch at that time that no
anv of its acts"
tion system, many men from individof Bryan during the Commoner's
FitzGerald said, he personally baa liquors were sold there.
ual departments go over the same
no fault to find with the police, but
At but one of the places reported j
first campaign.
grn""*1
he declared the criticism which has as having sold liquor it was admitted
His first political job was given
been aimed at the department re- last night that orders had been rehim by Mayor J. H. Farley in
cently is such that he thought the ceived from the police to cease sell1908. Since then he has been
mayor should in justice to himself, ing.
claim agent for the city depart'
the public and the department make, Benesch yesterday wrote Prosecument of finance, secretary to the
a full statement on conditions in the tor Locher a sharp letter in answer
director of public safety, deputy
to a letter in which Locher had criticounty treasurer and clerk of the
department.
Councilman Smith yesterday, as d cized him for not attending an invesquadrennial board of appraisers.
solution to the police situation, sug- tigation by him of charges that poBesides being secretary to the
gested that all inspection work of the lice had "tipped off" places in which
mayor he now is treasurer of the
Cleveland democratic executive
city including sanitary,
housing, drugs were thought to be sold, in adstreet, sidewalk aiyi other like inspec- vance of raiding parties in the recent
committee.
He is married, has three chiltion work be done by the police de- drug raids.
He said no specific charges had
dren and lives at 7316 Clinton-av.
partment and that the force now
Murphy never made but one
numbering 7.67 be increased to 2,0UU. been made and declared it was not
speech in his life. That was fourHe said he would offer his sugges- jproper that indiscriminate charges
years ago when he spoke against
tion to Mayor Baker. City officials by irresponsible persons should be
Senator Burton.
and other council members scoffed at investigated.
"It would be a flagrant Injustice
the plan.
to the whole department to have
Opposes Quiz.
' charges of so indefinite and unreliaDirector of Public Safety Benesch I ble character investigated," he said,
declared that he. is opposed to any! He criticized Locher for attaching
investigation of the department. Hei gerioug importance to the charges
said he had investigated thoroughly, wMch led t0 Locher's investigation,
and found all charges except one un1520 E. 49th
Andrew
Murd0ck,
warranted. In the one case, he said, gtreet> former policeman, was sen- « ani^A iuanaoxa ire SI H
bu't one man was involved. Council- tenced t0 one year in the workhouse
man French said he would support ^ Juflge Addamg; of juvenile au-B BIOS uoisuaixa iqSii 'qo.nr
FitzGerald's demand for an mvesti- ^^ fQr contributmg to the de- irVBai lU8TBd jo ap'But si %i
gation.
,~
linquency of Josephine Brozes, 3240
Developments yesterday
m tne g
Murdock resigned ju oi uotauawe loa^TP 8M
rlor avenue.
police situation, included announce- ^^ the departmen» when the
ment of a captain that charges
were taught against him.
pgj}g MQN. V
would be filed against two officers
,_
for alleged mistreatment of a woman
i
and a prisoner; discovery that re-
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sorts in the segregated district have
paid liquor licenses, and the senteneing of a policeman, who resigned
when first charged with the offense,
to one year in the workhouse for
contributing to the delinquency of a
sixteen-year-old girl.
To File Charges.
Captain Kadel, of the W. 25th I
street station, after an . investigation I
of charges that two patrolmen had
beaten Mrs. Mary Gladish, 2445 W.
4th street, and her son, announced

Mayor Declares He Will Bear! with
■•» -»»>»
- ™»
=»*"»
two
Chief ' Rowe
against«• the
officers today.
Mrs. Gladish had appeared before
Entire Brunt of Depart- [ Prosecutor
Day ' to complain against
the policemen. She said they had
beaten hertSelf and her daughter,
; ment Inquiry.
Amelia. Day issued summons for the
TO FILE CHARGES TODAY

WILLIAM J. MUHPHY.

MURPHY WILL
BE NAMED P. M.
White House Announcement
'■ Says Mayor's Secretary Will
be Appointed Within Week.
■

j
j
I
|

It was stated at the white house
Thursday that William J. Murphy,
Mayor Baker's secretary, and the
choice of Cleveland organization
democrats for the postmastership
appointment, will he given that
office within a week.
Murphy is the good-natured
buffer a person meets when h<n
wants to see the mayor. He was
born in Cleveland 37 years ago.
He became an active political
worker before he was old enougli
to vote. He was a great admirer
of Bryan during the Commoner's
first campaign.
His first political job was given
him by Mayor J. H. Farley in
1908, Since then he has been
claim agent for the city department of finance, secretary to the
director of public safety, deputy
county treasurer and clerk of the
quadrennial board of appraisers.
Besides being secretary to the
mayor he now is treasurer of the
Cleveland democratic executive
committee.
He is married, has three children and lives at 7316 Clinton-av.
Murphy never made but one
speech in his life. That was four
years ago when he spoke against
Senator Burton.

Investigation Shows Liquor Is
Being Sold in Four
Resorts.
PATROLMEN ACCUSED BY WOMEN
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policemen accused to appear before
him today.
"After investigating the charges
said Captain Kadel last night, " I
believe that there are at least suf
flcient grounds for charges to be filed
against the two men."
After liquor license commissioners
had charged that liquor was beingsold in the segregated district yesVrday, Chief Rowe assigned Captain
Graul to -investigate. He reported
to the police that four places had
been, reported by officers of the state
dairy and food comm" ion as selling
liquor: Two places, he found, had
j paid installments on the $1,000 Aikeh

burning Ml responsibility! ^^^J™v^ *"**
for the conduct and efficiency of >
Sa,e to Be stopped.
the

police
F

department,.
Mayor | Both cW Rowe: and Director of
r
I Public Safety Benesch declared that
Baker yesterday announced he j the sale of liquor in the district wtmid
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,
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J-™„„+ I be stopped immediately.
rwould defend the department; „I£ there has been senmg of liquor
against any attack or criticismj^^e^regated £««*££*
^hich may be offered ag^j is^that.;' ^ ^
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This, statement of the mayor 101 , Rowe,g statement to mean that the
lowed- the announcement from Coun-; plaoes wnere liquor has been sold
oilman -FitzGerald that he would in- j would be closed. One of the resorts
trnduce
' in council Monday night a l which paid a liquor license was closed
lIOUU
. ..
I c„- - ,.:™~ i„=t
lw "Rnwe.
resolution emandin* of the mayor for a time last fall by Rowe but was
a complete report on the department. permitted to reopen.
Benesch said that under no cirBaker said he would bs glad to tell
FitzGerald. everything he wishes to lumstances would liquor be allowed
to be sold in the district. Recently
know.
when Benesch made an inspection
Says He,Is Responsible.
:rip through the listrict he was told
"It is a subject about which I am oy the owners of all resorts that no
was permitted to be sold or
entirely familiar,'" said the mayor. I liquor
.
am personally responsible for the de- brought in. Cap -tin Graul. who nc
partment as mayor of the city and compariiedBenesch and ,who is in
am glad to assume responsibility tor charge of the police iii the district,
told Benesch at that time that no
any of its acts"
FitzGerald said he personally nau. liquors were sold there.
no fault to find with the police, but
At but one of the places reported
he declared the criticism which has as having sold liquor it was admitted
been aimed at the department re last night that orders had been re
cently is such that he thought the ceiye(i from the poiice to cease sell
mayor should in justice to himself, j }ng
the
department
make* Benesch yesterday wrote Prosecu
L11K public
JJUWtii- and
t**"* the
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a full statement on conditions in tne tor Eocher a sharp letter in answer
to a letter in which Bocher had critidepartment.
Councilman Smith yesterday, as a cized him for not attending an invessolution to the poiice situation, sug- tigation by him of charges that pogested that all inspection work of the lice had "tipped off" places in which
city including sanitary,
housing, drugs were thought to be sold, in adstreet, sidewalk anyi other like inspec- vance of raiding parties in the recent
tion work be done by the police de-, drug raids.
partment and that the force now rHe said no specific charges had
numbering 7,67 be increased to -,000. een made and declared it was not
He said he would offer his sugges- proper that indiscriminate charges
tion to Mayor Baker. City officials by irresponsible persons should be
and other council members scoffed at investigated.
"It would be a flagrant injustice
the plan.
to the whole department to have
Opposes Quiz.
charges of so indefinite and unreliaDirector of Public Safety Benesch ble character investigated," he said.
declared that he. is opposed to any He criticized Locher for attaching
investigation of the department. He serious importance to the charges
said he had investigated thoroughly? which led to Locher's investigation.
and found all charges except one un
,JT
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LOOK FORE
Councilman Smith and Welfare Director Cooley Favor
Concentration of Routine.
FitzGerald Wants Report
From Mayor as Department is Criticized.
BENESCH FIGHTS INQUIRY
Director of Pulilic Safety Says
There's No Xced for Investigation
—Cooley and Smith Suggest Placing Health, Sanitary, Amusement
and Rontine Inspection Under
Policemen and Say 33fficicncy
Will be Improved—"Will Submit
Their Proposition to Mayor.
Cleveland would have a police and
inspection force of 2,000 men, under
a plan mapped out yesterday at a I
conference at the city hall.
Concentration of all routine inspection, being performed by many city
departments, in one department of
public safety and inspection was proposed yesterday by Councilman J. E.
Smith and Public Welfare Director
H. R. Cooley.
Following the meeting, Councilman
Smith announced the matter would
I be taken up with Mayor Newton D.
j Baker.
The police force has 767 members.
j The plan proposed would throw all
I routine sanitary, housing, street,
sidewalk, charity, garbage, park and
public amusement inspection to the
regular police force. Duplication is
the fault of the present scheme, it was
claimed. Under the present inspection system, many men from individual departments go over the same
ground.
All inspectors would have regular
police powers. Each policeman, under this scheme, could well attend to
the routine inspection work in his
district, it is argued, as the districts
would be much smaller.
FitzGerald Asks Heport.
^
While city officials were mapping
out this plan Councilman W. S. Fitzi Gerald was announcing that at the
coming meeting of council he would
'ask Mayor Baker to submit a report
I in explanation of charge* Tind com I plaints against members of the police
' department within the past few
■ weeks.
I "I am not proposing a councilman ic
, investigation of the police deparcjment," he said. "I am merely plan, ning to ask the mayor to submit a report to the council. I believe the
mayor owes it to himself, the police
department and the public to make
known conditions in the force."
Yesterday Councilman FitzGerald
mentioned a number of incidents
which he claimed had suggested hia
demand for a report from the mayor.
Among them was the report that a
police judge had complained detectives fiad "tipped off" a drug raid; the
failure of the police to clear up the
Mercer murder mystery; the resignation of a patrolman and his later arrest after he had been discovered visiting a 16-year-old girl during his
duty hours; reports that police has assaulted persons while making arrests.
"I am opposed to a police department investigation," said Safety Director A. A. Benesch. "I have gone
into every one of these matters and in
only cne case have I found the
charges were warranted.
This involved but one man.
"Is the whole department to be investigated because of one member of
the force? That man has resigned."
Mayor Baker said he would be
glad to submit the report to the council.
"I am responsible for the .conduct of the police force and, believe!
should give the council the infor-|
Itnation called for," he said.
"I am for an investigation," said
laouncilman Harry E. French.
"If j
special committee is named let- us
aake Mr. FitzGerald chairman."
. As a development of criticism which
liad been aimed at the police departinent, Capt. George A. Kadel of the
25th-st station, announced yesterday he will file charges against two
patrolmen with Chief W. S. Rowe to£ay. He investigated a complaint
That Mrs. Mary Gladish, 2445 W. 4th;t, and her son had been beaten. Mrs.
Jladish made the complaint to Police
Prosecutor Frank Day.
"After an investigation I believe
there is sufficient ground for charges
to be filed against the two-officers,"
paid Capt. Kadel.
I Only such inspection as requires
technical knowledge would be left to
bther city departments under the police and inspection amalgamation |
(scheme proposed. Public Welfare Director Cooley, who under the charter
has charge of health and amusement
[inspection, favors transferring these |
powers to the police department.
The council, under the charter,
-.nay readjust all departments exIcept thalj of public utilities, but all
•departmental reorganization ordinances must be submitted to the city
Iboard of control for approval.
"The police should be the real
Iguardians of the people," said Coun- J
Icilman Smith.
"Under the plan \
[considered their duties will be placed j
Ion a high plane and they will be
■regarded as more than a constabulary. Each man should know his
■district thoroughly 'and the people
lin that district should learn to ]
Iknow and respect him.
"The new plan will give Cleveland
la police force of 2,000. men.
It will I
Imean an inspection economy and|
Igreater efficiency."
The city has a distinct sanitary
Ipolice force and up to two years]
I ago maintained a separate park
I police force. The park police duties
■ have been added to the regular poIliee fores. If the plan proposed is
Iput into effect Cleveland's police de-.
Ipartment will rank next in , size to
I that of Philadelphia which has 3,558
Imen. Chicago has 4,446, and New j
has 10,7.16.
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TO ABOLISH VICE
ZONEBYSTAGES

DIRT AND RUBBISH
SKYSCRAPER SIZE
WILL BE REMOVED

M

BAKER TAKES ON
MORE AND MORE
OFFICIAL POWER

Enough rubbish and dirt to
make a pile the size of the New
England building will be removed during' "cleanup" fortBaker Tells Ministers He'll night, the last week of April and
the first of May, Street Cleaning
Close Up District by
Superintendent Gus Hanna said
Overrides Director Benesch in
Friday.
One
year's collection
Degrees.
would fill the New England buildFormulating Policy on Seging three times, with some left
NO NEW OEDEES ISSUED over.
Hanna will ask Mayor Baker's
regated District
judgment on the advisability of
Decision Thought to he Based having enacted a city ordinance
making landlords responsible for
••;h OUT TENDERLOIN
on Survey Conducted :
dirty conditions. Size of garbage
cans would be regulated and
GRADUALLY, HIS PLAN
by Safer.
housewives forced to keep refuse
Cleveland's segregated district isj | separated.
Mrs. Ella 'L. Ellsworth, 4254
(o be wiped out by a policy of
East 116th street, has suggested
"gradual restriction."1
to W. H. Winans, commissioner of
That's the promise of Mayors
research and publicity, that BreBaker in a letter to Rev.'E. H. Tipmen clean streets near fire stapett, chairman of the committee on
;
tions once a week in summer.
federated churches which put the
problem of solving the- vice zone
question uu to Baker recently.
;
City Hall officials Friday saw
The mayor doesn't outline a del-:
in
Mayor Baker's declaration
inite policy for the police to follow!
in closing up the .district. ....
.
that the segregated district will
"I am satisfied no sudden applibe eliminated slowly by a gradcation of a -new policy, or reapplication of an old one, affords
ual tightening of restrictions a
the key to the problem," he says.
more determined effort than ever j
Baker closes his letter by say:;
ing:
on the part of the
mayor to
"I have now reached definitely
formulate
the
city's
policies,
these conclusions:
"First: That the efforts of the
himself.
'
. police should be as they have
Hitherto the director of' public,
May Be Two Weeks Before safety, head of the police department,
I been, zealously directed toward
the elimination of all external
has to a great extent policed the demanifestations which either are!
Postmaster
Here
Is
Named;
partment. Baker's stand on the vice
of a character to be a nuisance
question Friday, in answer to a deto the general public or tend armand of the Federated churches, is
Both
Sides
Confident
tificially to stimulate the demand!
directly opposed to methods proposed
or the supply in this business.
by Safety Director Benesch in han"Second: That as we are now
SPECIAL BY STAFF CORRESPONDENT
dling the vice problem.
nearing the end of the policy of
WASHINGTON, April 10.—J. P.
Charter Gives Power
restriction it will be well to ac- ! Tumulty, secretary to President Wilcelerate our action until by gradUnder the new charter the execuual processes, but in a relatively I son, today repudiated an alleged tive power of the city government is
statement coming from him and' centralized in the mayor. He is given
very short time, the particular
manifestation in question will; published in Cleveland that the the power to appoint and remove
have disappeared completely and
president has decided, to appoint W. summarily any director. Baker, acthis I am taking up with the
J.
Murphy postmaster of Cleveland. wording to city officials, has been
police officials with a view to havdelving into different director's work,
"Murphy's
application has not
ing it carried out."
i
in some cases going into details.
even been certified to us yet from
Churchmen Divided.
"So far I have not gone far below
the postofflce department," said Tum- the surface of the director's work,"
Members
of the
federated
church committee were undecided I ulty.
"I did not make any state- said Baker, "but I want to make
Friday whether Baker's letter i ment that he would be appointed."
myself familiar with details if posshould be indorsed.
It was learned today that it may sible. All police power of the city is
Rev. Tippett, while he refused ! be two weeks before President Wil- vested in the mayor."
to speak for the committee, ex- |'«on appoints the Cleveland postmasBoth Baker and Benesch Friday
pressed himself as personally sat- ter. D. C. Roper first assistant pqst- said the vltsa question is a closed
isfied with the mayor's pledge.
! master general, told a News report- one now. Just how the gradual elimNo new orders had been issued
er that it will probably be another ination of the segregated district will
up to Friday morning directing week before the names of Murphy I be accomplished neither said they
any general campaign of "restric- and J. T. Miskell 'are sent to the knew definitely. Benesch. however,
tion" by the police.
j White House by Postmaster General, intimated houses in which liquor has
Safer Benesch, after making a
Burleson.
and is being sold will feel the ax
survey of Cleveland vice condiRoper said Burleson has not yet first.
The number of houses, too,
tions recently, declared against
come to any decision in the contest probably will be lessened slowly.
sudden abolition of the vice disbetween Murphy and Miskell.
trict. Baker's policy, announced
Council Opposes Mayor
Nothing has appeared yet to ehakej
Friday, is taken as a tacit approval
Baker's statement that he hones
the
confidence
of
Representative
R.
of the safer'a views.
ultimately to wipe out the entire disPolice officials say the mayor's J. Bulkley that Murphy will land 1 rict is contrary to the opinion of
the
job.
Representative
Gordon
policy of wiping out all "external
thinks Miskell has an equal chance. . puhcilrrien. Councilmen are unan'imanifestations" of the vice zone
-,: ■■us in declaring-a segregated disGordon has taken Miskell's applicahad been in effect for years.
rict is a necessitv.
tion direct to the president and is
'If the district is wiped out the inprepared to make a strong fight.
■■"';< ~, will scatter to all parts of the
, >>-;" said Councilman J. E, Smith
' -flay. "1 believe a segregated dis-

-'rr Gives Mayor Big
r: He Says He Will
cercise All of It

SECY TUMULTY
DENIES SAYING
MURPHY WINS

*'"{ is a necessity."

!">> nesch. ioo. repeatedly has said
'i ■ malrVifcanee of a. vice district is
--rrative.
Friday, however, he
'reed with Mayor Baker and said
: <■ would make an effort to follow
■he policy outlined by the mayor. .
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Mayor Explains Policy.

Tells Lake Shore Tracks
Should Not be Near
^Group Plan.

GRADUAL CLOSSNG
OF IE

Mayor Tells Representative
Officials to Consider Request of Churches He Ultimatefor Right to Fill on
ly Will Eliminate SegLake Front.
regated Zone.
In definite terms Mayor Newton D.
Baker yesterday made known to F. J.
Jerome, general counsel for the Lake
Shore railroad, the attitude of the city
regarding the attempt of the. Lake
Shore and Pennsylvania railroads to
establish a forty-track freight yard
and freight house on the lake front.
"Your freight house ought to he In
some other part of town," he said.
"The discussion of the establishment
of a new union passenger station
never involved such an enormous use
of the lake front for freight purposes.
"The idea of such a freight yard I
never even heard suggested. From
the standpoint of the city beautiful it
seems to me that the adoption of this
scheme would jam the group plan
between two freight yards. I am in
doubt whether the freight layout can
be followed in such a manner that the
lake would be' accessible to navigation uses."'
Attorney Jerome declared Cleveland
freight. service demanded a freight
house and freight yard downtown
but city officials who attended the
conference declared a freight house
at the foot of E. 9th-st would cause
the mall to be used for freight purposes rather than as an approach
to the civic center.

POLICE HERE GET ORDER
DESPITE BENESCH POLICY
Force Probably Will Begin
by Expelling Liquor
Sellers.

Final elimination of the Cleveland '.'
segregated district by means of j
gradual restriction was promised yes- I
terday by Mayor Newton D. Baker.
The announcement of this policy
came from the mayor, in a letter1 to .
Rev. E. H. Tippett, pastor of the
Hough Avenue Congregational church
and chairman of the committee of
Federated Churches that has been
studying the vice problem.
This committee reported some time
ago in favor of the abolition of the.
segregated district.
The mayor in his letter-states that
as the administration is nearing the
end of the policy of restriction which
it has been pursuing, it would be
well to accelerate this action until,
by gradual processes, but in a relatively short time, the district will
have -disappeared completely.
Notice .has been given the police
Wants Yard Further East.
department by the mayor that this is
Mayor Baker urged that a site the policy to be pursued in dealing
further east be selected for the Lake with the vice problem.
Shore' freight house, but Mr. Jerome
"I cannot speak for. the committee!
pointed to the freight depot plans as there has been no meeting since!
of the Pennsylvania which involve the letter was received," said Rev.
the use of a large tract of land east Mr. Tippett last evening, "but I would)
of E. 14th-st. Following yesterday's like to express my appreciation of!
conference, City Engineer Robert the courtesy of the mayor.
i'Hoffman suggested that if Lakeside Baker Pleases Minister.
hospital trustees'would consider mov"Personally I am pleased with the
i ing that institution the problem might
I be solved with the purchase of this pol:cy decided upon by the mayor and
property for freight house purposes. I have the utmost confidence that it
"If this plan were followed the will not be long until'-the segregated
Marine hospital property from E. pth- houses of prostitution will have disst to E. 12th-st should be kept as appeared completely."
The policy announced by Mayor
barrier between the group plan and
the freight house between E. 12th-st Baker - -'Sterday will result in the
and E. 14th-st," he said. "The prop- wiping out of thirty-nine resorts.
erty is rather shallow and a number Police have been preparing for the
enforcement of the order of the mayor
and the lines gradually will be drawn
more and more tightly.
Mayor Baker's determination is
jp^iq jo aotoqo u ut pa-iajjo
contrary to the policy which Public
stx TOAV apma we jfeqx
Safety Director A.. A. Benesch favors.
•uiB3S aqj. qjfoojqq.
Director Benesch declared, following
an inspection of the segregated disq ou 'den siqnop apiivv. siqq.
trict several weeks ago, that he was
JI ^qi fat*. B qotis at paqsrag
opposed to abolition of the section.
'iqi jo apieni si asoq sxqx
Until Mayor Baker made his letter public yesterday his position on
! the question was not known. He has
had several meetings with representatives of Federated Churches
and has studied reports concerning
the problem which-'have been placed
JOJ greats An-eioadsa si w
in his hands from time to time. The
letter which he forwarded to Rev.
\oo nwiud JO asq^ai jo aaq^w
Tippett yesterday reads:pire sips uoxsuaixa iqSq 'dot

ko pura repods V

"Many weeks ago you and your
associates, a committee of Federated Churches of Cleveland,
drew my attention to the studies
which your committee had been
making upon one of the grave police questions with which publie officials have to deal. I am
sure you will permit .me to say
I. was impressed with the earnestness and thoroughness with
which your study had been made,
and the helpful spirit in which J
your conclusions were brought to
my. attention.
"As I then indicated to you L
I have for many years been a
close observer of the difficulty
presented by this problem, but I
undertook afresh to examine it
and. to familiarize—myself---witi
the work of the various commissions, public and aemi-public, |
which have gone Into the matter
in this country and abroad, and
to read the latest contributions
to the scientific literature on the
subject which have appeared
within the last year.,
"In the course of this inquiry
I think I may say that I have ,
examined .all the recent literature
on the subject. Out of it all I
come with only one very certain
feeling which is that this problem, as old as the world itself,
has not yet' been solved any
place in spite of the fact that all
of the agencies for social control,
from force and torture to persuasion and gentleness, have been
used under practically every conceivable set of circumstances and
conditions.
"1 state this not because I am
hopeless of the ultimate solution
of the- problem, but Because I am
satisfied that no sudden application of a new policy, or reapplioation of an old one affords the
key to the problem, but rather
.:hat it, like other evils resulting
from".the constitution of the human race-and the conditions under which it lives and works, follow from complicated interworkings of various causes and j-ield
only in the long run to slow and
painful processes of education in
which the pulpit, the press, and
the private citizen must all work
together with the public officer,
if possible without conflict, and
oertainly without ceasing.

-'Some other thing seemed qutie ciear,
notably, that the evil which we are studying-,
if it lias an irreducible minimum, Is, nevertheless, susceptible of artificial stimulation,
RTid that this stimulation may be either in
the demand or In the supply. From this,
I take it to be clear that the social attack upon this problem ought to be in
the first instance ag-ainst every Inducement
and every condition which tends artificially
either to stimulate the supply or the demand.
Many measures addressed to this
end recommended in other places have long i
been applied in Cleveland, where it is safe
to say we have a condition without parallel
so far as industrial and commercial cities
In this country or abroad are concerned.
"I shall not undertake in this letter to go I
into details which have already been gone i
Into with your committee. The whole sad |
business is one which it is almost Impossible
to discuss with an assurance that the dis- j
eussion may not be more suggestive and !
harmful than helpful. It is perhaps enough ,
for the present purpose to say that In I
Cleveland there has gone on for years a |
cradual restriction of the particular feature
Of the evil to which you most strongly called |
my attention: That our condition under this |
policy has grown steadily better, notwith- i
standing the fact that our city has grown |
enormously in size and *he life of its peo- ;
pie more congested.
'
"I have now reached definitely these con"FIRST—That the efforts of the police
should be as they have been zealously di- :
l-octed toward the elimination of all ex- .
ternal'manifestations which either are of a
' character To be a nuisance to the general
Public, or tend artificially to stimulate the ■
demand or the supply in this business
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Mayor Explains Policy.

BIG FREIGHT YARD
0FVICED1STRIGT

Tells Lake Shore Tracks:
Should Not be Near
^Group Plan.
—
—
Mayor Tells Representative;
Officials to Consider Request of ChurchesHe Ultimately Will Eliminate Segfor Right to Fill on
regated Zone.
Lake Front.
In definite terms Mayor Newton D. POLICE HERE GET ORDER
Baker yesterday made known to F. J.
DESPITE BENESCH POLICY
Jerome, general counsel for the Lake
Shore railroad, the attitude of the city
regarding the attempt of the Lake Force Probably Will Begin
Shore and Pennsylvania railroads to
by Expelling Liquor
establish a forty-track freight yard
Sellers.
and freight house on the lake front.
"Your freight house ought to be in j
Final elimination of the Cleveland i
some other part of town," he said.
"The discussion of the establishment segregated district by means of
of a new union passenger station gradual restriction;was promised yes- I
| never involved such an enormous use
terday by Mayor Newton D. Baker.
I of the lake front for freight purposes.
The announcement of this policy
"The idea of such a freight yard I
I never even heard suggested. Prom came from the mayor, in a letter to
the standpoint of the city beautiful it Rev. E. H. Tippett, pastor of the
seems to me that the adoption of this Hough Avenue Congregational church
(scheme would jam the group plan i
and chairman of the committee of
| between two freight yards. I am in;
Federated Churches that has been
| doubt whether the freight layout can
studying the vice,problem.
\ be followed in such a manner that the
This committee reported some time
| lake would be' accessible to navigaago in favor of the abolition of the.
tion uses."
segregated district.
Attorney Jerome declared Cleveland
The mayor in his'letter'states that
1 freight service demanded a freight
as the administration is nearing the
house and freight yard downtown
end of the policy of restriction which
but city officials who attended the
it has been pursuing, it would be
conference declared a freight house
well to accelerate this action, until,
at the foot of E. 9th-st would cause
by gradual processes, but in a relathe mall to be used for freight purtively short time, the district will
poses rather than as an approach
have -disappeared completely.
to the civic center.
Notice .has been given the police
Wants Yard Further East.

department by the mayor that this is
Mayor Baker urged that a site | the policy to be pursued in dealing
further east be selected for the Lake With the vice problem.
Shore freight house, but Mr. Jerome
"I cannot speak for- the committee!
pointed to the freight depot plans as there has been no meeting since]
of the Pennsylvania which involve the letter was received," said Rev.
the use of a large tract of land east Mr. Tippett last evening, "but I would]
of B. 14th-st. Following yesterday's like to express my appreciation of]
conference, City Engineer Robert the courtesy of the mayor.
i'Hoffman suggested..that if Lakeside Baker Pleases Minister.
-hospital trustees would consider mov"Personally I am pleased with the
ing that institution the problem might .
! be solved with the purchase of this J policy decided upon by the mayor and
property for freight house-purposes. 1 I have the utmost confidence that it
"If this plan were followed the will not be long until the segregated
Marine hospital property from E. ,9th- houses of prostitution will have disst to E. 12th-st should be kept as appeared completely."
The policy announced by Mayor
! barrier between the group plan and
I the freight house between E. 12th-st Baker - .'Sterday will result in the
wiping out of thirty-nine resorts.
'and E. 14th-st," he said. "The prop1 erty is rather shallow and a number Police have been preparing for the
of changes probably would have toyj enforcement of the order of the mayor
and the lines gradually will be drawn
j be mad6 at Lakeside-av N. E. if- the
more and more tightly.
plan were followed."
Mayor Baker's determination is
The outcome of yesterday's meetcontrary to the policy which PuMic
ng was an announcement from Mayor
Safety Director A.: A. Benesch favors.
' Baker that city officials would give
Director Benesch declared, following
I the matter further study at a meet| ing today. Plans for development of an inspection of the segregated disj the lake front prepared under the trict several weeks ago, that he was
' Johnson administration and the plans opposed to abolition of the section.
Until Mayor Baker made his letof the Chamber of Commerce river
:
and harbor committee will be studied. ter public yesterday his position on
The mayor said any studies the city the question was not known. He has
1 river and harbor commission has j had several meetings with reprej.made would be considered. At yester- 1 sentatives of Federated Churches
(day's meeting in the office, of the and has studied reports concerning
I public service director were "W. .J .^ the problem which-'have been placed
' Springborn, Attorney Jerome, Mayor in his hands from time to time. The
! Baker,
United
States
'Engineer letter which he forwarded to Rev.
:
Charles S. Bromwell, City Engineer Tippett yesterday reads:
| Hoffman and Thomas L. Sidlo, public
service director-elect.
Mayor Baker declared the objection
that he has heard most is that every
bit of the freight development proposed by the railroads makes the development of Cleveland's water front
from E. 9th-st to E. 26th-st less ant!
less possible.
In reply, Mr. Jerome said the railroads would, have to take care of
the freight business' in the lake front
,'section'in some manner and that short
..ta.uls would cut down the cost of
this service to the merchants! He
Isaid it was necessary that a freight
rouse be erected in place of the water
xont freight house to be wiped out by
rhe changes in the • vicinity of the
.proposed union passenger station

"Many weeks ago you and your
associates, a committee of Federated Churches of Cleveland,
drew my attention to the studies ,
which your committee had been
making upon one of the grave police questions with which public officials have to deal. I am
sure you will permit me to say
I was impressed with the earnestness and thoroughness with
which your study had been made,
and the helpful spirit in which J
your conclusions were brought to
my attention.
"As I then indicated to you
I have for many years been a
close observer of the difficulty
presented by this problem, but I
undertook afresh to examine it
and to .f_amiliarize_ invself—mLtfa
the work of the various commissions, public and semi-public,
which have gone Into the matter
in this country and abroad, and
to read the latest contributions
to the scientific literature on the
subject which have appeared .
within the last year.,
"In the course of this Inquiry
I think I may say that I have
examined all the recent literature
on the subject. Out of it all I
come with only one very certain
feeling which Is that this problem, as old as the world itself,
has not yet' been solved any
place in spite of the fact that all
of the agencies for social control,
from force and torture to persuasion and gentleness, have been
used under practically every conceivable set of circumstances and
conditions.
••! state this not because I am
hopeless of the ultimate solution
of the- problem, but Because I am
satisfied that no sudden application of a new policy, or reapplication. of an old one affords the
key to the problem, but rather
that it, like other evils resulting
from'-the constitution of the human race-and the conditions under which it lives and works, follow from complicated interworkings of various causes and yield
only in the long run to slow and
painful processes of education in
which the pulpit, the press, and
the private citizen must all work
together with the public officer,
if possible without conflict, and
certainly without ceasing.

"Some other thing seemed qutio. clear, i
notably, that the evil which we are studying,
if it lias an irreducible minimum, Is, nevertheless,
thelCSS, HUhi;eyuu.o
susceptible of
"i. artificial
«............ stimulation,
.................
, ......
Ki. liUniiiluHrtn
End
that . this
stimulation rriHV
may be
be either
either fnIn
the demand or in the supply. From this
I take it to be clear that the social attack upon this problem ought to be in
the first instance against every Inducement
and every cfAdltlon which tends artificially
either to" stimulate the supply or the demand
Many measures addressed to this
end recommended In other places have long
been
applied in Cleveland, where It is safe
:
1o" say we have a condition without parallel
so far as industrial and commercial cities
in this country or abroad are concerned.
'■I shall not undertake in this letter to go
Snto details which have already been gone
Into with your committee. The whole sad
business is one which it is almost Impossible
to discuss with an assurance that the discussion may not be more suggestive and
harmful than helpful. It is perhaps enough
for the present purpose to say that In
Cleveland there has gone on for years a
gradual!restriction of the particular feature
of the evil to which you most strongly called
rnv attention: That our condition under this
nollcy has grown steadily better, notwithstanding the fact that our city has grown
enormously in size and *he life of Its peoP
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"F°mST-That the efforts of the police
should be as they Have been zealously arocted toward the elimination of all external' manifestations which either are of a
character-To be a nuisance to the general
puSK tr tend artificially to -Umntat. the
demand or the suppi-- in tnis business.

\0, \<\)i\THE MAN WHO DIED
By Peter Witt
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AKER GIVES OUT
PLAN TO PUT END
TO VICE DISTRICT

Three years ago today Tom Johnson ceased to
jbe. At this hour he is bigger, his influence upon the
hearts and minds of human beings is greater, than
[ever before.
Why?
Because the people have changed.
They now accept what a short time ago they
spurned. What they then scorned as sham, they now
realize, or most of them)
do, is the secret of social
justice.
Those who 1 o o k e df
upon him as a mere political self-seeker, now know
the contrary to be true.; TO ACCELERATE CLOSINGS
Those who ridiculed his;
novel methods of winning Will Order Police to Drive Cut
attention as buffoonery,
now see his hand upon the "External Manifestations" anil
"Artificial Stimulus."
pulse of humanity.
To himself he denied
everything. To others he BASES REPORT ON NEW INQUIRY
gave all he had, even what
was greatest—himself.
A gradual elimination of reHis entrance into mu- sorts in the segregated district,
nicipal politics came at
the worst period of our which will end in the wiping
national existence. Plu- cut of that section, is the plan
TOM L. JOHNSON.
tocraey ruled.
Politics outlined in a letter from Mayor
was business. Privileges were bought. Bribery was j Baker to Rev. E. H. Tippett,
lief ended. Graft and corruption in doing the people's pastor of the Hough Avenue
|business was accepted as a necessary thing, for ;'to Congregational Church, which
feather your >wn nest" had»become a slogan of the: was made public yesterday.
This is the only interpretation
day.
placed on the communication both by
In this darkest hour Tom Johnson demonstrated clergymen and officiate at city hall.
that it was not only possible to administer the affairs- Baker's letter is in answer to Questions asked by a special committee,
of a city free from graft, but that it was politically of
the Federated Churches which
successful as well A leader of a political party by. visited the mayor several weeks ago.
Rev. Mr. Tippett headed this comnecessity and not by choice, he kicked the crooks of, mittee.
Studies' made by members
his own crowd out of the city hall and put in their! of the committee were presented at
conference. These were suppleplace honest men, though they bore a different party'] the
mented by investigations made at
label. He did more without law to establish the merit f the direction of the mayor.
Following his meeting with minsystem than civil service does with law. He showed insters
Baker asked Chief Rowe for
us the difference between the boss and the leader, the j a report on vice conditions. In hi*
machine and the organization. To him every tool j \ letter he embodies his conclusions.
Benesch Plans Action.
that could be used to advance the cause was' good, j
preceding the giving
every artifice to retard was bad. He did all he could j outImmediately
of Mayor Baker's letter, Director
to strengthen the one and smash the other. For real! of Public Safety Benesch said that
he was considering the abolition of
courage he stood without an equal.
all the houses in the district where
liquors have been sold. He will conSome people point to the street ear fight, the re- fer
with Chief Rowe on this particsult of which saved the people of Cleveland last year ular today.
It was generally believed about city
the sum of $4,000,000, as his greatest achievement. hall
the mayor's plan of refusOthers hail his support of Dr. Cooley in that man's ing tothatallow
a house once closed to
wonderful work at "Warrensville, Still others are reopen was made with a view to its
application, as indicated in
sure his work in transforming Cleveland from a present
his letter. In the natural course of
events the district in this way berotten borough to a great city was the thing,
comes self-destructive.
They are all wrong.
The two most emphatic conclusions
The great work of Tom -Johnson lay in setting reached, by the mayor are:
Ultimate Distinction Seen.
people to think, and thinking, to act; to have emuFirst: That all external manifesfetors who would not only discover truth, but follow tations
calculated to stimulate "the
her as he did, regardless of the price she exacted; to demands or suppty of this business"
or of such a character as to
be one of those whom Henry George prophesied in the constitute
a public nuisance, must
last chapter of "Progress and Poverty'' would carry be obliterated.
Second: The necessity for an acforward the torch:
celeration in the present policy of
'The truth that I have tried to make clear will restriction until "the manifestaion in question will have disappeared:
not find easy acceptance. If that could be, it would completely."
The mayor's letter is as follows:
have been accepted long ago. If that could be, it
Many weeks ago you and your
would never have been obscured. But it will find
associates, a committee of Federated Churches of Cleveland, drew
friends—those who will toil for it; suffer for it; if
my attention to the studies which
.need be, die for it. This is the power of truth." '
your committee had been making

"Gradual Elimination" Policy
is Outlined in Letter to
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upon one of the grave police ques-

tions with which public officials
have to deal. 1 am sure you will
permit me to say I was impressed
with the earnestness and thor. oughness witW which your study
had been made, and the helpful
spirit in which your conclusions
were brought to my attention.
Made New Investigation.
As I then indicated to you, I
have for many years been a close
observer of the difficulty presented by this problem, but I under- ;
took afresh to examine it and to
familiarize myself with the work ;
of the various commissions, publice and semi-public, which have
gone into the matter in'this country and abroad, and to read the
latest contributions to the scien- .
title literature on the subject
which have appeared within the
last year.
In the course of this inquiry I
think I may say that I have examined all.the recent literature on
the subject. Out of it all I come
with only one very certain feeling, which is that this problem, as
old as the world itself, has not yet
been solved any place, in spite of
the fact that all of the agencies
for social control, from force and
torture to persuasion and gentleness, have"been used under prax;- ■
tically every conceivable set of
circumstances and conditions. '
I state this, not because I am
hopeless of the ultimate solution
of the problem, but because I am
satisfied that no sudden applica- .,
tion of a new policy, or reapplication of an -old one affords the
key to. the problem, but rather
that it, like other evils resulting"
from the constitution of, the human race and the. conditions under which it lives and works, follow from complicated interworkings of various causes and yield
only in the long run to slow and
painful processes of education in
which the pulpit, the press and
the private citizen must all work
together with the public officer,
If possible without conflict, and
certainly withr
Would
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THE MAN WHO DIED
By Peter Witt

t
AKER GIVES OUT
PLAN TO PUT END
TO VICE DISTRICT

Three years ago today Tom Johnson ceased to
be. At this hour he is bigger, his influence upon the
hearts and minds of human beings is greater, than
ever before.
Why?
Because the people have changed.
They now accept what a short time ago they
spurned. What they then scorned as sham, they now "Gradual Elimination" Policy
realize, or most of them
is Outlined in Letter to
do, is the secret of social
justice.
Those who looked]
upon him as a mere political self-seeker, now know
the contrary to be true. JO ACCELERATE CLOSINGS
Those who ridiculed his;
novel methods of winning- Will Order Police to Drive Cut
attention as buffoonery,
"External Manifestations" anil
now see his hand upon the
"Artificial Stimulus."
pulse of humanity.
To himself he denied
everything. To others he BASES REPORT ON NEW INQUIRY
gave all he had, even what
was greatest—himself.
A gradual elimination of reHis entrance into mu- sorts in the segregated district,
nicipal politics came at
whiah will end in the wiping
the worst period of our
national existence. Plu- cut of that section, is the plan
TOM L. JOHNSON.
tocracy ruled.
Polities outlined in a letter from Mayor
Iwas business. Privileges were bought. Bribery was ; Baker to Rev. B. H. Tippett,
[defended. Graft and corruption in doing the people's pastor of the Hough Avenue
(business was accepted as a necessary thing, for "to Congregational Church, which
feather your own nest" had •become a slogan of the' was made public yesterday.
This is the only interpretation
day.
placed -on the communication both by
In this darkest hour Tom Johnson demonstrated clerg-ymen and officials at city hall.
Baker's letter is in answer to questhat it was not only possible to administer the affairs ] tions
asked by a special committee,
of a city.free from graft, but that it was politically of the Federated Churches which
the mayor several weeks ago.
successful as well. A leader of a political party by! visited
Rev. Mr. Tippett headed this comnecessity and not by choice, he kicked the crooks of j mittee. Studies' made by members
his own crowd out of the city hall and put in their ! of the committee were presented at
conference. These were supplelace honest men, though they bore a different party: the
mented by investigations made at
abel. He did more without law to establish the merit - '• the direction of the mayor.
Following his meeting with minsystem than civil service does with law. He showed insters
Baker asked Chief Rowe for
us the difference between, the boss and the leader, the a report on vice conditions. In his
machine and the organization. To him every tool letter he embodies his conclusions.
Benesch Plans Action.
that could be used to advance the cause was good,!
Immediately preceding the giving
Ivery artifice to retard was bad. He did all he could; out of Mayor Baker's letter, Director
to strengthen the one and smash the other. For real! o£ Public Safety Benesch said that
he was considering the abolition of
courage he stood without an equal.
i all
the houses in the district where
liquors have been spld. He will conSome people' point to the street car fight, the re-! fer
with Chief Rowe on this particvsult of which saved the people of Cleveland last year ular today.
It' was generally believed about city
the sum of $4,000,000, as his greatest achievement. hall
that the mayor's plan of refusOthers hail his support of Dr. iCooley" in that man's ing to allow a house once closed to
was made with a view to its
wonderful work at Warrensville. Still others are reopen
present application, as indicated in
sure his work in transforming Cleveland from a his letter. In the natural course of
events the district in this way berotten borough to a great city was the thing.
comes self-destructive.
They are all wrong.
The two most emphatic conclusions
The great work of Tom Johnson lay in setting reached, by the mayor are:
Ultimate Distinction Seen.
people to think, and thinking, to act; to have emuFirst: That all external manifeslators who would not only discover truth, but follow ! tations calculated to stimulate "the
her as he did, regardless of the price she exacted; to i demands or supply of this business"
or of such a character as to
be one of those whom Henry George prophesied in the constitute
a public nuisance, must
last chapter of "Progress and Poverty" would carry be obliterated.
Second: The necessity for an acforward the torch:
celeration in the present policy of
"The truth that I have tried to make clear will restriction until "the manifestaion in question will have disappeared
not find easy acceptance. If that could be, it would completely."
The mayor's letter is as follows:
have been accepted long ago. If that could be. it
Many weeks ago you and your
would never have been obscured. But it will find
associates, a committee of Federated Churches of Cleveland, drew
friends—those who will toil for it; suffer for it; if
my attention to the studies which
need be, die for it. This is the power of truth." '
your committee had been making
upon one of the grave police ques-

10, 1^14.
tions with which public officials
have to deal. I am sure you will
permit me to sayl was impressed
with the earnestness and thori . oughness with which your study
had been made, and the helpful
spirit in which your conclusions
were brought to'my attention.
;
i

Made New Investigation.
As I then indicated to you, I
have for. many years been a close
observer of the difficulty presented by this problem, but I undertook afresh . to examine it and to
familiarize myself with the work
of the various commissions, publice and semi-public, which have
gone into the matter in this country and abroad, and to read the
latest contributions to the scientific literature on the subject
which have appeared within the
last year.
In the course of this inquiry I
think I may say that I have examined all.the recent literature on
the subject. Out of it all I come
with only one very certain feeling, which is that this problem,, as
old as the world itself, has not yet
been solved any place, in spite of
the fact that all of the agencies
for social control, from force and
torture to persuasion and gentleness, have'been used under practically every conceivable set of
circumstances and conditions.
I state this, not because ,1 am
hopeless of the ultimate solution
of the problem, but because I am
satisfied that no sudden application of a new policy, or reapplication of an-old one affords the
key to the problem, but rather
that it, like other evils resulting:
j-.from the constitution of, the human race and the.conditions un-
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der which it lives and works, follow from complicated interworkings of various causes and yield
only in the long run to slow and
painful processes of education in
which the pulpit, the press and
the private citizen must all work
together with the public officer,
If possible without conflict, and
certainly without ceasing.
Would Check Stimulation.
Some other thing seemed quite
clear, notably, that the evil which
we are studying, if it has an irreducible minimum, is, nevertheless, susceptible of artificial stimulation, and that this stimulation
may be either in the demand or
in the supply. From this I take
it.to be clear that the social attack upon this problem ought to
be in the first instance against
•very inducement and every condition which tends artificially
either to stimulate the supply or
the demand. Many measures addressed to this end recommended
in other places have long been
ajpplied in Cleveland, where it is
safe to say we have a condition
-without parallel so far as industrial and commercial cities in this
country or abroad are concerned.
I shall not undertake in this
letter to go into details which
have already been gone into with
your committee. The whole sad
•business 1B one which it is almost
impossible to discuss with an assurance that the discussion may
not be more suggestive and harmful than helpful. It is perhaps
enough for the present purpose
to say that in Cleveland there
has gone on for years a gradual
restriction of the particular feature of the evil to which you
most strongly called my attention. That our condition under
this policy has grown steadily
better, notwithstanding the fact
that our city has grown enormously in size and .the life of its
people more congested.
Conclusions Summarized.
I have now reached definitely
these conclusions:
First—That the, efforts of the
police should toe as they have
been zealously directed toward
the elimination of- all external
manifestations which either are
of a character to be a nuisance
to the general public or tend artificially to stimulate the demand
or the supply in this business.
Second—That as we are now
nearing the end of. the policy of
restriction it will be well to accelerate our action until by gradual processes, but in a relatively
very short time, the particular
manifestation in question will
have disappeared completely and
this I am taking up with the
police officials with a view to
-*~Titi.ving it carried out.
Pastor Expresses Pleasure.
-Cdmmenting upon the mayor's letter. Rev. Mr. Tippett last night saidr
"I, personally, am very pleased
with the policy decided upon by the
mayor and I have the utmost confidence that within a short period
recognized prostitution will have dis
|a"ppeSred completely frbnTXTevelanof
"I am satisfied from the investigations that in Cleveland we have the
cleanest city of its size on the conItJnent."
'
I The committee from the Federated
I Churches will not be called together
luntil after Sunday to consider the
Imayor's communication. Members of
I the federation last night declared
I Baker's letter a definite pledge that
I the segregated district would he
|;,nliterated within a comparatively
I short time. They found-in the comI inunication an assurance that the district would not be enlarged although
I the mayor has been urged to take
I such action.
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lUTiiBiisnaiEii-ir
Praises Work of Woman in
Civic Uplift Work.
"I am heartily In accord with the
•work that is being carried on by Mrs.'
Josephine L. Nesbitt, civic improvement
representative of the state board of
agriculture arid after seen the kineniacolor pictures displayed this evening I
can't see how any one con refrain from
joining the 'cIean-up'»movement."
This was the statement of Mayor
Newton D. Baker who presided at a
meeting last night in the Chamber of
Commerce conducted by Mrs. Josephine
i->. Nesbitt, to create interest in the
general clean-up movement. Boy Scouts,
in command of Scoutmaster Howard T.
French, attended.
0r m n E
llls
T ?
A ^Ivnox,
' Martin
s,J3
and
Julian
O.
judgesA. inSmetts
the
•clean-up and brighten-up circular illustrating contest, yesterday picked
prize winners from thirty contestants.
^ iifm,WaXren was awarded first prize
of $15 for the best illustration.
.
o—

FOR THE CHILDREN
And now let's get together and do something for
the children.
Mayor Baker announces that a $500,000 bond
issue for playgrounds will be put up to the people for
approval shortly after July 1.
The Press believes that this is the most practical
thing that can be done in Cleveland today for the
welfare of our citizenship.
A real system of municipal playgrounds means
better health for the little folk, and a lessening' of the
physical and moral danger which is to be encountered
in a great city.
In provision for its children Cleveland is far behind othe? great cities of the land.
*
It's high time we were catching up.

NEW POSTMASTER'S WIFE
KEEPS EYE ON POLITICS

SURVEY OF PLAYGROUND
NEEDS TO BE REQUESTED
Appointment of a committee rep^
resenting the council and the board
| of education to make a survey of
'. playground needs will be asked in a
resolution to be introduced in the
'council Monday night by Council1
man Gahn.
Mayor Baker said yesterday he
would back a plan to put a $500,000
playground issue up to Cleveland
voters.
'
Baker wants school and city recreational, activities merged. Director
of Public Welfare Cooley and B. M.
: Williams, board of education ment ber, are working on p'ans for the
joint employment of a playground
; expert.

ABOVE, DOROTHY, GERALD■INE AND FLORENCE MURPHY,
PLAYING
POSTOFFICE;
BELOW, MRS. BILLY MURPHY.

Chief Rowe Saturday was
ing a plan whereby he can
the
segregated
district
Mayor Baker, in a letter (
mittee representing- the Federated
Chm-ches, which investigated the social evil, declared gradual elimination
as his policy.
■Whether the Federated Churches
will be satisfied with the gradual
elimination program will not
known until next week when a special meeting of the committee will be
held to act formally upon Baker's i
letter.
"" j
One resort proprietress" declares i
that she "will find some way to run"
no matter what action police take.

ence, twelve, Dorothy, eleven, and
Geraldine,, eight, are happy because
their father now is slated to be a
regular postmaster'instead of merely the head of the Murphy postoffice. This play-postoffice has been |
in operation for months and is a •
pastime of the girls in the Murphy
home.
Each letter envelope that comes
to the home is filed away, to be l
used in the postoffice collections
and deliveries. And naturally Mur-1
phy, after finishing his day's work
at city hall, has had to be post- ,
master.

Mrs. Billy Murphy,, wife of Cleveland's next postmaster, is a home
woman, but she believes every
•woman should take an active part
in politics.
Although she is fond of children
and likes nothing better than to
jitav
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"I ara heartily in accord with the
work that is being carried on by Mrs.
Josephine L. Nesbitt, civic improvement
representative of the state boaTd of
agriculture arid after seen the kinemacolor pictures displayed this evening I
can't see how any one con refrain from
joining the 'eIean-up'»movement."
This was the statement of Mayor
Newton D. Baker who presided at a
| meeting last night in the Chamber of
j Commerce conducted by Mrs. Josephine
j L. Nesbitt, to create interest in the
I general clean-up movement. Boy Scouts,
I in command of Scoutmaster Howard T.
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FOR THE CHILDREN
And now let's get together and do something for
the children.
Mayor Baker announces that a $500,000 bond
issue for playgrounds will be put up to the people for
approval shortly after July 1.
The Press believes that this is the most practical
thing that can be done in Cleveland today for the
welfare of our citizenship.
A real system of municipal playgrounds means
better health for the little folk, and a lessening' of the
physical and moral danger which is to be encountered
in a great city.
In provision for its children Cleveland is far behind other great cities of the land.
■>
It's high time we were catching up.

NEW POSTMASTER'S WIFE
KEEPS EYE ON POLITICS

SURVEY OF PLAYGROUND
NEEDS TO BE REQUESTED
Appointment of a committee representing the council and the board
of education to make a survey of
playground needs will he asked in a
resolution to be introduced In the
council Monday night by Councilman Gahn.
Mayor Baker said yesterday he
would hack a plan to put a $500,000
playground Issue up to Cleveland
voters.
Baker wants school and city recreational activities merged. Director
of Public Welfare Cooley and E. M.
Williams, board of education member, are working on p'ans for the
joint employment of a playground
expert.

ABOVE, DOROTHY, GERALDINE AND FLORENCE MURPHY,
PLAYING
POSTOFFICE;
BELOW, MRS, BILLY MURPHY.

Chief Rowe Saturday was co'risider' ing a plan whereby he' can eliminate
the
segregated
district
quietly.
| Mayor Baker, in a letter to a committee representing the Federated
Churches, which investigated the sbI cial evil, declared gradual elimination
as his policy.
Whether the Federated Churches
j will be satisfied with the gradual
elimination program will riot be
known until next week when a special meeting of the committee will be
held to act formally upon Baker's
letter.
One resort proprietress declares
that' she "will find some' way to run"
no matter what action police take.

ence, twelve, Dorothy, eleven, and
Geraldine,, eight, are happy because
their father now is slated to be a
regular postmaster'instead of merely the head of the Murphy postoffice. This play-postoffice has been I
in operation for months and is a j
pastime of the girls in the Murphy I
home.
Each letter envelope that comes
to the home is tiled away, to be
used in the postoffice collections
and deliveries. And naturally Mur»i
phy, after finishing his day's work
at city hall, has had to be postmaster.

Mrs. Billy Murphy,, wife of Cleveland's next postmaster, is a home
woman, but she believes every
woman should take an active part
in politics.
Although she is fond of children
and likes nothing better than to
stay at home and play with her
three little daughters, she keeps
abreast of the political news of the
day.
"I like to discuss politics with
my husband," says Mrs. Murphy.
"This is partly because I know he
likes to talk about it. But I believe every woman should keep j
posted on political happenings. The
way our country is run means just
as much to the women as it does
to the men."
Murphy is secretary to Mayor
Baker and a leader in the democratic party.
Murphy's three daughters, Flor-
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URGES CLEVELAND
FOUND UNIVERSITY

The Peanut Stands

MAYOR BAKER'S suggestion that the city
rejeet all bids for refreshment stand
privileges in the parks and operate the stands
New York Professor, Before City Club, Declares Benefits Munic- '
itself will meet with the approval,of Clevelandipality Would Derive From Institution Are Incalculable.^
\ 's, who use the parks and know the conditions
that have prevailed there.
■ The change, if made, will be founded on betmen eminently fitted to enter the
"The benefits to be derived from a city's service with the highest practer reasons than that the recent bidding for the
municipal university cannot be esti- tical and scientific knowledge of their
concessions was characterized by speculation or
work. And this would give the city
collusion or resort to political influence, as has
mated."
This was the statement of Pro- the maximum standard of efficiency.
been alleged. The system may have left the way
"But trained officials .are not all a
fessor C. E. A. Winslow, of the Colopen to such abuses;' it might perhaps be
municipal university could give to a
lege of the City of New York, oefore
amended to eliminate them. But the system itcity.
Co-operating
with
various
dethe City Club yesterday noon, sevpartments
it
could
conduct
research
self
would still be wrong.
eral members of the committee re■• It ^s said those who sought the concessions
cently appoint by Mayor Baker to work that would quickly solve diffimake a sw-^ey oi the educatwnal cult civic problems, which without
this season offered twice the amounts paid by
facilities\of Cleveland relative to co- such aid would require much more
private concessionaires in the past, bidding
time
and
expense."
ordinating all the higher institutions
$4,000 or $5,000 for the privilege of a single
Professor Winslow was taken on an
of learning Into a municipal univerInspection tour of Cleveland's garfark. 'What does this meant Merely that they
sity were also present.
gnred the monopoly would be worth the price,
"The old days of slipshod methods bage and sewage disposal plants yesand untrained city officials and em- terday morning and in his address
as
they could get back the city's share and a
ployees have passe*," declared Pro- declared them to be the most up-tohandsome profit for themselves by TAKING
date
of
any
city
In
the
country.
fessor Winslow. "The conduct of
NICKELS AND DIMES PROM CHILDREN
In touching on New York's politics
municipal affairs nowadays is on a
AM) GIVING AS LITTLE AS POSSIBLE IN
scientific, businesslike basis and it he praised the administration of
requires trained officials and experts Mayor ^Mitchel and declared that a
RETURN.
to properly maintain this basis. But new era in municipal government
" As those are aware who have had occasion to
had
dawned
in
this
country.
where are we to obtain the experts
accompany
childreu to the parks, this form of
D.
C.
Westenhaver,
president
of
the
and trained officials? A municipal
board of education, presided.
merchandising under a municipally-guaranteed
university is the answer."
Speaker Champ Clark will talk
monopoly has never been, conducted on any too
"With such a university,", continual Professor Winslow, "there before the club following the weekly
high, a plane. The city may have exercised some
Xould P« an Inexhaustible supply of luncheon next Saturday.
control of prices, but it has not interested itself
in quantities or qualities sufficiently to protect
the children from paying their money for stale
popcorn, skimped bags of peanuts, imitation
sandwiches and bogus lemonade. It is easy to
imagine what would happen with the stand
keepers PAYING TWICE AS MUCH AS USUAL FOR THE PRIVILEGE OF CHEATING
CHILDREN. •
There is no reason to suppose municipal
management oi the refreshment booths would
prove economical or efficient or successful, as the
business .world reckons such things. Direct or
indirect city management has not been an un'pialified success in such park enterprises as the
and swan boats and sightseeing cars.
Baker, Urged by Brunner, bathhouses
ikit city owned, and operated refreshment
Will Wot Try to Force Erie s.tands could, hardly be worse than those conducted in past seasons or threatened for this
summer under mercenary private control.
to Come In
It is to be hoped the mayor's plan will be followed
and "that, the city will make a reasonable
The new $17,000,000 railroad
effort to see that the boys and girts and other
station on the lake front won't
people who visit the parks this summer GET
be a real union station if Mayor
SOMETHING LIKE THEIR M O N E Y ' S
'WORTH. Farming out the privilege of swinBaker Weeds the advice of Ardling children to the highest bidder DOESN'T
nold W. Brmmer, group plan
FIT
IN VERY WELL WITH THE CLEVEarchitect. Brmmer is strongly
LAND IDEALS WE HEAR ABOUT.
urging Baker not to let any
other than the Big Four, Lake
Shore and Pennsylvania lines
into the depot.

ONLY 3 ROADS
MAY ENTER NEW
UNION STATION

Accordingly, Baker Monday said
the Erie railroad will be asked but
not urged to operate out of the new
station. The Wheeling- & Lake Erie,
Nickel Plate and Baltimore & Ohio
roads have already declined.
"The notion of having all "railroads entering a city run in and out
of one. station is fast losing pres-1
, tige," the mayor said. "The fewer
i the roads the better service, the less
confusion and disturbance. Bruner's
advice sounds good."
Despite the intimation of rail:yo~-rf*—•> •>"^-n*w ^1 7 l>Jn On II sta-
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FOUND UNIVERSITY
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The Peanut Stands

MAYOR BAKER'S suggestion that the city
reject all bids for refreshment stand
privileges in the parks and operate the stands
New York Professor, Before City Club, Declares Benefits Municitself will meet with the approval.of Cleveland;
ers.who
use the parks arid know the conditions
\
ipality Would Derive From Institution Are Incalculable.^
■that have prevailed there.
■ The change, if made,.will be founded on betmen eminently fitted to enter the
"The benefits to be derived from a city's service with the highest practer reasons than that the recent bidding for the
municipal university cannot be esti- tical and scientific knowledge of their
concessions was characterized by speculation or
work. And this would give the city
collusion or resort to political influence, as has
mated."
This was the statement of Pro- the maximum standard of efficiency.
been alleged. The system may have left the way
"But trained officials .are not all a
fessor C. E. A. Winslow, of the Colopen to such abuses;' it might perhaps be
municipal university could give to a
lege of the City of New York, oefore
amended to eliminate them. But the system itcity.
Co-operating
with
various
dethe City Club yesterday noon. Sevpartments
it
could
conduct
research
self
would still be wrong.
eral members of the committee re- It is said-those who sought the concessions
cently appoiafewi by Mayor Baker to wcrk that would quickly solve diffimake a survey of the educational cult civic problems, which without
this season offered twice the amounts paid by
facilities\of Cleveland relative to co- such aid would require much more
private concessionaires in the past, bidding
time
and
expense."
ordinating all the higher institutions
$4,000 or $5,000 for the privilege of a single
Professor
Winslow
was
taken
on
an
of learning into a municipal univerInspection tour of Cleveland's garfark.
What does this mean/ Merely that they
sity were also present.
gured the monopoly would be worth the price,
"The old days of slipshod methods bage and sewage disposal plants yesand untrained city officials and em- terday morning and in his address
as they could get back the city's share and a
ployees have passed," declared Pro- declared them to be the most up-tohandsome profit for themselves by TAKING
date
of
any
city
In
the
country.
■
fessor Winslow. "The conduct of
NICKELS AND DIMES PROM CHILDREN
In touching on New York's politics
municipal affairs nowadays is on a
AND' GIVING AS LITTLE AS POSSIBLE IN
(scientific, businesslike basis and It he praised the administration of
requires trained officials and experts Mayor ^Mitchel and declared that a
BpETUBN.
to properly maintain this basis. But new era in municipal government
'" As those are aware who have had occasion to
where are we to obtain the experts had dawned in this country.
accompany
children to the parks, this form of
D.
C.
Westenhaver,
president
of
the
and trained officials? A municipal
merchandising under a municipally-guaranteed
board of education, presided.
university is the answer."
Speaker Champ Clark will talk
monopoly has never been, con ducted on any too
"With such a university,", continued Professor Winslow, "there before the club following the weekly
high
a plane. The city may have exercised some
&ould he an inexhaustible supply of luncheon next Saturday.
control of prices, but it has not interested itself
in quantities or qualities sufficiently to protect
the children from paying their money for stale
popcorn, skimped bags of peanuts, imitation
sandwiches and bogus lemonade. It is easy to
imagine what would happen with the stand
keepers PAYING TWICE AS MUCH AS USUAL FOR THE PRIVILEGE OF CHEATING
CHILDREN. •
There is no reason to suppose municipal
management of the refreshment booths would
prove'economical or efficient or successful, as the
business .world reckons such things. Direct or
indirect city management has not been an un'Uialified success in such park enterprises as the
and swan boats and sightseeing cars.
Baker, Urged by Brunner, bathhouses
But; city owned, and. operated refreshment
Will Not Try to Force Erie stands could hardly be worse than those conducted, in past seasons pr. threatened for this
summer under mercenary private control.
to Come In
It is to be hoped the mayor's plan, will be followed and that the city will make a reasonable
The new .^17,000,000 railroad
effort to see that the boys and girfs and other
station on the lake front won't
people who visit the parks this summer GET
be a real union station if Mayor
SOMETHING LIKE THEIR MONEY'S
'WORTH. Farming out the privilege of sw-mBaker Weeds the advice of Ardling children to the highest bidder DOESN
nold W. Brunner, group plan
FIT IN VERY WELL WITH THE CLEV Earchitect. Brunner is strongly
LAND IDEALS WE HEAR ABOUT.
urging Baker not to let any
other than the Big Four, Lake
Shore and Pennsylvania lines
into the depot.
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ONLY 3 ROADS
MAY ENTER NEW
UNION STATION

Accordingly, Baker Monday said
the Brie railroad will be asked but
not urged to operate out of the new
station. The Wheeling & Lake Erie,
Nickel Plate and Baltimore & Ohio
roads have already declined.
"The notion of having all railroads entering a city run in and out
of one station is fast losing prestige," the mayor said. "The fewer
the roads the better service, the.less
confusion and disturbance. Bruner's
advice sounds good."
Despite the intimation of railroads that the new $17,000,000 station must go hand in hand with a
fill and immense switchyards on the
lake front, tentative plans and drawings were received here Monday.
The' plans are similar to those
shown two weeks ago when group
plan architects! met with railroad
engineers.
Alarmed at the huge purchases
made by railroads on lower Broadway and Orang;e avenue and the agitation for lake front freight terminals, Councilman Kalina Monday
night will ask council to pass a resolution demanding from railroads an
explanation of their plans.
Baker Monday said it was probable voters will be asked to approve
the sale of 35 -acres at the foot of
Bast 3rd street for the new station
at the regular November election.
The price asked by the city is $1,I 400,000.
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Union Station Specifications
Sent to Cleveland by Chicago Architects.

Demand that Mayor Baker furnish
the city council with a complete' report on present police conditions
Council to Get Freight Yard
will be made in a resolution to be
Resolutions at Meeting
Introduced by Councilman FitzGerald tonight.
Tonight.
FitzGerald says that in view of recent charges involving members of
- Plans probably final for Cleveland's
the police force the council is ennew union depot reached the city yestitled to know true conditions. Bakterday.
er has promised to furnish the inWith their arrival, city officials and
formation.
councilmen are expected to exert new
An investigation 0f the entire emefforts to have the realization of a
ployment agency situation with a civic dream of years assured without
view ' to enacting legislation for being forced to add a forty-track
stricter supervision of private agen- freight yard on the lake front. •
The plans, drawn by D. H. Burncies will be asked in a resolution by
Councilman Stolte.
The council ham, &. Co., Chicago, show the magcommittee on licenses and legislation nificence of the building to be erected
will be asked to make the investi- at the foot of the Mall- between the.
county court house and the new city
gation.
hall.'
.
Councilman Kalina will ask the'
Mayor Newton !D. Baker will're: New York Central and Pennsylvania
ceive them , today; , .The only ... step
railroads to report on plans for necessary before work can be Begun
lake front freight terminals and will be taken when the city, and railwhether they also plan to erect road officials settle details of a depot
freight terminals in the triangular contract. . The- details will"include
district bounded by Broadway, E.
22d street, E. 9th street and Orange' price of the. land-on which the building will stand,'the turning over of
avenue.
Kanila will appear before the coun- the land by the "city, to the railroads,
cil committee on finance this after- what railroads are to. enter, the depot
noon to urge that an ordinance au- and on what terms,-and other questhorizing the expenditure of $6,000 tions.
for the' sinking of a gas well at the
President A. H. .Smith pf the New
South Brooklyn municipal electric
lighting plant be passed as an emer- York Central; lines, in a letter to
Mayor Baker, recently indicated argency measure.
Public school and city authorities rangements to go into contract details
will be requested to work together could be made in the near future but
in developing playgrounds on city .warned the cityJttief New York Central
property adjacent to school buildings probably would not be able to finance
in a resolution by Councilman Rey- its part for some time.
Following hard.on„ the heels of renolds.
Councilman Gahn will ask
by the city of the perfected
that a committee representing the ceipt
plans, two moves- will be made in
board of education and the city be council tonight which will have' a
appointed to make a complete survej bearing on the;.depot situation and
of playground needs.
the group plan question as a whole.
The hour for moving the hands o!Councilman P. V. Kalina plans to
watche's and Clocks forward May 1 .offer a resolution calling upon the
railroads
to explain the extent and
when the Eastern time ordinance be
comes effective, will be decided at i ■ nature of their, project for a freight
terminal at Broadway and Orange-av
meeting of the council committee oi ,S.
E. He thinks.it should be made
legislation today. Mayor Baker wil clear why the railroads insist upon a
issue" a proclamation calling on citi lake front freight yard when they
zens to make the time change.
are planning such a tremendous one
Final action on the proposal t< at the Broadway S. E. site.
Councilman John W. Reynolds is to
route all Clark avenue cars by wa
of W. 14th street and to change "Yv introduce a resolution to bring about
a
conference, between representatives
25th street into a cross-town line wi
all organizations and bodies interbe taken by the street railway con of
ested in the group plan. His idea is
mittee. The proposal has stirred u to have discussed at the conference
considerable opposition.
the probable effect on the group plan
Of a freight yard forty tracks wide on
the lake front.
. The depot; plans that came yesterday represent a. boiling down of numerous studies prepared by the Chicago architects. They are the nearest to a final development that can
be reached npw. They include changes
from forrner plans made at the suggestion of city officials, railroad officials, group plan architects and
others.
They present specifications for a
building of granite or marble, to stand
six stories' above street level and
have two stories or levels below street
level.
The plans show a building
a.bout 460 feet across, the, front and
l!05 feet wide, to face south, its rear
and the tracks toward the lake.
The floor at track level, which is
two stories below street level, is to
be the main baggage room floor. The i
next story is the main waiting room

rOIATB.
floor, and 'the street level floor includes the upper part of the main
waiting room and entrances from the
street.
The five stories above this are for
offices. There is a total office space
of 186,000 square feet in the six upper
stories.
The lowest floor contains a great
main baggage room, in front of it a
concourse for baggage teams and at
its rear baggage passage ramps, or
inclined runways.
There are two trolley tracks shown
extending past the front of the waiting room floor at the same level and
opposite the two main entrances.
There are on this floor, besides the
main waiting room, a lunch room,
dining room, women's waiting room,
smoking room, barber shop, / cigar
counter and spaces.for mercantile, establishments.
Each of the other upper floors has
a main court in the center, which is
a continuation from the main waiting
room, and an open court at each side j
of the central court.
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Union Station Specifications
Sent to Cleveland by Chicago Architects.

Demand- that Mayor Baker furnish
the city council with a complete' report on present police conditions
Council to Get Freight Yard
will be made in a resolution to be
Resolutions at Meeting
introduced by Councilman FitzGerald tonight.
Tonight.
FitzGerald says that in view of recent charges involving members of |
- Plans probably final for Cleveland's
the police force the council is ennew union depot reached the city yestitled to know true conditions. Bakterday.
er has promised to furnish the inWith their arrival, city officials and
formation.
councilmen are expected to exert new
An investigation of the entire emefforts to have the realization of a
ployment agency situation with a civic dream of years assured without
view ' to enacting legislation for being forced to add a forty-track
stricter supervision of private agen- freight yard on the lake front.
The plans, drawn by D. H. Burncies will be asked in a resolution by
Councilman Stolte.
The council ham, &, Co., Chicago, show the magcommittee on licenses and legislation nificence of the building to be erected
at the foot of the Mall- between the
will be asked to make the investicounty court house and the new city
gation.
hall.,
...
Councilman Kalina will ask the'
Mayor Newton (D. Baker will 'rei New York Central and Pennsylvania ceive them , today, , .The only ... step'
railroads to report on plans for necessary before "tvdrk" can be begun
lake front freight terminals "and will be taken when the city, and railwhether they also plan to erect road officials settle details of" a depot
freight terminals in the triangular contract. . The - details'* will include
district bounded by Broadway, E. price of the land-on which the build22d street, E. 9th street and Orange'
ing 'will stand,'the turning over of
avenue.
Kanila will appear before the coun- the land by the'city, to the railroads,
cil committee on finance this after- what railroads are to enter, the depot
noon to urge that an ordinance au- and on what terms, - and other questhorizing the expenditure of $6,000 tions.
for the' sinking of a gas well at the
President A. H. .Smith pf the New
South Brooklyn municipal electric
York Central lines, in a letter to
I ! lighting plant be passed as an emerMayor Baker, :reeehfly indicated argency measure.
Public school and city authorities rangements to go into contract details
will be requested to work together could be made iri the near future but
In developing playgrounds on city .warned the city;the New York Central
property adjacent to school buildings probably would not be able to finance
in a resolution by Councilman Rey- its part for some time.
Following hard.on,the heels of renolds.
Councilman Gahn will ask
by the city of the perfected
that a committee representing the ceipt
plans, two moves, will be made in
board of education and the city be council tonight which will have a
■ appointed to make a complete survej ■ bearing on the .depot situation and
the group plan question as a whole.
of playground needs.
Councilman P. V. Kalina plans to
The hour for moving the hands of
watches and clocks forward May 1 .offer a resolution calling upon the
when the Eastern time ordinance be- railroads to explain the extent and
of their, project for a freight
comes effective, will be decided at i • nature
terminal at Broadway and Orange-av
meeting of the council committee oi S. E. He thin-lvs.it should be made
legislation today. Mayor Baker wil clear why the railroads insist upon a
issue* a proclamation calling on citi lake front freight yard when they
zens to make the time change.
are planning such a tremendous one
Final action on the proposal t- at the Broadway S. E. site.
Councilman John W. Reynolds is to
route all Clark avenue cars by waj
of W. 14th street and to change T\ .introduce a resolution to bring about
between representatives
25th street into a cross-town line wi aof conference,
all organizations and bodies interbe taken by the street railway con ested in the group plan. His idea is
mittee. The proposal has stirred v to have discussed at the conference
considerable opposition.
the probable effect on the group plan
of a freight yard forty tracks wide on
the lake front.
. The depot: plans that came yesterday, represent a boiling down of numerous studies prepared by the Chicago architects. They are the nearest to a final development that can
be reached now. They include changes
from former plans made at the suggestion of City officials, railroad officials, group plan architects and
others.
They present specifications for a
building of granite or marble, to stand
six stories' above street level and
have two stories or levels below street
level.
The plans show a building
a.bout 460"feet across, the, front and
:>05 feet wide, to face south, its rear
and the tracks toward "the lake.
The floor at track level, which is
two stories below street level, is to
be the main baggage room floor. The
next story is the main waiting room

floor, and 'the street level floor includes the upper part of the main
waiting room and entrances from the
street.
,
The five stories above this are for
offices. There is a total office space
of 186,000 square feet in the six upper
stories.
The lowest floor contains a great
main baggage room, in front of it a
concourse for baggage teams and at
its rear baggage passage ramps, or
inclined runways.
There are two trolley tracks shown
extending past the front of the waiting room floor at the same level and
opposite the two main entrances., i
There are on this floor, besides the !
main waiting room, a lunch room, j
dining room, women's waiting room,
smoking room, barber shop, - cigarcounter and spaces for mercantile, establishments.
'
Each of the other upper floors has
a main court in the center, which is j
a continuation from the main waiting '
room, and an open court at each side |
of the Central court.
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Mayor Baker declared that - notwithstanding council had passed an
ordinance authorizing the extension of
the line, he would order the police to
prevent cars from crossing Woodland-av if he found, after investigation, the extension would be dangerous. .
"If I find the extension will result
in an interruption of service, I will
Wooster Man Sees Mayor
have ears operate between KinsmanBaker in Fight for Judge
rd and the grade crossing. They will
not cross the tracks," declared ' the
Day's Place.
mayor.
Orders Extension of E. 79th- Council also opposed the street railway commissioner concerning operaIndorsed by Ashland Bar, • st Crosstown Tracks to
ftion of W. 25th-st cars. By unaniGets Little Encouragemous vote the Townes resolution, diKinsman-rd S. E. Derecting that all Clark-av cars be run
ment Here.
spite Protests.
by way of W. 14th-st and all through
Iw. 25th-st cars be sent to the BrookEdward S. Wertz, "Wooster, O.,
lyn section, was defeated.
came here late yesterday to cultivate TIME CHANGE HERE SET
Last night's session was marked
his prospects for the federal judgeship
by debate concerning adoption of a
FOR
MIDNIGHT,
APRIL
30
appointment. He saw Mayor Newton
resolution eulogizing the work of
D. Baker and_ W. ~B. Gongwer, chief
Public Service Director W. J. Springclerk of the board of elections, among Baker's Asked to Report on born, who leaves the city service toothers.
day.
Mayor Baker, it was said, gave Mr.
Complaints Against
Councilman W. S. PitzGerald deWertz little encouragement. So far
clared the resolution was ill advised
Police.
as the mayor's personal choice is conand that, while he wished Mr. Springcerned it is said to be pledged elseborn success, he could not vote for it.
where.
_
. .,
Mr. FitzGerald was the only member
Mr. Gongwer told Mr. Wertz the
■Democratic organization of Cuyahoga*
of council to vote against the resoluWHAT COUNCIL DID
county has no interest and will take|
tion.
no part in the naming of a successor|
to Judge William L. Day.
ORDERED by unanimous vote the
he Demand Police Report.
Mr. Wertz, who has the indorse-t
A resolution by Councilman Fitzof the B. T!>th-st cross tOTTll
to™ j,
ment of the Ashland comity bar, has, j extension
been considered as next district at-t, line to Kinsman-rd S. E., over protest Gerald calling on Mayor Baker to
■tornev here when the term of U. G.g j of Street Railroad Commissioner Peter submit a report regarding police af•Denman expires a year from now. Hef i Witt.
fairs, and to answer complaints and
'is known to have the backing of Sen-;
the
VOTED against the rcrontlng of \\. charges made recently regarding
ator Atlee Pomerene for that 'place.
j,
i-~n«t -arau juAaz>±ftfLTl3&l~s<X t a
department^rouVMl
It was considered probable yester- 25th-8t and Clark-av S. \V. lim
day the federal judgeship will not bei vorcd by traction commissioner.
filled until some time after the vacancy is created May 1, on which date
DECIDED to call upon residents!',
emos pu* ouWj■ W^°31? aaiSW L
Judge Day's resignation becomes ef- Cleveland to advance clock and wa aoj e3uBH3X3__ui_ifi^i
"^auT^O'V^s u
8
fective.
. , '_._
I Common Pleas Judge Charles J. Es- hands one hour at 12 o'clock midnisi " ^aiiiI»IO '' " ]SLs?a°*s 3nui ooo'a "'I*
tep and Attorney T>. C. Westenhaver
are the two chief Cleveland contendPASSED a nnumber
umner of
01 expenrtlti I
ers for the place.
/
■" measures. ;
I Mr. Westenhaver denied last night j ordinances as emergency
he had said he was partly determined
At the tormiest session since (
to withdraw his name because of the
apparent division in sentiment on the advent of the present administrate
part of the Cleveland bar.
council last night clashed with Str
Railway Commissioner Peter W:
and Mayor Newton D. Baker on tl
question of extending the E. 79th-i
cross town line to Kinsman-rd S. E
then voted unanimously in fav~
the extension
Opposition to Mayor Bak er als I
was shown when the council direete
him, despite his disapproval, to issu'
a proclamation calling upon Clevelanr
citizens to change to eastern time a
12 o'clock midnight April 30.
Mayor Baker advised against ad:
5(8g s^
vancing clock and watch hands a|
^^'.■^S°2*
*o^ •piu
>jra<i9i__s*^
«< j SMI
that hour, stating argument had beer,' j
^JfbicTuSli ^"plssf
o/liraTinorl that
+V,af
it would
wrmlH
ni'PVPIlf sSU b-£ ! OQt'aii ^B®^^i-^\,on 'jttJULX
advanced
it
auvaneeu
mat it
wumu prevent
JJIC
urban residents from taking part
part J1--*W*^S&in , .^^^T^SiFSRiqjg,
pu«iaA»Lij ♦- •*••" the proposed Cleveland celebration. |
Xi8A pasn „OTo_ailB^.
Councilman E. A. Meyers, authotl \^-^7^iSS^m^^^^t
*
of the resolution, opposed the change.1 fS?JuJa f™ sgaaw ivio _suvnos \
1
T
Mr . Meyers believes the mayor's , | H-i^ -—r?^^r^A^tmOTi^865t
• Ok I
[proclamation should be issued in
poster form so it can be placed upon
public buildings and displayed in
every section of Cleveland.
The dispute over the cross town
line was heard by residents in the
E. 79th-st and Kinsman-rd section,
who desired the change, and who
thronged the visitors' sections. At
Ll+«-™l"* t-"~
—
]
one point, when the confusion became
pronounced, President W. F. Thompson threatened to clear the gallery.
.id-tut"*- -g*
—7
_is9M !£o
Witt Opposes Plan
i;M.,tfl»;*«?o
The street railway commissioner
had announced he was opposed to extending it further south than Woodland-av S. E., because of the Nickel
Plate and Pennsylvania grade crossing Just south of Wopdland-av.

:EEKS HELP HERE
FOR FEDERAL SEAT
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WITT CLASHES
I WITHJOUNCIL
Tractioner Calls Members
Demagogs in Dispute Over
Oar Routes.
HE IS THRICE OPPOSED
New E. 79th-st Crosstown
Line to be Extended to
||!
Kinsman-rd.
"Demagogs!" cried Tractioner
Witt when
council
Monday
night voted against his recommendations to reroute Clarkav cars over W. 14th-st.
"It's all bunk—pure bunk," he
thundered in reply to councilmen's arguments that the proposed E. 79th-st crosstown line
should be built to Kinsman-rd as
a moral obligation to citizens.
"Demagogs^" Witt again characterized councilmen, republicans
and democrats alike, when they
adopted a resolution to force the
Concon to build the line to Kinsman-av.
It was the first time since Witt
took office that so much opposition to his plans had manifested
itself.
Witt opposed the building of
the E. 79th-st line to Kinsman-rd
because of two grade crossings,
which, he said, would hold up
service.
Council had passed an ordinance several weeks ago authorizing the line extension to Kinsmanrd.
"My Authority"—Witt.
Councilman Fitzgerald wanted
to know on whose authority the
line had been ordered stopped at
Woodland-av.
"On my own authority,!' Witt
replied.
Fitzgerald said Witt had no authority to veto council legislation.
Mayor Baker said the grade
crossings were an evil, but the
city owed a moral obligation to
the citizens along E. 79th-st between Woodland-av and Kinsmanrd to build the road.
He said if the line is built over
the grade crossings and it dens that traffic is interrupted
1 . ains'he will have dinkies run
from the grade crossings to Kinsman-rd!
"If the crossing is dangerous,
I'll place policemen there to prevent street cars from, crossing it,"
Baker said.
Witt said from 10 to 15 trains
an hour on the Pennsylvania road
would hold up traffic and from
five to six trains an hour on the
Nickel-plate road would add to the
interruption of traffic on the line
and ruin its benefits.
Votes of republican members
helped get through a resolution
authorzing the Concon to build a
line through an allotment between
St. Clair-av and Superior-ay, east
of 105th-st.

«■
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KS HELP HERE
FOR FEDERAL SEAT
fooster Man Sees Mayor,
Baker in Fight for Judge
Day's Place.
Indorsed by Ashland Bar,
Gets Little Encouragement Here.

c

I

Edward S. Wertz, Wooster, O.,
came here late yesterday to cultivate
his prospects for the federal judgeship
appointment. He saw Mayor Newton
D. Baker and, W. B. Gongwer, chief
•clerk of the board of elections, among
others.
.
: Mayor Baker, it was said, gave Mr.
Wertz little encouragement. So far
as the mayor's personal choice is concerned it is said to be pledged elsewhere.
„■ Mr.. Gongwer told Mr. Wertz the
Democratic organization of Cuyahoga';'
county has no interest and will take|
no part in the naming of a successor}
to Judge William L. Day.
Mr. Wertz, who has the indorseoent of the Ashland county bar, has,
jeen considered as next district at-(.
■torney here when the term of U. G.j
T>enman expires a year from now. He
B known to have the backing of Sen-;
'ator Atlee Pomerene for that place.
It was considered probable yesterday the federal judgeship will not bei
filled until some time after the vacancy is created May 1, on which date
Judge Day's resignation becomes effective.
.
, ■' _
' Common Pleas Judge Charles J. Esie'p and Attorney D; C. Westenhaver
iare the two chief Cleveland contenders for the place.
.
.
I Mr. Westenhaver denied last night
he had said he was partly determined
to withdraw his name because of the
apparent division in sentiment on the
part of the Cleveland bar.

Mayor Baker declared that notwithstanding council had passed an
ordinance authorizing the extension of
the line, he would order the police to
prevent cars from, crossing Woodland-av if he found, after investigation, the extension would be dangerous. .
"If I find the extension will result
Tractioner Calls Members
in an interruption of service, I will
have cars operate between KinsmanDemagogs in Dispute Over
rd and the grade crossing. They will
Oar Eoutes.
not cross the tracks," declared the
mayor.
Orders Extension of E. 79th- Council also opposed the street railHE IS THRICE OPPOSED
way commissioner concerning opera■ st Crosstown Tracks to
tion of W. 25th-st cars. By unaniNew E, 79th-st Crosstown
Jmous vote the Townes resolution, diKinsman-rd S. E. De|recting that all Clark-av cars be run
Line to be Extended to
spite Protests.
i by way of W. 14th-st and all through
\P
Kinsman-rd,
W. 25th-st ears be sent to the Brooklyn section, was defeated.
"Demagogs!" cried Tractioner
TIME CHANGE HERE SET
Last night's session was marked
Witt
when
council
Monday
'
■
by
debate
concerning
adoption
of
a
FOR MIDNIGHT, APRIL 30
night
voted
against
his
recomresolution eulogizing the work ot
mendations to reroute ClarkPublic Service Director W. J. Springav cars over W. 14th-st.
Baker's Asked to Report on born, who leaves the city service to"It's all bunk—pure hunk," he
day.
Complaints Against
thundered in reply to councilCouncilman W. S. FitzGerald demen's arguments that the proclared the resolution was ill advised
Police.
posed E. 79th-st crosstown line
; and that, while he -wished Mr. Spring •should he built to Kinsman-rd as
; born success, he could not vote for it.
Mr. FitzGerald was the only member
a moral obligation to citizens.
of council to vote against the resolu"Demagogsl" Witt again charWHAT COUNCIL DID
acterized councilmen, republicans
tion.
and democrats alike, when they
ORDERED by unanimous vote the Demand Police Report.
A resolution by Councilman Fitzadopted a resolution to force the
extension of the E. 7!)th-st cross trnrn
Concon to build the line to Kinsline to Kinsman-rd S. E., over protest Gerald calling on Mayor Baker to
man-av.
of Street Railroad Commissioner Peter submit a report regarding police afIt was the first time since Witt
Witt.
fairs, and to answer complaints and
took office that so much opposicharges
made
recently
regarding
the
VOTED against the rerontlns of W.
tion to his plans had manifested
25tii-st and Clark-av S, W. lines fa- department, was adopted without a
itself.
vored by traction commissioner.
Witt opposed the building of
dissenting vote.
The mayor will submit a. report in
the E. 79th-st line to Kinsman-rd
DECIDED to call upon residents of
because of two grade crossings,
writing at the next council meeting.
Cleveland to advance clock and watch
■which, he said, would hold up
Mr.
FitzGerald
refers
to
the
charge
hands one hour at 12 o'clock midnight,
service.
that the cocaine raid was tipped OIT
April 30.
Council had passed an ordiin advance, the statement from Junance several weeks ago authorizPASSED a number of expenditure venile court regarding the sale of liing the line extension to Kinsmanordinances as emergency measures.
quor to girls and to recent changes in
rd.
At the stormiest session since the' the Cleveland detective force. '
"My Authority"—Witt.
The break between council and
Councilman Fitzgerald wanted
advent of the present administration,
Street Railway Commissioner Witt
to know on whose authority the
council last night clashed with Street came when Mr. Witt declared he had
line had been ordered stopped at
Railway Commissioner Peter Witt. asked the street railway company not
Woodland-av.
"On my own authority,!' Witt
and Mayor Newton D. Baker on the to extend the E. 79th-st line to Kin,~i replied.
man-rd.
question of extending the E. 79th-st
Fitzgerald said Witt had no au"On what authority did you ask
cross town line to Kinsman-rd S. E.,
i thority to veto council legislation.
this of the company?" questioned
Mayor Baker said the grade
then voted unanimously in favor of Councilman FitzGerald.
i crossings were an evil, hut the
the extension.
"On my own authority," retorted
! city owed a moral obligation to
j the citizens along E. 79th-st beOpposition to Mayor Baker also Mr. Witt, "f.:id I'll stand by it."
tween Woodland-av and Kinsman"The question is whether this counwas shown when the council directed
rd to build the road.
him, despite his disapproval, to issue cil has final authority or whether the_
He said if the line is huilt over
a proclamation calling upon Cleveland [street-railway commissioner has the
the grade crossings and it decitizens to change to eastern time at right of veto," said Mr. FitzGerald
ns that traffic is interrupted
"An ordinance was passed by coun12 o'clock midnight April 30.
1
ains'he will have dinkies run
cil
some
time
ago
authorizing
the
irom the grade crossings to KinsMayor Baker advised against adextension
of
the
line
to
Kinsman-rd.
man-rd!
vancing clock and watch hands a,t
"If the crossing is dangerous,
that hour, stating argument had been' The duty of the street railway commissioner is to carry out the orders
I'll place policemen there to preadvanced that it would prevent subvent street cars from, crossing it,"
of this council."
.
urban residents from taking part in
Mr Witt then charged that Mr.
Baker said.
FitzGerald had opposed the E. 79th-st
the proposed Cleveland celebration.
Witt said from 10 to 15 trains
Councilman E. A. Meyers, author' project at a previous meeting.
an hour on the Pennsylvania road
Prior to the final vote, Mayor
would
hold up traffic and from
of the resol-.tion, opposed the change.
Baker stated that while the city is
Mr . Meyers believes the mayor's
morally bound to extend the line, he | five to six trains an hour on the
had doubts concerning the wisdom ot |, Nickel-plate road would add to the
proclamation should be issued in
forcing it through at this time be- | interruption of traffic on the line
poster form so it can be placed upon
and ruin its benefits.
cause of the Woodland-av grade
public buildings and displayed in
Votes of republican members
CT
Councilman Harry L. French, who] helped get through a resolution
every section of Cleveland.
headed for the fight for the extension
authorzing the Concon to build a
The dispute over the cross town
of the line, declared there was no
line through an allotment between
line was heard by residents in the
danger at the crossing.
. ,;,
St. Clair-av and Superior-ay, east
Pointing to the gallery Mr.Witt
E. 79th-st and Kinsman-rd section,
declared he did not believe E. i9th-st: of 105th-st.
who desired the change, and who'
property owners wanted _ the line.)
thronged the visitors' sections. At
Dozens of persons in the visitors secone point, when the confusion became
| tiort arose and shouted:
"I do, I do."
pronounced, President W. F. ThompI President Thompson declared He
son threatened to clear the gallery.
I would clear the gallery unless order
Witt Opposes Plan.
was restored.
■ . '
! "It should not be necessary for this
The street railway commissioner
council to reaffirm its previous . ac'tion" said Councilman FitzGerald.,
had announced he was opposed to ex"It resolves itself into a question;
tending it further south than Woodof whether this council has to sub- ,
land-av S. E„ because of the Nickel
mit to a veto by the street railway
Plate and Pennsylvania grade crosscommissioner.
-,.-„,.
"Don't come here with jour
ing just south of Woodland-av.
'bunk,'" exclaimed the traction com-!
missioner. "You voted against the
line before. Now you are voting to

WITT CLASHES
| WITHJOUNCIL

eX

Among "those in the visitors' section last night were active members
of the Kinsman Road Improvement
association and other residents in the
E 79th-st and Kinsman-rd section
who long, have advocated the crosst0

Opposition to immediate action -on
the resolution pledging council to the
extension of a cross-town line in the
vicinity of E. 125th-st fromi St. ClaufeS ?t -XhV's-nle^Ihe
street railroad company test tne yioj
Many w
pmPreencv »measures at
approved
as emergent
last night's council meeting, but the

gency measures P^f&^Sptaidl-
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nue grade-crossings.
"I might even go so far as to station policemen at : the . crossing to
prevent cars from crossing," said
Baker, "in case I find the crossings
dangerous."
The vote of the council was unanimouse for the French, resolution arid
also against Witt's plans to separate
the Clark avenue and W. 25th street
lines.
Witt Explains Position.
Witt based his objections to the
E. 79th street line on grade crossings
of the Nickel Plate and Pennsylvania railroads at E. 79th street and
Elections Official Will Be SeWoodland avenue.
"I. would rather see the whoie line
lected by Democratic Comabandoned than the• extension made,"
said he. "Trains will block the
mittee This Aftercrossings and service on the entire
line will be tied up."
noon.
FitzGerald *aid that Witt should
have stated his objections at the
time the franchise was granted the
MAYOR'S POSITION WILL
railway company. Witt said that he
thought the crossings were to be
INDICATE PARTY'S CHOICE
eliminated. Councilman French said |
that he was at a loss to understand j
how the commissioner had gained j
J. J, Fitzgerald, Candidate to
this impression.
A resolution pledging the council j
Succeed Self, Is Opposed
to authorize expenditures by the
by Two.
street railway company for the extension of the Superior avenue car
line when property owners near E.
The Democratic executive commit123d street have donated a street was
tee will meet at i o'clock this afterthe only legislation having Witt's
backing which was passed.
noon at the party headquarters in
A fight was made on this measure
"Without a dissenting vote the
the Engineers' building to indorse a
but it carried by a vote of fifteen
city council last night adopted to ten. Councilman French declared
member of the board of elections.
The candidate indorsed must, under Councilman FitzGerald 's resolu- that the territory was undeveloped
the law, be appointed by the Secre- tion asking for a complete re- Councilman Damm asked that property owners first submit plans of
tary of State.
port from Mayor Baker on con- the street they proposed to open.
J. J. Fitzgerald, who has been a
Another stormy scene was enacted
Democratic member of the board for ditions in the police department. when Councilman French submitFor
the
first
time
the
council
memted a resolution eulogizing' W. J.
four years, is a candidate to succeed
bers refused to bow to the will of
himself. Opposed to him as candi- Street Railway Commissioner. Witt, Springborn, retiring director of public
service, and asking councilmen .to
dates are Councilman Harry L. and stormy scenes marked Witt's ef- sign their names to an engrossed
forts
to
block
the
extension
of
the
E.
French and former Councilman D. J.
resolution to be forwarded to the di79th street cross-town line.
rector.
Zinner.
Against his vehement protests the
"I think the resolution is ill adThe race is between Fitzgerald and council directed that the E. 79th
vised and I cannot conscientiously
French, with Zinner a possibility only street line be extended to Kinsman
sign such a sweeping indorsement of
in the event of a deadlock in the road and refused to separate Clark a public official," said FitzGerald. He
avenue
and
W.
25th
street
lines.
committee. It has been said all along
was the only member of the council
"You are a bunch of demagogues," to vote against the resolution, althat the man indorsed by Mayor
shouted
Witt
when
the
council
votBaker would win.
though Councilman Bernstein said
W. B. Gongwer and Tim McDon- ed unanimously against each of his that he would not agree with many
wishes.
ough, Democratic organization leadThe meeting was further enlivened, | :of the sweeping provisions.
ers, will both vote for Fitzgerald. Mr.
when
E. 79th street property owners,
Gongwer is secretary of and Mr. McDonough a member ,of the election who had gathered in the balcony of ,
the council chamber, took exception
board. The outlook last night was
said by members of the Democratic to Witt's charge that those who |
wanted the line extended did not own
J committee to be favorable to Mr.
French though it was declared Mayor propierty.
More than twenty property owners j
! Baker, who is the committee chair- rose with a loud cry of protest]
| man, had not taken sides as yet. If against Witt's assertion. President ;
the vote had been taken last night it Thompson threatened at this point
would have been close. How close it tp have the council, chamber cleared
will be when the committee meets tounless the noisesceased.
day depends on the position taken by
Witt Sharply Criticized.
Mayor Baker.
The FitzGerald resolution calling J
for the police probe recited charges \
William J. Hart, 3006 Franklin ave
nue, who served the city of Cleve- 'which have been made against mem- ;
land as a magistrate many years, hers of the force. It asked the mayor j
to report. particularly on discipline, [
yesterday obtained from the election
board a Republican nomination peti- co-operation between members of j
the
force and
superior officers, j
tion for common pleas judge. Another whether any instructions have, been .
candidate for the common pleas given by the mayor or the director o£ j
bench who took out petitions was public safety that would tend to j
Dorr E. "Warner, Democrat, 25 Hol- modify the activities of the force anil ■
yoke avenue, East Cleveland.
what changes should be made to asThree candidates for nominations
sure a more efficient force.
for state representatives enrolled
Sharp criticism of Witt's action in
yesterday:
John A. Kohl, 1323 refusing to proceed with the cross! Beach avenue, and Edward L, town line extension after having been
Bente, 3801 Robert avenue, Demo- directed to do so by the council sev''crats, and Thomas H. Stapleton, eral months ago was made by Coun774 E. lB2d street, Progressive.
cilman FitzGerald.
* * *
"The whole question is one of
Friends of active and receptive whether the street railway commiscandidates for appointment as United sioner has power to hold up. ordiStates judge for the Cleveland dis- nances of the councili" charged FitzGerald.
"I assumed the responsibility and
will stand by it," retorted Witt.
Mayor Baker said that he would
sign the resolution directing that the
work proceed with the understanding
that it might later be necessary to
separate the line and operate dinkey
cars on the southerly end on account
of E. 79th street and Woodland ave

dAKER'SWSHTO REPORT ON POLICE
ASKED BY COUNCIL
CONTROL NAMING
IN FIERYJEETING
E
Full information Demanded
ol Mayor on Conduct
of Affairs.

MEMBERS SQUELCH WITT

Resent Being Called "Bunch of
Demagogues" for Forcing Extension of E. 79th Line.

i MUST BUILD TRACKS TO KINSMAN
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REPORT ON POLICE
ASKED BY COUNCIL
IN FIERYJEETING

CONTROL NAMING
If BOARDJEMBER Foil
Elections Official Will Be Selected by Democratic Committee This Afternoon.
MAYOR'S POSITION WILL
INDICATE PARTY'S CHOICE
J. J. Fitzgerald, Candidate to
Succeed Self, Is Opposed
by Two.

information Demanded
of Mayor on Conduct
of Affairs.

MEMBERS SQUELCH WITT
Resent Being Called "Bunch of
Demagogues" for Forcing Extension of E. 79th Line.

nue grade-crossings.
"I might even go so far as to station policemen at-the. crossing to
prevent cars from crossing," said
Baker, "in case I And the crossings
dangerous."
The vote of the council was unanimouse for the French, resolution and
also against Witt's plans to separate
the Clark avenue and W. 25th street
lines.
Witt Explains Position.
Witt based his objections to tha
E. 79th street line on grade crossings
of the Nickel Plate and Pennsylvania railroads at E. 79th street and
Woodland avenue.
. "I. would rather see the whole line
abandoned than the extension made,"
said he. "Trains will block the
crossings and service on the entire
line will be tied up."
PitzGerald *aid that Witt should
have stated his objections at the
time the franchise was granted the
railway company. Witt said that he
thought the crossings were to be
eliminated. Councilman French said
that he was at a loss to understand
how the commissioner had gained
this impression.
A resolution pledging the council
to authorize expenditures by the
street railway company for the extension of the Superior avenue car

The Democratic executive commit- MUST BUILD TRACKS TO KINSMAN I 123d street have donated a street was
3 j.,-.-i_- i„«i
Via-irinonln+^n
the. only
legislation
having Witt's
Witt's
tee will meet at 4 o'clock this afterbacking which was passed.
noon at the party headquarters inj
A fight was made on this measure
Without a dissenting vote the
the Engineers' building to Indorse a|
but it carried by a vote of fifteen
city
council
last
night
adopted
member of the board of elections.
to ten. Councilman French declared
The candidate indorsed must, under Councilman FitzGerald's resolu- that the territory was undeveloped
the law, be appointed by the Secre- \ tion asking for a complete re- Councilman Damm asked that property owners first submit plans of
tary of State.
; port from Mayor Baker on con- the street they proposed to open.
J. J. Fitzgerald, who has been a
Another stormy scene was enacted
Democratic member of the board for 1 ditions in the police department. when Councilman French submitFor the first time the council mem- ted a resolution eulogizing' W. J.
four years, is a candidate to succeed
I bers refused to bow to the will of Springborn, retiring director of public
himself. Opposed to him as candi- Street Railway Commissioner Witt, service, and asking councilmen .to
dates are Councilman Harry L. and stormy scenes marked Witt's ef- sign their names to an engrossed
French and former Councilman D. J. forts to block the extension of the E. resolution to be forwarded to the di'9th street cross-town line.
rector..
Zinner.
Against his vehement protests the
"I think the resolution is ill adThe race is between Fitzgerald and council directed that the E. 79th
vised and I cannot conscientiously
French, with Zinner a possibility only street line be extended to Kinsman sign such a sweeping indorsement of
in the event of a deadlock in the road and refused to separate Clark a public official," said FitzGerald. He
committee. It has been said all along avenue and W. 25th street lines.
was the only member of the council
"You are a bunch of demagogues," to vote against the resolution, althat the man indorsed by Mayor
shouted Witt when the council vot- though Councilman Bernstein said
Baker would win.
W. B. Gongwer and Tim McDon- ed unanimously against each of his that he would not agree with many
ough, Democratic oi-ganization lead- WTheSmeeting was further enlivened [ ofthe'^wceping provisions
ers, will both vote for Fitzgerald. Mr.
E 79th street property owners, ;
Gongwer is secretary of and Mr. Mc- when
who had gathered in the balconyof
Donough a member xof the election the council chamber, took exception
board. The outlook last night was to Witt's charge that those who j
said by members of the Democratic wanted the line extended did not own ;
committee to be favorable to Mr.
•
French though it was declared Mayor property.
More than twenty property owners j
Baker, who is the committee chair- rose with a loud cry of protest j
man, had not taken sides as yet. If against Witt's assertion. President
the vote had been taken last night it Thompson threatened at this point
| would have been close. How close it to have the council-chamber cleared,
I will be when the committee meets to- unless the noise "'ceased.
day depends on the position taken by
Witt Sharply Criticized.
Mayor Baker.
The FitzGerald resolution: calling !
+
*
*
for the police probe recited charges
William J. Hart, 3006 Franklin ave- "which have been made against mem- ;
1 nue, who served the city of Cleve- bers of the' force. It asked the mayor
land as a magistrate many years, to report. particularly on discipline, [
yesterday obtained from the election co-operation between members of I
hoard a Republican nomination peti- the force and
superior officers, j
tion for common pleas judge. Another whether any instructions have, been
- candidate for the common pleas given by the mayor or the director of ,
bench who took out petitions was public safety that would tend to [
Dorr E. Warner, Democrat, 25 Hol- modify the activities of the force and
yoke avenue, East Cleveland.
what changes should be made to asThree candidates for nominations sure a more efficient force.
for state representatives enrolled
Sharp criticism of Witt's action in
yesterday:
John A. Kohl
1323 refusing to proceed with the cross-,
Beach avenue, and Edward D, town line extension after having been
Bente, 3801 Robert avenue, Demo- directed to do so by the council sevcrats, and Thomas H. Stapleton, eral months ago was made by Coun774 E. 152d street, Progressive.
oilman FitzGerald.
"The whole question is one of
Friends of active and receptive whether the street railway commiscandidates for appointment as United sioner has power to hold up. ordiStates judge for the Cleveland dis- nances of the council," charged Fitztrict are planning to besiege Senator Gerald.
"I assumed the responsibility and
Atlee Pomerene, if he comes to this
city Saturday for the Democratic will stand by it," retorted Witt.
Mayor Baker said that he would
dollar dinner. The Senator, they say,
will be told all about the respective sign the resolution directing that the
candidates and will be importuned to work proceed with the understanding
recommend a number of Democratic that it might later be necessary to
lawyers, who have hitherto not ap- separate the line and operate dinkey
peared as aspirants for the place to cars on the southerly end on account
[be vacated by Judge William L. Day, of E. 79th street and Woodland aveMay 1.
Report was circulated yesterday
i that Democratic leaders here had
taken up the matter of the judicial
appointment with Attorney General
McReynolds, to whom a list of canI didates had been sent.
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PASTORSTOKEEP FILIPINO TO PLEAD
TUB ON MAYOR'S FORINDEPENDENCE
IB HEIST VICE!

REIIIffl
LECTIONS B
Mayor "Puts Over" Councilman
in Face of Committee
Support for Member.

Federated Churches Will Name
Committee to See That He
Abolishes District as
Promised.

DEMOCRATS WILL NOT
FORM JUDICIARY SLATE

ALSO WILL HELP WOMEN
DRIVEN OUT BY ATTACK

Arrangements for Party Dinner to
Be Made Tomorrow
Morning.

Positions for Some Already Have
Been Obtained, Says Rev.
E. H. Tippett.

BY FREDERICK BAGLEY.
Mayor Baker succeeded in overturning- promises of support given by
a majority of the Democratic committeemen to J. J- FltzGerald for
reappointment to the board of elections, and at a stormy session of the
Democratic
committee
yesterday,
procured the appointment of Councilman Harry L. French'to the place.
A week ago the committee voted
for FitzGerald, but Baker asked, as
a personal favor to himself, that
action be deferred for a week. Fitz
Gerald told his friends that eleven of
the eighteen committeemen had said
they were for him. But Baker, insisting that French receive the place,
forced the friends of FitzGerald, all
but three of whom are in jobs under
Democratic officials, to ratify his
promise to French.
After the meeting, W. J. Murphy,
the spokesman, said that the action
was unanimous. This was admitted
by Burr Gongwer and Tim McDonough, who
were FitzGerald's
strongest friends.
But it became
known later that no roll call was
made on the motion to endorse
French, but that it was "by acclamation." There were no votes cast
against the motion, when it was seen,,
after Baker got through with them,
that a majority of the committee
were for French.
Pays $2,800aYeai\^^_
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The Federated Churches at the
a:nnual meeting May 1, will appoint
a permanent vice committee to see
that the promise of Mayor Baker to
abolish the segregated
district is
carried out. Members also will assist In caring for persons driven from
the district.
Rev. E. H. Tippett, chairman of a
subcommittee of the special vice
committee, yesterday reported
on
the work of his committee. The decision to maintain a standing vice
committee was reached in the meetr
ing.
No effort will be made by the
churches, Rev. Tippett said, to stamp
out resorts as they spread through
the city unless they are such as to
attract considerable attention.
Fear of persons from the segregated district spreading through
the city, Rev. Tippett said, is foolish. The district now has only 270
of the 2,000 such women in the city,
he said.
Baker Changed Opinion.
Rev. Tippett yesterday made public
a series of secret meetings which the
cqmmittee held at down-town clubs
with Mayor Baker, Chief Rowe',
physicians and sociological workers.
He said the mayor was strongly opposed to doing away with the district at first, but after making a
thorough* study changed his opinion.
"We didn't go into this blindly,"
said Rev. Tippett. "For more than a
year the Federated Churches have;
been working quietly gathering infor_ raation.
Detectives brought up re-

Three hundred members and invited guests will attend the annual
banquet of the Chamber of Industry!
this evening to hear addresses by
Manuel L. Quezon, Philippine commissioner to the United States, Mayor
Baker and Paul Howland, former
Congressman.
Congressman Gordon, who will preside, will be introduced by F. D.
Lawrence, president of the chamber.
A plea for Philippine independence
will be made by Quezon in his address on "The Present Conditions in
the Philippines." Mayor Baker will
speak on "The City" and Howland
will have as his subject, "Yesterday,
Today
and
Tomorrow."
Former
officers of the chamber will be seated
at the speakers' table.
From 6:30 until 7:30 o'clock a reception in honor of the guests will
be held in the board of directors'
rooms.
Quezon will be a guest this morning of the officers of the chamber on
an automobile tour of the section of
Cleveland west of the river. At noon
he will be the honorary guest at a
luncheon.
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FILIPINO TO PLEAD

Mayor "Puts Over" Councilman
in Face of Committee
Support for Member.

Federated Churches Will Name
Committee to See That He
Abolishes District as
Promised.

DEMOCRATS WILL NOT
FORM JUDICIARY SLATE

ALSO WILL HELP WOMEN
DRIVEN OUT BY ATTACK

Arrangements for Party Dinner to
Be Made Tomorrow
Morning.

Positions for Some Already Have
Been Obtained, Says Rev.
E. H. Tippett.

BY FREDERICK BAGLEY.
Mayor Baker succeeded in overturning- promises of support given by
a majority of the Democratic commi'tteemen to J. J- FitzGerald for
reappointment to the board of elections, and at a stormy session of the
Democratic
committee
yesterday,
procured the appointment of Councilman Harry L. French' to the place.
A week ago the committee voted
for FitzGerald, but Baker asked, as
a personal favor to himself, that
action be deferred for a week. Fitz
Gerald told his friends that eleven of
the eighteen committeemen had said
they werg for him. But Baker, insisting that French receive the place,
forced the friends of FitzGerald, all
but three of whom are in jobs under
Democratic officials, to ratify his
promise to French.
After the meeting, W. J. Murphy,
the spokesman, said that the action
was unanimous. This was admitted
by Burr Gongwer and Tim McDonough, who
were FitzGerald's
strongest friends. But it became
known later that no roll call was
made on the motion to endorse
French, but that it was "by acclamation." There were no votes cast
against the motion, when it was seen,,
after Baker got through with them,
that a majority of the committee
were for French.
Pays $2,800 a Year.
The board of elections place pays
$2,800 a year. It is a four-year place, j
from May 1, under the appointment;
of the Secretary of State, upon the!
recommendation of the local party!
committee.
FitzGerald held the position for!
eleven years. He did not think itl
necessary to make a campaign early. |
He waited until a fortnight ago before calling on the mayor and askirtg
his support,
Then Mayor Baker Informed FitzGerald that he had promised some
, months before to be for Councilman
'• French.
i In the meeting at headquarters in
jthe Engineers' building the commitjteemen were all present except Grajham, who is in Canada, and L. K.
:
Coffinberry.
The' mayor requested
French, who is a member of the committee, to withdraw, which he did,
and told Zinner that if he were a candidate for the place on the board, he
should also withdraw.
Baker Passes the Word.
Then Baker told them that he had
passed his word to French to give
him the job, and appealed to them to
make his word good. After a lot of
discussion the viva voce vote was
taken and French was endorsed. He.
was congratulated by most of the1
committe'emen.
"When the board of election reorganizes May 1, John H. Orgill, the
senior Republican member, will bf
chosen president, it is settled. There
is to be no change) in the clerical
force.
No man has been picked to succeed
French as councilman from the Sixteenth ward.
The Democratic committee decided
yesterday not to make a slate of
judicial candidates at the Democratic
primaries.
Entries for county office at the
board of elections yesterday were D.
L. Sutter, 15016 Cardinal avenue, for
Democratic state Senator, T. J. McManus, 1785 E. 93d street, for the Republican nomination for county commissioner, and William E. Fowler, 826
E. 152d street, for the Progressive
nomination for state Representative.
A boom, for James Lind, the former
football star, for Republican state
Representative, was started by his
friends yesterday.
The final arrangements for the
Democratic dinner of Saturday will
be made by the committee tomorrow
morning at 10 o'clock in Mayor Baker's office.

The Federated Churches at the
annual meeting May 1, will appoint
a permanent vice committee to see
that the promise of Mayor Baker to
abolish the segregated district is
carried out. Members also will assist in caring for persons driven from
the district.
Rev. E. H. Tippett, chairman of a
subcommittee of the special vice
committee, yesterday reported on
the work of his committee. The decision to maintain a standing vice
committee was reached in the meeting.
No effort will be made by the
churches, Rev. Tippett said, to stamp
out resorts as they spread through
the city unless they are such as to
attract considerable attention.
Fear of persons from the segregated district spreading through
the city, Rev. Tippett said, is foolish. The district now has only 270
of the 2,000 such women in the city,
he said.
Baker Changed Opinion.
Rev. Tippett yesterday made public
a series of secret meetings which the
committee held at down-town clubs
with Mayor Baker, Chief Rowe',
physicians and sociological workers.
He said the mayor was strongly opposed to doing away with the district at first, but after making a
thorough* study changed his opinion.
"We didn't go into this blindly,"
said Rev. Tippett. "For more than a
year the Federated Churches have'
been working quietly gathering information. Detectives brought up reports covering the whole city and we
arrived at the' exact facts before taking any steps.
"A large number of physicians
worked with us in our study and
careful records were made for us in
hospitals and clinics. We had all the j
records of the police department for
five years back to study in our meetings with the mayor and Chief
Eowe."
He said it is not the hope of the j
churches to stamp out vice, Ministers, |
he said, are broad-minded enough to
know that such a thing cannot be
done.
Can Obliterate District.
"But," he said, "we came to the
belief,, and the mayor now agrees
with us, that the so-called segregated
district can be wiped out.
"As a matter of fact it is not a
segregated district. The vice of the
city is not segregated. That district
represents only one-eighth, the rest
is scattered all over the city. For
that reason in our study we did not
have to consider the old cry that
scatteration would result from eliminating segregation.
"The district represents a small
part of the city's vice set apart, commercialized and advertised. It stimulates social and all other vices."
The report made by Rev. Tippett
to the committee says that Mayor
Baker has promised to do just what
the committee set out to accomplish.
He approved the mayor's plan of
making the elimination of the district gradual but none the less
thorough.
Women Ask for Aid.
Many women of the district have
appealed to the Federated Churches
for aid. Positions for some have
been obtained. The principal work
of the standing committee will be in
lending aid to others as the closing
of the various places forces them to
seek aid.
Rev. Tippett declared yesterday he
had received letters from a large
number of women in the segregated
district commending the work of th*
Federated Churches and asserting
that segregation is not the proper
solution of the vice problem.

Three hundred members and invited guests will attend the annual
banquet of the Chamber of Industry
this evening to hear addresses by
Manuel D. Quezon, Philippine commissioner to the United States, Mayor
Baker and Paul Howland, former
Congressman.
Congressman Gordon, who will preside, will be introduced by F. D.
Lawrence, president of the chamber.
A plea for Philippine independence
will be made by Quezon In his address on "The Present Conditions in
the Philippines." Mayor Baker will
speak on "The City" and Howland
will have as his subject, "Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow."
Former
officers of the chamber will be seated
at the speakers' table.
From 6:30 until 7:30 o'clock a reception in honor of the guests will
be held in the board of directors'
rooms.
Quezon will be a guest this morning of the officers of the chamber on
an automobile tour of the section of
Cleveland west of the river. At noon
he will be the honorary guest at a
luncheon.
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Chamber of Industry Members Prepare Banquet.
Arrangements have been completed
for the anniversary banquet of the
Cleveland Chamber
of
Industry,
Franklin-av N. "W., near E. ' 25th-st,
tonight.
Mayor Newton D. Baker has agreed
to speak on "The City." Senor Man-'
uel L Quezon of the Philippines is on
the program to discuss "The Present
Condition of Affairs in the Philippines." Former Congressman Paul
Howland is to talk on "Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow." Rev. H. N. Dascomb of the First Congregational
church is slated to deliver the invocation.
Senor Quezon is expected to .arrive
this morning at 7 o'clock and is to be ,
taken_about the city on a sight seeing I

Their Investigators of Segregated District Approve
Elimination Plan.
i Committee Expects Zone to
Be Wiped Out Before
Mayor Quits.
The subcommittee of the civic betterment committee, which investigated conditions in Cleveland's segregated district for Federated Churches,
yesterday gave its official stamp of
approval to Mayor Newton D. Baker's
promise that the district gradually is
to be wiped out.
"The committee was elated with
the mayor's promise," Rev. E. H. Tippett, pastor of Hough Avenue Congregational church and chairman of
the subcommittee, said yesterday
afternoon after the committee had
acted on the mayor's proposal.
"There is a little more than a year
and a half remaining of Mr. Baker's
term of office, and in that time we
feel the segregated district will have
been entirely wiped out."
The fiscal year of
Federated
Churches ends April 30. On that
date the annual meeting will be held
and new committees will be chosen.
"When the new subcommittee has
been named to continue work," said
Rev. Mr. Tippett, "it will have at
least two distinct duties. The first,
will be to see that the promised vice!
zone suppression takes place, and
second, to lay plans to aid women
who have been vice victims and desire to better their moral condition."
Letters are to be sent in a few
days to all ministers, whose charges
have
membership
in
Federated
Churches, stating the subcommittee's
approval of the mayor's action

SUPPORTS FRENCH,
IRI!

s.

May 1, held the office about ten
years. He has many friends in the
Democratic. p%rty.
Councilman French was councils
man for one term under Mayor Tom
L. Johnson, served a term under
Mayor Herman Baehr, and is in his
second term under Mayor Baker. At
the election last fall he received a
greater majority than any other successful councilmanic candidate.
Members said the -situation that
Democratic Executive Com- confronted
the committee in select- Ohio Women Greet Wife of
a board member this year was
mittee Names Councilman ing
one of the most difficult the organizaCleveland Mayor at Totion ever had to face. Both Mr.
for Elections Board.
FitzGerald and Mr. French are close
ledo Reception.
to the organization leaders and the
members of the executive committee,
Clarke Keeps Up Toll Fight, Mr. French will resign from
council after he is appointed to the State Campaign for Ballot
elections board by Scretary of State
Insisting That Hogan
Will be Launched
Graves.
The executive committee decided
Reply.
yesterday that the Democratic organToday.
ization, as such, will maintain a
BY WALKER S. BUEI*.
hands-off attitude in the primary
^ ,., ,
with regard to nomination of DemoSPECIAL TO THE PLAIN DEALER.
Mayor Newton D. Baker won a cratlc canaiaatea for judicial posi
TOLEDO, O., April 14.—At a public
direct triumph in his own party tions.
reception tonight in'the Boody house
organization
yesterday afternoon;
given by officers and members of the
when the Democratic county execu- i| Attorney John H. Clarke, candidate
tive committee nominated Council-1| for the Dempcratjc nomination for Ohio Suffrage association, Mrs. Newman Harry L. French for member of j United States senator, last night gave ton D. Baker, wife of the mayor ot
the board of elections to succeed J. J. j! out a letter announcing that he had Cleveland, was the guest of honor.
mailed it to Attorney creneral T. S
FitzGerald.
Mrs. Baker will be one of the
Hogan, also a candidate, last Friday.
The
result
of
the
long
meeting,
principal
speakers at the suffrage
"I
have
waited
four
days
for
a
held in Democratic headquarters in
the Engineers building, was consid- reply," said Mr. Clarke. "Not receiv- rally tomorrow in Zenobia theater,
ered distinctly a tribute to the power ing one, I assume Mr. Hogan is op- when a new state wide campaign for
in the committee of the mayor's per- \ posed to President Wilson in his de- equal suffrage in Ohio will be
the canai tolls exemption
sonal wish.
. I mandbethat
repealed and also that he is launched.
It was considered also to have S law
Women from many parts of Ohio
to meet the voters of the
been brought "about in part by a I not willing
By
face to face and give his rea- began arriving this morning.
strong desire of some of the com- I state
noon nearly 100 women, including
for taking such a position.
mittee, who wanted Mr. FitzGerald | sons
Miss
Zara
duPont,
Cleveland,
ac"I am heart and soul with the presagain named, to avoid any appear- | ident in the defense of our national companied by Mrs. Harriet Taylor
ance of discord in the committee.
honor, which is involved in this re- Upton, AVarren, 'president of the
The situation had come to a point ! peal, and I Intend to unite as cordially suffrage association arrived. These
where, had another candidate been j as possible with Secretary Bryan, the women were met by members of the
named, the act probably would have | 260 Democratic members of the lower Lucas county equal suffrage league
been construed as a defeat for the | house of congress and the five-sixths and escorted to the Boody house.
Here the visitors were bedecked
mayor, chairman of the committee J of the delegates to the Baltimore conand leader in Democracy, at the j vention in support of the president's with yellow ribbons and a small white
hands of some of his closest friends f policy."
ribbon.
Several men were seen in the lobby
in the party.
i
This was Mr. Clarke's letter:
When this became apparent, those t Referring to the request I made at the and parlors of the hotel assisting
who favored the nomination of Mr. Jefferson banquet at Elyria on April 1 members of the Toledo committee.
The formal opening of the camFitzGerald for another term aocceded that you publicly state your position as to
repeal of the canal tolls exemption law,
will be tomorrow at 10 a. m.
to Mr. Baker's choice, refusing to the
you are quoted tn the Cleveland Plain Dealer paign
push against his wishes and perhaps and the Cincinnati Enquirer of Wednesday, Plans for the state wide campaign
April 8, as saying in substance (a) that I will be taken up at the afternoon
win over them.
no right %o question you on the sub- meeting, when, besides Mrs. Baker,
It was declared afterward that at had and
that you would go ahead with your
Medill McCormick and Miss
the opening of the meeting a major- ject
campaign In your own way; (b) that the Mrs.
ity of the committee' stood prepared statutory pledge required of all candidates Jane Addams of Chicago, will speak.
to vote for Mr. FitzGerald. Mr. is a sufficient statement of your party
and (c) that the tollB question is
FitzGerald's friends said a majority fealty,
an issue in the primary campaign.
. of the votes had been pledged to him. notThe
tolls question involves not only tn»
The committee has seventeen mem- national policy of ship Subsidy, but it involves the construction of a treaty, and
bers.
the senate is a part of the treaty
Near the close of the session fol- since
power, and you are a candidate for
lowing a lengthy discussion Mr. making
the nomination for senator, it seems to me
Baker
moved
that
Conucilman that it is a subject upon which the people
opposing candidates have a right t»
French be recommended to Sec- and
where you stand. Our country and
retary
of
State
Charles
H. know
our party are both vitally interested in tfie
Graves
for
the
appointment. decision of this question.
Your hesitation in declaring' yourself is
Every
committee
member
exgenerally believed to be due to the fact that
cept Mr. French, who watted outside you
are opposed to the president, and to the
while the discussion was on, voted repeal
of this ship subsidy because it is
for Mr. Baker's motion, and Mr. thought that otherwise you would have given
a
direct
answer to my question.
French was decidd the unanimous
Assuming therefore that such is your posi, nominee.
tion, and knowing that the people are eager j
W. B. Gongwer, clerk of the boai'd to hear this important subject discussed, I
of elections, and T. L. McDonough, am writing this letter to invite you to a .
discussion in the four largest cities j
member of the board, were among general
the state of President Wilson's position,
those who had favored Mr. FitzGerald of
you to deny and I to affirm its wisdom. tjETw 1
for another term.
division of time shall be at your discre- ',
The mayor in the meeting made it tion, provided only that I shall be given-not .
than one hour. (
clear that he stood immovably for less
sure that you will agree with me that
Councilman French, and indicated he theI am
debate should be held within two weeks,
felt himself more or less bound that and I shall be glad to share in any expense
All.hope that the city had of
involved in holding the meetings.
the meeting should so result.
immediately getting the $50,000
It was said yesterday that a committee meeting held about a week
These candidates took out nomina-!: yilayo-r-ouild the late Otto 1.
ago was adjourned by the mayor be- tion petitions at board of elections i; ' J: b
cause after a discussion of the board headquarters yesterday: D. L. Sutter, Leisy promised to give, disapof elections appointment, it appeared 15016 Cardinal-av, Democrat, for.
there could be no unanimity and that state senator; T. J. McManis, 1785 E.jp.eared Wednesday 111 orning
nrobablv a vote if taken then would 93d-st, Republican, for county comwill was admitted to
missioner; William B. Fowler, 828 E. when
not result in the selection of Mr.
152d-st, Progressive, for state repre- probate. Under a ruling of Judge
sentative.
French.
Hadden. the city must wait unMr. FitzGerald whose term expires
A score of Cleveland suffragists will
leave today for Toledo to take part til Leisy's youngest heir, now
, In the opening of a state wide cam- fifteen, becomes of age, before
| paign for the constitutional amendI ment the suffragists wish made: to the heirs can carry out the exw^i.ier the vote in Ohio.
pressed wish of their father
i 6'ive
Amon3 those who make the trip
are Mrs. Malcolm McBride, Mrs. Newaq iBtn satdoo eaJ^
ton. D. Baker, Mrs. Myron B. Vorce,
•saiq
Mrs. Lillian Parrish, Mrs. John N.
Stockwell, jr., Mrs. Roger Perkins,
-e*a2aA jo QJimrw
Mrs. E. F. Bassett, Mrs. Thomas
am pu« suap-reS jo
Fleming, Mrs. Carl Baldwin, Miss
Grace Drake, Miss Mary Morris, Miss
nojrBAmiw 9*u 2u?
Grace Treat and Mrs. Frederick
-pj«3ai snoRssMns
Green.
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HEAR FILIPINO TONIGHT
Chamber of Industry Members Prepare Banquet.
Arrangements have been completed
for the anniversary banquet of the
Cleveland Chamber
of
Industry,
Pranklin-av N. W., near E. 25th-st,
tonight.
Mayor Newton D. Baker has agreed
to speak on "The City." Senor Manuel L Quezon of the Philippines is on
the program to discuss "The Present
Condition of Affairs in the , Philippines." Former Congressman Paul
Howland is to talk on "Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow." Rev. H. N. Dascomb of the First Congregational
church is slated to deliver the invocation.
Senor Quezon is expected to .arrive
this morning at 7 o'clock and is to be
taken about the city on a sight seeing

! Their Investigators of Segregated District Approve
Elimination Plan.
i Committee Expects Zone to
Be Wiped Out Before
Mayor Quits.
The subcommittee of the civic bet
terment committee, which investi- j
gated conditions in Cleveland's segregated district for Federated Churches,
yesterday gave its official stamp of
approval to Mayor Newton D. Baker's
promise that the district gradually is
to be wiped out.
"The committee -was elated with
the mayor's promise," Rev. E. H. Tippett, pastor of Hough Avenue Congregational church and chairman of
the subcommittee, said yesterday
afternoon after the committee had
acted on. the mayor's proposal.
"There is a little more than a year
i and a half remaining of Mr. Baker's
• term of office, and in that time we
feel the segregated district will have
been entirely wiped out."
The fiscal year of
Federated
Churches ends April 30. On that
date the annual meeting will be held
and new committees will be chosen.
"When the new subcommittee has
been named to continue work," said
Rev. Mr. Tippett, "it will have at
least two distinct duties. The first
will be to see that the promised vice
zone suppression takes place, and,
second, to lay plans to aid women
who have been vice victims and desire to better their moral condition."
Letters are to be sent in a few
days to all ministers, whose charges
have
membership
in
Federated
Churches, stating the subcommittee's
approval of the mayor's action.

SUPPORTS FRE
B

s.

May 1, held the , office about ten
years. He h£is many friends in the
Democratic, p^rty. .-;
Councilman' French was councils
man for one term under Mayor Tom
L. Johnson, served a term under
Mayor Herman Baehr, and is in his
second term under Mayor Baker. At
the election last fall he received a
greater majority than any other successful councilmanic candidate.
Members said the -situation that
Democratic Executive Com- confronted
the committee in select- Ohio Women Greet Wife of
ing
a board member this year was
mittee Names Councilman one of
the most difficult the organizaCleveland Mayor at Totion ever had to face. Both Mr.
for Elections Board.
FitzGerald and Mr. French are close
ledo Reception.
to the organization leaders and the
members of the executive committee. ,
Mr.
French will resign from f
Clarke Keeps Up Toll Fight, council
after he is appointed to the State Campaign for Ballot
elections board by Scretary of State
Insisting That Hogan
Will be Launched
Graves.
The executive committee decided
Reply.
yesterday that the Democratic organization, as such, will maintain a
hands-off attitude in the primary
BY WALKER S. BUEI».
SPECIAL TO THE' PLAIN DEALER.
with regard to nomination of DemoMayor Newton D. Baker won a cratic candidates for judicial posiTOLEDO, O., April 14.—At a public
direct triumph in his own party tions.
reception tonight in the Boody house
* • * •
organization
yesterday afternoon,
given by officers and members of the
Attorney
John
H.
Clarke,
candidate
when the Democratic county execuOhio Suffrage association, Mrs. Newtive committee nominated Council- for the Democratic nomination for!
man Harry L. French for member of ' United States senator, last night gave ton D. Baker, wife of the mayor of
the board of elections to succeed J. J. out a letter announcing that he had Cleveland, was the guest of honor.
mailed it to Attorney «eneral T. $.
FitzGerald.
Mrs. Baker will be one of the
The result of the long meeting, Hogan, also a candidate, last Friday. principal speakers at the suffrage
"I
have
waited
four
days
for
a
held- in Democratic headquarters in
the Engineers building, was consid- reply," said Mr. Clarke. "Not receiv- rally tomorrow in Zenobia theater,
I assume Mr. Hogan is op- when a new state wide campaign for
ered distinctly a tribute to the power ing one,
to President Wilson in his dein the committee of the mayor's per- posed
mand that the canai roils exemption equal suffrage in Ohio will be
sonal wish.
be repealed and also that he is launched.
It was considered also to have law
Women from many parts of Ohio
not willing to meet the voters of the
been brought 'about in part by a state face to face and give his rea- began arriving this morning.
By
noon nearly 100 women, including
strong desire of some of the com- sons for taking- such a position.
Miss
Zara
duPont,
Cleveland,
ac-'
mittee, who wanted Mr. FitzGerald
"I am heart and soul with the presagain named, to avoid any appear- ident in the defense of our national companied by Mrs. Harriet Taylor
ance of discord in the committee.
honor, which is involved in this re- Upton, Warren, 'president of the
The situation had come to a point peal, and I intend to unite as cordially suffrage association arrived. These
where, had another candidate been as possible with Secretary Bryan, the women were met by members of the
named, the act probably would have 260 Democratic members of the lower Lucas county equal suffrage league
been construed as a defeat for the house of congress and the five-sixths and escorted to the Boody house.
Here the visitors were bedecked
mayor, chairman of the committee of the delegates to the Baltimore eon
and leader in Democracy, at the j vention jn support of the president's with yellow ribbons and a small white
ribbon.
hands of some of his closest friends policy.
Several men were seen in the lobby
This was Mr. Clarke's letter:
in the party.
When this became apparent, those
Referring to the request I made at the and parlors of the hotel assisting
members
of the Toledo committee.
who favored the nomination of Mr. Jefferson banquet at Elyria on April 2
The formal opening of the camyou putolloly state your position as to
FitzGerald for another term aocceded that
the
repeal
of
the
canal
tolls
exemption
law,
to Mr. Baker's choice, refusing to you are quoted In the Cleveland Plain Dealer paign will be tomorrow at 10 a. m.
push against his wishes and perhaps and the Cincinnati Enquirer ot Wednesday, Plans for the state wide campaign
April 8, as saying in substance (a) that I will be taken UD at the afternoon
win over them.
no right to question you on the sub- meeting, when, besides Mrs. Baker,
It was declared afterward that at had
and that you would go ahead with your Mrs. Medill McCormick and Miss
the opening of the meeting a major- ject
campaign in your own way; (b) that the Jane Addams of Chicago, will speak.
ity of the committee' stood prepared statutory pledge required of all candidates
to vote for Mr. FitzGerald. Mr. is a sufficient statement of your party
fealty, and (c) that the tolls question, is
FitzGerald's friends said a majority not
an issue in the primary campaign.
of the votes had been pledged to him.
The tolls question involves not only the
The committee has seventeen mem- national policy of ship Subsidy, but it involves the construction of a treaty, and
bers.
since the senate is a part of the treaty
Near the close of the session fol- making
power, and you are a candidate for j
lowing a lengthy discussion Mr. the nomination for senator, it seems to me |
moved
that
Conucilman
that
it
is
a subject upon which the people
Baker
opposing candidates have a right to
French be recommended to Sec- and
know
where
stand. Our country and (
of
State
Charles
H. our party are you
retary
both vitally interested in the
for
the
appointment- decision of this question.
Graves
Your hesitation in declaring' yourself is
committee
member
exEvery
generally believed to be due to the fact that ■
cept Mr. French, who waited outside you
are opposed to the president, and to the
while the discussion was on, voted repeal of this ship subsidy because it in
for Mr. Baker's motion, and Mr. thought that otherwise you would have given
direct answer to my question.
French was decidd the unanimous a Assuming
therefore that such is your posl- i
nominee.
tion, and knowing that the people are eager
W. B. Gongwer, clerk of the board to bear this important subject discussed; I
of elections, and T. L. McDonough, am writing this letter to Invite you to a
discussion in the four largest cities
member of the board, were among mneral
of the state of President Wilson's position,
those who had favored Mr. FitzGerald you to deny and I to affirm its wisdom, tj-he
for another term.
division of time shall be at your discreThe mayor in the meeting made it tion, provided only that I shall be given-not
than one hour. t
clear that he stood immovably for less
I am sure that you will
agree with me that
Councilman French, and indicated he the debate should be held within two weeks,
All. hope that the city brad of
felt himself more or less bound that and I shall be glad to share in any expense
involved in holding the meetings.
the meeting should so result.
»
*
*
*
immediately
getting the $50,000
It was said yesterday that a committee meeting held about a week
These candidates took out nomina-! playground the late Otto I.
ago was adjourned by the mayor be- tion petitions at board of -elections
cause after a discussion of the board i headquarters yesterday: D. L. Sutter, Leisy promised to give, disapof elections appointment, it appeared 15016 Cardinal-av, Democrat, for
there could be no unanimity and that state senator; T. J. McManis, 1785 E. peared Wednesday morning'!
nroba.bjy a ,vote if taken then would 93d-st, Republican, for county com- when his will was admitted to i
i missioner; William B. Fowler, 828 E.
not result in the selection of Mr. j 152d-st, Progressive, for state repre- probate. Under a .-ruling of Judge
sentative.
French.
Hatiden. the city must wait un* • * * .
Mr. FitzGerald whose term expires
A score of Cleveland suffragists will
leave today for Toledo to take part til Leisy"s youngest heir, now
' in the opening of a state wide cam- fifteen, becomes of age, before
; paign for the constitutional ameniii ment the suffragists wish made; to the heirs can carry out the ex.'■ give w^i.ier the vote in Ohio.
pressed wish of their lather.
AmonT those who make the trip
Leisy's will, leaving a $600,000 es! are Mrs. Malcolm McBride, Mrs. New- tate, made no mention of the $50,000
-ton.D. Baker, Mrs. Myron B. Vorce,
Mrs. Lillian Parrish, Mrs. John N. | he told Mayor Baker he would give
Mayor
: Stockwell, jr., Mrs. Roger Perkins, "the city for a playground.
Mrs. E. F. Bassett, Mrs. Thomas Baker, however, depended on a writFleming, Mrs. Carl Baldwin, Miss ten data Leisy gave him, containing
Grace Drake, Miss Mary Morris, Miss his intention to turn over the money.!
Grace Treat and Mrs, Frederick Baker expected the Leisy heirs would ;
Green.
carry out their father's intention.
Judge Hadden held that under state
laws any gifts made within a year of
the date of the donor's death are!
void.
The will leaves the $600,000 estate j
to Leisy's two daughters, Marie and
Hilda, and two sons, all minors. It is [
to be held in trust by Otto I. Leisy,
Jr., the oldest son and Hugo Leisy, a
cousin, as trustees until all the heirs
become of age, when it is to be divided equally among the four children. The children are to be educated from the trust funds.
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SUFFRAGETS TO CANVASS
EVERY VOTER FOR HELP
By United Press.TOLEDO, O., April 15.—Every
voter in Ohio will be confronted
with a personal appeal to vote for
woman suffrage.
This was decided by the executive committee of the Ohio woman's suffrage association which
opened its state convention here
today.
House to house canvass of the

City and School Officials De- Councilman Suggests Personal Sacrifice to Retain
fay Combining Recreation
*•■■
Springborn Here.
Departments.
Lack of Funds and Teachers' Service Department Head
Receives Gift as He
Pay Demands Block
Quits Office.
Project.

UPPER—MRS. EMMA S. OLDS. CENTER—MRS NEWTON D.
LOWER-MRS. HARRIET TAYLOR UPTON.

BAKIR

voters will be made by suffrage
workers to get support for their
petitions for an equal suffrage
amendment to. the constitution.
Particular attention will' be paid
to the rural vote.
"This vote failed to get out two
years ago," said Mrs. Harriet Taylor Upton, president of the association.
"It's for suffrage, and
we're going to get it this time."
Pankhurst methods won't be
used. The entire fight will be de-

OF PLAYACTIVITIES 10 KEEPDIRECTOR

void of fireworks,
Mrs. Newton D. Bakery wife oi
Cleveland's mayor, Mrs.. Upton
Mrs: Emma S. Olds of the, Ladies
of the Maccabees, and Jane Ad'
dams of Chicago will be principa
speakers.
The executive committee todaj
was to take a definite stand oi
the temperance and labor ques
tions.
Mrs. Upton said she would no
urge any personal views upon th!
committee.

'NOTHER DEPOT MEETING
Representatives of Cleveland shipping interests, the Chamber of Com? .
merce and the city river and harbor
commission were to meet late Thursday with.Mayor Baker, councilmen.
and city engineers to map out a future for the outer harbor and take
up the railroad's plans to make a fill
and lay out switchyards on the lake
front east of East 9th street.
i The city's policy toward the railroads and the fate of the new $17,000,000 Union station depend on the
meeting. Railroads intimate the station won't be built unless the switchyards, are. '

W. J. Springborn stepped out of
Lack of funds, coupled with depublic, life here yesterday, and it
mands by elementary school teachers for salary increases; resulted yes- was not known until just before he
terday in postponement of action on did so that a city councilman had
offered to turn over his salary of
a plan to combine recreational activities of the board of education and $1,200 a year to Mr. Springborn if
the director would remain. at the
the city.
head of the department of public
The plan, prepared by Dr. Harris
service.
R. Cooley, city director of public welIt was learned Councilman William
fare, and E. M. Williams of the board
Rolf of Ward twenty-six made the
offer when it first was noised about
of education, was submitted at school
that Mr. Springborn considered reheadquarters yesterday afternoon to
signing, one reason given being that
the joint committee appointed by
his salary, $6,000, was inadequate.
Mayor Newton D. Baker.
Mr. Rolf told the director that if
It was acceptable to all members of
it was a question of salary, he could
the committee except School Superinget
along without the $1,200 a year,
tendent J. M. H. Frederick, Mrs. Virand would turn it over to Mr. Springginia .Green and Edward Bushnell,
born.
who contended that, in view of presThe director replied the size of his
ent demands, on decreased school
salary was not all that caused his
funds any addition to overhead exresignation.
He said he had a busipenses by the board would be inadness opportunity he might not have
visable.
After an hour's session Director of
again.
"I would like to voice my appreLaw John N. Stockwell moved for adciation of the attitude toward me,
journment, and suggested that nothnot only of the mayor and council,
ing further be done until the next
but of business men while I was dimeeting of the committee.
"It seems that what differences of
rector of public service," said Mr.
opinion exist must be settled among
Springborn yesterday.
school board
members," Director
Employes of the public service deStockwell. said.
partment and other city hall assoThe. plan provided for a commisciates yesterday gave Mr. Springsioner of recreation to be employed by
horn a gold watch and a moroccothe year, half time by the school
bound thirty-volume encyclopedia. 1
board and half time by the city, the
Mayor Newton D. Baker made the j
payment of his $5,000 salary to be
speech of presentation before a lit- I
"borne equally by the two. No additie gathering in his office.
tional . appropriation would be reMr. Springborn goes from Clevequired for the present, supplies, reland to take charge of a garbage
pairs and maintenance, being purreduction plant in Massachusetts. A
chased as needed either by the board
policy of "little to say" was anor the city.
nounced yesterday by Thomas L. SidThe plan further provided for the
lo, who takes over the office of daappointment of an advisory commitrector of public service this morntee of nine persons by the president
ing.
of. the school board and director of
"I'm going to have as little to
public welfare.
say as possible," he said, when asked
Dr. E. A. Peterson, director of mediwhether he desired to make a statecal inspection in the schools, the plan
ment as to his future policies.
provided, would be first assistant to
"If there was ever a job that
. the commissioner, continuing at. his . needed work and not talk it is this
present salary and having charge of
one."
all recreational activities for boys and
men.
A medical inspector employed by
the school board at a salary of $1,000
would have part time work under Dr.
Peterson.
Other employes would be a woman
assistant, hired by the city at a salary of $1,800 to have charge of activities for girls^ and women in cooperation with Dr.. Peterson, and a
male assistant employed by the city at
a salary of $l,5O0 for inspection of
public amusements.
Holds Six Years Too Long to
Mayor Baker spoke briefly yestergp.ru.! rtria,ana„fml0„
day in favor of the plan.
Mr. Williams stated that E. B. De
Groot of Chicago, playground expert,
re PIOB If SH "«qi QCQ'l •eejoq T3HHOS
is available for the position of commissioner. . Mrs. Green opposed the
hiringrof a man from another city on
the grdund he would find it necessary
to make a detailed study of Cleveland's needs before he could begin
*noa pirepaqg ^o^g pto.JBaJt.s> •ij,rlyrJa: V
work.
1
"My only objection to the plan,"
.mil
.. . 'J'83 -I0J U0!™s* :<H»qo saanxBir pun
said Supt. Frederick, "is on the
UOXVM. aSBpjBO popg 'as^oq teg aiahxzTas
ground
of
money
expenditure.
~, ^„„ . .,
AB-JBpao fOStl 'OiqBUOs
Teachers are asking higher salaries
jMB^p-req; pire aaagj-Bq pooa 'asjpg •ai-oos'T
and they are deserving of increases."
"There is no possibly way to hold"
•AB-joijadng sou 'JBsnoi;
;injT nuof -B^jprBiq pun Bsauj-BU 'xssnq
this matter open," declared Mr. Wil■JaAjjp am; -pto BXTOA- & 'asjoq StifOBcl JtOV-ia
: Hams. "The plan either must be ac- |
•pMjuaosuo3
ZSSl 'SAiojjBq pire saoid 'SUCWJBJI |
1.
'
e.u. IUJBJ 'eassauxBij Iocs oj
cepted or rejected."
on
•»qi_oj)sj^o;jOTj'EajBuj
put, SBSaOH fl
Mrs. Green declared Dr. Peterson
Te-ijuao
r
a
-meQ .a Lsgz .p[0g 8q ,sma,
B
U
should be made commissioner, bis
a-eaqo ssaujBq pat) UOSBM UIJBJ 'SJBOA' G pus
salary of $5,000 to be borne equally
j, laJBUi PUB 9Bjoq ■EABq jo KVgj, -ai-QSfl'S
by the city and the school board.
•AB-rBJl '
This was objected to on the ground
-«80 9001 'nisiji OIBS pspanjw A'anom jo
that it would deprive the schools^of
paijuasajdaj SB Q&'jou. Zi9A& Ism-Be} peqo.Bui
Dr. Peterson's services. On Director
•tajBlu pug tasjoq oiqp pg ■qaAIHXV
Stockwell's motion, the meeting was
adjourned with the question unset- "tioxtacr T.Z90X -oouo an >V
iitted to
-PB9 JO SJ3A.IW,
,,
, , , ,, , .,
tled.
I -vnojq THI- .nidge T-t adder) riplt^Hmt. the
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SUFFRAGETS TO CANVASS
EVERY VOTER FOR HELP
By United Press;
TOLEDO, O., April 15.—Every
voter in Ohio will be confronted
with a personal appeal to vote for
woman suffrage.
This was decided by the executive committee of the Ohio woman's suffrage association which
opened its state convention here
today.
House to house canvass of the

MOTHER DEPOT MEETING
Representatives of Cleveland shipping interests, the Chamber of Com7
merce and the city river and harbor
commission were to meet late Thursday with.Mayor Baker, councilman,
.land city engineers to map out a full .ture for the outer harbor and take
up the railroad's plans to make a fill
and lay out switchyards on the lake
front east of Bast 9th street.
The city's policy toward the railroads, and the fate of the new $17,000,000 Union -station depend on the
meeting. Railroads intimate the station won't be built unless the switehj-yards. are.
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voters will be made by suffrage
workers to get support for their
petitions for an equal suffrage
amendment to. the constitution.
Particular attention will' be paid
to the rural vote.
"This vote failed to get out two
years ago," said Mrs. Harriet Taylor Upton, president of the association.
"It's for suffrage, and
we're going to get it this time."
Pankhurst methods won't be
used. The'entire fight will be de-
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City and School Officials De- Councilman Suggests Personal Sacrifice to Retain
b.y Combining Recreation
Springborn Here.
Departments.

TJPPER—MRS.

BAKER

^ta

void of fireworks,
Mrs. Newton D. Baker-,'wife ol
Cleveland's mayor," Mrs.. Upton
Mrs: Emma S, Olds of the, Ladies
of the Maccabees, and Jane Ad'
dams of Chicago will be principa
speakers.
The executive committee toda}
was to take a definite stand oi
the temperance and labor ques
tions.
Mrs. Upton said she would no
urge any personal views upon th
committee.

Lack of funds, coupled with demands by elementary school teachers for salary increases; resulted yesterday in postponement of action on
a plan to combine recreational activities of the board of education and
the city.
The plan, prepared by Dr. Harris
R. Cooley, city director of public welfare, and E. M. Williams of the board
of education, was submitted at school
headquarters yesterday afternoon to
the joint committee appointed by
Mayor Newton D. Baker.
It was acceptable to all members of
the committee except School Superintendent J. M. H. Frederick, Mrs. Virginia Green and Edward Bushnell,
who contended that, in view of present demands, on decreased school
funds any addition to overhead expenses by the board would be inadvisable.
After an hour's session Director of
Law John N. Stockwell moved for adjournment, and suggested that nothing further be done until the next
meeting of the committee.
"It seems that what differences of
opinion exist must be settled among
school board
members," Director
Stockwell. said.
The plan provided for a commissioner of recreation to be employed by
the year, half time by the school
board and half time by the city, the
payment of his $5,000 salary to be
"borne equally by the two. No additional , appropriation would be required for the present, supplies, repairs and maintenance, being purchased as needed either by the board
or the city.
The plan further provided for the
appointment of an advisory committee of nine persons by the president
of the school board and director of
public welfare.
Dr, E. A. Peterson, director of medical inspection in the schools, the plan
provided, would be first' assistant to
the commissioner, continuing at. his
present salary and having charge of
all recreational activities for boys and
men.
A medical inspector employed by
the school board at a salary of $1,000
would have part time work under Dr.
Peterson. .
Other employes would be a woman
assistant, hired by the city at- a salary of $1,800 to have charge of activities for girls* and women in cooperation with Dr.. Peterson, and a
male assistant employed by the city at
a salary of $1,500.for inspection of
public amusements.
Mayor Baker spoke briefly yesterdav in favor of the, plan.
Mr. Williams stated that E. B. De
Groot of Chicago, playground expert,
is available for the position of commissioner. . Mrs. Green opposed the
hiringrof a man from another city on
the grdund he would find it necessary
to make a detailed study of Cleveland's needs before he could begin
work.
"My only objection to the plan,"
said Supt. Frederick, "is on tlie
ground
of
money ' expenditure.
Teachers are asking higher salaries
and they are deserving of increases."
"There is no possibly way to "hold"
this matter open," declared Mr. Williams. "The plan either must be accepted or rejected."
Mrs. Green declared Dr. Peterson
should be made commissioner, his
salary of $5,000 to be borne equally
by the city and the school board.
This was objected to on the ground
that it would deprive the schools ■ of
Dr Peterson's services. On Director
Stockwell's motion, the meeting was
adjourned with the question unsettled.

W. J. Springborn stepped out of
public, life here yesterday, and It
was not known until just before he
did so that a city councilman had
offered to turn over his salary of
$1,200 a year to Mr. Springborn if
the director would remain at the
head of the department of public
service.
It was learned Councilman William
Rolf of Ward twenty-six made the
offer when it first was noised about
that Mr. Springborn considered resigning, one reason given being that
his salary, $6,000, was inadequate.
Mr. Rolf told the director that if
it was a question of salary, he could
get along without the $1,200 a year,
and would turn it over to Mr. Springborn.
The director replied the size of his
salary was not all that caused his
resignation. He said he had a business opportunity he might not have
again.
"I would like to voice my appreciation of the attitude toward me,
not only of the mayor and council,
but of business men while I was director of public service," said Mr.
Springborn yesterday.
Employes of the public service department and other city hall associates yesterday gave Mr. Springborn a gold watch and a moroccobound thirty-volume encyclopedia. |
Mayor Newton D. Baker made the
speech of presentation before a lit- j
tie gathering in his office.
Mr. Springborn goes from Cleve- i
land to take charge of a garbage
reduction plant in Massachusetts. A |
,: policy of "little to say" was an- j
nounced yesterday by Thomas L. Sidlo, who takes over the office of director of public service this morning.
"I'm going to have as little to
say as possible," he said, when asked
whether he desired to make a state- ;
ment as to his future policies.
"If there was ever a job that
needed work and not talk it is this
one."

Holds Six Years Too Long to
Wait for $50,000 Otto
I. Leisy Promised.
Judge Hadden Holds Suit is
Only Course to
Get Gift.
'If the.city cannot get the $50,000
promised by Mr. Leisy for six years
the whole playground plan will be
killed. It is too long to wait," said
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday.
That resort to the courts is the
only process by which the city can
get the $50,000 promised by the late
Otto I. Leisy for a model city playground was made public yesterday by
Probate Judge Alexander Hadden
when the Leisy will was admitted to
"-Obate.

.Tnrlgp TTarHp.i-| held that, the

money i/o v..«^i^
who is 15, reaches the _
"If the letter written by Mffteisto Mayor Baker in which he promised
to give the money is in such form
that it is a binding contract the city
can get the money through the
courts," said Judge Hadden.
Judge Hadden added that even H
the money had been left to the city in
the will, which was made within a
year before Mr. Leisy's death, the
bequest would be void on account ol
a provision of law that any bequest
of money to a city by a man leaving
cMdrWto void if the will ia made
within a year from the death of the
te

inat0he will, which left all the $600,000 estate in equal shares to bis four
children, no mention is made of the
S50 000 gift Mr. Leisy promised Mayor
'Baker last November for a playSr

The will is less than 400 words long.
Otto I. Leisy, 20, the oldest son, and
Hugo A. Leisy, a cousin, are made
executors.
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SKETCHED AT CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY BANQUET
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Resident Commissioner of
Islands Tells Clevelanders
Ui« S. Should Act.
i Argues Keeping of Promise
I
Won't Hurt America's .
Trade.
Declaring an immediate duty of
Leongress is to give the Filipinos'independence, and that Philippine in- J
:deependence would not bring- about in
he islands a condition similar to that
th
in Mexico, Manuel L. Quezon, resident commissioner of the Philippines, spoke last night to 250 members of the Cleveland Chamber of
Industry .at their seventh annual
banquet in their hall, 2515 Franklinav N. W.
Mr. Quezon gave as reasons for
the granting of Philippine independence that the United States had
promised to withdra wits sovereignty
from the islands, that every government derives its just powers frdm
the consent of the governed, that it
is the inherent right of a people to
establish their own government, and
that the best government is one that
satisfies its people.
President Introduces Gordon.
F. D. Lawrence, president of the_
Chamber of Industry, introduced Congressman William Gordon as toastmaster after an invocation by Rev.
Dr. H. N. Dascomb, pastor of First
Congregational church.
Mayor Newton D. Baker, speaking
on "The City/' referred to Cleveland
as a cosmopolitan and industrial center imbued with civic spirit. He said
a recent visit to Washington had convinced him this spirit helped largely^
to locate here one of the regional re
serve banks.
Ex-Congressman Paul Howland, _de
veloping the subject: "Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow " said the Filipinos
will come to bless the day they came
in contact with the American repub"Government in the Philippines is
not derived from the consent of the
governed," said Mr. Quezon, "and how
can you impose your government upon :
the Filipinos and' call the action justT
"Indeed for all practical purposes,
so far as Americans arid Filipinos
are concerned, to promise that Filipinos shall be free in the course of the
next 175 years is tantamount to an
assertion that the islands are permanently annexed to the United States.
"If you make the Philippines independent, it is argued by adversaries
of this, policy," continued Mr. Quezon,
"another perplexing Mexican-situation
with respect to the United States
would arise.
"But different conditions exist between Mexico and the Philippines. I
That which is going on in Mexico
can never happen in the Philippines.
"Mexico acquired its independence
from Spain by force of arms. Once
independent, a democratic form of
government was established.
The

'i^haTurg wa.« an radical that the failure 'i
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DIRECTOR SIDLO SWORN,
ASSUMES DUTIES TODAY
Thomas L. Sidlo, twenty-six-yearpld director of public service, will
assume office this morning. He was
sworn in late yesterday.
W J Springborn, retiring director,
who' goes to New Bedford, Mass.,
to take charge of a garbage reduction plant, was presented with a $2a0
watch and an encyclopedia set by
city hall associates yesterday.
Mayor Baker made the presentation . speech.

BAKER UNDECIDED AS
TO KINSMAN EXTENSION

MAYOR

NLWTOHD
M. U.QUEZON.

LEISYHTTO IMAYORISSUET
GIVE PLAYSPOT NEW TIME ORDER

Kinsman road citizens will still
have to fight to obtain the extension of the E. 79th street erosstown
The children of the late Otto
line from Woodland avenue to Kinsman road, although the city council Leisy will take no steps to prohas passed necessary ordinances and vide the $50,000 for muny playlater reaffirmed its action by adopt- grounds, contemplated as a gift
ing a resolution directing that the to the city bv their father shortly
before his death. This announcework proceed.
Mayor Baker yesterday told a dele- ment was made Thursday by
gation composed of Kinsman road Hugo Leisy, one of the executors
business men and manufacturers that of "Itheamestate.
doubtful whether the letthey were entitled to the car service,
but that he would not sign the coun- ter "regarding the playgrounds
cil resolution unless convinced that which we received from Mr. Leiby
the extension would not interrupt would constitute sufficient grounds
service on the remainder of the line for collection of the money m trie
and that lives would not be imper- courts," said Mayor Baker Thursiled at grade crossings. He is to ina
"The will of Mr. Leisy did not
spect the line tomorrow afternoon.
provide l'or the,,- $50,000 gift for
playgrounds," Said Hugo Leisy
'we do not feel we should exceed
the limits of the will. Even if
we should give the money it coalcl
not be done until the youngest
child, now eleven, reaches twenty-one."

Mayor, Baker Thursday issued,
the following proclamation, ask-j
ling Clevelanders to set their
clocks ahead at midnight, April j
30:
■After mature consideration
■ the council has adopted eastern
standard time as the official
time: for 'the city, and by its ordinance the change from central to eastern standard time is
to take place May 1.
"In order that the business of
the city and its people may proceed without confusion on said
day, and in order that the maximum convenience of the greatest number may he considered, I
do hereby, with the concurrence
of the council, request that all
persons, partnerships and corporations change clocks at midnight central standard time on
Thursday, April 30, so that at
said hour of midnight when the
change has been made all such
timepieces will show 1 o'clock
a. m. and thus be brought into
conformity with the eastern
standard of time so established."

j*j
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ASKS LIBERTY NOW
FOR ALLFILIPINOS

SKETCHED AT CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY BANQUET

Resident Commissioner of
Islands Tells Clevelanders
Uv S. Should Act.
jArgues Keeping of Promise!
Won't Hurt America's . j
Trade.
i
Declaring an immediate duty of
Leongress iis to give the Filipinos'independence, and that Philippine independence would not bring about in
the islands a condition similar to that
in Mexico, Manuel L. Quezon, resident commissioner of the Philippines, spoke last night to 250 members of the Cleveland Chamber of
Industry at their seventh annual
banquet in their hall, 2515 Franklinav N. W.
Mr. Quezon gave as reasons for
the granting of Philippine independence that the United Stat.es had
promised to withdra wits sovereignty
from the islands, that every government derives its just powers from
the consent of the governed, that it
is the inherent right of a people to
establish their own government, and
that the best government is one that
satisfies its people.
President Introduces Gordon.
F. D. Lawrence, president of the
Chamber of Industry, introduced Congressman William Gordon as toastmaster after an invocation by Rev.
Dr. H. N. Dascomb, pastor of First
Congregational church.
Mayor Newton D. Baker, speaking
on "The City,'' referred to Cleveland
as a cosmopolitan and industrial center imbued wit'i civic spirit. He said
a recent visit to Washington had convinced him this spirit helped largely_
to locate here one of the regional reserve banks.
Ex-Congressman Paul Howland, de
veloping the subject, "Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow," said the Filipinos
will come, to bless the day they came
in contact with the American republic.
"Government in the Philippines is
not derived from the consent of the
governed," said Mr. Quezon, "and how
, can_ you impose_your government upon
the Filipinos and call the action justT
"Indeed for all practical purposes,
so far as Americans arid Filipinos
are concerned, to promise that Filipinos shall be free in the course of the
next 175 years is tantamount to an
assertion that the islands are permanently annexed to the United States.
"If you make the Philippines independent, it is argued by adversaries
of this, policy," continued Mr. Quezon,
"another perplexing Mexican ■ situation
with respect to the United States
would arise.
"But different conditions exist between Mexico and the Philippines.
That which is going on in Mexico
can never happen in the Philippines.
"Mexico acquired its independence
from Spain by force of arms. Once
independent, a democratic form of
government was established.
The
change was so radical that the failure
'of the new government was inevitable.
"In the Philippines it is different.
: The majority of the people are literate
'■ and property owners."
Mr. Quezon declared independence |
of the Philippines would be to the ,
financial interest of all Americans be- ■
cause the United States would not
have to bear the burden of fortifying
and protecting the islands.
"There are those who assert that
by holding the Philippines, the
United States gets the benefit derived from having a market for the
surplus and a field where Americans
i can buy needed tropical products,"
j concluded the speaker. "But why ]
| you should lose our trade on account'
1 of 6\ir national freedom is more than
' I can comprehend."
An orchestra brought the diners to
their feet with "America" and "Star
Spangled Banner," and excited
amusement with the tune to which
was sung "Damn, damn, damn the
Fjlipino," at a recent' Carabao society banquet in Washington.
Mr. Quezon, accompanied by Congressman Gordon, visited Commercial high school yesterday. There he
introduced his two secretaries, Felipe
Birencaniun and Maximo Kalaw, as
Exhibits A and B" of American
development of Philippine material.

DIRECTOR SIDLO SWORN,
ASSUMES DUTIES TODAY
Thomas L. Sidlo, twenty-six-yearold director of public service, will
assume office this morning. He was
sworn in late yesterday.
W J. Springborn, retiring director,
who' goes to New Bedford, Mass.,
to take charge of a garbage reduction plant, was presented with a $2s0
watch and an encyclopedia set by
city hall associates yesterday.
Mayor Baker made the presentation . speech.

BAKER UNDECIDED AS
TO KINSMAN EXTENSION

MAYOR

NLWTOND
M. U.QUEZON.

LEISYSNOTTO IMAYORISSUES"
GIVE PLAYSPOT NEW TIME ORDER

Kinsman road citizens will still
have to fight to obtain the extension of the E. 79th street crosstown
The children of the late Otto
line from Woodland avenue to Kinsman road, although the city council Leisy will take no steps to pro-j
has passed necessary ordinances and vide the $50,000 for muny play-:
later reaffirmed its action by adopt- grounds, contemplated as a gift
ing a resolution directing that the to the city by their father shortly
before his death. This announcework proceed.
Mayor Baker yesterday told a dele- ment was made Thursday by
gation composed of Kinsman road Hugo Leisy, one of the executors
the estate.
business men and manufacturers that of "I
am doubtful whether the ietthey were entitled to the car service,
but that he would not sign the coun- ^ter regarding the playgrounds
cil resolution unless convinced that which we received from Mr. Leisy
the extension would not interrupt would constitute sufficient grounds
service on the remainder of the line for collection of the money m tne
and that lives would not be imper- courts," said.Mayor Baker Thursiled at grade crossings. He is to in- da
"The will of Mr. Leisy did uot
spect the line tomorrow afternoon.
provide for tha,t$50,000 gift for
playgrounds," Said ' Hugo Leisy
■•We do not feel we should exceed
the limits of the will. Bjrenrf
we should give the money it coald
not be done until the youngest
child, now eleven, reaches twenty-one."

Mayor, Baker Thursday issued
the following proclamation, asking Clevelanders to set their
clocks ahead at mijdnight, April
30:
"After mature consideration
; the council has adopted eastern
standard time as the official
time! for the city, and by its or;
dinance the change from central to eastern standard time is
to take place May 1.
"In order that the business of
the city and its people may proceed without confusion on said
day, and in order that the maximum convenience of the greatest number may be considered, I
do hereby, with the concurrence
of the council, request that all
persons, partnerships and corporations change clocks at midnight central standard time on
Thursday, April 30, so that at
said hour of midnight when the
change has been made all such
timepieces will show 1 o'clock
a. m. and thus be brought into
conformity with the eastern
standard of time so established."
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CITY'S ACCOUNTING FORARWIORPLANT
Ohio Inspector Calls System Baker and Other Officials
Confer With Secretary
Employed by Cleveland
Daniels Today.
'Most Advanced/
Lauds Mayor Baker's Action Have Data Ready to Show
Why Factory Should
in Turning in MarCome Here.
riage Fees.
k
,._„-,

piain Dealer Bureau.
At a meeting in the office of Mayor
j
44 B. Broad-st,
Baker this morning at 11 o'clock,
COLUMBUS, O., April !>•
"Great progress has been made in Josephus Daniels, secretary of the
Cleveland's municipal
accounting navy, will be told that Cleveland's
the past two years and Cleveland hat is going to be in the ring the
moment congress authorizes an apcan deservedly boast of having a propriation for an investigation of
most advanced system of municipal the advisability of establishing a
accounting," is the statement of In- government armor plate plant.
Cleveland wants the plant, the i
spector C. S. Metcalf in a partial resecretary of the navy will be told,
port of the affairs of Cleveland and and will have all the facts and
Cuyahoga county for 1012 filed today figures at hand to show why it is
with State Auditor Donahey in the the proper place for an armor plate
bureau of accounting.
«*•„_.,, plant, just as it is for a regional
There are no important findings bank.
for recovery in the report but conBesides the secretary of the navy,
siderable attention is given to faulty Mayor Baker, Congressman Robert J.
records and to frequent mistakes in I Bulkley, Edwin Baxter, assistant
accounting
between
departments. ' secretary of the Chamber of ComParticularly have mistakes been made merce, and a subcommittee of the
with frequency in accounting the time Chamber of Commerce industrial deof patients kept in the city infirmary, velopment committee will be present.
city hospital and tuberculosis home, The members of this committee are
the report states.
George Smart, W. D. Sayle, ' W. M.
Inspector Metcalf hesitates, he Pattison and B. F. Wade.
says, to place criticism on the manData will be produced showing the
agement of charities but calls atten- assembling cost at Cleveland of mation to the fact that in 1912 tax- terial needed for pig iron manufacpayers met an illegal expense of ture as compared with the cost at
more than $1,000 for the entertain- other
points. A table prepared by
ment at the Warrensville iarm of
Assistant City Engineer E. B.
1.200 delegates to the National Thomas
shows that the cost at CleveCharities conference.
He also declares the dishea at the land is lower, than at any other point.
The plan of locating the Plant in
big dinner were hired from a jobber
in Cleveland and that the city had the far upper valley beyond the
Denison-Harvard
bridge will come
to pay $S0 for a shortage of dishes,
caused, he says, by visitors carry- up for discussion at today's meeting.
Agitation looking toward the esing them away for souvenirs.
He compliments Mayor Baker for tablishment of an armor plant here
cS1
turning in $16 he received for per- started some time ago when C?™ forming eight marriage ceremonies man J. J. McGinty sent a letter to
and says the money was put in the Congressman Bulkley requesting that
general fund. He also praises the he take the matter up with the secCongressman
city auditor for 1912 for his fight retary of the navy.
against split bills and his insistent Bulkley has been in constant touch
demand that the exact provisions of with the project. The river and
the law on contracts be carried out. harbor appropriation bill, now pendInspector Metcalf reports that the ing, authorizes an expenditure of
city is spending about $7,000 each funds for the investigation of the
year for anti-toxin but is giving question
away so much of it the receipts for
1912 were only $3.08.
MURPHY
There is not the expedition in col- UNDECIDED__ON
lecting defaulted bonds in the municipal court there should be, he con- President Has Not Made Up Hi*
Mind Al>out Nomination.
tends.
••
He says the disparity pointed out
in previous reports of amounts due
STAF-F SPECIAL.
to the county from the city hospital
"WASHINGTON, April 17.—Action on
and due the hospital from the the candidacy of W. J. Murphy for
county still continues.
of Cleveland may come toThe park department had over postmaster
morrow and it may not come for a
$2 000 due for rentals from its tenants at the end of 1912, the-report W6« the White House today the stateshows. The sum >was
made ■ up of ment was made again that President
genres of RinallJ"""0 ^"f. frrtm g. lnng^ Srjiam definitely has made up his
Ste" to nominate Murphy Postmaslist of individuals. ..He insists on a ter General Burleson was at the White
House before and after the cabinet
closer collection of rents.
Later at the postofflce deInspector Metcalf ^S^ste that rneeting it
was announced by First
each department hereafter be audited partment
Assistant Postmaster General Roper
lut> to the date of the examination ttfere was nothing new with regard to
so that the reports will not be nearly
^^liofCw-when the matter
jtwo years behind time.
]
_
o■—
will be reached," said Roper.
_
—o—
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Lieut Gov. O'Hara, of ACTION ONCOGAL IfiKF
Illinois, Has $4-a-Week
POSTISTERSHIP
TOBESTUDIEDBY
Factory Job—3 Days
EflRLYEXTWEEK
DTOD

Barratt
Governor
Lieutenant
O'Hara, of Illinois, chairman of the
Illinois vice commission, and candidate for the Democratic nomination for United States Senator
from Illinois, has discovered his
maximum
economic
value.
The
minimum is still a question of doubt.The maximum is something less than
$4 a week.
The youthful Lieutenant Governor
—he is thirty-two years old—was in
Cleveland yesterday to confer with
Mayor Baker. He invited the mayor
to visit Illinois during the summer
and assist him in his campaign for
the Senatorial nomination. He is on
his way to Chicago after a month
spent in the East, investigating
economic conditions. In Washington1
Thursday he conferred with Secretary of State Bryan concerning his
candidacy.
The Lieutenant Governor told for
the first time yesterday of how he
discovered his worth in the economic
world and revealed the fact that
Mrs. O'Hara, who was with him on
the trip, is of considerable more
value, in an economic sense, than
he proved to be.
During the investigation of the
Illinois vice commission the minimum wage scale for girls was one
of the principal topics of discussion,
and it is one in which the chairman
is particularly interested.
During
their trip the Lieutenant Governor
and Mrs. O'Hara decided to secure
their information first hand.
O'Hara, with two days'' growth of
beard, dressed in a blue flannel shirt
and a pair of corduroy trousers, left
New "York for Bridgeport, Conn.
Mrs. O'Hara, dressed for the part of
a working girl, took the same train.
At the station they parted and went
their respective ways.
The Lieutenant Governor, desiring
to study the conditions surrounding
the working girl, applied for a position in a corset factory. He was
offered $4 a week. "When he demurred, declaring he could not exist
on that salary, they informed him
It would buy "some bread and hot
meat."
He took the "position" and was
iput to work as a genera] roustabout.
His duties were handling shipping
cases and distributing supplies, to
the girls, throughout the factory.
"I started in to hold the job," he
said, in telling the story, "and worked
as hard aa I could, using as much
common sense as I knew how. After
work the first evening, I secured a
lodging place which cost me 15 cents
a night. My meals each cost me
from 6 cents to 15 cents.
"For three days I worked as hard
a*j I could and was congratulating

OO

Burleson Will Send 'Name of Councilman Gahn Declares Belief
Murphy or Miskell, or
Board Will Oppose ProBoth,
to
White
posed Fill by Rail:
House.
road Companies.
SHERWOOD JOINS IN
PATRONAGE IMBROGLIO
■

La Toilette Merchant Marine Bill
May Be in House Committee Two' Weeks.

myself on my ability as a worker
But the blow fell suddenly and hard
As I was leaving the third evening
the foreman stopped me and told mi
to get my money at the office. Hi
said they would not need me an;
more. The next day I found a six
foot, 20-pound man, who knew noth
'ing but using his strength, had m;
place. It was muscle they were pay
ing for. "Vocational education would
not have helped retention of that
position.
"In the meantime Mrs. O'Hara secured a position In a knitting factory at $5 a week. She held her
position through the week and was
not discharged.
"It's ai bitter pill to think all your
life that your wife is worth more
than you are.
"During th^ time she was at work
Mrs. O'Hara received three proposals
of marriage. The best catch, from a
financial standpoint, was receiving
$11 a week, and he was a catch for
all the.girls."
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Leader Bureau, 802 Riggs Building.
WASHINGTON, April 17—Postoffice officials declared today that
action will be taken in the Cleveland
postmastership contest early next
week, probably on Monday. The'
action Indicated Is that Burleson will
make a decision between W. J..
Murphy and T. J. Miskell, the two
candidates, and send one or both j
names to the White House.
Unless Burleson decides on Miskell j
the President is not expected to act
hurriedly in the matter, since Bepre- j
sentatives William Gordon has seen'
Mr. Wilson and endorsed the applica- j
tion of Miskell. In case the contest
is put up to the President, he will
probably listen to arguments from
both sides before making any
nomination.
No indication can be gained at the
department of the probable decision
of Burleson. Representative Buckley,
who talked with the departmental
officials today, was very confident
that Murphy will land the appointment.

Lake front development and its relation to the proposed 900-foot fill
to be made by the Lake Shore and
Pennsylvania railroads between E.
9th street and E. 26th street will be
discussed at a meeting of the city
river and harbor commission today.
The commission will take up plans
for the development of the entire
outer harbor. The island plan approved by Colonel Millis, former
United States engineer stationed
here, plans prepared by the river and
harbor committee of the Chamber of
Commerce, a plan outlined by Councilman Gahn, secretary of the river
and harbor commission, and City
Engineer Hoffmann's plan will be
considered.
"I think that the entire commission is opposed to the proposed fill
by the railroads," said Mr. Gahn
last night.
"The commission has
prevented other fills and I think that
it can prevent this if certain city
councilmen do not get excited and
let politics interfere and cause a division of authority."
Gahn's criticism was directed particularly at Councilmen Reynolds
and McGinty, members of a special
committee which is working independently of the commission on plans
for harbor development.
Reynolds made arrangements with
Mayor Baker yesterday for an inspection trip along Cleveland's waterfront next week.
Assistant City Engineer Thomas
said yesterday that millions of tons
of ore and coal that should be handled at Cleveland docks were handled by the Wheeling & Lake Erie
and B. & O. at other ports because
these railroads could not get at the
lake front here.
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"HUERTA WILL SALUTE-SECRETARY DANIELS;
ICTATOR IS DRUNKS-CONGRESSMAN CROSSER
Josephus Daniels, secretary of
the navy, and other democrats of
national reputation, in Cleveland
Saturday to attend the democratic
dinner at Central armory Saturday night, continued Saturday
afternoon to belittle the possibility of a war with Mexico.
"I think the affair will blow
over," said Daniels. "Huerta is
expected to do the obvious thing
when the time arrives. It doesn't
look like war. But the fleet is in
tip-top shape.
"However, the situation really
is bad. Refusal to salute our flagbefore 6 o'clock Sunday simply
puts the. question of war up to
congress. My judgment is that
Huerta will completely yield
within a few hours, and comply
with President Wilson's demands."
Congressman Grosser, who also
came on from Washington for
the dinner, believes the war
[clouds will blow over.
LEFT TO RIGHT—SENATOR POMERENE1, SPEAKER CHAMP CLARK, SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
What Crosser Says.
DANIELS, MAYOR BAKER AND CONGRESSMAN CROSSER.
"Washington gossips have it
that Huerta's diplomatic policy is
determined by the amount of
brandy he has. drunk," said Crosser. "They believe it was the bibulous Huerta who refused to salute the stars and stripes, and
the sober Huerta who later temporized.
They think Huerta, in his sober
senses, would not invite war with
the United States, and
that
Huerta's friends will see to it that
he is sober when the crucial moment arrives. They believe Wilson has the majority of congress
with him. Those who oppose his
latest policy do so out of political
policy."
Daniels, Speaker Champ Clark
pnd Senator Pomerene, accompanied by Congressmen Crosser and
Bulkleyi arrived at 7:17 a. m.
Mayor Baker met them at the depot, and all but Crosser went with
him to the Hollenden for breakfast. Representative Carter Glass,
on the banquet program, was kept
in the' east by illness. Senator
Pomerene will speak in his place.
S(feaks at Reserve.
Daniels
Saturday
morning
jepoke to Western Reserve law students on "The Scholar in Politics."
'Preparation is the thing," he
«ai.d; "If we hadn't been prepared, the United States couldn't'
e taken quick action in the
Every ship in the
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"HUERTA WILL SALUTE"—SECRETARY
"DICTATOR IS DRUNK-CONGRESSMAN GROSSER
Josephus Daniels, secretary of
the navy, and other democrats of
national reputation, in Cleveland
Saturday to attend the democratic
dinner at Central armory Saturday night, continued Saturday
afternoon to belittle the possibility of a war with Mexico.
"I think the affair will blowover," said Daniels. "Huerta is
expected, to do the obvious thing
when the time arrives. It doesn't
look like war. But the fleet is in
tip-top shape.
"However, the situation really
is bad. Refusal to salute our flagbefore 6 "o'clock Sunday simply
puts the. question of war up to
congress. My judgment is that
Huerta will completely yield
within a few hours, and comply
with President Wilson's demands."
Congressman Grosser, who also
came on from Washington for
line dinner, believes the war
clouds will blow over.
LEFT TO RIGHT—SENATOR POMERENE', SPEAKER CHAMP CLARK, SECRETARY OF'THE NAVY
DANIELS, MAYOR BAKER AND CONGRESSMAN CROSSER,
What Crpsser Says.
, "Washington gossips have it
that Huerta's diplomatic policy is
determined by the amount of
brandy he has. drunk," said Crosser. "They believe it was the bibulous Huerta who refused to salute the stars and stripes, and
the sober Huerta who later temporized.
, .
,
They think Huerta, in his sober
senses, would not invite war with
the United States, and
that
Huerta's friends will see to it that
he is sober when the crucial moment arrives. They believe Wilson has the majority of congress
with him. Those who oppose his
latest policy do so out of political
policy."
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Daniels, Speaker Champ Clark
fnd Senator Pomerene, accompanied by Congressmen Crosser and
Bulkley^ arrived at 7:17 a. m.
Mayor Baker met them at the depot, and all but Crosser went with
him to the Hollenden for breakfast. -Representative Carter Glass,
on the banquet program, was kept
in the' east by illness. Senator
Pomerene will speak in his place.
Speaks at Reserve.
Daniels
Saturday
morning
spoke to Western Reserve law students on "The Scholar in Politics." ."Preparation is the thing," he
said. "If we hadn't been prepared, the United States couldn't'
ha ye taken quick action in the
Mexican affair. Every ship in the
fleet was off for Tampico within
20 hours after the order to sail
■was, issued."
r
Daniels told of the training
schools established in the navy.
Study on War Trip.
' ''The boys are studying right
now on their way to Mexico,", he
said.
"The government owes
them more than it ever can pay.
But we can at least teach them a
trade, so they'll be better equipped
when they leave the service."
Mayor Baker and Senator Pomerene also spoke at the school.
Clark, Daniels, Gov. Cox and
Pomere will address the democratic hosts at the armory.
John H. Clarke, democratic
candidate for United States senator, will be toastmaster. Champ
Clark will- speak on "Thomas
Jefferson Still Lives."
Crosser to Speak.
While not officially on the
toastmaster's list for speeches,
Congressman Crosser probably
will be asked to make a short
talk at the banquet.
Indications Saturday were it
would be the biggest banquet ever
held in Cleveland. Over 1700
tickets have been sold. Central
armory doors will be thrown open
at 5:30 p. m., the dinner served
at 6:30, and speeches started at
7:30. Outsiders who can't atten
tile dinner, but want to hear th
speeches will be admitted to th
galleries.
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NAVY HEAD AND SPEAKER OF HOUSE
HERE, HOPE U.S. WILL AVOID WAR

DANIELS MUM
ON MEXICO ON
VISITJERE
Says Little About Touchy
Situation, but Doesn't Take
Seriously Probability That
War Will Come
HINTS HE MAY HURRY
BACK TO WASHINGTON
Call for a Special Cabinet
Meeting Surprises the Navy
Secretary, Who Wires for
Additional Information
Secretary of the Navy Daniels;
and Speaker Champ Clark. Keisej
for speeches at the Democratic j
dollar dinner Saturday night,!
wound up a busy half day in
Cleveland at noon with lunch at
the Hollenden as guests of the
Citv club.
Clark was the principal, speaker his tonic being ''.'Ohio and
Ohioaus." He singled out this
state as one of Hie greatest commonwealths ill the Union, a producer of big men, and a leader
imthe commercial world.

OH^LI^P

■eD-A.^K

JOS^PHCTS OXA-KEE^S

Continued from First Page.
eign

Just before noon Daniels met in
the mayor's office a committee from
the Chamber of Commerce, headed
by Assistant Secretary B. C. Baxter.
Urge Armor Plant Here
The committee pointed out Cleveland's natural advantages and urged
that one of the contemplated government Plants for the manufacture of
armor lie located here.
Daniels was an attententive listener and said he recognized that iron
ore coal and other materials neces, the manufacture of armor
could be assembled here with dis-

trouble^ and that in a comparison.
Clark did not accompany the party
to the law school, hut his place was;
taken by Senator Pomerene, who ar- '
rived Saturday morning.
"If I could buy up all the wan1,
pases of the newspapers I would insert this ad in every one: 'Wanted—
Scholars to. enter politics.' "
said P8"We will give Cleveland due conDaniels. "The one big' trouble with; sideration when selecting the site ot
the government, of today is the fact the plant," Daniels assured Baxter.
Daniels talked for just a moment
that there are not enough scholars in
it," he said. "The political boss does on the Mexican situation.
"I don't believe we will have an
not want a scholar in the governother war with Mexico," he said
ment.
1
"The outlook is brightening up.
It
Tells How Fleet Was Ready
we do flash, however, we will .lump
"I would not advise a scholar to in with both feet and clean things
enter politics unless he is prepared. up in short order."
j Be prepared at your best."
An exMay Hurry Back
! ample
of such preparation was
While at City Hall Daniels heard
■ shown a few days ago when, in 20
hours.every ship In the Atlantic fleet that a special cabinet meeting had
been called by President Wilson for
was ready for war, he said.
Saturday noon.
He expressed surPomerene and Baker also talked.
:
Clark would not talk about his atti- prise, and seemed somewhat worried.
He wired Washington for
tude opposing President Wilson in
further
information.
the Panama canal tolls fight.
It was regarded at noon as being
The head of the navy seemed much just possible that he might have to
interested in Cleveland's only "man- cancel his engagement to speak at
of-war," the Dorothea.
the dollar dinner, and hurry back to
Hopes to See Dorothea
Washington.
"I hope to have enough time to
Daniels Mum on Mexico
inspect its rigging and guns," DanDaniels, speaking before the Demiels said, with a twinkle in his eye. ocratic club of Western Reserve law
Speaker Clark, hale, hearty and school Saturday morning, said nothrugged, boomed out short crisp sen- ing illuminating of the Mexican sitI fences. He was surprised at the uation. His subject was "Scholars in
I citv's -growth.
Politics," and he closely confined him"Why, Cleveland is a regular
metropolis now'." fie exclaimed to self to it. Only once did he have anything to say pertaining to the for$tayor Baker.
ConcUtded. on E^t ce 2. Column 4,_
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REPORT' TO HIT
NEWSPAPERS?

Mayor Intimates He'll Follow

O^U^-I^ •'fc^

"BOMB" IN CITY HALL.
Cleveland's chief executive and his aides lived in fear. of. their
lives aH day Wednesday, April 8, when C. N. Neely unknowingly
Zl th* insti-ator Neely sent to Ashtabula for a second-hand
Tin to for Us auto ted ta be sure that he would get it he had
thecompany address it "for Mayor Baker, Cleveland.
The magneto Shed the mayor's office Wednesday and at looked so much
?ke an infernal machine that everybody in the office was afraid to
touch it Public Safety Director Stage was called m and he decided it was a "bomb." Late Wednesday Neely came in and spying the magneto threw it under his arm and stalked out of the office. The joke was explained later.

, Rowe's Idea Papers Back
Attacks on Force
-■Mayor Baker's answer to
Councilman Fitzgerald's demand*T
for a written report on
just,
what is the matter with the.
nolice " will dwindle down to an
g££ on Cleveland newspapers
and their methods the mayorj
strongly indicated Friday.
_ . i
'You won't dare print a lme

cWoifM
TO CIVIC IDEALS C

0f'i7'w^oiBlke"rlrtPiie4 Deciares Clean-Up Success
' x: » «nt to him.
rv
~„»l„ on
«►» Co-operation
f>r»_nr>on<stmn
Depends

j speaker Refers to Garfield as

of All Citizens.

as rst KP~&
tove

Says Cleveland Ought to Live
Up to Reputation for
Beauty.

<r»iir<
'Our

firootoct
Greatest

iiiir
DRAFTREAQYFQR
COUNCIL TONIGHT
Proposed Ordinance Drawn by
City's Attorneys Limits
Height to Fourteen Feet.
BUILDING DEPARTMENT
WOULD ISSUE.PERMl'rS
Modeled After St. Louis Measure
Recently Upheld by Supreme Court.

PrPSIPresi-

dential Scholar.'
Ta|ks 0f

Roosevelt in Lighter
Vein at Luncheon of
City Club.

been behind all recent cnti
cism of the force.
Baker Will »»w Criticism
Council, Wt M«toMjg^^"The civic pride of Cleveland deSpeaker ChamjT :: Clark, drawing,
out discussion or a dissenting
mands a clean and well-kept city,"
from a seemingly inexhaustible store
nassed Fitzgerald's resolution asK?n* for a police report.. Fitzgerald declares Mayor Newton D. Baker in
of humor and comment, kept the City
FHday declared Baker will subject the appeal which he makes through
=lub in a continual titter or roar yesthe
Plain
Dealer
for
all
citizens
to
himseff to criticism if he attempts to
terday following the club's weekly
make capital out of a request for co-operate in the movement.
luncheon at The Hollenden.
helpful criticism and recommenda"The only way in which this can
tmder the assigned subject of "Ohio
!' be brought about is by the co-opera
tions "to better police conditions
and Ohioans," but under his more
Safetv Director Benesch Friday |tion of tae peopje with the public
homely subject of "Some Beminisdeclared he will stop at nothing in authority. Without such co-operat on
' f£!vrt to stamp out insubordina- the city can. do comparatively little.
censes," Speaker Clark referred to
Sn and disseXn in the- police
"The clean-up campaign tea lesson
Tames A. Garfield,. one of Ohio's five
in co-operation. That is one of its
force and put an end to assaults main purposes.
presidents, as "our greatest presiupon civilians.
"When the ashes and the rubbish
dential scholar."
-The suspension of three patrolmen have been collected and removed, the
"Thomas . Jefferson, John Qumcy
Adams and Woodrow Wilson comlate Thursday by Rowe was the Icellars and backyards thoroughly
prise our other presidential scholars,
last straw for Benesch. Within two ! cleaned and the men, women, boys
he said.
weeks six patrolmen have been put and girls of Cleveland can see how
"I am not so certain but that
under charges. One has resigned, .fine a city they have made, the lesTheodore Roosevelt may squeeze into
ison
will
be
of
permanent
value.
another was discharged, one exon"After that it will not be so easy
this illustrous body. He knows a
erated and three will come before to litter the streets with paper and
little about more things than any
Benesch Saturday for a hearing.
rubbish, to throw bottles, pans and
other human being I know," the
baskets into the public highway or
speaker added amidst a roar of ap"Assaults on Citizens Must Stop"
on the vacant lots, or to accumulate
plause.
"Assaults
upon
citizens
must rubbish in the back yards.
Then the speaker said that Abra.
stop,", Benesch said.
"Patrolmen
"The delight of a clean city will
ham Lincoln divided honors with
create »
a wcoi.v.
desire on the part of citizens
Mark Twain and Artemus Ward as
have
defend themselves vruattj
nave leeway to
^ v*^..~..~
the "greatest humorists of the Ameribut attacks without provocation, or to stay
dean.
Slay cie*ni.
.
.
'But
the
effect
of
all
this
is
not
can continent."
„i„ <»a «H?ht
"But the ef
merely
slight one.
one, have become
merely for the eye. A clean city conSwitching to the more serious subtoo numerous."
ject of national questions, Speaker
tributes both to the beauty of the
Saturday Benesch will hear the place and the comfort of its citizens,
cases of Patrolmen Patrick J. Fin- but its greatest value lies m our
"Some one said the other day the
nerty and William C. Nurnberg, safety from disease.
Monroe doctrine is dead. That is un,
true. The Monroe doctrine is the
"Years ago we were told that cholwho James Kelley, 1227 East 3d
greatest living force in America tostreet, charged assaulted him in era was a disease of dirt and cowardday. It has given every South Americe
We have learned that many
Prospect avenue last Saturday.
ican republic a breathing space to
Patrolman Joseph Peck will defend other diseases can be preventd by
become established that none would
cleanliness, so that the clean-up camhimself against charges that he told paign is really a movement to arrest^
have had otherwise.
an Bast 22d street saloonkeeper po- Fnfant mortality and to prolong huj
"My friend, Roosevelt, said not long
since that Monroe was a very
lice were watching his place.
m
mediocre president. I'll give Roose'Wefecannot impress the relatioj
velt a tip. He'll be lucky if he oc.between cleanliness and health toq
cupies as prominent a place in
strongly upon the citizens nor exag
American history as does Monroe."
gerate the importance of this aspeci
Concluding with an indirect reference to the present threatening Mex°£"j^t Zither result will follow
ican situation, Speaker Clark said:
OurJUcfvicnspirlt will be he*htenec
"All the American people are pabv having a cleaner city. We wil
triots.
Politics ceases at the low
lwe Cleveland better, take more in
water mark."
teTeW in her welfare and work harde,
Josephus Daniels, secretary of the
for the common good when our ideals
naw, one of the guests of the club
j really center around a city physically
at the luncheon, asked by Mayor
^u^amoverent should need nc
commendation; the advantagesja«» sj
self-evident as to render it unneces
sajjtQ TEttpuli,! ijy in saiptre.ig
^"The beauty of Cleveland is famed
thro^hou^e country its civic pride
is pointed to as a Patter^ *0£0„an

«& baoy\nr^roulT^=

rtSZr gXd name andrtriveto make
us even more worthy of tne goou
opinions of our neighbors.
"And if all co-operate in this move
ment we need have no fear.
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First steps toward curbing What
city officials consider the ■ billbgard
nuisance will be taken by the city
council tonight when Councilman
Rolf will introduce, legislation regulating the location and construction
of billboards and street signs.
The ordinance as drawn by the city
law department and the building inspection division limits the height
of billboards to fourteen feet, prohibits their erection within six feet
of a lot line and requires the bottom
of the board to be four feet from the
ground.
Permits to erect billboards must
be obtained from the building inspection division under the new regulations. The ordinance follows a
ruling by Director of Law Stockwell
that the city council, has power to
enact any reasonable regulations
governing the erection of billboards.
It: . will be referred to the building
code and judiciary committees of the
council.
"It is time that something is being
*done to check the erection of billboards,"
said
Rolf
yesterday.
"Boards fully thirty feet high' are
being put up 'all "over the city. They
are unsightly and insanitary.
"The. new ordinance is modeled
after the St. Louis ordinance, which
has just been upheld by the Supreme
Court of the United States. It is going to be a finish f.ght if the billboard companies attempt to resist
regulation."
Representatives *"df wrecking companies, scrap iron dealers and dealers in rags and broken glass will appear before the council committee on
judiciary this aifernoon to protest
against the,Wagner ordinance regulating junk yards. The ordinance
prohibits junk yards within fifty feet
of a lot line.
"It would drive 9 5 per cent of the
dealers out of business," said Councilman Bernstein.
Councilman Stolte will confer with
Mayor Baker today regarding legislation to issue $1,000,000 worth of
bonds for the extension of Carnegie,
■Central and Perkins avenues and
repaying several main thoroughfares.
Stolte will also meet with County
Engineer Stineheomb and county
commissioners to ascertain if steps
can not be taken to obtain county
aid in repaying a number of thoroughfares used as county roads.
Amendments to the authority ordinance permitting the expenditure
of ?1,300.000 worth of waterworks
bonds-will be urged by Councilman
Fit'/.Gerald at a meeting of the
finance committee.
FitzGerald says that the ordinance
as drawn would allow theXmoney to
be spent for the West Side tunnel
extension when all of it should be
used in the building - of. filtration
plants.
■'
,
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RAKER'S POUCE
REPORT' TO HIT
NEWSPAPERS?
Mayor Inti^THe'l! Follow
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"BOMB" IN CITY HALL.
Cleveland's chief executive and his aides lived in fear of. their
lives aH day Wednesday, April 8, when C. N. Neely unknowingly
Zl the instigator. Neely sent to Ashtabula for a second-hand
TaKn to for his auto and to be sure that he would get it he had
the company address it "for Mayor Baker, Cleveland " The magrSn reached the mayor's office Wednesday and it looked so much
5ka?^infernal machine that everybody in the office was afraid to
trmrii it Public Safety Director Stage was called m and he decided it was a "bomb." Late Wednesday Neely came in and spying the magneto threw it under his arm and stalked out of the office. The joke was explained later.

Rowe's Idea Papers Back
Attacks on Force
"Mayor Baker's answer tol
GoWman FitzgeraM's dema^M
for a written report on
just,
what is the matter with the
Sice " will dwindle down to an
Sack on Cleveland newspapers
and their methods the mayor
strongly indicated Friday.
•.
-'You won't dare print a line
of it," was one of Bakers replies',
to questions put to Jim.
j
Chief Rowe and_ Baker ha

" Prams
TO CIVIC IDEALS CRI
Declares Clean-Up Success
Depends on Co-operation
of All Citizens.

Speaker Refers to Garfield as
'Our Greatest Presidential Scholar.'

Says Cleveland Ought to Live
Up to Reputation for

Talks of Roosevelt in Lighter
Vein at Luncheon of
City Club.

Beauty.

cism of the force.
Baker Will Draw Criticism
""Council, last Monday night, with"The civic pride of Cleveland deouunui,
i
out
discussion
or a rtiooPTiting
dissenxms vote, mands a clean and well-kept city,"
\
/i
mwe-erald's
resolution
asKpa.ssed Fitzgeraia s
-pitva-erald
ine for a police report.. Fitzgeraia declares Mayor Newton D. Baker in
Friday declared Baker will subject the appeal which he makes through
Wmself to criticism if he attempts to the Plain Dealer for all citizens to
make capital out of a request for co-operate in the movement.
helpful criticism and recommenda
"The only way in which this can
be brought about is by the co-operatlons to better police conditions.
tion
of the people with the public
Safety Director Benesch Friday
declared he will stop at nothing in authority. Without such co-operation
an effort to stamp out msubordma- the city can do comparatively little.
clean-up campaign is a lesson
tion and dissension in the > police in "The
co-operation. That is one of its
force and put an end to assaults main purposes.
.,..
"When the ashes and the rubbish
upon civilians.
„,„„„ I
The suspension of three patrolmen have been collected and removed, the
late Thursday by Rowe was the cellars and backyards thoroughly
last straw for Benesch. Within two ' cleaned and the men, women, boys
weeks six patrolmen have been put and girls of Cleveland can see how
under charges. One has resigned, fine a city they have made, the lesson will be of permanent value.
another was discharged, one exon"After that it will not be so easy
erated and three will come before to litter the streets with paper and
benesch Saturday for a hearing.
rubbish, to throw bottles, pans and
baskets into the public highway or
' "Assaults on Citizens Must Stop"
on the vacant lots, or to accumulate
"Assaults
upon
citizens
must rubbish in the back yards.
.
stop", Benesch said. "Patrolmen
"The delight of a clean city will
have leeway to defend themselves, create a desire on the part of citizens
but attacks without provocation, or to stay clean.
. .
,
merely a slight one, have become I "But the effect of all this is not
merely for the eye. A clean city contoo numerous."
tributes both to the beauty of the
■Saturday Benesch will hear the place and the comfort of its cKtaeM,
cases of Patrolmen Patrick J. Fin- but its greatest value lies m our
nerty and William C. Nurnberg, safety from disease.
.
"Years ago we were told that cholwho James Kelley, 1227 East 3d
street, charged assaulted him in era was a disease of dirt an!.cowardice
We have learned that many
Prospect avenue last Saturday.
Patrolman Joseph Peck will defend other diseases can be preventd by
cleanliness, so that the clean-up camhimself against charges that he told paign is really a movement to arrest
an East 22d street saloonkeeper po- infant mortality and to prolong fcuJ
lice were watching his place.
m
'Vi'^nnot impress the reUtioij
.between cleanliness and health toe,
strongly upon the citizens nor exag,
gerate the importance of this aspect
of the movement.
*„,T„W
"Just one other result will follow
Our cTvic spirit will be heightenec
by having a cleaner city. We wil
love Cleveland better, take more interest in her welfare and work.harde,
for the common good when our ideal,
really center around a city physically
^uch'fmoverent should need nc
commendation; the advantages are so
self-evident as to render it unneces
^"The beauty of Cleveland is famed
throTuhghouta"he country its civic prid
is pointed to as a pattern for other
cities and every 1««.",',™H
every boy and girl should o«Jea10"°
o7oVg£d name and strive to rnake
us even more worthy of the gooo
opinions of our neighbors.
_
"And if all co-operate in this move
ment we need have no fear.

Speaker Charnp; "Clark, drawing
from a seemingly inexhaustible store I
of humor and comment, kept the City
=lub in a continual titter or roar yesterday following the club's weekly
luncheon at The Hollenden.
Under the assigned subject of "Ohio
and Ohioans," but under his more
homely subject of "Some Reminiscenses," Speaker Clark referred to
Tames A. Garfield,, one of Ohio's five
presidents, as "our greatest presidential scholar."
"Thomas . Jefferson, John Qumcy
Adams and Woodrow Wilson comprise our other presidential scholars,

he said

-

.

^ , /C *

"I am not so certain but 'cnat
Theodore Roosevelt may squeeze into
this illustrous body. He knows a
little about more things than any
other human being I know,'
the
speaker added amidst a roar of applause.
Then the speaker said that Abraham Lincoln divided honors with
Mark Twain and Artemus Ward as
the "greatest humorists of the American continent."
Switching to the more serious subject of national questions, Speaker
"Some one said the other day the
Monroe doctrine is dead. That is untrue. The Monroe doctrine is the
greatest living force in America today. It has given every South American republic a breathing space to
become established that none would
have had otherwise.
"My friend, Roosevelt, said not long
since that Monroe was a very
mediocre president. I'll give Roosevelt a tip. He'll be lucky if he occupies as prominent a place in
American history as does Monroe."
Concluding with an indirect reference to the present threatening Mexican situation, Speaker Clark said:
"All the American people are patriots.
Politics ceases at the low
water mark."
Josephus Daniels, secretary of tne
navv, one of the guests of the club
at the luncheon, asked by Mayor
Baker, presiding at the meeting, to
speak, paid a high compliment to
President Wilson.
United States Senator Atlee Pomerene, the last speaker, complimented
Cleveland for its rapid growth and
predicted still greater-things.
At the speakers' table besides
Speaker Clark, Secretary Daniels and
Senator Pomerene, there were Congressmen Robert J. Bulkley, William Gordon and Robert Crosser, all
of Cleveland, and former Congressmen Paul Howland and James H.
Cassidy, Mayor Baker, and John H.
Clarke, candidate for United States
senator.
E. M. Baker, president of the club,
in introducing Mayor Baker as the
presiding officer, issued a warning
to former Congressmen Howland
and Cassidy, who are Republicans.
"This is not a Democratic rally,
was President Baker's comment.
"This is a nonpartisan meeting to
pay its respects to our distinguished
guests.
I just want to say this
word for the benefit of Messrs. How
land and Cassidy."
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DRAFTREADYFQR
COUNCILTDNIGHT
Proposed Ordinance Drawn by!
City's Attorneys Limits
Height to Fourteen Feet.
BUILDING DEPARTMENT
WOULD ISSUE PERMirS
Modeled After St. Louis Measure
Recently Upheld by Supreme Court.
First steps toward curbing What
city officials consider the billboard
nuisance will be taken by the city!
council tonight when Councilman'
Rolf will introduce, legislation regu-'!
lating the location and construction j
of billboards and street signs.
The ordinance as drawn by the city
law department and the building in-j
speetion division limits the height j
of billboards to fourteen feet, pro- j
hibits their erection within six feet j
of a lot line and requires the bottom
of the board to be four feet from the
ground.
Permits to erect billboards must
be obtained from the building inspection division under the new regtilations. The ordinance follows a
ruling by Director of Law Stockwell
that the city council, has power to
enact any reasonable regulations
governing the erection of billboards.
It. will be referred to the building
code and judiciary committees of the
council.
"It is time that something is being
'done to check the erection of billboards,"
said
Rolf
yesterday.
"Boards fully thirty feet high are
being put up 'all'over the city. They
are unsightly and insanitary. .
"The new ordinance is modeled
after the St. Louis ordinance, which
has just been upheld by the Supreme
Court of the United States. It is going to be a finish f.ght if the billboard companies attempt to resist
regulation."
Representatives of wrecking companies, scrap iron dealers and dealers in rags and broken glass will appear before the council committee on
judiciary this aifernoon to protest
against the^Wagner ordinance regulating junk yards. The ordinance
prohibits junk yards within fifty feet
of a lot line.
"it would drive 9 0 per cent of the
dealers out of business," said Councilman Bernstein.
Councilman Stolte will confer with
Mayor Baker today regarding legislation to issue $-1,000,0.00 worth of
bonds for the extension of Carnegie,
Central and Perkins avenues and
repaying several main thoroughfares.
Stolte will also meet with County
Kn.gineer Stinchcomb and county
commissioners to ascertain if steps
can not be taken to obtain county
aid in repaying a number of thoroughfares used as county roads.
Amendments to the authority ordinance permitting the expenditure
of $1,300,000 worth of waterworks
bonds ■ will be urged by Councilman
FitzGerald at a meeting of the
finance committee.
FitzGerald says that the ordinance
as drawn would allow the^-money to
be spent for the West Side tunnel
extension when all of it should be
used in the building of filtration
plants.
-•
;.,
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Mexicans exterminate themselves if
they will." .
W. H.
ALEXANDER,
Cleveland
weather observer: "Subjugation of the
Mexicans should be easy for the
United States if things get that far.
In my native state of Texas, it is common knowledge that the Texas Rangers,
small in number, are greatly reared by
a considerably larger number of MexMICHAEL GOLDSMITH, organizer
for the American Federation of Labor—"The average union man is loyal
the flag and is law abiding. If
His Mexican Policy Lauded to
there is a call for volunteers you'll
find the ranks filled with men from
by Prominent Citizens,
organized labor circles. There are |
those who don't believe in anything, ■
War is Deplored.
and others who think the capitalist
class is responsible for everything.
But the good union man, if trouble;
find, him on the job."
Baker Would Take starts—you'll
PETER HASBENPFLUE, secretary!
of the Cleveland Federation of Labor—"The war, if there is one, will!
Chief Rowe and Arrest
have no effect on organized labor in!
Cleveland, because it will be too far
Gen; Huerta.
away. All we will know about it will
be what we read. in the newspapers.
The Spanish-American was didn't afCleveland rffen prohiinerit In public fect us."
PAUL, HOWLAND, former congressman—
life, in business, professional and po"1 hope we won't be plunged Into war. But, i
litical careers, yesterday voiced opin-; 'Here's to the Stars and Stripes. Those who
insult us must salute it or take the conions about the Mexican situation.
sequences.' "
\
MAURICE MASCHKE, collector of CusIf the expressions had one central
toms—"The American people, regardless of
thought, It was that when war looms party, have always sustained their presiin time3 of war."
,~iL~* '
as inevitable, the president of the dents
W. S. FITZGERALD, councilman—"WithUnited States should! feel ha has be- out any reference to the merits of the conbetween the United States and Mexico,
hind him the unqualified support of all test
I believe the American people without exception will support President Wilson in any
the nation's people.
measure that he may deem necessary to pro\
Here's what some of Cleveland's; tect the honor and integrity of this country."
M B. DALY, president of the East Ohio
! men say about the crisis that con- Gas
Co—"I hope there will be no war,
i fronts, the United .States:
especially with Mexico. There is nothing to
]
\' NEWTON D. BAKER, Mayor: "Per- gain and everything to lose. I think I share
belief."
sonally, I'd like to get authority from in a common
SINCERE, manager of the Bailey
i the president to go-'down to Mexico CoVICTOR
"We
should
all stand behind. President
with Chief .Rowe and-arrest Huerta Wilson's modest but
forceful policy. I have
and place him in.jail. ■' It is too bad the • greatest confidence
in him and his
that the lives and:pl>operty of innocent' ^Djn|t'
people hftve"'to'be placed in jeopardy.
CARL W. BRAND, president of the Wid-j
I think the people and .Congress should iar Co., who has traveled extensively in |
stand as a unit behind President Wil- Mexico—"It is too bad it seems necessary to;
son."
..
,,
give good American blood for that of Mexl-1
'
j
"WY F. THOMPSON, president of the canW.peons."
B. CONGWER, clerk of the board of j
city, council: "I never believed :we elections—"I
hoped there would be no j
would have another war. I. thought war. If. therehad
be, I hope it will be of j
arbitration -Woura settle "all difflcultTes. short duration. must
Without doubt the nation's !
It seems terrible that innocent people people will uphold the, president, who
should be made to suffer."
'..;:
throughout in his handling of the Mexican I
E. A. KLINE, secretary of the civil situation has been not only patient and conservice commission? "I lived in Mexico siderate, but has acted in the interests of
for three years. It,seems to'.me. the peace."
. ■
„ .
GUT O. FARQUHARSON, president of the
United States has stood
more from
Mexico than any other: power would. Cuyahoga County Progressive club—"We
should hove war with the Mexican people
If there is a war it will not last long. only
as a last resort. Every other means of
compamst.
was Mexico has no fortifications; It ean- adjusting the difficulty should be exhausted
WALTER LOGAN. ,
The Symphony
jjiupuy", orchestra
,i! not .hold
Hum out against
a,ga.iii»L urio
^
this country."
before
troops are sent into Mexico."
organized last fall, and the Choia^ w H BOYD, attorney. ".It; seems
C. W. WILLIAMS, secretary of the CleveSunday afternoon, May 3, at 3 l,?*. v,a« had tkilv three months OP war with Mexico is inevitable.''Hence- land
Federation for Charity and Philanthrohas naa oniy
, forth partisanship should give Way to py—"With the exception of perhaps Peru,
';o'clock, in Grays armory, a con- club
practice.
„„_„„..] patriotism. The president must have the sympathies of all the South American
This is the first public appear-} £enlnd bjm a . united people; War countries are with Mexico in the present
cert participated in by more than
crisis. They refer to our method of gainsoil is
'two hundred Cleveland
singers anpp of either group of musicians;^ with Mexico on Mexican Excepting
ing possession of the canal zone as the
t
T*iL\v
wnrk is
is or.
of buciif
such high frightful undertaking.
but
their
work
rebellion,
;it
tne war of the
and musicians will he given unit will 'rape of Panama,' and despite the proposed
quality that a big pnone conceit ^ ^ mQst stupendous task th}s n&- payment of indemnity to Colombia, South
der the direction of Walter Lo- is iustified. Mr. Logan believes.
Americans will see in any move the United
; tion eVer un(jertook."
may take in the Mexican situation
MORRIS A. BLACK, president of the States
gan.
simply furtherance of what they regard as a
Chamber at Commerce: "We approached policy of imperialism,"
The program will be furnished;
war with Mexico without any fear nearEDMUND B. HASERODT, county clerk—
by members of
the
Cleveland
ly seventy years ago. I don't think the "I am opposed to war in every case, but if
American people should have any fear the time comes that it is necessary, I beyoung people's symphony orcheslieve in going into the country with a
now,"
.
tra of the music school settlement,
COL. J. J. SULLIVAN, president of crushing force. Any of my clerks who go
the Central National bank and the Su- to the front, if war is declared, will find
and by the Clothcraft choral club
perior Savings & Trust Co.: "Having their places open to them when they come
of the Joseph & Feiss Co., 2149
served in the civil War when a mere back."
THOMAS M. KENNEDY, common pleas
W. 53d-st.
youth and knowing something about judge—"War
Is a terrible thing and I am
Both of these
organizations L
conditions war Invites en any country, strongly opposed
to It. If, however, a stain
I deplore a war of any character. I am 1 has been put on our
national honor, it must
by
nature
a
peace
man,
but
never
would
be wiped out, if it takes every man in the
u
1 condescend to purchase peace at the country to do it. It makes me feel sad to
^Mrs.^NewtoiI D. 'Baker V .j WIT QfIN fl If ^R
price of my good name; and that being think of thousands of America's young men
: soloist for the occasion, smgii |J ILUVll
V« 11 • U
true, I am certainly of the opinion that losing their lives in Mexico."
the aria from "Mme. Butterfly
F B. GOTT, common pleas judge—"I have
proper reparation shall be made to the
She will also sing a group,
United' States by Mexico for the insult the most implicit confidence in President
Wilson
in his handling of the .crisis. I am
to our flag."
to war, but if it becomes necessary
CARL D. FRIEBOLIN, state senator: opposed
1
am
sure
the president will do what is
"It seems to me the president is handling the situation in the best possible F. E. STEVENS, common pleas judge—"I
jnanner. He, has gone the limit'in try- am against war always when it Can be
to keep peace, and probably will avoided with honor, but if the' flag has been
William J. Murphy, Mayor Baker's ing
ever have in mind the desirability of insulted and no reparation is made, I
secretary, won his fight to be Cleve- peace. The only idea now is to'bring think war becomes necessary."
Huerta to his senses. There is no deALVIN J. PEARSON, common pleas judge
land's postmaster Tuesday when sire to inflict war on Mexico or on the
"It will only be a question of time when
tho United States will have to intervene In
United
States.
I
behove
practically
all
[President Wilson
in Washington the nation's people are with the presi- Mexican affairs and straighten out their
tangles. I think the war may as well.come
dent in his attitude."
signed his nomination for the job.
as any time."
'
CYRUS LOCHER, county prosecutor: now
JOHN A. ZANGERLE, county auditor—
The nomination was later sent to "It seems to me we have quibbled long
"I aril against war. I think a man of
enough
with
the
Mexicans.
If
war
the senate. Its confirmation is ex- must come, now is' the time for us to Huerta's stripe cannot insult the United
States. He Is beneath notice. If, however,
pected immediately, as there, is no settle the question of the, supremacy of he persists in his offensive course, I think
North
America
for
all
time."
it
would be proper to shell a few of the ■
opposition io Murphy. Wilson acted
MYRON J. PENTY, justice of the_ . Mexioan coast townB as a lesson. I am i
on the rebQmmen"ation of Postmas- peace: "I cannot see as yet that the ' against sending an army into the country." I
United States has a just cause for the I ALEXANDER HADDEN, probate judge— j
ter General Burleson.
sacrifice of good American blood in "I don't believe the United States has any- ;
Mexico. I think the national honor i thing to go to war about. Huerta should
should be Drotected at anv cost of not even be noticed by this government. ,
course. butTthtak the situation'" ca°n j When a fi aB
"'VtamthTa'SS.rfXS !
be cleared Without declaration of j £h^is 6 ' Ae "should no SSr?"™ noUcea
! than a gutter snipe who insults you la the j
"' street.''
P L. A. LEIGHLBY, common pleas j
judge—"I don't know much about the sltua- j
. tion, and I am opposed to war, but if an,
insult has been offered to the flag I believe I
the United States should demand and en-1
force satisfaction."
rerasdg "0S'iS$ aoud
PIBRCE D. MBTZGBR, president of the
board of county commissioners—"I do not beg japuBxajy aSxef ■e.rjxg;
lieve in war as a rule, but there are times
when forbearance ceases to be a virtue. It
seems to me this is one of the times."
.—-o
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Mexicans exterminate themselves
they will." •
W. H.
ALEXANDER,
Cleveland
weather observer: "Subjugation of the
Mexicans should be easy for the
United States if things get that far.
In my native state of Texas, it is common knowledge that the Texas Rangers,
small in number, are greatly feared by
a considerably larger number of Mexicans."
MICHAEL GOLDSMITH, organizer
for the American Federation of Labor—"The average union man is loyal
to the flag and is law abiding. If
there is a call for volunteers you'll
find the ranks filled with men from
organized labor circles. There are !
those who don't believe in anything,and others who think the capitalist
class is responsible for everything.
But the good union man, if trouble;
starts—you'll And. him on the job."
PETER HABSENPFLUE, secretary]
of the Cleveland Federation of La-1
•bor—"The war, if there is one, will;
Chief Rowe and Arrest
have no effect on organized labor in!
Cleveland, because it Will be too far Gen; Huerta.
away. All we will know about it will
be what we read. in the newspapers.
The Spanish-American was didn't af'Cleveland ifien.p^dmineht in public fect us."
PAUL HOWXAND, former congressman— ■
life, in business, professional and po"I hope we won't be plunged into War. But, :
litical careers; yesterday voiced opin- 'Here's to the Stars and Stripes. Those who .
insult us must salute it or take the con- j
ions about the Mexican situation.
sequences.' "
\
' "i
MAURICE MASCHKB, collector of CUB- ,
If the expressions had one central
.toms— "The American people, regardless of i
thought, it was that when war looms party, have always sustained their prest- |
in times of war."
.__,.» '[
as inevitable, the president of the dents
W. S. FITZGERALD, councilman—"WithUnited States should? feel he has be- out any reference to the merits of the conbetween the United States and Mexico, I
hind him the unqualified support of all test
I believe the American people without ex- j
ceptlon will support President Wilson in any '
the nation's people.
measure that he may deem necessary to proI
Here's what some of Cleveland's-; tect the honor and Integrity, of this country."
M B. DALY, president of the East Ohio
' men say about the crisis that con- Gas
Co—"I hope there will be no war,
fronts, the United-.States: ...
especially with Mexico. There is nothing to
NEWTON I>. BAKER, Mayor: "Per- gain and everything to lose. I think I share
a common belief."
sonally, I'd like to get authority from in VICTOR
SINCERE, manager of the Bailey
the .president to go-dawn to Mexico Co—"We should
all stand behind. President
With Chief JEtowe and ,arrest Huerta
modest but forceful policy. I have
and place him tnjail.,' It is too bad Wilson's
the ■ greatest confidence in him and his
that the lives and;p*operty of innocent' ^.binet'
'people'have" to'be placed in jeopardy.
CARL W. BRAND, president of the Wid-I
I think the people and aongress should jar Co., who has traveled extensively in |
stand as a unit behind President Wil- Mexico—' 'It Is too bad it seems necessary to j
give good American blood lor that of Mexi-!
son. ' ;
j.
W.'F. THOMPSON, president of the canW.peons.
B. CONGWER, clerk of the board of
city council:' "I never believed :we elections—"I
hoped there would be no ;j
would have , another war. I, thought war. If. therehad
be, I hope it will be of
arbitration Would 'settle UI1 difficulties. short duration. must
Without doubt the nation's I
It seems terrible that innocent people people will uphold the, president, who
MRS. NEWTON D. BAKER,
should be made to suffer.". '..,:
throughout In his handling of the Mexican |
E. A. KLINE,'secretary of the civil situation has been not only patient and consongs , composed by Dr. Richard service commission™ "I lived in Mexico siderate, but has acted in the interests of
for three years. It.seems .to me the peace."
GUT O. FARQUHARSON, president of the
Haas.
United States has stood- more from
County Progressive club—"We
Cem/
Mexico
than any other power.would. Cuyahoga
Mrs. Nicola
should have war with the Mexican people
If there is a war it will not lajjt long. only
as
a
last
resort. Every other means of
companist.
■vvasl Mexico has no fortifications:-.-It ean- adjusting: the difficulty
should be exhausted
WALTER LOGAN.
The Symphony orchestra
/-n. „oV not Jvold out against this country."
before
troops
are
sent into Mexico."
organized last fall, and .the Choi a<« -vy. H. BOYD, attorney: .".It. seems
C.
W.
WILLIAMS,
secretary
of the CleveSunday afternoon, May 3, at 3 i,?v. hoes had otnlv three months or v/nr with Mexico is inevitable.' Hen.ee- land Federation for Charity and Philanthroclub has naa i*uiy
forth parUsa.nghip sn.ould give way to py—"With the exception of perhaps Peru,
a
conj o'clock, in Grays armory
practice.
„„„„„.] patriotism. The president must have the sympathies of all the South American
This is the first public appeal , ,behind him a united people; War countries are with Mexico in the present
1 cert participated in by more than
nf either group of musicians,, witn Mexico on Mexican soil is a crisis. They refer to our method of gain■two hundred Cleveland
singers cn^o
a nee u . o
<=
undertaking.
Excepting ing possession of the canal zone as the
} . h
htful
but
their
wort s oi sucu
. B thawa.r o£ th re,bellion,,it will 'rape of Panama,' and despite the proposed
6
and musicians will be given unality that a big public conceit.
>
stupendous task this na- payment of indemnity to Colombia, South
QU
: der the direction of Walter Lo- ia justified. Mr. Logan believes.
Americans will see in any move the United
tlon ever undertook."
may take in the Mexican situation
MORRIS A. BLACK, president of the States
simply furtherance of what they regard as a
gan. , ,
Chamber
of
Commerce:
"We
approached
policy
of
imperialism,"
The program will be furmsned
war with Mexico without any tear nearEDMUND B. HA8ERODT, county clerk—
ly seventy years ago. I don't think the "I am opposed to war in every case, but if
by members of the
Cleveland
American people should have any fear the time comes that it is necessary, I beyoung people's symphony orcheslieve in going Into the country with a
now,"
tra of the music school settlement,
COL. J. J. SULLIVAN, president of crushing force. Any of my clerks who go
the Central National bank and the Su- to the front, if war is declared, will find
and by the Clothcraft choral club
perior Savings & Trust Co.: "Having their places open to them when they come
of the Joseph &■ Feiss Co., 214!) j
served in the civil war when a mere
THOMAS M. KENNEDY, common pleas
youth arid knowing something about judge—"War
W. 53d-st.
is a terrible thing and I am
Both of these
organizations-—.
conditions war invites on any country, strongly opposed
to It. If, however, a stain
I deplore a war of any character. I am has been put on our national honor, It must
by nature a peace man, but nevar would be wiped out, if it takes every man in the
W
Trsf°rNewto^ D.1 'BakS* will jlMI QAM f| jf'Q
I condescend to purchase peace at the country to do it. It makes me feel sad to
price of my good name; and that being think of thousands of America's young men
soloist for the occasion, smgii ff ILuVll
V. I\» O
true, I am certainly of the opinion that losing their lives in Mexico."
the aria from "Mme. ButterflyF B. GOTT, common pleas Judge—"I have
proper reparation shall be made to the
She will also sing a group,
united' States by Mexico for the insult the most implicit confidence in President
Wilson in his handling of the crisis. I am
to our flag."
CARL D. FRIEBOLIN, state senator: opposed to war, but if it becomes necessary
"It seems to me the president is han- I am sure the president will do what is
dling the situation in the best possible right-"
E. STEVENS, common pleas judge—"I
hianneiv He, has gone the limit in try- amP. against
war always when it can be
ing
to
keep
peace,
and
probably
will
avoided
honor, but if the' flag has been
William J. Murphy, Mayor Baker's ever have in mind the desirability of insulted with
and no reparation is made, I
secretary, won his fight to be Cleve- peace. The only idea now IS to bring think war becomes necessary."
ALV7N J. PEARSON, common pleas judge
Huerta to his senses. There is no deland's postmaster Tuesday when sire to inflict war on Mexico or on the
>*It will only be a question of time when
the United States will have to Intervene in
United
States.
I
believe
practically
all
'President Wilson
in Washington the nation's people are with the presi- Mexican affairs and straighten out their
tangles. I think the war may as well come |
dent in his attitude."
signed his nomination for the job.
CYBUS LOCHER, county prosecutor: now as any time."
The nominati'tin was later sent to "It seems to me we have quibbled long JOHN A. ZANGEPO.E, county auditor—
"I am against war. I think a man of
with the Mexicans. If war Huerta's
stripe cannot insult the United
ihe senate. Its confirmation is ex- enough
must come, now is' the time for us to States. He is beneath notice. If, however,
pected immediately, as there is no settle the question of the, Supremacy of he persists ...
in his offensive course, I think
Amefica for all time.
it would be proper to shell a few of the;
opposition J.o Murphy. Wilson acted North
MYRON J. PENTY, Justice of. the! Mexioan coast towns as a lesson. I am!
on the recommen'ation of Postmas- peace: "I cannot see as yet that the ' against sending an army into the country." I
United States has a just cause for the | ALEXANDER HADDEN probate judge— j
ter General Burleson.
sacrifice of good American blood in "I aon't believe the United States has any- :
Mexico. I think the national honor 1 thing to go to war ataut. Huerta should
be noticed by this government.
should be protected at any cost, of not even
a man of his sort expresses aversion ;
course, but I think the situation can When
to
our
flag,
it is rather a compliment than
be cleared without declaration of otherwise. He
should no more be noticed
war,"'
than a gutter snipe who Insults you in the j
WILLIAM B. BEEBE, municipal
judge: "The time for temporizing with
P. t,. A. LEIG-HLET, common pleas j
Huerta and the Mexican government judge—"I don't know much about the situa- j
is over. This country might just as tlon, and I am opposed to war, but if an.
well take a Arm stand, and wage a insult has been offered to the flag I believe I
campaign that eventually will put all the United States should demand and enj
of North America under the United force satisfaction."
PIBRCB D. MBTZGER, president of the
States flag."
of county commissioners—"I do not be- .
DAN B. CULL, municipal judge: board
In war as a rule, but there are times
"President Wilson should not stop un- Ileve
when forbearance ceases to be a virtue. It
til he has forced the Mexicans to sa- seems
to me this is one of the times."
lute the American flag as) requested,
-o
_—
and he should then proceed to force
them to cbntinUe to'saiute. The people
of the United States have -given the
Mexican imbroglio a great deal of
thought and are ready, to back up the
y^'-l—'■'- "_
president in any move
he sees fit to
;
make."
t.
T. L. LEWIS, .chief probation officer-of juvenile court: "No war for
mine. I don't believe the whole of
Mexico is worth the risking: of. one
American life. I believe Americans
should get -out of Mexico and let the
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His Mexican Policy Lauded
by Prominent Citizens,
War is Deplored.

Mayor Baker Would Take,

'BILLY' MURPHY

m
APPONTMENT 0
MURPHY IS DUE
Cleveland .politicians Tuesday
were of the opinion that the senate if it held an executive session
Tuesday, would take up the confirmation of Billy Murphy for
postmaster here.
.
' Postmaster general Burleson already has signed the recommendation ' and passed,: tt along to thfe
white house. President Wilson,
after signing, it will turn it over
to the senate for approval.
■. -j
Murphy will take charge of the
I post-office here as soon as he receives his appointment; He is secretary to Mayor Baker.
Baker, Tuesday, would not announce the name of Murphy's successor, although close friends of
the mayor say the job will go to
Milton Young, Baker's stenographer.

No Peanut Piker
MAYOR BAKER recently suggested that the
city operate the refreshment booths in the
public parks, instead'of farming out the privilege to concessionaires as in the past. The suggestion was heartily indorsed in this column, as
promising to benefit Cleveland children and
others who frequent the parks, and was promptly adopted by city officials.
"There is no reason to suppose municipal
management of the refreshment booths would
prove economical'or efficient or successful, as
the business world reckons such things," The
News/said at that time, instancing the city's
■ management of bathhouses and the like as sad
cases in point. Still it appeared impossible that
ext/avagant city methods could be worse than
mercenary private methods when it came to
giving, the boys and' girls something like the
vvorthof their dimes and nickels.
/ Apparently the prophecy as to the city's
/management was only too true. Monday night,
when the city council was engaged in authorizing the spending , of $1,500,000 to provide
against various alleged emergencies, it received
aii ordinance authorizing the city to go into the
park refreshment business TO THE EXTENT
OF $97,500!
To explain the making of such an appropriation, or the creation of such a fund, for such a
purpose there is no evidence of irtiy intention
to erect MONUMENTAL PEANUT. STANDS
OP OUT GRANITE. Seemingly no building
program is contemplated. ' The'$97,500 is said to
represent the probable Receipts,. being a mere
matter of anticipation. Equipment is to cost
$6,000. including $2,500 for automobiles; labor
will come to $11,200; supervision (in other words,
salary for one or more of the boys) will be
$3,500: the rest, about $75,000, will be invested
in supplies or "used in manufacturing and jobbing the refreshments sold at the stands."
Probably, if anybody had thought of it, they
would have put in a few thousand more to BUY
SOME FANCY PEANUT VINES AND LEMON
TREES FOR WARRENSVILLE AND ENABLE
THE CITY TO GO INTO THE GROWING
BUSINESS, TOO.
We invite attention to the $75,000 worth of
peanuts, popcorn, chewing gum and pop merely
as a PINE EXAMPLE OP THE WAY PUBLIC
BUSINESS IS DONE WITH THE TAXPAYERS' MONEY. A mere business man might go
slow, buy stock from week to week and let the
cash register pay for the automobiles. But the
city is no piker.' WHEN THE CITY GOES
;iNTO ANYTHING, PROM A MUNICIPAL
ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT TO A PEANUT
STAND IN THE PARK. IT GOES LIKE A
MULTIMILLIONAIRE STARTING A "GENTLEMAN'S FARM."* THE BEST IS NONE
TOO GOOD AND HANG THE EXPENSE !
The city may do the wrong thing, or do Mhe
right thing the wrong way. but it certainly is a
CHEERFUL SPENDER." It never pikes—except when if needs pavements or some other common necessity AND THERE ISN'T ANY
MONEY LEFT.

iiur-.-n—m

BAKER SELECTS YOUNG
TO BE HIS SECRETARY
Official announcement that Milton
Young is to succeed W. J. Murphy as
secretary to the mayor w;as made'
by Mayor Baker yesterday, after1
news that Murphy's name had been
sent to the Senate for confirmation
as postmaster had been received.
Young, who is but twenty-six
years of age, has been Baker's stenographer and assistant secretary
for the past two years. Xo assistant
secretary will be appointed, Baker
said.

BAKEROBJECTSTO
REGISTRATION OF
LABORERS BY CITI
Workers on Streets, in Future,
Must Be Able to Speak
English, Is Service
Decision,
Civil service registration of city laborers waa branded as "purest nonsense" by Mayor Baker at a conference between board of control members and the civil service commission ye'sterday. Complaint had been
made that the registration was crip- j
pling the efficiency of the city de- j
partments.
"We are up against this situation, i
though," said Baker. "The provisions;
are here in the' city charter and wet
must abide by them. The civil servico commission is not to blame."
The commission decided that laborers assigned to the street repair division be required to speak the Eng-.
lish language. P. J. Masterson, superintendent of the division, had
1 complained that 75 pe'r cent of the
laborers assigned by the commission
were unable to understand orders
given them by foremen. Masterson
also said that four days were wanted
in obtaining proper certifications
from the commission when he desired
to hire laborers.
Half of the work done by the divi- |
sion could not be foreseen a week in
advance, Masterson claimed, in an-1
swer to the commission's contention \
that he should regulate his working ■
force by the amount of work scheduled.
It was finally agreed that the commission should determine the max-,
imum and minimum salaries for i
various grades and that the board
of control should fix the salaries of
employees within these limits. All
proposed salary changes in the future will be referred to the commission before action is taken by the
board of control.
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HERE'S BILL'S LATEST'
Bill ..Utu'phy. our next. P. M.. tells a good "Pat and Mike";
| story about two men in the city, employ.
' "Pat bought a new watch and sported it at the shop, the day;
following pay day. Mike spied it and here is a part of. the conver-j
sal ion that ensued:
■ ,
,
" 'Phwat a noice watch ye hav 1 at.
• •
- .1
» 'Yis—it's a gude watch Moike, Oi bought it at, an auction
•
.
.
No sale on Ontario street.'
" ' Oi 11 liev the missus get me. wan loike it! Phwat tonne iz

Board of Control Awards
Contract When Argument
on Stone Arises.

Stage Says Money Already in
Building is Public
Scandal.

" 'Pat pulled out the watch and glanced at it from several
angles then said: "Heh, look for yez self, look''
.
"Mike looked for a moment and replied, 'lis so it tiz, so il
Itiz !' Neither one could tell time."

WHY CITY SHOULD HAVE ONE TIME.
Cleveland is to adopt Eastern Standard time at midnight,

Discussion of the question' of the
shade of polished granite to be used
'in sheds for the new West Side
market resulted in heated argument
I at yesterday's meeting, of the city
1 board of control.
"The amount of money that has
jgone into the West Side market
i is a public scandal," said Utilities
Director C. W. Stage. "I am not in
favor of expending several thou- J
sands more to get a particular shade
of granite."
.
The city ■ has expended nearly |
$750,000 ■ in the West Side market)
project and council recently authorized $75,000 bonds for sheds and the
completion of the cold storage plant.
The' 'board of control yesterday was
discussing awarding of contracts for
this. work. •••'.-•
_
Public Service Director T. L. fcidlo
offered,, a. resolution awarding the
contract to the, next to the lowest
bidder for the'reason that the concern guaranteed' to use granite
from the same quarry that had
supplied - the granite for the mam
portion-of the building. C. N. Griffin,
the low bidder, protested on . the
ground that he had been informed
by the city architect that the quarry
was closed. ;
Mayor Newton D. Baker said he
had cause for complaint and it was
finally decided all.bids should be re-

April 30.
'
.
Council decided this by ordinance after long deliberation
and a canvass of the sentiment for the change among Cleveland's citizens. Mayor Newton D. Baker issued a proclamation
setting the hour of the change, after expressions from Clevelanders as to when the change could be made most conveniently.
The change must be made universally m the city that
Cleveland may gain its full effect and benefit.
Here is one reason for universal adoption of the new time
in Cleveland, presented by Mayor Baker:
By Mayor Baker.
"Whatever Cleveland undertakes should be undertaken by
Cleveland as a unit.
"The change to Eastern time was decided on officially as a
wise step. It should be concurred in by everybody in the city.
"The telephone and street railway companies, the Erie railroad, the theaters, churches and practically all places of public
assemblage and meeting have agreed to adopt Eastern time.
Confusion will result unless the change is universal/^^___

The hoard voted to award the contract for .the refrigeration plant to
the Greenwodji Construction & bup-nlv Co., Whose" bid was $21,oy4..
While the question of granite, was
under discussion, the mayor said he
did not feel it was necessary that
the city should expend more money
to obtain the exact shade of granite
as that used in the building.
The resolution offered by Director
Sidlo called for the awarding of-the
contract to the R..A. Curry Co
whose bid was $42,216. The bid of
the C N. Griffin Co. was $89,900.
Mayor Baker came out in opposition to the sale of a twenty-two-foot
lot on Colburn-av S. W for $11-.
This price was recommended by the
citv's. real estate agent and all the
members of the board of control, except the mayor, voted to.approve the
«nle The mayor then said the resofutfon shouW. be rescinded. New bids
ion the property may be received.

HAVE YOU ANY HUSBANDS?
Seven more young women of Pitt»burg yesterday asked Mayor Baker
to find them husbands. The seven
are employed in a Pittsburg restaurant.
Several days ago the mayor received a letter from three lonely
widows of Pittsburg asking that he
assist them to finding husbands.
The mayor has turned the letters
over to R. W. Hobbs, commissioner
of publicity and Information. The
letters contain, the names, addresses and descriptions of the seekers
for husbands.

MAYOR, GET A BROOM.
"It's not enough to clean up your
own back yard. Can't you use your
influence to get your neighbor to
clean up his yard?" a number of
Crawford-rd N. B. residents wrote
to Mayor Newton D. Baker.
Petitioning residents signed their
names and gave the name and address of their neighbor whose untidy yard offended their esthetic
sensibilities.
The mayor was in his most
facetious mood when the letter
came.
Calling Secretary
Milton
Young into the sanctum sanctorum,
he dictated a. reply on the ethics of
propriety and the limitations of the
privileges o£ public and private citizenship.
"I think we had better tear it up,
Milton," said the mayor on reading it
over. "It's sure to get into the hands
of those newspaper fellows if we
send It."

Next State Representatives
Should Aid Municipalities,
Mayor Says.
Garfieid and Garford Petitions Now Circulate in
Cleveland.
BY WALKER S. BUEL.
Mayor Newton D. Baker will look
for one chief qualification in men
seeking support of the Cuyahogt,
county Democratic organization for
nomination and election to the state
legislature.
He believes candidates for the state
senate and lower house of the assembly should be impressed with the
importance of the cities of Ohio,
should recognize city needs and
should be able and willing, in event
of their election, to support in the
legislature measures planned in the
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HERE'S BILL'S LATEST!
Bill, .aitirpliy, our next P. M.. tells a good "Pat and Mike"
glory about two' men in the city employ.
j
"Pat bought a new watch and sported it at the shop, the dayfollowing pay day. Mike spied it and here is a part of. the conversation that ensued:
. .
,
" 'Plvw'at a noice watch ye hav I at.
'_
'
" 'Yis—it's a gude. watch Moike, Oi bought it at. an auction
sale on Ontario street.'
•
.• r
" 'Oi'll bev the-missus get me. wan loike it! Pliwut toime i'z'

Board of Control Awards No
Contract When Argument
it Pat'?
- '
" 'Pat pulled out the watch and glanced at it from several
on Stone Arises.
angles then said: "Heh, look for yez self, look''

Building is Public
Scandal.

WHY CITY SHOULD HAVE ONE TIME.
Cleveland is to adopt Eastern Standard time at midnight,

Discussion of the question of the
shade of polished granite to be used
I in sheds, for the new. AVest Side
market resulted in heated argument
I at yesterday's meeting, of the city
board of control.
"The amount of money that has
jgone into the West Side market'
iis a public scandal," said Utilities
Director C. W. Stage. "I. am not in \
favor of expending several thou- 1
sands more to get a particular shade j
of granite.''
The city has expended nearly
$750,000 ■ in the West Side market
project and council recently author- j
ized $75,000 bonds for sheds and the
completion of the cold storage plant.
The''board of control yesterday was
discussing, awarding of contracts for
this work.
'
'
aij,„
Public Service Director ■ T. • L. Sidio
offered, a resolution awarding the
contract to the, next to the lowest
bidder for the reason that the concern guaranteed- to use^ granite
from the same quarry that nact
supplied-the granite for the main
portion-of the building. C. N Griffin,
the low bidder, protested on ■ the
ground that he had been informed
by the city architect that the quarry
was closed. .
-:, '
Mayor Newton D. Baker said he
had cause for complaint and it wasi
finally decided all.bids should be re-

MAYOR, GET A BROOM.
"It's not enough to clean up your
own back yard. Can't.you use your
influence to get your neighbor to
clean up his yard?" a number of
Crawford-rd N. B. residents wrote
to Mayor Newton D. Baker.
Petitioning residents signed their
names and gave the name and address of their ' neighbor whose untidy yard offended their esthetic
sensibilities.
The mayor was in his most
facetious mood when the letter
came.
Calling Secretary
Milton
Young into the sanctum sanctorum,
he dictated a. reply on the ethics of
propriety and the limitations of the
privileges of public and private citizenship.
"I think we had better tear it up,
Milton," said the mayor on reading it
over. "It's sure to get into the hands
of those newspaper fellows if we
send it"

^Council decided this by ordinance after long deliberation
and a canvass of the sentiment for the change among Cleveland's citizens. Mayor Newton D. Baker issued a proclamation
setting the hour of the change, after expressions from Clevelanders as to when the change could be made most conveniently
The change must be made universally in the city that
Cleveland may gain its full effect and benefit.
Here is one reason for universal adoption of the new time
in Cleveland, presented by Mayor Baker:

By Mayor Baker.

II FELL HEEDS
ALL 01 CITIES
Next State Representatives
Should Aid Municipalities,
Mayor Says.

"Whatever Cleveland undertakes should be undertaken by
Cleveland as a unit.
,
"The change to Eastern time was decided on officially as a
wise step. It should be concurred in by everybody in the city.
"The telephone and street railway companies, the Erie railroad, the theaters, churches and practically all places of public
assemblage and meeting have agreed to adopt Eastern time.
Confusion will result unless the change is universal^

The hoard voted to award the contract for ..the, refrigeration planMo:
the ..Greenwood Construction^ Sup-,
DlV Co., Whose bid was $Zl,oJ4.
While the question of granite- was
under discussion, the mayor said he
did not feel it was necessary that
the city should expend more money
to obtain the exact shade of granite
as that used in the building.
The resolution offered by Director
Sidlo called for the awarding of -the
Contract to the R. A. Curry Co.. L
whose bid °was-$42,216. The bid of
the C N. Griffin Co. was $dfc»,yoo.
Mayor Baker came out in opposition to the sale of a twenty-two-foot,
lot on Colburn-av S. W. for$ll_.;
This price was recommended by the.
city's real estate agent and all the|
members of•the board of control, ex-;
dept the mayor, voted to.approve the,
sale The mayor then said the reso-'
futfon should-be rescinded. New bids j
on the property may, be received.

HAVE YOU ANY HUSBANDS T
Seven more young women ot Pittsburg yesterday asked Mayor Baker
to And them husbands. The »even
are employed in a Pittsburg restaurant.
Several days ago the mayor received a letter from three lonely
widows of Pittsburg asking that he
assist them to finding husbands.
The mayor has turned the letters
over to B. W. Hobbs, commissioner
of publicity and Information. The
letters contain, the names, addresses and descriptions of the seekers
for husbands.

TO IMPROVEPARKS

Would Start Work as Soon as
Council Approves Expenditure Ordinances.

MRS NEWTON D&Ar\ER

Funds Derived From Sale ^l^^\fJt^0rXJ^
conductor, Mr. Waltei Lo$250,000 Bonds Will be .orchestra,
C The object of the organization
"is to give young players entering the
profession and nonprofessioiml loyers of
Used.
kood music, an opportunity to pay to-

Garfieid and Garford Petitions Now Circulate in
Cleveland.
BY WALKER S. BUEL.
Mayor Newton D. Baker will look
for one chief qualification in men
seeking support of the Cuyahoga
county Democratic organization for
nomination and election to the state
legislature.
He believes candidates for the state
senate and lower house of the assembly should be impressed with the
importance of the cities of Ohio,
should recognize city needs and
should be able and willing, in event
of their election, to support in the
legislature measures planned in the
interests of cities.
"I believe that, whatever their political party affiliations, the men who
next go to the general assembly
should have full realization of the
growing needs of the cities,
Mr.
Baker said yesterday afternoon.
The mayor undoubtedly will base on
'this conviction any recommendations
he may make relative to the support
of certain candidates for the assembly.
,
His influence will be a factor in
determining what Cuyahoga county
(candidates are to receive the backing of the Demorcratic organization
at the primary.
'. ,
Petitions for James R. Garfieid,
candidate for the Progressive nomination for governor, and for Arthur
L Garford of Elyria, Bull Moose i
candidate for United States senator,;
are in circulation in Cleveland.
They are being handled by Guy O.
Farquharson, president of the Cuyahoga County Progressive chub, who
received them from Progressive state
headquarters.
,
.. . ,_
The conviction is growing that Mr.
Garford, who seems certain to receive
the nomination he asks, will make a
strong fight for the senate seat vacated by Senator Theodore E. Burton.

gether and become acquainted with the
* * * *
f 1st musJc in the field of orchestral
Mayor Newton D. Baker at a meetWilliam J. Murphy, secretary to
has fifty membersi
and Mayor Baker, has tendered his resut
ing with park division heads yester- '^h^rchestra
■ill be a permanent mSnt i°n incorday decided upon the park improve- .orated under the laws of the state of ignation as a member and treasurer
)hio.
are held in the^ music of the Democratic county executive
ments for 1914 which he will ask the ichool Rehearsals
settlement rooms at Goodilcn J committee.
i„„j„„
council to approve.
Funds derived dose every Sunday afternoon at 3
The mayor announced yesterday
•c"ock The orchestra will be assisted that Mr. Murphy's resignation was
from the sale of $250,000 park bonds tat°the
concert May 3 by the Clothcraft presented immediately following word
will be. used and work will be started K10"al club of the Joseph & FeissCo. ' that
his nomination for postmaster of
as soon as the expenditure ordinances ^The Choral ^^as^^rie^be^ Cleveland had been sent the senate
are passed by the council.
presented. They had no knowledge of : bv President Wilson. Mr. Murphy
he decided on the step because
The list of improvements ^*^er*^^«^ said
subordinates to the postmaster all
mended by the mayor is:
|^av'e increased with each rehearsal ana >are under strict civil service regulaKingsbury park-$50,000 for the the res;u»s are more, than^graWymg.
tions.
....
purchase of land and for developing L*' at tne concert at Grays armory
The Tippecanoe club, Republican
the eleven-acre tract donated by the |Unday afternoon, May 3, at.d^CIOCK.
Cleveland & Youngstown railroad.
|he piW'an;^ allows■<*£* ^ organization, is established in. lta new
headquarters, 202 Engineers building
Bdgewater park—$40,000 for com-^arch^(Bach), Oeveland xoung ^^
tie's Symphony orchestra; c*™»|
The club's board of directors will I
r
pleting the bath house; $15,000 for :.ivitation" (Veagee), the ^°™<L
£fZ meet Thursday afternoon to detei jetties needed at point where the
Stae upon a date for a forma1 openpark is to be widened by the use of
ine- and house-warming in the new
earth from filtration plant excavation.,
room*? and to decide the nature of|
Rockefeller park^$10,000 for conC
Th
struction of culvert : over brook S^nte ra„) o^he^^|^ the contemplated P^rtyreeded for the extension of Hough-av Songs" (Dr. Richard Haasz), "My Star'
Monroe Curtis, son of Prof. M. M.I
The Curtis of Western Reserve univerN. E. to E. 105th-st; new bridge floor- Joseph Rogers) Mrs. Baker;
One bprin=
ing $1,050; paving intersection, $400. ^ast Spring" (Grieg),
0 0
sity yesterday took out petitions and
Lacombe),
J-ne
r '"
Shaker park—$4,000 for new .canoe .fornins"
3anube Waltz" (Strauss), orchestra- wm run for Republican nomination
club house; old structure to be moved Jhoral club.
tor state senator. Mr. Curtis is sec
to upper lake and used for a shelter
retary of the John Hay club, formerlv
the Young Republican club.
house.
,
.
y
Woodland Hills, Garfieid boulevard
iarlH Wells, attorney, former |
$H2 000 for purchase of land.
head of the city department ofcomB. HOth-st park—$700 for dressing
nlaint and research, and Edward J.
room to adjoin swimming pools.
Cherney attorney with offices m the
Wade park—$400 for road resurSociety for Savings building, yesterf £Lcinf?
day received petitions as candidates
Brookside park—?S,G0O for grading
to Progressive nomination for state |
of roads about the deer run; $i-,50O
senator.
« » • «
for repair of - two bridges; .$800'for
fitting up dressing rooms in the baseFormer United States Senator]
ment of the zoo buildings, for boys
Char™ Dick of Akron spent a short
using the athletic fields.
time in Cleveland yesterday. It was |
Falrview park—$1,500 for planting.
hi? first Visit here in many months.
West boulevard—$5,000 for.improvThe ex-senator did not discuss poling section south of Lorain-av.
litics while here, bu expressed the
opinion
that the Mexican situation |
Washington park—$10,000 for shelter house and refreshment stand.
lis very grave. ^ , , ,
East boulevard—$14,000 for culvert
John D. Fackler, deputy state taxi
needed for driveway to lower bouleg
vard from the northwest intersection
l^pirr^r
rheb%uffera^e°
[eTt
at Superior-av N. E. and Ansel-rd
lsive speaker at iSaturday
night ft Slln-av N. W. and W.
In' addition Mayor Baker will
recommend a general appropriation
58
'
Harry L. Vail, former county comof $10,000 for road repair and JflO.wu
LmiTstoner, has accepted an invitation
for the purchase of playground apKo bethe Republican speaker.
paratus. Of the road repair allowance, $6,000 will be used for constructing a temporary roadway along
Bulkley boulevard.
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BAKER TOWHITEWASH
POLICE,REPORT READY
"Nothing Wrong With Departmeint," Mayor to Say to Council Tonight; Discipline Good, Orde rs Not Rescinded, Is Claim.
Cleveland's police force will be
praised as highly efficient and the
equal of any in the country ma report on police conditions which will
be forwarded to the city council by
Mayor Baker tonight.
Baker's communication is m_ reply
to recent severe criticism «****!»_
partment. Two weeks ago <^incti
man FitzGerald asked *°y\c°mp^ °
report on conditions. Baker will
claim that there is nothing wrong
with the department and he is expected to make some caustic comments concerning its critics.
The report will declare
that
discipline is good, that superior officers and subordinates are working
together in harmony and will denythat verbal instructions modifying
regulations have been issued to the
members of the police force by the
mayor or the director of public safety.
FitzGerald in his resolution asking
for a report on conditions recited a
number of instances of alleged misconduct on the part of police patrolmen. Baker will offer an ex-

planation of these cases.
Opposition to an ordinance authorizing an appropriation of $97,500 for
the operation of park concessions by
the city this season is expected to develop among councilmen tonight.
Park officials say that only the actual
receipts will bo appropriated but
councilmen feel that this- sum is too;
large.
An ordinance authorizing an additional expenditure of $40,000 for the
Edgewater Park bathhouse which
has already cost $110,000 will also be
opposed. City councilmen \vill ask
why it was necessary to modify the
original plans for the structure, which
were prepared in 1910.
An ordinance establishing a city
plan commission of seven members
will be passed. Members of the commission will be named at once by
Mayor Baker.
An ordinance by Councilman Gahn
rescinding authority to exchange land
in Edgewater Park far lake front
land owned by the Edgewater Cliffs
Land Company will be voted down,
councilmen said yesterday.

INI
Recommends Two Democrats and One Republican
for New Tax Positions.
With Others He Studies Candidates for Assembly
Seats.
BY WALKER S. BUE1.
Mayor Newton D. Baker has recommended D. J. dinner, former councilman, Democrat; J. B. Coffinberry, former mayor of Lakewood, Democrat,
and.W. J. Shaw, ex-councilman and
former member of the board of tax
review, Republican, for appointment
by the state tax commission as a district board of complaints for the Cuyahoga county tax assessment district.
The recommendations were made at
the request of the state officials.
While there has been word from Columbus that the state commission
might exercise independent judgment
in making appointments, it is believed Mr. Zinner, Mr. Coffinberry and
Mr. Shaw undoubtedly will be the
members of the board here.
The Warnes' tax law provides for
the appointment May^ 1 of district
boards of complaint'in each tax assessment district. The appointments
are made by the state tax commission
with the consent of the governor.
One member is appointed for one
year, one for two years and one for
three years. At,the expiration of the
term of each, a successor is to be
appointed for three years.
Tl.e compensation .for board members is to vary- according to the district,' from $3.50 to $10 a day,, while
boards are in session. It is thought]
the pay for members in this district i
probably will be $10 a day.
Boards all over Ohio are to organize the first Monday in August. It
is estimated they will be in session
thirty to sixty days.
*

+:

*

*

As with": a fine toothcomb, more
than forty names of aspirants for
Democratic nomination for the state
legislature were gone over in Mayor
Baker's office yesterday afternoon by
the mayor, Lieut. Gov. W. A. Greenlund, W. B. Gongwer, clerk of the
board of elections, and Mr. Zinner.
It was the first meeting of a committee which has in charge the selection of a list of five candidates for
state senator and thirteen * candidates
for the lower house of the assembly,
to be brought forward for support of
the county Democratic organization
at the primary in August. /
It was declared after the session
that nothing was even tentatively decided. Members of the committee
want to become thoroughly acquainted with the caliber of all candidates
before beginning directly to pick and
reject. There will be other committee conferences soW.
The tone of the conference yesterday developed that the chief qualifications to be sought in each candidate will, be the extent to which
he understands the needs of cities,
and his ability to represent Cleveland and the interests of cities in the
assembly, if elected.
. E. J. Hopple is the only one of the
present senate delegation available
for another race. Charles A. Mooney,
brother of former State Senator Daniel Mooney of St.. Marys, likely will
be picked' by the committee for a
senatorial candidacy. J. S. Kennedy,
secretary of the plumbers' union, is
a possibility for the house or senate.
Of the present house delegation,
Stephen M. Young and Virgil J. Terrell seem practically certain to be
approved by the committee. It is
said to be probable, also, that Michael
J. Walsh and Bernard Orlikowski will
be indorsed if they want to try again.
Lawrence Brennan has a federal appointment, and Don P. Mills has said
he would not run for the house again.
It is said some of the remaining
!

, seven may be selected by the com.mittee for the recommended delegation, and that some surely will not

%m
'Just . one other' recommendation'
"This trial has not UBKU nro—JI the
for increasing the efficiency of the; meantime, in the ordinary course of the
discipline
of the department, an investipolice department occurs to me, anoj
gation was had and charges were prethat is that members of the council ferred against, the two patrolmen for
and citizens of the city rise to the the use of undue force in arresting the
paroled prisoner, who, with the assistappreciation of the kind of service ance of the women, had made his 'esthis force of men is now rendering cape from the house and was subsequently overtaken and roughly used by
and join with them in a sympathetic bne of the officers.
"On the hearing of these charges, the
and an appreciative effort to predirector of public safety dismissed one
serve order in the city.
of the-officers from the force.
" '4. Arrest and conviction of a pa"An examination of the preambles
trolman charged with contributing to
of this resolution asking this report the delinquency of a girl.'
and the comparison qf the allegations
"An officer quite new to' the departwas arrested on this charge; his
and facts shows that while this force ment
G. Murphy Declares
arrest being at the hands of members John
Mayor Defends Department is charged with difficult and re-j of the police department Ho was tried
Judge
George
S.
Addam»,
found
before
.
duties, it is constantly! guilty and sentenced to Imprisonment.
Statements on Beating of
as Highly Organized, Effi- sponsible
harassed, misrepresented -and . its, His resignation from the police foroe
was
handed
in
and
accepted
prior
to
spirit broken by hasty- and incorrect his trial in the juvenile court."
cient and Possessing
Women Aren't True
Continuing, Mayor Baker lists anaccounts^ of its activities.
other
question
brought
to
his
attention
Good Discipline.
"We have the best police force in by council. It was:
America; so far as my knowledge of
"5. Action of judge of juvenile court ONE COMPLAINANT MERE
in declaring that his court would see to
such forces goes.
it that girls and minors are not served
SUGGESTS CITY NEEDS
"It deserves well at our hands," intoxicating liquors in grill rooms."
CHILD, HE POINTS OUT
To this Mayor Baker says:
says
the
mayor
in
conclusion.
"ExFEW WOMEN ON FORCE
I have gone into this matter very
cellent, however, as^ the force is. its
carefully with the juvenile judge. He
assures me in the most positive manner
Asserts Belief He'll Be Able
highest efficiency will be , attained
he never made any such statement;
that such a statement did appear in
Asks Sympathy for Law only when it has the support of botf. that
the Cleveland News attributed to him,
to Convict Policemen in
public officers like yourselves and
but that it was wholly unwarranted,
Officers, Not Unlimited
myself, and when its real services
and that he has repeatedly and in the
are correctly presented and properlj
most public manner denied it, and is
Justice Court Trial
willing to have me say that he Is enCriticism.
understood by the people whom thej
tirely satisfied with the co-operation
serve.
whtch the police force of the city ex'.'T t»m unwillins-jto.—involve tly
tends to him in the performance of his
John G. Murphy, 543 Society
police force in a controversy of any duty and in dealing with delinquent
sort. Its • time and strength'' are all minors.
for
Savings, attorney for Mrs.
BAKER'S POLICE VIEWS.
the charge that resorts in
needed for the important' tasks i theConcerning
segregated district are selling liquor Mary Gladish, 2445 West 4th
contrary to law, he says:
SUGGESTS auxiliary force, com- has to perform."
Certain women in disorderly houses
Mayor Baker's letter to council
street, who charges one patrolposed of few highly qualfiled women,
paid liquor license taxes. This fact
was brought to the attention of the
to deal with problems relating to chil- full reads:
man with attacking herself and
department, and, upon Investiga"I have beiore me resolution 3275] police
dren and women,
tion, no evidence could be secured of
her daughter, Amelia, fifteen,
by Mr. FitzGerald, the effect of which such sale. The women in question were
RECOMMENDS closer co-operation is to request from me a report coverj subsequently arrested at the request of
and another with pointing a
an agent of the state liquor license
with and i appreciation of police de- ing the present condition and efficien
board. Their cases remain as yet unloaded revolver at her, Tuesday,
partment on part of public officials cy of the police department, and anjj disposed of.
swering specifically certain inquiries
and public generally.
the charge that a 14-yearenumerated in the resolution. This oldDiscussing
girl was able to purchase liquor un- declared Mayor Baker's report
was introduced into the molested,
he says:
GALLS Cleveland foree "best in resolution
calling the police department
council on the evening of Monday
Members of the police department did
America," and declares it to be at its April 13.
unarrest' a girl of about this, age in an intoxi- "the best in America" is
blgrbcst standard of organization and
"From-time_to time there have apj cated ' condition. She told members of the
department places at which she claimed to fair to the people of Cleveland.
efficiency.
have been sold liquor. The department at
"Knowing as I do the conditions
peared accounts of incidents affect- once arrested all of the persons so Indicated.
DEALS specifically and at length ing; members of the department, bul A
number of these cases have been disposed which led to the charges made b>
with each complnint made against po- in this resolution for the first time of In the juvenile court, resulting in conMrs. Gladish and her daughter 1
and sentences. Others are pending.
lice force in Councilman W. S. Fitz- the \ matter has risen to enougi victions
The discovery of the facts was due to the cannot agree with the mayorirf^
defirtiteness and importance to justify vllgilance of the department, and the enstatement regarding the efficiencj
Gcrald's resolution asking report.
a complete statement by way of com tire effort to corect it, has been the effort
and standard of organization ot the
of
the
department.
DECLARES himself unwilling to in- menti.
police department. One patrolman
preamble of this resolution proceeds
"Tfiis resolution contains certain to The
say that the instances above cited indivolve police f oree in * controversy of
was dismissed from the force after
preambles
which
I
desire
to
notice
ir
cate
a
condition
of
affairs
In
the
police
deany sort, and gives as his reason that their order. As a matter of Induce partment that demands some public explanatrial before Director Benesch for
n from city officials charged with law
department needs all its time and ment to the resolution it is stated ltion
using unnecessary violence in arresti°
As a matter of fact the ■ Instrength for its important tasks and that 'public attention had been di enforcement.
ins i prlaoner. a *on. of thewo^
B
stances
indicate only such occurrences in
duties.
are
rected to the following incidents re-Une
discipline
of
any
department
who made the charges. The other
r
lating to the enforcement of law in bound
to'occur, and
to the extent that there
faot
was exonerated by Chief Rowe. Both
citv of-, Cleveland-'
>s a"y baBis ofsubsequent
whatever
for theIndtalMayor Newton D. Baker last night theii .15-,
^'eveiana.
proceedings
Je fl Instances
now are out on bail after arrest on
1.
Conduct
of
two
patrolmen!^t*
decision
and_
efflclegey_on
the
part
of
made response to recent criticisms charged with having held up a pedes- ■
charges made by mother and daughthan thaf' -^ atlaThls men shall "use their
; directed at Chief of Police W. S. trian in E. 12th-st, near St. Clair-avl' best efforts to. preserve public peace and to ter.
make
{Cleveland
a
safe
and
wholesome
city
two months ago, which was investi- from the point of view of order and freedom
"Report Not Impartial"
' Rowe and the Cleveland police de- gated by the grand jury.'
from crime.
"This certainly does not show a
"The' conduct of two patrolmen
: partrrierit.
6. Whether recent changes in the detecagainst whom such a charge was tive force of the city have resulted in secur- high state of efficiency and organiCharacterizing the force as "the made was, as a matter of fact, inves- ing better results.
zation. The mayor calls himself the
I have never since I have been mayor di, best, in America," the mayor gave in tigated by the grand jury. The pa-) rectly or indirectly even so much as re- responsible head of the police departtrolmen were exonerated.
quested the chief of police to make anjv ment. Ts it reasonable, <nen, to sup" '2. Charges by. judges of the mu assignment or detail in his department ofdetail his reply to the councilmanic
pose he would submit-a report on
the slightest degree even interested mjnicipal court that police \ officials I! in
self in the changes made by him in the derequest for a report on the efficiency were notifyinfi drug sellers of pros
conditions In the police. d«P«tm«t
tective department, or any other bureau of
that would reflect upon it in an>
his force. I did not know until this resoluof the force and to specific inquiries. pectiVe drug raids."
tion
had
passed
that
there
had
been
any
"I have been able to find only one'!
way? One might as well expect a
in the detective department, and I
The resolution asking a report was judge named as ever' having made: j changes
man arrested for a crime to.furnish
have particularly requested the chief that ne
any
such
charge,
and
that
judge
has
!
do
not
inform
me
of
such
changes.
his prosecutor with the evidence of
introduced by Councilman W. S. FitzThe law fortunately places this entire
publicly and in the newspapers de- I matter
hands of the chief, and I dehis own guilt.
,.„„„„f
Gerald.
nied ever having made such a charge. ! sire himIn tothehave
and to know that he has
"That part of the mayor's leport
" '3. Citation of two patrolmen to an absolute free hand in dealing with his
Two striking conclusions are drawn answer
dealing with the Gladish case is exthe police prosecutor's in- men If the chief has in fact made changes
the detective bureau I have not the least
tremely'unfair. In referring to this
vestigation of assault on
two in
by the mayor in his letter.
doubt they have been made for reasons
which In his judgment are satisfactory. The
case'the mayor refers to two womOne, in effect, is that the Cleveland women.'
"Two patrolmen were summoned to present highly efficient condition of the force
en, when, as a matter of fact one
police force is at its highest standard the police prosecutor's office to an- satisfies me with any changes the chief has
of those who complains against tne
of organization and efficiency.
swer a charge made of having as- -1"? 6' Recommendations for increasing the
The circum- efficiency of the police department.
policeman is a mere child-a girl of
' The other is in the, nature of a saulted two women.
The city of Cleveland is growing rapidly,
were that these two patrol- both
fifteen."
suggestion that the department's stances
in
the
number
of
its
population
and
in
men went to a house to arrest a its territorial area. The duties of the .police
"First Mention of a Dog"
work might be. greatly facilitated paroled prisoner from the Mansfield rtpoartment are constantly expanding.. Perh™f the time of the entire police force
through the selection of a few highly reformatory who was wanted for a haps
"The report says the policemen
of
Cleveland
Is
now
taken
up
In
traffic
duty,
and each year sees' added to the work to be
were attacked and that one of them
qualified women to act as an auxil- violation of his parole.
"The two women in question were done by this body of men things either endrew a revolver to shoot a dog Mrs.
iary force in dealing exclusively with the mother and sister of the paroled tirety undone years before or done by other
Gladish was trying to set on them.
questions having to do with evils be- prisoner. They undertook to offer aSrhiseseems to Indicate need for increasing
This is the first time I have heard a
setting children and women of Cleve- physical resistance to the action of from time to time the number of men in
the officers in making the arrest, the department. With the growth of our
doe mentioned in the case.
knowledge
of
city
conditions
It
has
seemed
land.
slappipg, kicking and tearing the
"Of course, we could not expect an
me at times that there might very prop"This recommendation I have not clothe^ of the officers, and otherwise fo
erly^ be added ' to the police department a
impartial report from the mayor, but
social
division
having
a
small
number
of
obstructing
the
performance
of
their
seen fit as yet to make in a formal
I feel sure we will be able to convict
higWy trine* resolute, and comprehending
way, but I suggest it as a possibility duty.
who would be out of line of reguthe policemen when they are tried.
"One of the officers drew a' re- women
lar
duty
irt
the
police
department,
ineligible
worthy of consideration at your volver to shoot the dog which the to the promotion in the force as now conJohn A. Cross, former patrolman,
and who would have as their
was dismissed from the force by Dihands," said the mayor in this con- women were endeavoring to set upon stituted,
special
julrsdlctlon
the
evils
and
dangers
them.
rector Benesch after being convicted
which beset 'the child life and the condition
nection.
"Upon an investigation, the officers, of women in our Industrial and- commercial
. _.,.„niH—JnnY Gladish. eighteen,
Traffic Keeps Police Busy.
in question were exonerated from the city This recommendation I have not seer,
of assault upon the women, i;., fit as vet to make in a formal way, T>ut I
Pointing out that the duties of the charge
being shown that their own acts cause/d suggest it as a possibility worthy of con■
police . department are' constantly all the trouble in the house, and there, sideration at your hands.
still pending a case against these
growing as the city expands and that is
two patrolmen who were subsequently
ft VA WA
half the time of the entire police arrested on the affidavit of the wonen i
jioforo
a
country
justice.
force is taken up with traffic duties,
thjp mayor Raid
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"Just . one other" recommendation
"Thls trial has HoTt lyuu ua**.— *n the
for increasing the efficiency of the; meantime, in the ordinary course of the
discipline
the department, an investipolice department occurs to me, an^ gation wasof had
and charges were prethat is that members of the council ferred against the two patrolmen for
use of undue force' in arresting the
and citizens of the city rise to the the
paroled prisoner, who, with the assistappreciation of the kind of service ance of the women, had made his esthis force of men is now rendering cape from the house and was subsequently overtaken and roughly used by
and join with them in a sympathetic ono o' the officers.
"On the hearing of these charges, the
and an appreciative effort to predirector of public safety dismissed one
serve order in the city.
of the-officers from the force.
" '4. Arrest and conviction of a pa"An examination of the preambles
trolman charged with contributing to
of this resolution asking this report the delinquency of a girl.'
and the comparison of the allegations
"An officer quite new to the departwas arrested on this charge; his
and facts shows that while this force ment
G. Murphy Declares
arrest being at the hands of members John
the police department Ho was tried
Mayor Defends Department is charged with difficult and re-j of
before
Judge
George
S.
Addams,
found
sponsible duties, it is constantlyl
Statements on Beating of
and sentenced to Imprisonment.
as Highly Organized, Effi- harassed, misrepresented -and . its! guilty
His resignation from the police force
was
handed
in
and
accepted
prior
to
spirit broken by hasty, and incorrect his trial in the juvenile court."
cient and Possessing
Women Aren't True
Continuing, Mayor Baker lists anaccounts of its activities.
other
question
brought
to
his
attention
Good Discipline.
"We have the best police force in by council. It was:
"5. Action of judge of juvenile court ONE COMPLAINANT MERE
America; so far as my knowledge of
in declaring that his court would see to
such forces goes.
it that girls and minors are not served
SUGGESTS CITY NEEDS
"It deserves well at our hands," intoxicating liquors in grill rooms."
CHILD, HE POINTS OUT
To this Mayor Baker says:
the mayor in conclusion. "ExFEW WOMEN ON FORCE says
I have gone into this matter very
cellent, however, as the force is, its
carefully with the juvenile judge. He
assures me in the most positive manner
Asserts Belief He'll Be Able
highest efficiency . will be . attained
that he never made any such statement;
such a statement did appear in
Asks Sympathy for Law only when it has the support of bott that
the Cleveland News attributed to him,
to Convict Policemen in
public officers like yourselves and
but that it was wtoolly unwarranted,
Officers, Not Unlimited
myself, and when its real services
and that he has repeatedly and In the
most public manner denied it, and is
are correctly presented and properlj
Justice Court Trial
willing to have me say that he is enCriticism.
understood by the people whom they
tirely satisfied with the co-operation
serve.
which the police force of the city ex'»T _a.m_.unwilling.jto_inyolve_ thj
tends to him In the performance of his
John G. Murphy, 543 Society
police force in a controversy 6f any duty and in dealing with delinquent
sort. Its • time and strength' are al) minors.
for
Savings, attorney for Mrs.
BAKER'S POIjICE VIEWS.
the charge that resorts in
needed for the important/ tasks i theConcerning
segregated district are selling liquor Mary Gladish, 2445 "West 4th
contrary to law, he says:
' • .,'
SUGGESTS auxiliary force, com- has to perform."
Certain women in disorderly houses
street, who charges one patrolMayor Baker's letter {o council ir
] posed of few highly qualified women,
paid liquor license taxes. This fact
was brought to the attention of the
man with attacking herself and
! to deal with problems relating to ehll- full reads:
police department, and, upon Investiga"I have betore me resolution 32751
tion, no evidence could be secured of
{ flren and women.
her daughter, Amelia, fifteen,
by Mr. FitzGerald, the effect of which
such sale. The women in question were
RECOMMENDS closer co-operation is to request from me a report cover, subsequently arrested at the request of
and another with pointing a
agent of the state liquor license
with and appreciation of police de- ing the present condition and efficienr an
board. Their cases remain as yet uncy
of
the
police
department,
and
anloaded revolver at her, Tuesday,
disposed
of.
partment on part of public officials swering specifically certain inquiries
the charge that a 14-year- declared Mayor Baker's report
and public generally.*
enumerated in the resolution. This oldDiscussing
girl was able to purchase liquor unresolution was introduced into the
calling the police department
CALLS Cleveland foree "best in council on the evening of Monday molested, he says:
Members
of the police department did
; America," and declares it to be at its ■ April 13.
unarrest* a girl of about this, age in an intoxi- "the best in America' is
:
highest standard of organization and J-.."From time_to time there have ap: cated condition. She told members of the
department places at which she claimed to fair to the people of Cleveland.
efficiency.
onditions
have been sold liquor. The department at
"Knowing as I do the
peared accounts of incidents affect once arrested all of the persons eo indicated.
DEALS specifically and at length | ing' members of the department, bui A number of these cases have been disposed which led to the charges made b>y
in the juvenile court, resulting in conMrs. Gladish and her daughter I
with each complaint made against po- ! in 'this resolution for the first time of
victions and sentences. Others are pending.
h
the
.
matter
has
risen
to
enougl:
ltce force in Councilman W. S. FitzThe discovery of the facts was due to the cannot agree with the m"™ »» *
defiiiiteness and importance to justify vilgilance of the department, and the enstatement regarding the effl enc5
Gcrnld's resolution asking report.
a cofpplete statement by way of com- tire effort to corect it, has been the effort
and standard of organization ot the
of the department.
DECLARES himself unwilling to In- ment
police department. One patrolman
The preamble of this resolution proceeds
"This
resolution
contains
certain
to say that the instances above cited indivolve police force in controversy of
was dismissed from the force aftei
cate
a
condition
of
affairs
in
the
police
deprearAbles
which
I
desire
to
notice
ir
any sort, and gives as his reason that their, order. As a matter of induce- partment that demands some public explanatrial before Director Bene.SC*i for
department needs all it** time and me'nt
tn me
tho resolution
resolution it
it isstateq
Is stated t'o« from .city officials
charged with law
using unnecessary violence in airestmerit to
enforcement
As a matter of fact the lnstrength for Its important tasks and that public attention had been di- stances indicate only such occurrences .to
tag a prisoner, a son of the woman]
;
rected to the following incidents re-Ufie discipline of any department as are
duties.
who made the charges,
lating to the enforcement of law inbound
to occur, and to the extent thatthcthere
was exonerated by Chief Rowe. Both
any basis o£ £ ct whatever £o
i1is
?
r
, |r .
Mayor Newton D. Baker last night the, «citv
? of Cleveland-'
i^ieveiana.
leged
instances
subsequent
proceedings
indrnow are out on bail after arrest on
1
1. Conduct of two patrolmen tata decision and efficiency on the part__pf j_
made response to recent criticisms charged with having held up a pedes+ 'than that "he and his men shall use their; charges made by mother and daugh-'
best efforts to preserve public peace and to ; ter.
directed at Chief of Police W. S. trian in E. 12th-st, near St. Clair-av) , make
icievelarid" a safe and wholesome city
two months ago, which was ihvesti from the
"Report Not Impartial"
point of view of order and freedom
Rowe and the Cleveland police de- gated by the grand jury.'
from crime.
"This
certainly does not show a
"The
conduct
of
two
patrolmen
6. Whether recent changes in the detecpartment.
against whom such a charge was tive force of the city have resulted in secur- , high state of efficiency and organiCharacterizing the force as "the made was, as a matter of fact, inves ! ing better results.
zation The mayor calls himself the
I have never since I have been mayor diby the grand jury. The pa- rectly
or indirectly even so much as re- Responsible head of the police departbest, in America," the mayor gave in tigated
trolmen were exonerated.
quested the chief of police to make any
ment. Is it reasonable, tfien, to sup" '2. Charges by. judges of the mu- assignment or detail in his department of
detail his reply to the councilmanic
the slightest degree even interested iny- ; pose he would submit .a report on
nicipal court that police \ officials I' in
self in the changes made by him ill the derequest for a report on the efficiency were notifyinfi drug sellers of pros
conditions in the police **■£"»£*
tective department, or any other bureau of
that would reflect upon it J" an>
his force. I did not know until this resoluof the force and to specific inquiries. pectiVe drug raids.'
tion
had
passed
that
there
had
been
any
.
way? One might as well expect a
"I have been able to find,only one i
in the detective department, and I
The resolution asking a report was judge named as ever having made changes
have particularly requested the chief that he , n^n arrested for a crime to furnish
not Inform me of such changes.
| Ms prosecutor with the evidence of
introduced by Councilman W. S. Fitz- any such charge, and that judge has doThe
fortunately places this entire
publicly and in the newspapers de-j matter law
in
the
hands
of
the
chief,
and
I
dehis own guilt.
nied ever having made such a charge. sire him to have and to know that he has
Gerald.
"That Part of the mayor's report
" '3. Citation of two patrolmen to an absolute free hano in dealing with his
Two striking conclusions are drawn answer the police prosecutor's in- men If the chief has in fact made changes
dealing with the Gladish cage Is exthe detective bureau I have not the least Itremelv'unfair. In referring to tins
vestigation of assault on
two 1 in
by the mayor in his letter.
doubt they have been made for
women.'
In ills Judgment are satisfactory. The I case 'the mayor refers to two womOne, in effect, is that the Cleveland
en when, as a matter of fact one,
"Two patrolmen were summoned to nVesent highly efficient condition of the force
police force is at its highest standard the police prosecutor's office to an- satisfies me with any changes the chief has
of those who complains against the
m de
of organization and efficiency.
swer a charge made of having as- ! T ' Recommendations for Increasing the
policeman is a mere child-a girl of
The circum- ! efficiency of the police department.
The other is in the nature of a saulted two women.
The city of Cleveland is growing rapidly,
were that these two patrol- I both
fifteen."
in the number of its population and In
suggestion that the department's stances
men went to a house to arrest a it, territorial area. The duties of the police ,
"First Mention of a Dog"
work might be greatly facilitated paroled prisoner from the Mansfield 1 deparTment are constantly expanding., Perhalf the time of the entire police force
"The report says the P°^™n
through the selection of a few highly reformatory who was wanted for a Sins
dif
Cleveland
is
now
taken
up
In
traffic
duty
of his parole.
were attacked and that one of them
and each year sees added to the work to be
qualified women to act as an auxil- violation
"The two women in question were dSne by this body of men things either endrew a revolver to shoot a dog Mrs.
iary force in dealing exclusively with the mother and sister of the paroled ?°r"?y undone years before or done by other
Gladish was trying to set on them.
questions having to do with evils be- prisoner. They undertook to offer aS?hSeseems to indicate need for increasing
This is the first time I have heard a
physical
resistance
to
the
action
of
from
time
to
time
the
number
of
men
In
1 setting children and women of Cleve- the officers in making the arrest, t£T department. With the growth of our i dog mentioned in the case.
of city conditions it has seemed
an
slapping, kicking and tearing the knowledge
! land.
tTme6!?6times tLt. there, migh^yery prop- \ "Of course, we could not expect but
"This recommendation I have not clotheB of the officers, and otherwisei erly beie added ' to the police department
I impartial report from the mayor
division having a small number of
seen fit as yet to make in a formal obstructing the performance of their special
I feel sure we will be able to convict
highly
resolute, and comprehending
highly trained,
who would be out of line of reguway, ^ut I suggest it as a possibility- duty.
the policemen wlu3ii they are tried.
"One of the officers drew a re- Kr"duty 'in "the" police department, ineliglble
John A. Cross, former patrolman,
worthy of consideration at your volver to shoot the dog which the, to the promotion In the force as now contheir
IS/ind
as
was dismissed from the force by Diana who
MU would have
hands," said the mayor in this con-^ women were endeavoring to set upon' stituted,
an(J dangers
rector Benesch after being convicted
them.
which" besettoe child life and the condition
nection. .
"Upon an investigation, the officers ?»om™ n our Industrial and- commercial
of attacking Tony Gladish. eighteen,
in question were exonerated from thc
cItv This recommendation I have not seen
Truffle Keens Police Busy.
arresting him.
Patrolman
charge of assault upon the women, i;T fit as vet to make in a formal way, hut I
while
Pointing out that the duties of the being shown that their own acts cause/cl "ggest it as a possibility worthy of concharged by Mrs.
Charles
Hiller
is
.
police . department are' constantly all the trouble in the house, and there, sideration at your hands.
Gladish with pointing a revolver at
is still pending a case against these
growing as the city expands and that two patrolmen who were subsequently
her and attacking her. Cross also is
charged with assault upon Mrs.
half the time, of the entire police arrested on the affidavit of the wonen I
Jiefr.ro a. country justice.
Gladish. Both will, be tried before
force is taken up with traffic duties,
Justice Murray May 8
the mayor said
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Following is Mayor Bakers report
,n the police department submitted
b the city council last mgnt.
I have before me resoluttonJNo.
.2751 by Mr. FitzGerald the |«te y
yhich is to request from me a
rf_
•overing the present condition an
iciency of the police deparunem
mswering specifically ie
certm m' Tllis
.numerated in the
solutiom
•esolution was jntrodued
mto tne
^
M
jil on the evening, of ™™. ■ ^ p.
From time to time there "^ tinv
?e$ed accounts of incidentsaffectof
Members of the department but mi
resolution for the first time tne-i
fiWAlTceX »V»e stateTh^resStion Sfn^cei-tain pre
ambles which I. desire to no^i^t to
Wker. As a matter °t >nducement I
the resolution it is statea y'^-\* £ol.
S en
il t
0
e
1 ^krct of two 7at?olmS ch$ed

with SavfngVefd up pedestrian in^ast
Stohntfsreaegto,ThicfwaCslai,nveasVtigatedby
%!rconndu,ctyof two patrolmen.against
S?T inatt^o?faS? mves&j^
the grand jury. The patrolmen were
exonerated.
. .
2-"Charges by judges of ^he municiKUinTd^ se« o°ffflCp?oSspeS?vl
SSd-as^lr MS mate SS
iuch charge and that judge has publicly and in the newspapers denied
ever having made such a charge.
.^—"Citation of two patrolmen to angler police prosecutor's ^investigation
of assault on two women.
,„„..,
Two patrolmen v, ere summoned tn
to
the police prosecutor's office to answei
a, charge made of having assaulted two
women The circumstances were that
these two patrolmen went. to_a house
to arrest a paroled prisoner from the
Mansfield Reformatory who was wanted for a violation of his parole. The
two women in question were the mother
and sister of the paroled prisoner They
undertook to offer physical resistance
to the action of the officers in malting
the arrestslapping, kicking and tearing
he clothes of ?ne officers, and otherwise
obstructing
performance
of &their
obstructing the
i
P offlcers
re_
volver to shoot the dog which the women were endeavoring- to set; upon them
The family in question is one well
known to the police, other members of
it being now in penal institutions ,of 11 e
state Upon an investigation the officers in question were exonerated from
the charge of assault upon the women
it being shown that their own acts
caused all the trouble in the house and
there is still peiiding a case against
thesl two patrolmen who were subseuently arrested on the affidavit of the
(men before a country justice. This
" en had. In the meanourse of .the dis^Jfc^y^nvestiga-
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Department Needs Only Feminine
Members to Approach Perfection, He Tells Inquir-

ment as now organized and conducted
can be made more efficient by change
in its administrative methods?
The chief of police is constantly
ing Council.
endeavoring to improve the work of
his department, and I have no doubt
that he will from time to time make
changes as they seem wise to him.
Cleveland's police force is one of
But the police department of Cleveland was never in a more highly or- the best in America, according to
ganized and efficient condition than Mayor Baker, who believes, that the
it is now. I am in personal and
continuous communication with the department needs only the addition
chief, and I am glad to have this opportunity to say of him that he has of'women members to make it nearly
continued and improved the efficien- perfect. The mayor conveyed this
cv and morale of the great organization which had made Cleveland a information in a report to members
noteworthy exception in the police,
annals of American cities. The offi- of the city council last night.
cers and men under the chief are
The report was made in complizealous, alert and loyal to their duty ance with a request contained In a
and they deserve the grateful confidence of the people. Our police force resolution by Councilman FitzGerald,
grows vear by year in numbers; its
younger men go through a trying who said there had been so much
out period in which as in all callings 1 criticism of the department the mayin life some men are found unadapted
to the rigorous and exacting duties or ought to investigate its work and
required, but the more intimate my tell "the city just what, if anything,
knowledge of the working of the
department as at present organized, is wrong.
«
the more steadfast my belief that
Cleveland is a favored and exceptionGives Clean Bill.
al city, and that these guardians of
A clean bill of health is given the
the public peace are among the hardest working and most public spirited entire department by the mayor. He
and efficient of all" our public emI says the force never was in a more
ployees.
2—"Whether a sufficient degree of highly organized or efficient condition
discipline Is now being enforced in' than now. Officers and men, he says,
the department?"
/ The discipline in the police depart- are zealous, alert and loyal.
ment at present is entirely suffiThe mayor's .suggestion that womcient.
3—"What relation the cases cited en police be added to the force and
above, together with the unusual the suggestion that the city give its
number of crimes recently committed
in the city, have to present police co-operation to the force are the only
system and methods?"
mble ■ two recommendations made.
3
Ware3p ISjsaujtop ^ Sj-ps of policewomen, he says,
WOJL -^Jjrenb asiote a small body, composed of
rained,
resolute and comprci
women who would be out of
of regular duty in the delt and ineligible to promotion.

-77:" Mayor's report will be
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Mayor Baker's report to the city council upon
conditions in the police department is a convincing reply to its critics. He has gone into the matter with great thoroughness and none can doubt
the accuracy and sincerity of his findings.
Policing a city is more of a co-operative undertaking than some people imagine. The largest
force in the world could not control even a mod- .
erate sized community unless its citizens chose,
•in the main, to be law-abiding and to respect the
uniform of its men, Cleveland lias a small police
force as compared with most cities of this size,
and its remarkable success reflects credit not only
upon the men and officers of the department but j
upon the entire community. The department is j
what the public has made it.
The mayor says Cleveland "has the best police
force in America, so far as my knowledge of such |
forces go," but its highest efficiency "will be attained only when it has the support .of both public
officers like yourselves and myself, and when its
real services are correctly presented and properly
understood by the people whom they serve."
Certainly, criticism of the department is not to
be interdicted. The department belongs to the
public and is entitled to no immunity from honest
differences of opinion, but every citizen should
feel that an unmerited attack upon it is indirectly
an attack on himself. The police department
will continue what the community makes it.

IChief Has Free Hand.
ecommendation is that the
should be assigned to chiland women's cases almost exely.
,f Rowe has an absolutely free'
fa dealing with his men and in
lg assignments and details of
he declares.
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What the Community Makes It.

FINE ST IN AMERICA/
BAKER CALLS POLICE

So Proud of City's Law Enforcers
Mayor Explains Just Why He Is
in Report to Council.
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ASSURED OF HELP
j BY CITYEMPLOYES
;Democrats
Learn
From
Mayor Civil Service Won't
Preclude Activities.
Frank B. Willis Wanted in
Cleveland for Campaign
Speech.
BY WALKER S. Bl'El.
Ward leaders of the county Democratic organization, meeting last night
in party headquarters in the Engineers building, were assured by
Mayor Newton D. Baker that city
employes under civil service may be
precinct captains or county central
committeemen and take an active
hand in politics.
One of the purposes of the meeting
was to impress upon the organization
the ruling of Law Director John N.
Stockwell, jr., that the civil service
provisions of the charter do not prohibit political activitq. Some Democratic precinct workers recently have
expressed unwillingness to circulate
petitions and exert other political efforts because they were In city employ and under civil service.
The mayor, however, told the leaders he wished so far as possible they
would choose, as precinct captains,
men not holding city jobs.
The meeting developed into a veritable storm of protest against the
extent of the city civil service regulations. The ward leaders declared
they were having unheard of difficulties in getting men to do political
work in the precincts. Republicans,
they said, did not have to contend
with this obstacle and so obtained an
advantage.
.
The ward leaders handed in petitions for county central committeemen to be elected at the primary m
August. The petitions showed candidates for; the committee in 4o9 precincts. About a dozen proved to be
men holding county office under civil
service. These, the mayor said, would
have to be replaced because ,of the
state civil service law, which prohibits county office holders m civil
I service from taking part in -politics.
I All petitions for Gov. James M. Cox
[were turned in at the meeting. It
iwas estimated that a count would
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Department Needs Only Feminine
Members to Approach Perfection, He Tells Inquir-

Mayor Baker's report to the city council upon
conditions in the police department is a convincing reply to its critics. He has gone into the matter with great thoroughness and none can doubt
the accuracy and sincerity of his findings.
Policing a city is more of a co-operative under
taking than some people imagine. The largest
force in the world could not control even a moderate sized community unless its citizens chose,
in the main, to be law-abiding and to respect the
uniform of its men. Cleveland lias a small police
force, as compared with most cities of this size,
and its remarkable success reflects credit not only
upon the men and officers of the department but |
upon the entire community. The department 13
what the public has made it.
The mayor says Cleveland "has the best police
force in America, so far as my knowledge of such
forces go," but its highest efficiency "will be attained only when it has the support .of both public
officers like yourselves and myself, and when its
real services are correctly presented and properly
understood by the people whom they serve."
Certainly, criticism of the department is not to
be interdicted. The department belongs to the
public and is entitled to no immunity from honest
differences of opinion, but every citizen should
feel that an unmerited attack upon it is indirectly
an attack on himself. The police department
will continue what the community makes it.

meat as now organized,and conducted
can be made more efficient by change
in its administrative methods?
The chief of police is constantly
ing Council.
endeavoring to improve the work of
his department, and I have no doubt
that he will from time to time make
changes as they seem wise to him.
Cleveland's police force is one of j
But the police department of Cleveland was never in a more highly or- the best in America, according to j
ganized and efficient condition than Mayor Baker, who believes, that the
it is now. I am in personal and
continuous communication with the department needs only the addition
chief, and I am glad to have this opportunitv to say of him that he has of-women members to make it nearly
continued and improved the efficien- perfect. The mayor conveyed this
cv and morale of the great organization which had made Cleveland a information in a report to members
noteworthy exception in the police,
annals of American cities. The offi- of the city council last night.
cers and men under the chief are
The report was made in complizealous, alert and loyal to their duty ance with a request contained in a
and they deserve the grateful confidence of the people. Our police force resolution by Councilman FitzGerald,
grows vear by year in numbers; its
younger men go through a trying | who said there had been so much
out period in which as in all callings I criticism of the department the mayin life some men are found unadapted
to the rigorous and exacting duties ' or ought to investigate its work and
required, but the more intimate my tell'the city just what, if anything,
knowledge of the working of the
Thf conducfof two patrolmen against department as at present organized, is wrong.
. «
a
the more steadfast my belief that
Cleveland is a favored and exceptionGi\es Clean Bill.
he grknd jury. The patrolmen were al citv, and that these guardians of
A clean bill of health is given the
xonerated.
. , the public peace are among the hardby judges of -*e mumci- est working and most public spirited entire department by the mayor. He
2- "Charges
■al court that police officials wei and efficient of air our public em- says the force never was in a more
lotifying drug sellers of prospective ployees.
2—"Whether a sufficient degree of highly organized or efficient condition
'? *IvedSteen able to find only one discipline is now being enforced in'
than now. Officers and men, he says,
udee named as ever having made any the department?"
■uch charge and that judge has pub- / The discipline in the police departicly and in the newspapers denied ment at present is entirely suffi- are zealous, alert and loyal.
■ver having made such a charge.
The mayor's .suggestion that wom3_"Citation of two Patrolmen to an- cient.
3—"What relation the cases cited en police be added to the force and
swer police prosecutor's ^investigation
above, together with the . unusual
if assault on two women.
Two patrolmen v> ere summoned to number of crimes recently committed the suggestion' that the city give its
he police prosecutor's office to answei in the city, have to present police co-operation to the force are the only
i charge made of having assaulted two system and methods?"
The cases cited in the preamble to two recommendations made.
women The circumstances were that
Se wo patrolmen went to a house the resolution speak for themselves.
The corps of policewomen, he says,
o arrest a paroled prisoner ran to There has been no unusual number
Mansfield Reformatory who was want of crimes recently committed In the should be a small body, composed of
3d for a violation of his parole. The city. The records of the department highly trained, resolute and comprewo women in question were thes mother which are the only trustworthy
ind sister of the paroled prisoner-They sources of information on that sub- hending women who would be out of
undertook to offer physical resistance ject show, that in spite of a hard the line of regular duty in the deto the action of the officers in making winter, and some depression of an I partment and ineligible to promotion.
the arrest slapping, kicking and tearing industrial and commercial character,
he clothes of the Officers, and otherwise the city-was remarkably free from
Chief Has Free Hand.
obstructing
of atheir
obstructing the
t
nperformance
officers
re. serious disorder or crime.
His recommendation is that the
4—"Whether there' is the requisite
Solver to shoot the dog which the wom- amount of co-operation and harmony Women should be assigned to chilen were endeavoring to set. upon them between members of the police deThei fami.lv in question is one well partment and their superior officers?' ; dren"s and women's cases almost exknown to the police, other members of
Hv answer to this question does clusively.
^benig now jin penal institutions of the
Chief Rowe has an absolutely free'
^'"VpZ aii1nv
stilatloii
tne
not'rert alony upw my conferences
IIIVCOL'6"'"
"
-"- „offistate. upon
an »iv«
*„_„*-,! ffrom
tliP chief
nhiflf and the superior Offirnm ,„nh
with the
off!
hand in dealing with his men and in
cers"in
question
were exonerated
cers
I
have
the
means
of
knowing
the charge of assault upon the women,
j making assignments and details of
it being shown that their own acts and do know that the members of | officers, he declares.
caused all the trouble in the house, and the department have an affectionate
there is still pending a case against i-pspect for and confidence in their
report will be
-Tk" Urns'these two patrolmen who were subse- chief and his immediate subordiquently arrested on the affidavit of the
■ '•■' " QV r5 "Whether any verbal instrucwomen before a country Justice. This
trial has not been had. In the mean- tions have been given to the chief of
time in the ordinary course of.,the dis- police by the mayor or director of
ciplineof the department, an investiga- public safety which tend to modify
tion was had and charges were pre- the attitude of the police department
ferred against the two patrolmen for toward enforcement of laws?"
The mayor is responsible personthe use of undue force in arresting the
paroled prisoner, who, with the as ally and officially for the policies
sistance of the women, hadmade his of the police department. No other
Mraw from the house and was suose- orders have been given to the chief
quentlv overtaken and roughly used by of police verbally or in writing than
Sue of the officers. On the hearing of that he and his men shall use their
these charges the director ot public best efforts to preserve public peace
safety dismissed one of the officers from and to make Cleveland a safe and
wholesome city from the point of
Ptl^Irrest and conviction of patrol- view of order and freedom from
man charged with contributing to the berime.
delinquency of minor girl.
.„„„,.*
recent changes in the
An officer quite new to the depart- i-l 6—"Whether
force of the city have rement was arrested on this charge, his detective
arrest being at the hands of members sulted in securing better results?
I have never since I have been
of the police department. He was tried
before Judge Addams, found guilty mayor directly or Indirectly even so
and sentenced to imprisonment. His much as requested the chief of police
resignation from the police force was to make any assignment or, detail in
handed in and accepted prior to his his department or in the slightest degree even interested myself in the
trial in the juvenile court..
&-"Action of judge of juvenile court changes made by him in the detective
! in declaring that his court would see department, or any other bureau of his
to it that girls and minors are not force. I DID NOT KNOW UNTIL
'served intoxicating liquors in grill THIS RESOLUTION HAD PASSED
rooms."
, ,
. THAT THERE HAD BEEN ANi
. I have gone into this matter very CHANGES IN THE DETECTIVE
I carefully with the juvenile judge. He DEPARTMENT. AND I HAVE PARREQUESTED
THE
assures me in ithe most positive man- TICULARLY
'her mat he never made any such CHIEF THAT HE DO NOT INFORM
(statement; thatvsuch a statement did ME OF SUCH CHANGES. The law
aJSpfear in the Cleveland News attrib- fortunately places this entire matter ill
uted to him, but that it was wholly the hands of the chief, and I desire
unwarranted, and that he has repeat- him to have and to know that he has an
edly and in the most public manner de- absolute 'free hand in dealing with his
nied it, and is willing to have me say men. If the chief has in fact made
that he is entirely satisfied with the changes in the detective bureau I have
co-operation which the police force of not the least doubt they have been
the city extends to him in the per- made for reasons which in his judgformance of his duty and in dealing ment are satisfactory. The present
highly efficient condition of the force
Iwith delinquent minors.
'. 6—"Charge that resorts In segregated satisfies me with any changes the
Blstrlct are selling liquor contrary to chief has made.
7—"Recommendations for increasing
\i.w."
pertain women in disorderly houses the efficiency of the police department?"
lid liquor license taxes. This fact
,las brought to the attention of the
The city of Cleveland is growing rapPolice department and upon investiga- idly, both hi the number of its populon no evidence could be secured of lation and in its territorial area. The
F&uch sale. The women in question duties of the police department are
were .subsequently arrested at the re- constantly expanding.
Perhaps half
quest of an agent of the state liquor the time of the entire police force of
license board. Their cases remain as Cleveland is now taken up in traffic
rluty. and each year sees added to the
yet undisposed of.
7—"Charge that girl fourteen years of work to be done by this body of men
age was able to purchase liouor unmo- things either entirely undone years before or done by other agencies. This
lested."
Members of the police department did seems to indicate need for increasing
arrest a girl of about this age in an from time to time the number of the
intoxicated condition. She told mem- men In the department. WITH THE
bers of the department places at which GROWTH OF OUR KNOWLEDGE
she claimed to have been sold liquor. OF CITY CONDITIONS IT HAS
The department at once arrested all of SEEMED TO ME AT TIMES THAT
the persons so indicated; a number of THERE MIGHT VERY PROPERLY
these cases have been disposed of In BE ADDED TO THE POLICE DEthe juvenile Court, resulting in convic- PARTMENT A SPECIAL DIVISION
tions and sentences. Others are pend- HAVING A SMALL NUMBER OF
TRAINED,
RESOLUTE
ing. The discovery of the facts was HIGHLY
due to the vigilance of the department, AND COMPREHENDING WOMEN,
•VHO
WOULD
BE
OUT
OF THE
and the entire effort to correct it has
LINE OF REGULAR DUTY IN THE
been the effort of the department.
POLICE
DEPARTMENT
INELIGIThe preamble of this resolution
TO THE PROMOTIONS IN THE
proceeds to say tnat the instances BLE
FORCE
AS
NOW
CONSTITUTED,
above cited indicate a condition of AND WHO WOULD HAVE AS
affairs in the police department, that THEIR
SPECIAL
JURISDICTION
demands some public
explanation
EVILS AND DANGERS which
from city officials charged with law THE
beset
the
child
life
and
the conditions
enforcement. As a matter of fact of women in our industrial
and comthe instances indicate only such oc- mercial city. This recommendation I
currences in the discipline of any de- have not seen fit as yet to make In a
partment as are bound to occur, and formal way, but I SUGGEST IT AS A
to the extent that there is anV basis POSSIBILITY WORTHY OF CONSIDof fact whatever for the alleged in- ERATION AT YOUR HANDS.
stances subsequent proceedings mdi^
Just„ one other
othei recommendation for
cate decision and efficiency on the increasing the efficiency of the police
part of the chief of police and his department occurs to me, and that is
associates in dealing with the matter. that members of the council and citi- i
I now desire to answer specifically zens of the city rise to an appreciation
of the kind of service this force of men
and brieflv the questions asked:
'1—"Whether the police depart- is now rendering and join with them in
a sympathetic and appreciative effort j
to preserve order in the city.
The examination above made of the
preambles to this resolution and the I
comparison of the allegations and facts ]
shows that while this force is charged
with difficult and responsible duties it
is constantly harassed, misrepresented
and its spirit broken by hasty and in- '
correct accounts of its activities. We
have the best police force in America,
so far as my knowledge of such forces
goes. It deserves w-ell at our hands, j
Excellent, however, as the force is, its
highest efficiency will be attained only
when it has the support, both of public officers like yourselves and myself and when its real services are correctly presented and properly understood by the people whom they serve.
I am unwilling to involve the police department in a. controversy of any sort. ,
Its time and its strength are all needed I
for the important tasks it has to perform.
I have in my office records which
sustain in every particular the statements made by this report. 1 shall be
very happy to have any member of the
council examine those records if he so
desires.
Following is Mayor Baker's report
v the police department submitted
. the city council last meat.
I have before me resolution iNo
751 by
FitzGerald
hich
is Mr.
to request
from the
me |fte«
a ^tp
c
.yering f.J«\e
' «" and,
;iency of the ponce net""
lnquiries
,swering specifically certain in<i
uinierated in tbe lesolMion
solution was "trodued into tne
13
1 on the evening, of Monday, *P»
•rom time to time.the™ have v
=ared accounts of incidents >*»
embers of the department, but m t
.solution for the first time tne
&&% JESSS? a^feTe statefesWutio'n ^talnf certain mmbles which I. desire to notic« their
rder. As a matter of mduceme:
ie resolution it is stated "'«*Lth*; lol.
Mention has been directed to the
icu_
,wl„g incidents relating to «»«£»,
^"••Concfuct of two pat?olmen charged
,1th ha?fngCth|d UP pedestrian in J*.t
^nthSsreaegto,ThricfwaCs,ainveastigatedby
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What the Community Makes It.

FINESTJN AMERICA;
BAKERVALLS POLICE
lav.r Explain, Just Wh7H^= So Proud of City's Law Enforcers
in Report to Council.
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ASSURED OF HELP
BY CSTYEMPLOYES
Democrats
Learn
From
Mayor Civil Service Won't
Preclude Activities.
Frank B. Willis Wanted in
Cleveland for Campaign
Speech.
BY WALKER S. Bl'EL.
Ward leaders of the county Democratic organization, meeting last night
in party headquarters in the Engineers building, were assured by
Mayor Newton D. Baker that city
employes under civil service may be
precinct captains or county central
committeemen and take an active
hand in politics.
One of the purposes of the meeting
was to impress upon the organization
the ruling of Law Director John N.
Stockwell, jr., that the civil service
provisions of the charter do not prohibit political activitq. Some Democratic precinct workers recently have
expressed unwillingness to circulate
petitions and exert other political efforts because they were in city employ and under civil service.
The mayor, however, told the leaders he wished so far as possible they
would choose, as precinct captains,
men not holding city jobs.
The meeting developed into a veritable storm of protest against the
extent of the city civil service regulations. The ward leaders declared
they were having unheard of difficulties In getting'men to do political
work in the precincts. Republicans,
they said, did not have to contend
with this obstacle and so obtained an
advantage.
.
The ward leaders handed in petitions for county central committeemen to be elected at the primary in
August. The petitions showed candidates for the committee in 4o9 preI cincts. About a dozen proved to be
! men holding county office under civil
]! service. These, the mayor said, would
have to be replaced because, of the
i state civil service law, which proIhibits county office holders in civil
I service from taking part in 'Politics.
All petitions for Gov. James M. Cox
'were turned in at the meeting. It
Was estimated that a count would

s»4i

^2 (y^^jw
show nearly ls,utXTsignatures.
Petitions for Attorney John H.
Clarke, c-.ndidate for the Democratic
nomination for United States senator,
were put in the hands of ward leaders. It is expected petitions for candidates for state office will be put in
circulation
by
the
organization
Monday.
* * * *
Cleveland supporters of Congressman Frank B. Willis, candidate for
the Republican nomination for governor, want him to deliver a political
speech here, and are trying to arrange a date.
If present plans carry the Ada
representative will make a bow to a
Cuyahoga county assemblage within
the next two or three weeks. Definite
plans depend on whether Mr. Willis
can manage to get here so soon.
Friends of Mr. Willis and exstudents of Ohio Northern university,
who formed a Willis organization in
Cleveland some time ago with Attor1 ney James B. Ruhl as chairman,
Uiave been circulating Willis petitions
' throughout the county. They have
worked quietly, and report themselves
well satisfied with the number of
signatures obtained.
Importance is attached by the congressman's friends to the effort to
have him speak here. It is in the two
largest cities of Ohio that Mr. Willis
seems least generally known, and
sentiment in Cleveland and Cincinnati
seems lukewarm and indifferent.
His supporters declare that in the
rural districts the name of Representative Willis is immediately recognized, and they say his largest
strength at present is jn those sec:
tions.
•
+
*
*
Councilman Harry L. French y-cA
Attorney Henry A. Beckerman, new
members of the board of elections,
received their appointments yesterday from Secretary of State Charlc-s
H. Graves. Mr. French, Democrat,
i succeeds J. J. Fitzgerald, and Mr.
Beckerman succeeds Attorney Dan T.
1
Miller, Republican.
The board will reorganize at a meeting Friday. Clerk, chief deputy clerk
and other official employes of the
board will be appointed and sworn.
It is not believed there w;'.l be any
changes in t>-ie board's statf.
The board ! * preparing for V.MST
election officials consider will be the
most difficult primary in its history.
Preliminary work is already under
way. Blanks for precincts are bf'ng
made ready, the precKrt oirectcry is
being reprieved, and petitions are being handed to candidates.
The state wide primary will make
unusually heavy the board's labor in
August.
» , « »
Political leaders have not given
much thought to the election of state
central committeemen. One is to^ be
elected from each congressional district at the August primary.
Mayor Newton D. Baker, member
of the Democratic state committee
from the twenty-first district, probably will be a candidate again.
United States Marshal C. W. Lapp is
Democratic committeeman from the
twentieth district. He has not said
whether he will try for the committee
this year.
Maurice Maschke, collector of customs, and A. N. Rodway, Republican committeemen from the twentieth
and twenty-first districts, have not
indicated whether they want to serve
longer. Neither Democrats nor Republicans have mentioned candidates
for the twenty-second district.
Daniel McKisson, 3822 Demson-av
S W, has petitions out as a candidate for Progressive state central
committeeman from the* twenty-first
district.
, , , .
Congressman J. J. Whitacre, opponent of.Gov. James M. Cox for the
:
Democratic nomination for governor,
, is stirring again.
Mr Whitacre has turned his attention most recently to Erie county.
He has written city officials at Sandusky, asking their opinion as to
what chances Gov. Cox has for carrytag Erie.
, , » ,
The League of Republican Clubs
adopted a new constitution at a meeting last night at 737 Prospect-av S. E.
■Under its provisions present officers
' next January,

Mayor Applies Salve
to Wounded Feelings
of Party Ward Chiefs
BY JOHN T. BOVRKE. '
Meeting as an integral part of a
political machine and not as a "citizens' group for the uplift" like last
year, the ward leaders of the Democratic organization in Cleveland last
night received instructions for the
pre-primary campaign from their
county chairman, Mayor Newton D.
Baker.
There has been more or less of a
revolt threatened in the organization
over the report that ward leaders
and precinct captains are not to be
consulted in the make-up of the
legislative slate to be backed by the
machine at the primaries.
It was Mayor Baker's hope to allay the unrest among the minor leaders by explaining that the Cuyahoga
county executive committee desired
only to have men in the Legislature
who may meet with success in getting laws enacted which the Democj racy of Cleveland asks for. The mayi or poured salve on the wounded feelings of the ward leaders.
They were informed that the slatemaking subcommittee, of. which the
. mayor is chairman, will submit its
{ recommendations for legislative can:
didates to the county executive com] mittee for approval and then to the
i organization for its endorsement.
Last, night's meeting, which was ari ranged for nearly a month since, hac
] for its primary purpose the return of
j the nominating petitions for the cani didates of the ward .leaders for pre
j cinct committeemen.' The n&w pre'. cinct committeemen will be elected
I at the August primaries in accord| ance with the new election laws.
i Most of the petitions had been returned with the necessary signatures
to Acting Secretary Thomas Brennan, of the executive committee, and
the others were taken by the ward
leaders last evening to Democratic
headquarters in the Engineers' building, where the meeting was held.
- All the petitions asking that the
nanie of James M. Cox be placed on
the Democratic state primary ballot
| for renomination fpr Governor, eircuj lated for signatures in Cleveland,
were also returned to Secretary
Brannen, who said there were about
18,000 signatures upon them.
The ward leaders were then given
nominating petitions to circulate In
behalf of John H. Clarke for the
nomination for United States Senator
and were told those for candidates
for the Democratic state and county
tickets who have been indorsed by
the
county
executive committee
would be given them Monday. The
endorsed candidates are: Hugh „L.
Nichols, for chief justice of the Ohio
Supreme Court; J. Foster Wilkin, for
judge of the Ohio Supreme Court;
John P. Brennan, for State Treasurer;
J. Howard Seerest, for Secretary of
State; Frank McKean, for Clerk of
the Supreme Court; E. B. Haserodt.
for county clerk; Hosea Paul, 'for
county recorder; P. C. O'Brien, fo-

county treasurer; John A. Zangerle,
for county auditor; Cyrus Locher, foi
county prosecutor, and Frank T. Andrews, Joseph Menning and P. D.
Metzger, for county commissioners.
Quite a dust was kicked up at the
meeting by some of the ward leaders saying that Democratic public
employees under civil service were
afraid of getting into trouble if they
continued to serve as precinct captains and Committeemen.
Mayor Baker brought them in line,
however, iby telling them that precinct captains and committeemen
working for the city of Cleveland,
and in the classified service, could
run for committeemen and display
political activity under the civil service provisions of the municipal charter. In cities not having charters
this, he said, would not toe the case.
He said, however, that county and
state employees in the classified service governed toy the state laws could
not act as committeemen or precinct
workers. Some of the ward leaders
who have county employees under
thom as precinct committeemen will
look for new workers. About twelve
present precinct committeemen are
affected by this ruling.

*

*

*

The subcommittee appointed by the
Democratic county executive committee has something of a job on its
hands in picking eighteen candidates
out of a field of forty-five for the organization's legislative slate.
The
story is being circulated among the
rank and file of the organization that
Mayor Baker despite his speech last
night will insist on personally making the selections for the slate
with the idea of getting "weighty"
men for the Assembly candidates,
who, if elected, will not be held up to
ridicule as lawmakers, as were some
of the members of the present delegation from this county.
There' are members of the county
executive committee, however, who
insist that the full committee shall
have a voice in the "o. k.'ing" of a
legislative slate.
All of which indicates that the
busy season for the machine "whips"
has opened.

*

*

•

W. B. Gongwer, secretary to the

board of elections, went to Columto.us
yesterday to take up with Secretary
of State Graves several questions
which must be decided prior to the
filing of petitions for plases on the
primary ballot. ■
One of these questions hag to do
with the manner in which Socialist
nominations are to be made. The
Socialists of Cuyahoga couftty last
year did not cast a vote large enouglto compel nominations for county
officers to be made at the .primaries,
but the vote cast toy them in the
Twentieth and Twenty-first Congressional districts was above the
percentage required for making primary nominations.
Secretary Gongwer has ruled that
the Socialists must name Congressional candidates and elect members of the state central committee
from the Twentieth and Twenty-first
districts at the primaries, but cannot nominate candidates for other
offices in Cuyahoga county or elect
members of local committees in that
way.
Concurrence in this decision was
given yesterday by the Secretary of
State. Mr. Gongwer will bring home
with him from Columbus the commissiones of Henry A. Beckerman,
Republican, and Harry L. French,
Democrat, who on May 1 are to toecome members of the Cuyahoga
county election board in succession to Daniel T. Miller and J. J.
Fitzgerald.
The board will be reorganized Friday, when John H. Orgill, hold-over
Republican member, will be elected
president, succeeding Mr. Miller. Mr.
Gongwer will remain secretary. No
change in the office clerical staff is
contemplated.

*

•

•

Other appointments
to
county
elections j boards made yesterday
were: Hamilton, Ray R. Hillenbrand,
Republican, and W. J. McDevitt,
Democrat; • Franklin,
Harry
C.
Arnold, Republican, and John J.
Joyce, Democrat; Lucas, William
Mattison, Republican, and L. J.
Dennis, Democrat; Lorain, E. E.
Sperry, Republican, and James B.
Reward, Democrat; Butler, Clinton
Egbert, Republican, and Henry B.
Grevey, Democrat; Stark, Niles A.
Spoonseller, Republican, and Frank
A. Zink, Democrat.

»>*««
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49 (yw^ ^-■.iLV'l^ftf
show nearly ISOTO signatures.
board of elections, went to Columbus
Petitions for Attorney John H.
Clarke, candidate for the Democratic
yesterday to take up with Secretary
nomination for United States senator,
of State Graves several questions
were put in the hands of ward leadwhich must be decided prior to the
ers. It is expected petitions for canfiling of petitions for plaeea on the
didates for state office will be put in
primary ballot. ■
circulation
by
the
organization
One of these questions hag to do
Monday.
* * * *
with the manner in which Socialist
Cleveland supporters of Congressnominations are to be made. The
man Frank B. Willis, candidate for
Socialists of Cuyahoga county last
the Republican nomination for govyear did not cast a vote large enouglernor, want him to deliver a political
speech here, and are trying to arto compel nominations for countV
range a date.
officers to be made at the .primaries,
If present plans carry the Ada
BY JOHN T. BOVRKE. '
county treasurer; John A. Zangerle, but the vote cast by them In the
representative will make a bow to a
Meeting as an integral part of a for county auditor; Cyrus Locher, foi Twentieth and Twenty-first ConCuyahoga county assemblage within
the next two or three weeks. Definite
political machine and not as a "citi- county prosecutor, and Frank T. An- gressional districts was above the
plans depend on whether Mr. Willis zens' group for the uplift" like last drews, Joseph Menning and P. D. percentage required for making prican manage to get here so soon.
Metzger, for county commissioners.
mary nominations.
year, the ward leaders of the DemoFriends of Mr. Willis and exQuite a dust was kicked up at the
Secretary Gongwer has ruled that
students of Ohio Northern university,
cratic organization in Cleveland last meeting by some of the ward lead- the Socialists must name Congreswho formed a Willis organization in
night received instructions for the ers saying that Democratic public sional candidates and elect memCleveland some time ago with Attor■ ney James B. Ruhl as chairman, pre-primary campaign from their employees under civil service were bers of the state central committee
Uave been circulating Willis petitions county chairman, Mayor Newton D. afraid of getting into trouble if they from the Twentieth and Twenty-first
throughout the county. They nave Baker.
continued to serve as precinct cap- districts at the primaries, but can1
worked quietly, and report themselves
There has been more or less of a tains and Committeemen.
not nominate candidates for other
well satisfied with the number of revolt threatened In the organization
Mayor Baker brought them in line, offices in Cuyahoga county or elect
signatures obtained.
over the report that ward leaders however, by telling them that pre- members of local committees in that
Importance is attached by the congressman^ friends to the effort to | and precinct captains are not to be cinct captains and committeemen way.
have him speak here. It is in the two consulted in the make-up of the working for the city of Cleveland,
Concurrence in this decision was
largest cities of Ohio that Mr. Willis legislative slate to be backed by the and in the classified service, could given yesterday by the Secretary of
seems least generally known, and machine at the primaries.
run for committeemen and display State. Mr. Gongwer will bring home
sentiment in Cleveland and Cincinnati
It was Mayor Baker's hope to al- political activity under the civil serv- with him from Columbus the comseems lukewarm and indifferent.
lay the unrest among the minor lead- ice provisions of the municipal char- missiones of Henry A. Beckerman,
His supporters declare that in the
rural districts the name of Represen- ers by explaining that the Cuyahoga ter. In cities not having charters Republican, and Harry L. French,
tative Willis is immediately recog- county executive committee desired this, he said, would not be the case. Democrat, who on May 1 are to benized, and they say his largest only to have men in the Legislature
He said, however, that county and come members of the Cuyahoga
strength at present is jn those sec- who may meet with success in get- state employees in the classified servcounty election board in succesi ting laws enacted which the Democ- ice governed by the state laws could sion to Daniel T. Miller and J. J.
tions.
....
racy
of
Cleveland
asks
for.
The
maynot act as committeemen or precinct Fitzgerald.
Councilman Harry L. French iir-.d
Attorney Henry A. Beckerman, new or poured salve on the wounded feel- workers. Some of the ward leaders
The board will be reorganized Frimembers'of the board of elections, ings of the ward leaders.
who have county employees under
received their appointments yesterThey were informed that the slate- them as precinct committeemen will day, when John H. Orgill, hold-over
Republican member, will be elected
day from Secretary of State Charles making subcommittee, of. which the
look for new workers. About twelve president, succeeding Mr. Miller. Mr.
H. Graves. Mr. French, Democrat,
mayor
is
chairman,
will
submit
its
present
precinct
committeemen
are
succeeds J. J. Fitzgerald, and Mr.
Gongwer will remain secretary. No
Beckerman succeeds Attorney Dan T. | recommendations for legislative can- affected by this ruling.
change in the office clerical staff is.
didates to the county executive comj Miller, Republican.
contemplated.
The board will reorganize at a meet- \ mittee for approval and then to the
The subcommittee appointed by the
ing Friday. Clerk, chief deputy clerk : organization for its endorsement.
and other official employes of tne
Other appointments
to
county
Last night's meeting, which was ar- Democratic county executive comboard will be appointed and sworn.
i
ranged
for nearly a month since, hac mittee has something of a job on its elections | boards made yesterday
It is not believed there w/.l be am
hands in picking eighteen candidates
] for its primary purpose the return of
changes in t>ae board's statf.
were: Hamilton, Ray R. Hillenbrand,
The board I* preparing for v. !iax j the nominating petitions for the can- out of a field of forty-five for the orelection officials consider will be the i didates of the ward Readers for pre- ganization's legislative slate. The Republican, and W. J. McDevitt,
story is being circulated among the Democrat; • Franklin,
Harry
C.
most difficult primary m its history.
Preliminary work is already under cinct committeemen.' The new pre- rank and file of the organization that Arnold, Republican, and John J.
way. Blanks for precincts are bf.ng cinct committeemen will be elected Mayor Baker despite his speech last Joyce, Democrat; Lucas, William
made ready, 'he P-eei.ut oirecUry is at the August primaries in accord- night will insist on personally mak- Mattison, Republican, and L. J.
being repriaied, and petitions are beance with the new election laws. ing the selections for the slate Dennis, Democrat; Lorain, E. E.
ing handed to candidates.
< Most of the petitions had been re- with the idea of getting "weighty" Sperry, Republican, and James B.
The state wide primary willjnake
turned with the necessary signatures men for the Assembly candidates, Reward, Democrat; Butler, Clinton
unusually heavy the board s labor in
I to Acting Secretary Thomas Bren- who, if elected, will not be held up to Egbert, Republican, and Henry B.
August.
, » , ,
nan, of the executive committee, and ridicule as lawmakers, as were some Grevey, Democrat; Stark, Niles A.
Political leaders have not given
the others were taken by the ward of the members of the present dele- Spoonseller, Republican, and Frank
much thought to the election of state
leaders last evening to Democratic
A. Zink, Democrat.
central committeemen. One is to oe headquarters in the Engineers' build- gation from this county.
There" are members of the county
elected from each congressional dising, where the meeting was held.
executive committee, however, who
trict at the August primary.
• All the petitions asking that the insist that the full committee shall
Mayor Newton D. Baker, member
of the Democratic state committee
name of James M. Cox be placed on have a voice in the "o. k.'ing" of a
from the twenty-first district, probthe Democratic state primary ballot legislative slate.
ably will be a candidate again
for renomination fpr Governor, circuAll of which indicates that the
United States Marshal C. W. Lapp is
lated for signatures in Cleveland, busy season for the machine "whips"
Democratic committeeman from the
were
also
returned
to
Secretary
twentieth district. He has not said
has opened.
* * »
Brannen, who said there were about
whether he will try for the committee
18,000 signatures upon them.
W. B. Gongwer, secretary to the
Maurice Maschke, collector of cusThe ward leaders were then given
toms and A. N. Rodway, Republinominating petitions to circulate in
can committeemen from the twentieth
behalf of John H. Clarke for the
and twenty-first districts, have not
nomination for United States Senator
indicated whether they want to serve
longer. Neither Democrats nor Reand were told those for candidates
publicans have mentioned candidates
for the Democratic state and county
for the twenty-second district.
Dantel McKisson, 3822 Denison-av ,1 tickets who have been indorsed by
the
county
executive committee
S W, has petitions out as a candidate for Progressive sjate central j would be given them Monday. The
endorsed candidates are: Hugh„L.
committeeman from the'twenty-first
Nichols, for chief justice of the Ohio
district.
» , •* *
Supreme Court; J. Foster Wilkin, for
Congressman J. J- Whitacre, opjudge of ,the Ohio Supreme Court;
ponent of. Gov. James M. Cox for the
Democratic nomination for governor, John P. Brennan, for State Treasurer;
J. Howard Secrest, for Secretary of
, is stirring again.
o.
Mr Whitacre has turned his atState; Frank McKean, for Clerk of
i tention most recently to Erie county
the Supreme Court; E. B. Haserodt.
He has written city officials at ban- for county clerk; Hosea Paul, for
' dusky, asking their opinion as to
county recorder; P. C. O'Brien, fowhat chances Gov. Cox has for carrying Brie.
« , » *
The League of Republican Clubs
adopted a new constitution at f- meeting last night at 73 ( Prospect-av S. E.
Under its provisions present officers
wUl hold over until next January,
and the league will be extended to include more clubs. Several clubs were
admitted to membership last night.
Cornelius Maloney was made chairman of a committee to be named later
which will arrange for the leagues
annual picnic in August.

Mayor Applies Salve
to Wounded Feelings
of Pariy Ward Chiefs

,\

Rev Dr. Harris R. Cooley, director
of public welfare, has accepted an invitation to be the Democratic speaker
at the suffrage tent meeting Saturday
I night at Franklin-av N. W. and W.
I 58th-st. Harry L. Vail, former countv commissioner, Republican, and
John D. Fackler, deputy state tax
I commissioner, Progressive, are to
1 speak.
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CITY EMPLOYEES BAKER MACHINE FIRES FIRST BOILER
MEN LAUGH AT ! AT LIGHTING PLANT
EREDTOSTOP PETITION LAW
POLITI

Mayor Baker Kindles Flames
That Are to Give Citizens
iity Employes Will Continue
Cheap Current.
to Circulate Nomination
State Civil Service Commission
City Officials Expect Service
Holds Activity ft Aiding
Papers Despite Ruling
to Public to Begin
Candidates Here Is
June 1.
IGNORE HOGAN'S ADVICE,
Against Law.

FOLLOW STOCKWELL'S

Leader Bureau, SO', Harrison Bldg.
COLUMBUS, April 39.-Political activity by city employees under civil
service in behalf of candidates for
public office will not be tolerated by
I the state civil service commission.
Acting on numerous complaints
j from Cleveland supporters of Attor* nev General Hogan's Senatorial candidacy that Cleveland city employees
have been disregarding the civil service law by circulating nominating petitions for John H. Clarke and other
candidates on Mayor Baker's slate,
the state commission today issued a
ruling to the Cleveland city commission that this work is clearly illegal
and ordered that it be stopped immediately.
No attempt will be made to punish
those who have violated the la;w up
till today, Chairman Samuel Hoskins
said, because there appeared to have
been a conflict of opinion as to the
language of the law. Any complaints
reported hereafter, however, will be
subjected to rigid investigation and
action will be taken, to remove from
office those found guilty, he said.
Mayor Baker's acquiescence in the
activity of his subordinates under
civil service in circulating Clarke petitions influenced members of the
commission to take this stand, since
they believe city employees did not
intentionally violate,the law, but considered that the mayor's approval
gave legal sanction.
Attorney General Hogan said tonight that many complaints had come
to bis office concerning violations of
civil service law in Cleveland, but
that he had been reluctant to consider them because one of his rivals was
being benefited by the alleged illegal activity.

Down in the first basement of the
new municipal lighting plant, at the '
foot of B. 53d-st, Mayor Newton D.
Head of State Civil Service Baker thrust a mass of oil-soaked
cotton on the end of a twenty-foot
Board Threatens Loss of pole deep into boiler No. 1 of the
plant's battery of five. This was at
3:29 p. m. yesterday.
Jobs if Order Is Violated
The fire caught in the inflammable
matter packed in the boiler and comto three tons of coal. From
A sly wink and .a chuckle was municated
the tall brick stack came a wisp of
tl) e sum total of attention paid smoke that became blacker and more
voluminous.
by the city administration FriFire had been started under the
boilers' of the new plant, presaging
day to the ruling of the state, actual
operation of the plant expected
civil service commission that to start within five weeks. Until the
plant is abandoned, the fires are excity employes must not circulate pected to burn.
Baker was accompanied to
nominating petitions of county theMayor
plant in automobiles by C. W.
,
Stage,
director
of utilities; F. W. Baland ..state, candidates.
lard, commissioner of light and heat;
William C Keough, member of ' A. B. du Pont, consulting engineer,
the city civil service commission, to and W. J. Murphy, mayor's secretary.
They were met by R. Husselman,
whom the ruling was directed, deconstruction engineer, who
clared the commission would follow general
had completed arrangements for the
Law Director Stockwell's ruling that lighting ceremony.
Baker machine cogs could circulate
"We shall be selling current about
all the petitions they wished.
June 1," said Commissioner Ballard.
The state commission based its "Current will cost the city one-half
ruling on the section of the general cent a kilowatt at the switchboard.
code providing that ho officer in any i The sale price will be one cent miniand three cents maximum. In
city political organization should mum
about a year the plant should ba
take part in politics "other than to making expenses."
vote as he pleases and to express
Over 5,000 new accounts, ranging
freely his political opinion."
from residences to large factories,
have been opened for the sale of curCharter Ignores Provision
rent, Mr. Ballard said.
The city charter, although incorGround was broken for the plant
porating some provisions of the state in October, 1911. After long delays,
civil service law. leaves out this concrete construction work was begun last spring.
Structural steel
section.
work was done last Tsummer, and
"We are guided by the charter in brick work was begun in November.
municipal affairs and by the state 1913
law in school district matters," said
Approximately §900,000 has been
Keough. "I can't see any reason spent on the construction of the
plant, and $200,000 more has been
tor changing our method now."
spent on a distributing system, Mr.
Mayor Baker refused to be perturbed Friday over the state commis- Ballard explained yesterday. Money
was obtained by a bond issue.
sion's ruling in direct opposition to
The three-cent flat rate for sale
I the advice . he gave administration . of current from the^ old Brooklyn
I employes and workers. "I gave the j municipal Blam^JW^IviLJmto_-ef£eeLjvfis_boys the best advice I could—that \terday. Higher rates charged by the
their was no objection to their circu- Cleveland Illuminating Co. will be
lating petitions," said Baker. "It's paid with expectation of receiving
up to the commission now." Law Di- a refund if the Ohio utilities comrector Stockwell also stood pat on his mission upholds a three-cent rate.
ruling. :
At Columbus Chairman S. A. Hoskins of the state civil service commission threatened to subject further
complaints against political activity
: of Cleveland city employes to rigid
. investigation to take action toward
removing from office those violating
the law.
See Political Move
i , Baker, men .say they see in the ruling an attempt of Attorney General
-Hogan-to -hamper John H. Clark© in
Ms circulation of petitions for ^nominatlon fOT the toga Hogan also seeks.
Clarke has been endorsed by Cuyahoga democracy.
"The state commission's ruling was
probably written in Attorney General
Hogan's office;". Secretary Kline of
the civil service commission said.
Senator Carl D. Friebolin,. .Clarke's
campaign manager, declared thai,
.even if the ruling were to .be obeyed;
it wouldn't hamper them1 much.
Keough said that the commission
would consider the ruling at a meeting called for late Friday.
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Torch Starts Fires ioc
Baker Urged to Name Mayor's
WHEELS WHIRL IN CIVIC LIGHT PLANT
id
Local Business Men
on Democratic Slate
of th<

MAYO/? BAHJ&Z

/A/ MUM/C/FWL'.

ment and general laws of the state
BY JOHN T. BOURKB.
take away those powers.
Mayor Baker yesterday promised cannot
City Solicitor Stockwell says no
the executive committee of the In- state has given to municipal corporadustrial Association that he would tions the power to govern themselves
take under consideration its request Ohio has given to its chartered cities.
that business interests of Cleveland The state civil service commission,
be given representation on the he says, cannot control the acts of •
Cleveland municipal .employees who
Democratic legislative ticket.
The association, which aims, its are in the classified service governed
members say, to bring about indus- by the civil service provisions of the
trial-peace, at its February meetirig city charter.
decided it was high time for busi- ; Mayor Baker said that in telling
ness men to take a more active part the Democratic ward leaders municin politics. . The executive commit- ipal employees in the classified servtee last week decided to carry out ice had the right to be active in polithe purpose of the resolution, and; tics, serve as committeeinen and ciras a step to .this end, voted to ask culate nominating petitions, he gave
from all political parties that busi- the best advice he could, and he was
ness men be given places on legisla- still of the same mind as to the rights
of city employees in this respect.
tive tickets.
The members of. the committee
Mr. Stockwell said the courts had
called on Mayor Newton D. Baker already decided that general laws of
at his office in the city hall at noon the state could not interfere with or
yesterday, explained the objects of take the place of provisions in a muthe association and the desire to in- nicipal charter adopted in conformity
terest business men especially in with the constitution. He was willing
politics as a duty of citizenship. The to have the question raised by the
rnayor was told the association state civil service commission tested
thought both business and labor in the-courts, feeling certain his conshould be represented in law-mak- tention would be sustained.
ing bodies, and it was intimated
The Cleveland civil service board
that three or. four Democratic busi- will take no cognizance of the attiness men should be given places on tude assumed by the state board unthe Democratic legislative ticket.
less its attention is called officially
With perfect candor, Mayor Baker to the matter. President Edwards
informed the committee that it was and the other members of the city
hie purpose to recommend a slate board have been of the opinion that
of legislative candidates for the city employees are governed by the
Democrats to nominate at the pri- municipal charter primaries, and
maries: He said he would give the school employees by the state civil
request consideration. There were, service laws.
he said, about eighty candidates for
Democratic legislative nominations,
The board of elections, reorganized
and from the list he would recom- yesterday, with John H. Orgill as its
mend eighteen.
J head, will have as its first task the
The committee left the mayor with
of a protest against a referthe understanding that the names hearing
election in East Cleveland.
of men whom the Industrial Asso- endum
Following the passage last Februciation would like nominated would ary
by the council of East Cleveland
be suggested to him later. The of an ordinance providing for the
names will not be submitted untij ■employment of expert supervisors the
some of the organizations affiliated
police and fire signal service and
with the association are consulted.
The committee will seek an in- abolishing the office of electrical ena petition for a referendum
terview, also, with A. N. Eodway,. gineer,
chairman of the Republican execu- vote on the measure was filed with
302 signatures.
tive committee.
E. A. Binyon, city solicitor, tn beThe executive committee in charge
.of the political movement of! the as- half of the East Cleveland governsociation consists of C. O. Bartlett ment, yesterday filed a protest
president; J. P. Smith, C. O. Bas against the holding of a referendum
**tt rharles F. Kurtz, H. G. bhai election on the ground that the pe-i
fer H B McGrath, Willard Fuller, tition does not properly set forth thej
Walter D. Sayle, John G. Jennings, correct title of the ordinance asked
^Edward Hobday, its attorney to be referred.
. The election board set the hearing
; a,nd secretary.
^ ^
on the protest for next Tuesday.'
Henry A. Beckerman and Harry L,
A .movement has been started in
the Twenty-second district in behalf French were inducted into office as
ot the nomination on the Republican members of the. board, which by
ticket for Congressman X M. H. unanimous vote re-elected W. B.
Frederick, superintendent of the Gongwer clerk and W. W. Caldwell
Cleveland public school^ Mr Fred deputy clerk. All the members of the
evick, asked yesterday if he were to office staff were re-elected also.
+ ■ *
*
become a candidate, said that while
it was true a number of persons had
Dr. Aaron Hahn, who was a mem,-Jurged him. to enter the lists the ber of the Ohio constitutional conpressure of school duties had been vention, is being boomed for the
such that, he had Hot had ^oppor- Democratic nomination for the court
tunity to give the request, that, he of appeals. Dr. Hahn, who is an
run for Congressman the attention attorney, resides at 3914 E. 64th street.
it merited before coming to a de- He was at one time rabbi of the Will- son Avenue Temple, and for a num- |
cision.
ber of years has practiced law. He is ,
Jie_ author of several historical
■pajiouoeram,1 X,"* ™51 QO's Bu!1 8J°HS
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WOULD SHOO
AWAY WIDOWS 13-CENT
Writer Wants Baker to
Quit Hunting Husbands
for Pittdhurg Women.
Matrimony, like charity, should
start at home.
This is the opinion of a Cleveland
woman who has Written to Mayor
Baker protesting against an effort
being made to find husbands for
three Pittsburg widows who had requested the mayor's aid.
The writer says that Cleveland men
can find plenty of good wives in the
city.

LIGHT PUNT
B E GJNSJOPERAT10 N S

Subscribers Expected to Reap
Benefits of New System
by June 1.

Fire under the boilers of the new
municipal light plant, B. 53d street
and the lake, were lighted for the
first time yesterday afternoon by
Mayor Baker. The ceremony was
witnessed by A. B. du Pont, consulting engineer of the lighting plant; F.
W. Ballard, commissioner of light and
heat; C. W. Stage, director of public utilities; Maurice Sarb'insky, secretary to the department of public
utilities, and W. J. Murphy, secretary to Mayor Baker. The party arMayor
rived at the plant at 3:25 o'clock.
Commissioner Ballard said that
within two weeks they will be testing
and that by the first of June they
will be delivering current to the subMayor Baker wiU .'id. New York scribers. At present the plant has
officials of the New York: Central something over 5,000 contracts.
^ Mondav what has become of
More than $200,000 has been spent
g£. T the new WOO™ on the installation of distribution
station. No definite news on the sta- equipment. The plant as it stands at
dmo
tionproject has leaked out smce the present time represents an .outlay
of
about
$900,000.
Ballard
said
group Plan and railroad' architects
Lcided on tentative plans a month ,yesterday he expected to have the
j plant paying for itself within the
**°New York next year.
SOHO
^a Ground for the plant was broken
in October, 1911. Foundation work
was commenced in November, 1912,
«*^^brick work last ^oyernber,
■-• f*r :—■ — —mm
Qmm^ntjmgt.

BAKERmi/DEMAND
PLANS FOR NEW DEPOT
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Baker Urged to Name Mayor's Torch Starts Fires
WHEELS WHIRL IN CIVIC LIGHT PLANT
Local Business Men
on Democratic Slate
BY JOHN T. BOUREB.
ment and general laws of the state
Mayor Baker yesterday promised cannot take away those powers.
City Solicitor Stockwell says no
the executive committee of the Industrial Association that he would state has given to municipal corporations the power to govern themselves
take under consideration its request
Ohio has given to its chartered cities.
that business interests of Cleveland The state civil service commission,
be given representation on the he says, cannot control the acts of
Democratic legislative ticket.
Cleveland municipal employees who
The association, which aims, its are in the classified service governed
members say, to bring about indus- hy the civil service provisions of the
trial-peace, at its February meeting city charter.
decided it was high time for busiMayor Baker said that in telling
ness-men to take a more active part the Democratic ward leaders munic•In politics. . The executive commit- ipal employees in the classified serv• tee last week decided to carry out ice had the right to be active in polithe purpose of the resolution, . and; tics, serve as committeemen and cir- .
as a step to .this end, voted to ask culate nominating petitions, he gave
from all political parties that busi- the best advice he could, and he was
ness men be given places on legisla- still of the same mind as to the rights
tive tickets.
of city employees in this respect.
The members of. the committee
Mr. Stockwell said the courts had
called . on Mayor Newton D. Baker already decided that general laws of
at his office in the city hall at noon
the state could not interfere with or
yesterday, explained the objects of
the association and the desire to in- talp the place of provisions in a muterest business men especially in nicipal charter adopted in conformity
politics as a duty of citizenship. The with the constitution. He was willing
mayor was told .the association to have the question raised by the
thought both business and labor state civil service commission tested
should be represented in law-mak- in the courts, feeling certain his coning bodies, and it was intimated tention would be sustained.
The Cleveland civil service board
that three or. four Democratic business men should be given places on will take no cognizance of the attitude assumed by the state board unthe Democratic legislative ticket.
With perfect candor, Mayor Baker less its attention is called officially,
informed the committee that it was to the matter. President Edwards
his purpose to recommend a slate and the other members of the cityof legislative candidates for the board have been of the opinion that
Democrats to nominate at the pri- city employees are governed by the
charter primaries, and
maries. 'He said he would give the municipal
request consideration. There were, school employees by the state civil
ho said, about eighty candidates for service laws.
* * •
Democratic legislative nominations,
The board of elections, reorganized
and from the list he would recomyesterday, with John H. Orgill as its
mend eighteen.
The committee left the mayor with head, will have as its first task the
the understanding that the names hearing of a protest against a referof men whom the Industrial Asso- endum election in East Cleveland.
ciation would like nominated would
Following the passage last Febrube suggested to him later.
The ary by the council of East Cleveland
names will not be submitted until of an ordinance providing for the
some of the organizations affiliated employment of expert supervisors the
with the association are consulted.
police and fire signal service and
The committee will seek an in- abolishing the office of electrical enterview, also, with A. N. Rodway,. gineer, a petition for a referendum
chairman of the Republican execu- vote on the measure was filed with
302 signatures.
tive committee.
The executive committee in charge' E. A. Binyon, city solicitor, in beof the Apolitical movement of the as- half of the East Cleveland governsociation consists of O. O. Bartlett, ment, yesterday filed a protest
president; J. P. Smith, C. O. Bas- against the holding of a referendum
sett, Charles F. Kurtz, H. G. Shaf- election on the ground that the pefer, H. B. McGrath, Willard Fuller, tition does not properly set forth the
Walter D. Sayle, John G. Jennings, correct title of the ordinance asked
and Edward Hobday, its attorney to be referred.
and secretary.
The election board set the hearing
* * *
on the protest for next Tuesday. '
A .movement has been . started in
Henry A. Beckerman and Harry L. |
the Twenty-second district in behalf French were inducted into office as
of the nomination on the Republican members of the board, which by
ticket for Congressman J. M. H. unanimous vote re-elected W. B.
Frederick, superintendent of
the Gongwer clerk and W. W. Caldwell
Cleveland public schools. Mr. Fred- deputy clerk. All the members of the |
erick, asked yesterday if he were to office staff were re-elected also.
become a candidate,- said that while
it was true a number of persons had
Dr. Aaron Hahn, who was a memurged him to enter the lists, the
pressure of school duties had been ber of the Ohio constitutional con- ''
vention, is being boomed for the
such that he had Hot had the'opporDemocratic nomination for the court
tunity to give the request that, he of appeals. Dr. Hahn, who is an
run for Congressman the attention attorney, resides at 1914 E. 64th street.
it merited before coming to a de- He was at one time rabbi of the Willcision.
son Avenue Temple, and for a num- I
ber of years has practiced law. He is \
•Leaders of the Cleveland. Democrat- the author of
several historical
. lc organization declared yesterday works.
there, would be no changes in ward
"leaders and precinct corhmitteemen,
George F. Doster, 1775 Randall road,
despite the ruling of the state civil yesterday obtained petitions from the
service commission that municipal board of elections as a Democratic
employees in the classified service candidate for renomination for State
must not participate actively in pol- Representative. Representative Dositics or solicit signatures to nominat- ter asked for a place on Mayor Baing petitions of candidates.
ker's legislative slate, but it was
Mayor Baker and City Solicitor hinted to him, that he was not likely
Stockwell hold to the view that the to be picked as a candidate for a
Cleveland charter is, not superceded second: term. His formal entry at
by any state law. They say that this time indicates an intention that
under the Ohio constitution Cleve- he purposes to try for the nomination
land by adopting a charter was given whether or not he gets machine backall the powers of local self-govern- ing.
*

*

*
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WOULD SHOO
AWAY WIDOWS
Writer Wants Baker to
Quit Hunting Husbands
for PiUsburg Women.

3-CERT LIGHT PLANT
! BEGINS
OPERATIONS
.
Subscribers

Expected

to

Reap

Matrimony, - like charity, should
Benefits of New System
start at home.
This is the opinion of a Cleveland
by June 1.
woman who has written to Mayor j
Baker protesting against an effort
Fire under the boilers of the new
being marie to find husbands for
municipal light plant, E. 53d street
three Pittsburg widows who had re- and the lake, were lighted for the
quested the mayor's aid.
The writer says that Cleveland men first time yesterday afternoon by
can find plenty of good wives in the Mayor Baker. The ceremony was
city.
witnessed by A. B. du Pont, consulting engineer of the lighting plant; F.
W. Ballard, commissioner of light and
heat; C. W. Stage, director of public utilities; Maurice Sarbinsky, secretary to the department of public
utilities, and W. J. Murphy, secretary to Mayor Baker. The party arrived at the plant at 3:25 o'clock.
Commissioner Ballard said that
within two weeks they will be testing
and that by the first of June they
Mayor Baker will ask New York will be delivering current to the subscribers. At present the plant has
officials of the New York Central
something over 5,000 contracts.'
lines Monday what has become of
More than $200,000 has been spent
plans for the new $17,000,000 Union
on the installation of distribution
station. No definite news on the sta- equipment. The plant as it stands at
tion project has leaked out since the present time represents an .outgroup plan and railroad1 architects lay of about $900,000. Ballard said
decided on tentative plans a month yesterday he expected to have the
ago.
plant paying for itself within the
Baker is to leave for New York next year.
late Saturday. He will speak at a
Ground for the plant was broken
banquet of the American Bankers' in October, 1911. Foundation work
association Monday, night.
. F. H. was commenced in November, 1912,
Goff, head of the Cleveland Trust
- »^ brick -woti£..lagt November.
Company,'will be toastmaster.
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BAKER WILL DEMAND
PLANS FOR NEW DEPOT
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Mayor Speaks at Edgewater Park Pavilion Before Orchestra Starts
.
-Tunes That Inspire Score
core to
to jUivitu.
Activity.
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Democrats at Dollar Dner at Armory Hear Leaders Lauded
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CITY'S DANCE HALLS
OPEN FOR SUMMER
hat
US

by
Lbhas

Mayor Speaks at Edgewater Park Pavilion Before Orchestra Starts
•Tunes That Inspire Score to Activity.

Three-cent municipal dance pa-j[ stalled ctance halls to remedy this!
jyilions at Woodland Hills and Edge- condition, he explained
Popularity of the' dance halls last
water parks were opened • yesterday
with ceremony. The floors at both year, the mayor said, showed they
places were crowded with dancers. were appreciated and that their installation in the city parks was welMayor Baker made a speech at the comed by the young people.
Edgewater Park pavilion.
Mrs. Marguerite Kelley Rielley is
More than 11,000 dance tickets .were the official chaperon at the Edgesold at Edgewater Park, and Park- water Park pavilion and Mrs. .Carol
sen Superintendent Alber estimated that Sullivan is the chaperon at Woodt>rk there' were 4,000 persons in the pavil- land Hills Park. Part of their duties
He declared that daace pavil- this summer will be making young
&12,
'uis. oi adequate size in all the palitfT'COPle acquainted with each othei
wifuld make the city's parks self sus by formal introductions.
' taming.
The mayor did not visit the WoodThe municipal dance halls, the land Hills pavilion but Park Comf mayor said, are parlors provided by missioner Alber was there during the
She city for young people to meet afternoon with other city officials.
I under the watchful eyes of chaperons.
Announcement was made that none
He urged that they be regarded in of the late dances are to be allowed
1 the same light as parlors of the this summer in the municipal halls.
homes of the people who visit them. There will be the old-time waltz, twoI Many girls of the city, he said, step and schottische. The tango is
I have no place where they can enter- barred absolutely. Anyway, said the
tain young men who later might be- dancers yesterday, the tango is too
fcome their husbands. The city in- strenuous in the summer time.
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Civil Service Board
Insists City Employees ALL
Keep Out of Politics

POLES CELEBMTE
Mayor Promises Support to
Congressman in Primary

BY JOHN T BOVS/KE.
1 wanted the petitions for his slated
The sfete civil service commission candidates for the Legislature circu
The state civil be v Mav.r Baker lated through the party organization.
orgamzatior Mayor
is about to clash with Mayor £saKei
Petitions for county officers who
and City Solicitor John N. StockDis
seek renominations are being circuwell, Jr., over the right of municipal lated by Democratic, workers under
Ralph Cole. Predicts Fight
employees in Cleveland to be politithe personal direction of the candiAgainst Power of Cox
Extending Welcome
cally active.
dates themselves. Some of the soThe mayor and the solicitor hold licitors are said to be city employees.
to the opinion that the municipal
There is much uneasiness among
employees in the classified service city employees who have shown a
RECRE
are governed under the Cleveland reluctance to soliciting signatures to
BY WAS-IvER S. BOTH*.
BAKER CHEERED TO ECHO
charter and that the state civil serv- petitions fearing their positions might
Mayor Newton D. Baker, by letter,
PRI
ice law does not apply to them.
AT MENTION OF MEXICOi
be in jeopardy if they did.
has pledged his support to CongressMayor Baker has told city emCertain organization leaders are
man William Gordon for renomlnaployees in the classified service that charging the activity of the state
Opposi
tion and re-eleotlon.
i
the charter permits them to be po- civil service board to the managers
The mayor hopes that because of LaU(Js Men Who Ottered bervlitically active, to serve as members of Attorney General Hogan's camFes
his espousal of the Gordon cause,!!
...
rof partisan committees and to so- paign for Senator. They profess the
icesto U. S. in the Event
any of the county Democratic organilicit signatures to nominating peti- belief that Hogan's friends fear Mr.
zation who hare expressed anger
tions of candidates. He has informed Clarke will get too many petitions
of War.
against Mr- Gordon for his stand on
the Democratic ward leaders there is from Cleveland.
?£e postaastership, will be »
Plans
nothing to prevent municipal _ emed from working against the conployees in the classified service servThe Poles of Cleveland, like Poles
John O'Keefe and Edward .Bohm city pla
^essman,
and
will
fall
in
line
to
sup& * *; raw*-" «■■■"»
ing as precinct committeemen and will be recommended by the Indus- of a cw
port him at the primary.
in all other parts of the world, with
captains, but that county employeet trial Association for places on May- the boa
A number of organization Demoand school employees cannot serve in- or Newton
crats have been bitter against Mr. the probable exception of Russian
D. Baker's legislative
Gordon because he indorsed James Poland, where such demonstrations
such positions as they are governed slate Cuyahpga county Democrats E. M.
\ T? Mfakeli ^r postmaster Instead of are not tolerated, celebrate
by the state civil service law.
will be asked to nominate at the ferred :
3. 1791,
Mr. "
The state civil service board on August primaries.
day the anniversary ei Ms
the other hand insists that the cirday of
Mr. O'Keefe resides at 5712 Whit- the scl
culation of political petitions by any tier avenue. He was formerly super- under
> that day the new
state or municipal employee in the intendent of the American Steel and ment o
Twentieth distr^t to oppose Mr. Gorand fast constitution of Poland was
classified service is a violation of Wire Company, but has retired from erated
; d0
Mr 'Gor^ntis"just received a letlaw. The commission threatens dis- business. He has never been a can- to Clev
adopted by the Diet of that country.
tor from Mr. Baker In which the
The
missal to all civil service employees didate for office.
The chief celebration of the Clevewho ignore its orders to keep out of
Mr. Bohm is a son of Captain B. the de
land Poles took Place in the-fore: tion oi
"I have said openly, MdW letter
politics.
H. Bohm, who for a generation was
noon at the Kosciusko statue m
Cleveland
newspapers
yesterday a magistrate in Cleveland and be- IE. A.
to Mr. Gordon have said, that I ce
of
lieve he should be renominated and
I takes
received from the state civil service fore that county recorder.
Wade Park, under the auspices
He is
re-elected"' Mayor Baker said yescommission the following statement general manager and treasurer of ment <
the local "Gmtaas" (committees) of
t6
requesting its early publication:
^n through° the postmaster sltuathe Cleveland Lawn Weeder Comthe Polish National Alliance.
"The circulation of political petiMay<
pany, but is best known as an exConspicuous
in
the
celebration
^^^I«»n
tions by any state or municipal em- pert in land and irrigation west of ' ence f
were
the
Polish
Falcons,
more
than
ployee
under
civil
service
for
any
every way possible.^ ^
the Mississippi. He is a contributor when
candidate, for any office <5n ariy to the Financial Age and to maga- Dr. R.
200 of them, who were the first to
ticket is a violation of section 23 of zines devoted to conservation of na- M. Wi
arrive at the statue in their khaki
the state civil service act, and any tional resources.
Judson
Harmon E. Cu
uniforms, under the
command of
employee of the state, of any politi- when Governor appointed him an Rabbi
,Joseph
Lewandowski.
They sang,
cal subdivision, who violates this law Ohio delegate to two land and irri- cis T.
will be recommended for dismissal gation congresses, and last yea,r the the in
Polish national songs.
from the service.
federal government employed him of pla
Mayor Baker Speaks.
"This is the ruling of the state for seven months as a special agent i?2
Attorney Henry D. Laurence Niedcivil service commission at Colum- for land and irrigation work.
Perkir
bus, and the co-operation of the
Uewiecki was chairman of the day
Edward Hobday, attorney and sec- velope
and he introduced Mayor Newton D.
county and municipal officers is re- retary of the Industrial Association, terday
quested in seeing that this section is said yesterday the executive "commit- amens
I Baker, as the English speaker.
i,
not violated. Information has come tee of that organization of business recrea
"I am glad," said the mayor
that
to the state commission to the ef- men, which has voted to take active the be
'Cleveland is a home for all nationfect that in a few places the law is interest in politics, would present its its OT.N
alities and they are ail welcome
I
being ignored. Investigations as to recommendations
Mr.i
for
Democratic
gives me great flight to hear that
these alleged violations will be put legislative nominations to Mr. Baker chang
there are more than 30,000 Polish
under way at once, and dismissal today on tomorrow on the mayor's fectiv
Falcons in this country and that in
from service seems to be awaiting return from Washington. The un- and i
fhae recent trouble with Mexico they j
those who continue to violate the derstanding of the committee is that The r
all offered their services and are , law.
the mayor desires to present his ly to
willing to fight for this country.
:
"The state commission is deter- slate of candidates to the DemocratThe
The mayor's reference
to . tft*
mined' to stop the political activity ic county executive committee not of the
Falcons was received
with
the
of civil
service
employees,
and later than Wednesday for indorse- partn
greater enthusiasm, as Mrs
Olga
i Provi
neither their political affiliations nor
ment.
Tivlski of Pittsburg, wife of the comthe indorsements of friends and comIt
is
the
purpose
of
the
Industrial
iJHJ
Snder-fn-chief of the Polish^FiOconS
L America who^^e^r^f^h. mittees will save their jobs if they Association to recommend also can I qoiq^
violate the state law.
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Vast Audience in Wade Square*
Applauds Mayor's Speech

This Fall.
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Civil Service Board
PHI
Insists City Employees fill
Keep Out of Politics

wanted the petitions for his slated
BY JOHN T. BOVUKE.
The state civil service commission candidates for the Legislature circu- Mayor
lated through the party organization.
is about to clash with Mayor Baker
Vast Audience in Wade Square;
Petitions for county officers who
and City Solicitor John N. Stock- seek renominations are being circuDis
F nt
well,
Jr.,
over
the
right
of
municipal
Ralph Cole. Predicts "'9 l
Applauds Mayor's Speech
lated by Democratic, workers under
employees in Cleveland to be politi- the personal direction of the candiAgainst Power of Cox
Extending Welcome
cally active.
dates themselves. Some of the soThe mayor and the solicitor hold licitors are said to be city employees.
This Fall.
for Cleveland.
to the opinion that the municipal
There is much uneasiness among
employees in the classified service city employees who have shown a
are governed under the Cleveland reluctance to soliciting signatures to RECRI
BY WiAJLIvER. S. BTTE1..
charter and that the state civil serv- petitions fearing their positions might
Mayor Newton D. Baker, by letter, BAKER CHEERED TO ECHO
PR
ice law does not apply to them.
be in jeopardy if they did.
has pledged his support to CongressAT MENTION OF MEXICO
Mayor
Baker
has
told
city
emCertain
organization
leaders
are
man William Gordon for renominaployees in the classified service that charging the activity of the state
tion and re-election.
the charter permits them to be po- civil service board to the managers Cppos
The mayor hopes that because of Lauds Men Who Offered Servlitically active, to serve as members of Attorney General Hogan's camFei
his espousal of the Gordon cause,!
of partisan committees and to so- paign for Senator. They profess the
ices
to
U.
S.
in
the
Event
any of the county Democratic organilicit signatures to nominating peti- belief that Hogan's friends fear Mr.
zation who have expressed anger
tions of candidates. He has informed Clarke will get too many petitions
of War.
alainst Mr. Gordon for his stand on
the Democratic ward leaders there is from Cleveland.
the postmastership, will be dissuadPlans
nothing to prevent municipal _ emed from working against the conployees in the classified service servThe Poles of Cleveland, like Poles
John O'Keefe and Edward .Bohm city ph
gressman, and will fall in line to subing as precinct committeemen and will be recommended by the Indus- of a co
port him at the primary.
in all other parts oE the world, with
captains, but that county employee! trial Association for places on May- the bos
A number of organization Democrats have been bitter against Mr. the probable exception of Russian
and school employees cannot serve in or Newton D. Baker's legislative
Gordon because he indorsed James Poland, where such demonstrations
such positions as they are governed slate Cuyahpga county Democrats B. M.
< T Miskell for postmaster instead of are not tolerated, celebrated yesterby
the state civil service law.
will be asked to nominate at the ferred
W. J- Murphy, secretary to the
791
The state civil service board on August primaries.
Mr.
! mayor
the organization's choice. j day the anniversary of May 3. I *
the other hand insists that the cirMr. O'Keefe resides at 5712 Whit- the sc
• ggf- Senator Vincenl, S5m»a: . has
,s the Constitution day of
jknown
culation of political petitions by any tier avenue. He was formerly super- i under
petitions out as a candidate in tne
twentieth district to oppose Mr. Gor- j Poland, as on that day the new
state or municipal employee in the intendent of the American Steel and! ment <
and fast constitution of Poland was
classified service is a violation of Wire Company, but has retired from I erated
' d°Mr ^a^ntaTjust received a letlaw. The commission threatens dis- business. He has never been a can- to C^
ter fromMr. Baker in which the adopted by the Diet of that country.
j The
missal to all civil service employees didate for office.
The chief celebration of the Clevemavor assures the congressman_ of
who Ignore its orders to keep out of
Sf£pp«t in the coml« campal^r land Poles took place in the-foreMr. Bohm is a son of Captain E. jthe di
"I have said openly, and by letter
politics.
H. Bohm, who for a generation was ! tion o
noon at the Koseiusko statue in
to Mr. Gordon have said, .that I De
Cleveland newspapers yesterday a magistrate in Cleveland and be- :E. A.
llfive he should be renominated and Wade Park, under the auspices of
received from the state civil service fore that county recorder. He is takes
"e elecled"' Mayor Baker said yescommission the following statement general manager and treasurer of ment
the local "Gminas" (committees) of
requesting its early publication:
.^All throughtiie postmaster situa
the Cleveland Lawn Weeder Comthe Polish National Alliance.
"The circulation of political peti- pany, but is best known as an ex- May
Conspicuous in the celebration
tions by any state or municipal em- pert in land and irrigation west of ence t
were the Polish Falcons, more than
! every way possible; t
ployee under civil service for any the Mississippi. He is a contributor when
candidate, for any office <Jn ariy to the Financial Age and to maga- Dr. R.
200 of them, who were the first to
ticket Is a violation of section 23 of zines devoted to conservation of na- M. Wi
arrive at the statue in their khaki
the state civil service act, and any tional resources. Judson Harmon E. Ci
uniforms, under the command of
employee of the state, of any politi- when Governor appointed him an Rabbi
(Joseph Lewandowski. They sang
cal subdivision, who violates this law Ohio delegate to two land and irri- cis T.
will be recommended for dismissal gation congresses, and last year the the in
JEolish ..national songs.
from the service.
Mayor Baker Speaks.
federal government employed him of pla
"This is the ruling of the state for seven months as a special agent
Opp
Attorney Henry D. Laurence Niedcivil service commission at Colum- for land and irrigation work.
Perkii
Liewiecki was chairman of the day
bus, and the co-operation of the
Edward Hobday, attorney and sec- velopf
county and municipal officers is re- retary of the Industrial Association, terda:
land he introduced Mayor Newton D.
quested in seeing that this section is said yesterday the executive "commit- ;.ameni
1 Baker, as the English speaker.
not violated. Information has come tee of that organization of business ! recres
r
"I am glad," said the *™° -??} to the state commission to the efmen, which has voted to take active ithe bi
I Cleveland is a home for all nation-;
fect that in a few places the law is interest in politics, would present its lits ov
K ^hd they are all welcome I
being ignored. Investigations as to recommendations
Mr:
for Democratic
*ives me great delight to hear that
these alleged violations will be put
chang
Sere are more than 30,000 Perish ; under way at once, and dismissal legislative nominations to Mr. Baker fectlv
today on tomorrow on the mayor's
Falcons in this country and that in
from service seems to be awaiting
and
the recent trouble with Mexico they j those who continue to violate the return from Washington. The un- The i
derstanding
of
the
committee
is
that
all offered their services and are . law.
the mayor desires to present his ly to
willing to fight for this country.
4
"The state commission is deter- slate of candidates to the DemocratThe
to
•
the
The mayor's reference
mined' to stop the political activity ic county executive committee not of thi
with
the
Falcons was received
of civil service employees, and later than Wednesday for indorse- partn
Mrs. Olga
Provi
neither their political affiliations nor
feSf ofSu^ Xofthe.com
the indorsements of friends and com- ment.
y
It
is
the
purpose
of
the
Industrial
m ander-°in-chief of the Polish Fa cons
mittees will save their jobs if they Association to recommend also can- ^^r^ff
of America, who made offer of the
violate the state law.
didates for Republican nominations
services of the falcons was present
"Candidates for office should not for the General Assembly. Mr. Hoband was the next speaker after the
request civil service employees to day said yesterday the Republicans
mayor. Mrs. Rylski is the daughter
circulate their petitions, and ap- recommended
by the association
C General Czachowski, of Polish uppointing officers should discourage would have to stand for nominations
rising fame. She made a stirring
the practice with all their power, be- the same as all other candidates for IJV
1
speech.
cause the state commission is deter- the Legislature whose names are on aimi sail!
Wreaths Placed on Statue.
mined to have the law enforced in the primary ballot.
liddtJ
spirit and letter, and having held
Other speakers were W. Brudzyn"We have interviewed Maurice
that the circulation of petitions is a Maschke and some other Republi- 50B a'
ciri r>r K Bogacki and J. F. Jasm
Si
Tlie Harmonia Fr. Chopin violation and means dismissal from can leaders," Mr. Hobday said, "and SHOW
Polish Singing Society ^hghtedthe service, there should be general have been informed that the Repub- ,we s
audience with Polish song. WreaHuL obedience to its decision."
lican committee«->wm have no slate,
Mayor Baker was in New York and that all candidates for nominawere placed upon the statue of Kos^
yesterday and what action the Demo- tion must go into the primaries with
ciusko by John Kniola, Charles Dora
II 'OO
and Fr Moczadlo, representing, as a cratic organization will take in view Me indorsement of the present party
of this ultimatum from the state
committee, Gmina No. 6, of 'the Pohs
civil service board will not be de- organization."
mSlu
National Alliance, and by the Soutt
Mr. Hobday said the recommendatermined until his return today.
Side Poles. The celebration close*
Organization leaders declared their tions for Republican nominations
; with the singing of 'America by tn
readiness
to stand back of the mayor might not be made for several days.
entire audience.
•
Members of the association say
in a court fight to uphold the civil
Constitution day was observed 1
their only desire is to have men sent
the evening in the school hall_ of: St . service provisions of the Cleveland
Stanislaus Polish parish, with Rev. charter. They assert that city em- to the Legislature who are able and
IK Krzycki, M. P- Kniola, C. J. ployees will be retained as commit- fair and have convictions.
Benkowski and Joseph F. Sawicki as teemen and continue to circulate
Citizens of Bratenahl will vote j
speakers.
The recently organized nominating petitions for candidates
May 20 on the question of issuing j
Polish Boy Scouts first showed their backed by the organization.
Petitions for the renomination of $20,000 of bonds for enlarging and
uniforms and paraded around the
church before the celebration.
/ Governor Cox and for John H. Clarke furnishing the village school buildSouth End branches of the Polish ■ for nomination for .United States ing. The board of elections has been j
of the election.
National Alliance celebrated Consti- . Senator are being circulated for sig asked to take charge
* * *
tution day in their new clubhouse in natures by Democratic precinct com
Edward H. Tracy, 13720 Euclid I
Kennilworth avenue, which was ded_j mitteernen and ward leaders, many
cated on this occasion. Paul Kurd- of whom are said to hold positions in avenue, yesterday took out petitions
the classified service of the city. Pe- for the Progressive nomination for
aiel had charge of the program.
There was a reception m honor of titions for candidates for other nom- county prosecutor.
John A. Fogle. 112 Elsinore avenue,
, Mrs Rvlski at the Fullerton avenue! inations on the Democratic state
home of the Polish National Alliance | ticket would have been put in circula- East Cleveland, a lawyer with offices!
fn toe evening. Mrs. Mary Skowron- tion yesterday but for Mayor Baker's in the Williamson building, obtained
ski leaded the ladies' committee, absence from Cleveland. Ward lead- nominating petitions for common
ers were told to come for them today pleas judge yesterday as a Demowhich arranged this affair.
■ after it was learned the mayor crat.

and Election.
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Arguments"ln^h7^mage suit of •
W. J. Gawn.. contractor, against the.
; city will be heard in the court of aPI peals today. Mayor Baker will »P

^TheTuir^out of the action of

HEN TO BOftR

K^cVy.n'aking away the contrac

Mayor Calls Meeting Today to
Discuss Proposal to Join
School and City
Work.

for the building of the Bast Side
fWaterworkS tunnel after the work
C been partially finished by Gawne
!He sued the city~on the contract and
the city presented counter claims.
L fnr $268,000 was obtained
A V
I |
1l city in the common pleas
^urfVearinrof the case consumed
Ian entire term of court.

RECREATION SPECIALIST
PROVIDED FOR IN SCHEME
■Opposition Develops Owing to
Fear of Transferring Control of Property.

Flans for a merger of school arid
city
grounds under th<.direction
'Ohm
dus- of a commissioner were submitted to
klay- the board of education yesterday by
itive E. M. Williams and action was de=rats
a week.
the ferred
Mr. Williams- plan provides that
the school playgrounds and those
Vhit- under the direction of the departiper- ment of public welfare shall be opand Sited by a specialist to be brought
from to Cleveland from some outside point. ,
canThe plan does not interfere with j
the department of medical inspec-(
in E. tion of public schools of which Dr.
was E A. Peterson is director, but it
1 be- takes from his control the departie is ment of recreation.
sr of
Mayor Calls Meeting.
ComMayor Baker has called a conferi ex
st of ! ence for this morning at 11 o clock
butorwhen the plan will be discussed by
naga- U*. R. H. Bishop, A. B. Williams, E.
f na- M. Williams, George Bellamy, Dr. J.
rmonE. Cutler, Rev. Worth M. Tippy,
a an r Rabbi Moses Gries and Rev. Franirri M t. Moran, who have worked in
r the /the Interest of a community system
him of playgrounds.
aeent
Opposition from Miss Emma M.
Perkins and Mrs. Arnold Green de1 Sec veloped at the board meeting yesterday to making Dr. Peterson
ation
nmitl '.amenable to the commissioner of
■iness ' recreation. It was also feared that
ictive tne hoard would lose its control over
nt its Its own playgrounds.
Mr.' Williams explained that no
:ratic
3aker change of policy would become eflyor's fective unless agreed to by the board
; un- and department of public welfare.
The new plan will add $1,300 annual! that
: his ly to the board's expenses, he said.
The plan provides for the retention
icrati not of the present board of education department for play and recreation.
lorseProvision is also made for the ap" HtaCnistrial
can
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BAKER'S SLAT
MAKERSBEAT
BYF
Democratic leaders conceded Wednesday that Representative Herman
Fellinger had "put over" a clever bit
of politics in taking out nominating
petitions Wednesday for the state
senate.
Fellinger, who has served two
terms in the house, was about to be
again placed on the house slate according to information from close to
Mayor Bake's throne. Fellinger, anticipating this, took the initiative.
The organization is now in the.
hole. They are strong for Fellinger
because of the 'big German vote he is
able to throw to the ticket, and they
can't "ditch" him from the senate
slate without hurting his feelings.
So, leaders said, the announcement
of the slate will be delayed now until Fellinger is switched to the senate
side and a new man decided upon for
the house.

- *)- ' 4 114.
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Doster: "I don't understand it at
all. I tried to do my duty and have
always been a good Democrat. It's a
mean trick; My nominating papers
are out and I'll stay in the race."
Schaefer: "I'll show the' 'leaders
how they can treat faithful partisans."
It was even said Thursday that Siimon Lustig, 4607 Clark avenue, was
so angry over the ditching. of his
son, Joe, that he would resign as
Democratic leader in the Second
'
Mayor's Juggling Stirs Up ward.
Doster, who is a carpenter, felt
sure that he would be on the slate,
Democrats He Dropped and for isn't he now at work en a garage
for Tim McDonough, Democratic
member of the board of elections, and
They Mutiny
hadn't he already built a garage for
Burr Gongwer, Mayor Baker's first
lieutenant?
MILLS, SWITCHED FROM
Such services should be rewarded,
thinks.
SENATE, SAYS HE'LL QUIT Doster
Democratic leaders
were busy
Thursday explaining that this slate
mean anything until it was inOthers Prepare to Run Inde- didn't
dorsed by the executive committee
of the party. This committee eats out
pendently and Buck Ma- of Baker's hand, say the disgruntled
solons, so they feel they are out in
chine-Made Ticket
the cold for good.
The removal of Senators Friebolin,
Bernstein and Zmunt from the senate
The action of Mayor Baker in slate caused no ill-feeling, for all
omitting the names of eight three are after better jobs. Bernstein hopes to be named common
present Democratic state repre- pleas judge'by Governor Cox if Judge
Estep lands on the federal bench;
sentatives from the list of solons Friebolin
is in line for appointment
who will be favored by the to U. G. Denman's job as United j
Democratic organization for re- States district attorney, and Zmunt j
is opposing Congressman Gordon for
turn to the house this fall renomination in the Twentieth disstirred up a hornet's nest in trict.
j A new attempt to break the slate ;
City Hall Thursday.
was sprung Thursday noon, when
Mayor Baker, did practically noth- John C. Smith, 3485 East 98th street, j
ing all morning but receive calls took out nomination petitions for the
from representatives, whom the . or- house on the Democratic ticket. He
ganization has decided to retire to hadn't even been considered by the J
private life, and- offer explanations
| to their friends who demanded the organization.
: "why"
of the slate committee's
Slate Almost Complete
I action.
The slate announced is complete
Representative Don P. Mills, when except for one man in the house who
;
he discovered that the organization is yet to be selected:
had decided to send him back to the
For senators—Herman Fellinger, inhouse instead of promoting him to surance agent, 57 Alvason road, East
the senate as a. reward for his serv- Cleveland; Abraham Kolinskey, lawices as floor leader in the lower yer, 2387 Ea^t 39th street; E. J.
house last winter, practically decid- Hopple, lawyer, 1576 East 93d street;
ed not to run.
James S. Kennedy, lawyer, 2113 East
79th street; Charles A. Mooney, lawMills Kicks Over Traces
2811 Westchester avenue.
Mills didn't fall into line with the yer,
For
Representatives — Sam
B.
other favored ones.who immediately Fitzsimmons, lawyer, 975% E. 105th
took out nominating papers, and
street; Virgil J. Terrell, lawyer, 4208
when Mayor Baker heard of this
Clinton avenue; Herbert B. Briggs,
he sent for Mills.
Baker's advisers
architect, 10016 Wilbur avenue; A.
brought pressure to bear upon Mills
to dissuade him from dropping out E. Merkel, patent lawyer, 86 Wymore
avenue, East Cleveland; Wilbur B.
of the race.
Lutton, lawyer, 1816 E. 26th street;
"I have promised to wait until
Fred E. Pfeiffer,
lawyer,
10302
Friday before giving my answer, alKempton avenue; Stephen M. Young:,
though, my mind is practically made
lawyer, 1854 E. 70th street; M. J.
up now," said Mills.
"By all rules Walsh, farmer, South Newburg; Don
of the political game I should have P. Mills, lawyer, 1839 E. 86th street;
been favored for the senate. I am? N. R. Bliss, automobile salesman;
miffed about it, I admit."
J. , H. Brown, freight agent, 1373
Mills admitted that he was parWarren road, Lakewood; Phil Hyle,
ticularly peeved, at the promotion of icarpenter, 6905 Lorain avenue.
Representative Herman Fellinger to
the senate slate in preference to himself. Fellinger didn't handle near as
many important bills' as he did, he
said.
Mills'' gentle remonstrance against
the slate committee's work wasn't in
it with the howls cut loose by
friends of the eight men left entirely
out in the cold, Representatives Lawrence Brennan, George F. Doster,
Frank J. Kilrain, Joseph Lustig,
! Bernard Orlikowski, Henry L. SchaeI fer, Martin Sweeney and Harry F.
■ Volmer.
Brennan now has a federal job and I
) he didn't want to run anyhow; VolI mer is in the city's employ, so, for
I safety's sake he kept still, and Ori likowski said he couldn't neglect his
business again to go to Columbus.
But listen to the others!
To Run Independently
Lustig: "I am going to run anyhow. I'll be nominated by my many
friends.
I deserve better treatment."

SOLONS KICKED
OFF DEM SLATE
BESIEGEBAKER
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[MAYOR TO APPEAR FOR;

■CITY IN 6AWNE APPEAL,

! Arsumentr^^ge ■«* *
W. J. Gawn, contractor, against the
; city wiUhe heard in the coun of ap, will y-P
peals today. Mayor Baker
pear for the city.
The suit grows out of the action o
the city in taking away the contract
for the building of the Bast Side
waterworks tunne! after the work
Ld been partially finished by Gawn*
He sued the cityon the contract and
The city presented counter claims
*■„♦ fnr $268,000 was obtained;
\t "St city in the common plea*
^urt Hewing of'the case consumed'
!an entire term of court.
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■Opposition Develops Owing to
Fear of Transferring Control of Property.
Flans for a merger of school arid
city Playgrounds under the direction

of a commissioner were submitted to
the board of education yesterday by
E. M. Williams and action was deferred a week.
Democratic leaders conceded WedMr. Williams- plan provides that nesday that Representative Herman
,Vhit- the school playgrounds and those Fellinger had "put over" a clever bit
v,
under the direction of the depart- of politics in taking out nominating
\T; Iment of Public welfare shall be op- petitions Wednesday for the state
'C Sated b/a specialist to be: brought
senate.
to Cleveland from some outside point
Fellinger, who has served two
canThe plan does not interfere with terms in the house, was about to be
the department of medical inspecin E. tion of public schools of which Dr. again placed on the house slate acl was E A. Peterson is director, but it cording to information from close to
d be- takes from his control the depart- Mayor BaKe's throne. Fellinger, anticipating this, took the initiative.
le is ment of recreation.
The organization is now in the,
er of
Mayor Calls Meeting
hole. They are strong for Fellinger
Comn ex- Mayor Baker has called a confer- because of the big German vote he is
jst ofence for this morning at 11 o clock able to throw to the ticket, and they
ibutor when the plan will be discussed by can't "ditch" him from the senate
naga- Dr. R. H. Bishop, A. B. Williams, E. slaie without hurting his feelings.
So, leaders said, the announcement
>f na- M. Williams, George Bellamy, Dr. J.
irmon S3. Cutler, Rev. Worth M. Tippy, of the slate will be delayed now un-a an Rabbi Moses Gries and Rev. iran- til Fellinger is switched to the senate
[ irri cis T. Moran, who have worked in side and a new man decided upon for
,,r the the interest of a community system the house.
him at playgrounds,
agent
Opposition from Miss Emma M.
Perkins and Mrs. Arnold Green deI sec- veloped at the board meeting yesation, terday to: making Dr. Peterson
mmit- amenable to the commissioner of
siness recreation. It was also feared that
active the board would lose its control over
nt its its own playgrounds.
Mr.' Williams explained that no
cratic
Baker change of policy would become efayor's fective unless agreed to by the board
e un- and department of public welfare.
3 that The new plan will add $1,300 annualt his ly to the board's expenses, he said.
The plan provides for the retention
ocrat3 not of the present board of education department for play and recreation.
dorseProvision is also made for the aplstrial pointment of a city dance hall inspector as .assistant commissioner
i canto supervise all amusements and
recreation.
1
Edward Bushnell called a meeting
;Jof the members for Thursday afternoon to discuss the abolition of the
moo
01
schools. A report will be made next
^''Monday and the question decided.
than 100 letters and postcards
3oua "'More
a
' were received opposing the dropping
n
or the subject.
uop
31130 ad|Hjhe architect's department was ln\SOl{ a^structed to prepare plans for a new
0[3A y± school at E. 93d street and Empire
[S V -1 avenue.
8800 9i The board is now proceeding to apaipropriate twenty-five parcels of land
saau. vnas a site, for $24,000., Injunction proou.; -i ceedings to restrain the board from
;nq ajcarrying out its plans will be considered tomorrow night at a meeting of
5U3S
£;the North Doan Parents' Club in
311 6>
Glenville High school, Parkwood drive
and Englewood avenue.
Opposition Threatened.
M. C. Yeagle, president of the club,
told board members that parents will
.present vigorous Opposition to building the new school unless repairs for
North Doan school, E. 105th street,
near St. Clair avenue, or a new building on the present site, are promised.
During the next week the committees on new buildings and sites and
business management will consider
Issuing bonds to provide for North
Doan improvements and new schools
in the East End. This was recommended by the East End Chamber of
Commerce.
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Doster: "I don't understand it at
all. I tried to do my duty and have ,
I always been a good Democrat. It's a
mean trick! My nominating papers
are out and I'll stay in the race."
Schaefer: "I'll show the' leaders j
how they can treat faithful partisans."
It was even said Thursday that Simon Lustig, 4607 Clark avenue, was
j so angry over the ditching. of his
son, Joe, that he would resign as
Democratic leader in the Second
ward.
Doster, who is a earpenter, felt
sure that he would be on the slate,
for isn't he now at work an a garage
for Tim McDonough, Democratic
member of the board of elections, and
hadn't he already built a garage for
Burr Gongwer, Mayor Baker's first
lieutenant?
Such services should be rewarded,
Doster thinks.
Democratic leaders
were busy
Thursday explaining that this slate
didn't mean anything until it was indorsed by the executive committee
of the party. This committee eats out
of Baker's hand, say the disgruntled
solons, so they feel they are out in
the cold for good.
The removal of Senators Friebolin,
Bernstein and Zmunt from the senate
The action of Mayor Baker im slate caused no ill-feeling, for all
omitting the names of eight j three are after better jobs. Bernstein hopes to be named common
present Democratic state repre- pleas judge'by Governor Cox if Judge
Estep lands on the federal bench;
sentatives from the list of solons Friebolin
is in line for appointment
who will be favored by the to U. G. Denman's job as United
Democratic organization for re- States district attorney, and Zmunt
is opposing Congressman Gordon for
turn . to the house this fall renomination in the Twentieth disstirred up a hornet's nest in trict.
A new attempt -to bre'ak the slate
City Hall Thursday.
was sprung Thursday noon, when
Mayor Baker; did practically noth- John C. Smith, 3485 East 98th street,
ing all morning but receive calls took out nomination petitions for the
from representatives whom the or- house on the Democratic ticket. He
ganization has decided to retire to hadn't even been considered by the
private life, and- offer explanations
organization.
| to their friends who demanded the
Slate Almost Complete
i "why" of the slate committee's
I action.
The slate announced is complete
Representative Don P. Mills, when except for one man in the house who
'he discovered that the organization is yet to be selected:
had decided to send him back to the
For senators—Herman Fellinger, inhouse instead of promoting him to surance agent, 57 Alvason road, East
the senate as a reward for his serv- Cleveland; Abraham Kolinskey, lawices as floor leader in the lower yer, 2387 East 39th street; E. J.
house last winter, practically decid- Hopple, lawyer, 1576 East 93d street;
ed not to run.
James S. Kennedy, lawyer, 2113 East
79th street; Charles A. Mooney, lawMills Kicks Over Traces
2811 Westchester avenue.
Mills didn't fall into line with the yer,
For
Representatives — Sam
B.
other favored ones who immediately
Fitzsimmons, lawyer, 975% E. 105th
took out nominating papers, and
street; Virgil J. Terrell, lawyer, 4208
when Mayor Baker heard of this Clinton avenue; \ Herbert B. Briggs,
he sent for Mills.
Baker's advisers
architect, 10016 Wilbur avenue; A.
brought pressure to bear upon Mills
E. Merkel, patent lawyer, 86 Wymore
to dissuade him from dropping out
avenue, East Cleveland; Wilbur B.
of the race.
"I have promised to wait until Lutton, lawyer, 1816 E. 26th street;
Fred E. Pfeiffer,
lawyer,
10302
Friday before giving my answer, al- Kempton avenue; Stephen M. Young,
though my mind is practically made lawyer, 1854 E. 70th street; M. J.
up now," said Mills.
"By all rules Walsh, farmer, South Newburg; Don
of the political game I should have|
Mills, lawyer, 1839 E. 86th street;
been favored for the senate. I am j N. R. Bliss, automobile salesman;
miffed about it, I admit."
J. , H. Brown, freight agent, 1373
Mills admitted that he was parWarren road, Lakewood; Phil Hyle,
ticularly peeved at the promotion of icarpenter, 6905 Lorain avenue.
Representative Herman Fellinger to
the senate slate in preference to himself. Fellinger didn't handle near as
many important bills' as he did, he
said.
Mills'' gentle remonstrance against
the slate committee's work wasn't in
it with the howls cut loose by
i friends of the eight men left entirely
out in the cold, Representatives Lawrence Brennan, George F. DOster,
Frank J. Kilrain, Joseph Lustig,
i Bernard Orlikowski, Henry L. Schae! fer, Martin Sweeney and Harry F. j
'j Volmer.
Brennan now has a federal job and !
he didn't want to run anyhow; Vol' mer is in the city's employ, so, for
i safety's sake he kept still, and Or| likowski said he couldn't neglect his
j business again to go to Columbus.
j But listen to the others!
To Run Independently
Lustig:. "I am going to run any-'
how. I'll be nominated by my many
! friends.
I deserve better treatment."

SOLONS KICKED
OFF DEM SLATE
BESIEGE BAKER

Mayor's Juggling Stirs Up
Democrats He Dropped and
They Mutiny

MILLS, SWITCHED FROM
SENATE, SAYS HE'LL QUIT
Others Prepare to Run Independently and Buck Machine-Made Ticket

m
'XAAT-

Baker's Hand-Picked Slate
Is-Ready for "Indorsement"
BY JOHN T. BOVRKE.

Mayor Baker's legislative slate
has been framed and the Democratic executive committee will
be called in session before the
end of the week probably to give
it organization indorsement.
The Cuyahoga Democrats ambitious
to serve the state as lawmakers who
have found grace with the. mayor
are:
FOR STATE SENATORS.
Herman Fellinger, insurance
agent, 57 Alvason road, East
Cleveland: Abraham Kolinskey,
lawyer, 2387 E. 39th street; E.
J. Hopple, lawyer, 1576 E. 98d
street; James S. Kennedy, lawyer, 2113 E. 79th street; Charles
A. Mooney, lawyer, 2811 Westchester avenue.
FOR STATE REPRESENTATrVES.
Sam B. Fitzsimmons, lawyer,
9751-2 E. 105th street; Virgil J.
Terrell, lawyer, 4208 Clinton
avenue; Herbert B. Briggs,
architect, 10016 Wilbur avenue;
A. E. Merkel, patent lawyer, 86
Wymore avenue, East Cleveland;
Wilbur B. button, lawyer, 1816
E. 26th street; Fred E. Pfeiffer, lawyer, 10302 Kempton avenue; Stephen M. Young, lawyer,
1854 E. 70th street; M. J. Walsh,
farmer, South Newburg; Don P.
Mills, lawyer, 1839 E. 86th
street; N. R. Bliss, automobile
salesman; J. H. Brown, freight
agent, 1373 Warren road, Lakewood; Phil Hyle, carpenter, 6905
Liorain avenue
The mayor's time is so occupied in
court that he found it inadvisable
to call the Democratic executive
committee yesterday, and for this
reason he made no formal announcement of his recommendations.
Rush for Petitions.
He did not deem it advisable,
however, that his selections for Democratic legislative nominations should
defer the circulation of petitions
longer. He sent letters therefore to
his slated candidates requesting that
they obtain nominating petitions at
once.
As soon as the hand-picked candidates were "told" they could run
there was a rush for the rooms of
the election board to obtain nominating petitions, formal indorsement of their candidates by the
party machine being anticipated. All
but Walsh, Mills and Bliss obtained
petitions yesterday.
Of the slated candidates for Senators, Hopple is in the present Sen-

j WANTS HALL SITE
TO REVERT TO CITY
Mayor Baker Friday declared he
would not consent to the city deeding to the library,board the present
city hall site, on which to erect a
new $2,000,000 building, unless the
deed specified the site should revert
to the city if ever used for other
than library purposes.
Law Director Stockwell and Server Sidlo said they considered the
property too valuable for a library
site.
Library board members, with exception of John G. White, favor
the city hall site. White questions
the legal right of the city to transfer the property to the library
board.

ate, Fellinger is now a Representative, and Kolinsky was a Representative several years ago. The last
named insisted against orders on
voting for the street railroad franchise referendum bill when he was
in the Legislature, but it is thought
he has been sufficiently punished for
daring to vote his convictions and
disobeying instructions of the machine.
Terrell, Young, Walsh, and Mills are
present Representatives who will
have organization support for second terms in the House. Mills
wanted to be promoted to the Senate, but he will go back to the
House if he goes anywhere, the organization decrees. Of the slated
candidates a dozen are lawyers.
One other candidate than those
named has been picked for the slate,
but until it is known that he will
make the race his name is withheld.
The two prospective candidates to
represent business interests recommended by the Industrial Association, John O'Keefe and Edward
Bohm, were not given places on the
mayor's slate.
« • *
Herrick Cables
He Will Not Run.
Colonel Myron T. Herrick, United
States ambassador to France, will
not enter the lists as a candidate
for the Republican nomination for
United States Senator.
The ambassador made his decision
known yesterday in a cablegram to
his son, Parmely W. Herrick. A
movement was started in Columbus
and Washington to induce Colonel
Herrick to enter the race for the
toga, and news dispatches carried the
report that he would become a candidate.
His relatives and closest friends in
Cleveland doubted the authenticity
of the reports, inasmuch as the ambassador had given no hint to them
that he contemplated entering into a
campaign for an elective office at this
time.
Parmely Herrick cabled his father,
telling him of the movement in his
behalf, giving him a conservative resume of political conditions in Ohio
and asking if he were of the mind
to become a candidate. The reply
was that Colonel Herrick would not
run for Senator.
1
Ambassador Herrick is the dean of'
the American diplomatic corps in
Europe.
His resignation of the
French post tendered when President
Wilson was inaugurated has not
been accepted, and the ambassador
is said to have received numerous
communications from Washington

that his services are appreciated by
the federal administration.
Clarke to Debate
Foraker Wednesday.
The debate between John H.
Clarke, of Cleveland, and Joseph B. '•
Foraker, of Cincinnati, before the
Builders Exchange will take place
next Wednesday night.
Mr.' Clarke, candidate for the
Democratic nomination for United
States Senator, yesterday accepted
the invitation of the exchange to
meet former Senator Foraker in a
joint discussion of free tolls for
American coastwise ships passing
through the Panama canal. Mr.
Foraker's acceptance, received the
previous day, hinged on Mr. Clarke
being able to be present May 13. This
date was agreeable to the Cleveland
aspirant for the toga. The board of'
directors of the exchange will decide
today whether the debate will take
place at the Statler Hotel or in the
Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. Clarke is to open the debate
with an hour's argument for the repeal of the free tolls provisions of
the canal statute. Mr. Foraker, in
reply, will defend free tolls.

*

*

*

Clarke May Win
Federal Judgeship.
Word was brought to Cleveland
from Washington yesterday that
John H. Clarke was looming up as j
the probable appointee for judge of 1
the United States court in this dis- \
trict. Mr. Clarke's campaign for the
Democratic nomination for United [
States Senator, it is declared, has not
militated against his chances of be-1
ing tendered the place on the federal
bench vacated by Judge William R.!
Day.
I
A Clevelander in close touch with'
Ohio Congressmen and with affairs
in the departments of Washington
on returning from the capital yester- i
day said the belief was general in:
Ohio Congressional circles that the!
judgeship appointment would go to
Mr. Clarke or Judge Charles J.'
Estep.
County Prosecutor Cyrus Locher,
who Is being urged by many for the
judicial appointment, in Washington
yesterday advocated the selection of
Judge Estep.
■

BAKER WILL ASK THAT
FLAGS FLY OVER CITY
1

American flags will fly over every
public building, , business institution !
and residence in the city during the
week of September 6 if a proclamation by Mayor Baker can bring this
about.
Mayor James R. Preston, of Baltimore, yesterday requested that this
action be taken. A celebration of
the one hundredth anniversary of
the writing of the "Star Spangled
Banner" and the defense of Balti- 1
more against the British will be held \
in that city September 6 to 13.
Preston suggested that other cities
join in the celebration by flying (he
American flag during centennial
week.

•
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MILLS WON'T BE PICK SIDLO TO
BOSSED; CRACKS LEAD IN 2 YEARS
BAKER^SLATE BUT WHO NOW?
Declares He Deserved Either Baker Not.Sure He'll Run
Promotion to State Senate
Again; Dem "Group" Looks
or to Be Ditched
for Mayoralty Timber
Crack No.. 1 in' the Baker
legislative slate appeared Friday
when Representative Don P.
Mills, slated for return to they
house, made good his threat and
braved the mayor's ire by posi-;
tively refusing to run.
•Mills made it plain to Baker,
that he couldn't be treated like;
some of-the smaller cogs in.the
Democratic machine and shifted
hither -and thither at the whim
of the bosses without regard to:
his past record and faithfulness:
as a partisan. "

- "I either made a good record in thehouse last year,' or a bad one," said;
Mills.' "If it was a good one, I; deserved promotion to the senate
slate; if a had one, I should have
been ditched along with my eight
late colleagues. My activity while in
Columbus made possible a definite
conclusion.
Ditched Ones Take New Hope
I was not assured the house leadership, but had I been I would not
have run. It was impossible to attempt to lead the last delegation from
here because the members wouldn't
be led. I have had enough legislating in the lower house."
Representatives George F. Doster,
Joseph Lustig and others left out
Thursday began to hope Friday that
Mills' withdrawal might give them a
chance to get on the slate again. One
additional representative announced
on the house slate by Baker was
W. H. Hasselman, 2061 Cornell road
'It was learned Friday that Attoiv
ney Thomas E. Greene, Engineersbuilding, had declined to accept the
Republican, organization's support
for nomination for county prosecutor. Greene served as assistant under
Prosecutor John A. Cline. His reason was that his law practice was
more remunerative.
Woods May Oppose Locher
G- O. P. leaders Friday said that j
Councilman "William B. Woods, 1513
Williamson building, probably would
be the candidate' to oppose Prosecu- i
tor Locher.
Petitions for the nomination of i
David Tod of Youngstown for gov- !
ern-or, which are being circulated in
this territory under direction'of Dan
T. Miller, are being rapidly filled
up. An attempt is being made to
.get as many' signers as Governor.
Cox had, 18,000, but the mark probably won't be reached because of the
strength of Congressman Frank B.
Willis of Ada, who also seeks.the job.

Between the. every day routine of
fixing "fences" and trying to soothe
the feelings of the "faithful" who
were discarded when the slate for
the state senate and house, was
framed, City Hall politicians already
are beginning to look for likely timber in the mayoralty woods.
Not everyone agrees that Mayor
Baker will run for a third term—he
himself says he doesn't know yet—
but there's harmony in the political
chorus that says it's going to be a
long and wearisome hunt for a good
Vote-getter to run for the Democratic,
beg
pardon,
nonpar'tisan
"group," if he doesn't-.
Traction Commissioner Witt says
lie doesn t want Baker's job. Utilities Director Stage and Finance Director Coughlin are equally loud, in
saying the mayor's job is unremunerative for the worries it brings.
Service Director Sidlo is considered
the most likely man to run two years
from nex't fall if Baker is elected to
a third term. Sidlo's chances are
said, by City Hall politicians, to rest
largely with Baker.
If Baker doesn't
run,
Sidlo's J
chances for another whack at thei
service directorship will be lessened,
considerably, it. is claimed, and he
5s likely to be sidetracked. However,
if Baker is elected again Sidlo's 3 1-2
years of experience will qualify him.
And, if Sidlo does run for mayor
and doesn't ■ jump the track, they
say at City Hall that the "nonpartisan group" will be broken up considerably.
Sidlo is hardly enough
of a politician to suit the GongwerMcDonough machine.
Any way you look at it, it's pay
your.money and take your choice, so
far.

"t-lllMh
BAKERTRGUES FOR CITY
IN WATER TUNNEL CASE
Mayor Baker, appearing as attorney for. the city, argued for three
hours yesterday afternoon before the
court of appeals to show that W. J.
Gawne should be ordered to pay
Cleveland $285,000 for violation of
contract.
Gawne had the contract for the
East Side water tunnel, and, when
the work was partially completed, it
was taken from him and the municipality finished it. He has entered a cross suit claiming damages
in almost the same amount as asked
by the city. The hearing closed with
Baker's argument.

LEGISLATIVE SLATE
RILES DEMOCRATS
DENIED BY MAYOR
Those Refused Say They'll!
"Smash It" When Indorsement Is Asked.
PRIMARIES LAST RESORT
Aspirants, Fighting Mad, Will
Oppose Baker's Choices to
Bitter End.
ONLY ONE SENATOR RENOMINATED
r

BY JOHN T. BOURKE.

'. Fighting mad are the Democrats aspiring to seats in the
Legislature, refused places on
Mayor Baker's slate, of candidates.

Don P. Mills, leader of the House
delegation froin this county, wanted
to go to the Senate. Mayor Baker
put him on the slate for a renomina-.
tion' for Representative. Mills went
. to the city hall yesterday and told
the mayor he would not run for the
House. The mayor pleaded with
him to think it over for a day. Mills
said last night he doubted he would
be a candidate.
Two Declined Places.
Representatives Joseph Lustig and
George F. Doster both asked the
mayor for places on the Senate slate
but they were turned down, even
for nominations.
Of the present Representatives
whose names are not on the slate
Lustig, Doster and Henry L. Schaefer will stand as anti-slate candidates for renomination. Lustig says
he deserved better treatment and
that he will be nominated in spite
of the mayor.
His father is the
Democratic leader in the Second
ward.
"I have been in communication
with my friends and I will be nominated in spite of Mayor Baker,"
declared Lustig last night. "I am
not fighting the organization. I do
not consider that the slate is an organization slate. I consider it only
a Baker slate, and I expect most of
my support from organization men.
The organization may be compelled!
to indorse this slate, but it will not
support the slate at the polls."
Doster also says he will stay in
the race and Schaefer declares he
will show the machine that it doesn't
pay to .turn down loyal partisans.
Representative Martin
Sweeney
told friends yesterday that the Baker
legislative slate would lose the Cox
machine 5,000 votes in Cuyahoga
county. ' Sweeney expected indorsement for renomination.
Didn't Ask Places.
Representatives Lawrence Brenhan
has a federal job and Harry F. Volmer a city position, and neither asked
to be returned to the Assembly.
Bernard Orlikowski says his business
requires his attention, so he, is not
disappointed at failure to be put up
for a second term.
Representative
Frank J. Kilrain' knew he had no
chance with the slatemakers because
he didn't obey orders, when In the
Legislature.
That there are Democrats who remember the organization slate for
flecennial appraisers was broken in
the primaries a few years ago was
indicated yesterday when John C.
Smith,'3485 B. 9Sth street,, took out
.nomination petitions as aT~candidateT
■for state Representative.
-

They openly threaten to crack the
alate when it Is-put up to the Demo« * *
cratic county executive committee
County Prosecutor Cyrus Locher,
for indorsement, and failing that de- home from Washington yesterday,
«lare they will smash it at the Au- jafter a conference with Senator Pomgust primaries!.
lerene, Attorney General McReynolds
Meanwhile the slated candidates ;and the Cleveland Congressmen, preare busily engaged in circulating [[dieted the appointment of Judge
nomination petitions, taking It for
granted that the executive commit- ap-Biu aATju oj pawodaj SBAI 'asuajap
tee will not dare turn down the atn JOJ lasunoo jo 'UBJ>[003 'a^mog
mayor's selections for the Demo- 'M. 5Usui3}-B}s v .8uipjB.8a.t .Cinq
--B3S aopsnp TOM. pajjajuoo uBtujiuAi.
cratic ticket.
,J
K pauanofpB pBu. ;jnoo jajjv.
"j
One Senator Named.
•ABpjnj-Bg ssajppe Sutuado siq
In picking his slate the mayor se- >*IT3UI UFA iTBuijjiuk ifaujonv 'wiWa;
lected but _one of the present Sen- aim; ut. pa^aidiuoo SF Airif aq; jj
ators for renomination—E. J. Hopple.
■piiBq uo
William A. Greenlund, elected two 3q IIIAi tiaui OOT IBuoi}ippB UB uaqAv
years ago Is now Lieutenant Gov- '.SUFUJOUI MCIJOUIOI mun US>IB} uaq}
ernor by appointment and seeks S-BM. luaraujnofpy -paumiBxa SBM
nomination to the office he holds. uarasa[B} auju-A^qSia UB UT -pajsnBq
Carl D. Friebolin is a candidate for -xa BM i9UBd s.A'-Bpoj \ifuh 'jnoq
United States attorney, and Mau- Jiuq v pa;si2F uoissas uooujaijB aqx
rice Bernstein has his eyes onja pos•asea[a.i su[ 0}
sible Judicial appointment. Vincent paaaS-B qjoq ja>ioag JOJ Fasunoo puB
Zmlmt is a candidate for the Con- jCaujo«.B IOIJ^SFP ain pUB 'AlBjpiniM
gressional nomination in the 'Twen- oj uotssFUuaa SUIJFSB .^jnq-eas ajp
-snr o; ja;}ai -B uaj^ia.u. pBq uoi\-ea
tieth district.
•xoq eqj m uam xts /[uo jgaj sjqj,
If the mayor saw fit he could have
filled -up his Senatorial slate by pro- •pssnoxa aq p[noAi 'j 'o.v jojnf 'uo?
moting ambitious Representatives -I^a g uiBiniAi ^m paounouuB.SBAi
who would like seats in the upper « uaqAi JiasuiFU. pa^as A'[pjBq puq
house. Herman Fellinger, a leader jaj}i3I aqj }nq 'pajoaias aja.n 'jjjap
.in the German-American Alliance, -B 'a^aiJB^ -A asojquiy puB 'jajuud
was. the only one of the Representa- paji;9j v Majsno \M. JqSi.ttCI .'sjojnf
tives who landed a place on the Sen- OAV} uOFSsas uoouajoj aqj Suijn'a
'Aepoj A'FAIOIS PSAOUI iBqiuasoy;
ale slate.
UBuijaj-i jo aapanui aqj JOJ ja5[oag
B8Tj-Burv An oi uaui e.vtaMj aqj jo i
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MILLS WON'T BE PICK SIDLO TO
BOSSED; CRACKS LEAD IN 2 YEARS
BAKERMLATE BUT WHO NOW?
Declares He Deserved Either Baker Not Sure He'll Run
Promotion to State Senate
Again; Dem "Group" Looks
or to Be Ditched
for Mayoralty Timber
' Crack No. 1 in the Baker
legislative slate appeared Friday
when Representative Don P.
Mills, slated for return to the>
house, made good his threat and
braved the mayor's ire by positively refusing to run.
•Mills made it plain to Baker
that he couldn't be treated like;
some of; the smaller; cogs m the
Democratic machine and shifted
hither -and thither at the whim
of the bosses without regard to;
his past record and faithfulness;
as a partisan.

"I either made a good record in tnjj
house last year,' or a bad one," said
Mflls.' "If it was a good one, I; dej
served promotion to the senate
slate; if a bad one, I should have
been ditched along with my eight
late colleagues. My activity while in
Columbus made possible a definite
conclusion.
Ditched Ones Take New Hope
"I was not assured the house leadership, but had I been I would not
have run. It was impossible to attempt to lead the last delegation from
here because the members wouldn't
be led. I have had enough legislating in'the lower house."
Representatives George F. Doster,
Joseph Lustig and others left out
Thursday began to hope Friday that
Mills' withdrawal might give them a;
chance to get on the slate again. One
additional representative announced
on the house slate by Baker was
W. H. Hasselman, 2061 Cornell road.
"It .was learned Friday that Attor^
ney Thomas E. Greene, Engineers' |
building, had declined to accept the i
Republican organization's support i
for nomination for county prosecu- \
tor. Greene served as assistant under \
Prosecutor John A. Cline. His reason was that his law practice was
more remunerative.
Woods May Oppose Locher
G. O. P. leaders Friday said that
Councilman William B. Woods, 1513
Williamson building, probably would
be the candidate' to oppose Prosecutor Locher.
Petitions for the nomination of
David Tod of Youngstown for governor, which are being circulated in
this territory under direction'of Dan
T. Miller, are being rapidly filled
up. An attempt is being made to
get as many' signers as Governor
Cox had, 18,000, but the mark probably won't be reached because of the
strength of Congressman Frank B.
Willis of'Ada, who also'seeks, the job.
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BAKER ARGUES FOR CITY
IN WATER TUNNEL CASE
Mayor Baker, appearing as attorney for the city, argued for three
hours yesterday afternoon before the
court of appeals to show that W. J.
Gawne should be ordered to pay
Cleveland $285,000 for violation of
contract.
Gawne had the contract for the
East Side water tunnel, and, when
the work was partially completed, it
was taken from him and the municipality finished it. He has entered a cross suit, claiming damages
in almost the same amount as asked
by the city. The hearing closed with
Baker's argument.

Between the every day routine of
fixing "fences" and trying to soothe
the feeling's of the "faithful" who
were discarded when the slate for
the state senate and house, was
framed, City Hall politicians already
are beginning to look for likely tim- j
ber in the mayoralty woods.
Not everyone agrees that Mayor
Baker will run for a third term—he \
himself says he doesn't know yet— j
but there's harmony in the political j
chorus that says it's going to be a j
long and wearisome hunt for a good 1
Vote-getter to run for the Demo- j
eratic*,
beg
pardon,
nonpai'tisan j
"group," if he doesn't-.
Traction Commissioner Witt says ',
lie doesn t want Baker's job. Utilities Director Stage and Finance Di- I
rector Coughlin are equally loud, in j
saying the mayor's job is unremu- i
nerative for the worries it. brings.
Service Director Sidlo is considered
the most likely man to run two years j
from next fall if Baker is elected to
a third term. Sidlo's chances are
said, by City Hall politicians, to rest
largely with Baker.
If Baker doesn't
run,
Sidlo's j
chances for another whack at the \
service directorship will be lessened,
considerably, ijt is claimed, and he
is likely to be sidetracked. However,
if Baker is elected again Sidlo's 3 1-2
years of experience will qualify him.
And, if Sidlo does run for mayor
and doesn't • jump the track, they
say at City Hall that the "nonpartisan group" will be broken up considerably.
Sidlo is hardly enough
r
BY JOHN T. BOVRKE.
of a politician to suit the GongwerMcDonough machine.
■ Fighting mad are the DemoAny way you look at it, it's pay
crats aspiring to seats in the
your money and take your choice, so
far.
Legislature, refused places on

Don P. Mills, leader of the House!
delegation from this county, wanted |
to go to the Senate. Mayor Baker \
put him on the slate for a renomina-.|
tion for Representative. Mills went :
. to the city hall yesterday and told
. the mayor he would not run for the
House. The mayor pleaded with
him to think it over for a day. Mills
said last night he doubted ne would
be a candidate.
Two Declined Places.
Representatives Joseph Lustig and
George F. Doster both asked the
mayor for places on the Senate slate
but they were turned down, even
for nominations.
Of the present Representatives
whose names are not on the slate
Lustig, Doster and Henry L. Schaefer will stand as anti-slate candidates for renomination. Lustig says
he deserved better treatment and
that he will be nominated in spite
of the mayor.
His father is the
Democratic leader in the Second
ward.
"I have been in communication
with my friends and I will be nominated in spite of Mayor Baker,"
declared Lustig last night. "I am
not fighting the organization. I do
not consider that the slate is an organization slate. I consider it only
a Baker slate, and I expect most of
my support from organization men.
The organization may be eompelled(
to indorse this slate, but it will not
support the slate at the polls."
Doster also says he will stay in
the race and Schaefer declares he
will show the machine that it doesn't
pay to;.turn down loyal partisans.
Representative Martin
Sweeney
told friends yesterday that the Baker
legislative slate would lose the Cox
machine 5,000 votes in Cuyahoga
county.
Sweeney expected indorsement for renomination.
Didn't Ask Places.
Representatives Lawrence Brenhan
has a federal job and Harry F. Volmer a city position, and neither asked
to be returned to the Assembly.
Bernard Orlikowski says his business
requires his attention, so he, is not
disappointed at failure to be put up
for a second term.
Representative
Frank J. Kilrain' knew he. had no
chance with, the slatemakers because
he didn't obey orders, when in the
Legislature.
That there are Democrats who remember the organization slate for
decennial appraisers was broken in
the primaries a few years ago was
indicated yesterday when John C.
Smith,' 3485 E. 9Sth' street,, took out
nomination petitions as a^candidateT.
Ijfor state Representative.
—

LEGISLATIVE SLATE
RILES DEMOCRATS
DENIED BY MAYOR

Those Refused Say They'll
"Smash It" When Indorsement Is Asked.

PRIMARIES LAST RESORT

Aspirants, Fighting Mad, Will
Oppose Baker's Choices to
Bitter End.

ONLY ONE SENATOR RENOMINATED

Mayor Baker's slate, of candidates.
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They openly threaten to crack the
■late when It is- put up to the Demo* * #'
cratic county executive committee j County Prosecutor Cyrus Locher,
for indorsement, and failing that de- :home from Washington yesterday,
clare they will smash it at the Au- jafter a conference with Senator Pomgust primariea.
;erene, Attorney General McReynolds
Meanwhile the slated candidates jand the Cleveland Congressmen, preare busily engaged in circulating dicted the appointment of Judge
nomination petitions, taking It for Charles J. Estep to the vacancy in
granted that the executive commit- Ithe federal bench in this district.
tee will not dare turn down the ! J "It is my opinion, based on what I
mayor's selections for the Demo- heard at AVashington," Mr. Locher
cratic ticket.
,said, "that the only thing which can
prevent Judge Estep's nomination
"j
One Senator Named.
In picking his slate the mayor se- Will be the insistence of Mayor
Baker that another be selected. If
lected but _one of the present Sen- the appointment doesn't go to Estep
ators for renomination—B. J. Hopple. I believe it will go down state and in
William A. Greenlund, elected two
that event Judge Rodgers, of Akron,
years ago is now Lieutenant Gov- is likely to get it."
ernor by appointment and seeks
It was reported in political circles
01 3
I^^T
<°„„.!ht
* : ^terday that State Senator Maurice
Carl D. Friebolin
is f"..*
a candidate for
jBernstein would probably get the enUnited States attorney, and Mau- jdorsement Of the Cleveland Demorice Bernstein has his eyes onja pos- cratic organization for common pleas
sible judicial appointment. Vincent |judge in the event Judge Estep is apZmunt is a candidate for the. Con- pointed to the federal bench. Jf a
gressional nomination in the 'Twen- vacancy on the common pleas bench
tieth district.
occurs it will be filled by an apif the mayor saw fit he could have pointee of the Governor.
filled ,up his Senatorial slate by promoting ambitious Representatives
Joseph j. Devney, the anti-slate?
who would like seats in the upper candidate for the Democratic nom-e
house. Herman Fellinger, a leader fnation for Congress in the Twenty-"
In the German-American Alliance, second district, announced yesterday
was. the only one of the Representa- that the Chamber of Industry had
tives who landed a place on the Sen- given him the use of its hall on May"
ate slate.
—■ii-JUl,
eoMUt,1LGaffiela f°r deiesate to the
Xhl™ .nal co,lve«tion of 1912, win
the Dem
MIR
™« nominee
x£i
fu RePres«itative, and H. T.
Nolan, the only Democrat elected in
the county two years ago, will be
renominated for prosecuting attor
Geauga county Democrats have
1 tiCket in the fl
rat^*
! August primaries,
e'd to be
| ratified atf"the
j |
Wh h6ads the ticket
'SndM-T^'
°
cand date for state
represenative as
i«

I™1"1*
officers

as a

» advocated a board of i
a
°
" ^ntyl

6 COn,P Sed 0f

Will lam T. Redmond. lOQin r>,~,.,4 I
wood av
obtained .imo*jam.
.the board of elections vesterdav ^
I! a candidate for. a Republican nont! '
filiation for State Senator.

*

*

*

Perry Robinson, of Youngstown
has announced his candidacy %r7h'I
Republican nomination for state Ren '
resentative from Mahonin^ounfjr

^ ZltTs!oLRTe7ntativesr°"

G.
I Oscar E.clser are rival
^ ^
candidates
I for the
Republican CongressinrloT I
nomination ln the Nineteenth dlZ"t
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BAKER SLATED
AS PEACE ENVOY
-

-i

Mayor Baker is being considered
iby President Wilson as one of the
'three United States envoys for'the
I1 Mexican mediation
proceedings,
according to unofficial statements at
the white house today.
Secretary Bryan's friendship for
Baker is thought to be influencing
the president toward Baker's selec,10
Justice Joseph R. Lamar of the
United States supreme court and
former Solicitor General Frederick
'1 w Lehman of St. Louis are the
others to whom unofficial statements say places on the envoy
board have been offered.
"I have absolutely no communication from Washington," Baker said
; Saturday.
,
"I'm willing to sene the i na
tion in bringing about peace in
any possible way.
•'But as to whether I'll serve as
a mediator, I can't say until I ve
been officially notified of appointment."

TO RENEWWAR Oli
GRADE GROSSINGS
Chamber of commerce officials
Saturday arranged for a conference next Thursday with President
PannifE of the Nickel-plate railroad
and Mayor Baker to revive efforts
to eliminate Nickel-plate grade
crossings on the West-side.
The campaign against grade
crossings was started five years
ago and about $800,000 has been
.available for the work but disagreements have held it up.

BAKER EXPECTED
TO BE PEftBE CONFEREE

or/
ffl

Soldiers to Reinf
dj
Under Way %
Li
K
patched With
in
in War on Diet

Soldiers to Reinforce Funston Get
Under Way While Ships Are Dispatched With Supplies for Army
in War on Dictator.

TRANSPORTSCHARTERED
FOR ENTIRE FIGHTING FORCE
By Associated Press.
WASHINGTON, Mav 8.—The names of the American delegates to the mediation conference at Niagara Falls, Ont., May 18,
will be announced shortly.
„
It is known that Justice Lamar, of the United States Supreme
Court, and Mayor Newton D. Baker, of Cleveland, are two of the
men who probably will be named.
The fact that the high officers of the army have, recommended
the sending of at least 50,000 to 60,000 men to Vera Cruz in
preparation for all eventualities became known during the day
in exficiitiv_e_auarters.
The Fourth and Sixth brigades
BAKER IS SURPRISED;
of the United States army at
DECLINES TO DISCUSS Texas City are made ready to
SITUATION IN MEXICO embark, for Mexico at a moment's notice and tonight the
Mayor Baker declared last night hd
has no knowledge that he is being troops were ready to go aboard
considered for appointment as an transports as quickly as orders
American delegate to the mediation^ were received.
TRANSPORTS ARE LOADED.
conference.
:
"I am surprised," he said. "Noj^i^^iugvSmmrqp.M~
M
nt
n
word has come to me that I was e*t}H "/
considered. I am sorry, but -Tu
,m^ gn odOJQ
would he impossible for The to sF SHsJ f
ulate in any way about it."
The mayor refused to say if ■
would accept the appointment if it
,sftns qiofuotf
tendered him. He refused also " ' S . V{JJ ■
m s„„ pp0
discuss in any way the views $£$ *
*"*
holds on the Mexican situation.
fonmlBQ
At the time mediation by the A. 9Ug ABpi4&D
C. mediators was accepted by Pre
dent Wilson Mayor Baker declar
the move to be
one
of
t
best that could have been matf><? P'lv 4°*
,
He said mediation would put Amerii gt[t ,'4uivth }U3JVi} fuv v t
in a new and more favorable ligl ,H;J5WJ SU0SV3S lt{t /° ocnJL
with all Latin-American republics.
-~Ar\ tiO

sjinul 'susmojf

uno maul »pvjv -m* 0Cflf °K
9d

JX 30 ores I^P S V°
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TRANSPORTS C
FOR ENTIRE j
By Assai

WASHINGTON, May 8.-'
gates to the mediation conferen
will be announced shortly.
It is known that Justice La
Court, and Mayor Newton D. E
men who probably will be name
The fact that the high offici
the sending of at least 50,000
preparation for all eventuality
in executive quarters.

V/A/C? FROM FL/6HT
fO/V OF FEDERALS.

DUTCH GUMS GIVE
'PDWERSMESSDI
While Uncle Sam and John Bui
Hem and Haw in. Mexico
Netherlands Protects
Property.

d

b BMj **oiS »Ai

l0% poo^aapun « «^™^ ,,„ o,
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WASHINGTON, May 8—While the
great government of Great Britain
is engaged in futile protest to tin
great government of the TJnltei iot
States that something should
done to protect foreign property
the oil country around Tampico, anj
q while the great government of tal
q United States is. contenting itsej
with endeavors to obtain some so!
of pledge from the Federals and tl
Constitutionalists, the little govei
ment of the Netherlands is furnis]
SA, ig them both an interesting obji
^ 'son of what can be done by reso]
\V simple and practical methods,
i/xeaafor miles up the Panuco Biva
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BAKER SLATED
ASPEACE ENVOY

^x^rmvremWTirromTlirst Page.

''CAPITAL IN ASHES

TO BE PEACE CONFEREE

■

Mayor Baker is being considered
iby President Wilson as one of the
i three United States envoys for the
Mexican mediation
proceedings,
according to unofficial statements at
:the white house today.
Secretary Bryan's friendship for
Baker is thought to be influencing
the president toward Baker s selecr
tl0

Justice Joseph R. Lamar of the
United States supreme court and
former Solicitor Genera Frederick
- W. Lehman of St. Louis are the
others to whom unofficial statements say places on the envoy
board have been offered.
"I have absolutely no communication from Washington," Baker said
; Saturday.
.,
_„.
"I'm willing to serve the i na
tion in bringing about peace m
anv possible way.
"But as to whether I'll serve as
a mediator, I can't say until I ve
Sera officially notified of appointment."

TO RENEWWAR ON
GRADE CROSSINGS
Chamber of commerce officials
Saturday arranged for a conference next Thursday with Pres dent
CannW of the Nickel-plate railroad
and Mayor Baker to revive efforts
to eliminate Nickel-plate grade
crossings on the West-side.
.
The campaign against grade
crossings was started five years
ago and about $800,000 has been
, available for the work but disagreements have held it up.

Soldiers to Reinforce Funston Get
Under Way While Ships Are Dispatched With Supplies for Army
in War on Dictator.
TRANSP©RTS^HARTERED
FOR ENTIRE FIGHTING FORCE
By Associated Press.
WASHINGTON, May S.-The names of the American delegates to the mediation conference at Niagara Falls, Ont., Maj 18,
Wil1

orders tonight and will depart
BEFORE I RESIGN,"
for Mexico in the next few
ASSERTS HUERTA
days. They are Misses Lula T.
VEBA CRUZ, May 8.—-MexiLloyd, Nannie B- Hardy and cans arriving here today from
Kathryne Donnelly, all of Wash- Mexico City sav that General
Huerta shows no intention of
ington.
abandoning the presidency of
The president, they
Of equally serious portent to Mexico.
»*sert, made the statement that
the troop preparations was the ha
wonld see the capital in ashes
report late in the day that two before he left it.
That the American forces at
German merchant ships were Vera
Cruz are violating the armabout to arrive at Puerto Mex. istice hy landing more troops
and supplies, is the
ico with large supplies of arms ordnance
charge made hy Mexico City
and ammunition for Huerta.
™oers, which are under the
aoKtlon of President Huerta.
REPLY TO HUERTA.
Huert&'s protest to the medi- Taints and that a sudden attack
ators that the United States had ninne the railroad would necessitate
the withdrawal of forces from other
broken the armistice by landing points which would be left unproadditional troops at Vera Cruz tected. .
was considered by the Cabinet, He has informed the War Departand later Secretary Bryan an- ment that he will need at least 16,to 18,000 men in order to hold
nounced that the neply of this 000
via Cruz as well as the outlying
government stated that no ag- districts which he now has garrigressive steps had been taken soned.
by the United States forces and The decision as to the number of
that nothing had been done in troops to be given General Funston
been left, it is understood, to the
violation of the suspension of Ls
judgment of the general staff.
hostilities.
Transports Are Chartered
Navy Department-officials said

^iSStSSSce Lamar, of the United States Supreme
Court, and Mayor Newton D. Baker, of Cleveland, are two of the
men who probably will be named.
o orders had been issued for any
The fact that the high officers of the army have recommended
the sending of at least 50,000 to 60,000 men to Vera Cruz m United States would make no ef- movement but it became known aufort to prevent the landing of thoritatively that contracts had been
preparation for all eventualities became known during the day
arms and ammunition for the closed for the chartering of several
JiL executive anarters.
.i-.*?*- j „ Huerta government at Puerto merchant steamers and that within
a day or two formal orders would be
BAKER IS SURPRISED;
I The Fourth and Sixth brigades
Issued.
of the United States army at Mexico.
American reply was delivered
It is understood that, some of the
DECLINES TO DISCUSS Texas City are made ready to toThe
the mediators late today. The me- transports which Have been chartered
diators
themselves
also
took
the
view
not available at once, but that
SITUATION IN MEXICO) embark, for Mexico at a mo- that the question raised by Huerta are
within the next two. weeks at least
ment's notice and tonight the over the observance of the armistice nine transports will have been seMayor Baker declared last night he
could be cleared away, and that cured by the War Department.
has no knowledge that he is being troops were ready to go aboard
Huerta could be convinced that.the
Secretary Garrison declined to disconsidered for appointment as an transports as quickly as orders United States had not v elated; to cuss the chartering of the steamers.
were
received.
I spirit at least, the armistice which The only thing he would say was:
American delegate to the mediation^
had been agreed upon.
"There is no contemplated aggressive
TRANSPORTS ARE LOADED.
conference.
Late tonight the South American movement at this time.' '
"I am surprised," he said. "No;
All day long the railroads de- mediators were notified by the Huerta This is in line with the atitude of
word has come to me that I was even(
government that the Mexican delconsidered. I am sorry, but it livered quantities of supplies for fgates would leave Mex co City to- other high officials of the administration, who contend that the sendI would be impossible for me to spec- the army at the government
morrow for Niagara Falls, via Vera ing of reinforcements to General
' ulate in any way about it."
pier at Galveston, and as fast as Cruz and Key West.
Funston is not an aggressive act,
The mayor refused to say if he possible these were loaded on the
The Cabinet meeting brought out a fout merely a protection for the forces
would accept the appointment if it is
general discussion of the Mexican already at Vera Cruz, and does not
transport
Kilpatrick,
which
had
tendered him. He refused also to
situation: It was said after ^the meet- Violate the arrangement-%or a sus.-..
discuss in any way the views ' he orders to sail as soon as loaded.
ing that the matter of troop moveholds on the Mexican situation.
The Kilpatrick will carry one ments had previously been -left with pension of hostilities entered into
between the United States and the
At the time mediation by the A. B.
Se War Department, and there m,
hundred horses.
mediators.
C. mediators was accepted by Presilittle
doubt
as
to
the
sending
of
adThe Satilla was almost ready
A number of officials admitted
dent Wilson Mayor Baker declared
ditional forces, wholly for precau- that the administration was now
the move to be
one
of
the to leave for Vera Cruz tonight
tlonary
purposes.
confronted with the problem of debest that could have been made. with permanent camp equipment
It also became known in this con- ciding whether it would limit its
He said mediation would put America
, nection that inquiries had been made military activities to protecting the
in a new and more favorable light for General Funston's troops. !of the Governors of states to ascerforces already at Vera Cruz from
with all Latin-American republics.
Several torpedo boat destroyers I tain the condition of national attack or whether a sufficient numi guards and., how soon they could e ber of men would be placed in
sailed for Vera Cruz late today.
prepared for active service if condiThe Second division now at tion required. This again is a pre- readiness at Vera Cruz for a flying
expedition to Mexico City in case
Texas City embraces the Fourth cautionary measure yet to be final the Huerta regime collapsed, and
Executed
by
the
military
authorities.
Brigade, composed of the TwenIrresponsible bands threatened the
lives of Americans and- other forMilitia for Border,
ty-third, Twenty-sixth
and
The indications are that if nation- eigners in the Mexican capital.
Twenty-seventh regiments, and
guards are called upon they won
Mediators in Session.
the Sixth Brigade, composed of i al
not be sent out of the country b
The mediating envoys continued
the One Hundred and Tenth, would be used on the Texas bord their
sessions through the day.
Eighteenth and Twenty-Second Relieving regulars there who woui Neither the question of the armistice
thusbe available for reinforcing the hpr the apparent uncertainty as to
- regiments^
troops now in Vera Cruz.
the time of arrival of the Mexican
The discussion of reinforcing Gen- delegates was allowed to delay their
! There also are in camp, at
eral
Funston
at
Vera
Cruz
hu
de; Texas City two battalions of en- veloped a marked difference .of opin- general preparations for the peace
plan.
gineers and the Fourth Field ion. In the Cabinet.
Heporta that the Mexican delegates
iome
of
the
members
take
the
Artillery. The company of army
would come by way of Salina Cruz
view that the mediation . negctla-. and Vancouver, B. C, and thence
aviators at Fort Crockett here, tions might be embarrased by such
across Canada to Niagara Falls,
is ready to embark.
1 an act, while others believed that gave some concern as likely to cause
1
was
a
necessary
precaution
against
Two ships, the Colorado and
delay.
a sudden attack on the American
Denver, of the Mallory line, forces stretched along the railroad The Huerta delegates planned to
avoid passing through the United
[have been commandered by the to the waterworks.
J
General Funston is understood c] States, but telegraphic inquiries ar
government and will be imhave told the War Department tM under way by which these plans ma!
mediately added to the trans- with
the 7,000 men he now has, M be modified so as to bring the dele- j
port fleet now in the Galveston lines are vulnerable at dlfferen gates by the Atlantic route to New
harbor.
fork or Boston and thence
These vessels, with the transNiagara Falls.
ports
Kilpatrick, Summer,
This would permit the conference
Meade and MeClellan and the
to proceed May 18, with the Mexican
delegates present. The general feedsteamers Satilla and San Marcos,
ing among those close to the mediall now at Galveston, will be
I ators was that there were no inable to carry away the balance
I surmountable difficulties in the way
of the second division of the
of the steady progress of the mediaarmy now encamped at Texas
tion negotiations.
The disposition in administration
City and Galveston.
quarters is still hopeful that mediTROOPS TO EMBARK.
I ation will accomplish something, and
1 there is every desire that the mediIt was learned unofficially
ators shall begin their conference and
that orders are awaiting the arformulate their ideas without any
rival of Major General J. F.
| untoward incident.
Bell, who is expected at Texas
The landing of marines at Tamplco
| to protect the oil wells has been unCity tomorrow to assume comby foreign gov( der consideration
mand of the second division, to
I ernments but has been rejected. The
embark at once all the troops
report brought by Tamplco refugees
now there and hurry them to
1 that a guard had already been landed
by the-Holland warship Kortenaer to
Vera Cruz.
I protect the Corona properties, owned
Confirming this is the fact
by a Holland company, was denied
that all the tents have been refrom Tampico.
moved from Fort Crockett camp
aboard the transport and other
camp equippage has been carted
to ships for the past several days
and stores of provisions loaded.
The gunboat Vicksburg sailed
from San Francisco today for
Mazatlan, Mexico, to join the
Pacific fleet.
Secretary Garrison ' said that
he had arranged to charter six
additional transports. With these
he said there would be nine
transports available for use of
the army in transferring its
forces from Galveston to Vera
Cruz.
The first American Red Cross
nurses to be called for service
at Vera Cruz received their
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Democrats to Oppose
"Machine" Nominees
in August Primaries
BY JOHN T. BOURKE.
Organized opposition at the Auust primaries to Mayor Baker's
legislative slate is contemplated by
candidates for Democratic nominations for Assemblymen who have
been refused f-"^B^^^n_dorsements
ej
A conferenc
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Representative Lustig yesterday
declared that Mr. Baker's political
star is waning locally and the mayor
knowing he cannot be re-elected
next year has taken the last opportunity he will have to show to the
state and country that he is boss of
the Cleveland Democracy.
'Like Huerta," Lustig said, "Mr.
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"You re a good doggie when you don't bark

Democrats to Oppose
"Machine" Nominees
in August Primaries
BY JOHN T. BOURKE.
Representative Lustig yesterday
Organized opposition at the Au- declared that Mr. Baker's political
gust primaries to Mayor Baker's star is waning locally and the mayor
legislative slate is contemplated by knowing he cannot be re-elected
candidates for Democratic nomina- next year has taken the last opportunity he will have to show to the
tions for Assemblymen who have state and country that he is boss of
ieen refused machine indorsements. the Cleveland Democracy.
,A conference of the Democrats who
"Like Huerta," Lustig said, "Mr.
•e circulating nominating petitions Baker is playing his last card. He
Assembly candidates may be held has given no good reason for turning down most of the present legisthe next few days to discuss the lative delgation.
He told me the
ation and decide if it is advis- present delegation wasn't heavy
to form an anti-slate organiza- enough and he wanted heavyweights. |
for the primary campaign.
"I replied that if he was looking
for heavyweights he might follow
;e Democrats registered with the
the Cincinnati plan and put up a
'd of elections as legislative can- -slate of brewers.
es who have been refused places
"Mayor Baker doesn't tell why he
doesn't want the present delegation
he mayor's slate are:
state Senator—D. L. Sutton, returned, but Governor Cox in his
speech In the Central Armory recentCardinal avenue,
ly, lauded the Cuyahoga assemblystate Representatives—William men and declared they were of great
ul, Chagrin Palls; Edward L. assistance to him in carrying out his
3801 Robert avenue; John A. legislative program."
1323 Beach street; D. J. Lom2181 Carroll road; Leon A.
'Ski, 4293 B. 71st street; Joseph
4213 Clark avenue; George F.
1775 Randall road, and John
4th, 3485 E. 98th stret.
'e is said to be a possibility
[State Representatives Henry
ier and Martin Sweeney reiindorsement by Mayor Baker
omination, may also become
te candidates.
;her John O'Keefe and Edward
Jim, recommended by the In
Association as legislative
16' Wfces to the mayor, will be
A- ID run for nomination at the
Jtic primaries without m)?e°'Wt of the Bak«r machine will
"ecided before Monday. On
Jay the executive committee of
association will meet to consider
turn down of the request that
iness men be given representation
the Democratic ticket,
emocratic organization leaders at
city hall are trying to pooh pooh
!e effect of the opposition to the
Fate. They assert that the old machine game of throttling opposition
~o hand-picked slates by bringing
ressure and promises upon disappointed candidates is not to be reiorted to this year as it was last
fall to get undesired aspirants for
councilmen out of the way.
"We won't do anything to keep
those who want to run from running," one of the slatemaking committeemen declared yesterday.
While the organization leaders are
boasting that they will, "call the
bluff of the candidates rejected by
the slatemakers" other Democrats
personally close to Mayor Baker are
seeking to explain to the rank and
file of the party why a slate was
made.
The explanation offered is that
Mayor Baker desires certain taxation legislation enacted next winter
so that he will be able to push some
big municipal undertakings he has in !
mind. For that reason, it is assert- |
ed, he wanted men on the Cuyahoga j
county legislative delegation who I
can be depended on absolutely to
vote as they are told on the Baker
bills.
One of the things, it is said, the
Mayor wants the Legislature to do Is
to wipe out the 1 per cent levy limit
of the Smith law so that the city
will not be handicapped in fixing the
tax rate.
Another measure desired is the
Mills' bill, which the present Legislature refused to pass, and which
aims to put the credit of the entire
city behind
bonds
of
municipal
utilities.
State Representative Don P. Mills,
who intrduced the bond bill in the
Legislature and led the fight for it
last winter, made the definite announcement yesterday that he would
not accept a place on the mayor's
slate and would not run for nomination to the House. He could see
nothing worth while for him in a
second House term, and while he
would have stood for the Senate, because of the additional prestige it
would give, he was not particularly
enthusiastic, he said, for that honor.
Many of the ward and precinct
workers of the Democratic organization express disapproval of the slate
and say they will help break It at
the primaries. They say the only
boosters for the slate in the organization are men who are looking for
something in the way of patronage
from Mayor Baker. They assert
that the lawyers may know some of
the Baker candidates but that few,
if any, of the new men on the slate
are known to Democrats as Democrats. They feel the workers have
been ignored in the framing of the
slate.
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LEGISLATURE LIST
Maschke and Hanna Factions
Consider Picking Men to
Back at Primary.
I Many Want to Hear Foraker
and Clarke Debate
on Tolls.
Republican organization leaders of!
the Maschke and Hanna factions got
together last night at a quiet conference in the law offices of Klein
Harris, Engineers building, in an
effort to pick a list of Republican
legislative candidates for Cuyahoga
county, as well as to unite on Republican county candidates if possible.
Attending the conference were
Maurice Maschke, Harry L. Davis.
George B. Harris, William S. FitzGerald, Henry A. Beckerman, member of the board of elections, as well
as others prominent in Republican
affairs here.
Republican organization men of
both factions yesterday admitted
their interest in a consolidation of
efforts in behalf of Republican legislative and county candidates who are
seeking nomination at the primary
election in August.
Following the lead taken by Mayor
Newton B. Baker and the Democratic organization in selecting a legislative preference list of those men
who it is believed will furnish the
. strongest front and best represent
' the party interests, the Republican
organization leaders expect to do
| likewise. Yesterday a list of all Republicans who are seeking nomination for house and state senate was
Ifurnislied Mr. Beckerman.
Maurice Maschke, whose leadership
'of the Republican organization of the
ciy and county is threatened by the
rival faction, Which is seeking to
relegate Mr. Maschke, already has
his plans well under way to nominate
and elect to the county Republican
committee men who are friendly to
him.
The conference last night is the
first of a series planned by which
organization leaders hope to consolidate their interests behind certain
candidates who are to be selected by
I mutual agreement.
With five places for state senator
to be filled on the Cuyahoga county
Republican ticket, six have taken out
petitions for the nomination. Twentyone Republican candidates seek the
eleven available places on the Republican ticket for the house.
Senate candidates are William T.
Redmond, Monroe Curtis, Albert
Straus, Martin J. Moran, F. J. Van
Wye and William F. Staniforth.
Republican candidates for the house
who have taken out petitions are C. C.
Madison, J. Dickson Polley, Frank J.
Goettling, Charles S. Sutton, John A.
Elden, Timothy A. Ryan, Fred L.
Moritz, James H. Potter, George T.
;James, Charles McCunei Stanley A.
Hackett,. Harold E. Emerich, John H.
Kilroy, Albert T. Holmes, Frank
Kessler, Theodore E. Green, John J.
iCarroll, G. A. Gurney, William C.
Bracken, Horatio Geddes and Ernest
E. Blaschke.

* * * *

Demand for tickets for the debate
next Wednesday night between John
H. Clarke of Cleveland, candidate for
the Democratic nomination as United
I States sc.Trator, -aatf fottrae?—K«ite<l
TlStates Senator Joseph B. Foraker,
'candidate for the Republican nomijination, will far exceed the supply, it
I'iS feared.
The debate is to be at the quarterly
['banquet of the Builders Exchange at
L Hotel Statler. The subject is the
|Ranama canal tolls repeal, Mr. Clarke
tto defend the repeal and Mr. Foraker
to oppose such action.
All the more interest is attached to
I the debate because of efforts Republican organization leaders of the state
Ijre making to remove Mr. Foraker
las a candidate.

*~~ *

Don P. Mills, who was a member
of the Democratic legislative delegation from Cuyahoga county in the
house at the last session of the general assembly, and who was picked
by Democratic organization leaders
to be returned to the house, yesterday
declined to be a candidate. He did
not officially inform Mayor Baker to
that effect, 'but publicly announced
his decision.
Mr. Mills feels he should have been
"promoted" on the Baker preference
list to run for the senate. He said
ho had earned the "promotion." When
Mr. Mills' decision was informally
given to Democratic organization
leaders yesterday afternoon, there
was little comment.
*
*
f
*
Joseph Lustig, George F. Doster,
Henry F. Schaefer and other members of the last general assembly
from Cleveland, who have been left
off the list given out this week by
Mayor Baker, continued their protests
yesterday.
Action of the Democratic organization leaders, who picked out the
names on the preference list, is characterized as "unfair" by those omitted
Lustig, Doster, Schaefer and
others declare they are going to run
anyhow in an effort to "Break the
Baker influence.
Mayor Baker's only reply to protests is that the men on the preference list "best represent the interests,
of the community."
Despite the many protests, commendatory messages and letters are
being received indorsing the men
picked for the organization s support.

ARY SHE GIFT
Mayor Baker Wants Lot to
Revert to Municipality
if Abandoned.
Transfer of Old City Hall
Ground Up to Law
Director.

Friends of Municipal Judge Fielder
Sanders yesterday were urging him
to be a candidate for judge of the
court of appeals here in opposition to
Judge Louis H. Winch, whose term
will next expire.
.
Judge Sanders has been considering
the advisability of being a candidate
for common pleas judge next fall. His
t friends yesterday insisted that he
abandon his common pleas judgeship
intentions and seek the place on the
court of appeals
* bench.
* * *
The Twelfth AVard Newton D. Baker club last night, meeting in Royal
hall, Woodland-av S. E. and E. 55thst indorsed the mayor's legislative
preference list announced this week,
both for the house and state senate.
The club also indorsed Congressman Robert J. Bulkley in the twentyfirst district over Congressman-atLarge Robert Crosser, who is to contest the Democratic nomination with
Mr. Bulkley. ,,,-,,
The Fourteenth Ward Kosciuszko'
club, meeting last night in Polish
National hall,
indorsed Bernard
Orlekowski for state representative
on the Democratic ticket. Mr. Orlekowski was a member of the house in
the last general assembly from this
county.
,
"
,;. '
In Mayor Baker s preference list of
legislative candidates announced this
week Representative Orlekowski's
name did not appear. He, however,
has not announced whether he would
be, a candidate *again.
* * *

If Law Director John N. Stockwell, jr., finds no legal objection to
the transfer of the present city hall
site to the library board for the new
$2,000,000 city library, there will be
no hitch so far as Mayor Newton D. Baker and the majority of members,
of the library board are concerned.
Mayor Baker and Attorney Arthur
A. Stearns, member of the library j
board, yesterday said there would be ;
no objection to the transfer of the
city hall site provided the property
reverts to the city if it is abandoned
at any time as a library site.
The mayor declared himself opposed to an outright transfer of the
present city hall site to the library
hoard. ■ He said that while he favored
the city hall site for the new city ;
library building, he never would agree ;
to an unrestricted transfer to the
library board that would permit the
property's use for commercial pur- j
poses if at any time the library site j
would be changed.
Mr. Stearns said he thought there
would be no objection by the library |
board to an acceptance of a deed with ;
a restriction that the property be ;
used exclusively for library purposes
and, if abandoned as a library site,
that, it revert to the city.
Mr. Stearns, in common with John
G. White, president of the library
board, thinks the library board must
have a full and clear title to the
property before a building can be
started.
If there is no legal obstruction to
the transfer, Mr. Stearns said yesterday he saw no reason why the
transfer could not be agreed to and
work on the new library started next
year as soon as the present city hall
is vacated.
In addition, Mr. Stearns said he
will be guided in accepting the city
hall site for the new library, not because, he thinks it is the ideal or
logical site for the new library, but
because it can be obtained for noth-

4bout 200 members of the Ninth
Ward Baker club met last night at
Democratic headquarters, Engineers'
building, and elected officers. William
Ence was chosen president to succeed
William Ryan, who died recently.
Other ballots resulted in the choice of

IBS. BIKER PLAYS JOAN
Takes Leading Role in High:
School Cantata.
., Mrs. Newton D. Baker interpreted
the title part in the historical cantata,
"Joan of Arc, the Maid of Orleans,".
nre*»nied by the Glenville high.

ai-BDiTsp AiqisJiJ'BU13-1 B 'oMnpvm «!A-rv
•}9oa 9a} jo aaiqSn-ep pio-JreaA-iT 8J1J

'""The library board has ,"52,000,000
available for a new library building," said Mr. Stearns. "If we were
to buy property elsewhere on the mall
that might be more ideal it probably
would cost us a quarter of the
amount we have available."
The library board is to meet today
and is expected to discuss the new
library project which has been hanging fire six or seven years. Money
has been available for the new
library the past two years.
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REPOBLICAWPLAN
LEGISLATURE LIST
Maschke and Hanna Factions
Consider Picking Men to
Back at Primary.

Don P. Mills, who was a member
of the Democratic legislative delegation from Cuyahoga county in the
house at the last session of the gen! eral assembly, and who was picked
i! by Democratic organization leaders
to be returned to the house, yesterday
declined to be a candidate. He did
not officially inform Mayor Baker to
that effect, 'but publicly announced
!
his decision.
Mr. Mills feels he should have been
"promoted" on the Baker preference
list to run for the senate. He said
he had earned the "promotion." When
Mr. Mills' decision was informally
given to Democratic organization
leaders yesterday afternoon, there
was little comment.

!Many Want to Hear Foraker
and Clarke Debate
on Tolls.
Republican organization leaders of
the Maschke and Hanna factions got
together last night at a quiet conference in the law offices of Klein
Harris, Engineers building, in an
effort to pick a list of Republican
legislative candidates for Cuyahoga
count3r, as well as to unite on Republican county candidates if possible.
Attending the conference were
Maurice Maschke, Harry L. Davis.
George B. Harris, William S. FitzGerald, Henry A. Beckerman, member of the board of elections, as well
as others prominent in Republican
affairs here.
Republican organization men of
both factions yesterday admitted
their interest in a consolidation of
efforts in behalf of Republican legislative and county candidates who are
seeking nomination at the primary
election in August.
Following the lead taken by Mayor
Newton D. Baker and the Democratic organization in selecting a leg: islative preference list of those men
who it is believed will furnish the
. strongest front and best represent
the party interests, the Republican
organization leaders expect to do
j likewise. Yesterday a list of all ReI publicans who are seeking nominaItion for house and state senate was
| furnished Mr. Beckerman.
f Maurice Maschke, whose leadership
' of the Republican organization of the
ciy and county is threatened by the
rival faction, which is seeking to
relegate Mr. Maschke, already has
his plans well under way to nominate
and elect to the county Republican
committee men who are friendly to
him.
The conference last night is the
first of a series planned by which
organization leaders hope to consolidate their interests behind certain
candidates who are to be selected by
i mutual agreement.
With five places for state senator
to be filled on the Cuyahoga county
Republican ticket, six have taken out
petitions for the nomination. Twentyone Repubiican candidates seek the
eleven available places on the Republican ticket for the house.
Senate candidates are William T.
Redmond, Monroe Curtis, Albert
Straus, Martin J. Moran, F. J. Van
" Wye and William F. Staniforth.
Republican candidates for the house
who have taken out petitions are C. C.
Madison, J. Dickson Polley, Frank J.
Goettling, Charles S. Sutton, John A.
Elden, Timothy A. Ryan, Fred L.
■ Moritz, James H. Potter, George T.
I James, Charles McCunej Stanley A.
1 Hackett,. Harold E. Emgrich, John H.
| iKilroy, Albert T. Holmes, Frank
Kessler, Theodore E. Green, John J.
Carroll, G. A. Gurney, William C.
Bracken, Horatio Geddes and Ernest
E. Blaschke.
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Joseph Lustig, George F. Doster,
Henry F. Schaefer and other members of the last general assembly
from Cleveland, who have been left
off the list given out this week by
Mayor Baker, continued their protests
yesterday.
Action of the Democratic organization leaders, who picked out the
names on the preference list, is characterized as "unfair" by those omitted
Lustig, Doster, Schaefer and
others declare they are goi&g to run
anyhow in an effort to "break the
Baker influence.
Mayor Baker's only reply to protests is that the men on the preference list "best represent the interests
of the community."
Despite the many protests, commendatory messages and letters are
being received indorsing the men
picked for the organization s support.

* * * *

Demand for tickets for the debate
jnext Wednesday night between John
I H. Clarke of Cleveland, candidate for
I the Democratic nomination as United
I. States senator, and—#oi«»er Unitod-jIjStates Senator Joseph B. Foraker,
I candidate for the Republican nomijnation, will far exceed the supply, it
I is feared.
The debate is to be at the quarterly
I banquet of the Builders Exchange at
1 Hotel Statler. The subject Is the
^Panama canal tolls repeal, Mr. Clarke
Pto defend the repeal and Mr. Foraker
[to oppose such action.
All the more interest is attached to
the debate because of efforts RepubI iican organization leaders of the state
lire making to remove Mr. Foraker
las a candidate.

WOULD RESTRICT
M SITE GIFT
Mayor Baker Wants Lot to
Revert to Municipality
if Abandoned.
Transfer of Old City Hall
Ground Up to Law
Director.

Friends of Municipal Judge Fielder
Sanders yesterday were urging him
to be a candidate for judge of the
court of appeals here in opposition to
Judge Louis H. Winch, whose term
will next expire.
.
Judge Sanders has been considering
the advisability of being a candidate
for common pleas judge next fall. His
friends yesterday insisted that he
abandon his common pleas judgeship
intentions and seek the place on the
court of appeals bench

* * * *

The Twelfth Ward Newton D. Baker club last night, meeting in Royal
hall, Woodland-av S. E. and E. 55thst indorsed the mayor's legislative
preference list announced this week,
both for the house and state senate.
The club also indorsed Congressman Robert J. Bulkley in the twentyfirst district over Congressman-atLarge Robert Crosser, who is to contest the Democratic nomination with
Mr. Bulkley.
„ „
The Fourteenth Ward Kosciuszko
club, meeting last night in Polish
National hall,
indorsed
Bernard
Orlekowskt for state representative
on the Democratic ticket. Mr. Orlekowskl was a member of the house in
the last general assembly from this
county.
,
•
,i_/ '
In Mayor Baker s preference list of
legislative candidates announced this
week
Representative Orlekowski's
name did not appear. He, however,
has not announced whether he would
be a candidate again.

If Law Director John N. Stockwell, jr., finds no legal objection to
the transfer of the present city hall
site to the library board for the new
$2,000,000 city library, there will be
no hitch so far as Mayor Newton D.
Baker and the majority of members
of the library board are concerned.
Mayor Baker and Attorney Arthur
A. Stearns, member of the library ,
board, yesterday said there would be ;
no objection to the transfer of the j
city hall site provided the property
reverts to the city if it is abandoned
at any time as a library site.
The mayor declared himself op- '■
posed to an outright transfer of the j
present city hall site to the library
board. He said that while he favored
the city hall site for the new city :
library building, he never would agree ;
to an unrestricted transfer to the
library board that would permit the j
property's use for commercial pur- j
poses if at any time the library site j
would be changed.
Mr. Stearns said he thought there !
would be no objection by the library I
board to an acceptance of a deed with
a .reistriction that the property be j
used exclusively for library purposes j
and, if abandoned as a library site, j
that, it revert to the city.
j
Mr. Stearns, in common with John <
G. White, president of the library
board, thinks the library board must
have a full and clear title to the .
property before a building can be ■
st&rtsd..
If there is no legal obstruction to
the transfer, Mr. Stearns said yesterday he saw no reason .why the
transfer could not be agreed to and
work on the new library started next
year as soon as the present city hall
is vacated.
In addition, Mr. Stearns said he
will be guided-in accepting the city
hall site for the new library, not because, he thinks it is the ideal or
logical site for the new library, but
because it can be obtained for noth-

* * * *

About 200 members of the Ninth
Ward Baker club met last night at
Democratic headquarters, Engineers'
building, and elected officers. William
Ence was chosen president to succeed
William Ryan, who died recently.
Other ba%ts^resjilted_in_Oie choice of

MBS!IttllPUTS'JOH

"The library board has $2,000,000
available for a new library building," said Mr. Stearns. "If we were
to buy property elsewhere on the mall
that might be more ideal it probably
would cost us a quarter of the
amount we have available."
The library board is to meet today
and is expected to discuss the new
library project which has been hanging fire six or seven years. Money
has been available for the new
library the past two years.

Takes Leading Role in High
School Cantata.
. Mrs. Newton D. Baker interpreted
the title part in the historical cantata,
"Joan of Arc, the Maid of Orleans,"
presented by the Glenville high
school glee clubs in the school audi-;
torium, Parkwood-drive and Engle-j
wood-av N. E„ last night. Others;
assisting were Ralston F. Smith,,
tenor; Howard S. Thayer, baritone,;
and Vincent H. Percy, organist.
.
Mr. Smith took the part of Philip,
a vouth of Domremy, and Mr. Thayer
tslayed the roles of Robert De Baudricourt and Jean De Noyelonpont.
These pupils participated:
Miss Neva Narason, Miss Mary P- 3omso^'Miss\va K.rby M.ss isabeila Addisn

T J25? K^r Befy^McCa/nA, Neva Nara-

SSie

IV

s\eefrbW

Wa^er. ^^

man, Edna HMtin^, Helen Percy, syi
?aterb
"Son6"" "kosXUiUah Mac^™?e ,££ tenors lemons Johnson, Bonner
trand Warmellng Cari warmen g,
tenors, Howard Broadwell,
fl p
Howard Egan. Koberi Pate, ^>'
Burch>
g
£23l loH Wilbur HSSS Theron Lehman,
Lowell
E°»;
™
Harold
Stern,
Jean
Strauss;
Paul Shively, ^oia »« ,
Lackam,Pi
second basses, Eric Arnoi
^^ numM,
Jerome Pace, Alan «
Mlss Ruby Bone.
£nf P^'$"H. Percy, Organ; William I. Prince, director.
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MOOSE BY HUNDREDS MARCH TO DEDICATION
tn\\\n\

man

Speakers Praise Cleveland
Lodge at Dedication of
New Club House.
Lodgemen From All Parts of.
Ohio Participate in
Parade.
Thousands of members of the Loyal
Order of Moose last night and yesterday afternoon participated m the
dedication of the new Moose, club
house, on Walnut-av N. E„ near E.
9th-st.
Hundreds of Moose from many Ohio
cities joined in the mighty chorus of
"Howdy Pap—Howdy Pap, the official greeting of the order as , the
words of dedicatory speakers thrilled
them: There were tears m the eyes
°f Prominent Moose from all over the
United States, city officials, inching
M.vnr Newton D. Baker, and officials
ftThe Cleveland branch of the order
took part in the ceremonies which began with a parade early in the afternoon and ended with a decision last
night by the more than 1,000 persons
in the new assembly hall to pace
Cleveland in first place in Moosedom
with a membership of 20,000.
This afternoon at 2 o'clock one of,
the largest classes ever taken into |
the order at one time will be initiated
in the new club house. There are
several hundred candidates. The Canton lodge degree team will exemplify |
the work.
.While the formal ceremony of dedaring the new club house opeir^ei*-]
the activities of the order was held
yesterday afternoon, the real dedication of the home to "Purity, Aid and
Progress" came last night when national officers of the order told of the
trials and hardships experienced in
bringing about the completion of the
building.
The club house idea originated three
years ago, speakers said, when the
Cleveland branch had only a few
members. Time after time in the
course of construction of the building, James J. Davis, Pittsburg, general director of the Moose, declared
it appeared that the project would
■have to be given up.'
j. Mr. Davis held the club house is a
monument to the spirit of Cleveland
and an honor to Moose members here
and everywhere.
Mr. Davis last night was the first
,ker of the evening, replacing
Lpbard of East Aurora, N.
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JOKE ON NEWT AND BILLY
"-Xother joke on Mayor Baker and Billy Murphy, retiring secretary to.tlie Sixth City's highest authority. Both have autos
| exactly alike. The machines stood out m front of the City Hall
|and alter work the Mayor mistaking Billy's car for his drove it
home and consequently Billy drove the Mayors home. The next
oay they hadn t noticed the change although Billy noticed that
ins
ear ran smoother than usual. At noon thev hadn't ,-m
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Speakers Praise Cleveland
Lodge at Dedication of
New Club House.
Lodgemen From All Parts of
Ohio Participate in

Parade.
Thousands of members of the Loyal
Order of Moose last night and yesterday afternoon participated m he
teraay
Moose club
dedication of the new
house, on Walnut-av N. E., near E.
^Hundreds of Moose from many Ohio

?nnn and ended with a decision last
nXty the more than 1,000 persons
n the new assembly hall to pace
Clevefand in first place inMoosedom
with a membership of 20,000.
Tnis afternoon at 2 o'clock one of
the largest classes ever taken into
the order at one time will be initiated,
in the new club house. There are
several hundred candidates. The Cantori lodge degree team will exemplify
the work.
, ,
.While the formal ceremony of declaring the new club house open-fOTthe activities of the order was held
yesterday afternoon, the real dedication of the home to "Purity, Aid and
Progress" came last night when national officers of the order told of the
trials and hardships experienced m
bringing about the completion of the
building.
, .
The club -house idea originated three
years ago, speakers said, when the
Cleveland branch had only a few
members. Time after time in the
course of construction of the building, James J. Davis, Pittsburg, general director of the Moose, declared
it appeared that the project would
■have to be given up.'
I Mr. Davis held the club house is a
monument to the spirit of Cleveland
and an honor to Moose members here
'and everywhere.
Mr. Davis last night was the first
speaker of the evening, replacing
Blbert Hubbard of East Aurora, N.
^T., who was unable to attend.
Mr. Hubbard had been expected to
deliver the principal address. Gov.
James M. Cox, a member of the order,
. was forced to send his regrets.
Gov. Cox joined the Moose last
week, being proposed for membership
by
John J. Lentz of Columbus, na1
tional officer of the .order and Democratic aspirant for United States
senator.
Mr. Lentz, who was one of the
speakers last night, lauded the tenacity of the Cleveland lodge in bringing about the completion of the
club house and told of the work being done at "Moose Heart," the order's orphan home near Chicago.
Mr. Lentz's prediction, that the
Cleveland lodge would ■ outstrip all
others in the counlry, and his compliments concerning, things Cleve. landers have done to make "Moose
' Heart" po; ible brought forth new
volumes of "Howdy Pap."
Yesterday's ceremonies began with
a parade in the afternoon through
downtown streets.
More than 7,000
Cleveland Moose and their guests
from out of town were in line.
In front of the club house, Mayor
Baker, Mr. Lentz, Mr. Davis, J. P.
Mooney, assistant city solicitor and
head of the Moose lodge here, and
others waited the marchers.
Short addresses were made by the
mayor and Mr. Lentz. Mayor Baker
.lauded the accomplishments of the
Moose.
Then came the ceremony of formally declaring the building open, when
two little girls, "daughters of the
Moose," flung to the breezes two
large American flags. The folds of
the flags completely covered the two
main entrances to the building.
The girls were Rene Todd, 927 E.
79th-st, and Hazel Brockman, daughter of Harry Brockman, manager of
the new club house and a member of
the building committee.
As the flags slowly descended from
the balconies, a massed band of 100
pieces' began to play "The Star
Spangled Banner." As one man, every member of the large assemblage,
which extended one block each way
from the club house, stood bareheaded
until the music stopped.
Then came round after round of
cheers and "Howdy Paps" which continued until the speakers' stand was
emptied and the reception for visiting Moose was begun. The reception continued until -7 p. m.
Thousands of persons crowded into
the club house lafet night to inspect
the building before the dedication
services were resumed at 8:30.
Judges Thomas M. Kennedy, Walter
D. Meals and P. L. A. Lieghley
made speeches last night.' Musical
numbers by Miss Margaret Sullivan
and an orchestra were on thej
Program.

ViEV OF PARADE

JOKE ON NEWT AND BILLY
'Notker joke on Mayor Baker and Billy Murphy; retiring secretary to the Sixth City's highest authority. Both have autos
exactly alike. The machines stood out in front of the City Hall
and after work- the Mayor mistaking Billy's ear for his drove it
home and consequently Billy drove the Mayor's home. The next
day they hadn't noticed the change although Billy noticed that
" 'us ' car ran smoother than usual. At noon thev hadn't noticed the change. Work through, they noticed the mistake Billy
looked all over for the owner of the ear he had and I he Mayor
looked for the owner of his. Next morning Billy told the Mayor
" a joke . the Mayor invited Billy out and introduced him to'his
own ear and vice versa. Now they look at their respective car
numbers.
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In a letter to council Monday
Mayor Bakor asks that legislation
for the extension of Carnegie avenue from East 14th to East 22d
streets and from East 89th to East
100th streets he introduced immediately.
Favorable action will mean the
opening of a through thoroughfare
from the business district to University circle and East boulevard.
The excess appropriation act, permitting the city to buy land along
the proposed extension and later sell
it at a profit sufficient to pay for
the extension work, will be used, according to Baker's plans.

By Winifred Van Duzer
How much is your baby
worth?
At how much do you value
the clinging of little hands,
the love in little eyes, the little voice that calls you "mother" or "father"?
Is $1,500 too high a price?
Four-year-old Johnny Rapenovich
was playing in the street in front of
his home, 15413 Hale avenue, July 6,.
1913. All day a wire belonging to the
municipal light plant had lain in the
road. Attracted by the fire sputtering
at the end, the baby picked it up. He
was killed instantly. Daniel Rapenovich, the baby's father, brought suit
against the city and was given a
verdict for $1,500. Assistant Law Director Mooney has asked for retrial,
claiming the verdict is excessive.

How much IS a baby
worth?
Mayor Baker glanced at a desk
picture of Betty, Jack and Baby Baker before he answered.
"You can't think of them in terms
of dollars and cents," he said. "It's
as impossible to estimate the value
of a baby as it is to measure water
by the yard!" And yet the city of
which Mayor Bajcer is the chief official protests that $1,500 is too high a
price for the life of Johnny Rapenovich.
Babes All Worth Millions
Utilities Director Stage valued his
children this way:
"There are four of them," he said
"The oldest is worth $1,000,000. The
price runs down from that to $800,000
for the youngest. But you couldn't
buy them."
William
H. Thompson, council
president, also places the price at
$1,000,000 a baby. "I'm worth $8,000,000, for I have eight of them," he
said.
Municipal Lighting Engineer Bal-

lard, wl)o has a son of ten, said that
he was in favor of the $1,500 being
paid the Rapenovich family.
"It would come out of my operating
fund," he said, "but I feel it should
be paid. Of course it's not possible
to place a price on a life; it's merely
a matter of the money compensating
jfor the care and expense, expended on
the baby. It's cold business with the
law; we have to look at it that
way."
Hiram F. Stillman, secretary of the
safety department, is the father of an
eighteen-month-old girl.
"There's no price big enough for
her," he said. "There's no price big
enough for any baby. We who are
the fathers and mothers of babies belong to a different fraternity from
those who are not. Dollars and cents
don't come in the same world with
babies."
"Can't set Price on Baby Life"
Finance Director Coughlin, who has
three children, one a boy the same
age of Johnny Rapenovich, also says
that there is no price for babies.
"The law estimates the value of
life according to the earning capacity
of the one who lost it," he said.
Welfare Secretary Winans finds it
impossible to think of his two-yearold daughter in terms of dollars and
cents.
"In a case of this kind it
seems that the valuation should be
the amount spent by the parents to
raise the baby," he said. Winans admitted that the amount might vary
according to the standard of the family or the health of the baby.
"No price can be set on a baby.
There's n^ne high enough to compensate a mother or father for the loss
of a child."
This is the statement
of Law Director Stockwell.

This is the way that the
city officials feel about their
babies. And yet the city
says that $1,500 is too high a
price to pay for the life of
Johnny Rapenovich.
How much is YOUR
baby worth?

i^iif

\Mayor's Slate Approved
by Democratic County
Executive Committee
BY JOHN T. BOVBKE.
date for state Representative on the
Without a whimper the Democratic Republican ticket.
* * *
county executive committee yesterday swallowed Mayor Baker's slate
The Industrial Association, whose
of hand-picked candidates for legis- request to Mayor Baker that the
business Interests of Cleveland be
lative nominations.
given recognition in the framing of
To fill the vacancy on the list of the legislative slate of the Demo'preferred Democrats" for House cratic organization was turned down,
seats caused by the refusal of State will not make any recommendations
Representative Don P. Mills to stand to the Republican executive comfor renomination the mayor took mittee, it was said yesterday.
Representative Bernard Orlikowski,
The executive committee of the
6715 Fleet street, out of the "light- association purposes to make a careweight" class of lawmakers and made ful examination of the records and
a "heaveyweight" out of him.
qualifications of legislative candiOrlikowski was turned down by dates of all parties and give the inthe mayor when the slate was orig- formation obtained to the members
inally framed, but Polish-American of the organization.
Democrats raised such a rumpus that
When the report is prepared the ashe was made second choice to Mills.
' With his selection the Democratic sociation may urge upon. Its members
organization thinks the howl against support of certain candidates at the
and Democratic primamachine methods will not be so loud. Republican
ries.
»
County Clerk E. B. Haserodt was
After
the
primaries
the matter of
chosen a member of the party executive committee in place of William selecting candidates from all tickets
support for election will be given
J Murphy, who resigned upon his to
consideration.
**,
appointment as postmaster of Cleve» * *
land. Tom R. Brannon, acting secretary at Democratic ^headquarters,
M. B. Hughes, 1977 W. 106th street,
in the Engineers' building, succeeds and A. M. Ober, of Chagrin Palls,
Mr. Murphy as chairman of the secured petitions for Progressive legcommittee.
islative nominations, and Guy O
Candidates picked to stand for elec- Farquharson, 9316 Madison avenue
tion at the August primaries for for state central committeemen from
members of the Democratic state the Twentieth district.
central committee are: Twentieth
district, J. Martin Thumm, chief
Members of the ward clubs which
■bailiff of the municipal court; Twenty-first district, D. J. Zinner, former make up the League of Republican
city councilman; Twenty-second dis- j Clubs this year plan to honor
trlct, Mayor Newton D. Baker. May- h?V™,M^T
, .voters at the annual
... Kepublican picnic. They have sugor Baker Is the present. _
Twenty-flrst
district member, but the Congres- gested to Chairman Cornelius Masional gerrymander has put him in loney, of the league's campaign comthe new Twenty-second district. C. mittee, that a special reception comW. Lapp, United States marshal, mittee toe organized of men who have
didn't desire re-election from the been voters for half a century or
Twentieth district because of the fact more. Maloney yesterday asked that
all who fall In this class communihe is in the federal service.
cate with him at his office, 1026 WilThe action of the committee In In- liamson
building.
dorsing the mayor's slate did not
» * *
discourage those present representatives who, though refused machine
The Twenty-sixth Ward Repubsupport for renominatlons, declare lican Club will hold an open meeting
they will put up a flght at the pri- Thursday evening in Stewart Hall
maries. Representative Henry L. 555 E. 128th street, at 7:30 o'clock
Schaeffer came to the front yester- Eastern time. Matters of local Imday afternoon, obtaining nominating provement will be taken up.
Petitions from the board of elections.
Candidates for places on the
Dr. William Sanborn King, who
Democratic legislative ticket who
got into the Legislature from Ashhave been refused recognition on tabula county two years ago on a
Mayor Baker's list of "preferred ram check because of the split in the
Democrats" have decided they will Republican party, is reported to have
have a better chance of breaking the his eye on the Democratic nomislate if they do not form a distinct- nation for Congress in the Nineteenth
ive anti-slate organization. An un- district. Dr. King Is the only Demoderstanding has been reached among crat who has broken Into the General
the present Assemblymen who want Assembly from Ashtabula county
to be nominated but are not regard- since the civil war.
ed as heavy enough for the mayor's
Politicians have taken it for
slate to work in unison against cer- granted that the Democratic nomitain "heavyweights" picked by the nation for Congress would be handed
mayor as candidates but who are to William B. Kilpatrick, who has
not known to the rank and file of the record of being twice elected to
the local Democracy and who have the Legislature and as a delegate to
not labored in the party trenches.
the constitutional convention from
If an anti-slate organization were the one-time Gibraltar of Repubformed it is felt that its ticket licanism, Trumbull county.
would be fought as a 'unit by the local
Kilpatrick is as "dry" as a bone
Democratic machine at the primaries and for that reason the Democratic
ind there would be less chance of politicians think King will stand a
smashing the slate than if each can- better show in Mahoning county, the
Sate opposed by the mayor made papulous county of the district, which
ais own flght.
has no candidate for the Democratic
f Mti-slate candidates are go- Congressional nomination and where
„to their respective ward clubs to the "w^t" element in the party is in
indorsements. Some of them the saddle.
already been indorsed.
Then,
too, Representative Kilits Representatives Joseph Lus- patrick has not been as closely af^eorge Doster and Martin W filiated with the Cox-Finley state
"W have each received indorse- machine as Dr. King. Mr. Kilpatrick
ppm political, business and so- was the logical candidate for Speaker
^anizatlons with which they of the Hpuse of Representatives two
years ago, but was refused this honor
because of his "dryne

BAKER LEAVES TONIGHT
FOR EUROPEAN JAUNT
Mayor Baker will leave tonight for
a six weeks' tour of Europe, accompanied by W. B. Gongwer, clerk of
tho board of elections, and Assistant
Director of Law Hostettler. Baker
will go to Pottsvllle, Pa., first to
visit relatives and will sail from New
York Saturday on the steamer .Minnehaha.
The party will visit England,
Switzerland and Italy but will not
go to Ireland, although urged to do
so by Councilmen Horrigan and
Stanton yesterday. Director of Law
Stockwell will serve as mayor during Baker's absence. The party will
return to Cleveland July 1.

:
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—Former Senator Joseph B. For.
fir. who comes to Cleveland today
debate with
r engage In a joint
pohn H. Clarke, before the Builders'
Exchange, has arranged for no political conferences here today.
■ He will, however, confer with political friends In Cleveland tomorrow
I night. Mr. Foraker will reach Cleveland at 4:40 o'olock this afternoon.
|He will be met at the railway station
|by a reception committee of the
iBuilders' Exchange and taken to the
|Hotel Statler.
Several hundred persons are exIpected to attend the dinner at the
I Statler at 6:30 o'clock. Following
I the dinner the business of the exI change usually transacted at the
[quarterly meetings will be dispensed
I with and the discussion between
I Messrs. Clarke and Foraker will be
I given the right of way. Mr. Clarke,
I who is a candidate for the Demolcratic nomination for United States
I Senate, will have the opening arguIment'ln the debate and will speak
I for an hour in favor of the repeal of
1 the provisions for free tolls for
I American coast-wise shlpp passing
I through the Panama canal. Mr. ForI aker will speak for an hour against
I the proposed repeal. Fifteen nfinutes
I will be allowed each speaker for
I closing arguments. Thursday mornI ing Mr. Foraker will go to Akron to
I speak before the Chamber of ComImerce of that city. Returning to
1 Cleveland he will go to the Forest
City House, where In the evening he
I will meet politicians who desire to
I confer with him.
He will leave Cleveland Friday
I morning for Sandusky, where he is
I billed for a noon address.
Councilman William B. Woods, of
the Twentieth ward, it was announced yesterday, would be a candidate for the Republican nomination
for county prosecuting attorney. He
expects to begin the circulating of
nominating petitions. Former Councilman George J. Spooner, also a candidate for the nomination is now circulating petitions.
Herman H. Schleman, 7117 Lexington avenue, yesterday obtained nominating petitions as a candidate for
the Republican nomination for county recorder. Mr. Schleman is secretary of the local lodge of Elks and
is well known in fraternal and baseball circles. He is an accountant
and was for three and a half years
a deputy county treasurer.
Albert W. Snow, 2017 W. ; 89th

street, took out petitions as a candi

SfOCKWELL REFUSES TO"
VETO VOTE ON CHARTER
Acting Mayor Stockwell yesterday
announced he would allow the ordinance, initiated by Socialists for a
vote on eliminating preferential voting, to become effective without his
signature.
Councilmen feared he
would use the veto.
Democratic ward organizations, it
was indicated, will line up solidly
for this charter change and for the
proposed amendment to
exclude
laborers from civil service. City
Clerk Collins gave the board of
elections notice the two questions
were to be submitted* at the primary
election in August.
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[WILL BEGIN REPAIRING
BRIDGE AT ONC!
Acting Mayor Stockwell announced Tuesday that work on the
repair of central viaduct, damaged
by Are Monday night, would be
started immediately.
"It will not be necessary to wait
on a bond issue," he said. "We
can*" go to work at once, as soon as
we determine the loss. I will call
a special meeting of council for
Wednesday morning.
"Legislation is to be drawn by the
city forbidding the storage of inflammable material under city
bridges as a result of the fire.
"The city should use its police
powers to protect its property. Inflammable material, such as lumber
piles, is just as dangerous as dynamite when under or adjacent to
bridges, and should not be allowed
to be placed there."
The city may issue emergency
bonds to take care, of the rebuilding of the viaduct, Stockwell said.
He believes the emergency ordi-

nance which says these bonds can |
be issued in. case of an epidemic
can be interpreted to cover the |
viaduct situation.
Figures Loss at 9100,000.
City Engineer Hoffman late J
Tuesday estimated the viaduct
loss at $100,000. He says the
structure will be closed three or
four months. Stockwell, Server
Sidlo and. Chief .Engineer Clark j
of • the Concon inspected the viar
duct, and Hoffman's estimate was]
based on their investigations.
.
Clark ■ put a1 large force
o'fl
Concon. workmen at work-clear-1
ing away the /wreckage of the viaduct and. preparing it. for the |
starting of rebuilding.
A valuation of $75-0j-'(M)'0 .had |
been placed on the structure.
There Ms". $2-19,000" available now I
that council could vote to use for
repairing the viaduct, and officials
say it may be possible- to use some |
of . rhe."?900,000 West-side-gradecrossing funds. -

\BAKER FLED AFTER
NAMING HIS SLATE

Democratic tent is to be brought Clarke campaign manager, p]
ang to
out for a speaking campaign in be- go to northwestern Ohio about the declared yesterday that the Repub
organization
in Cleveland
half of the slated candidates for middle of the present week to ar lican
would take no part in the primary
party nominations and against those
range for a succession of meetings campaign in favor of or against any
Democrats who dared seek office
for his candidate as the starter for candidate for any nomination. The
without the mayor's permission.
committee, he said, would -not meet
The candidates who are to be a state-wide spellbinding tour The at
any time for the purpose of
start was to have been made last
BY JOHN T. BOVRKE.
of the primary campaign of the Dem- fought by the machine in the pri- week, but Mr. Clarke was in Chi choosing between candidates or to
Seventeen Democrats, who dared ocratic machine was mapped out by mary campaign are:
frame a slate. It would have no
cago on legal business.
For Congressmen-State Senator Vincent
aspire to public office against the the board of strategy at the city
While Mr. Clarke's friends have not "o. k.'d" candidates for nominations
Zmunt, Twentieth district; Congressman-athall.
While
the
chiefs
are
reviewing
wishes of Mayor Newton D. Baker
Large, Robert Crosser, Twenty-first district abandoned all hope of his elevation and would, he asserted, give all Reand Joseph Jordan Devney, Twenty-second to the federal judiciary, they see lit- publicans seeking office a fair and
and his Cuyahoga county political the tombs of dead knights in West- district
minister Abbey and viewing the
For state Senator—D. L, Sutter.
tle chance for him to wear the square deal. The executive comorganization, are to feel the weight boulevards of Paris the organizaFor state Representatives—John A Kohl ermine, hence the planning of an ac- mittee, he added, would not arrange
Joseph
Lustlg,
George
F.
Dostcr,
John
C
of machine, opposition in the coming tion lieutenants will do all they can Smith. George J. W. Mathews, Martin s' tive campaign in the chase for the or hold primary campaign meetings,
preprimary campaign.
but party clubs, as customary with
to have candidates for precinct com- Sweeney, Henry L. Schaefer, George E' toga.
William J. O'Malley and Edward
Mayor Baker, after framing a pri- mitteemen not on the slate withdraw Monahan,
The latest information they have them, would hold open meetings in
F. Bohm.
mary slate for the Democratic or- from the primary ticket.
For county commissioners—A. c Field- received from Washington is that the various wards at which all canganization to support, set sail for
The board of elections has given house, of Brecljsville, and L,. H. Geiss of everybody m the White House favors didates who desired would be invited
Parma.
'
to make addresses.
Europe, accompanied by Burr Gong- notice that ho withdrawals will be
For state central eommitteeman, Twenty- D. C. Westenhaver for the judgeThe chief concern of the Repubwer, thus getting out from under the accepted after July 1. On that day first district, A. J. Sindelar.
ship, and that the latter is the first
complaints and protests of aspiring the Democratic tourists are scheduled
These are the Democrats who dis- choice of Attorney' General Mc- lican executive committee, beyond
members of the party desirous of po- to return from abroad.
pleased Mayor Baker by seeking Reynolds as well as of President the desire that the strongest poslitical preferment, who were innominations without his permission, Wilson. Clarke's friends say Mayor sible ticket be nominated at the
Organization
to
Meet.
formed by indirection that they must
and who will try to smash his slate Baker's recommendation of Westen- primaries, is in the selection of
A
wee,
is
to
be
devoted
by
the
precinct committeemen.
This was
not seek nominations. The lieutenat the primaries.
haver is responsible for the attitude
ants of the mayor and Gongwer mayor to catching up with the sitFour of them, Lustig, Doster, of the President and Attorney Gen- shown yesterday when a list of canwere left on the job to see to it that uation and about July 7 or S a meet- Schaefer and Sweeney, are present eral.
They complain that Baker, didates for committeemen, in prethe "O. K.'d" candidates got places ing of the Democratic organization members of the Legislature whom after making his recommendation' cincts where there are contests, was
on the primary ballot and they have is to be held at Acme Hall when the the mayor does not want renom- ducked for Europe and evaded all obtained from the board of elections.
\ ard leaders ana precinct captains inated.
This list was said to reveal sixty
carried out their instructions
efforts to have him consent to the
contests. In fifteen precincts the
These lieutenants saw to it that will be informed by the mayor and
appointment
of
a
compromise
candiMay
Stump
State.
contests were said to be between
every slated candidate was able to sloted candidates for county offices
They believe the President candidates friendly to the organUnless the anti-slate Democrats date.
file nominating petitions, but* they that this year they are Democrats
will
appoint
Westenhaver
because
were unable to prevent opposition in the full political significance of set a pace so unexpectedly hot for Baker has not indicated another than ization. In forty-five precincts there
that name and not "citizens of an Mayor Baker .that he will be afraid
are candidates asserted to be out of
candidates for the board of county uplift
the latter would be satisfactory to
group."
harmony with the present organto leave Cleveland, he will stump "him.
commissioners, Congress and the LegThe workers will be told whom the state for the renomination of
ization.
islature getting places on the priPomerenc's Attitude Obstacle.
they are expected to support for Governor James M. Cox and for the
mary ballot.
The only obstacle they see to WestCarriers Observe Flag Day.
A small revolt against machine Congressmen and Assemblymen. The nomination of John H. Clarke for enhaver's appointment is the attimayor may reveal some of his United States Senator.
About 100 members of Branch
dictation was also revealed in candiThe latter's friends are of the opin- tude of Senator Pomerene in favor of No. 40, National Association of Letdates for county central committee- plans for legislative enactments that
will make the way easy for obtain- ion that he will have to go to the E. S. Wertz, of Woostcr. If Westen- ter Carriers, celebrated flag day
men not picked by the organization
haver fails to land they fear the
ing funds for municipal peanut
daring to file nomination petitions stands, ice cream booths and other pole in the Senatorial primary race ermine will fall on the shoulders of last night at the home of August H.
Cornelia
avenue!
in fifty of the 547 elective precincts. things upon which to make a citv and have about given up hope that Wertz, although Clarke is declared to Eggert, 7802
Frank E. Sheahan presided.
The I
he will bo appointed judge of the fedBefore the mayor and Gongwer de- campaign next year.
be the second choice of Attorney Gen- speakers were Mr. Eggert, CharlesJ
parted for Europe the general plan
In the latter part of July the eral court in the Cleveland district. eral McReynolds.
State Senator Carl D. Friebolin, the ^County Chairman A. N. Rodway P. Salen and S. A. Hart, superintendent of delivery.
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CITY WILL RUSH
MONEY RAISING
IRIDGEi
I Special Council Meeting to
Plan Bond Issue to Bei
Called in Few Hours
Acting Mayor Stockwell Tuesday announced ; that a special!
meeting of the city.council toj
consider ways and means of rebuilding, the Central viaduct will|
be held Tuesday night if Councilman W. S.fFitzgerald, who wasl
m Columbus Tuesday, can be]
called back in time to attend.
Under the charter such a meeting)
could not be held without 12 hours'
written notice to each councilman, I
but Stockvvell said that if Fitzgerald
could get back in time he felt sure all
councilmen will waive the time
clause.
If Fitzgerald isn't reached,)
the meeting will be held Wednesday.
Bond Issue Assured
Stockwell found that the council]
can issue, emergency bonds up toj
$319„000 without approval of the voters, so he said he felt sure that the
council wo,uld vote to issue bonds or
notes at the meeting up to $100,000 or]
$125,000, to raise money for'immediate j
repair of the bridge. Engineering!
Commissioner Hoffmann says it willl
take at least $100,000 to repair 'thel
damage done by the fire Monday!
night.
The sinking fund commissioners, L
Stockwell says, have agreed to takel
up the emergency bonds immediately!
so the money will be available atl
once.
City officials differed Tuesday as
to the length of time it would take
to repair the bridge. Hoffmann said
from four to six months, Stockwell
thought the same, and Service Director Sidlo, who viewed the ruins with
Hoffmann and Stockwell, confessed
that he didn't know enough about
bridge building to venture a guess.
Sidlo Asks More Bridges
More high level bridges across the!
Cuyahoga river is to he Sidio's hobby
the rest of his administration.
• With the Central viaduct out of I
commission, the only links between
the East and West Sides are' the |
Denison-Harvard and Superior viaConcluded on page 2, Column 2.
ducts, while the former is so far]
south 11 qff"pi" no
"Last night's fire emphasizes the
need of more bridges," Sidlo said
Tuesday. "A city of 700.000 should
have more than two viaducts. There
ought to be one across the river from
Lorain avenue, while the present Superior bridge should be extended to
St.Clair avenue or thereabouts when
the new high level one is completed."
West Siders Are Aroused
West Siders Tuesday pointed to the
disaster as a convincing argument of
their cry for more bridge's, and especially one from Lorain avenue to
the foot of Huron road.
"This ought to teach the people
and the administration the need of
more bridges," said A. E. Hyre, secretary of the' Chamber of Industry.
"If the Clark-Broadway bridge was
completed or a Lorain-Huron bridge
was up, West Side business wouldn't
be demoralized today as it is with the
congestion of traffic over the Superior
Viaduct as a result of the fire."
A. H. Seibig, secretary of the
United BaMkihg & .Savings"Company,
2000 -West 25th street, and West Side
business . men were. ;a .un.it.. in. want-,
ing "the Lorain-Huron bridge."
"It's the logical place to span the
valley," he said Tuesday.
"It would
boom West Side business and draw
the two parts of the city closer together."
Will Guard IVew Bridge
Councilmen and city bridge engineers are going to heed the lesson
taught by Monday night's-fire—that
no structures of any kind should be
allowed under a bridge—and will
guard from a similar danger the new
high level bridge.
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'CHILDREN OF FREEDOM' IN SUFFRAGE PI.AY PARKS WILL OFFER

F
City's Recreation Spots to
Furnish Amusement for
'
Old and Young.
Nation's Notables Will be Invited to Sane Cele1
bration.
Parkfests are to' constitute the big
feature of Cleveland's sane Fourth of
July celebration this year.
This was the announcement of De
Lo E. Mook, secretary of the Cleveland Independence Day association,
yesterday. Secretary Mook said detailed plans for the Fourth observance were fast being completed.
"There will be games for adults
as well as children," said Mr. Mook.
"Fathers, mothers, uncles, aunts,
sisters, brothers and cousins are
asked to go to the 'city's parks the
afternoon of the Fourth of July.
"We hope at least 200,000 people,
providing the weather, is favorable,
will enjoy the outdoor games. There
Will be daylight as well as night
fireworks in the parks and along the
lake front."
Further arrangements were completed yesterday for the new citizens' banquet to be held Fourth of
July noon in central armory when
Cleveland's latest enrolled voters will
be feteci by state and city officials.
Invitations have been extended to
President Woodrow "Wilson, Gov.
James M. Cox and Mayor Newton D.
Baker.
It is planned, following the banquet, to have pictures^f the world's
great, liberators thrown upon the
screen with incidental talks concerning each. Such heroes for the cause
' of freedbm as Kosciusko, JKossuth

ALICE KEAN, KATHE&INE m<z
JANE STOCKWELL
f**/OTBBf- SOAfA KsrsFFVAfS.

Children ( of Mayor Newton D.
Baker, Director of Law John N.
Stockwell jr., and Edmund Vance
Cooke,
poet, are
among fifteen
youngsters who -are to have part in
the euffrage pageant, "A Dream of
Freedom," at the Metropolitan theater, May 23.
The children will be announced on
the program as "children of freedom."
SAUNDERS
They will be escorted across the stage
"on their way to freedom."
Among the girls and boys to make suffrage cause are: Jack and Ellzatheir first public appearance for the beth Baker, Alice and Katherine

rfMAHON

ST
That is, Law Director's on
j
Job, as Baker Travels.
John N. Stockwell, jr., is .£vctl°f_
mayor of Cleveland as well as etti ai
"Mayo0/ Newton D. Baker left the city
late vesterdav for a six-week tour o-t
Tyrone
Under the new eity charter
Wuties^f the mayor must be „•£
Xdmd "leave'"the city, the duties of
mayor must be performed, by Public
Service Director T. L. Sidlo.
W B Gongwer. clerk of the board of
elections, and Assistant City Law Director J C. Hostetler are the mayor s
traveling companions. The party will
lour England, France, Germany and
Switzerland.
. , ....
The mayor's office was crowded with
his personal friends yesterday. Amid
leavetakings Mayor Baker was_engaged in disposing of routine matters.
o

and William Tell will be featured by
.portrait and story.'
Stockwell, Dolores, Martha and EdCommittees on fireworks, outdoor
mund Vance Cooke jr., Grace and
Sarah Merrick, Saunders McMahon, games, and the citizens' banquet are
Lillian Parrish, Elizabeth Merrell and being organized.
June Schmehl.
The second general rehearsal of the
entire cast for the pageant will be
held this evening at S o'clock in the
Grays armory.
Mme. Rachel Frease-Green of London and Boston, who is to have the
role of Columbia, is to arrive in Cleveland
tomorrow
morning.
Mme.
Frease-Green is scheduled to sing a
program of selected numbers as a
prologue to the pageant.

AN*,...
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ACTING MAYOR GIVES
HERMITS DANCE PERMIT!
The first official act of John N.
Stockwell, Jr., director of law.' acting mayor while Mayor Baker is
abroad, was taken Friday when he
gave the Hermit club a pemrit to
hold a dansant during the week of
June 8, when the Hermits produce
their play, •'Hermits in Vienna," at
the Metropolitan' theater, Euclid avenue.
The Hermit club orchestra will
play in the lobby between the acts,
so those who wish may dance.

fS-14 )tf-.
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MAYOR GOES TO EUROPE
TO REST, NOT TO THINK
The room of the mayor's inner
office was blue Wednesday with
smoke that circled in wreaths
about the bowl of his longstemmed Powatan pipe.
In the outer room a crowd was
waiting—a committee of citizens
that wanted to talk about municipal symphony concerts, a man who
was anxious to discuss taxation,
another who had an opinion on
town planning, and still another
who wanted to present brand new
ideas about incinerator plants.
"I'm glad Stockwell will have to
take on the harness tomorrow,"
said the mayor.
Mayor Baker will leave Cleveland for a trip to Europe, at 6
o'clock Wednesday night. He first
| will go to Pottstown, Pa., with
.Mrs. Baker, to see Mrs. Baker's
I mother. They will arrive in New
York Friday nig%t, and will sail
|on the Minnehaha, May 16, for
Liverpool. They will leave Europe June 26 on the Pottsdam and
will reach Cleveland about July 1.
Law Director Stockwell becomes
mayor in Baker's absence.'
"I am going to Europe to rest,
not to think," said Baker. "I
haven't had a vacation for seven
years.
"I am going to sit on the deck
and watch the ocean swell. I am
going to be just as care-free as I
want to be.
"Remember the story of the
man who always was wishing that
he had a million dollars? One
day a friend asked him:
" 'Supposing you did have a
million dollars, Jim, what would
you do with it?'
" 'First,' said Jim, 'I would go
to a hotel, engage a good room
and leave a call for 5 a. m. Then
I would go to bed. When the boy
came to call me in the morning, I
would say, "Oh, go to thunder.' "
" 'Then I would turn over and
go to sleep again.'
"I need rest," and the lines
deepened about the mayor's tired
eyes.

StockwelVs Tenancy
of Mayoralty Seen as
'Trial Heaf for Office

BY FREDERICK BAOLEY.
.led the fight ^.Altration. Wood.
John N. Stockwell, Jr.. actingj-was a, member of Harry L.
campaign committee in" the last cammayor of Cleveland, while Mayor paign. George W. Spooner already
Baker sojourns in Europe, finds him- has entered for the prosecutorslup
self the cynosure of all eyes, Demonomination.
cratic and Kepublican alike.
Stockwell's administration is re- Another member of Davis' commitgarded by insiders as a trial heat tee who became a candidate yesterfor the Democratic candidacy for day was Jack Davis, who took out
mayor two years hence, and some Kepublican papers for state Reprewhisper that Mayor Baker intended sentative. ' Davis was once pitcher
that this should happen when he ap- on tbe Toledo American Association
pointed Stockwell city law director. ball team, and was city paymaster
Few Democratic leaders believe, from 1910 to 1912. Recently he. has
down in the bottom of their Jackson- been a special agent of the Cleveland
ian hearts, that Baker will run in Telephone Company.
Other entries'for sfcatje" Representa- ■
1915. It is because of this belief that
certain semi-Democratic influences , five-on the Republican ticket were
"■ J. V. B^nnon, 5516 Whittier avenue;
are grooming Peter Witt to run *■for
the mayoralty, and that County ^ames- ^ -i^d, sf!S64 £.;.84th street,
Clerk E. B. Haserodt is being spoken I and Harry C. Smith, 2322 E. 30th
of by many party wheelhorses as "the ,street. Joseph J. Rowe, 1256 Mai
kind of a man they want to run for Park, Lakewood, entered as a Republican candidate for state Senator.
mayor."
But to Witt's possible candidacy A G. Carpenter, 2117 E. 100th
there would be deep-rooted objafcton street, entered as a Progressive canon the part of the McDonough- didate for j,udge -of the court of apGongwer faction, in part on account peals, and'E. M. Humphrey, 1453.
of the treatment Burr Gongwer has Wayne avenue, Lakewood, for the
received from some of Witt's inti- state Senate.
mates. On the other hand, many of
the silk-stocking associates of Baker Lake-wood Republicans
think Haserodt, on account of his Will Rally Tonight.
Several hundred Republicans are
well-known views on civil service,
non-partisanship and other altruistic expected to attend the rally of the
Lakewood Republican Club in Chamtheories, would hardly do.
This situation existed before the ber of Commerce Hall, Belle avenue
Mayor Baker, suit case in hand,
death of Director E. K. Wilcox, who and Detroit avenue, tonight. The
eager to start for Europe.
would have been, next to Baker, the speakers will be E. C. Turner, the*
leaders' favorite. When Baker came prosecuting attorney of Franklin
BAKER'S SlATE 0 K'D to choose a law director, he un- count? and a candidate for the nomihad in mind the fact that nation for Attorney General; ConBY DEM COMMITTEE doubtedly
the solicitor is the next in line of gressman F. B. Willis, of Ada, ,0.,
candidate for the gubernatorial nomiCuyahoga-co democratic com- succession to the mayor.
mittee late Tuesday indorsed May- .Stockwell has been Baker's inti- nation; C. B. Galbreath, candidate
or Baker's slate of state legisla- mate, socially and politically, ever for the nomination for Secretary of
the mayor has lived in Cleve- State, and W. S. FitzGerald, can.li- ■
tive candidates. Bernard Orlik- since
.
on m<*gt subjects date for Congress in the Twentyowski, present representative, was land. His views
...
ap second district.
put on the slate in place of Don coincide with Baker's. So
— Baker
P Mills, who declined to run for 9 pointed Stockwell. Realizing that it Willis and Galbreath will be guests
representative.
j would be necessary to show the of John Cunningham, 1224 Belle aveAnti-slate candidates will not J organization whether Stockwell could nue, and Turner the guest of B^ A.
combine, they say, but will make i or could not be trusted to "play the Miller, Arthur avenue. David loa,
individual fights for nomination. game," it is understood, the European of Youngstown, a candidate for Govtrip came in handy to Baker.
ernor, was invited, but it is doubtLeaving Stockwell in charge of the ful whether he will be able to atcity, Baker took with him Burr Gong'. wer, who has been the chief planner tend.
| of intricate political moves among Bedford to Vote .
' the Democrats for several years. This on School Bonds.
left Stockwell to stand on his own
Residents of Bedford will vote at
feet. While Baker is absent, Stock- a special election today on the queswell has a chance to win, if he so. de- tion of issuing $50,000 school bonds.
sires and is able, the support of the The election is on two issues, one
of $5,000 for repairing schools and
organization.
S45.000 for enlarging the high schooU
Woods' Candidacy
A special registration for Bedford
Is Announced.
held yesterday under the direcAfter weeks conferring and dis- was
cussion, the candidacy of Council- tion (of Chief Deputy Clerk Caldwell,
man William B. Woods for the Re- of the board of elections.
publican nomination for county pros- Friends of Sheriff W- J- Smith
ecutor was announced yesterday. claimed yesterday that 17,000 names
Woods took out nominating petitions already had been signed to his petitions, with 600 petitions still to he*r
at the board of elections.
-it -S 'suSS 'E»E<? '3rau.inj
:msoi -a -«»u '-1 6
Both Woods and Josoph G. Fogg, from. They said Smith would file
U0 ;
''•«••
*I
0HX08?O[ 'SiWl.tt
former assistant United States dis- about 23,000 signatures.
•uo" 'iliul 'asnou n«pjqo *f>v>*. ;J»*M> *BS
trict attorney, were considering en- Fesler Examines
trance in the race. The friendship Socialist Petitions.
between the two men is remarkably
Secretary Mayo Fesler, of the Mu-;
close, so close that to those who nicipal Association, yesterday examKMryfrHyg QisLg-iLSVg
know them a contest between ined the Socialist ■petitions for repeal
them is inconceivable. It was of the non-partisan city, election
I entering. The decision that Woods charter provision ana discovered that
i would enter makes it certain that several prominent Democratic poli•gpig; STOZT^O git he will receive Fogg's support.
including several county offiWoods, who is an attorney at 1513 ticians,
cers, had signed them. He said the
anrc -o -a -v 'ox aoxs oi iv Williamson building, has been twice association would make a campaign
elected councilman from the Twen- for the retention of the provision,
<n 83 m OS 'P™! laqmH jo saDaid a tieth ward.
During his terms in but would not determine what kind
council, he and Councilman W. S. to make until the opponents of the
:s
Pt
■S*op
009*
'008'S*
»?
S«
si«
It* pun 'Sui*ono; m aom 31*3
FitzGerald, who is a candidate for preferential ballot showed their
n the Republican nomination for Con•Batuadojj: HY gress in the Twenty-second district. hands.
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MAYOR GOES TO EUROPE
TO REST, NOT TO THINK
The room of the mayor's inner
office was blue Wednesday with
smoke that circled in wreaths
about the bowl of his longstemmed Powatan pipe.
In the outer room a crowd was
waiting—a committee of citizens
that wanted to talk about municipal symphony concerts, a man who
was anxious to discuss taxation,
another who had an opinion on
town planning, and still another
who wanted to present brand new
ideas about incinerator plants.
"I'm glad Stockwell will have to
take on the harness tomorrow,"
said the mayor.
Mayor Baker will leave Cleveland for a trip to Europe, at 6
o'clock Wednesday night. He first
will go to Pottstown, Pa., with
Mrs. -Baker, to see Mrs. Baker's
mother. They will arrive in New
York Friday nig%t, and will sail
on the Minnehaha, May 16, for
Liverpool. They will leave Europe June 26 on the Pottsdam and
will reach Cleveland about July 1.
Law Director Stockwell becomes
mayor in Baker's absence.'
"I am going to Europe to rest,
not to think," said Baker. "I
haven't had a vacation for seven
years.
"I am going to sit on the deck
and watch the ocean swell. I am
going to be just as care-free as I
want to be.
"Remember the story of the
man who always was wishing that
he had a million dollars? One
day a friend asked him:
" 'Supposing you did have a
million dollars, Jim, what would
you do with it?'
"'First,' said Jim, 'I would go
to a hotel, engage a good room
and leave a call for 5 a. m. Then
I would go to bed. When the boy
came to call me in the morning, I
would say, "Oh, go to thunder.' "
" 'Then I would turn over and
go to sleep again.'
"I need rest," and the lines
deepened about the mayor's tired
eyes.
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StockwelVs Tenancy
of Mayoralty Seen as
'Trial Heaf for Office

BY FREDERICK BAQLEY.
led the fight for filtration. Woods
John N. Stockwell, Jr., acting j-was a rnember of Harry L. Davis'
mayor of Cleveland, while Mayor campaign committee in' the last camBaker sojourns in Europe, finds him- paign. George W. Spooner already
self the cynosure of all eyes, Demo- has entered for the prosecutorship
nomination.
cratic and Republican alike.
Stockwell's administration is re- Another member of Davis' commitgarded by insiders as a trial heat tee who became a candidate yesterfor the Democratic candidacy for day was Jack Davis, who took out
mayor two years hence, and some Republican papers for state Reprewhisper that Mayor Baker intended sentative. Davis was once pitcher
that this should happen when he ap- on the Toledo American Association
pointed Stockwell city law director. ball team, and was city paymaster
Pew Democratic leaders believe, from 1910 to 1912. Recently he' has
down in the bottom of their Jackson- been a special agent of the Cleveland
ian hearts, that Baker will run in Telephone Company.
1915. It is because of this belief that
Other entries •for stafe Representacertain semi-Democratic influences tive on the Republican ticket were
are grooming Peter Witt to run for J. V. Bannon, 5516 Whittier avenue;
the mayoralty, and that County ^jam es'.L, -Lind, j^-1864 E.> 84th street,
Clerk E. B. Haserodt is being spoken and Harry C. Smith, 2322 E. 30th
of by many party wheelhorses as "the street. Joseph J. Rowe, 1256 Manor
kind of a man they want to run for Park, Lake wood, entered as a Remayor."
publican candidate for state Senator.
But to Witt's possible candidacy A. G. Carpenter, 2117 E. 100th
there would be deep-rooted obj3«rton street, entered as a Progressive canon the part of the McDonough- didate for judge of 'the court of apGongwer faction, in part on account peals, and E. M. Humphrey, 1453
of the treatment Burr Gongwer has Wayne avenue, Lakewood, for the
received from some of Witt's inti- state Senate.
mates. On the other hand, many of
the silk-stocking associates of Baker Lakewood Republicans
think Haserodt, on account of his Will Rally Tonight.
well-known views on civil service, Several hundred Republicans are
non-partisanship and other altruistic expected to attend the rally of the
theories, would hardly do.
Lakewood Republican Club in ChamMayor Baker, suit case in hand,
This situation existed before the ber of Commerce Hall, Belle avenue
eager to start for Europe.
death of Director E. K. Wilcox, who and Detroit avenue, tonight. The
would have been, next to Baker, the speakers will be E. C. Turner, the*
favorite. When Baker came prosemiting attorney of Franklin
BAKER'S StATE 0 K'D leaders'
.
_i _ .._JU «. fn« +1-111 Ti-nmi.
to choose a law director, he un- county
and
a candidate for the nomihad in mind the fact that nation for Attorney General; ConBY DEM COMMITTEE doubtedly
the solicitor is the next in line of gressman F. B. Willis, of Ada, ,0., '
Cuyahoga-co democratic com- succession to the mayor.
candidate for the gubernatorial nomimittee late Tuesday indorsed MayStockwell lias been Baker's inti- nation; C. B. Galbreath, candidate
or Baker's slate of state legisla- mate, socially and politically, ever for
the nomination for Secretary of
tive candidates. Bernard Orlik-' since the mayor has lived in Cleveowski, present representative, was land. His views on mflgt subjects State, and W. S. FitzGerald, candiput on the slate in place of Don coincide with Baker's. So Baker ap- date for Congress in the TwentyP. Mills, who declined to run for pointed Stockwell. Realizing that it second district.
representative.
would be necessary to show the Willis and Gaibreath will be guests
Anti-slate candidates will not' organization whether Stockwell could of John Cunningham, 1224 Belle avecombine, they say, but will make ; or could not be trusted to "play the nue, and Turner the guest of B. A.
individual jfights for nomination. game," it is understood, the European Miller, Arthur avenue. David Tod,
of Youngstown, a candidate for Govtrip came in handy to Baker.
Leaving Stockwell in charge of the ernor, was invited, but it is doubtcity, Baker took with him Burr Gong- ful whether he will -be able to atwer, who has been the chief planner tend.
of intricate political moves among Bedford to Vote .
the Democrats for several years. This on School Bonds.
left Stockwell to stand on his own Residents of Bedford will vote at
feet. While Baker is absent, Stockspecial election today on the queswell has a chance to win, if he so. de- ation
issuing $50,000 school bonds.
sires and is able, the support of the The of
election is on two issues, one
organization.
of $5,000 for repairing schools and
Woods' Candidacy
$45,000 for enla'rging the high school.
Is Announced.
A special registration for Bedford
After weeks conferring and dis- was held yesterday under the direccussion, the candidacy of Council- tion lof Chief Deputy Clerk Caldwell,
man William B. Woods for the Re- of the board of elections.
publican nomination for county pros- Friends of Sheriff W- J- Smith
ecutor was announced yesterday. claimed yesterday that 17,000 names
Woods took out nominating petitions already had been signed to his petiPoints at Issue Were Different, at the board of elections.
tions, with 600 petitions still to hsftr
Both Woods and Jospph G. Fogg, from. They said Smith would file
Says Acting Mayor—Board
former assistant United States dis- about 23,000 signatures.
trict attorney, were considering enof Control Amends
trance in the race. The friendship Fesler Examines
:
between
the two men is remarkably Socialist Petitions.
I
Schedules.
Secretary Mayo Fesler, of the Mu- ;
close, so close that to those who
know them a contest ' between nicipal Association, yesterday examDecision of the state public utilities them is inconceivable. It was ined the Socialist petitions for repeal
commission in placing a new valu- entering. The decision that Woods of the non-partisan city, election
ation mpon the plant of the Bucyrus would enter makes it certain that charter provision ana discovered that
several prominent Democratic poliLight and Power Company and order- he will receive Fogg's support.
ing: a cust in rates may have no bear- Woods, who is an attorney at 1513 ticians, including several county offiing on the controversy between the Williamson building, has been twice cers, had signed them. He said the
city and the Cleveland Electric II- elected councilman from the Twen- association would make a campaign
lumlnatirug Company, Acting Mayor tieth ward. During his terms in for ' the retention of the provision,
council, he and Councilman W. S. but would not determine what kind
Btockrwell said yesterday.
The city has aisked the utilities FitzGerald, who is a candidate for to make until the opponents of the
commission to appraise the property the Republican nomination for Con- preferential ballot showed their
•fthe Illuminating company aod the| £ress in the Twenty-second district, hands..
lighting comipany has appealed to the
~~
commission against the enforcement!
of a city ordinance establishing &
maximum three-cent rate for electric|
current.
"It depends entirely upon the
©pinion handed down by the utilities
commission as to whether the decision
will have any bearing on the Cleveland case," said Stockwell. "I have
not seen a copy of the ruling of the
commission."
Stockwell attended
the Bucyrus rate hearing and said
that a number of points not at issue
in Cleveland were involved in the
L^_

luSsIliTING
CASE NO GUIDE IN
DIFFICULTY HERE

case.

A revised lighting sohedule correcting errors discovered in original
schedules prepared by municipal
Sighting officials was approved by the
City board of control yesterday. The
■ohedule fixes a- three-cent maximum
and a one-cent minimum for municipal current.
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NTO GITY'S PARKS
Warming Weather, It Draws
Merrymakers to Cleveland's Playspots.
May Day Exercises Planned
for Next Saturday
Afternoon.

MAYOR BEES
BUZZ AS BAKER
HINTS HE'S OUT
Speculation was rife Monday as to
who the Democratic party would put
up for its nonpartisan candidate for
'mayor in 1915, when it became known
that Mayor Baker confided to his
friends before sailing for Europe
that he would not run again.
Baker told several of his closest
associates that only a great change
in sentiment as expressed at the polls
last fall, when Harry L. Davis nearly nosed him out on second choice
votes, would induce him to again be
a candidate.
William H. McGannon, chief justice
of the municipal court, already has
been approached by business men's
associations and members of the
Elks, of which he is a member, and
asked to run.
"It's too far ahead to think about
it now," McGannon said Monday. "I
don't care to consider it at this time."
County Prosecutor Locher, who also
has been mentioned for the nomina- '■
tion, said Monday that at present he j
was a candidate for prosecutor only.
He didn't say what he would be seeking a year hence.
Traction Commissioner Witt and
Director of Law John N. Stockwell,
Jr., are the choice of some of the
Democrats for the new leader in the
county. Neither would discuss the
matter Monday.

Operation of dance halls together
with the opening of municipal refreshment stands in four city parks j
marked, the real opening of the Cleve- j
land park season yesterday.
The sunshiny - weather drew thou- '.
sands of people and It was announced1
yesterday by Park Commisioner Fred
C. Alber that dance hall receipts for
the year thus far are nearly fifty
per cent higher than a year ago, notwithstanding that ' the tango and
other modern forms of dancing have
been barred.
Other park amusement features are
to be in service by Decoration day.
The bathing season' is to open July
4 Park officials are ' practically certain the new $110,000 bath house at
Edgewater park will be ready for .use
at that time.
W. J. Champion, who is in general
charge of ; city refreshment stands,
spent a busy afternoon and evening
yesterday by Park Commissioner Fred
directed the operation of the_ Edgewater refreshment stand at the bath
house for. seven years when it was a
private concession, is in charge of all
city stands at Edgewater.
May day exercises are to take place
in Gordon, Edgewater, Garfield and
Brookslde parks next Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Newton D. Baker, wife of
the" mayor, is to be patroness of the
Edgewater park festivities and the
May queen is to be crowned^by
Geraldine Murphy, daughter or William J. Murphy, secretary.to Mayor
Mrs'. Margaret Reilly Is to be In
charge of the exercises. There will
be folk dances, drills and music. Children of the West Side schools will
Miss Florence N. Sacheroff and
Miss Martha B. Markowitz are to be
in charge of exercises at Gordon
park. The May queen there Is to be
crowned by Ruth Cohn. There will
be a May-pole dance for all the children attending.
;
■
Maneuvers by Boy Scouts is to be
a feature of the program. Miss TeSs
O'Callaghan is to direct the exercises |
I at Garfield park. There will be a
I dumbbell drill, Japanese drill,
tambourine drill and other features.
Mrs. Harriet Hall is in charge of th«
Brookside festival.
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Democrats Grieve as
Cox Lists Here Show
Half Names Pledged

HERE'S P1PESTORY

I

Smoking on the Ocean Blue.
Thinking, in- all probability, of
Gov Jamls M. Cox, and^his » the
reason.
'".'.'„
Just a day or two before Mr.
-Raker Mr. Gongwer and J. U HosfeUer left for their, trip abroad Gov.
Cox entrusted a mission to a+Cleveland man. The mission was to purchase two handsome pipes and .^ tobacco pouch. One of the PW the
nouch and a cordial note from the
SoVernor were to be given Mayor
laker as,a ^ing.away present The
other pipe was to be Gov. Cox s gltt
to Mr. Gongwer.
The mission was executed m this
wav
The purchases, were>. made.
One'pine" the pouch and the governor's note were given to Mr. Gongwer with instructions to surprise
Mr Baker with them when the Minnehaha was a mile outside the Ne^v
York harbor line.
The second pipe was given Mr.
Raker who was told to give it to
Mr Gongwer with the governor s
compliments when the ship was a
mile outside the harbor.
Mr Baker did riot.know he was to
be the recipient of a gift. Mr. Gorjs, wer did, not know there was a pipe
Every evening, Mayor Newton.& for him.
Those who knew about both presBaker's^ close friends here.at home
see wind-Pictures of the mayo
ents are chuckling and awaiting
word as to how they were exchanged.
W
" t?" ^eck^f tfeieamerMtoneAnd every evening his friends think
hnahteWdatCckhin|tthec sun -g: into of the mayor and Mr. G-ohgwer si ting on deck, smoking the governor s
^te0rranT°mkLklPaned8 tninking of
pipes.
• ■
.
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date for Congress in the Twentieth
BY JOHN T. BOVRKE.
district.
_T.
Democratic organization workers
Harry D. "Williams, Lake view
In Cleveland are disappointed at their road, registered as a candidate for a
failure to secure fewer than half the Republican nomination for State
number of signatures for Cox nom- Representative. Herbert C. Wood,
inating petitions promised by party 3726 Carnegie avenue, entered the
leaders in Cuyahoga county.
lists as1 a candidates'for State SenPetitions for the Governors re- ator on the Republican primary
nomination were circulated here, a
'
■.'.
month before the ward leaders were ticket.
Philip R. White, 28 Mt. Union
given those for other candidates in- street, took out nominating petitions
dorsed for nominations by the Cuyahoga county Democratic executive for State Representative as a Pro' committee. It was aimed to obtain gressive.
# e *
15,000 signatures to the Cox petitions
Commenting
on the manner in
and then circulate the -nominating
which the Cox-Finley machine has
papers for other candidates.
When the first call for the return been strengthened through the enof the Governor's petitions was made actment of statutes giving the exthe ward leaders brought to the ecutive power to dictate who shall
Democratic headquarters about 6,DUU hold jobs not only in the state but
also in the counties, E. C. Turner
signatures.
Instructions were then given to Franklin county's prosecutor and
ward and precinct workers to renew candidate for the Republican nomtheir efforts to secure signatures until ination for Attorney-General, says:
"When I contemplate the various
obtained. The
a total.of 10,000 was
Cox nominating papers were prac- Cox commission laws and see how
tically all in at Democratic head- the Governor appoints A and, subquarters yesterday. The total of the ject to the Governor's approval, A
appoints B, B appoints C and so on,
signatures did not reach 7,500.^
The petitions of 459 organization I am reminded of the lines of Dean
candidates for precinct committee- Swift:
men in Cleveland have been received " 'Big fleas have little fleas upon
at Democratic headquarters,* but the
their backs to bite 'em,
petitions, of a number of the eighty- And little fleas have-lesser fleas and
eight candidates for committeemen
so on ad inflnitum.'"
tn the county outside of Cleveland
are still in circulation.
Youngstown Educator
Democratic Treasurer Brannon has
sent notices to the ward and. town- to Seek Assembly Seat.
swp leaders to get busy this week
Professor H. P. McCoy, principal of
and hustle for signatures to all or the Brier Hill school, at Youngstown,
ganization petitions.
is expected to enter the race for a
S
Petitions must be returned to Republican
nomination
for state
Democratic headquarters next Mon Representative from Mahoning county. Mr. McCoy was recently admitted
d
Ward leaders report that they find ji to the practice of law and is said to
^difficulty in getting signatures] desire experience at law making.
to the Petitions of Frank McKean
# * *
clerk of the Ohio Supreme Court, and
William Behne, state Representafor Congressman B. F. Bulkley than tive from Williams county; and editor
for other candidates for nominations of the'Bryan Democrat, who is a canMartin Thumm, candidate for state didate for the Democratic nominacommitteeman in the Twentieth dis- tion for state Senator from the Thirtrict is getting more signatures to ty-second district, was in Cleveland
Ws petitions than are being Placed on yesterday en route to Columbus.
the petitions of either D. J. MW£,
» , A- *
Mayor Baker, candidates 'eepectivel ,
Political rumor in the Nineteenth
for the state committee "from the
Twenty-first and Twenty-second dis- district has it that Judge J. Roberts,
of the Ashtabula county court tot
tr
Tnirty-fiveof the original candi- common pleas, will enter the race for
the Republican Congressional nomination. Mahoning county has three
candidates for the nomination, for-,
mer Congressman James Kennedy and ■
State Representatives O. E. Diser and,
law.
. ,
g
John G. Cooper. Trumbull county
[is a candidate in former State Rep-,
Xaipiina~~«iiasiiK>
tentative Warren Thomas.
•OQ 2? tpjraipig 'pptj
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Counsel Joseph McGhee, of the
ate utilities commission, who is a
uididate for the Democratic nomfation for Attorney General, was in
'leveland yesterday. McGhee s nommting petitions are being circulated
ere by the local Democratic orgamatlon
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' Progressives of the Eighteenth disJJt have named Rev. W. K. Weaver, a Presbyterian minister of Saineville for Congress; W. A. Hunt,
rsahneville, and Attorney William
■joqun} Siq aqi 0}m }aS HIM.
Pratt, of Martin's Ferry, for State
seraBu oqi pa^oadxe s; ;i sjnoq AWJ 13
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Democrats Grieve as
Cox Lists Here Show
Half Names Pledged,
date for Congress in the Twentieth
district.
Harry D. Williams, Dake View '
road, registered as a candidate for a j
Republican nomination for State j
Representative. Herbert C. Wood, ]
3726 Carnegie avenue, entered the j
lists as a candidate! for State Sen- :
ator on the Republican primary
ticket.
/
Philip R. White, 28 Mt. Union
street, took out nominating petitions
for State Representative as a Progressive.

HERE'S PIPE STORY
It's About Two of 'Em and a Tobacco Pouch and a Note From
Gov. Cox, Also About Mayor Baker and W. B. Gongwer
Smoking on the Ocean Blue.
Thinking, in- all probability, of
Gov. James M. Cox, andjhis is the
reason.
^^
Just a day or two before Mr.
Baker, Mr. Gongwer and J. C. Hostetler left for their trip abroad, Gov.
Cox entrusted a mission to a Cleveland man. The mission was to purchase two handsome pipes and. a tobacco pouch. One of the pipes, the
pouch and a cordial note from the
governor were to be given Mayor
Baker as a going-away present. The
other pipe was to be Gov. Cox's gift
to Mr. Gongwer.
The mission was executed in this
way: The purchases, were made.
One pipe'; the pouch and the governor's note were given to Mr. Gongwer, with instructions to surprise
Mr. Baker with them when the Min'nehaha was a mile outside the New
York harbor line.
The second pipe was given Mr.
Baker, who was told to give it to
Mr. Gongwer with the governor's
compliments when the ship was a
mile outside the harbor.
Mr. Baker did not.know he was to
be the recipient of a gift. Mr. Gongwer didi not know there was a pipe
Every evening, Mayor Newton D. for him.
Baker's close friends here at home
Those who knew about both pressee' mind-pictures of the mayor and
W B. Gongwer sitting- side by side ents are chuckling and awaiting
word
as to how they were exchanged.
on the deck of the steamer Minneevery evening his friends think
! haha, watching the sun sink into of And
the mayor and Mr. Gongwer sitithe ocean, smoking pipes of identical
ting
on
deck, smoking the governor's(
material and make, and thinking of
pipes.
' . '
.J
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BY JOHN T. BOURKE.
Democratic organization workers
In Cleveland are disappointed at their
failure to secure fewer than half the
number of signatures for Cox--nominating petitions promised by party
leaders in Cuyahoga county.
Petitions for the Governor's renomination were circulated here: a
month before the ward leaders were
given those for other candidates indorsed for nominations by the Cuyahoga county Democratic executive
committee. It was aimed: to obtain
*
e
*
15,000 signatures to the Cox petitions
and then circulate the nominating
Commenting on the manner in
papers for other candidates.
which the Cox-Finley machine has
When the first call for the return been strengthened through the en
of the Governor's petitions was made actment of statutes giving the ex
the ward leaders brought to the I ecutive power to dictate who shall
Democratic headquarters about 6,500 hold j0t>s not only in the state but
signatures.
also in the counties, E. C. Turner,
Instructions were then given to Franklin county's prosecutor and
ward and precinct workers to renew candidate for the Republican nomtheir efforts to secure signatures until ination for Attorney General, says:
a total.of 10,000 was obtained. The
"When I contemplate the various
Cox nominating papers were prac- Cox commission laws and see how
tically all in at Democratic head- the Governor appoints A and, subquarters yesterday. The total of the ject to the Governor's approval, A
Signatures did not reach 7,500.
appoints :B, B appoints C and so on,
The petitions of 459 organization
j I am reminded of the lines of Dean
candidates for precinct committeemen in Cleveland have been received Swift:
at Democratic headquarters.l but the "'Big fleas have little fleas»upon
their backs to bite 'em,
petitions, of a number of the eightyeight candidates for cornmitteemen And little fleas have, lesser fleas and;
so on ad infinitum.' "
In the county outside of Cleveland
* *' *
are still in circulation.
Democratic Treasurer Brannon has Youngstown Educator
eent notices to the ward and-, town- to Seek Assembly Seat.
ship leaders to get busy this week
Professor H. P. McCoy, principal of
and hustle for signatures to all orthe Brier Hill school, at Youngstown,
ganization petitions.
Petitions must be returned to is expected to enter the race for a
nomination
for state
Democratic headquarters next Mon- Republican
Representative from Mahoning counday.
Ward leaders report that they find ty. Mr. McCoy was recently admitted
less difficulty in getting signatures to the practice of law and is said to
at law 'making.
to the petitions of Frank McKean, desire experience
*
9
*
clerk of the Ohio Supreme Court, and
William Behne, state R.epresentafor Congressman R. F. Biilkley than
for other candidates for nominations. tive from Williams county; and editor
Martin Thumm, candidate for state of the'Bryan Democrat, who is a cancommitteeman in the Twentieth dis- didate for the Democratic nomina- triet, is getting more signatures to tion for state Senator from the Thir-'
his petitions than are being placed on ty-second district, was in Cleveland
the petitions of either D. J. Zinner or yesterday en route to Columbus.
Mayor Baker, candidates respectively
for the state committee ^from the
Political rumor in the Nineteenth
Twenty-first and Twenty-second dis- district has it that Judge J. Roberts,
tricts.
of the Ashtabula county court of
Thirty-five of the original candi- common pleas, will enter the race for
dates for precinct cornmitteemen the Republican Congressional nomihave been dropped by the Democratic nation. Mahoning county has three
organization because they held posi- candidates for the nomination, for-,
tions under the state civil service mer Congressman James Kennedy and •
law.
State Representatives O. E. Diser and
* • •
John G. Cooper. Trumbull county
G. 0. P. Committee Pushes
has a candidate in former State Rep- j
resentative Warren Thomas.
Members' Petitions.
* * *
The Republican county executive
Counsel Joseph McGhee, of the j
- committee is looking after the circuj lation of nominating petitions for Re- state utilities commission, who is a
; publican candidates for precinct candidate for the Democratic nom• cornmitteemen. The petitions have ination for Attorney General, was in
been distributed among ward and; Cleveland yesterday. McGhee's nomtownship leaders. The Republican inating petitions are being circulated
committee, however, is not circulating here by the local Democratic organithe petitions of candidates for nom- zation.
* * *
inations to public office. That is beProgressives of the Eighteenth dising done by the candidates themtrict have named Rev. W. K. Weavselves.
* -* *
er, a Presbyterian minister, of SaMayor Baker, who ran for office as lineville, for Congress; W. A. Hunt,
a non-partisan last year, is a can- of Salineville, and Attorney William
didate for membership on two par- Pratt, of Martin's Ferry, for State
tisan committees this year. He seeks Senator.
membership on the Democratic county central committee as, the organization candidate in precinct O, Twentieth ward, and membership on the
Democratic state central committee
from the Twenty-second Congressional district. .The question was put
up to Deputy.Clerk Caldwell, of the
board of elections, yesterday if the
mayor could run for both positions
on the Democratic primary ballot.
Tom Brannon, in charge at Democratic headquarters, who asked the
question was told that as the mayor
was not in the classified service he
could ruff for all the committee places
he desired.
Deputy Clerk Caldwell also' said
Charles Mooney could run for the
Democratic county central committee
In precinct B, Twenty-fifth ward.
The Democratic leaders, before getting this ruling from the election
board, fearing a candidate couldn't
stand for two jobs at the primaries,
took Roy A. Tuttle out of the race
for precinct committeeman when the
organization made him its candidate
for the Congressional nomination in
the Twenty-second district.
■.#

*

*

Carpenter Seeks Moose
Congressional Honors.
Frank' G. Carpenter, 1438 E. 110th
street, took out nominating petitions
yesterday as the Progressive candi-
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Cleveland's First Pageant
Ready for
HOSTS REHEARSE "A DREAM OF FREEDOM"

{SUFFRAGE

MISS CLAGfi
EAME£
AS "WOMAN**

_

JACK BAKEP. ELIZABETH BAKER

'CHILDREN OF FREEDOM'.'
MRS. NEWTOKCU. BAKBR AS fOHlcF
THE finishing touches were put
on Cleveland's first pageant
last evening when a dress rehearsal
of "A Dream of Freedom" was held
on the stage of the Metropolitan
Theater, where it will he presented
tomorrow afternoon and evening by
the Woman Suffrage party.
Some of the famous society beauties have been pressed into service
and the perfection of detail and
beauty of ensemble will satisfy the
most esthetic and hypercritical spectator.
Excerpts from "Tannhauser" and
"Lohengrin," played by an orchestra
of thirty, accompany the entrances,
marches and exits of the "states,"
franchised and unfranchised. The
dance of "Hope" (Miss Winifred
Lawrence) and her handmaidens is
to the "Triste Waltz," by Sibelius.
Mrs. Koger G. Perkins, as "Justice," discarded the time-honored
scales and blindfold.
With unsheathed sword, she led "Woman,"
impersonated by Miss Clare Barnes,
to the altar of enfranchised freedom, otherwise Mrs. Julius French
Janes.
Back and forth marched and countermarched the suffragists last night
under the direction of Miss Hazel
MaoKaye until the pageant ended
with the presentation by Columbia of
Ohio (Mrs. Newton T>. Baker) as the

text state which will give the vote|
to its women.
Madame Rachel Frease-Green,
the Covent Garden and Boston Op-|
era companies, who, as Columbia
will wear the royal blue velvet robei|
used by Lillian Nordica in the Nev
Tork production, will sing "DicH
Theure Halle" from "Tannhauser'|
before the pageant opens.
"We want to impress Cleveland
with our sincerity of purpose," Mrs!
Charles S. Brooks, chairman of thq
party, said last evening.
"We are not faddists seeking the1
vote as a means of diversion. We1
have substituted this pageant for the
militant methods of England, and
tomorrow we shall have the verdict|
of the citizens of Cleveland."
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NEW AIDE
New Postmaster at Work MAYOR'S
HAS EASY TIME

GETS FLOWERS AND GOOD WISHES

[

IS. 0. S. Signal Calls On Faithful
to Get Out and Fill Up
Petitions for Nominations.
CLARKE IS STILL SHY
ALL NAMES HE REQUIRES
Other Aspirants for Offiee Feel
Lack of Enthusiasm Among
Voters.
BY JOHN T. BOURKB.
' An "S. O. S." call has been sent
to the Cuyahoga Democracy by candidates who aspire to places on thf
Democratic state ticket for signa-'
tures to nominating petitions.
Candidates of the state machin<
for places on the Democratic primary
ballot, other than for Governor, are
having a hard time, it seems, to get
the requisite 8,786 signatures to their
petitions.
They are blaming the civil service
law for the hard work encountered
in getting names on petitions, saying
men holding positions in the classified service refuse to solicit signatures on the ground they are barred
from doing so by the Friebolin act.
Not long since the state civil service commission threatened to do dire
things to municipal employees in
Cleveland who showed political activity, but Mayor Baker and Law Director Stockwell took the stand that
city employees here were governed
eolely by the civil service provisions
of the municipal charter and could
laugh at the threats of the state
commission.
Since the candidates for Democratic nominations indorsed by the state
machine of the party found they
might be unable to get sufficient
signatures to insure them places on
the ballot the state civil service com.lleged

■%Zl-Z "1 paddajs
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BEING secretary to the mayor is
not an arduous job at present,
Milton L. Young, successor to W. J.
Murphy discovered yesterday after
his first day's experience.
Mayor
Baker is in Europe and there w~ere
few visitors at the executive offices.
Young expects to have his hands
full upon Baker"s return, for in addition to the secretaryship he will
act as Baker's stenographer. The
new secretary is twenty-six years of
age.

POSTMASTER.
WILLIAM J,
MURPHY
WJ. MURPHY became post♦
master of Cleveland yesterday. He didn't do much postmasttering though, for throughout the
day he was very busy receiving congratulations of friends who were
able to squeeze their way through
the embankments of flowers that
filled his office in the federal building.
Big baskets of roses were sent
from various political organizations,
and from city and county officers
and other friends. They covered the
desk and overflowed onto chairs,
window ledges and the floor.
Postmaster Murphy made one official announcement during the day.
It was that Walter E. Schutt would
be retained as assistant postmaster.
He said he had made no further
plans for the immediate future.
During the day Mrs. Murphy with

her children, Florence, twelve years
old; Dorothy, ten, and Geraldine,
seven, called on the new postmaster.
Geraldine sat in the big walnut
chair which her father is to occupy
for four years and announced she
was going te be the "real postmaster."
"She's r'ght about that too," said
the new chief of Cleveland's mail
service. "She's the real boss."
Among other visitors during the
day were
the new
postmaster's
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. M.
M. Murphy, 5074 Hollister avenue.
Efficiency will be the motto of the
new administration at the Cleveland
postofflce.
Delivery
of
mails,
Murphy says, plays one of the most
important parts in modern business.
p
He announced that every effort
would be bent toward making postal
service here just as efficient as it
possibly can be.

I I
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,' An "S. O. S." call has been sent
to the Cuyahoga Democracy by candidates who aspire to places on th^
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Candidates of the state machine'

EING secretary to the mayor is
not an arduous job at present,
Milton L. Young, successor to W. J.
Murphy discovered yesterday after
his first day's experience.
Mayor
Baker is in Europe and there were
few visitors at the executive offices.
Toung expects to have his hands
full upon Baker's return, for in addition to the secretaryship he will
act as Baker's stenographer. The
new secretary is twenty-six years of
age.

for places on the Democratic primary
ballot, other than for Governor, are
having a hard time, it seems, to get
the requisite 8,786 signatures to their j
petitions.
They are blaming the civil service |
law for the hard work encountered
in getting names on petitions, saying
men holding positions in the classified service refuse to solicit signatures on the ground they are barred
from doing so by the Friebolln act.
Not long since the state civil service commission threatened to do dire
things to municipal employees in
Cleveland who showed political activity, but Mayor Baker and Daw Director Stockwell took the stand that
city employees here were governed
solely by the civil service provisions
of the municipal charter and could
laugh at the threats of the state
commission.
Since the candidates for Democrat Jc nominations indorsed by the state
' machine of the party found they
might be unable to get sufficient
signatures to insure them .places on
the ballot the state civil service commission hasn't peeped about alleged
violations of the merit system in
Cleveland.

Local Machine Called
On to Get Signatures.
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POSTMASTER.
WILLIAM J,
MURPHY
WJ. MURPHY
became post♦
master of Cleveland yesterday. He didn't do much postmasttering though, for throughout the
day he was very busy receiving congratulations of friends
who
were
able to squeeze their way through
the embankments of flowers that
filled his office in the federal building.
Big baskets of roses were sent
from various political organizations,
and from city and county officers
and other friends. They covered the
desk and overflowed onto chairs,
window ledges and the floor.
Postmaster Murphy made one official announcement during the day.
It was that Walter E. Schutt would
be retained as assistant postmaster.
He said he had made no further
plans for the immediate future.
During the day Mrs. Murphy with

In their anxiety to get petitions
circulated the candidates have^begged
the Cleveland organization to get
them enough signatures here to put
their names on the primary ballot.
Governor Cox had his own petitions
pretty well signed up before the',
state civil service commission made;
its ruling, and the Cleveland organ-j
ization bent its- efforts to get hlm|
10,000
signatures here.
Treasurer
Tom Brannon, in charge of the local
Democratic headquarters, said yesterday he thought the Cox petitions
from this county contained about
I 10,100 names. He admitted that the
a,verage number of sfgnatures the!
local organization has obtained for1
other Democratic state candidates
may not exceed 1,000. He expects to
send these petitions to Columbus to-;
■ iday.
i
Next to Governor Cox Frank McKean, of Cleveland, candidate for a
third term nomination for Supreme;
Court clerk, has fared best in Cleveland. McKean told personal friends
lie might be unable to get on the
ballot If they didn't come to the
i rescue and they have obtained 2,500
|signatures for him in this county.
It is asserted by local Democrats
Ithat'John H. Clarke is still short of
Ithe required number of petitions to
linsure his name going on the primary
Ifoallot for United States Senator.
Most of the candidates on Mayor
[Baker's legislative slate are reputed
to be having a hard time securing
petition
signatures.
These candidates were told to look after their
own petitions. A half dozen of the
nineteen slated aspirants for nominations as State Senators and State
Representatives have sufficient signatures, and the others have been
j notified by the local organization to
hustle harder or they will fall to
land places on the ballot.'
The organization claims the party
workers have been "milked dry," and
the legislative candidates must look
after their own interests.
Anti-slate candidates for legislative
nominations are elated over the condition of affairs and claim the Baker slate will be broken before the
primaries through the inability of
some of the men on it to secure
nominating petitions.

her children, Florence, twelve years
old; Dorothy, ten, and Geraldine,
seven, called on the new postmaster.
Geraldine sat in the big walnut:
chair which her father is to occupy
for four years and announced she
was going te be the "real postmaster."
"She's right about that too," said
the new chief of Cleveland's mail
service. "She's the real boss."
Among other visitors during the
day were
the new
postmaster's
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. M.
M. Murphy, 5074 Hollister avenue.
Efficiency will be the motto of the
new administration at the Cleveland
postofflce.
Delivery
of
mails,
Murphy says, plays one of the most
important parts in modern business.
8
He announced that every effort
would be bent toward making postal
service here just as efficient as it
possibly can be.
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The police ordinance was referred
to the council committee on police,
The patrolmen will not be appointed
until the first of the coming year!
The motordrome ordinance' also
was referred. The council adopted ai
resolution permitting fireworks displays at the park June 25 and July
2 and 3.
Acting Mayor Stockwell's position!
on placing unskilled laborers in the'
classified service is not the same as j
that of Mayor Baker. As a member
Stockwell Says Control of of
the City charter commission and at,
meetings with Mayo Fesler,
Laborers by Politics recent
secretary of the Civic league, and
members of the civil service comActing Mayor Stockwell last night lution, Reynolds charged that conWould be Calamity.
mission, the mayor stated that he did
tributors to the endowment fund of
not-believe in placing unskilled laborvetoed the ordinance ^df \at>or Lakeside Hospital were friendly to
Charter amendment to exc ude labor railroads which sought possession of
ers under civil service. The charter
decision to place this
ers from civil service, passed oy
Pro- commission's
the lake front. "When pressed by Councilmen Clash on
provision in the charter was by a, vote
Councilman
FitzGerald
to
give
of
seven
to
six.
posed Transfer of Marine
names, he declined to do so. FitzThe council last night received an
Gerald and Councilman Woods led
ordinance authorizing a special elecHospital Land.
tion Aug. 11 on the charter amendan unsuccessful fight to have the
civil service act Had noL
.>
ment proposal initiated through the
oughly tested, that approval cthe measure referred to committees.
petition
circulated by, the Socialists
In a message to council announcPolice Ordinance Filed.
amendment would remove a^thud of
and an ordinance designating the
ing
his
veto
of
the
ordinance
auAdditional police protection in the
the city employees from he protec
form to be used- in submitting this
city parks will be made possible if thorizing a special election- on the and the civil service amendment.
question
of
amending
the
city,
charter
Iil his veto message to the council
the council approves an ordinance by
exempting unskilled laborers from the" Vctingmayor "stated that in "the
Councilman McGinty, providing for jiby
civil service, Acting Mayor John N. sudden application of the merit systhe appointment of a second in- ; Stockwell last night declared the respector of police, five additional | moval of 2,000 employes from the tem to more than 2,000 unskilled em^Grvic©
ployes certain inconveniences were
Under the rules of the council the sergeants and fifty extra policemen.; merit system and allowing them to to be expected. In addition, he de»
be
subject
to
political
control
would
ordinance goes over for a week foi
The ordinance was referred to the
clared it was but natural that the
a,public calamity.
' \
first and most persistent protests
police committee. Chairman Wag- be Such
a step, should be taken, he against the Inauguration of the sys'^etrtwinbemadeto.passit ner announced that a public hearing
declared, only ,'ih the event . that it
ovt? the mayor's veto at the next would be held on the measure Thurs- shall have, been demonstrated, after tem would have been voiced by those
meeting of the council. Councilmen day afternoon. Motorcycle racing on a fair test,' that it is a necessary who heretofore had a free hand in
Sst night predicted that this, would saucer tracks is .made unlawful, and procedure. In hii, 'nnlniot. ThToTan the making of appointments and that
1 1 £?•„?; „?
were „f
heard
of conducting
exam
would be done, as more than the re- a fine of $100 is provided for viola- UJ.
uoimucimg examinations
of »hi?f
appli- Ii the
"*° same
ri*_ compfents
«„™,tin«r,«
«,» when
„M,,
for laborers' positions has hot (the other departments of the city
quired two-thirds of the members tions, in an ordinance t>y Councilman cants
yet received a fair trial. -■■
(were placed under civil service three
voted originally for the submission of Moylan, referred to the judiciary
The: veto message was received by ; or four years ago.
the amendment.
the council without Comment during,: Iti addition tie stated, that^ the
committee.
Resolution Shows Protest.
Stockwell's veto of the civil service the meeting, but ow(ng to the fact adoption of the amendment proposed
that the ordinance was adopted by by the ordinance would remove from
Members of the council further in- amendment took councilmen by sur- the decisive vote of .twenty yeas and. the city's civil sea* ce over 2,000 emdicated that they would pass the prise, as Mayor Baker was known four nays, it was I believed that? it;, gloves whose appointment would be
measure over Stookwell's protest, to be friendly to the submission of would be passed over the acting i dependent upon the unrestrained Will
when a resolution was introduced the charter change.
mayor's veto at the :next meeting. , •' of administrative; officers.
.
City Clerk Richard E. Collins said
In . conclusion he stated that it is
providing for the submission of the
Stockwell declared the first. and.
last
evening
the
veto
would
not
prej
due
to
the
people
Who
approved
the
amendment on the same ballot to most persistent objections to civil
abolish preferential.voting, initiated service have been voiced by those vent the special election from being .icivil service amendment to the conheld Aug. 11, if the ordinance were stitution, to the members of the city
by Socialists.
who have heretofore had a free hand passed at the coming meeting. The ^charter commission and to the elec
Councilman Reynolds introduced a in the making of appointments. Sim- ordinance requires eighteen votes for tors who ratified the charter that
resolution protesting against a bill ilar complaints were made when- approval over the veto of the mayor. every opportunity be granted to make
pending before Congress to transfer clerical positions were placed underj
Last night's meeting of council also the merit system a complete success.
An ordinance was passed authoriza part of the Marine Hospital site on civil service three or four years ago, was marked by a clash on the question of the approval of a resolution ing the expenditure of $20,000 for the
the lake front to trustees of Lake- he said.
construction of the city's first sewage
side Hospital. The resolution de- Stockwell pointed out that the civil by Councilman John W. Reynolds pro- disposal plant at the foot of W. 58thclared it would be a public calamity service amendment to the constitu- testing against the passage of a bill st. A resolution authorizing the payin congress authorizing the
if any part of the lake front came tion was approved by the Cleveland pending
transfer of a portion of the' Marine, ment of $6,000 still due for the Perry
into the hands of persons unfriendly electorate by a vote of 40,930 to 8,481, hospital property to the Lakeside hos- celebration Was approved by the
council committee on finance last
harbor development.
and declared that every effort to pital trustees.
• .;
and the measure was placed
n urging the adoption of the reso- make the merit system a complete
Councilman W. S... -'"itzGerald, de» evening
on second reading. A committee of,
success was due to voters who ap- clared the resolution is an insult .to. citizens appeared before the council j
proved the amendment, the commis- every man connected with Lakeside committee yesterday to request the I
and that the charge had been
sioners who framed the new charter hospital
made that the change in ownership approval of the resolution.
and the voters who ratified it.
would be inimical to lake front de"Adoption of the amendment would velopment interests of the city.
remove more than 2,000 employees . After long debate the resolution was
from the civil service and their ap- adopted, 20 yeas and 6 nays. Counpointments and tenure of office would cilman W. G. Tack voted with, the
members of former Republican affiliadepend upon the unrestrained will of tion and Councilman Harry C. Gahn
administrative officers," said' the act- Voted with the majority members.
ing mayor.
Councilman Reynolds believes . the
city should not allow the Marine hospital to pass into the hands of the
Lakeside hospital. It is his belief
that any change in ownership Should
result in the city becoming possessor
of .the land as the property east of
E.'9th-st with its riparian rights occupies an important point in the outer
hartjr.
"The gentleman implies a good deal
the resolution does nOt say," said Mr.
Reynolds in response to the criticism
of Councilman FitzGerald. "I said
the endowment fund of Lakeside hospital is contributed to by men interested in the railroads. If other interests than the city acquire that land
they'll not be so friendly to the lake
front development."
The Reynolds resolution directs the
city clerk to send the protest to congressmen, representing. the Cleveland
district. Opposing members sought
last night to Have.the resolution referred to committees, but ^jhis move
was voted down.
Other features of the meeting last
night were the introduction of an! ordinance authorizing the appointment
of fifty additional patrolmen, five additional sergeants .and one inspector
for night duty, the 'introduction of an
ordinance by Councilman David Moylan prohibiting motorcycle races in
motordromes, and the passage of an
ordinance authorizing the expenditure of $1,050,000 for waterworks
purposes.

Bill to Excuse Labor VETOES ORDINANCE,
| From CtviJ Service Is SLAPS^ARTY RULE
Vetoed by Stockwell
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SAY VETO KILLS iSTOCKWELLIS SERENADE NEW BOSS ;
E
STOCKWELL A ! ATTACKED FOR
MAYOR TIM | COUNCIL VETO
Cleveland Mail Carriers' Band Members Blow and Beat Postmaster Murphy Welcome, but Just for a Moment the
Musical Reception Scares Him.

Acting Mayor Arouses Former
Friends by Blocking Givil
Service Vote.

Councilmen, Angry, Say They
Will Re-Pass Ordinance for
Civil Service Vote
SAYS PLAN'S DANGEKOUS'
Acting Mayor Stockwell is
"in bad" with the council.;
Worse still, next Monday night
councilmen will ignore Stock*
well-, and pass, over his veto, an
^ordinance to submit to voters
August 11 an amendment to the
;bew charter abolishing civil
Service for laborers.
•Councilmen Tuesday, bitterly angry
at Stockwell for his action, we'nt so
far ;as to say he had blighted his
chances of ever becoming mayor of
Cleveland. Much of the bitterness is
flue to the fact Mayor Baker himself favors knocking out charter
clause s forcing common laborers to
tmbmi to civil service' regulations.
"Stoc. well's veto will make it all
the easier to get votes for the
amendment,"
declared Councilman
Jteynolds, a member of the special
committee: which investigated the
Classified fiervice.
Councilmen
Tuesday
maintained
the measure will be repassed by a
22 to 4 vote, the same as when the
ordinance .Urst was passed. Stockwell told council he vetoed the
measure because he didn't think a
fair trial has been given civil service

T

'SPOSE MAYOR
SHOULD DROP
LIGHTED PIPE!

Safety
Director
Benesch
early
Tuesday
wandered
into
Mai"0''
Baker's office, now being washed ana
cleaned.
The carpet 'had just been
taken out to be beaten.
. "Where'd this cotton come from:
Benesch queried, stooping to the
°Then he noticed, cotton. had been
tucked under every carpet, in the
■ Baker suite to deaden the'noise..
"Worst" Are hazard possible," de' clared Benesch. "I hope no fire war,
den comes in before noon. The. City
Hall is enough of a firestrap without
! adding this stuff for a finishing
| touch."
There'll be no more cotton undei
< Baker's carpets hereafter.

William

J.

Murphy,

Cleveland's

new postmaster, who is better known
as "Billy," was

the

victim

of

a

housewarming in his new quarters in

the federal building yesterday.
A few minutes past noon Mr.
Murphy was summoned from his private office.
This furnished the opportunity for approximately forty
mail carriers, each armed with some
sort of a band instrument, to slip inside the big private office.
Then
Mr. Murphy was called back.
John N. Stockwell, jr., acting
As he stepped inside, he was
with
a
deafening
roar.
mayor, who acquired the reputa- greeted
Startled, he turned to beat a hasty
tion of a fighter in the Ohio legisretreat, but friends behind him shoved
lature, Tuesday was facing the
him into the room.
biggest fight of his career It was
"Suffering oats!" ejaculated the"new
a battle with men who have been!, P. M., "what's the matter now?"
However, it was nothing serious.
his allies
Stockwell Monday night vetoed | j The mail carriers' band had chosen
the resolution
fixing a voting* the first opportunity to serenade the
date on the question of eliminat- new boss.
ing unskilled muny laborers from
civil service. Council had passed
the resolution at the last meeting, and Stockwell knew that not
only the democratic organization
was for the measure,
but
that
Mayor Baker had indorsed it just
before leaving^for Europe.
Yet Stockwell Tuesday went
ahead, bending all his efforts to
keep the measure from passing.s
Councilmen threatened to pass the
resolution over his head.

Asserts Muny Ownership
Would be Imperiled if Employment Scheme' sOhanged

GALLS VETO ABUS

City Clerk Collins Declares
Stockwell Assumed Right
Belonging to People.

Defends His Course.
"It may not have been good
polities, but it was good business," said
Stockwell
Tuesday..
"The measure threatened
muny,
ownership. We can't expect to:
to^naoj}],

Councilmen Predict Voters
Decide Charter
Question.

Acting Mayor John N. Stockwell's
iveto of the ordinance to permit the
people to vote Aug. 11 on the question of amending the civil service
section of the city charter was
characterized yesterday by City Clerk
Richard E. Collins as an abuse of
executive power.
That leaders of council who voted
with the majority on the passage of.
the ordinance a week ago last Monday are planning to fight for the
passage of the ordinance over the
veto of the'acting mayor was indicated yesterday at a meeting of a
council committee called
for
the
consideration of plans for the entertainment of the Buffalo council on
Its visit to Cleveland Tuesday.
Several new municipal enterprises
were suggested when plans for an
inspection tour were under discussion.
It was suggested that the visitors be
shown the municipal lighting plant,
Jli£-lu_nr£ssiine_nlant and other _new
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SAnffOKJuT STOCKWELL IS SERENADE NEW BOSS
ROCKWELL AS | ATTACKED FOR
MAYOR TIBER'i COUNCIL VETO

Cleveland Mail Carriers' Band Members Blow and Beat Postmaster Murphy Welcome, but Just for a Moment the
Musical Reception Scares Him.

Councilmen, Angry, Say They
Will Re-Pass Ordinance for
Civil Service Vote
Acting Mayor Stockwell is
"in bad" with the council.
Worse still, next Monday night
councilmen will ignore Stocl*
well, and pass, over his veto, an
•ordinance to submit to voters
August 11 an amendment to the
;bew charter- abolishing civil,
service for laborers.

William J. Murphy, Cleveland's
new postmaster, who is better known
as "Billy," was the victim of a
housewarming in his new quarters in
the federal building yesterday.
A few minutes past noon Mr.
SAYS PLAN'S DANGEEOUS Murphy was summoned from his private office. This furnished the opfor approximately forty
Asserts Muny Ownership portunity
mail carriers, each armed with some
Would be Imperiled if Em- sort of a band instrument, to slip inside the big private office.
Then
ployment Scheme' sGhanged Mr. Murphy was called back.
As he stepped inside, he was
John N. Stockwell, jr., acting
greeted with a deafening roar.
mayor, who acquired the reputaStartled, he turned to beat a hasty
tion of a fighter in the Ohio legis- retreat, but friends behind him shoved
lature, Tuesday was facing the! him into the room.
^
"Suffering cats!" ejaculated the new
biggest fight of his career. It was 1
a battle with men who have beent P M , "what's the matter now?"
'However, it was nothing serious.
his allies.
The
mail carriers' band had chosen
Stockwell Monday night vetoed
the first opportunity to serenade the
the resolution
fixing a voting.
date on the question of eliminat-| new boss.

Acting Mayor Arouses Former
Friends by Blocking Givil
Service Vote.

Councilmen Tuesday, bitterly angry ;
« Stockwell lor his action went so
far '.as to say he had blighted his
chances of ever becoming mayor of
Cleveland. Much of the bitterness is
flue to the fact Mayor Baker hun- ing unskilled muny laborers from
„1I favors knocking out charter civil service. Council had passed
clauses forcing common laborers to 'the resolution at the last meetXmi to civil service' regulations
"™oc well's veto will make it all . ing, and Stockwell knew that not
only the democratic organization
Bet VOteS f r
the
wW t0 declared
°,
was for the measure, but that
amendment,Councilman
^™ynolds, a member of the special Mayor Baker had indorsed it ]ust
Committee: which investigated the before leaving^ for Europe.
Yet Stockwell Tuesday went City Clerk Collins Declares
^C^nS^uesday mahitamed
ahead, bending all Ms^fflorte to
♦^measure will be repassed to a keep the measure from passing
Stockwell Assumed Right
226t0 fvone, the same as when the Councilmen threatened to pass the
„• Jr,™ Urst was passed. StockBelonging to People.
^1 tolV council .hfe vetoed the resolution over his head.
Defends His Course.
measure because he didn't think a
g^^ljias been given civiLservice.
•■It may not have been good Councilmen
Predict Voters
politics, but it was
was good
good busi■ said Stockwell Tuesday..
Decide Charter
"The ire threatened muny.
Question.
ownership. We can't expect to
LTuce tte people »1 Ote«l«dto
take over the big utll*ieds°* **. ! Acting Mayor John N. Stockwell s
city if it is going to be done un
veto of the ordinance to permit the
Safety
Director
Benesch early
der the spoils system.
n
"The first thing to do to tarry people to vote Aug. 11 on the quesTuesday
wandered
> *°
*d *nd|
n„t the muny ownership policy tion of amending the civil service
?s to show the people that we are section of the city charter was
till level-in that we ^go- characterized yesterday by City Clerk
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ing to run the business of the puD Kichard E. Collins as an abuse of
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private
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The executive power.
That leaders of council who voted
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be
noticed,
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tucked under every carpet m
from the classified list ^°^ with the majority on the passage of.
meSi the first blow at'muny own- the ordinance a week ago last Mon■ Baker suite to deaden the noise..
day are planning to fight for the
"Worsf fire hazard ' possible
£passage of the ordinance over the
! dared Benesch. "I hor^e no fire W- ership. Blow to Democrats.
veto of the' acting mayor %vas indicated yesterday at a meeting of a
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r a
1
council committee called for the;
Hall is en°-"= ° f,, ^f-™ finishing
consideration of plans for the enter: adding this stuff toi
tainment of the Buffalo council on
its visit to Cleveland Tuesday.
fere'll be no more cotton under
Several new municipal enterprises
i Baker's carpets hereafter.
were suggested when plans for an
inspection tour were under discussion.
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It was suggested that the visitors be
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Reynolds Tuesday. "The people^
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beTmperfect, and that this amendment would have to be made
"Stockwell should have let the
question go to a vote of the People " said Councilman HomDan
P
-Ail sections of the charter should I
have been voted on individual
not all together as was done
The resolution was adopted by
council by a vote of 20 to 6
It
requires a two-thirds vote now to
nass it over the acting mayors)
v o, and councilmen Tuesday |
were laying plans for a fight
"•pt it through.
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CIVIL SERVICE VETO
FIGHT IS LAUNCHED
Stockwell's Opponents Assert
They'll Win in Council by
20 to 6.
Organizations Already Preparing
^ Wage Vigorous County

Belief that advocates of an amend-j
ment to the city charter, excluding;
laborers from civil service, would be ■
Campaign in Fall
unable to obtain the two-thirds vote
necessary to pass it over the veto of
of Year.
I Acting Mayor Stockwell was expressed by Mayo Fesler, secretary of
TWENTY-SIXTH'S CLUB TO
the Civic League, yesterday. He has
HOLD RALLY THURSDAY been the most active of the opponents
of the charter change.
Fesler was making efforts to obof councilmen to supMcDonough's Return Explodes tain'pledges
port the acting mayor. Councilmau
Woods and Dittrick may vote to upReport That Gordon Is to
hold the vote, along with the four
Rave No Opposition.
other councilmen who , opposed the
ordinance originally, councilmen said
yesterday.
< S7 FREDERICK BAGLEY.
They expect y Stockwell to be overk.h. are
awakening
>
are
■
I
ruled
by a vote of twenty to six.
Republican
Repumica oh*s , ,t and ta every ;|Nine negative votes would be reintopreprima^*
wlCaaBRreJ
ed ^ prevent the SUDmisSion of
w*rdofth.^tytt-»^P
^^ he amendment at tne primaries m
preparing to Put «» » T B
I August.
ty«amp»i8n„+,*<*.„ ClUb! Attempts of councilmen to have.the
The Cleveland Bepubttcan Cltrt>, I
s<md out facsimile ballots
1 whicn has ntemeera In the eouthwest-|
^
d amendments may also be
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tv-second district, and to take
questions of local improvements.
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^ return of Tim McDon-'
the Democratic leader, to

York state, the reports that Congressman William Gordon had succeeded in smoothing opposition to
himself were exploded.
Gordon, it was said by men who
talked with McDonough, would have
to put up a battle against Vincent
Simunt for the Democratic nomination with stiff organization opposition. The prospects of a lively Democratic row in that gerrymandered;
district are pleasing the friends of;
James E. Mathews, the Republican
candidate.
*

♦

*

Edward Hobday, secretary of the
! Manufacturers' Association, followed
the entry of Edward Bohm, 455 E.
,124th street, as a Candidate for the
locratic nomination for
state.
tor, with a statement that this
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OVERSTEPS RIGHTS
City Clerk Declares Acting
Mayor Exceeded Authority in Veto.
Contends People Should Decide Civil Service
Question.
That Acting Mayor John N. Stockwell exceeded his legal authority in
vetoing the ordinance authorizing a
special election Aug. 11 on the question of. amending the civil service
provision of the city charter was the
opinion expressed yesterday by City
Clerk Richard E. Collins.
The city clerk yesterday devoted
ii considerable time-to a study of the
j legal aspect of the question.
. .
"The home rule amendment to the
i constitution specifies how city charI ters may be. amended," he said. "The
city charter follows the language of
the home rule amendment. The state
constitution, as. amended, names two
ways in which the charter may be
amended. One is through the submission to the electors, of an ordinance approved by two-thirds of the
city's legislative body, and the other j
is on petition signed by 10 per cent. [
of the electors.
"The constitution says nothing'
about the executive department of the i
city. It is a matter that is entirely |
between the council and the electors." j.
Councilmen who are preparing to i
oppose Acting Mayor Stockwell in his j
veto of the ordinance pointed out yes- i
terday that none of the. assistant directors of law is under civil service, j
"The director of law is so. strong
for. civil service that, as acting j
mayor, he vetoes an ordinance which
would 'permit the, people to express |
themselves oh the . question of ex-'
empting unskilled laborers from civil
service, yet at the same time his own
force of assistants is not under civil,
service," said Councilman John W.
Reynolds yesterday. "Why doesn't
he see that examinations are held for
the positions in his own office?"
The civil service commission is to
meet tomorrow afternoon for a discussion of the question of placing
division heads under civil service.
Examinations for division heads at
present may be competitive or noncompetitive.
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pit SERVICE VETO
FIGHT IS LAUNCHED
Stockwell's Opponents Assert
They'll Win in Council by
20 to 6.
Organizations Already Preparing

Belief that advocates of an amendmeht to the city charter, excluding;
laborers from civil service, would be
Campaign in Fall
unable to obtain the two-thirds vote
necessary to pass it over the veto of
of Year.
Acting Mayor Stockwell was expressed by Mayo Fesler, secretary of
TWENTY-SIXTH'S CLUB TO
the Civic League, yesterday. He has
HOLD RALLY THURSDAY been the most active of the opponents^
of the charter change.
■ Fesler was making efforts to obof councilmen to supMcDonough's Return Explodes tain'pledges
port the acting mayor. Councilmaut
Woods and Dittrick may vote to upReport That Gordon Is to
hold the vote, along with the four
Have No Opposition.
other councilmen who . opposed the
ordinance originally, councilmen said
yesterday.
" B7 FREDERICK BAGLE7.
They expect; Stockwell to be overruled by
of twenty
Tiet>uWican cl«*>s are awafosnln*';| ruieo.
oy a vote
vuu= u,
— -, to
-- six.
.„.„«. activity and to every | Nine negative votes would be re
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oaaM ^^1
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ward of the eKy^* **P
^ amendment at the primanes m
preparing to put op * w
j August.
tv oanwalgn.
^
r»„K £ Attempts of councilmen to have the
%£r Cleveland Repf«^«j£'J city clerk send out facsimile ballots
whlcn has members in the «»***H ft Reposed amendments may also be
^ part of the city, held * £«>«»* LL by Stockwell, as director o?
,„+ nteht
Tnursuay «.o— _.rijiaw A resolution now pending
peuuius be"=
Twenty-sixth Ward Republican Club ^ ^ ^^ ^ judlciary au

to Wage Vigorous County

SS^ ^■**» Con |
sessional nomination in the Twen
ty-second district, and to take up
questions of local improvements.
With the return* of Tim McDonnuirh the Democratic leader, to
Cleveland his farm in New
vork state, the reports that Congressman William Gordon had succeeded in smoothing opposition to
himself were exploded.
Gordon, it was said by men who
talked with MoDonough, would have
to put up a battle against Vincent
Zmunt for the Democratic nomination with stiff organization opposition' The prospects of a lively Democratic row in that gerrymandered;
district are pleasing the friends of;
fames E. Mathews, the- Republican
;andidate.

*

*

*

Edward Hobday, secretary of the
Manufacturers' Association, followed
the entry of Edward Bohm, 465 S3.
124th street,' as a candidate for the
Democratic nomination for
state,
Senator, with a statement that this;
'association expected to back some;
|a.ndidates on the Democratic and
Republican tickets for the Legisla. ture.
Bohm was not entered by the as>:
sociation, but his name was one of'
those which Mayor Baker informally
was offered by the association as,
I suitable men for his slate. The business men were refused by Baker.
"We will undoubtedly indorse men i
Ion both tickets," Hobday said. "We j
Ishall not exact any legislative platIform, but will be guided in our choice |
Iby the character of the men. Pro- !
Igtessive business men today realize \
Ithat the most they can expect and
fall they Should ask from public ofI fleers is ft square deal."

*

*

•

Democrats yesterday were, talking
I of Sheriff Smith as a possibility for
I a mayoralty candidate, when they
[learned that he has already received
120,000 names on his nominating petl■ tions, which were circulated by his
I friends.
Smith's petitions are in striking
[contrast to those,for Governor Cox,
| on which the local and State tna- ,
| ohine openly declared they intended
I to make such a showing that the
Governor's, enemies would be terri- I
I (led. Tom Brannon, treasurer of the !
I Democratic committee, announced j
1 that he was ready to file the petitions for state arid: county offices,
| and interided'to do So June 5.
The Cox petitions contain 10,157]
I nafnesi those for Lieutenant Governor w. A. Greenlund 3,026, and
I those of J. H. Secrest, candidate for
Attorney General, 3455.
Petitions
I containing approximately 1,000 names
I will be filed for other state officers.
I Brannon discussed the petition sit-1
luation over the telephone with DemoI cratic State Chairman" W. D. Finley.
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OVERSTEPS RIGHTS
City Clerk Declares Acting
Mayor Exceeded Author- .
ity in Veto.
Contends People Should Decide Civil Service
Question.
That Acting Mayor John N. Stockwell exceeded his legal authority in
vetoing the ordinance authorizing a
special election Aug. 11 on the question of, amending the civil service
provision of the city charter was the
opinion expressed yesterday by City
Clerk Richard E.Collins.
The city clerk . yesterday devoted
considerable time- to a study of the
legal aspect of the question.
, „
"The home rule amendment to the
j constitution specifies how city charI ters may be, amended," he said. "The
city charter follows the language of
the home rule amendment. The state
constitution, as amended, names two
ways in which the charter may be
amended. One is through the submission to the electors of an ordinance approved by two-thirds of the
city's legislative body, and the other I
is on petition signed by 10 per cent. J
of the electors.
"The constitution says nothing'
about the executive department of the!
ciiy. It is a matter that is entirely |
between the council and the electors." j
Councilmen who are preparing to I
oppose Acting Mayor Stockwell in his
veto of the ordinance pointed out yesterday that none of the. assistant directors of law is under civil service.
"The director of law is so .strong
for . civil service that, as acting
mayor, he vetoes an ordinance which
would permit the, people to express
themselves on the . question of exempting unskilled laborers from civil
, service, yet at the same time his own
force of assistants is not tinder civil
service," said Councilman John W.
Reynolds yesterday. "Why doesn't
he see that examinations' are held for
the positions in his own office?"
The civil service commission is to
meet tomorrow afternoon for a discussion of the question of placing
i division heads under, civil service.
Examinations for division heads at
present may be competitive or noncompetitive.
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Civic Directors Favor
Plan to Select Aides
by Civil Service Test

All departmental heads in the mu- service with a non-competitive examnicipal government are threatened ination.
President Edwards, of the civil
with
being placed under civil service service commission, explained that
Dissatisfied Democrats Launch
as the result of a meeting of civil thel board, If civil service is adopted,
Campaign for Clean Deal
service commissioners yesterday with will seek the best men for positions
city directors. Director of Finance opened, in the' same manner that aj
in Cuyahoga CounCoughlin was the only city official to private corporation would. Experience, personality and many other
ty Politics.
urge against such a program.
Other directors urged that heads of things will be taken into consideradivisions be given non-competitive tion to determine the fitness for ofAn insurgent movement having as examination. D. H. Tilden and Mayo fice.
Wants Tenure Insured.
its aim a new deal in the Democratic Fessler, of the Civic League, opposed
Director
Stage declared-it would
organization of Cuyahoga county was this.
be unfortunate if . any change were
Delays Final Action.
launched last night by Democrats disThe civil service commission an- made in the head of the lighting desatisfied with the present leadership
nounced it would not decide the ques- partment before the new municipal
of the party.
tion for several days. If members electric lighting plant is completed.
A meeting held in the Cuyahogs of the commission rule department He urged civil service for the position
building in which every ward o' heads must , take competitive civil to insure tenure of office.
Mr. Tilden declared it is the policy
Cleveland and a number of townships service examinations, many positions of the city charter to put all com-1
ranging
in
salary
from
$1,500
to
$7,500
were represented, decided that a fight
a year will be thrown open for com- missioners under civil service. He,
would be made for the election of a petition.
said the civil service commission can j
1
brand new county executive commitCoughlin insisted the duties of the choose the men best fitted for positee by the preempt committeemen to commissioner of accounts and the tions as well as directors can.
Director Coughlin declared the
commissioner of finance are of such
be chosen at the August primaries.
nature that the men filling the two commission will endanger the success
Blow for the Slate.
positions should.be appointed by the of the charter and of the whole muTt was also decided to support director of finance. Commissioners nicipal civil service system by placDemocrats for legislative nominations Ballard, of lighting, and Schultz, of ing division heads under civil seTVWho were running independently and the water division, talked for civil
not on the slate framed by Mayor
Baker and approved by the Democratic executive committee.
It was further resolved that the
limit of bossism had been reached in
the Democratic party in Cleveland
and that new leaders must supplant
W. B. Gongwer and Tim McDonough.
Cha-les P. Salen, who was elected
Ninety patrolmen will be ; added to
Old ruins, art galleries and souchairman of the meeting, said he was
out of the city when the conference the police force at once if the city venirs are not claiming all the atwas arranged and on his return home council Monday night approves rec- tention of Mayor Baker and his parhad been invited to be .present. He ommendations made yesterday by the ty, now touring England.
ThiE is attested by a postal card
said he was without full knowledge council committee on police. The
received yesterday by a county offiof what was contemplated, but understood the purpose was to protest council will be asked to issue $45,000 cial from Joseph Hostetler, one of the
against the limit to which bossism worth of short-time notes to pay Baker party.
The card was dated London and
was carried by the present party salaries of the extra patrolmen.
Acting: on ;the advice of .'Police
leaders.
read:
,_
Chief
Rowe,
the
committee
voted
"The ward organization here is
He said he did not aspire to any
against
the
.McQinty
ordinance
proleadershiB-himself and would not acperfect This is from all of us."
Tre-prTSadership. He hoped that what- viding for'the appointment of a second
inspector
of
police.
It;,
also
deever was done in the future would be
to the end that Democratic affairs cided to substitute sixty patrolmen
should be placed in the hands of the for the fifty patrolmen and five sergeants provided by the.McGinty orparty.
dinance. Thirty . appointments can
To Start With Precincts.
be made under the present ordinance,
Salen called on others present to if the council provides the funds.
tell why the conference was called
Kowe Praises Force.
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CITY TO OBTRIN 9Q
MORE PRTRGLMEM

MAYOR MAKES
BIG DISCOVERY

Baker Fiwds a "P^ct
Ward Organization'''
in London.
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SALEN HEADS NEW Civic Directors Favor
Plan to Select Aides
FIGHT UPON BIKER
by Civil Service Test
IflftCHIIOCTICS

All departmental heads In the mu- service with a non-competitive examnicipal government are threatened ination.
President Edwards, of the civil
Dissatisfied Democrats Launch with being placed under civil service service commission, explained that
as the result of a meeting of civil the! board, if civil service is adopted,
Campaign for Clean Deal . service commissioners yesterday with will seek the best men for positions
city directors. Director of Finance opened, in: the- same manner that a
in Cuyahoga CounCoughlin was the only city official to private corporation would. Experience, personality and many other
ty Politics.
urge against such a program.
Other directors urged that heads of things will be taken into consider!.-'
divisions be given non-competitive tlon to determine the fitness for ofAn Insurgent movement having as examination. D. H. Tilden and Mayo fice. '
Wants Tenure Insured.
Its aim a new deal in the Democratic Fessler, of the Civic League, opposed
Director Stage declared it would
organization of Cuyahoga county was this.
be unfortunate if any change were
Delays Final Action.
launched last night by Democrats dismade in the head of the lighting deThe
civil
service
commission
ansatisfied with the present leadership
nounced it would not decide the ques- partment before the new municipal
of the party.
tion for several days. If members electric lighting plant is completed.
A meeting held in the Cuyahogs of the commission rule department He urged civil service for the position
building in which every ward o' heads must . take competitive civil to insure tenure of office.
Mr. Tilden declared it is the policy
Cleveland and a number of townships service examinations, many positions
of the city charter to put all com- j
ranging
in
salary
from
$1,500
to
$7,600
were represented, decided that a fight
a year will be thrown open for com- missioners under civil service. He,
would be made for the election of a
said the civil service commission can)
petition.
brand new county executive commit-j Coughlin insisted the duties of the choose the men best fitted for posi- i
1
tee by the precinct committeemen to commissioner of accounts and the tions as well as directors can.
Director Coughlin declared the!
commissioner of finance are of such
be chosen at the August primaries
nature that the men, filling the two commission' will endanger the success
Blow for the Slate.
positions should,be appointed by the of the charter and of the whole muI It was also decided to support director of finance. Commissioners nicipal civil service system by plac; Democrats for legislative nominations Ballard, of lighting, and Schultz, of ing division heads under civil seTV'Who were running independently and the water division, talked for civil
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not on the slate framed by Mayor
Baker and approved by the Democratic executive committee.
It was further resolved that the
limit of bossism had been reached in
'the Democratic party in Cleveland
and that new leaders must supplant
W. B. Gongwer and Tim McDonough.
Cha_les P. Salen, who was elected]
Ninety patrolmen will be added to ' Qid ruins> art galleries and souchairman of the meeting, said he was
out of the city when the conference the police force at once if -the city |Venirs are not claiming all the atwas arranged and on his return home council Monday night approves rec- tenti0n of Mayor Baker and his parhad been invited to be present. He: ommendations made yesterday by the ty now touring England.
This is attested by a poptal card
said he was without full knowledge
of what was contemplated, but un- council committee on police. The received yesterday by a county officouncil
will
be
asked
to
issue
$45,000
derstood the purpose was to protest
cial from Joseph Hostetler, one of the
against the limit to which bossism worth of short-time notes to pay (Baker party.
salaries
of
the
extra
patrolmen.
was carried by the present party
The card was dated London and
Acting on the advice of Police
leaders.
read:
,
.
Chief
Rowe,
the
,
committee
voted
"The ward organization here is
He said he did not aspire to any
against
the
.McGinty
ordinance
proleadershipJbimself and would not acperfect. This is from all of us."
-CTSpTTeadership. He hoped that what- viding for .the appointment of a second
inspector
.of
police.
It:
also,
deever was done in the future would he
to the end that Democratic affairs cided to substitute sixty patrolmen
should be placed in the hands of the for the fifty patrolmen and five sergeants provided by the,McGinty orparty.
dinance. Thirty . appointments can
To Start With Precincts.
be made under the present ordinance,
Salen called on others present to if the.council.provides the funds.
tell why the conference was called
Bowe Praises Force.
and in the responses which followed i
Rowe declared the police force to
it was declared the time had come
to call a halt on Burr Gongwer and be the finest in the world, and said
Tim McDonough dictating every ap- that it was working like a clock.
pointment, every policy and every He denied that there was a division
move of the Democratic party in of authority at'night, when a capthis county.
tain is in charge of the entire force,
The question first taken up was and said that either himself or Inthat, of selecting candidates for pre- spector Shattuck could be reached by
cinct committeemen. From reports telephone at any hour of the" day or
made it was decided that a number of !_ night.
'.
the precinct captains were not offen- '
"There is nrf more need for a secsive to the> conferees and for that '_ ond inspector than for five wheels on
reason it was decided to have a coma wagon;' said Rowe. " "We dop't
mittee in each ward meet within the ' want any additional officers above
next few days to select candidates for, the rank of captain until another
committeemen in precincts where the } precinct station is established. Then
present committeemen were not pleas- i> we will want an extra captain and
ing to the rank and file of the Demo-' ' three more lieutenants."
I crats. Nominating petitions will be
Rowe charged that the only decirculated for new candidates
in
mand for a second inspector came
precincts in which contests are defrom members of the police force
cided on.
who were eligible for promotion. He
The two months from now until
said that the reorganization of the
the primaries will be devoted to a
department
whereby
lieutenants
campaign among the candidates for
were detailed to outside duty had
precinct committeemen, and insurgproved the most satisfactory plan of
ent support will be given only those
departmental organization.
who pledge themselves to vote for a
Action TJnanimous.
new executive committee of which „
Director of Public Safety Benesch
Gongwer, McDonough and Mayor
said that if no more appointments
Baker, the present county chairman,
were made the division would face
shall not be members.
a salary deficit of $7,000 before the
Whltaker Favored.
close of the year. McGinty suggestIn the matter of selecting members
ed that the force be increased and
of the state central committee, the
emerency notes issued for the entire deficit. The committee opposed
general sentiment was against makthis plan. An ordinance authorizing
ing a fight on Martin Thumm, canihe issuing of notes will be introdidate in the Twentieth district.
uced Monday night.
Committees were appointed to ascertain if an attempt should be made
at this late day to circulate nominating petitions against D. J. Zinner
and Mayor Baker, the present candidates in the Twenty-first and
Twenty-second districts, respectively, to whose selection decided opposition was raised.
Sentiment favorable to the nominaition of John J. Whitaker was expressed, but no action was taken with
reference to the gubernatorial candidacy.
A general meeting is to be called
in a short time at which ,it is expected a thorough^ organization of the
Democratic insurgents will be perfected,
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Baker Finds a "Perfect
Ward Organization'''
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LABOR EXCLUSI
VETOTOBE

PLAYING LOW POLITICS.

ONE VIADUCT REPAIRED.

TONIGHT the council will decide the outcome of an effort
to pass a spoils ordinance over the
veto of Acting Mayor Stockwell.
Those who vote to override the
veto will try to disguise the game
they play but the mast will be extremely thin. They will say that
they are only giving the voters a
chance to determine whether they

THE Nickel Plate Railroad viaduct across the flats is open
and in use again, as it was before
the great fire which put it out of
business just as it wrecked a part
of the Central viaduct owned and
operated by the city.
The railroad structure was lower
and
smaller, but it was closer to the
fire and a longer stretch was exposed to the force of the conflagration. The damage done the Central viaduct was probably four
times as much, measured in money,
as the loss sustained by the railway company on its long steel
trestle, but the most significant
difference now is not in cost but
in getting results. The city administration has made the repairing of
the viaduct emergency work in law,
as it certainly is in fact, and the
necessary funds can be found.

Service Elimination Will Be want the city's charter amended
l\.Vh+ Out bv Opponents
but they will be well aware, every

Civi

Fought UUI

oy vyv

of Stockwell at Session Tonight.

man of them, that they are really

playing the game of the spoilsmen
against the interests of the people
of Cleveland who do not hold office but pay the bills of the municiTH SIDES ARE CLAIMING
pal government.
The question is whether or not
VICTORY BEFORE THE BODY
the proposed amendment, which
would deprive about 2,300 city emLitigation Is Likely No Matter ployees of the protection of the civil
service rules, shall be voted upon
Which Way Charter Amendon the day for the party primaries,
ment Action Goes.
August 11, or on some special day
Interest at tonight's meeting of the to he .fixed by the council, or else
on the general election day in
city council will center about efforts
November. The spoilsmen are for
to pass an ordinance submitting a
the day when the primary election
charter amendment excluding laborers from civil service over the veto will draw the largest number of
^machine politicians to the polls and
of Acting Mayor Stockwell.
Councilmen yesterday predicted make them relatively stronger than
that the veto would be overridden by they would be on a special election
a vote of twenty-one to five. Mayo day, or when the general election
Fesler, secretary of the Civic League, day leads the great bulk of the lawchief opponent of the ordinance, was fully qualified electors to take part
more sanguine and indicated that a in deciding public Issues.
number of councilmen would switch
The change proposed in the
their votes and sustain Stockwell. charter-is for the benefit of proThe ordinance was originally passed
fessional politicians. It is fathered
by a vote of twenty-two to four.
by the office brokers of the Baker
Tight Is Predicted.
It is intended to put
Litigation is sure to follow, whether "group."
the veto is sustained or overruled. ; more than 2,000 "jobs" where they
Councilmen declare that Stockwell can be used by ward workers and
exceeded his authority in vetoing an the men "higher up," for partisan
_..i—,i*Hv,o.
a
charter)
ordinance submitting
a
Change to a vote of the people, who gand personal benefit. The best
have the final veto. They threaten ' chance to carry the plan through
mandamus proceedings to compel the at the polls lies in getting it voted
board of elections to submit the upoh when the primaries call the
amendment in case the veto is susparty workers out in full force
tained.
On the other hand, Fesler contends, while other voters are less adethat submitting the question on pri- quately represented.
mary day is in violation of the spU^J
Watch the vote of your councilof the charter. He intimates that in_
junction proceedings will be broutht. man tonight. It will show whether
to prevent the election being- hel<-- he stands with the machine or
then, if Stockwell is overruled.
\iwith the people who do not live on
Stockwell, who incurred the wrath
of the Democratic majority in the money from the public treasury.
council by vetoing the ordinance, declared that civil service for . laborers had not been given a fair trial.
Councilman yesterday charged Stockwell with being back of efforts to
initiate an amendment to the charto provide for the election of a
uncil at large. Dr. J. E. Tuckerformer member of the charter
;n
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The point of most interest to the
public is that the railroad company has driven its repairs day and
night, and its line has been opened
while the city government has accomplished very little. Presumably
there has been some planning and
considering of the way to commence actual work, but the public
has seen nothing which looked like
results in the near future.
The
difference between the railroad and
the city government in this respect
is most striking and significant.
The corporation which did not
have to await the action of municipal machinery controlled by politics and politicians responsible only
to public opinion, went to work
immediately. Its executive officers
knew what to do and lost no time
in doing it. Its expert engineers
were at once called into action.
There was a typical American demonstration of efficiency.
On the other hand, the city government must unroll a certain
amount of red tape. An unusual
situation must be met by formal
and more or less tedious preparations.
There is no capacity for
such quick efficiency as the railroad company has demonstrated.
All of which is one of the reasons why the agitation for government ownership of the railroads makes headway slowly in the
United States.
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TONIGHT the council will decide the outcome of an effort
to pass a spoils ordinance over the
veto of Acting Mayor Stockwell.
Those who vote to override the
veto will try to disguise the game
they play but the mask will be extremely thin. They will say that
they axe only giving the voters a
chance to determine whether they
want

the city's charter amended,

but they will be well aware, every
Fought Out by Opponents
man of them, that they are really
of Stockwell at Sesplaying the game of the spoilsmen
against the interests of the people
sion Tonight.
of Cleveland who do not hold office but pay the bills of the municiBOTH SIDES ARE CLAIMING
pal government.
The question is whether or not
VICTORY BEFORE THE BODY
the proposed amendment, which
would deprive about 2,300 city emLitigation Is Likely No Matter ployees of the protection of the civil
service rules, shall be voted upon
Which Way Charter Amendon the day for the party primaries,
ment Action Goes.
August 11, or on some special day
to be fixed by the council, or else
Interest at tonight's meeting of the on the general election day in
city council will center about efforts November. The spoilsmen are for
to pass an ordinance submitting a
charter amendment excluding labor- the day when the primary election
ers from civil service over the veto will draw the largest number of
machine politicians to the polls and
of Acting Mayor Stockwell.
Councllmen yesterday predicted make them relatively stronger than
that the veto would be overridden by they would be on a special election
a vote of twenty-one to five. Mayo day, or when the general election
Fesler, secretary of the Civic League, day leads the great bulk of the lawchief opponent of the ordinance, was fully qualified electors to take part
more sanguine and indicated that a in deciding public issues.
number of councllmen would switch
The change proposed in the
their votes and sustain Stockwell. charter-is for the benefit of proThe ordinance was originally passed
fessional politicians. It is fathered
by a vote of twenty-two to four.
by the office brokers of the Baker
Fight Is Predicted.
It is intended to put
Litigation is sure to follow, whether "group."
the veto is sustained or overruled. more than 2,000 "jobs" where they
Councllmen declare that Stockwell can be used by ward workers and
exceeded his authority in vetoing an the men "higher up," for partisan
Ordinance submitting a charter i
change to a vote of the people, who j land ! personal benefit. The best
have the final veto. They threaten I chance to carry the plan through
mandamus proceedings to compel the , at the polls lies in getting it voted
board of elections to submit the , upoh when the primaries call the
amendment in case the veto is sus- j
i party workers out in full force
tained.
On the other hand, Fesler contends, 'while other voters are less adethat submitting the question on pri- quately represented.
mary day is in violation of the spiji^
Watch the vote of your councilof the charter. He intimates that in,
junction proceedings will be broujht man tonight. It will show whether
to prevent the election being heK he stands with the machine or
then, if Stockwell is overruled.
i. uwit'h the people who do not live on
Stockwell, who incurred the wrath
:.;' '.„ .
;of the Democratic majority in the (money from the public treasury.
council by vetoing the ordinance, declared that, civil service for laborers had not been given a fair trial.
Councilman yesterday charged Stockwell with being back of efforts to
initiate an amendment to the charter to provide for the election of a
council at large. Dr. J. E. Tuckerman, former member of the charter
commission, introduced a resolution
declaring it to be the sense of the
commission that such an amendment
be submitted when the commissioners met to protest against charter
changes. The resolution was tabled, .
but councilmen declare Stockwell is
,n favor of such a plan.
Another Change Proposed.
Another proposed charter change
will be acted upon by the councilto- j
night, when an ordinance, initiated
by Socialists and providing for the [
submission of the question of abolish- [
ing preferential voting and restoring
ffirtisan primaries will be given a
third reading.
Approval of the merger of the Cuy- j
shoga Telephone Company with thir- •
een other independents making up
h<. Ohio State Telephone Company
s expected at the meeting of the:
council. The commitee on telephones
and telegraphs will have a final meet-,
ing on the Kalina ordinance authorizing the consolidation this afternoon.'
Important concessions, including
provision to expend $500,000 in extensions and improvements here, were|
made by the telephone interests.
In an effort to relieve congestion
at Superior street viaduct, Councilman Townes will urge that his resolution making changes in times for
closing the draw be voted upon by
the council tonight.
The Townes resolution provides
that the draw shall not be swung
between 4:30 and 5:45 oclock in the
afternoon instead of from 5 to 6:15
o'clock, as at present. Townes also
will introduce an ordinance providing for a continuous audit of flnanal transactions of the city by outpublic accountants selected by

ONE VIADUCT REPAIRED.
THE Nickel Plate Railroad viaduct across the flats is open
and in use again, as it was before
the great fire which put it out of
business just as it wrecked a part
of the Central viaduct owned and
operated by the city. The railroad structure was lower and
smaller, but it was closer to the
fire and a longer stretch was exposed to the force of the conflagration. The damage done the Central viaduct was probably four
times as much, measured in money,
as the loss sustained by the railway company on its long steel
trestle, but the most significant
difference now is not in cost but
in getting results. The city administration has made the repairing of
the viaduct emergency work in law,
as it certainly is in fact, and the
necessary funds can be found.
The point of most interest to the
public is that the railroad company has driven its repairs day and
night, and its line has been opened
while the city government has accomplished very little. Presumably
there has been some planning and
j ctmslderi]1g of the way t0 com
j mence actual work, but the public
| has seen nothing which looked like
; results in the near future. The
difference between the railroad and
the city government in this respect
is most striking and significant.
The corporation which did not
have to await the action of municipal machinery controlled by politics and politicians responsible only
to public opinion, went to work
immediately. Its executive officers
knew what to do and lost no time
in doing it. Its expert engineers
were at once called into action.
There was a typical American demonstration of efficiency.
On the other hand, the city government must unroll a certain
amount of red tape. An unusual
situation must be met by formal
and more or less tedious preparations. There is no capacity for
such quick efficiency as the railroad company has demonstrated.
All of which is one of the reasons why the agitation for government ownership of the railroads makes headway slowly in the
United States.
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above them will hei made a part
of the West-side 'park system.
To Cost $2,100,000.
The cost of the entire plant
will be $2;100,000. Contracts calling for the expenditure of $1,500,000 already have been let.
Actual work of drawing plans
was started in January, 1914. The
city, by direct labor, removed
90,000 cubic yards of excavation,

Out in the neighborhood of Di
fision-av and W. 45th-st, the city
Is digging a hole that is to he 91
times as big as the county courthouse.
It is the excavation for the new
city filtration plant, which when
completed will occupy an area
more than half as large as the
new Pennsylvania ter'minal in
New York city and which will cost
half as much as the construction
of the entire Ohio canal.
It will occupy 15 times as much
ground as the Halle building, and
about eight times as much ground
as the new courthouse.
_
Seven acres will be required for
the buildings to supply Cleveland's with pure water. Storage
reservoirs occupying eight acres
will be built on the west side ot
W 45th-st. They will be under
concrete arches, and the grass,

Later ' the remaining excavation,
290,000 cubic yards, for reservoirs
was contracted for. Ninety thousand cubic yards of this already
has been taken out.
Contracts calling for the expenditure of $869,000 for concrete work on the principal basins
were let April 27. The work is
to be finished by June, 1915. The
basins will contain 80,000 cubic

yards of concrete and 4,100,000
pounds of steel reinforcement.
The contract provides, that the
contractor pay $400 a day for
each day the wbrk, remains uncompleted after the contract expires. He is to receive $400 for
each day he has it completed before that, time.
To Let Contracts.
Contracts are to be let before

AT 26 HE LOOKS AFTER
DETAILS OF MAYOR'S JOB

S3H01S ■%
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has been taken out.
Contracts calling for the expenditure of $869,000 for concrete work on the principal basins
were let April 27. The'work is
to be finished by June, 1915. The
basins will contain 80,000 cubic

vards of concrete and 4,100,000
pounds of steel reinforcement.
The contract provides, that the
contractor pay $400 a day for
each day the work, remains uncompleted after the contract expires. He is to receive $400 for
each day he has it completed before that time.
To Let Contracts.
Contracts are to be let before

AT 26 HE LOOKS AFTER
DETAILS OF MAYOR'S JOB

l
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Newton D. Baker, city solicitor,
'stood in a tent meeting at Storerav and W. 50th-st, discussing the
tariff. That was in 1910.
Congressmen were to be elected
that year and Baker called upon
voters to' cast their ballots for
men who would battle for a downward revision of the tax on life s

Sfi& MO/OS. 8AX6I?>
WBETIN6- >* >9tO
POR THE FIRST TIKE.

idea that a public office is a public
trust," says Young.
,
-We want so to conduct the
mayor's office that the . aumMeat
cUzen will feel free to come here
at any time, to discuss anything I
that has to do. with the good of the ;
Ci

%e want suggestions from the
people, for we are here to serve the
B
^IfCwe can't do anything for the
Eecessities.
. people
we really are falling down
In the audience that heard the
speech was a man of twenty-two—
Voung^'single. -He Uves with
fair, clean-shaven, wideawake and his mother and sister at 1441 Holm
enthusiastic.
toa
He was Baker's stenogAs Baker launched into a thrill rapher before the resignation of
ing climax of oratory,.the young Murpny Now he is the man whom
man turned to a companion, and S/flrst meet when they go to
the mayor's office to see the execu
'al"I am going to work for Mr. tive. ,
I Bilk©!*

asked

the

companion

kSure He'd Get Job.
..Tjot't know," said the young
man. I" I haven't even asked him |
for a iv$> yet-"
,\.
T
The Wng man was Milton L.
I Toung " Today he is private secretary'to Newton D. Baker. He|
•ucceeded "Billy" Murphy.
John Stockwell, law director
, who's acting mayor during Mayor
Baker's * baence in Europe, is so
r
• ,1(-vi 'the regular work of the

ldU

SoeSall rtetails have divolved on*
| "Milt" Yoing,' now twenty-six.
Starts As Salesman.
Young was born in Louisville
i„
Spfore he was old enough to
fee. h«a traveling salesman
|Ior a mill supply house in Louis |
|VllHe

attended

Cleveland

public1

j£i -me day. But Young pre-.
If erred business, and tenin^ a
fhandball BOW constitute his ath-

NiS*

,„. „nT1vfirted to thj

constmttigg and
digging <T
It Trill
four noil
plant,
phate o:ae,
a half hough mi:
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PICTURE SHOWS GREAT EXCAVATION ON WEST-SIDE FOR NEW

CITY

FILTRATION

PLAN

{ng which time the dirt and chem- into the pipes. By this process, water are removed.
The entire plant is to be c
icals drop to the bottom. It then all impurities and germs, and 50
passes through a sand filter and ;per cent of the hardness of the pleted by Sept. 1, 1915.

telf

LITTLE MEN AND A GREAT IDEAL.

City council, celebrated for its ability to see no further ahead:
than its nose, and always alert and eager to play a bit of boneheaded politics, has triumphantly passed over Acting Mayor
Stockwell's veto the ordinance to take city laborers from under
ithe protection of civil service.
This ordinance is an amendment to the charter, and must
icome before the people foy a vote. In order to make sure that as
few as possible of the plain folk;will vote on the,question, council
fixed the day of the primary elections in August as the date for
[the charter ballot.. All of the politicians will be on hand at.
[that election with their followers. Since fully half the citizen-,
ship of Cleveland "belongs" to no political party, and hence takes |,
little part in primaries, these councilmen count wi£h assurance '
! qn getting back the political pap which the charter took away
from them.
Approval of their amendment will mean that councilmen
p gain will be able to make political capital of $2 a day laborers'
jobs, rewarding friends and punishing enemies.
It is a thing strange to contemplate that this council ma-V
jority belongs to the organization which Tom L. Johnson led for
ten years.
Johnson established the merit system in this town. He was
fighting for municipal ownership. He knew that municipal ownership never could' come into successful being under the handicap of the spoils system. The waterworks department was the
only important public utility then in the hands of the city, and
in order to keep off just such petty politicians as the-present
majority councilmen, he enforced the merit system in the waterworks.
From the seed planted by Johnson in the water department
developed the. present civil service law, which includes all city
employes in the classified service.
If the organization with which these councilmen have allied
themselves stands for anything in the community, it stands for
Tom Johnson's ideals. The greatest of these was control by the
ofj.h ejr -jjmJTitiliti es. If the organization has departed
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PICTURE SHOWS GREAT EXCAVATION ON WEST-SIDE FOR NEW CITY FILTRATION PLAN
ing which time the dirt and chem- into the pipes. By this process, water are removed.
The entire plant is to he, c
icals drop to the bottom. It then all impurities and germs, and 50
passes through a sand filter and per cent of the hardness of the pleted by Sept. 1, 1915.
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LITTLE MEN AND A GREA T IDEAL.

City council, celebrated for its ability-to see no further ahead j
than its nose, and always alert and eager to play a bit of boneheaded politics, has triumphantly passed over Acting Mayor
Stookwell's veto the ordinance to take city laborers from under
the protection of civil service.
This ordinance is an amendment to the charter, and must
icome before the people for a vote. In order to make sure that as
few as possible of the plain folk will vote on the. question, council
fixed the day of the primary elections in August as the date for
the charter ballot.. All of the politicians will be on hand at
that election with their followers. Since fully half the citizenship of Cleveland "belongs" to no political party, and hence takes :.
little part in primaries, these councilmen count wi£h assurance
qn getting back the political pap which the charter took away
from them.
Approval of their amendment will mean that councilmen
again will be able to make political capital of $2 a day laborers'!
jobs, rewarding friends and punishing enemies.
It is a thing strange to contemplate that this council ma->V
jority belongs to the organization which Tom L. Johnson led for
ten years.
Johnson established the merit system in this town. He was
fighting for municipal ownership. He knew that municipal ownership never could' come into successful being under the handicap of the spoils system. The waterworks department was the
only important public utility then in the hands of the city,'and
in order to keep off .just .such petty politicians as the .present
majority councilmen, he enforced the merit system in the waterworks.
Prom the seed planted by Johnson in the water department
developed the. present civil service law, which includes all city
employes in the classified service.
If the organization with which these councilmen have allied
themselves stands for anything in the community, it stands for
Tom Johnson's ideals. The greatest of these was control by the;
people of their own utilities. If the organization has departed
from this ideal, it stands for nothing and means nothing to tlsg
:
people at large.
'
A return to the spoils system is a blow at municipal own--,
ership, and a stroke in behalf of the old, rotten political condi-;
tions which Johnson fought so hard to abolish forever.
If the "city on a hill" is to continue its rise above other 1
American municipalities, the people of Cleveland, who under-}
stand Tom Johnson's ideals and have fought for them under his)
banner, must turn out August 11 and repel this assault by little
men on the citadel a great man founded.
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SINDELAR TRIES WATER PLANT BID
IS $1,000,000 SHY
TO BREAK DEM
MACHINE SLATE
Filtration Outfit on West Side Will Go Far Above the Estimate
Fixed by Mayor Baker's Probers.

Cost of the Division filtration plant, station, which is toeing made in conis to be more than a million dollars nection with the filtration plant; acin excess of estimates made by the cording to utility department officials.
The filtration commission estimated
filtration commission
named
by
Mayor Baker, it developed yesterday, that a smaller filtration plant could
when Director of Public Utilities be built at Kirtland pumping station!
Stage asked council approval of an for $700,000. The city has already
expenditure, of; $1,050,000 for filtration spent $250,000 in purchasing additional land there for a water purification
purposes.
The filtration commission estimated plant site.
The commission estimated that the
job.
__ „ '
that a West .Side plant, with, a
, Sindelar, a former City Hall emcapacity of 150,000,000 gallons of water cost of filtering water would be from'
ploye, is said to be miffed at Mayor
daily, could be built for $1,100,000. $2100 to $4.00 per million gallons and
Baker because he was let out.
that filtered water would cost only
Lieutenant Governor W. A. Green- The latest figures given out by the fifteen cents more per capita' each
department of public utilities show
lund Tuesday filed with the board
that the completed plant will repre- year than the chlorinated product
petitions bearing 4,100 names. He is
now supplied.
sent an expenditure of $2,400,000.
not opposed for renomination.
The price of water may be still
Two waterworks bond issues, totalCounty
Treasurer
O'Brien
and
ing $2,500,000, recently were sold by further increased as the result of
Coroner Byrne filed petitions for re- the city, and the city Council several the action of the administration in
nomination, and Hiland B. Wright,
months ago authorized an expendtiure exceeding original estimates of filRepublican, former city auditor, filed of $1,300,000 for filtration purposes. tration cost.
petitions for nomination for county The sum of $300,000 was spent f ronr
treasurer.
waterworks earnings.ijn acquiring a
Candidates for state offices filing pesite for the plant.
titions Tuesday were: Roy N. MerriCompleted work, or contracts thai
man, Steubenville, and Edward C. already have been let, have exhaustTurner, Columbus, Republicans, at* ed the first bond Issue1, Stage said.
torney general;
Charles A. Reid, The expenditure for which authoriWashington C. H., and A. E. Cul- ty was sought yesterday comes from
bert, Fremont, Republicans, secre- a second bond issue and will be used
tary of state; Arnos McDonnell, To- for a filter house, filter material, clear
ledo, and C. A. Wilson, Xtoudonville, water basins and chemical and adRepublicans, state treasurer, and ministration buildings.
Judge J- Foster Wilkin, Democrat
Plans of the filtration commission
New Philadelphia, renomination for were not in detail and did not Insupreme judge.
clude the covering of clear water
E. B. MeCarter, attorney, Engi basins, low lift pumps and the reCouncilman Asserts Cleveland
neers' building, filed petitions with modeling of the division pumping
500 names for the Republican nomi-1
Gets Only, Small Part of
nation for state representative.

An eleventh how effort to break
the Democratic organization slate for ■
members of the Cuyahoga
county!
central committee was made Tuesday,
by A. J. Sindelar, 5301 McBride avenue who took out nominating papers,
at the board of elections for committeeman from the Twenty-first ward,
where D. J. Zinner is slated for the

ilifiir
SM TO AID cm

IN RMMI1
Thousands Paid to
Roads Fund.

Crosser Home
For a Visit.

Congressman - at - Large Robert,
Crosser arrived home yesterday fromi
Appeal to the state highway comthe national capitol flushed with hisj
victory in getting a favorable com- mission' for aid in repaving main'
mittee report for his bill for public thoroughfares In the city was proownership of the Washington trac- posed by Councilman McGinty at a
tion lines.
. /
meeting of a special council commitBefore his return to the capltC/^
he will weigh in as a candidate foi tee appointed to determine a definite
the Democratic Congressional nom paving policy yesterday.
ination in the Twenty-first distric
McGinty pointed out that Cleveagainst Representative Robert J , land taxpayers paid aeveral hundred
Bulkley, by filing nomination, paper
thousand dollars into the state good
with the board of elections.
The race for the nomination i: : roads fund each year and that only
the Twenty-first district between th
thousand dollars of this
a ' few
two "Bobs" promises to be Interest amount was expended In Cuyahoga
ing with Mayor Baker's machin.
backing Bulkley and the ultra-radl county, and none within the city
cal Democracy supporting Crosser.
limits.
The latter is optimistic as to th* ..taj.-— u.t'n.*'*-- highway commission
•sg^nrKPs *7™» seat JOJ pa}daDOB sq
outcome.
"I'm in the race and; !
W J»PM oN -£BP atnBS 'SAWN aqx J» 8aoWP?
never go into a race unless I stick t< .}{» .m gaiAonoj
-japBai sqi'-oj VW»<* aq II!*
paAiaoaj
the flnlsh,7 he said, thus putting ai jqSuiptm ajojaq P™ ™S * 0*01 »W»pnB
S
Spy "up **« »P«»1 «I °1 *°n°*
^£
end to the hopes of the local Demo, eqx
jo nonipa araoH aqj nj paws aq Zew
cratlc organization that he woulc "m -a os-.zx »toj»n pwapjo sinamaBUJaApy
no
A-*ptmg aqx "I A
"add*
refrain from filing nominating pe- ' mil sMPJO-J3PB8T
1 Bpnns -pamBa sa}Bj aq} }B SA3N
titions.
SHX ctKV sattvai am Hioa ni.pawd> *>q
"My petitions," he added,
ar« HI* «aSl "niipjoj pa»PJo. muainaanaaApv
coming In, and I will probably file
•aamo A-pnaq s\m fa paAiaoai
will \ *«m«wi»Qn» POT SPB »a«M -apBOiV *>IA-BI I
them tomorrow. Those filed ^
contain five or ten times the number [•_„, 9nnaAU pnona 059 'aafflo anna** ppng
needed to get my name on the Demo- V z *m -*o •»» "TO IWI -wonteM
cratlc primary ballot. They have
'OKXcrnac SASItirattVai 3HX
been circulated by Democrats, with J^gk^ an T pUB J3pB'aq atJX
but few of whom I am personally:
,AW»ra
s„
acauainted, but who believe In the • _
*Ml *
w-MWll TOIAI
tM»«J_chMiiplpn,_ The prospects4§3I\fH
QV INVM IVjOl
for my nomination are exceedingly^)
■ .
bright."
xlr.Li.iW,: '"-JoiJadng 9090T '*ooo =5- surepv KSBa -"[Bq
Crosser must return to Washing-i,<(U40*p ^j :paW-Bd "oap £iA\aa 'nnc>'pd>
ton in two or three days to write the' :t
'K ZLW ^Boa "JOUAi-o auoqd Jo aag '-A}P
committee report on his traction bill
so"thatlhe' ^measure'^ay^e Placed^^-^/^ 'ggj^ ^^"a
on the calendar without delay.
t~——-—-a i83 ApPa 'ooo'sl 'Msxsf w
*
*
*
' *'Blt '\& '"UB PWB -u pooAipJBq 'q}Bq 'SLUOOJ 01

\ NivoHva aNvgaAaio a-sva
"■pun

PBOJS UBO '5UBld iCJJ^p
atlita osfe IsiuaiuaAoJduii YIV

'ASL-1S6

ajnoa

asnoH wooa-8 Naaaow

T S39S(■Urew -pooAiasiBT; :aiqBubsBai A"ja.\ aoue
;
-IBq -XISBO 000'IS '•■»«»■ Suiqiai"03 :»3BJBS 'IOI
'«9i.-RT 'aann" inaTinrtT rtaiat/TJtn^
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SINOELAR TRIES WATER PLANT BID
IS $1,000,000 SHY
TO BREAK DEM
SLATE
Filtration Outfit on West Side Will Go Far Above the Estimate
Fixed by Mayor Baker's Probers.

. An eleventh hour effort to break: Cost of the Division' filtration plant,
the Democratic organization slate forj is to be more than a million dollars
members of the Cuyahoga
county) in excess of estimates made by the
named
by
central committee was made Tuesday filtration commission
by A. J. Sindelar, 5301 McBride ave- Mayor Baker, it developed yesterday,
nue, who took out nominating papers, when Director of Public Utilities
_=e asked council approval of an
at the board of elections for committeeman from the Twenty-first ward, expenditure of. $1,050,060 for filtration
where D. J. Zinner is slated for the purposes.
The filtration.commission estimated
job.
i Sindelar, a former City Hall em- that a West .Side plant, with a
ploye, is said to be miffed at Mayor capacity of 150,000,000 gallons of water
daily, could be built for $1,100,000.
Baker because he was let out.
Lieutenant Governor W. A. Green- The latest figures given out by the
land Tuesday filed with the board department of public utilities show
petitions bearing 4,100 names. He is that the completed plant will represent an expenditure of $2,400,000.
i not opposed for renomination.
Two waterworks bond issues, totalCounty Treasurer O'Brien and
Coroner Byrne filed petitions for re- ing $2,500,000, recently were sold by
nomination, and Hiland B. Wright, the city, and the city council several
Republican, former city auditor, filed months ago authorized an expendtiure
of $1,300,000 for filtration purposes.
petitions for nomination for county
The sum of $300,000 was spent froirv
treasurer.
waterworks earnings.njn acquiring a
Candidates for state offices riling pesite for the plant.
titions Tuesday were: Roy N. MerriCompleted work,' or contracts thai
man, Steubenville, and Edward C. already have been let, have exhaustTurner, Columbus, Republicans, at-/ ed the first bond issue1, Stage said.
torney general; Charles A. Reid, The expenditure for which authoriWashington C. H., and- A. E. Cul- ty was sought yesterday comes from
beft, Fremont, Republicans, secre a second bond issue and will be used
tary of state; Arnos McDonnell, To for a filter house, filter material, clear
ledo, and C. A. Wilson, Loudonville, water basins and chemical and adRepublicans, state treasurer, and ministration buildings.
Judge J. Foster Wilkin, Democrat, Plans of the filtration commission
New Philadelphia, renomination for were not in detail and did not insupreme judge.
clude the covering of clear water
E. B. McCarter, attorney, Engi basins, low lift pumps and the reneers' building, filed petitions with modeling of the division pumping
500 names for the Republican nomination for state representative.

Crosser Home
For a Visit.

station, which is being made in connection with the filtration plant; according to utility department officials.
The filtration commission estimated
that a smaller filtration plant could
he built at Kirtland pumping station
for $700,000. The city has already
spent $250,000 in purchasing additional land there for a water purification
plant site.
The commission estimated that the
cost of filtering water would be from)
$2^00 to $4.00 per million gallons and
that filtered water would cost only
fifteen cents more per capita' each
year than the chlorinated product
now supplied.
The price of water may be still
further' increased as the result of
the action of the administration in
exceeding original estimates of filtration cost.

iWYlNTS
STATE TO AID CITY
IN REPRTOWORK
Councilman Asserts Cleveland
Gets Only, Small Part of
Thousands Paid to
Roads Fund.

Congressman - at - Large Robert
Crosser arrived home yesterday from
Appeal to the state highway comthe national capitol flushed with his;
victory in getting a favorable com- mission' for aid in repaving main'
mittee report for his bill for public thoroughfares in the city was proownership of the Washington trac- posed by Councilman McGinty at a
tion lines.
T\
Before his return to the capita meeting of a special council commithe will weigh in as a candidate foi tee appointed to determine a definite
the Democratic Congressional nom paving policy yesterday.
ination in the Twenty-first distric
McGinty pointed out that Cleveagainst Representative Robert J
Bulkley, by filing nomination, paper land taxpayers paid several hundred
thousand dollars into the state good
with the board of elections.
The race for the nomination i; ; roads fund each year and that only
the Twenty-first district between th « few thousand dollars of this
two "Bobs" promises to be interest
expended in Cuyahoga
ing, with Mayor Baker's machine amount was
backing Bulkley and the ultra-radl county, and none within the city
cal Democracy supporting Crosser.,
limits.
The latter is optimistic as to thi
The state highway commission
outcome. "I'm in the race and
stands willing to pay one-third of the
never go into a race unless I stick t< cost of resurfacing Superior avenue,
the finish,^' he said, thus putting ai from E. 9th street to E. 55th street,
end to the hopes of the local Demo? if the city and county will each pay
cratic organization that he woulc one-third, Fred H. Caley, secretary
refrain from filing nominating pe- of the Cleveland Automobile Club,
titions.
"My petitions," he added, "are said. Caley urged that this proposicoming in, and I will probably file tion be accepted as a means of putthem tomorrow. Those filed will' ting principal streets into condition
contain five or ten times the number ! for traffic.
needed to get my nanle on the DemoWant New Legislators.
cratic primary ballot. They have j' Both McGinty and Caley urged
been circulated by Democrats, with : that legislators be elected from Guybut few of whom I am personally ; ahoga county who would see that i
acquainted,
but who believe in the iow= am enacted which" would give
ff"" TT oh
prospects^ « enate ^ ^ ^ ^,
»tilTiB-g
champion.
The prospects
afpton.:-^e
for my nomination are exceedingly
clevelanders for g0od roads purbright.
, i "r
v
Crosser must return to Washing-, °^ssuesesUon rf M. F. Bram-;
ton in two or three days to write the* At the. suggestion oi
„„_,»,„
committee report on his traction bill] ley. Paying contractor and member
so that the measure may be placed! of the Automobile Club,the.ooni™it ;
on the calendar without delay.
: tee decided to invite representatives
„ „ „
of civic organizations to meet wlthl
it next Tuesday to discuss plans for I
submitting a big bond issue to pay,
city's portion of repaving next year.i
Councilman FitzGerald moved that,
the city pay half the cost of repav- j
ing so that the committee would'
have a definite proposition to put up
-to the civic organizations. No ac' tion was taken on the motion, al.1 though committee members indicated
that they favored it.
"Instead of aiding paving operations the proposed 98 per cent assessment against abutting property owners would have the effect of hampering it," said FitzGerald. "No
councilmen wduld have the temerity
to introduce legislation assessing
practically the entire cost of repaying against property owners and no
legislation would be passed by the
[council.
Cost of Superior Work.
Mr. Caley said that estimates preIpared by engineers showed that SiiIperior avenue could be resurfaced
Iwith asphalt macadam at a cost of
I $60,000. This material has been used
Ion Bellflower road, Caley said. He
lgaid that the work could be completed within sixty days.
Accompanied by paving engineers
and others interested in better paving the committee will tour Cleveland streets Saturday morning. Special attention will be paid to streets
[for which legislation has been intrp
jduced on the 98 per cent basis.
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10, 1914.
Council also passed the ordinance
authorizing a vote Aug. 11 on the
SHOUTING FOE HELP.
question of issuing $950,000 bonds for
the completion of the Clark-av high APPEALING to the state highlevel bridge. A two-thirds vote is reway commission for aid in
quired for the approval of the bond putting some of Cleveland's princiissue.
pal streets in passable condition,
Mayo Fesler, secretary of the Civic
league, said last night that the direc- as proposed by Councilman Mctors of the league have under consid- Ginty, may prove to be an expedieration some legal action to prevent ent of promise so auspicious and
the submission at the primary elec- effect so desirable that no, contion Aug. 11 of the two charter : sideration of mere sentiment or
empty pride Should be allowed to
Council Author, s Special amendments.
He said no decision will be reached
stifle the appeal. That the streets
Election, Aug. 11, on Re- by the league until an opinion is are in wretched condition and that
rendered by the attorneys who have
moval of Unskilled Labor
funds have not been provided for
the question under consideration.
their rehabilitation all ClevelandStockwell Predicts Defeat.
From Civil Service.
A strong fight to prevent the ers are aware. Probably it will
amendments from carrying at the be far from their thought to raise
cTnCKWELTSEES RETURN polls will be made by opponents of objections, if it shall appear
the changes proposed in the ordiTO OLD-SPOILS' SYSTEM nances passed by council last night. practicable to employ some of the
taxes Cleveland contributes to the
Defeat of the amendments was prestate road funds in the repair of
dicted by the acting mayor.
Nonpartisan,
streets
under
state
"I may not have made any converts Cleveland
Provisions of Charter Go
In the council," he said, "but I be- auspices.
But how typical such an appeal
lieve IN made many among the people
to People.
of Cleveland during the past week.' will be of present practices in
In his address to the council, the Jcieveland's government! How inOver the veto of acting Mayor I'acting mayor .declared that the ap- |variably, when a, vital need conJohn N. Stockwell, council last night jproval of the civil service amendment j fronts it, does the municipal adwould remove one of the two safeby a vote of twenty-one yeas and
'[guards the charter had
offered iministration appeal for help!
five nays passed the ordinance au- against too sweeping an executive
When the city awoke to full
realization of its need of a pure
thorizing a special election Aug. 11. power.
on the question of approving an
The two safeguards, in his opinion, water supply, instead of going
amendment to the civil service pro- are the recall provision and the civil ahead and getting what it needed,
vision of the City charter removing service section.
it appealed to the state board of
"The charge was made that the
unskilled laborers from the classified
health to order it to proceed with
[mayor
would
be
king
if
the
city
charservice.
sanitary
sewage disposal and again
The passage of the ordinance was ter were passed in its present form,"
marked by a heated debate. Acting said the acting mayor. "The answer with filtration, that funds might
Mayor Stockwell, addressing the iwas the recall and the civil service be borrowed without impairing its
council, declared the approval of jprovision. The city government has authority to borrow for unesthe ordinance made possible a return |not yet had time iplascertain'Whether sentials.
When
a high
levelto the old "spoils" system. Council- (the provision placing unskilled labor- bridge was needed to replace the
men opponents of the ordinance ers in the unskilled labor class is a busiest viaduct in the city, the
charged the agitation
for
the workable provision. The amendment
work was left to tihe county governmeasure came from those who want- as proposed make: possible the spoils
ment. Now that the need of aned the power to dispense positions system.
other
such structure is apparent,
"Under
home
rule
we
are
given
the
in return for favors.
Councilman A. J. Damm, author of right to ke over the property of the the city's hope of. getting it restsl
the ordinance, charged an effort had Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co., with the county commissioners.
been made to mislead councilmen or, Wid I believe everyone of you favors Only the other day the city apinfluence their votes by the circula- taking over the property. The city pealed—for once in vain—to the
tion of a report that the state attor- «hould have civil service to silence county authorities to complete the
ney general had ruled council had no the, opposition of those who oppose
Clark avenue bridge, professing itauthority to fix the date of the pri- •lunicipal ownership."
We favored the city charter and self unable to finish what it had
maries for the special election.
"Dishonorable efforts in this direc-. fought for it because we wanted home II begun. If the chief of police or [
tion were made by a. local newspa- rule," said Councilman J. W. Rey- other representative of the city j
per," he said. "On reading the pa-f nolds. "Every elector is to be non- administration, has not, indeed, apper I called up the office of the at-i ned of the vote on the charter, Aug.' pealed to citizen volunteers to
torney general by long distance. He 11. He doesnt have to vote on the police the parks and streets, the
said he had made no such ruling. party tickets. If he doesnt go to vote mayor an
<iiother officials have been
He said further that the special elec- on the charter amendments he is hot;
a good citizen. Some people are in- depending for months upon the
tion could be fixed for any day pro- clined to talk home rule and let
and
leadership
of
vided it came within the time limita- others from the outside come in and assistance
govern them. The idea of building citizen volunteers in this very
tions set forth in the charter."
up a spoils system with men over 60 matter of pavements, in which an
Speak for Week Delay.
years old is ridiculous."
"The civil service commission in appeal to the state government for
Councilman Damm made this statement after Councilmen W. S. Fitz- getting up its lists has listed as many aid is now contemplated.
as thirty men from one house," said
Gerald and W. B. Woods urged a Councilman William Stolte. "These.
This habit of shouting for help
week's delay pending an investiga- men are not citizens. We have allj would be bad enough if its only
u
°
"
Rfo of the rumor regarding the at- supported the same charter on th»,
say-so of one man and the result is] effect were to represent Cleveland
torney general's opinion.
that the crowd of reformers tied this to the rest of the state as a ereat
The original vote on the ordinance, same man to the post and almost de- „.
[ home rule metropolis unable to
again approved last night, was twen- feated him at the last election."
Councilman David Moylan declared [provide for itself. But a still
ty yeas and four nays. Councilmen that
the acting mayor was without fworse
^pnes, Gahn, FitzGerald and Smith authority under the constitution to/
result of this continual conUped against the ordinance origi- veto an ordinance submitting a char-, f essing of inefficiency is already
ter
amendment
to
the
people.
■
_,..
,
. tne
.,
_
^lr and to their negative votes last: Councilmen FitzGerald and Woods evlaent m
Official attitude of
ft was added the vote of Coun-' declared that action should be de- 'irresponsibility prevalent in the
ferred. Mr. Woods stated the plan
to W. B. Woods.
of putting unskilled laborers under city hall. Cleveland's affairs can
The council last night also passed j civil
service had proved a success in hardly prosper in the hands of of-:
ie ordinance submitting to the elec-J other cities.
"I'd like to ask why this system ficials who are ready enough to intors Aug. 11 the question of eliminatjing the nonpartisan and preferential cannot be tried another six months." terest themselves in luxuries, but
he said.
j election provisions of the charter and
"I believe this has lasted six months when a real necessity is demanded
.substituting the old partisan methods too long," retorted Councilman Robert decline to do more than appeal for
Koch.
They are testing men like '.IJ
„_,. let
i„t some
_„_,„ .
,
,
^■electing city officials.
al<1 and
Those,
°ne else do the
horses.
Those who can lift 100
Hpis ordinance, which was initiated pounds
are put in one class and those work.
^■Petition of Socialists, was passed who can lift 200 pounds in another. I
have
obtained
positions for many men
by a vote of twenty yeas and six
since I was first elected to council and
nays.
I never asked a man who needed a job
what his politics were."

SEISASI
OF ACTING MAYOR
IY 2110 5 VOTE

Preferential

10,16))^f-

ACTING MAYOR TO PASS
ON BILLS HE OPPOSED
Acting Mayor Stockwell, who, as
director of law, declined to approve
the legality of an ordinance authorizing an expenditure of $6,000 for the
payment of bills incurred by the
Perry centennial commission, will be
called upon to sign the ordinance as
acting mayor, veto it or permit it to
become a law without his signature.
Stockwell questions the legality of
the proposed expenditure, but did
not disapprove of it as director of
llaw.
...
.
„

f

MERIT SYSTEM VOTES.

rjIVE votes for the merit system,
*
five votes for maintaining civil
service reform ia full scope and
force in the city government, were
cast in the council Monday night.
; The little minority that stood for
j some other date than the primary
election day for submitting an anticivil service reform charter amendment to the voters of Cleveland
was composed of the following
councilmen:
W. S. FitzGerald, Harry C. Gahn,
J. E. Smith, Clayton C. Townes and
W. B. Woods.
There is one Democrat in this
list, Councilman Smith.
The remaining four are Republicans.
Two Republicans voted to submit
the charter amendment to the
popular vote on the primary election day favored by the enemies of
the merit system.
With them
stood nineteen Democrats.
The
Republican councilmen were four
to two for civil.service reform. The
Democrats divided nineteen to one
in favor of the spoilsmen and the
office-brokers.
There are thousands of good j
citizens who will not forget this '
record as soon as the "Baker [
group" leaders seem to think that
they can be diverted to other
questions. It is one more eogent
reason for making a sweeping
change in the municipal government, at the earliest possible date.
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The Charter Amendment
The city council majority having overridden the
acting mayor's veto, the voters of Cleveland will
he called upon to pass judgment, at the primary
election in August, as to whether common labor
shall be exempt from the provisions of the civil
service.
At the same time, a second proposed
amendment to the city charter will be passed upon,
determining the fate ol the non.partisan, preferential plan of municipal elections.
Both these amendments involve

;

important

changes In the constitution of the city. / There
should be a large vote, an independent vote and
a well-informed vote upon each,
The calling of this special election «P°« Palmary
day will tend to invite ft partisan vote £n tad
against both amendments, fw the 8»"i»6 MM/
of nonpartisan voterB m wt !* *he h&m f f
tending primary election
These independent.,
rightly or wrongly, (metal? their franchise so
far as nominations in primary are concerned and
content themselves with pusis* frfc»«» «*»■
the nominations which ttoy pttmlt «*«« to »kfc
This circumstance, while it «««»*" * P»»'«*
San decision in each «»««, .SwuW ».t b« ril*™* to
dictate results. The .owotery of M» board of

'j^-$&r

H°r i ?;) 1i

WILL HIS OPINION STAND?
ACTING MAYOR STOCKWELL
is face to face with a decision

SPREAD
LAGS, ALTHOUGH VICE
HOME DISTRICTS

rendered by Law Director Stockwell. He is compelled to pass upon
an Issue which he thought he had
disposed of, as a legal question, last
year.
Early in 1913 a committee was
created to provide for a fitting celebration of the Perry centennial.
The expense of getting me
the mama

j ,

,.

chinery of the occasion in opera-j Funds Appropriated and Lying

Idle

tion called for the building of re
viewing stands along certain parts
of Euclid avenue, with seats to be
rented to the public, but Mayor

in Treasury While
Work Is Virtually
at a Standstill.

Baker indignantly refused to permit such commercializing of a pa-

Grade crossing elimination work
here is practically at a standstill, altriotic demonstration
However, he changed his posi- though funds for the immediate aboltion later in the year.
A little ishment of a number of dangerous
before the Perry anniversary the crossings are available, city officials

dependently as'at a regular election.
And these amendments are Important enough to

mayor felt an urgent call to ^ ^^TZ'Z^on of grades
up as a city administration enter- jon the Nlck6l Plat6 raiiroad between j
prise the work begun by the inde- (Loraln avenue and Fulton road, at |
pendent committee earlier in the the Ivanhoe road crossing of the
A ««mml««« nnnointed to same railroad, at-the B. 105th street
year.
A committee
appointed to orosslng rf the Lake shore railroad
raise funds took at their face value and the Union avenue crossing of
the
subscriptions
hurriedly Ob- the Erie, Pennsylvania & Newburg
tained and authorized the expendi- and South Shore railroads are lying

challenge the attention, of every oitUui. Ono ot
least aims to alter a fundamental provision of the
charter. It would be unfortunate if the decision
in either case were made without the fullest information and the moat painstaking attention to

Afterwards
many
subscriptions
proved worthless and a deficit of
about $6 000 was the result.
The
.
c+411 „wi« Pleveland
money is still owing Cleveland

b

oka

elections promises to hnro *>P'*^ P°" °
»»
the charter contests, Voters attending the pol
an.d desiring to vote merely upon the annulment*
will not be reauired to acknowledge allegiance to
any party, Once in the booth, they may act .aa In-

•

>■■

its merits.
.
Lot no partisan organisation, for or against an
amendment, dictate how an iadividual voter shall
cast his ballot, The charter was designed to
emancipate the city from partisan control
It
would be folly to let tho influence from which the
charter freed us dictate results the first time it is
proposed to amend the charter.

ture of the sum seemingly assured, -e^the ^~£o ™- «
the city
Almost
two. veara ago
council directed City Engineer Hoffmann to communicate with the authorities of Bratenhal in regard to
^ elImlnftt|on of the B. 105th street

merchants and others. Incidental-, crosslng an(1 wltri the East Cleveland
ly, the mayor did permit his new council with reference to the Ivanhoe
committee, in the end, to sell seats road crossing. Parts of these eross~..
i
«
„*.,„,i«,
ings are in the two villages. Hoffon the reviewing stands.
, mann said yesterday that negotiaWhen an attempt was made totions wUh the villages had not been
pass an ordinance appropriating an, completed and work could not pro-,
amount sufficient to cover the Per-ceed for this reason. ■
, .. u
,*„fl„H T ow nirfictnr Protests of citizens aected by the
ry celebration deficit, Law Director geparatlon of gradeg hav6 held up
Stockwell gave an official legal the West Side Nickei Piate eliminaopinion that the city had no right tion work since 1910, when bonds
to expend public funds in the man-were voted for the project. Before
1
y
f
,„. ..
leaving for Europe Mayor Baker diner so contemplated.
. rected that the work proceed, after
Last Monday the council Passed|aK,tation by the chamber of Indusan ordinance doing the very thing! try, but the necessary ordinance has:
which Mr. Stockw«ll, as director of .not been submitted to the city counlaw, had declared to be illegal. The'^ ^ ^

&

^^

by

Coun_'

(
City officials Friday
lice to investigate the chaL
of several houses in residence •
Ql8
tricts.
-iss T
They believe Mayor Bab < I
plan of gradually eliminating^! Ci
segregated district is
houses which
t-ates of the
closed to scatter throughout ,.".'1
dence districts.
Police deny this and S8
plan Is being successfully c*
out.
"The places which have be,
Fi
closed haven't opened any^''
else,"
said Inspector Skaty ■
j Friday. "The police are M^Bmc
these people carefully and (J;'B
know if there was any attwMoSt
made to start resorts in netjff
tricts."
Safer Benesch Friday
had received
several
from citizens. A councilman El
asked Benesch to have police h*j Mor9
vestigate a house on his (Jirants
Benesch asked the police,. ..ne(j as
vestigate one near MB OVJ t
Chief Rowe, under instrutt™
from Baker, has closed 15 ^r
i the segregated district s1
nomlna
Jan. 1, because of violatioa
'less thi
rules of the police departs**
Rowe warned owners not to''"'
the house for other than ■;lfy.
The
dence purposes. More ™,
inmates of these places haw ■for eve
turned out.
judicial
at the
jnsolvei
Inations
vigor, 1
lican ca
ire Dei
lomina
;he COL
nission
iorsed
Deing u
issemb
judges
'ought.
andida
i. Bulk

0.

ordinance is now before him, as cllman Ganni Hoffmann reported yesacting mayor, to be approved or terday that the cost of eliminating
vetoed with an opportunity, also, the Central and
Quincy avenue
•* ■. * v„„~™o nfrooHvo hv crossings of the Pennsylvania railto permit it to become effective Hy^^.^.j, $800|000 of whSch the
virtue of his failure to take action clty would pay approximately $300,one way or the other.
000.
Will Mr. Stockwell, as acting
mayor, consult Mr. Stockwell, as
director of law? Will be abide, as1
mayor, by the opinion given in his
more permanent but less exalted
capacity as the city's legal adviser?

iuup3aq
aiSJQQX

ROWE CUTS DOWN
RESORTS IN OLD
VICE DISTRICT
Chief Rowe and Safety Director
Benesch Thursday crossed East
9th street in their campaign to
restrict
Cleveland's
tenderloin
district to &,■ minimum and permanently closed a resort at 1009
Hamilton.averiue. Already 14 resorts in Hamilton avenue west of
Easf 9tB street have been closed.
According to. Benesch,,. Thursday, restrictions are gradually
being drawn tighter to reduce the
number of houses and inmates.
When. Mayor Baker returns from
Europe July 1'Benesch and Rowe
hope to report at least 25 resorts
have been put out of business.
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■EWRETHAN200 Complete County and
STREETS CHAOTIC;
Legislative Tickets OFFICIALS ADMIT
■ BFFICESEEKERS M
LACK CF SYSTEM
COUNTY QUALIFY
REPUBLICAN.

COUNTY CORONER.
Patrick James Byrne, 1762 W. 25th St.
JUDGE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.
P. L. A. Lieghley (unexpired term), 1466
Marlowe Ave., Lakewood.
Dorr E. Warner (four-year term), 25 Holyoke Ave., East Cleveland.
Hermann Preusser, 1393 Addlson Rd.
Herbert H. Henry, 1827 Wilton Rd., Cleveland Heights.
H. Hughes Johnson, 51 Grasmere St., East
Cleveland.
James J. Maguire, 7614 Decker Ave.
John A. Fogle, 112 Elsinore Ave., East
Cleveland.
JUDGE OF COURT OF APPEALS.
James Lawrence, 1822 E. 82d St.
JUDGE OF INSOLVENCY AND JUVENILE COURT.
George S. Addams, 94 ,Wadena St., East
Cleveland.
CONGRESSMAN—20TH DISTRICT.
William Gordon, 6904 Franklin Ave. .
Vincent Zmunt, 1509 Kenilworth Ave.
CONGRESSMAN—21ST DISTRICT.
R. J. Bulkley, 2928 Euclid Ave.
Robert Crosser, 2117 E. S3d St.
CONGRESSMAN—22D DISTRICT.
Joseph J. Devenv, 7600 Hough Ave.
Roy A. Tuttle, 7217 Hough Ave.
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
20TH DISTRICT.
J. Martin Thumm, 1400 W. 25th St.
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
21ST DISTRICT.
D. J. Zinner, 4310 Broadway.
A. J. Slndelar, 5301 McBride Ave.
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
22D DISTRICT.
Newton D. Baker, 1851 Crawford Rd.
STATE SENATORS.
D. L. Sutter, 15016 Cardinal Ave.
H. J. Fellinger, 57 Alvason Rd„ East
Cleveland.
Abraham Kolinsky, 2387 E. 39th St.
E. J. Hopple, 1576 E. 93d St.
James S. Kennedy, 2113 E. 79th St.
Charles A. Mooney, 9811 Westchester Ave.
STATE REPRESENTATIVES.
John A. Kohl, 1323 Beach St.
Joseph Lustlg, 4213 Clark Ave.
George F. Doster, 1773 Randall Rd.
Sam B. Fitzsimmons. 975% E. 105th St.
Virgil J. Terrell, 4208 Clinton Ave.
Herbert B. Briggs, 10016 Wilbur Ave.
A. E. Merkel, 86 Wymore Ave., East Cleveland.
Wilbur B. Lutton. 1816 E. 26th St.
Fred E. Pfeiffer, 10302 Kempton Ave.
Stephen M. Young, 1854 E. 70th St.
Phil Hyle, 6905 Lorain Ave.
John H. Brown, 1373 Warner Ave., Lakewood.
Michael J. Walsh. South Newburg.
John C. Smith, 3485 E. 98th St.
W. H. Hasselman, 2061 Cornell Rd.
George J. W. Mathews. 3909 Clinton Ave.
Martin S. Sweeney, 2164 E. 25th Place.
Norman E. Bliss, 1407 W. 85th St.
Henry L. Schaefer, 1160 E. 71st St.
George E. Monahan, 3206 Prospect Ave.
Bernard Orlikowski, 6715 Fleet Ave.
William J. O'Malley, 6801 Franklin Ave.
Edward F. Bohm, 455 E. 124th St.

CLERK OF COURT OF COMMON
PLEAS.
George S. Wallace, 1123 E. 98th St.
, Than Score of the 220 Who P. -A. Mackenzie, 1768 W. 31st place.
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY.
Bab
Circulated Petitions Fail
George W. Spooner, 1720 E. 21st St.
William
B. Woods, 1765 E. 89th St.
%tlie
x
COUNTY SHERIFF.
18i
to Submit Neces»S in.
Charles B. Stannard, 1679 E. 82d St.
Fred Kohler, 1894 E. 81st- St.
sary Names.
°ut resi.
Arthur E. Ward, 767 E. 103d St.
COUNTY TREASURER.
s
George E. Myers, 2484 Arlington Rd.
»y Hi
Hiland B. Wright, 108(54 Churchill Ave.
0 P. HAS CANDIDATES
AUDITOR.
FOR ALL BUT ONE OFFICE William G. COUNTY
Beck, 3129 Scranton Rd.
M
e been:
Theodore M. Bates, 11500 Mayfleld Rd.
COUNTY RECORDER.
Skat
Paul Schreiner, 2106 E. 7lst St.
wati Jemocrats Out for Every JobWalter W. Fristoe, Myrtle Blag., 19th and
Woodland.
ad»
Herman H. Schleman, 7117 Lexington Ave.
Most Nominations to Be ConCOUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
Albert C. Bender, 1316 Superior Ave.
tested With Vigor.
Anton B. Sprosty, 4843 Broadway.
John F. Goldenbogen. 2620 W. 14th St.
T. J. McManus, 1785 E. 93d St.
:oa
Alva R. Dittrick, 8700 Lorain Ave.
-V
BY JOBX T- BOURKE.
W. F. Miller, 3528 E. 138th St.
ZB More than 200 Cuyahoga county asWilliam F. Elrick, 1456 Lauderdale Ave.,
Lakewood. ■
iis^'Unto for public office have qiialWilliam Vown^?16S2 Ansel Rd.
ice i;led as candidates for party nominaCOUNTY SURVEYOR.
Frank R. Lander, 1653 E. 86th St.
tions to he made at the August priCOUNTY CORONER.
.struc'-J
Robert C. Droege, 1453 Alameda Ave.,
Ut :P
Lakewood.
< ™ the time for the filing of
Albert M. Dunlap, 6103 Superior Ave.
riEh
-homlnating.papers expired last night
JUDGE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.
H^toi!^ of th,2» who cirC. W. Collister, 1609 Hazel Drive N. E.
S. S. Ford, 1945 E. 90th St.
culated petitions had failed to qualHomer G. Powell. 10725 Hathaway Ave.
ot
t«%
Willis Vickerv, Lake Ave., Lakewood.
6
William B. Neff. Gates Mill.
111?8 The Republicans have candidates
Thomas M. Kennedy, 1880 E. «79th St.
for every Congre&ional, legislative
William J. Hart, 3006 Franklin Ave.
taf:
George C. Hansen, 12612 Detroit Ave.,
udicill and county office to be filled
Lakewood.
at the November election, except for
Fielder Sanders, 1720 E. 21st St.
insolvency judge. Most of the nomJUDGE OF COURT OF APPEALS.
inations will be contested for with
Louis H. Winch, Lake Ave.
vigor, the total number of RepubCONGRESSMAN'—20TH DISTRICT.
James E. Mathews, 2079 W. 89th St.
lican candidates exceeding 100. There
CONGRESSMAN—21ST DISTRICT.
ire Democratic candidates for every
Harry L. Vail, 8406 Euclid Ave.
lomination, but the only contest on
CONGRESSMAN—22D DISTRICT.
he county ticket will be for comHenry E. Emerson, 10603 Wilbur Ave.
William
S. FitzGerald, 3206 Prospect Ave.
missioners, the party machine's inSTATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
dorsed candidates for other places
20TH DISTRICT.
jeing unopposed. For Congressmen,
Elmer G. Norton, 4424 Franklin Ave.
A.
N.
Rodway,
10647 Ashbury Ave.
Assemblymen and common pleas
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
iudges the nominations will be
21ST DISTRICT.
'ought. The indorsed Congressional
Harry L. Davis, 4177 E. 95th St.
andidates, William Gordon, Robert
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
22D DISTRICT.
i. Bulkley and Roy A. Tut tie, have
George B. Harris, 64 Brightwood Ave.,
>.s ±h.
East Cleveland.
I F. H. Eggers, 2204 E. 81st St.
■eu
PROGRESSIVE.
STATE SENATORS.
se
"William F. Staniforth. 10510 Cedar Ave.
fo
F. J. Van Wye, 1566 Woodlawn Ave.
CLERK OF COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.
i Monroe Curtis, 2045 Adelbert Rd.
A. C. Bagnall, 1539 Wyandotte, Lakewood.
i Martin ,T. Moran. 2095 W. 25th St.
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY.
!{ Albert Straus, 1840 E. 79th St.
•
-j- William T. Redmond, 10910 Grantwood Ave,
Edward H. Tracy, 13720 Euclid Ave., East
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No Way to Tell at Once
; What Is Being Done in
Way of Repairs.
HAZARDS NOT CONSIDERED
Sidlo Doesn't Ceem it Necessary.
to Keep Always in Touch
With the Conditions.
FIREMEN MUST TAKE CHANCES
Light on the general chaotic
condition of city streets was
.shed by the admission yesterday
of city officials that there exists
no organized system whereby it
i may be seen at a glance what
I streets are torn up or out of
commas
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More than 200 Cuyahoga county as,irants for public office have qnalied as candidates for party nomina;ions t0 De made at the August priXSn the time for the filing of
omfnating.papers expired last night

r^haU score of *. » who clr-

Mil,

ler than ._ The Republicans have candidates
[ore than ii for every Congressional, legislative.
Mtthmi
6deZd^7^ to^e filled
at the November election, except for
insolvency Judge. Most of the nominations will be contested for with
vigor the total number of Republican candidates exceeding 100. There
are Democratic candidates for every
:
nomination, but the only contest on
the county ticket will be for comImissioners. the party machine's mI'dorsed candidates for other places
being unopposed. For Congressmen,
Assemblymen and common pleas
judges the nominations will be
fought. The indorsed Congressional
candidates, William Gordon, Robert
J, Bulkley and Roy A. Tuttle, have
as their respective opponents Vincent Zmunt, Robert Crosser and Joseph Jordan Devney. Crosser and
Devney filed more nominating petitions than their organization slated
opponents.
D. L. Sutten is the only anti-slate
candidate for State Senator, but the
elate candidates for Representatives,
all of whom filed petitions, have a
half dozen fighting opponents who
have been allied with the organization in the past, but who were turned
down for machine indorsements because Mayor Baker said he wanted
"heavyweights."
The machine candidates for Representatives are: A. E. Merkel, H. B.
Briggs, W. H. Hasselman, Stephen
M. Young, Virgil J. Terrell, Michael
J. "Walsh, Norman B. Bliss, Fred
Hyle, Wilbur B. Lutton, Fred E.
[pfeiffer, Sam B. Fitzsimmons, John
H. Brown and Bernard Orlikowski.
The Progressive slate has no primary opposition, there being one
candidate for each nomination on
Congressional, legislative and county
tickets. Only one Progressive appeared for a nomination for the common pleas bench and no candidate
sought the insolvency judgeship.

Socialists Have
But Five in Field.
nder the primary law the Sociality can nominate at the priJ^andidates only for judge of
courtjitfappeals, Congressmen
kfcieth and Twenty-first
te central committeemen from those districts. As the
[party failed to cast a sufficient vote
I to make other nominations at direct
I vote primaries, its ticket for the
I election will be filled by petition.
The party has one candidate for
leach of the five nominations to be
I made at the primaries.
Interest among the local politicians
Icentered yesterday in the filing of petitions for committee memberships.
Chairman A. N. Rodway, of the
(Republican county executive comlinittee, last night filed petitions for
■about 500 candidates for precinct
Icommitteemen. A number of candidates for precinct committeemen filed
Itheir own petitions. Miner G. NorIton, who sent 500 letters to Republican workers asking them to run
[for members of the county central
I committee, filed about sixty petitions.
A rough estimate by party leaders
I last night was that there would be
I contests at the primaries for the
(position of committeemen in about
1100 of the 547 election precincts in
I the county. In precincts in which
Ithere are no Republican candidates
pommitteemen will be elected at the
primaries by writing names upon the
lallot.
I Tom Brannon, treasurer of the
lemocratic county executive commit|e, filed the petitions of the Baker
g;anization candidates for precinct
imitteemen, more than 500 in all.
fhe organization's candidates are
opposed in a number of wards
J'townships. There is a three^hered fight for control of the
Kxth ward organization. Dan Pfahl's
faction has candidates for commitIteemen in the seventeen precincts
lof the ward. Louis Zepp's faction
lalso has seventeen candidates. The
iBaker organization is afraid to take
[sides between Pfahl and Zepp, exIpecting to get machine support from
I whoever wins.
Stanley Harrison is the leader of
Ithe third faction. The county organization doesn't want Harrison's comImitteemen elected but well-signed
[petitions have been filed by them.
Contests between the machine and
■anti-machine Democrats have started
Iprimary fights for committeemen also
lin the Fourth and Eighth ward's,
Ideveland
Heights,
Strongsville,
IRoyalton, Parma, East Cleveland
land Euclid.

I Committeemen to Be
|Elected From Wards.
The Progressive county central
Icommitteemen will be elected from
■[yards and townships and not from
precincts.
The local party organ[ization filed petitions for slated candidates in most of the wards and
townships, and will elect others by
writing names on the ballots at the
1 primaries.
The Progressive organization is disturbed over a report that
A Republican politician has been cli»|culating Progressive petitions for
committeemen in some of the wards,
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STREETS CHAOTI
Complete County and
Legislative Tickets OFFICIALS ADMIT
REPUBLICAN.
CLERK OF COURT OF COMMON
PLEAS.
Oeorge S. Wallace, 1123 E. 98th St.
P. A. Mackenzie, 1768 W. 31st place.
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY.
George W. Spooner, 1720 E.. 21st St.
William B. Woods; 1765 E. 89th St.
v
COUNTY SHERIFF.
Charles B. Stannard, 1679 E. 82d St.
Fred Kohler, 1894 E. Slst- St.
Arthur E. Ward, 767 E. 103d St.
COUNTY TREASURER.
George E. Myers, 2484 Arlington Rd.
Hlland B. Wright, 1080'4 Churchill. Ave.
COUNTY AUDITOR.
William G. Beck, 3129 Scranton Rd.
Theodore M. Bates, 11500 Mayfleld Rd.
COUNTY RECORDER.
Paul Schreiner, 2106 E. 71st St.
Walter W. Frlstoe, Myrtle Bldg., 19th and
Woodland.
Herman H. Schleman, 7117 Lexington Ave.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
Albert C. Bender, 1816 Superior Ave.
Anton B. Sproety, 4843 Broadway.
John F. Goldenbogen, 2620 w. 14th St.
T. J. McManus, 1785 E. 93d St.
Alva R. Dittrlck, 8700, Lorain Ave.
W. F. Miller, 3528 B. 138th St.
William F. Blrick, 1456 Lauderdale Ave.,
Lakewood. ,
William Dowri.^>1632 Ansel Rd.
COUNTY SURVEYOR.
Frank R. Lander, 1653 E. 86th St.
COUNTY CORONER.
Robert C. Droege, 1453 Alameda Ave.,
Lakewood.
Albert M. Dunlap, 6103 Superior Ave.
JUDGE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.
C. W. Collister. 1609 Hazel Drive N. E.
S. S. Ford, 1945 E. 90th St.
Homer G. Powell. 10725 Hathaway Ave.
Willis Vlckery, Lake Ave., Lakewood.
William B. Nell, Gates Mill.
Thomas M. Kennedy, 1S80 E. -79th St.
William J. Hart, 3006 Franklin Ave.
George C. Hansen, 12612 Detroit Ave.,
Lakewood.
Fielder Sanders, 1720 E. Slst St.
JUDGE OF COURT OF APPEALS.
Louis H. Winch, Lake Ave.
CONGRESSMAN—20TH DISTRICT.
James E. Mathews, 2079 W. 89th St.
CONGRESSMAN—21ST DISTRICT.
Harry L. Vail, 8406 Euclid Ave.
. CONGRESSMAN—22D DISTRICT.
Henry E. Emerson, 10603 Wilbur Ave.
William S. FitzGerald, 3206 Prospect Ave.
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
20TH DISTRICT.
Elmer G. Norton. 4424 Franklin Ave.
A. N. Rodway, 10647 Ashbury Ave.
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
21ST DISTRICT.
Harry L. Davis, 4177 E. 95th St.
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
22D DISTRICT.
George B. Harris, 64 Brightwood Ave.,
East Cleveland.
F. H. Eggers, 2204 E. 81st St.
STATE SENATORS.
William F. Staniforth. 10510 Cedar Ave.
F. J, Van Wve, 1566 Woodlawn Ave.
Monroe Curtis, 2045 Adelbert Rd.
Martin J. Moran, 2095 W. 25th St.
Albert Straus, 1840 E. 79th St.
William T. Redmond, 10910 Grantwood Ave.
Thomas Cook. 13C2 Summit Ave.. Lakewood.
Joseph J. Rowe, 1266 Manor Park, Lakewood.
H. G Schaibly. 314 Summit Ave.
Herbert C. Wood. 3726 Carnegie Ave.
William C. Schaefer, 6 Groveland Club.
' STATE REPRESENTATIVES.
Clarence C. Madison, 11502 Detroit Ave.
Frank J. Goettling, 640 Eddy Rd.
Charles S. Sutten, 2271 E. 101st St.
John A. Elden, 10525 Wilbur Ave.
Timothv A. Ryan. 6106 Euclid Ave.
Fred L. Moritz, 5909 Madison Ave.
James K. Potter, 14405 Saranac Rd.
George T. James, 8608 Wade Park Ave.
Charles McCune. 314 Summit Ave.
Stanley A. Hackett, 1578 E. 86th St.
Harold E. Emerich, 16205 St. Clair Ave.
Albert T. Holmes, 53 Lake Front Ave.,
East Cleveland.
Fl-ank Ivessler. 4S21 Broadway.
Theodore S. Green. 614 E. 107th St.
John J Carroll, 1431 E. 120th St.
William C. Bracken. 2520 Detroit Ave. ■
Horatio Geddes. 11607 Detroit Ave.
Ernest E. Blaschke. 1S59 B. 55th St.
Peter Obernauer. 8600 Willard Ave.
Louis G. Vosrt, 1824, W. 44th St.
Horace D. Lingenfelter. 2138 W. 93d St.
Thomas S. Clague. 18111 St. Clair Ave.
W D Cole. 1485 Lincoln Ave., Lakewood.
Albert W. Snow. 2017 W. 89th St.
William C Mangan, 10103 Kempton Ave.
Joseph V. Brannon. 5616 Whlttier Ave.
William Bradley, 2144 W. 53d St.
Harry C. Smith. 2322 E. 30th St.
Jacob Stacel. 2384 E. 61st St.
Harry D. Williams. 1179 Lakevlew Rd.
Maxwell V. Emerman, 3167 Sycamore Rd.,
Cleveland Heights.
Burt Atkinson. 1869 E. 86th St.
O C Bell. 2200 Prospect Ave.
Basil' F. Johnson, 1833 Wilson Rd., Cleveland Heights.
George S King. 10410 Pierpont Aye.
Henrv F. Forhush. 1814 E. 65th St.
Don R. Sipe. 1917 E. 73d St.
Edward B. McCarter. 3250 Euclid Ave.
Peter Buckingham. 7012 Gertrude Ave.
Chalmer Grimm, Scarborough Rd., Cleveland Heights.
F William Steffen. 1S2S E. 20th St.
Frank Bach, 2338 E. 79th St.
Louis 4. Perry, 4800 -Carnegie Ave.
R F Edwards. 1375 Frv Ave., Lakewood.
E L Striebinger. 6520 Euclid Ave.
Alexander S Kraus, IMOT Parmelee Ave.
William R. Coates, 3301 Archwood Ave.
G W Gurnev. Gates Mill.
Eerie'A. Foster. 2124 E. 66th St.
John H. Kilroy. 0407 Ramona blvd.

COUNTY CORONER.
Patrick James Byrne, 1762 W. 25th St.
JUDGE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.
P. L. A. Lieghley (unexpired term), 1466
Marlowe Ave., Lakewood.
Dorr E. Warner (four-year term), 25 Holyoke Ave., East Cleveland.
Hermann Preusser. 1393 Addison Rd.
Herbert H. Henry, 1827 Wilton Rd., Cleveland Heights.
H. Hughes Johnson, 51 Grasmere St., East
Cleveland.
James J. Maguire, 7614 Decker Ave.
John A. Fogle, 112 Blsinore Ave., East
Cleveland.
JUDGE OF COURT OF APPEALS.
Jamee Lawrence, 1822 E. 82d St,
JUDGE OF INSOLVENCY AND JUVENILE COURT.
George S. Addams, 94 Wadena St., Bast
Cleveland.
CONGRESSMAN—20TH DISTRICT.
William Gordon, 6904 Franklin Ave.
Vincent Zmunt, 1509 Kenilworth Ave.
CONGRESSMAN—21ST DISTRICT.
R. J. Bulkley, 2928 Euclid Ave.
Robert Crosser, 2117 B. 83d St.
CONGRESSMAN—22D DISTRICT.
Joseph J. Devenv, 7600 Hough Ave.
Roy A. Tuttle. 7217 Hough Ave.
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
20TH DISTRICT.
J. Martin Thumm, 1400 W. 25th St.
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
21ST DISTRICT.
D. J. Zinner, 4310 Broadway.
A. J. Sindelar, 5301 McBride Ave.
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
22D DISTRICT.
Newton D. Baker, 1851 Crawford Rd.
STATE SENATORS.
D. L. Sutter. 15016 Cardinal Ave.
H. J. Fellinger, 57 Alvason Rd., East
Cleveland.
Abraham Kolinsky, 2387 E. 39th St.
E. J. Hopple, 1576 E. 93d St.
James S. Kennedy, 2113 E. 79th St.
Charles A. Mooney, 9811 Westchester Ave.
STATE REPRESENTATIVES.
John A. Kohl, 1323 Beach St.
Joseph Lustig, 4213 Clark Ave.
George F. Doster, 1775 Randall Rd.
Sam B. Fitzsimmons. 975% E. 105th St.
Virgil J. Terrell, 420S Clinton Ave.
Herbert B. Briggs. 10016 Wilbur Ave.
A. B. Merkel, 86 wymore Ave., East Cleveland.
Wilbur B. Lutton. 1816 E. 26th St.
Fred E. Pfeiffer. 10302 Kempton Ave.
Stephen M. Young, 1854 B. 70th St.
Phil Hyle, 6905 Lorain Ave.
John H. Brown, 1373 Warner Ave., Lakewood.
Michael J. Walsh. South Newburg.
John C. Smith, 3485 E. 98th St.
W. H. Hasselman. 2061 Cornell Rd.
George J. W. Mathews. 3909 Clinton Ave.
Martin S. Sweeney, 2164 E. 25th Place.
Norman E. Bliss, 1407 W. 85th St.
Henry L. Schaefer, 1160 E. 71st St.
George E. Monahan, 3206 Prospect Ave.
Bernard Orlikowski, 6715 Fleet Ave.
William J. O'Mallev. 5801 Franklin Ave.
Edward F. Bohm, 455 E. 124th St.

PROGRESSIVE.

CLERK OF COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.
A. C. Bagnall, 1539 Wyandotte, Lakewood.
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY.
Edward H. Tracy, 13720 Euclid Ave., East
Cleveland.
COUNTY SHERIFF.
E. A. Durschlag, Broadview Rd., Brooklyn
Heights.
COUNTY TREASURER.
John A. Church, Chagrin Falls.
COUNTY AUDITOR.
James H. Sibbison, 13508 Ashburton.
COUNTY RECORDER.
William J. Riedel, 1391 E. 110th St.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS,
Hugh F. Taylor, 502 E. 110th St.
M. F. Smith, 24 Brightwood Ave., East
Cleveland.
L. S. Conelly, Lake Shore blvd., corner
Parkgrove.
COUNTY SURVEYOR.
Horace C. Taylor, 200 Northfleld Ave., East
Cleveland.
COUNTY CORONER.
Fred Oberli, 8314 Wade Park Ave.
JUDGE OF COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.
David B. Carpenter. 2859 Hampshire Ave.
JUDGE OF COURT OF APPEALS.
A. G. Carpenter, 2117 B. 100th St.
CONGRESSMAN—20TH DISTRICT.
Frank G. Carpenter, 1438 E. 110th St.
CONGRESSMAN—21ST DISTRICT.
Hervey E. Miller, 2807 Woodhill Rd.
CONGRESSMAN—22D DISTRICT.
J. R. McQuigg, 77 Idlewood Ave., East
Cleveland.
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
20TH DISTRICT.
Guy O. Farquharson, 321G Madison Ave.
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
21ST DISTRICT.
Daniel McKisson, 3821' Denison Ave.
ST ATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN—
22D DISTRICT.
C. J. Olds, Burton, O.
STATE SENATORS.
Edward J. Cherney, 10607 Grantwood Ave.
Earl H. Wells, 12111 Phillips Ave.
E. M. Humphrey, 1453 Wayne Ave., Lakewood.
Harvey O. Yoder. 6407 Hough Ave.
Robert A. George, 8206 Cedar Ave.
STATE REPRESENTATIVES.
Charles J. Argel, 7019 Lawnview Ave.
Joseph J. Bender, 7917 Central Ave.
Walter A. Ayers, Solon. O.
Thomas H. Stapleton, 774 E. 152d St.
W A Grigsby, 1261 E. 100th St.
DEMOCRATIC.
William B. Fowler, 828 E. 152d St.
J S Simpson, Berea. O.
CLERK OF COURT OF COMMON PLEAS. M. B. Hughes, 1977 W. 105th St.
A. M Ober, Chagrin Falls, O.
Edmund B. Haserodt, Norwood Rd.
William A. Brock, 2108 Alken Ave.
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY.
Philip R. White, 28 Mt. Union St., East
Cyrus Locher, 1539 East Blvd.
Cleveland.
Paul Schwan, Jr., 1486 E. 55th St.
COUNTY SHERIFF.
K A. Nesbit, 1860 E. 86th St.
W. J. Smith, 2906 W. 14th St.
COUNTY TREASURER.
SOCIALIST.
P. C. O'Brien, 2429 Prospect Ave.
COUNTY AUDITOR.
CONGRESSMAN—20TH DISTRICT.
John A. Zangerle, Detroit Ave. and Nichol- C. E. Ruthenberg, 8606 Clark Ave.
son, Lakewood.
CONGRESSMAN—21ST DISTRICT.
COUNTY RECORDER.
Hoseo Paul, 51 Chapman Ave., East Cleve- Tom Clifford. 3517 Fulton Rd.
JUDGE OF COURT OF APPEALS.
land.
Fred F. Truhlar, Quincy Ave.
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMAN\ C. Fieldhouse, Brecksville, No. 2.
20TH DISTRICT.
F T Andrews, 10310 Westchester Ave.
Joseph Menning, 4201 Trowbridge Ave.
M. H. Wolf, 2808 Bridge Ave.
Pierce D. Metzger, Bedford, O.
STATE CENTRAL COMMITTEEMANL. H. Geiss, Parma, O.
21ST DISTRICT.
COUNTY SURVEYOR.
Noah Mandelkorn, 2465 E. 56th St.
W. A. Stinchcomb, 921Q. Denison Ave.

LACK 6f SYSTEM
No Way to Teil at Once
What Is Being Done in
Way of Repairs.
HAZARDS NOT CONSIDERED!
Sidlo Doesn't Deem it Necessary.
to Keep Always in Touch
I
With the Conditions.
FIREMEN MUST TAKE CHANCES
Light on the general chaotic
condition of city streets was
]shsA by the admission yesterday
Sof city officials that there exists
no organized system whereby it
may be seen at a glance what \
1 streets are torn up or out of!
I
•
i
commission entirely.
• j
Director of Public Service Sidlo |
declared he was after the contractors
constantly and doing all in his power j
to eliminate the hazards confronting j
those who ride of walk the streets,
but that he did not consider it necessary to maintain a department for
co-ordination of information concerning work on the streets.
Would Need Extra Man.
"To have a daily report on the
streets would necessitate a man to do
that work and nothing else," said he.
"It would require a great deal of
time and expense.
"We can tell by consultation with
various departments Just what the
condition of the streets '^Is. That
seems to me to be adequate."
Even the fir© department is dependent upon mire or less haphazard methods for its information
concerning the condition of the
streets.
This information is of vital importance to drivers of apparatus and
concerns not alone the safefcy of the
firemen and their equipment, but the
interests of property owners they are
seekin,; t) serve, as well.
Sources of Information.
Chief Wallace said the department
( received its Information from the city
engineer's office, from the police and
from the men themselves. City Engineer Hoffmann v/as not aware that
i his department furnished any such
I information. The street repair del pr„rtm'ent does give information about
'■ its work to the firemen.
There was little, if any, change for
{the better in the streets yesterday.
! Although there were no new eruptions
I on the none too beautiful complexion
I of the streets, some of the present
disturbances constituting obstructions
: to traffic gave evidence of continuing
for some time.
Director Sidlo said jthere were not
! more than a half dozen streets completely blocked. But there are fully
a score where disturbances of one
kind or another are an annoyance:
and even a danger.
Some cognizance of the torn-up
^^ctlons of the streets may be taken
by a special committee of the coun-'
cil, which will make a special tour
of' the principal thoroughfares at 10 ;
o'clock this morning. Its original!
purpose, however, is to determine a;
policy in regard to levying assess- i
ments for repaving. A meeting on
thin will be held in the council chambers Tuesday night.
Downtown Work Progresses.
The corner of Euclid avenue and
E 9th street yesterday bore the same
general resemblance to work along
the Panama Canal in its earlier
stages. The work had progressed
somewhat, but was far from compleJu'st now it is the south side of the
street which is impassable. When
this section of the crossing is finally
in, the north side will be torn up
arid the crossings completed. The
new crossings and rails attached are
some four inches higher than the
old which means the pavings around
them will have to be torn up- and
made to conform.
A range of dirt "mountains" along
—Er 17th is partly ciosea Between
Payne and Euclid avenues. SupeIripf avenue is partially closed be-1
tween Ansel road and E. 101st. Cedar avenue is blocked, except for
street cars, by the grade crossing,
work at E. 61st. Woodland avenue I
js obstructed at Eagle avenue, E.
79th between Hough and Euclid avenues is not in the best condition for
automobiles. Scovill avenue is partly obstructed from E. 14th street to
E. 26th.
Street repairs are going on at these
places: Superior avenue, near E. 86th;
Huron road, between E. 9th and E.
14th; E. 12th, between St. Clair and
Superior avenues; E. 37th and Perkins avenue; E. 22d and Marion avenue; St. Clair avenue and E. 71st;
E. 30th and Central avenue; Cedar
avenue and E. 84th; St. Clair avenue
and E. 76th; Hough avenue and E.
66th; Hamilton avenue and E. 17th;
Central avenue, east of E. 22d.
Repairs and improvements of various kinds are also obstructing many
streets on the West Side.
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Names of"200 or more candidates
j
i
_
—.—
for county office and legislative nomi' nations In this county will have
The Candidates.
places on the ballots of the po- '
Nominating petitions for the August primary
parties
at
the
primary were closed and filed on Thursday, that being the
slitical
i Aug. 11.
time limit imposed by law. They present few surWhen the books
°* the, b?ard, °£l
elections
closed at 1 o^lock
this
;'morning, fewer than a dozen of the
host of candidates who registered
ihad failed to file petitions and qualify ,
]for the primary contests.
,|
•
Filing of petitions of state candi- ]
(!
Onion ToH« PlnSIS dates had been completed Thursday. i
Completed
Completed records
records of
of the
the board
board of
ofj
Selections showed approximately sixty
Democratic candidates for county and
legislative positions, nearly 100 Republican
candidates,
thirty-seven
Progressive candidates and five So-

8

n<
i „ O
Charles
r. baien ieii& ridno

as Cuyahoga Candidates
Qualify for Primary
Contest.

Poises.

The chief contests will be between prinbsfor9 tl
blic.
'
■'• ..
.
,.
The
democratic nomination for governor, of
cour
se, will be between Gov. Cox and Bepresentative Wllitacl
'e; the Eepublieans will choose b>etween David Tod and Representative
Eepresentative Willis.
James E. Garfield is the only Progressive seeking
the
the offioe
office.
cipals airead

_

-

. »

Speaker Swain's withdrawal from the „senatorial fight leaves the Democratic contest to Attorney General Hogan, John H. Clarke, John L. Zimmerman and John J. Lentz. Messrs Foraker, Cole
and Harding will give the Eepublieans a three-cor-

" Passives filed enough nominal- ner«d fl«ht *OT the,same offiee- Ar^r ^ Oarford
ins papers-to place a man in the ^ the sole Progressive aspirant.
ONLY ONE BLANK. orHOC:jrunn.ng for each offlce ln the county>Between now and the eleventh of August ean-

MOOSE , TICKET
TO HAVE
«MADI AMI/ QD/TF

'with the exception of judge of in-; didates will plead their causes, with the voters in
They
RemilhliMllS solvency court
entered only each party sitting as jury. The primary system of
ncpUUllV/auo.one candi(jate for
common pleasii>™;io*inn
.« won
o= the
+i,„ various
„„,.;
„_„J:J__>.
nomination, as
well as
candidacic^of
judge.
men, is on trial before the citizens of Ohio.
Every candidate on the Progressive
ticket is as good as nominated, as
there are no contests.
The party
has a candidate for each county ofBY WALKEK S. BTJEI,.
jfice, a candidate for common pleas
Development of minor organization] .^^ anfl Qne fQr judge Qf thg courj.

r»
4-«
DemOCratS

nnr\
anU
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Names of 200 oFTnore candidates
for county office and legislative nominations in this county will have
places on the ballots of the political
parties
at
the
primary
tAug. 11.
1 When the books of the board of |
Selections closed at 1 o'clock this
1
ilmorning. fewer than a dozen of the
I host of candidates who registered
had failed to file petitions and qualifyH
' if or the primary contests.
J Filing of petitions of state candi-1
o-.I«r. To!!o Plon<5 lldates had been completed Thursday.

The Candidates.

Nominating petitions for the August primary '
were closed and filed on Thursday, that being the
time limit imposed by law. They present few surprises. The chief contests will be between principals already before the public.
The Democratic nomination for governor, of
course, will be between Gov. Cox and Eepresenta- l
tive Whitacre; the Eepublicans will choose be-.;
tween David Tod and Representative Willis. ;
James E. Garfield is the only Progressive seeking
p»
the office.
Completed records of tne W
Speaker Swain's withdrawal from the sena- j
« PllVahOaa Candidates
elections showed approximately sixty
Democratic candidates for county and torial fight leaves the Democratic contest to Attor-. j
legislative positions, nearly 100 Re- ney General Hogan, John H. Clarke, John L. ZimQualify for Primary
publican
candidates,
thirty-seven merman and John J. Lentz. Messrs Foraker, Cole
Contest.
Progressive candidates and five So-t and Harding will give the Eepublicans a three-eorcialists.
nered fight for the^same office. Arthur L, Garford
Progressives filed enough nominatis the sole Progressive aspirant.
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Two Republican contests will attract particular attention. T^^ag
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[DOCKET CLOGS PROSECUTOR,
AS OEMS FIGHT ALONE, STRIKES
OVERJLSJUDGE AT OVERWORK

/^

/

The Street Rippers

REPLYING to the indignant protests of many
citizens, city officials announce that contractors and corporations will be required to
show more speed in restoring ripped-up streets
to a passable condition. Night work is not to
be required. The ripping habit is not to be
suppressed. The promise is only that the rips
JPoliticians Here and in Silbert, Only One on Duty at will be mended more promptly. And it is ONLY
A PROMISE.
|. Washington Haggle While Police Headquarters, Quits
The present nuisance is not unique. It is
inflicted upon other cities, though perhaps not
While Women Clamor
Clients Waste Time
so unrestrainedly as upon Cleveland. Here it
is AN EVERY-YEAR OCCURRENCE.
Streets are ripped open for any one of a
[WESTENHAVER WILL BE
CHIEF JUDGE GETS HIM
dozen different purposes, though apparently
REJECTED BY SENATE
TO GO BACK ON THE JOB NEVER FOR TWO PURPOSES AT ONCE.
The ripping is NEVER ALL DONE. Occasionally it is for the laying of new pavements. More
[Pomerene Serves Notice, but Law Director Stockwell Prom- frequently it is. for the laying of tracks. UsuPresident Inclines to Him ises to Make Investigation ally it is a matter of pipes—-water pipes, high
pressure pipes, steam heating pipes, wire conduits, sewers and such. Invariably the operBecause of Baker's Support of Situation
ation DEPRIVES THE PUBLIC OF THE USE
OF ITS HIGHWAYS. The ripping part is done
Federal court business in the
Police court business was tied j promptly enough. It is only the filling in, reeastern division of northern Ohio up Saturday morning when As- paving and cleaning up part that LAGS INis being delayed while Demo- sistant Prosecut o r Silbert TERMINABLY.
cratic politicians here and in "struck" because he was alone
The bodily danger, general inconvenience and
Washington are rowing about in the office with the work of a damage to the city's reputation would be bad
who shall be ex-Judge William
;enough, but these are not all. In addition to
L. Day's successor. Important half dozen to do.
I the money loss of business men whose front
Silbert refused to issue war- doors are blockaded with dirt piles, there is a
decisions arc being held up,
trial of over a hundred pending rants for a dozen policemen or to j wider money loss. Much of the present dilapicases is being delayed and so attend to a score of women and dation of Cleveland's roadways has resulted
many new cases are piling up men demanding the attention of from REPEATED PAVEMENT RIPPINGS by
that Day's successor will find a prosecutor until one of the j city contractors or private corporations. Yet, '
] besides ■ bearing the losses due to dangerously I
himself: < swapped' with work
and six, months behind when he other prosecutors came to his as- | ruined streets, the people are now threatened
sistance.
| with enormous bond issues FOR NEW PAVEtakes -office.
Attorneys here and other cities in
Finally; under a plea from MENTS and under the present charter as much
the district, are forced at. consideras 98 per cent of the cost mav be ASSESSED
able expense and trouble to go to Chief Justice McGannon, Silbert .ON THE PROPERTY OWNERS.
-Toledo to have court orders signed went ahead with the issuance of
Nobody denies that much new pavement is
By Judge Killits of the western di- warrants.
vision. They are complaining at
needed, or that the track and pipe laying is

the expense and annoyance to clients.
Court Work- Way Behind
"Court work is behind," says
Court Clerk Bert "Miller. "There
are scores of cases which need immediate attention.
If the docket
had not been cleaned up before
Judge Day retired, we would be in
awful shape now. ' We will be if a
federal judge is not selected soon."
Judge Day resigned May 1.
Since then 16 law cases have been
filed.
Over 50 equity cases are awaiting
trial, many of them involving important decisions.
Over 40 admiralty cases are awaiting hearing.
Because of the lack of a judge 100
aliens, who were to have received
their final naturalization . papers
Wednesday, are being kept out of
citizenship.
Three criminal cases are awaiting
itrial," Assistant XL S. District Attorney Cary Alburn said. "We are
liling suits right along. Failure to
.ppoint a judge is a hardship on
|he attorneys. Unless a . judge is
,amed soon it means a big pileup in

Silbert reached his office at 8:45.
necessary. Nobody expects such improvements
None of the other prosecutors was on
to be made without SOME inconvenience. But
hand.
At 9 Prosecutor Poulson
everybody knows that nowadays, when a PR1reached his office, but left immediVATE BUSINESS CONCERN wishes to build a
ately to try a case in Judge Devine's 1
few more stones on its store or a new building
court. Prosecutor Reyant, soon after
alongside, it manages to make the improvement
9 o'clock, telephoned that because of
WITHOUT INTERFERING WITH BUSINESS
illness in his family he would be. un
able to be at his office. Prosecutor OR INCONVENIENCING CUSTOMERS. The
Day, who was supposed to be in the street ripping business would be characterized
civil branch of municipal court,' by fewer promises and MORE MODERN SYScouldn't be found. A clerk, who has TEM^ if THE RIPPERS HAD TO STAND THE
been of considerable assistance to
the prosecutors in the issuing of pa- LOSS m dollars and convenience that now
pers, is on his vacation, and to tangle FALLS UPON THE PUBLIC.
things up still further, an office boy
was trying to run the telephones in
place of the regular operator.

Women Clamor in Office
Silbert didn't like the looks of
things. Policemen who Had been on
duty all night were clamoring for attention. Women, many of them with
babies in their arms, asked that their
complaints be heard. Silbert struck.
In the midst of this confusion
McGannon reached police court to
hold an extra session in an effort
to clean up the docket, now- 173
eases behind.
McGannon couldn't
open court. There were no warrants for the prisoners who were to
appear before him. And there was
no prosecutor to try the prisoners.
McGannon finally opened court,
disposing of cases where a plea of
guilty was entered and questioning
the prisoners himself.
Stockwell to Probe
McGannon finally appealed to Silbert and warrants for cases which
had to be disposed of were issued.
M^Gjuini^--^.^?^i'iTjq^-TgTnrvcrr'r q s,ws
:p0
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"DOCKET CLOGS PROSECUTOR,
AS OEMS FIGHT ALONE, STRIKES
OVERILSJJDGE AT OVERWORK
Politicians

Here

and

in Silbert, Only One on Duty at

. Washington Haggle While
Clients Waste Time
WESTENHAVER WILL BE
REJECTED BY SENATE

Police Headquarters, Quits
While Women Clamor

CHIEF JUDGE GETS HIM
TO GO BACK ON THE JOB

Pomerene Serves Notice, but Law Director Stockwell PromPresident Inclines to Him

ises to Make Investigation

Because of Baker's Support

of Situation

Federal court business in the
eastern division of northern Ohio
is being delayed while Democratic" politicians here and in
Washington are rowing about
who shall be ex-Judge William
L. Day's successor. Important
decisions are being held up,
trial of over a hundred pending
cases is being delayed and so
many new cases are piling up
that Day's successor will find
himself swamped- with work
%nd six. months behind 'when he
■takes office.

Attorneys here and other cities in
;the district, are forced at. considerable expense and trouble to go to
.Toledo to have court orders signed
'.by Judge Killits of the western division. They are complaining at
the expense and annoyance to clients.
Court Work Way Behind
"Court -work is behind," says
Court Clerk Bert Miller. "There
are scores of cases which need immediate attention.
If the docket
had not been cleaned up before
Judge Day retired, we would be in
awful shape now. We will be if a
federal judge is not selected soon."
Judge Day resigned May 1.
Since then 16 law cases have been
filed.
Over 50 equity cases are awaiting
trial, many of them involving important decisions.
Over 40 admiralty cases are awaiting hearing.
Because of the lack of a judge 100
aliens, who were to have received
their final naturalization , papers
Wednesday, are being kept out of
citizenship.
'Three criminal cases are awaiting'
[trial," Assistant U. S. District Attorney Cary Alburn said. "We are
filing suits right along. Failure to
Vppoint a judge is a hardship on
|he attorneys. Unless a judge is
limed soon it means a big pileup in

Police court business was tied
up Saturday morning when Assistant F rosecuto r Silbert
"struck" because he Was alone
in the office with the work of a
half dozen to do.
Silbert refused to issue warrants for a dozen policemen or to
attend to a score of women and
men demanding the attention of
a prosecutor until one of the
other prosecutors came to his assistance.
Finally, under a plea from
Chief Justice McGannon, Silbert
went ahead with the issuance of
warrants.
Silbert reached his office at 8:45.
None of the other prosecutors was on
hand.
At 9 Prosecutor Poulson
reached his office, but left immediately to try a case in Judge Devine's
court. Prosecutor Reyant, soon a.fter
9 o'clock, telephoned that beca\use of
illness in his family he would be unable to be at his office. Prosecutor
Day. who was supposed to be in the
civil branch of municipal court,
couldn't be found. A clerk, who has
been of considerable assistance to
•the prosecutors in the issuing of papers, is on his vacation, and to tangle
things up still further, an office boywas trying to run the telephones in
place of the regular operator.
Women Clamor in Office
Silbert didn't like the looks of
things. Policemen who Bad been on
duty all night were clamoring for attention. Women, many of them with
babies in their arms, asked that their
complaints be .heard. Silbert struck.
Tn the midst of this confusion
McGannon reached police court to
hold an extra session in an effort
to clean up the docket, now 173
cases behind. McGannon couldn't
open court. There were no warrants for the prisoners who were to
appear before him. And there was
no prosecutor to try the prisoners.
McGannon finally opened court,
disposing of cases where a plea of
guilty was entered and questioning
the prisoners himself.
Stockwell to Probe
McGannon finally appealed, to Silbert and warrants for cases which
had to be disposed of were issued.
McGannon then adyised Silbert to
[take his complaint to Law Director
stockwell and make a demand that
he other prosecutors be obliged to
pay closer attention to their duties.
! Stockwell said prosecutors should
)c at work between 8:30 and 9
/clock. He promised to investigate
Conditions in the prosecutor's office
Silbert asked for it.
Silbert says that a condition such
Is existed Saturday is not unusual.
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The Street Rippers
REPLYING to the indignant protests of many
citizens, city officials announce that contractors and corporations will be required to
show more speed in restoring ripped-up streets
to a passable condition. Night work is not to
!
he required. The ripping habit is not to be
suppressed. The promise is only that the rips
will be mended more promptly. And it is ONLY
A PROMISE.
The present nuisance is not unique. It is
inflicted upon other cities, though perhaps not
so unrestrainedly as upon Cleveland. Here it
is AN EVERY-YEAR OCCURRENCE.
Streets are ripped open for any one of a
dozen different purposes, though apparently
j NEVER FOR TWO PURPOSES AT ONCE.
The ripping is NEVER ALL DONE. Occasionally it is for tiie laying of new pavements. More
frequently it is,..for the laying of tracks. Usually it is a matter of pipes—water pipes, high
pressure pipes, steam heating pipes, wire conduits, sewers and such. Invariably the operation DEPRIVES THE PUBLIC OF THE USE
OF ITS HIGHWAYS. The ripping part is done
promptly enough. It is only the filling in, repaving and cleaning up part that LAGS INTERMINABLY.
The bodily danger, general inconvenience and
damage to the city's reputation would be bad
: enough, but these are not all. In addition to
sthe money loss of business men whose front
S doors are blockaded with dirt piles, there is a
j wider money loss. Much of the present dilapidation of Cleveland's roadways has resulted
from REPEATED PAVEMENT RIPPINGS by
j city contractors or private corporations. Yet,
' besides bearing the losses due to dangerously
:ruined streets, the people are now threatened
with enormous bond issues FOR NEW PAVE. MENTS and under the present charter as much
as 98 per cent of the cost mav be ASSESSED
ON THE PROPERTY OWNERS.
Nobody denies that much new pavement is
needed, or that the track and pipe laying is
necessary. Nobody expects such improvements
to be made without SOME inconvenience. But'
everybody knows that nowadays, when a PRIVATE BUSINESS CONCERN wishes to build a
few more stories on its store or a new building
alongside, it manages to make the improvement
WITHOUT INTERFERING WITH BUSINESS
OR INCONVENIENCING CUSTOMERS. The
street ripping business would be characterized
by fewer promises and MORE MODERN SYSTEM if THE RIPPERS HAD TO STAND THE
LOSS in dollars and convenience that now
FALLS UPON THE PUBLIC.
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The Grade Crossings

WHY is it that the work of eliminating
dangerous railroad grade crossings,
given such an encouraging start during previous
city administrations, has been at a standstill
during that of Mayor Baker? Probably for the
same reason that the pavements were7 permitted
to deteriorate into their present disgraceful condition.
Money for the separation' of the street and
Chamber of Industry Secretary railroad grades at a number of crossings has
been LYING IDLE in the city treasury. It
Says Big Structure's in
can not be used for any other purpose. The
Danger of Falling.
railroads have from the first stood ready to
PERFORM THEIR PART of the work. Yet,
IS HEAVILY OVEKLOADED for at least two years, NOTHING HAS BEEN
DONE.
Herein lies one of the gravest indictments of
Experts Watching Constantly
the municipal administration—an indictment
for Weakening Signs, Says
to which the attention of Mayor Baker and his
subordinate officials has often been called, but
Assistant City Engineer.
to which, apparently, they HAVE NEVER
.That the Superior-av viaduct GIVEN THE SLIGHTEST ATTENTION.
The neglect of the grade crossing work
is in danger of collapsing and is
a death-trap to the thousands of merely emphasizes what has been apparent to
most of the people of Cleveland for a long time—'
persons who cross it daily, was that the mayor and his chosen counselors prefer
the fear expressed Saturday by chasing butterflies, no matter how expensive the
Secretary Hyre, of the- West- occupation is to the taxpayers, to engaging in
the daily grind of that routine work which is
side, chamber of industry.
necessary to keep the city, OR ANY BUSINESS
Private engineers and city bridge
HOUSE OR FACTORY, going successfully.
experts were unanimous Saturday
It i"S more pleasant to plan horticultural
in the verdict that since the dis- j halls, cliff drives, municipal lighting plants, pubabled Central viaduct threw its
burden of traffic to the Superior lic dance halls, and $46,0Q0-Holstein-cow-stables
viaduct, the latter structure has | for the Warrensville rest cure than it is to
been carrying too heavy a load for KEEP THE NOSE ON THE GRINDSTONE of
humdrum, uninviting tasks. But while hortithe safety of those crossing it.
•'The seriousness of the situation cultural halls, cliff drives, public dance halls,
demands that the council pass mounted women police to guard the posy beds
emergency measures to lessen j I the
load," said Hyre.
v in the parks, and other such things are un"All automobile traffic, especial- doubtedly very nice and desirable, there are muly the heavy trucks, should be di- nicipal duties to perform which are necessary
verted down through the flats, even if they are troublesome and disagreeable to
across the Main-st or the Columofficials who are EXALTED ABOVE THE ORbus-st bridges.
DINARY AFFAIRS OF LIFE by a noble purWould Bar Tnteruibans.
"Considering the gravity of the pose to lead mankind straightway to the mildanger I believe council would be; lennium.
warranted in prohibiting all inAnd one of these duties, in the city of Cleveterurban cars from crossing the land, is THE COMPLETION OF THE GRADE
viaduct. These heavy cars should
CROSSING WORK.
be stopped at W. 2 5th-st."
Joseph R. Poe, engineer, RockeA NUMBER OF TERRIBLE ACCIDENTS
feller building, believes the east WERE NECESSARY TO MOVE THE CITY
approach is the bridge's weakest TO UNDERTAKE THIS TASK IN THE FIRST
point.
. ... „, \
"When this bridge was built io\ PLACE. WERE NOT THOSE LESSONS SUFvears ago, engineers could not an-| FICIENT? OR. MUST THERE BE FURTHER
ticipate the heavy automobile and LOSS OF LIFE, UNDER HIDEOUS CIRCUMstreet car traffic of today," he STANCES. TO MOVE THE CITY ADMINISsaid
"The bridge never was
built to bear its present burden. TRATION TO FINISH IT? Every hour present conditions
continue, the danger increases."
City Won't Say It's Safe.
"As much traffic as possible
should be diverted from the viaduct," said assistant city engineer
Randall. "When the bridge was
built, constructing engineers asserted the east approach should
be replaced within 17 years. It's
been 33 years now and this has
■never been done."
Experts are constantly watching, the bridge for signs of weakness, Randall said.

GINTY DEMANDS
E
BE MED ON
Councilman Seeks to Increase
Force by Six Patrolmen,
• Five Sergeants and
an Inspector.
Demand that an ordinance authorizing the appointment of sixty additional police patrolmen, five extra
so-geants and a second inspector be
reported upon by the committees on
police and finance will be made by
Councilman McGint- tonight.
The ordinance had been approved
by tha joint committee before it was
amended so as to include the additional sergeants and inspector. It
was referred back after Director of
Public Safety Benesch had voiced opposition to the amendment.
Regulations limiting the height of
billboards to fourteen -eet, requiring
a four-foot clearance between the
bottom of the board and the ground,
and prohibiting their erection within
six feet of a lot line will be approved
by the committee on building code
this afternoon.
Final hearings on the communica^
ble disease section of the new health
code will be held Tuesday, Councilman Smith, chairman of the committee on health and sanitation, said
yesterday. The ordinance as amended;
by the committee has been approved
toy the Academy of Medicine.
Chief objections of physicians, as
well as laymen, were to a section
empowering city nurses to take release cultures in all diphtheria cases.
This was amended so as to have
cultures taken by the city only at the
request of the patient or the physician.

FIGHT NEARSIDE STOPS
FOR STREET CARS
DNTHEEASTSIDE

DSNEEDIBTI
TREET:
IT3-GENTRAT

Members of council paving com-;
mittee agreed Monday a bond issue of between $2,000,000 and
$3,0 00,000 will be necessary to
-All .that talk about muny o- care for the repaying of Cleveoent refreshments was just a Mutt.
land's bad streets.
We're not selling anything in .he
A meeting is to be held Tuesparks for 3 cents, and we don te.v day at which citizens and councilmen will get together in an enpe
£w'"wa<» the statement made deavor to find a way out of the
to^ssTnve^ators Sunday by problem.
A fight, is expected, over the
assessment to be levied against
.abutting property owners. EstiCle V
T heasedstPand1sS were taken over | mates of this vary -from 5 0 per
-or CUT operation this spring, os- I cent, allowed under the old law,
-sS?h cause private conces- to 98.2 per cent, the maximum under the new charter.
Another possibility, suggested by
Councilman McGinty, is to declare
the big thoroughfares, such as Lorain-av, Superior-av and Euclid-av,
state roads. The burden of repav^t^n^e^tstin^P^on! ing would then be thrown on the
county.
of the stands is past the expen
Councilman Reynolds, chairman
of the paving committee, said Monmental" stage.
day he favored a sliding scale of
Mav Not Reduce Prices.
"Three-cent refreshments may; assessments by which property
.nt be sold at all this, summer,". owners on certain streets would
fed Alber "The prices may even pay more than those on others.
Councilman Meyers would assess
be raised in order to meet the
$93 000 appropriation made for property owners about 70 or 80 per
the stands
We can't lower the, cent.
M« see how much waste::
SSL. to to be in goods pur-^

fe'r^r^Sonerl
"^iCi^hn^nt^

^Co'uncilman W.
S. Fitzgerald!
Monday night is to introduce an
Eance demanding an invest^
gation of the operation of tttei
muny stands.
I
"These stands were taken overj
ibv the city with the understand-!
line refreshments were to be sold
'for three cents," said Fitzgerald.
"Furthermore, the stands were
to be run to meet operating- ex-t
penses solely."
Will Ask ExplanatiUn.
Fitzgerald's resolution wi%l ask
Alber to explain how bids were received for the $6867.66 worth of
supplies for the stands, and why
the 50 stand operators and helpers are not under'civil service.
Alber said Monday that the
$93,000 appropriation for the
stands might be exceeded by receipts. A. K. Hore, purchasing
department, said informal bids
were received from dealers in
milk and refreshment sjupplies.
The charter provides all
purchases in excess of SI000 shall
be made only after bids have
been advertised.
"We didn't advertise for bids
because we couldn't estimate how
much merchandise we would
heed," said Hore and Alber.
Here's Alber's Report.
Here are Alber's figures
on
tnuny operation of the 12 stands
,'rom May 16 to 31:
; Total receipts, $8382.48.
\ Total expenses, $7765.84: payroll, $898.18; bills paid, $2008.74;
Jills payable, $4858.92; value of

Proposed Boulevard System Will
Get Setback When:Ordi- ....
\

nance Is Presented to
to Acquire Land.

Plans of the city administration to
extend the city's East Side park and
boulevard system through an exchange of Shaker Heights land with
Kenyon V. Painter will strike opposition in the city council.
Tentative agreements between Mr.
Painter and executive pfflcials of the
city call for the condemnation of two
parcels of land as a part of the development. Ordinances were to have
been presented to the city council
last night, but were withheld until
later.
"It looks to me like an allotment
project," said Councilman Gahn,
who led a successful fight against the
Cliff Drive project. "If.a boulevard
extension is needed the city, under
home rule powers, can put it through
and assess the benefited property
owners for the improvement.
"If it is an allotment project the
property owners should build their
own boulevard Without being given
any land by the City," continued.
'. Gahn.
.' ;;- \
Mr. Painter has offered to turn
over to the city a fifty-six ace tract, of
land in return for a seventeen-aere
tract near the upper Shaker Lake
and will bear the expense of improving the boulevard from its present
terminus at Lee road to Center road.
There will be two park strips,
each from 200 to 400 feet wide, in
the tract offered the city. An allotment will be laid out along the two
park roadways.

PUTSFOOT
ATHLETIC EXPERT
| Park Recreation Work Will Remain in Public Service Department If Committee Has Way.
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Resolution Would Enforce New
Rule at All Intersections—
Danger From Conditions
Urged as' Reason,
DUST SWIRLS IN DOWNTOWN
SECTIONS ADD TO HAZARDS
Auto Club Plans a Fight Against
Assessment Plan in Repaying Projects.
Councilman Meyers introduced a
resolution In city council last night
to have cars stop on the near-side, I
of all street intersections. Car
riders now are endangered Council- !
men say because of the torn-up con- j
dition of most street crossings. The
resolution was referred to the street
railway committee.
In another resolution Councilman
Kalina called upon county commissioners to repave Superior avenue
from E. 12th to E. 55th streets.
Commissioners have the authority,
he said, as Superior avenue is an old
county road.
Dust Swirls in Streets.
Dust from torn-up streets last
swirled through the entire business
section, adding another new inconvenience to those against which the
public has been protesting for weeks.
After having been blocked to street
car traffic for nearly a year.by all
kinds of street improvements, Scovill avenue today is to be reopened.
Since last summer Scovill avenue
cars have been routed along Central
avenue, from E. 14th street to E. 55th
street.
Announcement was made
yesterday by the street railway com- j
pany that regular service along Scovill avenue will be resumed today.
Auto Club Plans Fight.
Officers of the Cleveland Automobile Club will make a tight today at
„ meeting of the special paving committee of council against any attempt
to assess property owners 98 per cent
of the cost of repaying. The city
charter allows the city to make such
an assessment, leaving only 2 per
cent for the city to pay.
Such an assessment. Secretary Fred
H. Caley declared, wohld result in
practically no repaying work beingdone. The paving committee is to
hear arguments from citizens at its
meeting and then will make recommendations to council.
Many bad pavements, according to
Mr. Caley, are the result of streets
'being torn up and improperly repaired. Property owners, he said,
should not be compelled to pay for
this neglect on the part of the city.
Work was resumed on torn-up
West Superior avenue yesterday, but
the thoroughfare still was littered
with piles of dirt, paving brick and
other debris. E. 9th street, blocked
from Woodland avenue to St. Clair
avenue for many days, is to have
more obstructions added. Workmen
yesterday began ripping up the pavement south of Prospect avenue for
public service corporation improvements.
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iiisiaiiisi COUNCIL TO FIT NEARSIDE STOPS
Members of council paving com-j
mittee agreed Monday a bond issue of between $2,000,000 and.
$3,000,000' will be necessary to
-All that talk about inuny ocent refreshments was just a Mufi care for the repaving of Cleveland's bad streets.
We're not selling anything mthe
A meeting is to be held Tuesfrl for 3 cents, and we don t ex- day at which citizens and councilmen will get together in an enpe
nnft'"was the statement made deavor to find a way out of the
t0 PressTnvestigators Sunday by; problem.
to ^f
operators ot the \t\
A fight is expected. over the
nTuniclpa" re?rPeshment stands m| assessment to be levied against
abutting property owners.
Esti^^Thesfstfnd^were taken over ; mates of this vary--from 50 per
cent,. allowed under the old law,
htensibly because p
seasons to 98.2 per cent, the maximum under the new charter.
gffS &S ^racts prJ Another possibility, suggested by
aiding 3-cent ice cream, pvy,
Councilman McGinty, is to declare
™r ^ffee and sandwiches,
onade, cotree a
commissioner; the big thoroughfares, such as Lorain-av, Superior-av and Euclld-av,
ted
G
the city state roads. The burden of repavVe ,i Monday
°f ,f ™tsell anyrefreshments at ing would then be thrown on the
ES than five clnts till operation, county.
ofth^andsispastthe-expen-:
Councilman Reynolds, chairman
of the paving committee, said Monmental" stage.
day he favored a sliding scale of
May Not Keduce Prices.
-Three-cent refreshments may assessments by which property
I owners on certain streets would
!pay more than those on others.
ho raised in order to meei LU<-; I ■ Councilman Meyers would assess
«93 000 appropriation made for : property owners about 70 or 80 per
the standB
We can't lower the; ■ cent.
nrfce m we see how much waste
K is to be in goods pur^Cotncilnian W.
S. Fitzgerald
Monday night. iS to produce an
ordinance demanding an ^vesti
gation of the- operation of tlie,
^Thfse^tands were taken over
bv the city with the understand-;
iiie refreshments were to be sold.;
for three cents," said Fitzgerald.;
"Furthermore, the stands were;
to be run to meet operating- expenses solely."
Will Ask Explanation.
Fitzgerald's resolution wftl askj
Alber to explain how bids were received for the 16867.66 worth oft
supplies for the stands, and why
the 50 stand operators and helpers are not under' civil service.
Alber said Monday that the
$93,000 appropriation for the
stands might be exceeded by receipts.
A. K. Hore, purchasing!
department, said informal
bidsj
were received' from dealers in
milk and refreshment- supplies^
The charter provides all pur-!
chases in excess of. $1000 shall;
be made only after bids have |
been advertised
We didn't advertise for bids
because we couldn't estimate how1
much merchandise we would
Itieed," said Hore and Alber.
Here's Alber's Report.
Here are Alber's figures
on
uny operation of the 12 stands
Tom May 16 to 31:
Total receipts, $8382.48.
Total expenses, $7765.84; pay;oll, $898.18; bills paid, $2008.74;
bills payable, $4858.92; value of.
joods on hand, $2163,40.
Exclusive of the value of the !
loods on hand, these figures show
k profit of $616.64 for the half!
month.
The nine private concessionaires,
who operated the park stands inl
H.913 and 1912 under low contract
prices railroaded through in the
last days of the Baehr adminis-;
tration in 1911, made money
even after the city forced them to
Sell some goods at 3 cents.
Baker's Announcement.
After a Press investigation in j
lAugust, 1912, Mayor Baker an-i
bounced the city would take over |
fthe stands to sell three-cent re- i
peshments as_soon as possible
Tielcets sold Sunday in bootKsl
'Goo11;
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Proposed Boulevard System Will
Get Setback When;Ordi\

nance Is Presented to
to Acquire Land.

Plans of the city administration to
extend the city's East Side rcark and
boulevard system through" an exchange of Shaker Heights land with
Kenyon V. Painter will strike opposition in the city council.
Tentative agreements between Mr.
Painter and executive officials of the
city call for the condemnation of two
parcels of land as a part of the development. Ordinances were to have
been presented to the city council
last night, but. were, withheld until
later.
"It looks to me like an allotment
project," said Councilman Gahn,
who led a successful fight against the
Cliff Drive project. "If.a boulevard
extension is needed the city, under
home rule powers, can put it through
j and assess the benefited property
i owners for the improvement.
"If it is an allotment project the
' property owners should build their
own boulevard without being given
any land by the city," continued;
Gahn.
• • ~:
Mr. Painter has offered to turn
over to the city a fifty-six ace tract of
land in return for a seventeen-acre
tract near the upper Shaker Lake
and will bear the expense of improving the boulevard from its present
! terminus at Lee road to Center road.
There will be two park strips,
each from 200 to 400 feet wide, in
the tract offered the city. An allotment will be laid out along the two
ipark roadways.

HIMsTOuT
ON IMPORTING OF
ATHLETI^EXPERT;
Park Recreation Work Will Remain in Public Service Department If Committee Has Way,
Recreational activities in parks
and playgrounds will continue in the
department of public service and no
comprehensive recreational program
will be worked out this season, if action of the city council committees
on parks and finances, yesterday, is
approved.
Severely criticizing Director of
Public Welfare Cooley for his proposed plan of employing an out-oftown expert to become commissioner
of recreation, the committee refused
to report upon an ordinance authorizing a transfer of funds to pay the
salary of the commissioner.
Cooley Pessimistic.
Dr. Cooley declared that the entire welfare program would be crippled by the refusal of the council
committee to approve the transfer of
funds. He had planned to appoint
T. M. Black, of Montreal, to the position at $3,000 per year.
"The department will be put in bad
shape if the transfer is not made,"
said Dr. Cooley in pleading with
committee members for funds. "It
was Mayor Baker's express wish that
the transfer be made."
"That does not change my mind
on the subject," replied Chairman
Damm. "The work is now being
done by the department of public
service and I think that it would be
foolish to place some of it in the department of public welfare."
"Three thousand dollars is too
much money to pay a commissioner
of
recreation," said
Councilman
Stolte. "Besides I do not favor
going out of the city to find a man
to take charge of playground work."
McGinty to Continue.
Councilman Moylan,
the
third
member of the finance committee,
said that the work should continue
in the department of public service
at least until the end of the year.
Dr. Cooley said that he would take
no further action in the matter until
the return of Mayor Baker about
July 1. In the meantime M. J. McGinty, sport supervisor, will continue
as the head of the recreation division,
and the management of park amusements will remain in the hands of
Commissioner of Parks Alber.

Resolution Would Enforce New
Rule at All Intersections—
Danger From Conditions
Urged as Reason.
DUST SWIRLS IN DOWNTOWN
SECTIONS ADD TO HAZARDS
Auto Club Plans a Fight Against
Assessment Plan in Repaying Projects.
Councilman Meyers Introduced a|
resolution In city council last night!
to have cars stop on'the near-side I
of all
street
intersections. Car,
riders now are endangered Council- |
men say because of the torn-up con- i
dition of most street crossings. The
resolution was referred to the street
railway committee.
In another resolution Councilman
Kalina called upon county commissioners to repave Superior avenue
from E. 12th to E. 55th streets.
Commissioners have the authority,
he said, as Superior avenue is an old
county road.
Dust Swirls In Streets.
Dust from torn-up streets lastswirled through the entire business
section, adding another new inconvenience to those against which the
public has been protesting for weeks.
After having been blocked to street
car traffic for nearly a year.by. all
kinds of. street improvements, Sco-.
vill avenue today is to be reopened.
Since last summer Scovill avenue
cars have been routed along Central
avenue, from E. 14th street to E. 55th
i street.
Announcement was made
i yesterday by the street railway com- j
j pany that regular service along Scovill avenue will be resumed today.
Auto Club Plans FlgHt.
Officers of the Cleveland Automo- j
bile Club will make a fight today at j
a meeting of the special paving com- |
mittee of council against any attempt j
to assess property owners 98 per cent
of the cost, of repaving. The city
charter allows the city to make such
an assessment, leaving only 2 per
cent for the city to pay.
Such an assessment. Secretary Fred
H. Caley declared, would result in
practically no repaving work being
Idone. The paving committee is to
I hear arguments from citizens at its
! meeting and then will make recommendations to council.
Many bad pavements, according to
Mr. Caley, are the result of streets,
i being torn up and improperly re' paired. Property owners, he said,
should not be compelled to pay for
this neglect on the part of the city.
Work was resumed on torn-up
West Superior avenue yesterday, but
the thoroughfare still was littered
with piles of dirt, paving brick and
j other debris. E. 9th street, blocked
from Woodland avenue to St. Clair
avenue for many days. Is to have
{ more obstructions added. Workmen
yesterday began ripping up the pavement south of Prospect avenue fol
public service corporation improvements.
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ORDERS 3-CENT
SALESJNPARKS

F0UNTA1NSJLQW TODAY
Water Will be~T^»e* on, Acting
Mayor Promises-

Charter or nT^tTr, water in the
street fountains Willie turned on
: today, Acting Mayor John N, Stockwell promised yesterday on receiving
ordered !a
, protest from President W. F.

Server Sidlo Tuesday
Fred C. Alber, park commissioner, ,
to place on sale at the 12 muny |
park refreshment stands 3-cent ice
cream,
milk,
buttermilk
and
lemonade, in addition- to 5-cent I Thompson.
QU

PLANT
j Coughlin Sees Plot in Accountant's Ex1 amination of Light and Water Plants
' —Utilities Commission May Aid City.

So ordered, also thatthe same!
quality of goods be sold for 3 cents
not
as for 5; that- 3-cent tickets be at, I of a. provision in "if ciw
once placed on sale at the stands, S^'onTS?■waTSrSgS it w« ^|
and that any stand employe be dis-:
charged if he offers discourtesy to

i^t^he^l %gHS' «* "°

[funds tojpay this water DUI^

^s^S followed council's
unanimous passing of a resolution
introduced. Monday- nighby W
S Fitzgerald, asking a probe oi
the management of the muny
Sta

AnS investigation made by The
Press Sunday showed no thieecent packages or drinks were being sold, despite the fact tne
stands were taken over by the city
after private concessions, violated
contracts providing three-cent leI Jreshments^
,
j
WHAT COUNCIL DID

building.
Tuesday
Acting Mayor Stockwell Tues- Williamson
asked permission from. Acting
day raised a bar to a private ac- Mayor Stockwell and Finance Dicountant, suspected of working rector Coughlin to examine muny
,
for the Cleveland Illuminating light accounts.
Here are some things council
Goes Over Books.
Co., who made application to exdid
Monday night:
For some time, Patton has been
Refused to provide money to
amine the books of the muny light going over books of the muny
employ out-of-town playground
heating department.
Tuesday expert at $3000 per year.
plants.
Council next Monday night is Patton refused to tell whom he
Adopted resolution by Counor what is the purpose cilman Marquardt to install
expected to summon the public util- represents
of his investigation.
ities commission to determine
Stockwell informed Patton by safety gates at east approach of
whether the Cleveland Illuminating letter Tuesday he must make Superior viaduct to prevent congestion and relieve strain when
Co. is paying for an examination of formal application as a taxpayer draw is swung.
to Coughlin before examination
the books.
Asked for report on amount
The commission in Columbus of the light accounts would he of city property not used for
said it might not be able to make permitted.
, city purposes and amount ot
Coughlin said Tuesday he will
such an investigation, but said it
received.
might itself make an audit of the demand that Patton tell on what rent
Adopted resolution by Coun| muny light plant's books, with a property in Cuyahoga-co he is :ilman Fitzgerald for investigapaving taxes, and that he indem- tion of city park refreshment
view of protecting the city.
An appeal made by the Illuminat- nify the city against any loss 01 stand management.
ing company against a 3-cent light- papers or damage to city books.
Received ordinance requiring
Councilman P, V. Kalma,
ing rate ordered by council is now
cars to stop at near inpending before the commission. chairman of the lighting commit- street
of far crossings.
Council ordered the 3-cent rate tee -announced Tuesday he will stead
Passed ordinance fixing time
after the muny plants had proved it introduce an ordinance in coun- for closing Superior viaduct
cil Monday night asking that the draw at 4:30 p. m. to 5:45 p. m.
practicable.
J. N. Patton, resident partner of commission be summoned to make
Adopted resolution for reroutHaskins & Sells, accountants, New an investigation.
■
of W. 14th-st cars and inIn a letter to Stockwell Tues- ing
York, with a local^ office at .828
day, Finance Director Coughlin stallation of transfer system
that will not force patrons to
said:
pay double fares or walk from
Won't Explain Move.
Scranton-rd to W. 25th-st.
"Mr. Patton refuses to tell me
Referred ordinance authorwhom he represents.
He says izing appointment of 60 addiHaskins and Sells, by whom he is tional patrolmen to police comdirectly employed, are not cit- mittee.
izens of Cleveland. There is Ho
Appointed committee to codoubt in my mind but that these * operate with mayor to raise
auditors represent a private funds to erect horticultural
lighting company.
building at Wade park.
"I believe this lighting company
Refused to order purchase of
intends to use information gained fire badges for councilmen.
Server Sidlo Tuesday said he by these auditors, if possible, heAdopted resolution by Counfeared thousands
of
dollars Tore the utilities commission in cilman Kalina calling on county
worth of playground equipment discussing
Cleveland
lighting commissioners to repave Supebeing placed: in the grounds and rates."
rior-av between B. 12th and &.
,
.
parks, will be greatly damaged
"We have nothing to conceal 55th streets as county road.
by hoodlums, if the fight continues 'in the lighting accounts," said
"The accountants
between Welfare Director Cooler Stockwell.
and- council over who is to be will find no material there to use
[as argument against three-cent
recreation commissioner.
Cooley says the city's welfare flight. Muny. light plants have
work is being held up by council ;made money."
politics.
,
.
Six thousand dollars has been
appropriated'to pay instructors,
part of whose duty it will be to
look after the apparatus.
A supervisor is yet to be provided for and the supervisor, under law, must appoint the instructors.
t_rji_c t_o r_S

SEESHARMTO
PLAYSPOTS IN
COUNCIL DELAY

„„.„,„«„„" he oontin-

l

NIQ CITY AFFAIRS
Council Would Know if Receipts on Leased Property
Can be Increased.
Votes to Investigate Operation of Park Refreshment Stands.
Investigations of departmental af| fairs were ordered last night by city
i council.
A resolution was adopted by unanimous vote calling on the director of
! finance to submit a report showing
I city property not being used for mu! nicipal purposes and the rental derived from such property under lease
for commercial uses.
Following receipt of this^ report,
council committee on city property
will study the entire situation with a
view to increasing the city's receipts
from this source.
Property at the municipal fish dock
U« leased for $10 a month. A real
«Ute dealer informed a member of
councilYesterday, the dock could be
leased for $1,750 a year
The resolution calling for there
port from Finance Director Thomagj
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FOUNTAINS"FLQW TODAY

ORDERS 3 -CENT
Server

Sidlo

.Tuesday

ordered

Water Will bT^Te* on, Acting
Mayor Promises.
i Charter or nUhlrtlr, water in the
^ ^fountains win *J *£»*,£
; today, Actiug ^aaJ°honnNrecSeWing
well promised yesteiua.* «
„

^elc Alber.park commissioner

to -olace on sale at the 12 muny hCple
and around these foun
nark refreshment stands 3-cent ice
fe^e^-^^^n
Sn!
milk, ^utterrmlk
and
lemonade, in addition- to a cent | Thompson.
-.-Vvlution," he contin»I offered a '^"'""""ter he ^^
turned
ued. "asking that grater
1
i^o ordered also that the same I on, hut the reply "om
because
w
(Director T. L Sidlo^
* t cRarter the
ln
a provision
"Vtment could not
0{
water
works departm
^
wag
turn on the "^L department, anrt
cnarged if he offers discourtesy to

'i^n/^etSe^^
3 C
" TMsPaactTon followed council's
UiJninio^passingofaresolnUon

'^^eralS0: Sn^f Prooe of
b. (lwgBinm,
muny
management of me iuu j

iCousblin Sees Plot in Accountant's Exanimation of Light and Water Plajrts^we^j—&rj
-Utilities Commission May Aid City; Igfgfr * *"""--° *■:

—<

Acting Mayor Stockwell Tuesday raised a bar to a private accountant, suspected of working
for the Cleveland Illuminating
Co., who made application to examine the hooks of the muny light

Williamson
building,
Tuesday
asked
permission from, Acting
Mayor Stockwell and Finance Director Coughlin to examine muny
light accounts.
,
Goes Over Books,
For some time, Patton has been
going over books of the muny
heating
department.
Tuesday
Patton refused to tell whom he |
represents or what is the purpose
of his investigation.
Stockwell informed Patton D?
letter Tuesday he must make
formal application as a taxpayer
to Coughlin before examination,
of the light accounts would be

^^!«o^^ec|y
stands were
after
concessions violated
-, . private
;,.« +
contracts providing three-cent refreshments

WHAT COUNCIL DID

INTO m AFFAIRS
Council Would Know if Receipts on Leased Property
Can be Increased.
Voles to Investigate Operation of Park Refreshment Stands.

Here are some things council
did Monday night:
;
Refused to provide money to
employ ou,t-of-town playground
expert at $3000 per year.
plants.
Adopted resolution by CounCouncil next Monday night is
:
cilman Martuardt to install
investigations of departmental afexpected to summon the public util;
safety gates at east approach of
; fairs were ordered last night by city
ities commission to determine
Superior viaduct to prevent conwhether the Cleveland Illuminating
gestion and relieve strain when
' C°^resolution was adopted by unaniCo. is paying for an examination of
draw is swung.
mous vote calling on the director of
Asked for report on amount
the books.
, . .',
The commission in Columous
I finance to submit a report showing
of city property not used for
said it might not be able to make Pe
city purposes and amount oi
city property not being used for mucSughlin said Tuesday he will j' rent received.
| such an investigation, but said it
nicipal purposes and the rental dedemand
that
Patton
tell
on
what
j
might itself make an audit of the
Adopted resolution by Counrived from such property under lease
I muny light plant's books, with a property in Cuyahoga-co he is-( jilman Fitzgerald for investigaifor
commercial uses.
paying
taxes,
and
that
he
indem-I view of protecting the city.
tion of city park refreshment
Following receipt of this report,
An appeal made by the Illuminat- nify the city against any loss of
stand management.
council committee on city property
ing company against a 3-cent light- papers or damage to city books.
Received ordinance requiring
Councilman
P,
V.
Kalina, street cars to stop at near inwill study the entire situation with a
ing rate ordered by council is now
view to increasing the city's receipts
pending before the commission. chairman of the lighting co^ stead of far crossings.
Council ordered the 3-cent rate tee -announced Tuesday _ he will
Passed, ordinance fixing time
from this source.
. ,' ., ,wk
after the muny plants had proved it introduce an ordinance m coun- for closing Superior viaduct
Property at the municipal fish dock
practicable.
_ cil Monday night asking "^Uke draw at 4:30 p. m. to 5:45 p. m.
is leased for $10 a montm A r<^
J N. Patton, resident partner of commission be summoned to make
Adopted resolution for rerout,
co^SrS^S1^ be
Haskins & Sells, accountants, New an investigation. ■
ing of W. 14th-st cars and InIn a letter to Stockwell Tues
York, with a local_ office at_ 8Z8
stallation of transfer system
le
day. Finance Director Coughlin that will not force patronsito
^ fr°erso!SacaS for -said:
Day double fares or walk from
Won't Explain Move.
Scranton-rd to W. 25th-st.
Referred ordinance author"Mr Patton refuses to tell me
|J^Sn W. ^XKraan-n:
whom he represents.
He says izing appointment of 60 addifered a resol«Uon caUtag ^or^^
Haskins and Sells, by whoimhe is tional patrolmen to police comIvestigation of tne civ.y »
Until
o* park refreshment^ Btand-. On^j
directly employed, are not cit- mittee.
.-,
.
Appointed committee to coi this season, paru sw">""
izens of Cleveland. There is no
rp«nlu-i
6 d
doubt in my mind but that these 11 operate with mayor to raise
'
f
„
'
^o^d^XnTanJJus
T^.
•
funds to erect
horticultural
auditors
represent
a
private
building
at
Wade
park.
lighting company.
Refused to order purchase of
"I believe this lighting company
gained
fire badges for councilmen.
• j v.„ intends
intends to
to use
use information
imu «■»»- =---ii
»,.^UA»«O 4f TvnsBihie. beAdopted resolution by CounServer Sidlo Tuesday said he
thege audltors, if possible, be^"-^^o^c^t^^ethe^;
cilman Kalina calling on county
feared
thousands
of
dollars L*re the utllities commission in
worth of-playground equipment d.lng
Cleveland
lighting
iep»- SUpe—-commissioners to repave
creased cost; whe^=pnt than the,
being placed in the grounds, and
teg„
ior.av between B. 12th and E.
'operation is m^jftTere fs proper
narks will be greatly damaged ; „We haVe nothing to conceal! 55th gtreetB as cojmty road.
hvhoodlums,df.the.fight continues i.
said \\
.
*.
the ughting. accounts,
'between Welfare Director Cooleyk£ockwell.
"The
accountants'—
STAlfWemployment of,
and council over who is to be Ym flnd n0 material there, tc.use,
il3
recreation commissioner.
argument against three-cent
as
.attendants.
ro«Heation." sa
"I welcome this i„,
investigation,
Cooley says the city's welfare Lgh.t
plants have
Muny Ught
Public Service Director T. L. &^'
work'is being held up by council jmade money:"
last
night.
Park
Commissioner TTrpfl
Fred C
c. Alter •.
P
is opposed to a reduction inje
°SixCSthousapd dollars has heen j
appropriated Ho W^™**™'
^ufcesfoT^he^^idpal enterprise is j
part of whose duty it will be to
look after the apparatus.
^
!aT^olutionhyCou^^nJ.V;j
A supervisor is yet to be pro-i
Kalina was adopted caltogon^
vided for and the supervisor unpublic works
der law, must appoint the mstruc(whether
some ^^Xrsonctyiobs
contractors °i^
|
are
working
their employes m
t0r
"Play ground
instructors
e
el!yhtinspUerctorf & ^S'-*. thanj
should be appointed from the
lei
civil service list at once, so the
^an^s>^Clark^S^.ana;
children may have use of the
W. 14th-st c^^'f^g^ffered by
playgrounds," Sidlo said.
.quested in reso]u"°"ian°and Clay-'
"If we can legally make appoint- I
Councilmen ^vid^^ToCTes
ments without waiting for council (
ton C. Townes Councuma
resolution calls for the r
to appropriate money for the, «nMoyian
XL
ployment of a supervisor, it should i
tlle W. 14th-st line.
in tbe:
resolution calls for » *ange
^ 1
be done," Cooley said.
;
transfer
arrangement
^
The f
•; Council finance committee has re25th-st and ^ ■ i«^^„ are comfused to appropriate $3000 to pay
resolution states passens
wal^
, the salary of T. M. Black, Monpelled to pay to*™*^1^, W. 25th-st I
treal, playground superviser. Counfrom Scranton-rd S. W. ^°Meyers incilmen say there is plenty of local
I talent fof the position. Cooley
[favors the out-of-town expert.
^^^eS^ssiSs instead- of
1
Cooley will not press his application for an appropriation until
the far fj°s.sin.|?iways committee is I
The
■gayer Baker returns from his
to go over
to meetf this
this StenT°on
alter
con_
uropean trip July 1.
plans for the repair shop^
structed by tne ^
and In_
V
Co.
at Hary,ard"f
dependence-rd.
A <,;5(X)OO0
«wy contract |

SEES HARM TO
PLAYSPOTS IN
COUNCIL DELAY

:

-StS^t

ssussar ^^^pUise ™^

was approved by co.unMcG.inty atCouncilman J.Qut ^ passage
tempted, to brmg.zing ^ ^
of the ordlnaaee
the
en to
on
diV,
f ° ce but this was opposed by
police force,
DUX u
The I
Durkin.
Councilman JoM *
committee.
ordinance was Jere"e<JnK construction
Are
r e at
a°t "ie
the^easterly aproach
to
of, a gate
preVent vethe Superior viaduct to P
hri6ge\
hides
from;f
while the
draw ^swfng
is swu B was adopted,
after_
^.^ .g ,
An ordinance changing

on every P^8"1.0"
council should appear

in

the

City

^councfi mem,erB «• ^{-^

z^&^&r**meet^
next Monday evening.^
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WHEEL TAX
10 REPAIR STREETS FOOTS AUDIT BILL

PARKS THIS SUMMER

er

termine
«"
,6 000 to wipe out
^"appropriate' *™£ ^JZ Lemonade, ice . cream, sweet and
ae perry centennial ^
mm wm continue to be sold at
debts run UR by ti
*; . __. A„ Brtfl.
Oration last September. An
ordi-■
stands
k
refreshment
for both 3 and 5 cents, all other goods
etting aside $6,000 fc
nance
Stockwell's hands.
for a nickel, in accordance with a ,
.
V°s? ^°l£ve the city should pay
X don't believe
any right to do so
the' $6,000 or has -g ~~
^ case
•By taking the ca:
No other changes will be made m the |
^
^ Secretary tO
settle this point so price list this year.
>
Sidlo, Park Commissioner Albei
arid a majority of councilmen are for i
charging 5 cents until new stands
have been built or old ones repaired Ip:*:™-- njffpr aS tO PrOD
with the profits. When every stand jUU*en& UIIICI cU> IV I ■ v/H
is in first-class condition, prices will
be lowered, Alber and Sidlo said.
Council Monday night passed Coun1 oilman Fitzgerald's resolution asking |
for a statement of the operation of
Advocacy of a wheel tax voiced by
Sthe stands and manner of purchasJThomas Coughlin, city finance direciing supplies.
;tor, yesterday afternoon before the
ispeeial council committee on paving,
was the prelude to a lively debate be_
Stween the director and Fred H. Caley,
(secretary of the Cleveland Automo-

SSS^SffiT^^rg^fcity Finance Director Stirs Councilman 'Kalina Asks if

^VOMEN OPEN
FIGHT ON PARK
T0BACCOSALES

NO FIRE BADGE
-Chewing' Is Sold at Stands
FOR COUNCILMEN
Controlled by City

jcigarets Are Barred,

erty Owners' Share of
Cost.

Light Department Investigator Says Water Records
Come Next.

but

[CALL HABTTFILTHY AND
SPREADER OF DISEASE
| Alber Turns Deaf Ear to Club
Members' Appeals That
Sale Be Prohibited
' m

■

Protest Suggestion.

Illuminating Company
Pays for Inspection.

jbile club.

The tilt came at the end of a twoihour public session of the committee
an the council chamber, city hall, attended by representatives of several
Councilmen
must
continue
to Icivic organizations.
' Director Coughlin explained that
Watch flres from a distance instead
If Singling with firemen inside Are .should the city issue $3,000,000 bonds
Une? because council committee of |to pay its share of repaving the
streets, the issue would mean the setfinance has refused to appropriate ting aside of a sinking fund, principal
S26 to purchase fire line badges.
and interest to come out of the gen$2
The finance committee also refused eral tax levy.
The city is limited
grant $19,000 Welfare Directoi [financially and hemmed in on all
to
Warrensville jsides, he said.
Coolev wants for the
term Cooley planned to buy blooded I Then he turned to consideration of
a wheal tax plan, giving data he had
Holsteins with part of the money.
obtained from cities where that
Council Monday night approved method is used. He urged this would
Councilman Smith's resolution ask be one solution of the problemtag that the manner in which city
Immediately
Mr. Caley was on his
in

Cleveland club -women ■ lues- «
, rented; be investigated feet_
Ueveiduu
£Trd Councilman Moylan demand
He enumerated the several taxes
dav opened war on the sale W heard
Couiw
issioner
Wltt citizens of Cleveland must pay, and
tha
I chewing'
•
^\,
non
at
the
CltY
S
J-racuon
v„
ments
so
I-referred
court decision
recently
ran emen
a
rrqn2
tobacco
at ine w J. ,j.ohange transfer M
»e
' .
|;ln whlch- to
thea Warnes
a«tomobile
law,
*Q<? 000 nark refreshment stands. West siders won t have to pay
leVying a fee on automobiles on a
|$9^,UOU pdiK ic
the i fares to get to West 14th street oe jgrade(J
.
to
horse
powgcale aocoraing
Eesolutions condemning
! cause of Witt's rerouting the line, :er> wag rulefl unconstitutional.
c
practice and calling on the ^jan* t^
ii. »«
r~c.
resolution asking inai u.ara
it
at once,
are to ^:;S«^i
rushed through the Federation j ^ near.side <rf corners.
of Women's club, the Mothers
Congress and the Housewives'
[league'at meetings this week,
headers, said Tuesday
I to Stop

St P

°

Acting Mayor John N. Stockwell,
as city law director, was asked yesterday by Councilman P. V. Kalina
to prepare a resolution calling upon
the state public service commission
to ascertain whether the Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Co. is paying for
the examination of the books of the
municipal lighting department being
made by Haskins & Sells, expert accountants.
Mr. Kalina expects to offer a resolution at the coming meeting of council requesting the state public service
commission to examine the books of
the city lighting plant.
"As I understand j£, Mr. Kalina
wants the state commission to make
a corroborative report," said the acting mayor yesterday.
J. N. Patton, resident partner of
Haskins . & Sells, was told, to discontinue work on the books yesterday by Finance Director Thomas
Coughlin because he had not stated
whom he is representing. The finance
director declared the inspection might
be made by a taxpayer and Mr. Patton later showed that he is a taxpayer here.' He will be allowed to
continue his examination today.
"I do not know who our client is "
he said yesterday. "If I did I would
not tell. Public documents as such
are open to the inspection and examination, of any citizen or taxpayer"

"fe'laSf M" ?*?
"i
"Let me remind you that the city \
:
: always has found money for everyj

IH BUSINESS
STANDS STILL;
OFFICIALS GONE

in
m.1.
■Pn■^^■nA I
emergency until
now. The
city found
j
money for a municipal lighting plant, |
for which there" was no general de-1
mand.
Money was found for the:
2 Warrensville farm, at which the*
I whole world marvels. There was no
park Superintendent Alber and his
' reneral demand for it. Now there is
handling of the $93,000 park refresha general demand for relief from in-1
ment fund, voted by council as an
tolerable conditions, and you urge an
arbitrary,
unjust and unconstitu-:
|emergency- measure, came m_ for.
tional wheel tax."
caustic criticism at the. irands of the ,
You speak of demand," Director I
a
l«ub
women when.. ^ * ™e*.
Coughlin replied.
"We went to the!
people on the proposal to erect a
Tuesday he ^-..^^^^atdl
I of chewing tobacco at the stanus .
Dusiness is standing still now lighting plant and they voted for it
[and is defending *is posHion.
^^Vus city officials ^veDo^t you call that ..demand? We
Campaign Is Begun
I chosen to be sick, tour Europe ^d «M w^ae peop ^ ^ ^^ fay
Mrs S^ken Buhrer, 4606 Franklin |g0 nshing, as their whims dictated 1 a two-thirds majority for that. Don't
While Mayor, Baker is abroad—ho | yQU call that ajdeman*'—
" the
"You say you are opposed uj a
.was in Lucerne, Switzerland, Tues
What are you for? How
fi ht tnat wlu mean the life! wheel tax.
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PARKS THIS SUMMER
lemonade, Ice . cream, sweet and
buttermilk will continue to be sold at
municipal park refreshment Stands
for both 3 and 5 cents, all other good,
for a nickel, in accordance . witha
price schedule made up ,. month ago
'
. e Director Sidlo said Tuesaay.
r changes
will be made m the ,
No
«O.«Jother
_ changes
^.__ _^will be made in the
price list this year.
Sidlo, Park Commissioner AlbeiH
and a majority of councilmen are for
stands |
charging 5 cents until new »»>'"•

TO REPAIR STREETS

y
^^oT^io^i^sday^City Finance Director Stirs Councilman Kalina Asks if

^Q

Q^

Secretary tO

Protest Suggestion.

Differ as to Prop
SIENOPEN SE ^^"™^SS'-Citizens
erty Owners' Share of
Cost.
FIGHT ON PARK
TOBACCOSALES
jcigarets ~Are Barred, but NO FIRE BADG
'Chewing'Is Sold at Stands
FOR COUNCIU
Controlled by City
[CALL HABTTFILTHY

AND

SPREADER OF DISEASE
| Alber Turns Deaf Ear to Club
Members' Appeals That
Sale Be Prohibited
*

•

.

n.

is in first-class condition, prices win
be lowered, Alber and Sidlo said.
Council Monday night passed Councilman Fitzgerald's resolution asking
for a statement of the operation of
Advocacy of a wheel tax voiced by
the stands and manner of purchasThomas Coughlin, city finance direcing supplies
:tor, yesterday afternoon before the
ispecial council committee on paving,
was the prelude to a lively debate between the director and Fred H. Caley,
secretary of the Cleveland Automojbile club.
] The tilt came at the end of a twohour public session of the committee
in the council chamber, city hall, attended by representatives of several
Icivic organizations.
Councilmen
must
continue.^
| Director Coughlin explained that
-should the city issue $2,000,000 bonds
to pay its share of re paving the
streets, the issue would mean the setting aside of a sinking fund, principal
and interest to come out of the general tax levy. The city is limited
r
tn grant
$19,000 Welfare Directoi 2rinanciall3
and
„
hemmed in on i
wtJ,
ran
to g
^ * '
the warrensville isides ile said.
Cooley wants i
blooded : Tnen he turned to consideration of
Cooley pl
farm.
the money.
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wheal tax^
plan, ^^
giving where
data he tht
had
tb ^f
of tne
Holsteins with
pait ot
Council

Monday mgnt ayy
,method is used. He urged this would
Smith's
ciii*xi-1* " resolution
t,.„v. "be
^itvi^ one
vnc solution
enji"i~wi,* of
v*- the
^"- problemt*jT—
immediately Mr. Caley was on his
that the manner in whicn city
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Illuminating Company
Pays for Inspection.

Light Department Investigator Says Water Records
Come Next.
Acting Mayor John N. Stockwell,
as city law director, was asked yesterday by Councilman P. V. Kalina
to prepare a resolution calling upon
the state public service commission
to ascertain whether the Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Co. is paying- for
the examination of the books of the
municipal lighting department being
made by Haskins & Sells, expert accountants.
Mr. Kalina expects to offer a resolution at the coming meeting of council requesting the state public service
commission to examine the books of
the city lighting plant.
"As I understand j,it, Mr. Kalina
wants the state commission to make
a corroborative report," said the acting mayor yesterday.
J. N. Patton, resident partner of
Haskins & Sells, was told to discontinue work on the books yesterday by Finance Director Thomas
Coughlin because he had not stated
whom he is representing. The finance
director declared the inspection might
be made by a taxpayer and Mr. Patton later showed that he is a taxpayer here.' He will be allowed to
continue his exatnmation today.
"I do not know who our client is "
he said yesterday. "If I did I would
not tell. Public documents as such
are open to the inspection and examination of any citizen or taxpayer."

Cleveland club ^^ P-Pf»&££ ^— f^ enumerated the several taxes
,av opened war on the sale Oi heard C°"n"'m^
* issioner Witt citizens of Cleveland must pay, and
day
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on courts," declared Mr. Caley. "It is!
■»* if
^
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it at
at once,
™w' ^ n _ ^^g resolution
asking that cars
v
' double taxation.
rushed through the Federation. ; the near.siae of corners
Let me remind you that the city!
: always has found money for every;
of Women's club, the Mothers
1 emergency until now. The city found
I money for a municipal lighting plant,
Congress and the Housewives
1 for which there' was no general de-1
league at meetings this week,
imand. Money was found for the i
JWaTensville farm, at which the!
lonrlerti
said
Tuesday.
'whole
world marvels. There was no
1C
PS SUP lintendent Alber and his
general demand for it. Now there is
handling of the $93,000 park refresha general demand for relief from in-1
tolerable conditions, and you urge an j
ment fund, voted by council as an
arbitrary, unjust and unconstitumeasure. eamein_ for.
ncy
caustic criticism at the ^ndsof^he
tional wheel tax."
f
You speak of demand,' Director [
Iclub women when, IM?J
^
Coughlin replied. "We went to the:
people on the proposal to erect a
Tuesday he is... P.^"^ !*w1
plant and they voted for it.
I of chewing, tobacco at the stand*
City business is standing still now lighting
Don't you call that a demand? We
[and is defending bis position.
because various city officials have went to the people on building the
chosen to be sick, tour Europe and Warrensville farm and they voted by
Campaign Is Begun
a two-thirds majority for that. Don t
Mrs Stephen Buhrer, 4606 Franklin l go fishing, as their whims dictated
call that ademan**—• avenue, Ppresident of the Cleveland | While Mayor Baker is abroad—he you'You
say^u are- opposed
£ a
omuu"™, Tues
*—— »
-- How
r0Ss for Mothers, called Alber by&: was in Lucerne, Switzerland,
ntoneTnd ''launched what club wom-fday-a fight that_w.ll mean ^lifefl ^eel tax.^ What^re youfor
or'd«th *o7 th7 Democratic machine] would ^uj^^^f J__Jou
en say will.be a tireless campaign to is brewing on account of proposed) know we^have,
[force the City to stop the sale of to civil service amendments to the new 11 •When you built the electric light
Ibacco.
■
.. . T „„„,. charter. Abroad with Baker is W plan? wiien you built th. W^
"This is the worst thing I ever B. Gongwer, clerk of the board of ville farm did you tex the people
Iheard of," Mrs. Buhrer. told Alber. elections, whose aid now is sorely who got the benefit?
"Surely-you have no children who needed to keep the machine intact.
. "No3"" cried Mr. Caley. ''You taxed
I go to the parks or you would take a
Besides being law director, John all the people. You didn't tax one.
I little personal interest in the mat- Stockwell also is acting mayor. HisJ part^ulaPr cfass. Would you favor a
work now is doubly hard because! I referendum op a wheel tax.
I ter "
,
The women say/the sale of chew- he crossed councilmen in their anti- j
"Yes I would be glad to go oeiore .
ling tobacco in the parks not only civil service fight. Joe Hostetler. his
ef
increases the number 6f chewers and I first assistant, is with the Baker- !p-p^salV^a w1e^^^:
I sets a bad example for the thou- Gongwer party in Europe.
'^eCa^ySpthou^ti,ithere
sands of children who flock to the
Utilities Director -Stage is sick at waf'to be a hard! and fast rule the
■.parks in hot weather, but also tends his home on Carnegie avenue. De-1| £terests of the people would be best
%Xo spread tuberculosis.
spite the fact engineers from Mil- i, served by the city paying oO per cent,
What's more, they say, it's a filthy waukee are tuning up turbo-gener- I of the cost of repaying and the aout
I habit, and one the city shouldn't en- ators at the new East 53d street mu- , j ting property wnerB^pwr^cent
¥resident Char^TsT Howe of Casenicipal light plant, Lighting Com- school of Applied Science chairman
Icourage.
'I am shocked," declared Mrs. An- missioner Ballard is fishing in Can- „f the citizens' committee ot niieen
na Herbruck, 10002 Cedar avenue, ac- ada.
Vonsuiering the paving problem, said
tive member of the federation. "We
W. J. Murphy, now postmaster, ine belSin a s^l?%??X
I must take emphatic measures to put added to the confusion by quitting ''tions, the percentage for the city^ana
his job as secretary to Baker two
an end to it."
weeks ago.
Party | .leaders don't
Federation to Act
Mrs. Plerbruc'k,-said . she will bring know where to go for advice now
. th clty
(he matter up at the next meeting of because Milton Young, , Murphy's thoroughfares.
i the federation and call on the women successor, isn't on to all the ropes
to start concerted action against the 'et.
S^UIvS, 2 TpcSle underf
practice.
' Miss Henrietta Grauel, 2132 East
th
HartyrtD' Vail, member of the,
106th street, president of the House
omzenJ' committee, advocated a slidwives' league, said she will call ;
?ng Icale°of percentages, the properspecial meeting of the league to start
tions to be established by tne city |
a fight against the sale of tobacco i
engineer's department.
^ Ad
j the parks.
vertisfng clXoWe^ted^-^ffi
The women plan to bombard City
property owners for a laige P"c<f"H
Hall with a series of resolutions callage of the cost of repaying.
Henrj 1
ing on officials to stop the practice.
i onnman of the Chamber ■at IndusJ
If this does not produce the desired
trv°ur?ed a W-50 per cent, arrangeimen" Peter Hassenpflue, secretary of
I result, a march on the hall will be
ufe Cleveland Federation of Labor,
| planned, leaders say.
f
Park Superintendent Alber defendT ^mmiUefof'Lorain-av business I
led his course in permitting the sale
I of tobacco.
;"We have abolished the sale of ciglarets in the park," he declared virpeTcentagortSHe advocated a wheel
|tuously. "I don't think the sale of
chewing tobacco is going to shock
tax.
any child's morals. The sale will continue."

ITY BUSINESS
STANDS STILL;
OFFICIALS GONE
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STILL INSISTS
ON LIGHT AUDIT

ROADS WIN
SUIT TO PILL
LAKEfRONTiSS
I

•4

1 N Pattern, resident partner
Haskins & Sells, New York accountants, who was forced to dis
continue, an examination of tW

-^dS,Fwarsmi irting on

»—m

«—»■%*.

I~W Wednesday that he he givei

Judge Stevens Gives Companies . Bi#t^j!iJ&£&~
1
-to "Wharf Out/' for Navigation ^>§0^Tg
poses, Saving $4,000,000 Outlay.

Coug
times,"
•■(All we want"*Ve'aminers
the examm«o to do I
isto show that they are in good |
faith.'
that he thought

In the fight against j>-y^^~
the Cuyahoga riv*r, and restoring to the state
filled.
.
Stevens held that extension
:

,. <„i£,rfs from the shore for
wharf£o*

navigation purposes is legal and ^^ ^ ^ h^e power of
interfere, unless it passes legislation assuming m p

I -

(VIADUCT REPAIR
JOB ISJJELAYED

gating wharf huilding £^gfe^
Although the Nickel-plate railAsst. Atty. Gen. Morgan inane^^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ gmnt roai a?"eady is running trams over
a
eal
;
diately gave notice of PP ;
.the injunction restraining the its bridge, damaged by the flats fire
Acting Mayor Stockwellcom , harfi mt would resuit in a ces- a month ago, central viaduct is still
out of commission and repairs have
menting
^ industrial
lndugtrfal activities
actlvi«es.on
menting on
on the
the de.cisvon.jaid
de«sion'J^<attne
^ Lation of all
on
city will support the J6^81^ the iake front, as the state has no n°L^ltZZT%e city has
.masted hy Stevens at the next program for its
its use.
suggested
use.
befn delayed by the long time necsession of the legislature.
He touched on the union station essary to fabricate steel for t£e via
question
by
saying
that
if
he
should
Sees Victory for City.
duct He pointed out tnat rue
Harry C. Gahn, expert on har- give the state title to all lands built N ckel-plateP repairs are, onlj'temon
submerged
land,
people
might
go
bors, saw a partial victory for toe
porary, the damaged steel having
city in Stevens' decision in that slow in voting the sale of the union be
been
replaced
wood.
T^ains
have by
over
station
tract
to
the
railroads,
know;been running
it points out just how Cleveland
ing
the
proceeds
would
go
to
the
should proceed to get absolute
the
railroad
bridge
for
10
days.
j state rather than to the city treas- the"The city is going to have the
control of the lake front
.
viaduct Permanently repaired 3us:
"No corporation or individual!
has the right to make land merely ^'We-are disappointed in the as soon as possible, Sidlo,.saio.
for the sake of making land. My outcome," said State's Attorney -The Carnegie Steel Co is now
ruling applies to wharfs," Stevens Morgan. "We hope to win in the: eetting the steel ready. The steei
higher court. Judge Stevens hasi will be placed in position by Sept.
commented out of court.
:
Stevens, Stockwell and Gahn not decided Aether the right of i and it will require about a
were united in the statement that the riparian owner, to fill to the ^onth more to pavetoe damaged
the decision in no manner affects line U navigation is a Property
f
e
the new union station proposition. right or a mere license revocable ^ r°e
r lifv e conSion on the Bf
p6^r v!aduct, Street SupernitendLegislation transferring from the by the legislature.
state to the city the tract con-,
"If the latter is true, then 75 ent Masterson and a lar|fn^^°.
templated fo'r sale to the railroads, per cent of the claims made by
for the station was passed I
the state can be established if the
winter
legislature should decide to re- WaBf^°mirdlenUofSneXtweek the
Difference in Degree.
voke such a license. No matter street department promises £ fair
The lake frontage involved in
w
5
$;V°tonthe suit is about 1400 feet west what the final outcome, the sit- roadway
F'nRt-sIde from
by way -J
of wasmngvuu
of the Cuyahoga river. State of- uation requires immediate legisla- Tv
Winslow-av and Main-av. This
tion
to
protect
the
public
in
all
ficials claimed common law vested
harDors of
or Lake
i*B Erie."
, iwm give an outlet *or »utos »d
harbors
in the state all regulation of sub- theB"The
decision
will
not
interfere;
| otner vehicles from Bulkley Diva,
merged land.
The railroads
claimed the right to "wharf out with the Cleveland river and harbor commission's developments,
ha» been established by custom
A ruling favorable to the state said Councilman Harry Gahn.
,.w.ould have meant the tearing out "Judge Stevens holds legislation
Lor ore hoisting machinery and can prevent fills into the lake.
| other wharf equipment, installed The thing to do now is to get the
I by the railroads, valued at about legislature to cede title to ^submerged land to the city of Clevei $4,000,000.
Judge Stevens ruled that in land."
; wharfing out the railroads are doSecond Case not Affected.
ing only what individuals have
Another big lake front quesbeen doing for years without ob- tion^ which attorneys^ say is in
jection by the state and that the no manner affected by Stevens'
•difference is only a question of ruling, is the filling in of the lake
east of B. Ninth-st.
He said that while rulings of front
This made land is wanted by
state courts on the question are
irreconcilable,
United
States the Lake Shore^and v
courts have always recognized the
: right of wharfing out to aid com! merce and navigation.
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SUIT TO FILL

STILL
ON LIGHT AUDIT
j N. Pattern, resident partner of
Haskins & Sells, New York ac-|
countants, who was forced to diacontinue an examination of the
books of the W .^MShto
ment by Finance Directo«
— Tuesday, was still insisting _

I_Af\L I.i\v/iii:.sp3sa^
!

'

Mayor Stockwell.
_ . .
Patton was ordered to stop Ms

~~

Judge
Stevens
Gives Companies
■.Bj#tesjsgS&^*^*_>
~«~
ployed him ana u« ■»»•»to "Wharf Out" for Navigation ?™-f^^£™JrT^
K_^&ss?a^
iTll we want the examiners to do 1
poses, Saving $4,000,000 Outlay.
ie tUhow that they are in good
v

■' " ' ■ ™
■
faith.
that h© thought
Common Pleas Judge Stevens Wednesday denied an irrjunc- J CoughUn sa^
^ y the
x
tion _____ by the state of Ohio.ordering the jJ^^SJ&SjS^i-^1
Pennsylvania railroads to stop filling in the lake front weso±som^ ^ &
3^entjight._
the Cuyahoga river, and restoring to the state the land already
^^Stevens held that extension of wharf..from the shore for
navigl'on purposes is legal, and that the state has no right to
Sere, unless it passes legislation assuming the powei of

regulating
^^^m^S^^T
Asst. Atty. Gen. Morgan tome
^^ ^^ ^ .^ ^

VIADUCT REPAIR
JOB IS DELAYED

Although the Nickel-plate railroad already is running trains over
diately gave noUc|J^X eom-the injunction restraining the its bridge, damaged by the flats fire
Acting Mayor
wharfing out would result in a ces- a month ago, central viaduct is still
menting on the decision, said the sation of all industrial activities on out of commission and repairs have
city will support the legislation the lake front, as the state has no not even been started.
Server Sidlo says the city has
suggested by Stevens at the next program for its use.
delayed by the long time necsession of the legislature.
He touched on the union station been
to fabricate steel for the viaSees Victory for City.
question by saying that if.he should essary
duct. He pointed out that the
Harry C. Gahn, expert on har- give the state title to all lands built Nickel-plate repairs are only tern
bors, saw a partial victory tor the on submerged land, people might go porary, the damaged steel having
city in Stevens' decision in that slow in voting the sale of the union been replaced by wood.
_
it points out just how Cleveland station tract to the railroads, knowTrains have been running over
should proceed to get absolute ing the proceeds would go to the the railroad bridge for 10 days.
state rather than to the city treascontrol of the lake front.
•
"The city is going to have the
"No corporation or individual ury.
viaduct permanently repaired just
"We are disappointed in the as soon as possible, Sidlo saia.
has the right to make land merely
for the sake of making land. My outcome," said State's Attorney -The Carnegie Steel Co is now
ruling applies to wharfs," Stevens Morgan. "We hope to win in the; getUng the steel ready. The steel
commented out of court.
. I higher court. Judge Stevens hasj will be placed in position by Sept.
Stevens, Stockwell and Gann | not decided whether the right of 1 and it will require about a
were united in the statement that the riparian owner, to fill to the month more to pave the damaged
the decision in no manner affects line -of navigation is a property
of the bridge.
the new union station proposition. right or a mere license revocable parts
To relieve congestion on the SuLegislation transferring from the by the legislature.
perior viaduct, Street Superintendstate to the city the tract con"If the latter is true, then 7 5 ent Masterson and a large force of
templated fo'r sale to the railroads per cent of the claims made by men Wednesday began work placfor the station was I
the state can be established ifthe ing cinders on Winslow and
winter.
Washington avenues.
legislature should decide to
Difference in Degree.
By the middle of next week the
1
voke
such
a
license.
No
matter]
l1 street department promises a fair
The lake frontage involved in
the suit is about 1400 feet west what the final outcome, the sit { roadway from W. 25th-st to the
of the Cuyahoga river. State of- uation requires immediate legisla- I Easfside by way of WasWngtonficials claimed common law vested tion to protect the public in all av, Winslow-av and Main-av. This
will give an outlet for autos and
in the state all regulation of sub- the harbors of Lake Erie."
"The decision will not interfere other vehicles from Bulkley-blvd.
merged land.
The railroads
claimed the right to "wharf out with the Cleveland river and harhas been established by custom. bor commission's developments,"
A ruling favorable to the state said Councilman Harry Gahn.
, would have meant the tearing out "Judge Stevens holds legislation
1 or ore hoisting machinery and can prevent fills into the lake.
other wharf equipment, installed The thing to do now is to get the
by the railroads, valued at about legislature to cede title to submerged land to the city of Cleve.4,000,000.
Judge Stevens ruled that in land."
Wharfing out the railroads are doSecond Case not Affected.
ing only what individuals have
Another big lake front quesbeen doing for years without ob- tion, which attorneys say is in
jection by the state and that the
difference is only a question of no manner affected by Stevens'
ruling, is the filling In of the lake,
He said that while rulings of front east of E. Ninth-st.
This made land is wanted by
state courts on the question are
irreconcilable,
United
States the Lake Shore and Pennsylvania
courts have always recognized the railroads for the widening of their
right of wharfing out to aid com ' tracks from the Cuyahoga river to
""F* 26th-St.
merce and navigation.
Stevens said that his decision
_a__g_i_»&-*n]y the right to wharf
for navigation purposes, ana tnat
the ruling would not apply as to
the mammoth fill desired by t
roads east of E. Ninth.
gr&nt
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1
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H Ca-:XSng streets in all parts of the
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I final authority.
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$35,000 Home forlatcfiman
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City, Landlord, Refuses Rent

b occasionea

^rS Uuld be lessened in the

by «PPf,^eefceae; passengers by the adoption
I cases-of street
car F
Mr Me
be_
of universal near-s de stop ,
^
lieves, seems P^e"f% J open whenever
Broadways appear to De ^
^ nQ ■
d
land wherever the uppers P-e ^ ^^ car
■ for the safety q cw
^ ^ ^^ ^
Ipatrons or anyone e . ^ g.de Qf ^ crogB
lchangmg the stop
afford passengers a
■street to.the= otner
^ ]eaye ^^ go
|a°rreaSSUth!jttS of the street diggers are
COn

BTsdafety as well as convenience would be
IHihv the establishment of near-side
promoted by uie
, through the
^
throughout^city,
* . T
stopS
the mat_
resulting LMl 0«l
At dif£erent crossings
tens in a state oi Uia
cr0ss-streets
^r'texnritoTed persons can tell where
:
Td°wfl stop Downtown the practice has r
i ft madetomewhat uniform, the near-side stop
fiGeneral Hospital Building' Fallb ngTow the rule, though until recently even
I ing in Ruin as Officials Talk
I in the business district, the stops were near
• or ''far" without rule or reason, regardless of
of Settlement Home
the presence or absence of intersecting car lines.
tk
and Lodging Houses.
fnear side stops make for safety and eon
i *Ln* in the downtown district, .they would
SERVE THE SAME GOOD PURPOSE IN City Officials Refuse Examina- Investigation of the management
of city property asked by CouncilOTHER DISTRICTS, many of which are as
tion of Records Till Accountant man Smith directed attention yestruly "business districts" as the downtown
terday to the jumbo of the city's
Proves His Citizenship.
'section and about as subject to traffic conj realty white elephants, the former
j Cleveland General Hospital propgestion at rush* hours. What is good for the
ierty, 1914 Woodland avenue.
nlace where Clevelanders do business ought to
Refusal of city officials yesterday
At Smith's request the department
be GOOD FOR THE PLACES WHERE THEY to permit the examination of books |of flnance
»^«-a_Jist of all
and records of the municipal lighting j city proper
MAKE THEIR HOMES.
Near-side stops all over the city would at division revealed the violation by the j purposes w
I eeived whej
least enable residents and strangers alike to city of charter provisions, requiring
.
. . i to comme
, know where they could expect to board cars— that full publicity be .given financial that insuffl
1
except of course, when baffled by the alternate- transactions of municipally-operated ' It was
utilities.
large buil<
I Rton scheme. Adoption of a uniform rule m this
A contiffdous audit of s account ; hospital is
Sect would DO SOMETHING TOWARD records and transactions of the pub- ;Sole
occur
MAKING THE TRACTION SYSTEM INTEL- lic utility departments is to be made ! Warshof s!
by
independent
accountants
appointed
LIGIBLE. It would still have plenty of inj Orange a
by the city council under charter proexplicable mysteries left to puzzle and annoy visions. No such appointments have •1912; coin
;the placd
been made.
"
visitors.
ithen int|

LIGHT BOOK PROBE
IS HALTEDsBY CHIEF

Permission to examine llrntinr recWarsh
ords was refused N. N. Patton, of
I of the
Hasklns & Sells, New York account- rent.
ants, until he shall have produced j said, thj
proof that he was a Cleveland tax- to occi]
payer and as such wasientitled to ao- for hil
cess to public records.
buildir
"I wanted to find out whom Patton
represented," said Director of Finance Coughlin, who expressed belief that he was in the employ of private lighting- companies interested in
rate appeals before the state public
utilities commission.
n oi )3
i )09[3 aJaM
Acting Mayor Stockwell ruled that, :luov""BWjnB>r
as a taxpayer, Patton had access to
city records, after the accountant
shall have produced evidence to show
that he was a Cleveland taxpayer.
"We have nothing to conceal in the
lighting accounts," said Stockwell.
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Hr't exp Snced persons can tell where
If1 w fl stop Downtown the practice has
Ibeln ml somewhat uniform, the near side stop
m
be^o^ow the rule, though until recently, even
ing in Ruin as Officials Talk
in the business district, the stops were 'near
or "far" without rule or reason, regardless of
e
thP presence or absence of intersecting car lines.
and Lodging nouses.
TSe stops make for safety and coni
J
Tv, +l,P downtown district, .they would
SERVE THE SAME GOOD PURPOSE IN City Officials Refuse Examina- Investigation of the management
of city property asked by CouncilOTHER DISTRICTS, many of which are as
tion of Records Till Accountant man Smith directed attention yestrulv "business districts" as the downtown
terday to the jumbo of the city's
Proves His Citizenship.
realty white elephants, the former
Vsection and about as subject to traffic con
Cleveland General Hospital prop-;
gestion at rush* hours. What is good for the
erty, 1914 Woodland avenue.
ii.laee where Clevelanders do business ought to
Refusal of city officials yesterday j At Smith's request the department
Ibe GOOD FOR THE PLACES WHERE THEY to permit the examination of books | of finance is to prepare a list of all
and records of the municipal lighting ; city property not used for municipal
MAKE THEIR HOMES.
Near-side stops all over the city would at division revealed the violation by the j purposes with a report of rentals received where the property is devoted
least enable residents and strangers alike to city of charter provisions, requiring j to
commercial uses. Smith claims
that
full
publicity
be
.given
financial
j
know where they could expect to board cars—
that insufficient rent is received.
transactions of muniaipally-operated i It was found yesterday that the
except of course, when baffled by the alternateutilities.
large building formerly used by the
i stop scheme. Adoption of a uniform rule in this
A continuous audit of i account
is rapidly deteriorating. The
iSeS would DO SOMETHING TOWARD records and transactions of the pub- j hospital
sole occupant of the building is Max
I MAKING THE TRACTION SYSTEM INTEL, lie utility departments is to be made Warshofsky, superintendent of the
by independent accountants appointed j Orange avenue bathhouse. April 29,
I LIGIBLE. It would still have plenty of in- by
the city council under charter pro- j
explicable mysteries left to puzzle and annoy visions. No such appointments have i 1912, council authorized purchase of
the place at a price of $35,000. It was
been made.
"
visitors.
then intended for a settlement house.

LIGHT BOOK PROBE f ^"°^^?IS HALTEDiBY CHIEF! ^"

Permission to examine Urhtlng reoords was refused N. N. Patton, of
Haskins & Sells, New York accountants, until he shall have produced
proof that he was a Cleveland taxpayer and as such was»entitled to access to public records.
"I wanted to find out whom Patton
represented," said Director of Finance Coughlin, who expressed belief that he was in the employ of private lighting companies interested in
rate appeals before the state public
utilities commission.
Acting Mayor Stockwell ruled that,
as a taxpayer, Patton had access to
city records, after the accountant
shall have produced evidence to show
that he was a Cleveland taxpayer.
"We have nothing to conceal in the
lighting accounts," said Stockwell.

i

Warshofsky and his family use six
of the fifty odd rooms, but pay nu
rent. Commissioner of Parks Alber
said that Warshofsky was permitted
to occupy these rooms free in return
for his trouble in caring for the
building.
Summers at Atlantic City.
The city's non-paying tenant was
sfiid to be at Atlantic City on his
vacation. Judging from the condition
of the rooms not occupied by him j
his duties as caretaker are not arduous. All plumbing fixtures in the
vacant portion ot the building are
gone. .
Nearly all the windows have been
broken and loosely boarded up. In
many of the rooms plaster has
fallen. The interior view is one of
dirt and desolation.
When the city acquired the property it was hoped to have' a settlement house started there in a short
time. Since then nothing has been
done with the property. Of the
purchase price., $2,500 was taken
from funds from the sale of park
bonds; $32,500 from the sinking
fund.
Suggests City Lodging House.
Recently Councilman McGinty has
advanced a plan for turning the
building into a municipal lodging
house. He declares he will introduce a resolution to bring this about
soon.
"The property is not adapted to
settlement house work now," said
McGinty.
"The. district
around
there is rapidly being filled up with
commission houses. Hiram House
is all the settlement needed in this
[vicinity.
"It is mighty poor business to
|permit this property to continue idle
nd run down as it has been doing.
want to see the city get some reurn on its investment."
Commissioner Alber, whose department has a direct interest in the
[property, said he did not know what
ould become of it.
"There are a number of schemes
for using it, but there is no money to
do anything with," said Alber.
"May Fix It Up."
Director of Public Service Sidlo
said an effort would be made to put
the property to some use.
"We have had several propositions
:or fixing it up and using it as a
Isocial center, but the estimated cost
of the undertaking has been prohibitive," he explained.
Answering criticism because the
Icity, receives but $10 monthly rental
for the docks of the Municipal Fish
Company, Director Sidlo said this
was part of the agreement under
which the company was to sell fish
at a price not exceeding two cents
a pound over what it pays the fishermen.
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Special Sessions This Summer Signatures Obtained Here Double the Number on Petitions
Likely Will Be Necessary
of Other Democratic
If Proposed Program
State Aspirants.
Is Put Through,

The Governor, it was learned today,
Leader Bureau, 304 Harrison Bldg. j Plans to restore the Smith law secCOLUMBUS, June 16.— Ominous tion which* the Kllpatrlck law
mutterings and expressions of fear knocked out, whereby the amount
were heard among Democrats at trie to be raised by taxation this year
i capital today, when Governor Cox s would be limited to the amount raised
plans for a second special session or in 1910, Plus a sma11 Percentage. He
the General Assembly to reduce the Is said' to favor an amendment, howstate tax levy were made known. ever, providing that the limitation
They were caused by uncertainty as might be overstepped by the unanito the effect on the primary and mous approval of a county "board of
general election.
estimates," to be created for the speMost disquieting was the news cial purpose of holding down tax
that the Governor proposed not only levies.
,..'., ,i
to cut the present state levy of .96*
Restoration of the Smith laws inof one mill nearly in half, but also terior limitation would probably
to rehabilitate the Smith 1 per cent seriously restrict the expenditures
law in its original form by repeating proposed by the Cleveland city ador radically changing the Kllpatrlck ministration and thus prevent the
law, which, as passed last year, city officials from securing Increased
practically nullified the Smith law by revenue through the increased tax
removing its "interior" limitations.
Although this drastic action and duplicate.
It is also reportea that the GovI generous "eating of crow" might ernor intends to ask the Assembly to
appease the angry rural voters, many submit to the electors next November
state house Democrats expressed the a proposal Incorporating the 10-mlll
fear that it might arouse the enmity tax limit In the constitution. This
of Cleveland Democrats at whose de- would be another attempt to win back
mand the Kllpatrlck law was en- the hostile farmer vote.
^/
acted.

Delay in formulating a definite RETURNS ARE FORWARDED
paving policy and in deciding howl
TO SECRETARY GRAVES
funds to pay the city's portion of
street improvements are to be OD-J
tained, threatens to hold up all re- William O'Reilly Chtfsen Chairpaving work for next season.
This was one of the developments! man of Committee to Manage
at a meeting of the special council
G. 0. P. Picnic at Luna.
committee on paving
yesterday.
With the committee undecided as to
BY JOHN T.BOURKB.
the amount to be assessed against Nomination petitions filed In Cuyaproperty owners and divided
on
the
divioeo ™
for.ca^iaates who seek
question of «»*«**» ££ ^
^TL *3 P*m^ .«*
for the city's portion ^ s^ than t
P
Republlcan. Democratic and
^^mS'of P^-ryPlegis^c^sslve parties were patched
lation, which in the past has taken;; ^ mldn,sht to Secretary of State
more than a year.
Graves at Columbus.
September 15 Is Limit.
Attached to the petitions was a cerAll legislation must be completed tificate of the Cuyahoga county elecand reassessments adjusted by Sep- ^ board giving the number of
tember 15, in order that the county
electors whose signatures
treasurer may place special assess- bona fide „„_.„«,!, papers of
ments upon the tax duplicate, if any were upon the nommatmg P P
repaving work is to be done next each aspirant for a state office^
year. Special sessions of the city
The result of the strenuous efforts
council during the summer vacation
• Baker,g Democratic mah. July and August are regarded as of May
^
^^ ^ ^ I
cnmB
s
almost certain.
^.-..ted in the facti
The meeting yesterday was at- ernor Cox is indicated m
tended by respresentatives of a score: that ther6 were twice as many sig-[
A natureg on ms papers as on those o£
more civic organizations. A|
heated clash between Director of other Democratic candidates enFinance Coughlin and Fred H. Caley, dorsed by the party organization H
secretary of the Cleveland Automobile Club, over a proposal to assess Cleveland.
\.
The
verified signatures on each..tntn
pe
a wheel
tax, ennveiieu
enlivened the
session
wheel tax,
i™ s,c=.=*~«.
Tn6 venueu =«=
Mr. Caley branded a wheel tax as mion fi)ed m this county for state
unfair, unjust and unconstitutional. nonimations were:
The meeting yesterday was ad- TorL^d'States Senator-Warren
dressed by representatives of the G. Harding, Rep.. |g£ Ealph D.
Chamber of Commerce, Chamber of Cole, Rep., 2,668; J, § Foraker, Rep.,
Industry,
Cleveland
Advertising 1 sil • Tohn H Clarke, Dem., 6,914,
Club, Cleveland Automobile Club, Ttoothy°S Hokan. Den,, » John
Lorain Avenue Business Men's As- J. Lentz, Dem., 1,082; Arthur L.
sociation,
Cleveland Improvement Garford, Prog., 1,022.
For Governor-David Tod, Rep.,
League, Federation of Labor and
several other organizations. A repre- ".491; Frank B. Willis, Rep.. WS3,
sentative of the Lakewood Chamber il, M. Cox, Dem., 10,479; John J.
of Commerce also complained of the; whitacre, Dem 90; James R- GarI
poor condition of Cleveland streets. Held, Prog., 1,019.
For Lieutenant Governor - Albert
Practically every speaker condemned the proposal to assess abut- H. Merrill. Rep.. 8,140; James W.
ting property owners 98 per cent of Caldwell, Rep., 214; ^nH.ArnoW,
the cost of repaving. A majority fa- Rep., 137; W. A. Greenlund, Dem
vored a 50 per cent basis. Classifi- 4,189 Daniel W. Williams, Prog., 864.
cation of streets before paving legis- 'For Secretary of State-^har es B
lation was introduced was advo- Galbreath, Rep., 1.467, Charles
cated by representatives of the Hildebrandt, Rep., 537; Albert
^Sftrcptlrfto]f5unf3
Chamber of Commerce and the Cleveland Real Estate Board.
-BUI «JJX3 UB SuiABq
Railway Company Assailed.
jo AJISS303U aqi SSJBIA
Severe criticism of the methods em-,
-qo JOJDIA 3ll+—3JJOA11
ployed by the Cleveland Railway
Company in repaving between car
p \ O J I U B UI JO 2up
tracks was made by a number of
-jriD jpuais 3Aeq no^
speakers. Mr. Caley charged the com-,
pany had used improper methods in
a so d'dns'jaqynj
paving Quincy avenue, Detroit ave-;
•spuooss Max 4noq^
nue and E. 55th street by substitut-j
ing_crushed stone and groot for con-:
Jgn[ UI p31J3SUI U3JBTd
'inaniasHiai
-p» £uv jo nopjasni; ?oajjooui auo noq;. ajorn
aoj atqjsuodsaj aq jou \I\*L SAia^-japBai aqx !
•qouj QB o; ssnji a^BSB f\ aiB ajaqj^ "atiii
Q^BSB
Jed 9^ HI UOJJB3UISSBP 0} Sn'pJOOOK
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*dS.TBqo »ail-5 * uvvfl. ssai JOJ pa^daooB aq
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CALL MEET TO |
SAVE CHARTER
every citizen who is willing to fight
!to give a worthy charter a fair
trial.
..
.. .
two proposed charter amend"There can be no question that
ments, is to be outlined by char- Bid line ward politicians are orter supporters at a mass meeting, ganizing to push through the
amendments at the partisan prlin the Hollenden assembly room biary.
Therefore there must be
Monday at 3 p. m.
organized opposition.
. The call for the meeting was
"At least 40,000 voters of the
issued Thursday by Thomas G: 84000 total will not vote at,the
Simons, author of the home primary. This means politicians
rule amendment which Permitted will have a big chance to mutilate
framing Cleveland's charter^ mm- the charter provisions unless their
I ber of the charter commission, tactics are shattered with strong
and the civic league.
„„„t(,m
Restoration of the spoils system guns."
StockweU to Speak.
in Cleveland politics is predicted by
Rabbi Louis Wolsey, one of the
charter defenders if a secret alliance of ward leaders of republican, committee appointed by Mayor
democratic and socialist pute, Baker to select the charter comwhich they charge, succeeds in pass- mission, is tb call the protest
ing the amendment abolishing civil meeting to order Monday.
Acting Mayor Stock well, Ralph
service for city laborers
The other amendment, initiated W. Edwards, president of the civil
by; socialists, would wipe out every service commission, and E. M.
nonpartisan feature of the charter Baker, president, of the City club,
by providing abolition of the pref- are expected to address Mondays
meeting.
erential voting plan.
Twenty-eight Sign Call.
■ The civil service amendment, |
put through council over Acting j
Mayor Stockwell's veto, would take
2100 unskilled city employes from;
civil service laws and place their
positions open to political appointment.
.
■.. I
i Twenty-eight citizens, represent-,
Ving varied interests and political;
'parties, have signed the call lor,
Monday's mass meeting to organize
forces for defeat of the amend-,
ments.
,
"This mass meeting is to be aDsolutely nonpartisan," said Fitzsimons and other leaders Thursday "We want it attended byj

organized fight to defeat at
I theAnpartisan
primary, Aug. 11,
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Special Sessions This Summer Signatures Obtained Here Double the Number on Petitions
Likely Will Be Necessary
of Other Democratic
If Proposed Program
State Aspirants.
Is Put Through.

I
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The Governor, it was learned today,
Leader Bureau, SOlf Harrison Bldg. j plans to restore the Smith law secCOLUMBUS, June 16.— Ominous tion which* the, Kilpatrick
law
mutterings and expressions of fear knocked out, whereby the amount
were heard among Democrats at the to be raised by taxation this year
capital today, when Governor Cox s would be limited to the amount raised
plans for a second special session of in 1910, plus a small percentage. Re
the General Assembly to reduce the is said to favor an amendment, howstate tax levy were made known. ever, providing that the limitation
They were caused by uncertainty as might be overstepped by the unanito the effect on the primary and mous approval of a county "board of
general election.
estimates," to be created for the speMost disquieting was the news cial purpose of holding down tax
that the Governor proposed not only
to cut the present state levy of .961 levies.
Restoration of the Smith lawjs inof one mill nearly in half, but also
terior limitation would probably
to rehabilitate the Smith 1 per cent
law in its original form by repeating seriously restrict the expenditures
proposed by the Cleveland city ador radically changing the Kilpatrlck
ministration and thus prevent the
law, which, as passed last year,
city officials from securing increased
practically nullified the Smith law by revenue through the increased tax
removing its "interior" limitations.
; Although this drastic action and duplicate.
It is also reportea that the Govgenerous "eating of crow" might
ernor intends to ask the Assembly to
appease the angry rural voters, many
state house Democrats expressed the submit to the electors next November
a proposal incorporating the 10-mlll
fear that it might arouse the enmity
This
of Cleveland Democrats at whose de- tax limit in the constitution.
mand the Kilpatrick law was en- would be another attempt to win back
the hostile farmer vote.
acted.

Belay in formulating a definite RETURNS ARE FORWARDED
paving policy and in deciding how
TO SECRETARY GRAVES
funds to pay the city's portion of
street improvements are to he obtained, threatens to hold up all re- William O'Reilly Chrfsen Chairpaving work for next season.
This was one of the developments; man of Committee to Manage
at a meeting of the special council
G. 0. P. Picnic at Luna.
committee on paving
yesterday.
With the committee undecided as to
BY JOHN T.BOTJRXB'
the amount to be assessed against
Nomination petitions filed in Cuyaproperty owners and divided on the
hora county for cafaidates who seek
I question of submitting a bond issue"
places on the state primary ballots
for the city's portion, less than three
of the Republican, Democratic and
months remain in which to pass a
vast amount of preliminary legis- Progressive parties were dispatched
lation, which in the past has taken;; last midnight to Secretary of State
i more than a year.
Graves at Columbus.
Attached to the petitions was a cerSeptember 15 Is Limit.
All legislation must be completed tificate of the Cuyahoga county elecand reassessments adjusted by Sep- tion board giving the number of
tember 15, in order that the county bona fide electors whose signatures
treasurer may place special assessments upon the tax duplicate, if any were upon the nominating papers of,
repaving work is to be done next each aspirant for a state office.
year. Special sessions of the city
The result of the strenuous efforts
council during the summer vacation of Mayor ' Baker's Democratic maL. July and August are regarded as chine to get a big petition for Gov- j
almost certain.
The meeting yesterday was at- ernor Cox is indicated in the fact
tended by respresentatives of a score that there were twice as many sigc- more civic organizations. A natures on his papers as on those of
heated clash between Director of other Democratic candidates enFinance Coughlin and Fred H. Caley,.
secretary of the Cleveland Auto-j dorsed by the party organization iA
mobile Club, over a proposal to assess; Cleveland.
The verified signatures on each pea wheel tax, enlivened the session. ,
Mr. Caley branded a wheel tax as tition filed in this county for state
unfair, unjust and unconstitutional. nominations were:
;
For United States Senator-Warren
The meeting yesterday was adG.
Harding,
Rep.,
2,674;
,
Ralph
D.
dressed by representatives of the.
Chamber of Commerce, Chamber of Cole, Rep., 2,668; J. ;& Foraker, Rep.,
Industry,
Cleveland
Advertising 1841; John H. Clarke, Dem., 6914,
Club, Cleveland Automobile Club, Timothy S. Hogan. Dem., 2 074; John
Lorain Avenue Business Men's As- j. Lentz, Dem., 1,082; Arthur L.
sociation,
Cleveland Improvement , Garford, Prog., 1>022For Governor-David Tod, Rep.,
League, Federation of Labor and
several other organizations. A repre- -491; Frank B. Willis. Rep., 1,183, S
sentative of the Lakewood Chamber \ .lames M. Cox, Dem., 10,479; John J. ,
of Commerce also complained of the i Whitacre, Dem., 90; James R. Gar- |
poor condition of Cleveland streets. ! field, Prog., 1,019.
»iwt I
For Lieutenant Governor — Albert
Practically
every speaker condemned the proposal to assess abut- H. Morrill, Rep., 8,140; James W.
ting property owners 98 per cent of : Caldwell, Rep., 214; John H. Arnold,
the cost of repaving. A majority fa- Rep., 137; W. A. Greenlund, Dem.,
vored a 50 per cent basis. Classifi- 4 189; Daniel W. Williams, Prog., 854.
For Secretary of State-Charles 33.
cation of streets before paving legislation was introduced was advo- \ Galbreath, Rep., 1,467; Charles Q. ,
cated by representatives of the : Hildebrandt, Rep., 537; Albert 33.
Chamber of Commerce and the Cleve- :■ Culbert, Rep., 796; Charles A. Held.
Rep 127; J. H. Secrest, Dem., 4,985,
land Real Estate Board.
Frank W. Woods, Prog., 54L
•
Railway Company Assailed.
For Treasurer of State - Rudolph
Severe criticism of the methods em- W. Archer, Rep., 2,526; Amos Mcployed by the Cleveland Railway Donnell, Rep., 327; Charles A. WilCompany in repaving between car son Rep., 216; Charles E. Stmetracks was made by a number of baugh. Rep., 169; E. C. Woodworth,
speakers. Mr. Caley charged the com- Rep-, #;„ John P. Brennan, Dem
pany had used improper methods in1 1 027; Samuel B. Douglass,, Prog., .97.
paving Quincy avenue, Detroit ave'For Attorney General—Edward C.
nue and B. 55th street by substitut- Turner, Rep., 1,087; Rw^. Merrying crushed stone and groot for con-, man, Rep-, .310;
Joseph McGhee,
crete as a pavement base.
Dem., 1,724; John P. Turner, Prog.,
He declared there were immense Q1Q '
holes in the E. 55th street paving, laid;
For chief justice of the Supreme
. but recently.
1 Court-Frank Taggart, Rep., 65W,
The committee adjourned until Fri- Hugh I. Nichols, Dem., 1,186
day without taking any action.
' For judges of the Supreme CourtWhile councllmen were wrangling Thomas A. Jones Rep., *28: J*£
over the question of raising money ward S. Mathias, Rep.. 306 George
for replacing old pavements, hun- Coyner, Rep., Ml; Frank M. Maxdreds of laborers working for public rtott" Dem., 3,190; J. Foster Wilkln,
' service corporations were engaged Dem., 2,957; Phil M. Crow, Dem.,
In ripping up pavements in the
938
down-town Bection and adding more 1 'For
clerk of .the Supreme Courtobstructions to traffic.
Frank E. McKean, Dem., 3,530.
The north side of the Intersection
Signatures Questioned.
of Euclid avenue and E. 9th street
was torn up and Euclid avenue was
Two petitions for J. W. Caldwell
blocked from E. 12th street to E. 9th for the Republican nomination for
street. A trench was dug across Lieutenant Governor, signed in this
| Payne and Superior avenues at E
county, were mailed to the Cleveland
treet
election board from Toledo on June
13 and received here the same day.
The time for filing expired at midnight the previous day. For this
reason the board did not count the
signatures on the belated petitions,
but sent the papers with this explanation to the Secretary of State, who
will decide if they can be- accepted.
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CALL MEEfflT
SAVE CHARTER
An organized fight to defeat at every citizen who is willing to fight j
!to give a worthy charter a fairj
the partisan primary, Aug. li,
two proposed charter amend"There can be no question that
ments, is to be outlined by char- ipld line ward politicians are orthrough the
ter supporters at a mass meeting ganizing to push
in the Hollenden assembly room amendments at the partisan primary. Therefore there must be
Monday at 3 p. m.
organized opposition.
. The call for the meeting was
"At least 40,000 voters of the
issued Thursday by Thomas G; 84 000 total will not vote at the
Fitzsimons, author of the home primary- This means politicians
rule amendment which permitted will have a big chance to mutilate
framing Cleveland's charter, mem- the charter provisions unless their
ber of the charter commission, tactics are shattered with strong
and the civic league.
Restoration of the spoils system guns."
Stocfcwell to Speak.
in Cleveland politics is predicted by
Rabbi Louis Wolsey, one of the
charter defenders if a secret alliby Mayor
ance of ward leaders of republican, committee appointed
democratic and socialist parties, Baker to select the charter comwhich they charge, succeeds in pass- mission, is tb call the protest
ing the amendment abolishing civil meeting to order Monday.
Acting Mayor Stockwell, Ralph
service for city laborers.
The other amendment, Initiated W. Edwards, president of the civil
by socialists, would wipe out every service commission, and, E. M.
nonpartisan feature of the charter Baker, president of the City club,
by providing abolition.of the pref- are expected to address Mondays
erential voting plan.
meeting.
Twenty-eight Sign Call.
• The civil service amendment,
put through council over Acting
Mayor Stockwell's veto, would take
2100 unskilled city employes from
civil service laws and place their
positions open to .political appointment.
,.
.
ft Twenty-eight citizens, representing varied interests and political
'parties, have signed the call for
Monday's mass meeting to organize
forces for defeat of the amendments.
"This mass meeting is to be absolutely nonpartisan,", said Fltzsimons and other leaders Thursday "We want it attended by
*rIal-
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YOU'D THINK REPUBLICAN WARDS
PAID NO TAX FOR CITY LIGHT PLANT
CUT SERVICE AGE LIMIT
WASHINGTON, June IS. — President Wilson today issued an executive order reducing from M> to .M
years the maximum age limit tor admission to civil, service examinations
for appointment of unskilled laborers
in federal offices outside of Washington D. C. Veterans, however, may
continue to-be examined without regard to their age.
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The need of a city-owned belt line \
on the lake front from the river
mouth to Gordon park to give every
railroad entering Cleveland access to ,
the lake front and to prevent the.
New York Central and Pennsylvania
lines from monopolizing lake shipping
facilities will be brought to council-'
men's attention within two weeks,
city engineers said Thursday.
Action Is Necessary
Talk of the belt line has been current at the City Hall for several
months but quick action is made imperative by Common Pleas Judge
Stevens' decision that railroads owning lake front property have the right
to fill in to the government harbor
line, Engineering Commissioner Hoffmann said.
Practically the only control left
the state and city by Stevens is that
made land must be used for lake
shipping facilities and piers, engineers fear.
"If the railroads build lake front
Socks the city must see to it that
every railroad in Cleveland can tap .
the district," said Hoffmann.
"The
only way possible now to bring that
about is to construct a railroad
which will permit all railroads to
switch on an equal VJasis to the lake
front.
The cost would be about
11,500,000, but the increased tonnage
and income from the road would
more than take care of the initial
outlay."
Can Sell Site
Stevens' decisiofc will not hold up
the sale of the 35 acres at the foot
of East 3d street to the railroads for
a new union station site because a
special act of the general assembly
covers the city's ownership, Acting
Mayor Stockwell said.
Railroads,
however, can make the 72-acre fill
'.ast of East 9th street they claim istecessary to provide adequate approaches to the new station, buf>
hether the made land can be used
>r switching only is doubtful, Stockell said.
Councilmen McGinty and Thompson, president of the council, Monday night will ask that Law Director
stockwell be empowered to aid Atorney General Hogan carry the case
o higher courts.
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Plant, in the
o^d Stre
street
Twenty-third ward (Baker plurahty
of 689), the South Side cable passes
through
the
Twenty-first
ward
(Baker by 419), then through the
Twenty- second, Twentieth and
Eighteenth wards (Republican by
15 217 and 58), to the South End substation. Whether built at. the Jnter-.
section of East 79th street and Kinsman road or Woodland avenue, the
station will be built in a Democrats
12 East Side Divisions Which |.ward.
From the substation, customers in
'the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and SixWent for Baker in the Last teenth wards (Baker by 295, 504 and
641) will be tauten on. The Fifteenth
Election to Get Current ward, which covers all of old Newburg (Davis by--387), will not be
tapped by the municipal plant for
Soon From City Plant
ggome time, according to present
'plans.
.
Going west from the East 53d street
CABLES GO THROUGH
! plant, the westbound cable' will traverse the Twenty-third and Tenth
G. 0. P. SECTIONS OF CITY wards to a substation in Lakeside
avenue, in the "Ninth ward. The
Twenty-third ward went for Baker
Clever Political Juggling, Says bv 689 last fall, the Tenth by 666 and;
the Ninth by 304.
From the downsubstation conduits will burrow
Councilman Fitzgerald; Ka- town
up East 12th street and Huron roach
the factory district in the flats.
lina, Democrat, Says He Is toPresent
plans show the normally
heavy Republican district—Wards 11, ;
Opposed to Discrimination 18,
19, 20 and 22—taking in the sec- j
tion of the East' Side from East 55th
to the easterly city limits beBast Side voters whose wards (street
Itween Wade Park and' Quihcy ave-[
gave Harry L. Davis a plurali- inues, and between Euclid and Cen- ;
ty over Mayor Baker in the jtral avenues from East 22d to East'
mayoralty election of November, !55th street—will not get municipal
for some time unless present j
1913, are to be forgotten when Slight
|plans aj$j-revamped.
distributing lines from ■ the new The- .territory covered by- this disEast 53d street municipal light trict includes not quite seven square
plant are laid, Republican mem- miles, while the Fifteenth ward, in ;
extreme South End, covers ap- j
bers of the council charged tire,
proximately four square miles. Thir- !
Thursday when'they learned of .ty-one per cent of Cleveland's East |
municipal light engineers* latest (End will be discriminated against
because of an adverse vote to the
plans.
administration, Fitzgerald I
The 12 East Side wards'which went present
for Baker are to be rewarded with charged Thursday.
"It has all the earmarks of clever*
3-cent light as soon as poles can be
set up and wires strung-. The six political juggling," said. Fitzgerald.,
which showed a preference for Davis "The distributing system on paper
over Baker are to he passed by in; appears to have been laid out by a
the shuffle. Of the 35 square miles, politician instead of an engineer."
Cleveland covers on the Bast Side
Councilmen Woods and Dittrick
the 11 square miles which showed a
strong' dislike for Baker are to be backed up Fitzgerald's charge.
"This is the first I have heard: that
discriminated against, is the charge.
politics is playing a part in the; conDiscrimination Charged
To get to three of the South Side struction of the East 53d street
said Councilman Kalina,
wards which went for Baker, mu- plant,''
nicipal cables are1 to be run south in chairman of council lighting commitEaist 79th street, cutting through the tee.
"I do not know whether the
heart of the Republican stronghold charges are true, but the distributalong Euclid avenue, to a substation
at East 79th street and either Kins- ing system should ■•be so arranged
man road or Woodland avenue. Prom there will be no discrimination in
this station wires will radiate to the service because of political leanings
of sections of Cleveland."
South ,End Democratic wards.
"Distributing plans show distinctly • No answer to the charges could be
discrimination is planned between got from utilities department officials
the friends and opponents of the Thursday. Utilities Director Stage is
Baker administration/'
charged ill at home, while Lighting CommisCouncilman Fitzgerald.
"Evidently sioner Ballard is fishing in Canada.
municipal light engineers are' going
to reward the faithful. The $2,000,000
with which the East 53d street plant
and' distributing system is being
built comes from the pockets of every
taxpayer in Cleveland, whether Republican or Democrat, and to draw
the line would be flagrant abuse of
*power."
»-~Here are the plans for sending municipally generated current over the'
East Side, according to Lighting
^Commissioner F- W. Ballard:
How Stoles Will Run
Three main arteries are to lead
from the East 53d street plant. One
is to go out St. Clair avenue to the
Collinwood plant at Aspinwall avenue and East 140th street; a second
down St. Clair avenue to a substation in Lakeside avenue near East
9th street; and a third south in East
53d street to Superior avenue, east
on Superior avenue to Addison road,

)

i^mu

Columbus, announced he would lay~
' the case before Governor Cox irn.
mediately and ask that the-Legislature pass laws which Judge Stevens
ruled would put an end to any further
I' fills being made along the water
front.
' Urges Restraining Laws.
I
"I believe," said Judge Stevens,
§ discussing the case informally, after
I- rendering his decision, "that the
I Legislature can. and should immediately pass laws to prohibit any
I further encroachment on the lake
front without explicit license from
the state to do so.
"The state, I believe, holds title
in the submerged land in trust for
the public and for the purpose of
aiding navigation and commerce by
water. This decision should in no
way halt the development of the harbor by the state or city."
Morgan, arguing the case for the
state, insisted that the state's title
to submerged land was exactly the
same as the government's right to
public lands.
He declared the Pennsylvania Railroad, in filling out to the government harbor line for its big, $4,000,000
West Side ore dock, had trespassed
on state land and insisted that the
made land on which the ore docks
were built is the property of the
state.
Still Chance for State.
Ownership of land along the;
Should his contention be upheld by
south shore of Lake Brie and the Supreme Court and the decision
of Judge Stevens be reversed, title to
valued at $50,000,000 was in ef- many square miles of made land all
fect denied the state in an opin- along Ohio's frontage on Lake Erie
will be transferred automatically to
ion rendered yesterday by Judge! the state, Morgan said.
Hundreds of acres of land have
Stevens in the court of common
been made by industrial and public
pleas.
iservice
corporations
all
along
The decision gives the Pennsyl- Cleveland's water front by dumping
vania Railroad clear title to the big learth and refuse into the lake. The
ore docks on the West Side, contested same condition exists in every other
Ohio city on the lake.
j by the state, and allows the' PennsylThe state claims ownership to
:
vania and Lake Shore Railroads to these laods and the case decided
complete a thirty-acre fill out into the yesterday by Judge Stevens was
lake just west of the harbor entrance. started to establish the validity of
But even more important thanj this claim.
Fears were expressed by councilthese two grants, which involve sev-|
men yesterday that the decision
eral millions of dollars, it bars the
state from any claim to made lands- might permit the Lake Shore RailMad to fill out into the lake east ol
along the entire Ohio shore of the
lake. Attorneys for the state said IK. 9th street for railroad freight
yards." Judge Stevens said his opiff-"]
the value of such lands was easily
ion carried with it nothing which
$50,000,000.
would give such a right.
Suit Is Dismissed.
He pointed out that there is no
The state, claiming clear title to
harbor line established by the gov- submerged land along the south'
ernment east of B. 9th street, and
shore of the lake, asked for an insaid he believed no one had a right
junction restraining the railroads
to make a fill along the water front
from completing the fill now being
unless it was for the purpose of aidmade, and demanded that the two
ing lake commerce.
roads be compelled to remove earth
Had he ruled favorably to the
which has been dumped into t.»e
state, the judge said, land which the
lake. Judge Stevens, on motion of
city has made by dumping refuse
the railroads' attorneys, dismissed
just west of E. 9th street would be
' the suit.
conveyed to trie state. Money which
The fill immediately involved in the
is to be received for the sale of this
I case extends from the west pier at
property then would go to the states
t the harbor entrance to the docks and
treasury, he declared.
yards of the Great Lakes Dredge and
Morgan pointed out last night that!
Dock Company. The shore line has
the state has transferred any in-!
been extended out into the lake 100
terest it might have in the city's
feet and it has been proposed by the
lake front property to the city by
railroads to fill in to the harbor line,
act of the Legislature.
j 1,000 feet from shore.
Harry C. Gahn, secretary of the
The judge held that without express
rivers and harbor commission, called
: denial from the state, any property j
Judge Stevens' decision a boon to
! owner has the right to build wharves ||
the city as, he said, it points out, a
> out into the lake from his property. '
■ Fills made by the railroads and those \ way
, now being made, he decided, were j
just big docks.
Must Use LandsTo retain title of -the land it now is
making, under the decision rendered;
by Judge Stevens, the railroads must
use the big tract, which when completed will be worth many millions,
for"-docks exclusively.
Robert M. Morgan, assistant At- j
torney General, announced that the'
case would be appealed immediately
and eventually would be taken to the
Supreme Court.
After a talk with Morgan on the
decision. Attorney General Hogan, at

2 RAILROADS WIN
SUIT TO CONTROL
LAKE SHORE LAND
Decision Against State Affects $50,000,000
in Property,

UPHOLDS "FILL" CLAIMS

Court Gives Lines Ownership of
Docks and Right to Go on
With Work in Harbor.

CITY 10 AID IN APPEAL FIGHT
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WARDSW
AIDED DAVIS
GET NO UGH

nheTup~ Addison and East 79th street
to a Butetationat Woodland avenue

or Kidman road^
Leaving the o,.ci sticei ,JI
Twenty-third ward (Baker plurality
of 689), the South Side cable passes
through
the
Twenty-first
ward
(Baker by 419), then through
the
Twenty - second,
Twentieth
and
Eighteenth wards (Republican by
15, 217 and 58), to the South End substation. Whether built at. the .intersection of East 79th street and Kinsman road or Woodland avenue, the
station will be built in a Democratic
ward.
Prom the substation, customers^ in
the Thirteenth, Fourteenth and Six
tec-nth wards (Baker by 295, 504 and
641) will be taken on. The Fifteenth
ward, which covers all of old Newburg (Davis by--387), will not be
tapped by the municipal plant for
I some time, according to present
:
' plans.
'
Going west from the East 53d street
plant, the westbound cable will traverse the Twenty-third and Tenth
I wards to a substation in Lakeside
g avenue, in the "Ninth ward.
The
Twenty-third ward went for Baker
by 689 last fall, the Tenth by 666 and.
the Ninth by 304.
From the down-i
town substation conduits will burrow
up East 12th street and Huron road
to the factory district in the flats.
Present plans show the normally,!
heavy Republican district—Wards 11,
18, 19, 20 and 22—taking in the sec-:
tion of the East' Side from East 55th
East Side voters whose wards street to. the easterly city limits between Wade . Park and Quincy ave- I
gave Harry L. Davis a plurali- nues, and between Euclid and Centy over Mayor Baker in the tral avenues from East 22d to East
mayoralty election of November, 55th street—will not get municipal
for'-, some time unless present
191.'], are to be forgotten when light
plans ar^ revamped.
distributing lines from . the new The- .frsfrritory covered by- this disBast 53d street municipal light trict includes not quite seven square
plant are laid, Republican mem- miles,; while the Fifteenth ward, in
extreme South End, covers ap- j
bers of tiie council charged the,
proximately four square miles. Thir- j
Thursday when they learned of jty-one per cent of Cleveland's East j
municipal light engineers* latest /End will be discriminated against
because of an adverse vote to the
plans.
administration, Fitzgerald
The 12 East Side wards-which went I present
for Baker are to be rewarded with charged Thursday.
"It has all the-earmarks of clever j
3-cent light as soon as pole's can be
set up arid wires strung.
The six political juggling," said Fitzgerald.
which showed a preference for Davis
"The distributing system on paper
over Baker are to be passed by in,
appears to have been laid out by a
the shuffle. Of the 35 square miles politician instead of an engineer/'
Cleveland covers on the East Side'
Councilmen Woods and Dittrick
the 11 square miles which showed a
Strong dislike for Baker are to be backed up Fitzgerald's charge.
"This is the first I have heard: that
discriminated against, is the charge.
politics is playing a part in the conDiscrimination Charged
To get to three of the South Side struction of the East 53d street
said Councilman Kalina,
wards which went for Baker, mu- plant,"
nicipal cables are' to be run south in chairman of council lighting commitEast 79th street, cutting through the tee.
"I do not know whether the
heart of the Republican stronghold
charges are true, but the distributalong Euclid avenue, to a substation
at East 79th street and either Kins ing system should 'be so arranged
man road or Woodland avenue. From there will be no discrimination in
this station wires will radiate to the service because of political leanings
of sections of Cleveland."
South ,End Democratic wards.
"Distributing plans show distinctly ' No answer to the charges could be
discrimination is planned between got from utilities department officials
the friends and opponents of the Thursday. Utilities Director Stage is
Baker
administration,"
charged ill at home, while Lighting CommisCouncilman Fitzgerald.
"Evidently sioner Ballard is fishing in Canada.

12 East Side Divisions Which

Went for Baker in the Last
Election

to

Get

Current

Soon From City Plant

CABLES GO THROUGH

G. 0. P. SECTIONS OF CITY

Clever Political Juggling, Says

2 RAILROADS WIN
SUIT TO CONTROL
LAKE SHORE LAND
Decision Against State Affects $50,000,000
in
UPHOLDS "FILL" CLAIMS
Court Gives Lines Ownership of
Docks and Right to Go on
With Work in Harbor.

Councilman Fitzgerald; Ka-

lina, Democrat, Says He Is
Opposed to Discrimination

municipal light engineers are' going
to reward the faithful. The $2,000,000
with which the East 53d street plant
and' distributing system is being
built comes from the pockets of every
taxpayer in Cleveland, whether Republican or Democrat, and to draw
the line would be flagrant abuse of
^power."
■--Here are the plans for sending municipally generated current over the'
, East Side, according to LightingCommissioner F. W. Ballard:
How Stoles Will Rim
Three main arteries are to lead
from the East 53d street plant.- One
is to go out St. Clair avenue to the
Collinwood plant at Aspinwall avenue and East 140th street; a second
down St. Clair avenue to a substation in Lakeside avenue near East
9th street; and a third south in East
53d street to Superior avenue, east
on Superior avenue to Addison road.

CITY TO AI8 IN APPEAL FIGHT

Columbus, announced he would lay
the case before Governor Cox immediately and ask that the Legislature pass laws which Judge Stevens
ruled would put an end to any further
fills being made along the water
front.
' Urges Restraining Laws.
"I believe," said Judge Stevens,
discussing the case informally, after
rendering his decision, "that the
Legislature can. and should immediately pass laws to prohibit any
further encroachment on the lake
front without explicit license from
the state to do so.
"The state, I believe, holds title
in the submerged land in trust for
the public and for the purpose of
aiding navigation and commerce by
water.
This decision should in no
vay halt the development of the harbor by the state or city."
Morgan, arguing the case for the
state, insisted that the state's title
to submerged land was exactly the
same as the government's right to
public lands.
He declared the Pennsylvania Railroad, in filling out to the government harbor line for its big, $4,000,000
j West Side ore dock, had trespassed
on state land and insisted that the
, made land on which the ore docks
were built is the property of the
stale.

Ownership of land along the;
south shore of Lake Brie and!
valued at $50,000,000 was in effect denied the state in an opinion rendered yesterday by Judge j
Stevens in the court of common,
pleas.
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Still Chance for State.
WH'
Should his contention be upheld by
the Supreme Court and the decision
of Judge Stevens be reversed, title to
many square miles of made land all books
along Ohio's frontage on Lake Erie regarc
,will be transferred automatically to the r
the state, Morgan said.
seekin
Hundreds of acres of land have
been made by industrial and public public
service
corporations
all
along a hof
Cleveland's water front by dumping the ot
learth and refuse into the lake. The
of tl
same condition exists in every other
what
Ohio city on the lake.
The state claims ownership to serve
these lauds and the case decided everyl
yesterday hy Judge Stevens was
been
started to establish the validity of
conce;
this claim.
Fears were expressed by councilfrom
men yesterday that the decision
Cot
might permit the Lake Shore Railproof
tiad to fill out into the lake east of
!•:. 9th street for railroad freight, been
yards. Judge Stevens said his opifit
to be
ion carried with it nothing which
to re'
would give such a right.
He pointed out that there is no the
harbor line established by the gov- lighti:
ernment east of E. 9th street, and have
said he believed no one had a right [ and
to make a fill along the water front'j
offlcia
unless It was for the purpose of aid- i
vestig
ing lake commerce.
Had he ruled favorably to the l usual
state, the judge said, land which the j nicipE
city has made by dumping refuse just west of E. 9th street would be plant
conveyed to tiie state. Money which dollai
is to be received for the sale of this has t
property then would go to the state s
treasury, he declared.
Morgan pointed out last night that*
the state has transferred any in-j
terest it might have in the city's
lake front property to the city by
act of the Legislature.
Harry C. Gahn, secretary of the
rivers and harbor commission, called
Judge Stevens' decision a boon to
the city as, he said, it points out a
way by which Cleveland, through
the state, can obtain complete control of. its water front.
Colonel Bromwell, government engineer here, said he thought it might
be advisable if the state should take
a more active interest in develop-,
merit of harbors.
Councilman McGinty announced,
after reading the decision, that he
, would introduce a resolution in cpun- •a -N
cil Monday night calling upon Di»PB8'
rector of Law Stock-well to assist
the state in fighting the case through •noire
the supreme court.
McGinty said PUB
he believed the decision would in- ■U8AUI
terfere seriously with any plans for
j the development of Cleveland's outer
harbor.
E. B. Thomas, river and harbor engineer, now is preparing a comprehensive plan for the development of
the harbor. It will be submitted to
council Monday night.
Acting Mayor Stockwell said the
city will try to have legislation suggested by Judge Stevens passed in
the next session of the Legislature.
W. C. Boyle and former Judge William L. Day represented the Pennsylvania railroad in the trial of the case,
and S. H. West acted as counsel for
the Lake Shore. It was Judge Day's
first trial since leaving the United
States District Court bench.

WE

The decision gives the Pennsylvania Railroad clear title to the big
i ore docks on the West Side, contested
j by the state, and allows the Pennsylvania and Lake Shore Railroads to
complete a thirty-acre fill out into the
lake just west of the harbor entrance.:
But even more important than
these two grants, which involve sev
eral millions of dollars, it bars the
state from any claim to made lands
along the Entire Ohio shore of the
lake.
Attorneys for the state said
the value of such lands was easily
$50,000,000.
Suit Is Dismissed.
The state, claiming clear title to
- submerged land along the south
shore of the lake, asked for an injunction restraining the railroads
from completing the fill now being
made, and demanded that the two
roads be compelled to remove earth
which has been dumped into t.ie
lake. Judge Stevens, on motion of
the railroads' attorneys, dismissed
' the suit.
The fill immediately involved in the
case extends from the west pier at
I the harbor entrance to the docks and
. yards of the Great Lakes Dredge and
Dock Company. The shore line has
been extended out into the lake 100
feet and it has been proposed by the
'railroads to fill in to the harbor line,
i 1,000 feet from shore.
The judge held that without express
i denial from the state, any property
owner has the right to build wharves
lout into the lake from his property.
Fills made by the railroads and those
now being made, he decided, were
just big docks.
Must Use Lands..
To retain title of the land it now is
making, under the decision rendered
by Judge Stevens, the railroads must
use the big tract, which when completed will be worth many millions,
for**docks exclusively.
Robert M. Morgan, assistant Attorney General, announced that the
case would be appealed immediately
and eventually would be taken to the
Supreme Court.
. After a talk with Morgan on the
I decision. Attorney General Hogan, at
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SOME SUMMER POLITICS

NOBODY cares two whoops for politics in the summer time,
except the politicians. They keep politicianing right along
eanwhile Sidlo Investithroughout the year, because that's how they make a living—
or hope to make it.
gates Advisability of
Just now, having in mind the fact that folk are reading
Price Cutting.
J a novel a week, or going boatriding, or picknicking in their
Mtcb for three-cent beverages!
spare hours instead of talking politics, the politicians are blithe-:
1 y Park refreshment st*h^
ly
preparing to slip one over.
,ed
futile yesterday.
Thirsty
"tTZ still paid five cents for coolThey never have liked the city charter. They disapprove;
Whitacre's Opposition Said to of the nonpartisan features of it, because partisanship is the
teor of Public Service Sidlo J
Have Caused Wilson to
hn claimed Tuesday, that original
bread on which they spread their butter. They disapprove of
Ohedule of P^es had never been
Look
Elsewhere
for
the civil service rules, because how can they keep up an organabandoned
said
ywterday
that
ization
without a free hand to.distribute jobs?
Slerg to sell both three and flu,
U. S. Judge,
t drinks would not be issued unTherefore,
at the primaries August 11, they are getting
"saturday. Delay has resulted
lie experts determined whether
j
ready
to
knock
out the nonpartisan plan of electing mayors and
Xome POP can be sold for three CANDIDATES' FRIENDS
councilmen,
and
to yank one of the props from under civil •
■U Sidlo said. A schedule of
ARE GETTING ACTIVE
oii will be posted after Saturday,
service.
For the first time in hearty accord with the. socialists, who
*«d A ' E Peterson,' in charge of
.Senator Burton to See President '■ don't like nonpartisan elections either, they are calling on "the
'stands
at
Edgewater
cession
Park, said no orders, regarding a : and McReynolds Today and
boys" to get together and vote in favor of the socialists' charter j
had been received
C
%TUpposftt quantity wiU be. the
amendment restoring the partisan system in municipal affairs, i
May Intercede.
only thing affected," she said. The
In addition, they'll vote to put all city laborers back under the j
Utv should not sell a cheaper grade
spoils system.
'
'
j
tf drinks "
—
Leader Bureau, SOS Riggs Building.
A mass meeting has been called for Monday to lay plans
WHY NOT SHOWBOOKS? 1 WASHINGTON, June iv.-with
WftX »«» "
the return of Attorney General Mc- ;
for repelling this attack on one of the biggest improvements
HAT possible harm could come keynoi(Js ^ Wash{ngton tomorrow
Cleveland ever made in its local government. Even if it is
from any examination o
i. jnterest of ohioans has again focused
books of the city's lighting venture on
the appointment of a federal
summer time, and politics a nonrefreshing subject, it will pay
Cleveland
district.
regardless of the reason for making Judge for the
good citizens generally to give heed to this mass meeting 'and
Most of-the members whose districts
the request?
If the accountant
are" in the judicial district expect
the results it may bring forth.
seeking access to the records of a

FOR FEDERAL JOB
G T

by;
on
to
all
rie
to

ive
iblic enterprise is in the pay of
ilic
hostile corporation aiming at
mg
16 obstruction and embarrassment
ing
'he if the
municipal
undertaking,
ler what could he do which might
to serve his employers' purpose if
led Everything is as the public has
fas been told? If there is nothing to
of
anything '
conceal,
why conceal
:il- from anybody?
ion
Could there be more convincing
lilproof that everything is as it has
of
been represented and as it ought
?lni | to be than the failure of an enemy
lich Ito reveal anything discreditable to

the appointment to be made within
the next few days.
It was learned today that the candidacy of John H. Clarke had been
seriously jeopardized and that the
job was done by Clarke's ancient
political
enemy,
Representative
Whitacre,„of Canton.
On his recent visit to the White
House Whiteacre brought such objections against the appointment of
Clarke that President Wilson cannot
bring himself to
sanction the appointment of Clarke. It is said that
■he President as yet has no one else
in mind, but that Clarke's chances
do not look very good at this time.

LEADER NAMED <
SO PLAYSPOTS
CAN BE OPENED

George A. Bellamy, head of Hi;ram house, Friday accepted temporary appointment as commissioner of recreation. He will get
Called Corporation Ijawyer.
The chief objection ■ raised by ino salary.
iVhitacre is the fact of Clarke's
Appointment of Bellamy by Dijtne management of the city's !6ng employment as attorney for the
rector of Welfare Cooley was a
no
Xickel Plate Railroad.
Although ] means devised by Law Director
;ov- 'lighting enterprise? Would it not
Clsrkc resigned from this employand |have more weight with taxpayers
Stockwell of permitting the city to
ment many months ago, Whltacre
Ight land voters than any number of
told the President that he baars the • throw open the muny playgrounds
"ont
to the children next Monday.
official, and therefore friendly, in- brand of a corporation lawyer. The
iidThe charter requires that the
vestigations backed
up by the President shuddered at thia fatal I
appellation and, while still open to I commissioners shall appoint intha usual formal reports of the mupersuasion, is inclined to look for • structors for the various grounds,
the nicipal employees in charge of a another man to appoint,
and as council had refused to ap'use
plant upon which
millions of j Clarke's friends this week will en- ) propriate funds for the salary for
be
gage in a strenuous effort to remove j this work, the instructors could
lich dollars from the public treasury
the force from Whitacre's accusation. I not he appointed.
this das been spent?
Stockwell advised appointment
While it will not be denied that
tea
of a commissioner without pay,
Clarke was attorney for the railroad,
it will be pointed out that he was not ] and Cooley at once asked Bellamy
:hat
to take the place.
a corporation lawyer in an uncompliInmentary sense.
AVill Use Vacant Land.
ty'a
Burton to See President.
Bellamy has long been active
by
in the national playground assoSenator Pomerene Is taking absociation and is recognized as an
lutely no part in the proceedings, and
j authority in
his
line.
He has
will make no effort to help Clarke.
He will not even seek any further i lectured on playgrounds and ad1 vised cities on, the subject in
conferences in the matter, but Is
many states.
holding himself ready to give advice
0'08'S$
Cooley said he would not exif called on again by the President
'■ pect Bellamy to give much of his
■™™ Irimiom usu.8 P<™ «*op SiJ
or McReynolds.
time to'the work, but his ad'flce
Pomerene let the administration
, tun) JOOSI MTl*« P"* S1°I AW ?'"'
will be followed in the conduct of
know that his personal choice, if he
iptms ol »ws sq 111* ™.i eiup. l-ioqs An A.
j
*»««»« *»»,BIP ' °«s ;«r*S ■ -aoN sasinno — vnvaisnv fl^a^ \ the grounds and working out of
permanent plans.
The grounds,
•VNIHO 'VMKI ■sos. SOHIIIVS uranoaHj
. directors will be appointed im•vavNVO anv saivis aaxiNfl HI ANva
-WOO KOIITOIAVK WVaiS 1VIK3IH0 V I mediately.
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spare hours instead of talking politics, the politicians are blithely preparing to slip one over.
They never have liked the city charter.

bread on which they spread their butter.

CANDIDATES' FRIENDS
ARE GETTING ACTIVE

ization without a free hand to,distribute jobs?
Therefore, at the primaries
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service.
For the first time in hearty accord with the. socialists, who

.Senator Burton to See President
' and McReynolds Today and
May Intercede.

don't like nonpartisan elections either, they are calling on "the
boys" to get together and vote in favor of the socialists' charter j
amendment restoring the partisan system in municipal affairs, i
In addition, they'll vote to put all city laborers back under the 1

Leader Bureau, 302 Riggs Building.
WASHINGTON, June 17.—With

or McReynolds.
Pomerene let the administration'
know that his personal choice, if he!
Conflict between the city council were called on for a recommendation
|nd the department of public welfare ^rouId *>e Edward S. Wertz, of
Iver the appointment ot a commis- ^00f f • bu' he dlj> n°t »rge Wertz's
I.
.
*
, .,
I appointment nor object to the ap|ioner of recreation reached an acut<pointment of Clarke or any Qng *f

n

August 11, they are getting

councilmen, and to yank one of the props

spoils system.
A mass meeting has been called for Monday to lay plans
for repelling this attack on one of the biggest improvements
Cleveland ever made in its local government.

Even if it is;

summer time, and' politics a nonrefreshing subject, it will pay
good citizens generally to give heed to this mass meeting and:
the results it may bring forth.

LEADER NAMEJT
SO PLAYSPOTS
CAN BE OPENED
George A. Bellamy, head of Hiram house, Friday accepted temjporary appointment as commissioner of recreation. He will get
; no salary.
Appointment of Bellamy by Director of Welfare Cooley was
a
devised by Law Director
; means
Stockwell of permitting the city to
throw open the muny playgrounds
to the children next Monday.
The charter requires that the
i commissioners shall appoint ini structors for the various grounds,
and as council had refused to apj propriate funds for the salary for
j this work, the instructors could.
I not be appointed.
j
Stockwell advised appointment
of a commissioner without pay,
j and Cooley at once asked Bellamy
to take the place.
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,
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fare fren

They disapprove of

ready to knock out the nonpartisan plan of electing mayors and

fl'„* ir, Mn^In^onfhct
in Naming Hecreationconferences ln the matter> but la
himself ready to
Commissioner Reaches an ^'^r
#™ advlcei
if called1 on again by the President j

I crowded witSldre^ tClTToT-

They disapproves

of the nonpartisan features of it, because partisanship is the

the civil service rules, because how can they keep up an organ-

"tage yesterday when Director Cooley^ several other candidates.
hreatened to name the playground Senator Burton has appointments
to see b
ead without council approval.
oth McReynolds and the
"I havewasked the city law depart £resldent tomorrow morning. Since
lent for a rajjiig and will make aifT''*011 and CIarke are warm friends,
ointment withoji^action by th.'i ^""pocted that the Republican
icil if it
be done, , Senator is voluntarily going to the
front for Clarke,
ha An Akron
tnl
delegation, consisting of
to transfer funds for the paymenJudges w- A- D°yle and W. J.
Ahern
arrived
or the salary of the commissionej
'
in Washington today
ouncilmen °PPose
annntnt™,Jto w°rk for the appointment of Jude-e
oppose the appointmeri
G
Ro ers
of
of an out-of-town expert, as favorel '
^
Akron. They will see
,,V„00ley' and say that a salary d McReynoIds tomorrow.
*W0 per year is too large
Cooley yesterday asked members

I

Just now, having in mind the fact that folk are reading
a novel a week, or going boatriding, or picknicking in their

Look Elsewhere for
U. S. Judge.

It will be pointed out that he was not
a corporation lawyer in an uncomplimentary sense.
Burton to See President.
Senator Pomerene is taking absolutely no part in the proceedings, and
will make no effort to help Clarke.
B^i-nn+inn He wil1 not ev®n seek any further!

|

They keep politicianing right along

or hope to make it.

Have Caused Wilson to

1LEY THREATENS
L
TO IGNORE

ry of the
on, called
boon to
ntsout i

rri

except the politicians.

Said to

'HY NOT SHOW BOOKS?
*«nm« '"" return of Attorney General Mcpheld by
HAT possible harm could come Reynolds to Washington tomorrow
from any examination ot tne) ,_4
_,
,
._ _
a
decision
Interest1 of rtv-J
Ohioans has again focused
I, title to >ooks of the city's lighting venture, on
the appointment of a federal
land all
Cleveland
district.
ake Erie Igardless of the reason for making Judge for the
Most of .the members whose districts
ically to ;he request?
If the accountant
are" in the judicial district expect
seeking access to the records of a the appointment to be made within
d h Ve
d
h
Juhlic enterprise is in the pay of the next few days
davs.
It was learned today that the can"along i hostile corporation aiming at
didacy of John H. Clarke had been
dumping ;i]6 obstruction and embarrassment seriously jeopardized and that the
ake. The 'f the
municipal
undertaking, job was done by Clarke's ancient
Jry other
enemy,
Representative
ivhat could he do which might political
Whitacre,_of Canton.
ship to serve his employers' purpose if
On his recent visit to the White
decided jverything is as the public has House Whiteacre brought such obwas
ens
jeen told? If there is nothing to jections against the appointment of
ilidity of
-onceal,
why conceal
anything Clarke that President Wilson cannot
bring himself to
sanction the ap- i
council- Erom anybody?
pointment of Clarke. It is said that
decision
Could there be more convincing ■he President as yet has no one else i
are Railproof
that everything is as it has in mind, but that Clarke's chances
e east of
do not look very good at this time.
1 freight been represented and as it ought
Called Corporation Ijawyer.
his opiii- |tQ b6 than {he faiiure 0f an enemy
The chief objection raised by
tig which :to reyeal anything discreditable to
Whitacre is the fact of Clarke's
lie management of the city's long employment as attorney for the
Although
the gov- lighting enterprise? Would it not Nickel Plate Railroad.
Clarke resigned from this employ:reet, and have more weight with taxpayers
ment many months ago, Whitacre
d a right j^ voters than any number of told the President that he bears the
fflclaI
and tnerefore
sfo/atd* P
>
friendly, in- brand of a corporation lawyer. The
vestigations backed
up by the President shuddered at this fatal
*v,Q r,,,, ■ appellation and, while still open to
T to the lagual formal reports of the
mu- persuasiorj| is lnclined to look for
WHICH tne (aic(paj ernpioyees in charge of a another man to appoint.
>e
plant upon which millions of | Olarke's friends this week will enwould
which iollars from the public treasury Ba|
the force from Whitacre's accusation.
tie of this aau been spent?
While it will not be denied that:
;he state s. '^i
Clarke was attorney for the railroad.
night that]
any in-!
the city'sT
e city by

i %i

throughout the year, because that's how they make a living—?

beveragesi

roved
futile yesterday.
Thirsty,
patrons still paid five cents for cool-
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NOBODY cares two whoops for politics in the summer time,

eanwhile Sidlo Investigates Advisability of
Price Cutting.
v,
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SOME SUMMER POLITICS

SKgSnAv CLARKE'S
FOR FEDERAL JOB
S GROWING FAINT
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Will Use Vacant I/and.
Bellamy has long been active
in the national playground association and is recognized as an
authority in his
line.
He has
lectured on playgrounds and advised cities on
the
subject in
many states.
Cooley said he would not expect Bellamy to give much of his
time to'the work, but his ad\^ce
will be followed in the conduct of
the grounds and working out of
permanent plans.
The grounds,
directors will be appointed immediately.

kj u|v^^^'(T£
GEORGE BEUAMY MADE
I RECREATION DIRECTOR;

THE TORN-UP STREETS.
man in Cleveland recogE nizes tie necessity of ripping
up streets, frond " time to time..
Everyone knows that pavements
wear out and must be renewed. It

T-VERY

GIVING wm
: ■

. ,

is plain that street railroad t™f«|Wants Abutting Property-Hold
on a plan tor thwart Council's refusal
to set aside $1,000 for hiring an excert recreation commissioner. As a
result the opening of city and school
playgrounds, scheduled for June Vs,
will not he-delayed.
.
'On Stockwell's advice Cooley Friday
appointed George A. Bellamy, Hiram
House worker, recreation commis- |
s;oner, to. serve without pay. be.lamy will apoint the playspot diret-■
tors-the new charier says they shall
be named by a recreation commis-,

^r^^™r SS) ers to Have Vacated Streets,
they carry and the solidity of the
construction work done when the

but Not Free.

The sale of streets and alleys to Special Committee to Consider
rails were laid.
All this is entirely clear and Its owners of abutting property when
Proposition of Having Mu■' consequences are accepted as an in- petitions for vacating are ^*£|
nicipality Do Work
j evitable condition.They are a
part of the "growing pains" of big
of Repairing.
centers of population which are
rapidly expanding and developing. I'ToZ^TZ practice of givqiOTTGl"
Submission of a bond issue, to pay
When Mayor Baker returns from
But in Cleveland it is evident
the city's portion of the cost of re1
Europe and whips councilman into,
fefJty ^ a P-Pet^^ment
paying streets next year on a 50 per
setting aside the $1,000, Bellamy will that work done where it is most in a public Btreet." said St°ckwe
obstructive
to
traffic
and
most
deresign and T. M. Black Montreal
"When no longer neededJ***^ cent basis, will be recommended by
will he named to succeed him at a moralizing to business is not use, reversionary rights _
a special council committee on pavsalary of $3,000.
jjffigi pushed with such speed and energy
^ «P -^ ing this afternoon. The exact amount
rty owners —
! as the conditions demand. Too
of the proposed bond issue will be
Cstmple^in "rn for a cash confixed at the meeting.
little use is made of the hours
A series of public meetings on the
I! when' darkness leaves the streets hlrthrpa^^^ty has vacated paving question has disclosed the
: nearly empty.
Much might be
fact that citizens are almost unaniI done between midnight and daymously in favor of the city assuming half of the cost of repavlng.
\ break. The cost might be too
Under the terms of the city charter,
great for ordinary highways but it „ Perpetual easement in a piece »i
up to 98 per cent may be assessed
ought not to prevent the' . .ut»ottJ8$ ™*^^S£e^^ against abutting property owners, If
possible expedition in places where {Ji^Siorft.
d***?;"
vacating of Cam- the pavement has been down more
than fifteen years.
den avenue and an alley east s.
traffic is greatly congested.
Masry Support Project.
And too many points close toOpinion
was divided over the progether are involved in the tearing rrgutd^thTthe Property shoulcLre'-lj|
posal to issue a big bond issue to pay
up of streets at the same time. Too vert to\ adjoining land owners when the city's portion of the cost. Pracmany cases occur of conditions not needed for municipal purposes. tically all representatives of civic
which make access to important Stockweilsaid that he could not see organizations invited to appear behow The general public would be
business districts difficult as well CentedVy vacations and the board L fore the special committee promised
to support such a measure. A pro;
Further investigation of municipal | as inconvenient. The work done
posal to put a tax on vehicles using
have been givenlight engineers' distributing plans< bears no adequate evidence of be- ^ctfof^na
Acresi o
_ ac_ city streets also had nfany advocates,
Friday revealed the fact a West Side | ing mapped out in a well-ordered
including Director of Finance CoughTrdTng to'cVncTlman Durkin
He
ward which Went for Harry L. Davis j
over Majror Baker in last fall's j campaign carefully planned in ad- wants* to e^tabBsh Playgrounds in Ulprtmary day, August 11, will probunused streets, instead of vacating ably be fixed as the date for holding
mayoralty'campaign, is to be the last < vance.
one to ge't'i municipal light in that j
Even the city hall officials do them upon petition.
th« bond election. Special assesspart of Cleveland.
ments against property owners must
not know, it seems, where the
According to A. B. du Pont, conCOOLEVCANNOT NAME
be certified to the county treasurer
sulting engineer to Lighting Commis- streets are obstructed and put out
by September 15, if collections are to
VI
PLAYGROUND
DIRECTORS
sioner F. W. Ballard, wires will be of use, to a greater or less degree,
start next year. A vast amount of
strung to thei.far northwest part of from day to day. They are not
preliminary election work must to
the West Sideitast. The First ward, able, at any hour, to tell what the v Developments in the ™*%£™ completed before then.
between
the
city
council
and
Director
:
represented in \council by a RepubMeyers Is Suspicious,
o? Fine welfare Cooley took anlican and which; gave Davis a plural- conditions are at any point which
in case a bond issue is defeated
other turn yesterday when It was
may he mentioned. The firemen,
ity over Baker, covers this territory,
discovered that the appointment of the city will be unable to pay its
from Madison avtenue to West 85th J obliged to rush to the scene of
'S&a
supervisors must be shire of the repaying cost and pracstreet to Dakewoojd and the lake.
?
While denying they had planned; danger at any minute, do not*know, imaae by,the head of the recreation ticTny all work will be at a standstill next year.
any discrimination against East Side I In some instances, where they will!
Councilman Meyers, member of
Republican wards in laying out a j find their shortest natural routes : r^ulv*wlll not transfer funds tol
the special committee, yesterday didistributing system from the East ; obstructed.
,bstructed. There .is a painful ^ ^^J'S^T^ rected City Clerk Collins to prepare
63d street plant, engineers admitted
the present layout of substations, on 1 ack of what Colonel Roosevelt and . ^ ^ department of welfare. legislation governing repaying done
by public utility corporations after
the northern -end of East 105th street 1 Captain Mahan used to preach as Key has tasked the city law de- j
partment
whether
he
can
name
the,
streets are torn up.
and at East 79th street and Kinsman
"preparedness." Good team work
Meyers believes that this wort
iDlavground (supervisors.
,
road or Woodland avenue, will result
shouTd be done by the city or uftr
is
lacking.
.
.
F
Examinations
for
the
positions
of
in wards which went heavily. _ior
the supervision of city inspectors
It is these facts, not the neceswho will see that the material us 4
sary inconveniences of a city's
TO T? 3pi3Ut pilJAJBH ~ "61
We Us\s wftll be completed today or to the repaying conforms to specifigrowth and life, which Cleveland
cations for original pavements.
ttomoirrow.
U '-nnof) 'KOCIMOl AVHK
business men and citizens in
aaiM. aasvai S.MN S.H
general complain of.' They feel,
1 luct
with, reason, that the present mu- I
nicipal government is much less
U8> B
s9l,SBQ
interested in its everyday, "house- j
keeping" duties than it is in experiments which have the charm of
novelty and in working out large
theories which are exhilarating in
their scope and possibilities and
jol
are still, in large measure, in the
su
pleasant land of' dreams where
things can "come true" without
effort —. the painstaking,
daily
drudgery of the world's inevitable
accustomed toil.

WEST SIDE GO. P.
WARD ALSO HIT

City Hall Dems Explain "No,
: Studied Intention," but Ad- j
\ mit Discrimination MMM
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GEORGE BELLAMY MADE

THE TORN-UP STREETS.

IIFHQR BM
GWIIIE'MIHLttli iSSUE FOR CIT1
STREET REP

T-iVERY man in Cleveland recogE. nizes the necessity of ripping,
up streets, from ' time to time.
Everyone knows that pavements
■ 'Acting Mayor Stockwell and Wel- wear out and must be renewed. It
Abutting Property-Hold^
fare Director Cooley Friday decided is plain that street railroad t™cks ,
, ...,i «t
I r\ L
1_
on a plan to thwart Council's refusal must he rebuilt,
at tatnrirala
intervals 117111011
which
ers to Have Vacated Streets,
to set aside $1,000 for hiring an ex- depend upon the volume of traffic
pert recreation commissioner. As a
but Not Free. - „ .
result the opening 'Of city and school they carry and the solidity of the
playgrounds, scheduled for June 2», construction -work done when the
■will not he-delayed.
The sale of streets and alleys to Special Committee to Consider
■On Stock-well's advice Gqoley Friday rails -were laid.
All this is entirely clear and its owners of abutting P™^'/^
appointed-George A. Bellamy, Hiram
Proposition of Having MuHouse worker, recreation commis- ' consequences are accepted as an in- petitions for vacating W?*Uayor
nicipality Do Work
sioner, to-serve without pay. Bel- evitable condition.
They are a the policy proposed by Acting Mayor
lamy will apoint the playspot direc part of the "growing pains" of big Stockwell, at a meeting of the city
of Repairing.
tors—the new charter says they shah
board of revisions and assent,
he named by a recreation cdmmis- centers of population which are
rapidly expanding and developing.
S1
Submission of a bond issue, to pay
When Mayor Baker returns from I
But in Cleveland it is evident
the city's portion of the cost of reEurope and whips councilmen into
setting aside the $1,000, Bellamy will that work done where it is most
paving streets next year on a 50 per
resign and T. M. ■ Black, Montreal, obstructiye to traffic and most decent basis, will be recommended by
will be named to succeed him at a, moralizing to business is not
a special council committee on pavsalary \J±
of f")"--$3,000.
Sdiaij
SHEWS" _ pushed with such speed and energy
ing this afternoon. The exact amount
: as the conditions demand. Too
of the proposed bond issue will be
fixed at the meeting.
; little use is made of the ' hours fee simple in return lor
A series of public meetings on the
'; when darkness leaves the streets iS1rth0enpastththeC1cyity has vacated
paving question has disclosed the
streets^
alleys
no
****£«*>
: nearly empty. Much might be
fact that citizens are almost unaniI done between midnight and day- for public purposes upon petitions _o
owners of abutting property.
A mously in favor of the city as' break. The cost might be too 'private citizen would not give up a suming half of the cost of repaving.
great for ordinary highways but it I: perpetual easement in a piece *f Under the terms of the city charter,
up to 98 per cent may be assessed
ought not to prevent the Utmost. fand and there is no reason*
against abutting property owners, if
possible expedition in places where < city
should."
the pavement has been down more
PV^Sfor the vacating of Camtraffic is greatly congested.
den avenue and an alley east of than fifteen years.
Many Support Project.
And too many points close to- Warner road were rejected by the
City Hall Dems Explain "No gether
W IT City Engineer Hoffmann
Opinion was divided over the proare involved in the tearing
argued ^tha the property should, reto issue a big bond issue to pay
! Studied Intention," but Ad-I up of streets at the same time. Too vert to\ adjoining, land owners when posal
the city's portion of the cost. Pracmany cases occur of conditions^ not needed for municipal purposes. tically all representatives of civic
said that he could not see organizations Invited to appear bek mit Discrimination fiSH I which make access to important Stockwell
how the, general public would be fore the special committee promised
business
districts
difficult
as
well
F
■
benefited iby vacations and the board to support such a measure. A proinconvenient. The wbrk done
•' Further investigation of municipal f as
a
posal to put a tax on vehicles using
light engineers' distributing plans i bearg nQ adeqUate evidence of be ^IcreToriand have been given city streets also had irfany advocates,
Friday
Side i> ,
^
^
p
riuay reveled
reveareu the
u,e fact
J.O.<JL a
a, West
YVGOL .=>±«^
away
by
the
city
in
the
past,
acR well.ordere<
mapped
out
in
a
well-ordered
Including Director of Finance Coughward which Went for Harry L. Davis; ng
cording to Co-uncilman Durkln
He
over Majror Baker in last fall's . campaign carefully planned in ad- wants to eatabKsh playgrounds in
Primary day, August 11, will probmayoralty''campaign,
is to be the last ■ vance.
unused street instead of vacating ably be fixed as the date for holding
one to get1, municipal light in that j
Even the city hall officials do them upon petition.
the bond election. Special assesspart of Cleveland.
ments against property owners must
According to A. B. du Pont, con- not know, it seems, where the COOLEVCANNOT NAME
he certified to the county treasurer
sulting engineer to Lighting Commis- streets are obstructed and put out
by September 15, if collections are to
sioner F. W. Ballard, wires will be of use, to a greater or less degree,,;, PLAYGROUND DIRECTORS start next year. A vast amount of
strung to thei.far northwest part of from day to day. They are not
the "West Sideyast. The First ward, able, at any hour, to tell what the , 'Development7~ln~~th7~ controversy preliminary election work must be
between the city council and Director completed before then.
represented in \council by a Repub- |
Meyers Is Suspicious.
lican and which; gave Davis a plural- < conditions are at any point which | of ™ic Welfare Cooley took anIn case a bond issue is defeated
ity over Baker, covers this territory, may be mentioned. The firemen, other turn yesterday when it was
from Madison avtenue to West 85th i obliged to rush to the scene of discovered that the appointment of. the city will be unable to pay its
tK-ouna supervisors must be share of the repaving cost and pracstreet to Lakewoojd and the lake.
?
While denying they had planned i danger at any minute, do notknow, iS ,*y|the head of the recreation, tically all work will be at a standany discrimination against East Side] in some instances, where they will I
still next year.
Councilman Meyers, member of
Republican wards in laying out a j find their shortest natural routes fea^ffl not transfer funds to
distributing system from the East < obstructed. There is a painful; pay the salary of the recreation com- the special committee, yesterday dimas oner so, no appointment can be, rected City Clerk Collins to prepare
B3d street plant, engineers admitted
made by thfc department of welfare. legislation governing repaying done
the present layout of substations, on j] lack of what Colonel Roosevelt and
the northern end Of East 105th street ! Captain Mahan used to preach as \ Cooley has fasked the city law de- by public utility corporations after
and at East 79th street and Kinsman; "preparedness." Good team work; partment whether he can name the, streets are torn up.
Playground (supervisors.
i Meyers believes that this work
road or Woodland avenue, will result
,.'., .
ExaminatVons for the positions of should be done by the city or unto
in wards which went heavily for is lacking.
It is these facts, not the neces- IsuSSsors were held by the civil the supervision of city inspectors
Baker being served first with musary inconveniences of a city's j \ service commission Saturday. Ehgi- who will see that the material used
! nicipal light.
Wires radiating from either of the growth and life, which Cleveland | K v,<ill be completed today or j In the repaving conforms to specifications for original pavements.
substations, although covering about
business men and citizens in ttomotrrow.
two miles on all sides, will not reach
Republican territory until near the, general complain of.- They feel,
outer edge of the radius, du Pont; with, reason, that the present mu- I
and Maurice Sarbinsky, secretary to | nicipal government is much less;
Utilities Director Stage, admitted.
interested in its everyday, "houseA report from Ballard on the dis'keeping" duties than it is in extributing system probably will be
asked in council Monday night by
periments which have the charm of j
Councilman Kalina, chairman, o£ the
novelty and in working out large
council lighting committee. Kalina
theories which are exhilarating in
Friday declared there should be no
discrimination on account of political •their scope and possibilities and
tendencies.
are still, in large measure, in the
i:_.
pleasant land of' dreams where
things can "come true" without
painstaking, daily1
eff0rt —. the
drudgery of the world's inevitable
accustomed toil.

WEST SIDE G. 0. P.
HMD ALSO HIT
IN LIGHT PLANS

rrs $100,000
STOP SLIDES

Boaa-d of control members Friday
in Voting to pay the John F. Casey •
company, Pittsburgh $47,500 for putting in piling along the southeast 1
©.dge of Bulkley boulevard to prevent 1
slides from filling in the excavation j
for the Division avenue filtration ;
plant, increased to $100,000 the money
spent this year to keep Cleveland aj
'city on the hill." Already $40,000 1
has been spent for piling at the new |
[ $150,000 Edgewater park bathhouse.
Excavation work for the filter plantl
uncovered a number of springs,f
Maurice Sarbinsky, secretary to Util-ij
Hies Director Stage, told board members. Water from these loosened the 1
north bank of the boulevard, built of I
j $:rt from old Fairview! resery$|fC
I
i|The cost of piling* at other:",pfe-ces |
along the bank will run the expenditure of protecting the filter plant from |
I slides "up to $60,000, according to enIgineers. Bittle progress can be made I
luntil the sheet piling is put in, since
Ithe danger of workers losing their
llives and machines being buried in a
■slide is too great.

^y^u~l£n-,

U^<
%iAYOR^BTIIRNrJtWE 30.
Mayor Newton D. Baker, in Europe has notified Milton-Young
Secretary, to meet him at the
B. 55th-st Pennsylvania station at
1:7:20 a. m. June 30.
The mayor has learned of the
lumber yard fire and the partial
Suction of the Central viaduct. The information was given
iim at Paris. „ T.

CLARKE T
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x
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would not be necessarf to submit a
bond issue proposal to the people.
Sees Need of Legislation.
Chairman Alex Bernstein of the
! council committee on paving declared |
!
yesterday the $2,000,000 bond issue
plan was not a permanent solution
of the paving problem, and that as
member of i e council committee on.
legislation he woultf favor an appeal
to the Ohio League of Municipalities, ;
suggesting a campaign for J.'.-.e adoption of states legislation that would
allow cities to keep a large portion of
the-sums that go to the state for the
paving of highways in the country

WDDLDfORCE CITY H
TO PAY PLAY HEAD $2,0!

[citizens Committee Plans to ■' rfU|
1 Go Before Meeting of Counoil Body Monday.
>c_.
> I HI
_
| council Committee WiU Kec
nindList of Those Who Qualify as\ 0mmend Submitting PropRRbt^
Recreation Teachers
osition to People Either
Aug. .11 or Nov. 3.
Announced

districts.
•'Cities should.be allowed to keepB larger portion of the funds raised
for the paving of roads," Chairman
■-itpri in Washington;.,
:
Bernstein said.
"That is the real
solution of the problem in Cleveland.
£RT
Irl^SW^^^al
Members of the citizens' advisory
PR0P
1CT
^ the departmellt 0f welfare
(^to withdraw^rom Jhe^^ N
The $2 000,000 bond issue plan is
only a means of caring for existing
&P™M^-J^?thThegetIjare to appear at a meeting of city
■nlocratic u
ticket
J j idgegh
.p ap.i|councll-s comm}tt'ee on finance Mon_
conditions.
It is not a permanent
democratic
^'ral
udgeship ap-j.|COuncll"s comr
fede
r
local
e* local
U day to learn why that committee; re-1
Methods
Of solution of the paving problem.
: the'
„tt
l
poilitment
or
not.
.iBtment or not
WIUIIUUO
fae WasV ^
Finance Director Thomas CoughUn
p ove an ordinance pro- JpaCrC Laying
Clarke T u _
- ossit,ility
lbillty "H'jviding r< v h e transier
and Public Service Director T. U
considering.
'^^^.■snatorU
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Mayor Newton D. Baker, in EuZ has notified Milton -Young,
\l"ec'tary, to meet him at the
l| 55th-st Pennsylvania station at
17:20 a. m. June 30.
The mayor has learned of the
L'ber yard Are and the partial
Cation of the Central viaduct The information was given ,
[imatEaria

vvould • not be" necessary to submit a
bond issue proposal to the people.
Sees Need of Legislation.
Chairman Alex Bernstein of the
council committee on paving declared,
yesterday the $2,000,000 bond issue
plan was not a permanent solution
of the paving problem, and that as
member of '.a council committee on.
legislation he woulff favor an appeal
to the Ohio League of Municipalities, ;
suggesting a campaign for C.-.e adopj tion of stat. legislation that would
■■I Pnmm'lttPe Will ReC-'| allow cities to keep a large portion of
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cost of sheet steel piling to be driven
near W. 29th-st where fissures have
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was ordered without contract as a
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Underground streams are threat
Monday night to learn that bod> . tearing up we, ---streets at one ou»
ening to wipe out the site of the new. at
m'he?s at the meeting yesterdaj tinued,
saia
^
Bulkley boulevard and filtration plant
we°rf PrVjames B, Cutler^f West
excavation near Division-av N. W.
em Reserve university, Rev. ^- «•"
To prevent a landslide, workmen
lert LeBlond, director ,0/^Catholi
•all last night drove timber-pilingr at
the foot of the slope near W. d8th-st
and Detroit-av N. W.
.
, «
Destruction of the boulevard and
of
filling in of the filtration plant exbut that no
cavation would result in damage to |
the
city
amounting
to
several

n/r-riintv.
enough money to

1P ^Ple be coextensive
_..4-v,nfitv of the Peull.

^th^l^t^
^-The bonds canno^
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expended on the plant exclusive of
the cost of the site.
t„^nv
The city board of control today
will be asked by the department of
public utilities to authorize a subsidiary agreement with the John *.
Casev Construction Co. covering the
cost of sheet »teel piling to be driven
near W. 29th-st where fissures have
made their appearance near the top
of the embankment. This work will
cost $47,500.
__..
.
m.
The timber piling at W. *tn-st
was ordered without contract as a
landslide occurred there at 2 o clock
yesterday
morning
which
partly
»~.»«.,
buried a steam shovel. A stream of
I water burst through the hillside and J
I it is believed the excavation for the j
I filtration plant, which necessitated j
I the removal of about 300,000 cubic
j yards of earth, has uncovered a
[number of hidden springs.
It is
Ifeared that if the piling Is not comI pleted soon there will be a collapse
I of the entire fill which was made I
I with earth from Fairview reservoir I
t about a year ago.
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THE VACANT JUDGE JOB. i

SOME months ago, when the de' vice was still a novelty, there
T T IS reported with convincing deseemed
an impropriety approach1 tail that the municipal lighting
department is preparing to extend ing illegality in the selection of
the benefits of its promised cheap postmasters by process of "elecservice to consumers solely or tion," from participation in which
chiefly in those wards which have all citizens except Democrats were
favored the city administration barred. But the innovation has.
with Democratic pluralities. The lost its freshness. The scheme is
report is by no means so incredl- now freely resorted to in Ohio
towns as a means of ending bitter
only as needed for the improvements. |bl<J
ni
[e &&
as it
it may
may see
seem.
Voters will be asked to approve a
squabbles for patronage among the
Every
civic
organization
m
the
1
§2,000
True,
the
$2,000,000
bond
issue
True>
the
:
$2,000,000 bond issue to pay the city's
city
will
be
asked
to
join
in
a
cam»
.
he
Democratic patriots. Except.localte
and
t
portion of the cost of repaying streets paign for the approval of the bond sanctioned by popular voi
next year and the year following, Lsue A two-thirds majority would additional issues aggregating *2,-H ly, no interest attaches to the anproviding recommendations made- by
nouncement that the postoffice fight
a special committee on paving yes- be required to carry the proposed 000000 or such a matter already at Manchester, Adams county, is to
issue.
Failure
to
obtain
the
required
;
the
city
council
for
|
authorl2ed
by
terday are adopted by the city counmajority would mean that all re-1
Hehting purposes are t be decided by, an "election" and
icil.
paving work would be held up next ^municipal U*"«M5 » .
Assessments should be on a 50 per =year,
for
the
city
would
be
unable
pledges
upon
the entire Ciiy s j that "all Democratic patrons of the
cent basis, the committee held. Accredit and are charges, as to both | office who voted for Wilson and
tion of the committee was followed to pay its portion of the cost.
"It was a huge mistake to allow lnterest anu principal, upon the . Marshall in 1912 will be allowed
by an announcement by Director of
,
ability of Cleveland's I to participate."
Public Service Sidlo that, a thorough the Cleveland Railway Company to taX
^S "*" J whole
test of all kinds of paving material tear up Superior avenue from W. 9th ,
It may be set down as an acBllt the
le
was to be made on a downtown street to W.,3d street," said Council-; population as a ^° .
cepted doctrine, so far as the
man
McGlnty
in,
discussing
the
torn-i
i
nt
was
never
designed
to
serve
p
a
street to determine wearing qualities
*.-,,,,.«
nova.
. .
1 H^«__T1rtt
AVfiTl
pave-j
entire
population—not
even
j present federal administration is
of various kinds of paving where traf- up condition" of downtown
the
fic conditions are the same.
ments.
j that entire' portion of it which uses j concerned, that federal appointees
Severe criticism of the policy of
Paving Test Arranged.
electric light. Since it is necessary j represent only Democrats, that
allowing public utility companies to
; only Democrats are entitled to any
'
"The
street
railway
commissioner
tQ discriminate, to afford some distear up streets indiscriminately was
made at the committee meeting. A keeps telling us that the company ^.^ <.three_cent light" and deny j voice in their selection and that j
the candidate able to muster the |
suggestion that the Cleveland Rail- can not spend money for repaving,
b0on to other districts,
way Company be required to provide without endangering three-cent the same DO
most Democratic votes is necessarifare,"
continued
McGlnty.
"They
what
could
before
natural
in
a,
for maintenance of way gangs to
ly the best man for the place. But
make track repairs promptly was have money to build million-dollar that an administration devoted to
repair shops and it seems to me they:
^ ideals of social service should why confine the application of so |
made by Councilman Reynolds.
ought to find some to keep their
needing help useful a doctrine to rural post-'
Committee Unanimous.
roadbeds in good condition." Coun- favor me w«i
,.ar„_rdinK the masterships?
The special committee composed of cilman Stolte suggested that city in- __magnammously disregarding
the
Councilmen Bernstein,
Reynolds, spectors supervise all repair work ooincidence that those wards
The scramble for the Cleveland
Meyers and McGlnty voted unani- carried on by the company.
chance to be of Democratic proclivi- postoffice was eventually terminated
mously to submit the question of obunfavored wards without recourse to an "election,"
taining funds for a comprehensive Sidlo announced that the pavlngl
presumably because it was made
paving program to the voters of the
plain\ to President Wilson that
city.
.,
, asphalt, concrete, Medina block,, uaUy Republican?
Meyers favored a classification or brick, wood block and bitulithic
Mayort Baker's private secretary
Qr
gupp0Sing merely for purstreets, which would permit abutting pavement would be laid Manufacpossessed the most eminent qualifiproperty owners on main business tiirpri of the different materials will poses> oi <"6^ t that tne discrim.
1 streets to be assessed more than 50 be asked to supervise the laying of Nation is deliberately made for the cations ftjrthe place, as the Presiper cent. Other members of the the paving. City engineers will keep oenefit of the non-partisan atom- dent vie^s qualifications. But the
committee held for a straight 50 per close watch on the paving for sevpartisan
supporters, vacancy on the bench of the eastern
tion's
cent assessment. The question of a
date for submitting the bond issue ^nt^TdeSrthe £& ofmt where is the incongruity .in 4**f division of the northern judicial
was left for the entire council to SrialTo be used by the city in fu- Have any but Democrats been con- district of Ohio has not been filled.
determine.
tur paving Jobs.
sidered or consulted in such mat- The scramble is still in progress.
Schedules of the eity engineering
Under the city charter up to 98 per terg ag the fining of city offices? Important public and private liti- j
division call for the repaving of
matter, is there not il- gation is halted for lack of a
•ourteen miles of streets next year cent of the cost of repaying can be
on abutting property own- *
precedent in the course; United States judge. Why not let
md twenty-eight miles the year fol- assessed
ers A series of public meetings held lustnous precedent, m wo vlowing. The entire cost of proposed by'the special committee determined of the national administration witn the Democrats of northeastern
vork for next year would be $1,361,- that public sentiment was almost
""Ohio hold an "election" and name
965 and for the year following $2,- unanimously opposed to assessments reference to postoffices, for the as'80 000. The committee recommended higher than 50 per cent against prop- sumption that the only public en- one?
True, under the constitution and
it-hat the bonds be issued for the
titled to consideration in public
Estimated life of pavements and sold erty owners.
the law, the appointment of federal
affairs is the Democratic public?
The fact remains that, so far as judges is supposed to rest with the
information is obtainable, the $4,- President. But so is the appoint000,000 investment is apparently ilment of postmasters, to a large debeing administered for the benefit ll gree at least. The naming of a
of Democratic territory, to the sig- ? United States judge by partisan
nificant exclusion, for example, of i: primary would be entirely conthe strongly Republican East End sistent. It would not affect the
wards. Should this seem chicanery dignity of the judiciary more
unworthy an altruistic administra- disastrously than does the Washtion, it should be remembered that ington wire pulling now in vogue.
the purpose is perhaps not so much All the candidates are Democrats
to punish enemies as to reward, re- Jand it is certain that none but a
tain and gain friends. And Mayor I Democrat will get the place in any
Baker's great need of friends was event. Picking the winner by an
demonstrated no longer ago than "election" for Democrats only
would additionally evidence the
last November.
courage of President Wilson's conviction that the personnel of the
public service is the concern of
nobody but Democrats.
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PAVE
STREETS
OAD

i;o?ed bond issue may be cut in half
or mpre work done."
Euclid avenue, from East 22d street
to East 40th street and from East 55th
street to the city limits will be repaved as soon as legislation can be
passed.- The stretch from Bast 40th
to East 55th street now is being relaid, while from the Public Square
to East 22d street the avenue is in j
good condition, Sidlo said.
Pave Main Arteries First
Legislation for repaying St. Clair
Commissioners' Levy of $1,avenue from East 9th to East 55th
already has been passed by
000,000 May Cut City's street
council.
The new pavement will be
laid as soon as the new.sewer is put
Proposed Bond Issue in Half down.
"Once Lorain. Euclid. St. Clair,
Broadway and West 2 5th street are
ONE MILL TAX WILL PAY
in good shape their entire length, we
will begin on side streets," said Sidlo.
COUNTY'S PART OF WORK 'The cost will not be increased for
property owners while the city's
money will go twice as far."
1
Council Monday night also will
Plan of Engineer Stinchcomb
take action on the recommendattion
the special paving committe that
Is First Definite Scheme to to
not more than 5 per cent of the cost
of repaying be assessed against ownMake Traffic Safe
ers of abutting property, and that a
$2,000,000 bond issue be submitted
this,fall.
At Sidlo's request action
Five important city
streets on the bond issue may be deferred
will be paved by the county in because the increased 1914 tax du1915
if
recommendations
of plicate will provide more funds.
County Engineer Stinchcomb,
County Roads to Be Repaved
The county roads to be repaved
and favorably received by the
county commissioners Saturday. are Bedi'ord-Twinsbnrg road, from
Bedford to the county line; West-'
I are carried out.
lake road, from Rocky River to the
Nineteen country roads also;, county line; Prospect
road, from
will receive attention, under the Depot road to the county line; Ridge
plan of work outlined by Stmch- road, from Pleasant Valley to Aikins
road; Aikins road, from State road
to Broadview: Oakes road, from
C
°The city streets are: Lorain ave- 1 Broadview to Breeksville road; Som
|nue from West 2 5th street to city i Center road, from Summit county
mints; West 25th street, from 1.0-j line to Lake county line; Dover road,
rain to city limits; Euclid avenue |
from Butternut ridge to Westlake
from East boulevard through East i jroad; Chagrin river road from Wil-;
.Cleveland; St. Glair avenue, from ■'son hills to May field road; YorklEast 55th to East 71st street, and I Bennett and Drake roads, from Ro-yBroadway, from EaSr 37th street to
jalton road to Wooster road; Lee
I Harvard avenue.
I road, from Broadway to. Superior
■ The commiaSWlierB,' as soon as
fthey received Stinchcomb's report,, 'road; Wallings road, from Broadview
j to Breeksville road; Harrington road,
('adopted a resolution calling on the from Lorain road to Brook Park
county budget commission to lay an
road; Richmond road, from Mayfield
1 extra "tax of one mill on the dollar,
to North Miles road; Clague road,
so the cftunty will not be forced to
from Detroit road to Westlake road;
1 issue bonds for the road work.
Mas tick road; Bagley road from BeOne Mill Levy Adequate
rea road to Wooster pike; BentleyUnder the law a maximum of five ville road from North Miles to South
mills could have been asked by the Kinsman; Stumps road, from Wooscommissioners for road work, but ter road to Brook Park road.
the one mill levy will be adequate,
according to the plan Stinchcomb
and the commissioners have worked
out.
The 1 mill levy would raise approximately $1,000,000 for road work.
Commissioners are asking property
owners to assume one-third of the
cost, and the city, township or village the road serves, to assume a
third. Under this plan $3,000,000 worth
of ' paving can be paved with the
present levy. .
"That
amount' will practically
cover all the roads I have recommended for paving." Stinchcomb
says.
Stinchcomb declared to the. commissioners the paving of the streets
and roads he has recommended is
urgently needed for the sake of traffic.
May Cut City Issue in Half
Acceptance of this plan by councilmen, regarded as certain Saturday,
$ will result in the biggest and first
[i definite repaying work ever undertaken by the city. Service Director j
Sidlo Saturday said the $2,000,000
bond issue to pay the city's share of
repaying, it is proposed to put up to j
voters at the November elections, j
may be, cut in half/ •
"Eighty-five per cent
of
the:
county's revenue comes from the;
city, so there is no doubt that the!
county should help the city do repaving, work," Sidlo declared. "Under
the county offer the city will have to
pay only half it planned, go the pro-;

PLOT
ERUPS
RVIGELi
E. W. Klein, secretary of the
civil service commission, charged
Saturday- that officials
of the
street repair division were picked
by political superiors to agitate
against civil service for city
laborers.
At the same tirne, charter supporters prepared a program foi
the mass meeting to be held a1
the Hollenden assembly room
Monday at 3:30 p. m., the first
step in a citizens' campaign
tc
defeat two
proposed charteri
amendments
The amendment taking all unskilled labor from civil
service
was framed by old-line politicians
.after the street repair division
'made
"complaints,"
Klein
charged.
Charter- dnfnnrln—

J '■

—

I amendment, initiated by social-,
ists, which removes all nonpartisan charter features by providing for abolition of the preferential voting plan, was secretly
backed by democratic
and
republican politicians.
Acting Mayor Stockwell, E. M.
Baker, city club head, Rabbi
Louis Wolsey, Ralph W. Edwards,
civil service commissioner, and
others are to address Monday's
meeting.
Departments Satisfied.
"The 'complaints' made by the
street repair division against civil
service for unskilled' labor were
i not based on good faith," Klein,
said.
.
"The waterworks and parks \ui visions have always been satisfied
| with the service we gave them..
Politicians want 2100 city JODS
! filled by political appointment.
i
"Changes made in rules governing'unskilled labor have rei moved anv possible objection to
'the system. The story has been
circulated that not enough men
I can be supplied by us.. Our rules
permit the head-^of any division,
in case of a shortage on our lists,
! to appoint any men for 30 days
| without examination."

[Director Demands That State
Commission Enforce Order
for Improvements.
ASKS

FOE

INSPECT0ES

I Calls Attention to Old Eecommendation That Operators
Get Higher Wages,
Server Tom Sidlo Saturday reopened Cleveland's fight for better
^telephone; service.
I Bell and Cuyahoga companies
came back with the answer they
had complied with service recommendations made last year by the
Jpub-lic utilities commission.
■| Sidlo, refusing to be convinced,
j appealed to the commission to reI ply to these three questions:
Has the board enforced the
order for improvements directed on Dec. 1, 1913?
Will the board immediately
send another staff of inspect| ors to Cleveland to see what
are' the present needs for improved service?
Will the board immediately,
get the appraisement of the ]
property of the Cleveland Telephone Co. ordered by the. council and hanging fire since De: cember?
Sidlo is "going after the propo! sition with a sharp stick."
He;
j said Saturday that in his opinion j
i the fight for better service, origin- I
' ally started last summer, has not
produced results.
Sends Board Protest.
Sidlo wrote to the public utilities
.JS
commission
Friday
that
there are already indications of
poj t^^ap^^^y^e^^er^
m
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KtY TO PAV
ITY STREETS

posed bond issue may be
in in
or more work done."
Euclid avenue, from East 22d street >
to East 40th street and from East 55th |
street to the city limits will be re-' |
paved as soon as legislation can be ]
passed.- The stretch from East 40th :
to East 55th street now is being relaid, while from the Public Square
to East 22d street the avenue is in
good condition, Sidlo said.
Pave Main Arteries First
Legislation for repaying St. Clair
Commissioners' Levy of $1,avenue from East Pth. to East 5 5th
already has been passed by
000,000 May Cut City's street
council. ' The new pavement will be
as soon as the new.sewer is put
Proposed Bond Issue in Half laid
down.
"Once Lorain, Euclid, St. Clair,
Broadway and West 2 5th street are
| ONE'MILL TAX WILL PAY
in good shape their entire length, we
will begin on side streets," said Sidlo.
COUNTY'S PART OF WORK "The cost will not be increased for
property owners , while the city's
money will'go twice as far."
1
Council Monday night also will
I Plan of Engineer Stinchcomb
take action on the recommendattion
the special paving commute that
Is First Definite Scheme to to
not more than 5 per cent of the cost
of repaying be assessed against ownMake Traffic Safe
ers of abutting property, and that a
$2,000,000 bond issue be submitted
At Sidlo's request action
Five important city streets.;; this.fall.
on the bond issue may be deferred
will be paved by the county in because the increased 1914 tax du11915, if recommendations ot plicate will provide more funds.

hCounty Engineer Stinchcomb,
County Roads to Be Repaved
[and'favorably received by the
The county roads to be repaved
county commissioners Saturday, are Bedford-Twinsbiirg road, from
Bedford to the county line; Westtare carried out.
lake road, from Rocky River to the
Nineteen country roads also county line; Prospect road, from
I will receive attention, under the Depot road to the county line; Ridge
(plan of work outlined by Stmch- road, from Pleasant Valley to Aikins
road; Aikins road, from State road
icomb.
.
■ 1 to Broadview; Oakes road, from
T

The city streets are: Loram ave- 3 Broadview to Brecksville road; Som
Inue from West 25t,h street to city J Center road, from Summit county
limits; West 25th street, from LQ-1 line to Lake county line; Dover road,
rain to city limits; Euclid avenue,
from Butternut ridge to Westlake
from Bast boulevard, through East jroad; Chagrin river road from Wil-;
.Cleveland; St. Clair avenue, from
East 55th to East 71st street, and 'son hills to May field' road; YorkBennett' and Drake roads, from Roy■Broadway, from EaSr 37th street, to
alton road to Wooster road; Lee
Harvard avenue.
road, from Broadway to, Superior
" The commiSSlttners, as soon as
[jthey received Stinchcomb's report, road; Wa flings road, from Broadview
to Brecksville road; Harrington road,
^adopted a resolution calling on the
icountv budget commission to lay an from Lorain road to Brook Park
road; Richmond road, from May field
I extra 'tax of one mill on the dollar,
iso the county will not be forced to to North Miles road; Clague road,
from Detroit road to Westlake road;;
I issue bonds for the road work.
Maslick road; Bagley road from BeOne Mill Levy Adequate
rea road to Wooster pike; BentleyUnder the law a maximum of five ville road from North Miles to South
mills could have been asked by the Kinsman; Stumps road, from Wooscommissioners for road work, but ter road to Brook Park road.
the one mill levy will be adequate,
according- to the plan Stinchcomb
and the commissioners have worked
out.
The 1 mill levy would raise approximately $1,000,000 for road work.
Commissioners are asking- property
owners to assume one-third of the
cost, and the city, township or village the road serves, to assume a
third. Under this plan 53,000,000 worth
of paving can be paved with the
present levy. .
"That
amount' will practically
cover all the roads I have recommended for paving." Stinchcomb
says.
Stinchcomb declared to the. commissioners the paving of the streets
and roads he has recommended is,
urgently needed for the sake of traffic.
May Cut City Issue in Half
Acceptance of this plan by councilmen, regarded as certain Saturday,
will result in the biggest and first
I definite repaying work ever undertaken by the city. Service Director
Sidlo Saturday said the $2,000,000
bond issue to pay the city's share of
repaying, it is proposed to put up to
voters at the November elections,
may be,cut in half/ •
"Eighty-five per
cent
of
the
county's revenue comes from the
city, so there is no doubt that the
county should help the city do repaying, work," Sldlo declared. "Under
the county offer the city will have to
pay only half it planned, so the pro-
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[Director Demands That State
Commission Enforce Order
for Improvements.
ASKS

FOR

INSPECTORS

: Calls Attention to Old Recommendation That Operators
Get Higher Wages.

E. W. Klein, secretary of the
civil service commission, charged
Saturdays that officials
of the
Server Tom Sidlo Saturday restreet repair division were picked
by political superiors to agitate opened Cleveland's fight for better
against civil service for city telephone) service.
laborers.
j Bell and Cuyahoga companies
At the same tinfe, charter sup- came back with the answer they
porters prepared a program foi jhad complied with service recomthe mass meeting to be held ai mendations made last year by the
the Hollenden assembly roorr. (Public utilities commission.
Monday at 3:30 p. m., the first (j Sidlo, refusing to be convinced,
step in a citizens' campaign
to j appealed to the commission to redefeat two
proposed charter ply to these three questions:
Has the board enforced the
amendments.
The amendment taking all un- ; order for improvements directed on Dec. 1, 1913?
skilled labor from civil
service
Will the board immediately
was framed by old-line politicians
send another staff of inspectafter the street repair division
■ made
"complaints,"
Klein ! ors to Cleveland to see what
are' the present needs for imcharged.
1
proved service?
Charte-r ^Qfe"- — ""
amendment, initiated by socialWill the board immediately,
ists, which removes all nonget the appraisement of the
1
partisan charter features by pro-,
property of the Cleveland Televiding for abolition of the preferphone Co. ordered by the counential voting plan, was secretly
cil and hanging fire since Debacked by democratic and recember?
Sidlo is "going after the propopublican politicians.
Acting Mayor Stockwell, E. M. ! sition with a sharp stick."
He I
Baker, city club head, Rabbi \ said Saturday that in his opinion |
Louis Wolsey, Ralph W. Edwards, : the fight for better service, origin- !
civil service commissioner, and ! ally started last summer, has not
others are to address Monday's produced results.
meeting.
Sends Board Protest.
Departments Satisfied.
Sidlo wrote to the public utili"The 'complaints' made by the ties
commission
Friday
that
street repair division against civil "there are already indications of
service for unskilled' labor were poor telephone service everywhere
i not based on good faith," Klein j in the city and that unless'something has been:.done in anticipasaid.
"The waterworks and parks Mi- tion of the. future heavy business,
'i visions have always been satisfied occasioned by the growth of the
1 with the service we gave them. ■ city, we will be confronted with
Politicians want 2100 city jobs conditions much worse than a:
! filled by political appointment.
year ago."
i
"Changes made in rules govHe asks the commission to reerning'unskilled labor have re- port on what the Cleveland TeleI moved any possible objection to phone Co. has done covering the
'the system. The story has been improvement of the Doan and
circulated that not enough men West exchanges and whether the I
1
can be supplied by us.. Our rules Cuyahoga company has done any-j
permit the head-^of any division, thing to improve conditions in the
in case of a shortage on our lists, Brook and Lake exchanges.
■ to appoint any men for 30 days
Sidlo' says that lie is unable to
i without examination."
secure from the companies a report as to what they have done,
and that it will be easy for the
board to ascertain the facts and
acquaint the public.
Here are some of the things the .
commision recommended Dec. 1:
Relief of the overcrowding of
the
Cleveland
Telephone.. Co. I
Doan office, to insure better supervision .
Renovation of the West ' exchange* of the Cleveland
company, and improvements at Brook
and' Lake exchanges, of the Cuyahoga company.
Shorter Hours Recommended.'
Working out of a plan
by
which operators will receive the
maximum pay within a shorter
time, in order to keep good operators in the service.
Changes in the hours of service
of operators so that the longest
period of duty at the board'should
not exceed three hours, nor more
than eight hours in one day, nor
for more than six days in succession.
"I don't know just what Mr.
Sidlo is trying to get at," said
Allard Smith, general manager of
the Bell company. "I tried to
reach him today, but he was busy
and said he would see me Mon-|
day.
"All investigation we have been]
able to make among our sub
scribers has convinced us that th
serf ice has. been steadily improv
ing."
"We have not been notified di|
Mr. Sidlo's complaint.
But, w
have complied with all the re
quirements of the public utilitie
commission," said C. Y. Mc.Vey
vice president and general man
ager of the Cuyahoga company

' .
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County to Help City
Repave Many: Streets
By

CITY INSPECTORS

vard to the easterly city limits.

, \

STREETS PAVING

' Relief from the bad condition of
.-st,; ctair■•ave..™,-from E. 55%un(^ Commissioner and 75
city streets was assured' yesterday street
to iL. fi-st sfrp^L.
-■*■■■,-, ,
i
Citizens' Subcommittee Reports
when
the county commissioners
Broadway, frb'm■-■ ■HumboMt avenue ^SlStahtS Unprovided by '
I
They Have Neglected to
_
n
voted a special tax levy of one mill to Harvard avenue.
Lorain avenue, from W: "25th street
Council; Cooley P0Wfor 1915, to be used in aiding CleveInsist on Proper
to the city limits
land to repave approximately seven
erless to Act.
W. -Jth street, from. Lorain to
Replacement.
miles of its main thoroughfares. The Clark avenues.J
■
The county will, ask the city to co„„„,....,
special levy will '. raise $1,000,000,
most of. which will be spent oh operate Si the, improvements. It is BELLAMY'S POSITION ,
Many miles of pavement in Clevethe plan of the commissioners for the
FCTARI ISHED
street repairs.
! land are in a dangerous and almost
county
to
pay-one-third
of
the
cost
|\|U1
it
I
t&
I
ABLIdn
LU
All the thoroughfares i which the
! impassable condition through faulty
■ , , . ,.-.
county will help the city to repave of repaying the city thoroughfares,
.
-,.
supervision of city inspectors on reare county roads, and have been for requesting the' City and abutting
placement of torn-up sections. This
years. They were recommended for property owners to assume the re-;$ocja| Worked'to Call OT tA6w-_
. charge is made in a report to the
improvement by County Engineer
^Ms^Porf
County
Engineer!
n
for
Explanation
for
Deme
Stinchcomb In a report submitted, to
special citizens' paving committee
other stinchcomb declared that the m
the commissioners. ' Tnrrty othe
laying- Settlement."
by a sub-committee and made pubmediate
improvement
of
these
streets
. county roads, including 'Euclid ave
lic last night.
was
necessary
because
they
had
benue throughout East Cleveland, are
Among the recommendations of
also recommended for improvement. come dangerous for traffic. "These Authority of
George
Bellamy,
The report of the county engineer Zf larr-ourT'T t^r^Iiram^ouse worker named, as'tern- the committee are:
That fifty miles of streets be re-'
I with the list of streets selected for through neglect and inattention they,porary commissioner of- recreation,
paved immediately..
I repaying was adopted immediately have become unfit and dangerous foil
^ppol-nt playground1 supervisors
That the street railway company j
| following its submission. It was then
Questioned by city councilmen be forced to keep paving between I
ordered referred to the budget com traffic," the report said.
its tracks in repair.
missioners, who will order the spe
That competent inspectors be en-1
I cial levy at their meeting in August er f"» ''^^e mills for the re-selections had been made. Pay of
It also developed yesterday tha^^aimprovement of county.upervisors will be ,held; :up if ap- i gaged.
That main thoroughfares be re- i
fixing of a definite policy ^r next pair a a
»
^^ unflt an(jp&intments are illegal
first.
year's repaying work will be Placea | ^,„
Bellamy's position .has
1
dangerous.
Bellamy's,
nsvwbeeil paved
r,CTQV„,10
That $1,000,000 a year be spent j
squarely up to the, city council to"It is only right and just to thecveated by the board of control,
morrow night. Councilman Reynolds people of Cleveland that the countycouncilmen pointed out, and tne to keep city streets in repair.
Dr. Charles. S. Howe, president of |
will offer an amendment to the report should render this assistance," saidsalary and number of »UP«™S°™ has
j of the special committee on paving- Stinchcomb. "The city has been con-not been fixed. This view is, shared Case School and chairman of the;
sub-committee, declared last night
c m ,ssl0n
] Reynolds proposal <calls for a classi- tributing 85 per cent of the county'sby the civil service
° ™
'
I fication of streets.
revenue and has received nothing inwhicli, at a recent meeting, declined the city should fix a minimum width i
j Legislation providing for a tax the way of improvements in return."to call examinations for the place on ■ for tires on heavy trucks and should |
levy a wheel tax heavy enough to
upon vehicles using city streets may
The following county roads outsidethe grounds that; 'the Jf ferHpn, "*<*
I also be introduced by Reynolds. This the city were also recommended foi,,ever'been established by the board, '. raise $250,000 a year.
I plan of raising money for paying the improvement under the special tasof control.
■"".
....
Conditions Growing Worse.
j upkeep of streets is favored by Di- levy Lee, Bedford-Twinsburg, Wesl The' raising of the questtfm ol
The report of the sub-committee| rector of Finance Coughlin. Fred H. Lake Prospect, Ridge. Aikins, Oakes]egality was • the -latest -development
Calev, secretary of the. Cleveland Som Center, Dover, Chagrin River in the three-cornered fight, between will go to the special committee,
Automobile Club, has already served York-Bennett. Drake. Witlings, Harthe city council, the department of which is expected to make recom- ,
notice on city officials that such leg- rington Richmond, ClagueV Mastickpublic service and the department or ' mendatlons to the city council and
islation will be fought out in the Berea, Bagley, BentleyvUle, Stumpf public welfare over the management other city officials.
With Henry G. Oppman, A. A. At■ courts.
Noble Brecksville, Lorain, Woosterof city playgrounds.
Director ol
Authority to determine whether a Kinsman, May field, Betroit and Wes Public Welfare. Cooley had named water and Alexander S. Taylor, the
other members of the committee, Dr.
street should be placed in the busi- MariUon
Bellamy temporary head of the recness or residential or miscellaneous
- ■
^
roation division because . the city Howe made personal inspection trips
classification
classification will
will be
be conferred
conierreu upop-tWir*r~
«,„„ rtorrmaisrn
charter provides that appointments over nearly all the paved streets in
the city.
the board of revisions and assess DemS. Plan Campaign,
.
shan be made bv the commissioner.
: The committee reported it lounci
ments, under Reynolds' proposa .^ Baker's Return.
I <
<•
. .„.tj,
;
pavements on mostiV&iain thoroughThis plan is also favored by th «w«m. «<<*>• -. ,
.
decide
Situation Grows Acute.
Chamber of Commerce and r.esu Democratic B?1"-^,^ f^t The situation will .become more fares and on many .crpss streets are
poor. Work of repairing
estate board committees.
]*.^SSnD Baker acute tomorrow when social work- 'extremely
recommemi coming of May0) JNewron iJ.
interested in the playground ; fifty ..miles, ..of. streets should be
These committees will
:
and W.
B. ■ Gongwer
shallbe n
movement will
nission of a ?s,000,000
?S,uw,uuu hont
»«*»«
"•' "•
-~~~ nOTln
„t,atlon
.movement
win appear before
uCiUio the
...« started at once, according to the rethe submission
„ pay the city's portion of th the occasion of^a demonstraAlon.
,
port, as each street is growing worse
oommittee on finance to find
Issue to
cost of repaying streets next yea
The mayor and the<1»M* «.™ |ut wny the committee refuses to ap- ! all the time. Many principal Streets
!!*,'
Cleveland1..I rove an
>
authorizing :a ' are in a dangerous condition now.
I Democratic organization *P
-i,n ^'='.;"*"•'A
ordinance
01;dinanC6 "authorizing
and *!
the ^JinwJn*.
year following
Cleveland has- sadly neglected its
"Streets "selected'by the ^^^^^^^^^^^^^o^ur^ for the payment, ol |
I new pavements, the committee defor improvement are:
. .... T,
*-_ he salary of the commissioner.
"f'^om Bast Boulej return fromsEurope_ at the Pemjsy> Councilman Stolte will add to com- »clares in not'. watching new paveEuclid avenue,
^cations v/hen he will introduce an.i ' ments and repairing depressions and
irdinanc.e to transfer the entire divi- !; ! weak spots as fast as they are found.
::on of recreation from the depart-!
Fault of Inspectors.
>X99& Ji»d 000'OSt^
nent of public welfare to the depart-.:i
"Many streets are in wretched connent of public service.
dition," the report reads, "because
! openings have been made for various
•aajjeoj air\ i9u»«
Black to Take Position.
,\t a meeting of Director Cooley, purposes and have been badly reBellamy and Dr. B. A. Peterson, paired. There is no reason , why
9inS>
o;88o»auop«6!Hl '
thief medical inspector of.-the-pub- [' pavements cannot be replaced so
., schools, yesterday morning, it ! streets will be, left in just as good
s<
ivass decided to appoint the 'seventy- : condition as when' first laid. Where
>&]&»& 000'00t$ 'JPH
Lve standing highest on the civil ! streets are. in bad condition for this
i reason it is the fault of the inspector
ervice list tb the $Vy and' school
| on the job."
layground positions,.. ...
Members of the committee in their
Councilmen oppose the transfer Of
unds because Cooley plans to name report assert it .is evident that for
many years the street railway comid
n out-of-town expert to the place. pany has not been made to live up
t was reported yesterday that T. M. to the clause in its franchise requir|lack, playground expert of Mon- ing it to keep pavements between the
3<Jujn
nd
real, favored by Cooley for the 'racks in repair.
■lace, has given lip his present pothe - expectation of com]J^TU3 UIBSB
SB\\— itiono. with
Cleveland to take charge of
■ounds here^
''
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County to Help City
Repave
Many
Streets
M
ci
: 1
T
By -~~~ " ^--

CITY INSPECTORS
STREETS PMIN

yard to the easterly city limits.
Relief from the bad condition of .... --ciair a^nu^ron, E. "^.p
st
ds:.f0;. Commissioner and 75
city streets was assured', yesterday street to E. 71st street.
.
.
.f .,i ■■- ■
Citizens' Subcommittee Reports
when
the county commissioners
Broadway, fi-om HumboWt avenue ^|s|staMSv Unprovided by >
They Have Neglected to
.
n
voted a special tax levy of one mill to Harvard avenue.
Lorain avenue, from W: 25th street
CoWlCll; Cooley POWfor 1915, to he used in aiding CleveInsist on Proper
the city limits:
"
--Uee tn Art ' ■
land to repave approximately seven to W.
:3th street, from, Lorain to
erleSS TO ftCI.
Replacement.
miles of its main thoroughfares. The Clark avenues."" '
*
■
special levy will '. raise $1,000,000,
The county will, ask the city to co„,£,■-?;/»»i
most of which will be spent oh operate In the, improvements. It is BELLAMY'S POSITION I
Many miles of pavement in Clevethe plan of the commissioners for the
F«sTARLISHED
.street repairs.
i land are in a dangerous and almost
county
to
pay-one-third
of
the
cost
NUI
it
I
tblftDLIOnLU
All the thoroughfares s. which the
! impassable condition through faulty
__ ■ .- , . r.
county will help the city to repave of repaying the city thoroughfares,
the' city
city' <"'"
and 0
abutting:
supervision of city inspectors on reu «.....«<»..
Wtn
n i
are county roads, and have been for requesting the
' placement of torn-up sections. This
years. They were recommended for property owners to assume the re-'Social Workers-to Call on Alder
<
| charge is made in a report to the
improvement by County Engineer mainiiig two-thirds. ,
men for Explanation for De1
In his report County Engineer
special citizens' paving committee
Stinchcomb in a report submitted, to
Stinchcomb
declared
that
the
Imj
the commissioners.
Tnirty other
laying Settlement."
by a sub-committee and made pubmediate
improvement
of
these
streets
county roads, including 'Euclid avelic last night.
was
necessary
because
they
had
benue throughout East Cleveland, are
Among the recommendations of
also recommended for improvement. come dangerous for traffic. "These Authority of
George
Bellamy,
The report of the county engineer thf UTa—"'of ^^^0- worker named, as' tern- the committee are:
That fifty miles of streets be rej with the list of streets selected for through neglect and inattention the>j
commissioner of.. recreation
porary
paved immediately.
! repaying was adopted immediately have become unfit and dangerous fo|
appoint
playgro'und
supervisors,
o
That the street railway company
j following its submission. It was then
I
questioned by city councilmen j be forced to keep paving between
ordered referred to the budget com- traffic," the report said.
The statutes gives the comm.a.wnf ^ay after
announcements, of' its tracks in repair.
missioners, who will order the spe- ers
full discretionary power to ordeip esteiday f-"el
_ f
That competent inspectors be eni cial levy at their .meeting in August. a levy as high as five mills for the ^elections had been ™a°- Pay ot
i It also developed yesterday that pair and improvement of counts-supervisors will be ,held..;up if ap . gaged.
That main thoroughfares be refixing of a definite policy for next roads that have become unfit andpointments are illega, ,
_^
first.
year's repaving-work will be placed dangerous
Bellamy's, position has never been paved
That $1,000,000 a year be spent
squarely up to the, city council to- *"? * only right and just to the(-reated by the board of control
morrow night. Councilman Reynolds people of Cleveland that the countycouncilmen pointed out, and tne to keep city streets in repair.
Dr. Charles S. Howe, president of
will offer an amendment to the report should render this assistance," sahfcxlary and number of supervisors has
Case School and chairman of the
of the specfal committee on paving- Stinchcomb. "The city has been Con-no.* been fixed. This view is,shwed
sub-committee, declared last night
j Reynolds proposal calls for a classi- Sting 85 per cent of the county'sby the civil service
commission
the city should fix a minimum width
1 flcation of streets.
declined
tax revenue and has received nothing inwhich, at a recent meeting
Legislation providing for a
the way of improvements in return."to call, examinations for the place on for tires on heavy trucks and should
levy a wheel tax heavy enough to
upon vehicles using city streets may
™*l The following county roads outsidethe grounds that;-'the position had
Reynolds m
also be introduced by R«rnolte
The £«£**^^Jkende* foIlleve-Deen established by. the board 1 raise $250,000 a year.
plan of raising money for paying the | the^c.tyjNere ^ thfi. ,9Decial tMof eontrol.
improvement under the special tasof control.
Conditions Growing- Worse.
upkeep of streets is favored by Di- levy Lee, Bedford-Twinsb.urg, Wesi The raising of the ques«m of
The report of the sub-committeereetor of Finance Coughlin. Fred H. Lake. Prospect. Ridge. Aikins, Oakesiegality -was the latest development
Caley, secretary of the Cleveland Som Center, Dover, Chagrin Riverin the three-cornered fight, between will go to the special committee,
Automobile Club, has already served York-Bennett. Drake.' Wallings, Har-the city council the .^rtment of which is expected to make recom- ,
notice on city officials that sucn leg- rington, Richmond, Clague, Mastickpublic service and the department of mendations to the city council and
islation will be fought out in the Berea, Bagley, BentleyyiUe, Stumpfpublic welfare over the management other city officials.
With Henry G. Oppman, A. A. At- I
courts.
Noble Brecksville, Lorain, Woosterof city playgrounds.. Director or
Authority to determine whether a Kinsman, May field, Detroit and WeS Public Welfare Cooley had named water and Alexander S. Taylor, the
other members of the committee, Dr.
street should be placed in the busiBellamy temporary head of the recHowe made personal inspection trips
ness or residential or miscellaneous Madison,
reation division because .the city
classification
classification will
will be
he conferred
eonierreu uporA--"^HI" ' p,
CamuaiSIl,
charter provides that appointments over nearly all the paved streets in
the board of revisions and assess]
assess DemS.
Den— Flan Oamp-Mgn,
the city.
.
:
shail be made by the commissioner.
The committee reported it tound
ments, under Reynolds' P«*P0S? Await Baker'3 Return.
:■_. A6ntfe
pavements on most:.;,niain thorough8£.£F of T^T^ ^Democratic. Politicians.will dechle ^ == ^^Z _ fares and on 'many ,cr,oss streets are
estatt board committees.
1 this week .whethei■ ^or not the home
Work of repairing
tomorrow when social work- j extremely poor.
^heae committees will r,commen« coming of. Mayor ^^^gttm interested in the Playground 1 fifty ..miles, of, streets should be
:
the submission of a ?s,000,000 bone and W.^ B. uongwer snan u
.movement will appear before the started at once, according to the re1
Lsue to pay the city's portion of th the occasion of-a ^°^^ theUuncil committee on finance to find port, as each street is growing worse
The mayor
mayor and.
and. the.
the. leader
leader-of_
tne w
ft
^
^ committee
to apapcommittee refuses
re£uses. to
Ifost of repaving streets next yea! The
of me
^
^
all the time. Many principal streets
and
1 Democratic
mClevelana,
.dmance authorizin
g aa are in a dangerous condition now.
ol
nd the
the year
year following.
following,
uemownu, organization
"J^ "-- ^
.
. ^^
,roTe ^
ordinance
authorizing
an
Uttlllll& £„
1USB, and
u"« ^^^^^
"— .,,
,
Cleveland has. sadly neglected its
ttTl^L selected by the countCl barring
ransfer of funds for^^nt.o!
• •,'
„mpnt ir7
! booked to arrive in Gleveland_on tneir i hp-sal .y f the commissioner.
new pavements, the committee def
.Jouhcilma-n Stolte will add to com- clares in not' watching new paveC^, ^rom East Boulej return ^^^^^Zte -uncilnran
..ications v/hen he will introduce an ments and repairing depressions and
morning of June 30.
u'dinance to tra,nsfer the entire divi- ! weak spots as fast as they are found.
Some of the Democrats want to on of recreation from the departFault of Inspectors.
meet them, at the,.., railway station ment of public welfare to the depart-,
"Many streets are in wretched conwith a brass band and a. big crowd.
nent of public service.
dition," the report reads, "because
Others say 7:20 a. fn. is too early m
openings have been made for various
Black to Take Position.
, the day for a successful, big noise.
! If there is to be a welcoming dem- At a meeting of Director Cooley, purposes and have been badly rejonstration they insist the mayor and Bellamy and Dr. E. A. Peterson, paired. There is no reason , why
i Mr., (Jpngwer be coaxed to tarry a ;.hief medical inspector of -the-pub- pavements cannot be replaced so
:'.night in,New;York.:and reach Cleye,^ie schoois, yesterday morning, it streets will be, left in just as good
s<
' land' in the evening. Then there can! g declded to appoint the 'seventy- condition as when' first laid. Where
| streets are. in bad condition for this
be fireworks as well as band music <
standing highest on the civil
oo
; reason it is the fault of the inspector
ifor them and a parade of1 Demo- i
on
ice list t-0 the .^city and' school
[ on the job."
,
. cratic' clubs and city jobholders.- ,,)ayground positions,.'.'-'.'
If the movement for a demonstra- Councilmen oppose'the transfer' '6f ; Members of the committee in their
th
tion reaches the serious stage, that u nds because Cooley plans to name' report assert it .is evident that for
a
portion of the -Democratic county ex- n out-of-town expert to the place. ,many years the street railway company has not been made to live up
ecutive committee;, which 'is -..not in ,t was reported yesterday that T. M.
1
Europe or »at summer resorts, will back, playground expert of Mon- to the clause in its- franchise requiri meet this week to make arrange- real, favored by Cooley for the ing it to keep pavements between the
j ments for. the reception. If a "frost" lace, has given lip his present po- 'racks in repair.
j blights the project the committee will r—- ^ittl"the ,expectation of com
mark time till the may or. returns and
Cleveland to take charge of
calls it together to-endorse, his plans |;1aVErr(Hlnds here.
j for a preprirhary campaign.
The mayor and his machine jur^
'pose* fo"~take"an active part'm the
Democratic
preprimary campaign,
! and will make an open fight for the
i nomination,., of , .Congressional and
i legislative ,caridid'a;tes..y,on.' the 'slate
framed by .Mi-:jBaker^and;"D. Kji'',
by the county/fexecutiv.e-'committee,,
of which he-iis ■ the^chairman. '-""?-,:-;
In anticipation.j,,of ...Bifayor Baker's
primary program '.Tom
Braarion,: (
treasurer 'jof'ifflife.* executive commits
tee,! who wp.siiaeft„ih';charge..of ;pfir-;.
ty affairs,4:when" the .leaders.-- jwent
abroid, has .&&%.&& that his naiiie- be
put oh the'?'"Sla;iling: listslpf. iall 'the
Democratic ward .clubs, so th^t he'
may have Advance notice of meetings
andi arrahg'es''to have'-: speakers-',assigned to ''them who will boost, the
organization and its slated, candidates.
Br'annon is going through his scrapbook; in search of material for the
use M the-.speakers that are to do
the boosting fov the mayor and; his
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nance in council transferring tnspuo- ;
Reports Many Bad Streets.
lie health division from the public welThe report to the citizens' comfare to the public safety department.
Councilman William Stolte will in- ]
mittee was prepare&'by a subcommittroduce an ordinance at tomorrow
tee on paved and unpaved streets and
night's meeting transferring the manthe cost of paving- and repaying. The
agement of park and recreational acreport has been adopted by the gentivities from the department of public welfare to'the department of puberal committee.
lic service.
It declared the committee had
The council, with the approval of
found pavements on most of the
the board of control, has the authorthoroughfares extremely poor.
It Mayor, in Letter ot Sidlo,
ity to make these changes in the operation of city departments. If the
classified the poor streets according
Quotes
Scripture
Praischanges are approved by the majority
to the causes for their condition, in
of the council and the board of coning Native Land.
this way:
trol, the welfare department will have
left the management of the City farm
Pavements .worn : out because of i
iead of Case School Thinks
at Warrensville, the City hospital on
years of usage; pavements worn out I
fcranton-rd S. W., the outdoor relief
Suggestion is Vicious and Ibeoause the pavement and its foun- : Finds Streets of Paris Better department
and the Dureau of immidafion were not strong enough to
gration.
Councilman Proposes
Paved
in
Spots
Than
Section 79 of the city charter reads:
stand heavy traffic; pavement in*
"The council may by ordinance,
Cleveland's,
bad. shape because it was not re- I
with the concurrence of the board of
paired at the proper time; pavements
control, discontinue any department
in bad repair; because, after being ."I have the feeling that I would. or division established by this charter, create new or additional detorn out for sewers, house connec-' 'rather be a doorkeeper in the house partments
HJNTY WOULD AID
or divisions and deterHIGHWAY REPAIR tions and other causes, they were not ,f ,America than dwell in the tents mine combine and distribute the
functions
and
duties" of departments
relaid properly; pavements between !f jjurope anywhere.»
und divisions, but the department of j
tracks of the Cleveland Railway Co.,
TWg
is a coneiUSion reached by
public utilities shall not be so dis-1
Investigators Report Bad which, the report declared, have not Mayor Newton D. Baker at the end continued."
The general powers and duties of |
been kept in proper repair.
of his European tour. The sentiment
Conditions on Many
the director of public welfare as deThe report advocated relaying out- [is expressed by him in a letter which
fined by the city charter are:
right of pavements of the first two [reached ■ Public Service Director ;T. L.
"The director of public welfare shall
Thoroughfares.
,
x,
J
r.
J i-u ■ Sidlo yesterday,
manage and control all charitable,
classes mentioned. It expressed the. The mayor states among other
correctional
and reformatory instituopinion that main thoroughfares things that American institutions
tions and agencies belonging to the
President Charles S. Howe of Case should be repaved first and always and customs are good customs, that
city; the use of all recreational facil- ,---,..,
,
,.'..
London is a better paved city than
School of Applied Science, chairman of kept
ities of the city, including parks,
in good condition.
Cleveland, that Paris is better paved
playgrounds,
public
gymnasiums,
The report lays on city inspectors-than Cleveland in spots and that the
the citizens' . committee considering
bath houses, bathing beaches
the blame for streets In bad condition continental use of liquor is. more ra- ( public
and social centers. He shall have
Cleveland's paving problem, yesterday
because pavements torn up for sew- tional.
charge* of the inspection and superThe mayor's letter to Director Sidexpressed direct disagreement with ^
vision of all public amusements and
ering and other causes were not re- !lo also contains reference to the lumentertainments.
He shall enforce all
decision of council's special com- j "j^"^ }n a proper manner.
jber yard fire under Central viaduct.
laws, ordinances and regulations relaftee to recommend a $2,000,000
"Efficient -inspectors and a suffi In part the mayor says:
tive to the preservation and promoCuriously enough "the destruction of the
<1 issue to pay the city's- share of j.cient number of them should be em I Central viaduct" Is the, only item of Cleve- tion of the public health, the prevention
and restriction of disease, the
land
news
which
rose
to
European
news-,
ployed" the report stastes.
. paper importance and of that I have.had no
prevention, abatement and supprese cost of repaying the streets.
Regarding the condition of pave- fuller information than-the line above consion of nuisances, and the sanitary
'"This was coincident with three oth- ment between street car tracks the : V6AS to that I have assumed that the worst inspection and supervision of the
is a
production, transportation, storage
iniportant ' developments in the report
rwnnrr wivi
is verv
larse
fire with the approach to
says "it
it is
very evident
evwent 'tha.t
that '; the bTid
|e lumber
out -o£ commission,, for I do not
and sale of foods and foodstuffs. He
for many years.the company has not I see how a Are could destroy such a struc_eet,repair situation. They were:
shall cause a complete and, accurate
. ,.' : " ,".
'.
ture. But as to all other Cleveland happensystem of vital statistics to be kept.
been required to live up to the re- ■■■ inga x aln as ignorant as though I had' gone
" Announcement of a report of a
;
E
Ma
]5 and un,ess some
In time of epidemic he may enforce
oillrempnts of
y
letters reach
subcommittee of the citizens'
qmremeni-s
oi Its
its franchise
irancnise in
in this
tnis l to e 'eep
in "Rotteraam T shall learn little until I
such quarantine and isolation regularespect."
|
get
home.
committee. It was one of the two
tions as are appropriate to the emerPerhaps I am becoming insular in my feel"During the last part of the John- ings, but surely I never before had so clear gency. He shall have the supervismost significant reports the coma
feeling
of
the
superiority
of
our
Ameri}
son administration," continues this can way of doing things as I have had this ion of the free employment office. The
mittee will receive, and concommissioner of charities and correc;
part of the report, "the street railway time. London is a better paved city thanj tions shall be the deputy director of
: -tained suggestions which will, be
fwnnanv
felt
Rr>
uncertain
Ir,
„„„j
i
Cleveland,
Paris
better
paved
in
spots;
the,
public welfare."
I
■considered by the committee in
company tett so uncertain in regard , oontinentai use of intoxicating, liquor is mor.
Public Welfare Director Cooley and ;
to its franchise that it spent as little rational.
framing recommendations for its
But in all that goes to make the life of) members of the council have clashed ;
as possible in repairs. Since that the people of a country promising: and fine over the appointment of a commis- j
^general report.
are immeasurably ahead of any country I t
time it would seem as though no at- we
A request by county commishave visited, and I have the feeling that I. sioner of recreation. Members of •
tempt had been made by any city would rather be doorkeeper' in the house of the council committee on finance are I
oners to the budget commission
than dwell in. the tents of Europe
holding up the ordinance authorizing j.
administration to force the railroad America
for a tax levy Of 1 mill on $100 to
anywhere; if I may so adopt a scriptural
the transfer of funds that will enable ,
company to. perform its duty. The phrase.
-Bused in repaying five county
ithe director to appoint a- commisThe virtue of all this is its demonstration
result is the pavements between the of our democracy in a practical way, a Isioner. at a salary of $3,000 a year.
ighways running through Clevewhich when seen too near someI Director Cooley had planned to ap- '
tracks are in a condition of which democracy
hd^.and nineteen county roads
times becomes academic and because of its
point T. M. Black of Montreal. Mem- j
any city should be ashamed. The individual failures seems less hopeful. Sureutside the city. A 1-mill levy
jbers of the council committee at ai
the saving of America for its people and
street railway company should . be ly
ould raise more than $1,000,000.
the
enlargement
and
preservation
ofthe
meeting last Monday declared that
forced to repair immediately the pave- democracy of its life should be1 a religion to
it was their opinion that all park |
eel Tax Suggested.
ment between its tracks and one foot one who has.seen what its absence has promanaged.by_the_ siryiceJepartnientJ.
outside, according to the terms of its duced here.
Announcement by Councilman
and recreation activities should be
franchise, no matter what the cost to
j. W. Reynolds that at tomorthat a Cleveland man should be
the railroad company may be."
row night's meeting of council.he
named commissioner of recreation
President Howe was chairman of
and that a salary of $3,000 was too
the subcommittee that offered the rewill propose establishment of a
high in view of the present state ot
port. The other members were A. A.
wheel tax to increase the city's
the city's finances.
Atwater, vice president of the Cleverevenue for'repaying and repairAt a meeting of the citizens' re- .
land Automobile club, and Henry G,
creation committee at the city hall
ing streets.
I Oppman, chairman of the good roads
Friday
afternoon plans for a cam- ;
committee of the Chamber of In0«0„t wow*,
he statement4. ofr o„
President
MOTV e j dugt
paign to bring about the passage of!
the pending ordinance Were dis-j
s that he believes the bond issue! The action of the county commiscussed. A subcommitttee was apetho'd for repaying is wrong. He . sioners in asking the budget commispointed to take the matter up with
d he wanted it understood' that he sion for a 1-mill levy was taken at Councilmen Urge Reduction
the oouncil.
the recommendation of County Surspoke personally, and not for the veyor W. A- Stinchcomb, who sub-i
Members of the council declared
of
Work
Done
by
Welyesterday that they favored the plan
bbmmittee of which,he is chairman.
mitted a lip*-, of city streets and*
of
relieving the department of pubfare Director.
EK-It's proceeding upon a principle county roa<
lic welfare of all the health and rethat we have In the streets a.sick travel and
creational duties.
amount o
"The department has too much to
|||aition which can be' cured by a neglect."
said Councilman David
ir^ild Also Deny to Cooley handle,"
Big pill," he declared, referring to
This Is
Moylan.
"The management of the
the bond issue method of raising the,, the sum
Warrensville farm, the City hospital
\Vharge of Play
' repaved
city's share of the repaying cost
and the outdoor relief department is
9
a big task in itself." '
Elnstead of that, the streets are ; erly~city
Activities.
ifci'ty''
^ "is
?«
av
N.
B
Councilman Reynolds, who will inlike a hungry and ever-open maw, way S. 3 aaij, 'Ogg
troduce the ordinance authorizing
firhich must be continually fed. The *o HaWn»r '"u JBrn
lsion to
taring that the welfare depart" av to f~ < JPr» _v *y
paving of streets ought to be a con-. 25tn_s.' S^0,
p©w
as
defined
by
the
new
city
chartinuous performance,' and practically I On
■°'ias proved after six months of
as much should be spent in one year Cost,s®a.fjrf So
.r-rtf
fp8
ffoe ation to be a topheavy branch
abut/^Crbi-,,, Je/t)
as; in another.
9?
!he city government, members of
'•;-"%hen money is spent for any
f
^o*
e
' city council proposed yesterday
2
purpose year after year, that is, when
'"at the entire public health division
it-becomes a yearly expenditure, it
'tlSgj , I well ag the management of park
should be paid out of taxes, and not J„u ^InSa
""^"■Seif «•
nd recreational activities be taken
by bond issue. No more vicious sys-jt- 9pe^9'8^n^
ffr
,
*ff eg/rom Public Welfare director H. R.
tem of finance can be invented than fr
■L issue bonds for current expenses !$
* «»rjrf '
°Toeybring the matter before the
Kid maintaining the pavements ought ■
council for discusion, Councilman J.
°2y,z$
W Reynolds will introduce an ordi■Ebe a current expense."
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nance in council transterring tne puo- ;
Reports Many Baa Street*.
lie health division from the public wel- 1
The report to the citizens' comfare to the public safety department.
Councilman William Stolte will in- j
mittee was prepared'by a subcommittroduce an ordinance at tomorrow
tee on paved and unpaved streets and
night's meeting transferring the manthe cost of paving and repaving. The
! agement of park and recreational ac- |
report has been adopted by the genI tivities from the department of pub- !
lie welfare to' the department of puberal committee.
lic service.
It declared the committee had
The council, with the approval of
found pavements on most of the
the board of control, has the authorthoroughfares extremely poor.
It Mayor, in Letter ot Sidlo
ity to make these changes in the operation of city departments. If the
classified the poor streets according
Quotes Scripture Praischanges are approved by the majority
to the causes for their condition, in
of the council and the board of conthis way:
ing Native Land.
trol, the welfare department will have
loft the management of the City farm
lead of Case School Thinks Piavements .worn . out because of
at Warrensville, the City hospital on
yeafB of usage; pavements worn out
S. W., the outdoor relief
Suggestion is Vicious and because the pavement and its foun- Finds Streets of Paris Better Scranton-rd
department and the Dureau of immidation
were
not
strong
enough
to
gration.
Councilman Proposes
Paved in Spots Than
Section 73 of the city charter reads:
stand heavy traffic; pavement ity;;
"The council may by ordinance,
Wheel Tax.
bad. shape because it was not re- f
with the concurrence of the board of
paired at the proper time; pavements
control, discontinue any department
or division established by this charin bad repair because, after being
"I have the feeling that I would
ter, create new or additional deKMJNTY WOULD AID
torn out for sewers, house connec rather be a doorkeeper in the house partments
or divisions and deterIN HIGHWAY REPAIR tions and other causes, they were not if ,Am€;rica than dwell in the tents mine combine and distribute the
functions
and
duties" of departments
,
"laid properly; pavements between ;of;Europe anywhere_„
divisions, but the department of;
tracks of the Cleveland Railway Co., j TWs ig a conclusion reached by and
public utilities shall not be so dis-1
Investigators Report Bad which, the report declared, have not jMayor Newton D. Baker at the end continued."
The general powers and duties of j
been kept in proper repair.
;of his European tour. The sentiment
the director of public welfare as de- ■
Conditions on Many
The report advocated relaying out- [is expressed by him in a letter which
fined
by the city charter are:
right of pavements of the first two (reached • Public Service Director T. L.
Thoroughfares.
"The director of public welfare shall
„ '.a. .;
':, ,•.. 'Sidlo'yesterday,
classes mentioned. It expressed the; ■ Tho mayor states " among other | manage and control all charitable,
opinion that main thoroughfares things that American institutions 'correctional and reformatory institutions and agencies belonging to the
President Charles S. Howe of Case should be repaved first and always and customs are good customs, that
city; the use of all recreational facil- i
, .
,
,...
iLondon is a better paved city than
School of Applied Science, chairman of kept in good condition.
ities of the city, . including parks,
Cleveland, that Paris is better paved
playgrounds,
public
gymnasiums,
citizens' committee considering
The report lays on city inspectors than Cleveland in spots and that the
public bath houses, bathing beaches
' v * „av,n* nroblem yesterday j the blame for streets in bad condition continental use of liquor is more ra- iand social centers. He shall have
Cleveland'S P»ving pruiuei , 3
■> |^
^ ^
,™4.„ *„™ „„ *„„ „m tional.
tioni\_.
charge1 of the inspection and super1 direct disagreement with because pavements torn up for sew i The mayor's letter to Director Sid^pressed career. u» s
I ering and other causes were not re Jo also contains reference to the lum- vision-of all public amusements and
entertainments. He shall enforce all
the decision of council's special com- [ placed in a proper manner.
jber yard fire under Central viaduct.
laws, ordinances and regulations relaIn
part
the
mayor
says:
mittee to recommend a $2,000,000
"Efficient inspectors and a sufH
tive to the preservation and promo' Curiously enough "the destruction of the tion
of the public health, the prebond issue to pay the city's- share "of cient number of them should be em- i Central viaduct" is the. only item of Clevevention
and restriction of disease, the
land news which rose to European news•Mt of repaving the streets. .
|'ployed" the report stastes.
paper importance and of that I have had no prevention, abatement and suppres.
fuller
information
thanthe
'lino
above
con., ■<. „i *i,_-- ^+-u i
Regarding the condition of pavesion of nuisances, and the sanitary
-rhis was coincident with three othfZ . ■
. ' , „
,
,
A veys.
•lms *».<*»
ment between street car tracks the ' As to 8that
I have assumed that the worst, inspection and supervision of the
:
9
/-important developments in the, report gays ,,£ .g very evident 'thatj» V" " lumber **£$* the approach to production, transportation, storage
. the bridge out of commission for I do not and sale of foods and foodstuffs. He
-eet repair'situation. They were:
fOT ^ny...y_e?S4-thlCOm^"y ^fS n0t I tS^Buf aX^iWot£r^v5£d "hJ&SE | | snail feaus e_ a comjleit^and, accurate
system of vital statistics to be kept,
been required.to live up to the re-l-j^-j am'M ignorant as though 1 had'gone
*" Announcement of a report of a
quirements of its franchise in this to
May 15 andI ushall learn little until I ! in time of epidemic he may enforce
subcommittee of the citizens'
mesleep
In Rotterdam
such quarantine and isolation regularespect,"
j get home.
i tions as are appropriate to the emercommittee. It was one of the two
Perhaps
«r*,.^-« 4-t.~ 1.- ^
1 4-t- ■ T t_
fernaps IJ. am
am becoming
uecuuims insular
memo., In
m my
n,j, feeli™most significant reports the comDuring the last part Of the. John- j IngSt
ings, bu
butt surely I never before had so clear
clear. gency. He shall have the supervisof the superiority of our Ameri- | ion of the free employment office. The
son administration," continues this acanfeeling
mittee will receive, and conwav of doing things as I have had this commissioner of charities and correcpart of the report, "the street railway time. • London is a better paved city than j tions shall be the deputy director of
I Gained suggestions which will be
Paris better paved in spots; the,
company felt so uncertain in regard Cleveland,
^'considered by the committee in
H
continental use of intoxicating liquor is mm | public welfare."
Public Welfare Director Cooley and
framing recommendations for its
to its franchise that it spent as little rational.
But in all that goes to make the life of! jmembers of the council have clashed
as possible in repairs. Since that the people of a country promisingT and. fine ( over the appointment of a commis- ;
•^general report.
are Immeasurably ahead of any country I ,
time it would seem as though no at- we
C'A request by county commishave visited, and I have the feeling that I! jsioner of recreation. Members of j
tempt had been made by any city would rather be doorkeeper' in the house of the council committee on finance are I
sioners to the budget commission
than dwell in the tents of Europe Iholding up the ordinance authorizing j
administration to force the railroad America
"ifor a tax levy of 1 mill on $100 to
anywhere; if I may so adopt a scriptural the transfer of funds that will enable
company to. perform its duty. The phrase.
be used in repaving five county
The virtue of all this is its demonstration ,the director to appoint a > commis-;
result iB the pavements between the of our democracy in a practical way, a «ioner at a salary of $3,000 a year.
highways running through Clevedemocracy
which when seen too near some- 1 Director Cooley had planned to ap- '
tracks are in a condition of which times becomes
land, and nineteen county roads
academic and because of its
point T. M. Black of Montreal. Memany city should be ashamed. The individual failures seems less hopeful. Sure■outside the city. A 1-mill levy
bers of the council committee at a
the saving of America for its people and
street railway company should . be ly
%would raise more than $1,000,000.
enlargement and preservation of- the !fneeting last Monday declared . that
! forced to repair immediately the pave- the
democracy
of
its
life
should
be
a
religion
to
aeel Tax Susrgrested.
ment between its tracks and one foot one who has.seen what its absence has pro- It was their opinion that all park
Jmanaged__bj^thg_,serylce^epartiTient. I
outside, according to the terms of its duced here.
Announcement by Councilman
Sand recreation activities should be
franchise,
no
matter
what
the
cost
to
■ 3. W. Reynolds that at tomorthat a Cleveland man should be
the railroad company may be."
row night's meeting of council.he
named commissioner of recreation
President Howe was chairman of
and that a salary of $3,000 was too
the subcommittee that offered the rewill propose establishment of a
high in view of the present state of
port. The other members were A. A.
wheel tax to increase the city's
the city's finances.
Atwater, vice president of the Cleverevenue for'repaving and repairAt a meeting of the citizens' re-.
land Automobile club, and Henry G.
creation committee at the city hall
Oppman, chairman of the good roads \
ing streets.
Friday afternoon plans for a cam- ;
committee of the Chamber of In-j
[The statement of President Howe , dustry.
paign to bring about the passage of!
j
the pending ordinance were dis-J
fas that he believes the bond issue; The acti0n of the county commis-:]
cussed. A subcommitttee was aptiethod for. repaving is wrong. He j sioners in
m asking
asKing the
uie budget
Duagec commiscomimsDnrinA+ii-m
pointed to take the matter up with
id he wanted it understood'that he! sion for a 1-mill levy was taken at, fJOUnCllmen Urge KeaUCIIOM
the council.
■
,,
. ••■ ' .
.,.„ 1 the recommendation of County Sur- I
Members of the council declared
spoke personally, and not for tlle veyor -ry. A. Stinchcomb, who sub-; I
of
Work
Done
by
Welyesterday that they favored the plan
committee of whichha. is chairman.
mitted a list of city streets and
of relieving the department of pub" "It's proceeding upon
a principle j county roads that he called "unfit for
fare Director.
;
lic welfare of all the health and re1 ,+ •■we
*,,«, hoVri,
a tick! travel and dangerous
on accountand
of;:;
that
have, ir,
in tii«
the streets
streets^a^sicit
traffic, inattention
creational duties.
( amount o£
condition Which can be'cured by a : neg.lect_..
Pnnlov
"The department has too much to
handle," said Councilman David
frig pill," he declared, referring tofl This is the list of thoroughfares j j WOUld AIS0 Deny 10 OODiey
Moylan.
"The management of the
the bond issue method of raising the,: the surveyor recommends should be
Warrensville farm, the City hospital
Charge of Play
and the outdoor relief department is
ity's. share of the repaying cost.
^cTidtv from East boulevard to the easta big task in itself." '
"Instead of that, the streets are :erty clty limits of East Cleveland, St. ClairActivities.
Councilman Reynolds, who will inUL,„ aa hungry
h„r,^w ana
anrl ever-open
pvpr-nncn maw
N. E. from E. BSth-st to E. 71st, Broadlike
maw,. av
way a a from 1Q00 {eet wes{ o£ E ^th-st
troduce the ordinance authorizing
#hich must be continually fed. The to Harvard-av S. E., W. 29th-st from Lorain- !
the
transfer of the health division to
Declaring that the welfare depart4
4
,.„v,4 j.„ -K,. n „™
av to Clark-av S. W., Lorain-av from W. j
paving ' of. streets
ought
to be a con- 25th
.st t0 the clty 1Imits.
\
the department of public safety, bement
as
defined
by
the
new
city
charlieves that a more practical working
tinuous performance,; and practically On these streets, which are main county 1
"-. ... .
, .
'roads, the county would pay one-third of the
out of inspection service of every [
as much Should be spent in one year cost| tne city one-third and the owners of ter has proved after six months of
description will result from this b
operation to be a topheavy branch
a«
in
anotlinr
iabutting
property
one-third,
according
to
as in anoiner.
change.
,
the plan o( the commi3Sioners.
of
the
city
government,
members
of
An ordinance authorizing the trans"When money is spent for any! Here are the county roa(Js whlch H
the
city
council
proposed
yesterday
fer
of
the
bureau
of
sanitation
and
,
purpose year after year, that is, when J is proposed to improve but which the
housing from the division of health
that the entire public health division
it becomes a yearly expenditure, it I county will pay for altogether:
to the department of public safety t
should be paid
out of taxes, and not: Bedford—Twinsburg-rd from Bedford to the j as well as the management of park, was introduced in council some weeksj.
r
I oounty line, West Lake-rd from Rocky nver - and recreational activities be taken,
ago and referred to committee. Coun-J
by bond issue. No more vicious sys-jto the county line, Prospect-rd from Depotrd to the
from Public Welfare Director H. R.
cilman Reynolds is opposed to thisl
totn 01
r,f nnance
fimnm ran
line, Ridge-rd from Pleastem
can ho
oe invpntprl
invented tVmni
tnaniant VaJ,ey county
t0 Akins.ra, Akins-rd from stateCooley.
. •
..I ordinance. In his opinion, it would
to issue bonds for current expenses rd to Broadvlew-rd, Oakes-rd from BroadTo bring the matter before tne
result in a splitting up of the health
-■...,
..
.
, , view-rd to Brecksville-rd, Dover-rd from
and maintaining the pavements ought! Butternut ridge to West Lake-rd, Chagrin I council for discusion, Councilman J. j work that would not make for effito be a current expense."
River-rd from Wilson Mills to Mayfleld-rd, ' W. Reynolds will introduce an ordi- | ciency. In his opinion, the entire di( York, Bennett and Drake-rds from Royalvision of public health should be in
I ton-rd to Wooster-rd, Lee-rd from Broadway
the hands of the director of public <
to Superior-rd, Wallings-rd from Broadviewsafety.
rd to Brecksville-rd, Harrington-rd from Lo- I
rain-rd to Brookpark-rd, Richmond-rd from !
The health federation of the city
Mayfield-rd to North Miles-rd, Clague-rd from
of New York, at its annual meeting
Detroit-av to West Lake-rd, Mastick-rd, Bagrecently,
indorsed the plan of requirley-rd from Berea-rd to Wooster pike, Benting the members of the police de-,
leyville-rd from North Miles-av to South j
Kinsman-rd, Stumpf-rd from Wooster pike
partment to enlarge the sphere or
to Brookpark-rd.
their activities. Sanitary inspection
and work of a social service nature
Other roads mentioned in the en- |
gineer's report as needing extensive j
could well be made a part of the rourepairs are Noble-rd, Brecksville-rd,
tine duties of the policeman, members of the health federation held.
Lorain-rd,
Berea-rd,
Wooster-rd,
Argument in favor of the plan of
Kinsman-rd, Miayfield-rd, Detroit-av |
and Madison-av.
discarding the uniform of the police
Thomas Coughlin, city finance diwas also advanced.
rector, agrees with the plan of Councilman Reynolds for a wheel tax.
In the opinion of the director, a wheel I
tax would be preferable to the plan I
of issuing $2,000,000 worth of bonds I
to pay for the city's 50 per cent, of I
the cost of repaying forty-two miles |
of street.
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IARTER FACES 5
1P0I1ST0
HAVEVTAMENDB

Two are to be balloted on Aug. 11,
it already has been decided, and the
two concerning- the administrative
departments are to be carried into
council.
Whether the'fifth and newest pro: posal, to change the method of elect' Ing councilmen, will be urged definitely and perhaps initiated as an

10. P; 1STRCIT
LIGHT ZONE

amendment, depends to some degree PublJC SerVJCe DireCtOP SidIO
on the amount of heat generated in,
'the citizens' campaign against the
nonpartisan and civil service amend-

i Cleveland's Code, in Force ^ CounclImen at ^
\ Only Half Year, is MeetThomas G. Fitzsimons, who at
ing With Considerable Opposition.

fll^

the|
meeting in The Hollenden today probably will be made chairman of a citizens' campaign committee to fight
those two amendments, yesterday 8
spoke decidedly in favor of changing!
,the charter to elect councilmen atfi

-.
AISO ASKS

. »|ow/
llGG IMcW

Collection Plants.

Wants $100,000 Bond Issue
so City May Compete
in Rendering.

Lighting Commissioner Ballard j
changed tentative plans for distributing current from the East 53d
street municipal light plant to answer charges of Republican councilmen that discrimination against
Republican wards that went for
Harry L. Davis over Mayor Baker
in last fall's election was planned
in the sale of 3-cent light.
One substation will be built in
East 105th street, between Euclid
and Superior avenues, instead of
near St. Clair avenue, Ballard an- ,
nounced, so the heavily Republican |
district can be supplied. Had origi-,
nal plans been carried out Democratic wards along the lake and as
far south as Wade Park avenue
would have been given munieipij;
light at least a year before the E^
■did avenue district..

A complete change in the system
of collecting and handling CleveCALL FOR PEOPLE'S VOTE^^am satisfied It has to come," hj
. declared. "It would relieve a council- land's garbage is planned by Public
man of the responsibility of being a. Service Director T. L. Sidlo.
Plan for Small Council to be *£*Bf*w withm the limits of a| With a view to establishing a
Warm opposition to the proposals | system that will place the department
Elected at Large is
to take, from the welfare department! of public service on a par with prithe health division and park and re-] vate rendering concerns in.,the colLatest.
creational activities was expressed lection of the most' profitable refuse,
yesterday by Malcolm L,. McBride,
member of the charter commission, Director Sidlo will ask city council
Cleveland's city charter, in opera- an3 Mayo Fesler, secretary of the soon to authorize the issuance of
«. . _ league,
I
—, ->
-nrlin
CdnrotQ T*V Q£
«
Civic
who Tiro
wasCJ secretary
riOO^OOO bonds to cover the cost of!
tion less than six months, faces, five ^e Charter commission,
proposals of amendment, three so
"It would be a mistake to make Three new collection stations and,
The collecany changes," declared Mr. McBride. .Inotor truck equipment.
serious as to require a vote of tne.„j.
faVor of
of lt
it. The work 11
I
the ...j am n(Jt
would have railroad)
ndt in favor
R+ations
people, the other two affecting the of the departments was given f^eful: "on^.^ ^ ^
r
k
^ ,
, ,v consideration and should be leit as
hauls made by garbage■y
scope of management of three of the ,arran
ged
in
the
charter.
•anged
wagons would be eliminated.
•Absolutely jn-ong to attempt it, * *|lton°rt^nt there is but one sta| six administrative departments
asserted Mr. Fesler. "The charter
* P™?
the north end of the
ihas been in operation only six months ""t'ral viaduct. Director Sidlo purThe proposals are:
and the department of public wel- c^™
stations on the
tablish
!,
To substitute a small council
fare has been organized less. It is P°ses ™
g.des_
a
only another illustration of council s H^six
te with private renderelected at large for the large
hostility to the new charter. From I m °oncerns, we must be in a pocouncil elected by wards.
!the first meeting in January to the
tion to go out after new material,"
there has hardly been a.ses- ,£id Director Sidlo yesterday. "Now
To eliminate nonpartisan elec- .present,
sion of council at which there was-™ca
merelv handle the material
not some act hostile to the charter.
-within our routes. We
tions and preferential voting.
f ,,
"The reason is evident. The char- "^
.
$100,000 before we can
To abolish civil service for unter has taken out of their hands con- 1™ateriaiiv increase our revenue from
islderable power, and the nonpartisan! "'* n
hand'lins of refuse that produces
skilled labor.
feature, together with the merit sys- £«g ™ antfties of grease."
To transfer the division of
tern, has taken from them the spoils.]
n^e garbage reduction plant earned
It is fortunate for the charter that! «IQ qr.o 55 in 1913. The cost of garhealth from the department of
the concurrence of the board of con-j **°£ collection was, $142,978.28, leavtrol is necessary.'
J ing a net cost of $99,024.73.
public welfare to the department
Because the board of control must'1"*,^ co,t of garbage collection will
of public safety.
approve departmental changes, itjs^ about" the same this year as '■
likely no final action on the , two 1913. A larger revenue is being deTo transfer the management of
suggestions affecting the welfare de- , rlved xfrom the sale of grease, but
parks and recreational activpartment will be taken until the;
aavance in the pay of garbage
™m™ to
tn the city of Mayor Newton; collectors
n,^..^,,. will keep the net cost_ at
return
ities from the department of pubD Baker. Finance Director Thomas 1 lagt year'B level, it was said yeslic welfare to the department of ! Coughlin yesterday said he did not ter<jay.
believe any decisive move should be,
public service.
j made until Mr. Baker comes home,
The people would have to vote J because, he said, the mayor, when
the charter commission was in ses"favor of the first three to make th tt
sion, expressed definite ideas on the
\^
'effective. The last two may go 1
working out of a park ^a recreation j
plan. Safety Director A. A. Benesch
operation by an approving vot;
Said he agree With Director Cough- j
council with the concurrence of'
board of control.
-»& " At" thf meeting in The Hollenden!
todav, to which every citizen invSmall Council Plan Grows.
in. defending the charter has
The small council is the latest sug- ested
been invited by those in charge, an
gestion. Sentiment In Its favor is organized movement to defeat trie
ar
springing up in the ranks of those amendments abolishing n°W. o tisanand civil service for laborers
who are planning a campaign against ship
B.
the nonpartisan and civil service, wiU^ be launched. ^ Acting^ and
amendments, which will be submitted J probably will deal with the question
ito the electorate primary day. Aug. ■,cf nonpartisanship.
.
T~.
i Ralph Edwards, president of tne
W„
civil service commission, will discuss
t -.»
tl,. «u„
The fight is on, for today the situ- jcivn se^^ &fiectlng the service.
ation with regard to three of the sug- ; B M_ Baker, president of the City
gested changes comes to a boiling j ciub, will speak on "Defending tne
point. This afternoon at 4 o'clock a,Cit^ Charter.^ ^ & movement to
group of citizens will meet in the as- j amend ^e charter to change from the
sembly room of The Hollenden to | ward council system may come up at
u
plan a battle against the two pro- tne
the meeunsmeeting- "
Advocat,
"""'~"
,„ „. .
change, who are the opponents of (h
the
posals to be voted on Aug. 11.
other proposed charter changes point
Tonight in council meeting, Coun- out that seven of the fifteen charter
.cilman William Stolte expects to in- commissioners voted for a small countroduce an ordinance transferring oil elected at large, and that other
. Ohio cities which adopted charters
park and recreational activities from provided the at-large system of elect-the welfare department to the serv-; f ^ councilmen. Cincinnati is to vote
ice department.
i-next month on a charter which also
As Councilman J. W. Reynolds has] provides for^sjPlan^
announced it is his intention to introduce an ordinance in council to
i transfer the health division from the
welfare department to the safety department, direct effort in behalf of
four of the five amendment proposals
is assured.

THREE OF PROPOSALS

Wi

iTY WILL STOP
ANDOM RIPPING
UP OF^TREET
Service Corporations to Be
Notified

Before Repaving

Program Is Carried Out
Thousands of dollars must be
spent by the city in putting in new
roadbeds for the Cleveland Railway
Company and by other public service corporations in laying underground conduits before the city's
and county's-1 91 5 repaving program
is begun, Service Director Sidlo said
Monday.
Once a main thoroughfare is repaired it cannot be taken up to put
down improvements, at least for five
years, Sidlo announced.
The same
irule may be applied to side streets,
' too, he said.
"There is no reason for private
companies tearing up street after
.street," said Sidlo.
"We will give
them at least a year's notice before
i we repave, but once a new pave} mentis down it cannot be torn up
until the end of the guaranty period,
in some cases three and in others 10
years."
Councilmen Monday night will be
officially informed of the county's
proposition to pay 2 5 per cent of
'the cost of repaving five main thori oughfares. The special paving com! mittee's report that not more than
|50 per cent of the cost of relaying a
pavement and that a bond issue of
$2,000,000 should be issued this fall
to pay the city's share also will be
received.'
j
Complaints of councilmen and the
special citizens' paving committee
protesting especially against incompetent supervision and inspectors
will be taken up.
Councilmen Meyers, Stolte and
Reynolds will demand that Sidlo put
on a more efficient and a larger force
of inspectors.

I^H

(j^-^Mj^'K^H.
j^~SPRW<rCMCKENS JUST COMING IN!
tTITLLY" Murphy,is making a mighty good start in his new!
15 iob as postmaster.
. , .
Murphy has induced Uncle Sam to permit the inauguration
f the farmer-to-housewife marketing system in Cleveland,
through the^P^ ^^

Mwrphj with a list of trnck

that Ke

f r sale, with prices. Murphy assembles all such lists and
J. 4-1 n™ nnt in printed form.
g
irTHousewife secures the schedule, cheeks over the offerA decides where she can buy best and cheapest. She
ings ana u Mr Farmer
He bundles up the goods, turns
sends her ome
delivery man ^th a C. O. D. tag attached |
th
TZrX delivered at the door of Mrs. Housewife.
Not much chance of combination to fix prices there, is
there?
Looks like a husky knock at HighCost of Living.

efl supaporterPs M the new charter
at'a mass meeting at-flie HollenHon assembly room at 4 p. m.
^t^wellS. M Baker, prudent of the city club; R. W Edwards, civil service commissionei,
and others were to address the
meeting. Rabbi Louis Wolsey is
to preside.
The meeting was Initiated by a
citizens' call as the first step ma
campaign to defeat at the polls
charter amendments to take unskilled city labor from civil service and to restore the partisan
ballot.
To Pick Committee.
Selection is to be made at the
meeting of an executive committee, probably chairmaned by
Thomas Fitzsimons, home rule author, a campaign committee fo
200 and a finance committee to
raise funds for the fight by popular subscription.
Here's the outline Stockwell
made Monday noon of the address
he expects to make at the mass
meeting:
"The spoils system will inevitably return to Cleveland politics
unless voters quash the two charter amendments proposed.
: "One of these ' amendments
would make 2100 city jobs, one
third the total, subject to political
appointment. The other would
wipe out all nonpartisan features
of the charter.
"Tom L, Johnson fought consistently for the merit-system and

FIGHT II COUNCIL
flUE TONIGHT OVEff
REPAV1NG POLICY
Special Committee to Advise 50
Per Cent Apportionment
and Two Million
Bond Issue.

Fixing1 of a definite policy to be
followed by the city in all repaving
work next year is expected to result
in a long drawn-out controversy at
the council meeting tonight.
A special council committee appointed to make recommendations
will report that apportionments
against property owners should be
nonpartisan municipal politics.
on a fifty per cent, basis. A $2,The present charter was the fruit
000,000 bond issue to pay the city's
mainly of Ma untiring labor. '
portion of the cost will be advised.
"If Tom Johnson were here toCouncilman Reynolds will file a
day, he'd get out and fight night
and day the peril now threatendissenting report advising the clasing.
sification of streets and suggesting
"It's up to every voter who bethat a wheel tax against vehicles be
lieves in the ideals of Johnson
levied. Action must be taken by the
and wants to see the City on a
council tonight in order that special
Hill perpetuated to get out and
do the fighting as Johnson would
assessments may be certified to the
have done it.
county treasurer so that paving
. "The men identified with the
work can start next year.
democratic party in Cleveland in
"I don't see how any classification
former years must abide by the
of streets can be worked out," said
last public pledge made by that
Councilman Bernstein, chairman of
party in Cuyahpga-co.
the special committee.
"A policy
"That pledge was made when
binding the city to pay half of the
the democratic county convention
cost of repaving and assessing the
in 1912 wrote into its platform
remainder against abutting propspecifically: 'We favor the nonerty owners may not be fair in all
partisan ballot for the election of
instances but it is the most equitmunicipal officers.' .
able that can be worked out."
Sees Muny Ownership Blow.
Plan May Be Temporary.
"Now as to the proposal to take
Bernstein says that the plan of
issuing bonds to pay the city's poraway civil service from unskilled
tion of repaving cost need not be
labor. Passage of such an amendfollowed permanently, but that this
ment would place the biggest
is the only course open to the city,
weapon possible to conceive into
if any repaving is to be done next
the hands of public utility compayear and: the year following.
nies who oppose municipal owner"I would like to know how oppoship.
nents of a bond issue would raise the
"There are hundreds of unskilled
money," said Bernstein. "The situalabor positions connected with such
tion is such that this is the only
utilities. If civil service did not
solution."
protect this unskilled labor the cry
The three-cornered fight among
would be immediately raised by the
the council, the department of pubutilities companies, 'Beware the
lic service and the department of
spoils system in muny operation!' "
public welfare over the management
of city playgrounds will break out
anew at the council meeting.
-.
An ordinance transferring the entire division of recreation from the
welfare to the service department
will be offered by Councilman
Stolte. Transfer of the division of
health from the welfare to the safety department is also advocated by
Councilman Reynolds.
Social workers interested in the
playground movement will appear
before the council committee on
Server Tom Sidlo, who has re
finance this afternoon to learn
sehed the fight for better tele-, J reasons of the committee for refuslone service, Monday scored the j I ing to transfer funds for the payment of the salary of a commissioner of recreation.
Beason for Opposition.
Employment of an out-of-town'
}■& repads
expert as planned by Director of
Public Welfare Cooley is the reason
given by Chairman Damm for the re■fusal of the committee to make the
transfer. A Cleveland man should
be selected for the place, Damm
ye ooioqo 'preS.
(says. ■
An
ordinance authorizing the
•merging of the Cuyahoga Telephone
Company with other independent
ye paoi-id
telephone companies will be placed
on its third reading. No objections
Vnb oes -sassaap .saweq *o}
to the passing of the ordinance are
expected.

[EET TO PLAN FIGHT
••The 'City on a; Hill,' which
Cleveland, with the aid of Tom L.
Johnson's ideals, has truly become
fn achievement and accomplishment must fall if voters pass the
mo proposed charter amendments

*rj*f£ yy, \0\\^.
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CHICKENS JUST COMING IN!~\

ifiTIILLY" Murphy is making a mighty good start in his new]
D -job as postmaster.
Murphy has induced Uncle Sam to permit the inauguration
the farmer-to-housewife marketing system in Cleveland,
through the parcel post,
Mr Farmer supplies Murphy with a list of truck that he
,
f \, oale with prices. Murphy assembles all such lists and
has tor s^ic,
..•>•.
fhem out in printed lorm.
g
Mrs Housewife secures the schedule, cheeks over the offerer] decides where she can buy best and cheapest. She
mgs anu
^ M^ Farmer He bundles up the goods, turns
S
f
ver to a rural delivery man with a C. O. D. tag attached
TtW are delivered at the door of Mrs. Housewife.
Not much chance of combination to fix prices there, is
thel

Looks like a husky knock at High^Cost of Living.

MEET TO PLAN FIGHT
.■The 'City on a; Hili;* which
Cleveland, with the aid of Tom L.
Johnson's ideals, has truly become
fn achievement and accomplish-

Stockwell, director of law and actinT mayor, planned Monday to
efl super's f the, new garter
at'a mass meeting at the Hollenj.„
psspmbly rood at 4 P- mde
ltocSkwel!,y H.T Baker, president of the city club; K. W. Edwards, civil service commissioner,
and others were to address the
meeting. Rabbi Louis Wolsey'is
to preside.
The meeting was.initiated by a
'citizens' call as the first step in a
campaign to defeat at the polls
charter amendments to take unskilled city labor from civil service and to restore the partisan
ballot.
To Pick Committee.
Selection is to be made at. trie
meeting of an executive committee, probably chairmaned
by
Thomas Fitzsimons, home rule author, a campaign committee fo
200 and a finance committee to
raise funds for the fight by popular subscription.
Here's the outline Stockwell
made Monday noon of the address
he expects to make at the mass
meeting:
"The spoils system will inevitably return to Cleveland politics
unless voters quash the two charter amendments proposed.
"One of these ' amendments
would make 2100 city jobs, one
third the total, subject to political
appointment. The other would
wipe out all nonpartisan features
of the charter.
"Tom L. Johnson fought conlistenily for the merit-system and

nonpartisan municipal politics.
The present chaster was the fruit
mainly of Ms'untiring labor. '
"If Tom Johnson were here today, he'd get out and fight night
and day the peril now threatening.
.
"It's up to every voter who believes in the ideals of Johnson
and wants to see the City on a
Hill perpetuated to get out and
do the fighting as Johnson would
have, done it.
. "The men identified with the
democratic party in Cleveland in
former years must abide by the
last public pledge made by that
party in Cuyahpga-co.
"That pledge was made when
the democratic county convention I
in 1912 wrote into its platform
specifically: 'We favor the nonpartisan ballot for the election of
municipal, officers.' .
Sees Many Ownership Blow.
"Now as to the proposal to take
away civil service from unskilled!
labor. Passage of such an amendment would place the biggest
weapon possible to conceive into
the hands of public utility companies who oppose municipal ownership.
"There are hundreds of unskilled
labor positions connected with such
utilities. If civil service did not
protect this unskilled lahor the cry
would'be immediately raised by the
utilities companies, 'Beware the
spoils system in muny operation!' "

Server Tom Sidlo, who has re
opened the fight for better tele- f j
phone service, Monday scored the i .
state public utilities commission
for accepting property appraisals ]
made by the companies themselves/. Sidlo also came out;
squarely against abolition of the
four-party phone as one step
'toward cheaper and better phone
'service in Cleveland.
The suggestion to abolish the
four-party phones was made by
E. W. Doty, member of the public
utilities commision.
Sidlo Monday was awaiting an
answer to his letter to the utilities commission before taking furjther
action in the fight. He asked
1
the commission to state what imj-provements the phone companies
here have made in service since,
the order to improve service inj
December, 1913,
Wants Service Probed.
Sidlo also asked that insp„ec-|
tors be sent, to ..Cleveland to as
certain what improvements are
needed. Doty would not assure
Sidlo Monday when the commission would reply to the letter.
"As I understand it, the commission is. depending, on appraisal
schedules to be furnished by the
companies," Sidlo said.
"The
commission pleads lack of funds
to make its own valuation.
Members have indicated their
plan is to receive the companies'
appraisals. 1 have no faith in
such an appraisal.
"The appraisements will form
a meeting with representatives
the basis of the companies' fight
for higher rates. "Appraisal of
these properties should be honestly made from the ground up by
disinterested investigators."
Sidlo Monday expected to have
of the Cleveland telephone company.

FIGHT IW GQUWCIL

DUE TONIGHT OVER
BEPAVIMC POLICY
Special Committee to Advise 50
Per Cent Apportionment

and Two Million
Bond Issue.
Fixing of a definite policy to be
followed by the city in all repaving
work next year is expected to result
in a long drawn-out controversy at
the council meeting tonight.
A special council committee appointed to make recommendations
will report that apportionments
ugainst property owners should be
on a fifty per cent, basis. A ?2,000,000 bond issue to pay the city's
portion of the cost will be advised.
Councilman Reynolds will file adissenting report advising the classification of streets and suggesting
that a wheel tax against vehicles be
levied. Action must be taken by the
council tonight in order that special
assessments may be certified to the
county treasurer so that paving
work can start next year.
"I don't see how any classification
of streets can be worked out," said
Councilman Bernstein, chairman of
the special committee.
"A policy
binding the city to pay half of the
cost of repaving and assessing the
remainder against abutting property owners may not be fair in all
instances but it is the most equitable that can be worked out."
Plan May Be Temporary.
Bernstein says that the plan of
-issuing bonds to pay the city's portion of repaving cost need not be
followed permanently, but that this
is the only course open to the city,
if any repaving is to be done next
year and: the year following.
"I would like to know how opponents of a bond issue would raise the
money," said Bernstein. "The situation is such that this is the only
solution."
The three-cornered fight among
the council, the department of publie service and the department of
public welfare over the management
of city playgrounds will break out
anew at the council meeting.
-,
An ordinance transferring the entire division of recreation from the
welfare to the service department
will be offered by Councilman
Stolte. Transfer of the division of
health from the welfare to the safety department is also advocated by
Councilman Reynolds.
Social workers interested in the
playground movement will appear
before the council committee on
finance this afternoon to learn
reasons of the committee for refusing to transfer funds for the payment of the salary of a commissioner of recreation.
Reason for Opposition.
Employment of an out-of-town'
expert as planned by Director of
Public Welfare Cooley is the reason
given by Chairman Damm for the refusal of the committee to make the
transfer. A Cleveland man should
be selected for the place, Damm
(says. ■
An
ordinance authorizing the
merging of the Cuyahoga Telephone
Company with other independent
telephone companies will be placed
on its third reading. No objections
to the passing of the ordinance are
expected.
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DELAY APPOINTING U. S. JUDGE SO
CLARKE CAN STAY IN SENATE RACE
side
is
predicted
By Harry B. Hunt
primaries, that program has been republican
WASHINGTON, June 23.—In hit on as offering the best way should Foraker win the republican
nomination.
order to keep John H. Clarke of out.
The most caustic comment filed
If Clarke gets the senatorial
Cleveland in the race for the nomination, it is believed here he with the department of justice
United States senate, the appoint- can win the election in a walk.
concerning any of the candidates
ment of a new federal judge at
The judgeship then would prob- for the Cleveland federal judge-;
Cleveland may be delayed until ably go to Ed S. Wertz of ship is that received today from
Wooster. Should Clarke lose the sixth city Germans opposing the
fall.
appointment of D. C. WestenWord reached administration nomination, he still could be haver.
placed on the bench.
Should
heads last week that Clarke had Clarke lose at the primaries, the
The protest, signed by Charles
decided, • whether he received the same vote would largely remove W. Maedje, editor of the Waechjudgeship appointment or not, to the weight of Whitacre's objec- ter und Anzeiger;. Herman Felwithdraw from the senate race. tion to Clarke's appointment to linger, president of the German-,
His rejection for the judgeship, the bench, if it defeated Whitacre American alliance, and' Rev! C.
he pointed out, would indicate in his fight for the governorship. W. Weiss, president of the Gerthat he was not acceptable to the
There is a growing belief that man school society, is said to be
administration, and he had based if Atty. Gen. Hogan gets the made on behalf of the 180,000
his senatorial campaign on his democratic senatorial nomination, German-Americans in Cleveland.
thorough suppdrt of Wilson's ac- anti-Hogan democrats will throw x "Mr. Westenhaver," the letter
tions.
their support to Garford, the says> "confounds stubbornness
with firmness, and is immovable
Administration heads figure progressive.
Clarke might be more helpful in
The same, sort of spirit on the from his preconceived opinions."
the senate than on the Cleveland
bench. They are not wiling to.
WHAT
DID
eliminate him from the senatorial
fight in Ohio, either by placing
City council Monday night
him on the bench or by. rejecting rushed business in order to
!him.
catch a boat which took 7 5
As it is now vacation, and court county and city officials to Buf| matters will not be further de- falo for a day's outing. Here
cayed by holding up the appoint- are other things council did:
ment until after the August
Approved committee's report
13 members of the "char-|
recommending $2,000,000 bond terThe
defense committee" are to;
Acting Mayor . Stockwell has issue for repaving.
made another speech telling what
Authorized Safer Benesch meet Thursday at 1 p. m. at the
Tom L. Johnson believed in. to appoint 60 additional police- city club to outline a campaign to I
''defeat at the Aug. 11 primary the
Stockwell has a remarkable mem- men.
amendory. He is the only man in the
^Passed ordinance prohibiting j two proposed charter
me
ts
ments.
city hall or democratic organiza- sale
lie or manufacture of parlor j The
" - committee,
^
with Thomas G
tion who still remembers there matches.
Fitzsimons
chairman, was
was such a man as Johnson.
Authorized merger of Cuya- named whea as
citizens met late
hoga Telephone Co. with 13 : Monday at the50 Hollenden.
The Press' is trying to find the
other independent companies
Chairman Fitzsimons ^announced
biggest fat man in the United
constituting the Ohio State : Tuesday
the committee plans to
States. We don't know where.the
Telephone Co.
biggest fat man is but if we were
Received a wheel tax or- ; campaign against the amendments
looking for the biggest fat head
dinance which, if passed, coun- i by circulars and ward meetings. A j
we'd spend the first day at school
cilman Reynolds says will finance committee to raise funds
Is to be selected Thursday.
headquarters.
. raise $238,000 a year.
The committee Thursday also is
Directed law department to
to discuss Fitzsimons' plan to cirjoin fight to stop lake fill.
Received ordinance transfer- cujate petitions immediately after j
ring health department from the August primary for abolition
the welfare to the safety de- of the present, ward system of j
electing councilmen and substitupartment.
of the at-large system.
Received resolution prohibit- tion
Fitzsimons at Monday's meeting eastbound interurban cars
from crossing Superior viaduct. ing hotly arraigned councilmen
who voted to submit the amendServer Sidlo announced Tuesments which abolish civil service
day that he would receive com- CITY'S BIG ROAD TAX
for city laborers and nonpartisan
plaints from telephone patrons reBENEFITS IT LITTLE elections.
garding poor service.
Acting Ma:-or Stockwell, Rabbi
This announcement followed as
Just why the county should aid Louis Wolsey, E. M. Baker, city
letter received by Sidlo from the.
state utilities commission stating; the city in repaving city streets club president, and others also
that- it would not consider any- j was made clear Tuesday in figures attacked the charter amendments.
A resolution branding the
thing but specific complaints i
amendments as "insidious attacks
about poor phone service in by County Auditor Zangerle.
Here are the figures which show on the new charter, municipal
[Cleveland.
home rule and nonpartisan city
A
few
days
ago
Sidlo
wrote
the
the
in »
8 5 P*.
per «Hcent of the
the city
city paid
paid m
— government" was Passed
;
commission, demanding that it money available for building and soveiuuieu
enforce orders issued by that
body last December for improve- repair of county roads into the
ment of phone service here. The county treasury in the past 10
commission, in reply, refused to years:
Amount paid by city taxpayers,
act until phone users themselves
lodge complaints against the serv- $4,147,300; by county, $732,410.
ice.
While the city has been able-to
"I will be glad to forward to use little of this money for street
the% commission any complaints
that phone users file with me," repair, the county has spent hun-N
said Sidlo. "I also will place be- dreds of thousands of dollars for
fore the managers of the Cleve- county roads.
land telephone companies any
Cleveland taxpayers will pay
complaints that I receive."
approximately $407^)00 of the
Big improvements in service $4 78,490 levied by the state in
were promised Tuesday by officials
of the Cuyahoga Telephone Co., | Cuyahoga-co for highway puras the result of action by council poses.
Monday night authorizing the
company to merge with 13 other
companies making up the Ohio
State Telephone Co.
The company promised to spend
half a million dollars in improvements.
Merger
authorization
passed council without opposition

coumnt
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SAVE CHARTER

1DL0 ASKS FOR
PHONE PROTESTS

ESTABLISH SCHOOL
BTYMD OWNERS {MEETING SELECTS TO
FOR STREET CLEANERS
W!lLS

f,S
COMMITTEE
TO
IN REPAYING PLAN [

Council Votes to ^it(
; Taxes on Abutting
I Property Holders.
BONO ISSUE DISCUSSED
Committee-Wants People to
becide If $2,000,000 Proposal is Carried.
LARGER

Superintendent Hanna Outlines a Thorough Course to Start Next
Week—Every Employee Must Attend, He Says.

handle a broom and pile refuse.
How to wield a broom to obtain to
Proper methods of collecting ashes
maximum efficiency and the best and the latest developments in street
m Be method of swinging a shovel will be flushing will be shown.
taught at a school for street clean- . "Every employee in the division is
Asked to Fight Proposed
ing employees to be opened at the expected to attend and to follow instructions," said Hanna, yesterday.
Lakeside avenue barns.
Changes Is Being
Announcement of the proposed "No excuses will go for failure to
course was made by Superintendent perform work properly, after the
Launched.
Hanna of the street cleaning de- i course has been launched."
partment yesterday. The course will All employees in the street cleanstart next week and regular sessions ing division are now taken from civil
POLITICIANS DENOUNCED
service lists. Complaint has been
wm be held we
AO nruie IM r>nMCPiRArvl
ekiy. Hanna wlU be made by Hanna and other division
AS BEING IN CONSPIKAOY Lhlef instructor.
Whitewings, ash collectors, dump heads that less efficient men have
j | men, inspectors and foremen will at- been obtained under civil service
ThomaS G. FitZSimonS Heads !>jtend, with separate courses for each than by the old method of employThe whitewing will be shown how jing laborers direct.

^r^r^,

Eleven Citizens Named to
Conduct Work.

An organized campaign in which
POLICE FORCE APPROVED j every
citizen will be invited to par-

According to Tom Brannon, secretary of the Democratic county committee, 35 per cent of the Democratic
eommitteemen will be changed this
*ear on the entries for precinct committeemen.
"That is caused largely because
state and county employees cannot
•rve," Brannon said.
| The Democratic committee may
'meet Friday to decide whether- to
lmeet the mayor at,the train June 30

ticipate, will be made against the
against, proposed amendments to the city
charter at the primaries August 11.
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OWNERS MEETING SELECTS TO ESTABLISH SCHOOL
FOR STREET CLEANERS
£S; COMMITTEE TO
Superintendent Hanna Outlines a Thorough Course to Start Next
Week—Every Employee Must Attend, He Says.

NREPAYING PLAN!

to handle a broom and pile refuseProper methods of collecting ashes
and the latest developments in street
flushing will be shown.
"Every employee in the division is
expected to attend and to follow instructions," said Hanna, yesterday.
"No excuses will go for failure, to
Launched.
perform work properly, after the
course has been launched."
All employees in the street cleaning division are now taken from civil
POLITICIANS DENOUNCED
service lists. Complaint has been
AS BEING IN CONSPIRACYjiXts^ctoT^ Hanna f °e made by Hanna and other division
Whitewings, ash collectors, dump heads that less efficient men have
_,
,
u J lmen. inspectors and foremen will at- been obtained under civil service
ThomaS
G.
ritZSimonS
HeadS !< tend, with separate courses for each. than by the old method of employThe whitewing will be shown how ing laborers direct.

fluncil Votes to Limit
T
iim»l».r'
, Campaign in Which All Will
Taxes on Abutting
Asked to Fight Proposed
Changes Is Being
Property Holders.
pD ISSUE DISCUSSED
fcnittee.-Wants People to
Decide If $2,000,000 Proposal is Carried.

Eleven Citizens-Named to
Conduct Work.

How to wield a broom to obtain
maximum efficiency and the best
Be method of swinging a shovel will be
taught at a school for street cleaning employees to be opened at the
Lakeside avenue barns.
Announcement of the proposed
course was made by Superintendent
Hanna of the street cleaning department yesterday. The course will
. start next week and regular sessions

According to Tom Brannon, secretary of the Democratic county committee, 35 per cent of the Democratic
committeemen will be changed this
flear on the entries for precinct committeemen.
"That is caused largely because
state and county employees cannot
•rve," Brannon said.
The Democratic committee may
meet Friday to decide whether to
meet the mayor at .the train June 30.

GROSSER lH
TO MAN POLL

An organized campaign in which
every citizen will be invited to participate, will be made against the
■Special assessments against proposed amendments to the city
Etting property owners are charter at the primaries August 11.
The charter defense committee,
|t to exceed fifty per cent of composed of eleven members, was
J
cost of repaying, the city organized yesterday afternoon at a
h
mass meeting at the Hollenden
Former's Friends Announce Plans1
iLeil decided last night in de- Hotel and was authorized to effect^
organization to have charge of all !
to Offset Endorsement of
■Lining upon a definite policy an
details of the campaign.
Latter by DemoBe followed for repaving work Resolutions condemning the two - City officials are getting the
amendments to abolish the non-par- Europe-going habit. Instead of dis-,
crats.
atext year and the year follow-i tisan preferential system of voting cussing vacation jaunts to Toledo or
and to exempt unskilled laborers Ft. Wayne, council members i
,nS Wer
L. Under the city charter, up from civil service examinations
were!1! division heads talk about the sailing
BY FREDERICK BAG-LEY.
adopted. It was charged | dateg of transatlantic liners. City
;o ninety-eight per cent can be; unanimously
Supporters of Congressman Robert
the amendments were presented to j hall corridors ring with discussions
Crosser in his race against Congress.evied against the property; confuse national and state politics ; of old world cities.
the Demowith municipal affairs, to restore the
Rresident
vviiilfcL111 Thompson,
AUU.UI'^"! of]
—. man R. J. Bulkley
~ for.....
President William
pwner.
spoils system in- municipal govern- the rltv council, is the latest to hear J cratic Congressional nomination in
j'Action of the council followed a;. iment and to build up a party ma- the call to Europe. He is to follow, the Twenty-first district.claimed yes«port by a special committee which ; cnjn<3.
Mnvor Baker, Assistant Director of terday they were prepared to- put an
Tnw Hostettler and Burr Gongwer, entire force of precinct, workers at
ias spent several weeks in an in-! !
Politician Is Blamed.
i
clerk of the board of elections, to the ! the polls in case the Democratic orfestigation of the subject. The com-;
"This is a most insidious attack ! .. world
i ganization endorses Bulkley. ■
nittee also recommends the submis:ion of a $2,000,000 bond issue to pay; on the new charter, municipal home I
Accompanied by Mrs. Thompson, he < An endorsement of Bulkley would
he city's portion of the cost of re- rule and non-partisan government,"! will sail for Italy Saturday, just as j COmpel most of the captains, in the
javing forty-two miles of streets,- declared the resolution. "It is the ! Mayor Baker and his party are due : 150 precincts - in the district to hustle
method
of tying the i back in New York. Permission for ;
Deluded in the program of the city, politician's
It. became
for Bulkley primary, day.
hands of the independent voter, thus Thompson to be absent from the: known
ingineering division.
yesterday, following an unosinducing the citizen to vote for parly i three meetings preceding the summer : tentatious visit of Bulkley here over
Will Meet Opposition.
rather than for the man.
j vacation was granted by the city | Sunday, that the official endorse! That there will be opposition to
"We call on citizens who love
ment is probable. .
his proposal was indicated by the Cleveland because of her high ideals icouncil last night. __.__^_
Fearing that the city hall machine
nttoduction of an ordinance provid- and her established reputation for
would make such a move, preparang for a wheel tax to be levied progressive self-government to Join
tions to meet it here have been made
igainst vehicles. No schedule of fees in
this campaign to defeat the
by Crosser's local lieutenants. A list.
R °»t out in the ordinance which amendments at the polls."
of 211 workers favorable to Crosser
B: offered by Councilman Reynolds.
Acting Mayor Stockwell criticized
has been compiled, and' is in Cros- j
B;announce4 that a public hearing the methods adopted and the issues
ser's hands. These men cover the
^ould be held on the measure Friday involved in the two amendments. He
entire district.
■ Brnoon.
defended his stand by declaring that
Bulkley, -while -here, seemed- un' Reynolds . also offered an amend- "he was a member of the Democratic
Extensions and improved service, concerned about the Crosser fight.
nent to the Resolution drawn by party and was regular in abiding by
••There Will be a contest, of course,
Councilman Bernstein, chairman of the public pledge made by the party ! promised by officials of the Cuyahobut I am not worrying," he said.
he special committee, to provide for 'in 1912."
; ga Telephone Company, were made
It is thought he was advised, that
l classification of business and resi !i "Those amendments if passed will
lence streets in preparing paving | plaCQ 2)ioo positions under the spoils \ possible last night when the city he would be endorsed before- Mayor
council authorized a merger with Baker sailed for Europe.
egislation
system, by removing the safeguards thirteen other independent compaVail Profits by Fight.
t,He withdrew the amendment when^j our centralized government," he
Friends of Harry L. Vail, who will
| nies making up the Ohio State Teleinformed by Acting Mayor Stock-T„ -^
receive the Republican nomination
,] vhon'e Company
sell and Director of Finance Cough-|
'
Under'the terms of the merger the in the district, were much pleased at
■that all repaving work next year
Members of Body.
pight be held up unless the council I Members of the defense committee Cuvahoga company agrees to spend a the row, believing that Grosser and
lecided definitely what the property Earned are Thomas Q. Fitzsimons, half million dollars in extensions and Bulkley will be so occupied batimprovements in Cleveland within tling each other that Vail will be
Jwners' apportionment was to be.
chairman; D. E. Morgan, vice chairtwo years. Authority to examine able to nose, in ahead of them.
| Other legislation acted upon by the man: Walter L. Flory, secretary;
It is in that, district also that the
the property, equipment and service
founcil last night included the pas-M. J. Murphy, Dr. J. E. Tuckerman,
|ge of an ordinance introduced by Thomas S. Farrell, Malcolm Mcof the company at any time is given only Democratic fight for state com- [
Sduncilman Mdtflnty, which author- Bride, Rev. Worth M. Tippy, E. M.
the city by a provision of the resolu- mitteeman is scheduled. A.. J. Sin-1
delar, 5301 McBride avenue, is runBed the appoiting of sixty additional- Baker, Robert E. Lewis,
tion authorizing the merger.
Mooney, Edgar "Hahn and L. I..
There were no votes against the ning against D. J. Zinner, the orpolicemen.
telephone merger. Officials of the ganization candidate. Word was sent
Manufacture and sale of the single- Litzler. The committee will meet at
Jip parlor match is prohibited in an-i the call of the. cnairman to consider,. Cleveland Telephone Company also out yesterday by Charles P. Salen's
ither ordinance, enacted into law by
assured Director of Public Service friends that they were for Sindelar,
plans.
Be council.
Sidlo yesterday that they were mak-' but not for Crosser. Harry D. DaChairman
Fitzsimons
suggested, [ing every effort to give Cleveland vis is unopposed for Republican comj In addition to deciding upon a
jnite paving policy, the council initiative petitions be circulated di-1 citizens * good telephone ■ service. mitteeman in the district.
Many Republicans have taken isiok other action leading to the bet- rectly after the primary in August I Sidlo had complained to the state
-ment of the city streets. At theL>rovding for a council of seven to ipublic utilities commission and had sue with the plan of Governor Cox
renewed the city demand for better to call a special session of the Leg|uest of Councilman Bernstein, thefleplace the present body.
islature to cut state tax levies. ReLuncil committee -*..
on legislation was
was!
service.
Opposes Partisan Politics.
General Manager Allard Smith and assurance was brought to the local
Brected to make an investigation of
he amount of money paid by Cleve"Then we could submit the propoCommercial Superintendent T. P. Democracy yesterday by State Senland taxpayers into state funds
sition to a vote at the November
Ca.cwin told Sidlo that the building ator Maurice Bernstein that Cox did
r ^payers contribute to state election," he said. "If the present
of the new Doan exchange will result not contemplate any action relative
Funds out of proportion to benefits councilmen have nothing to do but
in better service and that the wages to a restoration of the Smith 1 per
received, Bernstein says
and hf reward their friends then their numcent tax law or other limitation of
of operators had been increased.
wants the committee on^regist^ation ber better be reduced so those who
Methods followed by the public city and county levies. The Clevei to propose
remedial
remain will have work enough to
utilities commission
in obtaining land Democrats do not , want any
-"—"'<"
legislation
would permit state
state ifun
keep them busy."
valuations of public utility corpora- limit placed on the power . to levy
be spent ";^™.
^
to
Other speakers were E. M. Ba|*er,
on the betterment of city
tions were criticized by Sidlo yester- Ftaxes, at least as long as they are
streets.
president of the City Club, and Ralph
day. The two telephone companies in power
Edwards, chairman of the civil servhad been asked by the commission
Meyers Asks Probe
ice commission. Rabbi Louis Wolsey
to submit their own property apopened the meeting.
praisals.
The
city council . six
"It is the sentiment of the people
months agi requested the com
Councilman Mwe™yJT aSked by
that
partisan
politics
Jiave^no
jlace
a report
l£jg£««
port **"£■
from
sion to make valuations
nt of
public service
"n municipal affairs," said Mr. Baker.
Lieutenant Governor Greenlund,1!
County Clerk Haserodt, Milton B.;l
Your*, -secretary to Mayor Baker, J
and members of the c°mm"|
which framed the charter,
among those present.
Paul E. Feiss, O. C. Saum and I
Ralph V. Brandt, members of the
t thr^eaTe^r
^ ^^^I
new committee, were entrusted with |
"o greatest number
of nersono
the details of organization.
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TAKE FOLiCE GASES
19 DEMOCRATS WILL
TO THE SUPREME COURT
ARE READ OUT
OF DEM PARTY

2- tir! <? / v\
Give It a Fair Test

ESS time than six months has elapsed since
L Cleveland's new charter became operative.
Yet the voters of the city are called upon to
Acting Mayor . Stockwell Tuesday adopt three amendments to it at the next election
said he will appeal to the Ohio su- and three other changes are proposed requiring ,
preme court the ruling of appellate
judges here that civil service em- only the consent of the council and the board
ployes who. are discharged and later of control.
reinstated.can draw full pay for the
At the same time, the charter has not been
they are off duty.
Acting Mayor Stockwell Does time
The ap'pellate .-court ruling was put fully into effect. Several of its most imporgiven Monday in the case of the five tant and radical features have been IGNORED
Job; Because They Favor anti-Kohler
patrolmen discharged in
April, 1911, following unauthorized bv the city administration. And some of these
Spoils System Return
Sunday raids on saloons. The city were earnestly CHAMPIONED BY MAYOR
must pay the patrolman $2,900 if the
BAKER as essential to real home government.
supreme court upholds the lower
So far as the average citizen is concerned, the
QUOTES 1912 PLATFORM court.
mrmicinal government seems to be going on
ON-NO-PARTY BALLOT
Sfit did BEFORE THE CHARTER WAS
ADOPTED.
.
,
.
Doubtless there are flaws m the new charSays It Favors Nonpartisan-;
rA|Twr/ii| MEM tei But in its essentials it is what the people ot
Cleveland have decided they want. It was not
ship, Hence Says Opponents j 2 {,\j\j N11L1H t N prepared
and adopted hastily. The charter commission was in session many weeks with doors
Are No Longer Democrats!
wide open to every Clevelander who had a suggestion to make to it and the time given for
Nineteen separate and distinct
public discussion after its work was completed
splashes echoed and re-echoed
Social workers Tuesday threatened was ample-and satisfactorily taken advantage of.
through the City Hall Tuesday to try to defeat Councilmen Stolte,
The amendments now proposed deal witii
when Acting Mayor Stockwell and Damm, members of council] three of the most vital provisions of the charter
committee, if they run again —parts of it which thus far have been considpushed off the Democratic ship finance
because they refused to set aside
of state 19 Democratic council- $1,000 for the hiring of a recreation ered ESSENTIAL in the general scheme of home
I government that Cleveland adopted. And all
men who are working tooth and commissioner late Monday.
"Stolte and Damm are fighting our ! three were thoroughly debated before the comnail to amend the new charter to
plans only for political reasons.
jkill
municipal elec
Kill nonpartisan
nonpar LiB.au mum^j....
---- „,—-.-.
Peterson, school I mission, in public meetings and m the newspations by means of a pre erentiai<£*^^£ Their constitu ners Their purpose is easily understood, lne
ballot and civil service tor com-" ents should be informed of their at- voters approved of them deliberately and with
titude. They should be defeated.
full knowledge of what EFFECT they would
mon laborers
T

PLAN DEFEAT OF

ON PLAY ISSUE

John H. Dots, Alta House worker
Not content with reading the 19
out of the Democratic party as ir- told Stolte he voted for him last fall ^It is very evident that what is behind the
regulars, Stockwell declared himself but wouldn't if he ran again.
Peterson Tuesday said he would amendments proposed is POLITICS-pohtics
the most regular of the regular. To
get
back up his contention he pointed to urge school board members not to, of the kind practiced by the fellows who
the plaftorm of the Democratic party help support a recreation commis-1 out the vote" and have been rewarded m the
written in the fall of 1912 when can- sioner in case the commissioner Is] past by City Hall jobs ranging from street-gang
didates for. the general, assembly taken from Welfare Director Cooley s foreman to deputy director.
The .charter redepartment and put under Service
were selected.
strictions which the amendments are intended to
l
Director
Sidlo.
TJ. irnqtj. lft12_Platfoi m
_■_ Stolte and Damm held up action knock out tend to make their calling a precarious
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IAND THE CITY BE GIVEN A REASONABLE
LENGTH OF TIME FOR ITS FULL TESTING.
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TAKE POLICE CASES
19 DEMOCRATS WILL
TO THE SUPREME COURT!
ARE READ OUT
OF DEM PARTY

Give It a Fair Test

LESS time than six months has elapsed since
Cleveland's new charter became operative.
Yet the voters of the city are called upon to
Acting Mayor . Stockwell Tuesday adopt three amendments to it at the next election
said he will appeal to the Ohio, suand three.other changes are proposed requiring i
preme court the ruling of appellate
judges here that civil service em- only the consent of the council and the board
ployes who are discharged and later
of control.
reinstated.can draw full pay for the
At the same time, the charter has not been
Acting Mayor Stockwell Does time they are off duty.
The appellate -court ruling was put fully into effect. Several of its most imporMonday in the case of the five
Job; Because They Favor given
anti-Kohler. patrolmen discharged in tant and radical features have been IGNORED
April, 1911, following unauthorized by the city administration. And some of these
Spoils System Return
Sunday raids on saloons. The city were earnestly CHAMPIONED BY MAYOR
must pay the patrolman $2,900 if the
supreme court upholds the lower BAKER as essential to real home government. ,
QUOTES 1912 PLATFORM court.
j So far as the average citizen is concerned, the
municipal government, seems to be going on
ON NO-PARTY BALLOT
about as it did BEFORE THE CHARTER WAS
ADOPTED.
.
Doubtless there are flaws m the new chari Says It Favors Nonpartisanter But in its essentials it is what the people of
Cleveland have decided they want. It was not
ship, Hence Says Opponents
prepared and adopted hastily. The charter commission was in session many weeks with doors
Are No Longer Democrats
wide open to every Clevelander who had a suggestion to make to it and the time given for
Nineteen separate and distinct
public discussion after its work was completed
splashes echoed and re-echoed
Social workers Tuesday threatened was ample -and satisfactorily taken advantage of.
through the City Hall Tuesday to try to defeat Councilmen Stolte,
The amendments now proposed deal with
when Acting Mayor Stockwell and Damm, members of council) three of the most vital provisions of the charter
pushed off the Democratic ship finance committee, if they run again —parts of it which thus far have been considbecause they refused to set aside,
of state 19 Democratic council- $1,000
for the hiring of a recreation, ered ESSENTIAL in the general scheme of home
men who are working tooth and commissioner late Monday.
government that Cleveland adopted. And all
"Stolte and Damm are fighting ourj three were thoroughly debated before the comnail to amend the new charter to
kill nonpartisan municipal elec- plans only for political reasons, de- mission, in public meetings and in the newspaclared Dr. E. A. Peterson, school
tions by means of a preferential medical supervisor. "Their constitu- pers Their purpose is easily understood. The
ballot and civil service for com- 1 ents should be informed of their at- voters approved of them deliberately and with
"titude. They should be defeated.'
full knowledge of what EFFECT they would
mon laborers.

PLAN DEFEAT OF
2 COUNCILMEN
ON PLAY ISSUE

John H. Dotz, Alta House worker
Not content with reading the 19
out of the Democratic party as ir- told Stolte he voted for him last fall
It is very evident that what is behind the
regulars, Stockwell declared himself but wouldn't if he ran again.
amendments'
proposed is POLITICS—politics
Peterson
Tuesday
said
he
would
the most regular of the regular. To
get
back up his contention he pointed to urge school board members not to of the kind practiced by the fellows who
the plaftorm of the Democratic party help support a recreation commis- out the vote" and have been rewarded m the
. written in the fall of 1912 when can- sioner in case the commissioner is. past by City Hall jobs ranging from street-gang
didates for the- general assembly taken from Welfare Director Cooley's foreman to deputy director.
The charter redepartment and put under Service
■ were selected.
strictions which the amendments are intended to
Director
Sidlo.
Quotes 1018 Platfprm
Stolte and Damm held up action knock out tend to make their calling a precarious
i "We specifically favor the nonpar- on giving Cooley $1,000 toward the
tisan ballot for the election of mu- commissioner's salary until action is 0J1
\ FEW MINOR CHANGES SUCH AS THE
nicipal officers," is the spike Stock- taken on Stolte's ordinance transwell pulled out of the Democratic ferring to Sidlo all supervision of COUNCIL AND THE BOARD OF CONTROL
ship's gangplank. That clause in the
CAN MAKE MAY BE ADVISABLE BUT
parks and playgrounds.
party platform was put in by leadActing Recreation Commissioner COMMON SENSE DICTATES THAT BEFORE
ing Cuyahoga county Democrats, of Bellamy will have, charge of playIMPORTANT AMENDMENTS ARE URGED
both city and county factions, Stockgrounds, scheduled to be opened
well asserted, and bucking the new j Monday, until the council row is THE BAKER ADMINISTRATION SHOULD
^ charter means Democratic council-j
PUT THE CHARTER IN FULL FORCE
ended.
■ men are backing water.
AND THE CITY BE GIVEN A REASONABLE
"It is an acknowledged fact that;
LENGTH OF TIME FOR ITS FULL TESTING.
every Democratic councilman save,
one is heart and soul in the*right to
restore partisan municipal elections,",
said Stockwell. ."That alone constitutes a violation of the party's plat-,
form. Moreover, trying to return to
the 'spoils system' is only another
means toward the same end.
"National parties are in city politics
j only for the jobs they can obtain.
i Take away those jobs and'there's no
incentive for the party to meddle.
Under civil service we will have the
greatest freedom from national politics. .Of course, there always will be
parties—groups of men will band toI gether for this or that purpose.
"Veto Makes Me Regular"
I "By vetoing the council's civil service ordinance I maintained my standing as a regular," Stockwell continued. "Democratic councilmen who
: passed the ordinance over my veto
are irregular. Talk about me being j
irregular—why, that's a joke."
Politicians who know, Tuesday declared Stockwell's ■- reading, the > 19
councilmen out of the party is the j
most serious "breach that'has become j
apparent since Mayor Baker tookof- i
flee over two years ago. Now that
Stockwell has widened to a chasm the
split caused when he vetoed the civil
/service ordinance, councilmen predict
-i'the acting mayor's "finish."
j These are the councilmen Stockwell
pushed overboard: Robert J. Koch, t^.
P W. Stanton, Charles Marquard, |
T?. V. Kalina, David Moylan, William
j. Horrigan, James J. McGinty, John
W. Reynolds, J. B. Votava, Joseph F.
Sledz, William F. Thompson, William
G. Tack, William L. Wagner, William
Stolte, John F. Durkin, E. A. Meyers,
A J. Damm, Robert Foster and William Rolf, i- B. Smith, who thinks
the way Stockwell does, is the only
exception.
Here's the Party's Pledge
The Democratic platform Stockwell
insists councilmen have deserted,
"The Democratic party of Cuyahoga
countv in convention assembled, reaffirms'its allegiance td those principles or
fundamental democracy which have Inspired its efforts and guided it fqr the
past 11 years. Law-made privilege, by
which the few enjoy more than they pro.duoe; and the many produce more than
they enjoy, must and shall be abolished.

* # * *

"We pledge our candidates to the gen
eral assembly to carry out these ; principles of progressive democracy as. they
have declared in this convention and we
specifically favor non-partisan ballot for
the election of municipal officers.
"Pending legislation to this rji —»
pledge our candidates to the ^^r..-l ot
the principles herein set forth. '

Stockwell claimed Tuesday this reI fleeted the sentiment of the entire ]
Cleveland democracy and that Democratic councilmen are bound to the j
planks In the platform.
Members of the charter defense
j committee will meet at the City club
Friday to lay plans to fight against
new charter amendments scheduled
to come to a Vote this fall, Thomas
G. Fitzsimmons, chairman of the
committee, anounced Tuesday.
At an organization meeting at the
Hollenden late Monday, D. E. Morgan was named vice chairman and
Walter L. Flory secretary.
With
Fitzsimmons and 10 committee members they will raise funds and take
Lthe stump aginst the ametidmentg^

■■■■■■
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AVORS GUY PAYiHS PLANRGHTT
LF PAVING COST HARM DEEE

fflZENS PROTEST SEE
fpflUi DELAY EOUCAT

•i •„ Hf^Detote With 'Council Member to Introduce Councilmen Approve Report, Citizens Form Organization
to Seek Defeat of Two
, Resolution
of Committee Suggesting
'temberf of Counoil at
»«**« to
to Give
Give City
City
Complete
Charge.
Amendments Urged.
$2,000,000 Bond Issue.
Public Meeting.

C

Art Passage of Pending Or- Declares There is Too Much Sanction Phone Merger and; Declare Politicians Would
Re-establish Spoifs
Duplication and Pulling
Put Ban on Parlor
dinance for Good of City
System.
■
'
in
System.
Matches.
j
Children.
Red-hot denunciation, by resoluCouncil last night approved the re- |
port of its special committee fixing tion, of the attempts to amend
erS
"Lnr? clashed in heated debate , cilman Alex Bernstein, as member of the apportionment of the cost of pav- Cleveland's . charter to abolish non_..v,r,„ meeting
m«>tine called
called the council committee on legislation, ing at 50 and 50 per cent, and recom- partisan elections and -civil service
yesterday at a public
yesitiuaj
nending ordi- says he will offer in council next Mon- mending a $2,000,000 bond issue to
for laborers followed the formation
for discussion of the P«^B
cover the city's share of the expense
of a "charter defense" committee
employment of day evening.
nance ^'^"^/the
0
of
repaying
forty-two
miles
of
streets.
Councilman Bernstein states he will
«mS o /ration at a salyesterday
afternoon in the assembly
Action
was
taken
by
council
last
urge in his resolution-that the coun^y of $3;.000 atlfeeacrouncil committee cil committee on legislation be au- night to permit city engineers tc pro- room of The Hollenden.
ceed with the necessary assessment
o/ra^ decked to approv
thorized to investigate the entire sub
A
change
from
the
large
fdinancf k^yaS SetyheStconf:|^t"o"ramaigamating school and city legislation, but Councilman J. W. council
elected
by
wards
to
Reynolds
and
E.
A.
Myers
announced
council,
would be taken oy u
management under a city
small
council
elected
at1
^ meeting of council
they would oppose a hard and fast a
,r«' or" that man's recall mayor and board of control.
rule of 50 and 50 per cent, in the di
large was advocated by Thomas, G.
1 m
'declared Dr. E. A PeterThe library board
Dos.ru also
aiou would
wu«»^ be
~- visions of the cost. Both contend a.
■ tt„ „ informal debate just be- -.bnUshed under the scheme proposed larger share than 50 per cent, should Fitzsimons in a vigorous attack on
.nTr,n1ittee bv ! »e paid by owners of property on 'j council. Mr. Fitzsimons, who as a
|?eathe meettag. "I'm going to Join aoo.isnea uim
by Mr. Bernstein. The fcommittee
by , ^.^ thorougMares.
delegate to the Ohio constitutional
a e
T °thif debate Councilman William the resolution, he says, would be au- , Anotner phase of the paving pro-b- ^convention in 1012 was author of the
'?*f,S
the
c*ly
member
of
thorized
to
study
this
question
with
a
I
i
i
to
come
up
for
consideration
em s
Stolte had been tne up
stood
! home rule amendment, was made
viPw to asking the legislature at. its ! at a public meeting Friday
afternoon
GO
the counoil oham,ber.
An 0rdirSiins!he appointment of a view to asKin. z i e
chairman of the "charter defense"
?3 0008commiSs?one. and declared all coming session to authorize a special , ^^ ^^ & special tax on every |j committee.
election
on
a
constitutional
amendvehicle
operated
on
Cleveland
streets
JecreaUonal activities should be m
The meeting attended by approxithe hands of the director of pubfcc ment enabling cities to vote on the | is to be discussed.
mately fifty men, marked the beginThe
ordinance
was
introduced
by
^Aifordinance transferring the man- question of school management.
1 Councilman Reynolds last evening ning of an organized fight to defeat
agement of park and playground ac- May Demand Election.
jand referred to committee. Council- the two amendment proposals at the
?fvmes from the department of pub"If the people of Cleveland want | man Reynolds believes enough should
lb welfare to the department of pub- the board of education abolished and -be derived from the special tax to polls primary day, Aug. 31.
"This is a most insidious and danic service was introduced last night
n onhniit the i : operate the street repair department,
Iv Councilman Stolte and referred to the legislature refuses to submit the } £ approximat(?ly $238,000 annually. gerous attack on the new charter,
comm ttees. Members of the eoun- question to the electors of the state i
-^iTst steps in the plan to obtain municipal home rule and nonpartisan
TcSmmStee on finance declared yes- we will strive to bring about suchSan legislation that will enable the city city government. It is the politicians'
terday they wish to see this ordi- election through an initiative peti- to keep a larger portion of revenues
nance Passed before approving the
! derived 'by the state from taxes; method of tying the hands of the inSSSSer of funds for the salary of tion," said Mr. Bernstein.
j raised in Cleveland were taken by ! dependent voter.*
a commissioner of recreation.
| "It appears to me as though the I council last evening. A resolution
So the resolution characterized the
"The man who has had the most to present system of managing school ! was adopted authorizing the commit\ submission of the proposals at the
sav at this meeting does not live in |
i
tee
on
legislation
to
conduct
an
inCleveland,"
declared
Councilman affairs is wrong. There is too much vestigation of this subject. The reso- primary.
Robert Foster, following an address duplication, too much pulling this way | lution was offered by Councilman | Prior to adoption of the resolution,
by Secretary Munson Havens of the and that.
■ ,
, i Alex Bernstein.
speakers voiced , strong opposition to
Chamber of Commerce.
By unanimous vote council adopted
"The cities of the state should have i
the effort to change the charter.
% am "etting sick of having peoj
the
resolution
permitting
the
Cuyaple from last Cleveland come before home rule in school management.! ihoga Telephone Co. to merge with
Rabbi Louis Wolsey, chairman of
this council and attempt to dictate its Those cities that want boards should • other independent concerns that are the meeting, declared "the old politipolicies.; The thing is getting to be have them. The cities that want to
to become a part of the Ohio State
:
cal spoilsman is still with us."
Telephone Co.
a
Mem'bers of the citizens' committee give to their councils powers vested j ' In its amended form, the resolu- Fears Spoils System.
in
the
board
of
education
should
not
urged the council committee to ma-Ke
I tion binds the Cuyahoga. to the ex- , Acting Mayor John N. Stockwell
known what its intentions were be- be barred from taking such a step.
penditure of $500,000 in Cleveland and;
fore the meeting adjourned and all
its suburbs within two years after predicted a springing up of the spoil?
An example of duplication is, shown
three councilmen on the committee
the merger becomes effective. The system i£ the civil service amendment
in
the
present
management
of
playstated they favored postponement for
resolution also contains provisions:
and a return of the Ina week. Besides Mr. Havens Rev. grounds. One department of the city
Worth M. Tippy, George A.-Bellamy government should manage the play^nfoftr^omfany" *"** ^ ffiSi of national politics in municDr B. A. Peterson andJJ. H. .Low
An ordinance authorizing appoint-:
i affairs if the nonpartisan amenaspoke in behalf of the pending ordi- grounds. Both the city government jment of sixty additional patrolmen j ipa
t carrieci.
nance.
*-*i,j„ and the school department have play- 'was passed, but Public Safety Dlrec-j
of the
Eawards, president
"I want to urge the passage of this grounds and the wor.K has not pro- ,tor
A. A. Benesch said he will not
Ralph MHH
,
,
ordinance in behalf of the children of
(appoint the men until funds are pro- j civil service commission, offered counthis city," said Mr. Bellamy.
The gressed as it should.
'ter arguments for assertions against
children are lying, gambling, stealing,
"The plan to abolish the board of ivided.
A resolution by Councilman J. J-)th clvil service provisions.
fighting and quarreling because you education would
work out well with
uull
was adopted asking that/
president of the City
and I have not given them an opporoppor
education "
\
escribed by! McGinty
steps be taken to make the city a; E. M. Bakei, piebiue
tunity to'live a decent life. I want ;L^^^aTO~o^OYer-n.ment OT
presciiijea_py
party to the lake front litigation rais- Club, expressed belief that the political
to ask this council who is going to be
0{X{0 ^nuu-B mqSia-XiJOjing the question of the right of clt
rail-s regpectabilitv of Cleveland is at stake,
responsible when these children as *i v ~
u-eua^qsaad \
uamqi>
voun" men and women are brought strj
luaiuoj qjuuiw
'
roads to make fills along the
y' He said candidates seeking election to
before tee bar of justice?"
Lajj 910 uj JWBWUI ■*!»<*«* « xfflAl
0
r
^Pubnc
Service
Director
T.
L,
Sidlo
council next year might be asked their
'I notice this," said Councilman |—._g aunj. "Q 'aOOdUSAn iSVH
i informed council he was opposed to stand with regard to "the will of the
-Stolte, "that it is the men who are
■HSTvaa Nivaa: SHI OL ivioaas
i construction of temporary safety: op le ,of Cleveland as expressed in
doing the charitable things who al- J
! gates at the east approach to the Su-j ^
„hartpr ■•
ways demand the big salaries. I am ! i
Perior viaduct. In his opinion it, the city charter.
going to vote in the manner I believe
■ would congest traffic. The bridge is Then, after the resolution had been
■>|B8dS 0}
to be right."
'■
| in a safe condition, the director re-|aaopted, Mr. Fitzsimons brought the
"We are here to ask you to find ,
U3|A|
$1,000 as urgently suggested by the ;
|P°C^incilman Clayton C. Townes of-i™eeting to a climax
mayor," said Secretary Havens. "Do
An assault is being made on the
I fered a resolution asking that subnot let us for petty preferences or for
harter, which cost the people of
I urban cars coming from the west be
political reasons overturn the work of
barred from the viaduct.
years."
By
unanimous
vote,
council
passed!
Immediately after the meeting!
Councilman Foster and E. A. Meyers ;
(the ordinance prohibiting the sale,!
had a heated dispute when Mr. '■
i| manufacture and storage of parlon
Meyers urged that the council should
matches in Cleveland. The ordinance
wait for the mayor's return before
! had been pending several weeks. It]
passing on these questions.
I is favored by fire department heads
As temporary playground commis1 Councilman Reynolds introduced ar
sioner George A. Bellamy yesterday
j ordinance authorizing the transfer oi
prepared to name the instructors in ;
the health division from the welfare Smsudwoa 'sjiamoy ipusuj jo
charge of city playgrounds.
The
department to the department of pub
board of control yesterday authorized
| lie safety. The ordinance was re
,
his appointment. There wild be no . .
'sv>p B5[tod urea I ferred to committee.
salary.
I
/city council and lead- f Abolition of the board of education
Memoers rfwo^ comffljttee on -wiu be proposed in a resolution Coun-

jo. \sn uo

(uoojg yunog)
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PLAN FIGHT I

IBSTEOEKSJ
M COST
, ', :n wp^edllehate With iCouncil Member to Introduce Councilmen Approve Report
tmb s of Council at
, Resolution to Give City
of Committee Suggesting
Public Meeting.
.■
Comp!ete_Charge.
$2,000,000 Bond Issue.

Cf

A

i, pfl«aae~oTpending Or- Declares There is Too Much Sanction Phone Merger and
Put Ban on Parlor
IS:°Goodo,City , D^««™
m
Matches.
Children.
Msiem.

AS

Citizens Form Organization
to Seek Defeat of Two
Amendments Urged.

Declare

Politicians Would

Re-establish Spoils
System.

Abolition of the board of education
Red-hot denunciation, by resoluCouncil last night approved the reMembers of city council and leadn? the citizens' committee on will be proposed in a resolution Coun- port of its special committee fixing tion, of the attempts to amend
6
V^ clashed in heated debate cilman Alex Bernstein, as member of j: the apportionment of the cost of pav- Cleveland's . charter to abolish nonIT ay ^uh'io meeting called the council committee on legislation, | ing at 50 and 50 per cent, and recom- partisan elections and .civil^ service
says he will offer in council next Mon- j mending a $2,000,000 bond issue to for laborers followed the formation
day evening.
| cover' the city's share of the expense
nan Ce
, ^td for the employment of
Councilman Bernstein states he will | of repaying forty-two miles of streets. of a "charter defense" committee
P0dmmSoTrtcreationata;SalAction was taken by council last yesterday afternoon in the assembly
urge in his resolution>'that the counyear.
ary of ifo.000 a^ ie
committee cil committee on legislation be aunight to permit city engineers to pro- room of The Hollenden.
C0U
Members of
Q
the
ceed with the necessary assessment
A
change
from
the
large
on finance £f°"n^,tloni they stated, thorized to investigate the entire subject of amalgamating school and city legislation, but Councilman J. W.
council
elected
by
wards
to
k$?&taSy^em at the comReynolds
and
E.
A.
Myers
announced
management under a city council,
they would oppose a hard and fast a
small
council
elected
at!
IW W ?or"Sat man's recall mayor and board of control.
rule of 50 and 50 per cent, in the di- large was advocated by Thomas. G.
The library board also would be visions of the cost. Both contend a
risht
Xr'an rnformal debate just be- abolished under the scheme proposed larger share than 50 per cent, should ; Fitzsimons in a vigorous attack on
feme meeting. "I'm going to Jon. by Mr. Bernstein. The committee by | be paid by owners of property on' council. Mr. Fitzsimons, who as a
business thoroughfares.
elegate to the Ohio constitutional
the resolution, he says, would be auprob r
Another phase of the paving pro©onthor of th
1010
lem
Is
to
come
up
for
consideration
f
convention
in 1912
was author ottn
thorized to study this question with a
at
a
public
meeting
Friday
afternoon
!
home
rule
amendment.
view to asking the legislature at its
e
chairman of the "charter defense"
in the council chamber. An ordi
coming session to authorize a special ,j nance
fixing a special tax on every
KS activities should be in election on a constitutional amend- ; vehicle operated on Cleveland streets i committee.
The meeting attended by approxip hands of the director of pubtic ment enabling cities to vote on the j is to be discussed.
j
j . The ordinance was introduced by ! mately fifty men, marked the beginSe
C
question
of
school
management.
An ordinance transferring the man' Councilman Reynolds last evening j ning of an organized fight to defeat
agement of park and playground ac- May Demand Election.
'^and referred to committee. Council- the two amendment proposals at the
tfvmes from the department of pub"If the people of Cleveland want man Reynolds believes enough should
hd welfare to the department of pub- the board of education abolished and ! be derived from the special tax to 'polls primary day, Aug. 31.
"This is a most insidious and danc Tervtce was introduced last night
operate the street repair department,
by Councilman Stolte and referred to the legislature refuses to submit the J j or approximately $238,000 annually. gerous attack on the new charter,
committees. Members of the coun- question to the electors of the state i
First steps in the plan to obtain
Tcommittee on finance declared yes- we will strive to bring about sucnSan legislation that will enable the city I municipal home rule and nonpartisan
terday they wish to see this ordi- election through an initiative peti- to keep a larger portion of revenues city government. It is the politicians'
nance passed before approving the
' derived 'by the state from taxes method of tying the hands of the in! j raised in Cleveland were taken by .; dependerit voter."
"ra"sfer of funds for the salary of tion," said Mr. Bernstein.
a commissioner of recreation.
| "It appears to me as though the j i council last evening. A resolution ,
resolution characterized the
"The man who has had the most to present system of managing school j 'was adopted authorizing the commitSo the resolution
.
,av at this meeting does not live in
'tee on legislation to conduct an in- j submission of the proposals
affairs
is
wrong.
There
is
too
much
Cleveland,"
declared
Councilman
vestigation pf this subject. The reso- '
Robert Foster, following an address duplication, too much pulling this way j , lution was offered by Councilman primary.
Prior to adoption of the resolution,
by Secretary Munson Havens of the and that.
,
} j Alex Bernstein.
speakers voiced , strong opposition to
Chamber of Commerce.
By unanimous vote council adopted
"The cities of the state should have i
Tam getting sick of having peoi the resolution permitting the Cuya- the effort to change the charter.
ple from Kast Cleveland come betore home rule in school management.! hoga Telephone Co. to merge with
Rabbi Louis Wolsey, chairman of
this council and attempt to dictate its Tho«e cities that want boards should | 1 other independent concerns that are
policies. The thing is getting to be have them. The cities that want to i to become a part of the Ohio State the meeting, declared "the old politi- j
cal spoilsman is still with us."
a
Co.
Members of the citizens' committee give to their councils powers vested, Telephone
In its amended form, the resolu- Fears Spoils System.
urged the council committee to maKe in the board of education should not i tion binds the Cuyahoga. to the ex\etins Mayor John N. Stockwell
known what its intentions were be-( be barred from taking such a step.
of $500,000
penditure oi
jpouu.uw in
m Cleveland
uieveiauu and
aim, ACUHS
•>
onr>ilq
fore the meeting adjourned and all
its suburbs within two years after predicted a springing up ot tne „poiib
An
example
of
duplication
is,
shown
three councilmen on the committee
the merger becomes effective. The system if the civil service amendment
stated they favored postponement tor in the present management of playresolution also contains provisions:
return of the ind
a week. Besides Mr. Havens, Rev. grounds. One department of the city
Worth M. Tippy, George A. -Bellamy, Government should manage the play- ISSTJX'SOSS^ inSPCCt eqUiP-'fiu0encde of national politics in municDr E. A. Peterson and* J. H- Lotz
An ordinance authorizing appoint- ipai affairs if the nonpartisan amendspoke in behalf of the pending ordi- grounds. Both the city government
of sixty additional patrolmen |
t carrie(j.
and the school department have play- ment
nance.
.
•was passed, but Public Safety Direc-j
Edwards president of the
. "I want to urge the passage of this grounds and the WOBK has not pro- ]tor
A.
A.
Benesch
said
he
will
not
Ralph
JMwaru*., .
ordinance in behalf of the children of
appoint
the
men
until
funds
are
pro-'civil
service
commission, olfered counthis city," said Mr. Bellamy.
The gressed as it should.
'ter arguments for assertions against
children are lying, gambling, stealing,
"The plan to abolish the board of Ivided.
A resolution by Councilman J. J.;
,, u service provisions,
fighting and quarreling because you education would work out well with
and I have! not given them an opporsteppe
^T^t^c^l'
*
* B^-, president of the City
the
form
of
government,
prescribed
by
tunity to live a decent life. I want
party to the lake front litigation rais- cwb, expressed belief that the political
to ask this council who is going to be the. city charter. The council, in ading the question of the right of citv
rail-s respectability of Cleveland is at stake,
responsible when these children as dition to its present duties, would
young men and women are brought
roads to make fills along the
' He said candidates seeking election to
have
the
duties
now
given
the
board
before the bar of justice?"
Wa
r
0
pu
bHc
Service
Director
T.
L,
Sidlo;
council next year might be asked their
of
education
and
the
library
board.
"I notice this," said Councilman
Stolte, "that it is the men who are There would be a department of edu- : informed council he was opposed to stand with regard to "the will of the
, ,of Cleveland as expressed in
doing the charitable things who al- cation and at the nead would be a i; construction of temporary safety
gates at the east approach to the Su-i peu±»»
ways demand the big salaries. I am
director
as
member
of
the
board
of
|
perior
viaduct.
In
his
opinion
it
the
city
charter.
going to vote in the manner I believe
control. The director of education j would congest traffic. The bridge is Then, after the resolution had been
to be right."
"We are here to ask you to find would name the city librarian who, | in a safe condition, the director re-iadopted| Mr- Fitzsimons brought the
$1,000 as urgently suggested by the would have the power of commission- j' PO e
Co uncilman Clayton C. Townes of- meeting to a climax,
mayor," said Secretary Havens. "Do
The libraries would in this man- j fered a resolution asking that sub-1 "An assault is being made on the
not let us for petty preferences or for
urban cars coming from the west bejnew charter, which cost the people of
poiitical reasons overturn the work of ner be in a separate division of the
barred from the viaduct.
Jrweland many hard knocks and
years."
; department of education."
By unanimous vote, council passed ^e
^^ ^ ^^
Immediately after the meeting I
Heading
this
fight,
Councilman
Councilman Foster and E. A. Meyers
the ordinance prohibiting the salel*'""-;
i
re w;thout resolvin
had a heated dispute when Mr. ■ Bernstein will probaoly have the sup- | manufacture and storage of P^rloj Let snot leave h
nee
Meyers urged that the council should port of the city administration, it
matches in Cleveland. The ordinance^ defend the chartei and keep it as
wait for the mayor's return before
was stated last evening, as Mayor'; ' had been pending several weeks. It
■passing on these questions.
is favored by fire department heads
"If twenty-six councilmen haven't
As temporary playground commis- !Newton U, Baker and administration;
' Councilman Reynolds introduced ar
_
n^uvp out iobs for
sioner George A. Bellamy yesterday heads long have favored combining j ordinance authorizing the transfer o anything to do
but fi ure out Dobsfor
prepared to name the instructors in school and city affairs under one
the
people
of
their
wards in com pen
the health division from the welfare
(
charge of city playgrounds.
The
to the department of put sation for political efforts, let's reduce
board of control yesterday authorized head and one system of management, j department
lie safety. The ordinance was re the council to-about seven-and give
his appointment. There wiH be no
A clash between city and school
ferred to committee.
them something to do, and elect them
salary.
C, heads is imminent on the question j
it large instead of by wards."
of paying for the services of the city |
Applause greeted the suggestion.
law department, the city treasurer,
and the city civil service commis- I
"I think it wouldn't be a bad idea
sion City Finance Director Thomas
f after Aug. 11. we got out our petiCoughlin decided yesterday to for-,
tions and. perhaps by next spring we
ward to the school Jjrthorities a hill {
Iwould have a new council," continued
amoii5tingTto" $10,000 to cover the
Mr. Fitzsimons. "That's the only way
cost of service furnished through
to deal witlithose gentlemen
lth S
d
tn e
8
?. We rve a ske a the school board
to contribute toward the cost of the
.bond of the city treasurer and it has
refused," said the finance director
yesterday.
"School board members
say there is no authority for the payment of this money.
"Law Director Stockwell has informed me that the entire time of one
of his assistants could 'be giveni to.
school work and that his salary should
be paid by the board of education.
School Director Hogen raised the
question of the right of the schools
to pay the bill, that I first submitted
merely covering the cost of the bond,
T have decided to raise> the gen.era
, question by rendering the bill for all
services inl914.

fcSit f Stolte stood

Wm f^io^T^4 all

u
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DEMAND STATE STOCKWELLl
SHARE MILLIONS REALLY REG'mL
AVING 19 DEMSII

It is to be expected that a sharp divergence of
Germans Oppose Him' for Judgreopinion will prevail regarding the advisability of
ship, Call Him Stubborn.
amending the city charter,' as proposed.this sumSTAFF SPECIAL.
mer. There should be agreement on one point,
WASHINGTON, June 22.—Conferhowever—that the charter is in no sense an unences at tooth the department of juschangeable
document which must not. be touched
tice and the "White House today on
nor altered. The question of amendment is thorthe federal Judgreshi'p at Cleveland
brought no definite results.
oughly practical. One may propose to alter proA proXSjkt against the nomination [
of D. C. Westenhaver by the German- I visions without laying himself justly open to the
American alliance of Cleveland was I charge of being a destroyer.
filed at the department of justice. The i
Councilmen and other city
The charter is a mere form of government,
German organization objects to Mr. j
Westenhaver because of the decision; drawn by fifteen citizens, excellent men but guided officials
Wednesday declared
B
of the Cleveland board of education;
in dropping the teaching -of German.
solely by human judgment, who often decided im- they will demand of the next
il/U
Regarding Mr. Westenhaver-the proportant points by votes far from unanimous. It general assembly that Cleveland
test says:
.
bar
"He UBeks judicial poise and miswas not considered even by them a perfect docu- and Cuyahoga county be given
s fc
takes stubbornness for firmness."
ment, nor has it lived long enough to have ac- 75 to 80 per cent of the $900,Q00
mari<
quired a halo of patriotic tradition.
they turn into .the state highDemocratic
coun^ „ J.
There is in some circles an inclination to class way fund annually for road
traorc
! chuckled inwardly and
Dela
all supporters of amendment as enemies of the building.
Mr. Li
Wednesday
when
they
i
eat|
public welfare.
Certain supporters of an unAlthough councilmen and Cleveise in
amended charter thus assume too much. They are, land Auto club officials repeatedly Acting ■ Mayor Stockwell
e noir
in effect, trying to throw an air sof sanctity about have protested against the unequal read them out of the Dem.ot Senator.
this body of organic law and assuming that any , distribution of road money sent to party Tuesday while tWJ cal c
a in
i hands offering to change a provision are by that | Columbus from Cleveland, no def- wiping the mist of N"~e tiii
inite action was forthcoming until from their brows.
very fact proved profane.
jlevelan
As to most of its provisions, the charter h^,s : Wednesday, when Councilman DitSupposing we are a
,de re
been in force since the beginning of the year. rick announced ' he will ask council regular because we
me he
G
That is not a long period to observe its workings; ; to pass a resolution demanding that service for common laborers,
ough
yet it offers some opportunity in that direction. Cuyahoga county legislators work ID
councilmen queried, 4 ause
for the passage of a bill which will
The dependability of a conclusion based on such
a fig
aid Cleveland .to repave its streets. right has Stockwell to 01
an observation depends altfne on the thoroughness
to
from
our
party?
They
$4,000,000 Paid to.State
of the observation. The time the charter has been,
peeped
into
the
acting
i
„
Mv
Dittrick's announcement followed
m to
in operation is not the sole consideration.
the statement of County
Auditor connection with the NinetJ John
Let us argue these issues out on their merits. IiJ Zangerle that in 1914 the county
Ward Democratic club (1, an
is more likely to antagonize than to persuade for! will pay $908,600 to the state for
couldn't find that he gave m a at
BY WALJCER S. BUEX,.
one side to declare at once that the other's mo-i road purposes. In the last 10 years
$4,147,300
has, been
sent
from more than his moral support
Congressman William Gordon has tives are unpatriotic; that it al6ne monopolizes: Cleveland to Columbus
Ir. L
for
good the organization.
promised to support State Senator the civic reform spirit.
ssrs.
roads.
All
Nonpartisans
arke'
Vincent Zmurrt, opposing Mr. Gor"Records fail to show where one
the
"Stockwell never will get ^
cent turned in from the auto tax
don's renomination in the twentieth"
ected
and special levies from Cuyahoga fever from his democracy—he'
district, if Mr. Zmunt is nominated.
county has been spent for Ceveland been really infected," declaredi c« resou;
Mr. Zmunt has given a similar pledge
streets," said Dittrick.
"About 80 cilman Stolte, who represents evised
to the congressman.
The friendly
per cent • of the money collected Nineteenth ward, including Stocto ce H
agreement was made at a conference
from auto licenses and road tax "Anyway, we're all
Jit Mr. Zmunt's office in the Bngi- j
he L
levies should be .expended in the now."
neers building.
county from which the revenue orGeorge Myers, city dance
to
It developed yesterday that Coniginated.
Only enough
to
cover spector. and president of the if te wl
overhead expenses should be kept teenth
ce tc
gressman Gordon, who returned re"Ward
Democratic
out.
Wednesday said he' couldn't rem_ n tl
cently from Washington, had called
tan(
"The next time the legislature ber seeing Stockwell at more S
on his opponent, and the two dismeets
I
will
ask
council
to
get
betwo
or
three
meetings
of
thec
|M$
cussed the entire twentieth district
:arde
hind Cuyahoga county members and ! in the last year. The club
situation.
itz h
I work for a more equal distribution once a month in a hall near J
Apparently Mr. Gordon's purpose in j
e.wit
of the money so collected."
105th street and Euclid avenue.
seeking the meeting was to learn if I
t tow
Carl
Friebolin,
state sen
$160,000, but None for City
possible on what grounds State SenHoi
backed up Myers and said he
This year
$160,000
has
beene pla
ator Zmunt bases his belief that there |
awarded the county by the state j sure Stockwell hadn't been to
on h£
is opposition to the congressman in!
highway commission, Auto club of- j than three of the last 12 meei :orne>
the district, and why he thinks anflcials said, but all will be spent i Although his club attendance
talk
other candidate would be stronger
outside of the city limits. In Cleve* ting average is only .250, Myerj
time
than Mr. Gordon.
Friebolin said Stockwell paid his.
'
land
alone
there
are
18,000
autos,
Mr. Zmunt told the congressman in
his p
making the annual license income regularly.
a direct statement that he believed
itz m
close
to
$90,000.
All
Are
Wondering
Mr. Gordon, if renominated, could not
counl
The
council's
special
paving
combe re-elected.
Nearly every City Hall offl«|
Mr. Gordon asked why and Mr.
mittee will meet at the city hall any
consequence was wonli
Zmunt intimated conviction that the
Friday afternoon to consider levy- Wednesday whether they still
jr. Li
representative made a mistake
in'
ing wheel tax to raise money to regulars,
J', si
according to Stockii
putting forward a candidate for the
pay the city's share of repaying interpretation. Street Cleaning d
exp
postmastership here against William
cost.
Fred
C.
Caley,
secretary
of
|
J Murphy.
The state senator indimissioner
Hanna,
Street
i
the
Auto
club,
is
threatening
court
cated clearly in the conference that;
Commissioner
Masterson, ffi
action to have such a measure de-1 Commissioner Schula and in
he intends to go through with the|
I
clared
unconstitutional.
fight.
every director are opposed to
The two men held a lengthy con"Cleveland faces the prospect of service for laborers, the f|
versation and parted with expressions
paying out $407,000 a year indefinitely Stockwell said the 19 Demon
of intention to contest amicably for
to the state highway commission to be councilmen are irregular.
the nomination.
used in the construction of roads in
"We'll have a friendly fight out
Councilman Reynolds didn'
other counties," said Auditor Zan- tion any names Wednesday n
there," Mr. Zmunt called out as the
igerle.
congressman left the office.
when he returned to Cleveland
■ "Little if any-of the money Cleve- lowing the city officials' trip to
landers pay the state will be spent in' falo. but he didn't mince
Cuyahoga county, for the reason that I
Cuyahoga already has attended to its:!
main roads.
Ji{S[uoi «£Kt
"The state fund will go to pave.
road's in counties where the tax dupli-::
sxAtamaSiirev
eate is insufficient to raise an. adequate road fund."
According to Zangerle, 85 per cent
of all the money raised by the county
for road work is levied on property ;
'Owners in Cleveland.

Councilmen, Read Out
Party by Acting ^
Find Fault With Him

5

AGREE 10 SUPPORT
RIVAL IF DEFEATED!

Representative Gordon and)
State Senator Zmunt in
Primary Pact.

Beautiful Hair and Baby
Contests to Mark Republican Picnic.
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■"•»*■The rn«rt«r.
Charter.

I1

DEMAND STATE ST
[ARE MILLIONS REALLY
HELP PAVING 19DEMS

It is to be expected that a sharp divergence of
opinion will prevail regarding the advisability of
amending the city charter,' as proposed this sumSTAFF SPECIAL.
mer. There should be agreement on one point,
WASHINGTON, June 22.—Conferhowever—that the charter is in no sense an unences at V°th the department of juschangeable document which must not, be touched
tice and the White House today on
nor altered. The question of amendment is thorthe federal judgeshi'p at Cleveland
brought no definite results.
oughly practical. One may propose to alter proA protect against ■ the nomination |
of D. C, Westenhaver by the German- i visions without laying himself justly open to the
American alliance of Cleveland 1 was
charge of being a destroyer.
filed at the department of justice . The
Councilmen and other city
The charter is a mere form of government,
German organization objects to Mr. J
Westenhaver because of the decision I drawn by fifteen citizens, excellent men but guided officials
Wednesday declared
BY JOH.
of the Cleveland board of education I
in dropping the teaching of German. | solely by human judgment, who often decided im- they will demand of the next
Ma| OLUMBUS,
Regarding; Mr. Westenhaver the proportant points by votes far from unanimous. It general assembly that Cleveland
barnstormi
test says:"
"He lafeks judicial poise and mis-. was not considered even by them a perfect docu- and Cuyahoga county be given
es for nomii
takes stubbornness for firmness."
ment, nor has it lived long enough to have ac- 75 to 80 per cent of the $900,Q00
maries is to
quired a halo of patriotic tradition.
they turn into .the state highj. Leritz,
Democratic
council;
There is in some circles an inclination to class way fund annually for road
raordinary.
chuckled inwardly and
Delaware.
all supporters of amendment as enemies of the building.
r. Lentz is
public welfare.
Certain supporters of an traAlthough councilmen and Cleve- Wednesday when they lea,
3e in the pre
amended charter thus assume too much. They are, land Auto club officials repeatedly Acting • Mayor Stockwell
nomination
in effect, trying to throw an air \of sanctity about have protested against the unequal read them out of the D
He th
emoctj. ator.
this body of organic law and assuming that any distribution of road money sent to party Tuesday while they", :ai death a
in his part
! hands offering to change a provision are by that Columbus from . Cleveland, no def- wiping the mist of Niagara p!
e
thinks he ]
inite action was forthcoming until from their brows.
very fact proved profane.
veland, to si
As to most of its provisions, the charter has Wednesday, when Councilman DitSupposing we are a trifle je recently :
been in force since the beginning of the year. rick announced ■ he will ask council regular because we oppose
ne he is gum
General
That is not a long period to observe its workings; to pass a resolution demanding that service for common labor
ugh called
yet it offers some opportunity in that direction. Cuyahoga county legislators work 19
councilmen
iuse of the i
queried,
for the passage of a bill which will
The dependability of a conclusion based on such
fighter, an
aid Cleveland .to repave its streets. right has Stockwell to oust
an observation depends aldne on the thoroughness
force 1
from our party? They - t ato forensic
$4,000,000
Paid
to.
State
of the observation. The time the charter has been
peeped
into
the
acting
i
v
,
na 0
Dittrick's announcement followed
to think n
in operation is not the sole consideration.
the statement of County
Auditor connection with the Nineteen! ohn L. Zir
Let us argue these issues out on their merits. It. J Zangerle that in 1914 the county
■ and."will I
Ward Democratic club
at present.
is more likely to antagonize than to persuade for will pay $908,600 to the state for
couldn
't
find
that
he
gave
m
BY WALKER S. BlIEL.
one side to declare at once that the other's mo- road purposes. In the last 10 years
Challe
$4,147,300
has, been
sent
from more than his moral support
Congressman William Gordon has V tives are unpatriotic; that it albne monopolizes^
f; Lentz, a
Cleveland to Columbus
for
good the organization.
promised to support State Senator j t]le civje reform spirit.
srs.
Hoga
roads.
Vincent Zmunt, opposing Mr. Gor.
rke to a se:
All Nonpartisans
"Records fail to show where one
the ehallen
"Stockwell never will get t.
don's renomlnation in the twentieth'
cent turned in from the auto tax
;ected disdain
and special levies from Cuyahoga fever from his democracy-he'
district, if Mr. Zmunt is nominated.
county has been spent for Ceveland been really infected,' declared c,lffesourceful p
Mr. Zmunt has given a similar pledge j
1
I streets," said Dittrick.
"About 80 oilman Stolte, who represents -ised a way
to the congressman.
The friendly j
be Hogan to
per cent ' of the money collected Nineteenth ward, including
agreement was made at a conference j
from auto licenses and road tax "Anyway, we're all
nonpartp
in Mr. Zmunt's office in the Engi- \
:
he Lentz cat
levies should be expended in the now."
neers building.
:g to bill th<
county from which the revenue orGeorge Myers, city dance hall
It developed yesterday that Coniginated.
Only enough
to
cover spector, and president of the J itate with pTaea
gressman Gordon, who returned reoverhead expenses should be kept teenth
Ward
Democratic llace to listen
out.
cently from Washington, had called
Wednesday said he couldn't rem en the forme
"The next time the
legislature ber seeing Stockwell at more
and the At
on his opponent, and the two dismeets I will ask council to get be- two or three meetings of the are, for instar
cussed the entire twentieth district
hind Cuyahoga county members and in the last year. The club« ^carded with
situation.
work for a more equal distribution once a month in a hall neat ,entz has chall
Apparently Mr. Gordon's purpose in
of the money so collected."
105th street and Euclid avenue. ate with him i
seeking the meeting was to learn if j
Carl
Friebolin,
state sa hat town tomor
$160,000, but None for City
possible on what grounds State Sen- |
backed up Myers and said he If Hogan app<
This
year
$160,000
has
been
ator Zmunt bases his belief that there
ake place.' If .1
awarded the county by the state sure Stockwell hadn't been to ': on hand and
is opposition to the congressman in j
highway commission, Auto club of- than three of the last 12 meeney Genera
• the district, and why he thinks an- '
ficials said, but all will be spent Although his club attendanee^B>' K for h0
j other candidate would be stronger
outside of the city limits. In Cleve- ting average' is only .250, Myei!^BW
time
I than Mr. Gordon.
with ai
land alone there are 18,000 autos, Friebolin said Stockwell paidn.'B*
Mr. Zmunt told the congressman in
His program,
making the annual license income regularly.
a direct statement that he believed
Wi managers,
close to $90,000.
Mr. Gordon, if renominated, could not I
All Are Wondering
counties of t
be re-elected.
The council's special paving comNearly every City Hall o
Mr. Gordon asked why and Mr.
mittee will meet at the city hall ; any
Explain
consequence was w
Zmunt intimated conviction that the;
Friday afternoon to consider levy- Wednesday whether they s
r. Lentz, in
representative made a mistake
in;
ing wheel tax to raise money to regulars,
according to Stoek |y, said:
putting forward a candidate for the
pay the city's Share of repaving interpretation. Street Cleaning |
expect to I
postmastership here against William
i
cost.
Fred
C.
Caley,
secretary
of
J Murphy. The state senator indi| missioner
Hanna,
Street
i the Auto club, is threatening court I Commissioner
cated clearly in the conference thatj
Masterson, u
he intends to go through with the|
action to have such a measure de- ji Commissioner Schulz and m
I clared unconstitutional.
fight.
; every director are opposed to
The two men held a lengthy con"Cleveland faces the prospect of
service for laborers, the i
versation and parted with expressions
paying out $407,000 a year indefinitely
Stockwell said the 19 Demon
of intention to contest amicably for
to
the
state
highway
commission
to
be
the nomination.
councilmen are irregular.
used in the construction of roads in
"We'll have a friendly fight out
Councilman Reynolds didn't s|
other counties," said Auditor Zan- tion any names Wednesday mm
there," Mr. Zmunt called out as the
congressman left the office.
gerle.
when he returned to Clevelani
"Little if any-of the money Cleve- lowing the city officials' trip to
landers pay the state will be spent in falo. but he didn't mince trort]
(Cuyahoga county, for the reason that a wrathy denunciation of "a
Cuyahoga already has attended to its i persons around Cleveland *
main roads.
butting into a matter already
"The state fund will go to pave^ tied."
roads in counties where the tax dupli-;
Reynolds had just heard ol
icat© is insufficient, to raise an. ade- ing-Mayor Stockwell's remark
quate road fund."
the isubject of charter amendm
According to Zangerle, 85 per cent
"Why didn't some of these
of a3l the money raised by the county ,ters-in' get busy while the olii|
for. road work is levied on property I commission
was in session?"
owners in Cleveland.
manded Reynolds.
"They are
ing to place individualism $
measure that is to govern a
people, and they can't do it."
Ready for Slate
Activity on the part of thejj
cratic organization in behalj
Baker slate for the .cgislai
pected to begin next week with the
return of Mayor Baker and his chief
political lieutenant, Clerk W. B.
Gongwer of the elections board, from
Europe.
Tom Brannon, in charge of the
Democratic executive headquarters
in the Engineers' building, said
Wednesday that a meeting of the
executive committee would probably
be called by Baker the latter part
of next week.
Antislate candidates Wednesday
expressed fear that Representatives
Henry L. Schaefer and Joseph Lus
tig would break the. slate and be I
renominated. Both were thrown off
by Baker.

I Germans Oppose Him' for Jadgeihip, Call Him Stubborn.

Councilmen,

Read Out

Party by Acting

Find Fault With Him

AGREE TO SUPPORT
RIVAL IF DEFEATED f
Representative Gordon and
State Senator Zmunt in
Primary Pact.

Beautiful Hair and Baby |
Contests to Mark Republican Picnic.
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Hl&ntz Plotting to-Tdk ^HEEL TAX PLAN SCHOOL CONTROL
BY C,TY ,s ASKED
%ogan Out of Toga Race; JJJ p||j[ STR EETSI
'"Opens Campaign Today nrni inrn mom' IN FRIEBOLIN BILL
and continue to challenge Mr. Hogan
I gy /OW T. BOVRKE.
fcoLUMBUS, June 23-The polit- to take the people into his confidence
and let them know his platform, and
lca, barnstorming of Ohio, by candiwhat interest he wishes to repre,ls for nominations at the August sent in the Senate.
limaries is to begin tomorrow when
"In my first challenge I was willing
Ln J Lentz, long distance talker that my opponents should select their
graordinary. will waken the echoes own cities and dates. This they declined to do. Now my committee has
Delaware.
■
'
v Lentz is looming up as the big decided to set the date and place.
m in the preprimary campaign for
"I shall begin my campaign ThursSe n
n mination for United States day night at Delaware, where I
MOT
He threatens to talk to po- shall begin to dig a political grave
Sl death all opponents for the for Mr. Hogan.
I have challenged
Mr. Hogan to meet me, and I shall
I in his party.
I thinks he put John H. Clarke, of insist that he tell the people his platBand, to sleep with one speech form, and what right he has to use
'Z recently at Toledo. The big his office, appointees, employees, sten,e he is gunning for now is Attor- ographers, stationery, and his own
General
Timothy S. Hogan. time which is being paid for by the
Lgh called general by courtesy taxpayers, to feather his nest in
' " se of the office he holds, Hogan another office.
i a fighter, and Lentz is doing his
"My platform is one of progress and
1
A ta force the Attorney General construction, and I want to go to
5' al» „ a forensic battle. He doesn't Washington to fight for the installaflavor' m to think much of the opposition tion of the telegraph instrument in
John L Zimmerman, of Sprlng- every , one of the fifty-nine thousand
I, and. will pay little attention to postofHces, so that messages of thirty
n at present.
Words can be sent for, five, cents no
matter what, the distance, just as we
Challenged Rivals.
%■■ Lentz, a while ago, challenged now send letters by licking a twoessrs
Hogan, Zimmerman and cent stamp.
larke'to a series of joint debates,
t the challenge was ignored with
■'*" :ected disdain" Lentz, however, is
S
" " -resourcefUl politician, and he has
~,li,r,Vi he
Tio thinks
fKinlrc will
will
which
vised
a' way
V13GU »
"".<
_
Jiti
•ce Hogan to discuss issues with

:ock»ij
artis

>he Lentz campaign managers are
In'g to bill the county seats of the
ite with placards inviting the 'p'op,ce to listen to joint debates be;n the former Columbus Congress^ and the Attorney General. Dela,re, for instance, it is said, will be
icarded with posters stating that
ntz has challenged Hogan to ,deI with him at the opera house in
,t town tomorrow night.
Hogan appears this debate will
:e place.' If he doesn't Lentz will
on hand and will explain that the
:qrney General was invited. Lentz
talk for hours without dividing
time with anyone.
Sis program, according to the
jtzmanagers,. is to be repeated in
counties of the state.
Explains His Plans.
[r. Lentz, in telling of his plans
lay, said:
.expect to go into every county

Secretary Caley, of Automobile
Club,
Says
Collection
^
Would Be Opposed
\
in Court.
;

Civic organizations interested
in;
better paving were' divided yesterday
over the proposal to assess^ a tax
against vehicles as a means of raising funds to\pay the city's (portion of
the cost\ of l^paving. An ordinance
providing for a wheel tax: is now
pending fcef ore*\the council / and will
be considered at' a public hearing
Friday afternoon.
"It is unjust and unconstitutional,"
said Fred H. Caley, secretary of the
Cleveland Autotmobile Club. He declared that court proceedings would
be instituted if an attempt is made to
assess a special* tax on vehicles using
the city streets.
"Personally I am in favor of a
vehicle tax," said Dr. Charles S.
Howe, chairman of the citizens' committee of fifteen^ making a study of
city paving. "Tliere should, however,
be some provision that revenues so
Would "Elect" Postmasters. ■'■' \ raised could be iised only for street
"I propose to work for the elec- improvements."
tion of every one of our postmasters
City officials yesterday also held
by the patrons of the office, so that different opinions over the wheel taxi
the Congressmen, Senators and Cab- proposal. The plan is favored by Diinet officers will have time; to be j rector of Finance Coughlin, but Act-,
statesmen. I am going to fight for ing Mayor Stockwell opposes it.:
the popular election of Presidents and
Coughlin today is to ask the cityi
Vice Presidents.
law department for a ruling as to
"I also propose to fight for a de- whether abutting property owners,
partment of health, with the cabinet will have to be served.a second time
officer known as the
secretary of with notices of the city's intention to
health.
One-seventh of the deaths repave. Legislation was first. intro1
which occur in this country are due duced assessing property owners 98;
per cent of the cost of repaving, and'
to tuberculosis-and about onerthird
property owners were notified. Since*
of the children die within one year
after their birth.. If we had a,plague that notice the council has decided
crossing this continent killing in a that assesments shall not exceed 50
few weeks hundreds of thousands of per c^nt.
The city has only a limited time in
the men, women and children, s$
would realize the importance of ■. *■ which to complete preliminary legislation, as assessments must be certidepartment of .health organized t
fied to the county treasurer by Sepprevent rather than cure disease. .
"I do not consider Mr. Zimmerman. tember 11 if work is to be started
next year.
in.the.jace. X am told that Mr',,.Zimmerman. has. had one synod .of one
church indorse, him, and Mr. Hogan
is pretty ■ well indorsed by another.
It is apparent that I shall have to
depend on the other churches and
the sinners for my support."

CITF CLUB STARTS
FIGHT TO PREVEAIT
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Fellinpr, Also in Fight,
Wants Civil Service Tests
For Teachers.
WOULD ELIMINATE BOARD
Instructors Are Defiant, Refuse
to Desert Union Cause to
Hold Old iobs.
WILL STAND BY ORGANIZATION
Control of the public schools
of Cleveland will be taken from
the board of education and
placed in the hands of the city
administration if a bill just prepared by State Representative
Carl Friebolin is passed in the
next session of the Legislature.
Gives Teachers Hearing.
Herman Fellinger,
who attacked;
the board of education when it abol- j
ished teaching of German in three .j
grades of the grammar schools, plans
to offer another bill to give teachers
civil service protection.
If it is passed, no teacher can be
dismissed or not reappointed without
filing of charges and a public hearing.
Fellinger also will assist in the passage of Friebolin's bill. Others who
promise assistance to Friebolin are
Acting Mayor
Stockwell, E.
H.
Wells, candidate for state Senator,
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Wftentz Plowing to Talk ^WHEEL TAX PLAN SCHOOL CONTROL
UR Man OutofToga^aoe; JO PAVE STREETS BY CITY IS ASKED
10pens CampaignToday
IN FRIEBOLIN BILL
Out
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By JOHN T. BOURKE.
L^UJIBUS, June 23—The politbarnstorming of Ohio, by'candifor nominations at the August
,ios is to begin tomorrow when
. T Lentz long distance talker
^ordinary. wi waken the echoes
« Delaware.
M Lentz is looming up as the big
in the preprimary campaign for
lOise J[l
'^nomination for United States
i tor He threatens to talk to poie,1S
| death all opponents for the
fin his. party.
He thinks he put John H. Clarke, of
«,-eland to sleep with one speech
1 recently at Toledo. The big
m he is gunning for now is Attor\ General Timothy S. Hogan.
L»h called general by courtesy

d, *t
°f the °?f hte his.oWdoing
?..H°8ai.
a fighter, and Lentz
his
oust u, pjt to force the Attorney General
le
y als "ito a forensic battle. He doesn't
to think much of the opposition
, fflayot John
L. Zimmerman, of Spring'neteentl M and will pay little attention to
ub
in'at present.
Challenged Rivals.
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PPort t yr. Lentz, a while ago, challenged
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essrs. Hogan, Zimmerman , and
larke to a series of joint debates,
lit the challenge was ignored with
'ected disdain. Lentz, however,.is
resourceful politician, and he has
ised a way which he thinks will
hrce Hogan to discuss issues- with
|m.
The Lentz campaign managers 'are
ling to bill the county seats of the
ate with placards inviting the popjace to listen to joint debates beieen the former Columbus Congresslan and the Attorney General. Delaare, i.qr instance, it is said, will be
acarded with posters stating that
entz has challenged Hogan to td'eite with him at the opera house in
at town tomorrow night.
If Hogan appears this debate will
^e place. If he doesn't Lentz will
e on hand and will'explain that the
ttorney General was invited. Lentz
n talk for hours without dividing
e time with anyone.
This program, according , to the
entz managers,, is to be repeated in
I counties of the state.
Explains His Plans.
Jfr. Lentz, in telling of his plans
lay, said:
I expect to go into every county
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and continue to challenge Mr. Hogan
to take the people into his confidence
and let them know his platform, and
what interest he wishes to represent in the Senate.
"In my first challenge I was willing
that my opponents should select their
own cities and dates. This they- declined to do. Now my committee has
decided to set the date and place.
"I shall begin my campaign Thursday night at Delaware, where I
shall begin to dig a political grave
for Mr. Hogan. I have challenged
Mr. Hogan to meet me, and I shall
insist that he tell the people his platform, and what right he has to use
his office, appointees, employees, stenographers, stationery, and his own
time which is being paid for by the
taxpayers, to feather his nest ini
another office.
"My platform is one of progress and:
construction, and I want to goto1
Washington to fight for the installa-j
tion of the telegraph instrument in:
every , one of the fifty-nine thousand [
postoffices, so that messages of thirty
words can be sent for, five, cents no I
matter what the distance, just as we!
now send letters by licking a . twocent stamp.

Secretary Caley, .of Automobile!
Club,
Says
Collection
'
Would Be Opposed
in Court.

Fellinger, Also in Fight,
Wants Civil Service Tests
For Teachers.
WOULD ELIMINATE BOARD

Civic organizations interested in
better paving were divided yesterday
over the proposal to assess a tax
against vehicles as a means of raising funds toypay the city's ^portion of
the cost\ of j^spaving. An ordinance
providing for a wheel tax is now
pending before \the council. and will
be considered at' a public hearing
Friday afternoon.
"It is unjust and unconstitutional,"
mid Fred H. Caley, secretary of tha
Cleveland Automobile Club. He declared that court proceedings would
be instituted if an attempt is made to
assess a special!tax on vehicles using
Control of the public schools
the city streets.
of Cleveland will be taken from
"Personally I am in favor of a
vehicle tax," said Dr. Charles S.
the
board of education and
Howe, chairman of the citizens' committee of fifteen making a study of
placed in the hands of the city
city paving. "TKere should, however,
administration if a bill just prebe some provision that revenues so
Would "Elect" Postmasters.
raised could be used only for street
pared by State Representative
"I propose to work for the elec- improvements."
Carl Friebolin is passed in the
tion of every one of our postmasters
City officials yesterday also held
by the patrons of the' office,'so that different opinions over the wheel taxi
next session of the Legislature.
the Congressmen, Senators and Cab- proposal. The plan is favored by Di- j
Gives Teachers Hearing.
inet officers will have time' to be rector of Finance Coughlin, but Act-,
statesmen. I am going to fight for- ing Mayor Stockwell opposes it.;
Herman Fellinger, who attacked
the popular election of Presidents and
Coughlin today is to ask the cityi the board of education when it abolVice Presidents.
ished teaching of German in three
law department for a ruling as to.
"I also propose to fight for a, de- whether abutting property owners
grades of the grammar schools, plans
partment of health, with the cabinet | will have to be served a second time
to offer another bill to give teachers
officer known as the - secretary of with notices of the city's intention to
civil service protection.
health. One-seventh of the deaths repave. Legislation was first. introIf it is passed, no teacher can be
which occur in this country are due duced assessing property owners 98; dismissed or not reappointed without
to tuberculosis and about one-third per cent of the cost of repaying,'and' filing of charges and a public hearing.
of the, children die within one year property owners were notified. Since, Fellinger also will assist in the pasafter their birth. If we had a,plague that notice the council has decided
sage of Friebolin's bill. Others who
crossing this continent killing in a that assesments shall not exceed 50
promise assistance to Friebolin are
Acting Mayor
Stockwell, E. H.
few weeks hundreds of thousands of per c,ent.
The city has only a limited time in
the men, women and children, &»1
Wells, candidate for state Senator,
and Mrs. Anna Herbruck, president
would realize the importance of ■':•*'• which to complete preliminary legislation, as assessments must be certidepartment of , health organized ti
of the Woman's Civic Association.
'With the muddle our school afprevent rather, than cure disease. . ', fied to the county treasurer by Sepfairs are in," said Friebolin, "I ■ be"I do not consider Mr. Zimmerman! tember 11 if work is to be started
next
year.
lieve it is about time for legislative
in.thejace. X am told that Mr'.Zim-:
action. I have a bill prepared now.
merman, has. had one synod of one]
It will be given to the Cuyahoga delchurch indorse him, and Mr. ' Hogan t
egation at the next session of the
is pretty well indorsed by another, j
Legislature and it will be introduced, j
It is apparent that. I shall have to!
1
I believe it will pass."
depend on the other churches and ,
Failure of Superintendent Frederick
the sinners for my support."
, f
to appoint several members of the
Grade School Teachers' Club, Miss
Marie Claus, declared last night has
not shaken the teachers' determination to form a union.
Leaders in the union movement asserted they would not take advantage of the offer of Superintend'
ent 7 -ederick to take them back into
the teachers' fold if they would "give
Special Committee Will Soon
assurance of harmonious co-operation."
Disseminate Literature, Col"They can call it what they want,
lect Funds and Hold
'harmonious co-operation' or anything else," said Miss Claus. "What
Mass Meetings.
they really want from the teachers
is that they drop the plans for a
union and submit to the injustices
Plans for carrying on a campaign
that have been heaped on them in the
to defeat proposed amendments to
past. They want us to quit thinking
the city charter will be mapped out
for ourselves. We are not going to
do it.
at a meeting of a "charter defense"
committee at the City Club tomor
Teachers Determined..
row afternoon. Thomas Fitzsimons
■"•"The teachers are standing solidly
for the organization. .They are refusis chairman of the committee.
ing to be intimidated and the school
Tent meetings will be held and litofficials are not even getting a nibble
erature bearing on the subject will be
at the bait they are dangling beforai
distributed throughout the city, Fitzthose teachers who have not been!
reappointed.
simons said yesterday. A finance
Friebolin's bill to abolish the
committee, to raise funds for waging
Cleveland board of education would
_■ the campaign, will -be named at the
give cities having home rule charters
m meeting tomorrow.
the right to place school affairs in
Proposed amendments intended to
the hands of a board of two memV
orers
\llT l \fl
'* civil service
bers, appointed by the mayor.
and abolish non-partisan municipal
Recent amendments to the state
elections will be voted on August 11.
constitution
mention
the words
line first amendment was submitted
"board of education" and for that
Iby vote of the city council and the
reason, Friebolin said, if school aflother by tne Socialist party
fairs are taken over by the municipal
I The advisability of circulating pegovernment a board of two or more
n
CaUinS for a vote to
members must be appointed.
K
substi■tute ^
the present system of electing
The
constitutional
amendment
Icouncilmen from wards, with a
gives cities the right, through action;
■council-at-large system, will also reof the Legislature, . to decide how
■ceive consideration tomorrow
many members shall
constitute
■ Voters yesterday received copies ol
boards of education and to deter■the proposed amendments, with a
mine for themselves how members1
■facsimile of the official ballot. They
shall be chosen.
[were sent out by City Clerk Collins.
Thomas Farrell, former member
of the state Legislature, and chairman of the legislative committee of
the Cleveland Federation of Labor,
is expected to be joined by other
labor leaders of the city and state in
a fight for the bill.
Frederick Explains.
Superintendent Frederick yester day refused to give reasons for the
non-appointment of any of the teachers or principals whose names he refused to send to the school board.
"There has been good and sufficient
cause in each case," he said. "It is
out of consideration for the tera*hers
themselves that I will not divulge
reasons for their not being reappointed.
"Some of the teachers may be reappointed if we can be assured of
their harmonious co-operation for the
good of the schools."
Frederick could not tell when the
list of
appointments of German
teachers will be ready to be sent to
the board for confirmation. It may
be several weeks before the list is
ready, said he.
Until this list is made public Miss
Claus, leader of the union movement,
will not know definitely if she is to be
dismissed from the schools. She was
certain yesterday, however, that she:
would not be reappointed.
Delay Union Work.
Actual formation of the Teachers1
Union, Miss Claus said last night, isl
to be delayed until after the court
of common pleas has decided whether
failure of Frederick and the board of
education to reappoint teachers who|
have declared openly for a union,
constitutes a violation of Judge Neff's
injunction order.
"We will not place teachers who
want to join the union in the position of jeopardizing their positions by
so doing," said Miss Claus.
Attorney John A. Cline, who is
handling the legal part of the teachers' fight, declared yesterday no move
would be made toward citing Frederick and board members for contempt until after the assignment of
teachers in September.
He explained that the board would
have to be given every opportunity
to appoint teachers dropped by Frederick before an appeal could be made
to the court.
:

Instructors Are Defiant, Refuse
to Desert Union Cause to
Held Old iobs.

WILL STAND BY ORGANIZATION

CITY CLIffl STJIHTS
FIGHTTO PREVENT
E

:

H

^hOM p^^^^

-rns-^-reveiHMfrTaSTyers considered
in connection with the appointment
in addition to Mr. Clarke, were D. C.
Westenhaver, Judge C. J. Ertep,
Charles A. Niman and R. M. Calfee.
Calfee's name was brought in within
the past-two weeks, when there was
gossip that difficulties might stand
in the way of the appointment of the
iPO I SU I 1 Cleveland attorneys most conspicu-

PRESIDENT
CLARKE FOR BERTH
FTOM

tUtKAL WJIMI sj3$£££rr

The chief complaint lodged' against
HP- Mr Clarke was that for a-long time
Name Clevelanaer ue ^-^ the legal representative of
railroads.
By intimation it was
spite Pomerene's Desire
charged that Mr. Clarke, foecauee-ef
There's little danger of, Mayor Baker becoming into Have Wertz Get
his long connection with railroads,
volved in a duel while abroad—but there will be lots of
might not be altogether independent
news every day-you're away on your vacation ..that
Position.
as a judge, s The attorney general
you'll want, to know about,,
,
:
came' to the conclusion that such intimations were groundless. He so'in-:
AW, GET BUSY!
SCRUTINY OF RECORD
ourtUlO
IID
MO
Rl
flTS
I
formed -the president and laid before
IT doesn't make a particle of difference to the folk in this ^
SHOWS UP IMU ESLU I <>,,him evldence on which this judgment
town whether D|r. Cooley or Server Sidlo has charge of the'
j was based.
The information gathered by the
City< a y g r
rt d o e s°n'tdmake any difference, so far as we can tell in'Officiate Certain Sixth City,I attorney general covered a period ex-_
j tending over,, practically all the ac: advance, whether an expert from Montreal or an expert from
|yjan Has Unblemished
| tive life of Mr. Clarke.
Cleveland is called in to be playground supervisor.
,
RpCOrd
The flies of the department of jusIt does make considerable difference if a city hall squabble
Itice in^connection with the Cleveland
over these points is going to interfere with the success of the
[i judgeship include statesments showBY BEN F ALLEH.
children's playgrounds.
I ing that Mr. Clarke, while a candiPlain Dealer Bureau,
.'- If the warring factions in the city administration can t
date for
United
States senator
38 Post Bldg., WASHINGTON. June 24.
against Senator M. A. Hanna, urged
agree, they'd better arbitrate. Cleveland has been waiting
I a long time for an adequate playground system, and now that John H. Clarke will be the next the - -ctment of the two cents a
the need is so near to being filled the people don't want any federal judge in the Cleveland dis- mile railway law and other legislarow between the uplifters and the practical politicians to trict. His nomination to succeed W. tion that in those days was considered extremely radical. It is also set
interfere.
L. Day will be sent to the senate by forth that in that campaign the railjo^dent Wilson in the next day ways by which Mr. Clarke was employed SUpjJUI
supported
Senator Hanna
and
piOyea
Leu ucuaiui
J.J.,
•orney General McReynolds and | contributed to his campaign.
,Ui 11VJ
mt. -. -«l~r- ^4* +Virt
The files of the Youngstown Vindi
cor Pomerene discussed
cator, a newspaper in which Mr.
judgeship vacancy at length at the j Clarke has for years been interested,
department of justice today. As the were searched in an effort to disresult of this conference the contest j cover any reasons which would mili was narrowed down to Mr. Clarke of itate against Mr. Clarke as a federal
Cleveland and Ed S. Wertz of judge. A particular search was made
Wooster.
. i of the editorial columns. The editorWhile Senator Pomerene made It ial expressions proved, in the opinion
plain that he preferred Wertz, he in- of the attorney general, the contendicated \to the attorney general that tion of the friends of Mr. Clarke that
he would not consider himself jus-j he would be absolutely fearless as a
tifled in making any contest over the, judge.
The nomination of Mr. Clarke as
confirmation of Mr. Clarke, should
Judge will at once eliminate him as
he be nominated.
While expressing the opinion that a candidate for the Democratic nomiMr Clarke would make a good judge,. nation for United States senator at
Senator Pomerene informed the at- the Ohio primaries, Aug. 11. Since
torney general that in his opinion the the period for^ filing nominating
appointment of Wertz, under all the petitions for senator has expired, the
circumstances, would be the mo,t elimination of Mr. Clarke leaves the
senatorial contest to Attorney GenT. S. Hogan, John D. Zimmerman
rawing the conference between eral
of Springfield and John J. Leniz of
the attorney general and the senator Columbus.
-.
The senatorial candidacy o£ Mr.
information came from the White
Clarke for a time promised to InterHouse that the president ^was^ready fere with his election as judge. At
to follow the endorsement ofattorney -one period of the discussion of can***« " ^" didates it was suggested that the
General McReynolds.
/might be left open until |
learned that Mr. Clarke would be the judgeship
after the Ohio primaries.- This sug- |
gestion did not appeal to the officials j
president's selection.
of the administration, who reached |
Clarke Stands Investigation.
the conclusion that the judgeship .
Attorney General McReynolds has matter should be decided without re- I
been favorable to the nomination ot gard to political conditions.
The nomination of Mr. Clarke may
Mr. Clarke for weeks. He withheld
break in the relations be^^orsement pending an ^*$g£*
cween Senator Pomerene and Repreach an agreement with Senator, resentative John J. Whitacre of Canomerene. In the meantime the at ton. Representative Whitacre was on
orney general, through special invesigators attached to the departme.
of justice, investigated ir&e
laints filed against the candidacy o
^
Mr Clarke. This investigation, it i
IDHM H CLARKE fctateif, Mdy confirmed the attorne
JUHN n.V.LftKI\6 \^ix in his judgment- concernm
Mr Clarke as judiciary timber.
From the start of the contest over:
the vacancy created by the resignaj
tion of Judge Day, the attorney genera 1 has Been strongly of the opinion
that a successor should be appointed
from among the members of the Cuy
ahoga county bar. He agreed with
the argument that the appointment
properly should go tc a Cleveland!
lawyer.

Mayor Baker in a Duel ?
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CLEVELAND ATTORNEY WHO
WILL GET U. S. JUDGESHIP
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u

fhm JW* - W ^<> ^
CLARKEF
IN FEDERAL C
Mayor Baker in a Duel ?

—TTrs—^cieveiand^ lawyers considered
In connection with the appointment
in addition to Mr.'Clarke, were D. C.
Westenhaver. Judge C. J. Estep,
Charles A. Niman and R. M. Calfee.
Calfee's name was brought in within
■: tne past two weeks, when there was
gossip that difficulties might stand
i in the way of the appointment of the
\ Cleveland attorneys most conspicu| ously mentioned for the place.
j Railroad "Worli Recalled.
The chief complaint lodged against

MamP PlPVelander De- Mr. Clarke was that for a long time

Will
spite Pomerene's Desire
to Have Wertz Get
Position.

he was the legal representative of
railroads.
By intimation it was
There's little danger o£ Mayor Baker becoming incharged that Mr. Clarke, becaus%-ei
volved in a duel while abroad—but there will be lots of
his long connection with railroads,
news every day'you're away on your vacation that
might not be altogether independent
!
you'll want to know about..
'.
. as a judge, s The attorney general
came to the conclusion that such intimations were groundless. He so inSCRUTINY OF RECORD
formed .the president and laid before
IT doesn't make a particle of difference to the folk in this'
SHOWS UP NO BL0TS; him evidence on which this judgment
town whether D|r. Cooley or Server Sidlo has charge of the
was based.
city* playgrounds.
playgrounds
i r
„_*„;„ Civth Oifv'
The information gathered by the
It
make ai±j
any uuiwgiiv,.;,
difference, ow
so J.U.J.
far u»
as we can tell in Officials Uertam 5!Xin Oliy attorney general covered a period exIt doesn't
doesn't m<x.B.G
.—
' 1- _j_1_
- ..
.A. Jl
J-.™ n-» A-w-*-krt-v»4- fnAin
llll —
I I ft It I nw^iOPiAfl
tending over practically all the acadvance,
whether
an expert
from11T««A—«1
Montreal or
an expert from
Mart II..
Has Unblemished
tive life of Mr. Clarke.
Cleveland is called in to be playground supervisor.
Record.
The files of the department of jusIt does make considerable difference if a city hall squabble
tice in^ connection with the Cleveland
over these points is going to interfere with the success of the
judgeship include statesments showBY BEN F. ALLEN.
children's playgrounds.
ing that Mr. Clarke, while a candiPlain
Dealer
Bureau,
If the warring factions in the city administration can't
date for
United
States senator
38 Post BIdg.,
WASHINGTON, June 24
agree, they'd better arbitrate. Cleveland has been waiting
against Senator M. A. Hanna, urged
a long time for an adequate playground system, and now that John H. Clarke will be the next the . -ctment of the two cents a
the need is so near to being filled the people don't want any federal judge in the Cleveland dis- mile railway law and other legislarow between the uplifters and the practical politicians to trict. His nomination to succeed W. tion that in those days was considered extremely radical. It is also set
interfere.
L. Day will be sent to the senate by i forth that in that campaign the railJ*»^aent Wilson in the next day ways by which Mr. Clarke was employed supported Senator Hanna and
orney General McReynolds and ! contributed to his campaign.
The files of the Youngstown Vindi:or Pomerene discussed the
cator, a newspaper in which Mr.
judgeship vacancy at length at the Clarke has for years been interested,
department of justice today. As the were searched in an effort to disresult of this conference the contest cover any reasons which would milwas narrowed down to Mr. Clarke of itate against Mr. Clarke as a federal
Cleveland and Ed S. Wertz of judge. A particular search was made
of the editorial columns. The editorWooster.
While Senator Pomerene made it ial expressions proved, in the opinion
plain that he preferred Wertz, he in- of the attorney general, the contendicated \to the attorney general that tion of the friends of Mr. Clarke that
he would not consider himself jus- he would be absolutely fearless as a
tified in making any contest over Ore, judge.
confirmation of Mr. Clarke, should
The nomination of Mr. Clarke as
judge will at once eliminate him as
he be nominated.
While expressing the opinion that a candidate for the Democratic nomiMr Clarke would make a good judge,. I nation for United States senator at
Senator Pomerene informed the at- the Ohio primaries, Aug. 11. Since
torney general that in his opinion the the
.^^ for
„„ filing
»„11B nominating!
..v,,^,
period
LJIQ
appointment of Wertz, under all the petitions for senator has expired-thefj
circumstances, would be the mo:t elimination of Mr. Clarke leaves the
i senatorial contest to Attorney Gen
suitable.
eral T. S. Hogan, John L. Zimmerman
Following the conference between of Springfield and John J. Lentz of
the attorney general and the senator, Columbus.
The senatorial candidacy of Mr.
information came from the White
for a time promised to interHouse that the president was ready Clarke
fere with his election as judge. At
to follow the endorsement of Attorney ■one period of the discussion of canGeneral McReynolds. Later it was didates it was suggested that the
learned that Mr. Clarke would be the judgeship/might be left open until
after the Ohio primaries.. This sugpresident's selection.
gestion did not appeal to the officials
of the administration, who reached
Clarke Stands Investigation.
the conclusion that the judgeship
Attorney General McReynolds has matter
should be decided without re- i
been favorable to the nomination of gard to political conditions.
The nomination of Mr. Clarke may.
iMr Clarke for weeks. He withheld
nal indorsement pending an effort t«v lead to a break in the relations be'tween Senator Pomerene and Rep>ach an agreement with Senator resentative John J. Whitacre of Can-,
omerene. In the meantime the at- ton. Representative Whitacre was on
>rney general, through special mves- command of Pomerene's senatorial!
in 1910. He has been at
gators attached to the department campaign
odds with Mr. Clarke politically for,
,f justice, investigated ail the com- years. Recently Representative Whit- •
plaints filed against the candidacy of acre stated that if Mr. Clarke was:
VIr Clarke. This investigation, it is nominated as judge he would sever all;
relations with Senator Pomerene.
stated only confirmed the attorney
It is the belief here that the nomi-■;
veneral in his judgment • concerning nation of Mr. Clarke for judge means,
that Ed S. Wertz will succeed U. G.
Mr Clarke as judiciary timber.
Denman as United States district atFrom the start of the contest over torney for the -Cleveland district.
the vacancy created by the resigna- Senator Pomerene will use his utmost
tion of Judge Day, the,-attorney gen- endeavor to get Attorney Wertz into j
federal service and it is undereral has been strongly of the opinion the
stood that the attorney general is
that a successor should be appointed: ready to recommend Wertz when the
from among the members of the Cuy- J times comes. If District Attorney
ahoga county bar. He agreed with Denman serves out his term he will
the argument that the appointment remain in office until May of next
year.
properly should go to a Cleveland
Mr. Clarke has been active in state
lawyer.
and national matters since 1894. He
has lived in Cleveland for the past
seventeen vears. He is unmarried,
and makes his home at the University club.
Mr. Clarke was born at Lisbon, O.,
Sept. IS, 1857. His father was prominent as a lawyer and Democrat. Mr.
Clarke graduated from Western Reserve university in the class of 1877,
and was admitted to the bar the following year.
Two years later he
moved to Youngstown.
After coming to Cleveland Mr.
Clarke for a number of years was the
chief counsel of the Nickel Plate railroad. He retired from that poSition
several years ago.
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BIR^H DAW ARTY FOR SERVICE DIRECTOR SIDLO j
CITY BEING PLANNED TO WED FRIDAY NIGHT CITYANDCOUNTY
GET $2,000,000
MORE TO SPEND

Thomas L. Sidlo, 11623 Miles avenue, and Miss Winifred Morgan, 12311
Chesterfield avenue, went to probate
Celebration of Cleveland's Founding, July 22.
, court Thursday morning and took out
a license to wed. Both gave their
ages as twenty-six. They will ,be
Appointment of a special commit- there be exercises at the new Kings- married quietly Friday by Rev.
tee of five members of the city coun- bury Run Tax*. He also suggests Worth M. Tippy at Epworth MeThe city and county will have
cil to prepare plans for a Cleveland a special program be held at tfie morial church.
over $2,000,000 more to spend durTheir engagement was announced
day celebration, July 22, will be
I asked in a resolution to be intro- new $160,000 EJdgewoter Park bath- in April, the day after Sidlo was ap- ing this year than they had last
year, thanks to tne boosts in the
I duced by Councilman Bernstein house, which is to be opened shortly pointed director by Mayor Baker.
-j county tax duplicate made by Tax
•before the city'a birthday anni-,
! Monday night.
i Commissioners Fackler and Agnew.
Today no arrangements for a cele- versary.
Taxers announce that additions
bration of the 118th anniversary of
The day has been observed as a
; to the tax duplicate for this year
the founding of the city have been half holiday in the past by dty em| will total $133,000,000. This puts.
started by municipal officials. Bernj.the duplicate well over the billion
| stein declares the day should not ployees.
Band concerts in a number of!
dollar mark. Last year's duplicate
! pass unnoticed and will ask that
amounted to $957,729,490, producI plans for its fitting observance be parks will probably be arranged for;
ing $14,222,578 in taxes.
;' prepared by the special committee. the day, Commissioner of Parks Al-j
The total duplicate for the comFor a number of years Cleveland ber said yesterday, with special «z-j
ing year will be $1,090,792,490 and
day has been marked by inspection erclses at city playgrounds.
will produce taxes estimated at
of municipal enterprises and starting
$16,284,078.
of new ones. Last year, at the sugTaxers' figures do not include the
gestion of Mayor Baker, there were
Traction Head Offers $125,- $811,000,000 increase to the duplino formal exercises, but many citicate on John D. Rockefeller's perzens spent the day in an inspection
000 More in Wages; Em- sonal property. Taxers omitted
. of municipal activities. Baker is exthat figure because they say they
pected to issue a Cleveland day pro©- H I f"| jl H l*"B IJ O
Jo not expect to collect on his asployes Won't Accept It
lamatlon upon his return home from I SlHIlllS* ft! *V
sessment for at least a year. RockeEurope next week.
UnlllllLll U
feller's lawyers say they will carry
Bernstein proposed yesterday that'
\ fight against the assessment
UNION HOLDS OUT FOR
hrough the highest court.

Councilman Bernstein to Ask fbr Special Committee to Arrange

CAR MEN NEAR
TO OPEN BREAK
WITH STANLEY

STftNLEY REJEGTS

illLINDEFYl Ml
BECRLLTHREATBY
WELFMEWOHKEHS

Railway President Tells Union's
Executive Committee Proposed System of Pay
x Is Unreasonable.

MINIMUM 8-HOUR DAY

Thursday, June 25, ITOT

Such Demand Would Raise

SPARKS TO FLY
IN DEM ROW ON
AKER'S RETURN

Fare to Four or Five Cents,
Experts Say

President Stanley of the Cleve
Hopes ofWfficlals of the street car land Railway Company Tfaurs-j
men's union^fpr a speedy settlement
Stolte and Damm Declare They of differences \over working sched- day delivered his ultimatum asto concessions the company willjj
ules received a\ serious setback yesAre Ready to Go to Peoterday at a meeting- between the make to the street car men'sj
executive committee *of the union union to better working condiple on Recreation
and President Stanley,'of Khe Cleve- tions,
and
President
George
Program.
land Railway Comipany.
Davies of the union refused to
The clause! in > the new ? sohedules
accept it.
who providing for',a minimum wage for
Defiance to welfare workers wno =^r?men wa» "objected to by
Stanley declared the company was
have threatened to exercise the re- Pregldent Stanley. sHe asserted he willing to spend not to exceed $125,call because city councilmen object ; would refuae»to*glve*.hlsi approval to 000 more annually in wages to proto carrying out the program ar- the schedules*asVthey*were arranger- vide pay for a minimum day of 'five
ranged by a citizens' recreation comOpposition Unexpected. j
+„„ 1 an
X S
sa
mittee was expressed by Councilmen.
T
* i
/
At the conoEuslon \ of the con B puB sup^n
xtra
Damm and Stolte yesterday.
| ence, President, Davids, of the st
-SU3IS
Y at
The two councilmen are members of car men's union, declared opposl
-mami.IOSS'B
the finance committee, which has re- of president Stanley was entii _3_ pUB SB\A%S JO +ucux+
lley
fused to approve a transfer of funds unexpected. '.He said«?the execu
s^8S-lpmiI
j of
for the payment of the salary of a committee«won«d!m*etHoday or pooy
"»
yhe
L
commissioner of recreation.
Stolte morrow to> go % over % figures in ^^4 AV9U JTIO J° du"
ncil
has also introduced an ordinance new schedulesI and * decide on |
.. - Qg n0X ua^AV
[transfei^^^lia-entire division from; next move.
Oiuoiu + «4+
It!-— ? --~—
inaap Aua.w or ' •
The meeting was the first h
-j-wtjwT OlfiOH SO*
■ since a committee of the union 4
STiaVJ. iJX»^*
yas
J
6
K)tr" '-PAW ^°»no__ ^3Jgg.-JL- lgl -"- General Manager- Radcliffe, of 1
■ion
5 railway company, began to.arraij
ay
l „ r-toD Mnm •*. us? °» -w*io ««6I 1 a new schedule, asfter Street Rallw
. 8P/LOUIBH -axvxsa ivan s.anHi
had promls
ta-J
I Ioj / -to.railo.Trt jr.oi U9S JO Anq IHA\ SAA. -' Commissioner Witt
1 to take the* troubles* of the uni
ny ■
■pa uoiin^ 89IS 'MtfBH
JSi
, n
'\ men
an effort
in
,! -smiJi Jo ns-eo :UOIJBOOI SUB 'raa-ns;
men before
before \council
\councu ln>
miau
«^«i»
' Tn1„tls-1u3lM
s
OoiTW* •poojtto^a '101 'SAB uoimM
obtain betterVorking .conditions. 0 „naiS jo spisai WW ™ ^
of!
"I do not kripw wh>ether the cor
S9 I*
n- 1
099$ XV NIV0SY9
U] 0'
:
pany is trying} to rdto us or not __ g-^^^a SSipBni ps^oduil
jo
"64'
■SplH -ESoq-eAno 90*
, said President f, Davies. * "Preside,
„B.,^s«lBe«4 SMSWidS
Stanley told nsi he objected to «
"a l*
'
* pTrt 0S-XJ
■sasnoq auaiiUJBcte AITUIBJI
J clauses in the ^schedules provldir
M «
jptJK
THAI
leach man who' worked one hQ1| ^mn0 tfps TO*. ^Ws
^
s n
■bane. Hisrva; aauicn ns
-i should be paid a manimum wa
S9-TJ. puB OS it-_ |
i equal to eight hours work. He sai _otiiu^ ^^ Wins pazijeoJaH
vroa ?ivhi?
t.ooimuchi.consideratid "l
. PUB
„„„ 56'Si
'0S'8$ 'S*
1
?!M !+
it was
giving toovmuch»considerati<
0«-Ri 'OS'S*
QP'%*
jtuT eim *e :s?uaai9Aaii3Tai uagpotu \Y&
to
the
newsmen.
"'ssnoii siq"°a~^Io-i^a *JU 'XST9 'M.
P'l
Calls Schedules Unreasonable.
■sM.ax-jap«9T IZl N ss9jppv "^'Bpoi
L ut-eSJBq a\\& aas ox *j£pfato& zt souBi^q
"The real facts are'that many
lop cg$—noX 3|ns \ii/A suuaj '0$lt qpOAv
J i$ aouci liuemiseAUi aAisuadxaui ^nq ajqB
the old men are'woritlng les3_tha
ll'-BA :s3aJ3 apBqs paB iTn-q: :s>n^AveuTS ouoas
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Either Stockwell or Councilmen Are Due for Old-Time
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Woodshed "Warming"
They're taking all the inflammable
j stuff out of the City Hall now tha'ti
Mayor Baker's coming back to town.
next Wednesday morning. The sparks .
(are going to fly when Baker takes |
!someone—it's whispered it is either,
'Acting Mayor Stockwell or the coun-!
cil—on his knee and spanks.
j
Shortly before the mayor left for
Europe, the Democratic ship began
[listing heavily. Since he has been
away it has sprung scores of leaks.
and it's up to Baker to put her irr.
'drydock, politicians say.
j Whether Baker will back up council or Acting Mayor Stockwell is what
councilmen are wondering.
When
council, two weeks ago, passed over
Stockwell's veto an ordinance putting
up to voters, August 11, the question
of taking common labor out of civil
1 service, it .was the first time in years
is- ■
j thatt a mayor absolutely was ig-
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BIRTHDAY^MTYFOR SERVICE DIRECTOR SIDLO |
CITY BEING PLANNED TO WED FRIDAY NIGHT CITYANDCOUNTY
-

i,

Thomas L. Sidlo, 11623 Mile's aveand Miss Winifred Morgan, 12311
Chesterfield avenue, went to probate
court Thursday morning- and took out
a license to wed. Both gave their
ages as twenty-six.
They will be
married quietly Friday by Rev.
Worth M. Tippy at Epworth Memorial church.
Their engagement was announced
In April, the day after Sidlo was ap•
pointed director by Mayor Baker.
-4

Councilman Bernstein to Ask fbr Special Committee to Arrange j nue,
Celebration of Cleveland's Founding, July 22.
Appointment of a special cohimittee of five members of the city council to prepare plans for a Cleveland
day celebration, July 22, will be
asked in a resolution to be Introduced by
Councilman
Bernstein
Monday night.
Today no arrangements .for a celebration of the 118th anniversary of
the founding of the city have been
started by municipal officials. Bernstein declares the day should not
pass unnoticed and ■will ask that
plans for its fitting observance be
prepared by the special committee.
For a number of years Cleveland
day has been marked by inspection
of municipal enterprises and starting
| of new ones. Last year, at the suggestion of Mayor Baker, there were
no formal exercises, but many citizens spent the day In an Inspection
of municipal activities. Baker Is expected to issue a Cleveland day proclamation upon his return home from i|
Europe next week.
Bernstein proposed yesterday that

there be exercises at the new Kings*
bury Run Park. Ha also suggests!
a special program be held at rfie
new $160,000 Hdgewater Park bathhouse, which Is to be opened shortly
before the city's birthday, anniversary.
•
The day has been observed as a
half holiday in the past by city employees.
Band concerts in a number of1
parks will probably be arranged for]
the day, Commissioner of Parks Al-j
ber said yesterday, with special exercises at city playgrounds.

STUBirJECTS

GET $2,000,000
MORE TO SPEND

The city and county will have
over $2,QOO,000 more to spend during this year than they had last
year, thanks to the boosts in the
county tax duplicate made by Tax
Commissioners Fackler and Agnew.
Taxers announce that additions
I to the tax duplicate for this year
will total $133,000,000.
This puts
the duplicate well over the billion
dollar mark.
Last year's duplicate
amounted to $957,729,490, producing $14,222,578 in taxes.
The total duplicate for the coming year will be $1,090,792,490 and
will produce taxes
estimated
at
$16,284,078.
T«««+:«^ u~~J ntt*~r. <MOE
L Taxers' figures do not include the
TraCtlOn Head OfferS $125,-j$?11.000,000 increase to the duplicate on John p. Rockefeller's personal
property.
Taxers
omitted
that figure because they say they
io not expect to collect on his assessment for at least a year. Rockefeller's lawyers say they will carry
% fight against
the
assessment
UNION HOLDS OUT FOR
hrpugh the highest court.

CAR MEN NEAR
TO OPEN BREAK
WITH STANLEY
000 More in Wages; Employes Won't Accept It

CHUEN DEFY 1 Ml
REGALLTHRERTBY

Railway President Tells Union's
Executive Committee Proposed System of Pay
v Is Unreasonable.

MINIMUM 8-HOUR DAY

Such Demand Would Raise
Fare to Four or Five Cents,
Experts Say
President Stanley of the Cleve- J
land Railway Company Thurs-i
day delivered his ultimatum asto concessions the company willj
make to the street car men'sj
union to better working conditions, and President George
Davies of the union refused to
accept it.

Hopes ofV>fflclals of the street car
union\ff>r a speedy settlement
Stolte and Damm Declare They men's
of differences \over working schedules received a\serio<us setback yesAre Ready to Go to Peoterday at a meeting- between the
executive committee *of the union
ple on Recreation
and President Stanley,' of Hhe CleveProgram.
land Railway Comapany.
The clause; in \ the new t sohedules
providing for*a minimum wage for
Defiance to welfare workers who •
Stanley declared the company was
street car men was objected to by
have threatened to exercise the re- President Stanley. IHe asserted he willing to spend not to exceed $125,000 muit
more a.iinucm,y
annually in
pro
call because city councilmen object would refuse^to^give*,hls■ approval to uuv
m wages
w»s<=o to
w tn.^to carrying out the program ar- the schedules*asVthey'werearrangecl. vide pay for a minimum day of'five
«
.ii _ irnomiwwi
' hours, and raise the wages of old,
ranged by a citizens' recreation comOpposition ™^"*f:onf'i employes now receiving 30 cents an
At the conobision\of the confer-. hQur to 31 ce
^^ wageg Q{ extra
mittee was expressed by Councilmen.
ence, President DavUte, of ^ s£eetj men bei
Damm and Stolte yesterday.
ai(J for minimum day at
ln\onr_
The two councilmen are members of car men's union dec 1-^ed °PPOS tion 1
Tractioner witt
the finance committee, which has re- of President Stanley was entirelS
Tractioner
Witt said,that if Stanley
fused to approve a transfer of funds unexpected. \He said'Hhe executlva asked, for an increased allowance of
for the payment of the salary of a committeenwotddimeetHoday or to- ,$125,000 for operating expenses,, he
commissioner of recreation.
Stolte morrow tot.go^ over'^figures in the would recommend to the city council
has also introduced an
ordinance new schedules Sand*, decide on the that it be granted.
transferring the entire division from; next move.
Union Firm For 8-Hour Day
The meeting'was the first held
the department of welfare to the de-l
Davies said the proposition was
partment of public service, and con- since a comrrSttee of the union and
General Manajger
Radcliffe, of
unsatisfactory anu
and that
.iv.La.ja<*&^ j.v«~~~—~~,
-- the uiisausi.auLui,y
mdi the
mc union
umw
solidating the work with the division U-enerai
railway company, began to, arrange Would hold out for a minimum 'day
of parks.
schedule, crMa-rafterfftreet
Street Railway
Railway 0f gjo-^t hours
In a statement issued yesterday a new..i.»^,4ia
Commissioner Witt had promised
Stanley pointed out that the tenta- >
Damm said:
to take thes. troubles i of the union tive schedules drafted by company<
My name has been mentioned in a
men before \council im an effort to officials and union men called for an:
report that plans are being laid to
obtain better'Vorking .conditions.
recall certain mambers of council
increased,
annual
expenditure ; of I
who have withheld their approval of
"I do not knV>w wltether the com- about $527,000. The schedules them-1
an ordinance transferring funds to
pany is trying;, to rob us or not," selves call for an increase of $321,964'
the division of recreation in order to
said President i, Davies. » "President in wages, and Stanley said other de- i
pay the salary of. the head of the
Stanley told usi he objected to the mands of the union swelled the figure
division.
clauses in the ^schedules providing over the half-million mark.
I have opposed the importation of
each man who worked one hour
"This demand is unreasonable and
a man from Montreal, Canada, for
should be paid a minimum wage I never .will consent to it," Stanley
head of the division of recreation,
and I have opposed the fixing of his
equal to eight htours wrork. He said declared.
salary at $3,000 per year. On this
it was giving tooxmuchitconslderation
Stanley asked Davies when the
issue I am ready for a recall electo the new\men.
schedules we're gone over why the
tion in the ward I represent.
union didn't ask for the fare boxes
Calls Schedules Unreasonable.
I have said, and still believe, that
it is unwise at the present time to
"The real facts are'that many of on the cars, too.
1
appoint a high-priced commissioner
'You'd be mighty careful to see
the old men are \ working less thae
of recreation for the reason that the
if we got
eight hours now. .while only a few: that they were empty,
financial condition of the city preare new or extras men. It is hardly them," Davies retorted,
vents, at this time, the realization of
fair in any senses of the^word to ask
Davies said that Witt had promthe intent of the charter for the
'a man to be on duty '.fifteen and, ised to see that the men would rebroad development of recreational
' eighteen hours and thehvrecelve Jjayj ceive a minimum day of eight hours.
opportunities by the city.
We cannot do much in this direcI for only a few hours*'
J Stanley said it was impossible to artion this year and probably not next
Presldent Stanley
characterize* range that without taking work from
year.
i the new schedules as \unreasonablej the old men.. Witt said the promise
!
I therefore favor the park deand declared'he would\not approve^ was conditional that
3-cent
fare
partment operating the playigrounds
ithem until the * demands 4 were modi-| would not be affected,
for the present as it has in the past,
for the reason that this course is
fled.
Assert Fare Will Go Up
practical and economical. When we
Officials of the union
hoped to
Traction experts said tne demands
have the money to do things the
4
r
have the new ^ *%^'° 0f the union for an increased expencharter intends, then may we appresentation to Street RaOway Com-d.ture Qf ^^ ^^ cause -the
proach them with more assurance of
Witt, tnfr week.
^ rate of farg tQ jump to 4 cents and
success. A $3,000 imported commissioner of recreation is not necessary
possibly 5.
and is unwise.
The rearranged schedules which I
The threat of a recall election in
j Stanley rejected called for eightl
connection with this subject reminds
hours' pay to many employes who]
us that there are some people, few
had runs of an hour and a half dura-|
in number and loud of voice, who
tion.
The provision was, however, I
have taken to themselves the right
that these men were to be utilized I
to speak for the hundred thousand
voters of Cleveland, and who make
I by the company during all of that I
pretense of knowing better than a
j period if there was any work to bel
councilman the wishes of the people
done. Stanley said it would be im-l
f his ward.
possible to find other work for them. I
Stolte also declared that a majority j
Council to Quiz Witt
of the residents of his ward approved i
"I am looking out for the interests!
?*■- J!lajsQ__an<i that he would not'
I of the old. men—employes who havel
j dodge the issue~ralsed ~by~~members
I been faithful to us for years," said f
of the commission.
Stanley. "New men should not imThe council committee on parks is
I mediately be placed on a footing withl
to consider the Stolte ordinance Mon[them."
day. If the transfer la made, memMembers of council street railway
bers of the finance committee say
I committee are going to quiz Trac-j
they will approve the salary ordiI tioner Witt Monday to learn by what I
nance.
I authority he arbitrarily has rerouted!
J Scovill, Heights and Boulevard cars
j downtown.
Witt may change car routes in case
[of an emergency but councilmen can't
j see how rerouting the Scovili and I
Heights cars to different parts of the!
Public Square can be construed as|
an emergency.

! Ill

Thursday, June 25T1914

SPARKS TO FLY
IN DEM ROW ON
BAKER'S RETURN

ih
t,

t.s I
a-|

Either Stockwell or Councilmen Are Due for Old-Time

h !
-" 'I
e >1
b
si!

Woodshed "Warming"
They're taking all the inflammable
stuff out of the City Hall now tha't
Mavor Baker's coming back to town,
.next Wednesday morning. The sparks ,
I are going to fly when Baker takes |
!someone—it's whispered it is either.
Acting Mayor Stockwell or the coun- j
cil—on his knee and spanks.
Shortly before the mayor left for
Europe, the Democratic ship began
listing heavily.
Since he has been
away it has sprung scores of leaks
and it's up to Baker to put her in.
drydock, politicians say.
| Whether Baker will back up council or Acting Mayor Stockwell is what
councilmen are wondering.
When
council, two weeks ago, passed.over
Stockwell's veto an ordinance putting
up to voters, August 11, the question
of taking common labor out of civil
service, it .was the first time in years
that a mayor absolutely was ignored. Councilmen think and hope
Stockwell and not they will be
, spanked, for Baker repeatedly has
isaid taking finger prints of $2-a-day
workers was silly.
Early in the' year dissension, more
,„• less, cropped out in Democratic
i ranks because civil service stood between the faithful and jobs, but the
| disgruntled didn't disgruntle very
openly until the mayor was safe on
ithe high seas. It has been reported
labout town that Baker left for
abroad purposely so he wouldn't be
on hand when the civil service row
took wings.
Stockwell Tuesday brought down
>nore fire on his head when he read
but of the Democratic party 19 Demo-L-ratic-nonpartisan councilmen, who
are against civil service and non-j
partisan elections. Democratic wardg"
clubs all over Cleveland are comings;
out m the open fbr partisan elec- ,
tions. Only Wednesday . night . the
Fourteenth Ward Democratic clubl
approved
the
proposed
amendments.
The fight at the polls a year from]
•his fall will be between practical,
politicians and so-called uplifters, it
is «aid! Politicians claim they do all j
he work while' several $6,000 dree
ors have done little or no work for
Feeling along- this line
Ithe party,
[developed last Monday when tha ,
nnance committee refused
luncil
Welfare Director Cooley' $1,000 for a
,,< ,-rea I ion commissioner.
•There's an eruption coming, sure
s, fate" Councilman Stolte said
'^rursday
"The council has grown
= " aschoolboy since Baker went
'load. Somebody's going to ge his
it. looks as though it wont be j
,.-ilmen."
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LEY WOULD

LOOK \A/H(T^HERE-NEW CITY HALL!

OFALLCARMj
Concern Head Proposes Cent an)
Hour Boost in Pay of
j
Employes.
UNION

REJECTS

PLAN |

Demands Minimum Eight-1
Hour Day Pay Schedule ]
for Operatives.

^^^T^OW LOOKS. WITH SUPERSTRUCTURE
NEW CITY HAIU, Ab
g may be occupied in the fall of
Server Sidlo Thursday was
preparing to advertise for bids for
Bids for plumbing, heating,
the million-dollar interior ot the ventilating, pneumatic tubes, parnew city hall.
titions, electrical wiring, plasterWith 8 2 per cent of the granne ing antl carpentry will be called
set and the remainder delivered
for within a month.
city officials say they'll rush work
The sum of $1,350,000 already
on the interior so that the build-

President Stanley of the Concon, who has refused Concon car
men a1 minimum wage based on
full pay for an eight-hour day, announced Thursday he would he
willing to grant the men a mini\ mum wage based on a five-hour
day.
Stanley coupled his announce- |
ment with a provision calling for ;
an increase of 1 cent an hour -in ;
pay of all car men in the service ■
of the company more than a year.
PRACTICAL COMPLETE
President Davies of the car
^ been
^ spent or
contracted- for men's union, which - demands a
or contracted
has
on the building. An additional minimum wage based on eight
authorization of $925,000 for in- hours work, said Thursday Stanterior work was voted by council ley's offer would not-be accepted
Monday night. The original esti- and that the union would continue
mate of total cost WMof*2^
ofl^^^^ii^
$325,0fl|
l^joA-ssano THJSSSfenms
An additional sum
must be provided.

160.C

WHY WE'RE BUSTED
'

Cleveland received from the state its fair share of the
. money taken away from it annually through special license

TOOP£MNioNDAK:::i::i3i3:!
Sete Ho?ilf prosed $2,000,000 hond issue to. get them m
fees and sDecial tax levies there would be no cause for bad

^^oSng'to a 'statement issued by ^nce ^irector L££ £„
CoughHn, Cleveland in/1914 ^contoibute ^,816,000 to the jdre_- Monday.

•SSBT.2 JO ustuo em P"^^ '
Final instructions to the meij^' jaio OT*« T0,.t,J8g aA9}S
w
faxpayels contribute $501,000 for roads m Cuyahoga-co rural. and women in charge of the f P^^SMW 8um
playspots wiU be given at ^jJ^SmOW^f
hall Friday afternoon, when IK-JO £* 8^„9"ww<1 uwmMWI
diStr
Suthlin says ' Cleveland pays.'about one-third of the rector of Welfare .Cooiey. and-sJUHJ.
George A. Bellamy, temporary,
$7 250 000 in fees that the'state collects every year.
'Here is the way he figures it: Specia taxes =ed» recreation commissioner, will outthe summer's work.
'
corporations, $2,500,000; state's share of the liquoi tax, line
Cooiey Hud Thursday
SWO; Cleveland <s contribution to the state Inghwav fund, I council "to provide funds for a per$407,400; common school tax, $342 000
indirect manen rlcreatiori commissioner
The'state takes out of CleveW every y^by ^direct-■-will not bloek his summer plan

of
?s,
sil
to

liBHl

taxation mte money than it permits the city to collect m taxes for^ejayground. ^

^

t0

^&TSSS lef% year brought in $3 200,000, *d ^«?J^^^'53«^ ^U^CS^f j
hundred thousand aonais ue'"""■■" f ^
i'town
town ran several
sfveraPlWr^^
for months has been playing the httle, game of 1^v^mg ±™J
thev will attempt MOT, - >"f StS,,,»^ .^enJW^
Peter to pay Paul, officials hoping against hope that they wui fay night'to complete the transfer n f\\*™*™ |V nS Wl^ V™
P
find some Pfan finally to take up $400,000 in notes to pay cur;j8uW siu ™«W worn

"^S-Cox has said he would appoint a commission offmar,
dal experts to work out some equitable system o^collecting
Som toe Sties to pay the bills of the state and tit* smaller
counties that cannot stand alone.
„ ,
'
Let him hasten the day or the wealthy oommun tie* of the
state will be in as bad shape financially as the small counties
where for years it has been impossible to collect enough taxes
to pay expenses.
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spunod ZZ pa^ye-a "f^rr

PLAN CHARTER
DEFENSE FIGHT

nT1CT

k&U ux uaoa. w* --^9mo0
;d,a^I^.noU|uo,9«o

"We want to give these charter amendments such a licking,
that Similar attempts to muUH^
a good code won't be at all fasn |
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HnnK WHn'&HERE-NEW CJTY HALU

STANLEY WOULD
ALLGAR
Goncon Head Proposes Gent an
Hour Boost in Pay of
Employes.
UNION

EEJEGTS

PLAN

Demands Minimum EightHour Day Pay Schedule
for Operatives.
President Stanley of the Concon, who has refused Concon car
men a' minimum wage based on
full pay for an eight-hour day, announced Thursday he would be
willing to grant the men a miniinum wage based on a five-hour i
Stanley coupled his announce- |
ment with a provision calling for j
an increase of 1 cent an hour m .
pay of all car men in the service
of the company more than a year.
President Davies of the car
ZZZZZ^ - - HOW LO0KS, W.TH S0PBMTK0CTOKB mCH^.. ~*
has been spent or contracted for men's union, which ■ demands a
g
may
be
occupied
in
the
fall
of
;
on the building. An additional minimum wage based on eight
Server Sidlo Thursday was
authorization of $925,000 for in- hours work, said Thursday Stanpreparing to advertise for bids for
Bids for plumbing, heating, terior work was voted by council ley's offer would not- be accepted
tile million-dollar interior of the ventilating, pneumatic tubes, parMonday night. The original esti- and that the union would continue
new city hall.
titions,, electrical wiring, plasterWith 8 2 per cent of the granite ing and carpentry will be called mate of total cost was $2,600,000
its fight.
An additional sum of $o2o,000
set and the remainder delivered,
Calls Demands Unreasonable.
for
within
a
month.
city officials say they'll rush work
"The demands of the car-men
The sum of $1,350,000 already must be provided.
on the interior_sq_that the build! are unreasonable and I won t
Stand for them," said Stanley.
I
Stanley said the increase m.
WHY WE'RE BUSTED
operating expenses needed to meet
F Cleveland received from the state its fair share of the ,
' ll'fUl II A V the car men's demands would be |
. money taken away from it annually through Bpedal license TQ ABCty ^ONUAl ! $321,964.27.
I
"The amount is too great to be
fees and special tax levies there' would be no cause for bad,
considered," he said. "The propoSreetTioTtS proposed $2,000,000 bond issue to. get them m
^ ^"playgrounds smon I make calls for an increase
' nf about $125,000."
PaSS
Tractioner Witt said Thursday
ltord"ngTo a statement ' issued by Finance ^Director j wiU ^ thrown open to the chil^corainfe ,o a
contribute $3,816,000 to the dren Monday. ,
if Stanley wanted an increase ot
1
Coughlm, Cleveland m. 1914 will W "
Final instructions to the men, $125,000 for operating expenses
a£, tion Cleveland
^^^>^^y-^6^^^^S^^ C vahoga-co rural and wom,en in charge of the 40 ! he would recommend to council
taxpayers contribute $501,000 toi loads m ouyanut,
Liayspots will be given at city that the ordinance be amended to
districts.
'
'
• "
,'-U third of the thai! Fridav afternoon, when DiCoughliu says Cleveland pays/about one-third ot tne^hauji^ -WeIfare Cooley, and
<W 2^0 000 in fees that the state collects every year.
I George A.Bellamy,, temporary
'Here is the way he figures it: Special taxes assessed on ^£iion commissioner, will outHere is tne way
g
the';%mmer's work,
t
corporations, $2,500^
^,ouu,uuu;LJtote*
s^» snaie
»"«-- o t /
^„w
fund
^ hiah
,vav
' Cooley laid Thursday failure of
nv fund,
$567,000; Cleveland's contribution to the state highway tund, j council "to provide funds for
per7,400; common school tax, $34Z,UUU
:„AW^t I'mailent recreation commissioner
$407',400;
$342,000
The state takes out of Cleveland every year by mdirecI v m
^ bloek his summer plans
The state tases ; tko-n« it "
he citv
city to
to collect
collect in
in taxes
taxes! for
the ■playgrounds.
e^ite the
0r the
_.upvmits
taxation more money than it peimixs me uij tu
iu^ ^ however; that plans tor
to pay running expenses.
_
and the ■ organization of other recreational
The city's levy last year brought m $3 200,000, and trie i s^ ^ ^ a standstill until funds
town ran several hundred thousand Hollars behind
.ihe ^ are provided
Meantime Gouncilmen Damm and
1
: for months has been playing the little, game of J" ^ tt ^J Stolte say they will attempt MonPeter to pay Paul, officials hoping against hope that they win da° night'to complete the transfer
find somePplan finally to take up $400,000 m notes to pay cur- nf the recreation department from
?he welfare to the service departre lt
1 S
" G ov 'Cox has said he would appoint a commissionf^^-Ji
cial experts to work out some equitable systemi o«<>Uectog
from the cities to pay the bills oi the state and the smaller
counties that cannot stand alone
„in„u;P, nf the
Let him hasten the day or the wealthy comimin^ «i the
state will be in as bad shape financially as he: small■««*£*
where for years ft has been impossible to collect enough taxes
to pay expenses.
"We want to give these charter amendments such a licking
ihat similar attempts to mutila e
a good code won't be at all fasn

PLANIHARTER
DEFENSE FIGHT

^SS can be arranged
vhlch will provide eight hours
work for all the men, said^Stan
ley. "The service needed is such
that shifts are necessary in the
wking force. Extra men are
needed in rush hours. I do be
Tleve that men on the job all day
should be paid: for more time
'than the hour or two which tney
put in," said Stanley.
"■
Concon officials said if the de
mands of the union men were met
tte car fare would soar above,
3

Stioner Witt refused to state
whether this would be the re
.JUllt -

1

COUGHLI!
Finance Director Says Board's
Maintenance Costs City
$10,000 Yearly. ,

^ThatC what Thomas G. Fitzs Jons home rule author, told the
12 members of the "charter defense committee, of which he is
WON'T AIDJN EXPENSES
Sman at its flrsj^meeting
Thursday noon at the City club.
The committee, picked at a citi- ; ! Treasurer's Office Blocked by
'»«• mass meeting Monday, got:
School Work, All Paid
fown to brass tacks in Planning
I the fight against proposals to j
for by City.
amend the charter at the Aug.
!
U primary by abolishing non-1
Cleveland's board of education
partisan features and removing ! costs the city over $10,000 yearly in
unskilled city labor from civil
service for which the board arbitra^Naming a general campaign rily pays nothing.
This statement, made to Acting
committee of approximately 300
with -10 representatives m every I Mayor Stockwell by Thomas Cough'ward, was the principal business llin, director of finance, put a real
punch Thursday in the plan to
jof the committee's session Thurswipe out the school board by legisday.
1 lation.
;
.
A week ago, the board, by resolution, refused to pay $275 premium
on the ■ $100,000 bond which must
I be furnished by William Damm,
I city treasurer, to qualify as exlofiicio treasurer of school funds.
Coughlm told D. C. WestenI haver, board president, the city
would not pay the $27 5, nor
would it let. Damm pay it. Ihe
board appealed to Stockwell, .as
law director.
Stockwell is now considering
advisability of forcing the board
j to pay the premium, now oiei|dUCoughlin reported figures to
Stockwell to show that in the
fiscal vear $11,800 service has
been given the board by the cml
service commission, the law diI vision and the treasurer s office.
Board Hires One Clerk.
"The only part of this expense
lpaidb^heUrdis$120i0forone
clerk in the treasurers office,
|Sa^eUIitfhasnovoiceinthe
| disbursement of school funds yet
it must pay the cost of handlm0
Offer's are the items Coufhlin.'
may render to the board as legitii mate service bills:
P^rit^S tlrvta-o?- one assistant
'lenS'tSM'B offlce. minus $1200]
paid Tar board, $3800.
",,,„,. .hn„,.j

Westenhaver and other boaid
members have contended they cannot legally pay for the city service.
"That argument is unfounded
said Coughlin. "They contradict it
>,„ rinviTi2 for clerk hire.

Thursday for Columbus .t^ urge
upon Gov. Cox the need of enacting
eKislation at the special legislative
Son in July to permit Cleveland
voters to choose any system ot
Ichool control they want by refer-1
endum vote.-

.
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IUCAIE VOTERS CHARTER DEFENSE
CAMPAIGN MAPPED
TO SAVEGHARTER
j|Way Commissioner Does
jot Favor Demand Made
by Union Carmen.

Citizens Name Committee for
Publicity Plans. Before
Primary.

$150,000 as Maxi-I Declare Those Backing the
Amendments Have Ulmutn Increase in Operaterior Motives.
tion Expense.
aces

Committee Will Explain Proposed Amendments to City Voters Before Action Is Tak en in Primaries.
Plans for a city-wide, publicity cam- that the present charter had a fair
: paign to put before voters the pro- chance as it stands, and inithe event
posed amendments to the city charter that amendments proved" necessary,
were outlined tentatively at the first to insure that they be made at a regular election!
meeting of the charter defense comThe following, resolutions
were
mittee held in the City Club rooms adopted:
yesterday afternoon.
First—There is nothing sacred about
The amendments under discussion the
charter, but it has not been
would do away with non-partisan given a fair trial.
elections and abolish civil service for
Second—The amendments are prolaborers.
A subcommittee, consisting of D. E. posed for ulterior motives by those
Morgan, E. M. Baker and L. I. Litz- who have never been in sympathy
ler, was appointed immediately to with the charter and are unwilling to
enter upon the work of outlining the give it a fair trial.
committee's initial activities and to
Third-The committee is not '.opposarrange a general plan of campaign. ed to submitting: amendments to the
The subcommittee will make its re- charter, but is opposed to "having
port at a called meeting to be held them submitted at a party primary,
either Monday or Tuesday of next' when only a,portion of the voters go
week, when the main committee will to the polls. ;
decide upon the best method of reThose present at yesterday's meetcruiting several hundred citizens.
ing were .Thomas G. Fitzsimons,
At yesterday's meeting, committee chairman; E. M. Baker, Thomas S.
members were "emphatic in declaring Farrell, Walter L. Flory, secretary;
they were not enemies to charter Edgar A. Hahn, L. I. Litzler. D. E
amendment, but were fighting to see Morgan, M.. J. Murphy and M P
Mooney.
SIDLO LICENSED TO WED
The defense committee was formed
at a meeting of sixty Clevelanders in
MISS WINIFRED MORGAN the Hollenden Hotel last Monday
afternoon. Its function is to see that
Thomas L. Sidlo, director of pub- the charter is thoroughly tried out be. lie service, was a caller at the li- fore any amendments are made and
cense winddw of the county clerk's if amendments are deemed necessary
office yesterday. Miss Winifred Mor- to see that the vote is fken at n
; gan, 12311 Chesterfield avenue, is to regular or special election, rattfie'r
become Mrs. Thomas L. Sidlo (and than at a primary.
' possibly assistant director of public
Local politicians predict that the
'service ex-officio) tomorrow evening. discussion occasioned by the proThe ceremony will take place at posed amendments will stimulate
| the homejof Miss Morgan with Rev. interest in the primary vote, August
.Worth M. Tippy, pastor of Epworth
Memorial Church, officiating. Mr.
and Mrs. Sidlo will leave on a two
weeks' weddingtrlp.

In order that voters may be fully
apprised of the necessity of getting: to
the polls on primary day, Aug. 11,
Sn t council that the Cleveland and may understand the proposed
charter. amendments to be voted on
K Co. be allowed to increase
^operating expenses more than
the charter defense committee yesterday appointed a subcommittee to
Kfcommissioner declared he was
prepare plans for a publicity camJung to recommend an Increase of
paign.
KS«K), if the company asked for it.
»„,,, 0f the car men for an
Nine of the thirteen laemhers of
minimum
day
would- the defense committee held their first
o!S>our
State an annual . increase n
meeting yesterday noon at the City j
Sing expenses of approximately
XWO according,to figures cornclub, 242 Superior-av N. E.
Site company's office, or an inDiscussion centered about the plan j
*«o nearly $527,000, according to
of campaign to be adopted and the i
Sres compiled by the street £ar men f method of placing before the voters j
■tentative revised schedule.
I
these three points:
^Commissioner Witt stated his attiThat there is nothing sacred about j
tude in a conference with a delegation 1 the charter, but that it has not been ;
ofeleven car men, headed by Presi- ! given a fair trial.
det Oorg:« H. Davies of the union.
That the amendments proposed
The meeting was held in the commis- j (the abolishment of nonpartisan eiec! tions and civil service examinations
Her's office.
, .
It followed an announcement by {for unskilled laborers) are only to j
President John J. Stanley of .the railsatisfy ulterior motives of those who 1
way company that the company would
have never been in sympathy with :;!
be willing to spend between 9»12o,000
the charter and are unwilling to give
tod $140,000, enough to provide a
it a fair trial.
That the committee Is not opposed
Snimum day of five f^« J^0"
men and an increase of 1 cent, dU to
to submitting amendments to the
M cents an hour, for employes more
charter, but is opposed to having
than a year in the service.
them submitted at a party primary,
FM". Stanley declared the demand of
when only a portion of the voters go
he men for an eight-hour minimum
to the polls.
lay which, according to the comAt the close of the discussion
pany's figures, would mean an inChairman Thomas G. Fitzsimons
crease of $321,000, and according to
named Attorneys D. E. Morgan and
■he demands of the union would cost
L. I. Litzler and E. ~.£. Baker, presiibotit $527,000, was entirely unreadent of the City club, on the subsonable, and that he would not stand
committee.
5v the men in such a demand.
■ -Early next week, probably Mon'The conference in Commissioner
day, they will report to the defense
Witt's office was sought by the car
1
committee on the. organization_ojC_a_
men. President Davies told Mr. Witt
campaign committee of 300, a finance
the union wanted to know whether
committee of fifteen and methods of
■was true the commissioner had
i The first of the hearings on the •
mentioned, when the question of a j publicity^
At the meeting yesterday were: .Reynolds ordinance, levying a speninimum day first came up, an increase in the company's operating i Mr. Fitzsimons, Mr. Baker, Thomas 'cial tax against vehicles using city
S Farrell, Walter L. Flory, Edgar A. 1 streets, will be held this afternoon.
ixpfiiises of four-tenths of a cent a
: Hahn, Mr. Litzler, Mr. Morgan, M. J. A graduated scale of fees should be
•ar/i'iile, making the total allowance
Murphy and M. P. Mooney.
12,7.-3 cents a car mile. That ..ould
worked out, Councilman Reynolds
ji/ai an Increase of approximately
believes, and he said yesterday that
I7P.0OO.
-,
tj
he would encourage the discussion
L Mr Witt said he had considered he
of the proposed tax at public meetKid be willing to recommend a
BO.OOO increase, and to make sure
■re would be»ML.misunderstanding
! Fees derived from the vehicle tax
' would be placed in a special fund
Mjvould s"§~^^
Kcommend "?Mt
and used for the maintenance of
that.
^-to,
s
0
streets under Reynolds' plans. City
4aj t So
« I hu
h «£/5
officials and civic organizations inBind, I w<
terested in better paving are divided in their opinion of the project
■per rec,,f»« * P■ city '^ jM
■pany sf*ii^*o
Hi wir ° - *
■eeme..
Ripan: . *a
1

tor Witt, street railway commisZ definitely informed representaf'ot the street car men's union
iv
lv afternoon he would not rec-
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!AIE VOT
TOSAVECHART
Commissioner Does
L Favor Demand Made
by Union Carmen.

Citizens Name Committee for

jces $150,000 as Maxim increase in Operation Expense.

Declare Those Backing the
Amendments Have Ulterior Motives.

rc-jtt street railway commis'eierter, flnit'ely informed representa' ? the street car men's union
!S
7 • afternoon he would not recte
■ -o council that the Cleveland
lend toCo. he allowed to increase
iiway
gating expenses more than

In order that voters may be fully
apprised of the necessity of getting to
the polls on primary day, Aug. 11,
and may understand the proposed
charter amendments to be voted on
the charter defense committee yesterday appointed a subcommittee to
prepare plans for a publicity campaign.
Nine of the thirteen members, of
the defense committee held their first
meeting yesterday noon at the City
club, 242 Superior-av N. E.
Discussion centered about the plan
,of campaign to be adopted and the
I method of placing before the voters
these three point*:
That there is nothing sacred about
the charter, but that it has not been
given a fair trial.
That the amendments proposed
(the abolishment of nonpartisan elections and civil service examinations
for unskilled laborers) are only to
satisfy ulterior motives of those who
have never been in sympathy with
the charter and are unwilling to give
it a fair trial.
That the committee is not opposed
to submitting amendments to the
charter, but is opposed to having
them submitted at a party primary,
when only a portion of the voters go
to the polls.
At the close of the discussion
Chairman Thomas G. Fitzsimons
named Attorneys D. E. Morgan and
Li. I. Litzler and E. Id. Baker, president of the City clut>, on the subcommittee.
Early next week, probably Monday, they will report to the defense
committee on the organization of a
j campaign committee of 300, a finance
committee of fifteen and methods of
publicity;
At the meeting yesterday were:
1
Mr. Fitzsimons, Mr. Baker, Thomas
S. Farrell, Walter L. Flory, Edgar A.
Hahn, Mr. Liitzler, Mr. Morgan, M. J.
Murphy and M. P. Mooney.

,0,000. .mraissioner declared he was
'he ^recommend an increase of
&%. if the company asked for it.
0,l)OU
.I'W'nds
: 'of
_* the'
vino car
for an
car rnp.n
men for
an
jewa
;„ ,ir minimum
day
would
1,1
ht-lion "- an annual . increase in
•essitate
tr expenses of approximately
f<So according,to figures com!1,
v/'the company s office, or an uiI8 f nearly $527;O0O, according to
!fe rompiled by the street £ar men
|s„Ct°Hve revised schedule.
^missioner Witt stated his atti^n conference with a delegation
V n rar men, headed by PresifrZT* r™ Davies of the union.
e meeting was held in the commissioned an announcement by
Sint John J. Stanley of the rail*°'„ that the company would
Imfng to Sena between $125,000
,i «140000,
a
$iw.vy«. enough hto provide
for car
Kan tocreasl of 1 cent, 30 to
cen?s an hour, for employes, more
J , vear in the service. '
? Stanley declared the demand of
'm^n for an eight-hour minimum
- which, according to the eom' i fleures would. mean an in'yS nf «S21000, and according to
'TemandTof the union would cost
♦ W7 000 was entirely unream
L* and that he would not stand
tmenin such a demand.
C conference in Commissioner
»i
office was sought by the car
1S
PrfsTdelt Davies told Mr^ Witt
union wanted to know whether
was true the commissioner had
ntioned, when the question of a
„mum day first came up, an in,7l» the company's operating
Senses of four-tenths of a cent a
mile, making the total allowance
l3 cents a car mile. That ..ould
an an increase of approximately

Publicity Plans. Before
Primary.

i?r°Witt said he had considered he
uld be willing to recommend a
>000 increase, and to make sure
■e would be no misunderstanding
vould say definitely he would not
amend more of an increase than
S I hadn't had that amount in
V I would fix on it now, he said.
f A didn't, and should make some "
ler"recommendation, it would put
Ycity in a position of telling the
hpatiy what to pay its men.
Will not be a party to the, disl-eement between the union and,the

<

■

Committee Will Explain Proposed Amendments to City Voters Before Action Is Tak en in Primaries.
Hans for a city-wide publicity cam-I that the present charter had
fair!
paign to put before voters the pro chance a3 it stands, and in the aevent
posed amendments to the city charter that amendments proved' necessary,
were outlined tentatively at the first to insure that they be made at areg-i
S
f
election
meeting of the charter defense com- ular election*
The following resolutions
mittee held in the City Club rooms
were
adopted :
yesterday afternoon.
irS
There is nothi
ng sacred about
The amendments under discussion tif i~
would do away with non-partisan the charter, but it has not been
given a fair trial.
elections and abolish civil service for
laborers.
not!H0n/~The amendments'are proA subcommittee, consisting of D. E posed for ulterior motives by those
Morgan, E. M. Baker and L. I. Litz- with S^J** ** * ™t°hSy
ler, was appointed immediately to with the charter and are unwilling to
enter upon the work of outlining the give it a fair trial,
committee's initial activities and to edTtnrd"~KTh6 comml«ee is not opposarrange a general plan of campaign.
h"11/",^ amendments to the
I he subcommittee will make its re- charter
charter, but is opposed to having
port at a called meeting to be held them submitted at a party primary!
either Monday or Tuesday of next when only aportion of the voters go
, ?
week, when the main committee will to the polls. ;
decide upon the best method of reh
PreS nt at yest
w
°r
^
erday
s meetcruiting several hundred citizens.
ing were .Thomas G. Fitzsimons.
At yesterday's meeting, committee
M
- Baker
' ™°™sSmembers were'emphatic in declaring FarrT^^'
W Hel L
™Z \
Z
' Flor
secretary;
they were not enemies to charter Edgar
A. Hahn, L,.
I L^
ltziar n TP
amendment, but were fighting to see Morgan, M.. J. Murphy and M P
I Mooney.
"

SIDLO LICENSED TO WED

The defense committee was formed
me tm
f, f °f SHotel
'Xty Cleveland^
S
Hollenden
last Monday
| afternoon. Its function is to see that
| the charter is thoroughly tried out be
fore any amendments are made and
if amendments are deemed necessary
to see that the vote Is token at
regular or special election
ralfier
than at a primary.
Local politicians predict that the
discussion occasioned by the pro
Posed amendments will «rtim„io*
interest in the primary vote ?^ .
11.
P'imary vote, August

The
MISS WINIFRED MORGAN ,1the
L. Sidlo, director of publie service, was a caller at the license winddw of the county clerk's
office yesterday. Miss Winifred Morgan, 12311 Chesterfield avenue, is to
become Mrs. Thomas L. Sidlo (and
possibly assistant director of public
service ex-officio) tomorrow evening.
The ceremony will take place at
the home,of Miss Morgan with Rev.
Worth M. Tippy, pastor of EjSworth
Memorial Church, officiating. Mr.
and Mrs. Sidlo will leave on a two
weeks' wedding trip.

FIEST VEHICLE TAX
DISCUSSION TODAY
1 The first of the hearings on the
^Reynolds ordinance, levying a spe'cial tax against vehicles using city
^streets, will be held this afternoon.
A graduated scale of fees should be
worked out, Councilman Reynolds
believes, and he said yesterday that
he would encourage the discussion
of the proposed tax at public meetings,
Fees derived from the vehicle tax
would be placed in a special fund
and used for the maintenance of
streets under Reynolds' plans. City
officials and civic organizations interested in better paving are divided in their opinion of the project.

JOBS AT PLAYGROUNDS

Ber^Mr. Witt referred to the terms
Ithe Tayler grant and mentioned
lat powers the city has. A car man
Led whether, if $150,000 increase
buld be .granted and the union
ind it was not all being applied tV
-ges, the city would direct hoy , I'll
tuld be used.
'
Ilr. Witt said that while such z.
iommendation simply would be for
I increase in operating expense alfcance, without mentioning the
Jrpose, it would be generally under|od the increase was intended for
Iges, and that if it were not so ap|ed an objection would cause subtsion of the question to arbitrage of the delegation said he underJ at. a former conference with
commissioner that Mr. Witt,
uld agree to whatever the union
—jsidered necessary.
i»n-isident Stanley of the company
|Hd fyesterday afternoon he would
TiS or fall on his offer of a flvelir minimum day and a 1-cent-anjr increase for old employes.
'I have said all along that I would
■Met any reasonable demand of the
Ben," he continued. "This demand
Fjjn't reasonable."
JJr. Stanley submitted figures comr pileda in the company's office,, show]ing necessity to increase operating
1 expenses approximately $321,000 to
fmake the schedules conform to an
| eight-hour minimum day standard.
| He said the amount of wages paid in
1913 was $1,912,023.96,' so the increase
I for an eight-hour minimum day
I schedule, as figured by the company,
[would be between 15 and 20 per cent.
What . the men asked, amounting
I to an increase of over $500,000, would
[mean an addition of approximately
] 33 1-3 per cent, he declared.
''Why, it's impossible!" the presiI dent exclaimed.
The offer made by Mr. Stanley
would be covered by the increase in |
operating expenses which Commissioner Witt is willing to recommend
The union men expect to go over
the schedules as they have revised
them, and over the' schedules as they
were revised in the company',s of| flee before taking up the problem
--_with_the street car compan

CHARTER DEFENSE
CAMPAIGN MAPPED]

STANLEY REFUSES
E
Crisis in Negotiations Comes and.
Open Break Between Comi
pany and Employees
?
Is Near.
GRANTING DEMANDS WOULD i
BOOST THREE-CENT FARE!

ftnr DftOIC (]C DRdRf President Davies of Union DeMIlL DHOlO LIT rnUDL^ C|ares increase of Operating
Cost Would Be Justified.
McGinty Will Ask Council to Investigate Methods of Naming Supervisors.

..ulsion.V By this hH

A crisis which may lead to an open
break between the Cleveland Railway j
Company and its conductors and!
niotormen, or an increase in fare
Investigation of the appointment came yesterday when President [
of playground supervisors probably Stanley refused the carmen's dewill be made by the city council, fol mands for a schedule providing a
i lowing complaint by Councilman Mcf minimum wage day of eight hours,
i Glnty that welfare workers whov In this he was backed by Street
I conducted a Playground Institut«Rajiway Commissioner Peter Witt.
'later had charge of examinations for]Granting demands of the carmen's
j the city positions.
,
Union would mean an annual increase]
' A resolution asking for the
'In
opperating cost of $321,964.27, Stanj vestigation will be introduced Mon
day night, according to councilmen. ley said.
McGinty will appear before the com- The most the company will spend
mittee, if the investigation is de-is $139,000, which would mean a minicided upon, he said yesterday.
mum wage day of five hours and an
WiftT'ths .city council and the de-Increase for men older in the service
partment of public welfare still di- from thirty to thirty-one cents an
vided ^ver the appointment of a com- hour, with twenty-seven cents an
missioner of recreation, city and hour for extra men.
school playgrounds will be thrown Commissioner Witt told President
open Monday. Supervisors in charge George Davies of the union and memof the grounds will receive instruc-bers of its executive committee that
tions from George Bellamy, acting$l50,000 was the maximum increase
commissioner, today.
he would recommend.
Superintendent Frederick and Dr. Davies said the men would take no
E. A. Peterson, chief medical inspec-action until the executive committee
tor of the public schools, spent yes-had gone over the schedules carefulterday afternoon in an effort to lo-iy. He refused the company's ulticate vacant lots in congested dis-matum but expressed hope of an
tficts, where breathing spots foi amicable settlement,
mothers and children can be estabWouW RaJge Fape Rate_
Grassy plots in the vicinity 0:
Eagle school are crowded with tire,
mothers each afternoon and evening
according to Dr. Peterson.

Traction officials insisted it would be
impossible to grant the men s de
mands without bringing about an in
cease in fare from three to four or
possibly five cents.
"For me to recommend an Increase
exceeding $150,000 would practically
mean that the city was telling the
company how to spend its money hi
violation of the rights given the city
under the Tayler grant," said Witt.
He admitted a charge by Davies,
that he had at the first meeting with
union officials, promised to recommend a sum necessary to give the
minimum eight-hour wage day.
"At that time 1 had no idea this
would exceed $150,000," he explained.
The tentative schedules drafted by
the carmen in collaboration with
company officials totaled $578,000, or
an increase of 33 1-3 per cent, President Stanley pointed out. While the
actual increase in the schedules
themselves would total but $321,964.27,
other demands of the men wouia'
■well this above the half-million
figure, he said.
New' Men Get Benefit.
"The men are asking, not alone
for this amount of money, but include provisions for paying the same
wages for less working time than
is in effect in existing schedules,"
said Stanley.
"The new schedules simply give
everything to the new men and
make no provision for the old, who
have regular runs. It is out of reason. I try to be fair with them, but
when they try to 'hog it' I quit."
Davies replied warmly, saying that
Stanley, if sincere in his wish to protect the old street car man, should
have given him that increase when
the schedules were being changed.
As it is, many of the old men are
laying. off in order to help the extra
men make a living, he charged.
"Suppose it does cost $527,000 an
nually under the new schedules,"
said he. "They are only giving back
to ,us what they have taken away
uring the past two years.
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DEATHTRAPS « M OT HERE'S NEW PLAN TO
QUICKEN GAR SERVICE
NICKE PLATE T0i\n SUNLEY|BEELIMINATED %^M
Railroad to Remove Grade
Crossings on We*st Side «(f ,t
Within Two Years
COST OF WORK WILL
BE NEARLY $3,000,000

Comes

to a Walkout,

I'll Break Union," Traction
Head Says as $125,000
Raise Offer's Rejected

Steel and Concrete to Bridge iJRACTlGNER WITT ALSO
NOT IN YIELDING MOOD
Streets Between Fulton Rd.
and W. 96th St.

Union Head Asserts Stan-

Nickel Plate grade crossings, ley's Proposition Is Unfair
between Fulton road and West! to Car Men Who Have'
96th street will be eliminated inj
a little over two years,'Service Three-Swing Runs
Director Sidlo said Friday. An j
ordinance designating the streets | The breach between the Ueve
to be bridged, dead-ended or re-;land Railway Company and the
connected will be introduced in "street car men's union widened
council Monday night by Couu--'Friday.
oilman Votava, chairman of the
yome members of the union
grade crossing committee.
'.gathered at headquarters hi the

council accepts Traction
Commissioner Witt's scheme
to have Cleveland railway"
trains stop at cross streets so.that
the motor is at the far side and
the trailer on the near side, passengers coming from either way
will be able to get into the car
quicker.
An objection pointed out by
councilmen to this system is that
traffic crossing the street upon
which the car line runs w^ill be

I

tied up during the discharge and
taking on of passngers.
Witt isn't desirous that the
present system of stopping cars
on the near side, of the cross
street be changed. He merely offered the other . suggestion to
counteract Councilman Meyers'
ordinance to have the cars stop
on the far side.
The council
committee on street railways has
deferred action on Meyers' ordinance
and
Witt's
suggested
amendment until next week.

Actual jvork win be started abortf) Q0iumi,ia building talked strike,
the middle of August. Sidlo said. The
advised more deotlierS
ordinance will say the eliminationf reachwork must be completed two years liberation IB the ttOpe 01 re*
accepted by ing an amicable settlement in the
after the city's.plans
j the railroad.
demand for better hours
"We will hold out for an eight hour
Will Cost $3,900,000
no matter what happens,
The total cost will be $2,900,000, day
-Hoffmann estimated. Of this the city President George Davies of the union
i will pay $1,015,000, 35 per cent, as fixed said Friday. "I think the people of I Final approval of the merger of
by law. The expense to the Nickel cTevefand are too intelligent to per- the Cuyahoga, .Telephone company
into the Ohio State Telephone ComPlate will be slightly higher- than the mit a strike."
r,anv a $25,000,000 corporation emstated 65 per cent because of the pur-:
Threatens to Break Union
: chase of - land along-the-right-of-way;
"I am standing pat on my offer t , bracing 15 independent ptaecom-:
increase the wages of motormen and;
' for additional trackage.
ies in tne state, ^asgiven b> the
Bonds for depressing the Nickel conductors by about $125,000 a year, ;
Friday when .the board of con
j Plate's tracks on the West Side and sakl President Stanley of the rail- ^J aaded its consent to that of the
elevating those of the' Pennsylvania way company. "If " comes __ to a councii.
: between East 26th street and Central strike I will break the union.
' avenue were authorized at a special
Tractioner Witt was not in a yieldi election July 22, 1910. The Pennsyl- ing mood either.
j
I vania's work on the East Side is prac- ' *I can't be persuaded to recomtically completed. Elimination of the' mend to the city -council an increase
Nickel Plate's surface crossings on, of-over $150,000 for wages,' Witt said.
- the West Side has been delayed over;
Stanley said there was only a re1
two years because residents along; mote possibility of the men going
the
right-of-way
protested
and: n a strike.
threatened court action to prevent D "I feel confident the bulk of oui
the dead-ending of so many thor- motormen and conductors are conoughfares.
tent with present conditions, and
Last summer it was. proposed to that the strife for a minimum da>
move the railroad south to Walworth [ has been stirred up- by the new
run, but the construction of a sewer, men," declared Stanley.
through the run made this plan im-^
"The demands of Davies are pracpracticable.
tically for a. 33 1-3 per cent raise over
Provides for Bridges
the annual amount now paid to platHoffmann's plans, to go'to council form men in wages. We now are
Monday night, provide for steel and paying about $1,900,000 a year to
'hem He asks about $578,000 more.
concrete bridges at West 38th, 41st,
44th, 45th, 48th, 53d, 58th, 65th, 7.4th,
Each Says Other Is Unfair
77th and 85th streets and Lorairt and |
Stanley pointed out that if the men
Madison avenues.
North of the |
Nickel Plate West 40th, 42d and 55th struck and the differences were
thrown into arbitration, the present
streets will be entirely dead-ended,
contract between the railway comand south. West 75th and 79th streets.
pany and the union would become m- ,;
Lawn avenue, Aspen court and West
50th and 52d streets will be closed
valid.
,.
'
"I know enough of my older conon both sides.
1
luctors and motormen to know they
Pear avenue will be dead-ended.on
kail not stand back^f Jia¥^ <*
both sides of the railroad, but a
; new street will be cut through-just
west of the cut to connect with Madison avenue. On the south side, of
the Nickel Plate new streets will be
opened up to connect West 40th and
41st streets and West 42d with 44th.
On the north side of the cut a newstreet will lead from West 77th street 1
to West 75th and 79th.

CITY PUTS FINAL 0. K.
ON TELEPHONE MERGER

:^v^X£-/<f/y
DEATHTRAPS
NICKEL PUTE TO
BE ELIMINATED
Railroad to Remove Grade

STR1K
AS STANLEY
STANDS PAT

HERE'S NEWPLAN TO
QUICKEN CAR SERVICE

. Crossings on We*st Side "If It Comes to a Walkout,
Within Two Years

I'll Break Union," Traction

| Head Says as $125,000
COST OF WORK WILL
BE NEARLY $3,000,000 ! Raise Offer's Rejected
Steel and Concrete to Bridge ITRACTIONER WITT ALSO
NOT IN YIELDING WOOD
Streets Between Fulton Rd.
and W. 96th St.

| Union Head Asserts Stan- J
Nickel Plate grade crossings ley's Proposition Is Unfair j
between Fulton road and West' to Car Men Who Have?
96th street will be. eliminated in.
a little over two years,'Service , Three-Swing Runs
Director Sidlo said Friday. An j
ordinance designating the streets I The breach between the Cleveto be bridged, dead-ended or *e- land Railway Company and the
connected will be introduced in' street car men's union widened
council Monday night by Coun- Friday.
Some members of the union
cilman Votava, chairman of the
i gathered at headquarters in the
grade crossing committee.
Actual work will lie started abo«t* 'Columbia building talked strike,
the middle of August, Sidlo said. The while others advised more deordinance will say the elimination"' liberation in the hope of.reachwork must he completed two years
after the city's.plans are accepted by : ins an amicable settlement in the
!
rl em and for better hours.
the railroad.
d

IF

council accepts Traction
Commissioner Witt's scheme
to have Cleveland railway;'
trains stop at cross streets so.that
the motor is at the far side and
the trailer on the near side, passengers coming from either way
will be able to get into the car
quicker.
An objection pointed out by
councilmen to this system is that
traffic crossing the street upon
which the car line runs will he

CITY PUTS FINAL 0. K.
ON TELEPHONE MERGER

tied up during the discharge and
taking on of passngers.
Witt isn't desirous that the
present system of stopping cans
on the near side., of the cross
street be changed. He merely offered the other . suggestion to
counteract Councilman Meyers'
ordinance to have the cars stop
on the far side.
The council
committee on street railways has
deferred action on Meyers' ordinance
and
Witt's
suggested
amendment until next week.

I ^e will hold out for an eight hour.
Will Cost $2,900,000
i
fitter what happens,
The total cost will he $2,900,000,
Hoffmann estimated. Of this the city
I Final approval of the merger of
Will pay $1,015,000, S5 per cent, as fixed
Cuyahoga Telephone «Wy
the
hv law. The expense to the Nickel
into the Ohio State Telephone ComP*iate will he slightly higher- than the mit a strike."
corporation ema $25,000,000
Threatens to Break Union
| ™
stated 65 per cent because' of the purchase of' land aiongthe right-of-way
-I ai„ standing pat on my offer to, bracing 15 independent phone comfor additional trackage.
, ,! increase the wages of motormen and panies in the state, was given by the
Bonds for depressing the Nickel, c nducto- by about ^25 000.a-T^J ritv Friday when the board of conPlate's tracks on the West Side and said President Stanley *J£ £?J trol adaefits consent to that of the
council.
elevating those of the: Pennsylvania wav companj.
n 1L "-"■ .
,,
: between East 26th street and Centra : Strike I will break the union.
;
! avenue were authorized at a special B Tractioner Witt was not in a yield-,
j'election July 22, 1910. The WUWjIvania's work on the East Side is prac- ■ '^^ttTpersuaded to.recom-j
' tically completed. Elimination of the mend to the city council ai^crease
Nickel Plate's surface crossings on of over 8150,000 for wages, Witt saw.
. the West Side has been delayed over;
Stanley said there was only a re■ two years because residents along; mote possibility of the men going
' the
right-of-way
protested
and
threatened court action to prevent Dn.'ia ^confident the bulk of our
the dead-ending of so many thor- motormen and conductors are content with present conditions and
oughfares.
Last summer it-.was. proposed to. hat the strife for a minimum day
move the railroad south to Walw-orth has been stirred up- by the new
run but the construction of a sewer men " declared Stanley.
through the run made : this plan im"The demands of Davies are practically for a. 33 1-3 per cent raise over
practicable.
he annual amount ™w paid to platProvides lor Bridges
Hoffmann's plans, to go-to council form men in wages. We now are
Monday night, provide for ste'el and paying about $1,900,000 a year to
concrete bridges at West 38th, 41st, Them He asks about $578,000 more
44th 45th, 48th, 53d, 58th, 65th, |.4th
Each Says Other Is Unfair
77th and 85th streets and Loram and }
Stanley pointed out that if the men
Madison avenues.
North of the
struck and the differences were
Nickel Plate West 40th, 42d and 55th
thrown into arbitration, the, present j
streets will be entirely dead-ended,
contract between the railway com- J
and south. West 75th and 79th streets.
panytnd'The union would become in- J
Lawn avenue, Aspen court and West
50th and 52d streets will be closed
^•fknow enough of my older collon both sides.
..•■■:
ectors and motormen to know they
Pear avenue will be dead-ended.on
'■ill not stand back Of Davies if it
both sides of the railroad, but a
-omes to. a strike," said Stan ey.
new street will be cut through-just
Davies said Stanley's Proposition of
west of the cut to connect with Madi'195 000 more in wages, 31 instead of
son avenue. On the south side, of
10 cents an hour to old men, and. a
the Nickel Plate, new streets will be
Minimum day of five hours, was unopened up to connect West 40th awl
gS to "class C" men-motormen and
41st streets and West 42d with 44th.
fonductors having three-swing, runs,
On the north side of the cut a new,
E&ch call for trips during morning,
i street will lead from West 77th street
ooon and evening.rush hours.
I to West 75th and 79th.
- -The company's proposition takes
h.wav some of their time and gives it
^ cTass D or extra and short run
ll
°en^said.Pav.ies, "We don't want
llheir income lessened.

I
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DEFENDS HOME
RULE BILL FOR
SCHOOLS HERE
Senator Charges Plan is Misrepresented by Enemies—
Tells Purpose.
. state Senator Carl D. Friebolin
Saturday denounced attempts to
'•defeat Ms school home rule bill
ly misrepresentation.,
.
"The claim that enactment of
the bill would put control of the
schools into the hands of municipal authorities is untrue," said
■Friebolin. '
"Enactment of the hill into law.
-ould not abolish the school
hoard. It would not change Cleveland's present school administration in any particular, unless the
Ipeople of Cleveland wanted it.
changed.
...
f "The school home rule bill
^ou" only make it possible for
voters to Initiate a change in
school government if they desii-ed,
•and then.vote on that proposed
change.
Referendum Necessary.
In no event could any change
in school management he made
without its approval by the voters
a referendum.
.
"Article 6, section 3, of the
home rule amendment to the state
constitution, under which Cleveland's charter was framed, adoptid Sept. 3, 1912, reads:
"Provision shall be made by law for the.,
ireanizatibn, administration and control of
he public school system of the state supported bv public funds; provided, that each
school district embraced wholly or in part
within am' citv shall have the power by.
referendum vote to determine for itself ths
number of members and the organization of
the district board of education, and provision shall be made by law for- the exercise of this power by such school districts.

"Now, Cleveland's school district lies almost wholly within the
city. Therefore, voters of Cleveland have the right to determine
organization of their school management.
Would Provide Way.
■V "My bill would simply provide
the legislation made necessary by
the last clause of the section
quoted; that is, it would make
'provision; by law for the exercise
of this power' of putting to a
referendum vote any system of
school management wanted by the
voters. ' ' "
By'If my bill is enacted, citizens
of Cleveland will have any number of ways to govern their schools
open to their choice."

CLUBS WILL JOIN TO
BACK SCHOOLS HOME
RULE LEGISLATION
fThe public school association,
secretly organized by citizens to
foster home rule legislation for
schools, will join the women's
pic association at a mass meetng at the Statler hotel Tuesday
ight to discuss public school
uestions.
fThis announcement was made
Iturday by Mrs. Isabelle Alexnder of the school association
per. a conference with Mrs. Anna
|rbruck, president of the wornIs organization.
1'We want all persons intered in school affairs to attend,"
' i Mrs. Alexander.
Beers of the school associaSaturday were to confer with
irahoga-co legislators and ask
npport of the schools home rule
fill proposed by Senator Carl
Tnebolin.

The women's civic association
late Friday decided to ask teachers and board- members to attend
the meeting and aid their views
on the nonappointment «f teachers who favored a union for
higher wages. Boai'd melnbers
Saturday indicated if any of their
number were asked to address
such a meeting the board would
give its sanction.
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OFFICERS VOTE
AGAINST PLAN
TO SHED COATS
Traffic cops held a referendum
vote Saturday and
balloted
against doing duty in their shirt
sleeves.
Of the 28 men in the first precinct, only two voted to don shirtwaists or other suitable apparel.
The vote in the other 13 precincts was almost the same, police captains reported to Chief
Rowe.
The expense of buying new apparel and cost of laundering were
the reasons given by the men who
voted down the proposal.
Chief Rowe had told the men
that he was willing to let them
doff heavy coats if they agreed to
buy suitable shirts. The chief
said he believed a shirt costing
from $3 to $3.50 would do.
Traffic men, however, said It
would be too expensive for them
to buy three or a half-dozen shirts
at that price. In addition to this,
they were expected to purchase
fancy holsters for their revolvers
and new belts costing not less
than $1.
"I am not surprised," said Chief
Rowe in announcing the vote. "At
one time I was considering letting
the desk sergeants wear a skeleton coat in the station house, but
when some of the men complained
of the expense, I dropped the matter."
i
_

BENESCH O.K/S
NU STOPS
Safer Benesch Saturday came
out in support of Councilman
Meyers' new ordinance providing
near-side stops for cars. He will
appear Monday before the council
street railway committee and ask
that Meyers' ordinance be indorsed.
"The adoption of the near-stop
system in Chicago has cut the
number of accidents there nearly
40 per cent," said Benesch. "Traffic policemen have told me it
would do the same thing here,"
Tractioner Witt said Saturday
it would be folly to adopt such
an ordinance.
"If near-stops were put into effect, It would compel passengers!
to leave the cars 75 feet from the;
cross walks," he said.

WON'T LErEXAMINERS
HAVE LIGHT RECORDS
Acting Mayor Stockwell Satur}
day was standing pat in his re<
fusal to let J. N. Patton, Cleve.
land representatire of Haskins &
Sells, examine municipal lighting
department cost sheets.
Patton threatened to start
lawsuit Friday when denied t
privilege of seeing the sheets.
Stockwell advised F. W. Ball
lard, light commissioner, to givj
Patton the data from which tl
cost sheets were compiled, b
nothing more.
™ can«tr~"gOTerrinTent :'i
■x uision.',' By this hi

KIDDIES GIVEN
VACANT LOTS AS
PLACE TO ROMP
"All children have a right to a
place to play. As city/and school
playgrounds are so limited, I believe property owners should allow use of .their vacant lots for
recreation spots."
Such is the opinion of Mrs. L.
Lacelles, 3201 Clinton-av, one of
the five persons who in response
to Server Sidlo's appeal have offered the use of vacant lots as
city playgrounds,
t
The lot offered by Mrs. Lacelles
is an acre patch, lying south of
Detroit-av, between W. 52d-st and
W. 5 4th-st. It is in the heart of
a congested district, where hundreds of children must now play
in the streets.
"I am interested in children
and their welfare," said Mrs. Lacelles Saturday. T know what it
means to the youngsters to have
a place to play. I had no immediate use for my lot, so I've
turned it over for the kiddies."
■ "That is what I call real public
spirit," said Mrs. Fred Williams,
14 23 W. 52d-st, mother of eight
children, when told of Mrs. Lacelle's offer. "In the closely settled districts, such as this, I believe the parents as well as the
children ,will find recreation on
vacant lot playgrounds."
Server Sidlo announced Saturday he had ordered equipment for
the five vacant lot playgrounds,
and said it would be installed
within a month.
The lots other than the one
donated by Mrs. Lacelles are located at Hubbard-av and E. 66thst, Linwood-av and E. 65th-Bt#
Newark-av and Trent-av, and St.
Catherine-av and Heath-av.
Sidlo iwould like the donation
of more lots.

FESLER REFUSES TO
TAKfcBflCK CHARGES
Mayo Fesler, secretary of the
civic league, Saturday refused to
apologize to City Clerk Collins for
stating that assistants in the
clerk's office were hired in disregard of the civil service law. Collins had demanded an apology.
The demand followed a decision
in common pleas court declaring
legal the appointment of assistant
' clerks without civil service exam■■Mntinru;

, t

A comprehensive survey of school
management in Cleveland and
other cities will be made by the
council legislative committee If a
resolution to be introduced by.
Councilman Alex Bernstein Monday
night is passed.
Bernstein would have the survey
made so that council would be prepared with knowledge of school
systems in order to back passage
of a.school-, home-rule bill in the
state legislature.
"I feel some change in our schoof
system must be'made soon," said
Bernstein. "Opportunity fpr_ citi
zens by referendum to make such
a- change would; be provided in a
school home rule bill such as has^
been drafted by State Senator Friebolin. '
"It is up to council to determine
public sentiment. on the . question
in order to recommend legislation,
and to be prepared with suggestions
for different school management
when that legislation has been provided.
"There is no intention to force
school control into the hands of
the city. The people of, Cleveland
must have final notice of whatever school plan they may want."
A majority of councilmen Monday indicated they would vote for
Bernstein's investigation resolution.
Senator Carl. Friebolin announced Mondav he will probably
explain his> schools home rule bill
at a public meeting at the Statler
Tuesday.
The meeting was called by the
newly-formed public school association and the women's civic association for a general discussion
of the school situation.
Teachers and school board
members have been asked to talk
on the dropping from Supt. Frederick's appointee list those teachers most actively affiliated with
a move to unionize for higher
wages.
Friebolin is to point out at the
mass meeting that passage of his
bill would pave the way for citizens to determine for themselves
just what kind of school control
they want.
tf
t wont say that'. I never will,
reveal my reasons, but .1 will say
nothing at present," said Fred-'
erick. "I may confer with school/,
board members and ask their advice."
Rev. Bradley, Monday, in describing the school administration
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DEFENDS HOME
RULE BILL FOR
SCHOOLS HERE
Senator Charges Plan is Misrepresented by Enemies—
Tells Purpose.
State Senator Carl D. Friebolin
Saturday denounced attempts to
defeat his school home rule bill1
|jy misrepresentation..
¥ 'The claim that enactment of
the bill would put control of the
schools into the hands of municipal authorities is untrue," said
Friebolin.'
"Enactment of the bill into law,
-•ould not abolish, the school
board. It would not change Cleveland's present school administration in any particular, unless the
people of Cleveland wanted it
changed.'
"The school home rule bill
wou" only make it possible for
voters to initiate a change in
school government if they desired,
and then.vote on that proposed
itjhange.
Referendum Necessary.
"In no event could any change
iir school management be made
without its approval by the voters
at a referendum.
"Article 6, section 3, of the
home rule amendment to the state
constitution, under which Cleveland's charter was framed, adopted Sept. 3, 1912, reads:
^EproTision shall be made by law for the.
orcanizatibn, administration and control of
the public school system of the state supported by public funds : provided, that each
school district embraced wholly or In part
within any city shall have the power by.
referendum vote to determine for itself the
number of members and the organization of
the district board of education, and provision shall be made by law for the exercise of this power by such school districts."

"Now, Cleveland's school district lies almost wholly within the
city. Therefore, voters of Cleveland have the right to determine
organization of their school management.
Would Provide Way.
. "My bill would simply provide
the legislation made necessary by
the last clause of the section
quoted; that is, It would make
'provision by law for the exercise
of this power' of putting to a
referendum vote any system of
school management wanted by the
voters.
■jf my bill is enacted, citizens
of Cleveland will have any number of ways to govern their schools
open to their choice."

CLUBS WILL JOIN TO
BACK SCHOOLS HOME
RULE LEGISLATION
I The public school association,
(ecretly organized by citizens to
toBter home rule legislation for
ichools, will join the women's
ivic association at a mass meetttg at the Statler hotel Tuesday
ight to discuss public school
uestions.
This announcement was made
aturday by Mrs. Isabelle Alexnder of the school association
fter a conference with Mrs. Anna
jerbruck, president of the wom|s organization.
■We want all persons interBed in school affairs to attend,"
■lMrs. Alexander.
■tHcers of the school associate Saturday were to confer with
Mahoga-co legislators and ask
ppuort of the schools home rule
JiJ proposed by Senator Carl
friebolin.

The women's civic association
late Friday decided to ask teachers and board- members to attend
the meeting and aid their views
on the nonappointment of teachers who favored a union for
higher wages. Board meTnbers
Saturday indicated if any of their
number were asked to address
such a meeting the board would
give its sanction.

OFFICERS VOTE
AGAINST PLAN
TO SHED COATS
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SURVEY TO

A comprehensive survey of school
management in Cleveland and
other cities will be made by the
council legislative committee if a
resolution' to be introduced by
Councilman Alex Bernstein Monday
night is passed.
Bernstein Would have the survey
made so that council would-be prepared with knowledge of school
Traffic cops held a referendum
systems in order to back passage
vote Saturday and
balloted
of a .school. home - rule . bill -in the
against doing duty in their shirt
state legislature.
sleeves.
"I feel some change in our schoof
Of the 28 men in the first presystem must be-made soon," "said
cinct, only two voted to don shirtwaists or other suitable apparel.
"All children have a right to a Bernstein. "Opportunity for citiThe vote in the other 13 preplace to play. As city,and school
cincts was almost the same, poplaygrounds are so limited, I be- zens by referendum to make such
lice captains reported to Chief
lieve property owners should al- a- change would, be provided in a
Rowe.
low use of, their vacant lots for school home rule bill such as has
The expense of buying new aprecreation spots."
parel and cost of laundering were
Such is the opinion of Mrs. L. been drafted by State Senator Friej
: : ; '.
the reasons given by the men who
Lacelles, 3201 Clinton-av, one of bolin. '
"It is up to council to determine
voted down the proposal.
the five persons who in response
Chief Rowe had told the men
to Server^, Sidlo's appeal have of- public sentiment .on the ;question
that he was willing to let them
fered the use of vacant lots as in order to recommend legislation,
and to be prepared with suggestions'
doff heavy coats if they agreed to
city playgrounds.
s
buy suitable shirts. The chief
The lot offered by Mrs. Lacelles for different school management
said he believed a shirt costing
is an acre patch, lying south of when that legislation has been profrom $3 to $3.50 would do.
Detroit-av, between W. 52d-st and vided.
"There is no intention to force
Traffic men, however, said it
W. 54th-st. It is in the heart of
would be too expensive for them
a congested district, where hun-i school control into the hands pf
to buy three or a half-dozen shirts
dreds of children must now playi the city. The people of; Cleveland
at that price. In addition to this,
in the streets.
must have final notice of whatthey were expected to purchase
"I am interested in children ever school plan they may want."
fancy holsters for their revolvers
and their welfare," said Mrs. LaA majority of councilmen Monand new belts costing not less
celles Saturday. "I know what it day indicated they would vote for
than $1.
means to the youngsters to have Bernstein's investigation resolu"I am not surprised," said Chief
a place to play. I had no im- tion.
Rowe in announcing the vote. "At
mediate use for my lot, so I've
Senator Carl. Friebolin anone time I was considering letting
turned it over for the kiddies."
nounced Mondav he will probably
the desk sergeants wear a skele■ "That is what I call real public explain his< schools home rule bill
ton coat in the station house, but
spirit," said Mrs. Fred Williams, at a public meeting at the Statler
when some of the men complained
1423 W. 52d-st, mother of eight Tuesday.
of the expense, I dropped the matchildren, when told of Mrs. LaThe meeting was called by the
celle's offer. "In the closely set- newly-formed public school assoter."
_ _
tled districts, such as this, I be- ciation and the women's civic aslieve the parents as well as the sociation for a general discussion
children 4will find recreation on of the school situation.
vacant lot playgrounds."
Teachers and school board
Server Sidlo announced Satur- members have been asked to talk
day he had ordered equipment for on the dropping from Supt. Fredthe five vacant lot playgrounds, erick's appointee list those teachand said it wrould be installed ers most actively affiliated with
within a month.
a move to unionize for higher
The lots other than the one wages.
Safer Benesch Saturday came!
donated by Mrs. Lacelles are loFriebolin is to point out at the
out in support of Councilman
cated at Hubbard-av and E. 66th- mass meeting that passage of his
Meyers' new ordinance providing :
st, Linwood-av and E. 6 5th-st. bill would pave the way for citinear-side stops for cars. He will
Newark-av and Trent-av, and St. zens to determine for themselves
appear Monday before the council
Catherine-av and Heath-av.
just what kind of school control
Sidlo would like the donation they want.
street railway committee and ask j
of
more
lots.
that Meyers' ordinance be in- j
"I won't say that I never will
dorsed.
reveal my reasons, but .1 will say
"The adoption of the near-stop FESLER REFUSES TO
nothing at present," said Fred-'
system in Chicago has cut the:
erick. "I may confer with school/,
TAKE-BflOK
CHARGES
board members and ask their adnumber of accidents there nearly
vice."
40 per cent," said Benesch. "Traf- I Mayo Fesler, secretary of the
Rev. Bradley, Monday, in de- ]
fie policemen have told me it civic league, Saturday refused to
scribing the school administration
would do the same thing here."
apologize to City Clerk Collins for
as "terrorism," urged, legislation
Tractioner Witt said Saturday stating that assistants in the
; it would be folly to adopt such clerk's office were hired in disreto bring the schools under the
an ordinance.
control of the people.
gard of the civil service law. Col"If near-stops were put into ef- lins had demanded an apology.
Condemns Action.
fect, it would compel passengers)
The demand followed a decision
In a sermon Sunday Rev. Bradto leave the cars 75 feet from the; in comnion pleas court declaring
ley denounced the dismissal of
cross walks," he said.
f legal the appointment of assistant
McLane and 18 teachers active in
the teachers' union fight.
WON'TTETEXAIVIINERS clerks without civil service exam"Frederick's action means that
not even the courts have power
HAVE LIGHT RECORD^
over acts of schools officials,"
Acting Mayor Stockwell Satursaid Rev. Bradley Monday. "It's
day was standing pat in his rehigh time citizens wait on the
fusal to let J. N. Patton, Cleve
school board and tell it 'where to
land representative of Haskins &
get off.'
Sells, examine municipal lighting
"The school system is in bad
department cost sheets.
shape. There are great opportuPatton threatened to start
nities for the exercise of depotism.
lawsuit Friday when denied th(
Certainly control of the schools by
privilege of seeing the sheets.
the people is needed.
Stockwell advised F. W. Bal
Calls Ouster Outrage
lard, light commissioner, to givi
"The dismissal of Mr. McLane
Patton the data from which th>
School Superintendent Frederand the 18 teachers is an outrage.
cost sheets were compiled, bu ick, challenged by Rev. Dan F.
Tyranny, terrorism, depotism are
nothing more.
Bradley of Pilgrim Congregawords not strong enough to char•jsserl' church-- t:.4fcveal uiff
acterize the school
situation.
sons for his failure to reappointj
Teachers are neither permitted
James W. McLane, principal ofj
free speech, nor allowed to ornormal school, refused Monday to|
ganize."
makp a statement.
"Should I make a statement in]
McLane's case, I would have to'
do so in other cases, .and I have
neither the time nor the disposition to do so," said Frederick.
Frederick would not say he
would ask the opinion of all board
members as to whether he should
make, a statement.
Mrs. Virginia D. Green, who.
has urged McLane be given a
public hearing, was to press the
matter again at board meeting
Monday. Action on a request for
a hearing by McLane and Frederick's appointments were de£d at last meeting.

BENESCp.K.'S
NEWCAR STOPS

KIDDIES GIVEN
VACANTLOTSAS
PLACE TO ROMP

iLmJl^dvi
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SATURDAY

CALL MEETING [CLEVELANDERSBUY
TO BOOST HOME
RULEINSCHOOLS

But There Wasn't Anything
Worshipful in the Way
They Bid for 'Em.

MORNING, JUNE 27,

The letter was written by the city
clerk following announcement that
the decision of the' common pleas
court, approving the position of
council in its appointment of employes in the city clerk's office, had
been upheld by the court of appeals.
Among other things the city clerk
had the following to say in his letter:
Now that the court of appeals has this
day also sustained the action of council,
■which you have so unsparingly and confidently criticised, I suggest that you publicly
apologize to the oouncil by issuing a special
edition of your bulletin containing a recital
of the facts, minus your opinions on this
subject. From time to time, as other misstatements of fact, from which you drew
your conclusion that the council is violating
the charter in letter and spirit, are disoloaed
as publicly as this one has been, I expect
to renew the request for an apology from the
Civic league and for a special edition of the
Bulletin.

Plans for a monster mass meeting either Tuesday or Thursday
night in the auditorium of the Kinney &■ Levan building at which the
entire school situation will be can- Federal
Government Has
vassed, were announced Saturday
when the Women's Civic association
Auction Sale of Abanand the Public School association
doned Mail.
Joined hands.
School officials, representatives of
the Grade Teachers' club, German
"What am I offered for thjs gem
societies and the Cuyahoga county
legislative delegation will be invited. from the Orient, this priceless coat
At the meeting a concerted request of superb beauty that was made to
will be made of Governor Cox that adorn the massive shoulders of a
he include Senator Priebolin's bill mandarin? What am I bid for this
giving home rule cities the right to wondrous garment of sky-blue, decdecide how their school affairs Shall orated with four beautiful squares of
be administered, in his call for the
July special session of the legisla- genuine lace, finished off with all the
variegated colors of the rainbow?"
ture.
Thus orated Howard T. French,
Cox, in Cleveland Friday night to
address the Cleveland Association of deputy United States custom collecUife Underwriters, positively de- tor, yesterday in the basement of the
clared the schoot bill could not be federal building.
considered at the special session.
It was the scene of the annual sale
"We hope to show that school afunclaimed goods obtained by the
fairs are in such shape, something of
custom office, abandoned mail and
must be done immediately to relieve seizures, held under direction of
conditions," Mrs. Isabelle Alexander, Maurice Maschke, collector of cuschairman of the membership com- toms, and supervised by Special
mittee of the Public School associa- Deputy W. Stone.
Mandarins seem to have gone out
tion, said.
Mrs. Alexander with Fred N. of style in China, with the incepTrowbridge, 11534 Woodland ave- tion of the new republic, and with the
mandarins apparently went
nue, chairman of the association: vanishing
the style for their coats, for after
P„ N. Simpson, 2185 Clarkwood Mr. French's peerless auctioneering,
j road, secretary, and M. C. Yeagle, the priceless gem brought only $2.50.
! 10808 Srrt-'srue drive, charter memAntiques, trinkets, household goods,
J ber. will "onfer with Friebolin late clothing and everything imaginable,
sent
from every country in the civilSaturday regarding some plan of
school administration if Friebolin's ized world, went to make up the mot! bill for the abolishing of the school ley -mass that Mr. French auctioned
off. There were twenty-nine items in
1 board is passed.
the list, each of which was sold, the
total bringing approximately $170.
Among the articles were two Cloisenne vases, coming from Japan,
which sold for $7.50; a spectacle case
covered with lizards' akin, $2.25; one
case of imported surgical instruments,
$14.50; a bronze figure for burning
[incense, coming from China, $5; one
[Chinese idol about four inches tall,
ll$3.50; two imported magnetos, valued
tat $70, which sold for $7.25; one keg
! of imported pigment, two inlaid picThe report of Auditor T. P. Kil tures of pearl on Japanese hardwood,
foyfe for May, approved Saturday by $5.50, and three rolls of wrapping
which came from Sweden, $3.
the hoard of directors of the Cleve- paper,
Probably the most unusual offering
land Railway Company
indicated was
composed of two sets of Japanese
that the predicted raise in fare to 3 enameling on copper which sold for $0.
een s and" no refund for transfers This enameling work is said to be a
wm not take place before August 1. lost art. Japan also furnished one
other out-of-the^brdinary specimen, j
which consisted of five pieces of waltusks carved into little heathen
TO REPAINT MAIL BOXES rus
gods seven inches high.
Cleveland's 1,020 mail boxes are t^
These sold for $25.50 after spirited
be painted and relettered about July bidding.
...
, * *10
.,
A metal mesh bag brought $16,
and
1 Postmaster Murphy said Saturday.
four
pieces
of
jade
went
under
the
East End citizens, headed by Gordon
at $20.
W Ruthenberg, Ansel road, com- hammer
One of the articles made from jade
. planned that lettering on the boxes was in the shape of two miniature
•was so old it was difficult to tell when horses, carved from two strata of the
material, facing each other, another
mail was collected.
i in the shape of a cigar holder

LOW FARE GOOD
TILL AUGUST 1

CALHOUN LAN
ALE GETS 0. K.

1914

City Clerk Demands Statement From Civic League.

Judge Phillips Saturday, over the
objections of attorneys, confirmed the
sheriff's sale of $600,000 worth of
City Clerk Richard E. Collins forPatrick Calhoun's Euclid Heights
land and ordered deeds issued to the warded a letter to Secretary Mayo
Fesler of the Civic league yesterdaypurchasers.
The confirmation ' turns over to suggesting a public apology to city
purchasers 108 parcels of the $2,000,- council for the bulletin issued by the
000 allotment, which brought from league last March in which council
was charged with violating the city$800 to $76,000 each.
Attorneys for the W. L. Rice es- charter in letter and spirit.
In this bulletin it was stated countate, the Union National bank and
Calhoun filed exceptions to the ruling cil violated the provision of the charter
relating to the merit system by
as to 30 of the parcels. They may ■naming
seven employes in the city
take the case into higher courts.
2^k°s
qlprk'! office without regard to evil
^•ce requirements.
■^T»c

Win AND MEYERS ROW
OVER NEAR-SIDE STOPS
Traction Commissioner Witt Monday learned he had stirred up a hornet's nest when he sat on Councilman. Meyers' resolution for near-side
car stops. Meyers Monday afternoon
was- to demand ■ 'that council street
railway committee approve his measure', with Safety Director Benesch
boosting it.
Meyers also is considering demanding that all cars headed for the Public Square be so marked.
"There's no excuse for a car headed
for downtown being marked 'East
Cleveland'.or 'West 25th street'," said
Meyers Monday. ;• "Out-of-town people getting off a-t-the-Pennsylvania's
Euclid.awenue statibn''see cars headed bdtlr east arid "we"s7t"designated the
same."

AGAIN DEMAND NICKEL
PLATE BE ELEVATED
Property owners along the Nickel
Plate railroad between Fulton road]
and West 96th street Monday were
preparing to enter another protest
against eliminating grade crossings
i by putting the railroad in a cut. Less
l smoke and dirt would come into their
homes if the tracks were elevated
1
instead of depressed, they claim.
Councilman Votava Monday night
will introduce in council an ordinance
authorizing the elimination work to
proceed. Original plans, against which
property owriers repeatedly have protested, will be used.

107
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REGULATWNOF GAS
WELLS IN CITY URGED
Building Commissioner Allen Will Ask Council to Pass Ordinance
to Protect Property Owners From Fire and Disturbance. .
Legislation will be introduced- in
the city council soon by ComrmsLer of Buildings Allen to regulate
he" drilling of gas wells ins.de the
iv limits. There is no provision n
E tv building code at present to
1
egulafe gas wells or the construction of gas well derricks.
|tl0
Allen was unable to find yesterday
iffhe city has'any power to regulate
„e cons ruction of. derricks and to
afeguard against danger from hre
and explosions. He asked CommisIZev of Publicity and Information
HoDbs to obtain data on the subject
from other cities.

Whether the city has authority to
prohibit drilling of gas wells on
residence streets and whether wells
can be placed in the same class as
industrial establishments on restricted streets are questions to be
considered by Hobbs.
Hobbs said that so far as he had
been able to learn, Cleveland is the
only large city in the country confronted by the problem.
Officials of the city of Lakewood
are confronted with the same proposition that Allen is facing. . Many
property owners are objecting strenuously because8 their neighbors are
—

COUNCIL TO STOR

TO ERECT
Rolf Ordinance Will Be Passed
Monday Night and Given Immediate Effect,
CONSIDERED EMERGENCY
MEASURE AGAINST MENACE
Owners Hurry Work Before New
Law Prevents Further
Encroachments,
Stirred by the feverish activity of
local billboard companies which
have rushed to completion hundreds
of new billboards in anticipation of
the drastic Rolf, billboard ordinace,
Acting Mayor Stockwell yesterday
arranged for the passage of the bill
by council tomorrow night as an
emergency measure. It will become
effective at once.
When he learned of the billboard
companies' tactics Mr. Stockwell went
to. City Clerk Collins and requested
the addition of an emergency clause
to the ordinance for the reason thai
it was necessary to public safety.
Mr. Stockwell will sign the ordinance tomorrow night. It will then
be in force, the emergency clause obviating the usual forty-day interim.'
The building committee of the council
=
w.HI meet with representatives of
the billboard
concerns tomorrow
jifternoon. Spirited opposition may
develop.
Committee's O. K. Expected.
Approval of the committee is expected and the ordinance will then
fee' passed by the council under suS-"
Bended rules." Criticism came from
Commissioner of Buildings Allen,
Who declared the ordinance should
lave been passed "after its first read■te, May 25. It was postponed to
frve the head of a large billboard
aoncern, who was then out of the
Sty, opportunity to discuss the prolapsed measure.

Tne manager of one company said
yesterday that hjs. concern was completing from two' to four boards each
day. Some of the growth of new
boards, which have risen, mushroom
like, all over the city, are said to be
in violation of the new law. The
anxiety, of some, of the concerns.; to
complete boards before the measure
becomes - effective-- is attributed to., a
desire to evade certain stringent provisions. - •

Prohibits "Double Decker."
An important, feature of the Rolf
ordinance is that it prohibits the
billboard known as the- "doubledecker." The new ordinance is not
retroactive.
Its only control over
boards erected prior to tomorrow
will be in the, matter of repair. If
a board is to be repaired the commissioner of buildings may order it
to conform with the new law.
Should he consider it a menace
to public safety he may condemn a
board and order it altered in accordance with the law. Apparently the
city authorities had their eyes shut
to the. many new boards springing
up, for it was only yesterday Mr.
StockweH- realized it" - was" necessary
to make the ordinance an emergency
measure.
The new law is modeled after that
in force in St. Louis, which was declared constitutional by -the United
States Supreme Court after a contest
by sign companies.
The attention of Councilman Rolf,
sponsor for the ordinance, was directed yesterday to one board in particular which has been put. up' on
short notice... It is just north of ;the
west end of the.Superior viaduct. ..50 Feet Ahove Ground.
Although the ordinance provides
that no billboard shall be more than
fourteen feet high, this sign stands
more than fifty feet above the
ground. ■
It is built in the form of a triangle and of boards, about fifty-five
.feet long and ten feet high.
A member of. the concern which
built this board said yesterday it
did not violate the law.
"P'ourteen feet above ground means
fourteen feet above street level,"
said he. "The street level there is
the viaduct and the board is not
more than fourteen feet above that."
Reminded that there is a street
level below the viaduct, he explained
that no board had been placed at that
height on the side facing the street
He said a board'would be placed on
that side the regulation four feet
above the ground, to comply with
the law.
More Difficult to Get Permits.
Under the Rolf ordinance: it willbe more difficult to get a permitfoa.

.CLEVELAND, MONDAY, VtJNE 29, 1914.
Regulations governing location ana'
construction of boards will be more
stringent.
The proposed measure
does not affect- the painting of
boards.- No attempt is being made
'to - paint most of the boards: hurriedly erected.
The construction of. the boards will
be under the control of the commissioner of buildings. The sign'proper
cannot occupy more than ten feet
i since the board must clear the
I ground by four feet and not exceed
fourteen feet in height.

UPEHVISO!
01 CMLlit'S

Democratic
Councilmen
Fear
Mayor's Wrath if Stolte Ordinance Transferring Division Is Passed.

Fear that they will incur the displeasure of Mayor Baker, who returns from Europe this week, will
probably cause Democratic city councilmen to defer action tonight on the
Stolte ordinance to transfer the diviWill Learn How Many Romp in sion of recreation from the department of public welfare. Such a course
Streets and What Form
was advised by a number of counof Recreations They
cilmen yesterday.
The ordinance was introduced a
Enjoy,
week ag-o, after the council committee on finance had refused to transfer funds for the payment of the
COMPARISON TO BE
salary of a commissioner of recreation. Democratic members of the
MADE IN THE FUTURE council
know that Baker wants the
division to continue in the welfare
department. It was said yesterday
Directors Wilj Tabulate Results that no action would be taken. until
after the mayor's return, unless
to Aid in Work; Grounds to
Stolte insisted on the ordinance being taken up by committees.
Be Opened Monday,
Holding up the ordinance will also
placate welfare workers, who have
Playground supervisors are going been threatening to use recall proto' find out' how Cleveland '." children visions of the charter because of the
action of city councilmen in blockspend their leisure hours.
Commencing tomorrow a survey of^ ing the appointment of a commisvarious districts is to be made by" sioner of recreation.
A clash between councilmen and
the supervisors in charge of- the
neighborhood playgrounds. They will Street Railway Commissioner Witt is
find out whether, the children , play expected at the meeting of the comin the streets, if back yards .are,, mittee on street railways this afterutilized for .play purposes, and toj noon when the Meyers ordinance
what extent children patronize mov-| providing that street cars stop on
ing picture theaters and other forms; the near side of street intersections
is up for consideration. Witt is opof commercialized recreationLater, when the playgrounds have posed to the plan. Director of Pubbeen in operation for some .months, lic Safety Benesch has joined Meyers
another survey will be made to de-; in advocating the change and will
termine how the opening of the, appear before the committee.
Legislation limiting the height of
play spots has affected the recreational activities of the district. Data billboards to fourteen feet, requiring
will be used in developing a more a clearance of four feet between the
bottom of the board and the ground
comprehensive play -program.
and prohibiting the erection of
Grounds to Be Opened Monday.
boards within six feet of a lot line
Both school and municipal play- will be passed upon by the building
grounds will be opened tomorrow.
At the same time the city council code committee.
Acting Mayor
will decide whether the division of Stockwell has promised to sign the
recreation is to be transferred to ordinance as an emergency measure
the department of public service. If and it will become effective at once.
the transfer is made, . members of
Appointment of a special committhe finance committee of .the. city tee of five members to assist in. the
council have, agreed to 'provide for preparation of plans for a Cleveland
funds-for the payment of the salary
of a commissioner of recreation.
day celebration, July 22, will be asked
George Bellamy is acting commissioner while the fight between the by Councilman Bernstein.
Legislation
providing
for
the
council and the department of pubelimination of grade crossings on the
lic welfare is on.
Nickel
Plate
Railroad
between
Supervisors Assigned.
' Lorain avenue and Fulton road will
Assignment of supervisors to . vari- ' be introduced.
ous city playgrounds were announced
yesterday as follows:
W. 38th- street—Ellis E. ■ Edwards,
Abigail Roberts.
Train avenue—Albert E. Schweigert, Elsie Soheifer.
Lincoln Park—H. L. Koeckirt, O. L,
Herke, Tess O'Callaghan..
Central Friendly Inn—J. M. Wolf* '■
Mildred Kauffman.
Orange-Woodland—T.
P.
Gers
Helen M. Flanagan.
Marion—Alfred F. Gallagher, F"
ence R. Edwards.
E. -37th-E. 38th—Frank A. Toe
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REGULATIONOF GAS
WELLS IN CITY URGED
Building Commissioner Allen Will'Ask'Council to Pass Ordinance
to Protect Property Owners From Fire and Disturbance. .
Legislation will :be introduced to
the «tv council soon by Commissioner of Buildings Allen to regulate
the drilling of gas wells inside the
city limits. There is no provision in
the cty building code at present to
regulate gas wells or the construction of gas well derricks
Allen was unable, to find yesterday
if the city has'any power to regulate
the construction of. derricks and to
safeguard against danger from, fire
and explosions. He asked Commissioner of Publicity and Information
Hobbs to obtain data on the subject
from other cities.

GDOIGIL TD STUB
TO ERECT
BOARDS

Whether the city has authority to
prohibit drilling of gas wells on
residence streets and whether wells
can be placed in the same class as
industrial establishments on
restricted streets are questions to be
considered by Hobbs.
Hobbs said that so far as he had
been able to learn, Cleveland is the
only large city in the country confronted by the problem.
Officials of the city of Lakewood
are. confronted with the same proposition that Allen is facing. Many
property owners are objecting strenuously because* their neighbors are
"me manager of one company said
yesterday that his.concern was completing from two' to four boards each
day. Some of the growth of new
boards, which have risen, mushroom
like, all over the city, are said to be
in violation of the new law. The.
anxiety, of some of the concerns;to
complete boards before the measure,
becomes - effective--is attributed to. a
desire to evade certain stringent provisions. ■ •

Prohibits "Double Decker." **"
Ah important, feature of the Rolf
ordinance is that it prohibits the
billboard known as the "double'Rolf Ordinance Will Be Passed decker."
The new ordinance is not
retroactive.
Its only control over
Monday Night and Givboards erected prior to tomorrow
•will be in the, matter of repair. If
en Immediate Efa board is to be repaired the comfect,
missioner of buildings may order it
to conform with the new law.
Should he consider it a menace
CONSIDERED EMERGENCY
to public safety he may condemn a
board and order it altered in accordMEASURE AGAINST MENACE ance with the law. Apparently the
city authorities had their eyes shut
to the. many new boards springing
Owners Hurry Work Before New up, for it was only yesterday Mr.
Stock-well- realized it Was" necessary
Law Prevents Further
to make the ordinance an emergency
measure.
Encroachments,
The new law is modeled after that
in force in St. Louis, which was deStirred by the feverish activity of clared constitutional by -.-the United
local billboard companies which States Supreme Court after a contest
by sign companies.
have rushed to completion hundreds
The attention of Councilman Rolf,
of new billboards in anticipation of sponsor for the ordinance, was directthe drastic Rolf, billboard ordinace, ed yesterday to one board in parActing Mayor Stockwell yesterday ticular which .has been put up' on
arranged for the passage of the bill short notice.. It is just north of -the
by council tomorrow night as an west end of the.Superior viaduct.. . .50 Feet At>ove Ground.
emergency measure. It will becomeeffective at once.
Although the ordinance provides
When he learned of the billboard that no billboard shall be more than
companies' tactics Mr. Stockwell went fourteen feet high, this sign stands
to. City Clerk Collins and requested more than fifty . feet above the
the addition of an emergency clause ground. to the ordinance for the reason that
It is built in the form of a triit was necessary to public safety.
angle and of boards, about fifty-five
Mr. Stockwell will sign the ordi- .feet long and ten feet high.
nance tomorrow night. It will then
A member of the concern which
be In force, the emergency clause ob- built this board said yesterday it
viating the usual forty-day interim.- did not violate the law.
The building committee of the council
"Fourteen feet above ground means
will meet with representatives of fourteen feet above street level,"
the billboard
concerns tomorrow said he. "The street level there is
afternoon. Spirited opposition may the viaduct and the board is hot
develop.
more than fourteen feet above that."
Reminded that there is a street
Committee's O. K. Expected.
j Approval of the committee is ex- level below the viaduct, he explained
pected and the ordinance will then that no board had been placed at that
tie' passed by the council under sus- height on the side facing the street
pended :rules. Criticism came from He said a board would be placed on
Commissioner of Buildings Allen, that side the regulation four feet
JMio declared the ordinance should above the ground, to comply with
|ave been passed "after its first read- the law.
May 25. It was postponed to
More Difficult to Get Permits.
ve the • head of a large billboard
Under the Rolf ordinance, it will
goncern, who was then out of the
|ty, opportunity to discuss the pro- be more difficult to get a permit for
a new board. A fee of two cents per
mised measure.
square foot of surface will be
charged for permits and no fee of
less than one dollar"frill be collected.

CLEVELAND, MONDAV, 'JUNE 29, 1914.
Regulations gbverhing"locaTfdn ana'
construction of boards will be' more
stringent.
The proposed measure
does not affect- the painting of
boards.- No attempt is being made
to - paint most of the boards hurriedly erected.
The construction of the boards will
be under the control of the commissioner of buildings. The sign'proper
cannot occupy more than ten feet
since the board must clear the
ground by four feet and not exceed
fourteen feet in height.

UPERVISORS WILL

Democratic
Councilmen
Fear
Mayor's Wrath if Stolte Ordinance Transferring Division Is Passed.

Fear that they will incur the displeasure of Mayor Baker, who returns from Europe this week, will
probably cause Democratic city councilmen to defer action tonight on the
Stolte ordinance to transfer the diviWill Learn How Many Romp in sion of recreation from the department of public welfare. Sucn a course
Streets and What Form
was- advised by a number of counof Recreations They
cilmen yesterday.
The ordinance was introduced a
Enjoy.
week ago, after the council committee on finance had refused to transfer funds for the payment of the
COMPARISON TO BE
salary of a commissioner of recreaMADE IN THE FUTURE tion. Democratic members of the
council know that Baker wants the
division to continue in the welfare
department. It was said yesterday
Directors Wii] Tabulate Results that
no action would be taken. until
after the mayor's return, unless
to Aid in Work; Grounds to
| Stolte insisted on the ordinance being taken up by committees.
Be Opened Monday,
Holding up the ordinance will also
placate welfare workers, who have
Playground supervisors are going i been threatening to use recall proto find out' how Cleveland ' children visions of the charter because of the
spend their leisure hours.
j action of city councilmen in blockCommencing tomorrow a survey of ing the appointment of a commis1
various district's is to be made by Isioner of recreation.
the supervisors in. charge of- the
A clash between councilmen and
neighborhood playgrounds. -They will Street Railway Commissioner Witt is
.find out whether . the- children , play expected at the meeting pf the comin the streets, if back yards- are, mittee on street railways this afterutilized for .play purposes, and to noon when the Meyers ordinance
what extent children, patronize mov- providing that street cars stop on
ing picture theaters and other forms! the near side of street intersections
of commercialized recreationis up for consideration. Witt is opLater, when the playgrounds have posed to the plan. Director of Pubbeen in operation for some months, lic Safety Benesch has joined Meyers
another survey will be -made to de- in advocating the change and will
termine how the opening of the, appear before the committee.
Legislation limiting the height of
play spots has affected the recreational activities of the district. Data billboards to fourteen feet, requiring
will be used in developing a more a clearance of four feet between the
bottom of the board and the ground
comprehensive play -program.
and prohibiting the erection of
Grounds to Be Opened Monday.
boards within six feet of a lot line
Both school and municipal play- will be iiassed_uporL by_the_ building
grounds will be opened tomorrow.)
At the same time the city council code committee.
Acting Mayor
will decide whether the division of Stockwell has promised to sign the
recreation is to be transferred to ordinance as an emergency measure I
the department of public service. If and it will become effective at once.
the transfer is made, . members of
Appointment of a special committhe finance committee of -the. -city tee of five members to assist in. the
council have agreed to 'provide for preparation of plans for a Cleveland
funds for the payment of the salary
of a commissioner of recreation.
George Bellamy is acting commis- day celebration, July 22, will be asked
sioner while the fight between the by Councilman Bernstein.
Legislation
providing
for
the
council and the department of pubelimination of grade crossings on the
lic welfare is on.
Nickel
Plate
Railroad
between
Supervisors Assigned.
Lorain avenue and Fulton road will
Assignment of supervisors to . vari- be introduced.
ous city playgrounds were announced
yesterday as follows:
W. 38th- street—Ellis E. ■ Edwards,
Abigail Roberts.
Train avenue—Albert E. Schweigert, Elsie Soheifer.
Lincoln Park—H. L. Koeekirt, O. L,
Herke, Tess O'Callaghan..
Central Friendly Inn—J. M. Wolf<!Mildred Kauffman.
Orange-Woodland—T.
P.
Gers
Helen M. Flanagan.
Marion—Alfred F. Gallagher, F"
ence R. Edwards.
E. -37th-E. 38th—Frank A. Toci
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'LABOR WILL AID
TEACHERS, EVEN
UNION FAILS'
Federation Head Pledges Aid
to Wage Fight Eegardless
of Unionization.
OFFEES

BATTLE

FUND

Council Orders Probe of Schools
—Society Denounces Fred- [
erick.

an outrage the action of Supt.
Frederick in dropping teachers
without other cause than "lack of
harmony."
Efforts of Mrs. Virginia D.
Green, school board member, to
make Supt. Frederick state reasons
for failing to reappoint James W.
McLane, principal
of
Normal
school, and teachers active in the
union fight, were defeated at board
meeting late Monday by D. C.
Westenhaver, president of the
board.
Westenhaver, asked by Mrs.
Green if she had the right to demand Frederick's reasons, said, "I
don't know."
Confirmation of appointments
already made by Frederick was
again postponed on motion of O.
K. Dorn.
"Frederick has failed to appoint.
some of our most efficient teachers.
I want to give him a little -more
time to put them on the list," said
Dorn.
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ROWE FAILS TO
ON GAS RIGHTS AID IN CAMPAIGN
ON HOTEL EVILS

COURTTORULE
,The question of

^teth®ra "£

inlunction to prevent w,• "•_ _
ser18124 Detroit**, and H. B.
ser, i"' rrh-rlfhsviTle, from drillCameron, tlnrtcns „^Derty owned
were

s? rr ™s=» «*
an-

ask

The failure of Chief Rowe to
use the police to put hotels of ffl
repute out of business will force
juvenile court to fight singlehanded the battle for the protec' I lion of young girls, according to
.' Juvenile Judge Addams.
A request made by Addams to
' Howe that uniformed officers be
stationed at the entrances of certain hotels went unheeded Friday

nl
Regardless of whether intimi-^t'haven't issued any orders to
dated Cleveland grade teachers' 100 TEACHERS FROM
have police stationed at these hotels," said Rowe Saturday
He
form a union, the funds of the'
siblo V^Xeas produced by a
CLEVELAND ATTEND
intimated he did not intend to isCleveland federation of labor and
sue such orders.
Jthe support of its 65,000 membersSTATE CONVENTION
"I am determined promiscuous
[will be behind the teachers in their,
renting of rooms by hotels and
Nearly one hundred Cleveland
fight for fair treatment and higher teachers went to Cedar Point
houses must.cease, said
KSSJ%2.located^nWest rooming
pay.
Addams Saturday.
The police
Tuesday to attend the annual
Park, is owned Joint* ^y
This promise, made to grade meeting of the Ohio state teachcan do more than anyone to stop
teachers Tuesday by George Hahn, ers' association.
T<
the evil. If they refuse to help,
W B Duff oU operator, Garpresident of the labor federation,
and D. B. ^"u'Th tter two are we will have to content ourselves
Others from Cleveland will
climaxed important developments leave Tuesday night and Wednes6l
*located
\*f on
of' Pproperties
of the with gathering what evidence we
ru
in the Cleveland school situation. day.
£
can and m'aking arrests with
Jenning9-rd,
Council Monday night unaniDelegates to the convention exofficers."
I
STS *t& Oii * Gas Co., fountv
mously authorized its legislative pect something interesting to arise
Mrs Janes Rostetter, P«>prt*-|
committee to make a complete as result of a statement by Miss
West Paris
tress of the Wayne hotel, was
survey of school management/ in Maud Moore, Canton, who is one
found guilty before Addams late
Cleveland and other cities, with a of the active members of the a
Friday of contributing to deview to backing school home rule sociation.
linquency. Sentence was delayed
legislation.
Miss
liss Moore said Monday:
^'rT,T 1VTI PRESS, JULY
The executive committee of the
"Men have rather monopolize CLEVELAND flU^-^
I^ThTcl- of William Hill
women's civic association is to things in the association. If the
night clerk at the Troy hotel and
meet late Tuesday to fix a date do not take women into their ring,
William Paul, night clerk at the
for a public mass meeting at the the women will have to take
Atlas hotel, were continued until
Statler for discussion of the school things intp their own hands. Men
Th
crisis.
are thoughtless, not tyrannical."
ThSedcases were brought on the
Miss
Moore
would
hot
say
that
Kar to Ground.
S.upi. J. M. H. Frederick, at- women teachers may attempt to
tr, each of the hotels. Thomas
tending the sixty-seventh annual fight for better representation on
Harrison twenty-eight, is already
convention of the Ohio teachers' the official slate of the associaunder sentence of one year for his,
association it Cedar Point Tues- tion.
r
part in the delinquency of the
d^7T^elpt~an."elu
for union-i
union
!day,
kept an. ear ~open
open lor
ization talk of Cleveland teach \
girl.
lounced
Safer Benesch Monday
*
; ers, 18 of whom he has droppet |
conre
i from his appointee list.
"It makes no difference to tin
federation of labor whether o.
not teachers affiliate with us,.
said federation president Hahn
Tuesday.
I "The teachers are already at
^rwfyieTfsm and wa, unable
The gates of nearly all city and
flliated with us because they're school playgrounds swung open at
to appeal Monday
I fighting for just wage demands
lg based
Benesch smvestig
^ JnUug
I They've been fighting fruitlessl; 9 "•^tTepIrT/o?'instructors to
for years. Now the crisis hai Director ofWeUare Cooley showed
pXc^^tary of the fire pen1
J_J11
*-* *■ * ' ~ " '
°^Every cent in the treasury olla food attendance.
uctors
^-r^eek there has beenaa
uii
fpderation will
spent ll to Coolev
Cooley
ai as possible
jble
the, federation
will be
be spent
proceeddirecteo
as rapidly
persistent report at x
necessary to aid the teachers
lating
with a survey of conditions surthat Whyler was ^pon^ ^
their fight for better pay.
rounding each Playground
"We'll do our utmost to force
The survey is to show now
Supt Frederick and the' school many children wish to .visit toe
was an invesUgation
^
board to reappoint teachers
how many aie
Monday after YVJ
dropped because they dared tc o-rounds,
_.
thef parents have been
talk of getting together for mu- and what in the way of amusetual support. Frederick's action providing
was a significant example of tyr- ment.^ ^^ introducP the par
Scfmen^of^TnvesUgation
anny
ents
ana
,—
cntldren
to
the
'"
, «
ents and their
W
Pass Protest Resolution.
nlavspots." Cooley said, and tnen
"w**er will not be suspended
^wm'not insist on his coming
work
out
a
plan
ot
pu£
A resolution unanimously passed graduallv
gra
tn'unm\e - fully recovered,
Monday night at a meeting at 60 2 tins each lot to the best possible
Society for Savings building pt use
^^suf^unfom in;
jthe women and girls protective
league read:
.
,
^eT^ toe're department
••We hereby protest against the
discharge of efficient teachers
without making public the reaSAYS CITY CHARTER
|
sons for their summary disinis-

BENESCH LOOKS
INTO ACTS OF al^toU^«
CHIEF WHYLER

KIDDIES SWARM
TO PLAYSPOTS

---rSai ^ «

1

CJV'**^-'-

ss^-fe- -4ed to say there

ISBEINGJ/IOLATED!

^Mrs. Henry Hill, president of
the league, formed to protect interests of women and girls so
cially and in business, branded as

Councilman Bernstein charged
Monday that city contracts for
work exceeding $10.00 cost are
being let by city . departments
without advertising for bids, as
required by the charter.
He will offer a resolution in
council Monday night asking for a
report on this subject by all department heads. Directors Mon-
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Street IlailTvay Commissioner Listens to Service Protest.

Council Acts When
ations for Departments
Fall Short.

Street Railway Commissioner Peter
Witt last night at East Cleveland
town hall listened to protests of citizens and eouncilmen against street
car service that East Clevelanders
call inadequate.
Residents want
the
Superior-av
N. E. line extended from Superiorav and E. 120th-st to Euclid-av; an
extension from Euclid-av up Ivanhoo-rd; a line connecting Euclid-av
with Superior-av through Phillips-av
and more frequent service.
Mr. "Witt
Witt said the
Cleveland Street
Railway Co. would make no radical
changes until East Cleveland deter
mines what contracts it will maki
with the company.

Litigation May Follow Pas-—
sage of Bill Board
Ordinance.

_„e final report on the new school
enumeration was made to the school
board yesterday. The total number
of boys and girls of school age in
Cleveland is 159,033, an increase of
13,800 over the enumeration .of last

u. Ashmun, former
still a member of the
a
slightly
different

board, took
view.
"I have no objection to the council
making an investigation," Dr. Ashmun said.
"In fact, I rather think
it will.do them good. They will find
if they investigate that the Cleveland schools stand among the highest, both as to educational advantages
afforded and in efficient business management."
Administrative forces pf the school
board won the first victory yesterday
in a preliminary skirmish forx confirmation of the reappointment
of
teachers made >a week ago by Superintendent of Schools
J. M. H.
Frederick in which active workers of
the Grade Teachers' club as well as
others were dropped.
: Administration in Control.

Decision to postpone the vole ori
With the year only half completed;
confirming the superintendent's reap-'
council last night was compelled to
! pointments, coming after the questior
meet large deficits in several city de; had bee.i fairly put up to the board
partments.
showed administrative forces are it
Transfers of funds were made for <
full i"' v.trol of the school board, ever
police and infirmary department defi- ;
, cits. It was announced the City hospital would run $20,000 short before
with the absence of E M. Williams
the year is over 'and that the infirmand Edward Bushnell.
I ary would be nearly §15,000 behind
Action by the boara on the demand
its appropriated allowances
of James W. McLane, former princiFinance Director Thomas Coughlin
pal of the Normal school, who has
announced
some
time
ago
that
been dropped by Supt. Frederick, also
was postponed.
revenue notes would be sold before JI
n,,Ki£f'i Mcfane's letter demanding a
the close of the year to meet current
public Rearing, together with a letter
expenses.
irom three
Bresbyterian ministers
The passage of the long-pending
protesting Prof. McLane's dismissal
billboard regulation ordinance as an
emergency measure and the introfnl wlnT W8 demand for a hewing, will first be made the subject of
duction of an ordinance, authorizing
an inquiry by the board's educational
elimination of the West Side grade
committee
composed of O K 5orn
crossings of the Nickel Plate at a
1
cost of nearly $3,000,000'also were
Bushnell!™'
^ Perk'nS Md Edwar(i
features of last
night's
council
meeting.
tlv5^fVi!;Sinia D' Green- 'eader of
the anti-administration forces in the
Representatives of billboard interschool
board, sought to have the eduests appeared at a meeting of councational committee enlarged to incil's committee on building code yesclude all members of the board for the
terday to urge that several changes
purpose of inquiring into Prof Mcbe made in the
ordinance before
Lane
s demand. She was defeated
passage, but the committee declined
Postponement of confirmatory acto accept the suggestions.
By unanimous vote city council last
tion upon Supt. Frederick's YeapLitigation is looked for as it was
stated at the meeting that the courts «i*ht adopted a resolution by Coun- pomtment of teachers came after Dr
George
C. Ashmun had moved that
would pass on the legality of the cilman Alex Bernstein empowering
such confirmation be made
measure. The ordinance will become
Miss Perkins said she did not uneffective at once as it was signed last the council committee on legislation
night by Acting Mayor John N. to investigate the management of the derstand action was to be taken at
Stockwell.
, once.
OK. Dorn said he would
Councilman Charles Marquard said Cleveland school system as part of a rather action be postponed until all
[ board members were present
yesterday there still is strong opposiT'.vice during the board 'meeting
tion to the city's plans for the elimi- general survey covering the subject of I
nation of West Side grade crossings school administration and the systems! yesterday Mrs. Green vainly tried to
of the Nickel Plate. The ordinance
pry from Supt. Frederick information
concerning his teaching appointment
was referred to committee and will be « many parts of the country.
■a"
considered at a public meeting.
• The resolution states council is in- recommendations.
Council took no action on the ques-1
First she asked if the list of eightn seein
turn of transferring
funds needed tor
for
nerring iunas
g that Cleveland has een members of the Grade Teachersclub
dropped in his reappointment
the appointment of a commissioner of the best schools in td»
„,„,.,,
recreation at a salary of .$3,000 a year
..on,
"e World'
recommendations as published a week
a
as council committee on finance is
-The council is not trying to take
&° was correct.
Later she asked
holding up the ordinance.
why Miss Mabel Dreher, teaching at
Council committee on parks declined over the management of the schools ", Bolton school, has been dropped
yesterday to approve the ordinance said Councilman Bernstein following
The letter of protest from the three
transferring the management of playPresbyterian ministers, Rev Alex
grounds from the department of pub- the adoption of his resolution. "The ander McGaffln, Rev. Robert W An"
ic welfare to the department of pub- committee has mere.y been author-! thony and Rev. Edward C. Younir"
lic service.
stated they desired "to enter a re
Members of the finance, committee zed to ascertain what methods seem spectful but most emphatic protest
lavor this change in the management to bring the best results
McLane"
"^ dropplnS °* Prof.
of recreational activities, and until
"There is considerable dissatisfacthe park committee approves this orMentioning
his thirty-year service
dinance they may hold up the meas- t"* the present system, ^ac
in Cleveland schools, the letter said
ure authorizing the transfer of funds People seem to feei that I am com-,' patrons of the schools are entitled to
in the meantime George A. Bellamy is
the clearest reasons for such a sur
ab liSh1
acting commissioner of recreation
boa
f0of° education.
T ^ °fThat
° is not
^ the
*«' prising termination." In addition the
board
letter says:
A resolution by Councilman E. A
case. I am-merely in favor of having
"Since the letter of the law gives auto
^TnC%l!llS 0n the Association
Baseball Club of Cleveland to admit a complete investigation of the de
eratic power to the superintendent in the
children to the bleachers free of ^ability of changing the scheme of appointment and reappointment of teachers
we wish to emphasize the moral law which
charge each day but. Saturday, Sun- management."
should guard in every possible way the oro- i
ray and holidays was adopted.
If
fessional standing of an honored nubmJ
the association club approves the plan May Appeal to legislature.
servant. How otherwise can we hope thi? !
Igh-grade men and women will devote
a playground instructor will be given
evote thJS
£he
The
council
committee
on
legislalives to the training of youth''
"
charge of children attending games
'■Inasmuch as Prof. McLean has for
Councils committee on Darks re- lawVanT' ^^ ^ propo3e<1 many mally requested your honorable bodv To '
ported its investigation of refresh
pant a thorough hearing as to the sun^erln I I
t0
existin8
Pilaws. ^nkmmoTnt
\ jtendent's action, we, urge in the name of i
nV
tiga
closed that the cHyusTs real lemons Proposed sstate
&£J™.VrW*E%fti£Z
a Xl-t'
H ^ZSSSS^T^
dlate opportunity* for the" ffl?k«deposed'' norms
legislation, "
in lemonade it places on sale and that
there is practically no demand for nouncing he proposed to ask council
publ
The
n^6nt iick,ets'
eomVutee rec- to take up the school question, Coun- SE«. £nU^
'° "-itTtoi
en
that the present 3 cer
cilman
Bernstein
stated
some
days
5^S, t tL
, continued -and't that
^
.b-cent
rates, be
In addition to the letter of protest!
the surplus from the sale of refresh-' ago that the result might be a for- Mrs. Green read three other letters
'CL'-ers
ma appeal to the legislature asking of protest addressed to her
An„Hbe U,S,ed in en!arSmg stands
, Acting Mayor Stockwell advised that cities be given home rule in
Supt. Frederick yesterday, in regard to the attack made Sunday by
school affairs.
Rev. Dan F. Bradley and the letter
e
ihn
nb r
r
ther inf!am
^a bfe ma—
°teriai
° °such public
"l
ial -near
Weste
D. C. Westenhaver,
president of the from the Presbyterian ministers said
structures as Central viaduct
- school board
Prof. McLane knew the reasons ter
his name being dropped and that to
make public the causes for his „i«
trial commission to' have PortaMeL ReaJ"r." doesn't interest
me what missal would necessitate the publish!
, b. oilers inspected.
the council dc
' ins of reasons for the dismissal of all
teachers.

Votes Unanimously for Committee on Legislation to
Make General Investigation of Administration.

SEEKS TO FIND HOW TO
OBTAIN BEST RESULTS

Board Postpones Confirmation of Frederick's Appointments.

" WAX" '"

At the close of the board meeting
attorney John G. White, veteran
member of the public library board,
-was renamed for another seven-year
term to expire July 2, 1821.

'
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" Hev. Dr. "Bradley said last night
that within two weeks the various
denominations
of the Federated
churches would have united to fight
for "a cleaner, administration of
school affairs."
The survey of the Cleveland public school system and that of other
cities with a view to making definite
recommendations to the Legislature
was started yesterday by the city
council committee.

OLD SIGNS MAY BE REMOVED

WEISS FEARS RUSH
TO PAY INCOME TAX

Work on all billboards under
construction in the city was ordered stopped by Acting Mayor
Stockwell last night.
This action followed the passage of
drastic regulations governing the
signboard industry by the city council.
The acting mayor signed the meas-

Collector Intimates He May Have|ur0
council,
to Call Upon Chief Rowe to
call on
Benesch
Handle Generous Crowds.

and his next move was to
Director of Public Safety
to see that construction
work was halted until a permit was,
issued in every case by the division;
Activities
of federal
building of buildings as provided under the
guards will center today on the new regulations.
west corridor of the second floor to
War on Old Billboards.
marshal the hosts of that all select
This will force all uncompleted
body of'income taxpayers. This will
be the last day of the annual gath- boards and others hereafter erected
to be built in compliance with the
ering.
Collector of Internal Revenue new ordinance, which, limits the
Weiss feared last night he may have height to fourteen feet, bars erection
to call upon Chief Rowe for police within six feet of a lot line and reassistance to handle those who will quires a four-foot clearance between
clamor to get their income taxes "the bottom of the board and the
paid. It will also be the last oppor- ground.
v
A campaign against old boards
tunity for liquor and oleomargarine
dealers in this district to pay the which have become dangerous was
taxes Uncle Sam expects them to also promised by Stockwell. When
]repairs are made the entire board
contribute.
Every office along the corridor yes- must be rebuilt in accordance with
terday opened its doors invitingly to the ordinance.
An emergency clause was attached
the crowd that surged through, dollar bills in hand, ready to be re- ! to the ordinance before its passage
lieved of the annual national obliga- last night. The purpose of this was
tion. Collector Weiss stated late yes- to give the city specific control over
terday that while there seemed to be the hundreds of billboards that have
a rush in payments, the amount so been got under Way since the council
far collected was not up to the ex- measure was .first introduced.
pectations
of
internal
revenue
Bryan Urges Changes.
s
officials.
>d "We will have to begin the condemThose who fail to pay their taxes;.", nation of some of these boards and
today will have a special levy added," require them *to be erected in conwith prosecution as a possibility for a. formanity to the new code," the
some of the delinquents, Weiss said." acting mayor said last night.
Nearly all of the corporations in» C. F. Bryan, of the Bryan Compathe Eighteenth district have paid ny, which has erected many of the
their
-..billboards in the city, and Attorney
... incdrac taxes. Many
' . residents
,
I of the twenty-two. counties have so,-' Albert P. Clay appeared before the
:
far failed to pay.
council committee on building code
According to a statement made yesterday nearly $3,000,000 will be locked in the afternoon to urge changes in
pending measure,
; in the safes of the internal revenue the
office of income, oleomargarine and j ThW
objected to license
fees,
liquor taxes are, all paid.
..wanted permission to erect doubledeck boards and found fauIt wlth the
One of the surprises of the tax-»
paying contest Is the number of drug • section requiring a four-foot clearstore proprietors who have applied for, ■■ ance from the irround. They also
national
liquor
licenses
upon claimed that other provisions were
which there is a tax of $25. More too severe.
"I would be in favor of limiting
| than 400 druggists have applied.,
further," said
■Nearly 1,300 saloonkeepers in Cleve-, construction even
land are registered, less than two-, Stockwell. "I don't think that a
. thirds of whom have applied for na- single modification should be made."
Clay said that he was not arguing
' tional licenses up to closing hoursthe legality of the code but indi1 last night.
cated that the billposting companies
would test out the ordinance in the
courts. Stockwell said that the ordinance was modeled after the St.
Louis measure, which was approved
by the United States Supreme Court,
and expressed belief that it would
withstand any attack.
Crossing Made Dangerous.
8 Assistant City Clerk Murray declared at the meeting that a large
billboard had been - erected at the
northeast corner of Union avenue
and the Pennsylvania Railroad tracks
since agitation against billboards
Ql started. This street is crossed by
sixteen railroad tracks and the
erection of the billboard renders the
crossing
still
more
dangerous,
Murray declared.
Photographs of a number of billboards, including a large structure
which *towers above the Superior avenue viaduct, were presented to the
commlttee as evidence
PflllDT El PUT DDflU IPCnuies of the
°t the activ-

BILLBOARD WORK
ORDERED STOPP
BY STOCKWELL

Action Follows Passage
Drastic Regulation
in Council.
UUUnt

MUnl

rnUiyilOtu

Bryan Protests That Law Is Too
Severe; Overruled by ActinLMayor.

ki»Posting companies

since legislation looking to regulation
of the industry was first introduced.

\

;CITY MAKES RECORD
IN BUILDING WORK
*.

Congregational Ministers to Visit
School Board in Body to Air
Removal of Normal
School Head.
HIT FREDERICK'S COURSE
AS AUTOCRATIC BIGOTRY

■——

Sj Cleveland is one of the few cities
"of the country that is holding its
jown in building operations. All the
■larger cities are showing a decrease
hn improvements from the record of
last year while Cleveland is now
more than $3,000,000 ahead of the
same time last year and promises to
roll up a total of $30,000,000 by the
end of the year. The total building
operations here last year amounted
to $23,000,000.

Superintendent Said to Be in for
Rough Sailing Before Dis,
missals Are Approved.
Pastors, headed by Rev. C. S.
Bucher and representing the Con- jj
gregational churches of the city, will
demand of the board of education
Monday that reasons for the dismissal of James W. McLane, former
principal of the Normal School, be
niade public. A refusal will be met
with concerted action by the Federated churches to bring the charges t
into the open, declared Rev. Dr. Dan
F. Bradley, last night.
The action of the board at its last:
meeting in declining to grant the deposed principal a hearing immediately so aroused the Congregational
ministers at their picnic yesterday,
at the country home of Rev. Luman
H. Royce, 137% Shore Line, that an
indignation meeting took the place
of an afternoon of sport.
After a lengthy debate, during
which the board of education was
assailed as unjust, autocratic and
domineering, the pastors unanimously adopted a resolution to be forwarded to the school board demanding that Mr. McLane be granted an
opportunity to face publicly the
charges which Superintendent Frederick declared caused his dismissal.
Course Detrimental to School.
"Superintendent Frederick's action
was not only unjust, but detrimental
to the interests of Cleveland schools,"
declared Dr. Bradley, presiden of the
Federated Churches, who led the
debate. "We shall demand that Mr.
McLane be given an opportunity to
face the charges the superintendent
says caused his dismissal. If discharge is the reward of years of service in the public schools the foundation for our educational system is
■ gone."
Professor McLane last night said he
i believed the majority of the board
members favored his re-appointment
but would not override an executive
head.
Mrs. Virginia D. Green, board member, asserted last night Frederick
had the unqualified support of at
least four members of the board, and
that otherwise he would not have had
the temerity to make the sweeping
changes he had.
Frederick's Course Precarious.
O. K. Dorn, board member, said
i that Superintendent Frederick had a
long bridge yet to cross before his
recommendations for reappointments
could be considered settled. He declared that when Edward Bushnell
(returned and the board was ready to
j proceed in confirming the reappointI ments, he would demand from Fred:
ick reasons why each-teacher and
I was dismissed.

i
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rtj tjospttaT will' run.at leasts
.;25.0O0 short this year, Superintendent Powell Wright said Tuesday.
The 19:14 appropriation, $101,280, was'
$5,000 less than last year's, with a I
debt of $26,000 to pay because last;
year's
appropriation' was
short ;
Conned Monday night voted $23,001
for the infirmary at Warrensville.-'
Every shortage noted on finance
Although park division officials redepartment's books Tuesday was for peatedly have promised that Bulkley
# supplies, maintenance or equipment;
boulevard.
connecting
Edgewater
not -a single one was for salaries. park with-West 25th street, would be
Department heads made
certain opened June 15, and later July 1, theenough money would be set aside for parkway cannot be opened for at
u
failed to report out- least two more weeks.
Almost Every Division HaS salaries, but
shortages on other ac"
standing SIIUIU»B<S=
Another setback was given the
Gone Through Its 1914 Ap- counts. Murphy said.
opening Tuesday when six teams,
drafted from the street
cleaning
division by Park Commissioner Alber,
propriation Already
drove up to the Cleveland Railway
powerhouse in the flats to get cinders
for the boulevard, but someone had
$400,000 OF EMERGENCY
beaten the city to them. .. -_L\ '

NEW BOULEVARD
IAIN DELAYED BAKER RETURNS;
TO HELP BOLSTER1
CITY FINANCES

CITY BANKRUPT;
FUNDS FOR YEAIfl
SPENT IN 6

NOTES ARE NOW OUT
Blame Division Heads for
Holding Back Bills From
1913 Expenditures

Failure of department directors and
division commissioners to. report outlitahclifig blTTs of 1913 is blamed for
the shortage. In several instances the
council's appropriation for 1914 was
not enough to meet bills piled up last
year and left unpaid.
The bonding power of the council
Tuesday was limited to approximately $100,000. There is a leeway of $16,000,000 in bonds that may "be issued
by a. two-thirds vote of electors, but
a two-thirds vote is so difficult to put
over'that every other available means
is exhausted before this is attempted.
Held Back Old Bills
"Much of this confusion and shortage would have been avoided if commissioners and directors had told us
they had outstanding bills from last
year," declared Frank Murphy, commissioner of accounts. "It's up to the
council to find the money; we can't."
According to the finance department's figures the health division's
appropriation for this year, $215,000,
is practically exhausted.
The fund
for supplies for general administration was overdrawn $316.22 June 1.
Other health division funds overdrawn June 1 from the appropriation,
for the entire year- were equipment,
outlay and miscellaneous, general ad- I
ministration $1,551.50, supplies, equipment and outlay for communicable'
disease division, $1,659.80, supplies and
equipment,
tuberculosis
division
$239.31, . maintenance, supplies and
equipment, division of child h -giene
$301, supplies and outlay sanitation
division $238.—
• 72. food inspection $1.38
supplies for city laboratories $753.60.
It's Up to Council
The health division is only onei
!
example of
e CO di 0 0ftheoity
rnnances,f~~
" " ^Where to get
^
nances, figures- show
money to pay bills incurred
between!
whole
'■ neXt J^uary-with the
spenteifars appropriation already
S

oS say

P
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YOU'VE KIC&
ON SCHOOLS, MR BREAKS HIP ON ICE, SUES
IT AT SURVEY CITY AND HOUSE OWNER

Council Committee Wants to

Cleveland Tuesday was practically bankrupt, six months to
a day after Mayor Baker began
his second term. Figures from
Finance Director Coughlin 's
office showed every city department, with one or two exceptions, already has spent its 1914
appropriation, and emergency
notes for $400,000 have been]
issued so far this year to keep
the city running, with the probability another issue of $300,000
will be imperative Avithin three
months.

My or Baker's first act, both per' sonal and-official,-on his return to
I the City Hall Thursday noon after
an absence since ■ May 14, was to
L light -up his long-stemmed clay pipe.,
A hurried trip to'a water'faucet toj
drown several score of ants that had
infested two pair of. wooden shoes
for relatives'followed.
Baker, then gathered most of his
official family around him and
toured Europe again.
How to meet the $700,000 deficit
that is facing, the .city .will be one of
Suit
to colics
collect $25,000
thewcity
Hint to
,™,~-- from
—„<,+1 the fiESt questions put up, to Baker
and John and Henry Funk, 3412 West when he settles down to 'business,
Director ' Coughlin . said
25th street, for injuries received on Finance
7 slipperv pavement, was begun Thursday. When -told many divisions
Thursday in common, pleas court by already had overdrawn their 1914 apW1U amH. Clemes, 3333 Woodhrldg* propriation.-with' six months ahead
Clemes says he was paww^ of them, Baker said' he wasn't surfront of the Funks' home on West, ^.^^ . .
»3th street January 12, when ne
.<The city>s finances is the most sefell on the icy sidewalk, breaking his rloug problem I' expect to tackle,"
-••: and several other bones.
—; ne sai<j; "i>m hot at'all su'rprisled at
= the shortage.''' ■
Cbuncilmen were gleeful Thursday when they learned the mayor's
European trip hasn't altered his opposition, to civil service. In Baker's
statement that he is for the civil
service amendment, but against those
destined to knock out nonpartisan
.elections, - councilmen see trouble
ahead for Law Director .Stockwell,
.who is opposed, to council. on the
civil service question, and a pat on
'the:back'for themselves. '
' "Stockwell* should be spanked, he
deserves it," declared - Councilman
Rowe Acts Following Phillips' Koch,
LIHrfgfcJT**-,

Hear All Grievances at the
Probe Next Monday
The first step in what may result in a change of school management in Cleveland will be taken.
Monday afternoon when the council!
legislative committee will commence!
a survey of the present administration;
an'd management of public schools.!
The committee was empowered to act)
Monday night.
The committee's meetings will be
public. Citizens will be invited in
to express their views, as'will various civic organizations. In all probability school officials will be asked
for their sentiment. Books at school
headquarters will be audited in an
effort to ascertain whether school
funds are being wisely expended.
Councilman Bernstein, father of the
investigation, intimates the committee will recommend legislation giving
Cleveland home rule In its school affairs. He declared several councilmen favor Senator Friebolin's bill
giving home rule, cities the right to
determine how their school affairs
should be administered.
The executive committee of the
Woman's Civic association <will meet
late Tuesday to arrange details for a
mass meeting to be held probably
Thursday night at the Hotel Statler,
when the school situation will be
i discussed.

ORDERS POLICE
GIVE NO HEED TO
MOTOR LIGHTS

Decision; New Law Must
Be Specific
LIKE CHICAGO METHOD;
DEMAND ITS USE HERE

City Hall officials and councilmen
made the best of an extra day of
they learned
ffrace Tuesday when
Mayor Baker was still on the ocean
Instead of in New York.
Baker
wirelessed to Cleveland
at noon
Monday'that the Potsdam, on which
he has berth No. 2 3, was 100 miles
out and would dock at 7 a. m. TuesIt is thought the 100 should
aay
have been 1,000.
The liner will
Dot dock until Wednesday morning.
Milton Young, Baker's secretary,
'Mrs. Baker and the three Baker children, Jack, Peggy and Betty, will bent the Pennsylvania's Euclid avenue
Station Thursday morning when the
mayor arrives. With him. are.Assistox Hostettler and
" ~-.>*• Ulau^.

l.^u

-'UU-iJ.

The Chamber of Industry, speaking
forHhe West Side, protested Thurs-

Commission Regulates Degree Sjffe&^ISi^*.
Bulkley . boulevard, &£3
the lake between West 28th and West
of Intensity and Dimming 45th- streets.
Apparatus to Be Used

BAKER DELAYED,
SO'S SPANKING

fiw BOULEVARD DELAY
f INCENSES WEST SIDE

• Chief Rowe Thursday telephoned lieutenants in charge of.
all precincts to ignore auto
lights until city council amends
the ordinance.
The police order followed a
ruling by Judge Phillips Wednesday that the ordinance in
failing to specifically Indicate
the degree of intensity constituting an offense, is invalid.

'•'City officials give- us no satisfaction1," Secretary A. E. Hyre of the
Chamber said Thursday. "They tell
us- they must 'let the ground 'settle'
a year before :pdlisriing off the boulevard. A year, ago' they told us the
same thing.''

Judge Scores Streets
"We expect to draw an amendment
which will define the method of dimming, "Caley said Thursday. "Meanwhile I believe Cleveland auto owners r-ill IWfi*"1'" rA*->^fiam^S/JnA
»«-»«"i ■*»H«ii ;-iioui-oi
"•BIIIIAV 'oa OJ, aovi<i
II BSSIV
zs
ON CIXV d.l UMSSHHU
I1V a H < XI O A K3HAV 1

The next ordinance regulating the
brightness of auto headlights will
point out specifically how dim they
shall be and .what appliances shall
be used in dimming them, if the
men at work on the ordinance have
their way.
Following the knoeking-^ ouWof the
headlight dimming clause of the new
traffic ordinance by Judge Phillips,
Wednesday, Safety Director Beneseh,
Assistant Law Director William Geier
'}08a}s IH6A
and Auto club officials Thursday be- S133; pu-e jti3[o 'IS ve jvepaniug put;
gan work on an amendment.
jo»j;s p82j %ss<& pu-e enua.A? •H'eiD*
ve aq \\\M. SAioqs aqj .frBpf4-[
1'souu.omti-B 'Ul °1 oalcj i] PdUim'
•Asjpsjnui s^ouBu-jojjad
bw'««q* w w*« i 'ss^- ■-* *■* Mvj JOJ '}39.i}s
Wjj jSaiV1 puB anu
'.yi?wq ui own J8IS133 u* 3A1BH pmo.«.
OAB uosrasrj. oi— ATJ.U13 s'.o}s &\im\\s

1
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-*—r7^r»irv/S■ .^^- Tuesday,
3Q,
1914
'1 ri
FVELAND W E*-**
,
■"rim■June
_T~
^ L. E. V E. *- *»
^Magig^^tfmr^lt,
.at least
ieastl|
r ^s^STwill'W.at
$95 000 siiott this year, Superintendent Howell Wright said Tuesday.
The 1914 appropriation, $101,280, was
$5,000 less than last year's, with a
debt of $26,000 to pay because last;
year's
appropriation
was
short
Council Monday night voted .^3.00(
for the infirmary at Warrensville..
Even' shortage noted on finance
department's books Tuesday was for
supplies, maintenance or equipment;
not a single one was for salaries.
Department heads
made
certain
,.
.enough money would he set as.de for
HaS salaries, but failed to report outshortages on other acstan6ing

CITY BANKRUPT;
FUNDS FOR YEAR
SPENT IN 6 MOS.
... „ot
AlmOSt

PWPPV
tVery

D'lViSIOn
urn*'

Gone Through Its 1914 Ap-p^^g^
propriation Already
$400,000 OF EMERGENCY
NOTES ARE NOW OUT
I Blame Division Heads for
Holding Back Bills From
1913 Expenditures
Cleveland Tuesday was practically bankrupt, six months to
a day after ^ayor Baker began
his second term. Figures from
Finance Director Coughlin's
office showed every city department, with one or two exceptions, already has spent its 1914
appropriation, and emergency
notes for $400,000 have been
issued so far this year to keep
the city running, with the probability another issue of $300,000
will be imperative within three
months.

I BOULEVARD
BAKER RETURNS;
IAIN
TOHELPBOLSTER1
CITY FINANCES

Although park division officials repeatedly have promised that BulWey
boulevard, . connecting
P^^l
park with -West 25th street, would be
opened June 15, and later July 1, tne
parkway cannot be opened for at
least two more weeks.
Another setback was given tne
i opening Tuesday when six teams
drafted from the street
cleaning
division by Park Commissioner Alber,
drove up to the Cleveland Railway
powerhouse in the fiats to get cinders
for the boulevard, but someone had
beaten the city to them.
■_====

IF YOU'VE KlCfc
ON SCHOOLS, AIR
IT AT SURVEY

Council Committee Wants to
Hear AH Grievances at the
Probe Next Monday

Myor Baker's'first act, both per-;
sonal and-official,- on his return to
the City Hall Thursday noon after
an absence since May 1«. ™"H
light Tip his long-stemmed;clay pipe.,
A hurried trip to' a water fa.uceto ,
drown several score of ants tha-had,
infested two pair of wooden shoes J
for relatives followed.
Baker, then gathered most of his
official family around him and
toured Europe again.
•■■,
How to meet the $700,000 deficit
I that is facing, the city will he one of
' ■ * ™n«et $25000 from the city|th flist questions puf up, to; Baker
to
collect
$25"
tn
Sult
a2Wes
he settles down to business
and John and Henry ^s ^.^ on
said
Director " Coughlm
25th street, tor " J ___^ nraa negun Thursday. When-told-many ™or,s
already had overdrawn their 1914 appropriation, with' six months ahead,
of them, Baker said he wasn.t sur-

BREAKS HIP ON ICE, SUESJi
CITY AND HOUSE OWNER

The first step in what may result in a change of school management in Cleveland will be taken,
Monday afternoon when the council j_
legislative committee will commence
a survey of the present administration;
&a management of public schools, j.
The committee was empowered to act!
Monday night.
;
The committee's meetings will be
public. Citizens will be invited in
to express their views, as'will various, civic organizations. In all prob- \
ability school officials will be asked
for their sentiment. Books at school
headquarters will be audited in an
effort to ascertain whether school
funds are being wisely expended.
Councilman Bernstein, father of the
investigation, intimates the committee will recommend legislation giving
Cleveland home rule in its school affairs. He declared several councilmen favor Senator Friebolin's bill
giving home rule cities the right to
determine how their school affairs
should be administered.
The executive committee of the
Woman's Civic association -wall meet
late Tuesday to arrange details for a
mass meeting to be held probably
Thursday night at the Hotel Statler,
when the school situation will be
discussed.

Failure of department directors and
division commissioners to. report out•,standing~a"iTTs of 1913 is hlamed for
the shortage. In several instances the
council's appropriation for 1914 was
not enough to meet bills piled up last
year and left unpaid.
The bonding power of the council
Tuesday was limited to approximately $100,000. There is a leeway of $16,000,000 in bonds that may be issued
by a two-thirds vote of electors, but
a two-thirds vote is so difficult to put
over' that every other available means
is exhausted before this is attempted.
Held Back Old Bills
"Much of this confusion and shortage would have been avoided if commissioners and directors had told us
they had outstanding bills from last VUis
year," deciared Frank Murphy, commissioner of accounts. "It's up to the
council to find the money; we can't."
According to the finance department's figures the health division's1
appropriation for this year, $215,000,;
is practically exhausted.
The fund;
for supplies for general administration was overdrawn $316.22 June 1.
Other health division funds overCity Hall officials and councilmen
drawn June 1 from the appropriation .
for the entire year were equipment, j made the best of an extra day of
™ Tuesday when they learned
outlay and miscellaneous, general ad- j Cor Baker was stiil on the ocean
ministration $1,551.50, supplies, equip-j,
Instead of in New York.
Baker
ment and outlay for communicable'
wirelessed to Cleveland at noon
disease; division. $1,659.80, supplies and
equipment,
tuberculosis
division
$239.31. . maintenance, supplies and
equipment, division of child hygiene
$301, supplies and outlay sanitation
division $238.72. food inspection $1.38,
supplies for city laroratories $753.60.
Milton Young, Baker's secretary,
'Mrs Baker and the three Baker chilIt's Up to Council
dren Jack, Peggy and Betty, will be
The health division is only one j
£ the Pennsylvania's Euclid avenue
example of the
._ condition of the city's1
* a on Thursday morning when the,
finances, figures show. Where to get
mayor arrives. With him, are Assistmoney to pay bills incurred between I
ant Eat Director Hostettler and
June 1 and next January—with the:
whole year's appropriation already! I Burr Gongwer election board clerk
The murky atmosphere attbet;;>
spent is up to councilmen, finance
! Hall is expected to clea^^4?trl
Baker back. Straightening out. the
muddle Fighting John stucAw*|fe
acting mayor, and tne countslTiave
pepped Wto, will take up Bakers
time first.

BAKER DELAYED,
SOS SPANKING

THE CLEVELAND NEW
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"The city's finances is the most serious problem I'expect, to tackle,
"tie said.' 'Tni not at'all surprised at
' the - shortage.'''
(' Councilmen were gleeful Thursday when they learned the mayor s
| European trip hasn't altered his opposition, to civil service.. In Baker s
' statement that he is for the cm
service amendment, but against those
destined to knock out nonpartisan
elections, ' councilmen see trouble
ahead for Law Director -Stockwell
who is. opposed to council-on the
'civil, service question, and a, pat on
'the back.for themselves.
_
" "St6ckweli: should be spanked, he
deserves it," .declared - Councilman
Phillips' Koch.

ORDERS POLICE
GIVE NO HEED TO
MOTOR LIGHTS
Rowe Acts Following

Decision; New Law Must
Be Specific
LIKE CHICAGO METHOD;
DEMAND ITS USE HERE

Nlw BOULEVARD DELAY j
WEST SIDE'
'rfhe Chamber of Industry, speaking
. forHhe West Side, protested Thurs-

Commission Regulates Degree j ^jl^-.IS^&K
.

r^-

■

Uht lake between West 2Sth and West
1
45th' streets.
"City officials give us no satistac
ttatt" Secretary A. E. Hyre of he
Apparatus to Be Used
Chamber said Thursday, "^%J^
settle
ug:i they must let the ground
■ Chief Rowe Thursday tele- a year before Wllsning off the boultold us. the
phoned lieutenants in charge of evard £ year;; ago'they
. .... :- ■ ' \
__^:
all precincts to ignore auto same thing."

of Intensity and Dimming

lights until city council amends
the ordinance.
The police order followed a
ruling by Judge Phillips "Wednesday that the ordinance m
failing to specifically indicate.
jthe degree of intensity consti-|,
tuting an offense, is invalid.
[

Judge Scores Streets
"We expect to draw an amendment
which will define the method of dimming, "Caley said Thursday. "Meanwhile I believe Cleveland auto owners will not take advantage of Judge
Phillips' decision and use glaring
headlights again. I am sure they are
for the dimming proposition if universally and consistently enforced." ,
The next ordinance regulating the
Judge Phillips, in rendering his de-j
brightness of auto headlights will cision, took a crack at the condition j
point out specifically how dim they of Cleveland streets. He said under j
shall be and .what appliances shall the present torn up condition of the ,
be used in dimming them, if the thoroughfares automobilists ought j
men at work on the ordinance have to be excused for violations of traftheir way.
,
fic ordinances.
Following the knocking--out-rot the
Like Chicago Methods
headlight dimming clause of the new
The committee likes the way the
traffic ordinance by Judge Phillips,
Wednesday, Safety Director Beneseh, dimming law is enforced in Chicago.
Assistant Law Director William Geier The ordinance, it says, is as vague
and Auto club officials Thursday be- as Cleveland's, but things run along1
smoothly because a commission ingan work on an amendment.
Secretary Fred Caley of the Auto spects all dimming appliances and
club Thursday received copies of passes on ones which automobilists!
dimming ordinances in effect in^ may use.
some of the 14 oities he. wired ^ ,_,"We aren't going to make any|
and found, them about "as indefinite m g re arrests now jaSpteMMMSPM
Inspector Shattuc. Thurso^
as the Cleveland ordinance
"We intend, however, to keep up|
our educational campaign of st°P-,
ping
automobilists
with bright I
headlights and asking them to dim-j
them."
_
Discuss Wheel Tax
Whether Cleveland is to have a I
wheel tax to bring in enough revenue to take care of all street repair costs will be decided at a meeting of council's special paving committee Friday afternoon. If Law]
Director Stockwell reports such a
tax is constitutional it will be written on the city's books.
Mayor Baker is expected to oppose "it because a wheel tax is at
variance with single tax Propaganda Baker Thursday said he
hadn't given any thought to
s, bject.
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TIMMNER'S $200
MAY SHRINK ON
FIRSTJOT DAYS
Cooley and Councilmen Plan
to Shave Salary and Assistant's $20
Councilmen and "Welfare Director
Cooley Wednesday were preparing to
clip the wings of Herr Christiaan
Timmner, $200-a-month municipal orchestra leader. Once warm weather
comes Timmner will fly no more,
councilmen threaten.
Wednesday's attack followed the
admission of welfare department officials Timmner is paying ' an assistant, William Spaeth, $20^ a week
to help mark music for next'winter's
pop concerts. Spaeth has been working with Timmner for about six
weeks, it is said.
In addition to
Spaeth's
allowance
Timmner
is
drawing $200 a month.
Timmner
himself hired Spaeth, a council ordinance empowering him to take full
charge of the work.
Cooley Wednesday said Timmner
and Spaeth will be given office space
in the City Hall as soon as room
can be found.
Considerable criticism has been aimed at Timmner
because, he has been working at
home.
Councilmen are particularly peeved
at Cooley and Timmner because
Timmner's salary is floating along
smoothly while they are searching
every nook and corner to ward off
the threatened $700,000 deficit at the
end of the year.
Finance Director Coughlin's books
Wednesday showed that June 1
there was a balance of $6,174 in the
municipal
orchestra
fund.
When
warm weather comes Councilman
Rolfe, chairman of council charities'
and corrections commitee, will seek
to have $3,000 transferred to the child
hygiene division fund, now almost |
stranded.
President Thompson of
the council and Councilman Damm, i
chairman of council finance committee, also favor stripping Timmner's
fund.

TO PUT SCHOOL
HEADS ON GRILL
School board members, Superintendent Frederick and Assistant Superintendent Rannells will be asked
to explain why J. W. McLane, former Normal school principal, Miss
Emma J. Smith, former principal
of North Doan school, and several
grade teachers who are leaders in
the union movement, were not reappointed, at a mass meeting, to be
held Tuesday night at the Hotel
Statler. The meeting is under the
auspices of the Women's Civic association, which will be joined by the
Public School association.
The council legislative committee,
at a meeting Tuesday afterndon at
the city clerk's office, city hall, will
commence its survey of the school
system. The meetings are open to
the public.
Citizens and representatives of civic organizations will be
given opportunity to express their
views.
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Mayor Baker will return to n
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today,
after a Vf®"?
weeks' tour of Europe. HeTrrlv'J
Between W. 28th and
liancy.
in New York yesterday affern^
board the Potsdam, of the Holll
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American line.
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City departmental directors', m
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ing, to acquaint him with what ha°"
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45ti' transpired during his absence
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The mayor declared that he hoced
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Fixed; Benesch and Club
to be back at his desk in the citv
"settling down."
hall at 10 o'clock this morning
Then Get Busy.
The chamber yesterday was plan!
He said it was his intention to push
ning to catechize city officials concerning this. Among the questions to the Union depot project as hard as
Refraining of the section of the newj be asked is why the John F. Casey possible on his return. He expects to Vet,
traffic ordinance requiring the dim-' ComPany, contractors for the new meet with A. H. Smith, president of legisli
the New York Central lines, within
ming of brilliant headlights on auto- fiItration Plant. is permitted to use
a few days to discuss the depot'-oil m;
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Chamber members say they see
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MINER'S $200
MAY SHRINK ON
FIRSTJOT DAYS
Cooley and Councilmen Plan
to Shave Salary and Assistant's $20
Councilmen and Welfare Director
Cooley Wednesday were preparing to
clip the- wings of Herr Christiaan
Timmner, $200-a-month municipal orchestra leader. Once warm weather
comes Timmner will fly no more,
councilmen threaten.
Wednesday's attack followed the
admission of welfare department officials Timmner is paying ' an assistant, William Spaeth, $20^ a week
to help mark music for next'winter's
pop concerts. Spaeth has been working with Timmner for about six
weeks, it is said.
In addition to
Spaeth's
allowance
Timmner
is
drawing $200 a month.
Timmner
himself hired Spaeth, a council ordinance empowering him to take full
charge" of the work.
Cooley Wednesday said Timmner
and Spaeth will be given office space
in the City Hall as soon as room
can be found.
Considerable criticism has been aimed at Timmner
because, he has been working at
home.
Councilmen are particularly peeved
at Cooley and Timmner because
Timmner's salary is floating along
smoothly while they are searching
every nook and corner to ward off
the threatened $700,000 deficit at the
end of the year.
Finance Director Coughlin's books
Wednesday showed that June 1
there was a balance of $6,174 in the
municipal orchestra fund. When
warm weather comes Councilman
Rolfe, chairman of council charities'
and corrections commitee, will seek
to have $3,000 transferred to the child
hygiene division fund, now almost |
stranded. President Thompson of '
the council and Councilman Damm.l
chairman of council finance committee, also favor stripping Timmner's
fund.

TO PUT SCHOOL
HEADS ON GRILL
School board members, Superintendent Frederick and Assistant Superintendent Rannells will be asked
to explain why J. W. MoLane, former Normal school principal, Miss
Emma J. Smith, former principal
of North Doan school, and several
grade teachers who are leaders in
the union movement, were not reappointed, at a mass meeting, to be
held Tuesday night at the Hotel
Statler. The meeting is under the
auspices of the Women's Civic association, which will be joined by the
Public School association.
The council legislative committee,
at a meeting Tuesday afternoon at
the city clerk's office, city hall, will
commence its survey of the school
system. The meetings are open to
the public. Citizens and representatives of civic organizations will be
given opportunity to express their
views.
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Delay in Completing Road
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liancy.
W. 45th Streets.
JUDGE PHILLIPS HOLDS
The Chamber of Industry wan'
PRESENT MEASURE VAGUE to know how many years Bulkle

Mayor Will Find Many Warr,n(
Elements to Be Pacified After Six Weeks' Trip
on the Continent,
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Mayor Baker will return to n«
land today, after a IX? "
weeks' tour of Europe Ho „ •
in New York yesterday' afternS
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American line.
"'
City departmental directors. ».„
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headlights would be begun. Assistceived July 23. Bids for $25,000 sheet porters, who have joined other mew 'he cou:
ant Daw Director Geier and officials
piling, to protect the boulevard em- bers of the charter commission fej id itsel
of the automobile club will particibankment, are to be received July 9. declaring that the charter has net nite p
pate in the meeting.
in a
been in operation long enough to
termine whether an amendment is ons fc
necessary. Baker favored preferential sure.
voting and submitted the first draft
for the present system of balloting;.
Politicians yesterday united in declaring that Baker faced the fight of
his life in smoothing out complications that have arisen during Ms
absence and in pacifying -warring
-JW-tHKl-i-Jviii
factions. Democratic members ol
H was dismissed.
the city council are divided against
administrative departments and predictions were made that Baker
would be unable to win them over.
An open break between councilmen and the administrative depart^
ment resulted from Acting Mayor
Stockwell's veto of the amendment
to exclude laborers from civil service.
Council Overruled Officers.
The council refused to carry out the
wishes of executive officers in providing funds for the appointment of
a commissioner of recreation and aj
a retaliatory measure an ordinance
to transfer the entire division to the
department of public service was introduced.
The mayor also has lost track of
national and state politics during his
six weeks' trip abroad, although
primary day is but six weeks away.
w
Declares There Is No Standard'between
street, just
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f BAKER SILENCES
2 NEW MEASURES
FIRST DAY HOME
rrm8
iff-

Mayor, Grown Fat in Europe
Hits Democratic Ordinances.

CLEVELAND LEADEB, SATURDAY JULY 4, 1914.

"I ao~not~in~this communication
raise the question as to whether a
case will arise in which the assessment should be larger than 50 per
cent," said he. "I am entirely clear
that legislative declarations of future intentions are not binding and,
therefore, may have the effect of
misleading persons who are not
aware of their real effect in relying
upon them as though they were part
of. the charter, and at the same time
embarassing the Council in some future action."
Ninety-eight per cent of the cost
of repaying may be assessed against
the abutting property owner under
provisions of the charter, but ordinances declaring the city's intention
to repave have been amended to
provide for a 50 per cent assessment only.

21eve.
' sis
frivej
on on
Hanj.

Baker's action in vetoing the orVETOES REPAVING PLANS! dinance
establishing a fixod policy

will
m a
105th
norn' has

Silent on Party Amendment to
Charter Taking Laborers From
Under Civil Service.
BRINGS BACK MANY SCHEMES

push
rd as
Vetoing of two important pieces of
:ts to
nt ot legislation passed by the city coun'ithin cil marked Mayor Baker's return to
lepot

the city hall yesterday, after a six
weeks' tour of Europe. He lost no
time in getting down to official busi.boliness and spent the day in conference
.'hich
SS to with departmental heads.
ssion One of the ordinances which the
nayor returned to the council with• My >ut his approval authorized the apthe pointment of sixty additional police
;d. I latrolmen. The other committed the
3ity to a definite 50 per cent assessayorment policy against abutting prop-.
thatferty owners in all repaying legisla^
Eu-'Bon. Both measures were passed by;
■eelylhe council a week ago, without a,
. B.Hissenting vote.
3lec-j The mayor made a canvass of situictorfctions that have arisen during his
himj&bsence, but declined to commit hinitheielf definitely upon proposed amendments to the city charter. Close
friends believe that he will oppose
atijthe amendment to exclude laborers
wlth "from civil service on the grounds that
eaj. the charter has not been in operation
•tain EPS enough for an impartial trial.
ayorP6 fought the civil service, proposal
Irtiile a member of the charter comti^Biission.
1 inEH3 is also known to !..e agiltW: the
to abolish preferential
an amendment
tovoting and restore-partisan primaries
rice. fed. elections.
Silent on Recreation Transfer.
Baker refused to comment upon
iSse'd- transfers of the. division of
:eation and the division of- health
the public welfare department.
s expected to back Director
>y in his fight against the city
icil in this, matter.
k of funds with which to pay
salaries of additional patrolmen
the reason assigned by Baker
Blsr veto of the police ordinance.
declared.that the city must live
iln its income and that he was '
:lng a study of the entire finansituation.
The ordinance was
•oduced by Councilman" McGinty,
of the administration leaders in
council.
'he council is without authority to
:d itself or its successors to a
finite paving policy, the mayor
lj9;/£|ia, in a communication expressing
01/ asons for his veto of the othern9j "(easure.

" r

Worst Blockade Knowa to
Police at W. 25th St.
and Detroit,

Mayor Gets Fat Abroad.

loped
city

pni *

CHAOS FOLLOWS
iEROUTfl P....
TO SAVE VIAIOCT

TRAFFIC EXTENDS BLOCKS

for repaying may have the effect
of holding up next year's work unless a 50 per cent assessment is
specifically levied in all
paving
legislation
introduced, councilmen
said after learning of the veto,
L
The mayor returned from Europe
with a number of brand new ideas
for municipal government. He said,
that motor busses were successfully!
operated abroad and this might]
prove the solution of Cleveland's
transportation
problems.
England!
leads the world in road building and
pavement construction, the mayor
Trolley cars, automobiles and teams
said. He was also impressed with of all descriptions were packed into
taxicab regulations on the continent. a tangled mass at Detroit avenue and
Baker- gained five pounds on his W. 25th street at 5 o'clock last night.
European trip and is two pounds Twelve traffic policemen labored two
heavier than at any other time in his hours before thp jam was unsnarled
life.
;and traffic resumed.
W. B. Gongwer, clerk of the board
The blockade, said by traffic police
of elections, and Assistant Law Dito have been the worst that ever
rector Hostettler, who accompanied
has occurred at that badly congested
the mayor abroad, also received many
corner, was the result of an attempt
callers yesterday. Hostettler got a
to divert all automobiles and wagons
rude shock when he found a letter in
from the Superior viaduct. The new
his mail advising him that the civil
rerouting plan is to be abandoned as
service commission had called an
,a result of yesterday's trial.
examination for
his
position. He
called at the office:, of the commis- // The rerouting scheme, the idea of
sion, only to find that the communi- ^Director of Publio Service Sidlo, was
cation was the work of practical . to have all vehicle traffic run down
over the W. 25th street hill and
jokers in his own office.
cross the river by way of the Main
■
♦—
avenue -bridge, leaving the viaduct
free for street car operation.
A storm of protest came with the
first effort to carry the plan into
effect. One West Side business man
threatened to appeal to the courts if
the rerouting scheme is not abandoned.

Automobiles, Street Cars

and

BAKER UNCOMMUNICATIVE
ON CHARTER PROPOSALS

Horse Vehicles Unable to
Make Progress.

BUSINESS MEN THREATEN SUIT

Blockades Extend Blocks.
Experiments started at 5 o'clock.
Traffic policemen held up cars on
W. 25th street to allow autos and
wagons to pass to the east side of
W. 25th street. Here they were held
in a pocket until the line of cars
coming into W. 25th street from the
viaduct could be halted and an opening made.
With the first, halting of cars the
blockades were started. Automobiles
and teams came faster and when
cars were moving in almost solid
lines there was no way for them to
break through. Each time a break in
the lines was effected the blockades
grew worse.
i Within a very few minutes no car
could move and automobiles and
wagons were wedged in tight from
I curb to curb. Police strove to untangle the jam and as they labored
more cars, automobiles and wagons
plowed into the mass.
Traffic police at last gave up efforts to carry out the new order.
Signals were given to take the old
route over the viaduct and the tangle
began slowly to unravel itself.
Just as traffic started moving again
the bridge was swung to let a big
freighter pass through and this fresh
delay renewed the blockade.
A
Bridge avenue car then ran through
a derailing switch on the viaduct and
both tracks were blocked for fifteen
minutes after the bridge swung backl
! into pi°.ee

Cars Leave Track.
I
Again a few minutes later the draw ^
had to be opened a second time for j
a freighter, and a Detroit avenue car
duplicated the Bridge car's act of
running through1 the derailer, again
tying up both tracks.
This series of incidents with the attempt at enforcing the re-routing
order caused blockades which extended to a point far beyond Loraln
avenue on W. 25th street and beyond
W. 45th street on Detroit avenue.
'Traffic police said Sidlo's scheme
would be all right if automobiles and
wagons were turned down W.p 28th
street instead of W. 25th street.
J. H. Mayner, president of the
'West Side Storage and Cartage ComIpany, 2445 West Superior avenue, declared his company would pay no attention to the new traffic order if a
■further attempt is made to enforce it
"It will prevent our trucks from
reaching our warehouse," he said. "If
, they do that we will sue the city for
| damages or appeal to the courts for
'an injunction."

' Definite announcement of his position on proposed amendments to the
city charter has not been made by
Mayor Baker. City officials, however, believe he will oppose proposals
to remove laborers from civil service
and to abolish preferential voting.
Baker said yesterday he was studying rules under which laborers were
employed, before making
an announcement.
Efforts will not be
made to pass over Baker's veto legislation increasing the police force
and committing the city to a definite
paving policy.
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DAMM CALLS HALT ON
LARGER CITY PAYROLL
Charges that a number of city institutions are overmanned are to be
investigated by Councilman Damm,
chairman of the finance committee,
who announced yesterday that he
would oppose any proposed transfer
of funds for the maintenance of city
institutions.
"One instance that has been called
to my attention is at Gordon park
greenhouse," said Damm. "A florist
and two foremen there supervise the
work of three laborers. Two of the
the laborers are firemen. Until recently a clerk in the offices of the
city forester at the city hall was on
the greenhouse payroll and the time
he worked was kept by one of the
foremen."
Damm
said
yesterday
that he'
would stand'firm in his refusal to
vote for a transfer of funds to pay
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the salary of a commissioner of reoreation. "I don't think that any high
salaried positions should be created
at this time," said he.
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MOCRATS WAIT

OF
Delay Primary Activity Until
Mayor Arrives to Give
Political Advice.
City's Executive Soon
Begin Speaking Tour
for Governor.

WEDNESDAY,IUJi
There seems to be practically no
1 activity here in either the Democratic or Republican party bearing
on the contests for the United States
senatorial
nominations.
Interest
seems to have slumped, too.
On the Democratic side the campaign of Attorney John H. Clarke Is
apparently at a standstill, pending
the appointment of a federal judge.
A rumor was in circulation yesterday that the attorney would withdraw
from the senatorial race today, sure
of the judgeship appointment. Some
of his friends gave credence to the
report, others said they considered it
Improbable.
Little is heard concerning the Republican race.
Republicans haven't
given indication of enthusiastic excitement over either "Warren G. Harding of Marion or Ralph D. Cole of
Pindlay. They line up either for or
against Joseph B. Foraker, and don't
evince much interest beyond that.

* * • *

D. L. Sutter, 15016 Cardinal-av N.
E., candidate for Democratic nomination for state senator, yesterday announced a platform on which he intends to make his campaign. <
Mr. Sutter said he stands for home
rule, a nonpartisan primary law to
be enacted by the next legislature, a
uniform text book system in the
schools throughout the state, better
railroad regulation and labor laws,
more stringent regulations under the
pure food laws, revision of the jury
system, speedy improvement of highways and a fair trial of the taxing
system.

BY WALEKR S. BBKL.
Mayor Newton D. Baker's return
to Cleveland tomorrow from his trip
abroad will be followed by a bustling
and stirring of Cuyahoga county
Democracy.
Several
questions
confront
the
Democratic county organization. Activities for the future are under consideration.
The real beginning of
pre-primary campaigning, so far as
the organization is concerned, has
been held in
abeyance
until
the
mayor's home coming.
* * * *
It is probable that soon after Mr.
About
thirty Republican
ward
Baker reaches- Cleveland a meeting
workers of Ward 18 met last night at
of the Democratic county executive
the home of John' Rohringer, 2346 'E.
committee will-be called.
69th-st, and indorsed Herman Schte-'
If, by the time of the meeting John
man for the Republican nomination
H. Carke has-been named federal
for county recorder. The eighteenth
judge, one of the first of the committee's prolblems will be to decide is the home ward of Paul Schreiner,
who is seeking the-same nomination.
whether the- committee shall indorse
another candidate tor the Democratic The meeting also indorsed Prank
Bach
for Republican nomination for
nomination for United States senator.
the state legislatur^.
The organization wants Mr. Baker's
opinion.
It is likely the question of going
on record for Attorney General T. S.
Hogan would be put up to the committee directly by one or another ofj
its members.
_
Should the meeting be held later,
ith-an
two
weeks from today, the
point is sure to be raised, for J. Martin Thumm, deputy clerk of municipal court, a member of the committee, would try to precipitate ac;
i tion in favor of Mr. Hogan.
Mr.'
Thumm, however, is leaving the city
within a day or two for a two-week
vacation.
There is speculation as to how
Mr. Baker will feel about indorsing
candidates
for
the
congressional
nominations in the twentieth
and
twenty-second
districts.
Congressman William Gordon and State Senator Vincent Zmunt are the contestants in the twentieth, and Roy
A. Tuttle and Joseph J. Devny in
the twenty-second.
Shall the organization take a hand?
That question will be laid before the
mayor.
The interest is particularly
keen regarding the race in the
twentieth district.
There are plans afoot to hold a
Democratic rally in Acme hall, 2416
B. 9th-st, toward the middle of July.
Charles B. Whyler, assistant chief
It is intended to make the rally a
reception to Mr. Baker, but it will of the fire department and chief of the,
have
considerable political signifi- pity's bureau of Are prevention, yes-'
cance. It is expected Democratic terday denied a persistent rumor in
county candidates will be present.
The party organization intends to the city hall that he was planning to
issue a, pre-primary ticket, contain- retire from the force at today's meeting the names of Democratic candi- ing of the firemen's pension trustees.
Public Safety
Director A.
A.
dates who have the support of the
Making ready of thisjBenesch and Chief George A. Wallace
organization.
ticket has been deferred until the denied all knowledge of the matter.
"There is nothing in it," said Chief
mayor's return, as has also the start
"I believe I would know
of campaigning for the legislative Wallace.
about
it if. Assistant Chief Whyler
candidates picked by Mr. Baker and
were
planning
to retire."
f
other leaders.
The assistant chief last night emMayor Baker has ahead of him a
month or so of campaigning for Gov. phatically denied he was planning to
James M. Cox. He expects to make leave the force at this time. As head
a, speaking: tour for the governor, and of the bureau of fire prevention, the
in the next two or three weeks he work of Assistant Chief Whyler has
probably will mount the speaker's attracted much favorable comment
a
platform
year- Tne assistant chief reThe complexion of the next county turned to duty a few days ago after
executive committee, to be elected by a» !1.lnes? resulting from inhaling
the county central committee after chlorine fumes at a fire.
Four
appointments and four trans
! the primary, will be considered by
Democratic leaders before long. It is fers of officers In the fire department
were
announced
yesterdav^Jbir- '"'^Vaf
possible that Charles W. Lapp, United
States marshal, and Joseph Pelcin'P^"
,airei 8iO W S3!5V «in £,
appraiser of merchandise, because
their federal positions, will not c
to return to the committee.

WHYLER DECLARES
T QUIT

Assistant Fire Chief Denies
Report That He's to
Resign Today.

Wallace Announces Several
Changes in Department.
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VACATIONCLOSES
Plunges Into City Problems,
Vetoes Bill for More Police and Council's
Act on Paving.
TALKS FINANCE, EUROPE,
ALSO SPECIAL SESSION
Intimates He May Not Favor
I
Taking Labor Out of
Civil Service.
WHAT MAYOE BAKER DID.
VETOED ordinance passed by council authorizing' appointment of sixty additional
patrolmen.
VETOED council's resolution in whieh
policy Is established that not more than 50
per cent, of cost of repaying streets shall
be assessed against
abutting- property
[Owners.
BEGAN to study charter amendment situation, declaring examination of civil service regulations might cause him to change
his mind about favoring abolishment of
civil service for laborers.
WITHHELD opinion on what happened
in his absence by saying He believed, without knowing details or questions that had
arisen, everything done by Law Director
John N. Stockwell as acting mayor was
wise.
ANNOUNCED approval of program of
Gov. James M. Cox to reduce state tax levy
at special session of legislature.
DECLARED war on any proposal to make
1 per cent, tax limitation a provision of
state constitution.
ASKED for report on city's financial
status with Intention of tackling problem
at once.
PREPARED to write President A. H.
Smith of New York Central lines to arrange
early meeting on Union depot question.
DECLINED to commit himself on project
of removing division of health and management of park activities from department
of public welfare.
DISCUSSED federal judgeship with Attorney John H. Clarke and D. c. Westenliaver.
REITERATED stand in favor of home
.rule in school affairs.
\

.

, \

"The mayor is in, but he's busy."
From 11 a. m. to 4:45 p. m. yesterday the

same explanation

greeted

those who approached the entrance to
the city haltoffice' of 'Mayor Newton
D. Baker, just returned from his sixweek trip in Europe with W. B. Gongwer and Joseph C. Hostetler.
Buckling down to hard work immediately, the mayor attacked one
problem after another, giving prac^.
tically his entire first day at home to
questions concerning Cleveland affairs that have accumulated in his
absence.
"Work Has Wide* Scope.
The scope of his activities ranged
from vetoing an ordinance passed and
a resolution adopted by council while
he was away, to a conference regarding the contemplated special session
of the Ohio general assembly, in
which he expressed agreement with
the. Plan of Gov. James M. Cox to re

K B9£*s l^q •pU «re vaam

-no.n l-mo f ^*

itl

WPS

dismissed.

Of importance was the mavn tion in vetoing an ordinanceU7 &C' Deir
vide for the appointment of Sht Pr°" iStat
M
ditional patrolmen, and a re i d"
tere
in ,which council laid down
"
sine
definite policy that not more H,*" a
quit
5
per*-cent, of the cost of \ " °
at '
S
mee
Cleveland streets should be a
8864
against owners of abutting pr!!?
Mayor Baker in a message 7^
pai
council prepared yesterday „„, • y
gra
that he vetoed the ordinal almed
:
izing
appointment
of
addit
tu
rul
patrolmen because city finances'0",'
yol
ford no means of meeting the pre
extl i
expense.
'
' 'I
| tilt
The veto in the case of the navi,
cit:
resolution is based on the contenton

*s

that such an attempt to bind'
council might cause embarraWriW
in future actions.
"
. The mayor's expression as to „•
stand on the proposals to amend tht
charter to restore Partisan election
and abolish civil service for labor"'
was considered significant.
Mr. Baker opposes elimination of
the nonpartisan election system ami
it is expected he win fight' th
amendment.
But in addition Z
statements yesterday indicated'that
contrary to expectation, he might n '
favor the suggestion to take unskilled
labor out of civil service.
"I was against placing ]abor
under civil service when the propos-,:
was acted on by the charter commis
sion," said Mr. Baker.
"But I am
not sure that I will favor the amend
ment to remove them from the service. I must examine the regulations
the civil service commission has
adopted.
May Oppose Amendment.
When I went away, the plan Was
not working smoothly.. But if there
has been a change of method, it ]s
possible I might not agree with the
amendment."
The mayor added smilingly that he
undoubtedly would participate in the
charter , amendment campaign, but
declined to forecast his exact position
in the. fight before studying the situation further.
• Asked his opinion 6f Acting Mayor
John N. Stockwell's veto of the
ordinance to submit the civil service
amendment at the primary Aug. 11
Mayor Baker said he had no comment
to make.
"That is past action," he sail
"Without knowing what occurred, l(
am sure everything John did while l'
was away was wise." He spoke with'
the cheery smile that brightened his
face all day, an indication of his
pleasure at' being home.
State Senator Carl D. Friebolin
called on Mr. Baker yesterday afternoon, and the two talked over the
governor's plan for a special session
of the legislature.
The mayor expressed approval of the governor's intention to reduce the state tax levy.
He said he would fight to the last
ditch any attempt. to write a 1 per
cent, tax limitation into the Ohio
constitution.
Senator Friebolin had
told him of the suggestion made to
the governor of a counter proposal to
an amendment offered by the Ohio
board of commerce to make the
limitation a constitutional provision.
Mr. Baker said he_wouJijiBflfcfavor
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RETURN OF BAKER
Delay Primary Activity Until
Mayor Arrives to Give
Political Advice.
City's Executive Soon Will
Begin Speaking Tour
for Governor.

WEDNESDAY, jU^JlJ!^ /^^V^M^Jk^^^-

There seems to be practically no j
activity here in either the Demo-1
. cratic or Republican party bearing
Ion the contests for the United States
i senatorial nominations.
Interest
seems to have slumped, too.
On the Democratic side the campaign of Attorney John H. Clarke is
apparently at a standstill, pending
the appointment of a federal judge.
A rumor was in circulation yesterdav that the attorney would withdraw
'. from the senatorial race today, sure
of the judgeship appointment. Some
of his friends gave credence to the
report, others said they considered it
improbable.
.
T»
i
Little is heard concerning the Republican race. Republicans haven t
given indication of enthusiastic excitement over either Warren G. Harding of Marion or Ralph D. Cole of
Findlay. They line up either for or
against Joseph B. Foraker, and don t
evince much interest beyond that.

D L. Sutter, 15016 Cardinal-av N.
E candidate for Democratic nominaBY WALKER S. BCKL.
tion for state senator, yesterday anMayor Newton D. Baker's return nounced a platform on which he into Cleveland tomorrow from his trip tends to make his campaign.
Mr. Sutter said he stands for home
' abroad will be followed by a bustling
and stirring- of Cuyahoga county rule, a nonpartisan primary law to
be enacted by the next legislature, a
Democracy.
Several questions confront the uniform text book system in the
Democratic county organization. Ac- schools throughout the state, better
tivities for the future are under con- railroad regulation and labor laws,
The real beginning of more stringent regulations under the
; sideration.
, pre-primary campaigning, so far as pure food laws, revision of the jury
[the organization is concerned, has system, speedy improvement of highbeen held in abeyance until the ways and a fair trial of the taxing
mayor's home coming.
system.
....
It is probable that soon after Mr.
About
thirty
Republican
ward
Baker reaches Cleveland a meeting
of the Democratic county executive workers of Ward 18 met last night at
the home of John Rohringer, 2346 E.
committee will be called.
If, by the time of the meeting John 60th-st, and indorsed Herman Schte''
H. Carke has - been named federal man for the Republican nomination
judge, one of the first of the com- for county recorder. The eighteenth
mittee's problems will be to decide is the home ward of Paul Schreiner,
whether the committee shall indorse who is seeking the same nomination.
another candidate ror the Democratic , The meeting also indorsed Prank
nomination for United States senator. iBach for Republican nomination for
the state legislating.
The organization wants Mr. Baker's
opinion.
It is likely the question of going
on record for Attorney General T. S.
Hogan would be put up to the committee directly by one or another oft
its members.
Should the meeting be held laterthan two weeks from today, the I
point is sure to be raised, for J. Mar
tin . Thumm, deputy clerk of mu
nicipal court, a member of the committee, would try to precipitate ac;
tion in favor of Mr. Hogan. Mr.'
Thumm, however, is leaving the city
within a day or two for a. two-week
vacation.
There is speculation as to how
Mr. Baker will feel about indorsing
candidates for the congressional Assistant Fire Chief Denies
nominations in the twentieth and
twenty-second districts. CongressReport That He's to
man William Gordon and State Senator Vincent Zmunt are the conResign Today.
testants in the twentieth, and Roy
A. Tuttle and Joseph J. Devny in
the twenty-second.
Shall the organization take a hand? Wallace Announces Several
That question will be laid before the
mayor. The interest is particularly
Changes in Departkeen regarding the race in the
twentieth district.
ment. .
There are plans afoot to hold a
Democratic rally in Acme hall, 2416
E. 9th-st, toward the middle of July.
Charles B. Whyler, assistant chief
It is intended to make the rally a
reception to Mr. Baker, but it will of the fire department and chie| of the,
have considerable political signifi- pity's bureau of fire prevention, yescance. It is expected Democratic terday denied a persistent rumor in
county candidates will be present.
The party organization intends to the city hall that he was planning to
issue a pre-primary ticket, contain- retire from the force at today's meeting the names of Democratic candi- ing of the firemen's pension trustees.
Public Safety
Director A. A.
dates who have the support of the iBenescn
an
Making" ready of this
d Chief George A. Wallace
organization
has been deferred until the 'denied all knowledge of the matter,
mayor's return, as has also the start j
There is nothing m it,' said Chief
I believe I would know
of campaigning for the legislative Wallace^
about
it if, Assistant Chief Whyler
candidates picked by Mr. Baker and
were planning to retire."
t
other leaders.
The assistant chief last night emMayor Baker has ahead of him a
month or so of campaigning for Gov. [ Phatically denied he was pla'nning to
James M. Cox. He expects to make ^ye the force at this time. As head
"£ akm
, . „ ;„,._
fnr. tv,- o-wamm- 'inr! of the bureau of fire prevention, the
r 0r h
f-.t0V.
..! or
.* ^fee ™eks he work of Assistant Chief Whyler has
in: P?
the next
two
much favorable comment
probably will mount the speaker's attracted
for a year. The assistant chief rePl
urned
™?7nrrmlexion
of
the
next
countv
t
to
duty
a few from
days ago
after
The.complexion^ ot the next county
resulting
inhaling
Ulneas
executive committee, to be elected by
tumesat a fire,
the county eentralcornrriittee after
appointments and four trans
the primary, will be considered By fers of officers in the fire department
Democratic leaders before long. It is were .announced yesterday by Chief
possible that Charles W. Lapp, United Wallace.
States marshal, and Joseph Pelcinski,
Fireman Herman J. Stubke was
appraiser of merchandise, because of promoted to assistant engineer and
their federal positions, will not care transferred from Engine Co. No. 2 to
to return to the committee
Engine Co. No. 5. Fireman Willis
Sadler was transferred from Hook
and Ladder Co. No. 7 to Engine Co.
No. 2. Assistant Engineer Milton C.
Kerner was transferred from Engine
Co. No. 5 to Engine Co. No. 10, to fill
the vacancy caused by the retirement
of Assistant EngineejfvT. J. Hogan.
Lieut. Charles Mes8er"jgf Hose Co. No.
5 was transferred fro* Hose Co. No.
5 to Engine Co. No. IS to fill the vacancy caused by the retirement of
Lieut. Patrick J. -Ginley after twentyfive years service.
These were made members of the
fire department yesterday: Thomas
F. Mclntyre, William E. Miller, Otto
R. Kieselbach and Albert E. Bubert.
o
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T DESK AS
ES
Plunges Into City Problems,
Vetoes Bill for More Police and Council's
Act on Paving.
TALKS FINANCE, EUROPE,
ALSO SPECIAL SESSION
Intimates He May Not Favor
j
Taking Labor Out of
Civil Service.
WHAT MAYOE BAKER DID.
1 VETOED ordinance passed by council authorizing- appointment of sixty additional
patrolmen.
VETOED council's resolution In which
policy is established that not more than 50
per cent, of cost of repaying streets shall
be assessed against
abutting property
^wners.
BEGAN to study charter amendment situation, declaring examination of civil service regulations might cause him to change
his mind about favoring abolishment of
civil service for laborers.
"WITHHELD opinion on what happened
in his absence by saying he believed, without knowing details of questions that had
arisen, everything done by Law Director
John N. Stockwell as acting mayor was
wise.
ANNOUNCED approval of program of
Gov. James M. Cox to reduce state tax levy
at special session of legislature.
DECLARED war on any proposal to make
1 per cent, tax limitation a provision of
state constitution.
ASKED for report on city's financial
status with intention of tackling problem
at once.
PREPARED to write President A. H.
Smith of New York Central lines to arrange
early meeting on Union depot question.
DECLINED to commit himself on project
of removing division of health and management of park activities from department
of public welfare.
DISCUSSED federal judgeship with Attorney John H. Clarke and D. C. Westenhaver.
REITERATED stand in favor of home
rule in school affairs.
\

"The mayor is in, but he's busy."
From 11 a. m. to 4:45 p. m. yesterday the same explanation greeted
those who approached the entrance to
the city "hall ofnc'roT'Sfayor Newton
D. Baker, just returned from his sixweek trip in Europe with W. B. Gongwer and Joseph C. Hostetler.
Buckling down to hard work immediately, the mayor attacked one
problem after another, giving prac-^
tically his entire first day at home to
questions concerning Cleveland affairs that have accumulated in his
absence.
Work Has Wide* Scope.
The scope of his activities ranged
from vetoing an ordinance passed and
a resolution adopted by council while
he was away, to a conference regarding the contemplated special session
of the Ohio general assembly, in
which he expressed agreement with
the plan of Gov. James M. Cox to reduce the state tax levy.
State affairs and politics occupied
the least of his time, however.
Municipal affairs claimed all the attion he could give.

Of importance-was the mayor', H
e tion in vetoing an ordinance r
0 vide for the appointment of l t ^
Sx
ditional patrolmen, and a resnlv?1"
i in ,which council laid down
i definite policy that not more than" n,0
percent, of the cost of re"-"."
Cleveland streets should be ass^
against owners of abutting pr ',
Mayor Baker in a message to ,-,
council prepared yesterday exm ■
that he vetoed the ordinance
author
izmg appointment
of
additional
patrolmen because city finance
ford no leans of meeting the
expense.
The veto in the case of the pavin,
resolution is based on the contents
that such an attempt to bind tl'
council might cause embarrassmem
in future actions.
The mayor's expression as to his
stand on the proposals to a^mend the
charter to restore partisan election
and abolish civil service for laborerwas considered significant.
Mr. Baker opposes elimination of
the nonpartisan election system, and
it is expected he will fight' tha
amendment.
But in addition, his
statements yesterday indicated that
contrary to expectation, he might nofavor the suggestion to take unskilled
labor out of civil service.
"I was against placing laborers
under civil service when the proposal
was acted on by the charter commission," said Mr. Baker. "But I anJ
not sure that I will favor the amendment to remove them from the service. I must examine the regulations
the civil service commission has
adopted.
May Oppose Amendment.
"When I went away, the plan was
not working smoothly.. But if there
has been a change of method, it js
possible I might not agree with the
amendment."
The mayor added smilingly that he
undoubtedly would participate in the
charter t amendment campaign, bit
declined to forecast his exact position
in the. fight before studying the situation further.
■ Asked his opinion of Acting Mayor
John N. Stockwell's veto of the
ordinance to submit the civil service
amendment at the primary Aug. 11,
Mayor Baker said he had no comment
to make.
"That is past action," he said.
"Without knowing what occurred, 11
am sure everything John did while 1
was away was wise." He spoke with
the cheery smile that brightened his
face all day, an indication of his.
pleasure at being home.
State Senator Carl D. Friebolin
called on Mr. Baker yesterday afternoon, and the two talked over the
governor's plan for a special session
of the legislature. The mayor expressed approval of the governor's intention to reduce the state tax levy.
He said he would fight to the last
ditch any attempt, to write a 1 per
cent, tax limitation into the Ohio
constitution. Senator Friebolin had
told him of the suggestion made to
'the governor of a counter proposal to
an amendment offered by the Ohio
board of commerce to make the
limitation a constitutional provision.
Mr. Baker said he would not favor
an effort to restore the interior limitations of the Kilpatrick law, which
also has been suggested to Gov. Cox.
Mayor Baker intends to plunge at
once into the .city's .financial problem. He asked Finance Director
Thomas Coughlin- xestei'day to prepare a rapivrt showing- how much
money remaJr%» in every fund and
what expencifpff-fts hay.8" been made.
Director Cou.ghikj,"expeejfS W hate the
report ready t by'early--next., week.
The union" station "plan is another
proposition that will'- receive immediate, attention from Mr. Baker. He
said yesterday, he would write at the
earlie'st date possible to President A.
H. Smith of the New York Central 11
lines, to arrange a meeting at whicull
■S2je station project will be. gone .werjl
_inoroughly.
f
^Welfare Director Harris R. CoolexJ
Talked- ivitn the mayor concerning r^
fusal of council to authorize appoict-1
ment of a commissioner of recreationl
at a salary of $3,000 a year. Director
Cooley also took up the proposals -0
remove the health division from tlia
welfare department to the safety department, and to transfer the management of park activities to ine
department of public service. ' .
The mayor said afterward he could I
not express an opinion on the. s'tua-l
tion of the welfare department unuii
he has considered it more thoroughly. |
Attorney John H. Clarke and D. L-.
Westenhaver visited with the mayor.
"Just friendly calls." Mr. Baker!
said. "They didn't know any i"01"6.]
about the federal judgeship than
did

-"
Later
Mr. Clarke announced* -hii
nj
withdrawal from the race for
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yond thatX w°uld not discuss the
m-esent schoor-situation.
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P
it is lively Ota*, within a short
tithe Mayor Bak-er will appoint the
Stv Plan commission authorized by
in'ordinance passed by council.
There was a steady stream of
callers at the mayor's office yesterday.
Councilmen and city officials who
manaeed to see him early in the day
SThfa half-circle around his desk
while Mr. Baker spoke of Europe.
England has the best roads, -he said.
He declared cities abroad
are no
cleaner than Cleveland, and that the
streets even of Dusseldorf are not
■better cleaned than those of his home
eitv
"I saw conditions in many places
that would cause G-us Hanna to shed
tears," asserted the mayor.
Mr Baker spoke of the efficiency
of the traffic policemen of English
cities. He called Hqlland "the garden
spot of Europe."
W. B. Gongwer and Joseph Hos
tetler were busy (during the day re
ceiving welcoming ^greetings of their
friends.
• ;
Mr. Baker and his two companions
reached the E. 105th-st Lake Shore
depot at 8:10 a. m. Mrs. Baker and
the mayor's children, Jack, Betty and
the baby, Peggy, were waiting at the
station.
Postmaster
William
J.
Murphy, ■ Milton
L.
Young,
the
mayor's secretary, and other associates of the mayor were on hand to
greet him.
"Hello, daddy," sounded from the
children as the mayor stepped off the
train. After Mr. iJaker had shaken
hands with his friends, he drove with
his family to his summer home, and
then went, to his office.
Mayor Baker declares.he never felt
as well. He is tanned and weighs
several pounds more, than he did bel';fore his trip.
I He looked almost boyish yesterday;
■in his happiness at being again in
(Cleveland, and he laughed often and.
inerrily, even in the midst of the
fproblems thrust upon him, one aftermother,
j

THE CLEVELAND NEWS

HAS OWN PROBE
CROSSTOWN I BAKER
OF CIVIL SERVICE MADE
PLANNED FOR
D STREET
A new crosstovfn line from Euclid
to St. Clair avenue on
East 123d
street may be the next step in the
extension of the Cleveland Railway
Company's system.
President Stanley Monday said this
territory was in dire need of service,
but that he would not take up the
matter until after the repairs under
way on Euclid avenue had all been
completed.
Tractioner Witt said Monday that
he had promised the Adams Realty
Company to recommend a line connecting the two avenues if it secul-

Mayor Baker/is conducting a secret
investigation 'all his own to learn if
civil service for common laborers has
worked out. Not until first-hand evidence has been procured and studied
will he make a stand, the mayor said
Monday.
Following the regular meeting of
the board of control, early Monday,
Baker held a star chamber session
with his six directors. The proposed
transfer of the health division from
Welfare Director Cooley to Safety
Director Benesch, the' parks and
playgrounds oversight from Cooley
rto Service Director Sidlo were taken
up,- -and. Councilman
Bernstein's,
charges that the city is evading competitive bidding regulations of the'
new charter were discussed.

"The Hne^wTh^TmhT^ ^V^^g^^^MD^-MONDAY, JULY
6,
1914.
i™- - i,i<o'o!iJ --or'JnTs^%aTemeht
jog and take in a new street which
formal competitive bids should have I
the realty company plans to lay out
been received, Bernstein points out
between Superior and St. Clair, just
that the city is now advertising for]
east of 123d street.
bids for similar work and has called (
for proposals, July 9.
Another
subsidiary
agreement |'
authorized by the board permits th«j
purchase of three additional\electrlc
light transformers from the AllisChalmers Company,
from which
fifteen transformers had been purchased after competitive bidding.
A third subsidiary agreement al-:j
Council Monday night was to conlows the Fred R. Jones Company tc
sider a new auto headlight regulation
Will Ask Council to Investigate
excavate 20,000 cubic yards of earth
to succeed sections of the tra-ffic code
west of the Division nitration i plant.
Charge That Ordinance for
held unconstitutional by Commoi'
The price fixed is thirty-five » cents
Please Judge Phillips last week.
per cubic yard.
j
Competitive
Bids
Is
No attempt is to be made to fore
The Jones company, last Marcn,'
dimming of headlights, but light
Openly Ignored.
was given the contract for excavamust be shaded so drivers comin
tion at the filtration plant site wlthfrom the opposite direction will nc
out formal bids being received, afte
be blinded.
Investigation of traffi
the city had started the work b .
RESOLUTION PREPARED FOR
codes in other cities by Clevelar
direct labor. Bernstein says ths! ■
Auto club officials resulted in the di:
CONSIDERATION
TONIGHT
there was ample time
to
obtai [
' covery they are as vague as Clev
competitive bids for the other wort*;
land's.
which is not a part of the filtratio
plant proper.
Asserts Subsidiary Agreements
All Separate Contracts.
Afford Loop-Hole in Con"All of these are really separa'
contracts and the authorization
tracts Given Out.
a subsidiary agreement is but i
evasion of charter provisions," sat,
Bernstein. "A subsidiary agreemei
Evasion of charter provisions prois intended to take care of sllglf
viding that all contracts for public
modifications in a contract and is £j
work shall he let by competitive bidto be used to let a new contract.'-;;
ding was charged yesterday by CounThe Cleveland Railway Compai
cilman Bernstein, who will introduce
■will bo asked to repair paving I
a resolution !n the city council toDorain avenue, between W. 73d afl
W. 89'th streets, in a resolution to '
night calling for reports from departintroduced by CouncHman Dittric
mental directors.
He will also have an; ordinance,
Opportunity for competitive bidlimit the height of line * fences.
ding- on a number of contracts let
Endorsement of the parcel pc
recently has been denied by the city
system will be contained in a res
board of control through entering
lution to be offered by Councilm,
into
subsidiary agreements with
McGinty.
The resolution will a
concerns already doing city work,
that extensions' be made as rapl'
Bernstein says. 1 as Investigation
as possible.
may result in changes in present
Civic organizations will be as},
ordinances governing the division of
to co-operate with the city !n p,
purohases and supplies.
paring comprehensive housing pi:
In his resolution Bernstein will rein a resolution by Councilman Be
cite a number of subsidiary agreestein.
Bernstein says that sev*
ments authorized by the board of
thousand farrriliesUn the triangle^
control, where new contracts should
trict, bounded by Broadway, E.
have been entered into after formal
street and E. 22d street, will
bids had been received, In ,the opinforced to move In' a few years on j
ion of the Twelfth ward councilcount of railroad development g<,
man.
on in that section.
Housing *
Authorises Payment.
should be made now, be says.
The first authorizes the payment
ITTww* J ■»»!— J— (C
TT
of $47,600 to the John
F*.
Casey
Company, filtration plant contractors, for driving sheet metal piling
in the southwest corner of the^filtration plant site. The work was made
necessary by the sliding of Bulkley
boulevard.
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WHYLER TO LEAVE
T,
Assistant Chief Will Retire
Aug. 1 on Pensiofi, Director of Public Safety
Announces.
Conflicting Version Comes
From Veteran, Who is Confined to His Home
by Illness.
HAVEN'T DECIDED YET,'
HE TELLS INTERVIEWER
Friction Follows Active Leadership of Prevention
Bureau.
Director of Public Safety A. A.
Benesch announced last night he.
had accepted the application of
Assistant Fire Chief Charles B..
"Whyler to be retired to the fire
department pension list, the retirement to be effective Aug. 1.
This announcement followed a
visit of Mr. Benesch and Chief
of the Fire Department George
A. Wallace to the home of Assistant Chief Whyler, 1436 Keniiworth-av S. W.
Assistant Chief Whyler, sick
in bed at his home last night,
gave an entirely different version
of the conference late yesterday
between himself, Director
Benesch and Fire Chief Wallace.
"The director told me," said Assistant -Chief Whyler, "that whatever
irregularities exist, are irregularities
in bookkeeping. He knows my health
is broken and suggested a leave of
absence in which I might get well.
When I returned to duty, he said, the
trouble would be forgotten and things
go on as th.y have in the past."
Family Urges Retirement.
"My wife and son have pleaded with
me to retire at once. I haven't made
up my rr.L.d, but I know it will be a
long tin::, before I am fit for fire
duty."
These conflicting reports are the
outgrowth of friction in the fire de- '
partment that has existed for several
years.
It crystallized into open opposition
to the assistant chief a year and a
half ago when he introduced the
bureau of fire prevention and inspection and assumed active charge.
During-the past two months it has
blazed into fierce antagonism1; affecting not only the rank and file of the
department, but also captains and
battalion chiefs.

TUESDAY, TULY 7, 1914
Two-thirds of the members of the
fire department are opposed to the
fire prevention bureau as it has been
carried on by Assistant Chief 'Whyler.
Under his system one man is taken
from each company each week day
for inspection work, the firemen say.
This decreases the available fire fighting force and materially weakens the
efficiency of the department, they assert.
Assert Force Is Weakened.
Downtown companies are composed
of twelve men and outlying c0rn.pa.nie9
of ten. Regular days off decrease the i
downtown companies to a daily force
of nine men and outlying companies
to seven and eight men, it is asserted.
Sick leaves, vacations and meal times
further reduce the size of the companies and the inspection detail makes a
serious shortage, it is asserted.
Assistant Chief Whyler, on the
other hand, says when a man is on
sick leave or vacation no one is assigned to inspection duty. He; states
further that inspection assignments
are made only when the companies
are complete.
"As to the efficiency of the^nspec■tions," said Assistant Chief Whyler
jlast night, "in 1912 the number o*
fire alarms was 3,060. In 1913, thai
year the fire prevention work was ■
undertaken and in an experimental!
state, the number of alarms was 3,—i
127. For the first half of 1914 there
have been 1,400 alarms, which is 138
less than for the first half of 1913."
Safety Director Benesch yesterday
noon made announcement of complaints having been made against As-,
sistant Chief Whyler concerning alleged irregularities in accounts. He
said an inquiry would be undertaken
by himself and Fire Chief Wallace
so soon as Assistant Chief Whyler
would be able to appear.
The factional fight in the fire department has "developed charges that
the Cleveland fire fighting force is not
disciplined nor equipped as that of a
large city should be. Lack of modern
devices and knowledge on. the part of
the firemen regarding the use of the
tools of their profession, it is asserted, is a hindrance to Cleveland.
The need of a school for firemen*
where the tricks of the trade and the
use of the tools .might be obtained, is
said to be great.' No such school exists in Cleveland, although the majority of large cities of the United^
States maintain them.
i__Ii is said tJhat the experiment otf

Soon afterward it was needed again.
It was set up in position, but as soon
as the water was started, kicked over
backwards, damaging a building opposite the one which was burning. To
use the tower now, it is said, fifteen
men are required to elevate the pipe,
where the work should be done by
two, and it is necessary to tie it to
some near-by building or pole to keep
it from kicking over.
The tower is said to have made
over 300 runs in 1913 and was not
used more than two or three times,
although it was needed at a number
of fires. It answers all downtown
alarms on the first call, mainly because it is so heavy that progress
by horse power is too slow to send
it only when needed. It has been
suggested that the tower be placed
on a tractor, eliminating the need
for horses,' and making it possible to
send the machine only on call. This
suggestion' from Director Benesch
was turned down by Fire Chief Wallace not more than a week ago.
One source of opposition to Assistant Chief Whyler is said to be due to
his order of two years ago, stopping _
the practice, of having battalion chiefs ;
report at headquarters at the city hall
daiiy. Up to that time it had been
the custom for battalion chiefs to
drive from "their quarters to the city
hall each morning and spend an hour
or more inside, while their rigs were
tied up in a long line outside.
Assistant Chief Whyler is said to
have declared that in case of an
alarm from an outlying section a
battalion chief, with a horse drawn
rig, would have a run of from thirty
to forty-five minutes before he would
reach his own district. An order was
sent out stopping the daily reports In
perse*.
The most serious charge against
discipline is said to have been made
by an official of the National Board
of Fire Underwriters about two years
ago when battalion chiefs still used
horse drawn vehicles.
The official in question is said to
have made an automobile tour of
Bast Side fire districts, stopping at
each Battalion chief's quarters and
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Councilmen
Don't
Vote
$3,000 for Commissioner
of Recreation.

CON TIN L/ax7-T.-i>^._

manning a downtown company with
meii who have spent most of their
timje stationed in outlying districts
would be disastrous inasmuch as lack
of training has unfitted them for the
work demanded of downtown companies.
In the outlying districts they are
called out seldom, it is said, and in
a majority of cases are required to
use only,, chemical extinguishers. It
has been' charged that many of the
I men are so inexperienced that they
! do, not know how properly to lay out <
i a' line of hose, how to use a cellar i
| pipe or how to climb the highest \
l aerial ladder.
Some time ago Assistant Chief
Whyler inaugurated on a small scale
a school of instruction at engine Company l's house. At first the men
seemed to like it, but, it is said, their
comrades who were not required to
drill ridiculed them into opposition of
the assistant chief's project.
Cleveland's fire department does
not have one Pompier scaling ladder,
an implement which chiefs in many
other cities fere said to hold invaluable in life saving work. Cleveland's
department once had a full complement of wall sealers, but a number
of years ago a firemen fell and was
killed while at practice with a pair
and they were ordered off, never to be
replaced.
Cleveland has a water tower which
few Cleveland citizens
in the last
three or four years have seen :in
operation. OriginaJlyJ_Jt.w£«=--g£jg5 ii

JULY

Change in Ordinance Would
Standardize Strength
of Headlights.
.

In the face of a long and earnest
appeal by Mayor Newton D. Baker in
behalf of the welfare activities of the
city made possible by the new Cleveland charter, council last night declined to take action on the pending
ordinance authorizing the transfer of
funds needed for the appointment of
a commissioner of recreation at a sal
ary of $3,000 a year
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1YLER10 LEAVE
FIRE DEPARTMENT,
Assistant Chief Will Retire
Aug. 1 on Pensiofi, Director of Public Safety
Announces.
i

Conflicting Version Comes
From Veteran, Who is Confined to His Home
by Illness.
'I HAVEN'T DECIDED YET,'
HE TELLS INTERVIEWER
Friction Follows Active Leadership of Prevention
Bureau.
i 8
Director of Public Safety A. A.
Benesch announced last night he.
had accepted the application of
Assistant Fire Chief Charles B.:
Whyler to be retired to the fire
department pension list, the retirement to be effective Aug. 11
This announcement followed a.
visit of Mr. Benesch and Chief
of the Fire Department George
A. Wallace to the home of Assistant Chief Whyler, 1436 Keniiworth-av S. W.
Assistant Chief Whyler, sick
in bed at his home last night,
gave an entirely different version
of the conference late yesterday
between himself, Director
Benesch and Fire Chief Wallace.
"The director told me," said Assistant -Chief Whyler, "that whatever
.irregularities exist, are irregularities
in bookkeeping. He knows my health
is broken and suggested a leave of
absence in which I might get well.
When I returned to duty, he said, the
trouble would be forgotten and things
go on as thjy have in the past."
Family Urges Retirement.
"My wife and son have pleaded with
me to retire at once. I haven't made
up my ir.u.d, but I know it will be a
long tints before I am fit for fire
duty."
These conflicting reports are the
outgrowth of friction in the fire department that has existed for several
years.
It crystallized into open opposition
to the assistant chief a year and a
half ago when he introduced the
bureau of Are prevention and inspection and assumed active charge.
During-the past two months it has
blazed into fierce antagonism?, affecting not only the rank and file of the
department, but also captains and
battalion chiefs.

TUESDAY,

JOTY-IL^I!
Two-thirds of the members of the
fire department are opposed to the
fire prevention bureau as it has been
carried on by Assistant Chief Whyler.
Under his system one man is taken
from each company each week day
for inspection work, the firemen say.
This decreases the available fire fighting force and materially weakens the
efficiency of the department, they assert.
Assert Force is Weakened.
Downtown companies are composed
of twelve men and outlying companies
of ten. Regular day's off decrease the !
downtown companies to a daily force
of nine men and outlying companies
to seven and eight men, it is asserted.
Sick leaves, vacations and meal times
further reduce the size of the companies and the inspection detail makes a
serious shortage, it is asserted.
Assistant Chief Whyler, on the
other hand, says when a man is on
sick leave or vacation no one is assigned to inspection duty. He states
further that inspection assignments
are made only when the companies
are complete.
"As to the efficiency of the^nspec■tions," said Assistant Chief Whyler,
last night, "in 1912 the number of
fire alarms was 3,060. In 1913, therj
year the fire prevention work was ■
undertaken and in an experimental!
state, the number of alarms was 3,—<
127. For the first half of 1914 there
have been 1,400 alarms, which is 138
less than for the first half of 1913."
Safety Director Benesch yesterday
noon made announcement of complaints having been made against As*,
sistant Chief Whyler concerning alleged irregularities in accounts. He
said an inquiry would be undertaken
by himself and Fire Chief Wallace
so soon as Assistant Chief Whyler
would be able to appear.
The factional fight in the fire department has "developed charges that
the Cleveland fire fighting force is not
disciplined nor equipped as that of a
large city should be. Lack of modern
devices and knowledge on the part of
the firemen regarding the use of the
tools of their profession, it is asserted, is a hindrance to Cleveland.
The need of a school for firemen*
where the tricks of the trade and the
use of the tools might be obtained, is
said to be great.' No such school exists in Cleveland, although the majority of large cities of the United'
States maintain them.
-__4± is said that the experiment ot
CONTlJSrtpLTj—IT™
manning a downtown company with
meti who have spent most of their
timjb stationed in outlying districts
would be disastrous inasmuch as lack
of training has unfitted them for the
work demanded of downtown companies.
In the outlying districts they are
called out seldom, it is said, and in
a majority of cases are required to
use only.! chemical extinguishers. It
has been charged that many of the
men are so inexperienced that they
do. not know how properly to lay out j
a'line of hose, how to use a cellar,
pipe or how to climb the highest J
aerial ladder.
■
Some time ago Assistant Chief I
Whyler inaugurated on a small scale
a school of instruction at engine Company l's house. At first the men
seemed to like it, but, it is said, their
comrades who were not required to
drill ridiculed them into opposition of
the assistant chief's project.
Cleveland's fire department does
not have one Pompier scaling ladder,
an implement which chiefs in many
other cities Aire said to hold invaluable in life saving work. Cleveland's
department once had a full complement of wall sealers, but a number
of years ago a firemen fell and was
killed while at practice with a pair
and they were ordered off, never to be
replaced.
Cleveland has a water tower which
few Cleveland citizens
in the last
three or four years have seen in
operation. Originally, it was of the
rear-overhang type and was an effective piece of apparatus.
At a fire
on W. 3d-st, several yearg„ ago a wall
fell, crushing it. The piece of apparatus was rebuilt, but was changed to
the front-overhang type.

Soon afterward it was needed again.
It was set up in position, but as soon
as the water was started, kicked over
backwards, damaging a building opposite the one which was burning. To
use the tower now, it is said, fifteen
men are required to elevate the pipe,
where the work should be done by
two, and it is necessary to tie it to
some near-by building or pole to keep
it from kicking over.
The tower is said to. have made
over 300 runs in 1913 and was not
used more than two or three times,
although it was needed at a number
of fires. It answers all downtown
alarms on the first call, mainly because it is so heavy that progress
by horse power is too slow to send
it only when needed. It has been
suggested that the tower be placed
on a tractor, eliminating the need
for horses,' and making it possible to
send the machine only on call. This
suggestion- from Director Benesch
was turned down by Fire Chief Wallace not more than a week ago.
One source of opposition to Assistant Chief Whyler is said to be due to
his order of two years ago, stopping j
the practice of having battalion chiefs 1
report at headquarters at the city hall
daiiy. Up to that time it had been
the custom for battalion chiefs to
drive from stheir quarters to the city i
hall each morning and spend an hour
or more inside, while their rigs were
tied up in a long line outside.
Assistant Chief Whyler is said to
have declared that in case of an
alarm from an outlying section a
battalion chief, with a horse drawn
rig, would have a run of from thirty
to forty-five m^iutes before he would
reach his own district. An order was
sent out stopping the daily reports in
personThe most serious charge against
discipline is said to have been made
by an official of the National Board
of Fire Underwriters, about two years
ago , when battalion chiefs still used
horse drawn vehicles.
The official in question is said to
have made an automobile tour of
Bast Side fire districts, stopping at
each battalion chief's quarters and
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ON PLAHEQUESI
Councilmen
Don't
Vote
$3,000 for Commissioner
of Recreation.
Change in Ordinance Would
Standardize Strength
of Headlights.
i

In the face of a long and earnest
appeal by Mayor Newton D. Baker' in
behalf of the welfare activities of the
city made possible by the new Cleveland charter, council last night declined to take action on the pending
ordinance authorizing the transfer of
funds needed for the appointment of
a commissioner of recreation at a salary of $.3,000 a year
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H=mar w. T ^Gerald:
Leaded toe opposition to the resoEn Councilmen Dittrick, Bernstein and Woods also voted against
litA communication was forwarded
ito the postmaster general several
'days ago by Vice President Bascom
ffitte of the Chamber of Commerce
fat ng the directors of the chamber
TeUevf a reasonable period should
le allowed* for the adjustment of
lommerce before an increase is made
5 the present weight limitations.
f A special committee was named last
llight to consider the method to be,;
followed in establishing the continu-• ous audit of city accounts by outSide expert accountants as directed
by the city charter. The resolution
calling for the appointment of a committee "was offered by Councilman
layton C. Townes.
A resolution by Councilman James
u Votava was adopted calling on the
aw department to state whether tele* ,
(hone companies can be required M \
ssue telephone books containing;
tames of all subscribers.
Councilman J. W. Reynolds offered
resolution requesting Gov. James M.
„ox to include in his call for a special
session of the legislature, the consideration of legislation permitting the
vy of a special tax for paving
"irposes.
An ordinance regulating the opera.on of public laundries and requiring \
'ayment of an anuual license fee of
25 was introduced by Councilman J.
Smith as a health measure. .,
Councilman Alex Bernstein offered
6 resolution" calling for the appointment of a special committee to investigate recent purchases made by the
board ' of control and new work
authorized under subsidiary agreements.
The resolution was adopted
and the committee will submit a report stating whether council should
pass new legislation covering this
question.
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l^ker declared that he did
didnot
notthtrtk"
think
that these were sound reasons as
Cleveland desired to get the best possible man.
He laid special emphasis on the fact that the money
was to be transferred from funds
appropriated for the mayor's office.
Councilmen Meyers, Moylan, Rolf,
Smith and Tack, Democrats, and
Bernstein, Dittrick, FitzGerald, Gahn,
Townes and
Woods, Republicans,'
voted against referring the ordinance
hack to the joint committee, which
had expressed its disapproval by a
vote of four to two.
Unless action is taken next Monday night, no commissioner can bo
appointed this season as council will
adjourn at that time until early September. Majority leaders expressed
the belief last night that the mayor
would be able to harmonize the op
posing factions before the next meeting.
In addition to refusing to carry out
the mayor's wishes the council authorized several investigations and
took a dip into national affairs when
it expressed approval of the parcels
post system and requested the Postmaster General to ignore opposition
to extensions.
An entering edge to break down the
Smith 1 per cent tax law was seen
by a number of councilmen in the
Reynolds resolution requesting Governor Cox to include legislatin to permit cities to make levies for pavement repairs in excess of the Smith
Pleas of Mayor Baker, at com limitation in his call for a special sesmittee meetings and at a caucus be sion of the General Assembly.
The measure was referred to the
hind closed doors, yesterday faile
committee on legislation which will
to win Democratic councilmen ove
hold a meeting today.
Reynolds
to the administration's recreation^ argues that a special levy will be
program providing for the employ more economical than the issuing of
ment of an out-of-town expert t bonds for the city's portion of the
take charge of parks and play* cost of repaying streets.
Councilmen Stolte, Sledz, Meyers,
grounds.
Tack and Bernstein were named a
Despite the pleas of the mayor tb[ special committee to
investigate
ordinance authorizing a transfe, whether departmental directors have
of funds for the payment of thj been evading charter provisions resalary of a commissioner was re quiring competitive bidding on public
ferred back to the committee o' contracts through the authorizing of
parks and finance by a vote o subsidiary agreements
fourteen
to
eleven
last
nighl
A committee to prepare plans for
Minority members of the counci a continuous audit of the financial
voted against reference and ex transactions of the city was named
pressed approval of the proposet at
the
request
of
Councilman
transfer.
Townes. Councilmen Bernstein, HorOpposition to the program de. rigan, Reynolds, Stolte and Votava
veloped while Baker was absent ii
were appointed to co-operate with
Europe. Director of Public Welfart'. civic organizations in plans for a
Cooley had counted on the mayor's city housing program.
support to win over 'the opposinj
An
ordinance
licensing
public
'councilmen. For the first time sine*
the first of the year, when Baker an- laundries and, empowering the comnounced that caucuses would b« missioner of health to enforce saniabolished,
Democratic
councilmer tary regulations was introduced. An
met with the mayor to discuss pendJ amendment to the traffic ordinance
covering the dimming of lights to
ing legislation.
correct defects pointed out in a reSppajcs to Council.
cent co"rt decision was introduced.
Baker repeated that it was his wist
that funds for the salary of the comCOUNCILMEN TO SURVEY
missioner of recreation be provided.
He also made a speech on the floor
SCHOOL SYSTEM TODAY
of the council in which he declared
that Cleveland voters had placed the
Definite recommendations to the
stamp of approval on the new charter
General Assembly on two subjects
because provision for developing
are expected to follow investigations;
recreational activities along broad
to be started by the council commitlines had been made.
tee on legislation today. One deals
"Your duty begins and ends when
with the public school situation, the
you provide funds for the division of
other with the amounts paid by Ohio
recreation," said Baker. He declared
municipalities into the good roads
that recently a mistaken idea that
funds of the state.
the division of recreation would be
Councilman Bernstein is the author
composed of "silk gloved uplifters,"
of resolutions asking for the inveswho would forcibly uplift the poputigation. A complete survey of school
lace whether or not it desired to be,
systems in Cleveland and other cities
had become prevalent.
is to be made. The committee will
"I hope that you will take a peralso receive data on the amount of
fectly calm view of the department of
money paid into the state tax fund
public welfare," he said. "The best
by the city of Cleveland.
we can possibly do to carry out the
spirit and intent of the new charter
is to, make a modest beginning of the
work."
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Behind Closed Doors He Plead:

With Democratic
Members.

LOSES BY VOTE OF 14 TO 1

Opposed to "Outsider."
Councilman Stolte at a committee
meeting in the afternoon expressed
views of a majority of the committee
members when he said that citizens
generally were opposed to bringing
an outsider to Cleveland to head the
division. Stolte also said there was
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adopted the McGinty resolution indorsing the policy of a steady ex
SEE of parcel ^-^ j
fcopy o? tn?r&Uon\o Postmas- I
|rieyneralA,hertS.Burle|on
beaded thf oppolition to the reso*SoT Councilmen Dittrick, Bernsfc and Woods also voted against
itA communication was forwarded
fe, the postmaster general several
lays ago by Vice President Bascom
iltue of the Chamber of Commerce,
tot ng the directors of the chamber
JeUeve a 9reasonable period should
1 allowed for the adjustment of,
"commerce before an increase is made
' the present weight limitations. ;
A special committee was named last
Jfcht to consider the method to be.;
followed in establishing the continuous audit of city accounts by outside expert accountants as directed
by the city charter. The resolution j
calling for the appointment of a committee was offered by Councilman
lay ton C. Townes.
A resolution by Councilman James
J Votava was adopted calling on the :
aw department to state whether teleT .
ihone companies can be required Lo
ssue telephone books containing
iames of all subscribers.
Councilman J. W. Reynolds offered
„ resolution requesting Gov. James M.
3ox to include in his call for a special
sessipn of the legislature, the consid1
ration of legislation permitting the
yy of a special tax for paving
"irposes.
.
An ordinance regulating the opera.on of public laundries and requiring
ayment of an anuual license fee of
15 was introduced by Councilman J.
Smith as a health measure. ,
Councilman Alex Bernstein offered
resolution calling for the appointment of a special committee to investigate recent purchases made by the
hoard ■' of control and new work
authorized under subsidiary agreements.
The resolution was adopted
and the committee will submit a report stating whether council should
pass new legislation covering this
question.
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■ that these were sound reasons as
(Cleveland desired to get the best possible man.
He laid special emphasis on the fact that the money
.was to be transferred from funds
appropriated for the mayor's office.
Councilmen Meyers, Moyian, Rolf,
Smith and Tack, Democrats, and
Bernstein, Dittrick, FitzGerald, Gahn,
Townes and
Woods, Republicans,'
voted against referring the ordinance
back to the joint committee, which

had expressed its disapproval by a

of four to two.
Ordinance for Funds to Pa Unvote
ii Unless action is taken next Monday night, no commissioner can bo
appointed this season as council will
Expert Sent Back to adjourn
at that time until early September. Majority leaders expressed
Committee.
the belief last night that the mayor

j would be able to harmonize the op
posing factions before the next meeting.
In addition to refusing to carry out
the mayor's wishes the council authorized several investigations and
took a dip into national affairs when
it expressed approval of the parcels
post system and requested the Postmaster General to ignore opposition
to extensions.
An entering edge to break down the
Smith 1 per cent tax law was seen
by a number of councilmen in the
Reynolds resolution requesting Governor Cox to include legislatin to permit cities to make levies for pavement repairs in excess of the Smith
Pleas of Mayor Baker, at com limitation in his call for a special sesI mittee meetings and at a caucus be sion of the General Assembly.
The measure was referred to the
; hind closed doors, yesterday faile
committee on legislation which will
to win Democratic councilmen ove
hold a meeting today.
Reynolds
| to the administration's recreation^ argues that a special levy will be
| program providing for the employ more economical than the issuing of
; ment of an out-of-town expert t bonds for the city's portion of the
1
take charge of paries and plaj* cost of repaying streets.
Councilmen Stolte, Sledz, Meyers,
grounds.
Tack and Bernstein were named a
Despite the pleas of the mayor th, special committee to investigate
ordinance authorizing a transfe, whether departmental directors have,
of funds for the payment of th! been evading charter provisions re: salary of a commissioner was re quiring competitive bidding on public
ferred back to the committee o' contracts through the authorizing of
; parks and finance by a vote o subsidiary agreements
fourteen to
eleven
last
night
A committee to prepare plans for
Minority members of the counci a continuous audit of the financial
voted against reference and ex; transactions of the city was named
pressed approval of the propose! at
the
request
of
Councilman
transfer.
Townes. Councilmen Bernstein, HorOpposition to the program de rigan, Reynolds, Stolte and Votava
veloped while Baker was absent, ii
were appointed to co-operate with
Europe. Director of Public Welfan civic organizations" in plans for' a;
Cooley had counted on the mayor'! city housing program.
support to win over ' the opposing
An
ordinance
licensing
public
councilmen. For the first time sinc<
the first of the year, when Baker an- laundries and, empowering the comnounced that caucuses would b< missioner of health to enforce saniabolished,
Democratic
councilmer tary regulations was introduced. An
met with the mayor to discuss pend amendment to the traffic ordinance
covering the dimming of lights to
ing legislation.
correct defects pointed out in a reSpp»ks to Council.
cent co"rt decision was introduced.
Baker repeated that it was his wist
that funds for the salary of the comCOUNCILMEN TO SURVEY
missioner of recreation be provided.
He also made a speech on the floor
SCHOOL SYSTEM TODAY
of the council in which he declared
that Cleveland voters had placed the
Definite recommendations to th'estamp of approval on the new charter
General Assembly on two subjects
because provision for developing
are expected to follow investigations;
recreational activities along broad
to be started by the council commit-,
lines had been made.
tee on legislation today. One deals
"Your duty begins and ends when
with the public school situation, the
| you provide funds for the division of
other with the amounts paid by Ohio
(recreation," said Baker. He declared
municipalities into the good roads
that recently a mistaken idea that
funds of the state.
the division of recreation would be
Councilman Bernstein is the author
composed of "silk gloved uplifters,"
of resolutions asking for the inveswho would forcibly uplift the poputigation. A complete survey of school
lace whether or not it desired to be,
systems in Cleveland and other cities
had become prevalent.
is to be made. The committee will
"I hope that you will take a peralso receive data on the amount of
fectly calm view o.f the department of
money paid into_ the state tax fund
public welfare," he said. "The best
by the city of Cleveland.
we can possibly do to carry out the
spirit and intent of the new charter
is to make a modest beginning of the
work."
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Behind Closed Doors He Plead:

With Democratic
Members.

LOSES BY VOTE OF 14 TO 1

Opposed to "Outsider."
Councilman Stolte at a committee
meeting in the afternoon expressed
views of a majority of the committee
members when he.said that citizens
generally were opposed to bringing
an outsider to Cleveland to head the
division.
Stolte also said there was
considerable objection because the
man Director of Public Welfare
Cooley planned to name had been indorsed --"By -members of- the commission which conducted a playground
institute for supervisors this season.
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LINE TO KINSMAN RD.
Legal Procedure to Force Extension on 79th Street to Be
Discussed Today.
Legal proceedings to force th«
Cleveland Railway Company to ex-'
tend its E. 79th street cross-town
line to Kinsman road will be discussed at a conference between Director of Law Stockwell and Councilmen Meyers and Tack today.
Meyers arranged for the meeting
last night, after the company had
informed the city council that it did
not contemplate the immediate extension of the line, although called
for by its franchise. Other extensions
and renewals now being made, and
the fact that the extension will cross
two railroads at grade, were the rea-j
sons given by the company for fail-!
ure to start the work.
"The company forced its wa>|
through a section of the city where
the line was not wanted, and I be-s
lieve that it should be made to ex-f
tend its tracks to a part of the cit>
where the citizens are clamoring for
car service," said Meyers. "I believe its franchise will be void 'unless they do this."
Tack also arranged for a confer
ence Thursday between the Kins
man Road Improvement Association
and Mayor Baker, to discuss the
matter. That organization was one
of the prime movers in the campaign for the new crosstown line.
Legislation to make a crosstown
line of W. 25th street, and providing for double transfers on this lint
and the E. 79th street and proposed
E. 30th street crosstown line, was
introduced at the council meeting
last night. This is expected to meet
with strong opposition from residents of Clark avenue.
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SHOW COUNCIL BOOST WHYLER ENESCH CAN'T
OR GET NO MORE FOR $3,000 JOB HAND DEMOCRAT
M0NEY,IS RULE IN FIRE WORK SHATTUCK'SJOB
Committee on Finance Must Insurance Men Consider Hir- Civil Service Wjfa Let the
Know Before Granting Ad- ing Retiring Chief When He Republican Cap\ains Be
ditional Cash to Spend
.Steam Rolled
Recovers
City Hall office holders Tuesday received a serious setback in their favorite indoor
sport—overdrawing
"money appropriated to their funds
and coming bVor.e' council for more.
Hereafter department heads first
must explain to/theHc.ouncil's finance
committee why more money is needed, Councilman/ Damm, chairman of
the committee,' declared.
"This thing 'of running up deficits
and then runijing to the council for
money to cover up with must be
stopped," Damm said. '.'"We want to!
know where money is going before
we approve its expenditure or set
asjde more."
Backing up Damm, the finance committee has refused to O. K. the transfer of $450 from the clerk hire fund
of the civil service commission to
supplies and, $300 from the same
source to the employment hureau
division of the welfare department
Not until Welfare Director Cooley or
his subordinates explain to councilmen the why of the transfer will it
be'approved, Damm said Tuesday.
Councilmen Monday night gave
added proof to charges the city is
practically bankrupt by putting final
approval on the transfer • of $1,000
from the labor, maintenance and
miscellaneous service fund of the division of street signs to the supply
fund of that division;' $1,100 from the
labor fund, division of supplies, to
special service and office help fund
of the division of assessments and
licenses; and $S,000 collected from
license fees to the city architect's
division.
Next Monday council will approve
the transfer of $7,000 from the police
salary fund to the maintenance,
equipment and miscellaneous funds
and; for
partially revamping the
police signal service system. Service
Director Sidlo also will ask that $1,OOO'ibe transferred from the intercepting sewer fund for sewage testing apparatus, and $800 from the
labor fund of the engineering division for the purchase of equipment
and office supplies for Engineering
Corhmissioner Hoffman.
^inal approval of the expenditure
of'$950,000 to complete the new City
Hall, Lakeside avenue, also was
given Monday night.

BAKER'S DEMOCRATIC
SINCE EURbpi TRIP

i

dUJ d%l JO d(JOJS

1 J\«MJ

WILL COUNCIL "JUMP
THROUGH" FOR BAKER?

SCHOOLS AND 8-HQUR
DAY TO BE PROBED

Mayor Baker's Europea
*n trip tesMTTJUjS Vli ituOj.
resulted in one good thing
ihg at least/
*
r
It's a great deal easier for the popu
lace to rub elbows with the mayor
than before he left.
Open house between 10 a. m. and 12 91{l Ul jl9ChdS[
m. every day is to be the rule in
Baker's office from now on. From 9
to 10 Baker is to be closeted with his
secretary,;Milton-Young. But for the
rest of the mornings and once in a
while afternoons the office door will
be propped wide open.

M

"

Civil service commissioners Tuesday
thwarted Safety Director Benesch's
plan to hold a civil service examination for the position of inspector of
police while there still is a man in
office and an eligible list waiting. No
Officials Deny Tire Bills examination will be given xntil there
is a vacancy, Edward A. ?tline, secreCharged to City Brought tary of the commission, said' Tuesday.
Despite Benesch's emphatic denials
About Retirement
the rumor that politics is to play a
big part in the appointment of the
Assistant Fire Grief Charles next inspector still persists at the
B. Whyler, who Tuesday decided City Hall. Politicians have coupled
up these facts and drawn their conto resign from the fire depart-,1 clusions.
ment and retire on a $118-aInspector Norman A. Shattuck commonth pension August 1, may be pletes 25 years of service and will he
for retirement on full penoffered a $3,000 job with the eligible
sion July 16, nine days away.
National Fire Protection associaCaptains Rowlands and Schmunk,
tion of Boston.
the only men now eligible to succeed
i The duties of the office for which I Shattuck, are Republicans, while the
Whyler was boosted at the associa- City Hall administration is Demotion's convention in Chicago last May cratic.
Only last week Benesch knocked
are those of a scout. He would travel
from city to city and suggest fire j out a rule of years' standing that
captains must hold their rank for
prevention methods to be adopted.
two years before being permitted.to
Best Fitted for Job
take the test for inspector. By letPowell Evans of the public safety ting down the bars Benesch has
department of Philadelphia suggested made eight captains of short standWhyler,,for the position, in hia address ing eligible to take the tests. The
to the convention. He praised. Why- eight are Captains Smith, Martinet,
ler's Work as head of the fire preven- Walker, Kadel, Graul, Murphy, Stantion and inspection bureau of the ton and Hoenig. Captain Madden, on
Cleveland fire department and de- the eligible list for the inspectorship,
clared he was the best fitted man in is to retire August 1.
Che country for the job.
Charles H. Patton of the Cleveland
inspection bureau said Tuesday that
Whyler had made a big hit at the
convention and that he was likely to
land the position. Patton, who has
been close to Whyler, was surprised
at the chief's sudden resignation.
Safety Director Benesch Tuesday
Whether Mayor Baker still holds
announced that he would accept
the. whip hand over a majority of
Whyler's resignation and recommend
Cleveland's 26 councilmen will si
that he be retired on full pension.
next Monday when the question of
Both Benesch and Whyler now
setting aside $1,000 towards the
deny that irregularities in accounts
ary of a recreation commissioner
for tire bills had anything to do
bobs up again. The mayor's power
with the retirement. They also say
over a dozen Democratic councilmen
the application for a pension came
passed the zero mark late Monday
voluntarily and that the chief had
in 'its mad career toward the bottom.
not been forced out of office.
Despite Baker's personal plea that
Although the discrepancy in fire
the money will come out of a saving
department accounts that have led to
in his office the vote was 14 to 11
an investigation of Whyler's accounts
against
the recreation allowance
have been apparent for one year and
Monday night.
a half, no concerted effort-was made
to track them down, Benesch admitted Tuesday.
"The discrepancies probably would
not have been uncovered for some
time had not the city's creditors
pressed their .clniTTTj " B-y—t-l

BENESCH NOW SAYS HE
RESIGNED WILLFULLY
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Councilmen were to get two investigations under way Tuesday afternoon, whether the school and library
boards should be abolished and their
power taken over by the council or
board of control, and whether the
eight-hour day law is being observed
in city departments.
TO
Statements of school conditions in
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, New York,
Philadelphia and Pittsburg will be
by Publicity Commissioner
-T94 read
Hobbs.
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LINE TO KINSMAN RD,
Legal Procedure to Force Extension on 79th Street to Be
Discussed Today.
Legal proceedings to force th»
Cleveland Railway Company to extend its E. 79th street cross-town
line to Kinsman road will be discussed at a conference between Director of Law Stockwell and Councilmen Meyers and Tack today.
Meyers arranged for the meeting
last night, after the company had
informed the city council that it did
not contemplate the immediate extension of the line, although called
for by its franchise. Other extensions,
and renewals now being made, and
the fact that the extension will cross
two railroads at grade, were the rea-j
sons given by the company for fail^
ure to start the work,
"The company forced its way!
through a section of the city where1
the line was not wanted, and I believe that it should be made to extend its tracks to a part of the city
where the citizens are clamoring for
car service," said Meyers. "I believe its franchise will be void tinless they do this."
Tack also arranged for a confer-]
ence Thursday between the Kins4
man Road Improvement Association!
and Mayor Baker, to discuss the
matter. That organization was .one
of the prime movers in the campaign for the new crosstown line.
Legislation to make a crosstown
line of W. 25th street, and providing for double transfers on this lino
and the E. 79th street and proposed
E. 30th street crosstown line, was
introduced at the council meeting
last night. This is expected to meet
with strong opposition from residents of Clark avenue.

SHOW COUNCIL BOOST WHYLER BENESCH CAN'T PL
OR GET NO MORE FOR $3,000 JOB HAND DEMOCRAT
M0NEY,IS RULE IN FIRE WORK SHATTUCK'S JOB
v. :

buildi
Benes

Committee on Finance Must Insurance Men Consider Hir- Civil Service Wm't Let the
Know Before Granting Ad- ing Retiring Chief When He Republican Captains Be
ditional Cash to Spend
__.Sie.am,.. Ftalled
Recovers
City Hall office holders Tuesday received a serious setback in their favorite indoor
sport—overdrawing
'money appropriated to their funds
and coming bafore' council for more.
Hereafter deparfenent heads first
must explain to/tti'e-.council's finance
committee why ;more money is needed. Councilman; Damm, chairman of
the committee,.' declared.
"This thing jbf running up deficits
and then runriing to the council for
money to cover up with must be
stopped," Lamm said. '.'We want to
know where money is going before
we approve its expenditure or set
aside more."
Backing up Damm, the finance committee has refused to O. K. the transfer of $450 from the clerk hire fund
of the civil service commission to
supplies and, $300 from the same
source to the employment bureau
division of the welfare department.
Not until Welfare Director Cooley or
his subordinates explain to councilmen the why of the transfer will it
be-approved, Damm said Tuesday.
Councilmen Monday night gave
added proof to charges the city is
practically bankrupt by putting final
approval on the transfer of $1,000
from the labor, maintenance and
miscellaneous service fund of the division of street signs to the supply
fund of that division; $1,100 from the
labor fund, division of supplies, to
special service and office help fund
of the division of assessments and
licenses; and $3,000 collected from
license fees to the city architect's
division.
Next Monday council will approve
the transfer of $7,000 from the police
salary fund to the maintenance,
equipment and miscellaneous funds
and for
partially revamping the
police signal service system. Service
Director Sidlo also will ask that $1,0001: be transferred from the Intercepting sewer fund for sewage testing, apparatus, and $800 from the
labor fund of the engineering division for the purchase of equipment
and office supplies for Engineering
Commissioner Hoffman.
3ltna] approval of the expenditure
of'$950,000 to complete the new City
Hall, Lakeside avenue, also was
given Monday night.

BENESCH NOW SAYS HE
RESIGNED WILLFULLY
Officials Deny Tire Bills
Charged to City Brought
About Retirement
Assistant Fire Chief Charles
B. Whyler, who Tuesday decided
to resign from the fire department and retire on a $118-amonth pension August 1, may be
offered a $3,000 job with the
National Fire Protection association of Boston.

Civil service commissioners Tuesday
thwarted Safety Director Benesch's
plan to hold a civil service examination for the position of inspector ot
police while there still is a man in
office and an eligible list waiting. No
examination will be given >«_t.l there
is a vacancy, Edward A. ftline, secretary of the commissian, said Tuesday.
Despite Benesch's emphatic denials
the rumor that politics is to play a
big part in the appointment of the
next inspector still persists at the
City Hall. Politicians have coupled
up these facts and drawn their conclusions.
Inspector Norman A. Shattuck completes 25 years of service and will be
eligible for retirement on full pension July 16, nine days away.
Captains ■ Rowlands and Schmunk,
the only men now eligible to succeed
Shattuck, are Republicans, while the
City Hall administration is Democratic.
Only last week Benesch knocked
out a rule of years' standing that
captains must hold their rank for i;,"The
two years before being permitted to ght," 1:
take the test for inspector. By letting down the bars Benesch has
made eight captains of short standing eligible to take the tests. The
eight are Captains Smith, Martinet,
Walker, Kadel, Graul, Murphy, Stanton and Hoenig. Captain Madden, on
the eligible list for the inspectorship,
is to' retire August 1.

The duties of the office for which
Whyler was boosted at the association's convention in Chicago last May
are those of a scout. He would travel
from city to city and suggest fire
prevention methods to be adopted.
Best Fitted for Job
Powell Evans of the public safety
department of Philadelphia suggested
Whyler,.for the position, in his address
to the convention. He praised: Whyler's Work as head of the fire prevention and inspection bureau of the
Cleveland fire department and declared he was the best fitted man in
the country for the job.
Charles H- Patton of the Cleveland
inspection bureau said Tuesday that
Whyler had made a big hit at the
convention and that he was likely to
land the position. Patton, who has
been close to Whyler, was surprised
at the chief's sudden resignation.
Safety Director Benesch Tuesday
Whether Mayor Baker still h
announced that he would accept
the whip hand over a majority of
Whyler's resignation and recommend
Cleveland's 26 councilmen will show
that he be retired on full pension.
next Monday when the question
Both Benesch and Whyler now
setting aside $1,000 towards the .;
deny that irregularities in accounts
ary of a recreation commissioner
for tire bills had anything to do
bobs up again. The mayor's power
with the retirement. They also say
over a dozen Democratic councilmen
the application for a pension came
passed the zero mark late Monday
voluntarily and that the chief had
in 'its mad career toward the bottom.
not been forced out of office.
Despite Baker's personal plea that
. Although the discrepancy in fire
the money will come out of a savl
department accounts that have led to
. in his office the vote was 14 to 11
against
the recreation allowance
an investigation of Whyler's accounts
have been apparent for one year and
Monday night.
a half, no concerted effort-was made
to track them down, Benesch admitted Tuesday.
"The discrepancies probably would
not have been uncovered for some
time had not the city's creditors
pressed their claims," Benesch said.
Mayor Bakery European trip has i "Former fire officials apparently
resulted in one good thing at least. | made no effort to straighten out
Councilmen were to get two inves-!
It's a great deal easier for the popu- ] things, although it was known 18 tigations under way Tuesday afterlace to rub elbows with the mayor
months ago something was wrong." noon, whether the school and library
than before he left.
Battalion Chiefs Dougherty, De- boards should be abolished and their
Open house between 10 a. m. and 12
laney, Clancy, Fallon, Ballou, Mc- power taken over by the council or
m. every day is to be the rule • in
Guire and Granger are eligible to take board of control, and whether the
Baker's office from now on. From 9
the civil service examination for eight-hour day law is being observed
to 10 Baker is to be closeted with his
Whyler's job to be given soon.
in city departments.
secretary,: Milton-Young. But for the
Statements of school conditions in
Says Health Is Broken
rest of the mornings and once in a
Cincinnati, Indianapolis, XTew York,
Whyler gave broken health as the
while afternoons the office door will
reason for retirement, when seen Philadelphia and Pittsburg will be
be propped wide open.
by Publicity Commissioner
Tuesday at his home, 1436 Kenilworth read
Hobbs.
avenue.
"Inhaling of fumes at the Clark
Oil Company fire on West 11th street
in June put me down and out,"
Whyler said Tuesday, _"Befare
_tb_t
I was injured frectuwHH^^mm^"p*—»walls. I realize that I am no longer
physically capable of performing the
duties of assistant chief, which consist of the active, inside fighting of
fires within the danger zone.
"I will be flat on my back here for
some time yet, my physician tells
me. When I recover I will probably
engage in the fire insurance business here."
Whyler's bureau work aroused the
enmity of firemen, as it takes one
man from each company each week
day for fire prevention work and,
they say, weakens the fire fighting
force because men are constantly
away on regular "off days," ' sick
leaves and at meal hours.

BAKER'S DEMOCRATIC
SINCE EURteN TRIP

WILL COUNCIL "JUMP
THROUGH" FOR BAKER?

SCHOOLS AND 8-HOUR
DAY TO BE PROBED
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V D. Allen, commissioner of j
buildings, at tM request of Safer)
Benesch, is preparing
an
or
dinance changing the fire limits;
• in a letter addressed to assist ■ The successor, to. Assistant. Chief
ants in which he asks their sugCharles B. Whyler, who Tue*,ay
gestions, Allen says:
p
- "The fire in the flats demon- announced his resignation from the
itrat'ed tnai
that uie
the wu
city *=>
is ^>far ^«"
from department,, will be one of eight
Jgtrated
;gafe'from
feffom a conflagration hazard."
hazard. ,men who- have.-served three years
be as battalion chiefs.
f Allen suggests the Are limits b<
divided into three, divisions, inner,
Civil service examination's will be
held late in July or early in August.
Iniddle and outer fire limits.
•The
successful candidate will be
Tighten Regulations.
chosen from the three who pas^
;"In the first limits, restrictions
the examination with the highest
jjr'puld be made- rigid,'-' says Allen. percentages:
:'The- middle limits, would 'be a
Battalion Chiefs Ballon and Faliompromise of some sort between ion passed the examination eight
the regulations now imposed in years ago and are now on the
He inner and outer'. ' The' outer i eligible list. Those who will tatv
Imits would be .about: the same as the new examinations are: James
the present outer limits regula-, E. Granger, Co. No. .30;.. Charles
1
tions.
Dougherty, Co. No. 17; Charles Mc""The middle limits would ex- Guire Co. No. 28; Frank Fleming,
tend at least to B. 55th-st and a Co. No.. 10; John Clancy, Co.' No
jorrespon'ding1 distance to thej fo, and Henry Delaney, Co. No. IS.
jirest. The outer limits would, as,'
Will Recommend Pension.
at ipresent, follow the main;
Director Benesch said Tuesday
thoroughfares and railroads be",
yond the inner and middle limits^ he would accept Whyler's resignation and would recommend that
his name be placed on the pension
roll. Whyler will get $118 a
month.
SAYS MAYOR BAKER
'All investigation of charges
• Mayor Baiter told the men's
gual suffrage league at noon against Whyler are to be dropped
uncheon at the Statler Tuesday, Benesch said. ' Except in regard
he rank and file of English people to alleged irregularities in payingre in sympathy with the militant tire bills, the director was silent.
"The total amount involved in
uffragists.
"The suffragists will win their the tire bills would not' exceed
ht," lie said, "not in the present $100," said Benesch. Whyler says
there 'is any discrepancy " it
gime,
we, hut
uui after
aiter the
me next election, I merelv i« <, bookke
h™ti™„~
^
e m
in a more liberal ministry will
nnhl
'hi*
8' error.
f
v P
iein"
I
°
s retirement, which is exf—
- _
%>ected,to take effect Aug. 1, Whyler
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|)lin L. Zimmerman, Spring- jmits. he will engage in the in1, democratic candidate for the lslu'ailf'e business, and will promote
a
Red States senate, called on ven
national movement for fire preTocrats at the city hall Tuestion.
He said he was after votes.;
"Resignation Voluntary."
or Baker and other democrats'
"My resignation
is
entirely
pot make him any promises
voluntary and has been premeditated for many months," he said
Tuesday. "Ill health is the cause, I
have dropped 42 pounds of weight
in the' last few weeks."
Whyler was over*3me by heal,ayor Baker has not dropped ing chlorine gas at a fire June 10.
Jight to j helpWelfare Director After a partial recovery he sufley get'funds for an out-of- fered a relapse Sunday and has
p recreation commissioner. been confined to his home since
^question will be presented to then.
He joined the fire department
jicil next Monday night.
he scheme was rejected ' by Oct. 2 6. 1886. - The fire prevenpark and finance committees tion bureau was organized by him
Monday, and, as it lacked the and this gave him eoUati-y-«ide
Isa.ry backing in council Mon- publicity.
fnight, it was referred hack
he committees.
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HERE'S PROGRAM AKER TO SEEK
WGINTY PICKED COX'S HELP TO
AID CITY FUNDS

,
~
Mus|
~-c of the kinft that Profj
Christian Timmn|j/'s muny or-.
chestra$eldom pla|s will be heard
Sunday Evening hriithe haymarket.
The program /oil the big annual
concert, Iponso/ed Ijy Councilman
James McGinty,
iyas completed
Wednesday.
1
The barjd fill plaV these tunes,
all personally approved by Mr Mc
Ginty:

Mayor Baker will go to Columbus Thursday to ask Gov. Cox to
help Cleveland get money it needs
for running expenses.
At the present rate, Finance Director Coughlin estimated Wednesday, the city will be a million
h y
T ir Wa
'T
,m °?Love,
^ a Little
-y toAs"..
Mexico"..Berlin
A TLittle
SiiVsn dollars in tlie hole, on running ex4
penses alone, when the year ends.
B™°,»n' I You're K°|W the
••f
Schwartz
Baker said he will ask Cox to
Waltz, ''When" I ' Lost "tou'lV
.Berlin
This Is the Life"
1
make "the finances of cities" a
.When the Angelus is singliS^.' ..Berlin
.. Grant
"?'m nCna »"/ S,Knny Brook Mm" Gumble subject of consideration at the
Fischer special.session if this can be done
-Lampe without interfering with Cox's
"International Rag"
I*" ..Berlin
; general taxation plans.
Indian War Dance"'.'.
-p
Belstedt
VtaMe^ Eent for *»i«|V£!
Here's what Baker will tell Cox: j
j "Razzazza Maazizka,"' trombone ^g^"
The loss of saloon license money
1
Pr 0
"1 Love ' the ' Ladies '''
i; , 5' '" will cost Cleveland $700,000 in
"I Just Came in to Sa'v Heilo ' No|°iWart2i: 1914.
0
G dby
The Smith 1 per cent limitation
The na ,.^ °° " •' -Awards:
The park department also an- bill costs the city approximately
jounced week-day concerts
as $300,000 annually.
; follows:
j While the city has suffered this
Edgewater, Wednesday after- dead loss of a cool million, Baker
noon; Fairview, Wednesday even- says, running expenses have coning; Washington, Thursday after- tinued the same, and new finannoon and evening; Brookside; Fri- cial responsibilities have arisen.
fi!.y, aitefnoon and evening- GarAs a remedy he will suggest:
fled, Saturday afternoon* MUM
That Cleveland be given all in, Saturday evening.
The regular stead of only $700 of the $1000
Sunday concerts will be in Brook
saloon tax.
side, Wade and Woodland
u Hills
That there be passed laws proparks.
viding a more equitable division
of the millions of dollars which
Cleveland corporations and indiW,T
viduals pay in the form of taxes
and licenses.
Mayor Baker will attempt to
show_ Cox a reduction in the tax
Ct n
dn
rate in._cltiej_is .unwarranted.
restore the sJelt * y moVe-to

!

JFIGH|^RETUBW
J0 OLD^CHCDULES
^yl; w°o uld^rny T T

C00LEY REFUSES TO
GIVEZEBER HIS JOB
,-r,
"snting for changed work
ing conditions, that they L,,fri
demand of President iLnU^ ^t

Welfare Director Cooley Wednesday refused to Settle the city hall
row over the appointment of a
recreation commissioner by agreeing to'name John Zeber, superintendent of -Clark-av bathhouse.
Zeber is the choice of F. C A.lber, superintendent of parks, and
several councilmen. Cooley wants
T. M. Black, Montreal, who, he
says, has had special training in
recreational work.
Zeber's name has been mentioned
for several days by councilmen who
have opposed Cooley's plan for organizing the recreation division.
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ENESGH FAVORS BAKER BOWS TO
■iJ

ously successful in handling governmental matters as to warrant
keeping women out on the grounds
that they are not needed. It is cooperation only which makes a community happy and useful. If women
were to share the responsibility of
Government, we should have help in
solving many of tlje problems affecting women and children in industry, civic health and all the other
questions arising in a municipality.
"If a man had to run his hom»
alone, what mart of place would he
have?"
Before becoming mayor, Dr. Lunn
Gives |mpressi|ns After Tour in was
pastor of a Reformed churcfl",
later becoming pastor of the people's
Engfand and ;JAsserts Women
Church. He is accompanied by his
Have Support of
wife, who is a suffragist.
H. Clay Herrick, president of the
Majority.
league, presided at the luncheon,
which was served in the lattice room
Mayor Baker's first appearance as at the Hotel Statler and attended by
and women.
speaker since his return from Europe one hundred men »_
,
last week was at a luncheon given
yesterday by the Men's League for
Equal Suffrage. He announced that
the purpose of his vacation abroad
was to let his mind lie fallow, but
that the; suffrage situation in England
met him at every turn and that he
was obliged to think in spite of himself. He said he received "local and
ocular proof" of the real status of
militancy.
Honors were shared with the Rev.
Dr. George R. Lunn, former Socialist
mayor of Schenectady, N. T., whose
unexpected appearance resulted in an
after luncheon talk on votes for
women.
Talks of the Furies.
Delivering what he called "catchas-catch-can impressions," Mayor
Baker analyzed miltancy in England,
gathered from radical politicians and
from external evidence in the matter
of roped-of£ sections in public places
and from points of interest closed entirely because of the depredations of
the militants.
The mayor sketched the political
events which untimately led to
militancy.
"All of England seems to sympathize with the militants, but not with
their
methods," he said. "The
present Liberal ministery promised to
have a suffrage bill presented In the
House of Commons at the next
session. During recess a bill was
concocted granting wider suffrage to
men and mentioning the women incidentally.
The suffragists had been assured
that if the bill suceeded there would
be no further need of a simon-pure
woman suffrage bill. But the' bill
failed to pass and the speaker ruled
that its defeat carried with it all
proposed legislation granting the vote
to women. The suffragists felt that
Premier Asquith had dealt dishonestly with them and that they must
take the matter into their own
hands."
Sees Liberals' Defeat.
The mayor predicted the Liberal
party would not be returned.
"A handful of women have thrown
England into a state of terror," he
summed up. "England, the mother
country of all English-speaking nations, is thoroughly alarmed. The
National Art Gallery is closed and
in the Stratford-on-Avon church, the
bust of Shakespeare is enclosed in a
rock crystal case,
from which
missiles would glance, and the aisle
leading to the stone making Shakespeare's grave is roped off lest dynamite be dropped on the historic spot."
"It is not the man but the family
which is the unit of society, and as
such women cannot properly be excluded from the functions of government," said Dr. Lunn, a vice president of the New York State League
for Equal Suffrage.
"Men have not been so conspicu-

FOMETIREINT TO GET m JOB AT MEf S LEAGUE
—_

Assistant Sjre Chief Whyler late
yesterday aftirnoon sent a formal
application for^retirement on a pension to Director of Public Safety
Benesch. The request -was approved
by the director and Fire Chief Wallace. Action will be taken on ■ it
August 1 by the firemen's pension
fund trustees.
The retiring fire fighter was so ill
at his home that admittance was refused yesterday to practically all
callers. Benesch and Chief Wallace
were with him for a few minutes in
the afternoon. They were his only
visitors. To them he said he planned
entering the insurance business and
carrying on fire-prevention work
after he has recovered from his
present attack.
Ill Health Is Cause.
"My reason for making this request," Whyler wrote in his application for retirement, "is entirely on
account of ill health, brought on by
rnany accidents and injuries whileengaged in active fire service. The
last and most serious one occurred
June 10 at a fire where I inhaled
chlorine gas, from the effects of
which I am left physically unable
further to perform efficient service."
Benesch, after approving the application, sent a letter to the civil
service commission asking that an
examination be held as soon as possible, so Whyler's successor may be
appointed. Second Assistant Fire
Chief Daugherty and seven battalion
chiefs are eligible to take the examination. The date for it will be
fixed today by the commission.
Whyler Is Commended.
In a formal statement issued by
Benesch. Chief Whyler is commended highly for his work in the department.
"He had intended retiring September 1," Benesch wrote, "but his
recent injuries have so far. affected
his health that he feels it necessary
to retire at once.
"There is no basis whatever for
reports of any disagreement between Chief Wallace and Chief Whyler, or between Chief Whyler and
myself with regard to the fire prevention bureau or any other department policy. That work has been
carried out under Chief Wallace's
direction and «with his entire approval and with mine.
"He closes his period of active
service with a record for courage,
willingness to incur danger and injuries received in the line of duty,
which few soldiers have an opportunity to win in active warfare." No temporary appointment will be
made to fill the vacancy, pending
the appointment of Whyler's successor. Chief Wallace and Second
Assistant Daugherty will divide the
work, Chief Wallace said yesterday.

Mayor Agrees l\ki; Clevelander
Shall
Be Appointed
as
Recreational Director;
Funds iAssured.
John Zeber, superintendent of the
Clark avenue municipal bathhouse
and the Edgewater Park bathing
beach, will be named as cojpmissioner
of recreation, according to city .hall
report, yesterday. Mrs. Marguerite
Reilley, former playground supervisor, will be assistant.
Zeber's appointment will end the
controversy between the department
of public welfare and city council-j
men, who have objected to the naming of an out-of-town expert asi
planned by Director Cooiey. Funds!
for the payment of the salary of a
commissioner win be provided. If the
Zeber appointment is made, couacilmen said.
Indorsed by Alber.
Pleas of Mayor Baker failed to->wln
councilmen over to the administration's recreational program. Final
action must be taken on the transfer
of funds for the expenses of the division Mondays-right, if the appointment is to be made this summer.
Baker has held several conferences
with Zeber, who has the indorsement
of Commissioner of Parks Alber for
the position.
I Medical inspection of all children
attending city playgrounds may
ultimately result from a plan of
having district physicians regularly
visit the playgrounds, Director Cooiey
said yesterday.
He has mjide arrangements with
city physicians to visit playgrounds
at regular periods and to keep in
close touch with playground supervisors.
System May Grow.
"Medical inspection of all children
may ultimately result," said Cooiey.
"It would be a big step forward in
preventive medicine. An examination now may ward off disease which
might later become chronic."
City and school playgrounds have
been open Sor two weeks. George
Bellamy, head worker at Hiram
House, was named by Cooiey as
acting commissioner of recreation to
serve without pay when the city
council refused to appropriate funds
for the payment of the commissioner's salary.
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Fire Bureau to, Continue Say
City Officials as Assistant Chief Tenors His •
Resignation.
RETIRING OFFICER TO
GO ON PENSION ROLL
Eight in Department Are Eligible tVpill Vacancy.
Coincident with the receipt and acceptance of the formal written resignation of First Assistant Fire Chief
Charles B. Whyler at noon yesterday,
to take effect Aug. 1, it was officially
announced that the work of the fire
prevention bureau, instigated by the
retiring officer, will be continued on
existing lines.
While deficiencies charged against
the existing.system were not admitted by fire officials, the activity of the
department suggested a general tightening up of the city fire fighting and
fire prevention organization.
Public Safety Director A. A. Benesch denied that these activities
have any relation to facts brought
out in connection with circumstances,
leading up to the resignation of As-I
sistant Chief Whyler.
The assistant chief's decision to
place his resignation in the hands of
Director Benesch was made yesterday after his physician Dr. S. E.
Kaestlen, had denied visitors except
members of the Whyler family and
had ordered complete rest and freedom from professional cares.
Although
failing
health
had
prompted Assistant Chief Whyler to
inform heads of his department that
he contemplated retiring at an early
date, Monday night he wanted to
postpone the final break with work
. which absorbed his interest until he
had cleared himself of charges hanging over'him.
'Charges Don't Cause Action.'
"The charges have nothing to d/>
with Mr. Whyler's resignation," Director Benesch stated yesterday.
It was when Dr. Kaestlen declared
he would accept no responsibility for
his patient if he insisted on returning
to his duties and continued to worry
over matters which his superiors assured him did not amount to anything.
- that Assistant. Chief Whyler gave in
and signed the formal resignation
which had been typewritten for him.
Reiterating his statement that the
Djnobile tire and gasoline ac- ('
gerly charged to I
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Regular fire' drills are-Jield ever
Eight Eligible for Place.
Sunday morning by No. '1 Truck Cfe
on St. Clair-av," said'the chief.
Eight battalion, chiefs are eligible , The head of the department ad
for the vacant position. Thev are: rnitted No. 1 truck company was -tin
Second Assistant Charles Dougherty, only one in the city which, to hi
knowledge, had , regular weekly fir
Co. No. 17; Charles D. Ballou, Co.f drills.
No. 20; Michael Fallon, Co. No. '4; I. "The school of -instruction, in
James E. Granger, Co. No. 30; Charles augurated by Assistant Chief Whyler
McGuire, Co. No. 28; Frank Fleming, will ■» not be reformed," Directoi
Benesch stated.
Co. No. 1Q; John Clancy, Co. No. 25;
and Henry Delaney, Go. No. 15.
Chiefs Ballou and Fallon passed the
civil service examination eight years
.ago.
Yesterday Director Benesch
wrote the civil service commission
stating he has received a resignation
;
anid asking for an examination to be
"ailed so soon as possible to enable,1
"him to fill the vacancy.
Assistant Chief Whyler's resigna-i
tion takes effect Aug. 1 and Directorj Mayor Will Go to Columbus
Benesch will recommend that he bel
to Urge Legislation at
placed on the pension roll. The as-,
sistant chief's salary has been $2,500
Special Session.
and he is entitled to a pension of
$118 a month.
Only Director Benesch and Fire
S. Creamer'Here to Bopst
Chief Wallace were permitted to see
Lentz Candidacy for
Mr. Whyler yesterday and their interviews were brief. They found the
Senate.
j assistant chief nervous and weak. He
told them of his conference with his
BY WALKERS. BliEL.
doctor and in a shaky hand signed
his formal resignation and handed it | Mayor Newton D. Baker expects to
to Director Benesch. Other callers j i to Columbus tomorrow and personally urge on Gov. James M. Cox
were refused admittance.
Chief Whyler's resignation to Di-' that at the special session of the legislature action be taken on the.quesrector Benesch reads:
tion of taxation and the cities.
I would respectfully ask to be retired from
"I do not know along just what
all service In the fire department and placed lines I will talk to -the governor, nor
upon the firemen's pension roll at the what plan I may have to suggest,"
amount, as per rules, to take effect Aug. 1, the mayor said yesterday.
1914.
"It is certain the financial situation
I was appointed a member of the Are de- of cities and boards of education
partment Oct. 26, 1886, a/lieutenant in 1889, throughout the state is grave. It
a captain in 1S93, battalion chief In 1905, may be the governor will feel he can
include in his call for the special sesassistant chief in , 1906.
My reason- for making this request is en- sion reference only to the program
tirely on account of ill health brought on by to which he has addressed himself.
many accidents and Injuries while engaged It would make me happy if he could
in actual fire service, the last and .most se- open the question of taxation and the
rious one of which occurred on June 10 at cities."
Mr. Baker did not indicate whether
a fire where I inhaled chlorine gas fumes,
from the effects of which I am physically he intended taking up. the subject of
full
home rule in taxation, nor
unable further to perform efficient service, j
he would ask the governor to
In conclusion, I will extend my thanks to whether
to a plan to have cities share in
the mayor, the director and the chief of agree
now derived by the state
the fire department for their many favors revenue
from
taxation.
v
■ In the past.
rhe mayor feels that Ohio cities are
Respectfully submitted and forwarder! face to face with a dire need for more
through George A. Wallace, chief or fire ue- revenue, and that the situation must
be remedied.
partinent.
„„T,rT ,„-,
CHARLES B. WHYLER,
With the announcement of Mayor
Fir»t Assistant Eire Chief.
Baker's intended visit to Gov. Cox, it
After a consultation with Mayor was learned that the governor, recogNewton D. Baker and Fire Chief nizing the financial condition of the
Wallace, Director Benesch late yes- cities, has under consideration one reterday issued this official statement: lief measure.
Chief Whyler handed me today his writAccording to word that reached
ten request to be retired because of physical
disability from active , service in the nre Cleveland, the governor is willing to
department, and I have complied with lus take steps to hafe eliminated, for
request. It was his intention to retire bept. 1915. the tax on the pay rolls of cities
1 His recent injuries, however, have so
far affected his health that he feels it neces- that must be paid under the worksary to retire at once. There is no basis for men's compensation law, a move that
reports of any disagreement between Chief would mean a saving of approximateWallace and Chief Whyler, or between Chiet ly ,f7^,000 to this city next year, it
Whyler and me with regard to the fire prevention inspection bureau, or any other mat- was declared.
ter of department policy. That work lias
The compensation law provides that
been carried out under Chief Wallaces di- in 1914 and 1915 city pay rolls shall
rection with his approval and with mine.
be
taxed 1 per cent, and in years after
Chief Whyler has been in the service, of
the city twenty-eight years. He has been! 1915 so much as the taxing authorities
a, fearless, active fireman and officer. During may decide. The plan, it was said
the last few years he has devoted even his
the governor will sanction,
days of leave to the servico of the department: yesterday,
in connection with fire prevention work. His; is to do away with the 1 per cent,
leal and tireless industry are known to everyj assessment for 1915.
bodv in the department. During his long!
It was thought yesterday Mayor
service he has been injured times without. Baker again might discuss with Gov.
number; many times so severely that his
i'ife"was dispaired of, and he closes his active Cox the possibility of having the cities
service with a record for courage, willing- rece;Ve all revenue from liquor license
ness-to incur danger, and Injuries received ,fle
., . citieg. v
in the line of duty which few soldiers have ?s paid in uues.
.
R" opportunity to win in active warfare.
Because of the mayor's trip to CoChief Whyler is very ill at his homo. His lumbus, the meeting of Democratic
physician holds out hopes of recovery,
but ,,var(j leaders scheduled for tomorrow
only at the end of a long period of convales. ,
, ,
postconce and rtst. By reason of the years of .afternoon at 10 CIOCK, lus bueen JJUSL
his service he is entitled to retire and re- ,poned until Friday atternoon.
ceive his pension without medical examina- :
* » » *
tion.
Categorical denial was given yes- |
terday by Fire Chief Wallace and i
Director Benesch to charges of inefficient equipment and lack of discipline in the department which have [
ideveloped in the course of the fac- |
tional fight.
"The Pompier scaling ladder was j
abandoned after two firemen had lost
their lives," Chief Wallace stated.
He denied the water tower required so many men to work it as
*-a_be practically useless.
outlying

1AKER TO ASK
TOAIDJTY FUNDS

D.

BAKER TO URGE HIS PLAN
Will Ctenf er Witli >Cox About Munlc
ipal Problems.
SPECIAL^ TO THE PLAIN'' DEALER.
COLUMBUS, O., Jufy 7.—-Mayor
Newton D. Baker of ..Cleveland is to
hold a conference Thursday with Gov.
Cox on the municipal problems that
are involved ii» the5 proposed plan for
reducing the State tax levy at the
special session.
Mayor Baker wants to present his
plan for municipal financing.
This plan, it is said, is suited to the
needs of cities that carry a heavy
debt and yet are trying to meet existing demands.

WOULD FIGHT WHEEL TAX
Vehicle Owners Meet to Protest
Proposed City Ordinance.
Vehicle owners met yesterday afternoon at the' Hofbrau, 631. Prospect-av
S. E., to protest the proposed ordinance
providing a wheel tax. Business Arms
that use vehicles, the Cleveland Retail
Grocers' association, Cleveland Laundrv
club, Cleveland Cartage club, Cleveland
Automobile club and other organizations were represented.
A committee was appointed to call on
Mayor Newton D. Baker to ask whether
the wheel tax ordinance is to be made an
administrative measure. The consensus
of opinion seemed to be that if the
measure is passed by council it should
be attacked in the courts. On the list
of those present given out by the secretary of the meeting -ttjere:
R. M. Andrews, chairman; Edward Balzhiser, Mr. Bloom, Robert Shur, W. C Wren
C. M. Snyder. H. W. Storer. C. P. Lelniger, J. H. Schindler, Mr. Schneider. Mr
Pratt, H. Angell. Mr. Jost. M. J. Uline
C. F. Becker, C. J. Neal, W. W. Toot D'
P. Bevington. Peter Carroll, John H. Hayner, W. H. Fay, John Tom, R. M. Long and
Fred H. Caley.
o
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~ ""Regular fire drills are-Jield ever
Sunday morning by Nov'l Truck Cfc BAKER TO URGE HIS PLAN
on St. CIairrav," said-*the chief.
Bight battalion, chiefs are eligible ( The ' head of the department ad
Will Confer Witli ,COJ About Mtinte
for the vacant position.
They are: mitted No. 1 truck company was -tin
ipnl Problems.
only
one
in
the
city,
which,
to
hiSecond Assistant Charles Dougherty,
knowledge, had , regular weekly fir.
RPBCTATJ.
TO THE PL.AIW' DBAIiER.
Co. No. 17; Charles D. Ballou, Co. drills.
COLUMBUS, O., Jufy 7.—Mayor
No. 20; Michael Fallon, Co. No.>4j I. "The school of -instruction, in
Newton D. -Baker of-Cleveland is to
James E. Granger, Co: No. 30; Charles augurated by Assistant Chief Whyler hold a conference Thursday with Gov.
will
■»
not
be
reformed,"
Directoi
Cox on the rnunicipal problems that
McGuire, Co. No. 28; Frank Fleming,
Benesch stated.
are involved l\ thg proposed plan for
Co. No. 10; John Clancy, Co. No. 25
reducing the state tax levy at the
and Henry Delaney, Go. No. 15.
special session.
Chiefs Ballou and Fallon passed the
Mayor Baker wants to present his
plan
for municipal financing.
civil service examination eight years
This plan, it is said, is suited to the
Yesterday Director Beneschj
needs of cities that carry a heavy
wrote the civil service commission
debt and yet are trying to meet existstating he has received a resignation
ing demands.
arid asking for an examination to bei
".ailed so soon as possible to enable)
WOULD FIGHT WHEEL TAX
"him to fill the vacancy.
Velilcle Owners Meet to Protest
Assistant Chief Whyler's reslgna-j
Proposed City Ordinance.
tion takes effect Aug. 1 and Director] Mayor Will Go to Columbus
Benesch will recommend that he bei
Vehicle owners met yesterday afterto Urge Legislation at
placed on the pension roll. The as-|
noon at the' Hofbrau, 631 Prospect-av
sistant chief's salary has been $2,5001
S. B., to protest the proposed ordinance
Special Session.
and he is entitled to a pension of|
providing a wheel tax. Business firms
that use vehicles, the Cleveland Retail
$118 a month.
Grocers' association, Cleveland Laundry
Only Director Benesch and Fire D. S. Creamer*Here to Bopst club, Cleveland Cartage club, Cleveland
Autbmobile club and other organizaChief Wallace were permitted to see
tions were represented.
Lentz Candidacy for
Mr. Whyler yesterday and their inA committee was appointed to call on
Mayor Newton D. Baker to ask whether
terviews were brief. They found the j
Senate.
the wheel tax ordinance is to be made an
assistant chief nervous and weak. He
administrative measure. The consensus
of opinion seemed to be that if the
told them of his conference with his
measure is passed by council it should
BY WALKER S. BUEL.
doctor and in a shaky hand signed
be attacked in the courts. On the list
Mayor Newton D. Baker expects to of those present given out by the sechis formal resignation and handed it j
retary of the meeting Were:
to Director Benesch.
Other callers j go to Columbus tomorrow and perR. M. Andrews, chairman; Edward Balzhtser,
Mr. Bloom, Robert Shur, W. C. Wren
sonally
urge
on
Gov.
James
M.
Cox
were refused admittance.
C. M. Snyder. H. W. Storer. C. P. Lelnlthat
at
the.special
session
of
the
legChief Whyler's resignation to Diger, J. H. Schindler, Mr. Schneider, Mr.
islature action be taken on the.ques- Pratt, H. Angell. Mr. Jost. M. J. Tjline
rector Benesch reads:
C. F. Becker, C. J. Neal, W. W. Toot D'
tion of taxation and the cities.
F. Bevington. Peter Carroll. John H. HayI would respectfully ask to be retired from
"1 do not know along just w;hat ner, W. H. Fay, John Tom, R. M. Long and
all service in the fire department and placed lines I will talk to -the governor, 'nor Fred H. Caley.
upon the firemen's pension roll at the what plan I may have to suggest,"
amount, as per rules, to take effect Aug. 1, the mayor said yesterday.
1914.
"It is certain the financial situation
I was appointed a member of the fire de- of cities and boards of education
partment Oct. 26, 1888, a/ lieutenant in
throughout the state is grave.
It
a captain in 1893, battalion chief In 1905, j may be the governor will feel he can
assistant chief In 1906.
j include in his call for the special sesMy reason, for making this request is en-] sion reference only to the program
tirely on account of ill health brought on by to which he has addressed himself.
many accidents and injuries while engaged It would make me happy if he could
in actual fire service, the last and.most se- open the question of taxation and the
rious one of which occurred on June 10 at cities."
Mr. Baker did not indicate whether
a fire where I inhaled chlorine gas fumes,
from the effects of which I am physically he intended taking up. the subject of
full home rule in taxation, nor
unable further to perform efficient service.
whether he would ask the governor to
In conclusion, I will extend my thanks to agree to a plan to have cities share in
the mayor, the director and the chief of revenue now derived by the state
the fire deportment for their many favors! from taxation.
■ In the past.
The mayor feels that Ohio cities are
Respectfully submitted and forvrarde'l face to face with a dire need for more
revenue,
and that the situation must
through George A. Wallace, chief or nre ««■
be remedied.
partment.
(JHAM B. WHYLER
With the announcement of Mayor
Fir=t Assistant Fire Chief.
Baker's intended visit to Gov. Cox, it
After a consultation with Mayor was learned that the governor, recogNewton D. Baker and Fire Chief nizing the financial condition of the
Wallace, Director Benesch late yes- cities, has under consideration one reterday issued this official statement: lief measure.
Chief Whyler handed me today his writAccording to word that reached.
ten request to be retired because of Physical
disability from active , service in the nre Cleveland, the governor is willing to
department, and I have complied with his take steps to have eliminated, for
request. It was his intention to retire Sept. 1915, the tax on the pay rolls of cities
1
His recent injuries, however have so
far affected his health that he feels it neces- that must be paid under the worksary to retire at once. There is no basis foi men's compensation law, a move that
reports of any disagreement between Chief would mean a saving of approximateWallace and Chief Whyler, or betweeh Cliiet ly $72;,000 to this city next year, it
Whyler and me with regard to the fire pre-|
vention inspection bureau, or any other mat- was declared.
ter of department policy. That work has
The compensation law provides that
been carried out under Chief Wallace^di- in 1914 and 1915 city pay rolls shall
rection with his approval and with mino.
Chief Whyler has been in the service, of be taxed 1 per cent, and in years after
the city twenty-eight years. He has been 1915 so much as the taxing authorities
a fearless, active fireman and officer. During may decide.
The plan, it was said
the last few years he has devoted even his yesterday, the governor will sanction,
days of leave to the service of the department]
is
to
do
away
with the 1 per cent,
in connection with fire prevention work. Hisi
teal and tireless industry are known to every- assessment for 1915.
body in the department. During his^ long
It was thought yesterday Mayor
service he has been injuredv"™«s t^^'j Baker again might discuss with Gov
HffwS dSyre"of?Sand° heliosis his" Cox the possibility of having the cities
service with a record for courage, willing- receive all revenue from liquor license
ness-to incur danger, and injuries received ,.
., . c;ties. i
in the line of duty which few sold.ers have tees pa 0 1 no luefc •
Q
an opportunity to win in active warfare.
Because ot tne mayoi s trip to ou
Chief Whyler is very ill at his home. His lumbus, the meeting of Democratic
phvsician holds out hopes of recovery, but war(j leaders scheduled for tomorrow
cen^and6rSt. °By ^^ofu^noi afternoon at 4 o'clock has been postHs service he is entitled to retire and re- iPoned until Friday afternoon,
c'elve his pension without medical examina* » * *
tion.
Categorical denial was given yes- |
terday by Fire Chief Wallace and i
Director Benesch to charges of inefficient equipment and lack of discipline in the department which have |
developed in the course of the fac- |
tional fight.
!
"The Pompier scaling ladder was j
abandoned after two firemen had lost.
their lives," Chief Wallace stated.
He denied the water tower re-.
quired so many men to work it. as
to be practically useless.
"All battalion chiefs in outlying
stations," he said, "have had downtown experience and it is r-irii/wi«us
to suppose we would reUilllQH ■» M
ices of any firemen sc,
he does not know ho-^. ^
hose,
Eight Eligible for Place.

Fire Bureau to, Continue Say
City Officials as Assistant Chief Tenors His ;
Resignation.
RETIRING OFFICER TO
GO ON PENSION ROLL
Eight in Department Are Eligible to Fill Vacancy.
Coincident with the receipt and acceptance of the formal written resignation of First Assistant Fire Chief
Charles B. Whyler at noon yesterday,
to take effect Aug. 1. it was officially
announced that the work of the fire
prevention bureau, instigated by the
retiring officer, will be continued on
existing lines.
While deficiencies charged against
the existing system were not admitted by fire officials, the activity of the
department suggested a general tightening up of the city fire fighting and
fire prevention organization.
Public Safety Director A. A. Be-'
nesch

denied

that

these

activities

have any relation to facts brought
out in connection with circumstances;
leading up to the resignation of As-if
sistant Chief Whyler.
The assistant chief's decision to
place his resignation in the hands of
Director Benesch was made yesterday after his physician Dr. S. B.,
Kaestlen, had denied visitors except
members of the Whyler family and
had ordered complete rest and freedom from professional cares.
Although
failing
health
had
prompted Assistant Chief Whyler to
inform heads of his department that
he contemplated retiring at an early
date, Monday night he wanted to
postpone the final break with work
which absorbed his interest until he
had cleared himself of charges hanging over'him.
'Cliargren Don't Cause Action.'
"The charges have nothing to chi
with Mr. Whyler's resignation,'' Director Benesch stated yesterday.
It was when Dr. Kaestlen declared
he would accept no responsibility for
his patient if he insisted on returning
to his duties and continued to worry
over matters which his superiors as.1 sured him did not amount to anything.
, that Assistant. Chief Whyler gave in
and signed the formal resignation
which had been typewritten for him.
Reiterating his statement that the
small automobile tire and gasoline accounts reported improperly charged to
the city was a bookkeeping discrepancy capable of easy adjustment, Director Benesch yesterday announced
the investigation is at an end.
"There will be no further probe and
there will be no request' that Mr. j
Whyler refund anything to the city,"
he said.
"The man who stands at the head
of the civil service examination list
will succeed Mr. Whyler as assistant
fire chief. There will be no other te«t
or qualification," Fire Chief George A
Wallace declared last evening

12i

BAKER TO ASK COX
TO AIDJTY RINDS
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GETS
WHYLER'S PLACE

HIGHIAN

\

KONTRACK
GIVEN; NO BIDS

——

Welfare1.. Director fepotley Wednesday waB standing pat o^> the selection
of T. M. Black, Montreal, as recreation commissioner, despite reports
that John Zeber, in charge of the
Edgewater and Clark avenue bathhouses, is to feet the job.
"Black is still my choice, and I
should know, for the appointing is up
to me," Cooley declared. "We will
make one more' attempt next Monday
to'have council set aside the money
needed."

Civil s e rv i c « commissioners
Wednesday afternoon 'were to decide \n a date for an examination
to fill\jie vacancy caused" by the retirement of Charles B. Whyler, first
assistant- fire chief.
Until Why-;
ler's successor is chosen. Chief Wallace and 'Charles t>ougher£y, second assistant chief, will do Whyler"*.'
work.
\
'- Eight battalion chiefs, including
Dougherty, are eligible to take the
examination.
The , position
pays
$2,500 a year.
Safety Director .Benesch Wednep
day answered critics who charged
he
was
trying
to
discriminate;
against two Republican police captains in requesting an examination
for an inspectorship by declaring
"that hereafter he will appoint the
first man on the list.
"In appointing a successor to
Whyler I will choose the battalion
chief who heads the list," declared
Benesch. "The same applies to the
appointment of an inspector of police."

HURRY NEW STATION,
BAKER WRITES SMITH
Maybs, Baker Wednesday wrote to
Alfred H* Smith, New York, president of the New York Central lines,
asking him bk arrange a conference
to resume negotiations, over the new
$17,000,000 Union station.
Smith is to report to Baker the
outcome of conferences, with Pennsylvania lines officials concerning interior details of the new station.

CCouncilman
Reynolds
Thursday
syas considering asking council to di
vfde Cleveiand into *»*;?* »°*£
&- streets and easier methods or re
firing and cleaning £**%**&
fo action will be takeP;untrt ««
dbunetl convenes alter <pu>
vacation, August 24.
f
„„mmi«.
^Reynolds wAuM ha/e . a comrmsSoner of streets toJ.take over the
duties of street ^lea/ing and repairing and entirely\r/organize the de- j
partment.

.... .J

„

—-

MUST HAVE ORDER TO
GET FIRE SUPPLIES

Fire officials hereafter are not to
purchase, any supplies for the department without properly signed
requisitions, j Safety Director Benesch orde'redfThursdayft Dealers were
I
,
i-"
warned.
"In manjl instances ^ealers have
given out material and supplies .when
the firemal merely said he had a
j
requisition it' the engine' h»use," said
Benesch. ■'"■'Sooner or later trouble
would arise."
Benesch Thursday was working out
a plan whereby the successor to
Charles B. Whyler, who resigned, will
be relieved of duty as head of th»
fire prevention bureau. A fire warden will head the bureau.

MAYOR OF BALTioRT
ADDRESSES CITY Clij
; 'Mayor James H. Preston of ft,
more, Friday noon at the City'
verbally »,refought the battle of p
McSenry, related how Francis J
Key happened to' write the "j
Spangled Banner," and gen '
boosted tfie Stafr Spangled Bap
celebration to/be held in Balti»
the week pf .-September 6.
Preston /nd a party of 0js
and chamber of commerce off.'
are touring the middle west |H
interests of the centennial, if
ticipation of the celebration jj M
more streets are being repaved to r
City officials Friday showed i
Baltimore party the new East i
street municipal light plant M
and the boulevards.

Board of control Aembers Friday
i completely ignored Council's action
in approving CouncilMn Bernstein's
protest af ainst tW|board entering
into subsidiary contracts and his demand for an . investigation. Three
subsidiary- contracts, totaling ' $5,300,
were O. K.'d by the board.
For extras and incidentals on the
new East' 53d street light plant the
board aliowed the [Van Dorn Iron
Works Company $1,612; for an 'auxiliary hot water pumping system , m
the new City hospital group, the Wilson Snyder Pump Company," $1,625,
and for revamping shields for use.in
016velo
constructing the West Side tunnel
war
the Ohio Machine & Boiler Company,
som
$2,096.
noui
New charter regulations say no
vail'
contracts of $1,000 or over can be
pie
let, except by advertising for. bids,
but in six' instances the board has
Recreatidoal
supervision of will
tacked a subsidiary contract on a parks and playgrounds will m serv
ing
previous agreement without giving transferred fW Welfare Ditlt, mas
other bidders an opportunity.
Cooley to Service Director • Sidlo w the
year unless 18 5^ the 26.coun.eih gall
rieci
decide to override'Hhe Board of a eac'
trol, which Friday unanimously9 ceet
approved of Councilman Beyng
B
ordinance for the transfer
mis
fro i
tho:
con
Co i
ma;
.1
nin.
wit
froi
twe
1
put
3 o
to
fro:
a gi
me'
coo
ho
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COOLEY CONTINUES 10
BOSS PARK
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C00LEY STANDS FIRM
FOR MONTREAL MAN
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ItHE CLEVELAND

PURCHASE OF SIX ACRES
FOR FILTER IS HELD UP
■

The proposed purchase of six acres
just east of East 40tji street between
the lake pnd the La}ke Shore tracks
as a site for an East End flitration
plant, has If alien through for the present, Utilities Director Stage
said
Saturday.* Water/ 8
Commissioner
Schulz ha;d prepared legislation for
the purchase at approximately $150,000.
/
"About five,acres was all right, but
the sixth was mostly submerged."
Stage said.
The city already owns .10 acres just
west of Kirtland pumping station, at
the foot of East 49th street, on which
it is proposed to build a'filter plant.

Hal.

NEWS

Saturday, July U, ^14

NO WHEEL TAX UNTIL
CFIAMBER LETTER TO
AUGP 24,11 AT ALL
BAKER LAUDS WHYLER
Efforts of former Assistant Fire
Chief Whyler in the fire department
and
fire prevention bureau
are
praised in a letter sent Mayor Baker,
Director Benesch and Chief Wallace
by the. Chamber of Commerce. Chamber directors approved the letter,
which had been drafted by the public safety committee at a meeting
tote Friday.
The letter declared that success m
the fire prevention bureau had been
due to Whyler and urged that it be
continued.
"If this letter can show in any way
(he committee's appreciation of this
work and the committee's belief that
the business men and citizens generally have the same appreciation of
it. the purpose of this letter will
hav.e been accomplished," the letter
said.

I
A
Cleveland! probably won't have a
wheel tax |or two ox/three months,
if at all. After six weeks' deliberation
the council's special pavinfc committee has decided fo get La* Director
Stockwell's opinion on the legality of
such a measure. With council adjourning Monday until August 24, the
tax measure is likely to lie dormant
until council convenes again,
If Stockwell rules adversely, a tax
may be levied on vehicles but. not on
autos because Auto
club
officials
claim a wheel tax on autos would
make a double tax since a license fee
now. must be paid to the state.
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ines should be
adjusted that every form of city activity can be run from headquarters
of districts that apply to fire, police
street and all other city work. Later
a form of district or neighborhood police magistracy should be adopted
that would relieve the central municipal courts of much of the trivial matter with which they are burdened.
Sees Fewer Court Cases.

ill Effect Reorganization So
Members Needn't Give
Work SOjiViuch Time.

ai;;,.

Councilman leynolds to Propose New Scheme of ManWilliam P. Rice, Former City
;
*§|ement for Streets
Engineer; to Stay on
of Cllveland.
Body.
D. Baker
is ahout
layer Newton U.
«""»- «
the
city
river
and
harI reorganize
^Announcement was made by
i mavor yesterday following a
LtiSfwtth Walter P. Rice, tormer
7engineer, who has been a mem-,
f Tthe commission since it was

PLANlWOULD CREATE
|l\IEW QJQIVilVilSSIONER
—1

•'

■

Chancy Seen to Keep Pave-;
merits in Good ConferyesSy^Tt M?° Rice /orditiori.
I

S

°ZcTy sIX? that he has preyed upon Mr. Rice to continue on

Reorganisation

of

the

entire city

VhTreOTganization I am planning ,'street department under a district
will make it possible for citizens.to
of ,Cve on he commission without.pv- management scheir.o which may prove
muoh of their time," said the the for
ner of a complete trans,r "There will be additions to
* commission and under the reor-; formation in the operation of many
nization proposed it will not be, Other departments of the city govc say for all members to attend,
h meeting to have the work pro- ernment, will be suggested in a reso-

''Many cases could be handled -by the
older and more experienced members
of the police department. Instead of
Pensioning the men who have had
years of experience that would be of
value in dealing with cases as they
arise the city should allow them to
handle such matters as neighborhood
quarrels and minor difficulties of a
district that now make their way to
court. I did not favor the
municipal
court scheme as it has worked out
but it was a decided improvement
over the old justice court plan. Th»
district idea may come later "
Mr Reynolds and other members of
council favor a large allowance for
street repair purposes and if the state '
legislature decides to allow cities to
keep a larger proportion of the taxes

TESTIMONIAL
TO CHIEFWHYLER
Business Men WhtO Appreciate Prevention Work Will
Honor Official.
Benesch to" Ask for Extension of Bureau's
Operations.
,
Cleveland business men, wishing to I
I recognize fire prevention work which '
| they say has saved Cleveland hun|dreds of thousands
of dollars, are
J planning a public testimonial to Assistant Fire Chief Charles. B. Whyler,
I founder of the fire prevention bureau,
whoso resignation is to take effect
Aug.' 1.

The suggestion will be taken up at
raised throughout the state, much of a meeting of the public safety comthe extra amount will go into road
mitteee of the Cleveland Chamber of
upkeep,- in all .probability.
In the
j opinion of Mr. Reynolds a district Commerce at noon today. It will be
scheme would enable the street de- sponsored by C. H. Patton of the
partment to keep in close touch with Cleveland inspection bureau. Mayor
every section of the city and greater
Newton D. Baker yesterday intimatefficiency in operation would result.
Councilman
Reynolds
yesterday ed such a movement will have his
asked R. O. Hobbs, commissioner of support.
information and publicity, to gather
Plans were also formulated yesterdata from other cities showing the day by Public Safety Director A. A.
plan of street department operation litotessh for reorganizing the fire prethey have adopted. Thefee data will be vention bureau and
enlarging its
included in the report of the commit- scope.
tee.
When the next annual appropriaIf the plan to be giyen general tions are made for city departments, !
study is approved by council it will Mr. Benesch will ask for an allow- |
result in the creation of one important ance sufficient to provide three addi- j
position, that of commissioner of tional tire wardens and one chief fire I
streets, but in the opinion of Mr. warden.
Reynolds working out of a new organUnder the scheme of reorganization i
ization scheme will produce results outlined by Director Benesch the i
that will warrant the additional exchief fire warden will be in charge
pense.
P. J, Masteijson is superinThe i
tendent of the street repair depart- of the fire prevention bureau.
ment and A. J. Hanna heads the de- city will be divided into nine fire dis- i
tricts
each
under
a
warden.
partment, of street cleaning.
The system of inspection in vogue I
A scheme similar to that which
wouldi be studied by the special com- will be continued and firemen as- ;
mittee proposed by Mr. Reynolds is signed to inspection duty will report!
followed in the management of the to district chiefs. District chiefs will!
municipal affairs of Paris. There are report to the head of the bureau.
New fire wardens will be required :
district city 'halls .and district managers in Paris. Mr.. Reynolds believes to take civil service examinations.
that eventually some such plan may The chief warden will be chosen '
through a competitive examination
be built up in Cleveland.
.The new bath house being built at limited to the nine wardens.
Civil service examinations to fill
Woodland-av S. E. and E. 93d-st Is
to be provided with headquarters for the vacancy to be caused by the re-j
a district physician, district nurses tirement of Assistant Chief Whyler'
and a councilman.
There also are will be held July 22, Cleveland day, a j
facilities
for
neighborhood
social municipal holiday.
Tributes ,to
the
service
Chief
gatherings.
Under the district management Whyler has rendered the city accomscheme, bad places in pavements panied sympathetic inquiries regardwould be seen as fast as they appear, ing Mr. Whyler's health yesterda.y. ,
Mayor Baker voiced the hope that
it is claimed, and by prompt attention
many years would be added to the life no movement, even congratulatory, j
should be prosecuted in such a way !
of pavements.
Councilman Reynolds is an active that it might retard the convalmember of the committee that 'Has escence of Mr. Whyler.
"I value very highly Mr. Whylar's j
been studying paving problems.
A
but in his j
special tax: levy to raise funds for the splendid public record,
repaving of street*, has been pro- present condition even so pleasant ai
posed by him.
movement as a public
testimonial
might cause excitement which would l(
be prejudicial to his health.
When!
DIFFER ON PLAY HEAD Mr. Whyler has regained his health :
such a movement would have my I
City Oflicinls Can't Agree on Man hearty support," the mayor stated.
jfc:
o 3
Public Safety Director Benesch '•§§
fpr Kejw Position.
yesterday addressed this letter to Mr. <s§g5Jg
' ■*
Mayor Newton D. Baker is being Whyler:
My dear Chief Whyler:
urged to name- Sport Director M. J.
In complying with your request to be reMcGinty to the position <of commis- tired on Aug. 1 from nil active service by
reason of physical disability, I should be.
sioner of recreation.
remiss in the performance of my duty were
Public
Welfare Director
H. R.
not to express to you, bath officially and
Cooley declared yesterday he would personally my cordial appreciation of your
stand out for the appointment of T. ===
+J <■* 5 „,*
**
M. Black of Montreal. Several members of council favor the advance- twenty-eight years of splendia service in.
ment of the sport director and park behalf of the city.
officials have been urging the selee- I Though Jealous tongues may often have
3 *.S !; S 5* «
tion of John Zeber. Mr. Zeber is su- fendeavored to dim the glory that you have
»3 a g.S"
o r ■ri 'C to >.
perintendent of the Clark-av S
w.-kchieved, even they were compelled to acbath house
knowledge your enthusiasm and your zeal

pd "
lution Councilman J. W. Reynolds
Because the river and harbor commission had not completed its lake expects to offer in council Monday
front plan the council recently authorized the appointment of a special night.
committee on lake front development.
Amalgamation of the street repair
Councilman J. W. Reynolds is chair and
street
cleaning
departments
m
Mavor Baker said he is not plan- under a commissioner of streets a.id
ning 'to amalgamate this committee
with the council committee on lalce^the working out of a district scheme
front development. In his opinion the, f
bod'ieslhouid act independently. ° management in the department of
The council committee has called a public service will be studied by a
public meeting for this afternoon at special" committee of five, if the'
o'clock in the city council chamber ReynoWs resolution ia adoptea.
j receive a counter plan from lake,
A report on the entire situation
front riparian owners who protested
against the committee's plan at
will be proposed in the resolution and
meeting a week ago. Members of the it will be suggested that Mayor
council committee say matters wil
be pushed to a test as soon as pos. Newton D. Baker, Public Service
Director T. L. Sidlo and three memBible.
, , '.,
R "We will file our plan with the gov bers of council be made members of
eminent without much further de
lay," said Member J. J. McGinty yes the committee.
pirday. "We do not want the rail
Councilman Reynolds' resolution
roads' plan approved."
follows closely a resolution offered by
The same view was expressed b;
him recently in council, calling upon
Engineer Rice.
"I favor state legislation that wil the Cleveland Railway Co. to standgive the city control of the sub ardize its system of track upkeep. In
merged land," he said.
"The cit:
his opinion the city should do the
should control the water front.'
same in the operation of its street
£EES CIT^OWNETJ LIGHT! divisions.
Wants Street Engineer.
laker
Prophesies
Municipality
Appointment of a commissioner of
I Will Ron All Plnnts Soon.
streets is authorized by the city char' in a short time Cleveland will j ter. Councilman Reynolds favors the
'own all light plants in the city.'
| selection of an engineer and every
This declaration was made Dy phase of street upkeep would be unkyor NewtonT.D. Baker yesterday
This includes
Blowing investigation of the work der his management.
lomplished b% the dfunicipal light- the repair of pavement and the cleanig department -, during his seven- ing of streets as well as the upkeep
■feek absence in, Europe.
■She mavor h*l / long conference of catch basins, curbing and other
H|th F. W. BalBird, commissioner of street improvements.
pie lighting division, and received a
Mr. Reynolds believes the special
Hmplete report: of progress in the
Pork at the newT-,000.Q00 municipal committee should give special attention to the working out of a district
plant at the foot of E. ?)8d-st.
The new city plant will be ready scheme that could be used as the
[for opening July 19, Mr, Ballard re- basis for the extension of such a sysported yesterday. The opening maybe deferred to Cleveland day. July tem to other departments of the city
22. so there may be a public inspec- government.
tion of the plant.
"A proper scheme of organization
is necessary to the successful operation of any department," he said.
"This has been recognized in the police and fire departments.
Service
departments should be organized
0
:ft,S
atter
tS^^^"''^^th"
t«enty-eight
years
of actne
matter, sam tne tte^tiS
mayor yester- tlve^*^'
warfare against
fires and the
causes
of
along similar lines. There should be day.
Mr. Zeber s name has not been :flre—after having established a prevention
bureau
of
which
any
city
may
well
.
Be
district supervision and responsibility proposed to me.
1
' '
i fcrotid, you are laying down the heavy burcan then be fixed.
! den and retiring to a much needed rest.

» O

\-J*

o—< o

OSS

D.T. O
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"Pray feel" assured that- you are
leaving1 your post of duty with an
honorable record. There is no stain
upon your escutcheon."
Battalion Chiefs Baloo, Pallon, McGuire, Granger and Fleming are the
only members of the division who
are expected to take a civil service
examination.
The man standing
highest on the list will be appointed,
Fire Chief Wallace says.

. WHYLER'S PLACE"
ON FIRE BUREAU
Benesch Tells of Hjs Plans for
Shake-Up, as Rlsult of
C h i e jfs Resignation
Fronj ?Active Work.
i

i )

1—

CITY WILL BE SUBDIVIDED
JNTO NINE NEW DISTRICTS
—1

Changes Likely Will Not Become
Effective tf|ijft£&fbut Exi
ams Sojpnfvvill Occur. -

rReorganization
-^—•
of the

city Are
prevention bureau to relieve the
Hrst assistant fhief of the division of
fire from the duties of this office and
to place inspections in charge of a
senior fire waf-den is being planned
by Director of Public Safety Benesch
and Fire Chief Wallace.
The new plan, which calls for the
appointment of four additional Are
wardens and divides the city into
nine districts each in charge of a
warden, probably will not go Into effect until after the first of next
year. In the meantime a Are warden
will be detailed to head the prevention bureau, established by Assistant
Chief Whyler.
Benesch Details Plan.
Announcement of tentative reorganization plans were made by Director Benesch yesterday, after he
formally had accepted the resignation of Chief Whyler. The date for
holding an examination for Whyler's
place was fixed for Wednesday, July
22, by the civil service commission.
But five battalion chiefs will take
the promotional examination, it was
said. Second Assistant Chief Dougherty and Battalion Chiefs Delaney
and Clancy probably will not take
the examination and Battalion Chiefs
Reddy and Howley have not been in
the service long enough to be
eligible.
The naming of four additional Are
wardens will give the division ten
wardens. Under Benesch's proposed
plan, a civil service examination, to
which only wardens will be eligible,
will be held for the position of senior
warden, who will be in direct charge
of all Are prevention work.
^Firemen from various stations assigned for daily inspection work will
report to the warden In charge of
the district instead of to a captain
as at present. The salary of the
senior warden probably will be Axed
at $1,800 per year. The Arst assistant
chief will devote all his time to Are
Aghtins.
Praise for Whyler.
In his letter to Chief Whyler yesterday, Benesch said he would be
remiss in his duties were he not to
express appreciation of Whyler's
twenty-eight years of service in behalf of the city.
"Though jealous tongues may have
endeavored often to dim the glory
that you have achieved, even they
- ere compelled to acknowledge your
>'. n Umsiasua^and - zezzl for ee
said Benesch.

The sum of $1,460,230 has been spent
on new buildings in Cleveland Heights
village, according to the tax commissioners. Newburg Heights has boosted its building valuations $333,000
Shaker Heights village $133,250 and'
Bedford township $74,000.

BAKER SAYS CITY WILL
OWN ALL LIGHT PLANTS
•

Municipal control of the Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company within a relatively short time was predicted by 'Mayor ^ataer yesterday,
after receiving a report from Commissioner .of Light||Ballard on the
$2,000,000 city plan* feeing erected at
the foot of ]$. 53d, street.
In pre-election speeches three years
ago Baker promised to have the plant
in operation by the first of last November, but he said yesterday that he
was satisfied with progress when told
by Ballard that the opening might
-take place late this month.
Private corporations could not make
the same showing as the Brooklyn
and Collinwood city plants, said Baker, who denied that the new $2,000,000 plant was to be used as a club to
force the Illuminating company to
lower rates. "I believe that in a very
short time the citizens of Cleveland
will nwn all lio-hting- plants." he said.

NICKEL PLATE WILL
NOT MOVE TRACKS
Crossing Elimination' Work Expected to Proceed\Without
Company's Assistance.

—:—■ V'

Nickel PJate Railroad *acks will
not 6« remjaved to Waiwbrth Run
valley between Lorain avenue and
Fulton road, A. J. Hlmes,, engineer
for the company, told the city council committee on grade crossings,
yesterday.
At a previous meeting Hlmes had
been instructed by the city to And
out whether the railroad tracks
would be removaja for a cash consideration before' crossing jUlmlnation work stsjrt^d between'Detroit
avenue and FMbn road. MA Hlmes
Bald that the city did not ha^ie funds
to pay for the track removal If It
could legally do so and th| company was willing to Ax a pfice for
.making the transfer.
Residents on streets dea<$-ended
by the project appeared to protest
against the crossing elimination
work. Another West Side delegation, headed by F. D. Lawrence and.
other officials of the Chamber Of
Industry, asked that the work go
forward as rapidly as possible.
The committee adjourned without taking deAhlte action but is expected to approve the ordinance before the adjournment of the council
for the suBrow-""^"
—*
-♦-

CITY AND COUNTY SETNEW BUILDING RECORD
Cleveland and Cuyahoga county established a new record for buildings
erected during the last ten months,
according to figures.' announced by
County Tax Commissioners Fackler
and Agnew yesterday. The tax officials placed new buiiuings in Cleveland on the duplicate for the sum of
$16,649,870. New buildings in other
parts of the county' they announced
would boost this item to approximately $25,000,000.
The duplicate exhibited showed the
valuation of new buildings in thirtytwo taxing districts of the county.
are ten more districts to be

A Fire Veteran's Retirement.
The retirement of ..^Charles B. Whyler, first
assistant chief of the Cleveland fire department,
loses to the public service a man of experience,
energy and resourcefulness. It is unfortunate that
the city must lose such a man while his efficiency
is still at its high point.
A firemar active for close* to thirty years has
seen a good deal of hardship; he would not have
been much of a fireman if he had not. He also
acquires fitness to criticize with discretion, to improve conditions in the service and to build up
the fire-fighting organization with which he has
been identified so long.
The retiring assistant chief has been that kind
of an 'official. He has been the exact opposite
of a stand-patter. The department was good, but
never, in his opinion, good beyond possibility of
improvement. He has made it one of his aims
to improve it.
Any fire department, oven the best, must keep
pace with the age, adopting new equipment, installing new methods and borrowing new ideas
wherever found. Its mission is to fight fire and
the fire menace and no fighting organization can
continue efficient without discipline and loyalty
combined with skill. As long as a fire department continues to show these characteristics, this
willingness to give the best service there is in
each member to deliver, the public will willingly
supply the funds necessary to keep it going.
Whatever improvements Whyler, under the
supervision of Chief Wallace, has been successful
in introducing into the department will survive his
retirement. They are permanent contributions
to the efficacy of Cleveland's fire-fighting machine.
The people of Cleveland, while justly proud of
this department, are not short-sighted enough to
believe that it is perfect. In the nature of the
case such a department must either improve or
deteriorate. No one would even suggest any other
policy than one of general, constructive upbuilding.
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KJOFRCTALS THOUGHTOVER WHO IS TO pt
^ ROSS OF PLAYGROUNDS, J<iPD!EAAR£NEGLECTED
^ntra'ee the way the,
I''"'9 aB !« are being negIty PlaCv ougW to be under
i^ ^S instead, they are
U ^"fj oniy a minimum of
J0fflpllshmg only
und

girls timidly stood on the
edge dfpping their bare toes into,
the water.
i
Ortil took charge while the reporter was on i the grounds. He i
immediately started a baseball
^Canwhile

council

to

been

¥ Many« inexperienced and, wrangling with Director -°o1^
^Tn'SlS^tln*
head, over the question of who shall be
?taalmostbelp^s
arej director of recreation. -

Cooley, after a conference ot
V ohWren f Cl6;ecity; hall several weeks with a citizens commS
real ^ n '"ng of a super- mittee, outlined .an all-year proI over the na^inSTne summer gram of community recreation ana
_> of rfrfaVf°over. While the selected T. M. Black, Toronto, an;
Liu soon be Vg^ little prog- expert, for the job. /
fewgroundB are v
recreaOooley Stands Pat.
e3S n P
ftion
Jfor the
the cny
cS's children has
Councilmen then began a; movebeen made.
.„ dlrector of ment to make the job a political
I so says John 0l£>house. 0rtu "plum" and declared it would not
Uhletics at Goodnon
on ^ transfer the money to pay. the su-.
pervisor's salary unless a CleveL doing yolu^.d E 3l8t-st.
man
were appointed. -Jonn
ierling P^fj^ty playground land
x
I The. Sterling;■ crty P ^
ab_ Zeber of Clark-av bathhouse has
^pervisors were «££ tf when a been recommended by several i
sent Wednesday atter
ds. councilmen.
• . .
.
"Council's function in this mat-,
press report* J^ag due to an ]
Thi3 U W
I
ter
consists
only
in
transferring
'
ft nv which supervisors
the money," said Director Cooley
^fTrfof 'the day off because
wil
P P
get part OL
ening.
I
Thursday.
L#.of
f °^Li!r!l
man I think"Icapabj
handling
^6y work in the. .eev
Ster in
none at all."
i ,L has a supervisor, on theInjobtheor meantime,
George Bel-round ** ^Afp," On other lamy head of Hrima
house, is
the
^ ffid"as they like, serving as the nominal head of the
SStfKSi"* often taking playgrounds, without salary. He
Expected to act only a tew .days
full control.
and now says he has practically
Officials Wrangle.
no time to give to the work because of other_duties
^

"•s?r =. sssa
around doing . i-otnins;■

f

STREETS
rpHREE deaths from traffic accident within the space of
1 hours is a terrible day's record.
,
It so happens that the.man the hoy and*efW«
killed between Monday and Tuesday ej^BB ™rj ^y\e the
der the wheels of street cars. The next death list may
|
result of automobile or motorcycle accidents.
there
The awful feature of the situation is that we K
-Will be another death list-and others to Mlowt"appalling, as
i
They will become more frequent andLmorapp .
g,
congestion on the streets g»ws greate^ I,
|
^
dren will be slam or crippled, because om si
planned for the sort of traffic ^J^J^J^. narrow
Ld powerful motor vehicles are^ge^ng^ng^ buggi
ways that were designed f6i beastf™^n
«< because it is
W. cannot stop the progress oi mot oi taaifa*
>
a step forward in the march of!we ltaie. we
^^
streets, placing the-traction cais at the emD
t for
to be, and leaving ample room in the center oi
ether vehicles, because the crty hasn t the money
.^ ^
What we can do, and what the city ougai
^
^
gage. the.services of men «ompetmt ^ dofte ^the danger
fhem devise such a system for han^hnj « minimum.
of death or injury to the man on foot isredu cea
£ SS«SS«!S&f *-ttXughtfully laid out,

-^m^^h^v^r^made some day.
Why not now?
^LUKV-UL/AIND.

PRESS, JULYJ-0, 1914,

THINKS DANGER ZONE
WOULD REORGANIZE
PLAN IS GOOD THING
STREET_D|P_ARTMENT
'.'I am much interested in the
Councilman Reynolds Monday
Detroit plan of marking off the
night
will
ask
council
s
backing
g
to reorganize the danger zones in the streets, and
(o a scheme
| street cleaning and repair depart- think it may be adopted in Cleveland," Safer Benesch. said Friday.
m
Reynolds believes the work of "Before committing myself to it I
each ward or district should be. want to go to Detroit and make
under the charge of a foreman di- an investigation. I expect to do
rected
by a commissioner at the this in less than a month.
e
Benesch said he would meet
* iToii He will ask council to
name a commntee to serve^ with with Coroner Byrne again this
M^or Baker and Server Sidlo in week to discuss a plan for general
revival of interest in the safety
investigating the subject.
first program started by Byrne
I BBIABFONTAINET Germs ir last fall.

WITT GOES TO PASS ON
TOLEDO'S FARE BILL
Tractioner Witt, went to Toledo
Friday toXpass on a tentative railway ordinance, to be submitted to
the Toledo council Monday night.
Witt recently spoke in Toledo in
the 3-cent fare fight which inspired
the proposed ordinance.

municipalities will continue gathering data to show the legislature
that cities deserve a bigger share
of state funds than they receive.
Baker, who talked the situation
over with Gov, Cox in Columbus
Thursday, issued this statement
Friday:
Gov. Cox appreciates fully the
financial situation of the cities
and school districts of Ohio. A
commission authorized by the legislature to study this question and
make specific recommendations
will soon be appointed and its
recommendations, with facts now
being collected by Gov. Cox, will
be presented to the regular session of the legislature in January.
"Plans the governor has for the
special session will result in great
relief to the tax payers of Cleveland. There Will not, however,
ibe any immediate benefit to the
city or school district."

The cit\will borrojfr money late
this fall t\ meet tjM running expenses of the muny government
in 1914. XLegjjsiati&p to give
Cleveland a greater share of state
taxes will not be considered until
the regular session of Ihe legislature in January.
Mayor Baker so announced Fri;
i day.
.
Baker also said Cleveland and
dther cities of the league of Ohio
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ERS1ST IN PLAI

Clevelanders Would Publicly
Recognize Official's Work
to Prevent Fires.
Chamber of Commerce, Has
Rule Precluding Such
', Indorsement.

CITIES WONT GA

Plan of Cleveland Mayor is
Given Up After Baker Has
Conference With Ohio
! Governor.

;—Jk

City business men who want to
recognize/publicly ,tne fire prevention
work of Assistant Fire Chief Charles
B.
Whyler,
yesterday
were
reminded Of a rale of the Chamber of
Commerce which forbids indorsement
of individual officials, wh*n the suggestion T^asf submitted to the public
safety committee of that body by
C. H. Patton of the Cleveland inspection bureau.
Generous tribute was paid
the
work of the fire prevention bureau
established by Mr. Whyler and the
hope was expressed that this adjunct
of the city fire department will be
developed along the lines planned by
its retiring head.
It was recommended at yesterday's
meeting of the Chamber of Commerce
committee that a letter be prepared
commending the work of the fire
prevention bureau and expressing
hope that its scope will be enlarged
to meet the growing demands of the
city.
Mr. Patton and T. C. Wellsted,
chairman and secretary of the committee, 'were appointed a subcommittee to frame the letter for submission, to the board of directors of
the Chamber of Commerce. On receipt of official approval, the letter
will be forwarded to Public Safety
Director A. A. Benesch.
Meanwhile
public
officials
and
business men feel that some more
direct acknowledgment should be
made of Mr. Whyler's work, and insurance men, who, perhaps, have
had better opportunity to estimate
the value of the assistant fire chief's
services, propose to discuss the proposal with P. H. Wentworth, secretary of the National Fire Protection
association, when he visits Cleveland
I to talk to Chamber of Commerce
members July 20.
State Fire Marshal E. R. Defenbaugh and Chief Inspector T Alfred
Fleming, yesterday commended the
idea of a public testimonial to JMX.
"Whyler.
_

PROTEST WHEEL

LEVIES

Citizens Call on Ma*or, Who Says
- City Needs S*pney.
Vehicle ownerT^c-aW- at the
! mavor's office yesterday! to protest
against the passage of .1% ordinance
imposing a special wh(Jel fcax as a
means of raising revenue f<* the repair of streets,' were informed by
Mayor Newton D. Baker that while
he was opposed to the special tax
principle he would be compelled to
sign the ordinance unless some other
means of raising revenue was proposed.
"The city's needs are growing constantly and its revenues are being cut
off" he said. "This year we are receiving $1,000,000 less than we did last
vear It is your city as well as mine,
f haven't the slightest sympathy with
the people who are constantly referring to public officials as tax spenders
The present situation is due to th<
absence of power to control our owi
de

Aisftant City Law Director Josepl
C. Hosteller ruled yesterday the eft
1s not in a position to ask for a vot.
on he question of a tax levy for re
1
paving streets because the tax liml
has been reached.

STILL URGES HOWIE RULE
ON TAXATION QUESTIONS
Chief of Buckeye Metropolis
Again Flays Smith
Law.

"Ttie action of Gov. Cox in trying
to reduce the state levy is wholly
apart from any municipal financial
remedies that may be suggested "
said Mayor Baker. "In so far ao the
proposed, plan reduces the amount of
taxation required from the individual,
we heartily approve it. But that is
purely an individual advantage and
affords l.o relief to the municipality."
Mayor Baker declined to discuss
the proposed board of estimates plan
because it had not been fully explained to' him.
"I found Gov. Cox fully informed;
of the gravity of the city problems,
thoroughly interested in trying to'
reach a solution and anxious to see j
the situation bettered," Mayor Baker
said.
Mayor Baker .would not favor the
plan of putting intorthe law the limited levy based on ttiat collected any
one year, as WJ^S in the Smith law.
He thinks the pities that pay the
taxes know best', what amounts are
required -or their |ieeds and should "ie
allowed to gather it from the property owners for their own advantage
in the development of the city. .

FIGHTS'SELUNE* STREETS

BY A. E. McKEE.
Plain Dealer Bureau,
44 E. Broad-sY.
COLUMBUS, O., July 9.
Mayor Newton D. Baker of Cleveland at the close of a conference with

Mayor Baker Opposes Plan
of Vacating Thoroughfares.

Gov. James M. Cox here today, gave
up

the belief

special

session

that

the

of

the

call

for

a

legislature

would include provisions looking to
legislation

to

remedy

the

financial

condition of Ohio cities.
He came to Columbus to ask the
governor, if possible, to make such
provision

in his call

and

to

point

out the necessity of more funds for
city work.
Gov.
Cox will
Issue tomorrow
morning his call for a special session
to assemble here Monday, July 20.
The call will contain merely the request that the legislature convene for
the purpose of reducing the state tax
levy. Other matters, if any, will be
covered in messages to be sent after
the session convenes.
Agrees to Deliberation.
After the conference. Mayor Baker
talked as if convinced immediate
action might not be for the best.
"Reorganizing
the
system
of
municipal financing is too big to be
done or attempted hurriedly," declared Mayor Baker after the conference. "We would like very much
to see a high class commission named
to give the subject thorough attention and report to the next general
assembly so that a start may be
made."
Mayor Baker made It plain that he
is still against the Smith 1 per cent,
law and would oppose any effort to
repeal the Kilpatrick law that took
the interior limitations out of the
Smith act.
"My idea of Cleveland taxation,"
said the mayor, "is that it ought to
be run by Cleveland for Cleveland.
We lost $500,000 by the saloon license
change and will gain approximately
$450,000 from the increased duplicate, so we are still behind our old
time income. Unless given relief by
the legislature, growing cities
like
Cleveland will be driven to an occupation tax, by which we will levy on
the individual's right to do business.
That sort of taxation ought to be
prevented."
Mayor Baker spent two hours .with
Gov. Cox in the executive offices.
Later he went with the governor to
his home.

To avoid the inconvenience and annoyance of having to take a position at
the rear of a long line the last two
or three days of the week the county
treasurer requests taxpayers to respond at once.
Every possible facility for reducing
the inconvenience of taxpayers has
been provided. Mr. O'Brien points out
that mailing arrangements obviate the
necessity of a personal visit to the
court house, but he fears that with
approximately $6,000,000 coming in
within the next eight working days
there is almost certain to be great congestion.
Officials Ur«-e Opening- ot Avenues
in IiUinheryoofa District.
Opening up*'* of two new streets
through the lumberyard district near
Central viaduct was urged yesterdav
by Fire Chief George A. Wallace at
a council committee meeting at the city
hall.
The committee will take a trip
through the district this morning. In
his opinion Harrison-rd and Centralav S. E. should be extended through,
the flats to afford better Are protection.

WON'T STOP RAG PROGRAM.
Somebody yesterday telephoned to
the mayor's office a protest against
Councilman James ; J. McGinty's
plan for a ragtime ^concert in the
Haymarket 'Sunday evening.
Miltoft L. Toung, ^layor Newton
D. Baker's secretary, s answered the
telephone! The voicej at the other
end objeited particularly to "Sit
Down, You're Rocking the Boat,"
and "Who Paid the Rent for Mrs.
Rip Van Winkle?" w&ich were announced oil the pnSgram.
Such
tunes have ;a bad influence, said the
voice of protest.
\
Secretary!' Young angered that
the city believed in letting the people have the sort of music they
wished, and as the folk of the Haymarket district liked ragtime, the
city thought they ought to be allowed to hear it.
"I'm fond of ragtime and expect
to attend the concert myself," Mr.
Young added.

Mayor Newton D. Baker came out
in opposition yesterday to the policy
of demanding compensation for the
vacation of streets, adopted by the city
board of revision of assessments during
his six-week absence. The mayor presided at a %ieetjng yesterday for the
first time and a long debate ensued
when he learned other members of the
board had agreed to the policy of asking some return for the city either
in land or casji when streets rights are
given up.
Finance Director Thomas Coughlin
and Law Director John N. Stockwell
defended the policy but the mayor said
Federal Official Learns Man Was
the city had no right to consider payNot Here Too Long.
ment in connection with the question
of vacating a street.
The question came up for discussion
United States, Immigration la.
during the consideration of the application for the vacation of a section of speotor\J. A. Fluckey yesterday reE. 89th-st, Exchange-rd S. E. and a ceived |om Ellis Island confirmatwelve-foot alley between these streets.
The vacation.has been sought by the ™°,n of S&e date 01* which Salvatore
Eberhard Manufacturing Co. as part Peluso, 2\ detained at City h0SpUa!
of the plan for the erection of a new as a leper, entered the United States
building-. No decision was reached on
Arrangements for Peluso's dethe general question.
After Mayor Baker was called from portation to his home town, Cassaro
the room near the close- of the session Italy, will be hastened, Mr. Fluckey
other members returning to the policy T?,1, o/nSt Tday' $° s\ him started
+
they, favored asked that $290 be turned July
20, the
next sailiJW 0f the line
over to the city in return for the vaca- _on which he shipped toSthe United
tion of another alley.
States
With P§luso wheXe landed
was Miss Caroline BranticelflV whom
he married a year ago.
Dr. Martin Friedrich, medical ex- I
£ ,♦£* !?e heaIth department, and'
Health
Commissioner C. E Ford
yesterday found her at 2345 Orangeav S. E. with her brother-in-law.
They were examined and were found
not to be infected with leprosy Dr
Friedrich said.

PLANS TO DEPORT LEPER

URGES TAXPAYERS
10 HURRY

County Treasurer Warns Citizens of Certain Crowds
(Last Few Days.
Asserts $6,000,000 Will be
Collecfed in Next
Week.
Tardy taxpayers are reminded by
County Treasurer P. C. O'Brien there
is a penalty of 15 per cent, on taxes not
paid by July 20.
With little more than a week remaining, less than $2,000,000, or approximately a quarter of the total amount
has been paid in, and while Mr.
O'Brien has made arrangements to
handle a large crowd at the new court
house as expeditiously as possible he
wants to warn taxpayers that delays
will be inevitable if payment is deferred until the last moment.

BOARD SEEKS FUNQS TO
PRESERVE BEAUTY SP0T&
—

|—__ ^

The board of park commissioners of
Cuyahoga county yesterday submitted a statement of its activities to
twenty-five civic organizations and
asked their co-operation in procuring
funds with which to carry out its
work. The board wasfappointed in
1912, by the probate court, for the primary purpose of preserving natural
beauty spots and creating parks
within the county.
In the letter sent out yesterday the
board asked the organizations to get
behind the movement for a fifty-mile
boulevard skirting the city. It wants
legislation enacted so that means may
be provided to push the work.
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Governor,
Though,
Ignores
Cleveland Executive's Objections and Will Call
Extra Session Today.
Leader Bureau, SOi Harrison Bidg
COLUMBUS, O., July 9.-That his
„,„ for calling a second extraordinary session of the General Assembly
Iforce down tax levies by repealing
he Kilpatrick law and incorporating
into the conthe fper cent tax limitdisaster
to the
etitution would bnn
, of Cleveland andMothei
cities and compel a revolution n
methods of taxation, was plainly told
Governor Cox today by Mayor Baker,
of Cleveland.
Should an amendment to the constitution, submitted by the Assembly,
be adopted at next November's election Cleveland and other cities witn
new home rule charters would be
forced to levy "occupational" taxes
upon various classes or people to
raise revenue enough to maintain the
municipal government, Mayor Baker
declared.
"For instance," he asserted,
we
In Cleveland would undoubtedly be
reduced to the necessity of taxing
merchants $500 each for the privilege
of doing business, lawyers $200 each
for the privilege of practicing law,
and likewise physicians, dentists and
practitioners of every profession as
well as firms and corporations."
May Levy Such Taxes.
Under the home rule amendment to
the constitution, Cleveland and other
new charter cities are fully empowered to levy such taxes, - the mayor
said.
"The Governor's special session
program may relieve taxpayers some
but it certainly will not help the city
treasuries," he remarked, significantly.
For more than a hour Mayor Baker,
was closeted with the Governor in
the latter's private office. The Governor invited him to dinner at his
Broad street mansion and the conference was continued there late into
the evening.
Despite the mayor's vigorous protest, the Governor is determined to
convene the Legislature in. special
session again Monday, July 20, and
insist on enactment of his rate-reduction program.
Cox will issue the call tomorrow to
convene the Legislature on that date.
It will be second extra session this
year. .
It was at Baker's demand that the
Governor last year secured enactment of the Kilpatrick law removing
from the Smith law the provision
limiting to the amount of taxes levied
in 1910 the amount raised in succeeding years, plus a small percentage.
Farmers Back of Move,
Because of the angry uprising of
^he farmers at this mutilation of the
"acred Smith law, the Governor now
•roposes to repeal, or radically modty the Kilpatrick law. Mayor Baker
0lday declared himself as unalterably
iposed to such action.

The license law, by reducing onetMrd the number of saloons, has cut
down Cleveland's revenue from this
source $500,000 annually, Baker told
the Governor. Since increases in the
tax duplicate will produce only $450,•000 additional revenue, it is imperative, the mayor declared, that no
reduction shall be made in the county and city levies. Reduction in the
state levy would seriously affect the
municipal revenues, he said.
Repeal of the Kilpatrick law would
automatically reduce rates as duplicates are increased. Thus the Governor hopes to make good the campaign pledge that the Warnes law
assessments will lower taxes.
Mayor Baker told the Governor
that he did not wish the matter of
relieving starving municipalities taken up at the coming: special session
because thorough study and investigation was absolutely essential first.
Hasty action would be extremely
hazardous he said.

VEHICLE TAX MEASURE
■ INDORSED BY BIER
\

•

1
Protect

Team Owners
Against
Condition of Streetsj/Mayor
Blames "Rapid Expulsion,"
Mayor Baker has been won over
to a tax on 'vehicles, and the Reynolds ordinance making 'a special
levy against the users of city streets
will go before the council as an administration measure. Baker made
this clear at a meeting with representatives of the Cleveland Cartage
Club, yesterday.
"Personally, I am opposed to the
principle of a vehicle tax, but as your
trustee I must keep the streets in
repair," said Baker. "I don't know
of any ordinance I have acted on as
mayor that has given me more concern. I will agree to work just as
hard for its repeal as you work to
find a substitute for raising money
for street maintenance."
R. H. Greely presented the objections of team owners at the meeting
with Baker. He complained of the
torn up condition of streets. The
mayor retorted that one might as
well quarrel with a boy who has outgrown his trousers, as this was due
to the rapid expansion of the city.
The suggestion that a special
schedule of assessment charges be
made against public utility corporations tearing up pavements was
made. Baker . said that he was
favoably impressed and promised to
give the matter consideration.
A meeting of joint committees of
the council will be held on the Reynolds ordinance this afternoon. A
schedule of taxes to be assessed
against vehicles <ri various types Trill
probably be worked out.

BIDS LOWER COST OF
PILING 8 CENTS ;A FOOT
Bids for furnishing and driving
sheet metal piling at the Division
filtration plant will be pointed to by
Councilman Bernstein as ;pfoof that
better
prices
can be■■ ''- obtained
through subsidiary agreements with
firms doing city work.
The Fred R. JonejS Company, of
Chicago, offered to drive 4,200
square feet of piliitg at 78 cents per
square foot yesterday. There were
three other bidders. Six weeks ago,
when such work was authorized by
agreement with the John F. Casey
Company, filtration plant contractors, it cost the city 86 cents per
square foot.

CLEVELAND ASK
$8,218,081 FROM
COUNTY FOR 1915
—s—i—

Waife This as Its Share
Fi^m Tar Funds for
\ Expenses.
iUDITOH ? GETS BUDGET
Zangerle Says Schools Will
Suffer if So Much Ss
Taken Away.
CITY

CONTROLS COMMISSION

The city of Cleveland wants $8,218,081 from the general tax fund for
operating expenses during 1915, according to its budget, submitted to
County Auditor Zangerle and made
public by him yesterday. This is the
largest budget by more than $3,000,000 that ever -was presented by the
municipality, according to Zangerle.
The city, in its 1914 budget, asked
for a little more than $5,000,000 from
the general tax fund and received
approximately $3,000,000. From the
liquor tax and other revenue sources,
including the waterworks and garbage, about $4,000,000 was received.
This brought the city's total revenue
for 1914 up to approximately $7,000,000.
The council in January passed an
appropriation bill for operating expenses in 1914 of $9,176,354.
Other Requests Increased.
The county auditor declares that if
the city budget for 1915 is not pared
considerably, the county and the
school districts will suffer materially
for lack of funds. Zangerle estimates
there will be about $1,000,000 increase
In the tax fund this year. The county
is asking for $1,000,000 more than last
3'ear in its budget and the Cleveland
school board is requesting over
$2,000,000 more than it asked for last
year.
The budget commission is composed
of Mayor Baker, Director of Law
Stockwell anil'' Zangerle. This will
give the city two votes to the county's one. The budg
meet to apportion the tax assessment on the first Monday in August.
"It looks as if one of the three corporations was going to get stung or
else all three will receive very little
more for 1915 than they did for 1914,"
said Zangerle.
The department of public service
estimates that it should have $2,652,596 from the general tax fund to
operate next year.
$372,605 for Street Repairs.
, The sum of $370,012 is asked for
garbage collection. The amount asked
for street-repairs is $372,605. Bridges
and viaducts are slated to receive
$327,300 of the fund, while the city
wants $155,085 to spend on rivers and
harbors.
The department of law wants $35,445 of the general taxes, and the
elections item asks for $35,445. The
city wants $23,550 to aid in operating
the bureau of information and publicity, which prints the City Record.
The sum of $17,700 is asked for
dance halls. The budget also names
$815,000 as the amount it wants from
the tax. fund for debt service.

THe—'aepaftment ' of public safety
wants the largest sum of any department. It asks for $2,737,135 from
the general tax assessment. The
police and fire divisions of this department are to receive the bulk of
this sum should it be granted. The
former's budget carries $1,249,589,
while the latter's is $1,266,150.
Hospital Asks $322,820.
The department of public welfare
budget carries a total of $1,158,816.
The health division asks for $39,320
to carry on communicable, disease
prevention work, $49,382 to care for
tuberculars, $43,929 for child Hygienic
work and $48,630 for the sanitation
work.
For City Hospital the budget asks
$322,820 from the .tax fund. The sum
of $102,140 is asked for the correction
farm; $109,050 for the tubercular hospital, and $164,630 for the infirmary.
The municipal orchestra comes in
for a slice also, it being slated for
$15,800 and the division of recreation
is put down for $12,360.
The remainder of the budget is
divided into appropriations for the
general fund, department of finance
and miscellaneous.

TRAFF DICTATED
STIR (
"Safety First" Cai
Nunl

BY PRj

Chairman Reports Execi
Not Wish to Ag|
Question.

Moved to action b;
traffic accidents of 1
which resulted fatal!
yesterday renewed .1
campaign.
The f Leader Bureau, 302 Riggs I
WASHINGTON, July
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was riding the mac
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to obtain his aid

CONSIDERS PUBLICITY

-tf*$J|

BAKER OPPOSES PAYMENT
FOR VACATING STREETS
Vacating streets to abutting property owners for a cash consideration
was frowned upon by Mayor Baker,
yesterday.
The policy had been_
placed in effect by Director of Law
Stockwell and Director of Finance
Coughlin, as members of the board
of revision and assessments, while
Baker was In Europe.
"The city has only an easement in
a street," said Baker. "If it is no
longer needed for street purposes it
should revert to the abutting property owners."
Coughlin and Stockwell said that
the property owner was the only person benefitted by a vacation and
should.be willing to pay a reasonable
sum for the city giving up its interests. Action on proposed vacations
was deferred until the next meeting
of the board.
TUT

r*

-r
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JftO TELLS COX
TAX PLAN WfOULD
MIZE CITIES
Governor,
Though,
Ignores
Cleveland Executive's Objections and Will Call
Extra Session Today.

19u

The license law, by reducing onethird the number of saloons, has cut
down Cleveland's revenue from this
source $500,000 annually, Baker told
the Governor. Since increases in the
tax duplicate will produce only $450 ■000 additional revenue, it is imperative, the mayor declared, that no
reduction shall be made in the county and city levies. Reduction in the
state levy would seriously affect the
municipal revenues, he said
Repeal of the Kilpatrick law would
automatically reduce rates as duplicates are increased. Thus the Governor hopes to make good the campaign pledge that the Warnes law
assessments will lower taxes
thftT" „^aker toId the Governor
that he did not wish the matter of
relieving starving municipalities taken up at the coming special session
because thorough study and investigation was absolutely essential first
aCti n
would
be
ht?JL
,° said.
extremely
hazardous he

CLEVELAND ASK
$8,218,081 FROM
COUNEY FOR 1915
—I—f— ■

Wat^s This as Its Share
Frem TaAFiinds for
\Ex|eraes.
\T~T~

1UDIT0R

GETS BUDGET1
1

The department *of ~ public safety
wants the largest sum of any department. It asks for $2,737,135 from
the general tax assessment. The
police and fire divisions of this department are to receive the bulk of
this sum should it be granted. The
former's budget carries $1,249,589,
while the latter's is $1,266,150.
Hospital Asks $322,820.
The department of public welfare
budget carries a total of $1,158,816.
The health division asks for $39,320
to carry on communicable disease
prevention work, $49,382 to, care for
tuberculars, $43,929 for child hygienic
work and $48,630 for the sanitation
work.
For City Hospit'al the budget asks
$322,820 from the tax fund. The sum
of $102,140 is asked for the correction
farm; $109,050 for the tubercular hospital, and $164,630 for the infirmary.
The municipal orchestra comes in
for a slice also, it being slated for
$15,800 and the division of recreation
is put down for $12,360.
The remainder of the budget is
divided into appropriations for the
general fund, department of finance
and miscellaneous.

Leader Bureau, 304 Harrison Bldg.
COLUMBUS, O., July 9.-That his
plan for calling a second extraordiZangerle Says Schools Will
nary session of the General Assembly
to force down tax levies by repealing
Suffer if So Much Is
the Kilpatrick law and incorporating
the 1 per cent tax limit into the conTaken Away.
stitution would bring disaster to the
treasuries of Cleveland and other
cities and compel a revolution in
methods of taxation, was plainly told
CITY CONTROLS COMMISSION
Governor Cox today by Mayor Baker,
.
_
of Cleveland.
Team lOwners Protect Against
The city of Cleveland wants $8,Should an amendment to the constitution, submitted by the Assembly,
Condition of Streets; Mayor 618,081 from the general tax fund for "Safety First" Campaign Is Renewed After Two Are Killed and
operating expenses during 1915, acbe adopted at next November's elecBlames "Rapid Expansion."
Number Are Injured by Motor Machines.
cording to its budget, submitted to
tion, Cleveland and other cities with
County Auditor Zangerle and made
new home rule charters would be
public by him yesterday. This is the
forced to levy "occupational" taxes
Moved to action by the number
Mayor Baker has been won over | largest budget by more than $3,000,system of signs to protect pedesupon various classes of people to
trians.
0£fo that ever was presented by the traffic accidents of the week, two
raise revenue enough to maintain the to a tax on vehicles, and the ReyThere are no city funds available,
municipal government, Mayor Baker nolds ordinance making a special
municipality, according to Zangerle. which resulted fatally, Coroner Byr:
but Director Benesch promised to
The city, in its 1914 budget, asked yesterday renewed his "safety firs
levy against the users of city streets
leclared.
take the matter under advisement,
'"For instance,'' he asserted, "we will go before the council as an ad j for a little more than $5,000,000 from campaign.
The funerals of tw'
.a Cleveland would undoubtedly be ministration measure. Baker made
the general tax fund and received traffic victims, Miss Jessie Staley and today)* and tomorrow he will inreduced to the necessity of taxing
approximately $3,000,000. From the and John Biko, both of whom were spect points where the signs are
thought/to be most needed.
merchants $500 each for the privilege this clear at a meeting with repreliquor tax and other revenue sources, killed by street cars, were held yess
"Wa^ for Signal from Traffic
of doing business, lawyers $200 each sentatives of the Cleveland Cartage
including the waterworks and gar- terday.
Policeman," is one of warnings Corofor the privilege of practicing law, Club, yesterday.
bage, about $4,000,000 was received.
Services for Miss Staley were held ner Byrne will ask. The letters will
and likewise physicians, dentists and
This brought the city's total revenue from the home of her aunt at 32001 be large and at night the signs will
"Personally, I am opposed to the
practitioners of every profession as principle of a vehicle tax, but as your for 1914 up to approximately $7,000,000. Wade avenue, and those for Biko,
be illuminated. They will be placed
well as firms and corporations."
The council in January passed an whose home was at 1598 Ridgewood at heavy traffic points.
trustee I must keep the streets in
appropriation bill for operating ex- avenue, at the county morgue. He
repair," said Baker. "I don't know
May Levy Such Taxes.
Signs reading, "Don't Crowd; Look
penses in 1914 of $9,176,354.
was killed Monday night on the west Out for Trailer; Plenty of Seats for
Under the home rule amendment to of any ordinance I have acted on as
mayor
that
has
given
me
more
conapproach of Superior viaduct.
All," will be placed 'at all factory
Other Requests Increased.
the constitution, Cleveland and other
j
Among those seriously hurt in ac- exits.
new charter cities are fully empower- cern. I will agree to work just as
The county auditor declares that if
hard
for
its
repeal
as
you
work
to
Traffic dtead lines also are urged by
ed to levy such taxes, the mayor
the city budget for 1915 is not pared cidents yesterday was Victor Leven,
find a substitute for raising money considerably, the county and the six years old, who, was run down by the coronfr. He will ask that strips,
said.
a motorcycle, near his home, 3867 so colored! as to be easily distinguish'The Governor's special session for street maintenance."
school districts will suffer materially
R. H. Greely presented the objec- for lack of funds. Zangerle estimates
Lakeside avenue. His head and leg able, bell set into the pavements
program may relieve taxpayers some
tions
of
team
owners
at
the
meeting
were badly cut and internal injuries marking boundaries for both vehicles
but it certainly will not help the city
there will be about $1,000,000 increase
are feared. George Frabel, 932 B. and perffttrians. If this plan is
treasuries," he remarked, significant- with Baker. He complained of the in the tax fund this year. The county
torn
up
condition
of
streets.
The
73d street, according to the police, adopted,M| will be illegal to pass the
ly.
is asking for $1,000,000 more than last
mayor-retorted
that
one
might
as
was riding the machine which struck lines unja the traffic patrolman sigFor more than a hour Mayor Baker,
year in its budget and the Cleveland
the child. The boy was taken to nals tha^Pthe way is open. Details
was closeted with the Governor in well quarrel with a boy who has out- school board Is requesting over
grown
his
trousers,
as
this
was
due
Lakeside Hospital in an automobile. have not' been worked out, but Dr.
the latter's private office. The Gov$2,000,000
more
than
it
asked
for
last
Dr. Byrne's first move in his efforts Byrne has suggested paving blocks,
ernor invited him to dinner at his to the rapid expansion of the city.
year.
The suggestion that a special
to prevent accidents was a visit to differing in color from the rest of
Broad street mansion and the conThe
budget
commission
is
composed
Director of Public Safety Benesch, the highway, be used in making the
ference was continued there late into schedule of assessment charges be of Mayor Baker, Director of Law
made against public utility corporato obtain his aid In furthering a strips.
the evening.
Stockwel!
and
Zangerle.
This
will
Despite the mayor's vigorous pro- tions tearing up pavements was give the city two votes to the countest, the Governor is determined to made. Baker . said that he was ty's one. The budget ^mmission wU!
BAKER OPPOSES PAYMENT
convene the Legislature in. special favoably impressed and promised to meet to apportion'' Ifie'^lSx
session again Monday, July 20, and give the matter consideration.
ment
on
the
first
Monday
in
August.
A meeting of joint committees of
FOR VACATING STREETS
insist on enactment of his rate-reduc- the council will be held on the Rey"It looks as if one of' the three cortion program.
porations
was
going
to
get
stung
or
nolds ordinance this afternoon. A
Vacating streets to abutting propCox will issue the call tomorrow to schedule of taxes to be assessed else all three will receive very little
convene the Legislature on that date. against vehicles t-f various types vrlll more for 1915 than they did for 1914," erty owners for a cash consideration
was frowned upon by Mayor Baker,
It will be second extra session this probably be worked out.
said Zangerle.
yesterday.
The policy had been
year.
The department of public service
Placed
in
effect
by Director of Law"
It was at Baker's demand that the
estimates that it should have $2,652,Governor last year secured enact- BIDS LOWER COST OF
596 from the general tax fund to Stockwell and Director of Finance
Coughlin, as members of the board
ment of the Kilpatrick law removing
PILING 8 CENTSift FOOT operate next year.
of revision and assessments, while
from the Smith law the provision I
$372,605
for
Street
Repairs.
Baker was in Europe.
limiting to the amount of taxes levied
Bids for furnishing anjj driving
, The sum of $370,012 is asked for
"The city has only an easement in
in 1910 the amount raised in succeedsheet metal piling at the Division garbage collection. The amount asked a street," said Baker. "If it is no
ing years, plus a small percentage.
filtration plant will be pointed to by for street repairs, is. $372,605. Bridges longer needed for street purposes it:
Farmers Back of Move.
Councilman Bernstein as proof that and viaducts are slated to receive should revert to the abutting propprices
can be i obtained $327,300 of the fund, while the city, erty owners."
Because of the angry uprising of better
^he farmers at this mutilation of the through subsidiary agreements with wants $155,085 to spend on rivers and |
Coughlin and Stockwell said that
harbors.
•acred Smith law, the Governor now firms doing city work.
the property owner was the only perThe Fred R. Jones Company, of
•boposes to repeal, or radically modThe department of law wants $35,- son benefltted by a vacation and
tV the Kilpatrick law. Mayor Baker Chicago, offered to drive 4,200 445 of the general taxes, and the should.be willing to pay a reasonable
square feet of pili#§; at 78 cents per elections item asks for $35,445. The
0pay declared himself as unalterably
square foot yesterday. There were city wants $23,550 to aid in operating sum for the city giving up its inter. (posed to such action.
three other bidders. Six weeks ago, the bureau of information and pub- ests. Action on proposed vacations
was deferred until the next meeting
when such work was authorized by licity, which prints the City Record. of
the board.
agreement with the John F. Casey
The sum of $17,700 is asked for
Company, filtration plant contract- dance halls. The budget also names
ors, it cost the city 86 cents per $815,000 as the amount it wants from
square foot.
the tax. fund for debt service.

VEHICLE TAX MEASURE
. INDORSED BY BAKER

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
STIR CORONER BYRNE
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\COUNCILMEN SEEK
WHEEL TAX RULING
Adverse Decision by City Law D epartment After Threats of Suits
by Horse Owners Will End Proposed Repaving Plan.

CITY HALL TRANSFER
TERMS TO BE MODIFIED
The council resolution offering the
present city Wl site t'o the Cleveland public ifcrary board as a site
for a new pub\c library will be modified to overc&me nifinor objections
offered by meAbersf of the board.
This was agreed on j yesterday when
the library boarf ajid council committee on group ipla|i and city planning met.
\ I
Members of the Ward object to the
word "monumental** in describing the
building to be constructed, and also
to a clause in the resolution providing that the property east of the city
hall site shall be used for street purposes; they suggested that the transfer to the board might not be legal.
Director of Law Stockwell reassured
!
them on this point. Another joint
session will be held Monday morning.
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Neither wi
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to 1 per cen
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session caH
the JJ<
Directors Also Seek to Have asked
"reduction o
the <
Lake Front Rights Question to That
him yes
concerning
Submitted to Legislature.
peal of the
corporating
\ High praise for the work accom- into the cor
plished by Assistant Chief Whyler in municipal 1
Governor to
the fire department and fire'preven- nounced ta>
tion bureau was conveyed yesterday eral opinion
The Gove:
lii letters to Mayor Baker, Director
Benesch and Fire Chief Wallace pease angry
ing or radic
drafted by Chamber of Commerce Patrick law.
directors. The letters expressed the
thoughts of every Cleveland business
man, directors stated.
The success of the fire prevention
bureau directors attributed to Chief
Whyler's leadersnip, and expressed
the hope that the bureau would be
continued with the same efficiency.
C]
Appreciation of the attention given
to fire prevention in the past and
genuine regret at the illness and resignation of Chief Whyler was also
expressed.
,
Letters to members of the Chamber of . Commerce were mailed yesterday by, directors urging that the
federal bureau of census be assisted
in every wav by manufacturers during the taking of the 1914 census,
Members were asked to forward the
director of the census fully and adequately all information desired kj
the
bureau.
:
The directors also decided to petition Governor Cox urging that he include among the subjects of legislation for the special session of the
Legislature July 20 the questions involving state rights in lands under
Lake Erie.
dlrectorBjrfU urge
le. The
me iiuc^"y
especially

cost of repaving should" the council
Threats of court proceedings to
decided to submit one.
test the constitutionality of an ordiMr. Lee in his address said Onitv
nance levying a wheel tax for the courts had held against the constilegislation levying,
use of streets yesterday caused a tutionality of
joint committee of the city council taxes for street maintenance. Hey
declared the Automobile Club-was unto refer the Reynolds vehicle tax or- alterably opposed to a vehicle tax..
dinance, intended to provide funds.
for repaving of streets, to the city
law department for a ruling.
Should the law department rule
that automobiles and other motor
vehicles cannot be included in the
provisions of the ordinance, no effort
will be made to pass it, according to
CITY HOSPITAL IS
Councilman Reynolds. He said that Stockwell Starts for Europe
it would be unfair to assess a tax
Tomorrow to Join
MENACED BY BLAST
against horse drawn vehicles only.
Delegates from the Cleveland Cart"Pond Crossers."
Open windows in the engine house
age Club, representing 90 per cent of
of the City Hospital group saved that
"the teaming interests of the city, ice,
Director I of Law Stockwell will building from destruction and the
cial, lumber, laundry and dairy inothers frofri damage yesterday afterterests, appeared before the commit- leave for Europe tomorrow to he noon v.heh an accumulation of gas
Hee to protest against the passage of gone about a month.
from a leaking pin* exploded.
Mayor Baker, Assistant Director
Me ordinance.
The fact that the. blast was not
kn earlier meeting had been held of Law H^stettler $|id W. B. Qongconfined
saved the buildings," said
'/'the Colonial Hotel at "noon when
wer, clerkf of the board of election!, Howell Wright, superintendent.
Ambers of the Cartage' Club were
Surgeons were working over a pai' pressed by R. H. Lee, president of have recently returned from a six
tient about twenty-five feet from the
'>th(i
Cleveland
Automobile
Club. weeks' trii> abroad.
President of Council Thompson 1* ( engine room when the gas let go, but
'Plans for court action in case of the
■ passage of the ordinance were made touring the continent at the present they continued their work unhindered
time.
by the accident.
af- fhat time.
Director of Public Utilities Stage
The only damage to the building
tforty men composed the . delegaAll agreed to work .for a bond is just back' from the boardwalk at was a small hole burned in the roof
tio\i.
Director of Public
!<lss|ie to pay the city's portion of the Atlantio City.
Service Sfalo has returned from his
1 honeymoon at Chautauqua Lake and
Commissioner of Park Alber is vacationing at Bass Island.
Park Secretary Patterson also is
IS BLOCKED BY BOARD seeking
rest and recreation far from
• Plans of city councilmen to trans- the city hall.
fer the division of recreation to the
department of public service were
blocked yesterday when the board EXPERT ENGAGED FOR
of control refused to concur in the
action. This is necessary before a
CLEVELAND SURVEY
transfer can be made under provisions of the, city.^charter.
The survey committee . of the
"I see np reason' of making a Cleveland Foundation, A. D. Baldwin,
change so l&ng as fee division works
Mayor Has Hit Will Wrthjfcmoin harmonj .with \the division of secretary, has engaged. Allen T.
parks," said
Director of Public Burns, of Ptttsburg, to take charge
cratic Organisation Whe/Two
Service Std|o. "W?e should try the of the forthcoming survey here. He
plan out beiore»conden\ning it," said will assume charge September 1.
j Cleveland! Congressmen
Although the director has been enMayor Baklr.
Ordinancefe transferring the bu- gaged for one year only, it is believed
Are fndorsed.
reau of sanitation to the department by the committee that several years
of public safety ■ and the entire di- will be required' for the local work.
vision of'heiltjUto the department
L|ADERS"AL|FO7^GAN
•SAV. PHotlH OS68
of public safety's have been intro3
duced in council' and are awaiting
I the approval of the board.
"Mayor Baker and city omciais
greeted the Baltimore party on their
!tt Faction'Forces Committee
arrival yesterday morning, and after
to Action to Save Cowardice
an automobile tour of the factory districts escorted them to the City Club
Charge.
quarters/ for a luncheon, at which
Mayor Preston and A. S. Goldsborough, secretary of the Baltimore factory site commission, were speakers,
■ - -r
being introduced by Mayor Baker.
Guests Lunch So Well pat They Mavor Preston told the City Club
members of municipal activities in
>, \ the two bodies indorsed ConEven Find the Streets
Baltimore, especially as to street
when the two °
d WUiiam |
paving, and praised the condition of
n
Worth Praising.
Cleveland streets, Cleveland, he said,
was one of the best laid out cities
C
r[
Mayor Janies H. Preston, of Balti- he has visited.
Z
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Engineers'
building
Roy
A
Members of the Baltimore party
more, Md„ president of the "Star were taken on another automobile
Turtle
was also. i**»»* J^S* '
gress in the Twenty-second ^U
Spangled Banner" centennial commis- trip through the East Side parks in
sion, with a party of Baltimore of- the afternoon and were guOsts of
No indorsement will be gi
organization offic any to any
the
ficials and citizens, were guests of Manager O'Conor, of the Hotel Statcandidate for Umted^States^^^
Cleveland yesterday. Mayor Preston ler at an informal dinner last night.
In addition to Mayor Preston and
but reports from w*
ganlzaand his party are making a tour of Mr. Goldsborough, members of the
the meeting indicated_«ie J>rs^ ^
unanimous
twenty-two cities in the interest of party were: Charles Kreuder, maytion is practically
fen,,... ,T,b"CTaa_Fl, McNuIty
the centennial, to be held September
/^tiiy Hogan.
I 6 to 13 in Baltimore.
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COUNCILMEN SEEK
WHEEL TAX RULING
Adverse Decision by City Law D epartment After Threats of Suits
by Horse Owners Will End Proposed Repaying Plan.

CITY HALL TRANSFER
TERMS TO BE MODIFIED
The council resolution offering the
present cltyWl site to the Cleveland public lfcrary bdard as a site
for a new pub»e library will be modified, to overcame rrilnor objections
offered by mergbersf of the board.
This was agreed|, onjyesterday when
the library boarf and council committee on group ipla&i and city planning met.
Members of the fedard object to the
word "monumental** in describing the
building to be constructed, and also
to a clause in the resolution providing that the property east Of the city
hall site shall be used for street pur, poses; they suggested that the transfer to the board might not be legal.
[Director of Law Stockwell reassured
them on this point. Another joint
session will be held Monday morning.
_ .
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unto refer the Reynolds vehicle tax orAssistant.
alterably opposed to a vehicle tax..
dinance, intended to provide funds
for repaying of streets, to the city
law department for a ruling.
AID URGED FOR FEDERAL
Should the law department rule
BUREAU IN TAKING CENSUS
that automobiles and other motor
vehicles cannot be included in the
provisions of the ordinance, no effort
will be made to pass it, according to
Directors Also Seek to Have
Councilman Reynolds. He said that
Lake Front Rights Question
it would be unfair to assess a tax
against horse drawn vehicles only.
; Submitted to Legislature,
Delegates from the Cleveland CartOpen windows in the engine house
age Club, representing 90 r>er cent of
of the City Hospital group saved that
"the teaming interests of the city, ice,
\ High praise for the work accomDirector I of Law Stockwell will building from destruction and the
ctjial, lumber, laundry and dairy inpTfshed by Assistant Chief Whyler in
tte-rests, appeared before the commit- leave for Europe tomorrow to be others frojn damage yesterday afternoon when an accumulation of gas
the fire department and fire •prevenPp to protest against the passage of gone about; a month.
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toX BACKS DOWN
AUSTRALIAN IS HERE
ON TAX PROGRAM
FOR CITY PLAN IDEAS
FTER BAKER TALK
Captain Taylor Seeks Information in Building Towns
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&ader Burek% 304 Harrison Bldg.
!OLUMBUS,\uly lO.-Mayor NewD Baker's %ln talk with Govl0r Cox yesterday bor© abundant
Mit today.
, Unless supplemental messages are
sent the General Assembly after it
has convened for its fcecond extraordinary session one w*ek from next
Monday, the Kilpatricktlaw removing
interior limitations froto the Smith
law will not be repealed.]
Neither will a resolution be adopted
submitting to the people <fa constitutional amendment limiting*, tax levies
to 1 per cent.
\
•
This was plainly evident \?hen Governor-Cox issued his combined special
session call and message. %n it he
:
asked the legislature to consider' only
'■'reduction of the state tax levies."
' .That the emphatic statement made
to him yesterday by Mayor Baker
concerning the ..disastrous effect .repeal of the Kilpatrick law and incorporating the 1 per cent limit
into the constitution would have on
municipal finances, persuaded the
Governor to back down in his an,
nounced tax program was the general opinion today.
The Governor had planned to appease angry rural voters by repealing or radically modifying the Kilpatrick law. After listening to the

orous Representations of the
Cftjveland/mayor, however, he evidently believed it expedient to
change his plans.
To b/aye persisted in his purpose
might hVe meant sacrifice of Baker's organization support.
It developed today that before
issuing his call the Governor secured
from the various state departments
statements comparing their expenditures during th"| first half of the
present fiscal year with the first half
of the past fiscal year. He' learned
from these that the-1914 expenditures
will exceed those of 1913 by more than
$2,000,000.
This showing of extravagance on
the eve of his campaign for re-election is said to have so angered the
Governor that he sent his budget
commissioner, W. 6.' Hefferrian, to
various department heads to- demand
explanations.
If the Governor cuts down state
levies by abolishing the school levy
of .335 mill, it will be necessary to
appropriate from the state treasury
more than $2,000,000 for school purposes.
With the $2,000,000 increase in general expenditures, this would mean
increased
expenditures from
the
treasury totaling $4,000,000.

Improvement of Back Streets First.
Cleveland's fame as a city with
civic ideals and a group plan in its
future having spread eiten as far as
| Sydney, Australia, Captkin George
A. Taylor, secretary of \ie Town
i Planning Association, of \ustralia,
has included the Sixth c
itinerary of his American touJrtFhiCh
he is making for information on
city planning and buildrfg.
Captain Taylor, with Mrs. Taylor
and Major B. E. Sto'we, also of Sy<
ney, arrived at the Hollenden Hote
last night from Chicago. They came
through from San Francisco last
week and expect to leave for Buffalo tonight.
Captain Taylor had letters of Introduction to Mayor Baker, Peter
Witt, A. B. duPont and Walter W.
Pollock, president of the Manufacturers' Appraisal Company, which
installed the Somers tax assessment
system here. The letters were from
Walter B. Griffin, of Chicago, who
won the world's competition contract for designing the city of Canberra, the new capital of Australia.
The captain is a foe of congestion. The Australians, he says, refuse to live in flats and tenements,
but insist on detached homes. "We
are building up community suburbs
M.
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Won't Enforce Increase!
Interior limitations of the -Smith 1
per cent tax law, which limited the
Increase in the amount of money to
he collected in taxes to 12 per cent
of the amount collected in 1910, are
removed for the first time this year.
Control of the budget commission
here also passed to city officials, but
it is not thought they will make an
effort to obtain a larger part of the
total ten-mill levy for the city.
School and county
governments
would suffer as a result, it was
pointed out yesterday.
Governor Cox, who is preparing to
Coughlin Says Duplicates Will call a special session of the General
Assembly this month to lower the
Add Only $280,000 to Clevestate tax levy, also has made it plain
that he will not consent to having
land Revenues if Presany part of the state tax rate added
to the levy for a municipality.
ent Rate Stands.
Cox Would Appease Voters.
City officials admit that cities
EFICITS WILL CONTINUE
stand no chance of getting any part
the reduced state rate, as the
TO INCREASE, HE SAYS of
Governor will put through his tax
reducing program in an attempt to
appease rural voters,, .who object to
lelieved Officials Will Stand by the tax collection laws of the state
administration.
Present Levy When Budget
,The city levy now is $3.90 per $1,000,
the school levy $4.90 and the state
Comes Up.
levy 40 cents per thousand. An extra mill levy was authorized for
Increased tax duplicates will add public schools by vote of the people.
§Ut $280,000 to city revenues if the . Coughlin yesterday reported to
Mayor Baker that the city will farfi
rv 0neBPeeent tax rate of *3-90 Ver $1,000
i'ng anfor municipal purposes remains unWihanged In 1915, according to esti- '3la3 V\ V BHX
sites made by Director of Finance
aoo uo jo sjjiojuioDiip ay; p>oay
wghlln yesterday.

This means that, the city's share
tax funds will fall hundreds of
lousands short of . the $8,000,000
iked from the county budget comtsslon, and will result in constantly
Wwing deficits each year, unless
ler means of obtaining revenue are
ediateaestion "id, according to Coughlin. He
ites next year's duplicate at
vtftVJ
",000.
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OFFICIALS
ALL ABE RE-ELECTED
Board Holds Annual J Meeting and
Votes $184,000 for Expenses.
Officers of the Cleveland public
library board were re-elected at the
annual meeting of the board yesterday. John G. White, recently reelected by the board of education
for a seven-year term, was made
president; F, F. Prentiss was reelected vice president,
and
Carl
Lorenz was re-elected secretary.
The board adopted a resolution appropriating $184,000 for expenses in
the second half of this year. A report of Librarian Brett, submitted at
the meeting, shows the people of
Cleveland were more literary the six
months last past than for the first I
six months of the year 1913. There
were 1,606,870 volumes circulated
between January 1 and June 1. Before the end of the year, Brett said,
the figures will have reached 2,000,000.
By these figures the people of the
Sixth City lead those of New York,
Chicago and Boston in omniverous
consumption of books.
Since moving into new quarters,
the library never has equaled its
former marks for fiction circulation,
but there has been a great demand
for serious reading.

Pennsylvania railroads to fill out into
the lake east of E. 9th street.
Application of the railroads was
held up several months ago to give
the city time, to prepare a definite
plan for the treatment of the easterly harbor. The railroads want to
make a 900-foot fill from E. 9th street
to E. 2Gth street. Officials claim the
land Is needed in connection with approaches for the proposed new union
passenger station.
Riparian owners of upland east of
E. 9th street will join railroads. In
opposing the city's plan for harbor
& j development.

in which the cottage and bungalow
are favorites," said he.
"I haven't seen Cleveland yet, but
I think you should consider the man
in the back street first. Until you
«***".your designs for civic improvements will continue to hang in the
art galleriest I don't think it is
wise to boast of boulevards until the
back streets are taken care of.
"It is wrong to attack town planning from the center instead of the
outside. Cleveland has a big reputation as a place that is doing things
and I hope to gain some valuable
ideas here."
Major Stowe, who is here chiefly
on private business, is more interested in Cleveland from an industrial
and commercial viewpoint. They
will tour the city today.

TWO PATROLMEN ARE
CHARGED WITH BRUTALITY
Director of Public .Safety Benesch
yesterday ordered. Police Captains
Walker and Murphy to investigate
charges made agairJst two patrolmen
a
S$tched t(^ the B- \th street police
station. , Bc*h are charged with having treated prisoners foughly.
Eugene Bubbs, neg%>, 2677 E. 34th
street, declared to Ba^esch that he
was assaulted- and beaten by the two
officers. He %h|rged fhey knocked
him down an|[ fcicked %im without
cause and theii|arrested him.
Charles Gaston, negro, 2285 Broadway, eharges he was beaten with a
club so badly he had to be taken to
Charity Hospital.
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<OX BACKS DOWN
AUSTRALIAN IS HERE
ON TAX PROGRAM
FOR CITY PLAN IDEAS
.FTER BAKER TALK
Captain Taylor Seeks Information in Building Towns

Leader Bure\ 304 Harrison BUg.
COLUMBUS, \uly lO.-Mayor Newton D. Baker's i\ain talk with Governor Cox yesteriky bore abundant
fruit today.
Unless supplemental messages are
sent the General Assembly after it
has convened for its second extraordinary session one wlek from next
Monday, the KUpatrlckWw removing
interior limitations froto the Smith
law will not be repealed.".
Neither will a resolution be adopted
submitting to the people la constitutional amendment limiting tax levies
to 1 per cent.
"■■,
'
This was plainly evident when Governor Cox issued his combined special
session call and message. %n it he
asked the Legislature to consider only
•'reduction of the state tax levies."
' .That theemphatic statement made
to him yesterday by Mayor Baker
concerning the .disastrous effe.ct .repeal of the Kilpatrick law and Incorporating the 1 per cent limit
into the constitution would have on
municipal finances, persuaded the
Governor to back down in his an,
nounced tax program was the general opinion today.
The Governor had planned to appease angry rural voters by repealing or radically modifying the Kilpatrick law. After listening to the

re

omr in
ren■day

ctor
lace
erce
the

orous
.representations
of the
Cfltareland/mayor, however, he evidently
believed
it
expedient
to
chang^ his plans.
To hJa,ve persisted in his purpose
might Mfep meant sacrifice of Baker's organization support.
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Improvement of Bac k Streets First.

Cleveland's fame as a city with
civic ideals and a group plan in its
future having spread evten as far as
Sydney, Australia, Captkin George
A. Taylor, secretary of \ie Town
Planning Association, of \ustralia,
It developed today that before
has included the Sixth &t\in#jttf#
issuing his ca.ll the Governor secured
itinerary of his American touJMfnich
from the various state departments
he is making for information on
statements comparing their expendicity planning and building.
tures during th\ first half of the
present fiscal year with the first half
Captain Taylor, with Mrs. Taylor
of the past fiscal year. He'learned
and Major B. E. Stowe, also of Sydfrom these that the 1914 expenditures
ney, arrived at the Holienden Hotel'
will exceed those of 1913 by more than
last night from Chicago. They came
$2,000,000.
through from San Francisco last
week and expect to leave for BufThis showing of extravagance on
falo tonight.
the eve of his campaign for re-election is said to have so angered the
Captain Taylor had letters of inGovernor that he sent his budget, troduction to Mayor Baker, Peter
commissioner, W. 6.' Heffernari, to Witt, A. B. duPont and Walter W.
various department heads to- demand Pollock, president of the Manufacturers' Appraisal Company, which
explanations.
If the Governor cuts down state installed the Somers tax assessment
levies by abolishing - the school levy system here. The letters were from
of .333 mill, it will be necessary to Walter B. Griffin, of Chicago, who
appropriate from the state treasury won the world's competition conmore than $2,000,000 for school pur- tract for designing the city of Canberra, the new capital of Australia.
poses.
The captain is a foe of congesWith the $2,000,000 increase in general expenditures, this would mean tion. The Australians, he says, reincreased
expenditures from
the fuse to live in fiats and tenements,
but insist on detached homes. "We
treasury totaling $4,000,000.
are building up community suburbs
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.[Coughlin Says Duplicates Will
Add Only $2§0,000 to Cleveland Revenues if Present Rate Stands.
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Won't Enforce Increase.
Interior limitations of the Smith 1
per cent tax law, which limited the
Increase in the amount of money to
be collected in taxes to 12 per cent
of the amount collected in 1910, are
removed for the first time this year.
Control of the budget commission
here also passed to city officials, but
it is not thought they will make an
effort to obtain a larger part of the
total ten-mill levy for the city.
School
and
county
governments
would suffer as a result, it was
pointed out yesterday.
Governor Cox, who is preparing to
call a special session of the General
Assembly this month to lower the
state tax levy, also has made it plain
that he will not consent to having
any part of the state tax rate added
to the levy for a municipality.

LIBRARY OFFICIALS
ALL ABE RE-ELECTED
Board Holds Annual Meeting and
; Votes $184,000 for Expenses.
Officers of the Cleveland public
library board were re-elected at the
annual meeting of the board yesterday. John G. Whjte, recently reelected by the board of education
for a seven-year term, was made
president; F. F. Prentiss was reelected vice president,
and
Carl
Lorenz was re-elected secretary.
The board adopted a resolution appropriating $184,000 for expenses in
the second half of this year. A report of Librarian Brett, submitted at
the meeting, shows the people of
Cleveland were more literary the six
months last past than for the first I
six months of the year 1913. There
were 1,606,870 volumes
circulated
between January 1 and June 1. Before the end of the year, Brett said,
the figures will have reached 2,000,000.
By these figures the people of the
Sixth City lead those of New York,
Chicago and Boston in omniverous
consumption of books.
Since moving into new quarters,
the library never has equaled its
former marks for fiction circulation,
but there has been a great demand
for serious reading.

Cox Would Appease Voters.
City officials admit that cities
■FICITS WILL CONTINUE
stand no chance of getting any part
the reduced state rate, as the
TO INCREASE, HE SAYS of
Governor will put through his tax
reducing program in an attempt to
jn the
appease rural voters,, who object to
;h and
^Believed
Officials
Will
Stand
by
the tax collection laws of the state
e
to
administration.
Present
Levy
When
Budget
lan-atThe city levy now is $3.90 per $1,000,
Bulkthe school levy $4.90 and the state
Comes
Up.
ld has
levy 40 cents per thousand. An exleaded
tra mill
levy was authorized for
,s been j increased tax duplicates will add public schools by vote of the people.
;aniza-put ?280,000 to city revenues if the
Coughlin yesterday
reported
to
Mayor Baker that the city will facei
rv oney6*601 tax rate of $3-90 Per $1,000
a deficit of $789,000 in operating ex-1
'ins »'or municipal purposes remains unpenses before the end of the year.'
, Thls|hanged in 1915, according to esti- Expenditures will be $3,348,000 and
Pennsylvania railroads to fill out into
th« "'{hates made by Director of Finance cash and receipts from all sources the lake eaipt of E. 9th street.
-»UghHn yesterday.
will be but $2,549,000.
Application of the railroads waa
uential
held up several months ago to give
If ope« *This means that the city's share
Official approval of plans for the the city time, to prepare a definite
tax funds will fall hundreds of
unnta!
plan for the treatment of the eastusands short of . the $8,000,000 improvement of the easterly harbor,
erly harbor. The railroads want to
through
the
construction
of
an
island
:ed from the county budget com
make a 900-foot fill from E. 9th street
ission, and will result in constantly and a chain of municipal piers from to E. 2Gth street. Officials claim the
'pwing deficits each year, unless E. 9th street to Gordon park, will be land is needed in connection with apjher means of obtaining revenue are asked of the city council tomorrow proaches for the proposed new union
.passenger station.
Jun3, according to Coughlin. He
Riparian owners of upland east of
n6Xt year S duplicate at night.
I^BMSS)
Treatment of the harbor in the E. 9th street will join railroads, in
ii «>*• r'
manner proposed has been worked opposing the city's plan for harbor
out by' the city engineering division development.
a special committee on lake front
Jvelopment.
If the plans are indorsed b/ the council, it will ignore
the city river and harbor commission appointed three years ago to
make a study of lake front development. No plans have been submitted by this body.
Councilmen Reynolds and McGinty,
members of the committee, conferred
with Mayor Baker yesterday in regard to the treatment of the easterly harbor.
Baker was impressed
with the proposed manner of treatment and suggested that council approval be obtained at once. The plans
then will be submitted to United
States engineers as a substitute to
the application of Lake Shore and

'

Advises

in which the cottage and bungalow
are favorites," said he.
"I haven't seen, Cleveland yet, but
I think you should consider the man
in the back street first. Until you
jj£#.your designs for civic improvements will continue to hang in the
art galleries*
I don't think it is
wise to boast of boulevards until the
back streets are taken care of.
"It is wrong to attack town planning from the center instead of the
outside. Cleveland has a big reputation as a place that is doing things
and I hope to gain some valuable
ideas here."
Major Stowe, who is here chiefly
on private business, is more interested in Cleveland from an industrial
and commercial viewpoint.
They
will tour the city today.

TWO PATROLMEN ARE
CHARGED WITH BRUTALITY
Director of Public ;Safety Benesch
yesterday ordered. Police Captains
Walker and Murphy to investigate
charges made agairtet two patrolmen
a
**fcned tc^ the E- 1th street Roliee
station. Both are charged with having treated prisoners foughly.
Eugene Bubbs, negro, 2677 E. 34th
street, declared to Ba^iesch that he
was assaulted and beatgn by the two
officers.
He >jph#-ged |hey knocked
him down anij picked %im without
cause and then Wrested him.
Charles Gastori, negro, 2285 Broadway, eharges he was beaten with a
club so badly he had to be taken to
Charity Hospital.
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LEHER APPLAUDS
WHYLER'S LABOR
Communication From Chamber of Commerce Lauds
Prevention Work.
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the title of- the riparian ow.jier is such th MENACES^ HOSPITAL
he may not be deprived -without any oor
pensation, or wnetner it is merely a licenl
temporarily acquiesced in by the state.
Feet From Operating TaIf it is the later, the state should n*W
P„tients.
pursue a policy of acquiescence. In the albie\ Frightens raiK»«»>
sence of such revocation a riparian owni \
—.
might, under certain circumstances, procee
\
jHamann, 416 Osupon such fill as would prevent the consis, Dr\ Carl A. p-a
>
ent development of trrt remainder of ti ,.,,^
was operating on an ay
u
harbor front for purposes' of navigation. i_" \ »erer in the surgery of
" —llvixl, Scranton-rd and Valen8 W yesterday afternoon, a
used bv escaping gas, broke out
engimI'room of the hospital, not
■feet f/ora fie operating ta-
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Cox Asked for Legislation
"
^Engmeer Sidney Wanacot imConcerning Lake Land
Councilman Reynolds Would *>£*£ lilt" £"£>«*
Rights.
;;
Have Legal Department stinguished the blaze.
Work for Home Rule.
The work of First Assistant Fire

a

Chief Charles B. Whyler, whose retirement from active service becomes
effective Aug. 1, is lauded in an offi- Citizens at Pubfic Meetin
cial communication . to s be received
Protest w/eel Toll
this morning by Mayor Newton D.
Baker from the Chamber of Commerce committee on public safety.
The letter was authorized yesterA resolution is? to be offered in cou;
day by the board of directors, to cil Monday night by Councilman J. "\
whom it was presented by C- H. Pat- Reynolds calling on the city law d
partment to co-operate,-with jfcivic c
ton, chairman of the committee.
ganizations of Cleveland in the drai
The directors also authorized Vice ing of petitions required for the initi
tion of state legislation looking towa
President. Bascom Little to send a home rule in city /taxation. i
President, R. H;- Lee <of this Clevelai
letter to Gov. James M. Cox, urging
Automobile club' took this matter i
him to include among the subjects with Counjbilm^fh Reynolds'following
for legislation at the special session public meeting-'in the city council char,
ber yesterday afternoon called for coi
of the general assembly the questions sideration' of the wheel tax ordinam
in council several weeks ag
involving the state's rights to lands introduced
Representatives of practically s
i
under Lake Erie.
business interests in the city makir,
of vehicles appeared at the mee
Cleveland manufacturers are urged use to
protest the passage of the whe>
in a resolution to co-operate with the ing
tax ordinance, and it was stated ths
United States census bureau in the the measure, if passed, would be fougr.
survey of manufactories about to be in the courts.
The council committee decided to r<
undertaken by the bureau. The resolution places at the disposal of the fer the ordinance to the law depart
Final action will be deferre
bureau the facilities offered by the ment.
until after the council vacation.
; Chamber of Commerce.
President Lee of the Automobile clu
| A section of the letter to Mayor stated cities could not obtain legisla
tion needed to increase their income b
i Baker reads:
The committee has heard with a great deal appealing to the legislature. It is hi
' of regret of Chief Whyler'a illness and his belief the matter sbould be fought ou
resignation.* The"committee lias The highest I! through the initiative and referendun
Bills may be initiated giving co-untie
respect for Director Benesch and Chief Wallace, and believes that they fully .recognize the right to retain their liquor tax an
the importance of the work of the*fire pre- the funds derived from automobile;
vention bureau and will further it and de- If these bills were passed much mone
velop it as opportunity offers.
The committee knows, however, that a that goes to the state would remain i
great deal of the work which was done Cleveland.
county pays one-fifth o
under Chief Whyler's leadership was due the"Cuyahoga
,f600,000 that goes to the state b
to his compelling personality and the great
enthusiasm which he brought to the work. reason of the automobile tax and get
The committee earnestly trusts that none of back one-eighty-eighth of that sum, ■
said President Lee.
this impetus be lost.
If this letter can show in any way the
The question of city finances was dis
committee's appreciation of this work and cussed at a conference in the mayor',
the committee's belief that the business office yesterday.
Finance Directo:
men and citizens generally' have the same Thomas Coughiin is preparing a state
appreciation of it, the purpose of this letter ment showing the condition of citj
will have been accomplished.
funds. Additional money must be borThe letter to Gov. Cox calls atten- rowed before the close of the year.
tion to the resolution adopted by city
council June 29 calling on the state
to turn over to the city whatever
rights and title it has to submerge
lands on the water front of Cleveland, and concurs with it. The letter to Gov. Cox in part reads:
Judge Stevens held that the riparian own- | Councilman Urges Examinaer has the right to wharf out to navigable
water, and that a solid flu of earth is a
tion Under Civil Service.
wharf. He did not attempt to decide whether
nine
K earae of baseball bfttween a nil
renrfsentW \he public, .safety d eCouncilman William Stolte declared
^Irtmlnt and>ne representing the yesterday ^hat before the welfare deS^Mi?
service
>
department
will
be
P
partment o^ any administrative heads
feature
, at Edgewater
' !l
feature of
oi^events
^ /f
A pro- of the city government take steps touly 22.
narlc Cleveland
ared by Sport Dieram is being prapare
ward appointing a recreation comSector M. J. McGiftty.
missioner the civil service commission should call an examination if
SILENT ON SUFFRAGE.
the place is 'to be put utfder civil
service.
Mayor James H. Preston of Bal"It would not be fair to any who
have been proposed to make the aptimore declined to tell his stand on
pointment
before the civil service
woman suffrage yesterday. The recommission has decided this quesquest that he make public his views
tion," said Mr. Stolte.
Secretary E. A. Kline of the civil
on this 4ub3eot w^ made of Mayor
service commission declared yesterPreston \ yesterday by Miss Selma
day the commission would give this
Darmstadter while the' Baltimore
matter attention when the board of
control- adopts a resolution fixing the
official was visiting Mayor Newton
position and naming the salary.
D. Baker "in city hall.
The board of control decided at its
"I am here on a social visit," he
meeting yesterday that it would not
aid.
"I
am
sorry,
but
I
cannot
concur
with the council if an ordiB
nance was passed transferring the
discuss that question."
recreational activities from the welfare to the public service department. Mayor Baker yesterday forwarded a letter to city council, explaining why the board had taken
this stand. He stated the board felt
the plan of managing recreational
activities proposed in the city charter should be given a season's trial.
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Shortage of $189,000 Expected^ by Cletalghd DiN recfor of Ffijfance.
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A shortage of $78^000 xsy111 . confront^ the jplty pefora the year is
over. ".' ,:'si;'
" 1 '' ■• This report was mjpe to Mayor
Newton D. Baker yesifcrday by Finance Director Thomas! Coughiin. It
was reported. yesterday |that because
of the situation that |onfronts the
city, it has'definitely be|n determined
that the plan of appointing a commissioner of recreatiorj' at $3,000 a
year will be abandoned this year.
It is asserted
playgrounds will
have sufficient supervision for the
remaining portion of the season as
all instructors have been appointed.
Following his meeting with Mayor
Baker, Director Coughiin stated the
mayor was studying a plan for reducing expenses of the city. Revenue ' notes are to be issued before
the close of the year to meet a portion of the shortage.
One means of raising revenue will
be proposed in a report to be submitted to counciLby Director Coughiin after the councilmanic vacation.
The director will submit a list showing rentals being derived from city
property and will suggest establishment of a real estate and rent collection division.
At present no revenue is derived
from many street ends along the
river front.
—
o

DUGWAY BROOK AGAIN
IMPERILS CITY'S HEALTH
UOljVJLi

Foul smeiyjig Dugway Brook has
once more arrjused the ire of East
Side citizens. sNf?3 of complaints
are being made at ftecity hall daily,
and Commissioner of ^Health Ford
vesterday urged Mayor Baker to take
some ^cUon to hasten the "work of
seweringVlhe stream.
Property owners claim that stagnant waterVccumu|ates between thfl
nks of thVstrekm and concrete
sewers now beteig lluilt in some sections- The clty\gi jwlthout funds to
completely sewer ""the stream. Part
of it will remain a disease breeding
agency for years, according to
dents.
a
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If it is the later, the state should n*ew Feet *r«
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Ispitl Scrantlj* and Valeng VT yesterday afternoon, a
used \y escaping eas, broke out
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Cox Asked for Legislation
"
"
' Engineer Sidney Wanacot taConcerning Lake Land
Councilman Reynolds Would *>.£*£Zt"I7tljnRights.
Have Legal Department ttWuUed the_biaze.
Work for Home Rule.
The work of First Assistant Fire
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Chief Charles B. Whyler, whose retirement from active service becomes
effective Aug. 1, is lauded in an official communication . to '. be received
j this morning by Mayor' Newton D.
Baker from the Chamber of Commerce committee on public safety.
The letter was authorized yesterday by the board of directors, to
whom it was presented by C. H. Patton, chairman of the committee.
The directors also authorized Vice
President Bascom Little to send a
letter to Gov. James M. Cox, urging
him to include among the subjects
for legislation at the special session
of the general assembly the questions
involving the state's rights to lands
under Lake Erie.
Cleveland manufacturers are urged
in a resolution to co-operate with the
United States census bureau in the
survey of manufactories about to be
undertaken by the bureau. The resolution places at the disposal of the
■1 bureau the facilities offered by the
Chamber of Commerce.
A section of the letter to Mayor
; Baker reads:
The committee lias heard with a great deal
j of regret of Chief Whyler's illness and his
i! resignation. The committee has the highest
respect for Director Benesch and Chief Wallace, and believes that they fully Recognize
', the importance of the work of the^fire pre- j
! vention bureau and will further it and de[ velop it as opportunity offers.
The committee knows, however, that a
J great deal of the work which was done
j under Chief "Whyler's leadership was due
to his compelling personality and the great
I enthusiasm which he brought to the work.
The committee earnestly trusts that none of
• this impetus be lost.
If this letter can show In any way the
[ committee's appreciation of this work and
[ the committee's belief that the business
men and citizens generally' have the same
appreciation of it. the purpose of this letter
will have been accomplished.
The letter to Gov. Cox calls atten;
tion to the resolution adopted by city
', council June 29 calling on the state
to turn over to the city whatever
rights and title it has to submerge
lands on the water front of Cleveland, and concurs with it. The letter to Gov. Cox in part reads:
Judge Stevens held that the riparian owner has the right to wharf out to navigable
water, and that a solid All of earth is a
wharf. He did not attempt to decide whether

SUNDAY, JULY

Citizens at Pubfic IVleeting
Protest Wfteel Toll
Ordinance.
A resolution is» to be offered in council Monday night by Councilman J. W.
Reynolds calling on the city law department to co-operate .with j6ivic organizations of Cleveland in tiie drafting of petitions required for the initiation of state legislation looking toward
home rule in city taxation.
President. R. H; Lee -of this Cleveland
Automobile club' took this matter up
with Counpilmah Reynolds-'following a
public meeting in the city cpuncil chamber yesterday afternoon called for consideration of the 'wheel tax ordinanca
introduced in council several weeks ago.
Representatives of practically all
business interests in the city making
use of vehicles appeared at the meeting to protest the passage of the wheel
tax ordinance, and it was stated that
the measure, if passed, would be fought
in the courts.
The council committee decided to refer the ordinance to the law department. Final action will be deferred
until after the council vacation.
President Lee of the Automobile club
stated cities could not obtain legislation needed to increase their income by
appealing to the legislature. It is his
belief the matter should be fought out
through the initiative and referendum.
Bills may be initiated giving counties
the right to retain their liquor tax and
the funds derived from automobiles.
If these bills were passed much money
that goes to the state would remain in
Cleveland.
"Cuyahoga county pays one-fifth of
the $600,000 that goes to the state by
reason of the automobile tax and gets
back one-eighty-eighth of that sum,"
said President Lee.
The question of city finances was discussed at a conference in the mayor's
office yesterday.
Finance Director
Thomas Coughlin is preparing a statement showing the condition of city
funds. Additional money must be borrowed before the close of the year.

FAVORS OOlZjOB' PLAGE
Councilman Urges Examination Under Civil Service.

A. eame of baseball between a nine
PresentingS \he V
public, safety deCouncilman William Stblte declared
p!rtmen\ a nd\one reprinting the yesterday ijhat before the welfare, deEuMic service .department will be
S feature of events ,:at Edgewater partment oif any administrative heads
Sark Cleveland dVy,. July 22 A pro- of the city government take steps tol?am is being prfcred by Sport Di- ward appointing a recreation comrector M. J. McGinty.
missioner the civil service commission should call an examination if
SILE1VT ON SUFFRAGE.
the place is to t>e put utyder civil
service.
Mayor James H. Preston of Bal"It would not be fair to ;any who
have been proposed to make the aptimore declined to tell hi a stand on
pointment
before the civil service
woman suffrage yesterday. The recommission has decided this quesquest that ho make public his views
tion," said Mr. Stolte.
on this (jubject WBg made of Mayor
Secretary E. A. Kline of the civil
service commission declared yesterPreston i yesterday by Miss Selma
day
the commission would give this
Darmstadter while the' Baltimore
matter attention when the board of
official was Visiting Mayor Newton
control- adopts a resolution fixing the
position and naming the salary.
13. Baker'in city hall.
The board of control decided at its
"I am here on a social visit," he
meeting yesterday that it would not ]
said. "I am sorry, but I cannot
concur with the council if an ordinance was passed transferring the ;
discuss that question."
recreational activities from the welfare to the public service depart- |
ment. Mayor Baker yesterday for- :
warded a letter to city council, ex- j
plaining why the board had taken!
this stand. He stated the board felt j
the plan of managing recreational |
activities proposed in the city char- \
tc should be given a season's trial. j
o
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Shortage of $789,000 Expected, by Cleveland DiWill Ask Federal Authorities
rector of Finance.
for Land Extending From
Downtown Section to
Plan fMecreafion CommisGordon Ffark.
sioner Giveii Up for
This Ye£r.
COUNCIL WILL ITUDY
A shortage of $78&000 "-jyill .conISLAND PLANTOMORROW front;
the ptty pefore| the year is
vs

Majyor Baker Apferbves Methdd to be Submitted, at
1 IVleeting Yesterday.
Federal authorities will be asked
by thfe city council tomorrow night to
give Cleveland possession of three
miles of water front extending from
the downtown section to Gordon
park, if a resolution to be offered by
Councilman J. W. Reynolds, chairman of the special council committee
on lake front development is adopted.
The special council committee decided at a conference in the mayor's
office yesterday to subfliit the island
plan of development to the council
Monday night and to ask that a resolution be adopted endorsing the plan
and authorizing the director of public service to make formal application to the United States engineer in
■ charge of this distriet.Mayor Newton D. Baker approved
the plan at yesterday's meeting
which was attended by Assistant City
Engineer E. B. Thomas and Councilmen J. J. McGinty and J. W. Reynolds and the form of the legislation
to be offered at the council meeting
tomorrow night was tentatively
agreed on.
The government will
not be asked to establish a harbor
line but in place of this it will be
requested to locate a bulkhead line
following the plan agreed upon by
the special council committee. This
plan shows the construction of a long
narrow strip of land separated from
the main land by a channel varying
in width from 200 feet at its westerly
end to 400 feet at the easterly end.
The made land north of the channel
will be. attached to the fill that has
already been begun just east of E.
Oth-st.
Bnild Road and Belt Line.
This will be public property and
upon the strip will be built a roadway paralleling the Shore line and
a municipal belt line railroad with
spurs extending out to piers on the
northerly side of the fill. Each pier
will be 900 feet long.
Riparian owners have indicated
they will fight the attempt of the
city to carry out its plan. They contend the construction of the fill will
prevent them from reaching navigable waters. City authorities in the
fight before the government, engineer will contend that the channel
will be wider than sections of the
Cuyahoga river now in use and that
the rights of upland owners are not
interfered with by the plan.
The city's plan should be presented to the government at this
time, according to members of the
special committee, for the reason
that the railroads have asked the
government to establish a harbor
line that would enable them to make
seventy-six acres of land between
E. 9th-st and E. 26th-st. The plans
of the railroads show that the made
land would be used for freight yard
purposes. A freight house would be
located directly east of E. 9th-sti
The railroads claim that is a necessary part of the new union passenger station scheme but members of
the council declare that such an arrangement would spoil the entire
group plan.
"Would be Inexpensive.
Assistant City Engineer Thomas
declared yesterday that ..the entire
island plan of development might be
carried out at practically no expense
to the city. The island fill could be
started by the use of dirt from excavations In the downtown sections.
Piers would be built by concerns desiring to enter into leases under
terms similar to those accepted in
the building of the D. & C. and C. &
B. passenger pier now under way.
These companies are improving the
pier and building a station' as, well
as paying for the cost of extending
E. 9th-st to the water's edge: A large
new bridge is being erected by the
city at the fsot of E. 9th-st with
funds supplied by the boat companies.
At the end-of the period named in
the lease'' the entire pier improvement will revert to the city.
. Reorganization of the city river
and harbor commission is now being planned by Mayor Baker.
The
commission will probably be made
a citizens advisory board. The board
will work in conjunction with the
river and harbor division of the city
government. This plan is favored by
Public Service Director T. L. Sidlo.
o—

over.
a
\-■ This report was mlde to Mayor
Newton D. Baker yesferday by Pinance Dirqptor Thomas! Coughlin. It
was reported. yesterday |that because
of the situation that |onfronts the
city,'it has definitely be|n determined
that the plan of appointing a commissioner of recreation at $3,000 a
year will be abandoned this year.
It is asserted
playgrounds will
have sufficient supervision for the
remaining portion of the season as
all instructors have been appointed
Following his meeting with Mayor
Baker, Director Coughlin stated the
mayor was studying a plan for reducing expenses of the city. Revenue • notes are to be issued before
the close of the year to meet a portion of the shortage.
One means of raising revenue will
be proposed in a report to be submitted to council by Director Coughlin after the councilmanic vacation
The director will submit a list showing rentals being derived from city
property and will suggest establishment of a real estate and rent collection division.
At present no revenue is derived
from many street ends along the
river front.
.
o
—

DUGWAY BROOK AGAIN
IMPERILS CITY'S HEALTH
Foul smeWJng Dugway Brook has
once more aroused the ire of East
Side citizens. Se^jres of complaints
are being made at ipa city hall dally,
and Commissioner of'^ealth Ford
yesterday urged Mayor Baker to take
some £i\tion to hasten the work of
seweringNthe streanj.
Property* owners '.'.claim that stagnant water Accumulates between the
banks of tha* strekm and concrete
sewers now being l|ullt In some sections. The cityXjs/without funds to
completely sewer ''the stream. Part
of it will remain a disease breeding
agency for years, according to residents.
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OUNDATION TO
START SURVEY

WILL LENGTHEN
BATHING HOURS

Lai work of the Cleveland
^ifion will start Sept. 1, when
fr Burns, secretary of the
;,„„ civic commission, will
'f ^Cleveland to direct activ1 of the f/undation'l, survey

John Boddy, acting park superintendent,
Monday
promised
Councilman Meyers he would, arrange to keep bathing beaches at
Gordon and Edgev?ater parks open
until 10:80 p. m. fr 11 p. m., instead.of 9:30 p. mi, as at present.
"It's a shame hundreds of people are turned away every night
because of this 9:30 rule," Meyers
told Boddy. "Thatfs the hour
when many people if el like taking
a plunge. There! aren't enough
rooms.to accommodate the crowds.
Longer hours will give all a
chance."
Meyers threatened to bring the
matter before council, but Boddy
told him this would not be necessary.

T^Baldwin, secretary of the
,'rfation, late Friday announced
's> appointment as survey
,f Work of the committee
bably will extend over several
m Baldwin says.
'The survey's first object will
to discover what are the city s
,al needs," he explains.
Its
il obiect will be to point the
to remedies. Co-ordination of
Lsencies working foT Cleve's betterment will be the keyIt is the committee's job to
about this co-ordlnation^___

bandstand was being erected
Kirday in the haymarket disin preparation for Councilt McGinty's big band concert
ire Sunday evening.
^DesDite protests we have not
ttov1d

a pVar^afer^rom

l^Srr Market

OUNGIL PL
Council, will adjourn Monday
night until Aug. 24. Even councilmanic committee problems, except the one. on school' conditions,
will be laid aside for five weeks.
In anticipation of the vacation
department heads havte prepared
dozens of routine measures requiring councilmanic action. The
meeting Monday night is known
as the "annual clean-up."
Here are some things council is
expected to do:
Approve

t V Brookside, Woodland
, and Wade parks:

BROOKSIDE PARK. ^ ^\

Kudent Days' ■•■:•,;
&rture, "Semiramide
;

..Rossini]
Sibelius j
iintU k

*l£*$ W'"}*»" '
° ibalbey
H
n a.efl'k- Rbse'iathV Garden ^
'
..Breur
r of Love" ■■;;
J» ,Weh from
o^Va'ri"
.'.'..Meyerbeer
.Kahlman
fictions
ban -.•ch. "Et Cortege/ 'La u«ne__c,oimod
^"gtar' Sp'angied Banner."
WOODLAND HILLS.
-erture. "Orpueus ..,,..-•••■
„ ,,
.jncert waltz. "Adlyn"
— "*"
|pera Mirror"
Berlin
Popular Hits ,,,.»...*
'* V T*pissiir
fncert Polonaise ...... •- •■••":?■ BeI5S1£
antasie on "Home Sweet Homeelection. "High Jinks
,
ftounod
Jallet music, "Faust'■■■■■■■■■■,;■■Gounoa
■
"Star Spangled Banner.
WADE PARK. "
J
March, "Yale Varsity"..,.
$?J„°JJ
Overture, "Tannhauser"...
YVagnei
(a) "Anitras Tanz"..,......-..- • • ■■
(b) "In the Hall of the Mountain ^
Waltz, "Venus'' Tei'gen"
■ Gungl
Ballet, Egyptian Nos> 1. 2, 3, 4....Luigim
Selection, "Carmen" ......... ■•••■i-Bizet
Musical scenes from Switzerland.. .Langey ,
"Reve Angeliquo" (Kamennoi Ostrow).
_ i
Rubinstein j
f ,./£,
Grand 'fan'tasief"Home Sweet Home the
World Over"
:..Lampei
(Note: The composer describes the manner in which "Home Sweet Home" is played
in different countries, as follows: 1—Air. j
2—Germany. :i—Spain,
4—Russia. 5—
Italy. 6—Scotland. 7—Hungary. S—Chinaw
it—ireland. 10—America.)
"Star Spangled Banner."

TO OPEN LIGHT PLANT
UN CLEVELAND DAY
Opening of the new.Mtomy light
plant probably will be 4 feature
of Cleveland day, July zfe. The
power will beturritedjon in fee new
plant as an experiment July 19.
Light commissifjner Saturday
said the public islinvited to inspect the plant J|ly 22. Guides
■will show the visitors over, the
plant

West-side

grade

elimination

Approve plans for establishment of an
outer harbor line between E. Ninth-st and
Gordon park.
Pass 150 paving and sewer resolutions.
Refer wheel tax ordinance to law department.
,
.
Pass communicable disaese clause or new
health code.
Ask law department to co-operate with
civic societies in fight to give Cleveland
greater share of taxes paid state.
Tender present city hall site to library
board.
Refuse again to consider matter of appropriating funds for out-of-town recreation
commissioner.
Start legislation for opening sti.'eets in
the lumber district so better fire protection
can be extended there'.
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SEEKS IIS HERE

Meets Tonight Then Takes
Five-Week Vacation.
iS Council meets tonight for the last
{time for five weeks. The meeting will
be marked by an effort by Councilman
J. W. Reynolds to have council ask the
department of law to co-operate with
civic organizations interested in having
the city receive a greater share of the
revenue raised in the state by taxation.
Several organizations, among
them the Cleveland Automobile club,
believe initiative bills should be prepared to have the city be given authority to keep all the liquor license tax
and all the automobile tax paid in the
city.
Councilman Reynolds also will introduce a resolution to have council ask
federal authorities to give Cleveland
possession of three miles of water
front, extending from the downtown
district to Gordon park. This will be
part of a plan for lake front develop] ment formulated by a special council
committee.
About 150 paving and sewer resolutions are expected tonight. The paving resolutions all will call for. an even
division of the cost between the city
and abutting property owners.
Investigation of charges by Councilman Alex Bernstein that the board of
control has evaded charter provisions
J providing for letting all. city contracts
by competitive bidding is to be undertaken today by a council committee.

.0)
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THE CLEV

At extreme reductions

Australian Views Cleveland | Park Officials Report Big In- t odd patterns of various lines of.
)?$£* articles, _for_boudorr^S
to Help in planning
crease at Park Since New
fel for women, misses and child:
'City of Ideals.'
Line Opened.
„>* will be only a fraction of $.
Proposed Municipality s to Bathers Wait Long to Get
Control Ground Area and
Chance for Dip in
Own Utilities.
Erie,, j
From Cleveland Australia expects
Gordon park has become the city's
to get hin^s ,,on city administration [most popular airing pla^e since comand town-planning which will help pletion of? the E. 79fcfl-st\car line, acthe commonwealth to devise and run cording to\records cjc attendance. It
the model city of Canberra which is is estimate^ that 100,0001 people visto rise from the bush and be a pat- lited the ptjjrk yesterday. \
tern to towij builders of the future.
All day long the concrete subwfty
Capt. George A. Taylor, deputed under the Lake Shore right of way
by the government of New South at E. 79th-$t, echoed with'the swish
Wales to take a six months' tour of feet.
through the United States to study
Troops off amateur ball players;
"the best America has to offer in the young men and young women in white
way of city building and city admin- suits, swinging .{ennis rackets; other
istration, will confer with Mayor young woman decked in colored ribNewton D. Baker this morning.
bons attended by admiring young
"Cleveland is one place you must men;
whole families with babies in
not miss," Capt. Tajrtor was told perambulators; all these made a conbefore leaving Australia.
tinuous stream through the subway
"Cleveland nas a wide reputation while daylight lasted. Hundreds arthroughout Australia for the efficiency rived after dusk.
of its civic administration," Capt.
Crews of E. 79th-st cars were unanTaylor told Mayor's Secretary Milton imous in declaring they have seldom
L. Young.
. handled such crowds. At every transCanberra, the new capital of the jfer place crowds numbering hundreds
commonwealth, where Australia is go- waited. From as far south as Wooding to demonstrate to the world that land-av S. E. they came.
a city can be best developed by own
Before the completion of the E.
ing not only its public utilities but 79th-st line, 50,000 was counted " a
C1
nt
0f
01
X
£^
^! E
attendance at Gordon park and
will be
the ™L
only city
in ^
the S2ft
world i'Ff
that number was reached only on
which has no landlords, no land holidays
speculators and no vested interests.
But Gordon park was not the only
Not one inch of the 900 square miles park that "played to a capacity
on which Canberra will rise will ever h^use" yesterday. Edgewater with
be alienated. The government pur- baseball diamonds and bathing beach
chased the land at its bush value and drew nearly as well. Band concerts
will endeavor to solve the problem in Woodland Hills, Wade, and Brookconfronting every other city admin- side parks proved popular.
istration, •
At Gordon park bathing beach Man. "Within twenty-five years we ex- ager Henry Quinlan estimated that
2iect the returns from real estate will by 3:30 p.^ m. 4,000 persons had
be ample for the upkeep of the ad-■ patronized Lake Erie. At that time
ministration and will leave a surplus," ; about 200 persons were standing in
Capt. Taylor declared at The Hol-june waiting for a chance to take a
lenden, where he is staying with Mrs. dip. The facilities of the beach were
Taylor and Maj. E. E. Stowe, who taxed
accompanies him from Sydney.
'The beach opened at 8:45 a. m. and
A poem m the planning," is how! Dy noon> Mr_ Quinlan ^M every
Prime
Minister
Joseph
Cooke j available suit had been given out.
describes Canberra, city of ideals." After that some people stood in line
An American, Walter B. Griffin of two and three hours waiting for a
Chicago, has designed Australia's new room.
capital. He won the prize open to
Soon after the line began to form
the world' and has neen appointed police cleared the pavilion and refederal director of design and con- fused to allow any more persons to
struction. It was Mr. Griffin and Prof. go up until the line began to dwindle.
R. F. Irvine of Sydney university who The services of ten patrolmen under
told Capt. Taylor that Cleveland^ the command of Lieut. E. H. May
attempt to solve -municipal problems were needed to handle the crowds
was worthy of close study.
V at the pavilion.
In the east Capt. Taylor will seek4 Up on the "big lawn" at Gordon a
information concerning regulation of player on one of the baseball diathe height of buildings.
monds knocked out a home run. As
"In Sydney the height of our build- thousands stood up and cheered a
ings is largely governed by the width hound, mascot of one of the teams,
of the streets," he said.
waddled out on the baseline, emitted
"Our present impression is that the three yelps and died.
problems of construction will solve
Some of the spectators were of the
themselves. The difficulty of finding opinion he used his last breath to
tenants for the topmost floors of sky- "root." The home run took three
scrapers because of the vibration, we men over home plate and made the
believe, will regulate the height. I score 3 to 0.
want to find out if that is the opino
ion in New York city.
"Conditions Imposed upon the storage of oil by American cities, is another point upon which I am seeking Information first hand. We have
ships coming to Australia which use
oil fuel and the question becomes increasingly important with us.
"Canberra will have no segregated
district. We do not recognize that any
evil is a necessity."

Down in the heart of the fcld Hay
Market district, where miseA often
stalks with poverty there ca^ie a
stranger last night.
->i hapHope, clad in the garments of
erty, a
piness met the legions of pover
battle ensued. Hope was victorious
and happiness reigned for a night.
Hope was Councilman James J. McGinty's special envoy. She was enthusiastic to do for him what he
could not do for himself. He furnished a band, candy and popcorn.
She, his ally, furnished the spirit
that won the day and made responsive hundreds of hearts that for years
had lain dormant.
'■■What kind of music shall we give
them, Hope?" Councilman McGinty
asked his aide; "Shall it be classical,
^ligious or sentimental?"
"No, no, none of that," was Hope's
answer. "Why not cheer them up,
even, if it is just for tonight? I ask
you to give them lively airs, ragtime
as you earth beings call it."
And Councilman McGinty did,' He
arranged one of the liveliest programs
Director Frank Hurby had ever
played.
And thus Hope's prediction came
true. With the first strains' windows
in the Haymarket district at Ontario-st and Central-av S. E. were
thrown opSh, the inmates looked and
saw long rows of chairs. One was
brave enough to make a start.
More than twenty languages were
heard as the district seemed to open
up and pour out its hundreds. Children who had never heard a band
i before danced in tnelr glee, old women
wept and men bowed their heads and
thought. Their minds reverted to
the years when they were children.
Hope gazing from her invisible seat
smiled through tears. Her desire was
reached. She sought Councilman McGinty and thanked turn and received
his thanks.
And in between the selections hundreds of bags of pop corn and candy
descended fromnj—the children knew
not where. They only knew they had L,
clutched sweetmeats in their thin little fingers. They knew not whom to
thank, so with uplifted heads they
thanked someone in heaven from
whom they thought the deluge came.
"I am satisfied, I have made at
least, a few little kids happy, and
you, Hope have done it, not I," said
Councilman McGinty wnen Hope bade
him farewell until next Sunday night,
when these forces which make for
good will invade Clinton park, Lakeside-av N. E. near E. 17th-,st, to
bring a night's happiness^ in another
section of the city.
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COUNCIL SIDESTEPS HEAT
Meets Tonight Then Takes
Five-Week Vacation.
Council meets tonight for the last
time for five weeks. The meeting will
be marked by an effort by Councilman
J. W. Reynolds to have council ask the
department of law to co-operate with
civic organizations interested in having
the city receive a greater share of the
revenue raised in the state by taxation.
Several organizations, among
them the Cleveland Automobile club,
believe Initiative bills should be prepared to have the city be given authority to keep all the liquor license tax
and all the automobile tax paid in the
city.
Councilman Reynolds also will introduce a resolution to have council ask
federal authorities to give Cleveland
possession of three miles of water
front, extending from the downtown
district to Gordon park. This will be
part of a plan for lake front development formulated by a special council
committee.
About 150 paving and sewer resolutions are expected tonight. The paving resolutions all will call for. an even
division of the cost between the city
and abutting property owners.
Investigation of charges by Councilman Alex Bernstein that the board of
control has evaded charter provisions
providing for letting all. city contracts
by competitive bidding is to be undertaken today by a council committee.
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I
Austrapan Views Cleveland Park Officials Report Big Into Help in Planning
crease at Park Since New
'City of Ideals.'
Line Opened.

Joins Forces Wit&Gouncilman an(| Lightens Drab
of Young abd Old by Furn^hing Lively
Musi<|; Popcorn and Candy.

Down in the heart of theWd Hay
Market district, where miser* often
stalks with poverty there cahie ■
stranger last night.
Hope, clad in the garments of'|iap#
piness met the legions of poverty,.^
battle ensued. Hope was victorious
From Cleveland Australia expects
Gordon park has b£cbme the city's and happiness reigned for a night.
Hope was Councilman James J. Mcto get hints on city administration most popular airing place since comand town-planning which will help | pletion of\the E. T9tLst\car line, ac- Ginty's special envoy. She was enthe commonwealth to devise and run cording to|records eft attendance. It thusiastic to do for him what he
the model city of Canberra which is I is estimated that 100,000! people vis- could not do for himself. He furnished a band, candy and popcorn.
to rise from;the bush and be a pat- lited the pairk yestefday. [
tern to town builders of the future.
All day long the concrete subw&y She, his ally, furnished the spirit
Capt. George A. Taylor, deputed under the Lake Shore right of way that won the day and made responby the government of New South at E. 79th-ijt, echoed with the swish sive hundreds of hearts that for years
had lain dormant.
Wales to take a six months' tour of feet.
"What kind of music shall we give
through the United States to study
Troops of amateur ball players;
''the best America has to offer in the young men and young women in white'
way of city building and city admin- suits, swinging tennis rackets; other
istration, will confer with Mayor young woman decked in colored rib- them, Hope?" Councilman McGinty
Newton D. Baker this morning.
bons attended; by admiring young asked his aide. "Shall it be classical,
"Cleveland is one place you must men; whole families with babies in Religious or sentimental?"
not miss," Capt. Tajilor was told perambulators; all these made a con"No, no, none of that," was Hope's
before leaving Australia.
tinuous stream through the subway
"Cleveland nas a wide reputation while daylight lasted. Hundreds ar- answer. "Why *iot cheer them up,
even if it is just for tonight? I ask
throughout Australia for the efficiency rived after dusk.
of its civic administration," Capt.
Crews of E. 79th-st cars were unan- you to give them lively airs, ragtime
Taylor told Mayor's Secretary Milton imous ibi declaring they have seldom as you'earth beings call It."
L. Young.
handled such crowds. At every transAnd Councilman McGinty didii He
Canberra, the new capital of the fer place crowds numbering hundreds
commonwealth, where Australia is go waited. From as far south as Wood- arranged one of the liveliest programs
ing to demonstrate to the world that jiand-av S E they came
Director Frank Hurby had ever
a city can be best developed by own- | Before the completion of the E. played.
ing not only its public utilities but 79th-st line, 50,000 was counted a
And thus Hope's prediction- came
b
L,C1ZlC *1
, 0i %U ?ro"?d areas- : large attendance at Gordon park and
will be the only city m the world that number was reached only on true. With the first strains' windows
which has no landlords, no land holidays.
in the Haymarket district at Ontarspeculators and no vested interests.
But Gordon park was not the only io-st and Central-av S. E. were j
Not one inch of the 900 square miles park that "played to a capacity I thrown ojfSh, the inmates looked and!
on which Canberra will rise will ever h^use" yesterday. Edgewater with'
be alienated. The government pur- baseball diamonds and bathing beach saw long rows of chairs. One was
chased the land at its bush value and drew nearly as well. Band concerts brave enough to make a start.
will endeavor to solve the problem in Woodland Hills, Wade, and Brookr
More than twenty languages were
confronting every other city admin- side parks proved popular.
heard as the district seemed to open
istration.
At Gordon park bathing beach Man"Within twenty-five years we ex ager Henry Quinlan estimated that up and pour out its hundreds. Chilpect the returns from real estate will! by 3:30 p. m. 4,000 persons had dren who had never heard a band
danced m inelr glee, old women
be ample for the upkeep of the ad- ! patronized Lake Erie. At that time before
wept and men bowed their heads and
rnmistration and will leave a surplus," : about 200 persons were standing in thought. Their minds reverted , to
Capt. Taylor declared at The Hol-jUne waiting for a chance to take a
years when they were children.
lenden, where he is staying with Mrs. dip. The facilities of the beach were theHope
gazing from her invisible seat
Taylor and Maj. E. E. Stowe, who taxed
smiled
through tears. Her desire was
accompanies him from Sydney.
The' beach opened at 8:45 a. m. and
reached.
sought Councilman McA poem m the planning,' is how| by noon, Mr. Quinlan said, every Ginty andShe
Prime
Minister
Joseph
Cooke! available suit had been given out. his thanks. thanked nim and received
describes Canberra, city of ideals." After that some people stood in line
And in between the selections hunAn American, Walter B. Griffin of two and three hours waiting for a
Chicago, has designed Australia's new room.
capital. He won the prize open to
Soon after the line began to form dreds of bags of pop corn and candy
the world' and has neen appointed police cleared the pavilion and re- descended from-{—the children knew
federal director of design and con- fused to allow any more persons to not where. They only knew they had
struction. It was Mr. Griffin and Prof. go up until the line began to dwindle. clutched sweetmeats in their thin litR. F. Irvine of Sydney university who The services of ten patrolmen under tle fingers. They knew not whom to
told Capt. Taylor that Cleveland^ the command of Lieut. E. H. May thank, so with uplifted heads they
attempt to solve -municipal problems were needed to handle the crowds thanked someone in heaven from
was worthy of close study.
\ at the pavilion.
whom they thought the deluge came.
In the east Capt. Taylor will seek* Up on the "big l|iwn" at Gordon a
"I am satisfied, I have made at
information concerning regulation of player on one of the baseball dia- least, a few little kids happy, and
the height of buildings.
monds knocked out a home run. As you, Hope have done it, not I," said
"In Sydney the height of our build- thousands stood up and cheered a Councilman McGinty wnen Hope bade
ings is largely governed by the width hound, mascot of one of the teams, i him farewell until next Sunday night,
of the streets," he said.
waddled out on the baseline, emitted when these forces which make for
"Our present impression is that the three yelps and died.
good will invade Clinton park, Lakeproblems of construction will solve
Some of the spectators were of the side-av N. E. near E. 17th-st, to
themselves. The difficulty of finding opinion he used his last breath to bring a night's happiness in another
tenants for the topmost floors of sky- "root." The home run took three section of the city.
scrapers because of the vibration, we men over home plate and made the
believe, will regulate the height. I score 3 to 0.
want to find out if that is the opino
ion in New York city.
"Conditions imposed upon the storage of oil by American cities, is another point upon which I am seeking information first hand. We have
ships coming to Australia which use
oil fuel and the question becomes increasingly important with us.
"Canberra will have no segregated
district. WP do not recognize that any
evil is a necessity."

Proposed Municipality to Bathers Wait Long to Get
Control Ground Area and
Chance for Dip in
Own Utilities.
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THOUSANDS ATTEND RECREATION FUND
CIMBIIE OF
SERVICES IN PARKS VOTED BY COUNCIL
ftPPROVED BY BAKER
Fight for State-Wide Prohibition
Cleveland
Executive
Asserts
AT BAKER'S ORDER
Begun in Church
Blankenburg's Plan Is Step
Toward City Rule.

Pulpits.
119

PHILADELPHIA, July ^-J
jTstion made by Mayor Blankenr;f that the large cities of America
?"n hands through their executive
1 Ltaent for the purpose of obKformation on all questions
ling to public service utilities is
rS.t"nrt step forward for American
^government," .wrote Mayor Ba*y aoi Cleveland, in a letter sent
to the newspapers here today. He
C

°lhTdpublic utilities companies
h«ve long since consolidated, and
"en where their ownerships are separate their forces of experts and
their statistics are available for the
common defense of thejr several private interests. The public representa: ives, on the other hand, have been
Mattered, each city standing for
itself All the money, most of tne exlert 'service and practically all the
real information have been in the
hands of the private interests, while
the public interests have had nothing
better than a hope and a sense of
wron* to inspire its activities. When
the private interests consolidate the
public interests must get in and make
common cause against the aggressors.
"The time for treating franchises
and nublic utilities as a mere basis
Pfor stock market speculation and adjusting rates of service according to
the rule of 'all the traffic will bear'
has passed, and we are now within
sight of the time when these services must be rendered at a fair cost
upon a fair and stable valuation—
the idea of service, not profit, being

Big religious services, attended bithousands,: were held in city parks*
yesterday afternoon. Rev. Dr. H.. N,!
Dascomb, pastor of the First Congregational Church, talked at Edgewater
Park. Rev. E. H. Tippett, pastor
of Hough Avenue Congregational
Church, conducted the services at
Wade Park and Rev. Mr. Knight,
p- stor of Kinsman Road Methodist
Church, preached at Woodland Hills
Park.
Each park service fallowed a band
concert, and th& crowds that remained after i the last band piece
united in singing hymns.
Many pastors talked in favor of
statewide prohibition yesterday, urging the members of their congregations to sign petitions to oust , the
saloons.
Rev. John H. Blackburn, pastor of
Lakewood Methodist Church, declared the "wet" interests have precipitated the battle throughout the
state themselves.
"They have thrown down the
gauntlet to us," he said. "We are
willing to accept the challenge and
we will make a big fight before the
election."
Rev. Alexander Eakin, pastor of
St. John's Presbyterian Church, of
San Francisco, preached yesterday at
Old Stone Church. Rev. A. B. Meldrum, pastor of Old Stone Church,
is on vacation. He formerly was
pastor of Dr. Eakin's church in San
Francisco.

r Whips All But Five
Democrats Into Line at
Second Caucus.

Bai|ds played classical music before several thousand persons in
three city parks yesterday, but at
none o% these concerts was there
more enthusiasm than at Councilman
McGinty'si all ragtime concert in the
Haymarkek, Ontario./street and Central avenuk last evening.
Frank Hruby's band played at
Brookside in the center of the big
sta'dium, and |he hill, surrounding the
natural amphitheater was crowded.
Herman Biringer's band played at
Woodland Hills-'Park and James D.
Johnston's band played at Wade
Park.
Hruby's musicians were selected to
open the concert season in the Haymarket. The program opened with
"They're On Their Way to Mexico"
and closed with "I Just Came to Say
Hello, Now I Hate to Say Good-Bye."
McGinty would not allow even one
little strain of classical music. He
was afraid at first Mayor Baker
would object to ragtime, but the
mayor only smiled and said, "Well,
Jimmie, you know what your people
want. Give it to them."

investigate the condemning of buildings by the division of sanitation
Bernstein said that a number of
buildings had been condemned apparently without good cause.
Under the ordinance to regulate
pedestrian traffic in
down town
streets, fines from $5 to $100 and
thirty days imprisonment are provided for those who fail to heed the
traffic officers' Whistle.
Fines of from $50 to $100 per day,
and thirty days' imprisonment were
provided for violations of the eighthour working day in an ordinance
by Councilman Kalina. Councilman
Reynolds asked that a report on a
sectional system of street cleaning
be made. Amendments to the traffic code, correcting sections governing the dimming of lights which
court decisions held were too vague,
were passed as emergency measures.

:AKE FRONT PLAN 0. K.'D
$250,000 Appropriated to Begin
Work on Sewage Disposal Plant.
LAST SESSION UNTIL AUGUST 25
WHAT COUNCIL BIT} AT PREVACATION MEETING.
Provided funds for ^jmgloyment of
commissioner of recreation.

POPCORN AND CANDY PARKS AND PICTURE
PASSED TO RAGTIME
■»

14^1914

Thousands Flock to Former,
Though Lowering Skies Help
to Fill the Theaters.
Threatening ikies yesterday afternoon drove Sunday recreatlonists into
the motion picture theaters. Later
in the day, however, Luna Park and
Euclid Beach each did good business.
The largest crowd of the summer,
estimated at 2,000, splashed in the
surf at Luna Park, but the usual
Sunday balloon ascension, with triple
parachute drop, w|as omitted because
of winjd. Several thousands spent the
day ait, Euclid Beach.
Eacii theater had special music.
There was an augmented orchestra
'at the Knickerbocker. Louis Rich
land his orchestra played their regular Sunday night program of popular music at the Alhambra.
The policy of offering pictures at
the Miles on Sundays will continue,
njttuuirih i*"* iP-gllM- yaudeyillese£fc„
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West Side Property Owners
Threaten March on City Hall
as Protest Against Assessment for Repaving.
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Property owners on W. 38th street
between Franklin and Detroit avenues
are planning to march upon the city
hall in protest against being compelled
to pay any part of the cost of repaving the street, which was wrecked
by the operation of municipal dump
cars when Fairview reservoir was.

'CLEVELAND DAY' WILL
dpi CENTER AT EDGEWATER
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Varied Program of Exercises for
Celebration of City's Birthday,
July 22, Announced.
Celebration of the _ city's | 118th
birthday anniversary, 'July 22, will
center about exercises in Edgewater
Park, although there will b» events
to mark the day'in other sections of
the city.
?
W. H. Kirby, secretary of the department of public service, yesterday
submitted a program t# the special
council committee appointed to cooperate in plans for the observance
of Cleveland day.
The program at Edgewater Park
includes baseball games, races, motor
boat and swimming contests. Prizes
will be awarded by Sport Supervisor
McGinty.
Other events on the program aro
as follows: formal opening of the
Edgewater bathhouse, opening of
Bulkley boulevard from? W. 25th
street to W. 29th street and from W.
32d street to W. 42d street, inspection
of filtration plant site, opening of
new bear pits at Brookside zoo, public inspection of new city ha\l and
municipal lighting plant, old-fashioned dancing at Edgewater and
Woodland Hills municipal halls, open
house at Wafrensville city farms,
fire stations and other city institutions.
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THOUSANDS ATTEND RECREATION FUND 18&=.- »=ra
APPROVED By BAKER SERVICES IN PARKS VOTED BY COUNCIL
AT BAKER'S ORDER

lVeland

Executive
Asserts
nkenburg's Plan Is Step
Toward City Rule.

PHILADELPHIA, July 12 - The
Igestion made by Mayor Blankenu?f that the large cities of America
1B hands through their executive
rilrtment for the purpose of obflfnK information on all questions

TtlnYto PuWi0

service UtiUtleS 1S

Knot step forward for American
|ty government/; wrote Mayor Batl of Cleveland, in a letter sent
SO the newspapers here today. He
'"'ThT^Public utilities companies
„ave long since consolidated, and
"ven where their ownerships are sepZte their forces of experts and
Sr statistics are available for the
„ mmon defense of their several pn«?e interests. The public representatives on the other hand, have been
scattered, each city standing for
Lit All the money, most of the exert 'service and practically all the
real information have been in the
hands of the private interests, while
the public interests have had nothing
better than a hope and a sense of
wron°- to inspire its activities. When
the private interests consolidate the
public interests must get in and make
common cause against the aggressors.
"The time for treating franchises
and public utilities as a mere basis
ffor stock market speculation and ad' justing rates of service according to
the rule of 'all the traffic will bear'
has passed, and we are now within
light of the time when these serves must be rendered at a fair cost
ion a fair and stable valuationservice, not profit, being

Fight for State-Wide Prohibition
Begun in Church
Pulpits.

Big religious services, attended by
thousands,. were held in city parks
yesterday afternoon. Rev. Dr. H.. N!
Dascomb, pastor of the First Congregational Church, talked at Edgewater
Park. Rev. E. H. Tippett, pastor
of Hough Avenue Congregational
Church, conducted the services at
Wade Park and Rev. Mr. Knight,
p stor of Kinsman Road Methodist
Church, preached at Woodland Hills
Park.
Each park service followed a band
concert, and the crowds that remained after , the last band piece
united in singing hymns.
Many pastors talked In favor of
statewide prohibition yesterday, urging the memlers of their congregations to sign; petitions to oust , the
saloons.
Rev. John H. Blackburn, pastor of
Lakewood Methodist Church, declared the "wet" interests have precipitated the battle throughout the
state themselves.
"They have thrown down the
gauntlet to us," he said. "We are
willing to accept the challenge and
we will make a big fight before the
election."
Rev. Alexander Eakin, pastor of
St. John's Presbyterian Church, of
San Francisco, preached yesterday at
Old Stone Church. Rev. A. B. Meldrum, pastor of Old Stone Church,
is on vacation. He formerly was
pastor of Dr. Eakin's church in San
Francisco.

Mayor Whips All But Five

Democrats Into Line at
Second Caucus.

buildings had been condemned apparently without good cause.
i Under the ordinance to regulate
pedestrian traffic in
down town
streets, fines from $5 to $100 and
thirty days imprisonment are provided for those who fail to heed the
traffic officers' whistle.
Fines of from $50 to $100 per day,
and thirty days' imprisonment were
provided for violations of the eighthour working day in an ordinance
by Councilman Kalina. Councilman
Reynolds asked that a report on a
sectional system of street cleaning
be made. Amendments to the traffic code correcting sections governing the dimming of lights which
court decisions held were too vague,
[were passed_as emergency measures.

LAKE FRONT PLAN 0. K.'D

ET WRECKED
IT! CITIZENS
GUT REPAIR TIX

$250,000 Appropriated to Begin
Work on Sewage Disposal Plant
LAST SESSION UNTIL AUGUST 25
WHAT COUNCIL DII} AT PKEVACATION MEETING.
Provided funds for employment of
commissioner of recreation.
Approved plan of lake front development authorizing the building
of island and chain o< municipal
piers.
Ordered elimination of Nickel
Plate grade crossings between Detroit avenue and Fulton road.
Passed
communicable
disease
ordinance permitting private physicians to take diphtheria release
cultures.
Appealed to state board of health
to condemn Dugvvay Brook.
Received
ordinance
requiring
pedestrian to -to--'* "V* on
'£** patrolmen's whistle.
.
THwrted
,lreCt d mayor w =•&"• ■»-

West Side Property Owners
Threaten March on City Hall
as Protest Against Assessment for Repaving.
~r
Property owners on W. 38th street
between Franklin and Detroit avenues
are planning to march upon the city
hall in protest against being compelled
to pay any part pf the cost of repaving the street, which was wrecked
by the operation of municipal dump
cars when Fairview reservoir was

'CLEVELAND W WILL'
POPCORN AND CANDY PARKS UNO PICTURE
l .rrLblic horary tK«d|
CENTER AT EDGEWATER
PASSED TO RAGTIME SHOWS smnimsfeEH"
fourteen'

Thousands Flock to Former,
Though Lowering Skies Help
to Fill the Theaters.

Balds played classical music before ^several thousand /persons in
three \ity parks yeltefday, but at
none o\ these concerts was there
more enthusiasm tha|i;at Councilman
Threatening *kies yesterday afterMcGmty% all ragtimes concert In the
noon drove Sunday recreationists Into
Haymark||, Ontariogstreet and Centhe motion picture theaters. Later
tral avenuk last evening.
in the day, however, Luna Park and
Frank Hruby's band played at
Euclid Beach each did good business.
Brookside In the center of the big
The largest crowd of the summer,
stadium, and wie hill surrounding the
natural amphitheater was crowded. estimated at 2,000, splashed In the
Herman Biringer's fend played at surf at Luna P£rk, but the usual
Woodland Hills Park and James D. Sunday balloon ascension, with triple
Johnston's band played at Wade parachute drop, w,as omitted because
Park.
of wind. Several thousands spent the
Hruby's musicians were selected to
open the concert season in the Hay- day at i Euclid Beach.
Each theater ha% special music.
market. The program opened with
"They're On Their Way to Mexico" There was an augmented orchestra
and closed with "I Just Came to Say at the Knickerbocker. Louis Rich
his orchestra-----played their reguHello,
eiio, Now
JNOW Ii Hate
iiate to Say
aay uooo-cye.
Good-Bye." > and—
McGinty would not allow even oneUlar Sunday night program of populittle strain of classical music. He lar music at the Alhambra.
The policy of offering pictures at
was afraid at first Mayor Baker
would object to ragtime, but the the Miles on Sundays will continue,
mayor only smiled and said, "Well, although the regular vaudeville seaJimmie, you know what your people son opens today.
Feature films were projected at the
want. Give it to them."
While the band played "This is the Opera House from 10 to 10.
The Metropolitan, dark during the
Life" McGinty passed out 5,000 bags
of popcorn and 5,000 bags of candy week, presented Florence Lawrence
among the children who had gathered and Matt Moore In "The Pawns of
Destiny," and Robert Leonard with
from miles around.
All of the parks were thronged all Hazel Buckham in "Aurora of the
day yesterday. From early morning North."
until they were closed late last night
Hazel Pawn and the Famous PlayCDicpany appeared at the standthe bathhouses at Edgewater and
Gordon parks were besieged by the rd in ''One of Our Girls."
Mary Pickford. in "A Good Little
for a aip
dip in
In me
the i Ma'-.,
i thousands
uwuottiius waiting ior
llake. The bathing beaches were filled I Devil," was the feature at the Lake
■I all dav.
I
,day.
I wood.
The Melba, Detroit and Highland
| avenues, will open Wednesday with
I exclusive photo plays.
"Lucille Love" can be seen today
I at the Lakewood, Orpheum, Strand,
I Colonial and Alhambra theaters.

„X0S:rWtronS East Side

cwage disposal plants.
insurrectingc^i^^^e
jeen opposing the aa^nm whipped
•ecreatlonal Program were -^P^
nt
° li™ office
ffice yestemay
yesterday and funds
Baker's
mis.
■or the employment of a com
;ioner of. recreation were voted by
the council last night.
The council, after carrying out the
J^Jll the mayor, adjourned until

^ther measures which the mayor
wanted passed were laic1 down a - th

TeT'B^VernouSnceCde ^they

Varied Program of Exercises; for
Celebration of City's Birthday,
July 22, Announced.
Celebration of thV, city's | U8th
birthday anniversary, July 22, will
center about exercises in Edgewater
Park, although there will bS events
to mark the day in other sections of
the city.
V
W. H. Kirby, secretary .of the department of public service, yesterday
submitted a program to the special
council committee appointed to cooperate in plans for; the observance
of Cleveland day.
The program at . Edgewater Park
includes baseball games, races,, motor ..
boat and swimming contest^. Prizes
will be awarded by Sport Supervisor
McGinty.
Other events on the program are
as follows: formal opening of the
Edgewater bathhouse, opening .of
Bulkley boulevard from/ W. 25th
street to W. 29th street and from W.
32d street to W. 42d street, inspection
of filtration plant site, opening of
new bear pits at Brookside zoo, public inspection of new city ha\l and
municipal lighting plant, old-fashioned dancing at Edgewater and
Woodland Hills municipal halls, open
house at Warrensville city farms,
flre stations and other city institutions.

^rTto^eJ thing of the past during
his administration.
,
The fight between the council and
tne executive officers over the ap
polntment of a commissioner of rec
reation has been in progress *» bev
„oi mnnths Pressure was brougm.
nn Baker by welfare workers yester-|
nav after it had been decided to.
pSpoTthe employment of a commissioner until next year.
l. «i.
Black of Montreal, is to be named
to the position at once.
Councilmen Stolte, Damm Horrigan, Kalina and Stanton were the
only Democrats to vote against the
mayor on the recreational program
Sick? of the-Republicans, voted
against the transfer of funds.
Lake Front Plan Discussed.
At the afternoon caucus plans
were approved for the development
§SUjflaK6 irom through the COIlS>uction of an island and a chain of
municipal piers with a belt line
railroad from E. 9th street to E. 26th
street.
It was decided not to support Commissioner of Health Ford's proposed
ordinance empowering city nurses to
take release cultures in all diphtheria
cases. An amendment by Councilman Woods to permit physicians to
take cultures unless patients requested otherwise was agreed on.
Democrats also decided to ask the
state board of health to condemn
Dugway Brook as a public nuisance
that sewer bonds may be issued outside of the Longworth debt limitation.
Criticism of long delay in the
elimination of Nickel Plate grade
crossings also caused the administration to go ahead with the project
in spite of the dead-ending of a number.- of important streets. Bonds for
{he project were voted in 1910.
Debate Limited.
The resolution committing the
city to the plan of lake front development prepared by Assistant City
Engineer Thomas and a special committee was the only matter which
provoked debate on the floor of the
council. Other matters had been
settled at the caucus.
Councilman Gahn said that councilmen had not had time to familiarize themselves with the plans submitted and that the matter should
be referred to a committee of the
whole council.
Recent developments indicate that
railroads owning lake front property
are planning projects other than
those made known when application
to make a 900-foot fill from E. 9th
street to E. 26th street was made,
Mayor Baker said in urging the
adoption of the resolution.
The legislation
authorizes
the
mayor to make application of the
War Department for the establishment of a pier head line within the
government breakwater east of E.
9th street and to begin the construction of an island and chain of piers.
An elaborate report on the entire
jsubject of lake front development
.ccompanied the resolution.
Bernstein Asks Inquiry.
Another councilmanic investigation
was gotten under way when Councilman Bernstein asked for the appointmentofj. committee of five to

I
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MUNICIPAL LIGHT BOOST BAKER
THE CLEVE1
TOO COSTLY FOR FOR PLACE ON
OUR CITY PARKS SUPREME BENCH TUSSOCK RUINS
Gas Will Continue to Pro- City Hall Officials Favor the TREES; NO FUNDS
vide Illumination Despite
Mayor, but Latter Says He
TO WARON PESTS
$4,000,000 Spent
Would fhink Twice
_.

BAKER TURNS TURTLE
ON LIGHTING DEVICE
Mayor Now Favors Mechanism Which He Turned Down
When City Solicitor

1
:
i —

H

Gas is to continue providing
illumination in Cleveland parks
and boulevards despite the
city's investment of approximately $4,000,000 in municipal
electric light plants and equipment the last four years. The
first of 649 new automatic gas
lamps was being installed in
I Gordon park Monday, while
more are to be added if the trial
installation proves successful.
Comparison between the cost of
gas and electricity, even according to
the new 3-cent schedule, put municipal electric light out of the running at the very beginning of the
competition, Service Director Sidlo
said Monday.
Cost About One-Third
The cost per year of maintaining
one of the new gas lamps is to be
about $18, $7.50 for the gas, a like
amount for upkeep and $2.95 for the
rental of an automatic clock device
which turns the light on in the eve; ning and shuts it off in the morning.
: The cost, had electricity been used,
: would have been close, to $50 a year,
in addition to the first-cost being
much larger than that of gas, according to Sidlo.
Councilmen and other officials who
• have survived the Baehr and ' the
; first Baker administrations were
I wondering Monday whether Mayor
Baker hadn't flopped'in his stand on
' automatic gas lamps. Late in Noi vember, 1911, when Herman Baehr
was mayor and Baker city solicitor,
the Automatic Street Lighter Comi pany, Cleveland, made an attempt to
get the city to contract for its device. December 8, 1911, less than a
month before he succeeded Mayor
Baehr, Baker advised him not to sign
the ordinance. Baehr did, however,
but the project of installing the autoj matic lamps died because of faulty
1 advertising, for bids.
Has Purchase Clause
Baker, Monday, said he had opposed the first attempt to install
automatic lighters because the contract did not provide for outright
purchase, but a rentel from year to
year. The city's contract with the
American Street Lighting Company,
Baltimore, which is to install the 649
new lamps, provides that the device
may be purchased outright for $11
"B%XCSp J-OJ QiqBJrtSSp

pnB Sppw saqoin iqgp-ityjx
S^t pUB SS8UpopS: SlIWB3M_ !

City Hall! officials, heade<l by Service Director Sidlo, Monday boosted
Mayor Baker to succeed Justice Horace H. Lurton, who died Sunday at
Atlantic City, on the United States
supreme bench.
While saying he
never accepted or declined a position
before it was offered, Baker indicated
he would think' twice before accepting.
"Mayor Baker would make a most
admirable t supreme court justice,"
Sidlo decfared.
"J^s a progressive
along legal and judiciary lines he
stands unexcelled. On the bench he
would
take
rank 1 with Justices
Holmes and Hughes, the two most
forward looking men on the bench
today."
Safety Director Benesch, Assistant
Law Director Hostetler, Utilities Director Stage and a score of councilmen said that while Baker was badlyneeded in Cleveland, they would urge
his appointment "if they were assured
he would be considered by President
Wilson.
"It's best never to say anything"
about a new position until it is-offered," Baker said, "but I never
have had a strong leaning toward the
bench.
The trial table always has
been my fancy."
Baker now is paid $10,000 a year as
mayor.
Supreme court justices are
paid $12,000 and have a life job. Since
he first became mayor, January 1,
1912, it is said Baker has received
several offers of over twice what he
is making to enter the practice of
law with big Cleveland law firms.
Baker's boosters pointed out President Wilson's friendship and the fact
that Baker would bring few years
but great experience as an apostle of
the "uplift" to the bench.

$1,000 TRANSFER TESTS
MAYOR'S BIG STICK
Mayor Baker's power to whip
councilmen into line Will come to a
real test Mpnday nighf when a vote
is taken on the transfer of $1,000 to
Welfare Director Cooley as part pay
for a recreation commissioner. Last
Monday councilmen- sent the transfer back to the' finance and parks
committees.
Councilmen plan to clear their
docket Monday; night, because they
adjourn until August 24.

City Forester Says City Soon
Will Be Treeless Unless the
Moth Plague Is Checked
Failure of cauncilmen to set aside a
large enough appropriation for forestry work this year is losing Cleveland
its title of "Forest City," City Forester Boddy said Monday. Hundreds
of trees, especially in the p^-rks, are
being killed by the tussock moth, and
practically nothing can be done to
check its ravages because the 1914 appropriation awarded Boddy ; is only
$7,000, one-fifth of the amount given
in former years.
Boddy Monday cited a report of J. S.
Houser, assistant state forester, to
back up his charges. Houser's report
says the tussock moth has made such
headway here it will take years to
check it and additional funds should
l,be set aside immediately for preventive work, and every tree in the city
be sprayed as soon as possible, says
Houser.
While conditions now are alarming
they will be 500 times worse next
summer, Boddy said Monday.
The worst conditions in Cleveland
were found in Ambler, Shaker Lakes,
Edgewater and Wade parks late last
week by Boddy, who made an inspection trip with Houser. Hundreds of
soft maples, birches, sycamores and
witch hazels ' are -being gradually
killed by the moth, Houser and Boddy
learned.
"It is a real cry of alarm and not
one of - 'wolf that I am sounding,"
Boddy said Monday. "The forestry
department must combat the moth
with three sprayers. Buffalo, a much
smaller city, is using 16 powerful
sprayers, all bigger than Cleveland's.
At least $50,000 will be needed next
year or we will be living in a treeless
j city within two or three years."
Councilman Stolte Monday promised
Boddy he would work for an increased
appropriation for forestry work next
year.
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Gas Will Continue to Pro- City Hall Officials Favor the TREES; NO FUNDS
vide Illumination Despite
Mayor, but Latter Says He
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Would jfhink Twice
BAKER TURNS TURTLE
ON LIGHTING DEVICE
Mayor Now Favors Mechanism Which He Turned Down
When City Solicitor
Gas is to continue providing
illumination in Cleveland parks
1 and boulevards despite the
city's investment of approxip j
I J mately $4,000,000 in municipal
electric light plants and equipment the last four years. The
first of 649 new automatic gas
lamps was being installed in
i Gordon park Monday, while
more are to be added if the trial
installation proves- successful.
Comparison between the cost of
gas and electricity, even according to
the new 3-cent schedule, put municipal electric light out of the running at the very beginning of the
competition, Service Director Sidlo
said Monday.

City Hall;officials, headed by Serv- 'City Forester Says City Soon
ice Director Sidlo, Monday boosted
Will Be Treeiess Unless the
Mayor Baker to succeed Justice Horace H. Lurton, who died Sunday at
Moth Plague Is Checked
Atlantic City, on the United States
supreme bench.
While saying he
Failure of cauncilmen to set aside a
never accepted or Reclined a position
before it was offered, Baker indicated large enough appropriation for forestry work this year is losing Cleveland
he would think1 twice before acceptits title of "Forest City," City Foring.
ester Boddy said Monday. Hundreds
"Mayor Baker would make a most of trees, especially in the parks, are
admirable : supreme court justice," being killed by the tussock moth, and
Sidlo declared.
"As a progressive practically nothing can be done to
check its ravages because the 1914 apalong legal and judiciary lines he propriation awarded Boddy , is only
stands unexcelled. On the bench he $7,000, one-fifth of the amount given
would
take
rank ' ■ with Justices in former years.
Boddy Monday cited a report of J. S.
Holmes and Hughes, the two most
forward looking men on the bench Houser, assistant state forester, to
back up his charges. Houser's report
today."
says the tussock moth has made such
Safety Director Benesch, Assistant headway here it will take years to
Law Director Hostetler, Utilities Di- check it and additional funds should
rector Stage and a score of council- Lbe set aside immediately for preventmen said that while Baker was badly ive work, and every tree in the city
needed in Cleveland, they would urge be sprayed as soon as possible, says
his appointment if they were assured Houser.
While conditions now are alarming
he would be considered by President
they will be 500 times worse next
Wilson.
"It's best never t° say anything1 summer, Boddy said Monday.
The worst conditions in Cleveland
about a new position until it is'Offered," Baker said, "but I never were found in Ambler, Shaker Lakes,
have had a strong leaning toward the Edgewater and Wade parks late last
bench.
The trial table always has week by Boddy, who made an inspection trip with Houser. Hundreds of
been my fancy." '
Baker now is paid $10,000 a year as soft maples, birches, sycamores and
mayor.
Supreme court justices are witch hazels ' are -being gradually
paid $12,000 and have a life job. Since killed by the moth, Houser and Boddy
he first became mayor, January 1, learned.
"It is a real cry of alarm and not
1912, it is said Baker has received
several offers of over twice what he one of i 'wolf* that I am sounding,"
is making to enter the practice of Boddy said Monday. "The forestry
department must combat the moth
law with big Cleveland law firms.
Baker's boosters pointed out Presi- with three sprayers. Buffalo, a much
dent Wilson's friendship and the fact smaller city, is using 16 powerful
that Baker would bring few years sprayers, all bigger than Cleveland's.
but great experience as an apostle of At least $50,000 will be needed next
year or we will be living in a treeless
the "uplift" to the bench.
city within two or three years."
Councilman Stolte Monday promised
Boddy he would work for an increased
appropriation for forestry work next
year.

Cost About One-Third
The cost per year of maintaining
one of the new gas lamps is to be
about $18, $7.50 for the gas, a like
amount for upkeep and $2.95 for the
rental of an automatic clock device
which turns the light on in the evening and shuts it off in the morning.
The cost, had electricity been used,
would have been close, to $50 a year,
in addjtion to the first-cost being
much larger than that of gas, according to Sidlo.
Councilmen and other officials who
have survived the Baehr and the
first Baker administrations were
wondering Monday whether Mayor
Baker hadn't flopped'in his stand on
automatic gas lamps. Late in November, 1911, when Herman Baehr
Mayor Baker's power to whip
was mayor and Baker city solicitor,
councilmen into line i^iH come to, a
the Automatic Street Lighter Comreal test Mpnday nighf when a vote
pany, Cleveland, made an attempt to
is taken on' the transfer of $1,000-to
get the city to contract for its device. December 8, 1911, less than a Welfare Director Cooley as part pay
month before he succeeded Mayor for a recreation commissioner. Last
Mond.ay councilmen- sent the transBaehr, Baker advised him not to sign
fer back f.o the' finance and "parks
the ordinance. Baehr did, however,
committees.
but the project of installing the autoCouncilmen plan to clear their
matic lamps died because of faulty
docket Monday; night, because they
advertising.for bids.
adjourn until August 24.
•
Has Purchase Clause
Baker, Monday, said he had opposed the first attempt to install
automatic lighters because the contract did not provide for outright
purchase, but a rentel from year to
year. The city's contract with the
American Street Lighting Company,
Baltimore, which is to install the 649
j new lamps, provides that the device
may be purchased outright for $11
at the end of one year's trial or the
/city may continue to rent them anj/nually for an indefinite period.
Extravagance by nearly all of Baker's appointees may lead to the
lamps being leased for an indefinite
period, although Sidlo, Saturday, said
he would urge purchase of the device
if proven successful and sufficient
money is on hand.

$1,000 TRANSFER TESTS
MAYOR'S BIG STICK

•}
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Advises Harried Action
Council adopted a resolution auIn urging immediate action on the, thorizing an investigation of the: procedure followed in razing of the
resolution Mayor Baker declared ill buildings on the property along
is hinted the railroads are preparing Broadway and Orange-avs S. E. .aca complete change in their plan for quired by the Cleveland & Youngs town railroad.
The resolution was
the use of the east breakwater. It is offered by Councilman Alex Bernreported the I<ake Shore is planning stein
It asks the committee to deto- purchase the Lakeside hospital termine whether the buildings conproperty for freight house purposes. demned by the health department are
in good condition and what led the
In that event the new freight station city authorities to order their dewill be on the bluff instead of below struction.
, „
A resolution by Councilman Reyit and in addition it will be at a connolds was adopted asking the law
siderable distance' east of the group
department to prepare the form o1
plan.
initiative petition needed by the civic
Other action last night included the organizations that are to co-operate
M
adoption of a resolution authorizing in a movement to initiate bills deM
signed to increase the cities share
Mayor Baker to execute a deed con- of tax receipts.
The resolution is
n ce
vening the present city hall property favored by President R. H. Lee of
to the library board for library pur- the Cleveland Automobile club.
The state board of health was
poses; the adoption of a resolution asked by council to investigate the
authorizing the purchase of 100 cen-j conditions
existing
at
Dugway
ter-entrance motor cars to cost about brook with a view to ordering an isCleveland's Boy Scouts are to be
sue
of
bonds
for
the
construction
of
IKE
$650,000; passage of the ordinance
a sewer if immediate action is neces- asked to help save Cleveland's trees
authorizing the Nickel Plate railroad sary.
The estimated, cost of the which, according to Associate State
to eliminate grade crossings from sewer is $150,000. The bonds will be Entomologist J. S. Hauser, are in
:
Fulton-rd S. W. to Detroit-av N. W., beyond the debt limit prescribed in danger of annihilation
from
the
the Longworth act. A resolution by
and to follow plans which have been Councilman Kalina was adopted call- ravages of the tussock moth.
strongly opposed by residents in the ing for an .estimate of the cost of a
The
forestry
department,
City
rolling roadway entrance to Brook- Forester John Boddy said yesterday,
district.
„„ . .
The cost of the
grade
crossing side park.
"Jay walkers" will be subject to is without/ funds to carry on the
work will be nearly §3,000,000, and arrest if an ordinance introduced in fight. Today Mr, Boddy expects to
the city's share will ' be §725,000. council last night by Councilman arrange a conference with Scout DiThe ordinance
Councilman Charles Marquard op- Reynolds is passed.
prohibits the use by pedestrians of rector IJeLo E. Mook at which Mr.
posed the ordinance but it was passed any portion of a street but the cross- Mook WiU be asked to appeal to his
COUNCIL LAST NIGHT
by a vote of fifteen yeas and ten nays. walks. This regulation applies to the boys to; contribute their help.
The next step is to send gangs
congested section.
;
Threaten Court Action.
, PROVED lake front development scheme
An ordinance providing for the en- through the streets and parks colEtherized raayor to apply to governResidents in the district affected forcement of the eight-hour day pro- lecting- -egg masses from tree trunks
frt authorities for establishment of bulk |
have threatened court proceedings to vision of the charter was introduced. and branches and burning them.
If the Boy Scouts will contribute
Council adopted the Reynolds resostop
the work.
ad line.
i
lution calling for a survey of street their efforts, Mr. Boddy said yesterThe
passage
of
the
ordinance
auBACKED mayor in his fight for appolntrepair and oleaning methods followed day, they will be divided into groups,
thorizing transfer of funds for the in other cities with a view to deter- each under the direction of a trained
J,fof commissioner of recreation at a salsalary of the commissioner of recre- mining whether the district or sec- forester, and working in a special
y oi ¥3,000 a year.
district.
scheme is advisable.
ation was without debate.
Those tional
I APPROVED resolution authorizing transIn former years the city forestry
By a vote of 5 to 18 council upheld
voting against the measure were the mayor in his veto of the resolu- department,. aided by the natural
I ftf0( the present city hall property to ft. I
tion fixing a 50 and 50 per cent ap- enemies of the moths, has managed
Souncilmen Damm, Dittrick, Horri■library board for llbrary_P»rposcs.
portionment of the cost of repaying to keep their numbers down although
gan, Kalina, Stanton and Stolte.
I PASSED ordinance authorizing elimination
other parts of the state have suffered
cfrpsts
'
\ None of the members of the council
■ The mayor's veto of the ordinance severely.
But this year the moths
of West Side Nickel Plate grade crossings
committee on finance signed the authorizing the appointment of sixty have increased in such numbers that
at cost of tr.,ooo,ooomeasure and it was passed without additional police was upheld by a vote there is hardly a tree in any street
E RECEIVED ordinance prohibiting "jay
or park that is not affected. When
the committee's approval.
Physicians and civic organizations the last of the present crop of egg
*. Wring."
'
Welfare Director H. R. Cooley has opposing the communicable disease masses is hatched in a week or two,
AUTHORIZED purchase of 100 center enannounced, he will appoint T. M. code as introduced won a victory last Mr. Boddy said, the danger will have
night. Council approved an amendtrance motors for $650,000.
Black of Montreal to the position. ment to the section dealing with the only just begun.
By early fall there will hardly be
AUTHORIZED investigation of tearing
Two-thirds of the $3,000 salary will taking of release cultures in diphthe- a whole leaf or green sprig on any
*4ovra ot buildings in the vicinity of Orangebe paid by the city and the board ria cases which removes the authority tree, Mr. Boddy declared, unless
from the health department to require something is done immediately.
" av and Broadway S. E.
of education will pay the remaining
diphtheria patients to remain in quarAll citizens are requested by the
ASKED state board of health to investigate'
$1,000.
antine until negative cultures are forestry department to inspect the
Dugway brook- conditions.
Release cul- trees in front of their houses to see
Members of the council committee taken by city nurses.
on finance and other members of tures mav be taken by attending 'phy- if they are infested by the moth.
AUTHORIZED survey ot street repair -and
sicians under the ordinances passed.
If the leaves are beginning to show
council . have been opposing the
street cleaning methods.
An ordinance authorizing the trans- little holes, if caterpillars are crawlfer of $10,000 from the park refresh- ing about the trunks or on
measure
because
of
the
state
of
the
the
ASKED law department to assist In
city finances. There is marked op- ment stand fund was received. New ground, or if egg masses are found,
preparation of initiative petitions to be clrstands are to be constructed.
it is time to act, forestry officials
position to the appointment of an
dilated by civic organizations planning to
say.
work for bills giving cities larger percentage
out-of-town man.
The remedy is to collect all egg
of the tax receipts.
Opposition to immediate approval
masses and burn them. It is too late
to band the trees. If the egg masses
of the lake front dock plans of spe- I
Mayor Newton D. Baker was wincial council committee on lake front < Council McGinty Says Measure Will are destroyed the tree is practically
Limit Business.
safe because the male and female
ner at last night's council meeting
development came from Councilman |
moths are long since dead. The tree
in his fight for the appointment of
Harry C. Gahn, secretary of the river
Opposition to the pending ordinance cannot again be infested
because
regulating the operation of public the female moths have no wings and
a commissioner of recreation at a
laundries and fixing a license fee will cannot fly from tree to tree.
and harbor commission. Mr. Gahn
salary of $3,000 a year.
declared the report ought to be recome from Councilman J. J. McGinty.
ferred to the river and harbor comCouncilman McGinty declared yesterMajority members of the council
mission before federal authorities
day the ordinance would force the
closing of many small laundries.
discussed the matter at a secret cauwere asked to establish the bulkhead
"That is the trouble with much of
lines shown in the scheme.
cus in the mayor's office late yesterthis
recent health legislation," he said
Chairman J. W. Reynolds of the
yesterday, arguing against the ordiday and the ordinance authorizing the
special council committee opposed the
nance at a meeting with Councilman
delay proposed by Councilman Gahn.
J. E. Smith, author of the ordinance.
appointment was adopted last night
"Such ordinances simply place business
Mayor Baker then declared the city
in a few hands. An ordinance that
by a vote of 19 yeas and 6 nays.
has always been in theVposition of opshould be repealed by the council is
posing plans brought ia by the railLast night's council meeting was
that which requires milk to be sold in
roads without having a ^ke front debottles. The old way was better. It
(featured by the passage of a mass of
velopment plan of its ow% and that it
is better for people to talte milk in relegislation clearing the way for the" would be wise to get theicity's plans
ceptacles of their own than to force
them to use receptacles that have been
council vacation of flye weeks which
before the'board of engineers beforJ
used
by someone else."
the summer recess.
1
commences today.
There are about ninety-two public
The plaifc to be submitted to the
laundries in Cleveland. The ordinance
By unanimous vote council adopted
federal engineers merely ta3<es In ;the
introduced by Councilman Smith is
a resolution approving the report of
section of the lake front from E. 9thfavored by Health Commissioner C. E.
Ford. It requires the payment of a
the special committee on lake front
st to E. 26th-st or a distance of o.OUU
license of $25 a year.
feet.
It
shows
a
long
strip,
of
rriade
development and directing Mayor
land separated from the main land
Baker to apply to the secretary of by a 200-fcibt channel. On tjfce north
war for permission to follow the
side of that' made land is if row of
900-foot piers.
It is stat#, in the
island scheme shown in the plans.
resolution |hat th« improvement can
be completed within twelve months
and at practically, no cost to the city.
Riparian qwners' havef stated they
will oppose^ the plan/and that the
channel is merely a' canal or open
sewer.
Citjr authorities clan$ the
channel will give thsfm access tO;,navi-al-ilw waters.

HBBLCOHES

City Forester Wants-Boys to
Help Stop Ravages of
Tussock Army.

I avor Triumphs When Ord.Authorizing Appointment of $3,000 Commasioner is Passed.

Fears Ail Trees May' be Denuded of Foliage by
Early Fall.

FRONiMMWltTEE

SRTVT^APPROVAL

Mass of Legislative Action
Precedes Five Weeks of
Vacation.

FIGHTS LAUNDRY LICENSE
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TO TALK COX CALL
Cuyahoga Delegation
Discliss Governor's Plan
for Special Session.
Harry vr. Davis Interested in
Candidacy of David
Tod.

ps

BY WALKER S. Bl'EL.
Members of the Cuyahoga county
legislative delegation are to meet
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock at
Mayor Newton D. Baker's office to
consider the proposals of Gov. James
M. Cox for the special session of the
legislature. The governor has issued
a call Tor the assembly to convene
next Monday.
The main subject the legislators
will discuss Saturday will be1 the
governor's intention to reduce the
state tax levy for the support of
common schools and the 1-2 mill good
roads levy. It is believed the delegation will line up almost solidly in
support of this proposal.
The delegation also will take up
the plan to do away with the 1015
assessment on the payrolls of cities
for protection under the workmen's
compensation act. This action, it is
estimated, would save Cleveland approximately $72,000 next year, and
the delegation is expected to be for
it. Authorities say enough was collected by the state this year from the
cities for workmen's compensation to
last through next year. Only four
claims have been made against the
city assessment since Jan. 1.
There is also .to be considered a
proposal, ;as yet indefinite, but which
probably will have been set fortn
clearly by Saturday, to establish a
board of estimate, to be composed
perhaps of elected officials of a county
to supervise the work of the budget
commission of, that county.

• * * «

Harry L. Davis, who ran for mayor
last fall, is interesting himself here
in the candidacy of David Tod of
Youngstown for the Republican nomination for governor and will work
to help Warren G. Harding of Marion,
seeking the .nomination for United
I States senator.
Dan R. Hanna is for the same two
candidates.
Mr. Davis has been partly instrumental in bringing about several
ward indorsements for Mr. Tod. He
is talking "Tod for governor" to the
Republicans with whom he comes in
contact, and will make further efforts
for ward club indorsements for the
candidate he favors.
Some time ago Mr. Davis said he
would not take a hand in the preprimary contests for Republican nominations for county offices, but there
have been insistent reports that he
was supporting several candidates,
particularly Herman Schleman, seeking the nomination- for county re■i corder. Friends of Mr. Davis are
working actively for. Mr. Schleman.
Rumors persist that other candidates
are receiving assistance from the
same source. They are denied by Mr.
Davis.
"I am not taking any part in the
fight of the county candidates, but
am interested in the success of the
candidacies of Mr. Tod and Mr. Harding," said he last evening.
Mr. Da.vis attended a meeting in
the fourteenth ward last Friday night.
Mr. Tod -was indorsed by those present. There were indorsements of several other candidates, which reports
'-said we'8 sought by Mr. Davis. But
(this Mr. Davis denied, declaring the
county indorsements were made after
he left the meeting-, and that he had
nothing to do with them.

This morning supporters of Con-F CLLVLLAND
PLAIN DEALER
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gressman Frank B. Willis, seeking U,.„
——
the Republican nomination for governor, will begin to flood the city
and county with cards bearing the
candidate's picture and a statement
of his qualifications, signed by the
Cuyahoga County Willis committee
by its chairman, Attorney James B.
West Siders Fight Scheme of
Ruhl.
.
■
,.
This was one campaign feature disSeparating Grades.
cussed last night at a meeting of the
Willis executive committee at Trie
Hollenden.
AVest side' property owners, considThe congressman s boosters dis- Park Department Secretary
ering' whether a referendum petition
cussed also a plan to have as many
or institution of court proceedings to
Willis men as possible form an acSeeks to Keep Bathers
hold up the work would better suit
quaintance committee Saturday to
their purpose, have forty days in
introduce Mr. Willis to men attending
From Dancing.
the Republican picnic at Luna park.
which to formulate plans to block the
The Willis forces have begun ar,.heme approved by the city council
rangements to bring the candidate
Monday for the elimination of grade
S« nn the Nickel Plate railroad
here next' week or the week follow- Believes Early Shutting of
?rominFult°on-rd S. w| to Detroit-av
ing for a series of small meetings, inN
cluding speaking engagements at
Bath Houses Would
'vm-'a referendum it will be necessary
shops and factories.
to obttir? 8,473 signatures to the peBar
Rowdyism.
At a meeting of "the John C. Fre"Herman B. Nolze, 442$- Ravine-av S
w
Sminent among ', opponents of
! mont Republican club last night, atthe schS "ast night declared that
tended by a crowd that overflowed
To prevent beach rowdyism and m-onlrty owners, although unprepared
1
the Wigwam at W. 59th-st and Lo.Sv. Ji»ftnite plans because of their
!rain-av7
Charles B. Stannard unam- beach dancing, Secretary Frank Pat- oehef
that thSJe was no immediate
1
mously was indorsed for the Repub- terson of the park department pro- necessity for hurry, had :taken legal
lican nomination for sheriff.
The posed yesterday that the Edgewater nSvtop and were contemplating orlanization to prevent the Scheme bemaker of the motion urged the indorsement on the ground that Mr. and Gordon park bath houses be inS CTsn'fash[f°Utghhe- Nickel Plate and
It
closed
at
sUn
down
in
place
of
at
10
Stannard "is the only Republican
or 10:30 o'clock each iiight.
candidate for sheriff.
'
,
Mr Stannard tried to check the . "The bathing beaches should not Walw^rth run'were improved it would
indorsement because of the presence
he nutting a useless course to a use^ot^^andidaTer KmS I he kept open after dark," said Sec
ful purpofe, would serve the company's
-JuVj. Hiiit as well and would save
Prevailed
Mr. Stannard made a retary Patterson.
"Rowdyism oc
■
S
of valuable property
brief address in which he again curs after dark and it becomes diffi- ill^dfprSfatiX
a large section of the city."
•
charged that ^^ opponent
Fied cult to control the beaches as they
Mayor Newton D. Baker last night
„=irt the hone that there wou d
Kohler, "was affiliated with the should'- be controlled. None o\the
So?bfaVferenS election to hold up
Democratic party for twelve or fifbeaches in other cities or at summer what he characterized as "a most dete
S
Among other speakers were Her- resorts are kept open after dark abd sirable improvement.
man Schleman, candidate for re- there is no reason why Cleveland
i oorder P. A. McKenzie, candidate
MAY PIPE DUGWAY BROOK
| for county clerk; A. B. Sprosty, seek- should not follow the plan.
"Atlantic City beaches are closed
ing nomination for county commisCouncil Will Act on SeWer Bonds
ioner W. J. Hart, candidate
for at 6 o'clock and Coney Island beaches
if State Orders.
I common pleas judge, and George W
are also closed before dark. In
| Spooner, candidate for prosecuting Cleveland the rule should be adopted
If a notice is received from the
of closing the beaches at sun down.
state boa%d of healthy condemning
' '""''resident Don R. Sipe and Secre- This would permit ' bathing untu
tary I E. Seiple of the Tippecanoe about 8 o'clock."
Dugway br%ok as a nuisance and
. .
.
elul last night began to compile
Deputy Park Commissioner John
ordering the \jssuance; of bonds to
the pre-primary booklet for Repub- Boday is not in favor of Secretary
cover the eosAof a. sewer, council
lican voters to be issued by the organ- Patterson's plan. Some days ago he
will take actioh\in the direction of
raising the necessary funds without
ization
The material has been was asked by Counci man E!. A.
fathered and the club expects to Meyers to extend the time to 10 .oO
delay.
,
, . '
3>
The estimated cost or the sewer is
Publish the booklet three weeks before o^cTock and he agreed to recommend
$150,000.
Council
-Monday
night
the
plan.
It
was
stated
yesterday
the primary. , , , ,
adopted a resolution asking the state
that the change would be made Sunboard of health to investigate condiThe Young Men's Colored Republi- day Mr. Boddy does not believe the
tions at Dugway brook.
can club is to meet tonight" at --Ma Prlsenfclosing rule has led to rowdyIt is believed that a special meetCentral-av S, E. Several candidates ism or Improper conduct at the
ing of council will be called within
are expected to speak.
two
or three weeks. Mayor Baker
beaches.
i
,
ohas obtained the addresses of coun—.
—o . — _—
cilmen who are planning to leave the
city.

SUGGESTS CLOSING PUN IB BLOCK WET
ACHES AT 8 P. Nl.

*&d23£$ Maoist %&?%

LOWERS ADMISSION FEE

City Cuts Prices for Fall and Win-,
ter Municipal Concerts.
Admission prices for the series of
municipal orchestra concerts this fall
and winter will be lower than those
charged last season.
'
A reduction in prices was decided on
ot o meeting in the mayor's office yesterday^ attended by Mayor Newton D.
Raktr and members of the music committee of the City club. Seats on the
Entire ground floor and in the boxes
will be 25 cents. The balcony price
will oc « cents and the upper floor
P,
An appCeealSfor funds is soon to be
made by Mayor Baker. The quality of
?he music at the concerts is to be mSov«l by the addition of several ln^.TJinU if naedftd funds ara obtained.
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STATE TO
ORDER DUGWAY
BROOKCOVERED
By This Method City Can Pay
for Work Outside State Law
Bond Limitation
The state board; of health will be
asked: to condemn • Dug way brook as
a public nuisance and compel the
city t] complete the sewer which remainslopen from Primrose avenue to
I St Clair avenue, and from Helena
avenuito the interceptor By this
■action, bonds can he issued outside
= the state law's limitation. Council
' startej the move Monday night.
Residents along Dugway brook
long Wave complained of the stench.
They charge it has been a menace
It will be antD health for years.
other year before the work can be
completed and the cost will be about
$150,1100.

s

m

'Councilman Smith charged Tuesday that Engineering Commissioner
Hoffman has been ] holding up the
WOrk of abating the nuisance.
"Hoffman doesn't care whether a
sewer is built because he doesn't live
near Dtigway and is not menaced by
the stench,"' Smith |aid. "If he lived
out there he would feel differently.
He turned down a* bond issue last
fall, but the resolution we adopted
will' make it mandatory for the city
to build the sewer."
Assistant Engineer Estep said
Tuesday that there was no necessity
for building a sewer from Helena
avenue to the interceptor. No complaints had been received from people in that neighborhood, he said.
Nor is there any odor, he said.
Dugway brook is the last remainIn? public nuisance in Cleveland, accord ng to Health Commissioner
Ford.
rt will be impossible to give perRSns living near the brook temporary
relief. Dr. Ford said. Two years ago
an attempt was made to clean out
the brook by opening all fire plugs
and flushing the stream. It was :i
I failure.
One branch of Dugway runs
through John D. Rockefeller's estate.
He emptied the pond on his grounds
into the stream several years ago
in an effort to eliminate the stench.
A few weeks later the brook was
polluted as much as before. ;

DANCE IN WATER OR OUT;
HEALTHFIH, SAYS FORD
■SEIeiHth Commissioner Ford Tuesday took issue witfe Cleveland ministers who are denouncing dancing at
city beaches. Dancing both in and
out of the water is helpful, physically, and need not bp harmful, morally,
Ford contended.
"Dancing unencumbered by clothing and in the fresh, cool air just off
Be lake cannot but be healthful,"
iford declared. "There's no need of
Brmitting exaggerations; of dancing,
guards see to that."
pity Forester Boddy, acting head
Park division, said he kept a
Ipe watcn at Gordon and Edgelater beaches Monday night, but
gu'd find no dancing. Beach, regulars specifically forbid anything but
athmg.

TER 3 YEARS
ERS TO KEEP
PLAY
Mayor Baker, after nearly three
years' delay, Tuesday was ready to'
make godti his promise to enlarge
Cleveland's playground system.
Council's action Monday night in setting aside $1,000 for a recreation
commissioner enables Baker to break
his tardy spell.
Early in December, 1911, just before he succeeded Herman C. Baehr
as mayor. Baker widely announced
Cleveland's 'playspot system was to
be revamped; and the care of children made a paramount factor.
In 1912 the city had 16 playgrounds.
Last year there were only 14. So far
thSs summer the city has been caring for 17 playspots. In the first two
years
of
Baker's
administration
^ scarcely over $3,000 was spent for
playground apparatus. Since Service
Director Sidlo has been in office', less
than three months, $10,000 has been
set aside for teeters and swings.
Baker Monday night forced Democratic councilmen to transfer funds
for a recreation commissioner's salary.
Councilmen
Stoite,
Damm,
Horrigan, Kalina and Stanton were
the only Democrats opposing.
Welfare Director Cooley has tendered the position to T. M. Black,
Montreal. Black also has been offered a commissionershlp at Yonkers,
N. Y., and was to decide Tuesday.

WOMEN living along East
152d street and' Waterloo
road, • who ha\-e been
driven almost frantic by clouds
of dust raised by Cleveland,
Painesville & Eastern cars, Tuesday were eagerly preparing to join
Councilman Rolf in his war to
force the railroad to oil the street
between its tracks.
Rolf says he'll 'stop the cars until the company oils the street,
and has the Jaw department
searching for some way to do it.
Every woman on the streets in
which the interurban operates
says she will aid Rolf in tearing
up the car tracks if necessary, in
order to get rid of'the dust."
"We can clean the house between cars and as sofin as the
next one goes by it's time to start
right in over again," Mrs. J. H.
Madger, 15311 Waterloo'road, said.
Miss Edith Grogsmart, 524 East
152d street, says that I when she
gets up in the mornin-g- she has
great difficulty in finding the
rugs, because of the amount of
dust that settles over them.
"I have to take the dust pan
and shovel the dust out each day,
before I can make any impression
on it at all with a'broom," Miss
Grossman declared.
Merchants along the street have
to put all of their stock under
glass cases. This, they say, hurts
trade because of the impossibility
of making attractive displays.
But the housewives suffer the .
most for they have to keep digging all day long or else lock the
windows and suffocate.

HORSES NOW GET
THEY'D MAKE HILLS
IN OUR PARKS EASY A CLEAN DRINK

Long, tiresome trudges, especially
up hills, wil| be eliminkt/fii from visits
to Cleveland parks ifAMayor Baker
and Councilman KaflnV have their
way. Kalina', has asked Engineering
Commissioner: Hoffmann to report on
the cost of constructing a rolling
roadway fronjj $he Brookside park
stadium to Deja^on avenue.
Running strt/t cars up and down
hills in parks? by cables also has
been brought forward by Baker, who
got the idea while abroad.

Although council proper Monday
night adjourned until August 24, regular and special committees are to
keep at work and report at the end
of the vacation jieriod.
Monday night council approved
elimination cf Nickel Plate grade
crossings between Fulton road and
West 16th street, legis'ated for paving 14 miles of streets next year,
granted' Councilman Bernstein's request for an investigation of the
razing tf homes in the OrangeBroadway district to make way for
the new Cleveland & Youngstown
railroad, provided for a recreation
commissioner, and asked the government to look into the island plan for
outer harbor development.

The fifst sanitary drinking fountain for; horses arrived in Cleveland
Tuesday, and was installed at Woodland and Kagie avenues.
The fountain is oj iron, and has
two separate basins/; The water of
each bubbles constanly fresh from
the bottom. There are basins low
down on the base for dogs.
"Cleveland is to have at least one
more of these fountains at once, and
later we expect to hive a number
of them in Tilace cf the old wooden
ones, ordered abolished," said Humane Officer Ferry Tuesday.
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'T YOU Bl IWOVHAY ~
JAYWALKER, I BODIES ARE KEPT
WARNS BYRNE
I

County wmndsslonerB JjTednesriav said complaints maoe iu
Healther Ford by county Morgue
condi! deeper
Keeper Maly
w that sanitary
ba(J anQ
oodfes'were" rfotdeceiving sufficient
care wls the result of a row be-1
twee'n Maly and .Coroner «
■ "The ice machine used to re^ng
erato bodies has been put m shape
■'"There will'be no further com |
plaints," Commissioner Metzg

"Don't be a jaywalker!"
Coroner Byrne Tuesday made*
this the slogan of the safety first
movement in Cleveland.
Every time you jaywalk, ha
said, your life is in danger.
: Sa d
Beside, it's going to cost jayA ' letter from Healther Ford rewalkers from. $1 to $100 fine for
every offense if an ordinance inceived by Byrne, telling of; the
troduced by Councilman Reynolds
complaints regarding lack of pro- •
Monday night is passed and entection to bodies and the large
forced.
amount of clothing of dead persons
According to the ordinance you
are a jaywalker when:
accumulated in the morgue, was
Crossing streets in the conread at the meeting.
gested districts at place other
Accompanying Ford's letter was
than street crossings and interi one from the coroner, Byrne' says
he investigated Maly's complaints
sections, ,
Jostlong other pedestrians by
and found the ice plant in working
ord- '. He also says that under
failing to walk on the right side
the law clothing, must be held.one
Of the sidewalk.
year before offered for sale at
Disobeying the signal of the
policeman directing traffic,
public^ auction.
Darting in front of automoHOLDS UP BILL OF
biles which have the right of
way.
LIGHTING ENGINEER
Will Be Life Saver.
Payment
of A. B. du Font's bill
"Jaywalking costs the lives of
for $1640 for services in May and
50,000 persons annually," said
June as consulting engineer of
Coroner Byrne Tuesday.
the muny light plant will be held
"Most of Cleveland's accidents
up by Finance Director Coughlin
result from this reckless habit.
until an investigation of the vari"I am heartily in favor of the
ous items has been made.
ordinance* Make jaywalking ex."I do not criticise du Pont, but
pensive by fining every offender
I want to be sure all the charges
caught' and pedestrians will exerT. M. BLACK.
are reasonable," said Coughlin
cise care to save their pocketWednesday.
Welfare Director Cooley Tuesday offered to T. M. Black, books, thereby saving their lives.
Du Pont charged $640 for his
"Enforcement of this ordinance
Morrreal the position of commissioner of recreation. Dr. Cooley
services
in May.
He spent nine
would
prevent
50
per
cent
tit
the
Serts Black to accept and be in charge of the kiddies on city and
davs revising the muny light
fatalities which now occur," said
rates, visited the E. 53d-st ljght
^fiSSS&Stf**•** monthsJndhis.sal.ry for this Fred Caley, secretary of the
station one day and held consujta-^v
Cleveland
automobile
club.
period will be $1500. The city will pay $1000 and the school board
"It is inconsistent to force t tions with Director Stage and
I Light Commissioner Ballard on
16
The* transfer of funds to pay the salary of a commissioner was automobile drivers to pass exmade by council Monday night, as the result of a Personal Pjaaby aminations proving their compe- ■ fiveIn days.
June he worked 19 days and
Mayor Baker. A faction of council, led by Councilmenl Stolte and tency, and then allow pedestrians
charged the city $1000, the maxiDamrn, has insisted for several weeks a local man should be given the to run wild over the strets, jumpmum he is allowed.
job. In this wrangle, Dr. Cooley says the children have been the real ing in front of swiftly moving
automobiles."
victims
MONTREAL, Canada, July 14.
—(Spl.)—During the lv8 'months weeks ago, when he resigned with HERE ARE PARK BAND
T. M. Black has been-leading the the expectation of going.to CleveC0NGERTSF0RWEEK
Work of the Montreal i.. ^5$s and land.
The following band concerts were
DoubTes Facilities.
playgrounds association, commu- I"
In a single week Black so in- announce* Tuesday by the park
nity recreation here has been
.
creased the facilities for play on department*.
City officials Wednesday decided j
given a tremendous impetus.
Edgewater, x^sday afternoon and
one lot that 3000 kids now play evening;
that Cleveland men—not womenGarfiela,Wednesday
afterWhen Black came here, super- where only 1200 could be handled
take care of the babies
,
noon; Lincoln, Weu>esday night,
vised playgrounds were unknown. before.
Two big display windows at the,
Gordon,
Thursday
afternoon;
city
hall
are
devoted
to
an
exhibit
|
Another
idea
of
Black's
was
to
Under his direction the city spent
Brookside, Thursday night; Edgeon how to take care of babies dur- i
$600,000 for land which eventu- establish classes for playground water, Friday afternoon; Wade,
ing the.summer.
'
ally will be turned into public instructors. He and other mem Friday evening; Rockefeller, SaturAll day long men study the ex-;
bers of the park and playground day afternoon; E. TOth-st and
parks and playgrounds. In the association
hibit'
Usually
there
is
not
a
worn-,
delivered lectures
next two or three years, if Black's Fifty trained instructors are now Woodland-av, Saturday evening, r
an in sight.
i
The men learn that:
;
program is carried out, the peo- ready for employment as addiIn
1913
there
were
1936
deaths
of
babies
,
ple will be asked to vote approxi- tional playgrounds are opened.
TO
TEST
LEGALITY
OF
under one year of age.
I
mately $600,000 more, for land
At present, many of them are beEvery second death was preventable.
j
Every fourteenth death was caused by
CITY HAOTRANSFER
and an additional $60,000 for play- ing scattered through the parks,
impure'
milk
or
improper
feeding.
ground equipment and apparatus. which are being transformed from
The men read this advice:
w H Brett, secretary of the
Lashed into action by his out- auto boulevards into health-giving
Feed the baby regularly by the clock, not j
board, said Tuesday a
spoken opinion, the people now recreation centers for the poorer library
by
? SS
friendly suit may be started to
D™ t fe°ed'the baby every time it cries;
realize they owe a duty to the people.
. .
the legality of councils
no?°for longer than J) minutes f ., tme.:
rising generation.
As a personality, Black is inter- test
Give
the baby mother s milk if possime
Give the infant a drink of cold, oouea
Eighteen months ago, vacant esting. He is young in appearance, transfer Monday night of the-old
city
hall
site
to
the
board
for
a
water between eatings.
.
land here was marked with for slight in build, but muscular and
Don't give the baby some of the food you
library.
bidding "Keep Off the Grass' exceedingly energetic. He gradu- new
ar
in
"This
action
has
not
been
ae-,
foon*t
ta'ke
the
advice
on
patent
mediciu»,
JJ A v J
signs. These have been ripped ated •jrpmJKP0PtP«-*- «- -- - -boxes,
-==*
'
cided upon," Brett said,
but
down and now^ there are four
board members feel they should
large
playgrounds
and
five
be sure of their ground in a proLET SUBSCRIBER OWN
smaller ones, part of a general
ject of this magnitude "
•
scheme to give the city five
PHONES, SAYS CLINE
The library board also will in^grounds for senior children and 12
An
qrdAfi- -*e£iiilr
for juniors ranging in age from
four to twelve years.
£& -namiSMsMk^k^^S wiww' term e
erect
a
buildgiDle to
Swings,
trapezes,
vaulting
of the style of other mall
4AOJL*) S^
i horses, slides, sand boxes, basestructures. The people authorized
ball, tennis and croquet grounds
a $2,000,000 bond issue tor
Avd 8j&
ire now part of the general equipPS a «i '*■$
new library in 1912^_
/
lent of the playspots.

NOT WOMEN, BUI
MEN STUDY BA

?^$W*
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MONTREAL A CHILD'S CITY

'T YOU BE HI/ERW
KEPT
JAYWALKER, I, BODIES^ARE
County °°* f" manful
WARNS BYRNE
mi

"Don't be a jaywalker!"
Coroner Byrne Tuesday mado
this* the slogan of the safety first
movement in Cleveland.
Every time you jaywalk, he
said, your life is in danger.
Beside, it's going to cost jaywalkers from. $1 to $100 fine for
every offense if an ordinance introduced by Councilman Reynolds
Monday night is passed and enforced..
According to the ordinance you
are a jaywalker when:
Crossing streets in the congested districts at place other
than street crossings and intersections, ,
Jostlong other pedestrians by
failing to walk on the right side
Of the sidewalk.
Disobeying the signal of the
policeman directing traffic,
Darting in front of automobiles which have the right of
■ way.

T. M. BLACK.
Welfare Director Cooley Tuesday offered to T. M. Black
Montreal the position of commissioner of recreation. Dr. Cooley
Sect! Black to accept and be in charge of the kiddies on city and
^^SnSnf^S Se^si* months tod his salary for this
period^fflte $1500. The city will pay $1000 and the school board

Will Be Life Saver.
"Jaywalking costs the lives of
50,000 persons annually," said
Coroner Byrne Tuesday.
"Most of Cleveland's accidents
result from this reckless habit.
"I am heartily in favor of tha
ordinance; Make jaywalking expensive by fining every offender
caught' and pedestrians will exercise care to save their pocketbooks, thereby saving their lives.'
"Enforcement of this ordinance
would prevent 50 per cent of the
fatalities which now occur," said
Fred Caley, secretary of the
Cleveland automobile club.
"It is inconsistent to force
automobile drivers to pass examinations proving their competency, and then allow pedestrians
to run wild over the strets, jumping in front of swiftly moving
automobiles."

S

riav said complaints maae <-v
Healther Ford by county Morgue
I Keeper Valy that sanitary condi^rL the morgue were bad, and
tions in the more «
ie t
bodies were not receiving sumc H
care was the result of a row De |

:

plaints?

Commissioner

Meteger

Sa

A 'letter from Healther Fordre-

ceived by Byrne, telling of; the
complaints regarding lack of pro- •
tection to bodies and the large
amount of clothing of dead persons
accumulated in the morgue, was
read at the meeting,"£..-■<
Accompanying Ford's letter was
one from the coroner. Byrne; says
he investigated Maly's complaints
and found the ice plant in working
ord- •
He also says that under
the law clothing, must be held .one
year before offered for sale at
public auction.

HOLDS UP BILL OF
LIGHTjNGENGINEER
Payment of A. B. du Font's bill
for $1640 for services in May and
June as consulting engineer of
the muny light plant will be held
up by Finance Director Coughlin
until an investigation of the various items has been made.
."I do not criticise du Pont, but
I want to be sure all the charges
are reasonable," said Coughlin
Wednesday.
Du Pont charged $640 for his
services in May.
He spent nine
days revising the muny light
rates, visited the E. 53d-st light
station one day and held consuUaI tions with Director Stage and
1 Light Commissioner Ballard on
five days.
In June he worked 19 days and
charged the city $1000, the maximum he is allowed.

Ihe Sg^Ser' ^ funds to pay the salary of a commissioner was
marie bv council Monday night, as the result of a personal plea by
Mavor Bake,-Afaction of council, led by Councilmenf Stolte and
Damm, has insistedlor several weeks'a local man should be given the
job In this wrangle, Dr. Cooley says the children have been the real
victims.
MONTREAL, Canada, July 14.
— (Spl.)—During the 18/months weeks ago, when he resigned with HERE ARE PARK BAND
C0NGERTSF0RWEEK
T. M: Black has been lading the the expectation of going to Clevework of the Montreal t ^-.iss and land.
The following band concerts were
TJouBles Facilities.
playgrounds association, commuannounced Tuesday by the park
In
a
single
week
Black
so
innity recreation here has been
.
City officials Wednesday decided j
creased the facilities for play on department:
given a tremendous impetus.
Edgewater, Tuesday afternoon and
that Cleveland men—not women—
one lot that 3000 kids now play evening;
Garfield,
Wednesday
afterWhen. Black came here, super- where only 1200 could be handled
take-.care of the babies.
,
noon; Lincoln, Wednesday night,
Two big display windows at the
vised playgrounds were unknown. before.
Gordon,
Thursday
afternooncity hall are devoted to an exhibit 1
Another idea of Black's was to I W>raon,
J,""'"" ' } ht EdgeUnder his direction the city spent
On now to take care of babies dur-;
°f ^'Jf
aSnool; ' Wade,
Wade,
$600,000 for land which eventu- establish classes for playground Bf
water,
Friday afternoon;
ing the.summer.
. !
ally will be turned into public instructors. He and other mem Friday evening; Rockefeller, SaturAll May long men study the ex-,
bers of the park and playground day afternoon; E. 79th-st and
parks and playgrounds. In the association
hibit.': Usually there is not a womdelivered lectures.
next two or three years, if Black's Fifty trained instructors are now Woodland-av, Saturday evening.
an in sight.
*
i
The men learn that:
|
program is carried out, the peo- ready for employment as addi- j
In 1913 there were 1936 deaths of babies ,
ple will be asked to vote approxi- tional playgrounds are opened. | TO TEST LEGALITY OF
under one year of age.
.,
mately $600,000 more for land
Ever" second death was preventable.
,
At present, many of them are beEvery fourteenth death was caused by
CITY HALLTRANSFER
and an additional $60,000 for play- ing scattered through the parks,
impure milk or improper feeding.
' ground equipment and apparatus. which are being transformed from
The men read this advice:
W H Brett, secretary of the
Lashed into action by his out- auto boulevards into health-giving library board, said Tuesday a
Feed the baby regularly by the clock, not j
spoken opinion, the people now recreation centers for the poorer friendly suit may be started toby
Don?ffe°ed'the baby every time it cries j
realize they owe a duty to the people.
,
;
„or
?orr longer than 20 minutes at a time.
the legality of councils
n
As a personality, Black is inter- test
rising generation.
°£ive
tKb.mother's milk if Possible
Monday night of the-old
Give the Infant a drink of cold, Douea
Eighteen months ago, vacant esting. He is young in appearance, transfer
city
hall
site
to
the
board
for
a
j.
water
between
eatings.
.
land here was marked with for- slight in build, but muscular and
Don't give the baby some of the food >ou j
library.
.
bidding "Keep Off the Grass" exceedingly energetic. He gradu- new
ar
"This action has not been ae
bon'tintake the advice onjpatent medicuw
signs. These have been ripped ated from Wooster in 1910, and im- cided
boxes^.
-—m
—z
Brett said,
hut
down and now'' there are four mediately became a director of board upon,"
feel they should
large
playgrounds
and
five playgrounds in Pittsburg. He re- be suremembers
of their ground in a proLET SUBSCRIBER OWN
smaller ones, part of a general mained three years, then came to ject of this magnitude
'
Montreal.
He
lectured
on
recreascheme to give the city five
PHONES, SAYS CLINE
The
library
board
also
will
in■.grounds for senior children and 12 tion topics in the university of vestigate building costs to deAn
order requiring telephone
for juniors ranging in age from Pittsburg in 1912.
termine whether with S^00,0'"""
companies
to connect their servfour to twelve years.
Holds Job Under Fire.
it will be possible to erect a buildSwings,
trapezes,
vaulting
ive
with
privately
owned instruBecause he was not an old resi-. ing o! the style of other mall
j horses, slides, sand boxes, base- dent of Montreal, Mayor Mederic structures. The people authorize^
ments will be asked of the state
ball, tennis and croquet grounds Martin recently began a movement a $2,000,000 bond issue for a, utilities commission by John A.
ire now part of the general equip- to oust Black.
new 'library in 1912. .
} Cline, former county prosecutor.
lent of the playspots.
Cline late Tuesday outlined his
Despite the protests of other
j plan to Mayor Baker.
members of the playground assoH
"The people should be perciation, the mayor partially carmitted to own their own telephone
ried his point and succeeded in
equipment, not only in their
cutting in half Black's salary of
places of business, but in their
$2500. A French-speaking superinhomes," Cline said. "This plan
tendent then was appointed to act
would mean a material reduction
jointly with the Pittsburger. Black
in the cost of the service."
did not quit under fire, however,
but remained on the job until three

NOT WOMEN, BUT
MEN STUDY BABY

nLgTELAND LEADER, WEDNESDAY, JTjLy j£ ^

JFESAVERS RESCUE
BATHHOUSE PATRONS

IT

ON UOUpTAXES
ilty Construction of New Edgewater Bathing Pavilion Permits
Deluge of Water to Descend to Lockers on Lower Floors.
,less one happens to be a good will be necessary to provide the atjmer and is perfectly at home tendants with life preservers or rowbe water, it is scarcely advisable boats, so they will not have to be
use the new $150,000 municipal swimming: about unlocking- doors or
attending to the wants of patrons.
bhouse at Edgewater Park. Lest
If every swimmer, after leaving
Lin a wrong impression* be it the water, were put through some
th»t the beach at this point is sort of a wringing device before
,otly safe—none safer—and the being permitted to enter the bathg to the lake is usually calm, house the interior should be reason^s to the stone jetties being ably dry. It might be difficult to do
; out into the lake, and at a de- this without permanently incapacitabit temperature.
ting the swimmer for further swimt there is a fly in the ointment. ming, but this should not deter the
be «xiKi,
exact, there
is water
K
'»»■ •—™ In the
-1 •--»e<"iioui.
management. They
.iiiey snouia
should remember
house. Not that prying, curious that "the greatest good for the
- force their way in. But care-1 greatest number" is their aim

others make a praottoe of com|n after a swim with large plece3
Be lake concealed In their ablated garb.
■jequently ground floor rooms
■corridors are more than damp,
Sere are no drains in the floors
K dressing rooms. The superinInt and contractors are attempt■ devise a means of sidestepping
^od. It may be necessary now
■r up the floor and Install
jns.
Be waters go much higher It

ISERGEANTS TAKE
1UIZ FOR LIEUTENANT

Not the least of the inconveniences
resulting from the surplus water is
the danger of dropping one or more
of one's garments to the floor. To
keep dry while dressing patrons are
compelled to climb on the narrow
bench in each room and there put
on their things.
Beginning Saturday the beaches
will be kept open until 10:30 o'clock
every evening, Director of Public
Service Sidlo announced yesterday.
Eastern time is responsible for the
change In hours.

Lantern Parties Are Fashionable
in South Brooklyn, Where
Women Adopt Safety
Measures a^Night.

Formal Claim to|Tw/-Tenths of
Funds Collectjd/ls Made
to City an
Ope

The women s clubs will, take an
active part in demanding better light
S
>ng of the streets.
Mrs. W. G. Maud, 4223 W 38th
street
president of
the
Pearl.
Memphis Mothers' Club, and Mrs T
D. Swartwood, 3001 Tampa avenue'
Sd:l,»f;he DaWninS Mothers-'
Club, declared yesterday the women
of Brooklyn will make a vigorous
fight for the protection of their sons
and daughters.;
"The condition is outrageous," Mrs.
Maud said. "I have a niece who is
afraid to come to our home in the
•evening on account of the pitch dark
street. Thle electric lights are' valueless.
"The children cannot play on the
corner, in the early evening because
there are no lights.. We have complained, but it seems to be useless."

Club. Plans a Fight.
Formal p esenta.ftr^n of the counMrs. Swartwood has a light directty's claim
pr twdytenths of the ly in front of her home. She says it
liquor tax wlich/hal been glrento does
not burn on an-average of one
the city, was$, mjtde Yesterday at a night a week, Her club expects to
meeting attended by Mayor Baker, /make an active fight
^lor(°' %fnce Coughlin and. Councilman Townes' said, last night
ThT,u
«Tlty,Prosecutor «««».. that he has been endeavoring for
1,1^y ^iaMeclared they would! some time to get relief for his condeolde whether||he city would con- tltuente. He said that even on

W53I C"i liquor t^LV^Sl ^^ h° «£ ^
•

■

».-"«

j via,* .

AADIO-

tofore, the city has had seven-tenths
Lighting Kibbee, but conditions do
of the same tax. In making up the not
seem to improve. I will endeavor
budget and in estimates of expected
receipts the city has counted upon to get some relief immediately, but
obtaining the disputed sum. Should if none is forthcoming before Counthey lose It, city officials admit they cil convenes, I will introduce a resolution asking for an taVMtJ
investigation inwill have to ask an Increase in evyJTih.
W? 7 T . municieaal
«°» »
;
from the budget commission.
-°
1 ,I
° ^
P
"«*t
Last year the city obtained 8.9 mills n
,
of the 10-mill levy for the general Councilman ^wnea said that after
tax fund. The schools also ob- ^ lnvest'fatioil he is convinced that
tained 8.9 mills, while the county re- I t fouble is n°t'with the power,
Wlth the an
celved 2.2 mills. According to Coun-'S
«<l«ated lamps,
We
ty Auditor Zangerle, any increase in1 ,
™ hung at the time the
Was opened b
the city's levy will force a decrease £
, ,
y .the village of
yn
and
never
in the county's portion of the tax as ch
, °
have
been
it practically is conceded the school
anged.^^
^^
apportionment cannot be reduced.
The county bases Its claim to the'
disputed money upon the ground that
it is caring for its poor and Indigent
by paying the city for their keep.
The law provides that If the county,
having no infirmary, enters Into contracts with a city to take care of its
poor and Indigent, two-tenths of the
liquor tax can be claimed by the
county. The county already has entered into such contracts with the
city.

STRENGTH; BftKER

-'Agitation agamst the lighting~plant
Inty-flvl police .sergeants ar<
has become acute among the citizens
lie for psomotion|to lieutenants,
of that section. Failure of the manivil se-vice cofamission anagement of the plant to keep the Organization Dempcrats Called
d, yesti rday in fcving out the
Lantern
and
fla&h
light
parties;
of ex; minatlonStheld recent- have become the proper thing in that street lights in order probably will
Into Conference to Consider
ames G.j Hughes hfads the eli- section lot the city dependent upon lead to a request for a council investigation.
lists. j
\
Means for Stopping
the Brooklyn municipal light plant
Women DepIoreTXmurtionsl
tidings are as follows:
for streA illumination.
G. Hughes; 2, Lyfcan S. Van
Miss
Zelma
Doat,
3002
Natchez
Revolt in r|irty.
Residents of the district, known .as
Frafc .0. Smith; 4,^ Edward J.
lie; 5, Chlrles L. Marsh; 6, Martin J. South Brooklyn; assert-these parties avenue, and Miss Violet Swartwood
T
wi; 7, Hijiry Kiel; 8. Michael P. Galavenue, who are mem3001 Tampa avenue
9, Frjnk Vlach; 10, Paniel J. were inaugurated not as social but
t 11, Mfthael J, Howlett;-J2, Joseph as a "safety .measure." Pleas and bers of the Lincoln Park Methodist MAYOR TO GET OUT TENT
gan; 13, Joseph Hauser; 14, Thomas P.
Church, Starkweather avenue and
15, Piul Weis; 16, Lynnus G. Cor- petitions h city and municipal, light- W. 14th street, were loud in their de
IF "GINGERilS NEEDED
NelsSh J. Meeker; 18, David J. ing officials to keep the street lights
ce; 19, John A. Abernethy; 20, Arthur
nunCiation of conditions.
in
order,
ithly
declare,
have
been
troughs; 21, Prank J. Moore; 22, John
"The Sunday school has entertainlagller; 23, Michael J. Dempsey; 24, unheeded.
'Holcomb; 25, Herman F. Kuehn.
ments in the evening and unless we U.
-J
Crosse/r Worrying
Lights tpiirn Intermittently.
are able to get some of the men in | *■»'
...
„
re are no vacancies at present,
For
the pa»<psfet few
Kfety officials believe that a
.For xne
t»" months,
»»*»»»««"~i street arc our families to escort us, we must Their Opponents; State May Be
er of lieutenants who have lights, which receive current from stay at home because we are afraid
Smashed at Primaries,
in the service for twenty-five the Brooklyn- municipal plant, have to come'through the dark streets aftwill resign unless they rank been lighted levery now and then, ier we leave the car," Miss CwartIn promotional examinations residents dec%re. The wood said yesterday.
BY FREDERICK $AGLEY.
ptains held recently.
say, will bur* a night or two and
^nhave complained to the poHow best to stop thetrevolt of unthen will be ot» for a week or more lice and have called the municipal
for the
at a time. Mosft of the time, streets lighting plant, reporting conditions, slated Democratic candidates
;
are in total darkness and both men but it seems to be of no avail. At legislature against the Democratic
and women are aifraid to leave their times they send around the trouble organization will be considered at a
special meeting of the Democratic
homes.
wagon and fix the lights. They will
City Councilmen\Townes was ap- burn for a few hours and then go out ward leaders and executive commit
'tee this afternoon.
,
pealed to yesterday hy leaders in the
Mayor Baker has not yet decided,
"more light" movement. He prom- again."
Petitions to Circulate.
he says, how much of a campaign
ised to lend his aid.
The girls said that in company with It will be necessary to make In DeYoung women living on streets
adjacent to W. 25th street and south a number of their friends who are in half of the chosen candidates lor
of the Brooklyn bridge, object to the same position, they are consider- the legislature and Congress.
T^nnlntlng reports that several ol
escorting their gentlemen callers to ing the circulation of petitions to be
and from street cars leading the presented to the council asking for
way through the dark streets with an investigation of conditions at the
ioklyn plant.
L^
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The women's clubs will, take an
active part in demanding better light
B
ing of the streets.
Mrs. W. G. Maud, 4223 W 38th
street
president of
the
Pear,.
Memphis Mothers' Club, and Mrs T

TY
i
TIDIES

Formal Claim to? rw/-Tenths of
ulty Construction of New Edgewater Bathing Pavilion Permits
Funds Collectfd/s Made
Deluge of Water to Descend to Lockers on Lower Floors.
to City an
Ope

,le,s one happens to be a good
„mer and is perfectly at home
[ water, it is scarcely advisable
the new $150,000 municipal
touse at Edgewater Park. Lest
k»ln a wrong impression* be it
[that the beach at this point is
LjUy safe—none safer—and the
,. in the lftfc* is usually calm,
,lij to the stone Jetties being:
| out into the lake, and at a debit temperature.
Et there is a fly in the ointment.
TJe exact, there la water In the
■hwM. Not that prying, ourlous
But care- j
m force their way In.

will be necessary to provide the attendants with life preservers or rowboats, so they will not have to be
swimming- about unlocking doors or
attending to the wants of patrons.
If every swimmer, after leaving
the water, were put through some
sort of a wringing device before
being permitted to enter the bathhouse the interior should be reasonably dry. It might be difficult to do
this without permanently Incapacitating the swimmer for further swimming, but this should not deter the
management. They should remember
that "the greatest good for the
greatest number" is their aim.

Sesfdent ,% mi Tampa ave"^'
? ", of t"e Owning Mothers;
Club^ declared yesterday the women
of Brooklyn will make a vigorous
fight for the protection of their sons
and daughters.'
"The condition is outrageous," Mrs
Maud said. "I have a niece who is
afraid to come to our home in the
levening on account of the pitch dark
street. The electric lights are' valueless.
"The children cannot play on the
corner, in the early evening because
there are no lights.. We have complained, but it seems to be useless."

Club Plans a Fight.
Formal prese
p*senta«#i of the coun
Mrs. Swartwood has a light directty's claim lor ^wcStenths of the ly in front of her home. She says it
liquor tax w»ich.'ha| been gi/en to does not burp on an-average of one
the city, was| made yesterday at a night a week. Her club expects to
meet).ng attended by Mayor Baker, make an active fight.
Director of FJnlnce ' Coughlin and Councilman Townes said last night
Assistant Couflty Prosecutor Green, that- he has been endeavoring
L„^ ^^ahveClared they w°ul<Jjsome time to get relief for his condeoide whether* £he city would con- stituents. He said that PvPn ™The two-tentbs of the liquor tax lights are poor

amount f mA 'this yeT' Here" he7 t? *** «* m&Uer ^ * ««*
tofore, the c^Cs h^d t^^^L^g^ S^^^ *
but conditions do
of the same tax. in making up the
budget and in estimates of expected not seem to improve. I will endeavor
receipts the city has counted upon to get some relief immediately, but
obtaining the disputed sum. Should if none is forthcoming before'/counthey lose It, city officials admit they cil convenes, I will introduce a resoasking for an investigation inwill have to ask an increase in levy : lution
from the budget commissionT "
' -° the. afffirs of the municipal lightLast year the city obtained 8.9 mills "o
",*' '
™
of the 10-mill levy for the general Councllman Townes said that after
InvestI at
tax fund. The schools also ob- ^
« >on he is convinced that
rthera make a praotkx of com- | Not the least of the inconveniences tained 3.9 mills, while the county re-It *rouble is n°t' with the power,
Jn after a swim with large pieces resulting from the surplus water is
is w5th
the antiquated lamps,
Be lake concealed in their ab the danger of dropping one or more ceived 2.2 mills. According to Coun-1 t^t y Were hungr
at the
"me the
Bated garb.
of one's garments to the floor. To ty Auditor Zangerle, any increase In ,
was op ned b
the^city's
levy
will
force
a
decrease
£^
,
;f
y -the village of
fceuuently ground floor rooms keep dry while dressing patrons are in the county's portion of the tax as Brookl5'n and never
have
been
■orridors are more than damp, compelled to climb on the narrow it practically is conceded the school chan^
Jiere are no drains in the floors bench in each room and there put apportionment cannot be reduced K dressing rooms. The superin- on their things.
The county bases its claim to the;
Bjnt and contractors are attemptBeginning Saturday the beaches disputed money upon the ground that
j> devise a means of sidestepping will be kept open until 10:30 o'clock it is caring for its poor and indigent
nod. It may be necessary now every evening, Director of Public by paying the city for their keep.
Kr up the floor and install Service Sidlo announced yesterday. The law provides that if the county,
jll.
Eastern time is responsible for the. having no infirmary, enters into conthe waters go much higher it change in hours,
—I tracts with a city to take care of its
poor and indigent, two-tenths of the
Lantern Parties Are Fashionable liquor tax can be claimed by the
JERGEANTS TAKE
county. The county already has enin South Brooklyn, Where
tered into such contracts with the
city.
1UIZ FOR LIEUTENANT

Women

Adopt

Safety

^Agitation against the lighting plant
enty-five, police .sergeants ar<
i Measures afNight.
has become acute among the citizens
le for piomotionlto lieutenants,1
of that section. Failure of the mancivil se-vice commission anagement of the plant to keep the Organization Dempcrats Called
led yesti rday in giving out the
Lantern and flaish light parties street lights in order probably will
«' nf ex4minationa^held recenthave become the proper thing in that lead to a request for a council inInto Conference jto Consider
ames G, Hughes hiads the elisection lof the city dependent upon vestigation.
lists.
Means for Stopping
the
Brooklyn
municipal
light
plant
Women Deplore vjOimftlons;
tidings re as follov
ames 0, Jughes; 2, Lyfcan S. Van for streA illumination.
Miss Zelma Doat, 3002 Natchez
Revolt in llarty.
Residents of the district, known as
3. Fraik .0. Smith; 4,% Edward J.
i; 5, Chlrles L. Marsh; % Martin J. South Brooklyn; assert these parties avenue, and Miss Violet Swartwood:
i; 7, H&ry Kiel; 8. Michael F. Gal3001 Tampa avenue, who are mem», Frfnk Vlach; 10, Daniel J. were inaugurated not as social but bers of the Lincoln Park Methodist
11, Miihael J. Howlett; 12, Joseph as a "safety measure." Pleas and
MAYOR TO GET O0T TENT
;an; 13, Joseph Hauser; 14, Thomas P.
Church, Starkweather avenue and
; 1», Plul Weis; 16. Lynnus G. Cor- petitions I© city and municipal, light- W. 14th street, were loud in their deIF "GINGER'llS NEEDED
Nelsan J. Meeker; 18, David J. ing officials to keep the street lights
nee; 19, John A. Abernethy; 20, Arthur
nunciation of conditions.
rrouehs; 21, Frank J. Moore; 22, John in order, Ithey declare, have l
"The Sunday school has entertainllagher; 23, Michael J. Dempsey; 24, unheeded.
Holcomb; 25, Herman F. Kuehn.
ments in the evening and unless we Zmunt and Crossijr Worrying
Lights |&urn Intermittently.
ire are no vacancies at present,
are able to get some of the men in
For the pait few months, street arc our families to escort us, we must Their Opponents; Sfite May Be
safety officials believe that a
)T of lieutenants who have lights, which receive current from stay at home because we are afraid
Smashed at Primaries.
in the service for twenty-five the Brooklyri\ municipal plant, have to come through the dark streets aftwill resign unless they rank been lighted ievery now and then.j er we leave the car," Miss Cwartjn promotional examinations residents dec%re. The lights, they wood said yesterday.
BY FREDERICK f AGLEY.
aptains held recently.
say, will burita night or two and —li^^have complained to the poHow best to stop theVevolt of unthen will be oi» for a week or more lice and have called the municipal
at a time. Most of the time, streets lighting plant, reporting conditions, slated Democratic candidates for the
are in total darkness and both men but it seems to be of no avail. At legislature against the Democratic
organization will be considered at a
and women are afraid to leave their
times they send around the trouble special meeting of the Democratic
homes.
wagon and fix the lights. They will ward leaders and executive commitCity Councilman \Townes was apburn for a few hours and then go out
pealed to yesterday 'by leaders in the
tee this afternoon.
Mayor Baker has not yet decided,
"more light" movement. He prom- again."
Petitions
to
Circulate.
he says, how much of a campaign
ised to lend his aid.
The girls said that in company with it will be necessary to make in DeYoung women living on streets
adjacent to W. 25th street and south a number of their friends who are in half of the chosen candidates for
of the Brooklyn bridge, object to the same position, they are consider- the legislature and Congress.
Disquieting reports that several or
escorting their gentlemen callers to ing the circulation of petitions to be
and from street cars leading the presented to the council asking for the unslated legislative candidates
way through the dark streets with an investigation of conditions at the "are showing unexpected strength
have been rife in the Democratic or^W^lBrooklyn plant.
an oil lantern. They t1-^
I ganization-=€or-*OHifr days. It is unmould at least furaish
derstood that the ward leaders will
be expected to report in detail as to
I the condition in their wards
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Tent May Be Used.
It is not beyond the realm of possibility that Baker and the other j
city hall men will deem It necessary '
to haul out the campaign tent in the
primary and make an active talking
campaign for the legislative slate and
for the three favorites of the organization who are indorsed for Congressional nominations. Strong campaigning by Vincent Zmunt, who is
opposing Congressman Gordon, and
the activity of friends of Congressman Robert Crosser, who is out to
beat Congressman Bulkley if he can,
are factors which will be considered
today.
Baker to Give Orders.
Mayor Baker's personal orders to
the organization will be given by him
to the five hundred precinct committeemen at a meeting In Acme hall
within a fortnight. The date for the
meeting is to be fixed today.
Whether or not Baker can hold the
votes of the members of the present
legislature from this county who
were dropped from the slate will develop at the meeting of the delegation in Baker's offioe Saturday.
"If I receive any advice, I shall
weigh It carefully," declared State
Representative Joseph Lustlg, who
is one of the insurgents. "I'll do
my own thinking."

•

•

•

Delbert M. Bader put his petitions
in circulation yesterday as an Independent candidate for common pleas
judge to fill the unexplred term of
the late Judge James Lawrence.
Bader is the only candidate for the
place so far. He is a Republican. If
State Senator Carl D. Frieboltn accepts appointment to the bench until
a successor is elected, he will be a
candidate also.

•

•

•

O'Dwyer Comes to Cleveland.
John A. O'Dwyer, the little Democratic boss of Toledo, who is In the
midst of a fight for his political supremacy, came to Cleveland yesterday to call on Burr Gongwer.
O'Dwyer, who Is Governor Cox's
mouthpiece in Lucas county, is in a
struggle for control of the Democratic committee with the faction
led by Collector Niles, of the internal
revenue service, who is the leader
of the Lucas County Democratic
Club. Niles put committeemen candidates against those who obey
O'Dwyer in every ward and township.
"I'm going to win," O'Dwyer said.
The opponents of the boss are
men who were mixed up in some state
politics with the Cleveland Democrats half a dozen years ago. It is
suspected by some Democrats that
O'Dwyer enlisted aid here for his
campaign. At the city hall it was
said O'Dwyer's call was "social."
Picnic Invitations Issued.
A general invitation to all candidates for Republican nominations,
state and county, to attend the Republican picnic at Luna Park Saturday was issued yesterday by Cornelius Maloney, chairman of the
campaign committee of the League
of Republican Clubs.
"If It were possible, we would ask
all of them to speak," Maloney said.
"But that is impossible, so we hope
they will come and meet the Republicans at the picnic."

•

*

•

The Twenty-sixth Ward Republican Club will meet at 565 E. 128th
street, off St. Clair avenue, In Stuart's Hall, tomorrow night. W. S.
FitzGerald, candidate for Congress:
W. B. Woods, candidate for prosecutor; Monroe Curtis, candidate for
state representative; and C. B.
Stannard, candidate for sheriff,
have been asked to speak.
» » *
A meeting of the Cuyahoga County
Afro-American Republican League
Will be held tonight at the home of
John W. Redd, 2350 Broadway.

'■'■■■"
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REBEL
OEMS
DU PONT TAX
B00MWHITACRE
$170 MORE THAN
BAKERJALA SCARE REGULARS
$640 for May Is For Work on
Light Rate Schedule That

Baker to

Call

In

Machine

Workers and Order Them to
Stifle Movement

Was Discarded
INSURGENTS TO ARRANGE
A Bsflu Pont, consulting engineer «ii the new East 53d
street light plant, Wednesday
charged the city more for his
services in June than » Mayor
Baker himself, who personally
du Pont his job. Du
Tonfs bill for June, $1,000, together with his charge for May,
$640 was forwarded to Finance
Director Coughlin Wednesday
by Lighting Commissioner Ballard. Baker's monthly salary is
$833—$170 less than du Pont
charged.

In his statement for May du Pont
charged up nine days to revising the
faulty rate schedule he drew up with
the aid of Maurice Sarbinsky, secretary to Utilities Director Stage.
The schedule was found so full of
mathematical errors that Lighting
Commissioner Ballard worked out a
new one with du Pont and had the
board of control throw out the first
one A total of 15 days' work in May,
nine of them revising the rate chart
and six in consultation with Utilities
Director Stage and Ballard, make up
the $640 bill.
. .
' .The $1,000 charge for June is for
consultations, visiting the East_53d
street plant, helping with tests, discussing concrete poles and work on
the distribution system.
■Du Pont Wednesday said he had no
intentions of resigning when the East
53d strjet plant is put in operation.
"I si all work for the city just as
long as Baker wants me," du Pont
said.
So far this year du Pont has drawn
$4,590 from the city, or at an annual
rate of $9,180. Stage is paid only
,000, while Ballard draws $7,000.

ifinoFix
LIBRARY TITLE
The city law department is planning
, friendly suit to test the legality of
the action of council by which the
old city hall site in Superior avenue
turned over to the library board
as the site for a new city library.
^Provisional plans for the new library are being pushed rapidly. The
library board hopes to start demolishing the old city hall as soon as the
city officials move to the new city
hail.
The new building will cost $2,000,000, will be of granite and will be
patterned after the federal building.

SERIES OF MEETINGS
Old Tent May Be Brought
Out by Bakerites to Help
Cox Chances

SOUTH BROOKLYN IS
PROMISED MORE LIGHT
Souths Brooklyn residents who are
complaining against poor street lighting will get relief as soon as the East
53d street light plant is opened,
Lighting Commissioner Ballard promised "Wednesday. Current now is furnished by the Brooklyn .municipal
light plant.
Ballard admited between 100 and
150 of the arc lights in South Brooklyn are antiquated—most of them
have seen at least 10 years' servicebut said they will be replaced
shortly.

KWBEACMS
OPEN TILL 10:30,
SIDL0 ORDERS
Service Director Sidlo Wednesday
entered the bathhouse Closing hour
squabble when he declared his order
to keep the beaches ,aft Gordon and
Edgewater parks opeilL until 10:30 p.
m. will stand. Sidlo backed up Acting Park Commissioned Boddy and
stepped on utider-emplojles who urged
bathing be stopped at $130 p. m.
Practically every coijjncilman was
ready Wednesday to stfjrm the park
division offices if the Reaches were
not ordered kept open luntil late so
workingmen could ■ havi an opportunity to bathe.
Park officials admitted they favored
early closing because they feared
newspaper criticism of their manner
' of handling bathers after dark should
there be reports of misconduct and
beach dancing.

Something of a bomb was
thrown into the camp of machine Democrats Wednesday
when word came from Columbus that Congressman -John J.
Whitacre, Canton, will invade
Cuyahoga county in an effort to
defeat Governor Cox for renomination at the primaries,
August 11.
Cleveland insurgent Democrats, who are opposed to the
Cox-Baker rule in Cuyahoga
county are said to be back ofthe Whitacre move. They plan
to arrange a series of meetings
for Whitacre and to organize , BAKER TO TELL STAND
ON CHARTER CHANGES
clubs throughout the county to
Mayor Baker Wednesday
began
•work for his nomination.
Whitacre will try to enlist the support of the three Democratic congressional
candidates
who
were
turned down for indorsement in the
Twentieth, Twenty-first and Twenty-second districts last week by the
Baker machine—J. J. Devney, Senator Vincent Zmu'nt and Congressman
Robert Crosser.
They also will try to line up State
Representatives Don P. Mills, Henry
L. Schaefer, Martin L. Sweeney and
Joseph Lustig, who are opposed to
the Baker organization.
Schaefer,
Sweeney and Lustig are bucking, the
Baker legislative slate for renomination. They were kicked off seevral
weeks ago. Mills got off the slate because the framers wouldn't allow him
to run for the senate this fall.
The Whitacre announcement,
coupled with insurgency in the local
organization, will , be dealt with
Wednesday afternoon when Mayor
Baker will call members of the executive committee and ward leaders to
his office and issue orders to stifle
every anti-organization movement.
A general plan of attack on the
Democratic rebels will be agreed
upon at this meeting and then the
500 precinct committeemen will be
called together in Acme hall and
given their orders direct from Baker.
A tent campaign against the insurgents may be resorted to.

preparing a statement telling his
stand on the proposed, charter amendments to knock out nonpartisan elections b^ means of a preferential ballot and take common laborers out of
civil service. It is thought Baker
•will faVor retaining the nonpartisan
regulations of the charter and approve the civil service amendment.

\
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Councilman Considers Asking
Councilmen Suggest AmendSpecial Session Because
ment of Charter to TransRoads Keep Busy.
fer Activities.
Municipal Harbor Line WantSay Present System Causes
ed at Once to Curb
Confusion and MisunActivities.
derstanding.
Discovery that the railroads have
An amendment to the city charter been making new fills along the
transferring the activities of citizens' water front east and west of the river
advisory committees from the execu- this week may result in the call of
tive to the legislative branch of the a specjal meeting of the city council
city government was urged yester- for imniediate action on an ordinance
day by members of the city council. establishing a municipal harbor line.
It ,was claimed the rx-.ent fight over
Councilman John W^ Reynolds,
the appointment of a commissioner chairman of the council committee on
of recreation which delayed the ap- lake front development, learned late
pointment of T. 'M. Black for several weeks, resulted from a misunder- yesterday that railroads have begun
standing that was a nattiral <out- to make new land. After a talk with
growth of 'the present system of oj - E. B. Thomas, assistant city engineer;
ganizinz citizens' committee?.
he decided to meet today with Mayor
Councilman J. E. Smith and Robert Newton B. Baker and Attorney R. M.
Foster declared they favored the plan Morgan, Cleveland representative of
of making each member of council the state attorney general to discuss
chairman of a citizens' advisory com- the advisability of asking council to
mittee. These committees would re- have a special meeting for final acplace the present council commit- tion on the ordinance establishing a
municipal harbor line.
tees.
The council meeting Monday night
"If the council' favors such a plan
I will introduce an ordinance submit- was to have been the last regular
meeting
before Aug. 24. Councilman
ting the charter amendment to the
voters," said Councilman Smith yes- Reynolds learned from Engineer
terday. "The fight over the appoint- Thomas yesterday that the railroads,
ment of a recreation commissioner have displayed great activity within
the past three or four days and that
shows the present system is yrong. ..lcar
of material are being
If we are to have advisory commit- [
tees they do not belong with the
executive departments, but with the
council. Legislation would be referred to council committees in the
present manner and the citizens
would have a voice in these questions. Only chairmen would have
votes in the central body.""
Secreary W. H. Winans of the
Cleveland Welfare council "said if
members of the city council favored
the plan he would bring the question
before the executive committee of
the welfare council for discussion.
Ward Leaders Complete Ar"I would vote for such a plan,"
said Councilman Foster. "If there
rangements for Meeting
are to be citizens' committees they
should work with the council."
Next Tuesday Night.
"There is one objection," said
Councilman J. W. Reynolds. "Unpaid members might not wish to give
much time to committee meetings Predict Whitacre's Invasion
and it might delay city business, but
of Cuyahoga County Won't
on the whole I favor the plan of
having public meetings here in the
be Success.
council committee room, on all matters pertaining to the city government."
Ward leaders of the Democratic
county organization yesterday lined
TREASURER WOULD QUIT up for the opening of the primaries
rally
Damm Wants Board of Education campaign. . The Democratic
fixed for S p. m. next Tuesday at
to Pay for His Bond.
Acme hall, 2416 E. Oth-st, will mark
City Treasurer William Damm de- the formal commencement of activiclared yesterday he would refuse to act tles_
treasurer for the board of education
Mayor Newton D. Baiter will be the
unless the board paid for the $100,000
bond which he must furnish as school principal speaker and his talk will
2
a
r
!follow
treasurer.n The,ch^8'e>
addresses by Democratic canti ^. ;Vo?k un"If l#Wv?ttr'TC' dldates- Arrangements for the rail
Lay foV^nTas^anfnow! Wrt&aSomflS-^
their work is so heavy that nearly tifi
•8tpU'BgiO
entire force is needed. If the city av
_•._„ rt(v i it
not do their work they would have t B $m g^V8* OS L*
maintain an entire department
«• + ■
Finance Director Thomas Coughli.
^\\O0 pTTB
said the matter would be taken up a.\ ^ly- *" J± „ M;. a meeting in the law department.
J9

DEMOCRATS READY
FOR FIRST RALLY

pxoxqm* vm or*

Urges $15,000 Bond Issue idloBtiptAipUI
Public Service Director T. L.
yesterday recommended a bond l/;*""o-f $15,000 for improvements at Highal
Hand park ~^met-5ry\j»f Warrens" vil.e.
" "he money is^aeeded (^ t-extension
i
water mains.' DiM^Jr Sidlo is try
-> have 5-cent car service extended
entrance to the grounds.

?W /L
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dumped along the water front. The
fill just west of the mouth of the
river is being added to and fills are
also being made east of E. 9th-st.
"There may be some other way to
stop the filling beside establishing a
city harbor line, but if there is n&$
other way I will ask members of the*,
council to consider a special meeting"'
for immediate action," said Councilman Reynolds. "The call for a special meeting may be made by the
five members of the council committee on lake front development."
The city's right to establish a
municipal harbor \ine has never been
tested but it is claimed by some officials that home rule has given the
city this power.
The harbor line ordinance would
define a line parallel with the present
shore line and lake front owners
would be prohibited by the city from
filling beyond this limit.
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
wrote to Gov. James M. Cox acknowledging receipt of a deed from
the state conveying to the city all
rights the state has had to the made
land between W. 3d-st and E. 9th-st.
This gives the city authority to dispose of a portion of this property for
union depot purposes. The city is
planning to sell a portion of the land
for $1,400,000.

PROTEST AGAINST

THREE PARKS HAV
CONCERTS SU
Edgewater,
Gordon ' and
Washington Will Present Programs.
Musical Events Scheduled
fcfor This Afternoon
and TonigmT.
—

DUMP

East End Citizens Tell Mayor
Refuse Ground Menaces Health.
Injunction proceedings, applications for warrants and civil suits
were threatened yesterday at a meeting of Ealt End citizlps in the office of i Mayor Baker. ./l|
The citizens called: to protest
against the/, maintenance"1, of a dump,
on a tract inear Lakeview-rd N. E.and E. 114th-st. . It was claimed the
dump has become an ".intolerable
nuisance and a menace to health.
The mayor notified the owners of
the property that the dump would
have to be covered with earth and
that he would prohibit East Clevelanders from hauling refuse to the
spot. Dr. Martin Friedrich was present as a representative of the city
health division.
Attorney George
Shaw appeared with the residents.

WILL PAY DU PONT $1,640
City Receives Bills for Services
fox* May and; June.
A. B. du Pont, consulting engineer
for the municipal lighting department
has charged the city $$,000 for his
services in Jtine and/' $640 for his
services in May. The bills, approved
by Public Utijities ;•'Director C. W.
Stage,
reached Finance Director
Thomas Coughljn yesterday:
"I shall approve the payment when
the bills are sigBed by the mayor,"
said Director Cdfighlin.
"Mr. du Pont will stay as long as
Mr. Stage wants him to stay," said
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
when asked whether the services of
a consulting engineer would be required after the new E. 53d-st plant
opens Sunday.

ENGRAVERS TALK SUB
Association Members to End
Convention Today.
Reports of committees and discussions occupied the i attention of the
fifty delegates to the convention sessions of/ the National Association of
Steel and Copper Mate Engravers,
yesterday at Hotel Statler.
In the/ morning Cfeorge B. Gannett
of St. Lpuis read a talk on "The Retention of Plates and Dies," followed
by the >-eport Of the trade customs
committee. A stag luncheon on the
mezzanine floor of the? hotel was
given a£ noon.
Henry, S. Siegrist of Kansas City
read a paper on "The Advantages of a.
Credit Bureau," after tr)e luncheon.
The reports of the cost systems and
style- and form committees Were also
heard. 'At 5 p. m. the delegates piled
into autos and went to Euclid Beach
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Municipal ' bafttM concerts Sunday
afternoon are ^gpfeduled for Edgewater,- Gordon/ ind
Washington
parks.
Concerts also ar» scheduled ■ for
Gordon . and BrooksSle parks today.
The afternoon/concert will be at Gordon and th| eveniiig concert at
Brookside.
The Sunday afteraoon programs
are:
EDGEWATER f'ARK.
James jp. Johnston] director.
March—"National Emtalenf'
(Bagley)
Overture—"Zampa" ......|
(Hei-old)
Valse—"Dansehse"
|
(Niies)
"Venetian Suite": Dawn,? Gondoliers,
Venetian t-ove Song, I Good Night
,....,'
%
(Nevin)
Intermezzo—"Pas des Fleers"
(Dellbes)
Selection^-' 'Aida''
(Verdi)
Serenade '■
]
(Moszkowski)
■■Plor de:Brazil"
(DeCastro)
Mazurka Russe—"La Czarine" .......Ganne
Musical Joke—"The Jolly Ivluslcian*' ....
,.
(Muscat)
"Star Spangled Banner" ./>
GORDON PIBK.
Frank Hruby, director.
March—"Co-Ed"
'.-.
(Zamecnik)
Overture—"Ruy Bias" I.—3
(Mendelssohn-Bartholdy)
"Waltz—"Spring and Love"....(F. Von Blen)
Musical—"Scenes from Spain"; Gypsy
March, Dance, Habanera, Bolero
(Langey)
Miserere—:"I1 Trovatore"
(Verdi)
Alpine Echoes
(Koschat)
Representing the songs of the mountaineers as they return from their daily toils
from the valleys and mountains.
Selection—"Mikado"
(Sullivan)
"Camp Meeting Band"
(Gilbert)
"Don't Go Away"
(Feiber)
Descriptive Novelty—"A Trip to Coney
Island''
(Tobany)
Synopsis—Rush to the" boat. All aboard!
Life on the ocean. Jubilee singers. All
ashore! Carousal. At the dance. Ejecting
an unpleasant customer. The little German
band. The greatest cornetist. A thunder
storm. Sousa's band. Train for Luna park.
The fakirs. Paine's fireworks and "Home
Sweet Home."
"Star Spangled Banner"
WASHINGTON PARK.
Herman Biringer, director.
March—"Banner of the World".... (Barnes)
Overture—"Oberon"
(Weber)
"The Broadway' Review"
(B. Lampe)
Capricho—"Moraina"
C" Espinosa)
Selection—"Traviato"
(Verdi)
Prologue and Intermezzo
(Pagliaccl)
Grand National Fantasia on Scotch, Irish and
English airs.
Celebrated Organ Offertoire
I (Batiste)
Fantasia—"Star Spangled Banner"
Council and Board.
The council has authorized the mayor to ti
the old city hall site to the library board,
board went on record recently as favoring
cation of the central building on that site, 0
the possibility of a test suit at law appear!
stand in the way of building Cleveland1! n
public library precisely where the people of
community want it.
So far no serious difficulty has been encomttfi
If, was a simple matter when the two repis*
tive bodies, having the problem in hand, i
took at once to carry out the sentiment of
constituents. Previous hints of tremendoM
plications were found without basis.
Cleveland is, therefore, reasonably well m
that the'new library building, funds for tie HI
tion of which were voted in 1912, will
companion structure with the present federalbti
ing at, the southern end of the'mall. It
plete that end of the group plan, as theeitji
and the union station will complete trie nor*
end.
Thus important progress is made toward
ing the people's dream of a monumental \
group.
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MAY GALL COUNCIL
10 ENDjFILL WORK
Councilman Considers Asking
Councilmen Suggest AmendSpecial Session Because
ment of Charter to TransRoads Keep Busy.
fer Activities.
Municipal Harbor Line WantSay Present System Causes
ed at Once to Curb
Confusion and MisunActi|rties.
derstanding.
An amendment to the city charter
transferring the activities of citizens'
advisory committees from the executive to the legislative branch of the
city government was urged yesterday by members of the city council.
It was claimed the r x-.ent fight over
the appointment of a commissioner
of recreation which delayed the appointment of T. M. Black for several weeks, resulted from a misunderstanding that was a nattiral foutgrowth of the present system of oiganizinz citizens' committee?.
Councilman J. E. Smith and Robert
Foster declared they favored the plan
of making each member of council
chairman of a citizens' advisory committee. These committees would replace the present council committees.
"If the council' favors such a plan
I will introduce an ordinance submitting the charter amendment ■ to the
voters," said Councilman Smith yesterday. "The fight over the appointment of a recreation commissioner
shows the present system is •/vrorig.
If we are to have advisory committees they do not belong with the
executive departments, but with the
council. Legislation would be referred to council committees in the
present manner and
the
citizens
would have a voice in these questions.
Only chairmen would have
votes in the central body."
Secreary W. H. Winans of
the
Cleveland Welfare council 'said if
members of the city council favored
the plan he would bring the question
before the executive committee of
the welfare council for discussion.
"I would vote for such a plan,"
said Councilman Foster.
''If there
are to be citizens' committees they
should work with the council."
"There
is
one objection,"
said
Councilman J. W. Reynolds.
"Unpaid members might not wish to give
much time to committee meetings
and it might delay city business, but
on the whole I favor the plan of
having public meetings here in the
council committee room, on all matters pertaining to the city government."

Discovery thstt tl>e railroads have
been making new" fills along the
water front east and west of the river
this week may result: in the call of
a special meeting of the city council
for immediate action on an ordinance
establishing a municipal, harbor line.
Councilman John W§ Reynolds,
chairman of the council committee on
lake front development, learned late
yesterday that railroads have begun
to make new land. After a talk with
B. B. Thomas, assistant city engineer*
he decided to meet today with Mayor
Newton D. Baker and Attorney R. M.
Morgan, Cleveland representative of
the state attorney general to discuss
the advisability of asking council to
have a special meeting for final action on the ordinance establishing a
municipal harbor line.
The council meeting Monday night
was to have been the last regular
meeting before Aug. 24. Councilman
Reynolds . learned
from
Engineer
Thomas yesterday that the railroads
have displayed great activity within
the past three or four days and that
carloads
of
material
are
being
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dumped along the water front. The
fill just west of the mouth of the
river is being added to and fills are
also being made east of E. 9th-st.
"There may be some other way to
stop the filling beside establishing a
city harbor line, but if there is n4§
other way I will ask members of the4council to consider a special meeting1
for immediate action," said Councilman Reynolds. "The call for a special meeting may be made by the
five members of the council committee on lake front development."
The city's right to establish a
municipal harbor \ine has never been
tested but it is claimed by some officials that home rule has given the
city this power.
The harbor line ordinance would
deflne a line parallel with the present
shore line and
lake front owners
would be prohibited by the city from
filling beyond this limit.
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
wrote to Gov. James M. Cox acknowledging receipt of a deed from
the state conveying to the city all
rights the state has had to the made
land between W. 3d-st and E. 9th-st.
This gives the city authority to dispose of a portion of this property for
union depot purposes.
The city is
planning to sell a portion of the land
for $1,400,000.

PROTEST AGAINST

Musical' Events Scheduled
for This Afternoon
and Tonight.

Injunction
proceedings,
applications for warrants atvd civil suits
were threatened yesterday at a meeting of Ealt End citizSps in the office of |Ma|or Baker.
The
citizens
called ■ to protest
against the: maintenance* of a dump
on a tract i-near Lakeview-rd N. E.
and E. 114tji-st. It was Claimed the
dump has become an intolerable
nuisance and a menace to health.
The mayo| ufbtified the owners of
the property" that the dump would
have to be covered with earth and
that he would prohibit East Clevelanders from hauling refuse to the
spot. Dr. Martin Friedrich was present as a representative of the city
health division.
Attorney George
Shaw appeared with the residents.

City

Receives Bills for Services
for: May and : June.

Ward Leaders Complete Arrangements for Meeting
Next Tuesday Night.

Predict Whitacre's Invasion
of Cuyahoga County Won't
be Success.

TREASURER WOULD QUIT

EIGUfflS TALK Si

Association Members to End
Convention Today.

ure, to keep to the right and to loo
-left when starting across a street.
Apparently the average person pal
tion to this council resolution. Peel
what the council merely thinks,
ment of an ordinance, with a penali
dience, would probably have a differef
Councilman Reynolds, accordingly, I
an atiti-"jay walking" ordinance. "V?
would be subject to arrest and finet
right to ignore the council's opinion
like this—but that fine sounds like but \

Edgewater,
Gordon " and
Washington "Will Present Programs.

DUMP

A. B. du Pont, consulting engineer
for the municipal lighting department
has charged the city J^',000 for his
services in June and $640 for his
services in May. The bills, approved
by Public Utilities/ Director C. W.
Stage,
reached Finance Director
Thomas Coughljn -yesterday:
"I shall approve; the payment when
the bills are signed by the mayor,"
said Director Coughlin.
"Mr. du Pont will stay as long as
Mr. Stage wants him to stay," said
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
when asked whether the services of
a consulting engineer would be required after the new E. 53d-st plant
"Ward leaders of the Democratic opens Sunday.
county organization yesterday lined
up for the opening of the primaries
rally
Damm Wants Board of Education campaign. . The Democratic
fixed for S 'p. m. next Tuesday at
to Pay for His Bond.
Acme hall, 2416 E. 9th-st, will mark
City Treasurer William Damm de- the formal commencement of activiclared yesterday he would refuse to act tles_
a a treasurer for the board of education
.
unless the board paid for the $100,000
f ^ ^ewton D Baker will be the
bond which he must furnish as school principal speaker and his talk will
treasurer. Jhe charge is $275 a year.
follow addresses b
Democratic can, "Ir,!2,lSgwf& "TC-""dates. Arrangements for the rally
Reports of committees, and discusP a
0
PH fo%n e L^ta„t now! but at time? were completed at a meeting of ward
sions occupied the ^attention of the .
their work is so heavy that nearly the leaders held yesterday afternoon at
to the convention sesentire force is needed. If the city did Democratic county headquarters in fifty delegates
:
not do their work they would have to the Engineers building. Party, leaders sions of: the National Association of
de
Engravers),
maintain an entire
P£rtaent
present indorsed legislative condidates Steel and Copper Plate
Finance Director
Thomas Cougiuir. ffor Democratic
1
min»tinn Bnr>™™*
1
5^,.
^JtatatoK
Democratic ™
nomination
approved yesterday at Hotel Statler.
rmeetfngTn^heTaw deparSt.^
£y Mayor Baker and also indor
In the} morning George B. Gannett I
. a meeting
present county commissioners.
of St. Lpuis read a talk on "The Re-!
tention of Plates and iaies," followed. j.
Urges $15,000 Bond Issue.
by the report of the trade customs k
Public Service Director T- !"•
committee. A stag luncheon on the.i
yesterday recommended a bond
mezzanine floor of the I hotel was I
Would
Penalize
"lay
W
I of $15V0OBsfpr i-npr^vera^nts at I
given at noon.
land parkNetnetery'-, in WarrantHenri S. Siegrist of Kansas City
A,
resolution
and
an
ordinance
h
tv
ext eI
read
a paper on "The Advantages of a.
■Hie money is^eeded <f>r .'.'
.
5
-vater mains. . DiWSpr bidlo is ring, even if both happen to be pass"
Credit pureau," after th|e luncheon.
-> have 5-cent car service exte legislative body. Ordinarily the fi
The reports of the cost Systems and
entrance to the gvounds.
style' and form committees Were also
pression of opinion; the latter is a j
heard. At 5 p. m. the delegates piled
into autos and went to Euclid Beach
penalty attached.
park, where an outdoor banquet was
served.
In 1910 the city council adopted
Today will mark the close of the
crying '' jay walking.'' Ever since
convention. In the afternoon the selection
of the monogram prize winbeen considered good form to tak
ners "w4U-be made rind the_s_tyle for
the coming year will be adopted. The
ITX the congested section''
report of the nominating committee,
where the city has provided walks
followed by the election of officer?
and a banquet at the hotel at
7,
lution, too, pedestrians were besoug
o'clock will end the convention.
of encountering the city governn
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Bast End Citizens Tell Mayor
Refuse Ground Menaces Health,

WILL PAY DU PONT $1,640

FOR FIRST RALLY

IE PARKS I

1

Municipal ' banct| concerts Sunday
afternoon are scheduled for Edgewater,
Gordon/ and
Washington
parks..
Concerts also arts scheduled ■ for
Gordon . and Brooksitie parks today.
The afternoon;'concert will be at Gordon and th<j evening concert at
Brookside.
The Sunday afternoon programs
are:
EDGEWATER PARK.
James £>. Johnston] director.
March—"National Emblem?'
(Bagley)
Overture—' "Zarnpa"
^
(Herold)
Valse—"Dansefaso"
|
.(Niles)
"Venetian Suite": Dawn^ Gondoliers,
Venetian jLove Song, i Good Night
L
(Nevin)
Intermezzo—"fas des Fleers"
(Dellbes)
Selectlon4-"Aifla"
|
(Verdi)
Serenade ■
§•■. .(Moszkowski)
•■Plor de JBrazll"
I
(DeCastro)
Mazurka Stusse—"La Czari^e"
Ganne
Musical Joke—"The Jolly Musician*'
......:.....
1
(Muscat)
"Star Spangled Banner" 3,
GORDON PARK.
Frank Hruby, director.
March—"Co-Ed"
'. I
(Zamecnik)
Overture—"Ruy Bias" .
;
(MenclelsSohn-Bartholdy)
Waltz—"Spring and Love"..., (F. Von Blen)
Musical—"Scenes from Spain": Gypsy
March, Dance, Habanera, Bolero
(Langey)
Miserere—"II Trovatore"
(Verdi)
Alpine Echoes
(Koschat)
Representing the songs of the mountaineers as they return from their daily toils
from the valleys and mountains.
Selection—"Mikado"
(Sullivan)
"Camp Meeting Band" :
(Gilbert)
"Don't Go Away"
(Feiber)
Descriptive Novelty—"A Trip to Coney
Island"
(Tobany)
Synopsis—Rush to the boat. All aboard!
Life on the ocean. Jubilee singers. All
ashore! Carousal. At the dance. Ejecting
an unpleasant customer. The little German
band. The greatest cornetist. A thunder
storm. Sousa's band. Train for Luna park.
The fakirs. Paine's fireworks and "Home
Sweet Home."
"Star Spangled. Banner"
WASHINGTON PARK.
Herman Biringer, director.
March—"Banner of the World".... (Barnes)
Overture—' 'Oberon''
(Weber)
"The Broadway Review"
CB. Lampe)
Capricho—"Moraina"
C\ Espinosa)
Selection—"Traviatp"
(Verdi)
Prologue and intermezzo
(Pagiiaccl)
Grand National Fantasia on Scotch, Irish and
English airs.
Celebrated Organ Off ertoire
I (Batiste)
Fantasia—"Star Spangled Banner"

4.
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Council and Board.
The council has authorized the mayor tote
the old city hall site to the library board
board went on record recently as favoring fc
cation of the central building on that site. 0(
the possibility of a test suit at law appeal
stand in the way of building Cleveland's o
public library precisely where the people of il
community want it.
So far no serious difficulty has been encojitu
It. was a simple matter when the two repress
tive bodies, having the problem in hand, li
took at once to carry out the sentiment of tk
constituents. Previous hints of tremend
plications were found without basis.
Cleveland is, therefore, reasonably well in
that the new library building, funds forth*
tion of which were Voted in 1912, will
companion structure with the present federalti
ing ai; the southern end of the'mall. It will'
plete that end of the group plan, as the til;
and the union station will complete the norS
end.
Thus important progress is made toward*
ing the people's dream of a monumental
group.
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10 END FILL WO
Councilman Considers Asking
Councilmen Suggest AmendSpecial Session Because
ment of Charter to TransRoads Keep Busy.
fer Activities.
Municipal Harbor Line WantSay Present System Causes
ed at Once to Curb
Confusion and MisunActivities.
derstanding.
—

An amendment to the city charter
transferring- the activities of citizens'
advisory committees from the executive to the legislative branch of the
city government was urg-ed yesterday by members of the city council.
It ,was claimed the r icent fight over
the appointment of a commissioner
of recreation which delayed the appointment of T. pi. Black for several weeks, resulted from a misunderstanding that was a natviral foutgrowth of 'the present system of 01 ganizinz citizens' committee?.
Councilman J. E. Smith and Robert'
Foster declared they favored the plan
of making each member of council
chairman of a citizens' advisory committee. These committees would replace the present council committees.
"If the council' favors such a plan
I will introduce an ordinance submitting the charter amendment to the
voters," said Councilman Smith yesterday. "The fight over the appointment of a recreation commissioner
shows the present system is vrong.
If we are to have advisory committees they do not belong with the
executive departments, but with the
council. Legislation would be referred to council committees in the
present manner and the citizens
would have a voice in these questions. Only chairmen would have
votes in the central body."
Secreary W. H. Winans of the
Cleveland Welfare council 'said if
members of the city council favored
the plan he would bring the question
before the executive committee of
the welfare council for discussion.
"I would vote for such a plan,"
said Councilman Poster. "If there
are to be citizens' committees they
should work with the council."
"There is one objection," said
Councilman J. W. Reynolds. "Unpaid members might not wish to give
much time to committee meetings
and it might delay city business, but
on the whole I favor the plan of
having public meetings here in the
council committee room, on all matters pertaining to the city government."

Discovery that the railroads have
been making new fills along the
water |ront east and west of the river
this week may result; in the call of
a special meeting of the city council
for immediate action ori; an ordinance
establishing a municipal harbor line.
Councilman John W. Reynolds,
chairman of the council committee on
lake front development, learned late
yesterday that railroads have begun
to make new land. After a talk with
E. B. Thomas, assistant city engineer*
he decided to meet today with Mayor
Newton I). Baker and Attorney R. M.
Morgan, Cleveland representative of
the state attorney general to discuss
the advisability of asking council to
have a special meeting for final action on the ordinance establishing a
municipal harbor line.
The council meeting Monday night
was to have been the last regular
meeting before Aug. 24. Councilman
Reynolds learned from Engineer
Thomas yesterday that the railroads
have displayed great activity within
the past three or four days and that
i carloads of material are being
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dumped along the water front. The
fill just west of the mouth of the
river is being added to and fills are
also being made east of E. 9th-st.
"There may be some other way to
stop the filling beside establishing a
city harbor line, but if there is n«§
other way I will ask members of the?
council to consider a special meeting*
for immediate action," said Councilman Reynolds. "The call for a special meeting may be made by the
five members of the council committee on lake front development."
The city's right to establish a
municipal harbor Jine has never been
tested but it is claimed by some officials that home rule has given the
city this power.
The harbor line ordinance would
define a line parallel with the present
shore line and lake front owners
would be prohibited by the city from
filling beyond this limit.
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
wrote to Gov. James M. Cox acknowledging receipt of a deed from
the state conveying to the city all
rights the state has had to the made
land between W. 3d-st and E. 9th-st.
This gives the city authority to dispose of a portion of this property for
union depot purposes. The city is
planning to sell a portion of the land
for $1,400,000.

PROTEST AGAINST

DUMP

Bast End Citizens Tell Mayor
Refuse Ground Menaces Health,
Injunction proceedings, applications for warrants and civil suits
were threatened yesteSBay at a meeting of Eajjt End citizens in the office of |Mafror Baker. /'.\
The citizens called! to protest
against the' maintenance1, of a dump.
on a tract :;near Lakeview-rd N. E.and E. 114th-st. It was Claimed the
dump has become an intolerable
nuisance and a menace to health.
The mayor notified the owners of
the property that the dump would
have to be covered with earth and,
that he would prohibit East Clevelanders from hauling refuse to the
spot. Dr. Martin Friedrich was present as a representative of the city
health division.
Attorney George
Shaw appeared with the residents.

WILL PAY DU PONT $1,640

FOR FIRST RALLY

City Receives Bills for Services
for May and June.

A. B. du Pont, consulting engineer
for the municipal lighting department
Ward Leaders Complete Ar- has charged \he city $!|000 for his
services in J<jne and.' $840 for his
rangements for Meeting
services in May. Th* bills, approved
by Public Utilities.; Director C. W.
Next Tuesday Night.
Stage,
reached Finance Director
Thomas Coughljn -yesterday.
"I shail approve; the payment when
the bills are signed by the mayor,"
Predict Whitacre's Invasion said
Director Cotighlin.
du Pont will stay as long as
of Cuyahoga County Wonl Mr."Mr.
Stage wants him to stay," said
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
when asked whether the services of
a consulting engineer would be required after the new E. 53d-st plant
Ward leaders of the Democratic opens Sunday.
county organization yesterday lined
TREASURER WOULcT QUIT up for the opening of the primaries
rally
Damm Wants Board of Education campaign. , The Democratic
fixed for S \p. m. next Tuesday at
to Pay for His Bond.
Acme hall, 2416 E. 9th-st, will mark
City Treasurer William Damm de- the formal commencement of activiclared yesterday he would refuse to act tieg
Association Members to End
as treasurer for the board of education
Mayor Newton D. Baker will be the
,m,„, the board paid for the $100,000
Convention Today.
bond which he must furnish as school principal speaker and his talk will
treasurer. The charge is $275 a year,
follow addresses by Democratic canm
s
"IA
j£j?$ said "They ■''"dates. Arrangements for the rally
Report;* of committees, and discusless
they ™L??iZ
psiy the $275,
™v for one .assistant now, but at times were completed at a meeting of ward sions occupied the attention of the
their work is so heavy that nearly the leaders held yesterday afternoon at fifty delegates to the convention sesentire force is needed. If the city did Democrati county headquarters in
not do their work they would have to the Engineers building. Party leaders sions of; the Nation4l Association of
maintain an entire department/J present indorsed legislative condidates Steel and Copper Hate Engraver^,
c
h
0U
^^^...P'Jl
^r^
^i
ation approved yesterday at Hotel St^tler.
said
the matter ^L,^
would be
taken up
al for _ Democratic nominatior
by Mayor Baker and also indorsed the
In the; morning Gfeqrge B. Gannett
;, a meeting in the law department.
present county commissioners.
oX-Sf—Inputs read a talk on "The Reef Plates and Dies," followed
Urges $15,000 Bond Issue.
report of the trade customs
tee. A stag luncheon on the.
Public Service Director T. L. !
the floor of the; hotel was
vester4ay recommended a bond :
Would Penalize "Tay Walkers.'
of $15,00tK|or i-npr^veiTK*nts at I
t noon.
land park >emetflvyvjn
Watrenf
A. resolution and an ordinance have a different $ S. Siegrist of Kansas City
nv
..„,.,.
,
.
.,
it
„„„
paper
on "The Advantages of a
-Hie money is 'needed t
*'.'.' extoi
-vater mains. . Diri-iijr bidlo is ring, even if both happen to be passed by the same rpureaUi" after th> luncheon.
-i have 5-cent car service exte legislative body. Ordinarily the former is an ex- •jjorts of the cost systems and
iCgii,i».i.c
^j
j
fed form committees Were also
entrance co the gsounas.
pression of opinion; the latter is a law and needs a At 5 p. m. the delegates piled
tos and went to Euclid Beach
penalty attached.
here an outdoor banquet was
In 1910 the city council adopted a resolution dewill mark the close of the
crying "jay walking." Ever since then it has not on. In the afternoon the selof
the monogram prize winbeen considered good form to take oneself across.. 44—be
made and the._style for
UmiLii1.'.'J J> ni'bi" congested section ex~cept at points vning year will be adopted. The
" *
°
., .
,,
-_r JI»
I of the nominating committeer
where the city has provided walks. By this reso- >,j Dy the election of officers
lution, too, pedestrians were besought, at the peril [ %$%« ^t the^hote^ at
of encountering the city government's displeasure, to keep to the right and to look to right and
left when starting across a street.
Apparently the average person paid small attention, to this council resolution. People care little
what the council merely thinks.
But the enactment of an ordinance, with a penalty for disobedience, would probably have a different effect.
Councilman Eeynolds, accordingly, has offered
an anti-"jay walking", ordinance. Violators of it
would be subject to arrest and fine^ It may be all
right to ignore the council's opinion in a matter
like this—but that fine sounds like business.

be Success.

ENORAVERS TALK 10

THREE PARKS 1
IERTS SUNDi
Edgewater,
Gordon ' and
Washington "Will Present Programs.
Musical? Events Scheduled
for This Afternoon
.* f» and Tonight:
Municipal ' banct|: concerts Sunday
afternoon are softeduled for Edgewater,
Gordon/ %nd
Washington
parks.
Concerts also ar$ scheduled ■ for
Gordon and Brookside parks today.
The afternoon|concert will be at Gordon and th0 evening concert at
Brookside.
The ' Sunday afteraoon programs
are:
BD8EWATEH $»ARK.
James h. John3toni director.
March—"National Emblenf'
(Bagley)
Overture—"Zampa." ......|
(Herold)
Valse—"Dansebs«"
|
(Niles)
"Venetian Suite": Dawn,' Gondoliers,
Venetian jLove Song, I Good Night
&....... (Nevin)
Intermezzo—"Pas des Fleors"
(Dellbes)
Selection-4-"Aifla"
\
(Verdi)
Serenade :
I
(Moszkowski)
••Flor deJBrazil"
5
(DeCastro)
Mazurka tftusse—"La Czari^e" ....... Ganna
Musical Joke—"The Jolly fyuslcian*'
I
(Muscat)
"Star Spangled Banner" 4
GORDON PARK.
Frank Hruby, director.
March—"Co-Ed"
'.t... .(Zamecnik)
Overture—"Ruy Bias"
(MendelsSohn-Bartholdy)
Waltz—"Spring and Love"...,(F. Von Blen)
Musical—"Scenes from Spain"; Gypsy
March, Dance, Habanera, Bolero
(Langey)
Miserere—:"I1 Trovatore"
(Verdi)
Alpine Echoes
(Koschat)
Representing the songs of the mountaineers as they return from their daily toils
from the valleys ajid mountains.
' Selection—"Mikado"
(Sullivan)
••Camp Meeting Band"
(Gilbert)
"Don't Go Away"
(Feiber)
Descriptive Novelty—"A Trip to ConeyIsland"
(Tobany)
Synopsis—Rush to the boat. All aboard!
Life on the ocean. Jubilee singers. All
ashore! Carousal. At the dance. Ejecting
an unpleasant customer. The little German
band. The greatest cornetist. A thunder
storm. Sousa's band. Train for Luna park.
The fakirs. Paine's fireworks and "Home
Sweet Home."
"Star Spangled Banner"
WASHINGTON PARK.
Herman Biringer, director.
March—"Banner of the "World"
(Barnes)
Overture—' 'Oberon''
(Y/eber)
"The Broadway Review"
(B. Lampe)
Capricho—"Moralna"
C~ Espinosa)
Selection—"Traviatp"
(Verdi)
Prologue and intermezzo
(PagllaccI)
Grand National Fantasia on Scotch, Irish and
English airs.
Celebrated Organ Off ertoire
I (Batiste)
Fantasia—"Star Spangled Banner"

Council and Board.
The council has authorized the mayor tat
the old city hall site to the library
board went on record recently as favoring Ik
cation of the central building on that site.
the possibility of a test suit at law appta
stand in the way of building Cleveland'!
public library precisely where the people 0!
community want it.
So far no serious difficulty has been enema
It. was a simple matte* whan the two repnsJ
tive bodies, having the problem in hand, li
took at once to carry out the sentiment lilk
constituents. Previous hints of tremendwn
plications were found without basis.
• Cleveland is, therefore, reasonably well a
that the new library building, funds for tttt
tion of which were voted in 1912, will
companion structure with the present federal IB
ing a.t the southern end of the'mall. It
plete that end of the group plan, as the
and the union station will complete the id
end.
Thus important progress is made towiri
ing the people's dream of a monumental
group.
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\ROOKLYN ASSURED
OF BETTER LIGHTING

16, 1914

AUTOISTS URGED TO
AVOID DETROIT AVE.

OH PONT WILL KEEP
to dEMD JOB

Autoists will be asked to use Edgewater Park boulevards in preference
Improvements to Be Paid for With Bonds Charged Against Entire to Detroit avenue, while street railway repairs are being made on the
City; Obsolete Lamps Costing Same Price as New Ones.
latter.
Baker Decides City Will Need
Director Sidlo yesterday asked Sec$1,o|o a MM) Consultant
d.
tter street lighting was promised years, according to the records of retary Caley, of the Cleveland Autolayor toil
as Fixture.
Brooklyn citizens yesterday, the city purchasing department. Most mobile Club, to have traffic signs to
iry t
i_
a flood of complaints regarding of these were installed in West Side that effect erected at Detroit avenue
favoring |V|
manner In which streets are 11- parks, lighted by municipal current. and W. 45th street and at Lake
A. B. dV Pont; $1,000 per month
Up until this year extensions and
that site. I
.ted by the municipal electric improvements to the Brooklyn plant avenue.
consulting, engineer for the municilaw appail
plant. Bonds voted by tax- have been made from earnings.pal lighting plant, is to remain upon
CITY JOINS OHIO LEAGUE—
eveland'i
's throughout the city are to be Purchase of the new street lamps
the city payroll after the completion
Mayor
Baker,
at
the
request
of
the
far improvements, although ex- from general bond funds will dispeople oi i
of the ?2,000,000 plant at the foot
lonp in the past have/'been made tribute the cost against every Cleve- city council, has entered the city in
of E. 5 3d itrlet.
the
Ohio
League
of
Municipalities.
filings from the/plant.
land taxpayer instead of those bene-j
Mayor Bateer made this clear yeseen eneousi
St 5} of Public Service Sidlo ad- flted by municipal current, lighting!
terday, after.'du Pont had presented
INJUNCTION
REFUSED
—
The
two repi
%t many of/the arc lamps officials admitted
bills for $1,&4 0 for services rendered
second attempt of K. E. Deacon, as
n hand, i!
Ijycme city wew antiquated, as
during May and June. "I do not
by Brooklyn residents. He POLICE AID IS ASKED
know how long Mr. du Pont is to" be
itiment (ii
[taxpayer, to enjoin the city from employed by the city," saicUBaJwr.
)irector off Public "Utilities
tremendojif
park refreshment stands, "He will _st3.TS- iv' .,'i ■■fam^ii4~TooTt'eJ. ...
*« to equip 800 lamps with new
FOR CITY PLAYGROUNDS i' operating
s.
^ogei burners. F. W. Ballard,
failed yesterday, when Judge phir^ OS:0S-X £i:99-l O A
bly well w
lips refused to grant a restraining ^':g:{ os^os^i
•
nisgioner of light and power, said
qmo—»(Ww9-*«oa U
Police patrolmen were requested
'»m!>L„
order on an amended petition char "gij'-auJti
[t the city was now advertising
ids for the
ptjoaJJOQ pastfBlB
••ui -B 01:8'w*"114 I
w lamps to replace the old arc yesterday to co-operate with In- ing the ordinance was not properl
will bi
structors in activities at municipal advertised.
'B3U«I 6
it federalb:

,11. It
as the citrl
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ONE REASON WHY UNCLE MOSE IS POOR.
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mOOKLYN ASSURED
OF BETTER LIGHTING

AUTOISTS URGED TO
AVOID DETROIT AVE.

DU PONT WILL KEEP
|AT PffJND JOB

Autoists will be asked to use Edgewater Park boulevards in preference
Detroit avenue, while street railImprovements to Be Paid for With Bonds Charged Against Entire to
way repairs are being made on the
Iste) !
City; Obsolete Lamps Costing Same Price as New Ones.
latter.
Baker Decides, City Will Need
Director Sidlo yesterday asked Sec$1,01)0 a Mffifh Consultant
i.
JBetter street lighting was promised years, according to the records of retary Caley, of the Cleveland Autoas Fixture.
ayor total loth Brooklyn citizens yesterday, the city purchasing department. Most mobile Club, to have traffic signs to
ry board, Ter a flood of complaints regarding of these were installed in West Side that effect erected at Detroit avenue
parks, lighted by municipal current. and W. 45th street and at Lake
favoring
I mariner in which streets are 11A. B. dfi Pont, $1,000 per month
Up until this year extensions and
that site,
nln&ted by the municipal electric improvements to the Brooklyn plant avenue.
consulting engineer for the municilaw appean pting plant. Bonds voted by tax- have been made from earnings.,
pal lighting- plant, is to remain upon
iveland'i
the city payroll after the completion
in throughout the city are to be Purchase of the new street lampsi CITY JOINS OHIO LEAGUE—
I fij'r improvements, although ex- from general bond funds will dis- Mayor Baker, at the request of the
of the $2,000,000 plant at the foot
people of
of E. 53d street.
in the past have/been made tribute the cost against every Cleve-: city council, has entered the city in
land taxpayer instead of those bene-j the Ohio League of Municipalities.
Mayor Baker made this clear yesEarnings from the/plant.
;en eneount
terday, after/du Pont had presented
Itor of Public Service Sidlo ad- flted by municipal current, lighting, INJUNCTION REFUSED — The
two reprs
officials
admitted
bills
for $1,6*4 0 for services rendered
.J that many oi/the arc lamps
second attempt of R. E. Deacon, as
during May and June. "I do not
a hand, mil wed ijy the city wei<e antiquated, as
know how long Mr. du Pont is to" be
residents. He POLICE AID IS ASKED
timent oi li claimed by Brooklyn
:
taxpayer, to enjoin the city from employed by the city," said Baker.
remendoiM asked Director of Public Utilities
operating
park
refreshment
stands,
"He will stay as long as Director
Stage to equip 8Q0 lamps with new
FOR CITY PLAYGROUNDS failed yesterday, when Judge Phil- Stage
says he is needed."
nitrogen burners. P. W. Ballard,
lips
refused
to
grant
a
restraining
The consulting engineer is em>ly well m commissioner of light and power, said
Police patrolmen were requested
ds for tie* that the city was now advertising yesterday to co-operate with in- order on an amended petition charg- ployed at a salary of not to exceed
ing the ordinance was not properly $1,000 per month. His bill for June
for
new
lamps
to
replace
the
old
arc
will be Hi
was the maximum, although June
, lamps In the territory supplied by structors in activities at municipal advertised.
it ±edcia!tjtlie Brooklyn plant.
playgrounds this season.
26 was the last day that he worked,
according to his itemized statement
"Get acquainted with the instruct- WILL FLUSH DUGWAY—DugII. It*] Ballard denied that equipment had
of
services rendered.
as the (ii;|»eqn permitted to become obsolete In ors," says the Police Post, official way Brook is to be flushed by the
Mr. du Pont worked one Sunday
te theioiijfrd,lthat the municipal plant might organ of the department of public fire department to remove foul accuduring May and did not ask time
I make a good showing. The same safety. "Find out how you can help mulations which have caused East
and a half or double time for so dothem and tell them how they can Side citizens to protest.
i. Jfjlt' $49-80 per year ls charged help you. Make an effort to see that
ing. His statement shows that on
, towirdij|^^antiquated South Brooklyn
Sunday, May 3, he was engaged in
numerjl
■kor the new high power nt- property and equipment are not destroyed or abused.
revising rate schedules. This was
fc-££j? I™138 - -ed in other Bections,
the new schedule prepared Jay the,
T. M. Black, new commissioner of
acoordSig to the "commissioner. Credl^prhtingralvlSonT after discrepancies
its for street lighting are allowed the recreation, will take charge of play' had been discovered in the original
ground work Monday.
.Brooklyn plant and these are figured
—»
__
one prepared by the officials of the
[in the earnings.
lighting plant.
HEEDS PROTESTS ON DUMP*—I
Profits ranging from $29,156.34 In Abatement of a dump along a ravine |
Conferences with Construction En1*10 to $61,157.95 in 1912, have been between Osceola and Chesterfield
gineer Ballard were mentioned frecHimed for the Brooklyn plant. Few avenues was ordered by Mayor j
quently in du Pont's itemized staten
e\ arc lamps have been purchased Baker yesterday, following a visit f
ment. From June 10 to 18 he was
y
° the city during the past three from East Side citizens.
observing tests of condenser apparatus, he says.
This was while Ballard was away
on a fishing expedition in Canada.
Studies of distribution systems were
also made and maps prepared, the
statement says.
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Mrs. Ella L Ellsworth Asks to Be
Assigned as Supervisor—Superintendent Hanna, It Is Expected, Will Decline Her Proposition, However.
Dirty city streets will become
clean an& spotless, if women have the
supervision of the cleaning, in the
opinion o| Mrs. Ella L. Ellsworth,
4254 E. 116t,h street.
She is willing to give a practical
demonstration of her claims and in
a letter to v|. H. Winins, secretary
of the departrnent of public welfare,
yesterday, asked that I she be assigned a street. She agrees to have it
as "spick and span ancl free from dirt
as the walks and pavements of a
well-kept home."
If the offer is refused Mrs. Ellsworth will supervise the cleaning of
E. 116th street, after the paving of
that thoroughfare, she says.
During the cleanup campaign in the
early spring Mrs. Ellsworth told of
difficulties she had experienced in
having her street kept clean. She adt
vocated the appointment of a woman
superintendent of street cleaning.
Men cannot wield a broom properly
and have not the faintest conception
of how to carry on a campaign
against dirt, she says.
"Last winter, residents of our
street had to wade through several
inches of mud," said the writer.
"Now we have an equal amount of
dust. Of the two we prefer the mud;
one does not have to breathe it."
Mrs. Ellsworth says that the city
has plenty of money with which to
keep streets, clean, but men superintendents and foremen do not know
how to spend it to accomplish results. "Women now can only protest, and I intend to avail myself
of this privilege early and often," she
added.
Winans has referred the letter of
Mrs. Ellsworth to Gus Hanna, superintendent of street cleaning. Hanna,
who opposes the Philadelphia idea of
employing women inspectors, is not
expected to accept the proposition.

BAKER PLANS WINTER
SUBURBAN SHORTAGES GARDEN AT CITY FARM

OR LAKE FRONT
LA! FROM STATE
Clear Title for Shore Tracts
Wanted by Railroads for Depot Site Sent by Cox
to Mayor Baker.
Deeds turning over the state's title
to Lakeview Park land, wanted by
railroads as a union passenger station site, were received by Mayor
Baker from Governor Cox yesterday.
The transfer of the state's claims to
the city was authorized at a special
session of the Legislature early this
year.
The deeds received yesterday give
the city a^ clear title to the tract, re
versionary interests of the original
donors of the park land having already been acquired through appropriation. Title to submerged land
is still claimed by the state.
A part of the Lakeview Park tract
was made through filling into the
lake and it was decided to ask the
state to transfer to the city any interest it might have in the property,
in order that a fee simple title could
be given railroads.
The state will also be asked to
cede title to submerged land east of
E. 9th street in order that the city
may carry out its plans for lake
front development
Judge Stevens, in a recent court
decision, recognized the state's title
to submerged land, holding that
without action by the Legislature
proceeds from the sale of lake front
land to railroads would go to the
state, instead of the city.
The city's plans for the treatment
of the easterly harbor call for the
construction of an island with nine
commercial slips and piers, extending to E. 26th street.
Railroads also want a part of this
land in connection with union passenger station construction and will
fight the city's plans for harbor development. Baker said yesterday
that another union passenger station
conference between city authorities
and railroad officials would be held
soon.

Director Coughlin So Holds Regarding $6(^,000 Special Assessment! Annexed Funds.

Prisoners Would Be Employed
Year Round in Raising Fruit
and Vegetables.

Shortages i 1 .special assessment
funds of rece tly annexed territory
will have to X i aJesumed\by the city
and cannot b< added to fae taxes of
benefited
p operUy
owners,
as
planned, in t le opinion 0% Director
of Finance Cc ighliri, Deflcilj? amount
to almost $60,000.
Copies of Supreme; Cc urt ISeclsiona
and an opinion by tiii Attorney General to the effect thai, a13uttiifflf'o^f«"
ers cannot b« assessed twice-ifbr the
same improvement. Have be^n obtained by jfcoughlin. Assessments
may, howeveiv be entered upon the
duplicate anl suburban residents
forced to ftmtest payment in the
courts.
Figures coniplled by Charles Frazine, special 'accountant in Goughlin's office, show that Collinwoqd citizens owed $4|,974.94 jfor pavepnents
and sewers when that village was
admitted to the city. The shortage
was due mainly to the fact that no
interest charges were considered in
bonds issued for special improvements, and assessments made only
for the amount of the bonds.
There was a shortage of $12,259.58
in South Brooklyn special improvement funds. Newburg showed a
deficit of $1,682.71, and Corlett $6,551.11.

Changes to the management of the
Warrensville city farms to provide
for the raising of fruits and vegetables under glass | in the winter
months and truck gardening in tjie
summer are being planned by the
city administration.
Prisoners at
Correction farm Would be employed
for t% work.
Mayor Baker made this announcement yesterday after returning from
an Inspection trip of the O. C. Barber farijn near Akron. The farm is
one of the finest in the countfy. The
mayor's visit there was to obtain
data on the cultivation of fruits and
vegetables In greenhouses and to obtain Mr. Barber's views oh horticulture.
Ten acres will be placed unSer glass
at the Warrensville farm if■■ the city
decides to go into hortlcujture extensively. Mr. Barber estimates that
the cost of constructing a greenhouse of this size would be $200,000.
"I have long believed that the
.growing of vegetables uijider glass
during the winter months and truck
gardening in the summer is the solution of our Warrensville labor problem," said Baker yesterday. "Men
who are unfitted for otner work at
a city institution will; be able to
work in the gardens."
Baker believes that the Warrensvills farms should produce enough
fruit and vegetables to supply other
city institutions and to leaye a handsome profit besides. A greenhouse
covering ten acres of land would
give employment to 100 men the
year around, he says. The prison
population of the Correction Farm
ranges from 400 to 600, a majority
being short-term offenders.
Corn, wheat and other staple products are now grown, but little gardening has been done. The city Is

VACATION OF STREETS AT
FILTER PLANT IS SOUGHT
Wholesale vacation of [streets in
the vicinity of the Division avenue.
flltrati\n plant has been asked by the
department of public utilities. Action
was deferred by the board of revisions an<i assessments, yesterday.
"I want'ito be sure that the vacating of the streets will not affect our
title to street end docks occupied by
the Erie railroad," said Director of
Finance Coughlin. Maps and plats
are to be submitted by the department of utilities. It has asked that
parts of Washington avenue, Vermont avenue, Grass court, W. 49th
W 44th place, W. 35th street, W. 32d
street and W. 30th street be vacated.^

SMJMBiBTTWtJRBED—Noises]
by workmen on th^south Intercepting sewer annoy South Side
residents at night. Counci man Votava is planning an ordinance to
prohibit night work in residence
districts.

made

FREE BATHING FOB OHIL-1
DREN— Children in congested districts will be permitted to use city
beaches free of charge if means are
found for transporting them to the
beaches under proper supervision^
WANTS DOGS MTJ^ED-Muzta

|* « °f Tto tt n"w health -de
""r^rawn by Commissioner of
^"ftb FoTd TWenty-three persons
pe beeFn° bitten by dogs since Sunday.

planning the purchase of tractors for
plowing and other heavy work about
the"/.farm. F. W. Ballard, commls-j
siorier of light and power, acoom-j
panted Baker to the Barber farm
yesterday.

HOW CITY SAVES LIFE~~
IS TOLD BY MAYOR
Four hundred and fifty lives have
been saved in Cleveland during the
past six months by tlje health department, Mayori Bakei| declared last
night. He sajid at a "B. M. C. A. openair educational meeting, Aetna road
and E. 80th Street, th* the death rate
was the lowpst in America.
" This was Hue/, he explained, to the
increasing fcOrOperatiSi aiiong the
growing cosmopolitan -^citizenship of
Cleveland, iii keeping (he city clean
and obeying1 sanitary laws.
The meeting was attenaed by more
than 1,000 citizens interested in the
Y. M. C. A. classes in English and
other subjects.
The Leader-News
Boys' Band provided music.

^■P
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THE SPECIAL TAX
ITy officials are seriously considering levying what they call
i
wfteel tax for the purpose of raising funds for street

sepairs. _
Their; ,n is to extractabout $200,000 annually from those
hire ni' ing vans and* patronize hucksters. The tax
^esseTagaiSgt the vehicle owner, #ho naturally charges it up
■*" Tins is a plWes/of levying a tax not on^what people have
what they< ri^ejfl. In other words, those w4io need moving
and hucksters pay the $200,000 annually for street repairs.
'^Eventually neither wheel taxes nor any tax of the sort will
jave a serious advocate,,,.. ... .,
IT ITH the city council planning to knock out civil service
fV and grab off the power to distribute 20Q0gobs or so, and
He politicians planning to knock ouXponpartisan elections, and
hescftool board plaWngto knock ouN&e leachers, it looks as
Uncle Mose would h*ge to stay home fr6si vacation this sumer and do some knockingvout himself.
> o
x.

ONG-DELAYED PARK
STEP_PLANS READY
After a delay of five weeks in
rawing up plans for steps leadlg from Ansel-rd to the spring in
ockefeller *>ark, City Architect
eta announced Thursday bids
ould be advertised next week.
"Probably three weeks will
imse before the contract is let,"
1 said. "Then at le&t another
onth will pass before|the work
completed."
f\
Residents on Ansel-rd protested
tterly Thursday because of the
■v's delay in carrying out the
jrlc. Council appropriated $1500
r the steps early in June.
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«UB1 NEARLY BROKE,
GIVE POOR KIDS CITY CAN'T PAY
DIPINTHEUKE?! BILLSMJAN.1
City Park Officers Will Care;
for Them if Transportation'
Means Is Provided
Cleveland's congested district children, whose sole summer pleasure
in playing on sun-baked streets and
vacant lots, will be given free dips
in Lake Erie at the city's bathing
beaches this summer, if plans suggested by club women can be
•worked out.
Service Difector Sidlo Thursday
called Acting" Park Director Boddy
and Welfare (Director Cooley to try
to devise means to transport the
children. The plan was suggested
to; him by mepiberj of the Women's
Civic association siind the' Cleveland
Congress of pothers.
Mrs. Anna
Herbr.u^k, 10ft'o2 /Cedar avenue, and
Mrs. Stephen:; Buhrer, 1896 West
65th street, presidents of the two
clubs, put thfef proposition up to
Sidlo.
Practically every woman's
club will favoi'pthe innovation, they,
■aid.
"It's one offthe best suggestions
I' have had &s service director,"
Sidlo said. "I Rsill see that the plan
is> put in operation if we possibly
can do so."
The plan provides for the organization of "bathing classes" under
the supervision '• of city playground
directors.
Each "class";'is to have its regular
days for the uqe of the beaches, and
all parties are to be in charge of playground director?. Groups of from 200
to ;250can be handled daily at both
Edgewater and Gordon beaches,
Boddy says.
"The chief obstacle we will meet,"
says Sidlo, "is finding transportation
means.
"Under the Tayler grant the Cleveland Railway Company could not furnish us with free cars for the children e\'en if it wanted to. The service department has no money to purchase auto busses and the city automobiles are in too constant use."
According to Sidlo and Boddy, the
children could be given use of the
beaches from 9 to 10 o'clock every
morning without . additional expense
to the city and without conflicting
With paying patrons.
"It certainly would be the finest
thing in the world for those poor little children if they could get to the
beaches once in a While," said Mrs.
Herbruck.
"Anybody who has been on the
streets in the congested districts and
seen the hundreds of children playing in the hot, dusty streets, surely
ought to be willing to contribute a
little something to get some of them
to the beaches."

BAKER TO GIVE ORDERS

Tuesday night will mark the formal
opening of the Democratic primary
campaign, when Mayor Baker, in
Acme hall, 2416 East 9th street, will
issue his orders to 500 ward leaders.
Baker will be the principal speaker.
Candidates for nomination also will
speak.

Health Department Creditors
Must Wait for 1915 Appropriation; All Divisions Short
FINANCES SLIDE DOWN
SINCE BAKER WENT IN
Cash Balances Are Depleted,
Bonds Issued and Emergency Notes Resorted To
Creditors, of. the city health
division must cool their heels
and wait until next year for payment of their bills, Health Commissioner Ford declared Thursday. Practically every fund in
the division was exhausted July
1, many are overdrawn now,
while every city department is
short of money. All bills run
up between now and January 1
must remain unpaid until the
1915 appropriation is handed
out, according to Ford. ,

Practically every city department
must pursue a similar 'course, finance
officials said Thursday. Usually only
December bills are held over until the
following January. This year bills of
at least five and some cases six
months' standing will be held over.
Finances Sliding Down
Couhcilmen, in an examination of
Finance Director Coughlin's books
Thursday, found Cleveland's finances
have been gradually sliding down
hill ever since Mayor Baker took office, January 1, 1912, ' Cash balances
in trust funds are being depleted more
each year, while outstanding orders
at the end of the year are growing
fatter.
The day Baker took office he fell
heir to a cash balance of $121,198-48
in trust funds. A year later the same
amount had shrunk, to $96,446.54. Janr
uary 1 this year this same fund had
been decreased to $75,587.76.
Just the opposite course in outstanding city orders followed Baker's,
succession to Mayor Herman Baehr.
January 1, 1912, outstanding orders
totaled $147,509.85. A year later this
deficit had grown to $168,492.44, while
at the beginning of 1914 the shortage
was boosted to $197,968.45.. ...
The fund marked actual receipts
and expenditures in Finance Director
Coughlin's books flourished the first
1
year Baker was in office, then took
a sudden and decided turn for the
: worse. For 1911, the last year Baehr
Charity federation starts campaign
was in office, actual receipts were
for $50,000 to be used in outings for I $13,001,677.62'; while" the*-expenditures
children,
prevention
of infantile ', were $1,261,360.39, less. ..In 1913 receipts
mortality and other charitable work
totaled $17,505,-522:77,- such an increase
over the preceding year that $3,489,894.88 was left over at the end of the
fiscal year.
Had to Issue Emergency Notes
In 1913, however,, every vestige of
a balance disappeared because receipts were only $15,536,616.68, or $4,040,429

«>;' -
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WHOUHIPW NEARLY BROKE,
GIVE POOR KIDS CITY CAN'T PAY
D1P1NTHELAKE?! BILLS TILL JAN. 1
■

City Park Officers Will Care>
for Them if Transportation
Means Is Provided
Cleveland's congested district children, whose sole summer pleasure
is playing on sun-baked streets and
vacant lots, will he given free dips
in Lake Erie at the city's bathing
beaches this summer, if plans suggested by club women can be
■worked out.
§
Service Director Sidlo Thursday
called Acting' Park Director Boddy
and 'Welfare director Cooley to try
to devise means to transport the
children. The plan was suggested
to him by members of the Women's
Civic association and the Cleveland
Congress of pothers.
Mrs. Anna
Herbr.ti.Ik, 10002 'Cedar avenue, and
Mrs. Stephen;:- ESuhrer, .1896 West
65th street,. pr<j$idents of the two
clubs, put thsel proposition up to
Sidlo.
Practically every woman's
club will favor.fthe innovation, they,
•aid.
"It's one offthe best suggestions
I'_' have had fts service director,"
Sidlo said. "I .will see that the plan
is put in operation if we possibly
can do so."
'The plan prpvides for the organization of "baithing classes" under
the supervision ; of city playground
directors.
Each "class" 'is to have its regular
days for the use of the beaches, and
all parties are to be in charge of playground director?. Groups of from 200
to 250 can be Handled daily at both
Edgewater and Gordon beaches,
" Boddy says.
"The chief obstacle we will meet,"
says Sidlo, "is finding transportation
means.
"Under the Tayler grant the Cleveland Railway Company could not furnish us with free cars for the children even if it wanted to. The service department has no money to purchase auto busses.and the city automobiles are in too constant use."
According to Sidlo and Boddy, the
children could be given use of the
beaches from 9 to 10 o'clock every
morning without . additional expense
to the city and without conflicting
with paying patrons.
"It certainly would be the finest
thing in the world for those poor little children if they could get to the
beaches once in a While," said Mrs.
Herbruck.
"Anybody who has been on the
streets in the congested districts and
seen the hundreds of children playing in the hot, dusty streets, surely
ought to be willing to contribute a
little something to get some of them
to the beaches."
Charity federation starts campaign
for $50,000 to be used in outings for
children,
prevention
of infantile
mortality and other charitable work.

BAKER TO GIVE ORDERS

Tuesday night will mark the formal
opening of the pemocratic primary
campaign, when Mayor Baker, in
Acme hall, 2416 East 9th street, will
issue his orders to 500 ward leaders.
Baker will be the principal speaker.
Candidates for nomination also will
speak.

Health Department Creditors
Must Wait for 1915 Appropriation; All Divisions Short
FINANCES SLIDE DOWN
SINCE BAKER WENT IN
Cash Balances Are Depleted,
Bonds Issued and Emergency Notes Resorted To
Creditors of. the city health
division must cool .their heels
and wait until next year for payment of their bills, Health Commissioner Ford declared Thursday. Practically every fund in
the division was exhausted July
1, many are overdrawn noAy,
while every city department is
short of money. All bills run
up between now and January 1
must remain unpaid until the
1915 appropriation is handed
out, according to Ford.
Practically every city department
must pursue a similar "course, finance
officials said Thursday. Usually only
December bills are held over until the
following January. This year bills of
at least five and some cases six
months' standing will be held over.
Finances Sliding Down
Cou'ncilmen, in an examination of
Finance Director Coughlin's books
Thursday, found Cleveland's finances
have been gradually sliding down
hill ever since Mayor Baker took of^
flee, January 1, 1912, ' Cash balances
in trust funds are being depleted more
each year, while outstanding orders
at the end of the year are growing
fatter.
The day Baker took office he fell
heir to a-cash balance of $121,198-48
in trust funds. A year later the same
amount had shrunk, to $96,446.54. Jan?
uary 1 this year this same fund had
been decreased to $75,587.76.
Just the opposite course in outstanding city orders followed Baker's,
succession to Mayor Herman Baehr.
January 1, 1912, outstanding orders
totaled $147,509.85. A year later this
deficit had grown to $168,492.44, while
at the beginning of 1914 the shortage
was boosted to $197,968.45. ■...
The fund marked actual receipts
and expenditures in Finance Director
Coughlin's books flourished the first
year Baker was in office, then took
a sudden and decided turn for the
worse. For 1911, the last year Baehr
i was in office, actual receipts were
! $13,001,677.62', while' the"-expenditures
were $1,261,360.39. less. . In 1912 receipts
totaled $17,505,522.77, ■such an increase
' over the preceding year that $3,489,894.88 was left over at the end of the
fiscal year.
Had to Issue Emergency Notes
In 1913, however,, every vestige of
a balance disappeared because receipts were only $15,536,616.68, or $4,040,429.94 less than the amount Bakerites spent. Much of this deficit/ ia
explained by exceptional use of bond
money issued but-left untouched' the
first year Baker was in office, but
an issue of $400,000 in short time
emergency notes had to be floated so
the city, .w.auldnlt-.go plumb broke.
Coughlin's estimate of this year's
shortage is. $789;000.-- Conferences between Baker. Coughlin, Ford and
other city officials •".•have failed to reveal any means of raising more
revenue.
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ling," said Mr. Damm. "There is no
I reason why the city should not folI low out such a- policy. I do not beI lieve we sjierald operate the parks for
profit, but enough £ould be raised to
I make, them self-sustaining."
Keceipts from), the operation of refreshment
stands
since
May 10
amount to j$37,9&\.30.
Boating receipts amount to $^,594.30 and dance
hail receipts have r%ached a total of
$10,832.25.
The income from
the
operation of the two bathhouses has
been $6,556.82 since the opening of
the season.
' "
Profits from the operation of re-

freshffvsnfr.stands are to be used in,
repairing present stands and building new "o&es. The council has set i
aside $10,000 for this purpose.

WANTS

CITY

HOTHOUSE

Mayor Favors Such Wort
Warrensville Prisoners.

for

Raising hot house vegetables and
truck gardening Witt be the chief employment for prisoners at the correction farnj in Watrensville If a plan
Mayor NeWon DJ Baker favors can be
carried out Following an inspection of
the farm rjf O. C, Barber, near Barberyesterlay the r&ayor said he was
the yard. Neighbors declared the dog ton
__
strengthened in the belief, that ten acres
long had the reputation of being at the Warrensvllle farm should be
ugly, btfc its owner said) he never bit Pl
^lfwTuldrcSo1SatSS?200.000, but it would
anyone |efore yesterday^ Police took
the animal' in charge, s
i„t;>0vpsrare^hwe^eysoruirdSivy;
John farrick, 50, 12^1 E. 60th-st m
returns." :
■•
was attacked yesterday; by a dog and handsome
The mayor inspected the entire Barbitten o| the leg as ]§e knocked at » ber farm. He was accompanied by other
the door |>f a friend's hfme. The ani- city efficials.
o
Cleveland Has found a gold mine. mal spraSig out as th$ door opened.
A tightening" of the methods of
Belays Special Council Meet.
Joe Nlfciblitt, 18, 2613 E. 37th-st,
A
statement
of*
receipts
from
the
Because
of
the
absence
from the city
yesterday. w,as nursing a finger torn
handling city market receipts and an
of
park , refreshment by the taeth of a do£ owned by a yesterday of Mayor Baker, Councilman
enlargement of the supervisory pow- operation
stands, dance halls and other park friend, M? Kometo, 3634 Woodland-av
ers of City Market Master Charles . features since1 the opening of the S
T% attack'occurred at Wood- J W Reynolds did noF complete ar, E
result nu«*i
from the
Kamp will resuii.
■-"» discovery
«
j('season,''
season, ' issued ~yestefd|y
yesterd&y "by
by City jl land-av
ian(j-av 98 E. and E. 87th-st, where rangements for interesting members of
1
council in the plan to call a special
of a shortage amounting to $339 In ; Treasurer William Damm, show a Nisenblitt was standing with his own the
meeting to take final action on the esdog. Th<^ animals got into a fight tablishment of a municipal harbor line.
b to $57,128.21.
<.„ of
„f an
nn employe
fimiilove in
in the
gross
amounting
the accounts
tno ;. b
^income
havinj, moving pi£ture shows
and In separating then* Nisenblitt re- Councilman Reynolds decided to take
department. ,
and merry-gorrounds for the children ceived the! wound.
up this matter Wednesday on learning
The employe was notified he would \ an(i Dy establishing check rooms, the
"The rm&zle ordinance would be a that railroads had begun to fill along
*. „ +n make un the shortage and j city could raise enough to make the fine thingf he declared. "I would the water frtrat east and west of the
have to mane u >
.
rf I entire park department self-sustainmuzzle myfdog without being forced river.
no warrant for his arrest was issued
_i ^
|
to except that it putijs him at the
He turned over the money. He has f Fifty.two Cleveland men, women mercy of uifmuzzled dofs. Dogs tembeen dismissed and it is i
and children have been bitten by dogs pers are v%y short in this kind of
•would
■villa not
nut be
W prosecuted.
jjiuuvwv.
weather."
J
City to Pay' Suburbs' Special AsCltv Market Master Kamp has recAt the Monday nightjmeeing of the
ommended that the place of the dis- or cats since July 1.
sessments, Sab's CongUlin.
city
council
In
attempt
was
made
by
Sed employe be filled through the
That is from the official record at Councilman 1 ohn P. DJirkin to have
VSection of a name from a higher
That Cleveland roust assume shortan ordinance' introduced by him more
elvfi service grade so that a better city hall, but Health Commissioner C.
than a year a,go, passed before ad- ages of special assessment funds of
B.
Ford says the total is much journment
_
for the summer vacation. suburbs recently annexed %o the city is
salary can be paid.
ereater
Many persons bitten by dogs tjouncuni<xii
Councilman wu^»'
Durkin wanted
an act to the belief of Director of Finance
"~
; —
| order
_^
„
.a &,,„.,.lnd
in the
the summer
summer
Under the new plan of organiza- ,greatei. »«"J *>
Ana
all dogs
muzzled in
Thomas Coughlm. •
tion Mr. Kamp will have charge^of I fail to report.
When Collinwood was annexed its
months,
,•
V^«, .,
all branches of the city markets but
Reports of four persons having been
Councilman Durkin said yesterday citizens owed $40,674.94 for pavements
will continue under Park Commis- ■ dog victims were received at the afternoon that Health Commissioner and sewers. South Brooklyn when annexed showed a deficit of $12,2o9.B8,
sioner Fred C. Alber. Formerly he
health office yesterday. Seven were Ford told him it would probably go Newburg, $1,682.71, and Corlett $6,551.11.
did not have charge of the cold storthrough at the first regular meeting
Mr Coughlin has obtained supreme
age departments and other divisions received Wednesday. Data concern- of the council after vacation.
court decisions to the effect that proping the increasing number of victims
Health Commissioner Ford because erty owners cannot be assessed a secof the work.
:
The new half of the cold storage
was presented at city hall yesterday. of the increase of dog bites yester- ond time for the same improvement.
Assessments may be placed on the tax
plant of the West Side market will
It will be laid before Mayor Newton day warned persons, especially chil- duplicate .and contest payment by
be in operation by Sept. 15. This will
dren, about dogs in hot weather.
D. Baker today.
Health officials pointed out yester- bringing court action.
nut the West Side market on a payThe cost of caring for these fifty - day that a bite from a cat is as dan-11
ing basis. It is estimated by Mr.
Kamp that the profits from the op- ! two patients has been $2,340. This is =-erous as one from a dog, and can;
produce the same results, although
eration of the completed refrigeration
paid by the county. The1 city pays a usually the cat dies immediately
plant will be $8,000 a year.
Auto Ordinance, However, "Won't
Cleveland physician for the Pasteur after biting anyone.
The city market master believes
be Enforced at Once.
The
following
are
the
July
victims
treatment..
Other
substances
are
purthe market division should be a divichased from a Columbus physician. up to last night:
sion of the department of public utilThe new ordinance governing the
JULY 1.
ities as it is a self-supporting activity | The cost of treatment for each Patient
LIZZIE WARNER, 14, 11308 Huntmere-av dimming of automobile headlights is
of the city government.
Earnings
is
$45.
N
W
from the operation of the market
effective today.
While health department officials ' H REDMAN, 2357 E. 48d-st.
houses would then remain in the mar
ANDY TROZAK, 2264 Broadway S. E.
It provides
that j an
automobile
^yesterday were investigating new
set division.
JULY 2.
headlight which
concentrates and
RAYMOND
TANNER,
1348
Giddlngs-rd
cases of those bitten by dogs, Clara
projects light into i beam shall be
Shomrock, 7, 1620 E. 26th-st, at- N'_ VALECEK, 5, 10O19 Reno-av S. E.
so adjusted that at a distance of
— THURMAN, 1507 E. 70th-st.
seventy-five feet in front of the autotacked by a dog in front of her home
FRANK BARNES, 1704 Hamllton-av N. E
mobile no part of the reflected light
July 4, was spending her first day
•JULY 3.
beams shall be more than three, feet
on her feet since the attack,
CHARLES WARD, 1515 E. 70th-st.
above the roadway.
E. A. WAHLPIELD, 21B8 Fairmount-rd
"We do not expect to enforce the
Child Attacked in Street.
S
ordinance immediately," said InspecThe girl was sent out by her moth- 'ALICE NEWELL, 7, 10643 Asn.bury-av tro Norman L. Shattuck. "We will
er to
buy
some
provisions.
She N'FRANCIS POWERS, 108S Parkside-rd give motorists an opportunity to acquaint themselves with the ordistopped to pet a neighbor's dog. The N. E.
JULY 4,
.
TTJTIPP"
_
_
'animal was friendly, but a strange
GUS WIGAN, 44, 3679 W, 46th-st.
I dog, which had been fighting with "CLARA SHOMROCK, 7. 1620 E. 26th-st
JULY 6.
him, without warning attacked the
FRANK PERKINS, 9609 Wamelink-av
Safety Director Call* Force Neces'girl'and bit her foot. She was consary in Making Arrest.
fined to her bed until yesterday when "'MARY FILSINGER, 20. 2331 E. 87th-st.
ANGASIA TOLK, 20, 1553 E. 30th-st. Bit
she was able to limp about a few ten on finger by house cat. Cat died.
' Substitution of a policy of force for a
ED MORGAN, 66, 1452 Crawford-rd N. E.
hours.
CHARLES JIROUSCH, 4414 TrumbuU-st policy of moral su^ion is justified as a
Miss Marion Filsinger, 20, 2331 E. S B
police measure iiS pertain cases in the
JULY 7.
(87th-st, yesterday was permitted to - of Public" Safety Director At A.
GORDON ATWATER, 18621 Blenhelm-rd opinion
Benesch.
■
j discard the sling in, which her left N. B.
Director Betiesch expressed this be1
JULY 8
arm has been suspended since July
lief yesterday in announcing his deBEATRICE PARKER, 4, 1857 Collamer-av, cision in the cases of vPatrolmen John
6, when her arm and shoulder *vere
Canfield^ and Joseph Rjley, who were
East Cleveland.
| mangled by a Scotch bull terrier.
.charged with using unnecssary violence
in the arrest of Eugene Bubbs the night
Miss Filsinger went to call on Mrs.
' Laurence Tuma, 8704 Beckman-av S.
DOG DAY DON'Tf.
E., and the dog sprang at her as she
"SipoiAi
was going upstairs. It was explained
By Health Commissioner Ford.
XIS U| UI8}SAS 9UQ
the animal did not know her.
.Esther Wiener, 8,- 2556 E, 38th-st,
OJJ
IS9|AB8H S|
DO Jiof fondle doss.
and Miss Jennie Halpert, 2558 E.
M.0U '?$ ATMUUOJ
S
DO NOT attempt to pet stray dogs.
38th-st yesterday were severly bitten rs$ PI° ,
'03UTBO
i paWHTBIBTlg' by a dog. The animal belonged to a
CHILDREN .should leave the street
uBtniaO
neighbor.
when they see a stray dog; coming.
jg^SAl omo 'SE|opuoo
He attacked Miss Halpert as she InrarT"'ipivm" 'suiiiUQ »*oo 's"8^
PARENTS should report immedipassed him on the doorstep and the
09'2 J0J S|!B0 |EJ1U9Q "A "l\l
ately to the health department if a i
littie girl as she was going through
child is bitten.

Officials of City Market De- Announce G|>SS Ificome of
partment Report $339
$57,1p8.21 ^inoe Openof Receipts Missing.
i|g of f eaSon.

Kamp Wantf Branch Operat- Treasurer Danp Says Recreation Spots lay Become
ed Under Director of
Self-Sustaining.
Utilities.

4-

MUST ASSUMEJMORTAGES

DIM LIGHT LAW EFFECTIVE

FIFTY-TWO BITTEN

leport to Heaith Department
of Lacerations in Sixteen Days.

UPHOLDS TWO POLICEMEN

Official Issues List of Precautions for Hot
Weather.

-^JP

u

"Mfr

ssauisng

■saiedmiJEd

PERSONS should not attempt
.treat, bites from eats and doss.
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ing," said Mr. Damm. "There is ■ no;
reason why the. city should not follow out such'-« policy. " I do not believe we should operate the parks for
profit, but enough could be raised to
make, them self-sustaining."
Receipts from, the operation of refreshment
stands since May 10
amount to $37,908.30.
Boating receijpts amount to $4,594.30 and dance
hall receipts have reached a total of
$10,832.25.
The income from
the
operation of the two bathhouses has
been $6,556.82 since the opening of
the season.
■
Profits from the operation of re-

freshfirant^-atgJids are to be us^ "i I
repairing present stands and building new ones. The council has sett
aside $10,000 for this purpose.

WANTS

CITY

HOTHOUSE

Mayor* Favors Such Work
Warrensvllle Prisoners.

for

Raising hot house, vegetables and
truck gardening will be the chief employment for prisoners at the correction farrA in Wa%ensville if a plan
0 Q
Mayor NeWton D,i Baker favors can be
carried out. Following an inspection of
the farm <Jt O C, Berber, near Barberyesterlay the rlayor said he was
the yard. Neighbors declared the dog ton
Strengthened in the belief, that ten acres
long hid the reputation of being at the Warrensville farm should be
ugly, but its owner sai<$ he never bit
anyone |efore yesterday Police took Pl^vouid!c^Wo6o, but it would
give-100 prisoners wholesome employthe anirftal in charge, f
John farrick, 50, 12^1 E. 60th-st ment," he saW "The city would derive
returns.' ■
was attacked yesterday; by a dog and handsome
The mayor inspected the entire Barbitten of the leg as fe knocked at ber farm. He was accompanied by other
_______
•
—-—<the door if a friend's h|me. The ani- city efflcials.
-o
mal sprang out as the door opened.
, tit,htening of the methods of '
Cleveland lias founl a gold mine,
Delays Special Conncil Meet.
Joe N%nblitt, 18, 2613 E. 37th-st,
Because-of the absence from the city
v turns- citv market receipts and an j
A statement of receipts from the yesterday tv.as nursing a finger torn
dement of the supervisory pow- j operation
of
park . refreshment by the teeth of a dog owned by a yesterday of Mayor Balder, Councilman
eniargemox
.
Charles ' stands, dance halls an,d other park, friend, M?Kometo, 3634 Woodland-av
era o£ City Market Master Charles ^ ^^ ^^ ^ op^blg of the S E
Th* attack-occurred at Wood- J W Reynolds did no* complete arKamp will result from the discovery i, season> , issue(J ye_ter_|y by City land-av IT E. and TEu jg7th-st, where rangements for interesting members of
council in the plan to call a special
Nisenblitt'was
standing with his own the
f a shortage amounting to $339 in ;, Treasurer William Damm, show a
meeting to take final action on the es„„,. „f an employe in the ;; gross income amounting to $57,128.21. dog. ThfE animals go| into a fight tablishment of a municipal haibor line.
the accounts of
an empiu,
,
.
picture
shows
1<By having moving
and in seifiratlng them" Nisenblitt re- Councilman Reynolds decided to take
department.
j and merry-go-rounds for the children ceived thafwound.
up this matter Wednesday on learning
The employe was notified he would ; anci by establishing check rooms, the
"The miftzle ordinance would be a that railroads had begun to fill along
x. „ +„ make un the shortage and j city could raise enough to make the fine thing! he declared. "I would the water front east and west of the
have to make un ip »
,„,_,__ I entire park department self-sustain- muzzle my&dog without being forced river.
no warrant for his arrest ^as issued, r
to except that it puts him at the
„e turned over the money, we naa.
men. women mercy of uijmuzzled dogs. Dogs temwo
Cieveland
been dismissed and it is sam 110,1
and children have been bitten by dogs pers are v%y short i| this kind of
would not be prosecuted,
weather."
,1
,
- ^
City to Pay" Suburbs' Special As"ci" Market Master Kamp has recAt the Mo$day night|meeing of the
ommended that the place of the dis- or cats since July 1.
sessments, Siiys Coash.lin.
city
council
An
attemptt
was
made
by
Sed employe be filled through the
That is from the official record at Councilman Wohn F. Diirkin to have
Section of a name from a higher
That Cleveland must assume shortcity hall, but Health Commissioner C. an ordinance' introduced by him more
EM service grade so that a better
than a year ago; passed before ad- ages of special assessment funds of
E. Ford says the total is much journment for the summer vacation. suburbs recently annexed 'to the city is
salary can be paid.
.
Councilman Durkin wanted an act to the belief of Director "of Finance
Under the new plan of organiza- .greater. Many persons bitten by dogs order all dogs muzzled in the summer
Thomas Coughlin!
_
tion Mr. Kamp will have charge of fail to report.
When Collinwood was annexed its
months.
all branches of the city markets but
Reports of four persons having been
Councilman Durkin said yesterday citizens owed $40,674.94 for pavements
will continue under Park Commis- dog victims were received at the afternoon that Health Commissioner and sewers. South Brooklyn when annexed showed a deficit of $12,2o9.B8,
sioner Fred C. Alber
Formerly he
health office yesterday. Seven were Ford told him it would probably go Newburg, $1,682.71, and Corlett $6,551.11.
did not have charge of the cold storthrough at the first regular meeting
Mr Coughlin has obtained supreme
received
Wednesday.
Data
concernage departments and other divisions
of the council after vacation.
court decisions to the effect that proping the increasing number of victims
Health Commissioner Ford because erty owners cannot be assessed a secof the work.
The new half of the cold storage
was presented at city hall yesterday. of the increase of dog bites yester- ond time for the same improvement.
day warned persons, especially chil- Assessments may be placed on the tax
plant of the West Side market will
It will be laid before Mayor Newton
duplicate and contest payment by
dren, about dogs in hot weather.
be in operation by Sept. 15. This will
D. Baker today.
Health officials pointed out yester- bringing court action.
put the West Side market on a payThe cost' of caring for these fifty- day that a bite from a cat is as daning basis. It is estimated by Mr.
Kamp that the profits from the optwo patients has been $2,840. This is gerous as one from a dog, and can i
produce the same results, although
eration of the completed refrigeration
I paid by the county. The1 city pays a usually the cat dies immediately j
plant will be $8,000 a year.
Cleveland physician for the Pasteur after biting anyone.
Anto Ordinance, However, Won't
The city market master believes
be Enforced at Once.
The following are the July victims
treatment.. Other substances are purthe market division should be a divichased from a Columbus physician. up to last night:
sion of the department of public utilThe
new ordinance governing the
JULY
1.
ities as it is a self-supporting activity
The cost of treatment for each patient
LIZZIE WARNER, 14, 11308 Huntmere-av dimming of automobjle headlights is
of the city government.
Earnings
is $45. _
■ ,:*<*!. N "W
from the operation of the market
effective today.
While health department officials ' H REDMAN, 2357 E. 433-st.
houses would then remain in the marANDY TROZAK, 2284 Broadway S. E.
It provides
that! an automobile
yesterday were investigating new
jet division.
JULY 2.
headlight which
Concentrates and
RAYMOND TANNER, 1348 Giddings-rd
cases of those bitten by dogs, Clara
projects light into { beam shall be
N
Shomrock, 7, 1620 E. 26th-st, atso adjusted , that at a distance of
'_* VALECEK, 5, 10019 Reno-av S. E.
— THURMAN, 1507 E. 70th-st.
seventy-five feet in front of the autotacked by a dog in front of her home
FRANK BARNES, 1704 Hamllton-av N. B mobile no part of the reflected light
July 4, was spending her first 4ay
•JULY 3.
beams shall b% more than three feet
on her feet since the attack.
CHARLES WARD, 1515 E. 70th-st.
above the roadway.
E. A. WAHLPIELD, 2166 Fairmount-rd
"We do not expect to enforce the
Child Attacked In Street.
S
ordinance immediately," said InspecThe girl was sent out by her moth-j 'ALICE NEWELL, 7, 10643 AsM>ury-av tro Norman L,. Shattuck. "We will
er to buy
some provisions. She N'FRANCIS POWERS, 1088 Parkstde-rd give motorists an opportunity to acquaint themselves with the ordi! stopped to pet a neighbor's dog. The N. E.
JULY 4.
nnnr-e "
^—
animal was friendly, but a strange
GUS WIGAN, 44, 3679 W. 46th-st.
dog, which had been fighting with 'CLARA SHOMROCK, 7. 1620 E. 26th-st.
JULY 6.
him, without warning attacked the
FRANK PERKINS, 9609 Wamelink-av 1 Safety Director Calls Force Neces_irl'and bit her foot. She was conS
sary la Making Arrest.
fined to her bed until yesterday when 'MARY FILSINGER. 20. 2331 E. 87th-st ANGASIA TOLK, 20, 1553 E. 30th-st. Bitshe was able to limp about a few ten on linger by house cat. Cat died
' Substitution of apSllcy of force for a
ED MORGAN, 56, 1452 Crawford-rd N. E.
hours.
CHARGES JIROUSCH, 4414 Trumbull-st policy of moral siypion is justified as a
Miss Marion Filsinger, 20, 2331 E. S B
police measure in "certain cases in the
- JULY 7.
87th-st, yesterday was permitted to
of Public' Safety Director At A.
GORDON ATWATER, 18621 Blenhelm-rd opinion
Benesch.
\
discard the sling in, which her left N. B.
Director Benesch expressed this beJULY 8.
arm has been suspended" since July
lief yesterday in announcing his deBEATRICE PARKER, 4, 1857 Collamer-av, cision in the cases of'-Patrolmen John
6, when her arm and shoulder •■were
Canfield'and Joseph Riley, who were
East Cleveland.
-mangled by a Scotch bull terrier.
charged with using unniscssary violence
JULY 9.
in the arrest of Eugene Bubbs the night
Miss Filsinger went to call on Mrs. '
LUTZ, 6909 Zoetsr^av N. B.
July 4. The charges against both
WALTER SONTOSKT, 6905 Lanslnjr-av of
Laurence Tuma, 8704 Beckman-av S.
policemen were dismissed by the diDOG DAY DON'T,.
S
E., and the dog sprang at her as she 'MKa WISEMAN, 1423 E. 824-Bt. Bitten rector
"Canfleld admits_that_he_kicked Bubba^L
was going-upstairs. It was explained byMARY SKOVOCK. 7, 1620 E. Kth-t.
By Health Commissioner Tord.
JULY 10.
the animal did not know her.
in e-oms: to help Riley," said the director^after all witnesses' had been heard.
CARL HERMANN, 1370 E. 93d-st.
Esther Wiener, 8,- 2556 E. 3Sth-st,
"I am persuaded that Bubbs was lookDO IVOf fondle dogs.
! DAVE MUNITZ, 2879 E. 46th-st.
and Miss Jennie Halpert, 2558 E.
ins for trouble and I -am glad that ne
JULY 11.
got alIT*a*.J»as..eomihg to hirn
DO NOT attempt to pet stray dogs.
38th-st yesterday were severly bitten
— BECK, 2705 E. 62d-st.
' by a dog. The animal belonged to a I JOB HARCO, 9, 3322 W. 78d-st.
CHILDREN should leave the street
JULY 12.
neighbor.
when they see a stray dog coming.
p_TB -WTBDER, 2621 E. 87th-stHe attacked Miss Halpert as she
JULY 18.
Citizens' Committee to Give. Street j
PARENTS should report Immedipassed him on the doorstep and the
H A BROWN, 2128 E. 22d-at.
Data at Meeting Monday.
ately to ihe health department If a
SEORGE BLATTEN, 2177 W. 29th-st.
little girl as she was going through
JACK GILLETTE 2269 B. 74th-st.
child is bitten.
TOHN MALEY, 2619 Denison-av S. W.
At a meetin7^tT"p- m- MoI1<:lay
MISS M. LOROSKI, 776 E. TOth-St.
in
The Hollenden, the citizens' comPERSONS should not attempt
A RICHARDS, 1621 Auburn-av S. W.
mittee of fifteen .is to P^BBntto
treat bites from cats and dogs.
Bitten twice by name doj.
representatives
of civic organizations
JULY 14.
a final jsHOflrj~on-.the Cleveland pav_. EDWARD HERBERT, 6. 74*0. Sb»w-»V
ri. W., bitten by stray dog In front of his
ing situation.
-nivector
h
Mayor Newton D. Baker, »lr^tor
°BDWARD WELLS, 5, 888 E. 72d-»t, suite
of Public Service Thomas L.Sidlo,
8 bitten by Maltese cat.
E B JOHNSON, 8502 Manchester-av S. B.
members of council, the city*
HELEN ZONEZK, S165 W. 45th-st.
county engineers and the .county
ANDREW CSERANK, 3928 Brldge-av
commissioners are to ^ invite^
NAlexander S.: Taylor is chairman ox
W. ' H. KENDALL,, 622 Leader-News
the group of civic Body representabuilding.
tive which! recently took ui-the
JULY 15.
.naving
question,
and
£r?sl't ni
HAROLD REHARK, 1834 B. 81et-«t.
Phorles S Howe of Case School of
STEVEN ROSE, 1686 E. 48d-st.
EDGAR KITZTER, 2517 W. 6th-StSel Icietice is chairman of the
JAMES MCLAUGHLIN, 8808 Union-av
working committee which is to reSJOE MISENBELT, 28, 2618 E 37th-st.
P
LOUIS DAVIDSON, 6212 ScoviU-av S. B.
°The
committee
has
covered
thoroughly the several phases of the
JULY 1C.
JOHN M. McDERMOTT, 8820 Poe-av S.
general question through ^committees and the report is expected xo
W
feTHERbWIENiR?°f556 E. S8th-st.
deal exhaustively with present eonJENNIE HALPERT, 2558 B. 88th-st
dftTons and to suggest remedies.
MAY KELLBY, 11. 7422 Claasen-av S. K.
JOHN CARRICK. be, 1521 B. 60th-st

nffiHals of City Market De- Announce Gfss Hicome of
Ulliwap
__ , _ Q
$E7 f9Q 91''.Cirtrta rinan.
$57,1|8.21|Sinfe
Openpartment Report $339
ing
of
Reason.
of Receipts Missing.

—w~f

Kamp Wants Branch Operat- Treasurer Damni Says Recreation Spots fl^ay Become
ed Under Director of
Self-Sustaining.
Utilities.

MUST ASSUW1E_SH0RTAGES

DIM LIGHT LAW EFFECTIVE

FIFTY-TWO BITTEN

leporfio Health Department
of j_acerations in Sixteen Days.

UPHOLDS TWO POLICEMEN

Official Issues List of Precautions for Hot
Weather.

| PREPARES PAVING REPORT

o
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CITY PROMISES; BAKER TO WAR
BITTERLY
SCORE
LAUNCH OWNERS ON ATTEMPT TO
SIDLO'SLEASE
KEEP0NWA1TING LEGALIZEFIGHTS
OF LAKE FRONT
Can't Expect Any Better Facilities Along,Lake Front
Until 1915, at Least

Mayor B$tker FridaJ declared war
on the Cleveland Atftetic club's attempt to hive the general assembly
pass a bill n&xt winter legalizing boxing before regularly organized athletic clubs. %e said if Necessary ha
would go to C%lumbu.s and fight such
a measure oil the ftw>r"^>f the assembly..
"I am absolutely opposed'.to boxing
and will leave fio'thing undone within
my power to jjprevent bouts," said
Baker.
A special corfmittee of the athletic
club is getting in touch with clubs in
Ohio to obtain sentiment favoring the
.passage of a bill to permit boxing before clubs that have been organized
I at least one year. A state commission
would be in charge, with 5 per cent
of the gross receipts of bouts being
awarded the commission for expenses.

Motor boat owners, who have been
■waiting for Mayof Baker to make
good a promise that the city would
furnish better facilitiesj along the lake
ifront for keeping their craft, need not
expect much until 1915, at least. City
officials Friday admitted that all park
funds had been appropriated and that
there would be no |ioney available
this year for improving conditions
■at either Bast 9th stfeet pier or Gordon park.
A resolution, offered; by Councilman
McGinty, authorizing, expenditure of
$2,000 for a motor boat pier just west
of the westerly Bast 9th street dock,
still is in the hands Of a committee
and promises to remain.
/The Cleveland Power Boat club,
whose members keep their boats at
Gordon park, still are waiting for
Mayor Baker to qualify on- a tentative promise that he would see the
Finance Directo/Caughlin Friday
brook at the park dredged out and a made pla|s to eAnine\bonds given
new entrance channel made just east by city ^employes ano\ to learn
of the bathhouse, instead of under it. whether ejkch enSploye ha'S complied
"The city doesn't do anything for with the requirement to give hond,
motor boat owners," I. L. Daniels of following the dismissal ol an emthe National Engineering Company, ploye of the refrigeration^ plant in
504 Marshall building, a trustee of the West: Side market f o* embezthe Cleveland Boat club, said. "Lo- ling $339.
No action will be taken against
rain, which has far fewer boats than
Market
Master
Cleveland, spends five times as much the employe.
in providing decent quarters. Condi- Charles Kamp said Friday. Relations at the Bast 9th street pier are tives have made good the shortage.
Efforts will be made by Kamp to
especially bad, now that the west
dock is being prepared for use by the obtain better grade of men from
D. & C. and C. & B. lines. We don't civil service lists.
care what the city does for us, just
so it does something."
Secretary Prank Patterson . of the
park department admitted provisions
for boats were inadequate both at
Gordon park and. at East 9th street.
"The creek.'at the park was dredged
out,"- W. it Kirby, secretary to'Director Sidle, said. "But straightening
of the creek would involve reconstruction of the roadway and buildCity. Hall offlci'^ Friday ..were
ing a new bridge with a total cost
of $25,000. All the park money has alarmed; at report*; Cleveland's 600
firemen and 750 policemen plan to
been appropriated."
Director Sidlo recently got permis- Stay away from the polls on primary
j sion from the Cleveland Yacht club ,<lay, AUgust 11. They fear to go on
for boat owners to keep their craft in record is Democrats or Republicans.
sheltered, water between the fill north Election officials claim aiot over three
of the yacht club's lagoon and the or. four; per ceift.-of th^ members of
northeastern arm of the government the police andf fire department vote
on primary day for political reasons.
pier.
,
"Firemen and policemen need not
fear any political consequences if
they vote on primary day," Safety
Director Benesch said. "The day of
politics ii |one, but I always have
preferred they do not sign nominating petitions, because their political
affiliation is given such widespread
Cleveland is to have another ex- publicity/'
—— —
pert to keep A. B. du Pont and D. D.!
Jaeksoji company on the city's honor roll Dr. John A. .Hornsby, Chicago, is the man.
Dr. pooley Friday, with approval of
the board of control, hired Hornsby
as consultant at a salary of $200 a
montr| to give . expert advice on
TJtil'ties
Director Stage Friday
finishing touches and equipment for
the new City hospital group in wouldn't deny the report that A. B.
Scranton road. Hornsby will come du Pont, $l,000-a-month consulting
to Cleveland only one or two days engneer for the new East 53d street
a month, but all plans will be sent light plant, was to leave the city's
to Chicago for his approval.
employ soon.
The plan will boost the overhead
Councilmen, aroused at du Pont s
hospital cost considerably.
charge of $1,000 for expert advice in
J.une, are agitating for his release
^Vi0™ fhp 53d street nlnnr is nnened.

PROBE CITY EMPLOYES'
BONDS SINCE ONE STOLE

FEAR MAY COST
UOOTflEIRVOTE

ANOTIRIXPERT WILL
BOOST HOSPITAL COST

STAGE WON'T DENY
&■ DU PONT IS TO QUIT

. }U9W9SVg
Utrea- net >t9ypiWaS

■

~f—

Two Acres, Wo/th $80,000,
Needed for Depot, Rented to
Dredge c/mpfeny Till 1916

i

"Shows Lack of City Hall Harmony"
Councilman Dittrick declared gy_
lo's and Hoffman's act in leasing the
land was ridiculous.
"That there is a lack of harmony
and co-operation between the council
and department directors is clearly i
apparent," said Dittrick. "Council.
men ask that high but reasonable'
rents be charged for city property 1
Then along comes the service depart!
ment and practically donates its most
valuable land to a private contractor."
The lake front below the. new city
hall in Lakeside avenue will ]00u
more like the backyard of a factory
than a park, with the Gillen company's two switches, building material
strewn around and scows loading and
unloading, Dittrick said.

SIX PER CENf DEAL MAY
HOLD UP NEW STATION
Action Taken by Service Director Severely Criticised

DOESNT BLAME
LIGHT OFFICERS

by Experts and Officials ,

Lighting Commissioner Ballard
Saturday wasn't quite certain that
the Illuminating Company is rg_
Two.acres of lake front land sponsible for alleged bulldozing and
jusi west of East 9th street and threatened attacks upon municipal
consumers by solicitors. He
valued at $80,000 by Mayor light
was inclined to blame tacttos to
B^ker has been leased by Serv- over-fceal of the solicitors themselves.
"I rather doubt whether high ofice Director Sidlo and Engineering Commissioner Hoffman to ficials of the Illuminating company
have ordered unfair means be rethe Edward Gillen Bock, Dredge sorted
to," Ballard said.
"How& Construction Company, Tole- ever, if they don't know, it is high
It would be bad
do, until July 1, 1916, for an time they did.
to threaten a competitor,
annual rental of $500, it was business
and big business men today do not
learned Saturday by councilmen resort to such means to gain their
investigating lake front activi- ends."
Ballard Saturday was preparing to
ties.', The lease probably will be
the suit of J. N. Patton, exrenewed then if the breakwall fight
pert accountant, to force Ballard to
isn't completed, city engineers make public cost sheets and other
records of
the . municipal light
spid Saturday.
Engineers of the company are plants.
putting in two switch tracks, with a
total length of 1,000 fe-et, building a BAKER TO BOOST UNIT
rough pier, and early this week
dredged a channel so scows and
RULE FOR LEGISLATORS
dredges may load at the pier. The
Mayor
Baker will have a fight on
Gillen company, under government
his hands Saturday afternoon when
contract to complete the new breakhe meets the 18 Guyahoga' countswater, will transfer stone and other members of the legislature to caucus
material for the breakwater to on the legislative program for the
JCOWS at this lake front, pier.
special session which meets Monday.
Criticise Making of Lease
(Baker will try to whip the delegaCouncilmen and lake front ex- tion into line to support all the Cox
perts, who didn't know until Sat- program and to vote under,the unit
This will be opposed.by. half
urday that the lease had been, made, rule.
bitterly criticised Sidlo, Hoffman a dozen representatives;;
and other service department officials for permitting the Gillen .company to use for a nominal sum part
of the 35 acres it is planned to sell
railroads for a new union station. A
yearly rental' of $250 for propertysaid to be worth $40,000 an acre at
tho least was preposterous, they
said.
"Service department officials were
lax and showed an absolute lack of
the city's best interests in making
the contract," declared Earl H.
Wells, attorney, 1429 Williamson
building, who has made an expert
study of lake front problems. "It
was less than two months ago that
a special council committee investigated charges that the city was permitting river piers and other municipal property to be rented or
leased at rock bottom prices, found
the charges were true and recommended much higher charges be
made in an effort to bolster the city's
fast shrinking finances.
"Every act of the city in dealing
with its lake' front property should
be looked into and before leases are
made councilmen and others interested should have an opportunity to
have a say. There's not a business
man in Cleveland who would lease an
acre worth $40,000 for $250 a year, or
: a 6 per cent rate."

I
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OTYPiisiT BAKER TO WAR^
LAUNCH OWNERS ON ATTEMPT TO
KEEP0NWA1T1NG LEGALIZE!!
Can't Expect Any Better Facilities Along,Lake Front
Until 1915, at Least

Mayor Bilker Frida^ declared war
on the Cleveland Atftjetic club's attempt to have the general assembly
pass a bill n«xt winter legalizing boxing before regularly;- organized athletic clubs. l|.e said if Necessary ha
would go to Columbus and tight such
a measure on| the,;' ftow^f the assembly..
"I am absolutely opposed'to boxing
and will leave ^nothing undone within
my power to fprevent bouts," said
Baker.
■ A special corfmittee. of the athletic
club is getting in touch with clubs in
Ohio to obtain sentiment favoring the
.passage of a bill to permit boxing before clubs that have been organized
tat least one year. A state commission
would be in charge, with 5 per cent
of the gross receipts of bouts being
awarded the commission for expenses.

Motor boat owners, who have been
■waiting for Mayor Baker to make
good a promise that the city would
furnish better facilities; along the lake
front for keeping their/craft, need not
expect much until 1915, at least. City
officials Friday admitted that all park
funds had been appropriated and that
there would be no jfioney available
this year for impr|ving conditions
at either East 9th street pier or Gordon park.
A resolution, offered by Councilman
McQinty, authorizing; expenditure of
$2,000 for a motor boat pier just west
of the westerly East 9th street dock,
still is in the hands Of a committee
and promises to remai^. .
The Cleveland Power Boat club,
whose members keep their boats at
Gordon park, still are waiting for
Mayor Baker to qualify on- a tentative promise that he would see the
brook at the park dredged out and a
new entrance channel made just east
of the bathhouse, instead of under it.
"The city doesn't do anything for
motor boat owners," I. L. Daniels of
the National Engineering Company,
504 Marshall building, a trustee of
the Cleveland Boat club, said. "Lorain, which has far fewer boats than
Cleveland, spends five times as much
in providing decent quarters. Conditions at the East 9th street pier are
especially bad, now that the west
dock is being prepared for use by the
D. & C. and C. & B. lines. We don't
care what the city, does for us, just
so it does something."
Secretary Frank Patterson . of the
park department admitted provisions
for boats were inadequate both at
Gordon park and at East 9th street.
"The creek.'at the park was dredged
out,"- W. J; Kirby, secretary to' Director Sidlo, said. "But straightening
of the crgek would involve reconstruction of the roadway and building a new bridge with a total cost
of $25,000. All the park money has
been appropriated."
Director Sidlo recently got permission from the Cleveland Yacht club
for boat owners to keep their craft in
sheltered water between the All north
of the yacht club's lagoon and the
northeastern arm of the government
pier. -_____^__

PROBE CITY EMPLOYES'
BONDS SINCE ONE STOLE
Finance Directo/' c\ughlin Friday
made pla|s to e^amineSibonds given
by city femplojfes anA, to learn
whether ejj.cn employe had, complied
with the requirement to live bond,
following the <Jismissal G\ an eln*
ploye, of the .refrigeration f plant in
the West Side market fo^ embezling $339.
No action will be taken against
the employe.
Market
Master
Charles Kamp said Friday. Relatives have made good the shortage.
Efforts will be made by Kamp to
obtain better grade of men from
civil service lists.

FEAR MAY COST
UOOTHEIRVOTE

City. IHall offlciyfe Friday ..were
jalarmeoV at report*, Cleveland's 600
firemen and 750 policemen plan to
Stay away from the polls on primary
,day, August 11. They fear to go on
record ds Democrats Or Republicans.
Election officials claim not over three
or four;per cent of th^ members of
the police and; fire department vote
on primary iJ% for political reasons.
"Firemen and policemen need not
fear any political ■ consequences if
they vote on primary day," Safety
Director Benesch said. "The day of
politics ii gone, but I always have
preferred they do not sign nominating petitions, because their political
affiliation i£ given such widespread
have another ex- publicity/'
=
du Pont and D. D.
on the city's honA. Hornsby, Chi-

ANOTMRIXPERT WILL
BOOST HOSPITAL COST

Cleveland is to
pert to keep A. B.
Jackson company
or roll. Dr. John
cago, fs the man.
Dr. Cooley Friday, with approval of
the board of control, hired Hornsby
as consultant at a salary of $200 a
month, to give . expert advice on
finishing touches and Equipment for
the new City hospital group in
Scranton road. Hornsby will come
to Cleveland only one Or two days
a month, but all plans will be sent
to Chicago for his approval.
The plan will boost the overhead
hospital cost considerably.

STAGE WON'T DENY
|:i DU PONT IS TO QUIT
w

_____

Util'ties
Director . Stage Friday,
wouldn't deny the report that A. B.
du Pont, $l,000-a-month consulting
engneer for the new East 53d street
light plant, was to leave the city's
employ soon.
Councilmen. aroused at du Font's
charge of $1,000 for expert advice in
June, are agitating for his release
when the 53d street plant is openen.
Mayor Baker has said it is up to
' Stage to terminate du Font's services when he feels_he _is_no longer ,
"nedeed.' T&jftTTStagir^r^rasesTo make
public his plans,
_.
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BITTERLY SCORE
SIDLO'SLEASE
OF LAKE FRONT
■

_p_

Two Acres, Worth $80,000,
Needed for Depot, Rented to
Dredge Company-Till 1916

i

"Shows Lack of City Hall Harmony"
Councilman Dittrick declared gy.
lo's and Hoffman's act in leasing the
land was ridiculous.
"That, there is a lack of harmony
and co-operation between the council
and department directors is clearly
apparent," said Dittrick. "Council.
men ask. that high but reasonable
rents be charged for city property
Then along comes the service depart'
ment and practically donates its most
valuable land to a private con.
tractor."
The lake front below the. new citv
hall in Lakeside avenue will w
more like the backyard of a factory
than a park, with the Gillen company's two switches, building material
strewn around and scows loading and
unloading, Dittrick said.

SIX PER J0EN| DEAL MAY
HOLD UP IJEW STATION
Action Taken by Service Director Severely Criticised

DOESN'T BLAME
LIGHT OFFICERS

by Experts and Officials ,

Lighting Commissioner Ballard
Saturday wasn't quite certain that
the Illuminating Company is reTwo.acres of lake front land sponsible for alleged bulldozing and
jusi west of East 9th street and threatened attacks upon municipal
consumers by solicitors. He
va/ued at $80,000 by Mayor light
was inclined to blame tactics to
Bp,ker has been leased by Serv- over-£eal of the solicitors themselves.
"I rather doubt whether high ofice Director Sidlo and Engineering Commissioner Hoffman to ficials of the Illuminating company
have ordered unfair means be rethe Edward Gillen Dock, Dredge sorted
to," Ballard ;said.
''How& Construction Company, Tole- ever, if they don't know, it is high
It would be bad
do, until July 1, 1916, for an time they did.
business to threaten a competitor
annual rental of $500, it was and
big business men today do not
learned Saturday by councilmen resort to. such means to gain their
investigating lake front activi- ends."
Ballard Saturday was preparing to
ties.1,. The lease probably will be
the siiit of J. N". Patton, exrenewed then if th|3 breakwall fight
pert accountant, to force Ballard to
isn't completed, city engineers make public cost sheets and other
records of the . municipal light
spni Saturday.
Engineers of the company are plants.
putting; in two switch tracks, with a If
total length of 1,000 feet, building a BAKER TO BOOST UNIT
rough pier, and early this week;
dredged a channel so scows and
RULE FOR LEGISLATORS
dredges may load at the pier. The
Mayor Baker will have a fight on
Gillen company, under government
contract to complete the new break- his hands Saturday afternoon when
he meets the 18 Cuyahoga county
water, will transfer stone and other members of the legislature to caucus
material for the breakwater to
on the legislative program for the
JCOWS at this lake front pier.
special session which meets Monday.
Criticise Making of Iiease
Baker will try to whip the delega-Councilmen and lake front ex- tion into line to support all the Cox
perts, who didn't know until Sat- program and to vote under the unit
This will be opposed.by. half
urday that the lease had bees made, rule.
bitterly criticised Sidlo, Hoffman a dozen representatives,
and other service department officials for permitting the Gillen .company to use for a nominal sum part
of the 35 acres it is planned to sell
railroads for a new union station. A
yearly rental' of $350 for proper! y
said to be worth $40,000 an acre at
the least was preposterous, they
said.
"Service department officials were
lax and showed an absolute lack of
the city's best interests in making
the contract," declared Earl H.
Wells, attorney, .1429 Williamson
building, who has made an expert
study of lake front problems. "It
was less than two months ago that
a special council committee investigated charges that the city was permitting river piers and other municipal property to be rented or
leased at rock bottom prices, found
the charges were true and recommended much higher charges be
made in an effort to bolster the city's
fast shrinking finances.
"Every act of the city in dealing
with its lake' front property should
be looked into and before leases are
made councilmen and others interested should have an opportunity to
have a say. There's not. a business
man in Cleveland who would lease an
acre-worth $40,000 for $350. a year, or
; a 6 per cent rate."
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HERE IS CITY'S BIGGEST
GRADE ELIMINATION JOB
City Engineer Hoffman announced Friday that work on
.elimination of the West-side, grade
Crossings of the Nickel-plate railroad will soon be started, in spite
of the protests of property ownHI 0ers
The job will cost $2,900,000 and

■'<&

W~f37

$%%

J>k"l

will be the biggest.project of the
kind the city has attempted
Between Fulton-rd and W
96th-st 23j;crossings will be eliminated. Thirteen crossings will be
Placed 0yer the railroad tracks.
The other, a 0 will be dead-ended
Some of these will be connected
with nearby crossings by side
streets running close to and paralI lei with the railroad tracks. There
.will.be five overhead footbridges
The people voted money for the
improvements 'in i910. Final action was long delayed because of
the protest -of property owners
who have argued the dead-end
streets would injure their prop9 ty
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that depression of the tracks
would increase the smoke nuisance.
Server Sidlo and Engineer Hoffman point out that all. loss in
property values must be paid to
the property owners and that the
smoke nuisance fear is imaginary.
the city's big argument for the
tra* elimination has been "safety

Server Sidlo has taken up the
nelv slogan, 'Murder tbj mosquito."
Sidlo expects to murder several
million mosquitoes that Snow infest
the neighborhood of Dug^ay brook.
Friday he ordered that oil be
poured on the stagnant water extending from |t. Clair-av to Primrose-av.
Oil, scientists say, is the quickest
means of putting the mosquitoes'
breeding places out of business.

ASKS CLEVELAND DAY I
DATE TO BE CHANGED
J. F. Hatton, waterworks department pashier, has appealed to
Mayor Baker to have the date of
Clevelandsday changed from July
22 to the 'first Monday In August.
"It woujd mean two and a half
days of rest," says tlatton. "My
plan is to? h^ve all holidays, except Christmas and |New Year,
fall on Mtfndays."
Baker said he was interested
in the "plan, but that the legislature would have to act to Change
the date of legal holidays,

MOSE IS HEALTHY,

; "Elimination of all grade crns*
SAYS MAYOR BAKER
tags is inevitable in Cleveland "
Sidlo says, "and d.espite kicks the
Mayor.
Baker Friday praised
h le wUl ben8fl
ft 7 v- f 7
°
t
when
■y
the
health,
department for making
IW55 poLd^1-1"^6 Pr0Wem ^s *S| Cleveland-; healthier.
The mqfyor in a statement pointThe city's share of the expense^
ed out thijt there were 4318 deaths
during tlje first six months this
59 I in this improvement will be 725,- year, 139 less than the "total for
000. The Nickel-plate will pay the same period last year.
"Keep up the antifly, clean-up
t.ei the remainder.
The amount voted by the peo- and other educational ' health
campaigns and the record for the
ple m 1910 was $2,000,000. ^Part next six months will be astonishof this money has been used to ing," said the mayor.
W. 6S
ehmmate the Lake Shore grades
at Lake-av and Madison-av, and
52 BITTEN BY DOGS;
n
fe
?rttnntSylV
> grades between
&■ 26th-st
and| Cedar-av
52,

hTn\} alS
^e amount
m pay itsremaining.:
shar
eliminating the grades of the1
&n9n„f,f1clSylvania tod Newburl
ftSouth Shore lines at Union-av!
for the
Ion wnf^atl0n
Union-av'
PaSSed !t is
n
t,V
♦
P^dicted,
in time to permit 'awarding
of th°
iontraet this fall.

£LtL- \?
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LI
FOR HOT

Server Sidlo Friday appealed to
Clevelanders
individually
to
transport hundreds of poor children from the scorching pavep
ments of congested districts to
I the lake for a free, cool dip.
The call met • with immediate
response.
Mrs. Anna Herbruc.k, 10002
Cedar-av, p/esident of the women's
civic association, announced she
L2&.
would gfsk all members, at a
meeting/late Friday, to contribute, j
.V 98
"I Will receive contributions at'
city hall," said Sidlo. Under the
Tayler grant, the Cleveland Railway Co. couldn't provide cars free
if it wanted to. We want money
SHOWS NICKEL- PLATE with which to hire cars. The cost
of a car is about $15. Use of autos
;ADE ELIMINATION PROalso would be appreciated."
GRAM.

(£3

LAY MOSQUITO,
IS SIBLO ORDER

MUZZLINGMW URGED

Data showing! that the treatment of 52 persons bitten by dogs
and cats since July 4 has.cost the
city and county $2340 were to be
laid before Mayor Baker Friday
in an attempt to enlist Baker's aid
m getting a muzzling ordinance
through council.
■ An '"ordinance requiring that
dogs be muzzled is now pending
Council.has adjourned until Aug
24, however, so that there is practically no possibility of action before the expiration of that time.
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CLEVELAND IS FIRST
AS HEALTH RESORT
Death Rate of 13,^7 Per Thousand, Announced by Dr. Friedrich,
Lowest of Any City in U. S.
Vacationists do not have to go to than in the prolonging of life and the
seashore or mountains in quest of a prevention of disease.
Patton Asks Injunction to Compel llealth resort this ylar. It is right "Cleveland's death rate is not a
matter of chance.
It has been
"here at home, according to Dr. steadily lowered year after year by
Examination of Accounts in
Martin Friedrich, mfdical expert of intelligence and zeal in the health
Lighting Plant When
department and by: wise acceptance
the division of heal.
Figures just comoiled show that ■py the people of the city of the
Access Is Denied.
Cleveland has the lowest death rate' teachings of preventive medicine.
_
of any city in th| country and*
"Our cleanup campaigns have done
practically free fr<fn 4fentagious jps- a great deal to help this movement
FINDS HEATING IS DONE
ease. Dr. Friedrifh's report ,^frew and I trust tljat the people generally
Mayor Bakerlyesterday %#ublic will continue* the war upon flies, the
BY MUNICIPALITY AT LOSS from
statement on healt|i conditions!.
cleaning^'up of yards and waste
"Figures like this are jsot very placejir and the observance of the
spectacular, as we can ifhot walk suggestions made from time to time
Ballard's Claim to Ownership of along the street and EBCk out the by the division of health, so that next
man, woman or child ■'Who is living year we may do even better than our
"Job Orders" Is Termed Preunder a lower deathjAte who would astonishing record of thlg year."
have been dead undjr a higher one,"
During the first six months of the
tense by Accountant.
said the mayor. "But as we press year the total number of deaths was
the death rate down we prolong the 4,318, as against 4,437 for the same
This gives the
Suit asking a mandatory Injunc- life of the people of the city. Gov- perlor last year
tion to compel theclty to permit ex- ernment can have no higher object city a death rate of 18.27 per thounor attain to any greater usefulness sand.
amination of the books and oost
sheets or "Job orders" 'pt the municipal lighting pjant w«|» filed yesterday by J. N. fatten,la taxpayer
and expert accountant. |
Mayor Baker, t>lrector| of '■Finance
Coughfln, Directci of Public Utilities
Stage and F. "Wl Ballard, commissioner of the div4ion«of lighting and
heating, were made defendants to
the suit.
Employees |Worrletf Him.
The petition £tated that Patton
had attempted td make an examinaRare specimens of tropical birds
tion of the lighting plant's books, in the Collection of Kenyon "V.
"job orders" arid accounts, on June
10, and while bfe was permitted to Painter, Cleveland ornithologist, are
Mr.
look them over j he was constantly to be presented to the city.
interfered with! by employees de- Painter may also build an aviary at
manding the "job orders."
Brookside', Park.
The petition Explains that the "Job
The offer was made to Director of
orders" are vital to an examination Public Service Sidlo yesterday. Seto determine whether the plant. is lections are to be made as: soon as a
operating at a loss, as they show the i place is provided for thei collection
cost of the material, the work and at Brookside zoo.
equipment of the plant and are a
Mr. Painter brought back twentynecessary part of the bookkeeping. one species of tropical birds upon his
It also alleges that on June 26 the return from Africa a year ago. A
"job orders" were denied Patton and number of species had never before
removed under the claim that they been brought to this country.
were the property of Ballard. Pat-'
The collection is regarded as one
ton declares they are riot Ballard's of the finest in the country.
property, but belong to the city and
as a taxpayer he demands the right
PARK SUBWAY TO BE
to examine them.
BUILT DESPITE PROTEST
Heating Plant Iioses.
Patton's petition also recites that
Protests of W. 76th street residents
on May 20 he examined the municipal heating plant records and were ignored by the city board of
that they showed the plant, instead control yesterday in awarding a conof operating at a profit as claimed tract for the construction of apby the city, was being conducted at proaches for a subway entrance into
Bdgewater park.
a great loss.
The subway will accommodate pe"The plaintiff cannot state whether
the refusal to allow him to examine destrians only and objections were due
the 'job orders' is caused by the fear to this fact. Approaches will cost
that the > examination might show $11,899.50.
that the construction, maintenance
and operation of the plant resulted
BROOK TO BE EXAMINED—
in a great loss to the city," the pe- Dugway Brook is to be investigated
tition says. "He avers, however, by a special committee of the state
that Ballard's claim to ownership of board
of health to
determine
the 'Job orders' is a pretense."
Iwhether the stream is a public
Patton. isays the city is required by Inuisance.
state laws and city ordinances to
keep records^ and accounts of money
STREET REPORT MONDAY—
expended on the municipal lighting Mayor Baker, Director of Public
and heating plants separate and Servioe Sldlo, City Engineer Hoffdistinct from all other accounts and
that such records shall contain pro- mann and the county commissioners
portionate charges for all services
performed for such utilities by other yesterday Were invited to the Holcity departments, as well as pro- lenden Hotel Monday afternoon to
portionate credits for all services ,, hear the report of the citizens' sub\ committee on streets.
rendered.

PAINTER GIVES
BIRDS TO CITY

Rare Specimens Collected
in Africa to Be Housed
at JBrookside Zoo.
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'LIGHT CO. COERCES
CITY'S CUST0W1ERS'
Commissioner Ballard Says
Illuminating Corporation
Tries to Intimidate.

CLEVELAND

PLAIN

DEALER

[LIGHTING PLANT
READY TO OPEN
Regulating-

AUTO LIGHT LAW ACTIVE

AUTOMOBILE KILLS DEEH.
NEW YORK, July 17.—Struck by
an automobile, a deer was killed in
Broadway, near 254th-st, early today. The deer is presumed to have
escaped from the zoological gardens
in
Bronx
park
and
wandered
through "Van Courtlandt park to
Broadway.

New

acquired many years ago for water
works purposes. The Kh-tland pump
ing station is located at the westerly]
end of the tract. A ten-acre parcel)
west of E. 49th-st has just been ac-i
quired for the new filtration plant.
The entire stretch of city property!
w^U be given a park treatment andl
future utility buildings will be madej
a part of the group.
Councilman W. L. Wagner has pro-!
posed that a municipal ice plant be
operated in connection with the light
With the announcement that all and power plant.
The Cleveland Federation of Lais ready for the. launching of Cleve-

Makes Ready for Forma!
Opening of People's
Power House.

Provisions %r
Rays In Effect.

The new ordinance which provides
for the shading of automobile headlights, so that the rays' are not cast
more fhan shree feet above the ground
at a distanfce of seventy-five feet from
the li£ht,Jwent Into effec|, yesterday,
but no ajfrests for violations will be
made until auto owners become familiar
with the,law.
.1 ccordjfag to Herbert Buc%nan, assistant'sgcretary of the Cleveland Automobile «lub, there are many' devices
which bring about the effect of concentrating the rays. Contrary to popular
belief, painting or tinting the upper
half of the lamp will not cause the
rays to be deflected toward the ground,
but will cause them to concentrate upward.
It. is also unlawful to paint or tint
the deadlights with amber or any other

land's new $2,000,000 municipal light
plant tomorrow afternoon

Lighting

Commissioner F. W. Ballard yesterday coupled the charge tha,t agents
of the Illuminating Co. are using bulldozing tactics to prevent the city
from obtaining power contracts.
Commissionerj-Ballard said:
"Business men have come to me,
after they had already signed contracts with the city, with a plea to
be released.
"The Illuminating
company
is
threatening persons who have signed
contracts with the city. Some of the
signers are afraid to acknowledge
their conlracts.
"With it all, we are going to begin
serving consumers from the new plant
Sunday evening. The new plant will
start with a Bower business'of about
1.1,000 kilowatts and about (5,500 consumers on its; books."
Commissioner Ballard spent the
afternoon yesterday at the $2,000,000 plant at the foot of E. 53d-st
watching tests of equipment. All
, machinery was. tested at full voltage
and preliminary work will be in
progress today.
Tonight the division lighting station on the West Side will be closed,
as the Wj 41st-st substation is ready
for use.
Mayor Saker has not arranged to
be present at the opening of the new
plant tomorrow afternoon.
There
will be an official opening and public
inspection
Wednesday,
which
is
Cleveland day.
"I am very happy about it," said
the mayor. "It is the completion of
a great project."
Voters of Cleveland endorsed the
$2,000,000 bond issue at the municipal election in November, 1911. Delay in starting the plant resulted
from injunction suits and in order
to push the work the city was compelled to buy its own bonds through
the co-operation of the sinking fund
commission.
The new plant is connected with
the West Side substation and, as
fast as possible, the service connected with the South Brooklyn station
will be switched over.
In a few
months the South Brooklyn plant
will be closed.
A downtown sub-station located at
the high pressure pumping station on
Lakeside-av N. E. 'is nearing completion and city agents are making an
effort to, obtain central power contracts.
The cable from the Lakeside) station
extends southerly in >E. 12th-st to Huron-rd and reaches the sect!on in the
flats, by way of E. 9th-st. Two cables
have been extended in 'Lakeside-av
to W. 9th-st and to a tunnel beneath
the river at St. Clair-av N. E.
Cables will be extended in St.
Clair-av easterly and, in a north and
south street near E. 5oth-st to tap
other built up sections of the East1
End. )
Many manufacturing plants In the
East End have signed contracts with
like city and a number have notified
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MUNICIPAL
I LIGHTING
PLANT
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bor at its meeting Wednesday night
indorsed the plan of erecting a municipal ice plant.. A report on the
subject was prepared for city council
in the Baehr administration by A. B.
Lea; former director of public service.

[
LAUDS CLEVELAi
L
EALTHY
C!TY
imp TOE

Adds Another to Long List of
July Victims
"Elizfbeth Howochs/ G| 1135 E. 78thst; bit tin on hand ,fby |dog. Animal
owned By Elizabeth grlovfcchs."
This itport was &&& infthe records of
the health department j^sterday in a
pigeonhole
containing
nearly
sixty
other c^ses of pJrsonS Tiitten by dogs
since Ju|y 1.
t
Afi orainanc* introduced In council
reoently fey Councilman John F. Durkin
provides IhatjfUl dogs shall be muzzled
during tSe m>t months- but no action
may be ikkfen until af|jer council's Vacation, wnjch ends Aug. 24.
It was suggested yesterday that
stores and even private residences follow a practice in use in England. There
each morning- a pan of water is set out
on the sidewalk in front of the store.
The pans are furnished free by wholesale dealers and bear advertising on the
sides. When, dogs are able to get water
frequently, physicians say, their temper is more even.
=tfi=
CITY EMPLOYES CONSULTANT.
Chicago Man to Help in Erection of
New City Hospital.
Dr. Jbhn A. Hornst# of s Chicago was
employld by the cij^ yestirday as consultant jin the erection of "the new city
hospital group^WIfrwill bj.paid ?200 a
month. 1
M
\
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Mayor Baker Points Out Rea- Seeks Mandatory Injunction
to Compel Officials to
sons for Remarkable DeShow Light Records.
crease in Death Rate.
Urges People to Continue Declares fie Examined Last
May's Report, Says VenWar on Flie^and Conture is Losing.
tinue Clean-Up V)/ork.
Mandatory: injunction to compel'
city officials to allow free examination of the Records and cost sheets
of the municipal lighting plant was
sought in a Suit filed in common pleas
court yesterday by J. N. Patton, 1850
E. 70th-st as ar taxpayer..
Mr. Patton, who Is an expert accountant employed by a large New
Tork accounting firm, states in his
petition that he examined the records
of the municipal heating plant last
May and found the venture was losing
heavily.
June 10, the petition says, he attempted to examine the books of the
lighting plant.
Efforts were constantly made by the officials at the
plant to interfere with, interrupt and
ork he claims.

The clean-up campaign, the war on
flies, the work of the healt^ department ar|d a general acceptance by
the people of Cleveland of the teachings of preventive, medicine were
named as causes of Cleveland's remarkable health showing, in a statement issued yesterday
by Mayor
Newton D. Baker' pointing to the
mortality report for the first. six
months of the year.
The mayor's statement reads:
"I have just been handed the health report of the City of Cleveland for the first
six months of 1914. The showing is so extraordinary that I desire to call it to the
attention of the people of the city as a
proper subject of pride.
"During the first six months of 1914 the
total number * of deaths in the city was
4,318, as against 4,457 for the same period
last year, although of course our population
is larger year by year. This gives us a
death rate of 13.27 as against 13.71 for
last year and if the same record is maintained for the remaining six months of this
year we will have a death rate of less than
13. per thousand, which will be the_lowest
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AUTOMOBILE KILLS DEEK.
NEW YORK, July 17.—Struck by
an automobile, a deer was killed in
Broadway, near 254th-st, early today. The deer is presumed to have
escaped from the zoological gardens
in Bronx park and wandered
through "Van Courtlandt park to
Broadway.

Commissioner Ballard Savs
Illuminating Corporation
Tries to Intimidate.

LIGHTING PLANT
READY TO OPEN
Regulating:

AUTO LIGHT LAW ACTIVE
]Yew

Provisions ^pr
Rays in Effect.

The new ordinance which provides
for the shading of automobile headlights, so thjtt the rays\are not cast
more than jpree feet above the ground
at a dlstanfce of seventy-five feet from
the light,#went into effect, yesterday,
but no ajrests for violations will be
made until auto owners beco&e familiar
with the Jaw.
A ccordfag to Herbert Bucftman. .
sistant secretary of the Cleveland
Auto
mobile club, there are many'1' devices
which bring about the effect of concengating the rays. Contrary to popular
behef P-tmg^or ^tintmg -^upper
rays to be deflected toward the ground,
but WM cause them to concentrate upward.
It. is also unlawful to paint or tint
the deadlights with amber or any other
ooloj,.-.ja». the law specifies that there

acquired many years ago for water
works purposes. The Kirtland pump
mg station is located at the westerly,
end of the tract. A ten-acre parcel|
west of E. 49th-st has just been ac-i
quired for the new filtration plant.
|
stret^ch of city property
Makes Ready for Formal willThebeentire
given a park treatment and
future utility buildings will be made!
Opening of People's
a part of the group.
Councilman W. L. Wagner has pro-!
Power House.
posed that a municipal ice plant be
operated in connection with the light
power plant.
With the announcement that all and
The Cleveland Federation of
is ready for the launching of Cleveland's new $2,000,000 municipal light
plant tomorrow afternoon Lighting
Commissioner F. VT. Ballard yesterday coupled the charge tha,t agents
of the Illuminating Co. are using bulldozing tactics to prevent the city
from obtaining power contracts.
Commissioner Ballard said:
"Business men have come to me,
MUNICIPAL
after they had already signed contracts with the city, with a plea to
LIGHTINQ .
be released.
"The Illuminating company is
PLANT
threatening persons who have signed
contracts with the city. Some of the
signers: are afraid to acknowledge
their Contracts.
•With it all, we are going to begin
serving consumers from the new plant
Sunday evening. The new plant will
start with a power business'of about
] 1,000 kilowatts and about 0,500 consumers on its, books."
i
Commissioner Ballard spent the bor at its meeting Wednesday night
afternoon yesterday at the $2,000,- indorsed the plan of erecting a mu000 plant at the foot of E. i)3d-st nicipal ice plant.. A report on the
watching tests of equipment. All subject was prepared for city council
, machinery was tested at full voltage in the B'aehr administration by A. B.
and preliminary work will be in Lea) former director of public service.
progress today.
Tonight the division lighting station on the West Side will be closed,
as the W, 41st-st substation is ready
for use.
Mayor Saker has not arranged to
Seeks Mandatory Injunction
be present at the opening of the new
Mayor Baker Points Out Reaplant tomorrow afternoon. There
to Compel Officials to
will be an official opening and public Adds Another to Long List of
sons for Remarkable Deinspection Wednesday,
which
is
Show Light Records.
i July Victims,
Cleveland day.
crease in Death Rate.
"I am very happy about it," said
the mayor. "It is the completion of
"Elizfbeth Howochs,;' 0| 1135 E. 78tha great project."
Declares fie Examined Last
Voters of Cleveland endorsed the st; bitt|n on hand Ay | dog. Animal Urges People to Continue
$2,000,000 bond issue at the munic- owned By Elizabeth JHov&chs."
May's Report, Says Venipal election in November, 1911. DeThis report was filed ingthe records of
War on FlfeVand Conlay in starting the plant resulted the health departnj'ent yesterday in a
ture is Losing.
from injunction suits and in order pigeonhole containing nearly sixty
. tinue Clean-Up Work.
to push the work the city was com- other ewes of pjGonW^ittpn by dogs
pelled to buy its own bonds through
Mandatory i injunction to compel'!
the co-operation of the sinking fund since Jufc 1. g
The clean-up campaign, the war on
city officials to allow free examinaAn ordinance introduced in council
commission.
By Cqfincilman John F. Durkin flies, thej work of the health depart- tion of the records and cost sheets
The new plant is connected with recently
provides that-all dogs shall be muzzled
the West Side substation and, as during tl$e ifot months-' but no action ment aijd a general acceptance by of the municipal lighting plant was
fast as possible, the service connect- may be tplsen until affer council's Va- the people of Cleveland of the teach- sought in a suit filed in common pleas
ed with the South Brooklyn station cation, whjfch ends Aug. 24.
ings of preventive, medicine were
court yesterday- by J. N. Patton, 1850
It was suggested yesterday that
will be switched over. In a few i
months the South Brooklyn plant I .stores and even private residences fol- named as causes of Cleveland's re- E. 70th-st as 4 taxpayer.
low
a
practice
in
use
in
England.
There
markable
health
showing,
in
a
statewill be closed.
i each morning a pan of water is set out
Mr. Patton, who Is. an expert acA downtown sub-station located at: on the sidewalk in front of the store. ment issued yesterday by Mayor
the high pressure pumping station on \ The pans are furnished free by whole- Newton D. Baker pointing to the countant employed by a large. New
Lakeside-av N. E. 'is Hearing comple- | sale dealers and bear advertising on the mortality report for the first six York accounting firm, states in his
lion and city agents are making an sides. When, dogs are able to get water months of the year.
petition that he examined the records
effort to, obtain central power con- frequently, physicians say, their temThe mayor's statement reads:
of the municipal heating plant last
per is more even.
tracts.
"I have just been handed the health reThe cable from the Lakeside station
port of the City of Cleveland for the first May and found the venture was losing
CITY EMPLOYES CONSULTANT.
six months of 1914. The showing is so ex- heavily.
extends southerly in >E. 12th-st to Hutraordinary that I desire to call it to the
ron-rd and reaches the section in the
June 10, the petition says, he atattention of the people of the city as a
Chicago
Man
to
Help
in
Erection
o*
flats.by way of E. 9th-st. Two cables
proper subject of pride.
Neiv City Hospital.
have been extended in Lakeside-av
"During the first six months of 1914 the tempted to examine the books of the
total number * of deaths in the city was
to W. Oth-st and to a tunnel beneath
Efforts were conDr. Jbhn A. Hornsb^' of= Chicago was 4,318, as against 4,457 for the same period lighting plant.
the river at St. Clair-stv N. E.
stantly made by the officials at the
last
year,
although
of
course
our
population
employld
by
the
cit^ye'stfrday
as
conCables will be extended in St.
is larger year by year. This gives us a
Clair-av easterly and, in a.north and sultant 5in the erection-, of'the new city death rate of 13.27 as against 13.71 for plant to interfere with, interrupt and
his work he claims.
south street near E. 5oth-st to tap hospitalgroup^5lePwill bg.paid $200 a last year and if the same record is main- delay
He says that from time to time
tained for the remaining six months of this
other built up sections of the East month, i
jfT
year we will have a death rate of less than certain cost sheets known as job
End.
of contrgLauihorized, t,h,e 1 13 per thousand^ which will be jthe lowest orders," which show the costs of
Many manufacturing plants in the
ideath rate ot any city in America even re- maintenance and operation of the
East End have signed contracts with 11113213 jjuaqs 9iri Smujoui siqx
plant were taken from him on various
the city and a number have notified
I
-IUA0UI8J JO J9AUXI OtO jmotely approaching us in size.
like this are not very spectacu- pretexts and that these "job orders
Mr. Ballard they will sign as soon as s-eq 9H "Jap-io SJO^SOJ o} 9}T3}s eq} ' lar"Figures
as. we cannot walls along the street and | were refused to him entirely June M
the new plant is running.
pick out the man or woman or child who Is ,
The lighting plant is located at the go.ioj '.■Cjn.p Jiairi 3uiuuojaad }ou -■Cq I living under a lower death rate but would on the ground that they were private
easterly end of the lake front city 'Htjqs SJ90UJO 30T33d p9}09T9 }T3iri pu9}t have been dead under a higher one. But records of Supt. F. W. Ballard of the
as we press the death rate down we prolong i light plant.
.
Jract between E. 40th-st and E. HSd-st -Ut }OU S90p 9l[ SJJ3SS-B XOO "AOJ)
the life of the people of the city. GovernThe petition states the city is ex•uorjuiisuouisp ment can have no higher object nor attai — pending large sums, derived from
ACQUITS PATROLMAN.
,- bonds,
payments for heat and light
9tri do}s 0} Sut^tfuian-e JO-totti air} ^rio
to
any greater usefulness than In the pro- and
C°"uafrom
> >";**"'°"J~
}_ conducting
conducting the
I Director Benesch
longing
taxesin
uw
Drops Charges -tniAv s-mo} JI9U.I uo upj-eui pui3 'sqnp
-jing of life and the prevention of disease,
e
}
f
heating
and lighting plant.
Made by Prisoner.
death rate is not
uj.£xrBO uaui •JSmpnnq A}io aqi jo jof "Cleveland's
chance. It hag been steadily rpwe. l„,j Clares the cost ,sheets_and
I the *r^!lhy deVrtme^Uandl'tby wise ac"|1 the enterprise arVWbTie^ecords an
Iceptance by the people of the city of the! that refusal to allow him to look at
I teachings of preventive medicine. Our clean-1 tncm ls an unlawful interference with
II up
done
a great
help« his property
rio-ht'*
t
thiscampaign
movementhasand
1 trust
thatdeal
the topeople!
li„nts as
as aa taxnaver
taxpayer.
I generally will continue the war on flies, the
He asks that the court grant a
Icleaning up of yards and waste places, and I temporary order restraining the ofne^a/f~ SS tfcee was
fe Wm?!,? Se "a^rS^Siu flclals from refusing to allow him to
PatrolX^conducT'w^^
ftf4 «S I
Wa
Is™that next year we may do even better examine the books. The prayer also
! circumstances
?' ^stifled by
|than our astonishing record of this year." J js made that the order be made peri manent on final hearing.
Mayor Newton D. Baker, Director
[ of Finance Thomas Coughlin, C. W.
| Stage, director of public utilities, and
, F. W. Ballard, commissioner of lighting are the defendants in the suit.
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MUNY POWER TO
AVE BIG SUMS
OR FACTORIES
One Cust<fii|er Alone Will
Pr/fit fclei by Using
C$y|"Juice."HOMES, TOO
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Can Serve 50,000.
The new plant, located on the
lake front between B. 49th and
E. 53d streets, is equipped to serve
5 0,000 customers.
The public is invited to Inspect
the plant Wednesday, Cleveland
clay.
As Light Commissioner Ballard
Saturday was directing the final
touches he said he was certain he
would be able to show the courts
'that .T. N. Patton, an expert, who
late Friday brought a suit to force
Ballard to show him memoranda
dealing with the cost and progress
of installing service, is making an
unwarranted demand.
"Every nublic record is open to
Patton," said Ballard. "The figures
he wants are for my own guidance."

PLAN CLEVELAND DAY MUNY BAND CONCERTS
Here is the schedule of muny
FETt ATjEDGEWATER band
concerts in city parks this
Cleveland will celebrate its 118th
anniversary Wednesday with a program of sports at Edgewater park.
There will be motorboat races,
baseball games and band concerts
afternoon and evening.
Robert Carran, Cleveland's oldest
citizen, will raise the Cleveland flag
in Public square.
Opening of Bulkfey-blvd, inspection of the new filtration and muny
light plants, open house at Warrensville farm, and opening of new
bear dens at Brookside par's will be
other features.

DU PONT QUITS WHEN
LIGHT PLANT OPENS

pped vto Serve
ill be Tested
Sunday.
2,000,000 light and
is finished. Final
are t|> j|e made Sunday, and
be supplied Monday
onsunier to get light
and
from the new plant
will
Lake Shore Saw Mill
Co., E. 40th-st, of
LI
whitf
Krause, a muny light
boos _
anager.
*Kribse as out of town Saturday, ftiit
's going to be on the
job early
onday, and none will
shout |oucfer than he when the
muny liovpr flashes through the
motors!
WeafthJ manufacturers, whose
factories * .e both sides of Hamilton an$l .akeside avenues, will
closely i ich the results obtained
by munj
iwer in the Lake Shore
mill.
'Wait* til! we get going and
you'll be convinced," Krause has
told his-skeptical friends at the
manufacturers' club.
•Ex|eijt Big Scramble.
If murjy service shows a reduction in cfst'jas great as is expected, Kraule predicts there'll be a
big scramble for power in a few
weeks.
According to calculations,
Krause's bills to the city will average 34 per- cent lower than those
he paid to the Cleveland Illuminating Co. under its schedule o£ rates
in effect early this year.
In a typical month the first of the
year the Lake Shore mill paid the
Illuminating company 1546.75. The
rate was 2.2 cents per kilowatt
hour.
About May 15, with muny competition growing more and more
threatening, the Illuminating company lowered its power rates to
2.02 cents per kilowatt hour. This
would have made Krause's bill total
up to $499.70.
See Big Saving.
But the city is going to go the
- private corporation one better
and beginning Monday Krause
will get his power for 1.45 cents
per kilowatt hour. His bill' for
the typical month to the city under this rate would be $350.53.
Muny competition, it is figured,
will mean a saving of $2361 to
Krause in the course of a year.
Power will be furnished Monday to 83 other manufacturers,
and light to 6417 homes and.business houses.
Nobody will pay
more than 3 cents per kilowatt
hour.
This rate, which will apply to
householders, is expected to be a
real boon to families who are now
denied the use of electric light
because they cannot afford the Illuminating Co.'s high rate, averaging 7.5 cents. '

Councilman James McGinty is
sponsor for another popular band
concert Sunday. It will be in
Clinton park, E. 17th-st and Lakeside-av.
"Attendance at the haymarket
concert last Sunday is proof that
the people want lively airs," McGinty said
Saturday.
"The
Clinton park program, now being
prepared, will be just what is
wanted."
Other programs will be:
EDGEWATER.
James D. Johnston, director.
March, "National Emblem"
-■ . Bagley
.Herold
Overture. "Zampa"
•
"Valse Danseuse"
Miles
"Venetian Suite"
Nevm
"Pas des Fleurs"
Dellbes
Selection, "Aida"
Verdt
(a) "Serenade"
.Moszkowski.
(b) "Flor de Brazil"
DeCastro
"La Czarine"
Ganne
"The Jolly Musician"
Muscat
"Star Spangled Banner."
GORDON.
Frank Hruby, Director.
March. "Co-Ed"
Zamecnik
^Overture. "Ruy Bias"
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy
Waltz, "Spring and Love"
F. von Blen
"Musical Scenes from Spain"
Langey
Miserere, "II Trovatore".
Verdi
"Alpine Echoes"
Koschat
Selection, "Mikado"
Sullivan
"Camp Meeting Band"
Gilbert
"Don't Go Away"
Felber
"A Trip to Coney Island"
Tobany
"Star Spangled Banner."
WASHINGTON.
Herman Blringer, Director.
March. "Banner of the World"
Barnes
Overture, "Oberon"
Weber
"The Broadway Review"
B. Lampe
"Capricho Moraina"
G. Espinosa
Selection, "Traviata"
Verdi
"Prologue and Intermezzo"
Pagliacci
Grand National Fantasia (on Scotch,
Irish and English airs).
Celebrated Organ Offertoire
Batiste
"Star Spangled Banner."

week:
Tuesday afternoon,
Garfield;
Tuesday
evening, Washington;
Wednesday afternoon and evening,
Edgewatet;' Thursday afternoon,
Rockefeller;
Thursday evening,
Wade; Friday .''afternoon, Lincoln;
Friday evening, Brookside; Saturday afternoon' and evening, Gordon.

ThgTrvv $2,000,000 muny light
and powe\ plant was running
without a lifUch Monday.
With the\ig plant no^Auder
steam and che«,p muny a«wer and
light a reality, "tyany pf& filing applications for servi^
One hundred^ new contracts
were signed by Liiht Commission. i- Ballard ^rfondajy. Five hundred applications a^e waiting.
A. B. du Pont, lijjit expert, retained by the city since the light
plant was started, resigned, Monday.
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W0RKS RECEIPTS ARE
IN EXCESS0F BILLS
The Warrensville workhouse
was self-supporting during the
first six months of 1914. Workhouse officials reported to Welfare Director Cooley Tuesday that
the receipts for products and
manufactures to July 1 were
$49,200, about one-half the annual cost of maintenance.
"Ultimately we must work out
plans that will give the workhouse
a
substantial earning
capacity over actual expenses,"
said Director Cooley. 'The surplus should go -to the families of
the inmates."
' V_

WANTS BUSINESS MEN
TO BUYjyijJNY LIGHT
"With the big muny light plant
in running order," F. W. Ballard,
heat apd light commissioner, said
Tuesday, "we are down to the
actual fight for business.
"I'd like to have business men
lay aside prejudice and look at this
in a business way. We give firstclass service and our, rates are
materially lower than the rates of
our competitor."
Ballard issued a public invitation
for manufacturers to visit the city
lighting department and discuss
rates with him.

BAKER AND CITIZENS
CLASH OVER PAVING
Mayor Baker and the committee
of 15 representatives of civic organizations clashed Monday night
on Cleveland street paving meth°dThaeadcommiUeSe report recom-

SJ.W5 St £i *
CO

Mayor Baker P«"X°Sn^
surd the report that the Concon
does not keep space between
tracks in repair

ors

ICELAND

PLAIN

DEALER I SUNDAY, JULY

I DIMAND EXTENSION
I. .nn-rd Residents to
F"""^
to Mayor Baker.

Appeal

.idonts in the vicinity of Kins*ffs E and E. 79th-st wilU ask
"ir Newton D. Bakor' to order the
Son of the E. 79th-st line from
Sind-av S. E. to Kinsman-rd this
Street Railway
Commissioner
.Witt has announced that it will
be started before spring of the
slfne- vear.
,
''
nit? E 30th-st crosstown work is
started first because it happens
Peter Witt's pet." said CouhcjI\\r h. Wagner yesterday.
. maiies a good deal of difference
■Kir he's for or against a thins.
Kits in the vicinity of E. 79th-st
T Kinsman-rd are going to call on
mayor and ask him to have the
extended before fall."
J

IADYTOIEGIN^SERVICE
Inlclpnl Mffliting- Plant Will
Start Operations Today.
m $2,000,000 municipal light plant
Jje foot of E. 53d-st will be in
|ice this afternoon. Mayor Baker,
Lie Utilities Director C. W. Stajre
i Lighting Commissioner F. W.
inspected the plant yesterday

19, * 1914

SCHEDULE EVENTS
OF CLEVELAND DAY

WOULD COfM LED!
City/Officials IweejL Discuss
'Coming Legislation.

Officials Prepare Program for\ Announces Resignation From
118th Anniversary of
County Executive ComCity's Founding.
mittee at Meeting.
1

!

j

/

Athletics and Inspection of Tells Associates He Would
. New Municipal ActiviGive All His Time to
ties on List.
Work of City.
Edgewater park will be the scene
of. most of the events of the Cleveland
day celebration to take place Wednesday. The program for the celebration of the 118th anniversary of the
founding of the city was completed
yesterday by the special committee
named by the city counciVsome weeks
ago.
In connection with the public inspection of the new city hall building
arrangements are being made for the
distribution of free souvenir cards
showing the building in its present j
stage, Visitors will receive the souvenirs and will be allowed to inspect
the entire ground floor of the building. The E. 6th-st entrance will be

Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday afternoon resigned &s chairman

and m<
|'fber of the Cuyahoga county
Democratic executive committee.'
In a letter to the committee,-presented a: a meeting in his office, Mr.
Whe°city is now obtaining power
Baker sj id he was resigning because
Einess in the heart of the retail
of a feeling that 'his time should be
C-tion It was announced yesterday
It a contract had been signed with
given mete exclusively to the adminT owner of a new downtown movistrative)|)roblems of the city.
■r nicture theater. Owners of a
He togk the unexpected step on
iage l>ave a)s0 signed a contract
the anniversary of the birch of Tom
L. Johnson, whom Mr. B^ker sucIhe Division lighting station was
feed down last night. The South
ceeded as: leader of the Cuyahoga
Eqjjiyn station will be closed in a
county Democracy. He Became chairl months.
man of ttt« executive commfttee just,
prior to Mr. Johnson's death.
In his letter of resignation, the
City officials stated yesterday that mayor spoke
of the
Democracy
\ the superstructure would be com- preached by Tom Johnson and added
pleted during the latter part of Sep- that his own interest W the "high
tember. Bids on the interior contracts ideals and purposes of Th#,,.Demowill be received.
cratic , organization" would' always
Special features of the Edgewater be the samft Ss~ it has been in the
park program will be the old fash- past.
Mr. Bakerjfe announcement was a
ioned dances in the Edgewater dance
'eat shock tn
to the momii^c
member's ^-c
of +T^
the
hall, illuminated motorboat races in great
the evening and motorboat races in executive committee, who;'had not
the afternoon. Here is- the complete known of their leader's determinaprogram:
j >
*
tion. None of them wanted him to
Immediate needs ojf the pre departEdgre water Park,
resign.
The? declared Afterward
Jjaent in the way of new fire stations
BATHING-10 a. m. to 12 m.' free bath- that Mr. Bal|er would continue to
and additional equipment will be dising for playground children
• be the
Dem|cratic
leader.
Their
BASEBA£i-No. 1. grounds. 9:80 a. n» — feeling was expressed by W.
cussed fit a meeting of the citizens'
B.
Benesch's Safersvs. Sidlo's Servers; lDm
Kvi'sow board of the lire division
Gongwer,
clerl
of
the
boarS
of
elec—Firemen JB. Policemen; 8:30 p. ra —ToN
in the office of .Pubilc Safety Director
ling's Strollers vs. Street Cleaners. Prizes tions.
A. A. Benesch ./Saturday.
Director |i
"Since befori Tom Johnson's death,
awaraea
"' "' theB0 *ames wl" ™
Benesch is also, considering features
Newton D. Baker has been the leadm apeport tpfbe subhiitted to the
er of the Democracy of Cuyahoga
s
council at the close of the year showcounty," said ftlr. Gongwer. ' "He is
ing fie police1 department needs,
now and alwa#s will be. Prom him
under;
boys'
73-yard.
dash
12
yla"™
*£d
tri* public Safety direfctor will recunder; girls' 60-yartf dash! 12 years and the Democratic party will continue
ommend to tne council that funds be
under; boys' 100-yard dash* 16 yetS = £2 to receive its inspiration."
under; girls' 75-yard dash, 16 ?e£™ S
provided for the establishment of a
Nevertheless,)?: Mr. Baker's stateunder. Three legged race ' Younlwome^'s ment of his reason for resigning from
resefve police force fojj, special night
race.
Shoe
race.
Married
womejs
^ace
ijti Thefe would b| two men in
the committee was considered an in3
c nt st
w^.^Z
S dash,
1 \. Watermelon
eacrj. station awaiting emergency
Men's
100-yard
open to all contest'
FW
dication that * he intends to retire
second and third, prizes will be''given ln
in from active party leadership.. Memcall? and5 each, station would be
each of the above events •
equipped irltti an automobile for this
bers
of the committee declared the
MOTORBOAT RACES-3:SO p. m _flve
ierylce.
classes, under auspices of Cleveland tSZ, mayor would Ispeak for Democracy
"When calls are received at night
club,and Cleveland Power Boat club
' and take the .stump in campaigns
A 0E
there is nearly always} necessity for
V^tCES A!P TtLTING CON- just as before, .but that the engrossTBS T^
quick action," said thej director. "At
ing duties of committee chairman
the present time we ha'ye to wait till
ILLUMINATED MOTORBOAT PARADE would be removed from his shoulders.
the men call up.
Trien they are
-8:80 p Prizes will D6 awarde^ to toV winThere."-was n^' discussion yesterday
n
ners in these events.senf out to the place frahi which the
regarding who J would be the new
BAND CONCERT—Afternoon and evening
ovemn8r
call has come. We should have a
committee
chairman.
The cbmmitIn Edgewater bath house pavilion
reserve force "
DANCING—Afternoon and evening. Spe- teemen talked iuietly and gravely of
Fire Chief George A. Wallace favcial musical program for old-flshioned
the mayor's action, after the meetIasmonM
dances at Edgewater dance hall
ors the establishment of a. new Are
ing was over, but no one was menSpecial Features for Celebration
Uition on Carnegie-av S. E.. near E.
tioned
as a possible successor.* j
Opening of Bulkley boulevard from W
Btlst, and the erection of a new,
Baker declined to comment on
||tation in the lower flats has also
tothwst45thS. 29th'st and from wrStaSi hisMr.future
policy as regards candi■311 proposed. Director Benesch will,
Public inspection of filtration plant site
(view from Bulkley boulevard )
' dacy for re-election as mayor. There
ipose that more fire wardens be
was
no
indication
of whether in re^Opening of new bear dens at Brookside
ipointed and that each be given
signing from
the
committee Mr.
arge of a district.
A chief fire
Raising of flag and public inspection at Baker was thinking of the next munew city hall, Lakeslde-av N BpeocIon " nicipal election.
rden will then be named and the
jtlre fire prevention bureau will be'
pifnt! E. raTs?1011 DeW muni0'Wl light
This was the letter of resignation
ider his direction.
„.!?I>eni3liou.se„at' Cooiey farms at Warrens- received by the committee:
ville, Boys' Home at Hudson, Are houses
nouses
I hereby resign as chairman of the execuand all city institutions
"
tive committee and also my membership on
Special guides will be provided to show the committee. This resignation is to take
visitors through the Institutions.
effect Aug. 1, or at such earlier time as
you have selected my successor.
The generous and loyal support I have hai.
from the committee and the organization
will always be a subject of grateful recollection, and in the future I beg you and
your successors to believe that I' am at
your service in any way I can be used to
further the great objects which for the last
dozen years have been the inspiration of our
efforts. From the days when Mr. Johnson
preached a new anu real democracy in
Cleveland our organization has been the
advance guard of a movement for a larger
measure of popular government and a luster
recognition of the rights of the people.
The things already accomplished are not
mere political victories, but substantial contributions to the pubilc good. The things
that remain to be done are equally worthy
of our effort and enthusiasm.
My resignation is due to a feeling that my
time ought to be more exclusively given to
the administrative problems of the city but
my interest in the high ideals and purposes
of the Democratic organization of Cuvahoga
county will always be the same as "it has
been in the past, and I realize that the real
liberation of this city must come through
political aotivity reaching farther than the
mere limits of the city itself. For
these
.reasons I shall be. very happy to a*""—*■ n.nrt Kerm* the cause you have -i"

Director Benesch to Meet
With Citizens Advisory Board

Kr ; ££?.&£?££■$ SS £

Legislation to
act|d on at the
specfe.1 session
the Isfcislature tomorfcw was d cussed |t a meeting
of iftembers oi
tSuiahogra deleL8fy"aft
gation yesteriUfy"
afterfbon in the
offlci of Mayjor Newton K>. Baker.
City officials are hopeful that the
plaif of cutting the stateftax levy to
be aaken up by the legfelature will
enable Cleveland and oth»r cities to
obtain
more funds formtheir own
neeSs. City Finance Director Thomas'
Coufighlin said yesterday
at if no
further amendments to exL ing legislation are adopted the budg
commission can- add the amount deducted
from the state levy to the
vies for
city and school purposes.
State Representative Don IP. Mills
declared' at yesterday's meeting in
the mayor's office that he v%s not
prepared to state whether or %ot he
was in favor of the plan of reducing
the state tax levy for the support of
common schools. Mr. Mills also declared that he was not in favor of
putting an emergency clause in the
till to relieve the cities of the 1915
assessment on the pay rolls for protection under the workmen's
compensation act. The bill will not become effective for ninety days unless
it is passed as an emergency measure. Cleveland will' be saved $72,000
in 1915 if the bill is passed by the
legislature at tomorrow's session.
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GOX LEGISLATIVE I BAKER GIVES OVER
P
OF
AT BAKER CAUCUS
Cuyahoga County Delegpon Expresses Antagonism fojfSome
Measures Proposec 'for
Special Sessior!
Oppos; :ion to Governor Cox's legislative l rogram for the s >ecial session of t le General Assem ly tomorrow de-vj sloped at a meet: lg of the
Cuyahoi a county legislati e delegation in Vlayor Baker's offlle yesterday.
Repr sentatlve Don P. Ilills: and
Stepher M. Young served lotice on
Baker t l'at they would ref u* to vote
for the aill exempting municipalities
from an assessment for work$igmen's
emercompenlation next year,
Mills,
gency clause were-*'
lower
CuyahogL. county leader in t:
not
House, also declared that he
preparedito say that he wvoulc sup-,
Ichool
port the| proposed cut
taxes.
"I navel heard a great man:
jections ftom educators throu
the state,"Ipaid. Mills. The oth
which . Coxl proposes to have
duced at the special session cuts
good roads le^y from five-tenths
a mill to tltee-tenths. It does
require an I- emergency clause
exempt, it fr*n a referendum.
All member!* of the delegation with
the exception of State
Senator
Zmunt, candidate for Congress in the
Twentieth district, and Representatives Terrell and Sweeney attended the caucus.
. "I just dropped in to see what message the Governor had for us," said
Representative Joseph Lustig, who is
out to break the Baker slate of legislative candidates. "I had not intended to attend."
r
State. Senator Friebolin explained
Cox s program. Even if the tax levy
is cut Cleveland taxpayers may not
derive any benefit.
The decrease
would permit the city levy to be
boosted by the budget commission,
composed of Mayor Baler, County
Auditor Zangerle and Director of
Law Stockwell, and still remain
within the Smith 1 per cent limitation. Baker would not say yesterday whether the commission would
make any effort to increase the city's
levy.
.

Quits Executive Committee Seat
arid Resigns Membership,
living Office Business
as His Reason,
ACTION CAUSES SENSATION
IN CIRCLES OF THE PARTY
Split With Colleagues on Charter
Questions Believed Cause;
Mum on Re-Election,

Letter Accompanies Action.
Ward organizations throughout
the city have gone on record as favoring both amendments. A majority of the seventeen members
making up the executive committee
are known to be supporters of the
amendments. Several of Baker's recent appointments have been unsatisfactory to party leaders.
In a letter addressed to the executive committee, Baker said:

WANTS 'BAKER'
IMMORTALIZED
Councilman Kalina Suggests Park Be Named
After City's Executive.
,

.

"The generous and loyal support I have
Newton D- Baker is in grave danhad from the committee and the organization
viv always be a subject jf fsratbf«il rex-oi- ger of having a park named after
lection, and in the future ! beg yo i find him. Councilman Kalina, chairman of
your successors to believe that I am at
._ in any way I can be used to the ^committee on lighting, yesterday
your service
further the great objects which for the last ! proposed naming the grounds surdozen years have been the inspiration of our
rounding'the Kirtland pumping staefforts.
"From the days when Mr. Johnson preached
a new and real democracy in Cleveland our tion and the municipal electric lightorganization has been the advance guard ing fl?anl after the fai.yor.
of a'movement for a larger measure of popOthers^ wanted to vicia.ll it Johnson
ular government and a juster recognition of
the rights of the people. The things already Park ani unless Councilman Kalina's
accomplished are not mere political victories, «legislation is approvedwy the counbut substantial contributions to the public
good. The things that remain to be done >1 cil, soiheone will be sujjfeesting that
are equally worthy of our effort and enthu- the proposed.'impark be mlled Pete
siasm:
. ,
i ..■
"My resignation is due to a feeling that Witt Park, ifyl> McDonough-Gongwer
my time ought to be more exclusively given Park, or something equally inspiring;
to the administrative problems of the city,
Kalina thinks the mayor's efforts
but my Interest in the high ideals and purposes of the Democratic organization of Cuya- for the lighting plant entitle him to
hoga county will always be the same as it be thus immortalized. The plant will
has been in the past, and I realize that the
real liberation of this city must come through be opened formally next Wednesday.
political activity reaching farther than the
mere limits of the city Itself. For these
SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING—
reasons I shall be very happy to advocate
and serve the cause you have in hand in A special meeting of the city council
every way I can."
be held

Monday, July
No date was set for the meeting of Will probably
the committee to pick Baker's suc- 27 for the'purpose of passing upon
sewer
and
pavW
ordinances
in orcessor. W. J. Murphy, former secretary to the mayor, now postmaster, der that the work may be Included
resigned as treasurer and member in next year's program.
of the committee early in May.

Mayor Baker yesterday resigned as
chairman of the Democratic executive committee and as a member of
the controlling body of the party organization.
SMOKE NUISANCE ABATED
A desire to devote more time to
IN CITY, SAYS INSPECTOR
administrative problems of the citywas the reason given by Baker for
Locomotive smoke has been greathis action, which was the big senly reduced during the past year as
sation of the . day in Democratic
this' result of the co-opWation of railpolitical circles. Differences of opinroads with the" city snioke inspection
ion between the mayor and other
division, City Smoke Inspector Robmembers of the committee over proerts says in a report fiW with Diposed amendments to the city charter
rector of Public Safety Betaesch, yesare believed to be back of the resterday.
'-. \
ignation.
■'During t|ie first half of ffce year,
",109 observations of loeofnotives
Meeting Held Secret.
were made, Roberts says. Only two
Faker announced his resignation at
a special meeting of the committee \violatioti8i of the ordinance prohibiting thf emission of dense smoke for
in the mayor's office.
Extreme
a longer period than one minute were
secrecy marked the calling of the
discovered. .
meeting. It was not until after members had been assembled that the
mayor's intentions became known.
Earlier in the day he had held conferences with members of his cabinet and was clrseted with Street
Railway Commissioner Witt for more
than an hour.
ent to
"Turribul" A
Baker's ■ resignation becomes efraph"Mt. Clemen,
fective August 1, or earlier than that
time if the committee picks a sucically
cessor. Director of Finance Coughlin, a member of the committee, was
mentioned yesterday as the probable
The| wounding/of thfe good ship
successor to the mayor as chairman City ]of Mt'. Cle/iens, oWed by the
of the committee. . Charles Lapp,
United States marshal, who is vice city if Cleveland, \is graphically dechairman, will act as head of the scrib d in a p/titioJi fifed In federal
askAgj$l,350.38 damparty organiaztion until the next courtf yesterd;
GreatALakes Towing
ages from t
meeting.
Following his re-election last fall, ComrJany an< the PioAiW Steamship
Baker indicated that he might retire Com] any.
LIVELY DOIT iSFOR
A tight, Atanch and ^trong vesas the active head of the party orCITY'i ANNIVERSARY ganization. He declined yesterday sel, well /manned, tacMfed, apparto state whether he would be a can- elled and/ appointed" w^s the Mt.
Lively doinls h ve been arranged didate to succeed himself at the mu- Clem sns/ according to the petition,
fir the 118&1 art liversary of the nicipal elections a year from Novem- befoigyshe was "struck amidships
flunding of/ Clev |land to be cele- 1 er. Baker has not yet publicly i....n- and badly crushed" by a Pioneer
The main ex- rnitted himself on the
proposed Company steamer being towed down
liated We<mesda
ater 'Park,
.
ef-cisos willf be atfEdgewater
amendments to the city charter, but the river by two tugs last July.
rograr
She was "laid up" with her inju;■• expected to issue a public statejlncluded fin the fay's program
ries for three days, the petition reliest in a few days.
Jiening of Bulkle boulevard; pub
cites, and the city wants $50 a day
lie inspection of fie filtration plant
May Ttun As Independent.
for the loss of the vessel during that
site; opening of Jew bear dens at
"it
is
a
year
and
a
half
until
:,lecraising of flag
Srookside Park. z<
'ion time," said Baker, when asked time.
of
tne
new
lion of
the
slid public inspection
if he would be a candidate. "We
<3tv hall; public Inspection of new
tay. all be dead by that time." If
Junlcipal Hghtingi plant and open
p becomes a candidate to succeed
hluse at the Warrensville city farm
boys' farm at Hudson, Are houses
and all city institutions. There also
will be free bathing ■ at Edgewater
atrj
and Gordon parks for playground
children from 10 a. m. until noon.

TEARFUL TALE
OF SHIP CB$ASH

omw
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inmliri BuHiVEs OVER
OF
Cuyahoga County Delegifion Expresses Antagonism fofpome
Measures Proposer, por
>pecial Session:
Opposition to Governor Cox's legislative drogram for the s lecial seasion of tlie General Assemfly tomorrow de%fcloped at a meeting of the
Cuyahoia county legislative delegation in fklayor Baker's om|e yesterday.
Repr sentatlve Don P. Mills: and
Stepher M. Young served lotice on
i Baker t lat they -would refuse to vote
for the Dill exempting muniiipalities
i from an issessment for workfcgmen's
eompenlatioh next year, if a* emergency clause wsre-«tta»i*ed4| Mills,
Cuyaho*».«ounty leader in th* lower
House, also declared that he *as not
preparedlto say that he woum support the| proposed cut in Ichool
taxes.
"I have! heard a great man* objections ffc"1 educators throughout
the state,"faaid Mills. The othraSbill
which . Cox.| proposes to have Infroduced at th| special session cuts fe
good roads le^y from five-tenths %f
a mill to tltree-tenths. It does rift
require an \ emergency clause to
exempt, it fr&n a referendum.
All memberfc of the delegation with
the except!* of State
Senator
Zmunt, candidate for Congress in the
Twentieth d|strict, and. Representatives Terrell and Sweeney attended the caucus.
"I just dropped in to see what message the Governor had for us," said
Representative Joseph Lustig, who is
out to break the Baker slate of legislative candidates. "I had not intended to attend."
State, Senator Friebolin explained
Cox s program. Even if the tax levy
is cut Cleveland taxpayers may not
derive any benefit.
The decrease
would permit the city levy to be
boosted by the budget commission,
composed of Mayor Baker, County
j Auditor Zangerle and Director of
(Law Stockwell, and still remain
within the Smith 1 per cent limitation. Baker would not say yesterday whether the con.mission would
make any effort to increase the city's
levy.
_^___=

Quits Executive Committee Seat
afyi Resigns Membership,
giving Office Business
as His Reason.
ACTION CAUSES SENSATION
IN CIRCLES OF THE RARTY

Split With Colleagues on Charter
Questions Believed Cause;
Mum on Re-Election.

Letter Accompanies Action.
Ward organizations throughout
the city have gone on record as favoring both amendments. A majority of the seventeen members
making up the executive committee
are known to be supporters of the
amendments. Several of Baker's recent appointments have been unsatisfactory to party leaders.
In a letter addressed to the executive committee, Baker said:
"The generous and loyal support I have
hart from the committee and the organization
v-i; always be a subject jf fcrstfcful recollection, and In the future ! beg yo i and
your successors to believe that I am at
your service in any way I can be used to
further the great objects which for the last
dozen years have been the inspiration of our
efforts.
, .
"From the days when Mr. Johnson preached
a new and real democracy In Cleveland our
organization has been the advance guard
of a'movement for a larger measure of popular government and a juster recognition of
the rights of the people. The things already
accomplished are not mere political victories,
but substantial contributions to the public
good. The things that remain to be done
are equally worthy of our effort and enthusiasm:
* ,.
i.
"My resignation is due to a feeling
that.
my time ought to be more exclusively given
to the administrative problems of the city,
but my interest in the high Ideals and purnoses of the Democratic organization of Cuyahoga county will always be the same as it
has been in the past, and I realize that the
real liberation of this city must come through
political activity reaching farther than the
mere limits of the city itself. For these
reaBons I shall be very happy to advocate
and serve the cause you have in hand in
every way I can."
No date was set for the meeting of
the committee to pick Baker's successor. W. J. Murphy, former secretary to the mayor, now postmaster,
resigned as treasurer and member
of the committee early in May.

WANTS 'BAKER'
IMMORTALIZED
Councilman Kalina Suggests Park Be Named
After City's Executive.

Mayor Baker yesterday resigned as
chairman of the Democratic executive committee and as a member of
the controlling body of the party orSMOKE NUISANCE ABATED
ganization.
A desire to devote more time to
IN CITY, SAYS INSPECTOR
administrative problems of the city
was the reason given by Baker for
Locomotive smoke !<has been greathis action, which was the big senly', induced during the past year as
sation of the. day in Democratic
the' result of the co-operation of railpolitical circles. Differences of opinroads with the" city smoke inspection
ion between the mayor and other
division, City Smoke Inspector Robmembers of the committee over proerts says in a report flBed with Diposed amendments to the city charter
rector of Public Safety Bdnesch, yesare believed to be back of the resterday.
N \
■'During Wie first half of t^e year,
ignation.
2,109 observations of locomotives
Meeting Held Secret.
were made, Roberts says. Only two
Faker announced his resignation at
\yioiatio«jS.. of the ordinance prohibita special meeting of the committee<
ing, the Emission of dense smoke for
in the mayor's office. . Extreme
a longer period than one minute were
secrecy marked the calling of the
discovered.
meeting. It was not until after members had been assembled that the
mayor's intentions became known.
Earlier in the day he had held conferences with members of his cabinet and was clcseted with Street
Railway Commissioner Witt for more
than an hour.
Baker's resignation becomes efiraphfective August 1, or earlier than that
time if the committee picks a successor. Director of Finance Coughlin, a member of the committee, was
mentioned yesterday as the probable
TheJ wounding/of tht good ship
successor to t;he mayor as chairman City jpf Mt'. CleAtens, clvned by the
of the committee. . Charles Lapp,
United States marshal, who is vice city if Cleveland, \is graphically dechairman, will act as head of the scrib id in a pltitlok fifed In federal
party organiaz.tion until the next court! yesterdapr aski\g]$l, 350.38 damages from the GreatA&akes Towing
meeting.
Following his re-election last fall, Com] any an£ the Pio^aer Steamship
Baker indicated that, he might retire Com] any
LIVELY DOII JSFOR
'A tight, Stanch and ^Jstrong vesas the active head of the party orANNIVERSARY
ganization.
He declined yesterday sel, well Jfaianned, tacMied, apparCITY'i
to state whether he would be a can- . elled and/ appointed" w^s the Mt
Lively doinis h|ve been arranged didate to succeed himself at the mu- j Clemfens/according to the petition,
-tl i elections
ll
J -; .-._ ~ a
« year
,..-,.1 v. ■from
e-r>r*.m M/Mrom
nicipal
Novem _ befo|gyshe was "struck amidships
fir the UStTn anfaivejsary of the -la
fLnding of/cievto to be cele- 1 er. Baker has not yet publicly c_.n- and badly crushed" by a Pioneer
iLted We^nesdaJ;. The main ex- rnitted himself on the
proposed Company steamer being towed down
Jcisos wilf be atlEdgewater Park. amendments to the city charter, but the river by two tugs last July.
She was "laid up" with her inju.included in the fay's program are ic expected to issue a public stateries for three days, the petition rening of Bulkleg boulevard; pub- •n ent in a few days.
cites, and the city wants $50 a day
•1 inspection of t|e filtration plan
May "Run As Independent.
for the loss of the vessel during that
site; opening of few bear dens at
"It is a year and a half until ,lec- time.
Irookside Park zof; raising of flag 1 ion time," said Baker, when asked
id public inspe*0" of th® n6W if he would be a candidate. "We
Itv ball; public fispection of new may all be dead by that time.." If
ntunicipal lightingf Plant and open
he becomes a candidate to succeed
house at the Warrlnsville city farm, himself, it will be as an independhoy" farm at Hudson, fire houses ent,, associates at the city hall said
and all city institutions. There also yesterday.
W\ be free bathing at Edgewater
Baker's divorcement from the
and Gordon parks for playground party organization at this time
children from 10 a. va. until nooni-ueans that another leader will be
i'l charge of the state and county
primary campaign in Cuyahoga
county, now starting, and ■ at the
general
election
in
November,
i'riends yesterday expressed surprise
1 hat he should resign just as the
primary campaign was warming up.
The mayor's resignation from the
party committee will leave him free
to take the stump against proposed
amendments to the city charter to
he voted upon August 11. One removes laborers from the civil service
and the other abolishes non-partisan preferential balloting at municipal elections and restores party
primaries.

TEARFUL TALE
OF SHIP CRiASH

"Turribul" Actu .ent to
"Mt. ClemerJ"
icdily Jjietol

Newton £>■ Baker is in grave danger, of having a park named after
him. Councilman Kalina, chairman of
the Icommittee on lighting, yesterday
proposed naming the grounds surrounding-the Kirtland pumping station Wnd rthe municipal electric lighting rtanf after the ib^yor.
Others: wanted to 'spall it Johnson
I Park anfl. unless Councijman Kalina's
[legislation is approved'-tby the counI cil, sorfieone, will be sujS|estmg that
' the proposed .park be sfelled Pete
Witt Park, o|*J.-' McDonough-Gongwer
Park, or something equally inspiring;
Kalina thinks the mayor's efforts
for the lighting plant entitle him to
be thus immortalized. The plant will
be opened formally next Wednesday.
SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING—
A special meeting of the city council
win pro%*ijiy be held Monday> July
27 for the 'purpose of passing upon
sewer and paving, ordinances, in order that the work may be,Included
in next year's program.
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ANOTHER REASON WHY UNCLE MOSE IS POOR

WHREE-CENT LIGHT
NOW REALITY HERE
tirrent Is Turned On From New
unicipal Plant—Service Will
' ~t»6«e«UXbaLjQL0iii&r Twi'o Power Houses,
Three-cent electric light became a
jality in Cleveland yesterday afternoon when the first current was perpted to flow through the feed wire
fom the pew municipal lighting
ant at the foot of E. 53d street,
urrent will be supplied to sections
f the East:,£nd and West Side.
[There was no ceremony, and Mayor
aker and Lighting Commissioner
lllard were the only city officials
■esent, when the switch was turned,
iyor Baker expressed his, gratifi|ion at the completion of the plant,
feed more than a dozen years ago

Tom L. Johnson, former mayor,
urrent may be supplied to more
than 50,000 homes, as the new plant
ha| a capacity of 25,000 kilowatts.
Tlfe other two municipal lighting
pl4nts, at Collinwood and South
Brooklyn, together have a capacity
of | only 3,250 kilowatts. Lighting
Commissioner Ballard declares the
three plants now can supply onefourth of the city with electrical
current.
The work on the plant was begun
three . years ago but various causes
have delayed completion.

Asks Baker How He Stands.
Joseph J. Devney, candidate for the
Democratic nomination for Congress,
yesterday wrote Mayor Baker asking
proof of a statement feat the mayor
would not supppjt htaiif he secured
the nomination. Devniy told Baker
the statement was made by his opponent, Mr. Tuttle.
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ARMY WORMS EAT
CLEVELAND LAWNS
Candidate
Million^ of Pests Destroying Congressional
Asks Mavor if Nomination
Gr^s and Shrubbery on
Won't /Mean Support.
Lake Shore Blvd.
ects,. if Not Checked, Will Baker to^ Speak at Democrats' Rally Tomorrow
Ruin Couitr| Club
Night. - j
h
Golf llinks.

—n

Socialists yesterday began to d~liP~
tribute leaflets attacking the nonpartisan election provisions of the
city charter. The literature was put
in circulation in all parts of the city.
More than 400 party workers helped.
The leaflet charges that "through
the refusal of the charter commission
to submit the question separately at
the time the charter was up for a
vote the elector^ were forced to
swallow the nbnpartisan
election
scheme in order io secure the benefits
of home rule for'the city." The system is called "Reaction In place of
progress."
Another leaflet! is to be put out by
the party before primary day.
It was announced yesterday that
the annual picnic of the Socialist
party will be held; at Puritas Springs
park next Sundai. Mayor Fred A.
Hinkel of Hamilfon, leader of the
Socialist administration there, is to
be the chief speaker.

BY WALKER S. PUEL.

Acres of Lake I SHore boulevard
[lawns have been destroyed and the
golf links of the | Country club are
threatened by thelwfrst epidemic of
the pest known E|S ihe army worm
Cleveland has experienced in many
years.
City Forester SJ^hn Boddy, appealed to by boujeyard residents to
diagnose the bligfitlof lawns and to
suggest
measures I to arrest the
ravages of the pest; has made an inspection of the district and will take
immediate
steds I to
arrest
the
depredations of Ih* pest.
Indicating thai «ie blight is rapidly
approaching thellipks of t"
Country
club, City Forejfetir Boddy suggests
tlmt residents Hilthat neighborhood
at once spray itjjielr lawns with a
strong solution at arsenate of lead.
The army wcirm is about 11-2 to
1 3-4<|nches lonf and half as thick as
an ordinary lead| pencil. Birds are
the natural enemies of the worm, but
there a\e not etoggh birds in Cleveland to keep the - pest in check and
with favorable JcoSiditions for breeding existing this yfar the worms have
multiplied at an alarming pace.
This week the c|ty forestry department is lining up «very available boy
scout to fight the tussock moth, which
is menacing' all c|ty trees, and Mr.
Boddy states that Sunless citizens are
made to appreciate; the seriousness of
the situation and -s^ork with city officials, foliage, grasfe and even crops
' will be almost completely ruined.
"It is the most| serious situation
the department ha* had to face for
many years," the jolty forester declared.
' /
Officials of the State experiment
station at Woosterfare advising tile
city of the best me4ns to be adopted
to cope with the tribuble and H./A.
Gossard, chief entomologist, who is
writing a series of articles for the
Plain Dealer in connection with the
Plain Dealer vacant lot and home
garden movement, will describe the
origin and habits of all the pests
which are playing havoc with city
gardens, lawns and foliage and suggest means for their eradication and
for the prevention of a recurrence of
the trouble.

Joseph J. Devney, candidate for the
Democratic nomination for congress
in the Twenty-second district, yesterday mailed a letter to A|ayor Newton
D. Baker asking whether his primary
opponent, Roy A. Tuttlet had authority
for saying publicly thdf mayor would
not support Mr. Devney if nominated.
Mr. Devney said Mtf. Tuttle made
such a statement las1$ week before a
ward club meeting at ;vvhich both candidates were speakers.
Mr. Tuttle
has the indorsement of the Democratic county organization for the
Twenty-second district nomination.
This was what Mr. Devney wrote'
to the mayor:
At the meeting of the Nineteenth Ward
Democratic club Friday evening which my
opponent, Mr. Tuttle, and I had the honor
of addressing, he made the statement that
if I were nominated you would not, or at
least ho thought you would not, support me
for election because I ."advocate limiting huge
fortunes as a means of improving economic
conditions.
In view of the high office which Mr. Tuttle is seeking, one would not expect him
to make such a vital stateir-en- without being reasonably certain of »:is ground. On
the other hand, I cannot bring myself to
believe,! in view of your well known democracy, that you would repudiate a candidate
whom the members of your party had nominated, simply because he advocates a particular principle with which you do not
agree.
Mr. Turtle's statement is all the more important, 4mce he also stated that a Democrat coulfl not be elected to congress in the
twenty-seqond district without your support.
I therefore write to inauire if TMr. Tuttle
is authorized or warranted in publicly making the statement or giving the impression
that you will not support me if nominated.
As his statement was made in an open
meeting anfa has become public property, I
feel it incupibent in justice to myself to inquire your position publicly.

START CROSSING FIT
Citizens Organize Club to Oppose City Ordinance.
Steps were taken yesterday to oppose an ordinance proposed in council
which provides for the elimination of
five Nickel,. Plate grade crossings between W. 40th-st and W. 52d-st by havins the railroad sink its tracks so
stacks of locomotives will just reach
the street level.
More than 100 citizens living m the
area bounded by Lorain-av, Fulton-rd
S W., W. 40th and W. 52d-sts met yesterday at 2339 W. 40th-st to protest the
pending ordinance and to attempt to
have the crossings eliminated by running the tracks through Walworth run.
According to Herman B. Nolze, 4420
Ravine-av S. W.; the protestors contend the council plan not only would
double dead-end W. 40th, W. 42d, W.
jryi
I
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John J. Lehtz oj Columbus, candidate for the Democratic nomination
for United States Senator, expects to
speak in Public square Wednesday
noon and Wednesday night. He is
planning other meltings for Cleveland. He is to spiak tonight at i
o'clock at Lorain anjd at 9 o clock at
Elyria. He is going! to Akron for an
address tomorrow evening.

TEST MAY CO. FIRE PLANT
:

City

Officials See HIRII Pressure!
Water System Work.
.

Safety Director A A. Benesoh and
Fire Chief George A. Wallace yesterday morning saw the first test of
the high pressure water system just
installed In the May Co.'s store.
With the chief and Mr. Benesch
were officlala of the May Co Bat
talion Chiefs P. J. Reddy and James
E. Granger, Capt. John K. Irvin, the
crew from hook and ladder comnanv
No. 11/and Supt. of Machinery./
H. Rowe. The tests were made in the
alley back of the company's store
and Director Benesch declared the
high pressure pump worked perfectly.
The May Co., has had installed In
the store basement a tank with a
capacity of 35,000 gallons.
From
this water is forced by a pump
capable of throwing 1,000 gallons a
minute, with a pressure of about 170
pounds at the nozzle.

\

Members of the Cuyahoga county
legislative delegation left Cleveland
last night for Columbus to attend the
special session of the general assembly. The assembly is to convene toa
The Seventeenth Ward Tom L.
Johnson club held its third annual
outing yesterday at Siller's grove,
A number
stop 8, Kinsman-rd line
of candidates attended.
r

MAYOR HELPS OPEN CITY
LIGHT PLANT FOR BUSINESS

* * * *

Mayor Baker's resignation from the
Democratic county executive committee will not prevent him from being
the speaker at the Democratic rally
scheduled' for tomorrow night at
Acme hall, 2416 E. 9th-st.
Democrats yesterday expressed the
opinion that from a purely political
standpoint the mayor by resigning
from the committee placed himself in
a better position to be. a candidate
for re-election next year' if he wished.
They pointed opt that , if the nonpartisan election features were retained in the charter,
the mayor
could enter the municipal campaign
of 1915 free of official connection with
the Democratic organization.
Executive' committeemen have not
yet taken up the question of a new
committee chairman.
W. B. Gongwer probably could have it if he
wanted it, but whether he would take
it is a question.

MAYOR NEWTON D. BAKER
AND F:W.BAUARD

I officials think everything will be in
The Lakewood Republican club has
' working order within a week.
announced an open meeting for SatIt was announced Saturday that
urday night In the Lakewood chamber
the city is obtaining power business
of comi&eree hall, Detroit-av near
A. number;of city officials attended in the heart oft.the retail district and
Belle-avj, Lakewood.
Warren G.
Harding of Marion, candidate for the the formal opening of the new $2,- that a contract,had been signed with
Republican nomination for United 000,000 municipal lighting plant at the owner of a new moving' picture
States senator, and Judge Edward S.
house and that owners of a large garMathias, candidate for nomination for the foot of E. B3d-st yesterday after age have also signed a contract with
judge of the supreme court, are to noon.
the city.
be among the speakers.
Mayor Baker' predicted again yesLighting Commissioner P. W. BalMr. Harding is to talk to the
terday that it would not be long beyoungsters of Republicanism Thurs- lard, with Mayo^ Newton D. Baker fore Cleveland will own all light
day noon at a, luncheon of the John at his side, declared the plant opened plants in the city.
Hay club, formerly the Young Repub- when he pulled a lever that conMayor Baker has ac.cepted an invilican club.
nected the new plant with the Divi- tation from Mayor Rudolph Blankension-av S. W. plant, which, although burg of Philadelphia to attend a conclosed Saturday night, was reopened ference of mayors and city officials
there next fall to form a coalition in
yesterday for the connection.
A. B. duPont, consulting engineer, the interests of consumers dependent
spent several hours looking the new on the service of public utility comIt has been proposed ■
plant over and declared it. one of the panies.
best of its kind in the country. While ' this gathering of officials aid in the
I machinery has not beenjnstalled, matter of rate schedules.
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CLEVELAND LAWNS
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Million^''of Pests Destroying Congressional
Asks
Mayor
if
domination
Gr^s and Shrubbery on
Won't|Mean Support.
Lake Shore Blvd.
ects,. if Not Checked, Will Baker to Speak at Democrats' Rally Tombrrow
Ruin Couitr| Club
Night. - i
|4,
Golf llinks.
I Acres of Lake | Snore boulevard ]
I lawns have been fle^troyed and the
I golf links of the jj Crfuntry club are
I threatened by the|w©rst epidemic of
I the pest known as Jthe army worm
S Cleveland has experienced in many
years.
City Forester ?J§hn Boddy, appealed to by boulefard residents to
diagnose the bligfit| of lawns and to
suggest measurlsf to arrest the
ravages of the pest; has made an inspection of the dlsfrict and will take
E immediate
steels I to arrest the
depredations of Ihf pest.
Indicating that liie blight is rapidly
approaching the links of t" Country
%ib, City Forettlr Boddy suggests
that residents mlthat neighborhood
at \once spray Jtf eir lawns with a
strdfcg solution qt krsenate of lead.
The army w<|rr|i is about 11-2 to
1 3-4*|nches long and half as thick as
an ordinary lead} pencil. Birds are
the natural enemies of the worm, but
there a're not eiojigh birds in Cleveland to keep tBe;pest in check and
with favorable [cojiiditions for breeding existing this year the worms have
multiplied at an alarming pace.
This week the cfty forestry depart[ ment is lining up Avery available boy
i scout to fight1 the tussock moth, which
is menacing all cfty trees, and Mr.
Boddy states that Sunless citizens are
made to appreciate! the seriousness of
the situation and -s|ork with city officials, foliage, grask and even crops
will be almost completely ruined.
"It is the mostf. serious situation
: the department hai had to face for
many years," the felly forester declared.
,
Officials of the istate experiment
station at Woosterfare advising t$e
city of the best meins to be adopted
to cope with the trouble and H./A.
Gossard, chief entomologist, who is
writing a series of articles for the
Plain Dealer in connection with the
Plain Dealer vacant lot and home
i garden movement, will describe the
I origin and habits of all the pests
j: which are playing havoc with city
gardens, lawns and foliage and suggest means for their eradication and
for the prevention of a recurrence of
the trouble.

START CROSSING FIT
Citizens Organize Club to Oppose City Ordinance.
Steps were taken yesterday to oppose an ordinance proposed in council
which provides for the elimination of
five Nickel Plate grade crossings between W. 40th-st and W. 52d-st by having the railroad sink its tracks so
stacks of locomotives will just reach
ttl6 strfist 16V61.
More than 100 citizens living in the
area bounded by Lorain-av, Fulton-rd
S. W., W. 40th and W. 52d-sts met yesterday at 2339 W. 40th-st to protest the
pending ordinance and to attempt to
have the crossings eliminated by running the tracks through Walworth run.
According to Herman B. Nolze, 4429
Ravine-av S. W., the protestors contend the council plan not only would
double dead-end W. 40th, W. 42d, W.
47th, W. 50th and W. 52d-sts, but also
cause a depreciation of 25 per cent. In
real estate values because of the smoke
from the locomotives.
At the meeting a Fourth Ward "Citizens' <-*ub was organized to substantiate- tK^, protest. These temporary offlj cers were named: Gerhardt Meyers,
i chairman; J. W. Gaede, secretary;
| Henry Miller, treasurer.
A second
meeting will be called soon.

BY WALKER S. £tJEL.
Joseph J. Devney, candidate for the!
Democratic nomination for congress;
in the Twenty-second district, yesterday mailed a letter to Mayor Newton
D. Baker asking whether his primary
opponent, Roy A. Tuttleihad authority
for saying publicly th^f mayor would
not support Mr. Devnejr if nominated.
Mr. Devney said Mf. Tuttle made
such a statement laslf week before a
ward club meeting at ;tvhich both candidates were speakers. Mr. Tuttle
has the indorsement of the Democratic county organization for the
Twenty-second district nomination.
This was what Mr. Devney wrote
to the mayor:
At the meeting of the Nineteenth Ward
Democratic club Friday evening which my
opponent, Mr. Tuttle, and I had the honor
of addressing, he made the statement that
if I were nominated you would not, or at
least he thought you would not, support me
for election because I advocate limiting huge
fortunes as a means of improving economic
conditions.
In view of the high office which Mr. Tuttle is seeking, one would not expect him
to make such a vital statement without being reasonably certain of »:is ground. On
the otiier hand, I cannot bring myself to
believe, in view of your well known democracy, tr*at you would repudiate a candidate
whom the members of your party had nominated, simply because he advocates a particular principle with which you do hot
agree.
Mr. Tuttle's statement is all the more important, since he also stated that a Democrat coulq not be elected to congress in the
twenty-seaond district without your support.
I therefore write to inquire If Mr. Tuttle
is authorized or warranted in publicly making the statement or giving the impression
that you will not support me if nominated.
As his statement was made in an open
meeting anlci has become public property, I
feel it incujnbent In justice to myself to inquire your position publicly.
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Socialists" yesterday began^to distribute leaflets attacking the nonpartisan election provisions of the
city charter. The literature was put
in circulation in all parts of the city.
More than 400 party workers helped.
The leaflet charges that "through
thie refusal of the charter commission
to submit the question separately at
the time the charter was up for a
vote the elector^ were forced to
swallow the nbnpartisan election
scheme in order to secure the benefits
of home rule for; the city." The system is called "ieaction in place of
progress."
Another leaflet, is to be put out by
the party before primary day.
It was announced yesterday that
the annual picnic of the Socialist
party will be held,, at Puritas Springs
park next Sunday. Mayor Fred A.
Hinkel of Hamilton, leader of the
Socialist administration there, Is to
be the chief speaker.
* * S * *
John J. Lehtz o\ Columbus, candidate for the Democratic nomination
for United States Senator, expects to
speak in Public square Wednesday
noon and Wednesday night. He is
planning other meetings for Cleveland. He is to sp*ak tonight at 7
o'clock at Lorain ar|d at 9 o'clock at
Elyria. He is goinglto Akron for an
address tomorrow evening.

TEST MAY CO. FIRE PLANT
——:—

Safety Director A. A. Benesoh and
Fire Chief George A. Wallace yesterday morning saw the first test of
the high pressure water system Just
installed in the May Co.'s store
With the chief and Mr. Be'nesch *
were officials of the May Co Tut
talion Chiefs P. J. Reddy and'James
E. Granger, Capt. John K. Irvin the
crew from hook and ladder comrmri-S
No. 11/ and Supt. of Machinery A
H. Rowe. The tests were made in the
alley back of the company's store
and Director Benesch declared the
high pressure pump worked perfect
ly.
The May Co., has had installed in
the store basement a tank with a
capacity of 35,000 gallons. From:
this water is forced by a pumn
capable of throwing 1,000 gallons a
minute, with a pressure of about 170
pounds at the nozzle.

Members of the Cuyahoga county
legislative delegation left Cleveland
last night for Columbus to attend the
special session of the general assembly^ The assembly is to convene today.
,.
The Seventeenth Ward Tom L.
Johnson club held its third annual
outing yesterday at Siller's grove,
stop 8, Kinsman-rd line. A number
of candidates attended.

MAYOR HELPS OPEN CITY
LIGHT PLANT FOR BUSINESS

* * * *

Mayor Baker's resignation from the
Democratic county executive committee will not prevent him from being
the speakpr at the Democratic rally
scheduled for tomorrow night at
Acme hall, 2416 E. 9th-st.
Democrats yesterday expressed the
opinion that from a purely political
standpoint the mayor by resigning
from the committee placed himself in
a better position to be a candidate
for re-election next year if he wished.
They pointed opt that , if the nonpartisan election features were retained in the charter, the mayor
could enter the municipal campaign
of 1915 free of official connection with
the Democratic organization.
Executive' committeemen have not
yet taken up the question of a new
committee chairman. W. B. Gongwer probably could have it if he
wanted it, but whether he would take
it is a question.

MAYOR NEWTON D.BAKtQ
AND F:W. BAUARD

* • • •

The Lakewood Republican club has
announced an open meeting for Saturday night in the Eakewood chamber
of commerce hall, Detroit-av near
Belle-avj. Lakewood.
Warren G.
Harding of Marion, candidate for the
Republican nomination for United
States senator, and Judge Edward S.
Mathias, candidate for nomination for
judge of the supreme court, are to
be among the speakers.
Mr. Harding is to talk to the
youngsters of Republicanism Thursday noon at a luncheon of the John
Hay club, formerly the Young Republican club.

A. number;of city officials attended
the formal opening of the new $2,000,000 munibipal lighting plant at
the foot of E. 53d-st yesterday afternoon.
Lighting Commissioner P. W. Ballard, with Mayo)- Newton D. Baker
at his side, declared the plant, opened
when he pulled a. lever that connected the new plant
with the Divi- I
3ion-av S. W. plant.1 which, although i
closed Saturday night, was reopened '
yesterday for the connection^
A. B. duPont, consulting engineer,
spent several hours looking the new
plant over and declared it one of the
best of its kind in the country. While
'l machinery has not beenjnstalled,

i

City Officials See Higrlt Pressure I
Water System WorlE.
!

officials think everything will be in
working order within a week.
It was announced Saturday that
the city is obtaining power business
in the heart oft the retail district and
that a contracl';had been signed with
the owner of a new moving' picture
house and that owners of a large garage have also signed a contract with
the city.
JMayor Baker'predicted again yesterday that it would not be long before Cleveland will own all light
plants in the city.
Mayor Baker has accepted an invitation from Mayor Rudolph Blankenburg of Philadelphia to attend a con-'
ference of mayors and city officials
there next fall to form a coalition in
the interests of consumers dependent
on the service of public utility companies. It has been proposed that
this gathering of officials aid in the
matter of rate schedules.
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COLLINWOOD
PLANT TO STAY
TH0UGH1OSING
City tyill Continue to Operate
It at Loss Because Cable Is
; Too Costly

WEST SIDTCSNSUMERS
SUFFER FRpMSHUTOFFS

Coal Costs More, Too
,
' . To generate current at the 53d j
street station will cost slightly less j
than .6915 cents a kilowatt hour, Bal- |
lard estimated Monday. In figuring
j what the Illuminating company was
to charge the Cleveland Railway
Company for current, that was the
I price arrived at, basing computations
on a plant larger than the 53d street
. one and operating at only 42 per cent
jof its capacity.
Coal to operate the Collinwood
plant also will come five times higher
than that at the $2,000,000 plant, according to Ballard. Where it takes
1 cent a kilowatt hour for coal at
Collinwood and five-tenths at South
Brooklyn and Division, it will cost
two-tenths at 53d street.
"In spite of the much higher cost,
we will keep the Collinwood plant
going," said Ballard. "It would cost
i approximately $100,000 to connect the
two plants and the benefit would not
j warrant the expenditure."

South Brooklyn Plant Cuts;
"Off Power Friday and Mon-:
: day; Has ?een Overloaded\
"The Collinwood municipal
light plant, iifiw selling, current
at 3 cents I .kilowatt hour,
' which costs ;3f6 cents to produce, is to be iept in operation
indefinitely despite the opening
of the new East- 53d street plant,
where current will be generated
at a cost of .69 cent a kilowatt;'
hour.

URGE CLEVELANDERS
INSPECT IMPROVEMENTS
Mayor Baker and Service Director
Sidlo Monday urged Clevelanders to
I spend several hours Cleveland day,
.'Wednesday, inspecting new city im* provements and getting acquainted
with the policemen and firemen near
' their homes.
Special guides will be on hand - at
I the new city hall, Lakeside avenue,
; the East 53d street municipal light
plant, waterworks pumping stations,
Warrensvflle and the Attdson boys'
. farm. All of the races §md musical
programs Will be given atlfcdgewater
park.
As. usual Robert Carran, now in his
one hundred and second year, will
raise the Cleveland flag on the Pub■.'■l!' -..Square.

And while the.Collingwood plant is
■being operated at a dead loss to keep
|jive the "3-cent light" slogan of the
Baker administration, users of power
■on the West Side are suffering. Fri;"day and Monday thousands of dollars' loss was caused West Side power users'by temporary shutting down
'of the municipal plant at ..South
Brooklyn. Monday the current was
off from 9 to 9:15 o'clock and Friday
ft was shut off for 15 minutes just beI fore noon. These shutoffs have been
Mayor Baker is going . to answer
" frequent iff the last two weeks.
Power users are unable to get any J. J. Devney's letter asking the
satisfactory answer to their queries" mayor if he will support him for
■as to why and how. long powder will congress if< nominated over Ray A.
Tuttle, Democrat slate candidate in
■ be off.
the Twenty-second district.
Says Cable Is Too Costly
Devney is opposing Tuttle and in
Thi, excessive cost—$100,000—has his letter to Baker says that Tuttle.
caused Lighting Commissioner Bal- at a meeting last week, declared that
lard to abandon plans to run a cable "you would not, or at llast he
out St. Clair avenue from the 53d thought you would not, supftort me
street station to the Collinwood plant, if nominated." He wants tq. know
Bat Aspinwall avenue and East 140th if Tuttle spoke with authority. Monstreet. Another eleventh hour change day Baker said it is his custom to
Is that an East End substation will answer all letters and that of course
be constructed at the Fairmount he'll answer Devney's.
pumping station instead of at WoodBut he. wouldn't say whether he.
land avenue or Kinsman road and would assure Devney of his support
East 79th street.
in the event^of^his-Jicuxiination.
, Figures made public Monday by
. .Ballard showing that it costs six
times as much to generate current at
I .the Collinwood plant as at the new
||53d street station, also brought to
'light statistics proving that the South
^Brooklyn and Division avenue light
'plants have been working overtime
Smoke Commissioner E. P. Rob'to keep down the deficit run up by
erts again is in bad with courtcilmen
jthe Collinwood station.
| For the first four months of this because he insists Cleveland is an
Roberts'
(year the actual cost of generating almost smokeless city.
[pirrent at Collinwood was 3.21 cents, latest misstep is a report to Safety
[while the actual cost of current sold Director Bengsch for the first six
was 3.66 cents. At South Brooklyn months of 1914, in which he claims
and Division avenue—the plants are his inspectors,'since January 1, have
{operated jointly—the actual cost was, seen only two locomotives emitting
jl.,28 cents a kilowatt hour and the dense smoke longer than the percost of that actually sold 1.61 cents. mitted ohe-minute period.
"Most' ridiculous statement I have
ever he$.rd," said Councilman Sledz.
Why, opt in my ward in southeast
Cleveland a man with only fair eyesight can find that many smoking
locomotives in two hours.
With
three or four men working almost
continuously on railroad work they
can easily get several hundred times
as many violations as Roberts re.
ported."

BAKER WILL ANSWER
LETTER FROM DEVNEY

ALL WflDTHINK CITY
SMOKELESS, STAND UP

DU P0NT QUITS HIS
$12,000 CITY JOB
'A. BX.du-P6nt, ■.$l,Q00-a-month
expert who has he'en...acting as
consulting englntfep^n the municipal Jight plant since January
1, 1913:1 resigned in a letter to
Mayor fBaker Monday.
He jsaid in his letter that inasmuch as the.current has been
turned on at the light plant at
the ffot of East 53d street and
the only engineering problems
left to the city in the finishing of
its construction details were
simple there no longer is need
of his services.
Accepted by Mayor
Mayor Baker, in a letter of reply
accepting the resignation, said he
would, of course, expect du Pont to
take |partvin the final test of the
plant, to be made by engineers before
final acceptance of the machinery.
This test cannot take place for-two
"or three weeks yet.
Du Pont was appointed to i his office by the mayor-at a salary which
might reach as high 'as. $1,000 a
month. In the first year of office
du Pout drew $8,500. So, far this year
he-has dra,wn:$4,490. .The-last month's
salary, that .for June, was the full
$1,000.| \ '
.''."'■
H&s Worried Administration
Retention of du Pont has caused
the 'city administration much . embarrassment' in the last- year, and
a half.J Most of the attacks made
on the: city;; government/have ■; been

aimed in one way or another-at du
Pont. These attacks grew more frequent and more bitter after du Pont
took -15,000 fee as-the city's-arbitrator
in the traction mediation a year or
so agro.
A week ago-Baker was.asked iif
he Would discharge/ du Pont when
the light plant was finished.
The
imayor would not commit himself, referring all questions, to Safety Director Stage. Stage would not, talk
of the matter. Monday Stage would
(not say. whether he had asked for
du Pont's resignation.

HIRE $60 BOY FOR OTY ^
PATROL BOAT-BAKER
Service Director Sidlo and Safety
Director
Benesch are* considering
abolishing the city harbor master's
job or combining his worjk with that
of patrolmen to be assigned to the
city's new police patrol boat on August 1|. According to Finance Director Cqughlin the city's finances are
too weak to stand what "will practically be a double drain for the same
duty.
Benesch's plan has .been to detail
four patrolmen, two days and two
nights, to river patrol wjork. Mayor
Baker has protested against assigning a patrolman to operate the boat
and is urging Benesch tov hire a $60
a month boy.
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BAKER|T0 APPLY TODAY
FOR L|VKE FRONT PERMITS
Formal application for permission
to construct an island and chain of
municipal piers from E; 9th street to
E. 26th Street will be made;of the
federal government by Mayor Baker
on behalft.of the city after .receiving

Resignation of Municipal Electric Expert Accepted by Mayor
Baker at dity Hall
Yesterday.

maps frorri>, the city;' engineering division today.
Plans of the city conflict with those
of the Lake Shore and Pennsylvania
railroads, which have asked permission to fill out into the lake for a
distance of 900 feet between these
two points. United States engineers
are expected to fix a public hearing
on the two applications within a
short time.
♦

THJNKS CITY CAN SPARE
Week's Park Concert Schedule.
HIS SERVICE! IN FUTURE Concerts will be given by municipal

I—.

Secured $8,500 fn Salary
1913 and Had a |ood Start

This Yeai

bands throughout the city this week,
starting^ with a concert at Garfield
Park this*, afternoon and at Washington Park this evening. The schedule
for the remainder of the week is. as

follows: Wednesday, afternoon and
evening, Edgewater Park; Thursday
I A. B. du Pont, consulting engineer afternoon, Rockefeller Park; Thurs&r the municipal electric light plant day evening, Wade Park; Friday
!
4*t a salary of not?? to efceed $1,000 afternoon, Lincoln Park; ev<—
jier month, tendered hi* resignation
Brookside Park; Saturday, afternoon
to Mayor BaKer tfesterdly.
3 It was acceptediby thelmayor with and evening, Gordon Park; Sunday,
ttjhe understanding that BLu Pont is afternoon, Garfield, Brookside and
parks;
evening,
Miles
tp participate with city Aigineers in Edgewater
t|he final testing jof the nftw station Park.
^hich take plac4 in a few weeks.
Wu Pont in .his; letter of lesignation
siid that engineering pftblems in CITY MAY PLANT WIRES
connection with the comwetion of
the plant were simple andlhis servAND CHARGE COMPANY
ices were no longer required.
In
closing he declared that Sthe $2,Wires of the Cuyahoga Telephone
000,000 plant kt B. 53d stij|et was Company, between E. 23d street and
the most efficient of its capfcity yet
E. 55th itreet in St. Claif avenue, will
built, and said that he knefr of n,o
steam driven pla«t of its class in the be placdd under ground by the city
United States which had been con- and the| cost assessed against the
company,- if plans of Director of Pubstructed at so low a price.
The consulting engineer was ap- lic ServioV Sidlo are approved by
pointed during the early months of Mayor Biker.
The Cujjtahoga company is testing
the Baker administration and was
the subject of much criticism. The the city's Underground wire ordinance
appointment became considerable of in the counts and has fefused to suba strong political* issue during the mit a schedule for the^ elimination of
overhead taring.
Other utility comlast municipal' campaign.
During 1913 du Pont drew $8,500 for panies ha^e agreed |o place their
his services afe consulting engineer, wires unde$ ground in, St. Clair avealso receiving $5,000 as the city rep- nue while Sthe street | is being repaved.
resentative in arbitration proceedings
"I intend to recommepd to the maywith the Cleveland Railway Company.
or that thlj city d$ the Cuyahoga
So far this year he has drawn $4,490.
company's work and assess the cost
His last bill of $1,640 for services
against
thi company," said Sidlo
rendered during May and June was
yesterday, f'l believe that we have
approved by the mayor yesterday
the power to do the work."
| and vouchers for the full amount f ori warded.
It was denied yesterday that du UNION LABELMISSING;
jj Pont's resignation was asked for, but
CITY'S CARDS WITHHELD
that it was presented voluntarily because the lighting plant was pracThe absence of the -union label
tically finished. A week ago Mayor
Baker would not say whether du from! the 3,000 postcards, which were
Pont was to be retained upon com- to have been mailed inviting guests
pletion of the plant, but referred all to Cleveland's birthday party tomorinquirers to Director of Public Util- row, resulted in the invitations being
held up. Henry Dimpler, property
ities Stage.
clerk of the new city hall, discovered
the absence of the label yesterday,
I Rear Admiral Ramsay Dead. and endeavored to get uJSion printers
WASHINGTON, July 20.—Rear Ad- to strike off a new set, but failed. He
Wmiral Francis Munroe Ramsay, re- feared the absence of the stamp
1 tired, who, with Admiral Dewey and might embarrass the administration,
'Rear Admiral Benham, constituted and it Js possible that guests to the
I the Schley court of inquiry, died at Cleveland day celebration; may have
I his home here yesterday, eighty to come unbidden.
SpeciaJ guards will escort; the visiyears old. Burial will be In Arlingtors through the new city hjtn, a picton National Cemetery Wednesday.
ture of which in its present incomplete condition adorned the -tabooed
cards.
The principal exercises will}
be held in Edgewater Park.

DECAY OF STREETS
BLAMED ON LOOSE
CITY HULL REGIME
Inadequate Appropriations, Don't
Care Methods of Supervision
and Inspection Attacked by
Civ|c Committee's Report.
C0ND|TI0NS HER| CALLED
YVO^ST IN UNI ■D STATES
Mayor |Baker, by Violent Attack
on Members, Halts Final Vote
on jpnanimous Acceptance.
Inade<|uate appropriations of city
funds -available for pavii|g, and loose
methods? of city Supervision and inspection -were the reasons advanced1
yesterday for Cleveland'^' streets being branded they^'OlwA^o* any city in
the country.
These explanations, #ith recommendations for the solution of the
street problem, were contained in the
report of the citizens' sj>bc°mmittee
submitted' to representatives of forty
civic organizations composing the
citizens' general pavin* committee
at a meeting at the Hol|enden Hotel.
To remedy these conditions, the
committee/ in its report,;, recommended the appropriation of more than
$1,000,000 e&ch year for paving and repaving by the city.
Mayor jBaker characterized these
recommetidations as ajssurd, declaring the fcity's annual revenue from
the general tax funds: amounted to
only a little more than $3,100,000.
"We spend. $2,000,000 of that amount
each year for fire and police, with
only a little, therefore, left over for
the other activities of the city," he
,gaid..
Mayor Tak<^s Hand.
"W'ftflt the committee ought to have
said wS.s that the Smith tax law
was outrageous, an£ that the city
should be allowed to'ispend money as
it chose. It is an outrage that we
should spend more tljan $400,000 each
year on roads in the tack counties of
the state."
Some of the conditions blamed for
the poor paving and recommendations
for better streets as contained in the
report are:
Only 500 miles of paved streets
out of 836 miles of streets.
Repaying of fifty miles of streets
at once, and repairing of more
than one-half of the remainder
of streets.
--<tindition of streets becoming
wors? each year.
That,, the city officials have not
required the Cleveland Railway
Company to live up to the terms
of the' franchise in regard to repairs a""! paving, and that the
compar./ does not keep the pavement between the tracks and one
foot ou(side in . epair as required
by the ,'ranchise.
That there has not been competent
supervision
of
repair
work.
Amount of money appropriated
for maintenance and repairs the
last few years has not been
adequate.
That Cleveland has no system or
definite plan of paving or repaving pavements.

Discussion Heated.
That the city contributes $415
000 annually to the county rJ*
fund and $407,000 each year ,
state road tax with not
one cent
- of either amount spent on the
city streets.
Every phase of the street situatio
including paving and maintenan™
inspection methods and -ways
means of raising money to provl?
better streets for the city was 1cussed in the report. It was u '!
mously accepted with the exconti^
of the additional recommend"™
providing a wheel tax for the city
Mayor Baker condemned the wh'e„i
tax as "unsounJ and illogical" 7
his speech treating of the subcom"
mittee's report.
So heated did th"
discussion become over the measure
that action on rejection or
was postponed until another meet
ing of the committee.
The committee also recommended
the appointment of a commissioner
of streets, who should be a trained
civil engineer, an assistant and
sewer engineer and a superintendent
of street cleaning. It also rec<
mended all inspectors ,of street
paving should be young engineers
specializing in pavement work.
Sharp criticism of the bond issue tor
$2,000,000 which council has asked the
people to vote to obtain funds for
streets was displayed by the commit!
teemen, who advanced direct taxatio
as a means of raising money. This
idea was declared impractical by Di.
rector of Finance Coughlin, who A*.
fended the appropriations of the city]
It was recommended that the cltv
use every effort to induce county
commissioners to assume paving and
repairs on city streets" which are
county roads.
Final Vote Postponed.
Following the reading of the report by Dr. Charles S. Howe, chair
man of the subcommittee, Mayoj
Baker review the various sections
approving some, but:' declaring that
the statement that the city streets
were becoming worse wasialse.
General discussion of the report
and recommendations was made by
President Lee of the Automobile
Club, Henry Wood, Harry L.
and Dr. Howe.
Director Coughlin asserted
city was receiving 9 per cent lea
revenue this year than it did in lsii
"There is no hope for better street)
as long as we are hemmed in by siisting tax laws," he said.
Dr. "Howe engaged in a heated
discussion with President Lee over
the wheel tax recommendation. Hi
declared that only one-third of thi
automobiles in the city were taiei
and therefore a wheel tax would bi
proper.
Because of the few voting reprtsentatives still in the meeting ail
the importance of the subject Ala
ander S. Taylor, chairman of th
general committee, who presided, inounced final vote of the amendms
would not be taken at the meetiii

CITY TO INCREASE DEBT
BY SELLING MORE BONDS
Bonds for the completion of a number of ;,city projects now under way
and for new enterprises are to be
sold by the city September 8, it was
announced yesterday by the department of finance. Sale of the securities will increase the city's indebtedness by $280,000.
Included in the issues which it is
proposed to market ar6 $30,000 worth
of park improvement bonds, $75,000
worth of City Hospital! bonds, $65,000 worth of sewer bonds and $100,000
worth ;of bonds to retire short-time
notes issued for the repair of Central
viaduct.
Park bonds will be used in constructing a boulevard from Woodland
Hills to' Garfield pa,rks and in developing the city's proposed model
allotment along Union avenue.
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Executive, However, Qualifies
His Decision^ Rest on Laurels buffer to Do so
/If Necessary.

VILLAEMAIN IN SERVICE
7 PARTY WHEN NEEDED
las Many Speaking Dates for
.State Campaign But Denies
. Deal With Cox for Governorship.

:ity
city
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TJpIifters Go By Board.
No call for a meeting of the committee to name Baker's successor has
been sent out as yet. Vice Chairman
C. W. Lapp is at Put-in-Bay. An
announcement by Baker that he
would not try to pick his successor
made it practically certain that no
so-called "uplifter" will be selected.
The committee is of a type that likes
the old-fashioned "army game" of ij Speed made by tbe John F. Casey
politics.
|Company in the. construction of the
Most of the likely choices for the'Division avenue nitration plant may
chair declared themselves out. Burr | cost the city $60,000 in bonuses offered
Gongwer, who would be practically j
the unanimous choice for the place, for completion of the work within
said he should not accept it. Direc- fourteen months. Bonuses amount to
tor Thomas Coughlin, who would be $400 per day.
favored by the old guard, said he
Casey yesterday Informed city
would not. Tim McDonough, his officials that he expected to have the
friends said, would not either.
Baker, although he based his own contract completed by January 1, six
resignation on a statement that he months ahead of the time called for
wanted '.o spend more time-on city in jthe contract. He is now considerably ahead of the schedule prework, said he would not consider I pared by city engineers for the work.
Coughlin or C. W. Stage, both diUtility officials expect him to make
rectors and committeemen, obligated good his promise.
to quit for^ the same reason. Lapp,
"Other contractors are objecting to
who is United States marshal, may ti|e year and a half period scheduled
quit, - following Postmaster W. J. by engineers for the completion of
Murphy's resignation.
The whole tlije entire plant," said Maurice Sarline-up of the new committee is to bftiksy, secretary of the department
be changed.
of public utlities. "This shows that
Tonight Baker will make his fare- engineers did not err in,' fixing fourwell speech as head of the organ- teen months for the finishing of the
ization, at a meeting in Acme Hall. work awarded the Casey Company.
The Democratic pre-primary book,
"The company has already spent
indorsing state candidates, will be almost, the amount it expects to coldistributed. It will contain a state- lect in bonuses for extra equipment
ment that Baker personally stands to facilitate work. The filtration
responsible for the slate candidates plant is progressing faster than any
for the Legislature. Coughlin will be other public work eveB carried on in
chairman.
Cleveland."
If the Casey Company completes
Non-Commlttal On Denvey.
Yesterday Baker received Congress- its work, ahead of scfiedule and colmen Gordon • and Bulkley. He also lects bonuses from the city, it will
wrote a letter to J. J. Devney, anti- be the first time in the history of
slate candidate for the Democratic public -Sork here. T|ie King Bridge
nomination for Congress in the Cfcmpan^, contractor* for steel work
Twenty-second district. Devney had for Central viaduct| however, inwritten Baker, claiming Roy A. formed director of J Public Service
Tuttle, his opponent, had said Baker Sidlo yesterday thai they expected
would not support Devney if Devney to complete their coptrttct by August
were nominated. Baker said in part: 15, two we^ks ahe|Ed of the contracted time. Tl\is£will entitle them
If you should be nominated, I
would then make up my mind
to a bonustjpf Wf* Per day- The
James F. skiart Company, contracwhether I could support you by
tors for the new fcity hall has been
asking a good many questions
subject to a penalty of $100 per day
about your economic and political
since May 1, fo-r failure to complete
beliefs. At present I know but
the superstructure of the building In
one of your economic opinions
sixteen months.
and that one I do not share.
All of the work in the first general
Baker also wrote Tuttle, saying he
would not support Devney, if he held contract for the filtration plant is
included in the Casey contract. Bids
such views.
* * *
for the construction of the clear
Cuyahoga county will continue to water basins and other final work
hold the limelight of "the Republican will be received by the city Thursday.
Senatorial contest this week. War- The entire plant will cost approxiren G. Harding, of Marion, candidate mately $2,d00,000.
for the nomination, will speak before
the John Hay Club at luncheon
Thursday and again before the Lakewood Republican Club
Saturday
night.
Ralph D. Cole, also a candidate,
was in Cleveland yesterday and left
for Lake county. He will cover
northern counties this week.

BT FREDERICK BAGLEY.
Mayor Baker, whose successor as
lairnran of the Cuyaitocfra Demo,atic committee is still unchosen,
ndicated yesterday he dois not want
o run for mayor again. He said his
licislort would rest on -#ietb.er he
thought it his duty to do so.
This |ailed to shake the view of
lose wife) claimed his object in quittog the; committee was t<> avoid
liticism "ior contact yith the old
|nard In Democratic ^politics who
Ire against most of| Baker's advanced friends.
The mayor denied he intended to
form an independent city party.
[he old guard, nevertheless, regard
8aker as al meal ticket and want
iini to stay in office to provide
latronage.
There are others at the city hall
uho think Baker will not run again
unless he believes his administration is under so hot a Are as to denand his presence on the stump as
i candidate. These regard the resgnation as the first step in political
retirement.
Mayor Baker said that he and his
Emily wished to spend more lime
ogethcr. He said frankly he did
not know whether he would run
Sgain or not.
"I am living from day to day,
onsidering what I shall have to do
lie next day," said the mayor.
'Whether T am a candidate next fall
Till depend on whether I think it
h my duty to do so to accomplish
^rtaln things for the city.
Position Almost Unchanged.
* # «
"My position is (unchanged from
Candidates have been invited to adhat it was last fall.
"At that time I said I thought con- dress the Young Men's Colored Ret'ons would be such and other can- publican Club at 2426 Central avenue
rlacies arise that it would probably tonight.
! t he necessary for me to become a
?-didate.
I shall not shrink from a fight,
owever. The bitterer it is the betI will like it. But for some time
!y family and myself have hoped I
lild give more time to them."
Faker said he would remain at the
91 of the party committee and his
ftiv.lty in local campaigns would demd on his assignments. He will
ot have any part in directing the
ampaign, however. In this way,
there than Baker explained, he will
ot lose political prestige if the counf goes Republican this fall, and if
ie slate fixed up by the city hall is
rokcn in the Democratic primaries.
His resignation was made when it
s for the purpose of avoiding an
usation of quitting in a huff if the
Ete was broken in the primary.Ble mayor will be active also in
ste politics, speaking chiefly on
bjects connected with city governents. He denied he was in a deal
lth Governor Cox to have Cox supjt him for Governor in 1916.

CITY FACED BY BIG
"SPEED" BONUSES

RECREATION HEAD
o. K:S 3-CENT DANCE
Commissioner Black Makes Quick Inspection of Parks and Playgrounds—Will Announce His Policies Later.

Three-cent 'Stance halls and munic- Commissioner of Parks Alber to disipal bathing beaches were praised by I cuss the transfer of recreational acT. M. Black, new commissioner of tivities in Sie parks to the departrecreation, afteiK an inspection trip ments of public welfare.
of parks and playgrounds yesterAt the present time this work Is
day.
in charge of tfce division of parks, alBlack, here from Montreal to head though control of dance halls, baththe division of recreation, lost no ing beaches, ^band concerts and
time In getting started. He ad- other park amusements is placed in
dressed playground supervisors at the department ^>f public welfare by
school headquarters in the'morning the city charter.
and spent the afternoon in an inThe department also plans to take
spection of recreational facilities. He charge of the supervision of dance
declared that the welfare provisions halls and other
commercialized
of the city charter offered a big op- amusement. Dance Hall Inspector
portunity for the carrying out of a George Meyers will be v deputy comcomprehensive policy.
missioner of recreation linger present
"It is too early to make any plans. City officials halve not dedefinite announcement of a rec- cided whether Sport Supervisor Mcreational policy," he said. The new Ginty is to be transferred to the
director indicated that he favored welfare department or left in the
the appointment of a citizens' ad- division of parks.
visory committee in order to more
Mr. Black's salary was fixed at
closely co-ordinate city and school $2,000 per year
yesterday. The
playground activities.
board of education is also expected
An early meeting is to be held be- to approve plans whereby the comtween Mayor Baker, Director of missioner will be paid $1,000 per year
Public Welfare Cooley, Black, and by the public schools.
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Objects to Bond Issue.
p»_ ma^yoT aaKer aeciarea-yesterday he
this city' from Canton early this
The committee objected td. raising is not planning to take up any new
morning. Ho had planned to leave
ublic
enterprise, atjhis time.
here about 7:30 a. m. today for money for repaying by bond issues.' P The utility
resignation .of A. B. duPont
visits at JElyria, Oberlin, Lorain, It recommended taxation, to pay the as consulting engineer for the
Vermilion and Sandusky, ^ where he city's share of original paving, sug- municipal lighting plant was received j
is to speak tonight. Tomorrow he gested that the county's aid be en- yesterday by the, mayor. As conplans, to go to Norwalk, Bellevue
sultant the maximum pay allowed Mr.
and Fremont; Thursday to Oak listed, less essential- city expenditures duPont for a month's services was
■ Harbor, Port Clinton, Toledo and curbed and taxes Increased, slightly $1,000. He has presented a bill for
j Bowling Green; Friday to Marys- to pay repaying, and urged city ap- that amount for the month of June.
! ville, Mechanicsburg, London, CoMr. duPont's letter to the mayor is
lumbus and Portsmouth; Saturday propriation for repairs.
as follows:
In
the
discussion
that
followed
presMaVOr WnteS Candidate TOrl to West Union and Norwood, a*
Yesterday the municipal light plant located
_
_ ...
_
• ■• „
suburb of Cincinnati, and Sunday to entation of the report, Mayor Newton at E. 58d-st and the Lake Shore tracks,
was
succssfully put Into operation and the
Arcanum.
?c
Congress Telling Position
S6»4^Ste£S3 8 Wle,,. to talk of construction of the power plant itself is
» * * •
completed except for some finishing deappropriating
approximately
$1,000,Palph D. Cole of Findlay, candiIon Platform.
tails.
While there is much work yet to be done
date for the Republican nomination bvO yearly for repavfrig from the revin designing and constructing the transfor United States senator, also was enue" Cleveland is able to raise under misAm
and distribution system necessary to
(expected here early this morning. the Smith 1 per ccntiij tax law, which delufer the electric current from the 53d-st
City's Executive, to Sound He is to leave today for a trio.
,,
„
'- -'
... plant to the consumer, the engineering probhe referred to as tn^ sacred White: iems m connection therewith are, in my
simple and will be easily solved by
Keypote at Party Rally
ox." He said vigorously the commit- opinion,
the engineers of the ^municipal light detee should,! have pronounced the law partment of the city. Therefore, as I deem
Tonight.
my services no longer necessary, I desire
an outrageous limitait|n and should that you accept my resignation as consulting
have detejhnined to try to "smite it engineer.
In closing I wish to state that I believe
B* WALKER Sj BUEIJ.
that the 53d-st plant will prove to be the
hi;i and thigh."
most
efficient plant of its capacity yet conMayor > Newton D. Baker yester"The city is being outrageously, I structed
and that I know of no steam driven
day arraigned, as no| Democratic,
would say 'bilked' if that didn't imply plant of Its class in the United States that
has been constructed at so low a price.
the theory of limiting fortunes as an
more heat than I want to express, by
Assuring you of my appreciation of all the
my work. I am
economiQ remedy upon which Joseph
the state of Ohio for road purposes," aid given me in Sincerely
yours,
A. B. DUPONT.
J. Devney is basing his campaign
the mayor asserted.
Following is the mayor's letter of
for the Democratic nomination for
Mayor Blames Assembly.
acceptance:
congress in the twenty-second dis"The trouble is not with Cleveland.
I have just received your letter of July
trict.
It is with the legislature of Ohio, 20th tendering your resignation as consulting engineer for the Municipal Electric Light
In a letter to Mr. pevney s opI am assuming, of course, that you
ponent, Boy A. Tuttle, who has the Citizens Who j Investigated, which has prevented us from doing Plant.
will participate with the city'B engineers in
what we ought to be able to do."
indorsement of the Democratic counthe final testing of this station which canty organization, the mayor expressed
The mayor said the report's state- not take place for some weeks but must
Reijjbrt andfRecommend
the acceptance of the machinery ina belief that so far as Mr. Devney s
ment that the streets are getting, precede
stalled.
desire to go to congress Is based
From the beginning of this enterprise I
worse continually might have been
on a wish to have opportunity to
have constantly been assured by Mr. Ballard
true when it was written, but that it and those working with him of the enthusiadvocate his theory, he is not justi
iShare of Expense.
interest . you have taken and of the
fled in, seeking the votes of those
was not true nofr. President Howe astic
high value they attached to many of the
whose ■ "political philosophy" is exsuggestions made by you. I not only feel
disagreed with this.
•
pressed in the Democratic platform
that the people of Cleveland have received
"I hate to disagree with my friend, loyal
and efficient service, but I myself have
adopted at Baltimore.
WOULD ENLfST AID
the mayor, "j President Howe said, had the constant comfort of knowing that in
The mayor said plainly that if
your
with this enterprise you
Mr. Devney should be' nominated,
OF COUflTY TREASURY "but I think the streets of this city placed connection
the public interest first and that by
he, Mayor Baker, would do his best
your
co-opei-atlon
feel sure of an
are infernally poor and they are.get- efficient station atwea could
minimum cost.
to dissuade anyone from accepting
With
assurances
of
my
highest regard
ting
worse
each
year.
There
are
very
Mr. Devney's theory.
and grateful acknowledgment of the eminent
This taking a hand in the twenty - Mayor Bakejr and President few good streets in Cleveland."
services you have rendered the city, I beg
second district contest on the mayor s
Yours very truly,
Much of the discussion was con- leave to remain
Howe Debate Street
NEWTON D„ BAKER, Mayor,
part followed the receipt' by him of
troversial
in
a
friendly
way.
The
O
letters from both candidates. Mr.
controversy became more marked
Situation.
Devney wrote inquiring whether there
CLASSICAL STAND
was authority for statements that
when the subject of a wheel tax came BUILD
the mayor would not support him if
up. Thirteen of the committee of City Will Sell Refreshments Near
nominated.. He said such a stateRecommendations for a complete
fifteen signed the general report, two
]Vew Art Museum.
ment was made by Mr. Tuttle at a
ward club meeting last Friday night. and continuous city program of pav- being out of the city. That report
Mr. Tuttle wrote a letter in which ing, repaving and street repairing was adopted by the general commitIce cream cones, lemonade and
he declared to the, mayor that Mr.
sandwiches are to be sold at a $10,Devney had misunderstood and mis- were contained in the final report tee.
Nine of the thirteen presented a 000 classical refreshment building on
quoted him. | He said the assertion he of the citizens' committee of fifteen
,fhe south shore of the lake in Wade
made Friday night was that he d;d
separate report recommending a park.
not believe the mayor would take to the general committee on condi- wheel tax. A vote on the acceptance
"We are going to follow the rethe stump and advocate Mr. Devney s
naissance architecture in constructtion
of
streets
in
Cleveland,
preor
rejection
of
that
report
was
posting
this building because of the proxtheory.
,
imity of the Art museum," said City
"Neither do I believe any man who sented at a meeting in The Hollen- poned. *''.
Architect
F. H. Betz yesterday.
thoroughly believes in the principles
The general report, which was read
Plans for the largest municipal
of the Democratic party would advo- den yesterday afternoon.
dance
hall
to form a part of the new
cate any such proposition,
wrote
Washington park recreation buildThe general committee, composed
Mr. Tuttle in part.
ing are being completed. The build"If Mr. Devney is a Democratic of representatives of civic organizaing will cost $20,000. The mission
style of architecture will be followed.
candidate for the Democratic nomiThe building will contain a balcony
nation for congress, he should spend tions, with Alexander S. Taylor as
for spectators and a refreshment
his time■ and efforts in support of chairman, recently appointed the
room.
President Wilson's administration committee of: fifteen to consider the
and in advocacy of the principles to
which the Democratic party is several phases of the entire paving
WANTS SPECIAL SESSION
pledged.
If he wants to go to con- problem. President Charles S. Howe
gress to advocate his own peculiar of Case School of Applied Science
Finance Director Aslks Council to
ideas, he should seek the nomination
oh the Socialist ticket, as his ideas was chairman of the working^ comProvide Funds Immediately.
carried to their logical conclusion mittee. The report given yesterday Mayor Announces It Would
are socialism."
was the result of the committee's
Council must meet in special sesTake Illuminating Co. Holdsion before the" end of the summer j
Mayor Baker's address tonight? at work.
the meeting of Democratic ward leadThe
recommendations
included
ings at Reduced Figure.
vacation to appropriate funds for-j
ers, committeemen and party workers suggestions for a division of municthe operation of the healtti depart-,
at Acme hall, 2416 E. 9th-st, will be
ment and the City hospital accordfraught with significance because of ipal government to have charge of
ing to an announcement yesterday by
the mayor's resignation Saturday the streets, with a system, whereby A. B. du Pont, $1,000 a Finance Director Thomas Coughlin. |>
from membership on the Democratic the city would be divided Into secdepartments -have exhausted
Month Consulting Engineer, Both
county executive committee.
their council allowance and new apWhether Mr. Baker will refer to tions for repair purposes, and of
propriations
are needed without deTenders Resignation.
his retirement from the committee ways and means of taking care of
and perhaps indicate just how much the financial question involved in
la
it has been suggested that a meetof leadership he intends to retain was the paving situation.
ing, be held, next Monday^but^call
___
The city administration stands
the subject of speculation yesterday. V>•"«
been issued, it vas reported
One thing is sure, his speech will be
ready to renew its offer to purchase has
Boy May Ran Police Boat.
esterday that Mayor Newton D,
the "big show" tonight.
Finance Director Thomas Coughlin the property of the Cleveland Electric j g^£er favors "a "special meeting for
Ward workers of the organization proposed yesterday that the new po- Illuminating Co. Mayor Newton D. aotion on the street repaving ques
boosting Congressman Frank B. lice patrol boat service be combined Baker announced yesterday that the
Action may. also be taken on an ,
Willis for the Republican nomination with the city harbor master's duties offer of two years ago is still open.
:; ordnance establishing a municipal i
for governor met last night in the to save expense. The suggestion was
Seventeen millions dollars was the , H•
„
t0 prevent railroads from
Society for Savings, building. Similar made by the mayor that a boy be
meetings are to be- l?eld almost every hired at $60 a month to operate the price then," said the mayor. "It is making new land along the water
night between now and primary police boat. The board of control $14,000,000 now.'The company should front during the summer.
|
approved the contract for the purday. it was announced.
accept this offer for it is going to
Congressman Willis was to reach chase of the boat yesterday.
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Objects to Bond Issue.
f Mayor .Bauer declared yesterday he
this city1 from Canton early this
The committee objected to raising is not planning to take up any newmorning. Ho had planned to leave
u
£Lic utility enterprise at this time.
here about 7:30 a. m. today for money for repaying by bond issues.' P The
resignation .of A. B. duPont
visits at Elyria, Oberlin, Lorain, It recommended taxation, to pay the as consulting engineer for the
Vermilion and Sandusky, where he city's share, of original paving, sug- municipal lighting plant was received
is to speak tonight. Tomorrow he gested that the county's aid be en- yesterday by the, mayor. As conplans, to go to Norwalk, Bellevue
sultant the maximum pay allowed Mr.
and Fremont; Thursday to Oak listed, less essential city expenditures duPont for a month's services was
Harbor, Port Clinton, Toledo and curbed and taxes increased slightly $1,000. He has presented a bill for
Bowling Green; Friday to Marys- to pay repaying, arid urged city ap- that amount for the month of June.
vii.le, Mechanicsburg, London, CoMr. duPont's letter to the mayor is
lumbus and Portsmouth; Saturday, propriation for repairs.
as follows:
In the discussion that followed presto West Union and Norwood, af
Yesterday the municipal light plant located
suburb of Cincinnati, and Sunday to entation of the report, Mayor Newton at E. 5Sd-st and the Lake Shore tracks,
was
sucessfully put Into operation and the
D
Congitess Telling Position Arcanum.
- Sake^djg&ssct it idle... to talk of construction of the power plant itself: Is
» * * *
completed except for some finishing deppropriating
approximately
$1,000,Palph D. Cole of Findlay, candion Platform.
tails.
there is much work yet to be done
date for the Republican nomination OuO yearly for repkv&ig from the rev- in While
designing and constructing the transJOT United States senator, also was enue Cleveland is able to raise under misftm
and distribution system necessary to
expected here early this morning. the Smith } per cents, tax law, which deliver the electric current from the 53d-st
He Is to leave today for a trio- - he referred! to as th$ "sacred white plant to the consumer, the engineering problems in connection therewith are, in my
simple and will be easily solved by
ox." He said vigorously the commit- opinion,
the engineers of the municipal light detee should? have pronounced the law partment of the city. Therefore, as I deem
my services no longer necessary, I desire
Tonight.
an outrageous limitaiton and should that you accept my resignation as consulting
have determined to try to "smite it engineer.
In closing I wish to state that I believe
BT WALKER Si, BIIEL,
that the 53d-st plant will prove to be the
hip and thigh."
most
efficient plant of its capacity yet conMayor j Newton T>. Baker yester"The city is being outrageously, I structed
and that I know of no steam driven
of Its class in the United States that
day arrfigned, as noj Democratic,
would say 'bilked' if that'didn't imply plant
has been constructed at so low a price.
the theory of limiting fortunes as an
more heat than I want to express, by
Assuring you of my appreciation of all the
my work. I am
economic^ remedy upon which Joseph
the state of Ohio for road purposes," aid given me in Sincerely
yours,
A. B. DUPONT.
J. Devney is basing his campaign
the mayor asserted.
Following is the mayor's letter of
for the Democratic nomination for
Mayor Blames Assembly.
acceptance:
congress in the twenty-second dis"The trouble is not with Cleveland.!,, I have just received your letter of July
trict.
It is With the legislature of Ohio,, ->oth tendering your resignation as consult>'/'
engineer for the Municipal Electric Light
In a letter to Mr. pevney s opI am assuming, of course, that you
ponent, Boy A. Tuttle, "who has the Citizens Who/Investigated, which has prevented us from doing Plant.
will participate with the city's engineers in
what we ought to be able to do."
indorsement of the Democratic counthe final testing of this station which canty organization, the mayor expressed
The mayor said the report's state- not take place for some weeks but must
Reijort andfRecommend
precede the acceptance of the machinery ina belief that so far as $tr. Devney s
ment that the streets are getting. ■I stalled,
desire to go to congress is based
worse
continually
might
have
been
From the beginning of this enterprise I
on a wish to have opportunity to
have constantly been assured by Mr. Ballara
true when it was written, but that it and those working with him of the enthusiadvocate his theory, he Is not justifShare
of
Expense.
interest you have taken and of the
fied in seeking the votes of those
was not true now. President Howe astic
high value they attachted to many of the
whose ; "political philosophy" is exsuggestions made by you. I not only feel
disagreed with this.
pressed in the Democratic platform
the people of Cleveland have received
"I hate to disagree with my friend, that
loyal and efficient service, but I myself have
adopted at Baltimore.
W0UID ENLIST AID
the mayor,", President Howe said, had the constant comfort of knowing that in
The 'mayor said plainly that if
connection with this enterprise you
Mr. Devney should be nominated,
OF COUNTY TREASURY "but I think,the streets of this city your
placed the public interest first and that by
he, Mayor Baker, would do his best
your
co-operation
feel sure of an
are infernally poor and they are-.get- efficient station atwea could
minimum cost.
to dissxjade anyone from accepting
With
assurances
of
my
highest regard
ting
worse
each
year.
Th^re
are
very
Mr. Devney's theory.
and grateful acknowledgment of the eminent
few good streets in Cleveland."
This taking a hand in the twentyservices you have rendered the city, I beg
second district contest on the mayor s
Yours very truly,
Much of the discussion was con- leave to remain
NEWTON D. BAKER, Mayor, |
Howe Debate Street
part followed the receipt-, by him_ of
troversial
in
a
friendly
way.
The
letters from both candidates. Mr.
controversy became more marked
. Devney wrote inquiring whether there
CLASSICAL STAND
' was authority for statements that
when the subject of a wheel tax came BUILD
the mayor would not support him if
up. Thirteen of the committee of City "Will Sell Refreshments Near
nominated;. He said such a stateRecommendations for a complete fifteen signed the general report, two
New Art Museum.
ment was made by Mr. Tuttle at a
ward club meeting last Friday night. and continuous city program of pav- being out of the city. That report
Mr. Tuttle wrote a letter in which ing, repaying- and street repairing was adopted by the general commitIce cream cones, lemonade and
he declared to the, mayor that Mr.
sandwiches are to be sold at a $10,tee.
\
were
contained
in
the
final
report
Devney had misunderstood and misNine ft the thirteen presented a 000 classical refreshment building on
quoted him.', He said the assertion he of the citizens' committee of fifteen
•the south shore of the lake in Wade
made Friday night was that he did
separate report recommending a
not believe the mayor would take to the general committee on condi- wheel tax. A vote on the acceptance
"We are going to follow the rethe stump and advocate Mr. Devney s
naissance architecture in constructtion
of
streets
in
Cleveland,
preor
rejection
of
that
report
was
posting
this building because of the proxtheory.
.
imity of the Art museum," said City
"Neither do I believe any man who sented at a meeting in The Hollen- poned. -'.
Architect
F. H. Betz yesterday.
thoroughly believes in the principles
The general report, which was read
Plans for the largest municipal
of the Democratic party would advo- den yesterday afternoon.
dance
hall
to form a part of the new
cate any such proposition,
wrote
Washington park recreation buildThe general committee, composed
Mr. Tuttle in part.
ing are "being completed. The build"If Mr. Devney is a Democratic of representatives of civic organizaing will cost $20,000. The mission
sWle of architecture will be followed.
candidate for the Democratic nomitions,
with
Alexander
S.
Taylor
as
The building will contain a balcony
nation for congress, he should spend
for spectators and a refreshment
his time. and efforts in support of chairman, recently appointed the
room.
President Wilson's administration committee of fifteen to consider the
and in advocacy of the principles to
several
phases
of
the
entire
paving
the Democratic party is
i which
WANTS"SPECIAL SESSION
pledged.
If he wants to go to con- problem. President Charles S. Howe
gress to advocate his own peculiar of Case School of Applied Science
Finance Director Asfcs Council to
ideas, he should seek the nomination
on the Socialist ticket, as his ideas was chairman, of the working/ comProvide Funds Immediately.
carried to their logical conclusion mittee. The report given yesterday
are socialism."• * * *
was the result of the committee's
Council must meet in special session before the' end of the summer |
Mayor Baker's address tonight? at work.
The
recommendations
included
the meeting of Democratic ward leadvacation to appropriate funds foisj
ers, committeemen and party workers suggestions for a division of municthe operation of the health departat Acme hall, 241G E. 9th-st, will be
ment and the City hospital, accordfraught with significance because of ipal government to have charge of
ing to an announcement yesterday by
the mayor's resignation Saturday the streets, with a system, whereby
Finance Director Thomas Coughlin
.from membership on the Democratic the city would be divided into secBoth departments -have exhausted
Month
Consulting
Engineer,
countv executive committee.
their council allowance and new apWhether Mr. Baker will refer to tions for repair purposes, and of
propriations are needed without deTenders Resignation.
his retirement from the committee ways and means of taking care of
la
and perhaps indicate just how much the financial question involved in
it has been suggested that a meetof leadership he intends to retain was the paving situation.
|j
The
city
administration
stands
ing be held_ next Monday, but no cau ,
the subject of speculation yesterday.
=U'
1
One thing is sure, his speech will be
ready to renew its offer to purchase *&£££ ^Mayor "NUITD
Boy May Run Police Boat.
the "big show" tonight.
* * * *
Finance Director Thomas Coughlin the property of the Cleveland Electric ^£«f favors a special meeting for j
Ward workers of the organization proposed yesterday that the new po- Illuminating Co. Mayor Newton V: action on the street repaying ques-|
boosting Congressman Frank B. lice patrol boat service be combined Baker announced yesterday that the tion
' - ^ be taken
an j
Willis for the Republican nomination with the city harbor master's duties
offer
of
two
years
ago
is
still
open,
j
^
establishing
a
municipal
,
for governor met last night in the to save expense. The suggestion was
Seventeen millions dollars was the "
prevent railroads from i
n
t
Society for Savings, building. Similar made by the mayor that a boy be
meetings are to be- l»,eld almost every hired at $60 a month to operate the price then," said the mayor. "It is maWng new land along the water I
night between now and primary police boat. The board of control $14,000,000 now.'The company should front during the summer.
approved the contract for the purday, it was announced.
acce.pt this offer for it is going to
Congressman Willis was to reach chase of the boat yesterday.
$12,000,000 r-ext."
The mayor wrote a letter to the
illuminating company representatives
before the new lighting plant was
started proposing negotiations for the
taking over the illuminating company jjroperti. pi^lie company did not
take steps to .JWsTrhence negotiations,
so work on "the $2,000,000 municipal
plant at the foot of E. 53d-st was
started. -The plant was put into
service Sunday and a public inspection is scheduled for tomorrow
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A YEAR IS
OUCE AND FIRE $1,000,000
STAR
URGED FOR STREETS
FUNDS MAY DROP
ENSIONS
IGNORES BAKER
Congressman Robert Grosser who
? fven a slap on the wrist Tues"
the Baker administration
day
pf,eft Ws name off the list of
£ r
° vlrfat t^e
the Democratic rally
at
speaker
started

Wa

t In peaking campaign Tuestoy aternoon with a spf^0**
Wr
" S?CrosserhwillTonoWtWS4nh
Set peeches Tuesday night.

f ™ "
for the ' nomination,
rfU "the Acme hfll meeting
W
M Democratic headquarters it was
.lined
that Bulkley was given the
1
it rack for no other reason than
lw 'he is the senior congressional
TdidateX That CriSs£ purposely
", Ughted because he has not the
Bake indorsement was denied.
The meeting, according to official
announcement, is to plan the primary
fign? Anti-Baker Democrats however declare it has been called so
-"mayor can give his official orders
„,he ward workers as to how the
^"candidates for office shall be

Si

Confe
S^4
.1 choice

d

Bulldey

th

a

Baka^speech Tuesday night probably will be his last as leader of the
democracy here.
rharles A. Dolan, manager ot the
Browning-King Company, Tuesday
was most talked of as Mayor Bakei s
"sor as chairman of the Demoratio executive commiteee. Through
the day the name of Harry S. Frencn
frequently
was
mentioned
bm
FrenCh declared that his membership
on the board of elections made it impossible for him to, consider taking
over the leadership.
Countv Clerk Haserodt also was
frequently mentioned Tuesday, bul
he, too, declared he would not accept the chairmanship.

Plan to Change System to
Give Awards Only for Disability of Members

Well paved streets In Cleveland will
hot be had until $1,000,000 a year is
appropriated for repaying and repairing, according to the report of the
committee of civic organization representatives who made known the
result of their investigation Monday.
Mavor Baker declared the recommendation of the comftiitte'e to take
the $1,000,000 a year from the city s
annual revenue' was.: absurd. Baker
attacked the Smith tax law and said
Cleveland was being filked' by the
state out of $407,000 a leaf for state
road tax.
The $2,000,000 bond issue asked by
council to obtain street funds was
severely criticized by "ti> committee.
Dr. Charles S. Howe, president of
Case school, chairman .of the committee, took exception to Mayor
Baker's declaration that Cleveland
streets are not in bad condition.
"I think the streets are infernally
poor and are getting worse each
year," said Howe. "There are very
few good streets in Cleveland."

Changes in the working of the po
lice and fire department pension
funds whereby the present system of
awarding pensions for 25 years' service or disability may be superseded;
by a plan of pensioning members
only in case of disability were being
considered Tuesday by Safety Director Benesch.
'Announcement
of
changes may be made late this we'ek
if Mayor Baker consents.
Funds Are Shrinking
The gradual shrinking of the
two funds makes a change .imperative, Benesch says.
The present system, permitting a member of
either department to retire after 25
years' service and enter some other
line of business, is too heavy a drain
on the funds, is the . reason. Baker
long has favored disability over service pensions, but no definite steps
toward changing the system ever
have been taken because' of the confusion that is certain to result.
According to Julius Pollock, secretary of the fire department and custodian of the fire pension fund, it will
be only four years until the fund is
wiped out.
How It Dwindles
July 1 the fund had a balance of
$285,357.96, while monthly payrolls approximate $8,700. The June payroll
totaled $8,537.11.
The beneficiaries
number between 190 and 200.
The' police pension fund is equally
badiy off. Two hundred and thirty
beneficiaries must be paid monthly
for an indeterminate period from a
fund that July 1 was $146,490.81. The
July 1 payroll was $9,568.48.

DU PONT RESIGN
FORCED OUT?
Politicians were wondering Tuesday
if A. B. du Font's resignation from
his $l,000-a-month job as consulting
engineer on the East 53d street light
plant was as voluntary as claimed by
City Hall officials.
Reports of friction between Lighting Commissioner Ballard, Utilities
Director Stage/nd du Pont have been
as frequent as/they have been denied.
Only last Frjflay du Pont, in a statement, said/he would stay on the job
so long, as Mayor Baker needed hlfc
and emphatically denied rumors h^
was on the verge of resigning. Monday noen du Pont's resignation was
in Baker's hands;

20 MEN WATCH JOB AS
1LTER WORK'S RUSHED
' John F. Casey. Pittsburg, contractor1'for the substructure of the
Division avenue"'filtration plant, will i
do well\to get a bonus of $12,000,
let alone $60,000. City Sanitary Expert R. W./Pratt declared Tuesday.
Casey lafe/Mohday told Utilities Director Stage he would! complete the
job in fepr or five lnofttiis less than
contract Jtime and colleoi his $400-aday bonus.
To prevent any bad Iwork resulting from haste, 20 city tlgineers are
on the job day and night, supervising,
Pratt said. The first half of the filter
beds, must be completed by December 1, according to the Casey contract,

INSPECTOR WON'T OBEY,
SIDL0 LETS HIM OUT
Service Director Sidlo Tuesday
discharged Albert A. Crowley, 9708
Harvard avenue, paving inspector,
after a hearing of charges preferred
by P. J. Masterson, head of the
street repair division. Crowley was
appointed from civil service lists
June 28, 1913.
Among other things Masterson
charged Crowley was disagreeable at
all times. Masterson also claimed
Crowley wouldn't obey orders, refused to go to the City Hall to
straighten out his books, and insisted
that he be paid for his trouble if he
did go. Crowley pleaded not guilty
and declared Masterson's charges
were unfounded.

A
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WEDNESDAY, JULYfljH
CITY GETS
CLEVELAND PLAIN jM£M:£FTERNO6N, FROM S TO S,

EM TO OBSERVE
JITY'S NATAL DAY
Citizens Today to Hoist Fl^g
in public Square on Birth-j
Say of Cleveland.

March—"Rose Day"
■■••••■ (Johnston)
Dedicated to Conrad Miier. (
I
Overture-"Il Guarany" .... .v
SS^{
Selectlon-"Oh, Oh, Dolphine ..... ^CaryU)
w\dltnZ-"DknuDe" WaVes';" \\\^V:: (^anoylcl)
(M
"American Patrol" .....
?|S
Selection—"High Jinks" ........... (Frimls)
Intermmezzo-''Indian War Dance^.^^

in Parks.
Cleveland wjH celebrate itsfL18th
birthday lanniversary today. §A big
municipall picnic, with free mthing
for playjround
children, storting
events, bolt races, band conceits and
old-fashioited dancing will feafjre the
day and craning at Edgewatef park.
There w|l be open house ft many
city instittf ions, and a pubhj! inspection of the! new,. $2,000,000 Aunicipal
light plant! at the foot of £. 53d-st,
the new citf hall and other ftructures.
The city flag and the national flag
will both iie raised on JEhe Public
square staffat 9 o'clock tfis morning
by Robert jCarran, who is now 101
years old. He will also place a
wreath on tie statue of Moses Cleaveland.
At »:30 o'clock fie will raise
the Cleveland flag' and,'the national
flag on the pew city ha|) flagstaff.
Cleveland iday is a iftaicipal holitday, and moist of the city hall offices
will be close!. Tne board of education
'headquarters will be closed,at noon,
and the city;, health office will remain
open till 3 p.Vtn. All city street work
will cease, but garbage collection will
continue until noon.
The suggestion that the anniversary of the founding of the city be
celebrated each year came from Peter
Witt, street railroad commissioner,
some years ago, tvhen he was city
I clerk. An ordinance was introduced
in council by Councilman John Mc' Clain following the suggestion, and
the passage of the measure made July
• 22 a civic holiday.
The E. (ith-st.entrance to the new
city hall grounds.will be open all day,
and visitors'will-be shown over the
building by special guides. Souvenir
cards will be,distributed. The lighting plant at the foot of B. 53d-st will
also be opened all day. The schedule
of special features is:
9 a. m.—Raising of Cleveland flag, Public
square, and placing of wreath on Moses
Cleaveland monument.
0-30 a. ni.—Raising of flags at the new
city hall on the lake front; public inspection
of building all day.
.
_
Opening of Bulkley boulevard from w.
25tli-st to W. 29th-st and from W. 3Sth-st
to W. 45th-stj
Public inspection of filtration plant site
(view from Bulkley boulevard).
Opening of new bear dens at Brookside
P

Public inspection new municipal light
plant, '.E. 53d-st.
Open house at Cooley farfns at Warrensville. Boys' home at Hudson, Are houses.
Gordon park greenhouse and nurseries and
all city Institutions.
The events scheduled for Edgewater park
are as follow,s:
Bathing—10 a. m. to noon, free bathing
for playground children.
Baseball—No. 1 grounds, 9:30 a. m., Beir.esch's Safers vs. Sidlo's Servers; 1 p. m.,
Firemen vs. Policemen; 3:30 p. in. Telling's
Strollers vs. Street Cleaners.
Prizes for
the winners of, these games will he awarded.
Races—2 p. m. on west lawn, under direction of M. J. McGinty, supervisor of sports;
boys' 50-yard, dash, 10 years and under;
girls' 50-yard dash, 10 years and under;
boys* 75-yard dash, 12 years and under;
girls' 50-yard dash, 12 years and under;
boys' 100-yard dash, 16 years, and tinder;
girls' 75-yard dash, 16 years and under;
three-legged race; young ladies' race; shoe
race; married women's race; pie eating eontest; watermelon contest; men's
100-yard
dash, open to all. First, second and third
prizes will be given in each of the above
events.
Motorboat races—3:30 p. m., five, classes,
under auspices of Cleveland Boat club and
Cleveland Powerboat club.
, Canoe races and tilting contests-^8:30 p.
1 m., under auspices of Shaker Lakes' Canoe
I club.
Illuminated motorboat parade—S:30 p. m.
Prizes will be awarded to the winners of
these events.
Band concert afternoon and evening in
Edgewater bath house pavilion.
Dancing afternoon and evening; special
musical program ;for old-fashioned dances at
Ederewater dance hall.
Here are the Edgewater park band con-

Atr^rdcd Amount in Wast
Water Tunnel Suit.

Side

The city in an appellate court decision yesterday was awarded |2do,0U0
damages, from W. G. Gahn contractor, ,
who built part of the East Side water
tunnel, oh ground of faulty construc-

Novelty ■dkn'c'e'^';''Pompon"""''.'.'.'.'.. (Schr0^) tl0
Gahn appealed the case from com"Hunting Scene"
(Bucalossij
mon pleas'..court, which awarded the
"Star Spangled Banner
city
$49,000, more than the highei
EVENING, FROM S TO 10:30.
March—"Washington Post.
, . ■<f<>"^> court.
——
o
Overture-' 'Light Cavalry
J^Sri
City to i Keep Garbage
Valse—"June" ......'
ifitrhertt
Instead of (selling its food waste to a
Selection—"Algeria" f>
Rotten
"Roses Honey Moon"
(Bia«en
private rendering concern/the City hosRemicks' Hits No. 14.
mberl
mtal will give it to the city garbage
"Basket ot Roses"....
"(strauss
aepartmentT "-The private concern paid
waitz "Blue Danube"
• (a«ausaj $500 a year for the refuse. Supt. Howlumoreso.ue-"Who's Next?"
(Bellstedt) II 111 Wright is changing the garbage col"Star Spangled Banner
... - •
II lection system at the hospital.
James D. Johnston, director.

=#=
Childrin Anticipate Sportjpg
OPPOSES
PARK
CONCERTS
Events and Picnics

That wasl|ie word circulated
quietly amor^ the /crowds of
Democrats wlo last,; night attended the meeting at Acme hall,
2416 E. 9th-st,\that marked the
opening of the primary campaign
of the-countv's organized Democ-

$235,000 DAMAGES.

COPS TO BATTLE FIREMEN.

racy.
11, equaled in political importance the eloquent appeal made
by the mayor to the men of the
■: organization assembled to go
' forth and- battle for home rule in
taxation for Cleveland.

Representative Teams tic Play Ball
This Afternoon.
j

The committee has not met to select a new organization leader.
Mayor Baker said there had been
Edgewater park No. 1 grounds this after- j
noon wiA be the scene of a furious battle for
talk of Congressman Bulkley. So did
A policy of retrenchment by -the the basetall supremacy of the Cleveland pomembers of the committee.
city that would start with abolishing,
tlove Q,uite Significant.
all expenditures for mttsic was urged In order; that the feeling hetween tho two
The move would be extremely sigyesterday
by
Councilman J.
B.
nificant, seating Mr. Bulkley in the
Smith. The city park department Is
chair of leadership occupied by Tom
giving daily afternoon and evening
L. Johnson and after him,by Mr.
concerts except Monday, the cost of |
Baker. • The congressman would not
whicfi for the summer will; be about |
comment on the. situation last night.
$12,000, it is estimated.
gaxe
Several hundred 'Democrats packed
Yesterday afterfloon 24? persons Mlckovsky, MlckovsKy wni P'^ , ,
d
e
were: on hand to hear the loncert at wiU^rfo? th?V e°men /nT^W or , Acme hall for the meeting.
They
Garffeld park. Three weefs ago at
responded with a.pplaUsive-.roars when
a G|rfield park concert |ixty-four
of the park, on LaKe-av ^'__
the mayor asked the organization to
persotas were there.
- _—— =—==0=—=
_..., — *,
Onf Sundays folir conferts are J BharD.
take up the fight for "justice in taxgive* three in the afternoon and one
ation," the third and last of the
in tlfe evening.
Toe cost | of city
tilings Torn Johnson included in his
concerts is over $900 a week, it was New City ConTnll^oT.e^ is Facing
program, the other two being <5stateil yesterday a| \park tfsadquar.
Hard Problem.
A
tors.
cent fare-tand home rule. The mayTh;e city under the plan
T M Black, newly appointed/comor's address, delivered with all the
by Public
Service
Direct.
[missionerof recreation, is facing the
earnestness he could command, was
Sidlo is-, to continue to ha
1
problem of making a small/approcoiicjerts '.aroughoht July
the climax of the meeting.
priation meet the cost of pjCtmg all
gust.
County Clerk E. 15. Haserodt preo
city playgrounds in apple 4\™^
sided.
Prosecvitor Cyrus Locher,
| Mayor to Address
"There is much work to be done
County ' Commissioner
Pierce
D.
M|yor Newton B. Baker wfal\be the and there is very little money to fix
Metzger and Congressman Bulkley
speaker at the weekly luncheafaW the
spoke before Mayor Baker.
Moose temple, Walnut-av.' N. E., Saturday noon. Mayo'r John J. Poll<if$ and
Su
jrt of Gov. James M. Cox,
Judge Lawrence Job of Borain %H1 be
nomination of the county and legisguests of honor. James P. Mooiiey of
the city law department will be toastlative tickets indorsed by the organimaster. *■ Yflcal numbers will be !renzation, the return to congress of
dered by Herbert Smith and M, C.
Barth of the American quartet.
Congressman Bulkley and William
Gordon and the nomination of Uoy
A. Tuttle in the twenty-second disj
trict, were urged.
JosepiiJ. De-rnejf Wrjfcs to Mayor
The mayor was . received with
1 About Principles.
thunderous applause and cheering.
Coat off, arms' akimbo, smiling cheerJosephi J. Devney,/candidate for the
fully, Mr. Baker waited for the ovaDemocratic nomination for congress
in the twenty-second .('district, wrote
lion to end. Just as the clapping died
to Mayor), Newton D. Baker yesterday
down a man sprang up with a yell of
that he ','comes. squarely within the
supreme test of Democracy," and that
"Three Cheers for Newton Baker!"
he subscribes-'to the/principles enuand the roof was nearly lifted.
merated by the Democratic party in
the state and nation.;
IDiiloKiies President 'Wilson.
"But theVDemocratie party is not a
stand pat p^rty," he said. "New prob| > After eulogizing President Wilson,
lems are continually arising.
The
I urging support of Gov. Cox, whose
people are beginning Ito realize that
name was loudly applauded, and
huge aggregations of wealth are a
menace to tHe welfare' of the people,
ridiculing the possibility of Congressand I believe, that is the next great
man J. J. Whitacre gaining any headquestion that; must be solved."
Mr. Devney added that, although
way against
the
governor,. Mayor
:
limiting fortunes might not be the
Baker turned to the subject that evK
ultimate remedy for economic conditions, the usefulness of the author
dently lay nearest his heart.
of the theory as a congressman in
He first said he considered it necescarrying out Democratic principles
would not be Impaired.
sary to maintain a Democratic organization In, city affairs.
"There should be no misunderstanding', however," he added quickly. "The
City Officials Consider Methods.
people of this city decided to try the
Followed in BnMVPeari Cities.
nonpartisan f,orm of government, and
3 am inclined to think this organizaLetters received W Public'Safety Dition should not go counter to that. So
rector A A. Bene/ch from |iis father,
long as that is the theory, the city
who is travelinar in Europe, indicate
ought to 1)3 run that way, and as long
that the plan of allowing members of
police an 1 fire *pa?trwints tojiave penas I am mayor under that theory it
sions aft ;r twenty-five years <pf service
will be run that way."
is not f c Uow^d abroad. Instead, disaHe then explained he thought it
bility pejsiofris are granted.
was through the efforts of the DemoCity ( fflfcials claim the policy may
cratic organization that it was made
soon haie/to be adopted in Cleveland
because bf the state of the fire \and popossible for Cleveland to have a home
lice pensflfcn funds.
lule charter, that the things the city
Many Mnembers of the police 'department la*lv have, been applying for penhas gained first were made planks
sions el fast as the twenty-five-year,
BY w|.LKEE S. BUEL.
in the Democratic party's platform
period has been reached. Both police
and fire pension fund trustees have
then were given the people.
been compelled to vote for the sale of
^Congressmaa Robert |. Bulk- and"But
we haven't it all yet,"' he
securities long held in reserve to meet
| the expenses.
said.
"We have the crust, not the
I-1—rra—f^=pie of home rule.
We haven't the
90IAI9S 9K
ytuBq
power to determine how much taxes
we can raise.".

Councilman J. E. Smith Says City
is Too Poor.

NEEDS RECREATION FUNDS

DEFENDS HIS DEMOCRACY

ST BULKLEY
PARW LEADER

Democrats 0onsider Congressman Wr Chairman of
^ Democratic Committee
in Cuyahoga County.

MAY ALTER PENSfflN PLAN

wiayor Pi#ls for Fight for
.Hame|Ru!e and Just
Ta>#ion in Keyname Speech.

THUI\IDEI ING OVATION
Gl EETS EXECUTIVE

Workers peer as Campaign
iorlFall is Out| lined.

I
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tEADYTO OBSERVE
CITY'S NATAL DAY
Citizens Today to Hoist Fl4g
in public Square on Birth-f
Say of Cleveland.

Children Anticipate Sport|ig
Events and Picnics
in Parks.
Cleveland will celebrate itsfL18th
birthday lanniversary today. |A big
municipal! picnic, with free withing
for playgfround
children, storting
events, bolt races, band concefts and
old-fashioited dancing will feature the
day and eitening at Edgewatef park.
There will be open house It many
city institutions, and a pubUs inspection of the§newt, $2,000,000 ftunicipal
light plant! at the foot of p. 53d-st,
the new citf hall and other Structures.
The city flag and the national flag
will both 'fie raised on Jthe Public
square stari at 9 o'clock tfis morning
by Robert ; Carran, who j is now 101
! years old. He will afeo place a
I wreath on tie
statue of Moses Cleaveland. At 8|;30 o'clock fie will raise
the Cleveland flag aWU/the national
flag on the pew city hail flagstaff.
Cleveland ;day is a nftmicipal holiday, and mo>t of the citys hall offices
will be closecf. The board of education
headquarters will be closed,at noon,
and the city] health office wil\ remain
open till 3 p|, m. All City street work
will cease, btjtt garbage collection will
continue until noon. |
The suggestion that the anniversary of the founding of the city be
celebrated each year came from Peter
Witt, street railroad commissioner,
some years ago, when he was city
clerk. An ordinance was introduced
in council by Councilman John McClain following the suggestion, and
the passage of the measure made July
22 a civic holiday.
The E. (ith-st.entrance to the new
city hall grounds.will be open all day,
and visitors'will-be shown over the
building bv special guides. Souvenir
cards will be,distributed. The lighting plant at th« foot of E. 53d-st will
also be opened all clay. The schedule
of special features is:

SySi-n^

!=^^

^^tS^™™0*'-------^^]^^ appealed the .case from com
I mon 'pleas'" court, which awarded the
"Star Spangled Banner"
EVENING, FROM S TO 10:30.
city $49,0001 more than the higher
u
March—"Washington Post
•(|° ^> court.
Overture—' 'Light Cavalry
master)
Citv to ! Keep Garbage.
Valse—"June"
JifJrhertl
Instead 'of selling- its food waste to a
Selection-' 'Algeria''
bitten
ia
"Roses Honey Moon'
if "™
private rendering conceraXhe City hosRemicks' Hits No. 14
(■Lampe
pitalI will give it to the city garbage
"Basket of Hoses"....
Strauss) Smrtment
The private concern paid
waltz—"Blue Danube"
/J ,, . 5K S50P0 a ySr for the refuse. Supt. HowHumoreso.ue-"Who's Next?"
(Bellstedt) i Ill Wright is changing the garbage col"Star Spangled Banner
■••■"
i| lection system at the'hospital.
James D. Johnston, director.
i

OPPOSES PARK CONCERTS
Councilman J. E. Smith Says City
is Too Poor.

_

COPS TO BATTLE BJIUEMETi.

for playground children.
Baseball—No. 1 grounds, 9:30 a. m., Ber,esch's Safers vs. Sidlo's Servers; 1 p. m.,
Firemen vs. Policemen: 3:30 p. m. Telling's
Strollers vs. Street Cleaners.
Prizes for
the winners o£ these games will be awarded.
Races—2 p. m. on west lawn, under direction of M. J. McGinty, supervisor of sports;
boys' 50-yard, dash, 10 years and under;
girls' 50-yard dash, 10 years and under;
boys' 78-yard dash, 12 years and under;
girls' 50-yard dash, 12 years "and under;
boys' 100-yard dash, 16 years, and under;
girls' 75-yard dash, 16 years and under;
three-legged race; young ladies' race; shoe
race; married women's race; pie eating contest; watermelon contest; men's
100-yard
dash, open to all. First, second and third
prizes Till be given in each of the above
events.
Motorboat races—3:30 p. m., five classes,
under auspices of Cleveland Boat club and
Cleveland Powerboat club.
Canoe races and tilting contests-T3:S0 p.
m., under auspices of Shaker Lakes Canoe
club.
Illuminated motorboat parade—8:30 p. m.
Prizes will be awarded to the winners of
these events.
Band concert afternoon and evening in
Edgewater bath house pavilion.
Dancing afternoon and evening; special
musical program for old-fashioned dances at
Edeewater dance hall.
Here are the Edgewater park band con^"^-^programs:

racy..
It equaled in political imporlance the eloquent appeal made
, by the mayor to fte men of the
<; organization assembled to go
forth and battle for home rule in
taxation for Clevelknd.

Representative Tettms tjo Play Ball
This ASternoon.
Edgewater park No. 1 groupds this^ after |
noon wii be the scene of a furious battle for

A policy of retrenchment by -the the baseball supremacy of the Cleveland pocity that would start with abolishing
all expenditures for music was urged
yesterday by Councilman J. E. teams tlpesn't develop into blows sa. ^
Director, Alfred A. Benesch, lieaa 01
Smith,. The city park department is departments, will be on hand. Benescn win ^ .
giving daily afternoon and evening
concerts except Monday, the cost of j
which for the sumhier will| be about j
$12,000, it is estimated.
Yesterday afternoon 24? persons i M?ckov?k«ic» jfi &*•& <££
were; on hand to hear the loncert at ^ferfe1 the1Uflrde°mr a'nT'SrW or i
Garffeld park. Thfee weefsSst^tourl
ago at S^^f^-et^ ^entrance i
a G|,rfield park Concert fj
| of the park, on L,ake-av IN . »«.,»>
i
persdns were there.
—o
On Sundays four concerts areiJBharn.--'
give* three in the afternoon and one NEEDS RECREATION FUNDS
in tie evening. The cost | of city
concerts is over $900 a week, It was New City Commissioner is Facial
state* yesterday aflpark headquarHard Problem.
ters.
Trje city under the plan';; favored
T M Black, newly appointed/comby Public Service Director T. L. missionerof recreation, is facing the
Sidll is to continue to hate daily
conclerts l.nroughout July and Au- "roo em of making a small/appropriation meet the cost of Pjjtmg all
gust.
\

p
%- )
city playgrounds in apple me: ord«.
i Mayor to A&dress M^oie.
"There is much work to be done
Miyor Newton D. Baker vfclUie the I and" there is, very little money to fix
speaker at the weekly luncherin 'j.n the ■ thr'fvr°X.atce Hall Inspector George
City Dancei a
transferred
Moose temple, Walnut-av.' N. E., Sat- Myers will not at o ^«
recreaurday noon. Mayor John J. PollrSfft and to the new £gl™W£ tof be
held
m e
Judge Lawrence Job of Dorain %fll be
tion.
At
a
,»
"Jift
*
the subject of
guests of honor. James P. Moorjey of
a
r
0
in
the
^
y°
,?
5
si
ufty
of
the
PK
t
n
b
the city law department will be toastmaster. ' Yscal numbers will be rendered by Herbert Smith and M, *C.
Barth of the American quartet.

——-—r

DEFENDS HISU_DEpCRACY^
Joseph J, Devney Writes to Mayor
About Principles.

Joseph; J. Devney,.; candidate for the
Democratic nomination for congress
in the twenty-setfond 'district, wrote
9 a. m.—Raising o( Cleveland flag, PuMie to Mayors Newton D. Baker yesterday
square, and placing of wreath on Moses that he \'eomes. squarely within the
supreme test of! Democracy," and that
Cleaveland morhvment.
9-30 a. ni.—Raising of flags at the new he subscribes • to the /principles enucity hall on the lake front; public inspection merated by the Democratic party in
the state and nation, i
of building all flay.
■
•
Opening of Bulkley boulevard from W.
"But the\Democratie party is not a
25th-st to W. 29th-st and from W. 38th-st stand pat pVrty," he said. "New probto W. 45th-st.
lems are continually^ arising. The
Public
plant site people are beginning ~.to realize that
JTUOlJt; inspection
iiioiJ^^y.w" of
-- filtration
-~ 'kley boulevard)
boulevard).
(view from Bulkley
aggregations of, wealth are a
iew bear dens at Brookside huge
Opening of ft—
menace to trie welfare' of the people,
park.
and
I
believe, that is the next great
new
municipal
light
Public inspection
question that', must be solved."
plant, ,E. 53d-st.
Mr. Devney, added that, although
Open house at Cooley farms at Warrensville Boys' home at Hudson, fire houses, limiting fortunes might not be the
Gordon park greenhouse and nurseries and ultimate remedy for economic conditions, the usefulness of the author
all city Institutions.
The events scheduled for Edgewater park of the theory as a congressman in
carrying out Democratic principles
are as follows:
Bathing—10 a. m. to noon, free bathing would not be impaired.
!

That waslhe worcl| circulated
the /crowds of
(|liietly amorlg
Democrats wlo laBtj night attended the melting at Acme hall,
2416 E. 9th-st, that marked the
opening of the primary campaign
of the county's organized Democ-

lj "clTY GKTS^aS^OOO DAMAGES.
S TO 5.
"Rose
Day"'
(Johnston);
, ,1 March
Auardcd Amount in Mast Side I
Dedicated , to Conrad Miier.
(
Water Tunnel Suit.
^ 1! Overture—"II Guarany"
S?me,,!i!
:iseTecUorn-"Oh, Oh, Dolpblne" ..... ^CaryU
Badinage
|.»
•
/Ti5Smrtrft
The citv in an appellate court de-

MAY ALTER PENSfjON PLAN
City Officials ConsjHer i Methods
Folldwed in European Cities.
'j Letters received b/ PublicjSafety Di-i
| rector A A. Bene/eh from ihis father,
I who is traveling^ in Europe, indicate
that the plan of allowing mjembers of
police an 1 fire JeparTm«n_ts to'aiave penI
:nty-five years-bf service
[ sions aft
I abroad. Instead, disaf is not fc llo
s are granted.
bility pel
s claim the pohcy may
City i
,
be adopted in Cleveland
jsoon ha^e
_.ie state of the fire'4and poi because
in
funds.
N lice pen
embers of
| Many »™iu«»
^..^ police
,-—-•— "departu» the
I ment latftlv have, been applying for pen' sions a| fast as the twenty-five-year
'■ period has been reached. Both ponce
11 and fire pension fund trustees have
heen compelled to vote for the sale of
securities long held in reserve to meet
the expenses.

ST BULKLEY

PITY LEADER
MEK'S PLACE
Democrats Consider Congressman W Chairman of
Democrat Committee
in Cuyfinoga County. .
Wiavor Pi^ads for Fight for
HomelBule and Just
tion in Keyte Speech.
HUNDE NG OVATION
G ETS EXECUTIVE
Workers iheer as Campaign
jorlFall is OutI lined.
BY WALKER S. BU|L.
(Jongressinan Robert A. BulkIf yesteifday was being| considel«d for tb4 chairmanship of the
Cuyahoga. fcounty Democratic
cxeentive committee t6 succeed
Mayor Newton D. Baker.

The committee haj not met to select a new organization leader.
Mayor Baker said there had been
talk of Congressman Bulkley. So did
members of the committee.
Move Quite Significant.

The move would be extremely significant. seating Mr. Bulkley in the
chair of leadership occupied by Tom
L. Johnson and after him,by Mr.
Baker, 'fbe congressman wbuld not
comment on the. situation last night.
Several hundred Democrats packed
Acme hall for the meeting. They
responded with appla\tsive..roars when
the 'mayor asked the organization to
take up the fight for "justice^ in taxation.'' the third and last of the
things Tom Johnson included in his
program,' the other two being 3cent fare<and home rule. The mayor's address, delivered with all the
earnestness lie could command, was
the climax of the meeting.
County Clerk E. B. Haserodt presided.
Prosecutor Cyrus Docher,
County ' Commissioner Pierce D.
Metzger and Congressman Bulkley
spoke before Mayor Baker.
■ Su ji"t of Gov. James M. Cox,
nomination of the county and legislative tickets indorsed by the organization, the return to congress of
Congressman Bulkley and "William
Gordon and the nomination of Roy
A. Tuttle in the twenty-second district, were urged.
The mayor was . received with
thunderous applause and cheering.
Coat off, arms' akimbo, smiling cheerfully, Mr. Baker waited for the ovation to end. Just as the clapping died
down a man sprang up with a yell of
"Three Cheers for Newton Baker!"
and the roof was nearly lifted.
Kulojclxes President Wilson.
: After eulogizing President Wilson,
urging support of Gov. Cox, whose
name was loudly applauded, and
ridiculing the possibility of Congressman J. J. "Whitacre gaining any headway against the governor,, Mayor
Baker turned to the subject that evi-^
dently lay nearest his heart.
He first said he considered it necesss ry to maintain a Democratic organization in, city affairs.
"There should be no misunderstanding, however," he added quickly. "The
people of this city decided to try the
nonpartisan fprm of government, and
I am inclined to think this organization should not go counter to that. So
long as that is the theory, the cityought to hi run that way, and as long
as I am mayor under that theory it
will be run that way."
He then explained he thought it
was through the efforts of the Democratic organization that it was made
possible for Cleveland to have a home
lule charter, that the things the city
has gained first were made planks
in the Democratic party's platform
and then were given the people.
"But we haven't it all yet," he
' said. "We have the crust, not the
pie of home rule. We haven't the
power to determine how much taxes
we can raise.".

1

t^ker told the amount themtty
0r.
&*■* iIn„ to
contribute
to -bund
build ^ roads out>ntr "ity in the
county, and outC
He told
tMWUntyin»eBtate.
1
lft

Smith 1 Per cent- tax laW' P1C"
the city as a Gulliver bound
*UTinSand
helpless in a tangle of Lil!
iown
threads
,utian
tied by pack threads
'ThebyC1PIgmies from remote rural
spun »? ZZ
h^tiM to prevent us from doing
gt we ought to be able to do," he
cried'
"ram calling for volunteers. The
ure still has power to impose
leg
rs improper restrictions. We wantl
TJioKT
m in taxation, we must fight
it! I want to
£.
ate of
the state
stare
^ ^Ohio
^ for
w)1] fl£rM for thjs
)W whether you will fight for this
Know
Native
delegation.
I want it
1 S
v% And I want them to stand as
a unit when they get down to Co'""fhave been in Kurope recently.
Thpy have abroad a flower that
flniirishes. It is the flower of pride
KtT I am calling tonight for
vdunte'ers. It will not ' be
an
Jasv war. There will be people
!fho'll tell you you are fighting
Crfness. They will tell you things
always have been this way, and that
H is wrong to disturb them.
"But I want to get militant for a
<va« citv' I want this to be the
owning of a fight for one of the
Ss included in the Toledo platform and one of the things Tom
Johnson fought and died for—justice
in taxation!"
. . .,
,.
Mr. Baker referred in his address
to his resignation from the Democratic executive committee. He did
it for two reasons, he said, first because "this is a large town, and a
little man as mayor has a busy
time" and secondly because, being
mayor under
a nonpartisan charter,
he did n°t think it consistent to
remain chairman of a partisan cornHe indicated clearly, however, that
he has no intention of retiring from
■a leading part in Democratic politics He said he would be on the
'stump just as earnestly and just as
often in the coming campaign.
The mayor declared "'depression"
of business conditions has been manufactured.
_
"The trouble is," he said, "that
prosperity is kept in the pantry where
too many gentlemen keep their jars
of preserves, and when one of the
jars is .smashed, prosperity cuts her
feet on the broken glass."
Congressman Bulkley spoke strongly in favor of a united partyj organization.
"I am proud to have served two
terms in congress representing this
constituency and particularly this organization. I am proud now to be
Indorsed by the organization founded
by Tom. L. Johnson and so ably led
by Newton D. Baker,"' he declared.
Just as the congressman concluded, a man arose at the back of the
room and asked Mr. Bulkley to explain why he voted for the repeal of
the Panama canal tolls exemption
law.
I "I voted against the privilege of
the shipping monopoly and to uphold the hands of the president of
the United States," cried the congressman, as there arose a roar of
applause and a great shout of "Good
Sor you, Bulkley!"
The Democratic organization's preprimary booklet was distributed at
the meeting. In ' it are given the
names of the three congressional
candidates indorsed by the organiza'tion, and the names of the candidates
ior nomination to the legislature
picked by Mayor Baker ' and other
Democratic leaders. It indorses Gov.
Cox, and urges renomination of the
three present county commissioners,
there being two other candidates entered for commissioner.
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Proud of His Constituency.
to run me out of the political arena—
"Party organization is a necessary I don't want to mention any names,'
thing for success,"
he
declared. he said, "say that they are the fol"Party responsibilities should
be lowers of Tom L. Johnson.
They are fighting me because I
taken seriously. Here Jn Cleveland
moting a-bill which- will make
we have a non-partisan government
al ownership solid all over
which has not had a thorough trial
and regardless of tha't it is necessary the\UrSted States. In fighting me
to keep up a Democratic organ!-, ittiey%g)ht municipal ownership^ and
zation for success in' state, national lyt-he ■■f.fftrfes that
and county affairs. We are here as stood' _
<;ro
,ke to large audiences
partisans and we are proud of it.
"You must keep up a strong party at every'ijornei'. He addressed each
organization, whether it is called a gathering Mrom the tonneau of an
machine or not.
For my part I automobile, driven by his wife. Edam proud to have served two terms mund G. Vail, who acted as. chairas -representative of thjs constit- man of each meeting, denounced the
uency and particularly of this or- Cuyahoga county Democratic organganization." ...
ization as a'- machine oiled to defeat
Mayor Baker's speech, in addi- the wish of the people, Grosser
tion to opening up a canipaign urged a large primary vote.
which he said was for "justice in
taxation," and which seems likely
to be one of the perennial issues for'■ | ABOLISH CONCERTS, SAVE
which he is noted, contained a statellforjEY, SJfllTH URGES
ment as to non-partisanship, in connection with his resignation.
CouneilnW J. E| Smith, urging:
jj—.
"The people of Cleveland by a majority decided to try non-partisan- the necessity^ £etr|nchment in city
ship - for city government," he said. expenditures, iJesJbday
declared
"As an organization you should not such economy sfroull start with the
go counter to that. So long as the abolishing of free, -park concerts.
city charter is non-partisan and I am
They cost the llty l6o%e than $900 a
mayor, the city is going to be run
week, Smith says, Stolt are to conin a non-partisan way."
tinue through July aMLAugust. He
Asked after the meeting whether
declares the /concerts \lg not being
there would be any radical change
largely^ attended.
in his methods of government at the
The city will face % deficit of
city hall, the mayor said there would about $800,000 before the |jid of the
not be. Baker, in his address, said year, S'mitM says, and esthmtes that
BY ^ftEDERWK BAGLEY.
"pygmies" downstate were crippling this coi}ldJbe reduced by ab%t $12,
Mayor Baker stsfrtecf a state-wide Cleveland financially.
000 if toienditures for mu
campaign 1 to have lodged in city
City Heavily Taxed.
eliminates.
voters the jpower tcf fix city iax rates
He said that Cleveland gave for
and decide {whether]l- 10 tax »11 classes good roads outside of the city $800,000 annually, a sum sufficient to keep 1
of property! or land.dnly, in his vale
dictory address as ;|hairn|an to the city streets in good condition. Then
he said the cost of country roads
Democratic? precinct
wprkers
ought to be met by taxation on
Acme Hall Hast nigft.
.This newest development in the property which benefited by the imsituation, which has turned the coun- provement.
Baker said County Auditor Zangerle
ty , Democracy upside down in the
past few days, shared interest with estimated land values in Cleveland
.the practical certainty that Congress- had. risen $20,000,000 in ten years...
"People who own the Williamson Is Awarded (235,000 Damages
man Robert J. Bulkley ^ill be named
chairman of the Democratic county building and other buildings, which
After Bittq Courjl: Fight Lastyou have made valuable, have money
executive committee at: meeting at
for__ country Blacks and pleasure
ins Ten Years.
4 o'clock this afternoon.
yachts," he said. He ur-^ed that the
4—
Gongwer Dodgfe Place.
increase in land values go\for tasjes.
The
c#y
-fa's
awardld
$235,000 jud,
All day yesterday B] rr Gongwer,
This year, 'Baker said, tHta Legi^
who became the virtu* head of the lature will- ffij' the aim of hV cam ment againlt W. G. Gjahn, contractor
upon Ba- paigning. He said-he wanted a^eolid who bililt Jart of the past Side water
Democratic or^anizath
turday, was delegation
ker's retiremen|t last
tunnel ' byfthe court
appeals yesin conference (with t e individual
Calls for Volunteers.
terdaj
hile this isia reduction of
members of thfe committee. Gongwer
"I call for volunteers for the $49,000
t..\ the judgment of the
himself was ui*ged to become chairon pleA, it settles a
man, but for strategic reasons he fight he said. "Some will say you court fcf
refrained, preferring toi remain the are -hurting .business, some will say case v hiel Ha% been inlthe courts for
you are radical and socialistic."
more hafs aVfteeade. !
power behind the throne.
The mayoV \nnounced- after the
Gahii tiled a%. counter suit in the
When the day was over, Bulkley
meeting
he
iktend^d
to
devote
most
case, asking for more than $250,000
was conceded |o be the hian to hold
of
his
time
toltryingSio
persuade
the
damages against- the city. It was
the place, for "political reasons.
The Congressman is not allied Legislature tl pass " a law giving dismissed.! He obtained!the contract
this
tax
powel
to
cities:
He
thinks
d the four-andlbne-half-mile
with the "uplift" wing of the party,
in|1896. rfe sufflet the work
but on the contrary always has been the Legislature can do this.
If he finds! the Legislators obompleting about! one mile of
considered a lieutenant of Gongwer
190.0, the city tlok over the
and Tim McDohough. He is much durate, he said he would, initiate
and completed fthe
tunnel,
liked by the rank and hie'and has a bill. This falling, as a last rea.ort,
demand a
little less thanla mile of it.
shown
ability
in . organization Baker said hJ' would
constitutional amendment.
politics.
ding to expert testimony, the
Baker accused businessmen of
ne by the subcontractors was
The net result of the change, in
e, knu it waffll estimated it
addition to shifting the nominal con- creating a flnlnciiil depression detrol of the committee away from liberately. Hej aid other speakers
ost $189,000 to %eline the enBaker and ;■ the "uplifters," is to admitted time| tf ere bad and said
nel, which woftk would destrengthen Bulkley immensely in his it was not th$ fault, of the tariff.
the value of the structure
fight for renomination against Con- He was heckled! about . President
4,000. The apppellate court
Wilson's
stand
of
free
tolls..
gressman Robert Grosser.
upheld the verdict of the lower court,
but declared that inasmuch as the
Foraker Cal|ed "Champion."
Aids Bulkley's Fight.
"Who is the dhosen champion of bne-fourlji of the ■ tunnel completed
By making Bulkley chairman, anyone who is for Crosser is made to as- free tolls?" thl mayor shouted. by Gahnlwas not found defective,
Does anyone the judgment of $284,000 should be
sume party irregularity,
in
the' "Senator Forak|r!
reduced $49,000.
opinion of the party leaders. The suppose he is Running around the
step also is a slap in the face of. one state defending {the people's side?
former newspaper ally of the organ- When did he change masters? The
ization, which is opposing Bulkley, last public employment he had was
and. places the Congressman in a not of that nature."
Other speakers at the meeting
,better strategic position to fight.
| The party leaders, before settling were County Clerk E. B. Haserodt,
'on Bulkley, tried out W. A. Greenlund, Prosecutor Cyrus Locher and ComLieutenant Governor, but his name missioner P. D. Me.tzger.
«
failed to take at all with the
politicians. It is not known whether
"~"
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ELSVERS
HIS VALEDICTORY
A| PARTY CHIEF

Flays I'Pygmies" Down State
and peps Campaign to
Let Voters Fix City Taxes

BUCKLJEY SLATED FOR SEAT

Gongwer Refuses Committee
Place, Preferring to Remain

'fhe Man Behind"

1
CROSSER ATTACKS f'MACMNE'

f

CITY WINS ON APPEAL
IN GAHN TUNNEL SUIT

BAKER OPPOSES CHANGE
IN PLAYGROUND PLANS
Transfer: of recreational activities
in city pants to the department of
public welfare may not take place
this year, Mfciyor Baker indicated
yesterday.
A meeting of departmental directors will be held soon to
discuss the siti) ,tion;
"There never '
been a ttae when
so many people atronized ciVy parks
as at present,-'
6| BUker yekerday.
"The parks were 1 ever ih.,bett&- condition." Director\|f Public\W*lfare
Cooley wants all recreational features
in the parks under 4113 control, asYprovided.by the city charter. At.prelent
they are in the department of' pu\lic
service.
1
No radical changes in the management of city playgrounds will. be
made this season, -1. M. Black, new
commissioner of recreation,
said

KAMP URGES CLOSING
OF BROADWAY MARKET
Closing of the Broadway municipal
Se ter ber
Z^
?
i was advocated
t &
y
,.^¥keftBaster W", yesterday
Thai market has ftever been selfsustaimW and never Will be because
farmersWill nVt patrtinize it,'' said
Kamp. ^organisation \t the bureau
of marke\s h£s bWi Aade to give
Kamp complete charge W the storage plant At;the WestTSke market
In the past\this was in charge of a
superintendent of
storage, who
worked directly under the commissioner of parks.

WEST SIDE GARBAGE
STATION BEING PLANNED
Negotiations for the establishment
of '^.sub-station for garbage collectiorv on the West Side have been
started\pirector of Public Service
Sidlo sai\ yester/day. Garbage from
all section© of the city is now
brought dirVbly to the Canal road
collection station.

Tri-City P. O. Outing.
The annual outing of postoffice
employees of Cleveland, Detroit and
Toledo yesterday, attracted several
thousand visitors to Luna Park.
Prize danrino- o ,-„.^0vijie show and
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Proud of His Constituency.
to run me out of the political arena—
"Party organization is a necessary I don't want to mention any names
thing for success,"
he
declared. he said, "say that they are the fol"Party responsibilities should
be lowers of Tom L. Johnson.
('They are fighting me because f
taken seriously. Here Jn Cleveland
pmoting a. .bill which-will make
we have a non-partisan government
al ownership solid all over
which has not had a thorough trial
ted States. In fighting me
and regardless of tha't it is necessary
municipal ownership; and
to keep up a Democratic organi-,
zation for success in' state, national iho tKto that Tom Vr
and county affairs. We are here as stood 1:6...
Crosser4. spoke to large audiences
partisans and we are proud of it.
"You must keep up a strong party at every Corner. He addressed each
organization, whether it is called a gatheringVfrom the tonneau of an
machine or not.
For my part I 'automobile;, driven by his wife. Mam proud to have served two terms mund G.' ■■Vail, who acted aschaiias -representative of this constit- ■ man of each, meeting, denounced the
uency and particularly of this or- Cuyahoga county Democratic organganization." ,-. ization as a, machine oiled to defeat
Mayor Baker's speech, in addi- the wish of the people.
Grosser
tion to opening
up
a
campaign urged a large primary vote.
which he said was for "justice in
taxation,'-' and which seems likely
to be one of the perennial issues for | ABOLISH CONCERTS, SAVE
which he is noted, contained a stateNfaNEY, SMITH URGES
ment as to non-partisanship, in con\
—-f—.,
*.
nection with his resignation.
Councilman J.; E| Smith, urging
"The people of Cleveland by a majority decided to try non-partisan- the necessity of retrenchment in city
Gongwer Refuses Committee ship ■' for city government," he said. expenditures, yesterday declared
"As an organization you should not such economy
DUll start with the
Placf, Preferring to Remain
go counter to that. So long as the abolishing of |re!
park concerts,
city charter is non-partisan and I am
than $900 a
They
eost
the
$lty
mayor, the city is going to be run
are to conweek, Smith 3ays,
in a non-partisan way."
August. He
tinue through July
Asked after the meeting whether
not being
declares the /concerts
there, would be any radical change.
,
I in his methods of government at the 1 larThe
£el> ■• city will face Mdeflcit of
city hall, the mayor said there would about $800,1000 before the%id of the
i
not be. Baker, in his address, said year, Smith says, and estirlfctes that
BY hlEDERliCK jgAGLEY.
"pygmies" downstate were crippling this couldifoe reduced by ab%t $12,Mayor Baker st£|rtee| a state-wide Cleveland financially.
000 if $x|enditures for mu*
campaign | to have lodged in city
eliminate!.
City Heavily Taxed.
.voters the bower to fix city fax rates
He said that Cleveland gave for
land deciriefwhetheif t| tax ^11 classes good roads outside of the city $800,of property! or land|c|ily, ia his vale- 000 annually, a sum sufficient to keep
dictory address as chairman to the city streets in good condition. Then
Democratic! precirMt
workers
in he said the cost of country roads
ought to be met by taxation on
I Acme Hall ilast nigft.
J
This newest development in
the property which benefited by the im-:
provement.
.
situation, which has turnid the counBaker said County Auditor Zangerle
ty , Democracy upside down in the
estimated land values in Cleveland
past few days, shared siterest with
had-risen $20,000,000 in ten. years.
the practical certainty that Congresss Awarded $235;000 Damages
"People who own the Williamson
man Robert J. Bulkley will be named
building and other buildings, which
chairman of the Democratic county
After Bitte/Courjt Fight Lastyou have made valuable, have money
executive committee at |a meeting at
for country-JLlaggs . and pleasure
haf Ten Years.
4 o'clock this afternoon.
yachts," he sjaid. He urged that the
Gongwer Dodgfesj Place.
increase in land values g3y*or tastes.
The cify -fas awa.rdfed $235,000 judg■All day yesterday Mrr Gongwer,
This year, 'Baker said, tnia Legiss
ment ajlainlt W. G. C^ihn, contractor,
who became the virtual head of the lature will: be the aim of mV cam
Democratic organization, upon Ba- paigning'. Eft said-he wanted aNsolid who biiilt aart of the past Side water
ker's retirement last Saturday, was delegation.
tunnel : bylthe court |f appeals yesin conference fwith tie individual
Calls for Volunteers.'
terdaj
"Vfhile this is|a reduction of
members of-:thp committee. Gongwer
"I ■ call
for
volunteers for the $49,000 ov<**yi the judgment of the
himself was urged to become chairman, but for strategic reasons he fight," he said, "Softie will say you court pf lonwnon pleafi, it settles a
refrained, preferring to remain the are hurtirt ^business, some will say case v hicg. h,sq| been inlthe courts for
you are radical and socialistic."
more harj aA;«ecade.
power behind the throne.
The maydr Announced after the
Gahli filed a% counter suit in the
When the day was over, Bulkley
was conceded to be the iprian to hold meeting he i&tend^d to devote most case, asking for, more .-.than $250,000
of his time toitryingSto persuade the damages against the city. It was
the place, for 'political reasons.
ed. He obtained! the contract
The Congressman
is
not
allied Legislature t* pass "a law giving
d 'the four-andibne-half-mile
with the "uplift" wing of the party, this tax powei| to cities. He thinks
the
Legislatur
can do this,
in-11896. B3s sullet the work
but on the contrary always has been
If
he
finds'
the Legislators obompleting about* one mile of
considered a lieutenant of Gongwer
durate,
he
he would initiate
50, the city tlok over the
and. Tim McDohough.
He is much
and completed fthe
tunnel,
liked, by the rank and file 'and has a bill. This f; ling, as a last res.ort,
would ' demand
a
little less than! a mile of it.
shown
ability
in
organization Baker said h
constitutional
endment.
Accof'ding to expert testimony, the
politics.
Baker accused
businessmen
of work dime by the subcontractors was
The net result of the change, in
addition to shifting the nominal con- creating . finiincj^l depression de- defective, ;knd it was! estimated it
Hi aid other speakers would fbosti $189,000 to feline the "entrol of the committee away from liberately.
Baker and "the. "uplifters," is to admitted timel \|ere bad and said tire tutinel, which wotk would destrengthen Bulkley immensely in his it was not th| fault, of the tariff. preciati the value of the structure
fight for rehomination against Con- He was heckled! about , President about il4,060. The apppeilate court
Wilson's stand of free tolls..
upheld file verdict of the lower court,
gressman Robert Crosser.
but declared that inasmuch as the
Foraker
C'al|cd
"Champion."
Aids Bulklcy's Fight.
one-fourfai of the ■ tunnel completed
"Who is the Chosen champion of
By making Bulkley chairman, anyby Gahn\was not found defective,
th|
mayor
shouted.
one who is for Crosser is made to as- free tolls?"
Does
anyone the judgment of $284,000 should be
sume party irregularity,
in
the' "Senator Foraker!
reduced $49,000.
opinion of the party leaders.
The suppose he is riunning around the
side?
step also is a slap in the face of.one state defending jthe people's
former newspaper ally of the organ- When did he change masters? The
ization, which is opposing Bulkley, last public employment he had was
and. places the Congressman in a not of that nature."
Other speakers at the
meeting
..better strategic position to fight.
';. The party leaders, before settling were County Clerk K. B. Haserodt,
on Bulkley, tried out W. A. Greenlund, Prosecutor Cyrus, Locher and ComLieutenant Governor, but his name missioner P. D. Me.tzger.
failed to
take at all with the
politicians. It is not known whether
Bulkley is expected to retain the
chairmanship
after
the
primary,
when a new committee is to be
chosen.
Bulkley, in a speech at the organization meeting flung down.the glove
ftiose who are criticizing him for
eing an organization man.

BAKER DELIVERS
HIS VALEDICTORY
AS PARTY CiEF

Flays!'Pygmies" Down State
and Begins Campaign to
Let Voters Fix Gity Taxes

BUCKliEY SLATED FOR SEAT

'fhe Man Behind"

CROSSED ATTACKS MACHINE"

CITY WINS ON APPEAL
IN GAHN TUNNEL SUIT

BAKER OPPOSES CHANGE
IN PLAYGROUND PLANS
of recreational activities
■ Trans:
to the department of
in city pa
i>elfa e may not take place
public
yor Baker indicated
this year,
meeting of departyesterday,
mental dire.cto
wi'll be held soon to
discuss the sit tion.
"There never
s been a tfene when
so many people
Ionized ciy parks
as at present,-"
id Baker ye&erday.
"The parks wereWver m*,bett8£ condition." Director\|f PublicX^lfare
Cooley wants.all r|*reat!onal features
in the parks under4iis control, asYprovided by the city charter. At p'reient
they are in the department of public
service.
No radical changes in the management of city playgrounds will. be
made this season,-!. M. Black, new
commissioner of recreation,
said

KAMP URGES CLOSING
OF BROADWAY MARKET
Closing of the Broadway municipal
market September 1 was advocated
by M\rkeftnaster Kamp, yesterday
"ThS market has never been selfsustainfcg ancL never W' be because
farmersVtvill rM; patr&nize it," said
Kamp. Reorganisation bf the bureau
of markers h.as b\n rkade to give
Kamp complete chaf&n Vf the storage plant at.the WestT^e market.
In the past\this was in dkarge of a
superintendent
of
storage, who
worked directly under the commissioner of parks.

WEST SIDE GARBAGE^
STATION BEING PLANNED
egotiations for the establishment
of 'a\sub-station for garbage collectiok on the West.Side have been
started\pirector of Public Service
Sidlo saia. yesterday. Garbage from
'all sections of the
city ' is now
brought directjy to the Canal road
collection station.

Tri-City P. 0. Outing.
The annual outing of postoffice
employees of Cleveland, Detroit and
Toledo yesterday, attracted several
thousand visitors to Luna Park.
Prize danrinpr a „flJiaevij]g show an(j
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VJXLO~0PP0SES PLAN
FOR PAVING DIRECTOR
Official Disagrees With Citizens' Coroniission for Improving
SWts—Special Meeting of -Council May Be Called.
Appointment of a comrmssioner of
streets to h^e complete charge fl
Sn«. cleaniL and street repair as
P
In by a special citizen's odmCTtreets .. V°Sed ^ f

°*

«.SRk should he
- Mosely co-ordinated but I do
m re
° o« the necessity*Sof appointing a
■^commissioner," wid Sidlo yesEt
Tav He said that applications for
' , us to open streets\have shown
^falling
off since a b\ard to pass
at
"ftr£eae openings has been estab,1
Tearing up streets by utility
118
,„n, is responsible tor many

parents: tL committee reP

lev'officials are divided over the
"of levying a special tax against
„l des for the maintenance of
|§e as favored by the commission.

D,a
P

SPITAL EXPERT
E
City Hall Adds Another High
Priced Consultant to; Payroll
for l/istitutioif
Work.
|ANf, HOWEVER, WILL BE
HERE BY OTHER FORCE
real Still, Retains

at Contract
w Architectural Services,
Qoesn't brve.
B. Hornsbyf Chicago host, employed! as consultant
w City Hoi pital group on
n -oad, will
paid for his
re at the ljate of $100 per

|ommiss|>ner of Charities and Cordons V|iing said/ yesterday that
I Hornsl|y would: spend but two
Is each ljionth in Cleveland. The
1 board of control has fixed his
IT at $200 ,per month. All hospi[Plans fill be submitted to Dr.
psby at his Chicago office, howJ, according to Vining.
Bans for future buildings in the
7 Hospital group will be prepared
i city architect's office with Dr.
by's assistance, Vining says
IB Vorce also has a contract
Jthe city for architectural servp the entire group and has
teid 5 per cent of the contract
"•vices. Several months ago
Vining-notified Vorce that I
'ices would no longer be reIns for power buildings in the
fP'tal group have been prepare! I
|cty architects since that Sme
1 S °r.the ^structure WTH
Reived this week
0 Pr Ceed with
TtettV
the I
liust the same °as if Vorce had
|fc*n employed by the c»y ? '
to* yesterday

An ordinance providing for a vehicle
tax will come u£ for final action
when the city couficil convenes after
the summer vacation.
Definite action toward putting in
effect many of the commission's recommendations ma:Sfebe\started by the
council late next month. A special
committee has been appointed to consider the advisability orSestablishing
a sectional system of streV cleanin;
and street repair.
Street improvements will \lso be
considered if a special meetingTBf the
council is called. As yet no legislation
has been passed to provide funds to
pay the city portion of the cost of
repaying- for next year.
Superintendent of Paving Eeich reported to Sidlo yesterday that this
year's paving program was twenty
streets in excess of work performed
last year. .Contractors are now working un sixty-tVio /t;':clJ, rieicii sa«i

iiil.
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[Thousands Throng Edgewater Park and Other
/Resorts.

THURSDAY, JULY 23^1914

CITY FLAGS SCARCE.
Although yesterday was Moses
Cleaveland's 118th birthday, yet
few of Cleveland's big- stores had
the official , flag of the city for
sale.
The city's official emblem is red,
white and blue. In the center of
the white section is a wreath and
the date, 1796, the year Cleveland
was founded.
Many citizens reported they
were unable to obtain one of the
official emblems.

SKS ROADS
STATIO

inoisE
IEAT GIFT

Tells w York Central Head
Event Obselved
ith Little
Iti Timel to Close NeBreeze as peas I'S High
gotiations.
Mark Is Nea: Led:,
Urges Necessity of Going on
MJayor Bake
as wescuer
Record tyith Definite
Picks Up Gl Whofalls
Plans.
Down Iteps.

myer, St. Anthony's home, 8301 Detroit-av
N. W.
100-yard dash, open, Joe Ging, 4711 Ix>rain-av.
Canoe races: Eighth mile single, J. A.
Donahue; eighth mile, four man, J. A. Donahue, Lynn Beman, Leo Kohler and G.
Schmidt; tilting match, Lynn Beman and G.
!,„-„,.„„ vf":i.t„^ -n n.i,„ v,ao ™t
Schmidt; Quarter mile double, Lynn Beman!
Mayor -NeWton
D. Baker has put
and
Leonard
Hansen;
submarine
race,
G.
i
t le unjon staiSoii issue before PresiJieveland's air cloling planfer-Lake
crowd estimated all the/ way
o
dent A. H. Sn\ith of the New York
■wasn't in giod workinglcondi40,000 to 50,000 persons <|ongreyesterday.
at" Edgewater park yesterday MAYOR GOES TO COURT Central ra"roa ,
Replying to aMetter from President
ose who liveffar from boiles of
:count of Cleveland djiy, the
:r larger tha: i the Shaker!|akes
one hkmdred and eighteenth anni- Asks Continuance in Snlt to Force Smith, in which vthe railroad official
expressed
the
f<mr
that
the
island
J.li^lit Books Open.
the impresf ion that cities sitversary^ of the city's founding.
plan of lake front development ji^st
on the bi inks of the Great
There\ was something d|ing' for
Mayor Newton T>. Baker, with SAs-1 approved by the city council was ineveryone'.
Ball games, /ices and sistant Director of Law Joseph C. HoiS- consistent with the railroads' plan for Lakls are perpi :tually comfortable
II the proposed n$w station, Mayor arid breezy.- Thii ^however, was disother corijfests, bathing, caripe races, tetler, yesterday appeared
that the
Baker suggested
— I. before Con\|
*l t>aiier
sugyesuju ^yesterday
jjrcau
B- Stevens to rep-jirailroads should Ale a
; definite plan prov&I in Clevela: \& yesterday.
motorboat\ races and an ilBiminated ■ mon Pleas Judged.• ~"
f
1
resent the city's\.._
With one exception Cleveland's
i?™ as° „a .taxpayer
^vn,?. Una
close negotiations.
parade last niglH;, dancing Jif ternoon brought by_J._N. Patton
I
birthday, July 22,fcras the hottest day
and evenina and iand concfrts after- to compelF: W Ballad, 'commissioner f „ ~The ^deral authorities will take -of thel summer, mie sun worked enheating and lightinl^tb allow Patton the city's plans and the railroads plan
noon and <Vening| Were ajnong the of
access to the books anoC records of the | for the development of the lake front thusiastically from its rising until its
program features. |
municipal heating and lighting plant, il between E. 9th-St and E. 26th-st, and setting! scorching the populace. Even
Other
eeiebratims
visere
held
The claim was made in the suit that | WJU WOrk out a Aherae that will take after itfhad disppalared in a red glare
throughout the cfty. At|9 o'clock the j lighting commissioner ihad refused care of all. At if r. Smith's request I in the west, foretelling that more hot
to allow Mr. Patton, who is an expert have sent him f map showing the weathel may\ be! expected today,
yesterday mf>rning,j
Robert
Carran,
Cleveland's o|dest citizen, who will be accountant, to look at the records on city's plan for th| development of the pavemefits and\sidewalks took up its
plea that they were his private
102 next Dfcember| raised the na- the
lake front,'' the mayor said.
, work, i iving ok |he heat they had
tional flag t0 the tap of the staff in records.
The railrcads Save filed an applica- stored «p througflilthe day.
Mayor Baker asked for a continuance
Offlcii lly, or h^:he readings of the
the Public Square and then raised to allow the city to flle an answer and tion with the federal authorities in
the official flag below the Stars and Judge Stevens continued it to Wednes- which permission is sought to make governr lent therrfl^meter on the Soday morning.
ilding, the maxi
Stripes. .
about seventy-si* acres of land along ciety fo r Savings
A massive wreath was also placed
90 degrees, two
the water front from E. ;;9th-st to E. mum te hperature
degrees
-lower
thaj
on the moiument of Moses Cleave- MAY
eason's high
of E. 9th-st. Meaibers of city council,
STOP
FREE
MUSIC
mark
s^
t
in
June,
fficially, or by
land, founder of the city, which
of tracks and a fr&ight house just east
the
Pubfic
square
-he
maximujp
stands on lie Public square.
City WJm't Give Daily Concerts Va- 1 of E. 9th-st. Members of city council was 10i
About thg same time, :Fred C. Alber,
have strongly opfosed this plan, and
^
Iless
CrOTVus
Attend.
Judgibg from he mo%ments If
superintendent of parks, *vas throwa special committee of the council was
.
ing down the bars which ^blocked the
named to work cfut a scheme of lake flags displayed i: honor ofllthe cityfs
"if ifie people don't ^tant music we front development which could be birthday there w! s a breezed
new
Bulklfey
boulevard!a*id
the
new
:
, Alexander'1^acke(5
highway itas opened frcfai W. 25th-st won't/give it to them."s
submitted to thef federal engineers as er Forec Lster W.
to • W. 29fh-st and fromf W. 38th-st
This was the solution offered by the plan indorsdp by the city. This this up with the tatement thaV the
to W. 45th-st.
Park Caspmlssioner Fifed C. Alber plan was approved by council at a re- breeze lfcaliy existed, and tha\ it
At 9:3f o'clock natiogial and city yestefday^tp the problemlof determin- 1 cent meeting, arid the mayor was au- blew at fthe rate
thirteen miles
i flags werfe raised on tfe temporary ing' whether or not daily afternoon thorized to mafe formal application hour. I . didn't .r -terially lessen
\' flag-staff i at the new ftty hall and concerts ougT»± to be ctontinued in to the TJnited| States engineer in heat, ho yever. Ji| y 22, 1913, the
flcial m£ simum wd 7S, minimum 58.
the grousd floor of the/ building was the Harks. TlteVafternoon attendance charge of this district.
open for Inspection. Tides new $2,000,- in soime cases H'as been, light. At
Railroad representatives contend Calls for ice kept id wagons ruihbling
000 municipal lighting plant at the Garfield park Tuesday afternoon only that the location of a union passenger about thfe city until late last night.
247 people heard the concert. The
foot of E. 53d-st was also open attendance
at a Garfield park concert station at the | northerly end of the They wll be greltly increased tothroughout the day, as were, the somef weeks before was only- sixty- mall makes Necessary the freight day, ice|, companj officials predict.
Cooley farms at Wafrerisville, Boys four.
plans shown in their lake front de- Attacheslat the feabies' dispensary
home at Hudson fire houses, Gordon
Councilman J. E. Smith proposed |ftreiopment scheme.
This is denied by and branches experienced a great inpark grieenhouses and nurseries and Tuesday that, owing to the city's \ ity 0fl}cjais ;
crease in walls for fcilk, and preparapresent
financial
condition,
no
more
all other public buildings.
Councilman- J. J. McGinty, chair- tions are veing maSe for an extended
concerts
be
given
this
season.
The hew bear dens at Brookside
spell. \ Today, jit was predicted,
This afternoon's concert is sched- man of the council committee on har- hot
zoo were tenanted for th| first time, uled
for Rockefeller park. It will bors and whaj-ves, and Councilman J. reports of baby illniss and death will
the beats which formerly: made their start at 3 o'clock. The evening con- W. Reynolds, chairman of the special begin to increase s|t the health dehome ft the Wade Park izoo, having cert is at Wade park. It will start committee on; lake front development, partment.
Despite yisterdayjs heat, only two
been nioved Tuesday.
at 7:<i0 o'clock.
have taken a-leading part in the fight
But ' the central celebration took
oagainst the railroads' plan. They con- cases of prostration were reported.
nln.p.e at. Edgewater parki_wh,exe^thej n^££
In one of tWem M&yor Newton D.
tend
a
freight
handling
scheme
like
IN OLD MARKET? that shown in the railroads' applica- Baker figured las at rescuer.
Miss Clara -Kanfeiseer, 16, suite
would spoil the group plan.
Young People of Broadway May tion
Phoenix; ' afartments,
3625
A joint formal approval of the 310,
Have 3-Cent Hall.
latest union station approach scheme Woodland-av & 3., was overcome
shown in plans last submitted has while walking down the steps at the
Park Commissioner^. Fred C. Alber never come from the Pennsylvania Gordon park bathhouse at 3:30
She
The Lake o'clock • yesterday/ afternoon.
faviors the plan pf converting the old and New York Central.
Broadway market , in%> a " three-cent Shore has indicated its approval of fell to the bottom]
Mayor Baker, Making a Cleveland
.
j
mulicipal danca? hall. fe'If the people the scheme.
day round of the Jparks, carried Miss
in that section favor such a plan I
would recommend it," heVsaid. "I do Direct^v Keneseli to Discnp£ Ques- Kangiseer into the shade where she
>ise of the
was partly revived by Dr. W. J.
tion With Chief R<
S
or «jcontinued
lhaTket purposes. People
Thornton, 11308/St. Clair-av N. E.
do nfct patrotjaze ifi'-^They piMer to go
Miss Kangiseer/was placed in the
to trie downftown market."
Whetlier poliae" \ogs wHl be | added mayor's autompbile and, with Dr.
CitJ officials have long urged that
the Broadwjiiy market be closed. Park t° Cleveland's /pojfce deplrtment may Thornton, was driven to her home.
Joseph Levine, 30, 3910 WoodlandComnSssionter Alber believes'"'it should depend *n a cWerance tt>day between
be ab%ido$ed for market purposes be- j gafety Director A. A\ Befiesch and Be- av S. E., was overcome twice in
fore th* yter is over.
I
^...Jf -arf a -Rn\«p i
three hours. He was standing in
Opened, in connection with the mu- "ce ChieS W S. Rov^;. j
of his home when he dropped
nicipal^fcath house on the adjoining; Director Benesch. whd attended tne front
lot the\oid building as a dance hall.! demonstration Tuesday fn Gordon park the first time. Patrolman William
would tm-m a part of a municipal; of the acjcomplishrnenft fof a police dog Evans of the third precinct helped
social center group.
. owned btf Alexander MArtini, a young him into the house and revived him.
.* turn
"
l' Italian arfriy officer vifitms in Ueve Three hours later Levine was strickland, last: night said .Me will consult en again while passing Alta house,
Civil
pfs
Take
this morning with Chiff Rowe, who is Mayfield-rd S. E.
Battalion
Clii
Police of the
j| Five
expected to return today from a vacaination.
eleventh precinct'took him to ■ St.
Service Exai
Luke's
hospital
where
it was said
' Po'lice Inspector Norman B. Shattuck
| thinks police dogs would be especially last night his condition is serious.
Five battalion chief, in the fire deuseful in the patrol of parks.
^leveland day
PartmeJ|t obseryed
yesterdly by % \ civil service
ex^minltion for Ihk position of first
assistarl chief of th%$e department.
Each atolicant was tfiutred to answer twfenty-flve Que 1
Those'; who took tn
are Bat
Bat#Uion. Chiefs j^nes E^Gran_-4
I are

Cleveland
tend CDay Program Includes Wide Range
of Sport.
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Cleveland Day Program ln-

THURSDAY, JULY 23,

CITY FLAGS SCARCE.
Although yesterday was Moses
Cleaveland's 118th birthday, yet
few of Cleveland's big stores had
the official , flag of the city for
sale.
The city's official emblem is red,
white and blue. In the center of
the white section is a wreath and
the date, 1796, the year Cleveland
was founded.
Many citizens reported they
were unable to obtain one of the
official emblems.

myer, St. Anthony's home, 8301 Detroit-av
K. W.
100-yard dash, open, Joe Ging, 4711 Ix>rain-av.
Canoe races: Eighth mile single, J. A.
•
Donahue; eighth mile, four man, J. A. Dona' hue, Lynn Beman, L.eo Kohler and G.
Schmidt; tilting match, Lynn Beman and G.
Schmidt; quarter mile double, Lynn Beman
Leonard Hansen; submarine race, G.
, way and
the/
Schmidt.

fcludes Wide Range
of Sport.
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MAYOR ASKS ROADS THDAYTOMOSE
TO kjjNSTATION
AI GIFT

Tells Ntevv York Central Head
Eyent Obselved
ith Little
It is Time! to Close NeBreeze
as
keas
s High
gotiations.
Mark Is Neafced.
Urges Necessity of Going on
Mjayor Bak
as wescuer
RecdVd With Definite
Picks
Up
G
Whofalls
Plans.
Down >teps.

Mayor /Ne^&ori D. Baker has put
the union station issue before Presicrowd estimated all
Ileveland's. air cloling plant,—Lake
dent A.' H. SiAltji of the New York
40,000 to 50,000 persons |ongrewasn't in g|od workingjeondiCentral
railroads
|
" at" Edgewater park yesterday MAYOR 60ES~T0~C0URT
yesterday.
Replying to a tetter from President
ccount of Cleveland diiy, the
ose who livelfar from bo<fies of
one Hundred and eighteenth anni- Asks Continuance in Suit to Force Smith, in whichVthe railroad official wat|>r larger thai the Shaker^fakes
expressed
the.
f
eW
that
the
island
I.igiit
Books
Open.
versary, of the city's founding.
the impression that citief sitplan of lake front development jnst
There% was something d|in»' for
approved by the lay council was Inon the banks of the Qreat
Mayor Newton D. Baker, with
consistent with the railroads' plan for Lakls are perpetually comfortable
everyone.
Ball games, /aces and sistant Director of Law Joseph C.
proposed new station, Mayor
other contests, bathing, carpe races, tetler, yesterday appeared before COL.- the
Baker suggested ; yesterday that the and breezy. Thi* >however, was dismotorboat\ races and an ilftimlnated mon Pleas Judg'e'tjF. B. Stevens to rep-'! railroads should file a definite plan proved in Cleveland yesterday.
resent the city's\side, of the"" suit ' and close negotiations.
Wilh one . exfeption Cleveland's
parade las\ nigh^, dancing |ifternoon brought
by J. N". Psstton as a .taxpayer
"The federal authorities will take. birth<fe.y, July 22,lvas the hottest day
and eveninl and i&and concfrts after- to compel P. W. Ball^rd, commissioner
■of
the! summer. 'She sun worked ennoon and <syenin» Were apiong the of heating and lightin&to allow Patton the city's plans and the railroads' plan thusiastically
front its rising until its
access to the books anoi, records of the for the development of the lake front
program features. 1
heating and lighting plant.
between K. 9th-st and E. 26th-st, and setting scorchinglhe populace. Even
Other
celebrat&ns
wjere
held municipal
The claim was made in\the suit that
after ifihad disppajared in a red glare
throughout the cay. At #9 o'clock the lighting- commissioner had refused will work out a i$bheme that will take in the fe'est, foretelling that more hot
care of all. At ^r. Smith's request I
yesterday miming* Robeft Carran, to allow Mr. Patton, who is an expert || have
weathel mayi bef expected today
sent
him
$
map
showing
the
I
Cleveland's oldest cftizen, ^vho will "be accountant, to look at the records on city's plan for tl# development of the ; pavements andisiqfewalks took up its
102 next December, raised the na- the plea that they were his private lake front,'' the Biayor said.
, | work, living o» |he heat they had
. \»
tional flag tf> the top of the staff in records.
Baker asked for a continuance
The railrcads Have filed an applica* 1 stored «p througttiSthe day.
the Public .tequare and ithen raised toMayor
Officially, or b*|he readings of the
allow the city to file an answer and ] tlon with the feHeral authorities in
the official flag below the Stars and Judge Stevens continued it to Wednes- which permission is soug-ht to make government ther pmeter on the Soday morning.
Stripes.
about seventy-si* acres of land along ciety f c r Savings ^ilding, the max!-,
A massiv§ wreath was also placed
90 degrees, two
the water front from E. ;9th-st to E. mum te hperature
on the monument of Moses Cleaveof E. 9th-st. Mefibers of city council, degrees lower thai
season's high
MAY
ST0P~°FREE
MUSIC
land, founder of the city, which
of tracks and a freight house just east mark si t in June,
gfflcially, or by
stands on tiie Public square.
i square
of E. 9th-st. . Megobers of city council , the Pub lc
the maximukn
City
wjm't
Give
Oaily
Concerts
lln-!
About thl'same time, :Fred C. Alber,
have strongly opnpsed this plan, and was 10: I
' Fleas Crowds Attend.
superintendent of parks, Svas throwJudgi g from ihe movements if
a special committee of the council was
ing down the bars whifo flocked the
•
named to work cnit a scheme of lake flags displayed in| honor of^Jie cityTs
"If
the
people
don't
\?ant
music
we
new Bulkley boulevard.;; ajhd the new
front developmirit which could be birthdays there was a bihighway \?as opened from W. 25th-st won't ./give it to them."|
submitted to the! federal engineers as er Forecaster W. B. Alexander'Va.ckeil
to W. 29fh-st and froftt W. 38th-st
This was the solution offered by the plan indorsed t)y the city. This this up jvith the statement thaV the
to W. 45th-st.
Parkf OaKnmissioner Fifed C. Alber plan was approved by council at a re- breeze ifcally -existed, and tha\ it
At 9:30 o'clock natiotial and city
the problemlof determin- cent meeting, aifd the mayor was au- blew at fthe rate <fc thirteen mil
flags werje raised on tie temporary yestef-day^to
ing- whether or not daily afternoon thorized to mate formal application hour. It didn't .nmterially lessen
' flag-staff I at the new City hall and concerts ought to be Continued in to the United'1 States engineer in heat, hofcever. Jilly 22, 1913, the
the ground floor of thej jbuilding was the ifarks. TheVafternoon attendance charge of this district.
ficial maximum wa s 7S, minimum 58.
open for inspection. T$emew $2,000,- in scime cases ftas been light. At
Railroad representatives contend Calls forlice kept id B wagons rurtibling
000 municipal lighting plant at the Garfield park Tuesday afternoon only that the location of a union passenger about thfe city uri 11 late last night.
247 people heard the concert. The
foot of iE. 53d-st was also open attendance
a Garfield park concert station at the {northerly end of the They wil be gre .tly increased tothroughout the day, a§ were the some; weeksat before
was only, sixty- mall makes jiecessary the freight, day, icel, com pans i officials predict.
Cooley farms at Wsrrenfsville, Boys' four.
plans shown in their lake front de- Attacheslat the 3abies' dispensary
home at Hudson..fire houses, Gordon
Councilman J. E. Smith proposed velopment scheme. This is denied by and branches expe fenced a great inpark greenhouses and nurseries ■ and Tuesday that, owing to the city's city officials.
crease in \calls for fcilk, and preparapresent financial condition, no more
all other public building!.
Councilman' J. J. McGinty, chair- tions are being male for an extended
The new bear dens a| Brookside concerts be given this season.
hot spell. \ Today, Sit was predicted,
man
of
the
council
committee
on
harThis afternoon's concert is schedzoo were tenanted for the first time, uled
Rockefeller park. It will bors and wharves, and Councilman J. reports of baby illn|ss and death will
the bears which formerly." made their start for
at 3 o'clock. The evening con- W. Reynolds, chairman of the special begin to increase at the health dehome at the Wade Park izoo, having cert is at Wade park. It will start committee on lake front development, partment, v.
»|
been nioved Tuesday.
at 7:?0 o'clock.
have taken a leading part in the fight
Despite y%terdayfe heat, only two
But ' the central celebjration took
against
the
railroads'
plan.
They
concases
of
prostratioji
were reported.
nlace at Edgewater parkLjg-hexe_jthe_
a freight handling scheme like In one of them Mayor Newton D.
DANCE IN OLD MARKET? tend
that shown in the railroads' applica- Baker figured tas a| rescuer.
Miss Clara ^Kanfeiseer, 16, suite
Young People of Broadway May tion would spoil the group plan.
A joint formal approval of the 310,
Phoenix i apartments,
3625
Have
3-Cent
Hall.
**
latest union station approach scheme Woodland-av & H., was overcome
shown in plans last submitted has while walking dtowS the steps at the
Bark Commissioner:. Fred C. Alber never come from the Pennsylvania Gordon park bathhouse at 3:30
favprs the plan of converting the old and New York Central.
The Lake o'clock - yesterday! afternoon.
She
Broadway market Injb a " three-cent Shore has indicated its approval of fell to the bottonif
Mayor Baker, Making a Cleveland
I municipal- dance hall. "If the people the scheme.
day round of the sparks, carried Miss
in that section favor Such a plan I
— ~7
wottd recommeiid-'lt, ' heVsaid. "I do Director Henesch to Disenss ftno* Kangiseer into the shade where she
notifavor rh&icontinued >ise of the
was partly revived by Dr. W. J.
tion With Chief Rqfwe.
i builaing for market purpoSSe. People
Thornton, 11308/St. Clair-av N. E.
do nfet patronize itv-nThey prefer to go
Kangiseer/was placed in the
to tile dowrwtown mSsket.
\
Whethier polio^ ^dogs will be added Miss
mayor's autompbile and, with Dr.
Citj officials have long urged that
the Broadway market be Closed.' Park to Cleveland's/polfce department may Thornton, was driven to her home.
Commasslorfer Alber believes -if should depend \n a qt»rtferance tiday between
Joseph Levine, 30, 3910 Woodlandbe abandoned for market purposes be- ! Safety l|irect£r A. A Be^esch and Po- av S. E., was overcome twice in
fore th% yjar is over.
three
hours.
He was standing in
OperJte<j in connection with the mu- lice Chi* Wi S. Rowe.
Director Benesch. wh| attended the front of his home when he dropped
nicipal %>gbth house on the adjoining
lot, the\dld building as a dance hall ! demonstration Tuesday fii Gordon park the first time. Patrolman William
would farm a part of a municipal : of the adcomplishmen* fcf a police dog \ Evans of the third precinct helped
i owned by Alexander Jlftrtini, a young him into the house and revived him.
social center group. '
Italian army officer vlfiting- in Cleve- Three hours later Levine was strickland, last: night said Me Will consult en again while passing Alta house,
Five battalion Ch%fa Take Civil
this morning with Chiaf Rowe, who is
Police of the
expected to return today from a vaca- Mayfield-rd S. E.
Service Exnhtlnation,
eleventh precinct', took him to St.
Po'lice Inspector Norman L. Shattuck Luke's hospital where it was said
Five battalion chiefl in the fire de
thinks police dogs would be especially last night his condition is serious.
useful in the patrol of parks.
partmelt observed Cleveland day
yesterday by taking k civil service
examination for theplsition of first
assistant chief of the>U$-e department.
Each applicant was W**C^d to answer twenty-five questions.
Those! who took th\ examination
are Battiilion Chiefs J%es E Granger, Frafk Fleming, Ch&rles D. Ballou, Challes McGuire and Michael F.
F
Public! Safety Director A. A. Benesch announced some days ago that
eligible list would be selected to fill
the position left vacant by the retirement of former Assistant
Chief
Charles B. Whjrier.
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THURSDAY, JULY

Although yesterday was Moses
Cleaveland's 118th birthday, yet
few of Cleveland's big stores had
the official , flag of the city for
sale.
The city's official emblem is red,
white and blue. In the center of
the white se'ction is a wreath and
the date, 1796, the year Cleveland
was founded.
Many citizens
reported
they
were unable to obtain one of the
official emblems.

Ilevelsnd Day Program Inrcludes Wide Range
of Sport.

w York Central Head
E|ent Obseived 'ith Little
Fimo to Close NeBreeze as [Seas 's High
I gotiations.
Mark Is Neai ted.,
Urges Necessity of Going on
WJayor Bak* as wescuer
Record ..tyitB Definite
Picks Up GW WhoFalls
Plans.
DownBteps.

myer, St. Anthony's home, 8301 Detroit-av
N. W.
100-yard dash, open, Joe Ging, 4711 Lorain-av.
Canoe races: Eighth mile single, J. A.
Donahue; eighth mile, four man, J. A. Donahue, Lynn Beman, Leo Kohler and G.
Schmidt; tilting match, Lynn Beman and G.
Schmidt; quarter mile double, Lynn Beman
Mayor ,.New..tori D. Baker has put
L i
and
Leonard Hansen; submarine race, G.
crowd estimated all the/ way Schmidt.
the union statloij issue before Presifrori 40,000 to 50,000 persons rfongredent A.; H. Sn\it|i of the New York
gate% at" Edgewater park yesterday
Central railroacfi I
on afccount of Cleveland day, the
Replying to a tetter from President
one Hundred and eighteenth anni- Asks Continuance in Suit to Force Smith, in which\jthe railroad official
Light Books Open.
expressed the. f^jar that the island
versary^of the city's founding.
plan of lake front development just
Therei, was something doing' for
Mayor Newton D. Baker, with As- approved by the city council was ineveryone\
Ball games, races and sistant Director of Law Joseph C. Ifts- consistent with the railroads' plan for
other corijfests, bathing, canjbe races, tetler, yesterday;. appeared before COM. the proposed n$w station, Mayor
motorboat'l races and an ilainxinated mon Pleas Judgew. B. Stevens to rep-i Baker suggested iyesterday that the
1
f railroads should file a definite plan
parade las% nigh"$, dancing fcfternoon resent the city's^side of the suit and close negotiations.
brought by J. N. Pastton as a .taxpayer
and evening and Isand concerts after- to compel F. W. Ballard, commissioner
"The federal authorities will take
noon and <eyening| Were afeiong the of heating and lightingWjo allow Fatten the city's plans arid the railroads' plan
access
to
the
books
anatrecords
of
the
for the development of the lake front
program features. |
Other
ceiebratsbns
wjere
held municipal heating and lighting plant.
between E. 9th-st and E. 26th-st, and
The claim was made in\the suit that will work out a scheme that will take
throughout the cay. At* 9 o'clock the
lighting commissioner \had refused
yesterday rnj>rnihg| Robeet Carran, to allow Mr. Patton, #ho is an expert care of all. At Mr. Smith's request I
Cleveland's.oldest citizen, tvho will'be accountant, to look at the records on have sent him §, map showing the
102 next December, raised the na- the plea that they were his private city's plan 1 for trffc development of the
lake front, ' the inayor said.
tional flag tp the top of the staff in records.
Mayor Baker asked for a continuance
The railroads Save filed an applicathe Public Square and ithen raised
to allow the city to file an answer and tion with the fejjeral authorities in
the official jflag below the Stars and Judge Stevens continued it to Wedneswhich
permissiojl is sought to make
Stripes.
day morning.
about seventy-sia acres of land along
A massivp wreath %a£ also placed
the water front from E. ;'9th-st te E.
on the mojtument of-Moses Cleaveof E. 9th-st. Members of city councu\
land, founder of the city, which
of tracks and a freight house just east
stands on tjie Public square.
City
W>>n't
Give
Daily
Concerts
Unof
E. 9th-st. . Merjobers of city council
About the~same time, Fred C. Alber,
have strongly opposed this plan, and
superintendent of parks, Jvas throw< /less Crowds Attend.
a special committee of the council was
ing down the bars which blocked the
new Bulklfey boulevard| apd the new
"If tie people don't Tfant music we named to work oiit a scheme of lake
front development which could be
highway was opened frdbi W. 25th-st won't/giv it to them."I
submitted to thef federal engineers as
to-W. 29fh-st and from W. 38th-st
Thi
was the solution offered by the plan indorseM fcy the city. This
to W. 45th-st.
Park
mlssioner
Fried
C.
Alber
plan was approved by council at a reAt 9:30 o'clock national and city
the problenrSof determin- cent meeting, arid the mayor was auflags weife raised on tpe temporary yest
ing -Srhetti
not
dai|y
afternoon
thorized to mape formal application
' flag-staff| at the new |iity hall and concerts
to be continued in to the Unitedf States engineer in
the grou&d floor of the! building was the parks
£fternooji attendance charge of this district.
open for inspection. The new $2,000,sc>me cases E<as been light.
At
Railroad
representatives contend
000 municipal lighting plant at the Garfisld park Tuesday afternoon only
that the locatiop of a union passenger
247
people
heard
the
concert.
The
foot of fE. 53d-st was
also open
throughout the day/ as were, the attendance at a Garfleld park concert station at the j northerly end of the
weeks before was only- sixty- mall makes necessary the freight,
Cooley farms at WaJfrenfeville, Boys' somei
four, v
plans shown iji their lake front dehome at Hudson fire houses, Gordon
Councilman J. E. Smith proposed velopment scheme. This is denied by
park greenhouses and nurseries and Tuesday that, owing to the city's
city
officials.
all other public buildings.
present financial condition, no more
Councilman; J. J. McQinty, chairThe iiew bear dens at Brookside concerts be given this season.
This afternoon's concert is sched- man of the council committee on harzoo we»e tenanted for thfe first time,
It will bors and wharves, and Councilman J.
the bears which formerly^ made their uled for Rockefeller park.
start
at 3 o'clock. The evening con- W. Reynolds,; chairman of the special
home at the Wade Park {zoo, having
cert
is
at
Wade
park.
It
will
start committee on lake front development,
been moved Tuesday.
at 7:30 o'clock.
have taken a: leading part in the fight
But the central eelebjration took
against the railroads' plan. They conplace at Edgewater parkj where the
tend a freight handling scheme like
shifting- crowds completely filled the
that shown in the railroads' applicavast groves.
Fully 5,000 people took advantage Young People of Broadway May tion would spoil the group plan.
A joint formal approval of the
of the new bathhouse, jpy far the
Have 3-Cent Hall.
latest union station approach scheme
largest crowd that has e-^er been in
shown in plans last submitted has
the lake on the same |day. - The
Bark Commissioner,, Fred C. Alber
dancing pavilion was faris too small favors the plan pf converting the old never come from the Pennsylvania
and New York Central.
The Lake
to acG'omulodate the crowfs.
Brdadway market inijp a * three-cent Shore has indicated its approval of
A large^' assemblage witnessed the
muiieipal
dance/'
hall.
%"If
the
people
.
,
the
scheme.
downfall of the Benesch sitters' nine in that,
fava- ~ ch a plan I
hat section/
section favor
===
at thd hands of Sidlo Servers in the
Id recommend it,"
^said. "I do!Director Benesch to Discn»£ Q,nes.
morning./ The final score was 14 to not Ifavor the^Tconti
continued ^\ise of the
„
«°" With Chief Kowe.
8, sevienf innings being eilpugh to builqing for rhffirket purpoSg. People
satisfy*/She contestants. Director of do nbt patropze it>»,They pri "er to go
/ 1
Public VSJervice Thomas L. Smlo was t0
wHl be I.!
Ciforn^,Wrl^a^''urged that toWh*4" **/V«- ™f be'added
the staH of the battle. Out *>f four the
Btroadwj&y market be closed. Park
Cleveland's /polpce department may
times alt bat he smashed out three Commissioner Alber believes it should . depend 6n a (jWerance today between
hits, on« a triple. Sport Director M.
ab
d
1
0
ket P
^OSeS be" i Safety llirectJr A. 1 Bejiesch and PoJ. McGmty also distinguished him- fore tS v£r te ovS^
Openlteof
in
connection
with
the mu- j 'ice Chiefe ~WS S. ROTMO. I
self at Ishort for the Servers by
nicipal «>ath house on the adjoining j Director Benesch. 'whJ attended the
making three hits, one a triple.
lot, the\otld building as a dance hall,, demonstration Tuesdav In Gordon park
In theftefternoon, Espey's All Stars would f#m a part of a municipal. of the accomplishments of a police dog
took tflf measure of the Street social cerfter group.
'
'owned hi Alexander Mtrtini, a young
Cleanejjs 2by a score of 16 tn 15
r
i' Italian artny officer vjsitins- in Cleve!
land, last; night said He will consult
On Jhef west lawn Sport Director
] this morning with Chiaf Rowe, who is
McGi^:y|was in his glory.
Races
expected to return today from a vacaandibthfr contests were run under
tion.
his dire^ion before an audience that
Police Inspector Norman B. Shattuck
ai th/ee deep around the racing
I thinks police dogs would be especially
useful
in the patrol of parks.
"losuffe.
The results were:
.~oys/50-yard dash, 10 years ana under—
rohie/Louis, Children's Aid society, 10427
etrpjt-av N. W.
Bo/s' 50-yard dash, 12 years and under—
Chaifies Gallagher, 3020 CUnton-av N. W.
girls' 50-yard dash. 10 years and under—
alien Frindt, 7123 Lorain-av.
'Girls' 50-yard dash, 12 years and under—
elen Frindt, 7123 Lorain-av.
Boys' 100-yard dash, 16 years and under—
Joe Ging, 4711 Lorain-av.
Girls' 75-yard dash, 16 years and under—
Alice Martin, 1023 B. 72d-st.
Boys' three-legged race. Lester Howells,
0107 Edmunds-av N. E., and Robert Goulder,
1751 E. 89th-st.
■ Ladies' 50-yard dash, Margaret Keane, 2199

MAYOR GOES^TCTCOURT

MAY ST0P~~FREE~ MUSIC

DANCE IN OLD MARKET?

Boys' shoe race, Koyal Wing, 2604 Walton-ay s. w.
Special orphans' 50-yard dash, Henry Felt

HWriDMOSE
EAIGIFI

|ieveland's, air cioling plant—Lake
wasn't in giod working^tcondiyesterday.
:Ose who livelfar from bolies of
larger thai the Shakerlakes
the impresi Ion that citiei siton the b pks of the Great
Lakls are perp. tually comfortable
and fcreezy.. Thh [.however, was disproved in Clevela: ;d yesterday.
With one exfeption Cleveland'^
b
J^yy' July 22'Fas the hottest day
-of the! summer, "the sun worked enthusia|tically from its rising until it,
S tln
«
?|1sc5rG-hin8: lhe Populace. Even
after i«had dteppajared in a red glare
in the West, foretelling that more hot
weathet may\ be| expected todav
pavemejits and\sid|ewalks took un its
work iiving o* fhe heat they had
stored |p througttilthe day
OfHciilly, or bMhe readings of the
government therrifcmeter on the So
ciety fcjr Savings luilding, the maxi
mum temperature r lg 90 degrees, two
degreesflower thai
je season's high
mark sit in June Ufkfflcially, or %y
the Public square loskVhe maximu!
was lOJt
Judgiftg from :he movements Sf
flags displayed 1 honor of\he cityis
birthday} there w .s a breeze>Weatlier Forec tster W.
AlexanderT^ackejl
this up ivith the tatement tha\the
breeze rieally
ex: ited,
and tha\ ft
blew at Ithe rate
thirteen milesVh
hour. I didn't.
terially lessen t,
heat, ho fever. J y '?2, 1913, the oflcial ms icimum w.
78, minimum 58.
Calls for ice kept l wagons rurtibling
about th s city un 1 late last night
They w 1 be greltly increased'°today, ice j companj officials predict.
Attaches at the babies' dispensary
and branthes expelienced a great increase in kails for foilk, and preparations are being male for an extended
hot spell. \ Today, Mt was predicted
reports of baby illniss and death will
begin to increase at the health department.
Despite yeteterdayfs heat, only two
cases of prdstratiofi were reported.
In one of them Mayor Newton D.
Baker figured "^as a J rescuer. .
Miss Clara vKanfeiseer, 16, suite
310,
Phoenix', afartments,
3625
Woodland-av S. H., was overcome
while walking dpwft the steps at the
Gordon park bathhouse at 3:30
o'clock - yesterday/ afternoon.
She
fell to the bottom/
Mayor Baker, riaking a Cleveland
day round of the fcarks, carried Miss
Kangiseer into the shade where she
was partly revised by Dr. W. J.
Thornton, 11308/St. Clair-av N. E.
Miss Kangiseer/was placed in the
mayor's automobile and, with Dr.
Thornton, was driven to her home.
Joseph Levine, 30, 3910 Woodlandav S. E., was overcome twice in
three hours.
He was standing in
front of his home when he dropped
the first time.
Patrolman William
Evans of the third precinct helped
him into the house and revived him.
Three hours later Levine was stricken again while passing Alta house,
Mayfield-rd S. E.
Police of the
eleventh precinct •. took him to St.
Luke's hospital where it was said
last night .his condition is serious.
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WANT TO KNOW
MOSE'S MUNICIPAL LIGHT PLANT IS
DESCRIBED AS "GREATEST IN WORLD" WillS BACK OF
,,«•« no chance for a shutM the new muny light plant
!S nfeUg goes wrong. For
*^thm« even to the cables disKg the juice, is in duplicate.
,r!
£\.what F. W. Ballard,
light commissioner,
d
Wedr *rtov told the hundreds of
^L observed Cleveland's
^"inflrSi and eighteenth birthinspecting
one hund e*aui
by.
tey a
"wnSplantonE.53d-st.
fflSSlSV urged the public
L
sip immedi:
t0 p
«M. lieht an\ power,
tion f
^ : Ire two\big electricity
fS£wn°n^e lake front,
PC crowd.Wed? sday moved
tone which
light.
lifter one sells it at &yen and
by a
c^cents and ts own
"•eTrB" corporation.
V

MUNY LIGHT SUI1

Sam Scov head of the Cleve
land Illumi .ting Co., is to b<
common pleas
summoned
ednesday to tel^
court next
about employment
what he kno
of the expert .ccountaits looking
over the book of the fnuny light
and heating pllnts.
Mayor Bake! in Judge Stevens
court Wednesday, so informed A.
H; Weed, attor ley fort J. N. Patton, 1850 E. lOth-st,! who has
asked for an 1 tjuncti(fn to force
city officials to let hijfn see "job
orders" of the lew muny light
plant, which L: ght Commissioner
Ballard claims | are his private
property.
f
Hearing of Jetton's; motion for
temporary injunction was continued until next (Wednesday. .
Mayor Baker! and Assistant city
rsretiert^and economical *
Solicitor Hosfetler told Stevens
that it would/require at least a
^^^not lack onf
week before the city could prepare
I ? improvement
necessary to
an answer to she Patton suit and a
im r
l
single P °;„ and distribution
list of questions fof Patton to anV ,Sty " BaUard told those
swer.
/
°i went
went tcf
for
Who Pays the Bills?
who
wbsee what they
The got
people
City attorneys plan to go to New
i
V j h
their million dollars
i. \V. Ballard, light and heat commissioner, operating the nifty
to talde depositions of Haskell
voted.two =»"1°"'thhea"unt, and car tflkt carries the ash and cinders from the puny light plant to York
& Sells, accountants, who employ
is r
the laie. There's so little waste that one small car does the worK.
T!fhalf in distribution.
Patton.
f
th
Patton t6ld city officials his firm
Th°elieWg i-t is reduced to switch \in directly over big bins saw the levers that control the
ordered him to make examinations
to which the coal is dropped. Dis- entire system.
of the bolks of muny plants, but
tribution to the furnaces is by
Enough
for
West-Side.
that he doesn't know who pays the
t-fte nf
shifts
ot eight
eig">; hours each.
t
of coai machinery.
Balard told them that from the bills, he gaid.
Every month 3 i 0 o tons u
Fightj
for
Heat
Units.
Information has reached city offiswitchboard is now controled
are switched to ajnamg-^J^
that privately owned public
Then commences a fight to get electricity sufficient
to supply cials
every unit of| heat from the fuel. practically, the entire West-side. service corporations have banded
together Ho-'fight the extension of
Ballard displayed the five big
From this board also is regu- muny public service plants.
boilers, each !*svith 10,000 square
feet of heating, surface. Then he lated current available to practi-j "I don't think that the Cleveled visitors to, another gigantic cally all houses and factories be-1 land Illuminating Co. is directly
piece of machinery called the econ- ,tween the lake and Euclid-av on'
omizer. The economizer's func- the East-side, and even south of interested .in the examination of
tion is to save heat that otherwise, Euclid-av in some localities.
the books et the city hall," attorwould go up the chimney.
I
If the city ever supplies all pow- ney Weed said.
T- show that phe muny plan.t er and
"The company may be a memMose Cleveland, celebrated his
illumination used in
actually does get the most possible Cleveland, he said, the 300 feet ber of an organization that is be118th birthday Wednesday.
Roherft Carran, ohc hundred power from the coal it uses, Bol-a frontage between the plant affords hind such investigations in< all
and oni, Clevffland's| oldest citi- lard pointed to a mm,
thin, white litae
lftie ample space for tlle additions that parts of the ^country."
zen, raised thj$ national flag and of smoke issuing from the big 0 ld be required,
Weed Attacked Light Bonds.
the cityis flag.'on Public square at smoke stack. "That's what's leu, ' The present plant is about 150
Weed said that he was em9 a. m.l TM/S was |he opening he said, "except a little below|
feet square. It is built on the
Then he showed a small motor unit system, making possible addi- ployed by Patton.
event of the/'day.
J
/
Weed's firm represented a taxThroughout the diy thlsre was car operated by a boy in the base- tions without disturbance of the,
payer in a suit \ttacking' the
to be a yarfed program of/baseball ment. Occasionally the boy was present service.
- bonds for the new muny plant.
games, kthietic meets aid-..con- taking c, few bushels of .ashes
. Patton claims withholding of
certs, boat races, canfoe ind an u- dropped from tire mdnster furnace
the "job orders" by officials
luminatddf motor bosit rfarade.
and dropping them in the lake.
makes it impossible for him and
Edge-After park d$n«e pavilion
The people saw a plant with
his assistants to make a proper
was to tw the scene ore, real, old- a capacity equal to about onefashioned dance. Onljy the lancers half Cleveland's demand for light
examination. Officials claim ' all
public books are open to the acand Virginia reel were to be al- and power. It is not built up to
countant, but refuso to permit
lowed. •
''?
that point now, but the nucleus is
him to see private data.
there.
Three big steam turbine generators, each of,75 00 kilowatts capacity, purred aWay on the neat main
floor, grinding out enough electricity to kill 10,000 persons ma
second or nearly everybody in
Cleveland in a minute, said Ballard.
,
Although Cleveland is sixth in
On the floor above the people
I population, it is fourth in the
lvalue of its building operations —General building operations for
I for the month of June, according the first half of 191?4 show a deI to statistics on file in Washington, crease of less than 1 per cent
ID.'C.
from the record se;t during the
New York, Chicago, and Phila- first half of 1913.
delphia ai;e the only cities ahead
of Cleveland's mark of '$,3,126,595.
A
Of the Ohio cities Cleveland is
[.second in percentage of gain in
I building operations.
The comIparison fs made between'June last
J year and this year. Toledo leads
I with 117 per cent, Cleveland 73,
\ Columbus 10, while Cincinnati
I dropped ,'20 per cent and Akron
145,

MOSE OBSERVES
118THIIRTHDAY

MOSEFOURTH IN
BUILDING BOOM

168

BIG COMBIN
IS BATTLING
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DESTRUCTION
IS WROUGHT BY
ARMY OF PESTvc

half million dollars more money,
that they had las.year; at a$1.53
rate," Fackler said.
« 10OK° ™
me like the officials could get along
without boosting-the^ate.
Mayor Baker, City ■ boiicitor
Stockwell and
County Auditor
lingerie compose the budget comI mission. _^

DEMOCRATS TO
KEEP HANDS OFF
IN CHARTER ROW

Cleveland is invaded overheat,
and underfoot by millions of pests I
that already have wrought destruction in many parts of the
country.
Above are myriads of bugs
known as tussock moth. They arc
National electric light assomaking great headway in the de<
ciation! comprising nearly all
N"at»nwidb Electrical Organi- private'
struction of the trees.
electricity - producing
The democratic executive comRuining the grass and shrubi
utilities in the United States.
zation Back of lifuny Ownmittee voted, late Thursday, not
bery are army worms.
Central States electric corporCity Forester Boddy said Fri to make an organized fight either
ation, which owns 76 per cent
ership Attack.
day that unless everybody joini for • or against the two proposed
of the stock of the Cleveland
in eradicating the insects the dam charter amendments to be voted
The attempt to wipe out Cleve- Electric Illuminating Co., and
age will be costly.
land's nsinicipal Ownership and Is holding company for plants
The two armies arrived simul on Aug. 11.
in numerous cities under conChairman Robert J. Bulkley
distributiflta of thr£e-cent electric trol of the General Electric Co.,
taneously. Many lawns in Eas
Cleveland have been damagedl had a long discussion of the is.light has 'becomefa nation-wide, American Gas & Electric Co.
and reports have come to Boddj sues with Mayor Baker before the
desperate fight by the entire elec- and Spencer Trask & Co., unthat the invasion is spreading tc vote was taken.
derwriters for public utility seall parts of the city
trical indus
curities.
Mayor Baker did not formally
The army worms are about one announce his position on the quesPrivately |ownid corporations The president of the national
and
one-half
inches
long
and
as
which furni|h Jlectric light In electric light association is E. Hol- thick as an ordinary lead pencil, tions of abandoning civil service
for day laborers and returning to
practically eyerylbig city of the ton Scott, general manager of They propagate rapidly.
Henry L. Doherty & Co., which
the partisan method of voting, but
United States ar£ secretly ^ins^r^s^i^monop^lie^'through"
Remedy Suggested.
indicated he will be against both
the battle ostensibly being waged out
„
the country and is waging a
As a remedy Boddy suggests propositions.
alone here bjy thfe Cleveland Elec- losing fight against three-cent car sprinkling grass with a s'olutior
Charter framers Friday felt
fare in Toledo
trie Illuminajtingf Co
of arsenate of lead, one pound o confident" the/';new charter will go
At the offices of the Doherty lead to 20 gallons of water.
Private etectrjcal interests are
through the'p'rimaries intact.
For two hours Thursday Baker
watching intently the injunction company in New York, Scott said
The tussock moth eggs art,
Wednesday:
suit pending by {which J. N. Pateasily discernible. Masses of 40( was in conference with the civil
'The national electric light as- or 500 eggs are left in obscure service commissioners. They told
ton, taxpayer, its attempting';to
force the city to give him access sociation is not directly aiding the places, usually on the lower part Baker the difficulties encountered
in applying civil service rules to
to the cost sljeeti} of the municipal 5ght to prevent reduction of light of the tree's trunk.
light plants.
As a remedy for the moth day laborers were minor. They
rates
in
Cleveland.
Personally,
I
Patton qualified as a taxpayer
Boddy says trees should be band- protested against any change.
After this conference Baker inin June by paying a small amount believe the Cleveland situation is ed with a piece of burlap a few
serious."
on personal property listed last
feet from the ground. A piece oi 1 timated that he believed the civil
T.
C.
Martin,
secretary
of,
the
year. This \was after city finance
string should be tied through the service regulations should not be
director
Coughlin, June 16, light association, \n New. York middle of the band. Under this 'fold changed.
Wednesday,
had
this
to
say
about
raised a bar to fatton's probe of
the moth egg masses are certain tc
Republican leaders said Friday
the situation in Cleveland:
be found, the females regarding they will not help the socialists
the books of the flight plants.
"It'| abov* timejj the city of the pocket as a safe hiding place, in their fight to destroy nonDiscloses H|s Identity.
Cleveland produced; its light plant Every few days the burlap should partisan elections, and would
Patton then disclosed his iden- books to end this $ght about the be examined and the egg masses take no organized stand on the
civi
tity as th| resident partner of rate. -ilt is absolufely impossible burned.
l service question.
Haskins & Sells, New York ac- to produce current for 3 cents,
Trees,
Boddy
says,
will
stand
\(1
countants, ■ with local offices at as wi|l be shown yhen municipal stronger solution of arsenate of
828 Williamson building. When books are opened in court.
lead than will grass. For; trees
acting Mayor Stockwell ruled that
"But don't say| the national he recommends one pound of lead
the cost books of the light plant electric light association is con- to ten gallons of water.
were the personal property of ducting the fight In Cleveland,"
Boddy has enlisted boy scouts
light engineer Ballard, Patton Martin]" added emphatically. "We in the work of examining lawns
filed suit to gain access to them. consider the Cleveland situation a and trees for evidences of the
Coughlin openly charges Pat- local nlatter."
pests.
.. ,
ton Is indirectly employed by the
A report from Akron says that
Floods
City
Witl|
Pamphlets.
C. E. I. Co., which now has an aptwo dogs have died there after
The pig association owns a bu- walking through lawns soaked
peal pending before the state utilities commission against council's reau of'public service economics, with a solution of arsenate of
order that the company must, fur 17 E. 3 8th-st, New York, for the lead. It is believed that the dogs
nish three-cent light to patrons. specific purpose of aiding private licked their paws and were poiIn New York Wednesday it was light companies to fight municipal
__^___
virtually determined that Patton lighting everywhere. This bu- soned.
was employed by the Central reau recently flooded Cleveland FACKLER WILL FIGHT
States electrical corporation, 60 with a booklet condemning muBroadway, New York, to seek nicipal 3-cent light.
BOOST IN TAX RATE
Meantime,
Cleveland's
big
flaws in Cleveland's muny light
County
Taxer Fackler, as an inmuny plant, opened this week,
books.
G. A. Galliver, president, and goes merrily on, producing and dividual, will go before the county
tax budget; commission, which
Harrison Williams, director oij distributing 3-cent light!
»^^»
.
begins holding public meetings on
this corporation, referred a Press
representative to Samuel Scovil,
Aug. 3, and put up a fight against
president of the Illuminating coman increase of the tax rate for
pany, when questioned about Patthe city above $1-53 per $100 valuation. Last year the rate was
ton.
In/Hands of Scovil.
$1.55.
Auditor Zangerle says that the
"I do not know who employed
rate may go to $1.63, notwiththe iightfaccountant in Cleveland,"
standing reduction of the state
said President Galliver, Wedneslevies by the legislature.
day. "Court action there is in
"The increase in the duplicate
the hanls of Samuel Scovil and
will give the county, city and
the management of the Cleveland
Cleveland school district about a
plant." Here sire the forces it is practically caj-tain are behind the effort
to crush '^municipal three-cent light
here:

' "L "

^■H
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CARS REROUTS CLEVRAND DAY RULKLEYWIU
BUSINESS IS LOAFING DAY BE CHIEF—IF
FROM MARKET FOR CITY'S MEN ALL WANT HIM
^eriff street market stall keepers
lanned Wednesday to make an
test

t0

Tractlon

Com

LrUied P™
Missioner Witt against rerouting of
Let cars, ''which they claim has
;ruesed a great failing off of business
If tL market. Two lines which
JLerly carried hundreds to the
Set daily have been rerouted so
Z chopper* now do not come
rthin scverall blocks of it
,Tarltmen lay that the Scovill
LenJine. which formerly passed
'L SheVitf strelt market, was one of
L fcesl#urcei of revenue they had.
The Scivil- cars now are routed so
4ev co\rl no .nearer the market
In Superiur avenue and Publw
Lare ■Contra! avenue cars also
were gool carriers for market shoppers but', have been rerouted.
"■Two ol our best lines have been
taken from us," said A. S. Pickering,
tutcher at Sheriff street market.
.■The Scovill an'd Central lines tapped
•orkingmen's territories and brought
carload after carload of people to
the market on hnarket <3,ay5s. We.
want those lines back."
"It doesn't seem, to do any good to
wotest to Witt about changing the
Mutes of cars." said H. A. Smith,
also a butcher. "Several of the market people have protested to him,
but' an organized general protest
seems the only way, we can accomplish anything."
"The burning of Central viaduct
hurt us, because several good car;
lines had to be rerouted," said S.
Caunter, another Sheriff street dealer. "Of that we can't complain, but
■why should We be deprived of the
business we formerly enjoyed from'
the Scovill and Central lines?"
Efforts were being made Wednesflay by several of the marketmen to
call a meeting to form an organiza-'
tlon to frame a protest to Witt.
Every stallkeeper at the market is,
anxious to join in the movement.

CITY COURT FALLS BACK
§eventy-five cases are on Muny
court docket for Thursday. Celebration of Cleveland day, which., closed
the courts, puts the judges just this
many cases behind. The cour'
been working behind its regular,
docket several months, and has just
caught up.

Bakerjtes Point|Lean Finger
of Pride at l\|unicipal Development in last Year

And Gongwer's Seeing That
All Democratic Committeemen Do Want Him

Wednesday wfas Cleveland
day, thl city's l|8th birthday,
but it |roved to* fbe more of a
holiday Kor Cit$' |[all folk and
an opportunity / f<j|r the Baker
administration ko Ipoint a lean
finger pi pride toward municipal development in'the last year
than anything else.
Promptly at 9 .o'clock Robert Carran, onejlihundrecf and o|ne, raised the
Cleveland official flag &n the Public
Square Staff, them^placecf a wreath on
the Mosfes Cleayeland statue. A few
minutes ,later the first ; auto sped
across t|ie lang-waifedtfqr Bulkley
boulevard, between West 25th and
West 45tl| streets and Cathran hoisted
another Cleveland flag to. the top of
the new ^ity Hall in Lakeside avenue.

GROSSER SLAPPED AS;
BAKER RESIGNS CHfAIR
Rebel Congressman Is Tar
get for All the Shot of
Machine Guns
Congressman Kobert J| Bulkley,] picked by the Baker-Gongweil machine to fill Mayor
Baker's shoes as chairman of
the ■ Cuyahoga County Democratic
Executive
committee,
Wednesday declared that, unless
he could be the unanimous
chojee of/ the committee he
wouldn't yet
^ his name go bcfore it.

City's Possessions Open
All of the city's public works, fire
engine houses, Warrensville, Boys'
farm at Hudson, pumping stations
and the nejv Bast 53d street light
"I won't nake any fidht for the
plant were khrown open for public
chairmans
inspection. ■ Guides showed visitors
said Bulffley. "If I
am the uni
ous choice t>t the comthrough. The! new dens at Brookside;
mittee I
ihably will accept. The
park echoedi back the first growls
mention
my name as Mayor
from the bears moved from WTade
Baker's successor was a complete
park late Tuesday.
surprise to? me."
All sorts of races and games, baseball contests at ICdgewater park beGonfcwer Busy Booster
tween Gus Hanna's Street Cleaners
Before springing Bulkley's name at
and Telling's 'Strollers and Benesch's
the Democratic rally of Ward leaders
Kafois and Sidlo's Servers, with
at Acme -Hall Tuesday, night Burr
Traction Commissioner Witt umpirGongwer got in. touch with as many
ing the latter game, were on the aftmembers I of the committee as he
ernoon program. Band concerts were
could reach. 'He talked Bulkley, descheduled for both afternoon and
cided for the members he saw that
evening.
Motorboat races under the auspices Bulkley was the man, thjen let his
of the Cleveland Powerboat and name be circulated freely at the
Wednesday Gongwer was
Boat clubs, 'an illuminated motorboat rally.
parade Wednesday night off the new 'rounding up the rest of the commitEdgewater bathhouse and canoe and tee members. As soon as the comtilting contests at Shaker lakes com- mittee is made to understand that
Bulkley is to be elected a call for a
pleted the day's celebration.
meeting will be issued.
It is figured that election of Bulkley as .chairman of the executive
I committee will strengthen him in his
primary fight against Congressman
Robert Crosser in the Twenty-first
district. Bulkley is the choice of the
machine and everything is being done
to bring about his nomination.
Crosser Men Will Fight
The first move was made Tuesday
night when Bulkley was asked to
speak at the Acme hall rally and
' 'rosser was ignored.
Crosser supporters Wednesday declare^ they would wage a bitter fight,
against the method the machine has
lake* to force Bulkley down the
\ oters' throats.
K is generally undei-stood that if
Bulkfcy is elected chairman of the
. executive committee he will serve
only until after the primary. This
argument is being used on commirtcemen who have other choices, tog|t them to "stand for" Bulkley.
for awhile at least.
At the Acme hall rally Baker was
' principal speaker. He pleaded for
a united democracy in the fight for
\ home rule and just taxation.

:
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--The-game was called after seven innings of Play with the score
14 to
7 in favor of the "Servers.1 Sidlo
showed he had not forgotten how
to play baseball when he made three
long hits. However, he had nothing
on his opponent, for Benesch himself
made three hits of the spectacular
variety The firemen heat, the police
team in a game which followed by a
score of 11 to 10.
Motorboat races, under the auspices
of the Cleveland Boat Club and the
Cleveland Power Club with canoe
races and tilting contests furnished
the aquatic amusement for the pleasure-seekers.' Fourteen field events
for boys and girls were held on the
als
and
EmFrom
Municipal Offic
Accepts UnanimoiMCall
west lawn of the park under the dif
rection of M. J. McGinty, supervisor
ployees Stop V ork to Honor
De/nocPatic Macjiine to Guide
of sports.
Founder W th Day of
The illuminated motor boat paDestinies of Execurade dancing and the band concerts
nd
Races.
Baseball
i
tive Body.
concluded the celebration of the city's
anniversary
Prize Winners.
BY FREDERICK BAGLEY.
FIREMEN DEFEAT POLICE;
First
prize
in the race
Congressman 4o*evt t. Bulkley was
SERVERS Wl| OVER SAFERS events were aswinners
follows:
elected chairman of the Democratic
■n„„n' flftv-vard dash, ten years and under,
xfZl Lewis7 Children's Aid Society; girls'
county Ixecutf e conymittee yester«iv vnrd dash, ten years and under, Helen

CLEVELAND PKESS.JELY 28, ^M
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i BEHiDoimum
Budget Commission to Give
Chance for Protests Against
Keeping Rate Up.

Public hearings will be held by
the county budget commission before the tax levy for 1915 is toed,
Mayor Baker, chairman of the commission, announced yesterday. The
first meeting will be Monday, August 3.
/
This wills give taxpayers an oppor
tunity to protest against the Pro
nosed pla# of the commission to al
C tax4ies to remain ;the same as
Frlnotml Sratn avenue; Miss Jrindt also
tMs year,>n
spite of reductions in the day.
/
,
,, Bulkley B"c^levid Opened From won first prize in the fifty-yard dash for
riris twelve years and under; boys, seventystate levy; ma4e at a special session This was a blow to the ultra radiIve-yard dash, twelve years and under, JoW. 25th | W. 45th
of the General Assembly.
cal branch df the party, which is
?Lh Ging «li Lorain avenue; girls' seven♦v flveVvard dash, sixteen years and under,
For thl first time this year the j backing^ Congressman Robert Grosser
Street.
Zl^rMartln 1023 K. 72d street; three-legged
city wmihave control of the com- for renomination against B^kle^,
£ie iTester Howells, 9107 Edmunds avenue,
SS?' -Rohert Goulder, 1751 B. 89th street;
mission.! The director If J*« ™*e Selection of Bulkley was unani
Soun^ladieV ^ce, Margaret Keane, 2199 B.
plants tte county prosecfutor by the mous. Two ballots ..were take". The
Quietly and LlmpV Gleveland eel «6°h ItreetTshoe race, Royal Wing. 2604 Walterms of the llpatricHjlaW which
8
avenue; married women's race, Mrs B.
first
made
Bulkley
a
n^f*^
!
ebrated the 118th birthday of the city ton
i Hefner 8235 Prospect avenue; pie-eating
aCreioved the interio| limitations
executive} committed the second made yesterday, i Exercises m .*« ^ ™'nSt
Anthony Obrrigan, 7413 Eutledge
c0
of the Smith 1 per cent tai: law.
,?;'• men's 100-yard dash, Frank Mcchtfnfan. H# the third cha.r
Sntyr'waTe^felon contest, Joseph Ging, 4711
Both.5 Baker- and Assistant Di- him
man in fourteen years, the others -d-hS^st^Park^
rector of Law Hostettlen, who wil Ibelig
^torahoeatU°races resulted as follows:
Mayor Tom L. Johnson and
oiass A open boats, under twenty feet"present the city legal Vf££
BteUa won; Sadie K., second; Ben, third.
'in the absence of Director-ot Laj Mayor Baker.
Time
10 minutes, 40 seconds.
...
g
Afccepts Chairmanship.
r-iass B open boats, over twenty feetStockwell. are known to 'P*^™
city ^energy ^^^^ ■Hnward
won; Sultana, second; Nankypoo,
"I'll afcept on those oondittons
a reduction in the levy •.Governor
tnlrd^Molosia, fourth; Rock, fifth. Time, 5
Cox has announced that fae will^ go Bulkley laid, when informed that it
ffi
01asesBD7 cabin3 boats, under thirty feetfnto the counties where budge: com
party in ;the various events,
■Phvllss won; Stormy Jim, second; Lillian H.,
missions have refused *o jeduce
weatherman was kind and furms
Siirfl Time, 10 minutes, 14 seconds.
ria'ss E cabin cruisers, over thirty feetlevies and arouse public t^f1^ ^^IhewmTH^^committee a typical Rummer day with plenty
wVona won; Garnett, second; Favorite,
for a reduction. He is not expected together. | Conferences will be held heat and sunshine
tofrd"
La Retta, fourth; Red Feather, fifth.
_
ho
ui
w
rtake a hand in Cuyah*a county
Robert Carran, pioneer citizen, wo Tir 9 minutes, 52 seconds.
|
1
chairman
1 -v Oanoe race results were:
or in other counties whjre large | today.
is only Sixteen years younger than
The naming of the new
One-eighth mile, single man—Donahue won
cities are located, the Governor's 'puts the control in the^hands of the
A C Bolz, second; Beman, third.
One-eighth
mile,
four men — Beman,
tax!reaucinS program being^n ended faction led by Burr \ Gongwer and
Bchmied, Donahue and Kohler won.
to annease rural voters aroused oy Tim McDonough. Gongwer, who is
Tiltine contest—Beeman and Schmied won.
cthT^xing measures inaugurated redded as the head tf the organ na- his one ^rlhe^Cle^ailofflolal
Submarine race—Schmied won; Beman, secOI
by the state administration, accord tion proper, took persona^ charge of
Quarter-mile, two men-Beman and HanBen won; A. C. and L.^Bolz, second.
in* to Republican legislators
lining up committeemon for Bulkley.
If the present tax levy is allowed It was stated that no change m the PUb?hPon the statue o? Moses
11 LUJ i,
.
$100,
the city, chairmanship is expected as a result cT^and^ Exercises were on m
i
to remain at $1.5o per » "
-have
county and public schools will have of the coming elation of a,new com
earnest.
an additional $569,000 at their disBulkley Boulevard Opened.
posal. Big increases over the. pres
ent year have been asked of the is to affront Crosser's friend..a^t
budget commission.
them in the position of disloyalty to
the titular head of the party, as
Bulkley became yesterday.
-The purpose is obvious; the veo flag on tne new *- j
—+w»pt
pie know what it means, Crosser re LaLside avenue and E. 6th street^
Hundred* of persons took advant
marked.
Will Control "Machine.
Incidentally, the change places
Bulkley in a commanding P°« a*
as far as the use of party machinery
for his own renomination is con
cernea In the past, Bulkley always
his been an orgaRation -.£

n=g«itl^»« *!

^fSo^lla^^

S\SSmSniranianceawUh Gongwer
I'nd McDonough. The Congressman
to personally popular with the pre
cinct. workers.
made
Several other changes will be made
in the committee after the new P^
cinct committeemen are chosen. A
strong boom for John Plunkett for
£e°rtt ward leader of the »^
now of the Twenty-first, to succeed
PaTrick Graham as executive com-

^r^ahl^frcrnT-the Sixth
w*r'w is after the scalp of Fred
Cummings, who is allied wUh the
Selzer faction, and if the Pfahl men
win in the primaries, Fritz Reich or
Fred Fortlage will go on the commlte
Bulkley's election came after the
committeemen on Tuesday had vassed the names of Gongwer
Thomas Coughlin, D. J. Zinner and
W. A. Greenlund.

"birthday party" occurred?* Edge
water Park in the afternoon There
races and athletic events vied for in
Lrest with band concerts and^
ln

orera0tian 30 000 persons crowded
Th0e park durikg th'e afternoon and
evening.
Peter Witt Umpires Game.
The feature of the ^afternoon was
the baseball game between Safe"
of Public Safety ™™%™hJf*l°*e
and

er
r ''Ss!dTo
Plr
W « ^rgot
d 10
P

Sr^ nedule S and "c:r mile" fibres
long enough to participate in the fun
as umpire.

S
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firs LOAFED
iSSPOSAL WORK
—Bernstein

rty-five millions ' in pumping
capacity is to be added to Cleveland^ waterworks syste^ti within
Councilman Demands Action; three weeks. Water Commissioner
. i
said Thursday.' A 5,000,000lawyer Scores Inconsist- Schulz
gallon pump for thl second high
service will be., put in corhmission
ency in Lake Front Fills
at the Fairmollnt yunjping station
Mondal while | 3O,OO0foo| gallon pump
for the'lKirtlarjd statfoii is on the
Bernstein
and
,
Karl
incilma
ttorney,
Williamson
jj Wells
A litile o\4r 100,^1,000 gallons
day put under/double
gilding. Thu
failure to construct of water waj used b$r|cievela.nders
i.re the city
Wednesday,/Schulz saM. Until the
disposal pjaiits.
|oper sewa
Fairmoujnt tump is pn in commisXred bv'thf state board Mhealth, sion preasi/e in East Cleveland, the
/"alie
front
IfthellHrl.in of the 1,
nd Edge- Warrensyifle farms anil the Heights
will be i'ftry low in tftie daytime.
t.r nark is a site for, the plants.
"WhilW there is i<x immediate
-t nsch/rged that city officials
danger ef a shorta|fe :pf water at
„. doublf crossing themselves in present, it is best tlml sprinkling be
Ling alempts of the; Pennsyl- left until after /■supper,"' Schulz
II and/Lake Shore rajilroads to warned. "The heaviest drain, on the
7'alnng/the lake. Jrpnl between waterworks comes late in the after!, 26tf street and the Fennsylva- noon, because so much water is used
{,*„<•& west of the riier, and-at for cooking and men coming home
^ ^ e Jme malJg aWaere fill:
from work sprinkle."
,he frhlte City Aid an| eight-acre
„ at/the east *d of JEdgewater
rt fBernsteinf attaef is a de• nd that the ■/ree-ye* delay of
JU igineersU i buildup disposal
tanJbe P.rob*(falls Ct« Inconsistent
^rlsent plan! .call for la disposal
wRte City of. a 30-acre
ant at
i bethe
mad! between the present
1 ft
tP, line an! a\breakwater, 1,J>00
.,„" 60?fe% out. Somewhat
|,Jlar c'ircutistarfces surround the
taking of thl■Wps\Sid9V|n. . .' '
r'It's the height of inconsistency for
v to frotest against the railloata's making fibs and then turning
a'r„'„ni ar-1 doing the same thing,"
Veils' declared. "The Baker admm-,'
Miration's dealings with'.lake front
brodei'ty ofcght to be- probed, but
&oi5 iieciuse there will be too hitler cViticisfa as a result, C\ty officials
LnstVntlyjare trying to remove the
Emote urori some other fellow's eye
End fogetting the beam lin their

i

f BernWiti Thursday- charged city
Seng'inears: have spent thrfee years
teab'blinV and experimenting at the
BVhite pity experimental plp.nt. but
Rave mkde no definite steps toward
Believiiti the river and lake X much
Lf its pllltlon. A report frorn SamEtary Engineer Pratt will bo demandzed by Bernstein.
; "Enough Loafing; Want Action"
§£ "Not until the disposal plants aie
En operation will it be sate to bathe
(anywhere near Cleveland-," Bernstein
Laid. "Besides; the work of the new\
Miter plant will be cut in half if little
Rewage is dumped into the lake.
kVe've had enough experimenting and
Hoafing: what we want is action."
f Mayor Baker Thursday also e'nftered the lake front controversy
fcvhen ho assured President A. H.
fcmith of the New York Central lines
Rhe city's island plan tor'outer har■bor development between East 9th
hand 5»th streets will, have no bearing ,
"on the matter of approaches to the-:
Bfroposed new Union station.

DUMP IS BEING
FILLED; LAWSUIT
TO BE HELD OFF
The injunction suit irate t-akeview
road litizens threatened io bring
againsl the city and H.j P. Mclntosh,
Jr., of Ihe Guardian Savings;; & Trust
Compaly, to prevent land ajwned by
Mclntolh at East 114th street and
road b%ing used as,a dump,
Dakeyi
will be held in abeyance for la while.
residentmWish to give McObjectii
Intosh T chance tolfcake goon on his
to Mayor''paker that he
promis
would :over over ftlfe refule with
earth.
"If- ] telntosh doesn't fulfil this
agreem nt we will irold a mass meeting nejt week a#d raise fq-jids to
he injunction suit," | Edwin
brin
Drake 1153 Lakeview road said
Thursdliy.
A w, ek ago Liakeview roajd residents feppealed to Mayor Biker to
abate fthe dump. Baker gate McIntosrf until Monday to starf filling
with fclean earth. This wori commencld Monday and .continue^ Tuesfid Wednesday.
"It {-wouldn't be so bad if tl > dump
ind of
was Jconfined to any one
refusk" Drake said. "Proper y owners have lost tenants on accjbunt of
the cjdor. Dead l'ats. old shoeis, papers, ttn cans, garbage and boxls have
been/dumped there,, in damageto our
property."
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CITY IS FACING
WATER—IFAMINE
Cleveland and | suburbs are
facing a water famine^
Mayor Baker said Thursday he
migh ; ask citizen! no1| to sprinkle
their lawns betwjsen 8|a. m. and 4
p. m because §>f the| low water
press tre.
Th i city la,yi forces; were busy
searc ting for ^n ordiimnce to enforce such a request, f
At,, Warrensville th^e are no
fauce IttworKlng, Servlr Sidlo reporte [ TWriday, afterla personal
Inves igatidli^Water % is being
draw:: from^nsjells. J There is

JCLEVELAND PRESS, JULY 25. 1914. _
EXPECT BAKER TO
TELL CHARTER STAND
SUBURBS WILL GET
Mayor Baker was expected to
PLENTY OF WATER
make known his stand on the proposed amendment to the city charter removing city laborers from
civil service, at a conference
Thursday • with the civil service
commission.
Secretary Kline of the commission announced Thursday he is
opposed to the amendment.

scarcely enough Tfea^slipply de-

man ds for drinking water.
Residents of East Cle|ellnd,.and
Lakelvocjd complained Thursday of
the fataf pressure.
Si$p|/ Schulz of the vjkterworks
saidfTpursday the trouble in each
placfejtvas caused by thelsmall water Mains. The depletion of city
water because of
ftowntown
sprinkling and the 'increased
amount used makes this Condition
;
'worse.
I

WHYLER'S JO
Safer Benesch late Friday appointed Battalion Chief James E.
Granger as first assistant fire
chief to succeed Charles B. Whyler resigned. He will begin his
duties immediately and wilfe be
stationed at engine house No. 1.
Granger will not have charge
of the fire prevention work. This
department will continue under
the direction of Thomas Connell,
fire warden, until a civil service
examination for the place is held.
Granger ranked high in a list
of. five battalion chiefs who took
exams Wednesday. He is thirtyeight years old, entered the department March 15, 189 4, became
a lieutenant in 1898, a captain in
1903 and battalion chief in 1911.
His salary will be $2500.
Granger is succeeded by Capt.
"William J. Joyce.

Completion by Aug. 1 of the new
pump at the Pairmount pumping
station was depended on Saturday
by East Cleveland and Cleveland
Heights officials to solve the water
problem there.
The situation in East Cleveland
wag relieved Saturday as the result
of the coupling up of 1000 feet of
16-inch water main. Previously an
8-lnch main was used.
The first real test of the new
East Cleveland main will be Saturday evening, when the heavy inroad on the pressure is made by
lawn sprinkling.
O. P. Roman, Cleveland Heights
water works superintendent, Saturday issued an order that there
should be no more sprinkling of
lawns at the west end of the
Heights until completion of the
new equipment at th? Pairmount
station.
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" WILL OSEIHIS
WATER
IS BACK AGAIN S BATHHi
Cleveland Heights residents
faced another water famine Monday. A shortage of water for
three days last week was relieved
Saturday by orders prohibiting
sprinkling.v With the return of
the pressure, sprinkling was resumed and the village faced the
same problem when it awoke Monday.
The ahtisprinkling order has
gone out again.
Village officials see no relief' in
sight until the new pump at the
Fairmount pumping station is
completed, Aug. 1.
Coupling of a 1000-foot stretch
of a 16-iuch water main Friday
night ended East Cleveland's wa-i
ter famine. City officials reported
j plenty of water Monday.

I TELLS HOW TO OBEY
! AUTO LIGHT ORDINANCE
"Adjust your headlights to comply with the new traffic ordinance
and you will be making a real
' safety-first move."
Secretary Fred Caley of the.
; Cleveland auto club Monday urged
Jthis upon auto owners. ■■..
The new ordinance is now in efi feet.
Here is the way to comply with
I the law, Caley says:
Adjust your lights so that at a
point 75 feet in front of your machine no part of the light is visible
more than three feet above the surface of the roadway.

T0UPEN BATH SPOTS
FOR PLAYGROUP KIDS
T M. Black, recreation supervisor Monday obtained permission of the park department to
open bathing beaches to playground children two days a week.
Edgewater will be open to the
kids Aug. 6 and Gordon beach
Aug 7 Bovs will be taken to the
beaches in the mornings and girls
in the afternoons. Each youngster will be asked to bring his
own suit and towel. The dressing
__mns will be free.

PRLriS, JULY 28, 1914,
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BAKER SAYS WAR OF
POWERS IS CERTAIN

••War.
involving Austria.
Servia, Germany, Prance and
Russia Is inevitable!"
Mayor Baker, who recently
returned from Europe, made
this statement Monday. Baker
is a close student of international affairs.
"Germany has been preparing for this conflict, and will
not recede," he said. "While
I was in that country recently
an extra war tax was levied.
"The countries involved are
over-ready for war. I don't believe they can back down now."

IftAKER IS OUT
FOR BULKLEY

Mayor Baker and Server Sidlo
prepared Monday to erect tents at
Edgewater and Gordon .parks to
care for the hundreds of would-be
bathers who have been turned
away from the bath-houses.
Sidlo Monday sent men to the
parks to ascertain whether, there
are open spaces large enough for
the two Johnson campaign tents to
be pitched.
"The democratic
organization
will gladly contribute the tents," BAR TRAFFICf OR PLAY
Baker said.
"If there is room for the tents
Server Sidlo Monday ordered
we will put up pigeonhole lockers Sumnei-av between E. 13th-st and
inside for clothes, with attendants E 14th-st closed to traffic during
lo operate a checking system," said hours when Brownell school playSidlo.
ground is in session.
"The tents will be for men, and
"This section of the street is litthe entire bathhouse at each park tle used, but the few wagons enwill be turned over for women. By danger the life and limb of the]
this arrangement everybody should boys and girls," said Sidlo.
]
be accommodated."
Baker has received many letters
complaining of the lack of facilities. WITT-SAYS CONCffl
"We certainly will do something
IS MENDING.STREJETS
so people can have their swim," he
said.
"I've seen many people
The Co'ncon is making street
turned away from both beaches repairs as fast as possible, Tracmyself." _ i ________
, tioner Witt said Monday in regard to Server Side's report
HUDSON BOYSTARWI
urging repair of paving at-. 500
along car tracks.
WILL TRY GARY PLAN places
"There are 35 mites of track to
School instructors at Hudson be laid' this -year.- The repair
hoys farm Monday were arranging work will come in due time, said
to overthrow the present school Witt
,-,
curriculum and substitute the Gary
President Stanley of the Concon said the company had no inPl
Bv' alternating classes, Director tention rjf shirking track paving
Coo'ley believes the . efficiency ot repairs.
the school'can be doubled.

Mayor Baker has addressed a
formal letter of indorsement to
Congressman Robert J. Bulkley,
candidate for renomination. Democratic ward leaders are to
meet in the Engineers building
Wednesday to outline plans for
meetings throughout the city at
which speeches will be made in
Bulkley's behalf.

PARK BAND CONCERTS
These mid^^^nd concerts

Washington, w«"
Edgewater;
noon
d
r
Xrnoon
»d
Thursday after^
■ evening.
d evenad6
r
^
„roo Sf' Saturday aftern^n^'ve'ning, Gordon.

BOYSGOUTSGETl
ORDERSFORWARi
TO SAVE TREES!
~> _a ox)

1

„«n stu pioi jaAAs/Bl re .1..

h
^,„_ J.iici * aoj 'BIBAWW
ja . s^oCua at„
i
oprdg an
ulod n »V *nq •wo* uopi

..
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CITY IS FACING
—1 \

Cleveland and/ suburbs are
facing a water fanline,;
Mayor. Baker said Thursday he
migh '. ask citizens not to sprinkle
their lawns between 8|a. m. and 4
p. m because $f the! low water
press tre.
Th ! city lai$ forced were busy
searc ling for |in ordinance to enforce such a pequest. |
JH, Warrensville th*e are
no
fauce fctworking, Servlr Sidlo reporte i Ttarsday, afterla personal
inves igatioS^TWater § is being
drawi i frpniS^rfls.
There is
scarclly enough iWa pply demand s fojf drinking w?*
Re idejhts of East Cl^|ellhd,and
Lakelvocfd complained lursday Of
the KxM pressure.
Sifpi/ Schulz of the -vfeterworks
said.;T/iursday the trouble in each
plac&iwas caused by thelpnan water Wains. The depletipi of city
water
because
of
ftowntown
sprinkling and the 'Increased
.amount used makes this Condition
worse.

make known his stand on the proposed amendment to the city charter removing city laborers from
civil service, at a conference
Thursday ■ with the civil service
commission.
Secretary Kline of the commission announced Thursday he is
opposed to the amendment.

GRANGER GETS
iiWHYLER'S JO

Safer Benesch late Friday appointed Battalion Chief James E.
Granger as first assistant fire
chief to succeed Charles B. Whyler, resigned. He will begin his
duties immediately and wilfe be
stationed at engine house No. 1.
Granger will not have charge
of the fire prevention work. This
department will continue under
the direction of Thomas Connell,
fire warden, until a civil service
examination for the place is held
Granger ranked high in a list
of five battalion chiefs who took
exams Wednesday. He is thirtyeight years old, entered the department March 15, 1894, became
a lieutenant in 1898, a captain in
1903 and battalion chief in 1911.
His salary will be $2500.
Granger is succeeded by Capt.
"William J. Joyce.

Completion by Aug. 1 of the new
pump at the Fairmount pumping
station was depended on Saturday
by Bast Cleveland and Cleveland
Heights officials to solve the water
problem there.
The situation in East Cleveland
was relieved Saturday as the result
of the coupling up of 1000 feet of
16-inch water main. Previously an
8-inch main was used.
The first real test of the new
East Cleveland main will be Saturday evening, when the heavy inroad on the pressure is made by
lawn sprinkling.
O. F. Roman, Cleveland Heights
water works superintendent, Saturday issued an order that there
should be no more sprinkling of
lawns at the west end of the
Heights until completion of the
new equipment at tin Fairmount
station.
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BAKER SAYS WAR 01
POWERS IS CERTAIN

WATER FAMINE j WILL tiSEOTS
IS BACK AGAIN AS SATIfl
Cleveland
Heights
residents
faced another water famine Monday. A shortage of water for
three days last week was relieved
Saturday by orders prohibiting
sprinkling." With the return of
the pressure, sprinkling was resumed and the village faced the
same problem when it awoke Monday„
1.
The antisprinkling
order has
gone out again.
\
Village officials see no relief' m
sight until the new pump at the
Fairmount pumping station is
completed, Aug. 1.
Coupling of a 1000-foot stretch
of a 16-inch water main Friday
night ended East Cleveland's water famine. City officials reported
i plenty of water Monday.

|

TELLS HOWTcToBEY
AUTO LIGHTJJRDINANCE
"Adjust your headlights to comply with the new traffic ordinance
and you will be making a real
safety-first move."
', "■_
Secretary Fred Caley of the
Cleveland auto club Monday urged
this upon auto owners.
The new ordinance is now in effect

-

,

Mayor Baker and Server Sidlo
prepared Monday to erect tents at
Edgewater and Gordon parks to
care for the hundreds of would-be
bathers who have been turned
away from the bathhouses.
Sidlo Monday sent men to the
parks to ascertain whether, there
are open spaces large enough for
the two Johnson campaign tents to
be pitched.
"The democratic
organization
will gladly contribute the tents,"
Baker said.
' "If there is room for the tents
we will put up pigeonhole lockers
inside for clothes, with attendants
to operate a checking system," said
Sidlo.
".The tents will be for men, and
the entire bathhouse at each park
will be turned over for women. By
this arrangement everybody should
be accommodated."
Baker has received many letters
complaining of the Jack of facilities.
"We certainly will do something
so people can have their swim," he
said.
"I've seen many people
turned away from both beaches
myself."

=^

Here is the way to comply with
the law, Caley says:
Adjust your lights so that at a
point 75 feet in front of your machine no part of the light is visible
more than three feet above the surface of the roadway.

fQTOFfN BATH SPOTS
FOR PL.AYGROUND KIDS
T M Black, recreation supervisor Monday obtained permission of the park department to
open bathing beaches to playground children two days a week.
Edgewater will be open to the
kids Aug. 6 and Gordon beach
Au°' 7
Bovs will be taken to the
beaches in the mornings and girls
in the afternoons. Each youngster will be asked to bring his
own suit and towel. The dressing
Lraojns will be free.

"War,
involving
Austria,
Servia, Germany, France and
Russia is inevitable!"
Mayor Baker, who recently
returned from Europe, made
this statement Monday. Baker
is a close student of international affairs.
"Germany has been preparing for this conflict, and will
not recede," he said. "While
I was in that country recently
an extra war tax was levied.
"The countries involved are
over-ready for war. I don't believe they can back down now."

*AKER IS OUT
FOR BULKLEY

BAR TRAFFICJFOR PLAY
Server Sidlo Monday
ordered
Sumner-av between E. 13th-st and
E 14th-st closed to traffic during
hours when Brownell school playground is in session.
"This section of the street is little used, but the few wagons endanger the life and limb of the
boys and girls," said Sidlo.

wnrsAYs coNcaN
IS IVIENDiNG^STREETS

The Concon is making street
repairs as fast as possible, /Iractioner Witt said Monday in regard to Server Sidlo's report
urging repair of paving at- 500
places along car tracks.
"There are 3 5 miles of track ;±_o
School instructors at. Hudson be laid'this -year..
The repair
boys farm Monday were arranging work will come in due time," said
to overthrow the present school
curriculum and substitute the Gary
President Stanley of the ConI con said the company had no inPl
By alternating classes, Director | tentkm M shirking track pavmg
Cooley believes the. efficiency
j repairs.
the school'can be doubled.

HUDSON BOYS FARM
WILL TRY GARY PLAN

1

Mayor Baker has addressed a
formal letter of indorsement to
Congressman Robert J. Bulkley,
candidate for renomination.
Democratic ward leaders are to\
meet in the Engineers building
Wednesday to outline plans for
meetings throughout the city at
which speeches will be made in
Bulkley's behalf. .

^PARK BAND CONCERTS
These -id^ band co-erts
I-6 ^luesda'/a^rfoon, Woodme t
^ «-i?=!«rkTuesday evening,
land
Hilfepark^iu
after.
Washington,
we
Bdgewater;
noon and ^ening,
everiing,
Thursday ,f eXrnoTn ^d evenWad6
i Foksfde^Saturday afteriBandkevting, Gordon.

BOY SCOUTS GET
ORDERS FORWAH
TO SAVE TREES
|started
Scouts,

^^V^lunteered to
who na\e
p.ity's

City Forester Boddy
^,1
Thursday at 2 o CIOCK
will assemble in Gordon park to
ieeive final instructions and an:*
I
I demonstration how to fl=nt t
fe,
Boddy told the scouts the tw
.
moth is not Particular as to
pQp_
,t .inhabits, exce^ ^at^.^
lar is more ireuuenuy
k tnat!
explained the method of; attack,
of painting a ^
ai f eet f
stance around the trees,
.
from the ground. ™£^ spreading
Boddy, Prevents th em
wing
to all parts of the tree.
^M
this the egg masses ™
de_
] moths deposit m the bar.K
I stroyed.
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5$ SPEED',"~MAMOR'S
ORDEf TO FIRE DRIVERS

, Speed of fire apparatus must be
cut to fifteen miles an hoW in the
congested districts of the ciy, Mayor
Baker ordered, yesterday, \fter observing a flying squadron dish madly along Superior avenue and through
the Public Square.
"It endangers life," said the mayor in notifying Director Benesch to
enforce the order. Fire apparatus
speeding to fires have figured in several traffic accidents recently and
several complaints have been made.

to ISSUE SANCTIONS
$850,00(1 F(fR THE WORK
—,
IcCort's Estimatef Surprises Officials, Wljo Will Award
Contract! Tf morrow.
Brooklyn-^riihton briase will
built $150,000 cieaier than the esticost, if tjie feontract for the
rk l3 awardei tf the lowest bid.jp, McCdrt,| of Akron. This
came known yesterday when councommissioner| hid completed the
bulation of the bjfls.
It is estimated th|t $100,000 of that
could be turn< '& into the sinkfund and bjfs infmediately availtor the j retirement of that
wit of thJ briige T>ond issue,
mid the confcniss|>ners decide to
MoCort t|e jo"
His Bi| is $&0,OOO.
ne bids were rfceived by the
issioners. IMCCOIS. submitted the
one, offering tp do the work
,450,000. This is | $150,000 under
timat'ed cost, w|ich was $600,d $95,000 under tpe next lowest
Idei4 Bates^nd Ro&ers, of Chi6».
'he 'county ctynmi'asioners will
»rd the contract'-.at their meeting
norrow.
'It isW most surprising bid," said
lunty Commissioner Sijetzger yes■day. "I cannot understand how the
iCort Company underbid other conjctors by such a large amount.
im, too, it was far below our
Eineer's estimate, which is supto be based on actual cost of
i worfci
"I cannot say positively at this
le that the McCort peopjip will get
s awar|. The statutes sayj the conict must be awarded to the lowest
most^responsible bidder, there:permit|lng us to use ou* discreae

Engineer is Surprised.
County Engineer Stinchoriib also
pressed "surprise at the McCort
1. "I ha^e either made some woeI mistakeUn my estimates or else
fy have fe theirs," said StinchThe bond tissue for the Brooklyntehton bridge amounts to more
fn $850,00$. County officials estiite that it will take fully $250,000
that amount to purchase right-ofy land and settle damage claims.
lis leaves $600,000 to be expended
i the structural work.
[H the McCort bid is accepted,
|re would be a difference of $150,I The county engineer estimated
Bt it would take at least $50,000
I this to build the approaches to
e bridge and pave the structure
lis work is not included in the
itract. .

NEW' CITY HALL TO
CARTRACK PAVEMENT
OPEN IN 1916—MAYBE HEPWHSDEMAHDED
Disputes Which Have Delayed Structure Make It Impossible for
Director Sidlo Cites 510;, Places
Offices to Be Occupied; Before Two Years.
in List Supplied Witt—
Work to Cost $200,000.
vaults
are
inCTftfled
in
the
contract
Offices in the new city hall will rot
be ready for occupancy before June
1, 1916, W. S. Lougee, superintendent
of construction, said yesterday, although
the
administration
had
planned to complete the building dur^
ing^ Mayor ^Baker's present terih. of
office.
Interior work will require from sixteen to eighteen months to complete,
Lougee says. Bids for this work will
be received August..11. It will' require from two to three months to
install office furniture and fixings
after the completion of the interior
contract, aqtiording to. Lougee. This
means that-the structure will.not be
ready for occupancy before the early
summer of 1916.
The new building was designed to
cost $2,600,000. Lougee still insists
that the structure will cost several
hundred thousand dollars in excess
of that amount if built according to
the plans of"; Architect J. Milton
Dyer, A dispute between Dyer and
Lougee held up the starting of work
for several months, but Contracts for
the superstructure were finally let
when a committee from the Builders'
Exchange reported that the building
could be built within the estimated
amount.
The superstructure was to have
been completed.;by:,M«y.l. under the
terms of the contract with the James
L. Stuart CqrflplanS. It will be the
last of September before the Stuart
Company finishes,'its work.
Masonry, ornamental Iron and
bronze work, furring!, lathing and
plastering, sidewalk lights, carpentry, marble work, heating and ventilating, plumbing and gas fitting,
vacuum cleaning, elevators, electric
niring, motor generator sets and

to be let after th%, receipt of bids
August 11.
The sum of $925,000 has been appropriated for the work.
Eight contractors and a number
.afcj'SMfcS&gtractors have taken out
plans and specifications for the work,
Director of Public Service Sidlo said
yesterday.
Changes in plans to provide for
municipal court rooms are now
being made by Architect Dyer.

FOUR CONCERTS IN
CITY PARKS TODAY
THREE band concerts will be
given in city parks this aft"
ernoon, with an evening'; cencert
at Miles Park.
Programs are <as follows!*.
GARFIEED PARK.
James D. Johnston, Director.
March, "Washington Post
Sousa
Overture, Reinze
Wagner
Waltz, Des Blondes
Ganne
Badinage
Herbert
(a) Mill In the Forest
Eilenberg
(b) Do You Know Him?
.....Berlin
Selection, Cavalleria Rusticana
Mascagnl
Piroquette'' .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Finck.
Humbresque, Comin' Thro' the Rye...
y... Bellstedt
A "Summer "Day In Norway
Willmers
Star Spangled Banner.
BROOKSIDE PARK.
Herman Biringer, Director.
March, Thunder and Blazes
Fucik
Overture, Morning, Noon and Night....
Suppe
Waltzes, breams of Childhood
Waltenf el
Grand March, La Reine de Sana
Gounod
Selection, "Mikado
Sullivan
The Mill in the Forest
Eilenberg
Overture, Raymond
Thomas
Popular Songs of the Day
...
Concert Polonaise
Jos. Beissig
Excerpts from High Jinks
Frlml
Star Spangled Banner
•
EDGEWATER PARK.
Frank Hruby, Director.
March, "Jamais Trop"
Frey
Overture, "William Tell"
Rossini
Valse, Danseuse
Miles
Melodic "A Little Love, a Little Kiss ..
,
Sileseu
Selection, Cavalleria Rusticana
Mascagnl
Hesitation, "Cherrie"
Edwards
American Fantasia ....'.
Herbert
Cornet Solo, "I Hear You Calling Me"..
Marshall
Descriptive Novelty, "A Hunting Scene"
Bucalossl
Synopsis—Morning, daybreak, huntsmen
prepare for the chase, trumpet call, parties Joining singing. "A-Hunting We Will
Go"; the chase, death and return.
Star Spangled Banner
SUNDAY EVENING, FROM 8 TO 10.
James D. Johnston, Director.
March, "Washington Post"
Sousa
Overture, "II Guarny"
Gomez
Waltz, "Venus Reigen"
Gungl
Eleanor
Deppen
Badinage
Herbert
Selection, "Pink Lady"
Caryll
(a) A Little Love, a Little Kiss..Sileseu
(b) Cinderella (Intermezzo)
Loraln*
Ballet Egyptien, Nos. 1, 3, * and 4
j IiQglni
Star Spangled Banner

First'^-siena, toward forcing the
Cleveland Railway Company to repair paving between car tracks in
accordance with its franchise were
taken by Director of Public Service
Sidlo yesterday when he furnished
Street Railway Commissioner Witt
with a list of streets on which repairs are needed.
: By the terms of the Tayler grant
the Street Railway Company is required to keep in repair the paving
'between the tracks and for one foot
outside the rails. This has not been
idone, according to the special citizens' commission which made a
study of Cleveland pavements.
Sidlo's list shows that repairs are
needed at different points on practically every car line in the city.
He enumerates 510 places where repairs should be made. Removal of
rails on several streets on which
cars are not operated was recommended. Holes, are found in concrete laid on Lorain avenue a year
ago, the report declared.
Sidlo suggested that the repair
work be started at once, as track
renewals planned by the company
for this season have practically been
completed. It will cost approximately $200,000 to repair all of the streets,
Sidlo estimates.
No -steps have been taken to provide funds to pay the city's cost of
repaying work planned for next
year. A bond Issue or occupational
tax will be required, Mayor Baker
said yesterday. The city's force of
notice servers will have - to be increased that abutting
property
owners may be formally notified of
next year's proposed improvements.
Repaying may be started next season befbfe the first installment i.f
property owners' assessments is collected, city engineers said yesterday.
If this is done the city will have to
borrow money for the entire amount
of special assessments which are
paid in five annual installments.

!
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POT MATTER
iCounGilmen Talk /ijbout Build- Editor Tells Ohio Electrical
Men Mortgages Encumber
in! ConventfdnlHall InMunicipal Plants.
stead of St; tion.
| May< r Receives Litter From Clevelinder Reads Paper Before Delegates in
Jew York Cefitral's
Preside!
Convention.
Mer jers of the city; ouncil declared
yestei ay the time has ome for Mayor
Bakei to demand imn ;diate response
from he railroads as to their intentions |«vith regard to he union passtation project.
A 1< ter received by he mayor yes
terdaylfrom President .. H. Smith of
|w York Cehtraf stated that
ith would ^arrafcge a meeting
Pennsylvania rlilroad as soon
le. At present, Be wrote, much
me is taken up| with the de
he proposed abi irption of the
re by the New " >rk Central.
evious/letter P. isident Smith
ap snowing th city's island
plan of Mevelorang the 1 s front. He
plan might
expresses fearfthat such
be incoi»isten)t with th union passenger smtionf plan.
''If the% a* going to pld to their
^enjjanding the . f?ht to make
Iventy-six-ac: fill on the
it them keepttheir union
;erday said 3. W. Heyan of the cSuncil come front development. "I
people of this; city agree
the development of Cleveland's water-front is a bigger thing for
the city than the erection of a depot.
That is the railroad's matter, for their
benefit."
Other members of council declared the
railroads should be given a definite time
in which to file their depot plans and
that if they are not forthcoming, the
city should negotiate for construction
of a convention hall at the foot of the
mall on the lake front.
Excursions Ahead.
Cleveland plumbers will have an excursion over the B. & O. to Silver Lake,
Aug. 1.
The employes of the Ohio Varnish
Co. have made arrangements tfor an
excursion to Silver Lake, Aug. 6.
The employes of the White Automobile Co. have arranged with the
B. & O. for two trains to Chippewa
Lake, Aug. 8.
In Passing. -^
E. H. Foote, assistant city passenger agent of the Burlington, who haS'
been ill with typhoid fever, has so far
recovered that he is expected back on
the job Monday.
J. A. Coakley, traffic manager of the
American Steel & Wire Co., has been
selected by the Traffic club of Cleveland to pick the baseball nine which is
to play the Pittsburg Traffic club's
team at their outing at Idlewild park,
Ligonier, Pa., Monday, Aug. 10. It will
be unnecessary for members of the local ball club to communicate with R.
B. Merrick, chairman of the entertainment committee at Pittsburg, as arrangements have been made to defray
the expenses of the athletes.
Members of the federal board of
mediation now considering the wage
differences between the engineers and
firemen of ninety-eight western railroads and their employers yesterday in
Chicago discussed the situation with
the committee of general managers of
the railroads behind closed doors. Several sessions have been held with the
representatives of the enginemen.
:
o
—«r'f
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
notified Safety Director A. A. Benesch
speed of fire department appratus on
the way to fires must not exceed fifteen
miles an hour.
ASKS CASH FOR ORCHESTRA.
Mayor Newton D. Baker started
his annual appeal for funds for the
municipal symphony orchestra. Letters were sent from his office to a
number of citize.ws and1 leading civicorganizations ^Asking : contributions.
Last year ¥2/000 was donated. This
year the mayor hopes to raise $5,000.
The municipal symphony concert
season will open Sunday .-afternoon,
Nov. 1,/at the Hippodrome. There
will be ,a series of sixteen concerts.
The Hippodrome management has
agreed.' to allow the city to use the
Hippodrome without rental charge.

SET BATHING RECORD.
There were 5,936 bathers at Edgewater beach Cleveland day, according to records given out yesterday
at city hall. This is the record
number for any city beach.
Total park department receipts
from the sale of refreshments, bathing, boating and dancing amounted
to $2,544.95 that day. Refreshment
receipts at Edgewater park were
$916.29.

The Bridge Bond Issue.

The city council asks the voters of Cleveland to
indorse at the coming primary election a "bond
issue of $950,000 to complete the Clark-av bridge.
Explanation of the question goes Jback to the
Baehr administration. During Mr. Baehr 's term as
SPBCTAfl TO THE PLAIN DEALER.
mayor, the council, without vote Of the people,
SANDUSKY, O., July 23.—Municiissued bonds for about $500,000 to build this
pal ownerihi* was fflayed unmercibridge. It was figured the structure could be built
fully by Ii |. Gonfflck of Chicago,
for $900,000; after /the half million had been
editor of Pilblk; Senvlp|, in the prinspent, it was argueC, the council would have no
cipal addre: s lat /hellOhio Electric
serious trouble finding the balance needed. A
Light associ lifon'g tw\fcitieth annual
radical improvement in the type of bridge is reconvention i t|Cedar Paint today.
r
"About r Life out « every ten sponsible for the/present appeal for more mone3 .
The bridge is/to be something like a mile long,
municipal u iety plants! are mortgaged for all for more ft|n they are spanning not onily the river but a considerable
worth," saiq fir. Gonderi.\ "They are stretch of valley on each side. The original idea
owned by the^'individuals polding the was to carry/it across much/, of the intervening
bonds representing the feapital in- space on eajth fills, making'the structure comvested In them,, and. the interest paid
paratively ]/w in cost. In. the opinion of the
on these bond§ represents 'the return
on the investment, or th£ profit to engineers, * would have been possible to complete the bi'idge for less than a million.
the owners."
Later tae sentiment of /people fiaving homes
The speaker declared municipal
ownership, in most, cases, is virtually and other! interests, in the* vicinitf of the proindividual or private ownership under jected br: 3ge became hosfile to th| idea of the
political control and management.
successioi of fills. Ttiey Remanded |of the council
"This is why capital can be secured
more readily and at a lower rate of that the ilans be alte^d- so that tie great strucinterest or profit for a so-called mu- ture won a be carried o^r the valjiy on concrete
nicially owned, .utiliiiy than for a privately owned utility," said Gonden piers and structural steely work.
continuing. ' "Invest<M"S in a muMembo|s of the council Believed! ith their connicipal plant do not «lepend upon ef- stituents that a bridge/of st'eel or
concrete piers
ficiency In management for the security of their principal and interest.. would beibetter than/the one
first planned,
They may djepend solely upon tro tax- Accordingly, it reversed the foi er policy and
ing powers/of the municipality.'
the more fexpensive plan.
Gonden/ said the Chicago water began construction
works ha* been frequently cited as a The city eVigineer's/office estimates that the reshining.' example of successful municipal ownership and operation, yet vised plan! will need $950,000 more to carry it
the aggregate amount consumers pay through. Tflie voters are asked to indorse the outin addition to their water rates for
the / service they receive is much lay.
■greater than the aggregate of the
This Clar^-av bridge will unite important secamount of their water rates.
tions
of the feity. For thousandsVof people it will
J. Ri Mitchell of Columbus and M.
E'i, Turner of Cleveland read papers save hours in crossing from one slide of the valley
on "Power Service" and "Electric to the other. The policy of binding such sections
Vehicles."
of the city closely together through better transportation means is well established and has a
GIVES CITY RARE BIRDS sound basis.
It rests with the voters to say whether this
KenVon V. Painter Slakes Donation
\ to Brookside Zoo.
bridge shall be finished promptly. Concrete piers
I
^_
in a row across the valley mark the course of a
Eighteen rare birds Hvere donated to
the- city yesterday by Kenyon V. Pain- future traffic of much importance to the entire
ter for exhibition In the, Brookside zoo. south end; they call for funds- which the people
Mr. Painter also has agreed to build a alone can furnish.
fiving case at Brookside.
The Plain Dealer believes this bond issue should
Public Service Director T. L. Sidlo
and Cits forester .Tohta iJBoddy made receive indorsement at the polls.
arrangements yesterday V*r conveying
the birds to the West SidVWrk. They
will be on display in a dMf or two.
Among the birds which tlte city will
receive ar|: Two black heatlVl parrots,
Australian paroquet, four Bi'iirnpore
doves, golden oriole fSouth African),
black breasted dove (South African),
silver pheasant Japanese robin, two
Indian geese, tree duck, two Manehur•ian cranes.
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U. S. TO APPROVE SPRAY LAWNS,
CITY'SPLANSFO KILL THE WORMS
BETTERHARBOR
Railroads Also Said to Approve Island-Belt Line Development Program
Cleveland's island and lakefront belt line plan for outer
harbor development is to be
given official sanction soon by
war departmeitt Engineers at
Washington, douncilman McGinty said Friday.
The New York Central and Pennsylvania lines will, agree to the city's
plan to build an island midway between the breakwater and the present shore line, McGinty says. They
then will be given permission by the
city to make a. fair-s&ed All: just
east of Bast 9th street fir new union
station approaches. If |pis is done
work will commence irifmediately.
-Favors Jsland Plan
"I understand Pres|de|t A. H.
Smith of the New f or! Central
lines is favorable to tie ifcand plan
if permission to makl a lake front
nil is given," McGinty safe. "The
city will not block (the nlw union
station project if the railroads can
prove their case and shows a/fill is
needed'for proper trackage."
' No one at. the City Half; Friday
took seriously the talk of putting a
convention hall on the! 35 acrefc at the
foot of East 3d street Baker; wants
to sell railroads for a,station site for
$1,400,000.
Baker arid couhcilmen
were positive the work on the new;
station will be well under way within a year.
Lakeside to Move?
Additional credence^to the report
that Lakeside hospital will soon be
moved to a site on Lake, Shore, boulevard east of Gordon park or to the
Heights, was given Friday at the
City Hall by the statement officials
of the Pennsylvania arid New York
Central lines soon will present to
Mayor Baker new plans showing
\downtown freight terminals on the
Ipresent hospital site.

Cleveland home owners should
carefully examine their lawns, trees
and shrubs for army worms, then
spray therh with a one-twelfth solution of arsenate of lead, Assistant
City Forester Cornhoff said Friday.
Unless property owners co-operate
with the city and care for their own
premises ;the city will look as barren
as the Sahara desert within two
months, ,:he said.
The wprms are moving south from
the lake. Caretakers at Lakeview
cemetery reported thousand' of them
are devastating the green. East Cleveland, too, is being invaded. Out-oftown reports show the greatest damage near Cleveland is being done
riea.r Willoughby.
With his usual $30,000 appropriation
cut to barely $7,000 for this year.
City Forester Boddy is unahle to
make any headway against either the
tussock moth, which it attacking
trees, or the army worm.

GET CHANCE TO SAVE
$112,000 ON BRIDGE
i

|
I

!

County commissioners will save
$112,000 "on the cost of the new
Brooklyn-Brighton
bridge if they
award the contract Saturday to Patrick T. McCourt of Akron. McCourt,
who holds the contract for straightening the upper Cuyahoga river, bid
$438,811.50 for the job. This is $112,000
less than County Engineer Stinchcomb's estimate of $650,000 and $110,206 lower than the next lowest biddei\
Commissioners were surprised at
the McCourt bid.
"We will give him the contract if
he can furnish a bond," Commissioner Andrews said, "but it doesn't seem,
possible the work can be done for
that."
At Saturday's meeting McCourt
■will explain how he expects to build
the bridge so cheaply.

I GIVE MOTORISTS ONE
WEEK TO DIM LIGHTS
Traffil police Friday;/ were
structink auto owners fin | the requirements of the aftiertded ordinance governing inteipitjfof headlights. CoVes of the o/din$nce were
handed ouV and a wejjk Mpll be allowed autol owners /to " lekrn their
lesson.
O^ next sFrida£' Acting
Chief Shattlck said/ patrolmen will
commence arresting offenders.
The
ordinance/ as
|mended,
makes it an\ offejlse for ai autoist
to carry lamjps /which coifcentrate
the light into\a/beam that |is more
than three feet above the:t ground
75 feet or more ahead of the car.
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$2,000,000 PLANT IS
SERVING SMALL HOUSE
Cleveland's
$2,000,000
municipal
light plant at the foot of East 53d
street, with a capacity of 22,500 kilowatt^. is doing business to a 1,600kilowaSkhouse, Lighting Commissioner F. W^Ballard said Saturday. At
that rate\the plant's income is $20000 a month.
'
Charts of'the plant's first week's
working show the power load in the
daytime is equally as heavy as the
lighting load at night. The maximum

i°K-,°'

th6

1,600 kilowatts.

*tant S°

far has been

MUST CHANGE WATER ~t I

VjLSWipiJIJG POOLS
ComSSints tKlJtwater in the concrete wading pool at Euclid Beach is
dirty because it is changed only once
a week, led Health Commissioner
Ford Saturday to make a personal
investigation.
Pools in downtown
schools and recreation spots also will
be looked into.
'Water in swimming or wading
pools should be changed two or three
times a week," Ford said. "We will
inspect every pool in the city and
see that the water is changed at' reasonable periods."

THE CLEVELAND NEWS
Monday, July 27, 1314
ASK-AUTO OWNERS TO
OBEY NEW DIMMING LAW
Fred H. Caley, secretary of the
Cleveland Automobile club, is asking every automobile owner to cooperate in making the new automobile headlight dimming ordinance a
success.
"It is the most important piece of
safety first legislation attempted
this year," he said.
Hiram F. Stillman, secretary to
Safety Director Benesch, said: "It
makes no difference how far ahead
the light is thrown, so long as the
rays are kept from projecting upwards, into the eyes of persons approaching."
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ASSL FIR
SUCCEEDS

"SPOILS" LABOR BESI,
MAYOR IS ASSURED
Better laborers were obtained under
the [old spoils system than since the

inauguration of physical tests by the
civil service commission, employers
of lkbor in the city service assured
Mayor Baker, yesterday. Baker is
investigating the workings of civil
servjce for laborers.
Directors admitted, however, that
the system used by the civil service
commission has improved since its
inauguration and was growing better.
Baker 'said he intended to interview
other Employers of city labor before
making public his stand on the proposed amendment to the city charter
to remove laborers from the protection of civil service.
Director of Public Service Sidlo,
Commissioner of Parks Alber and
Street Repair Superintendent Masterson told the mayor how the system
was working, yesterday.

IQGEWATER BATHING
COMPLAINTS PILE UP
Sharing Rooms With Strangers,
With Women's Side Vacant,
Causes Strong Protest.

E
SPEED UPON

Two new complaints against Edge- I President Canniff, of the Nickel
water Park bathhouse were made at
Plate Road, Promises to Ascity hall yesterday.
One is that
sist the City in Construcwomen have to pay more than men
ke Test; to iDecide
to bathe, the other that, while men
tion of Thoroughfare.
are forced to share rooms with one
Choice of Official.
or more strangers, many compartments on the women's side are va- PARKWAY TO BE BUILT
cant. Men say new partitions should
WALLACE LAUDS BOARD
ALONG WALW0RTH RUN
be put up to allow them to use that
SELECTION FOR VACANCY
portion of women's section which is
Improvement to Keep Pace With
unoccupied.
When the bathhouse was designed
Othel Changs Are Made Along
Progress of Grade Crossing
the space was equally divided. Men
CiTTsErECTS SITE FOR
bathers declare that they outnumber'
Ljne—All to Be Effective
Elimination Work.
the women three to one, and park
on August 1.
SEWAGE DISPOSAL PLANT department officials admit this. But,
they say, it would be impossible to
A boulevard through the heart of
Four and one-half acres of land at cut down the women's section and
Battalion Chief James E. Granger W. 58th street is to.be purchased enlarge the men's section, without the West Side will be built as the
result of an agreement reached yes■was rfamed as firstjassiatant fire chief from the
Pennsylvania
Railroad tearing down the building.
by Director of Public Safety Benesch Company for a sewasre disposal plant
Director of Public Service Sidlo terday by Mayor Baker and W. H.
yestefday. He stood at the head of site, Director of Publte. Service Sidlo had not decided yesterday if it is
Canniff, president of the Nickel Plate
a civil service list-, of eligibles with announced yesterday.
A price of practicable to use tents as temporary
Railroad.
the remarkable grade of 99 2-3 per $8,000 per acr<s will be made...
dressing places at the two municipal
The proposed parkway will be
cent.
Contracts for screens for the pro- beaches.
constructed along Walworth Run, on
Granger, now stationed at engine posed West Side plant were approved
Councilman Dittrick, In a strenproperty which was bought by the
house No. SO, St. Clair avenue and E.
by the board of control yesterday.
uous protest to Park Commissioner
city some time ago as a right-of-way
105th street, succeeds Y Charles B.
Alber, insisted men should not be
for a sewer. It may eventually be
Whyleri who retires Augaist 1. His "ELECTRICAL WAGE SCALET forced to take rooms with total
extended, Mayor Baker said, to conappointtnent was followed, by arfstrangers. He declared he had been
the West Side boulevard system
nouncen|ent of other promotions in
HELD UP BY THE MAYOR besieged with complaints against the nect
with the proposed Kinsman boulethe fire aiv'.sion. Captain Wttliam J.
conduct of the bathhouse.
vard.
Joyce, of hook and ladder company
A dispute between the city and the
President Canniff promised Baker
No. 12, I will succeed Granger as
electrical workers' union may result SQUARECARSTORUN
that the Nickel Plate will co-operate
battalion.chief.
through the refusal of Mayor Baker
with the city in building the bouleThe new assistant chief will not
to recognize the new wage scale efvard. Earth excavated in sinking
ON
PAY-LEAVE
ORDERS
head the fire prevention bureau, but
fective August 1. Electricians, granted
the railroad tracks for the eliminawill be stationed at engine house
an increase to $4.80 per day May
No more will those who board tion of West Side grade crossings -will
No. 1 and will be in active charge of
1, have asked that they be paid $5
be dumped into the ravine, which Is
all fires in. the absence of the chief,;
per day starting August 1, with street cars at the Public Square have
to be filled nearly to the level of ita
Director feenesch announced. Fire
another <fifty-cent-per-day increase to pay their fare, at least not until
top.
Warden Tpiomas Cpnnell will be in
they get off. Beginning Sunday, all
next
May.
Baker suggested the boulevard
charge of Jthe bureau formerly headed
"The city should be a model em- East Side cars, except, the crosstown
plan to Canniff yesterday, and the
by Chief Whyler unftil a civil service
ployer and pay more than.the union and Union Depot lines, will be operhead of the railroad immediately
examination is held', for the position 'scale," said Baker in urging that the
of seniof warde'b, who will direct the "demands of ejectricians be referred ated as pay-leave cars, leaving the seized it as a practical scheme and a
good one. The railroad tracks 'will
Square, and as pay enter cars, comwork of Are prevention.
to a special committee of the board ing to the Square and other downbe carried along the north side of
Exams He^l Wednesday.
■ of control. "One class of city em- town terminals.
•the boulevard for a considerable dis!
Civil service examinations for the
ployesj however, should not be inTractioner Commissioner
Witt's tance. Hedges and trees will screen
position of assistant Ihief were held
creased ahead of others, because they reason for the change is that he the tracks and all bridges will be of
;
Wednesday.
Granger, Michael F.
are more insistent in their demands. believes the new method will better an ornamental design, so as not to
Justice to othfsr city employees de- facilitate loading cars and mainte- mar the beauty of the park.
Fallon, Charles W.'-, McGuire, Frank
mands that this request be investi- nance of schedules. This system has
Fleming and Charles D. Ballou
Work on the grade-crossing elimpassed in the ordek|named. Only
gated thoroughly."
been in operation on the West Side ination is to start soon and, as it
battalion chiefs were Eligible for the
proceeds, the proposed boulevard
for some time.
will be developed. Plans for the
examination.
The |Msition
pays
,
- - - ^
~~-T
roadway and park on each side are
$2,500 per year.
to be drawn immediately by the city
IBAKERAGAINST RETURN
The new assistant Chief >s thirtypark department.
nine years old, entering the fire de:
TO
PARTISAN
BALLOTS
Mayor Baker said he believed the
partment March 15, 1!B94. He was
boulevard can be built at very small
made a lieutenant in»i898; was proMayor Baker in a formal statement cost. The land now is owned by the
moted to captain ini; 1903 and was
issued yesterday expressed his op- city, he explained, and there will be
made battalion chief*. June 16, 1311.
position to the' proposed charter no cost attaxhed to the work of
He was the youngest in point of
Amendment to abolish the preferential filling the ravine.
service of the battalion j ohief a qualnon-partisan ballot. It is *pected
ifying for the positiort. He lives at
the mayor will take the stump to
10307 Marlowe avenue.
oppose this amendment, and also the
"Granger is a good boy and will
one seeking to take city laborers out
make a good assistant chief," said
of the civil service classified list beChief Wallace, in commenting upon
fore the date of the primaries, Authe appointment. "The other batgust 11. Both amendments are to be
talion chiefs are also good firemen."
submitted to voters then.
Huebner Gets Captaincy.
Although the mayor has not open y
Lieutenant John C. Huebner, of endeclared himself as being opposed to
gine house No. 30, will become a capthe civil service amendment, it is
tain when Joyce is prompted to batsaid he does not favor it
talion chief. Louis Michel will take
Huebner's place as lieutenant. Joyce
entered the fire department in 1892
and has been a captain since 1900.
Appointments were made by Director Benesch as soon as the results
of the assistant chief examination
were made known and certifications
made by the civil service commission.
Ail are from the top of the various
civil service lists. The changes will
I be effective August 1.

Battalion Leader Barely Misses
Perfect Mark in Civil Serv-'

CLEVELAND
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DEALER^SATURDAY,

N CITY FIRE FORCE
s E. 0ranger,!Youngest
Battalion Chief, Becomes
Fir£t Assistant.
lew Official, 39, (Has Seen
Nearly 21 Years of
;;
Service*

JULY

25,

Neither "does Safety^5IFector Alfred A. Benesch think that any man
could perform , these two duties, and
he has decided that for the remainder
of this year the lire prevention work
will be under the, supervision of the
chief wardens office. Later he hopes
.to get an additional appropriation.'
He plans to call an examination of all
wardens, for the position of head of
the bureau.
I
"It is practically impossible for'
the assistant chief to take charge of I
the fire prevention work W his other 1
duties at the same time\" said Mr.'
Benesch yesterday afternoon. "Not '
that x do
not think Chief Granger '■
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TSTOPWATER
BURB;S LINES

ENERS FIGHT
PER?

City ffficials Dofat Find It Will Make Wide War on Army
Worm and Tussock Moth
Nefessary to Shut Off
Heights' Sfpply.
to Protect Trees.
New Rump, to b| in Service Boy Scouts to be Organized

could do it as well as anyone else,
but because I think the burden is I
Socm, Will Gf/e Relief
in Campaign Next
too much for anyone. Of course, he
will have to become well acquainted
to Section
Week.
with downtown buildings and methods of fighting fires in them, and it
battalion is my plan that he shall devote his
f kyeland-s
youngest
The ciy |id not And it necessary
Gardeners of Cleveland, alive to
time to fire fighting."
LL'James E. Grange*. 39, stationed entire
Assistant Chief Granger was ap- to shut offfthe waftr at Cleveland possibilities of every lawn beingB. the past three years, at the House pointed a fireman March 17, 1894, and Heights lyefterW. because of the ruined and practically every tree def
ine Company Np. 30, E 105th- assigned to Engine company 14, E. rain Thi|rs|ay ntehtf there was not nuded of its foliage by the army
E
; 14th-fat and Ghej3tnut-av N. E. He much spjinilmg o\ lJwns in the subworm and tussock moth, are fightst near St. Clair-av N. E., Aug. 1 was there four years, when he was
first
assistant
chief
of
the
promoted to Iieufenant, May 1, 1898, urbs yesjeiSlay anoKJhe water tower ing the pests.
will become —
Cleveland fire, department to succeed and assigned to lEngine house 1, St. on Wood|a|d-av S. a, remained full.
In less than a week nearly 2,000
and W5. 4th-st. Sept. 28,
Water "-Commissioner C. F. Schulz Boy Scouts will begin an organized
friaries B. Whyler, whose health ClairSav
1903, the was proikoted to captain, re- announced Thursday that if the tower attack on the tussock moth and,
caused his retirement on pension sev- maining in No. J. house on account became ejrijbty. yesterday he would be
under the direction of forestry offiof thje illness oa the captain, who compelled to shut of the Cleveland cials, will clean every' tree on the
eral weeks ago.
was
Retired
sevSral
months
later.
streets.
Heights
#u$ply
until
£t
became
full
in
Assistant Chief Granger has been
Chief? Granger thin became captain
Many Boy Scouts are at work in
I the service in Cleveland almost of Engine No. 1. \jan. 19, 1911, he order tofcCotect Wajsrensville.
A newfplimp will »e in service at their own localities, but the system'ntv-one years and ; his advance was promoted to battalion chief and the Fairfcaunt statton in about a atic
overhauling will not start until
*
'the rank of fireman has Deen assigled to; Engine r house 30, then a week. Tiis? will giv* relief in the the end of next week. City Forester
newly!,
organized
company,
where
he
second
hiih'-jservice
district
which
inJohn
Boddy and S. S. Haas, acting
* id He has seen service in some
has been sihce.
cludes Cleveland Heights, Shaker for Scoutmaster DeLo E. Jiook, yesof the department's greatest fire
"I am as yet unaware of my ap- Heights and Warrensyille.
terday arranged to have every availpointment,'' said Chief Granger yesCommisslofier Schiijz said condi- able scout on the east lawn at Gorterday'afternoon,
"but
if
I
am
to
retions
in
thi'j
district
were
partly
due
don park Thursday afternoon at 2
Cap! William J. Joyce of Engine
ceive the promotion I- am glad I will to
contractors
turning
on
fire o'clock to receive instructions.
hnose i!9 W. 112th-st, near Detroit- have nothing to rto w'}th the fire pre- hydrants
foH street isvork, without
Mr. Boddy will describe the tussock
„. x. W.'. will succeed Ch|ef Granger vention f-dfark, for I thing It is im- permission f»om the' "water depart- moth
and the army worm and inin chief at Engine house 30. . practicable that one man should ment.
struct the boys how to search trees
If the water supply at Cleveland and lawns for the pests. An offiE . Tnvra has been in (she service handle brfth these duties. With the
Capt. Joyce has oeen
| reports he is compelled to make, I Heights is turned off it will be but cial of the forestry department will
more than twenty-two years.
! think it -tfpuld tie the chief of the de- for a few hours each day, Mr. Schulz bo assigned to each troop and the
Assijtant Chief Granger was one partment up most of the time."
said. Officials of the affected sub- boys will spend a few hours each
t t-hJ five battalion chiefk on the
These Battalion chiefs passed the urbs said that they will not submit day, taking one street at a time in
. , who
i.„ +™iin the order _ named: to the turning off of the water with- their own districts, until every street
eligible list
took tbo
the olvil
cjnl servserv examination
^^ ^ lLr&ngeri
Michael F Fal]
out a fight.
tree has been examined and cleaned.
ice examination Wednesday- for the Charles -rf. McGuire, Prank Fleming
A new reservoir , is nearing comMr. Haas yesterday told Mr. Boddy
' „„„ If Firat Assistant Chief Whyler, and Charlfs D. Ballot
pletion at Warrensville which will there are about 1,900 Boy Scouts in
,
,„«iffnation takes effect Aug.: On the flgible list to succeed Chief take care of the needs of the city in- Cleveland and he hopes to g-et practiwhose resignation tases
|
Granger, William J. Joyce, captain stitutions on the city farm. Next
all of them interested in the
1. His mark, according to the result Qf Engine |ouse 32, w. 112th-st, near year a 100,000,000-gallon reservoir is cally
campaign.
of the examination was 99 2-S.
Detroit-avW. W., comes first and will to be ' constructed in Cleveland
On their trips the boys will be acit Assistant Chief Grangers home, succeed Chfef Granger.
John C. j Heights. This will take the place quainted with the names and pecuof the Fairmount reservoir.
, „ „„ N.
TM E.,
V Mr|.
Mri Gran
Gran- .^^
Hubner,
now
lieutenant
at
Engine!
liarities
of trees treated and Mr.
10307.",,'
Marlowe-av
,
.
^
^
^
3Q
g nex) Qn the
o
•
Boddy hopes to combine with the
ger, an invalid for more than two:succeed Capt Joyce. Xouis Michel,
attack on the tussock moth the comIpari as the result of a sever£ attack fireman at Engine house 23, W. 85th- I
pilation of a revised census of city
trees.
nf rheumatism, took the news of her'st and Madison-ay N. W„ will take
ot int,umau»m,
,;,
i
Hubner
s
place.
This
will
necessitate
mir lor Hnv
Thousands of army worms collected
husband's promotion with minglea joy thg appolntment ot another fireman.
by caretakers at Lakeview cemetery
and sadness. In the two y|ars Aswere taken to the city hall yesterday
sistant Chief Granger has cheen at
for Mr. Boddy"s inspection.
ASK CITY TO PAY MORE
"I know all about it," Mr. Boddy
Engine house 30, just a block from
i said. "They are everywhere and
her home, she has been ab|e to see Electitfcal Workers Want Increase
unless every citizen immediately
in Wagres.
much of him. He has been given perstarts s'. raying his. lawn with a
j strong solution of arsenate of lead
mission to go to his homejand help
Electrical workers of local No. 38
we shall have "scarcely an inch of
his wife as often as he C&uld, and' submitted their new wage scale to the
green left in the whole city."
she will miss his attentionsjtnow that citv board of control yesterday. Under
One pound of -arsenate of lead to
this scale electrical workers in the emhe will be stationed downtown.
fifteen or twenty grallons of water is
ploy of the city would receive $5 a day,
starting Aug. 1. and from May ^1, 1915
the proportion recommended by the
Promotion Tleases Wife.
to May 1, 1916, their pay would be ?o.50 |
city forester. "Spray each day until
"But I am getting along much bet-j a
the
pest has disappeared," Mr. Boddy
Mayor .Newton D. daker suggests that
ter now." said Mrs. Granger yester-j the matter be referred to a special comadvises as the only remedy.
Here are a few facts for the guid[day afternoon, "and I will just have] mittee, saying it wodicl be unjust to
ance of those who do not know what
other cits employes to, advance these
'to get lip and learn to walk again, or1 salaries
Because the el«ctrictiahs are
the army worm is:
I do ifot know what' I will do, for pressing fie matter, if fetie others are
The army worm is the larva of a
tS an advance first.
night flying moth. It varies from an
'when | have wanted to be moved entitled
The
boafd
voted
to
authorize
the
coninch to an inch and three-quarters
from 4V wheel chair it was but a^ struction |f the new section of the inin length and is about half as thick
sewer from Morgan run to
;few minutes before James was here tercepting
as an ordinary lead pencil.
Burke brolk, at a cost of $176,000.
It is dark gray with three yellowto move me.
ish stripes along its back and a
"The;doctors think I will be able
broader one of the same color on each
to leavfj my chair, not right away,
side. It is thinly covered with short
but some time, and I am so glad
hairs. The hairs are thickest on the
that James has received the promo- |
head of the worm.
tion, for I think he deserved it. I
will miss him very much, for I know
he will fee very busy, but that will
be made up in my gladness that he
has reached this high place in the!
department."
Assistant Chief Granger said yes
terday afternoon he is glad he will j
have nothing to do with the fire
prevention bureau, started by former
Assistant Chief Whyler, for he doesn't
think he could attend to the duties
| of both positions properly.
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DIMMING OF LIGHTS ITHOUSANDS DRIVEN
UP TO CAR OWNERS INTO PARKS BY HEAT
Auto Club Asks Automobilists to Give Ordinance a Chance by;:

Band Concerts, Open Air Church Services and Bathing Beaches

Complying With Interpretations by Police Heads.

Draw Enormous Throngs Seeking Cool Spots.

Every automobile owner in Cleve
land has been asked by Secretary
Pred H. Caley, secretary of the Cleveland Automobile Club, to co-tfperate
in making the new automobile headlight dimming ordinance successful
by abiding with the provisions of the
measure.
"Cleveland is the first city in the
country to enact a measure requiring
lights on machines to be so deflected that the projected beam or
refracted ray shall be directed towards the ground and not upward
into the eyes of pedestrians or into
other vehicles," said Secretary Caley.
"It is the most important- piece of
safety first legislation attempted this
year—a step in the right direction.
Its success will be assured by the
proper co-operation from motorists."
Caley declared any automobile
owner could dim his headlights to

City Tests lew Recreation
Plan in Summer, at
Brownell School
EXTENSION IS FAVORED
Congested Thoroughfares Likely
to be Roped Off at Certain Hours
ACTION TAKEN BY POLICE POWER
The children of Cleveland will have
at least one street where they may
play without fear of being crushed
by automobiles or trampled by horses
when Sumner avenue between E. 13th
street and E. 14th street and in front
of the Brownell School is roped off as
a play space this morning.
Following the lead of New York,
where the corporation counsel has
held that' the police have power to
rope off certain streets as playgrounds
for recreation purposes, Cleveland
may now provide ample space for
children of the congested districts to
romp in without their lives being endangered. Director of Public Service
Sidlo, Chief of Police Rowe and a
number of the city's prominent women favor the plan.
Director Sidlo, under whose jurisdiction the playgrounds come, authorized the enclosing of the Sumner avenue block, his only condition being
that there be some one present to
supervise the play. It was tried as
an experiment Saturday afternoon,
with John Abell, instructor at the
school playground, in charge, and
proved so successful that it is expected to be continued through the summer.

comply with the ordinance by following the interpretations of the measure
made by Hiram F. Stillman, secretary to Public
Safety
Director
Benesch. These interpretations are
to be followed by the Cleveland police.
The best light is one which gives a
bright illumination at least a hundred feet in advance of the car, and
at the same time confines its upward
rays to a line no higher than two
and one-half feet from the road, according to Stillman.
It makes no difference how far a.
headlight is thrown so long as the
rays are kept from projecting upwards into the eyes of persons approaching, he ruled.
"A glance into your own lights
will give you an idea of the way they
appear to a policeman," says Stillman.
____ •
_____^
Sidlo Approves Plan.
Director Sidlo said he would approve enclosure of any street where
it was necessary for the children to
play in the road and where some
supervision could be guaranteed, excepting in such instances where traffic would be seriously interfered with.
"I heartily approve of the idea," he
said. "Of course, we could not rope
off streets where there' is important
traffic, or where there is serious objection from, property owners. This
was the case when it was sought to
rope off E. 81st street. When Mr.
Abel asked for permission I said I
had no objection and referred him to
Chief Rowe, who said it was all
right."
The improvised
Sumner
street
playground will be open from morning until night, being subject to the,
same hours and regulations governiiig regular playgrounds.
Mrs. M. A. Fanning, 8110 Carnegie
avenue, a leading civic worker among j
women here, advised similar treat- j
ment of Orange avenue in certain
sections.
"It would be a great thing for the •
kiddies," she said. "I have seen
automobiles dashing along Orange
avenue where small boys and girls j
were playing as thick as bees and
all unconscious of their danger.
"The drivers paid scarcely any
heed to the little folk, who as normal
children were finding their expression in play. In many cases the
playgrounds are so far from home
that the children naturally take to
the ttreets near where they live."
Mrs. Lascelles' Views.
Another woman advocating such
provision for children living at a
distance from municipal playgrounds
was Mrs. Luke Lascelles, 3201 Clinton avenue.
"I think that blocks in the congested districts should be closed off
for children," she said yesterday.
"I know that the children in Wash! ington street have absolutely no
! place or space for themselves and
so they have' aprropriated the street.
"They should be allowed to play
undisturbed in one block and have
traffic diverted at certain hours. The
plan might not be feasible in districts where there are few children
| but where they are like ants there is
I no other was to provide a spot for
| recreation with physical protection."
Mrs. Lascelles has offered the use
i of an acre lot at W. 63d street and
1 Detroit for play purposes.
The street roped off in New York
I is closed from 3 to 6 each afternoon.
! Street organs provide music and inI structors from' a social settlement
give instruction in dancing.

More than fifty thousand Clevelanders were driven into the parks
by the sun yesterday and nearly half
this number sought relief from the
oppressive heat in Lake Erie's waves.
From earlv morning until late a.
night beaches at both Edgewater
and Gordon parks were dotted with
bathers, while the roadways in practically all of the parks were filled
with a continuous stream ot automobiles and motorcycles.
Band
concerts
in
Edgewater
Brookside and Garfield parks and
open air union services of the
churches also formed attractive features of the afternoon for the thousands of Clevelanders.

One of the novelties of the afternoon was the presence of the moving
picture men of The Leader filming
the various park events of the day,
for portrayal in moving picture theaters of the city during the week.
Selections from operas and other
classical music made up the .band
concert programs. Frank Hruby directed at Edgewater Park. The
open-air services followed the concert.
At Brookside Park a concert under
the' direction of Herman Biringer
rivaled the "zoo" for the interest
of the throngs. The concert at Garfield Park was directed by James
D. Johnston. He also was in charge
of the evening concert at Miles Park.
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SEES LIGHT PLANT
AS ENDOF TRUST
Hamilton (0.) Socialist Mayor
Considers New Station
One of Finest.
Speaks With Cleveland Candidates Before Crowd
of Party.
"I think the $2,000,000 Cleveland lighting plant, at the foot of
B 53d-st is one of the greatest
municipally-owned lighting plants in
the United States and in this plant I
can see the speedy end of the old
privately-owned lighting monopoly >n
the city of Cleveland."
With this declaration, Mayor Fred
A Hinkel of Hamilton, O., chief
executive of the largest city under
Socialist administration in t.he country
closed his speech before a crowd of
3 000 at the annual picnic and outing
of the Cleveland Socialists yesterday
afternoon at Puritas Springs park.
C. E. Ruthenberg, Tom Clifford and
Eber F. Heston, Socialist candidates
for —igress from the twentieth,
twenty-first and twenty-second districts of Ohio also spoKe.
Mayor Hinkel gave a short review
of what has been done in Hamilton
since he took office. He also told of
the fight the Socialists are making
in Butler countv, to carry that coftiity
for Rev. Fred J. Strickland, Presbyterian minister who is the Socialist
| candidate for congress from the third
district.
According to Mr. Hinkel; Socialism
1* growing rapidly throughout the
country districts in Ohio and that
there is a steady increase in the
cities. He predicted a surprisingly
large Socialist national vote in the
coming election.
Mr. Hinkel spent three hours yesterday morning -in inspecting the
Cleveland waterworks and the new
electric light plant at the foot of E.
53d-st. After the inspection of the
.light plant, he said ho thought the
plant would be adequate to furnish
lectricity from a central station when
the street ear !ines of the city were
taken over by the people.

STANDS READY TO REPAVE
Railway Company Willing to Hepair Along' Trades, Says Stanley.

'

President John J. Stanley of the
Cleveland Railway Co. said yesterday
the company is always willing to repair and repave along its tracks when
necessary..
In making the statement he was
referring to the report sent Street
Railway Commissioner Peter Witt
by T. L. Sidlo, director of public
service.
The report showed 500
places along street railway tracks
need immediate repaving or repair.
Mr. Stanley declared if repairs
were needed as shown in the report
they would be made.
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Fill Bathing Beaches, Hear
Three City Concerts.
Clevelanders by thousands swarmed
into the city's parks yesterday to keep
cool.
At Edgewater, Gordon, Brookside
and all the o,ther parks the crowds
breathed the fresh air, enjoyed the
shade of the trees, ana refrained from
exertion. The bathing beaches at
Edgewater and Gordon were black
with men, women and children who
splashed in Lake Erie and laughed
at the sun.
r
There were band concerts in Edgewater, Brookside and Garfleld parks
in the afternoon. There was also a
concert at Miles park last night.
The "keep cool" spirit of the afternoon was typified by four youngsters
who went to Edgewater to swim, two
of them taking bathing suits. The
other two expected to get suits at
the park, but were told all were in
use. So the four went about 200
yards east of the bathing beach, disrobed, and divided the two suits between them. Their water frolic ended
when Mounted Patrolman Fred Meng
cantered past. They dressed in
frightened haste and hurried away.

FINDS GUS?DFSTREETS
Clevelander Tours City and,
Reports on Auto Menace. :
Despite a city ordinance forbidding
the throwing oi glass upon streets,
thoroughfares In many sections of
Cleveland are littered with the fragments of broken milk and liquor bottles, declared C. S. Mitcham, 10903
Detroit-av N. "W., yesterday, after an
automobile trip that covered most of
the city.
"The glass was especially noticeable in foreign sections," said Mr.
Mitcham.
"I found great quantities of broken
glass at W. 77th-st and the Nickel
Plate railway tracks, on Woodlandav S. E. between E. 22d-st and E.
23d-st, E. 69th-st near Broadway S.
E., E. 65th-st, Fleet-av S. E. and
Lansing-av S. E. Even on Euclidav, between E. 20th-st and E. 22d-st,
there were many glass fragments."
Broken glass is declared to be most
harmful to automobile tires.
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PT GARY RlAN WILL ENFORCE AC!
TO ROLE MATCHES
Officials; Announce Boys in City to Notify Dealers of OrdiSchool There Will be
nance Prohibiting Sale of
Taught Farmings
Parlor Variety.
Dr. Cooley Declares He Fa- Fire Department Heads Think
vors Change, is Against
Action Will Prevent
Cleveland Methods.
Many Blazes.
The Gary plan is to be put into efCleveland dealer.3 in matches are
fect^ in the school at the City Boys' to be notified by the police that the
farm at Hudson.
ordinance prohibiting the sale, storPublic Welfare Director H.
R. age or distribution of parlor matches
Cooley announced yesterday that ar in Cleveland will be enforced on and
rangements are being made for the after Sept. 1.
. ...
.
. ,
In the opinion of Fire Chief George
inauguration of this system of educa- A- Wallace the or(iinance should be
tion at the Hudson farm. "We be- enforced as other city regulations
lieve that it is the best system and and Public Safety Director A. A.
that the maximum use can be made Benesch is planning to have notification of enforcement come through
of school rooms in this manner," said the police.
Fire department heads
Director Cooley.
believe the enforcement of this ordi- i
Not only will there be, instruction"
in reading, writing, spelling, arithme- \
tic and other subject ordinarily taught
in schools, but boys are to receive in- Timmner Wants More Honey for
structions in agriculture as well each
City's Concert Season.
day, and this study will be allied with
Cleveland should spend $50,000 a
practical farm training.
"We want
season In maintaining its municipal
the boys to learn farming," said Dr.
Cooley. "Some of oar boys of past orchestra instead of $17,000, as proyears have taken to this work. Farm- posed for the coming- season, in the
of
Conductor
Christiaan
ers have become interested in them, opinion
and the boys have grown to manhood Timmner.
Mayor
Newton
D.
Baker
has sent
in the country and married farmers'
daughters. Some of them have come
back to the home to visit us. They out letters to citizens and civic orare prosperous farm owners now. I ganizations, asking for contributions
and an effort is to be made to raise
want the boys to feel when they go $5,000
in this manner. The sale of
back to the city that there is one tickets during the season is expected
v
way of earning their living that they to bring in about $6,000, and an adcan always rely upon."
ditional $6,000 has been appropriated
Under the new system, teachers by council. Mr. Timmner has asked
for
additional funds for the engagewill be required to specialize and
classes will be sent to them for special
instruction. There will be one hour ment of a concert meister, harpist
in' agricultural work and a certain and other musicians.
The concert season will open IMOV.
time will be allotted to other studies
under special instructors. "I do not
believe in the present system in vogue i.
There will be sixteen Sunday
in the Cleveland public schools," said I afternoon concerts at the HippoDr. Cooley. Teachers are expected to drome.
teach everything. One teacher is
called upon to teach a little of every
subject. This is the wrong principle."
Mrs." Virginia Green, member of the
board of education, who has been advocating the establishment of the
Gary plan in the public schools for
some years, declared yesterday that.
she was glad that the city authorities
had determined to give the system
a trial in the city managed farm
school at Hudson.
"I am going to
see Dr. Cooley as soon as possible
in order to learn just what steps are i
being planned," she said yesterday.
"I am glad that the city is taking
the matter up. I have tried for a
long time to interest members of the
board of education in the plan, but
I have received no encouragement.
The present system in use in our
public schools is antiquated. There is
no reason why we should expect a
teacher to be able to teach every subject.
Teachers should be examined j
for special subjects arid classes should i
be sent to them for instruction in j
these subjects.
Some of the pupils
would start to receive instructions at!
8:15 o'clock and their school day
would terminate at 3:15 o'clock. The
others would start at 9:15 o'clock and
continue at scnooi to 4:15 o'clock. By
following this.plfen and having classes '
go from room to room a greater use
could be made of' the school buildings."
Director Cooley plans to combine
recreational activities with the instruction at the Boys' farm.
He-.
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HEAT WAVE BREAKS.
Temperatures all under 79 degrees yesterday gave Cleveland
and this vicinity the first real
breathing spell of the week.. The
highest mark registered at the
weather bureau was 78 at 5 p.
m, but the top mark at the kiosk
was 90. The lowest official temperature was 68 during the early
morning hours.
The bureau promises generally
fair weather for today with slight
change in temperature.
nance, passed by council June 22
will cut down the number of fires in
Cleveland. Many closet fires result
from the flying off of match heads,
in the opinion of Chief Wallace.
Section 2 of the ordinance requires
that the box container in which
matches are packed
bear
plainly
marked on the outside the name of
the, manufacturer or distributor and
the brand or trade mark under which
such matches are sold or distributed.
Registration of the brand or trade
mark with the director of public
safety is also required.
The date of enforcement was fixed
at Sept. 1 to ^give dealers and manufacturers time to prepare for the
new regulations. The penalty clause
fixes a fine of not less than $5 nor
more than $25 for each offense.

$50,000

NO Money to Continue Fight
Against Plague is Reply
of Mayor.
Declares He Will Try to Have.
Adequate Sum -or
Next Year.
Faced with the prospect of a plague
of late summer flies equaling in numbers the invasions of any year prior
to the crusade of last summer, the appeal of citizens for official assistance
in combating the pest has been turned
down "with regrets."
City authorities have not turned a
deaf ear to the appeal. "It is one of
the greatest misfortunes that could
happen to the city that we should have
no money available to continue this
work after we had made so much
progress toward fly extermination,"
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday declared.
The mayor said no one regretted more
than he did that the campaign against
the fly this summer will have to be carried on by citizens in their private
capacities.
"This is distinctly the city's work
and I do not at all like the idea of
shifting the city's responsibilities on
to the shoulders of the private citizen," he said.
Mayor Baker expressed the hope that
next year they would be able to appropriate an adequate sum to cope both
with summer flies and with garden and
tree pests. He said he had much sympathy with the difficulty with which
City Forester John Boddy is confronted
in his campaign against tussock moths
and army worms, but declared the city
was powerless to render adequate help
because of lack of funds.
The subcommittee of the citizens advisory committee of the board of health
may be asked, it was stated yesterday,
to devise a scheme of voluntary help
with a view to dealing with the fly in
a more systematic manner. It has been
suggested that market stallholders .and
storekeepers, who are suffering most
acutely from the plague, would be willing to provide funds if a properly organized campaign on the lines of that
initiated by Dr. Jean Dawson were
organized at once.
Health Commissioner C. B. Ford is
directing his energies chiefly to stables,
the principal breeding spots of flies,
but the pest has invaded homes and
stores and something more than preventive measures are now regarded as
imperative if diseases disseminated by
flies are to warded off.
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,vor Announces He Will
Vote to Kill Proposed Charter Amendment.
Wn
t0

WEDNESDAY, JULY 29,

exempting unskilled laborers from the
classified service.
■aJ-r,nlin
Mayor Baker yesterday afternoon,
in giving his reasons for opposing the
other proposed charter amendment
for abolishment of the nonpartisan
and preferential system of votm=,
said:
,1 shall vote against the Proposed a™.ftore
ment to the charter which seeks to lestore
the partisan ballot at municipal el^tions.
When the charter commission consiueiea
election methods it seemed clear the
pv« jr
ential plan would result in a «reat savmg ,
of money by doing away with the partisan
primary? and that., the ballot provided ^
the charter called for the election of but the
mayor and a councilman, the task of the
voter was made simple and easy or per

Declare Himself on Plan
Remove Laborers From
Civil Service.

£
°Weanhave had but one election under this
provision and in spite of its newness, 1. «
fair to say that the voters of Cleveland
t>oth understood the system and used it intelligently.
There is nothing, theiefore,in
our experience which would call for any
change in the method of election at this

"Tdo not regard the charter as in any
sense a sacred document. One of its great
est merits lies in the fact that it is' eas''y
changed and my determination to vote
!' Inastatement yesterday afternoon -ains^ this^mendme^nt ,s n« ggS&a
■
xr«wron D Baker emphatical- the wlsa0m that Cleveland is likely to have
f r/clS he will vote against the U the sublet of chapter ft|J1V

>S charter amendment which
.v. partisan
r^risan ballot
ballot
LT 0 restore. the
tiipal elections. In addition
" MVB his reasons why.
,
h
XrSta-Ws return from Europe
Mayor Baker, has been making an to.Cation of the two charter amend;2 to be voted on at the primary

*»,lemons yesterday concerning the
C

°f t to abolish the nonpartisan, pref-

H^flhfJwTeklhrmayrVm'de5:
S£ Helton t?ewOther proposed

^^ri^T^^t^trJ^S^\
Cleveland have for a long time acted ma
nonpartisan spirit toward their c ty government and that what they desired was a
frank recognition of an existing fact by ,
making the ballot likewise nonpartisan.
|
The Socialist party, which first Proposed
this change, champions it because it sees
in it a means of maintaining ciasa- consciousness" among its followers and those
whom
it seeks
attract
i'V^t.vf
the
ever may
be tosaid
or to
thought
about the
existent* of economic caste aamons,tn8
people, there ought not to b« ">, ^P,"; .
sion of it in a charter designed to band us
together for communal interests such as
health, safety and communication The it
tempt to foster a national economic policj
it the expense of ' municipal conditions
should
be discouraged
s
t/

that th. whole pfig

^nsK^d^a^rfrom under giving &*„&& ~g -* J,g ,
mpvo " ;__
success it will be a great blessing
t
Ci
ail. If it fails and places the developEitherrVtheis week or next the Cham- to
ment
and
happiness of our citizens at the
of a continual, changing conflict of
Vior'of Commerce is exPecteii.v,„° ?„., mercy
r
nr«s its view on the two proposed ™e^ro« * lflsh cllqucs and jangling interT ! amendments
,mpnrlments. The chamber S|'est.
of
some form M>
of
t
then the restoration
charter
tne
wi]) b
e necesaary
committee on legislation "t of thP ov,.n belief is that in a few years we will
ihic noon to receive the report 01 tnt own oe >
attitude toward the
wo ^committees that have been cltv.
have ^
r.very i;ui*<:ii will
..... come_ to
-- Jove U,•
to believe in it and to work for it Its
investigating
conditions
involving and
sSccess-s will be objects of pride to him;
both proposed amendments.
Us faiures starting points for new and
The subcommittee on the unskilled betted efforts. When that time comes our
labor amendment yesterday noon met rliv sons will be on wisdom of policy and
on the necessities of parties. At any
$h Public Service director Thomas not
rate we «re midway in the nonpartisan exT Sidlo Park Commissioner Fred C. periment and we ought not at this time in
Siber; Street Cleaning Superintendent rny judgment to trade a policy which may
so much of blessing in it without at
G.s Hanna and Street Repair Super- have
least a demonstration such as we have not
ln endent P. .1. Masterson. The Cham- yet had that there are difficulties making a
tef o£ Commerce subcommittee is change desirable."
o
composed of C. K. Fauver, Floyd D.
Shook arid Herbert D. Palmer
Mr Alber, Mr. Hanna and Mr.
Masterson, in reply to a question as
0 how the application of civil service City Makes Deal With Nickel Plate
to unskilled laborers is working said
for Thoroughfare.
it is cumbersome, experimental ana
results in a loss of efficiency.
At the close of a conference yesterTh=re is a loss of from three to day between Mayor Newton D. Baker
four davs in getting a new man to and President W. H. Canniff of the
fill a place made vacant by a dis- Nickel Plate railroad it was ancharge or man quitting in any de- nounced by the mayor a new boulepartment, the three city subdepart- vard will be built on the West Side
ment heads said. All expressed skepti- through "Walworth run.
The Nickel Plate's part of the
cism whether the application of civil agreement
will be to use the earth
service to
„^....~
— unskilled laborers could excavated when West
Side
grade
ever be made to work out.
, crossings are eliminated to fill in the
Mr. Hanna said he just returned run,
j
ra.i»nm where
irriiara the
thfi efficiency
effleiencv
Eventually the mayor hopes
the
from
Chicago
board had reported against the appli- new boulevard will be extended to
connect
the
West
Side
boulevard
syscation of civil service to unskilled tem with the proposed Kinsman boulaborers.
.
. .. levard...
_____^___
Members of the Cleveland civil
service commission, while admitting
the loss of efficiency by the civil
serviBe rule, favor it and are opposed
to the proposed charter amendment
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Mayor Writes Praises of Congressman's Work, Urges
His Re-Election.
Cuyahoga Democrats Will
Not Use Tent in Preprimary Campaign.
BY WALKER S. BCEL.
Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday
sent a letter to Congressman Robert
J. Bulkley, expressing in the warmest
terms approval of Mr. Bulkley's record in congress and his personal attitude during- his public career. He
said he hoped the Democrats of the
twenty-first district would realize
they owed It to themselves and to
Mr. Bulkley to renominate and reelect him.
The mayor declared he felt placed
under new obligations to the congressman because of his willingness
to accept the chairmanship of the
Democratic county executive committee. He wrote that Mr. Bulkley
had given "mind and heart" to his
office and reflected credit on his constituents.
It would be "ungrateful and short
sighted" not to renominate and reelect Mr. Bulkley, asserted Mr.
Baker.
This is his letter:
My Dear Mr. Bulkley: Tour willingness to
be chairman of the Democratic executive
committee places me under a new obligation
to you. For twelve years that organization
has stood for radical and progressive policies.
It still stands for them. It Is unnecessary
for me to enumerate the things which have
been brought about by its activity, but I
do not recall a single contribution to the
freedom of our city or the establishment of
popular government in Cleveland and the
state of Ohio which was not first announced
as a part of the program of the Cuyahoga
Democracy.
Your candidacy for congress interests me
deeply both personally trhd as a Demoorat.
In tho four years of your service you have
become one of the most influential and aggressive members of the lower house. My
friends in Washington, both Democrats and
radical independents, assure me of this.
In the great policies' which the president is
putting into effect you have been active and
helpful beyond any other member of the
house of equal length of service. There Is no
act in your public career which is not a
credit both to you and to the Democrats of
your district who sent you there, and in
dealing with the smaller personal matters of
your constituents you have shown a kindness
and a zeal which has made both pleasant
and easy the task of the simple man unfamiliar with official Washington and yet
obliged by his necessities to bring matters
to the attention of the great departments of
the government.
The twenty-first district has never had in
my recollection a representative who gave
more mind and heart to his task, who reflected more credit upon his constituents, who
remained more faithful to his party program
and its ideals, or who was personally more
courteous, more considerate, and more sympathetic with the life of the people whom he
represents.
It would in my Judgment be an, ungrateful
and short-sighted policy to cut short your
useful career and I trust that the Democrats
of the district will realize that they owe
both to you and to themselves your renomlnation and re-election.

* • » •

The Democratic campaign tent will
not be taken out for the preprimary
fighting, it was decided by the Democratic county executive committee at
a meeting at 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon.
The committee discussed details of
the campaign and decided to begin

■

TWO CONCERTS TODAY.
The Municipal band, under Director Frank Hruby, will give concerts today at:
Woodland Hills park, 3 to 5
o'clock, afternoon.
Washington park, 8 to 10 o'clock,
evening.

1914 'I
He said he considered it the function of a party's executive committee
to further the campaigns of candidates for election after they have
been nominated by the party itself,
not to try to name the nominees.
He referred to his record in congress, emphasizing his efforts to have
public ownership of street railways
established in Washington.

iSES'CCffli SENSE
"City Official Writes Article,
Auto Headlights.

• * * «

John F. Goldenbogen, candidate for
"We favor the revised city ordinance
Republican nomination for county
commissioner, is out meeting his providing automobile headlights shall
not dazzle pedestrians, but how are we
active
work Friday night with a friends and giving attention again to
affairs. He is almost en- to comply with it?" is the sentiment of
meeting in Ward 15 in a hall In the political
recovered from injuries suffered members of the Cleveland Automobile
Bank building, Broadway and Har- tirely
vard-ay S. E. Mayor Baker and in an automobile accident some time club, as expressed by Secretary F,^
ea
H. Caley.
Congressman Bulkley will be among ago.
the speakers, it was' announced.
"It Is nothing more than a matter of
common sense, a faculty all men rmB
It was determined that unless an
sess and some utilize," answers Ilir-im
unexpected need arises, there will be
F. Stiilman, secretary or the oitv <i»
no Democratic mass meetings, but
partment of public safety, who mri
frequent meetings in halls in the
lishes an article on the subject in n,
several wards. There probably will
current issue of The Motorist, che autu!
mqbile club monthly.
™
be no house meetings. Speeches for
"The ideal headlight Is one that win
Congressman Bulkley, Congressman
afford a good driving light and <it tho
William Gordon and for Roy A. Tutsame time be easy on the eye3 of all
tle, organization candidate for the
who use the roads," says Mr. Stillnv,.
congressional nomination in the
"No rellected light or intended ™avs
twenty-second district, will be made
should meet the eye of the observer
«*■**
m
The ordinary lamp that projects a u\°hi
in their districts.
75 to 100 feet ahead, and that is none
These plans will be outlined to tho
much under most conditions mn«tl
organization's ward leaders at a
■ast and West Siders Will too
be reflected.
'
meeting in the Engineers building to"The rays must be deflected toward
morrow night.
Have Special Days at Rec- the ground by tilting- the lamp or'bv
The committee yesterday indorsed
the use of an adequate attachment
' That lamp is a success which ~ives •!
the proposed §950,000 bond issue for
kon Spots
bright light at least 100 i'eet in advance*
the completion of the Clark-av S. W.
of the car and at the same time con"
bridge, urging voters of the city to
fines
its upward rays in a para'lel jine
give the issue their support.
no higher than three feet from the
The indorsing resolution set forth iSidlo Declares Business Will road."
that the committee took action on the
-~»c4*Not be Hurt by Closquestion because "completion of the
Clark-av bridge is an undertaking of
ing of Streets.
great public concern since it vitally
affects the development and free Intercommunication of the people of the
*«... ■
■—-.;■■
:.-.
h .
East and West Sides."
Two general playdays have been
* * * »
declared for next week by T. M.
The delegation of Democratic • legBoy "Scouts to Get Instrucislative candidates indorsed by the Black, city commissioner of recreation.
Democratic county organization is to
tions on Public Square.
meet at 4 o'clock this afternoon in
Thursday of next week all West
the office of Mayor Baker to act on a
declaration of principles which has Side playgrounds will bo closed and
Plans for an extensive fight throughbeen drafted and will be submitted by children will be assembled at Edgeout
the city against the tussock moth
a committee.
water park. The following day all
The committee, consisting of State East Side playgrounds will send chil- are to bp outlined to 1,900 Boy Scouts
this morning at 9 o'clock at a meetingSenator E. J. Hopple, State Representative Stephen M. Young and Her- dren to Gordon park.
in the Public square by City Forester
The children wtjl be assembled at John Boddy.
bert B. Briggs, candidate for state!
representative, met yesterday after- 10 o'clock and the program that is
The scouts volunteered for this work
noon in Mr. Young's office and a ten- being arranged for each park will con- when it was announced the city had
tative platform was framed. This
no money with which to combat the '
will be reported to the candidates clude about 3 p. m.
which is periling all city trees. I
at their session this afternoon.'
In the morning while the boys are plague
The deadly tussock moth does not
The platform will include, it is ex- swimming the girls will have folk confine
its attention to any one kind
pected, declarations in favor of home dances and games. In' the afternoon of tree but, according to Mr. Boddv it
rule in taxation, home rule in school while the girls are swimming the boya inhabits all sorts, poplars being esperaffairs, with the school system made will compete in athletic events. Bath cially hard hit.
The scouts are to gather on the east
a part of the municipal government, houses at each park are to be thrown
lawn
of
Gordon
park
Thursday
at
2
legislation for more equal distribution open,
m to receive final instructions and
between cities and the state of revThe boys in their athletic events, p.
Insecticides. Their work will consist in [
enue raised by taxation and perhaps instead of competing one with going on every street in the city and
dclarations on labor legislation, in- another, will seek to attain an aver- destroying the egg masses which tuscluding advocacy of an eight-hour age for each one's particular age.
sock moths deposit in the barks of
working day for women.
Streets closed for playground pur- trees.
* * * *
The scouts also will attach a band of
poses must have adequate supersubstance around trees which
Congressman Frank B. Willis, can- vision from delegated persons, T. L. sticky
will
destroy moths which escape tho
didate for the Republican nomination Sidlo. public service director, said last scouts.
for governor, will spend two busy night in discussing the closing to
days here the latter part of the week. traffic of Sumner-av S. E. between E.
Thursday Mr. Willis is to fill these 13th-st and E. 14th-st.
HASTENS SEWAGE PLANT
speaking engagements:
American
"Where conditions favor, other
Ball Bearing works, W, 86th-st and streets may be closed," said Mr. Sid- Board of Control Authorizes PurLake Shore tracks, 11:45 a. m.; New- lo. "But I will take no action if deoliaiie of Land.
burg shop men, 5:30 p. m.; Bedford mands of traffic are such that street
(O.) meeting, 7:30 p. m.; campus of closing would work a hardship on
The first step toward the proposed
Adelbert college, meeting of the West- business. There will be no necessity
ern Reserve Law School Republican for injunction proceedings."'
West Side sewage disposal plant was
club,, 9 p. m.; ninettenth ward meetJohn Abell, playground instructor taken yesterday by the city board of
ing, Sylvestro's hall, Woodhill and at Brownoll school, Sumner-av and E. control, when it authorized the purFairmount-rds S. E., 9:45 p. m.
14th-st, at whose request the street chase of nearly four acres at the east
This is Mr. Willis' program for Fri- was closed yesterday, explained his end of Edgewater park, between the
Shore railroad tracks and the
day: National Acme Manufacturing plan. He said Brownell is one of a Lake to
be used for disposal basins
Co., 11:45 a. m.; , three West Side i'ew schools not , properly equipped lake,
It is to be purchased from the Pennmeetings in the evening, and a with playgrounds.
sylvania railroad, the price to be not
twenty-second ward meeting, at
"Social surveys show Brownell more than $8,000 an acre.
1478 E. 66th-st, at 9:30 p. m,
Another contract to hasten work
school to be In a congested district,
Winfleld Worllne, secretary of the with no play spots for the use of [ on the filtration plant being built on
the
east shore was let yesterday by the
Willis campaign committee here, de- children of the neighborhood," said
of control to the John F. Casey
clared yesterday the committee is Mr. Abell. "If the children are to use iI board
Co.
of Pittsburg.
pushing its work every day.
the inadequate school grounds, the
The last contract is for the basin
"We have full lists of the organi- harm will be greater than the bene- and chemical house, the price being
zation's workers in each ward and fit."
| $92,522. This Work will be completed
precinct, so we are working with our
about Jan. 1.
o
r>
eyes wide open and know just what
we are doing," he said.

EN 10 MEET
N PARKS FOR PLAY

I

Pli MOTH FIGHT TOOIT

———i—

* * • •

Congressman Robert Crosser, opposing Congressman Bulkley for the
Democratic congressional nomination
in the twenty-first district, spoke to
employes of the Peerless Motor Car
Co. yesterday noon. He made street
corner addresses in the East End las^
evening, beginning at Quincy-av S. E.
and E. 82d-st.
The congressman declared^ Democratic voters will decide the nominations at the primary this year for
themselves, and not by the dictation
of so-called party leaders.
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ptS CONCERT PROTEST
E

erts rarIt Mnslc

4ss
Disturbs
Clittrch Service.

B
T F. Hoffman, pastor of the
ReT'parK; M. B. church, yesterday
r t«fl the municipal band concert
■»[r, oark Sunday night was an
■,i, competitor of religious servBPi* Viis church.
K nne side of Miles park is the j
■ On "' k JI E church and on the
[ile
ideis a Presbyterian church.;
tw
.[» hand concert started-late, the
stie
. were not disturbed
until
e

fe*
oncert in Miles park proved
T
° „,n»r that demand was made
o P°5"'
on Park
Commissioner
Merii<M
tQ arrar,ge another in
'niC' three weeks. Rev. Mr. Heft's yesterday, however, protested to
comm issioner.

OTHERS MAYJJSE TENTS;
. sibly Will Have Lockers Under
Democratic Canvas.
A

plan was broached yesterday by

tavor Newton D- Baker and Service
L. Sldlo _ whereby
lrector Thomas
Z two Democratic campaign tents
" te pressed into temporary server bathers at Edgewater and
'nrdon park beaches.
'Xities at both the Edgewater
,„d Gordon bath houses have been
axed on hot days and many peri«.«1iave been turned away. Mayor
Ser said yesterday the tents gladly
■Jjd be donated if their use is
Hind practical.
With this end in view, Service Di«tor Sidlo is making an investigation
!;a if the tents can be used they will
,s nut up, one at each bathing beach,
ufl temporary lockers installed.
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WILL STJBTIMB Oflft
West Side Market Men Won't
Wait on City.
At a special meeting of the West
Side Market House association, calJ-j
yesterday afternoon by Pres'a-ent
Willard Genrieh, steps were taken to
relieve the market of the overwhelming number of flies that infest the place.
th?i!;;L0f?clals Iiad been Informed,of
the situation and had promised quick
aid. As this assistance did not ma^£"3% thl stallkeepers yesterday
decided to destroy the flies without
the city's assistance.
I «,£♦* yesterdays meeting it was voted
JWTO
* pJr??on who keeps a stall in
the West Side market should equip
himself with some kind of fly killer
1 before Saturday.
|
President Genrieh also appointed a
j committee which is to confer with
.Market Master Charles D. Kamp and
with Service Director Thomas L. Sidlo in regard to the lack of storage
space which confronts t>e stall owners. The members of the committee
are Benjamin „Tremer, John Miller,
Fred Sommer, G.
P.
Ehrenfeldt,
Charles Schafer, T. Zdara, President
Genrieh and Secretary'W. D. Eichner

CLEVELAND

PLAIN

DEALER

Eighteen rare birds, donated to the
city by Kenvon V. Painter, were
moved from the Painter estate to the
Brookside zoo yesterday.
The birds weree placed in temporary
quarters in which they will be confined-until: a big permanent cage can
be constructed.

FINDS

ICE

CREAM

RICH

Health Commissioner Tests Product Made in Cleveland.
Dr. C. E. Pord, city health commissioner, has completed an inspection of
samples of ice cream from twelve of
the leading dealers in the city. As
the result, Dr. Ford declared yesterday, he finds the majority of the samples tested are too rich in butter fats.
The twelve samples tested show
from 4 to 21 per cent, of butter fat.
Two show 4 per cent., one shows (!
per cent., and all the other samples
show considerably higher
percentages.
__ '
"Ice cream in Cleveland, so far as
the leading dealers are concerned, id
being made under good
sanitary
conditions," said Dr. Ford.

The gift of Mr. Painter to the city
zoo comprises two Marichurian cranes,
two black headed parrots, Australian
paroquet, four Singapore doves. South
African golden oriole, South African
black breasted dove, silver pheasant,
Japanese robin, two Indian geese and
a tree duck.
GOOD HEALTH HERE.
Cleveland is in its healthiest
state, according to a report submitted yesterday to Director of
Health Dr. Martin C. Friede,rich.
Only eight communicable diseases were reported to the health
department yesterday. This number, said Dr. Friederich, is the
lowest in his memory as head of
the city health department.
Of the eight communicable diseases reported
yesterday
four
were diphtheria, two measles, on^
case of scarlet fever and one cast
of pneumonia.
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I BATH HOUSES
WE TOO S

City Inaugurates Roped-Off Recreation Center System and
Youngsters Approve the
Innovation.

KEL PLATE TO
IILDTERM

The first day of rpped-off recreation
blocks of city
streets Road's Attorney Shows City Hall
Thousands Turned Away From
stunned the small people in the
Plans for $500,000 ImGordon and Edgewater Pavil- neighborhood of Sumner avenue and
E. 14th street. Stout ropes had been
provement in Heart
ions—Tents May Be
stretched across Sumner avenue at
of City.
E. 13th and E. 14th streets making
Erected.
one block safe for the children. It
was too good to be true. To play
Plans for a half-million-dollar
The new $150,000 municipal bath- in the street without having to dodge
house at Edgewater Park and the re- horses and trucks was overwhelming freight terminal which will deposit
modeled Gordon Park bathing pavilion to tho youngsters who regard traffic freight at the back doors of commission houses in the big Broadway and
are wholly inadequate for the needs as their common enemy.
Football, usually played by college Woodland commission district were
of the city, according to city officials.
Tents may be put up to take care athletes when November winds are shown.city officials yesterday by the
of the thousands, who now have to biting, was first on the docket yes- Nickel Plate Railroad. The proposed
•be turend away from the city beach- terday morning when the good news terminal will greatly reduce cartage
es because there is "no room for was hastily told by Miss Adele Ten- charges now paid by commission and
ney, instructor at Brownell school other wholesale merchants.
them.
Mayor Baker declared yesterday the playground.
The railroad asked city council to
Up and Cown Sumner avenue- vacate a portion of Hill avenue excapacity of both bathhouses should
chased
the
boys
and
girls
disregardbe doubled immediately. He sugtending about 500 feet from E. 9th
gested the possibility of using tents ing Old Sol's rayr: and General Hu- street. . This section of the street
midity's
whims.
Even
The
Deader
owned by the Democratic executive
now is a dead end. Frank B. Carcommittee. The committee agreed to motion picture man cranked his ma- penter, general counsel for the railchine
with
new
enthusiasm
and
allow the pity to use the tents, and
road, showed Mayor Baker and
Director of Public Service Sidlo snapped the little citizens with sym- Councilmen Bernstein, McGinty and
pathy
and
understanding.
started figuring the cost of installing
Reynolds the site of the terminal
Children in other sections of the and explained the complete plan.
lockers . in the temporary dressing
city
will
have
an
opportunity
of
seeAs a result opposition to the vacation
places.
ing Cleveland's first street play- of the street has been dropped.
Crowds Break Records.
ground and its patrons when the
Returns from the two beaches for films are on exhibition in motion picWill Erect Trestle.
Sunday showed 4,500 persons were ac- ture theaters throughout the city.
Tracks are to be carried from the
commodated at each place. These
Doll houses-in-the-making were main line of the road in the valley
figures break all records here. Su- transferred from the stuffy school to the top of the hill on the city
perintednent of Parks Alber said room to the brick pavement of Sum- level over a big steel trestle. Two
thousands were turned away at both ner avenue which bounds the Erie buildings, one 50 by 800 feet and
bathhouses Sunday.
Street Cemetery on the south and one story high, and the other two
"What should be done," said Mayor Brownell school on the north. Ham- stories high and 110 by 800 feet are'
Baker, "is to at once build additions mers and nails wielded by small right to be built.
to both bathhouses which will double arms were soon changing soap boxes McGinty, who had opposed the
their size. If a private company were into habitations for dolly. Dittle ordinance
vacating
the
street,
handling the beaches that is what mothers, who have assumed the re- agreed with other councilmen and
it would do. I don't know what we sponsibility of caring for baby broth- with Mayor Baker that the improvecan do 'because we have no money. ers and sisters, sat on the curb and ment would be a big one for the
If funds can be found then the city watched the miniature carpenters.
city, and said he would support the
ought to start building next year,
Then came tag and more football ordinance if it were guaranteed the
just as soon as* possible."
which had been vitalized by play iproject would be carried out as
ground expansion. Nothing but ami- planned.
The ordinance probably
Attendants Overworked.
When work was started on the ability and good nature prevailed in will go to city cpuncil for passage
Edgewater bathhouse, according to Sumner avenue yesterday for there at the special session soon to be
city officials, it was believed the was room for everybody and nobody called,
building would be large enough to traspassed on the street rights of The buildings, Carpenter told the
city officials, are to cost $100,000.
more than serve the needs. There anybody else.
Councilman Durkin plans asking They are to be built of brick and
has been hardly a day, however, since
the building was opened, according Director of Public Service Sidlo to stone. The site bounded by Andes
to Alber, when the capacity of the close three streets in the Twenty- place. Quay court, E. 9th street and
place has not been taxed. The new first ward for street playgrounds. he bluff overlooking the flats? cost
building, he said, has greatly in j He will ask also that street pianos he company $100,000.
creased the popularity of lake bath- be furnished for each of the three
Aids Garbage Transportation.
streets.
ing.
The addition $300,000 making up the
Attendants at the municipal beach(500,000 which the terminal is to
es have been working night and day MORE FILTRATKW
post will be spent in building the
since the bathing season opened. Allaying out the tracks and
CONTRACTS GIVEN :restle,'
ber ■ declared yesterday something
grading.
would have to be done at once to
The John F. Casey Company, The proposed improvement will
relieve them.
jive the Nickel Plate Railroad the
Pittsburg, was given a contract by Dnly downtown freight terminal on
the city board of control yesterday :he city level. All freight depots in
for building two more sections of the me downtown section now are on a
municipal filtration plant. The con- [evel with the Cuyahoga River.
tract calls for the payment of $92,- freight from them must be hauled
522. The Casey company is now ap the hills and cartage costs for that
building the concrete basins for the eason run into vast sums.
plant, a $1,000,000 contract.
In return for the vacation of the
The boqrd of control also authorized .treet the railroad has promised the
Director:'of Public Service Sidlo to bity it will permit the construction
buy four acres of land on W. 58th Df an overhead tramway which will
street for the proposed West Side ;arry garbage from the level of
sewage disposal plant. The land will Broadway to the Baltimore & Ohio
cost $8,000 an acre.
Railroad tracks. This, according to
Director of Public Service Sidlo,
will greatly facilitate the handling
of garbage.

CARS TO RUN THROUGH
ON EUCLID IN A YEAR
Witt Declares Gentlemen's Property Agreement Expires in
Few Months.
Street cars will be running on Euclid avenue from E. 22nd street to
E. 40+h street by July 1st, 1915,
Street Railway Commissioner Witt
declared yesterday. He said the
"gentlemen's" agreement between
property owners along Euclid avenue would expire the first of the year
and that release claims would be
secured at once.
"I do not know the exact date this
agreement expires, but when it does
our men will be at work the next
day securing claims," said Witt.
"The special track at E. 40th street
and Euclid A-oenue is already in place
and it wil lonly be a matter of three j
or four weeks to lay the remainder'
of the track to E. 22nd street."
In response to demands made by
Director of Public Service Sidlo that
bad paving along the tracks of the
Cleveland Railway be repaired at
once, President Stanley declared yesterday the company would abide by
the provisions of the ordinance.
"It will not be hard for us to meet
that demand," said Stanley. "The
ordinance says we shall keep the
pavement between the car tracks
and a foot outside of the rails in as
good repair as the balance of the
street. Everybody knows the condition of the majority of the streets."
Stanley declared more than fourteen miles of paving has already
been done by the railway company
this summer. *

CITY TO ENTERTAIN
JIQLDHEirttlMSRecreation Commissioner Black
Arranges Two Gala Days for
Playground Tots.
Cleveland Is going to play host to
all the playground children of the
city August 6 and 7, at the first of a
series of municipal play days. Recreation Commissioner Black has arranged a big program of fun for each
day.
West Side children will be entertained Vugust 6 at Edgewater Park.
East Side children will go to Gordon
Park August 7. It is expected that
thousands of children will attend
each party.
The little ones will gather at the
parks at 10 o'clock in the morning.
Boys will go swimming in tho morning and girls will play old-fashioned
games on the park lawns. Each
child will be expected to carry a
basket lunch.
The girls will swim in the afternoon while the boys will compete in
a big program of games and ...athletic
contests.
Black has prepared a table which
shows Just how far a normal boy of
given age should jump or swim, how
fast he should run. Tests will be
made of all the playground children
and records will be kept so the
physical development of each child
can be recorded.
Municipal bathhouses are to be free
to children on both picnic days and a
big force of city officials will be present to conduct the games and guard
against injuries.
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UNC1L VIOLATED
If
Civic League Bulletin Urges
Cievelanders to Defeat ■
Two Amendments.
Declares City Officials Seek
Excuse for Crippling
Merit System.
Charges that council time after
time has violated the spirit of the
city charter are made in the July
number of the Civic league's bulletin,
issued yesterday. The charges are included in an exhaustive discussion of
the two proposals to amend the charter which the league urges citizens
of Cleveland to defeat.
"Vote 'No' on Charter Amendments" appears in big black type on
the front and back pages of the bulletin which calls the effort at amendment a "raid on the charter."
Council is criticized for submitting
the amendments primary day, Aug.

fni. _

,

'-.

JULY
■

31, ■191*
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.The league quotes from letters from
other cities relating that civil service
classification of unskilled laborers is
working
satisfactorily
elsewhere.
Business firms are mentioned which
the bulletin sets forth are using a
merit system in the employment and
promotion of unskilled labor.
The merit system in the appointment of common labor has not only
proven its worth by experience,"
reads the bulletin, "but it is a com[mon sense method or employing men
and one vastly superior to the old
method where common laborers were
appointed at the request of councilmen or were picked up wherever the
superintendent was able to find men
when needed."
Other sections of the bulletin deal
with the exemption of heads of city
divisions from competitive civil service tests. The league recently urged
the civil service commission to make
no exemptions.

ASKS CII1 INGilERATOR
Street Cleaning Official Has
Waste Disposal Plan.
Cus Hanna, superintendent of street
cleaning, yesterday urged the immediate necessity for disposal of ali
household waste and refuse, other
than garbage, in great municipal incinerators. This is the only plan that
will effect an elimination of municipal dumps. Supt. Hanna said:
Complaints have been pouring into
city departments all summer about
dumps in many parts of the city being the breeding place for flies, rats,
cockroaches and other pests.
Mr. Hanna advocates starting with
two incinerators and dividing the
city into districts where waste materials could be gathered during the
day and transported to the incinerators at night by the street railway.
Mr. Hanna estimated the initial
cost would be in the neighborhood of
$25,000, but said with the state of the
city's finances his scheme can scarcely materialize.

"The Socialist party, warmly supported by the forces in the city council opposed to nonpartisan city government, initiated an amendment to
change the 'nonpartisan, preferential
plan of election to the old plan of
party primaries and partisan ballots,'"" says the bulletin.
"The council, in the other case,
seeking some excuse for crippling the
merit system and re-establishing the
spoils system, appointed a special
committee to investigate the operation of the labor service under the
merit system, and • after two public
hearings and on extremely meager
evidence in favor of the amendment,
passed an ordinance taking unskilled
labor from under the protection of the
classified service.
"This amendment, if adopted, will
leave more than 2,000 positions, approximately one-third of the entire
city service subject to the. whims of
changing politics and to political ap- Mayor and Finance Director
pointment."
The bulletin points out mat a voter
Discuss Vacation Views.
can cast a vote on the amendments
without necessarily voting a party
ticket, separate ballot boxes being
Mayor Newton D. Baker and Diprovided in the election booths.
5 of Fianace Thomas Coughlin
The bulletin continues, regarding rector
differed
yesterday at a meeting of the
the nonpartisan amendment:
board of revision of assessments over
The adoption of this amendment will not the establishment by the city of a
only take away much that has been gained
from the four years' effort in behalf of local policy for street vacations.
The mayor expressed as his opinIndependence and freedom from the domination of state and national influence, but it ion that the city, in return for as
will abolish the preferential system of voting good or better a thoroughfare, may
which has worked so satisfactorily elsewhere.
Last fall was the first test of the preferential vacate parts of streets and alleys
ballot in Cleveland and despite the predic- where they serve no public purpose,
tions of the dire calamities and confusion but are needed for business uses,
which would result from its inauguration, providing the one for whom the vathe first election passed off as smoothly,' as
quickly, with as little confusion and with cation is made reimburses the city for
as few mistakes as under the old election any improvements that have been,
system. The election authorities reported made.
/
that the voters understood how to mark theifDirector Coughlin
declared
he
ballots, and that the entire returns were in
and tabulated by 11:30 p. m. on the night of thought the city not only ought to
election.
receive reimbursement for improveThe nonpartisan preferential ballot, coup- ments made, but compensation on the
led with nominations by position, and re- same basis as any private owner.
enforced by the short ballot principle, gives
The question came before the board
to the voters of Cleveland the broadest
right of suffrage and the most complete free- of revision of assessments in the apdom in the choice of officials, of any city plication of the Eberhard Manufac-.]
in the country. To abolish this untrammeled turing- Co. The company has asked
freedom of choice in elections is to take a
backward step in city government. More for the vacation of Exchange-rd S,
than 300 American cities have adopted non- E., one block in length, between E,
partisan city elections and Cleveland, which 89th-st and E. 90th-st, and a part o
stands for progress, cannot be the first to go E. 89th-st. No action was taken yes
back to the flesh pots of partisanship and
terday.
spoils of office.

ARGUE OljTREET POLIO!

The city council offered no explanation
for the avidity with which It welcomed the
Socialists' initiated petition and hastened to
nx the election, contrary to the clear Intent
of the city charter, on primary day. Its
action, however, can be explained on no
other ground than that the twenty-one members realize that city government by national party organization is rapldlv disappearing in Cleveland and with it the political
power of the ward councilman and the ward
organization.
To them, home rule, the
right of local self-government, the determination of local issues independent of state
and national Issues, are of minor Importance
compared to the maintenance of the old
wand system of politics with the spoils of
office as its source of political power. The
bociallsts openly admit that they took ad(vantage of this well recognized desire of
the ward leaders and expect to pull to their,
support all the politicians from both parties,
who long for the return of the good old

SEES BATHING FACILITIES,
Park Commissioner Albcr Finds
Detroit Needs More Rooms.
Park Commissioner Fred C. Alber, returning yesterday from a trip of inspection to Detroit, says he found municipal bathing facilities in the Michigan city much poorer than here.
The one Detroit bathing beach is
supplied with one bath house that can
meet only the normal demand, Commissioner Alber said he found
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MORE KICKS AT
EDGEWATER AND
MORE PROMISES
Hundreds of Bathers Protest
at Being Forced to Share
Rooms With Strangers
ENLARGE BATHHOUSE
NEXT YEAR—MAYBE
Three Years of Delay and
Protests

Bring

Facilities

Greatly Inadequate
Three years of promises, kicks and
delays were ended a month ago when
the new Edgewater bathhouse was
opened. Now the kicks and promises
have started again. The bathhouse is
less than half big enough.
Overcrowded conditions which have
' resulted in attendants forcing no
fewer than three persons in one small
dressing room, probably will result
In doubling the capacity of the $150,000 bathing house. But the doubling
is another promise subject to delay.
Complaints of the inadequate facilities have flooded the office of Park
Commis^'oner Alber.
Bathers have protested against being forced to share the small dressing
rooms; with strangers.
Frequently
bathers have found no place to hang
their clothes because of the absence
of hooks. So many complaints have
been made that Councilman Dittrick
demanded of Alber Tuesday that
more consideration be given bathers.
Alber told Dittrick he was powerless
to remedy matters until the bathhouse is enlarged.
Share Rooms With Strangers
"People have told me they have,
been forced to share dressing rooms
with persons whose- acquaintance
they have made on the beach," Ditt. rick said Tuesday. "Dressing rooms
have been refused individuals until
they found companions. If a person
goes to the beach unaccompanied he
cannot go in bathing until he has
picked up someone to share a dressing room with him.
"I have been besieged with complaints from people who have been
disgusted with the way things are
being managed at Edgewater. I know
that if I go to a bathing beach I
don't want to share a dressing room
with some stranger. There is no reason why anyone should be compelled
to hang around the beach for an hour
until he has found someone who will,
share a room with him.
"The' bathhouse cost the city $150,000, but conditions there are far from
right. People have told me that
after finding compartments they have
been forced to stand on chairs to
dress because the floors were flooded."
Alber said Tuesday that Edgewater
beach has been overcrowded every
day since it opened. Relief, could
come only through doubling capacity
of the bathhouse, he said.

Tents May Give Relief
"We thought the. bathhouse would
be ample to accommodate everyone
who wanted to bathe at Edgewater,"
said Alber. "More people than could
be accommodated have gone there
every day. We ar,e handling the
situation in the best manner possible."
There were nearly 5,000 people at
Edgewater beach Sunday and hundreds of others were turned away.
There will be no money available to
enlarge the bathhouse until next
year, Mayor Baker said.
Temporary relief at both Edgewater
and Gordon park beaches probably
will be afforded by pitching -tents to
be' used as men's dressing rooms.
The dressing rooms then will be used
for women bathers. Mayor Baker
plans to arrange with the Democratic
executive committee to borrow tents
it owns. Service Director Sidlo Tuesday figured the cost of installing;
lockers in the tents.
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UIT TO DECIDE
NO CONSENT FOR
TROLLEY LINES
A test suit brought by a propertyowner to prevent the' Cleveland Railway Company from building a loop
for Scranton road cars on railway
property near Brookside park between Archwood and Denison avenues, will determine whether the proposed Euclid avenue line on "millionaires' row," between East 22d and
East 40th streets can be laid without
consent of abutting property owners.
Mayor Baker's construction of the
charter is that if council says they
are needed car tracks can be laid on
any street without property owners'
consent.
"If the courts hold consents are' not
needed, we can build the new Euclid
avenue line whenever we see' fit,"
Traction Commissioner Witt said
Tuesday. "If the decision is the
other way we will build the line' anyway. We can get the necessary consents."
Witt said cars would be running on
"millionaires' row" by July 1, ^915.
A "gentlemen's agreement," entered
into by property owners between
East 22d and East .Jin streets on Euclid avenue, biddii.g the signers not
to give consents, expires early in 1915.
Forty feet of track has been laid on
Euclid avenue west of East 40th
street to save expense of tearing the
street up later.
Traction experts Tuesday said if
the penny charge for a transfer goes
into effect September 1 the increase
will add enough in 13 months to
send the interest fund back to $700,000. wh.ei • the fare rate automatically
would-'.be decreased again.

ALL CARS TO BE PAYLEAVE FROM SQUARE
and after Sunday all East Side
street cars, except the crosstown and
Union depot lines, will be operated as
pay-leave cars from downtown and as
pay-enter cars coming to the Public
Square and other downtown terminals, Traction Commissioner Witt
announced Tuesday. All West Side
cars are operated on this system.
Witt gave as his reasons for the
change the facts that cars can be
loaded much quicker and schedules
better maintained.

PENNSY TO JOIN
:ER TO WAG
WITH SUBWAY IN FIGHT WITH PEN
BIG TERMINAL?
jfestBorings Are Now Being
Made for Joint Station Near
Euclid Ave. and E. 55th St.
TOBE TO BE LARGER
THAN WAS FIRST PLAN
)u Pont Car Dropped for
One That Can Be Run on
Surface
A big subway terminal station
to serve both the Pennsylvania
railroad and the proposed subways, which will be built by the
Pennsylvania railroad and Cleveland Underground Rapid Transit companies, at East 55th
si i'ee1 and Euclid avenue, near
the Pennsylvania East 55th
street depot; was-indicated Tuesday by test borings being made
to determine the character of the
subsoil.
The borings have been made with
great secrecy. Each hole is being
sunk 50 feet. Railroad officials admitted the borings were being made
for W. R. Hopkins, president of the
subway company. Those in touch
with the subway situation declared
the borings were being made in connection
ith the proposed subway
termir.>;<l si, tion, which will be built
on In.id owned by Hopkins and the
railroad company.
For Freight and Passengers
It is declared the terminal station,
which is part of the subway plan,
will be used as a shipping point for
both freight and passengers. It will
be particularly advantageous to incoming and outgoing passengers on
the railroad.
W. R. Hopkins was in New Torlt
Tuesday holding conferences with
eastern financiers who are considering the plan of financing the subway,
work.
"The subway plans are progressing," Secretary Thomas Schmidt of
the Rapid Transit Company, said.
"We will ask for some modifications
of the ordinance. These will permit
the building of larger tubes and a
new type subway car."
Won't Use Dn Pont; Car
It had been originally planned to
use a car designed by A. B. duPont.
Under the new plan cars will come
out of the tubes at the end of the
subways and operate as surface cars.
Under the city ordinance every
change in plans must be ratified by
city council. According to Schmidt
the council, meeting in committee of
the whole several weeks ago to hear
Hopkins explain his new plans, indicated it would agree to what changes
in the ordinance might be asked.

Mayor Baker's pen is going to take
the place of the' far-famed Democratic tent in the primary campaign
While Baker is busy writing letters
telling the faithful that the Demo'
cratic slate-picked candidates, espe
cially Congressman R. j. Bulkley
chairman of the Democratic execu
tive committee, are the only ones
worthy of a vote, the big tents will
be used by bathers at Gordon and
Edgewater parks.
Baker began his letter-writing cam
paign with a letter to Bulkley tell"
ing him what a fine fellow he- is, how
much the mayor thinks of hba, and
what a wonderful representative he
has made for the people of the Twenty-first district. Then, for the benefit of Democrats who may want to
vote for Congressman Crosser as
against Bulkley, Baker says they are
"ungrateful and short-sighted."

CHILDREN TO BE GUESTS
OF CITY AUG. 6 AND 7
Children from all parts of the city
will be guests of the city on August
6 and 7. West Side children will go to
Edgewater beach on August 6 and
East Side kiddies to Gordon park the
following day.
Recreation Commissioner Black has
mapped out a program of dances,
games and athletic contests to keep
the youngsters busy all day.

CITY WONT CARE FOR
CHILDREN ON STREETS
Streets closed for playground purposes will have to be supervised by
those responsible for their closing.
Fervice Director Sidlo said Tuesday.
The city will not assume any responsibility for the care of the children.
Councilman Durkin, who plans to
close three streets in the Twentyfirst ward, had not presented his request to Sidlo Tuesday.

fllLLAVE. DEPOT
'ilil'IffllNI'lli i I III -~—,»»*.,.,««..,.

The city will not sanction plans of
the Nickel Plate railroad to build a
$500,000 freight terminal on Hill avenue that have been submitted in detail. The project was outlined Monday to Mayor Baker and counc-iimen
McGinty and Bernstein by Frank B
Carpenter, general counsel of the
Nickel Plate.
the Nickel Plate will ask the city
to vacate about GO feet of Hill ave*
r.ue from East'9th street to the end
of the street. The proposed terminal
wiil give Woodland avenue and
Broadway commission districts back
door deliveries.
The plans provide for a double
track. trestle from the main line to
the top of the hill. Two buildings,
one 50 by -800 feet and one. story high,
and a second one. two Stories high
and 110 by 800 feet, are planned.
Baker says he favors granting the
application of the railroad.
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SCORES COUNCIL
CHARTERSTAND

HIOVE HEIGHTS TOWER;
WON'T SHUT OFF WATER
Threats of court action by Clevel wpiehts and other suburbs to
n^ Water Commissioner Schulz
Pr6
^nK out his threat to cut off
Ca>
rflter supply because the vilS^W "much water dwinlaDd

^iliT"" Stage said the
gallong watertr ™ Heights, »*^ Taylor
be moved
-Sf^^on as the^

22 000

' 1^Tsn^mS andatthartorensville is cow
^
of water at good pressure. ^

fc

KEEP N0NPART1SAN
BALLOT, BAKER SAYS

proposal to
.
olvll
; heads
et bettter
without these
er labor
labor wiuraut
^__ tests.
'

The Civic- league, in its quarterly
bulletin issued Thursday, bitterly attacks city council and accuses it of
having violated the home rule principle of the city charter in submitting two amendments to be voted
en at the primary, August 11.
' The league scares council members
[for initiating the two amendments
I to abolish the nonpartisan preferen' tial ballot and eliminate city laborers from civil service.
"These proposed amendments are
only two additional illustrations of
the" council's desire to prevent the
effective operation of many essential features of the new charter," the
bulletin says. "Only a vigorous and
effective protest by the voters at the
polls will stop these raids on the
new charter and save it from mutilation at the .hands of. the city council."

STALL MEN WILL SWAT
FLIES AT WEST MARKET
Stall keepers at West Side market
will arm themselves with fly swatters to rid the market house of flies.
A meeting was held Wednesday to
plan the campaign after efforts to
have the city destroy the flies had
failed. Before Saturday it is expected the market will be well rid of
flies.
The market men also decided at
Wednesday's meeting to ask Service
Director Sidlo to provide adequate
storage space at the market.

MORE ROOM FOR BATHERS

Director Sidlo Thursday planned
to relieve crowded conditions at
Bdgewater bathing beach by Placing
screens and installing lockers In tha
' pavilion.

Bake, saiu
opinion later °"
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SLIGHTS WILL FLASH
TO REGULATE TRAFFIC
safety Director Benesch Friday in- '
stitutod a new system of traffic signal Red and green lights placed
"£*t 15 feet above the sidewalk
tre being experimented with at Enid avenue and Bast 105thi street
Wh.n red lights show raffle wUl
stop and when green lights are
flawed it will be the word to cross
ihe street. Two bells will be soundled when the green lights. apear and
;
one when the red lights show- Traffic
i policemen will stand in booths at
corners to operate the signals.

Nottingham Cars
Service on the new St. Clair avenue
line from London to Dille roads will
begin Saturday. The line will furnish
Nottingham with city street car service.

STATE BOARD TO ORDER
DUGWAY BROOL CLOSED
The state board of health August
20 will condemn Dugway brook and
make it necessary for the city to issue bonds for the construction of a
sewer to replace the foul smelling
open creek.
State Engineer Ditto, Engineering
Commissioner Hoffmann, Medical Expert Priedrich, Councilman Smith and
Dr. W. T. Miller, representing the
health board, inspected Dugway Friday.
Smith said Saturday that as soon
as the state board officially acts
plans will be made to have the bond
issue authorized.
The work will cost about $lo0,000.

Monday, Aug. 3, 1914

FIRE STATIONS,
ALARM SYSTEM,
WORST IN LAND
No city of. its size in the country
has such hazardous housing for fire
apparatus as- Cleveland, J. H. Howland, engineer for the national board
of Are underwriters of New York,
toM the board of control Monday.
Howland made an unsuccessful appeal to have the conditions remedied
befere Cleveland suffers a conflagration similar to Salem, Mass., or Baltimore.
Mayor Baker told Howland nothing could be done toward modernizing the fire signal apparatus until
money is available. The $30,000 necessary . to install an adequate system
will not be obtainable for possibly
a year, he said.
Howland told board members that
a sejious fire in the business district
would endanger the whole city.
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INSTALL MONY
j LiOHTINO FREE
Light
Commissioner
Ballard
Wednesday issued a statement asking all friends o,f muny light to
call at the public utilities department and get in line for 3-cent
light and power.
"We want contracts for all homes
and factories north of Euclid-av,"
Ballard said. "We cannot put service into every house immediately,
but practically all applicants will
fce supplied before the snow flies.
"We install the service without i
charge," Ballard said. "Then we
notify the Illuminating company
that its service is no longer wai
ed."
The muny agreement which <
Bens must sign provides:
A rate of 3 cents per kilo™tour.
.
Monthly payment of hills.
Three per cent penalty for
hot paid promptly.
Notice in writing of discontinuance of service.
City to have access to property
lor examination of service.
Guarantee of payments if the
piftnp.r la not-an owner of property

BAKERIJPPOSES
PARTISAN PLAN
Mayor Baker late Tuesday announced his opposition to a charter amendment providing partisan
muny elections.
"I was for non-partisan elections when the charter was
framed," Baker said, "because I
believed then as I believe now,
that the people of Cleveland have
for a long time acted in a nonpartisan spirit toward their city
government, and that what they
desired was a frank recognition
of an existing fact by making the
ballot likewise non-partisan.
Baker styled the effort to have
the nonpartisan. amendment abolished on primary day, Aug. 11, as
"an attempt to foster a national
economic policy at the expense of
municipal conditions."
■\ statement setting
forth
Bakers views on the amendment
to abolish civil service for day
laborers will be issued in a tew
days.

a JULY
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CHALLENGES BAKER
Arlington C. Fieldhouse, North
Royalton, democratic candidate
for county commissioner, Friday
challenged Mayor Baker to debate Saturday at 11 a. m. in the
Public square.
"I just want to talk politics to
Baker," said ^ieldhouse; "also I
want to ask why T wasn't indorsed
by the democratic organization.
I'll tell the mayor a few things he
doesn't know about Cuyahoga-co
politics."

TRY TRAFFIC. BLOCKS
Experiments with mechanical
traffic signals were started Frida

Red and green lights to guide
traffic were installed at E. 105thst and Euclid-av. Bell signals will
supplement the lights.

I

.WANT PARK BENCHES
iRESERVEDf OR WOMEN
The woman's'- civic association
decided Friday to ask the city £0
have half of the benches at the
shelter houses and m city parks
reserved for women.
"I find that women have to
stand while men read, *™f,
sleep and rest on the bencnes,
j said Mrs. Anna L. Herbruck, president.
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Frank B. Willis, of Ada, candidate
for the Republican nomination for
Governor, will be in Cleveland today
and tomorrow. He will speak at
shop meetings both noons and at
ward meetings in the evenings.
Willis is to be a speaker at a meeting of the W. R. TJ. Law School Republican Club on Adelbert- campus
tonight, sharing the meeting with
candidates for prosecutor and for
Congress. The Cleveland Republican
Club will meet tomorrow night at
3193 W. 71st street to hear candidates.
Activities of Clubs.
The Thirteenth Ward Eagle Republican Club will meet in Columbia
Hall tonight.
The
Twenty-sixth
Ward Republican Club meets tonight
in ■ Stuart Hall, 555 E. 158tli street.
The Russian Republican Club of the
Seventh ward, at a meeting this
week in Polonia Hall, College avenue,
organized with sixty members and
elected William Kusynyk president
and John Fereno'z secretary.
The Young Men's Colored Republican Club will meet tonight in Silvestro's Hall. Willis and other candidate* will talk.

FAST IN SHOOT
HOLDS UP MAIL
"MH ton Young, Baker" s
Secretary, Will Insure
Hands in Future.

Milton
Young,
secretary
and
stenographer to ' the /mayor, has
about decided to take out accident
insurance on his fingers-^-especia,lly
Zimmerman and Hogan Visit the
his. thumbs—as Jan Kubelik, Charles
de Harrack and Christy Mathewbut Latter Likely
Mayor,
son have done.
Will Support Lentz in
Young also has come to the conclusion
that stenographers should
Democratic Primary.
not play baseball. His boss has
reached the same decision.
Mayor Baker's
correspondence
CLARKE "FACTION" LOOMS
suffered somewhat yesterday by
AS QUANTITY IN BATTLE
reason of an iinjury. to Young's
thvmb, the same being due to a
speedy inshoot striking: that member
Activities by Various Clubs of G.
while Young was playing, baseball
yesterday morning.
The 'thumb
♦
•
»
0, P, Affiliation Add Zest to
Gossip among politicians yesterday and. Young also suffered.
Campaign Activity.
■was that an unusual number of candidates for office will be labeled "He NO
UNION CIGARS AT
Should Be Defeated" in the forthcomY
FREDERICK
BAOLEY.
B
ing bulletins of the Civic League. The
PARKS? MAYOR TO SEE
Democratic Senatorial
W(th two
bulletin on county officers and candicandidates in town, each claiming a
dates will be published Sunday mornA committee from the Cleveland;
ing, Secretary Mayo Fesler said, Federation of Labor, which visited
majority of the Cleveland votes in
with the Judicial ticket following on
1
tte. primary, the first real interest
Monday and the legislative ticket on Mayor Baker yesterday, protesting
aanifested by the city hall in the
against
the
sale
of
non-union
cigars
j
Tuesday.
Senatorial primary appeared.
at the municipal refreshment stands
Ijeague Changes Tactics.
John L. Zimmerman and Attorney,
in the parks, reported last night at
The board of the league is holdGeneral Timothy Hogan were here)
ing daily meetings. There are in all the meeting of the federation that
during the day, fixing up "fences |
191. candidates at the primary. This the mayor promised to investigate
and meeting their Cleveland lieuyear the league will stop using the conditions.
tenants.- Bach called at the city hall|
terms of calling a man "recomThe employment of a non-union
mended" or "qualified" and intends
to see Mayor Baker, and Baker re-,
bindery girl in the printing plant
to
place
at
the
head
of
the
list
of
fused to say last night whether he
which will print the federation year
candidates for each office a list to be book brought a wave of protest from
i for either of them, or for John
"preferred."
delegates last night. They were asI Lentz.
Ward leaders of the Democratic or- sured by the committee in charge
Faction Backs Hogan.
' ganization assembled in headquarters that she will be discharged. One
It Is known that a strong faction
last night to meet R. J. Bulkley, their hundred dollars was donated to
of the organization, headed by Tim
new chairman. The situation in each striking coal miners in Ohio.
McDonough and City Clerk R. HI.
ward was reported upon and primary
Collins, are for Hogan. Zimmerman
plans discussed. Later on, Bulkley
is making an especial effort to win -. will call in the precinct committee- LOCKERS ON ROOF FOR
for himself the faction which would
men in the Twenty-first district and
have supported John H. Clarke had
EDGEWATER BATHERS
will urge them to support him against
he been in the race. He said last
Congressman Crosser for the nominanight that he would be supported by
"Room on the roof" may soon be
tion.
many of Clarke's friends.
Bulkley intends to use in his cam- i the slogan at the already overcrowded
Burr Gongwer, who is taken to
paign a letter written him by Secre- new municipal bathhouse at Edgespeak for the organization, said that
tary McAdoo, congratulating him >.ater Park. Director of Public Serv♦he fight would be left open and no
es Sidlo yesterday announced plans
upon the work he did on the currency
indorsement would be made by the
to use the bathhouse pavilion, or roof
bill.
'
committee.
garden, for dressing room space by
Crosser's Friends Confident.
"I expect to
carry
Cuyahoga,
install.lg lockers there. Also, a few
Crosser's friends are confident that screens or curtains will be necessary.
county," Zimmerman said. "AH of
he will overwhelm the Democratic iTents will be used to relieve congesthe western Ohio counties, except
organization at the primary.
The lion at the Gordon Park bathhouse,
Putnam, will go for me. In Cinorganization men claim he will not,
cinnati, the betting is three to one
.
.*»
and in support of their assertion Hdio says.
that Zimmerman will beat Lentz and
the result of a straw vote said to
two to one that Hogan will beat
have been taken at a meeting of the
Lentz. So far no betting has been
made between Hogan and ZimmerForeign Literary Alliance in the
Fourteenth Ward was made public at
man.
headquarters.
Outlook Pleases Him.
The ballot, as stated, was Bulkley,
"I have seen 100 of my friends
9"; Crosser, 8; not voting 1.
here today and I am much pleased
with the outlook. Many of my
friends are public officers and candidates for important offices. I shall
have a good organization in nearly
every precinct."
Hogan, who was in conference
with a number of Democratic politicians here, was accompanied by a
party of state officials.
"I now believe that I will get twice
as many votes as both of ffly rivals,"
. Hogan said. "I am immensely
pleased with the prospect in Cuyahoga county. They tell me I will
have no trouble here."
. Both Hogan and Zimmerman are
on openly friendly terms with the
county organization. Hogan, through
Governor Cox, is probably a little
nearer to the executive committee.

THE CHARTER FIGHT.
NO CITIZEN of Cleveland ought
to forget that for this city the
election to be held on August 11
will be much more than a primary
election for nominating partytickets. Among other Questions
of local interest and Importance
which will be decided then there
will be a two-sided attack upon
the new city charter.
One proposition submitted to the
people will be the restoration of
the old system of voting for municipal candidates designated by
parties and party names. It is an
attempt to abolish the mildly nonpartisan plan of electing city officials, which has not yet had a
fair trial. The time since the
adoption of the charter Is too short
to render possible any conclusive
and well-grounded verdict upon
the present system, as tested by
actual experience.
The other proposition to amend
the charter would abolish its civil
service reform requirements for
the filling of city positions by a
competitive examination system, in
»o far as more than 2,000 laborers
and other employees of no special
skill • are conoerned. It is an attempt to restore to the political
bosses and the office-brokers who
trade upon their real or supposed
influence in getting and giving
city "jobs" a large part of the
patronage which they have lost,
at least In theory.
This change would be distinctly
backward. It wpuld be welcomed
by the men who run party ■ machines and by th#; spoils-hunters,
big and little. It would be lamented by the friends and defenders of civil service reform. The
merit system would lose ground,
and the spoilsmen would be the
victors.
Both of these proposed amendments to the city charter ought
to be voted down. Both are reactionary, and It Is too soon, on
general principles, to make radical
changes in a charter which has
been in full effect only a little
more than half a year. The present plan of municipal government
to entitled to a fair trial.

~H
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» 1914.port of your investigation of the
muny plant to be sent?
It is charged that from the time
the city began to consider the
question of entering the light business the Illuminating company has
misrepresented and distorted facts
in order to prejudice the public.
The company is charged with
trying to defeat the issue of bonds
for the new plant and to stop their
sale. The final victory of the city
is referred to as showing,. the.
City , attorneys Thursday took rights and desire or the people
the first step in a determined ef- The city mentions the fact that it
fort' to expose what they charge has saved $357,000 on arc lights
is an attempt of the Cleveland alone by the purchase of the small
Illuminating Co. and a national Brooklyn plant.
league of public utility monopoHANNA OFFERS PLAN
lists to discredit and finally ruin
TO BURN_CITY WASTE
the new muny light plant.
The city Thursday filed an anDisposal of household waste and
swer to a petition of J. N. Patton other refuse by incinerators located
an expert, who on May lo went in various parts of the city was adto court trying to force F. W. Bal- vocated Thursday by Gus Hanna,
lard light and heat commission- superintendent of street cleaning.
er, to show him certain Private | Citizens had complained to Hanmemorandums made by Ballard na that refuse is being dumped
for h)s guidance in running tne in a gully near B. 51st-st and
Julia-av. Hanna said relief would
P
The city in its reply maintains have to come from the police dethat Patton has seen all to which partment
he is entitled.
Then it proceeds to recite the
CLEVELAND PRESS, AUG.
history of the long A*" which
the Illuminating company lias
made upon muny light since
Cleveland acquired the Brooklyn
village light plant, and winds up
by asking Patton a lot of pointed
questions.
_,
, „_
All the questions are based on
the city's expressed belief that
Pa+ton is not acting m good
falthT and that the- firm of Haskms
& Sells, 36 Broad-Bt, New Yorkis really the agent of the Ilium
Inating company and other big
private light concerns that desire
to
hamper municipally-owned
light plants in any and all cities
Questions He's Asked.
Here are some things Patton is

LEAGUE SWATS CITY CHARGES
CHARTER FOES PLOT TO RUIN
MUNY LIGHTING
•'City council has raided the
new city charter to re-establish
the spoils system."
This charge is made by tne
civic league, in its quarterly bulletin, issued Thursday.
"Two charter amendments are
to be submitted to a vote of the
electorate on Aug. 11," reads the
bulletin.
, . '
"These amendments aim at two
of the vital features of the charter : one at the. nonpartisan preferential ballot, the other at the
merit system—the two principles
to which the spoilsmen are uniformly hostile."
The league also charges tne
council violated the charter in the
election and appointment of assistants to the city clerk, violated
Its spirit in the partisan organization of committees, practically
nullified the referendum by misuse of the emergency clause, and
meddled with business of the administrative departments."

CALL MEET TO FIGHT
GRADE CROSSING LAW
West-siders will hold a mass
meeting at Turn hall, 3915 Lorain-av, Friday night, to form
plans to prevent an ordinance, ordering the Nickel-plate railroad to
eliminate a grade crossing, from
becoming effective.
Herman B. Nolze, 4429' Ravineav, leader of the fourth ward citizens club, contends the Nickelplate tracks could be moved to
Walworth run at little extra cost.
The proposed elimination of
grade crossing will dead-end six
streets between Fulton-rd and Lorain-av.

)
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EXCRANGESKE

How often have you paid taxes?
Who is your employer?
Who does Haskms & bells
represent?
-.
,.
, „
What is the interest, direct or
indirect, of the Illuminating com-

concurred in Howiaua *»_

Pa

■0f«Wr*l

wiiat is the interest in this
suit of the bureau of public
service economics of New York?
To whom are copies o

they said no immediate._ change

^d he made oh account of; lack |
Are

exchange is

tem.

CLEVELAND PRESS, AUG. 4, 1914.- CLEVELAND PEESS, AUG. 8, 1914.-

CITY MAY GET MUSIC
FOR THE WINTER FREE
Municipal Sunday concerts to be
given next winter at the Hippodrome probably will cost the city
nothing. Mayor Baker Tuesday received several good-sized subscriptions and expects that $5,000 will be
donated by philanthropic citizens.
Last year the municipal concerts
cost $12,000, half of which had to be(
paid by the city.

BARS PROBE OF BAKER SIGNS
MUNY LIGHTING GROUP SLATE
Judge Kennedy Saturday held
against J. N. Patton, accountant,
who sued to get access to books of
the muny light plant.
Kennedy also held that five interrogatories submitted by the
city were proper, and ordered
Patton to answer them.
The city desired to show what
interest, direct or indirect, the
Cleveland Illuminating Co. has
in the muny light investigation,
also what interest the bureau of
public service economics of New
York had in the probe.
"Citizenship is not bestowed to
be hawked or peddled about, or

satpania.t jsarr aifl. jo ano
(is,siaA\.oq jnoX aJB AVOJJ,,
suoi^satib ^sarr aq^ jo auQ

TI
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Distribution of circulars containing the state, county and congressional slate of the Cuyahogaco democratic organization for
Tuesday's primary was actively begun Saturday.
A facsimile:-" signature of Newton D. Baker as chairman of the
democratic county organigation is
appended to a long recommendation of the slate contained in the
circular.
This was a surprise to democrats, who understood Baker had
resigned his chairmanship recently, and that Robert J. Bulkley, candidate for re-election to congress,
had succeeded Baker.
Bulkley's name leads the list of
24 slate candidates.
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CITY MAY GET MUSIC
FOR THE WINTER FREE
Municipal Sunday concerts to be
given next winter at the Hippodrome probably will cost the city
nothing-. Mayor Baker Tuesday received several good-sized subscriptions and expects that $5,000 will be
donated <by philanthropic citizens.
Last year the municipal concerts
cost $12,000, half of which had to bej
paid by the city.

ARS PROBE OF BAKER SIGNS
MUNY LIGHTING GROUP SLATE
Judge Kennedy Saturday held
against J. N. Patton, accountant,
who sued to get access to books of
the muny light plant.
Kennedy also held that five interrogatories submitted by the
city were proper, and ordered
Patton to answer them.
The city desired to show what
interest, direct or indirect, the.
Cleveland Illuminating Co. has
in the mnny light investigation,
also what interest the bureau of
public service economics of New
York had in the probe.
"Citizenship is not bestowed to
be hawked or peddled about, or
sold as a professional asset,"
Kennedy said. "If the plaintiff is
acting in his own behalf, full answer to the city's questions cannot injure him.
"If he is a man of straw, put
forward by some person or persons who remain unseen, he is not
the real party in interest and can
have no standing in court in a
suit of this sort."
Patton is given three weeks to
anajaaL the city's questions

Distribution of circulars containing the state, county and congressional slate of the Cuyahogaco democratic organization for
Tuesday's primary was actively begun Saturday.
A facsimiles signature of Newton D. Baker as chairman of the
democratic county organigation is
appended to a long recommendation of the slate contained in the
circular.
This was a surprise to democrats, who understood Baker had
resigned his chairmanship recently, and that Robert J. Bulkley, candidate for re-election to congress,
had succeeded Baker.
Bulkley's name leads the list of
24 slate candidates.
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CITY SEES COMPETITOR

. T TjtJE new and costly municipal
BEHIND PUBLICITY SUIT
A na.thhouse In Edgewater Park
reat
the fr'
demand for rooms has
Answering the application of J. N.
,everiled a curious state of things Patton, expert accountant, for a
which is thoroughly and striking- court order to compel the city to
ly municipal. A private enterprise open all books and papers of the
could hardly have been carried on municipal lighting plants for examination, the city yesterday charged
with quite the same degree and that an organization of public utility
kind of stupidity.
corporations was behind Patton. It
Although the number of men also demanded to know for whom
and boys who patronize bathhouses Hasklns and Sells, auditing firm that
employs Patton, was making the inMayor Declares City Cannot Colin lake cities is always at least vestigation.
lect Cash for Vacating Proptwo or three times as great as the
The city charges that Patton Is an
number of women and girls, the emissary of a combination seeking
erty in Interests of
to discredit municipal ownership of
building upon which about $150,- public utilities. The petition states
Adjoining Owners.
000 of the taxpayers' money has that It is the belief of the defendbeen spent was planned for an ants the Cleveland Electrio IllumiMoney received by the city for va- equal division of space between nating Company, either directly or
JngPa*s of unused city street, men's rooms and women's rooms. indirectly, Instigated the inquiry.
It denies Patton's allegation that
't Z returned to property own- In that way it was constructed. certain papers he demands to see are
. Mayor Baker declared yesterday.
public property, declaring that they
In that way only can it be used.
.streets were closed while the;
Consequently it happens that are personal memoranda of F. W.
Ballard, lighting commissioner.
*" ZX Europe and the city'
there may be vacant rooms on
the women's side of the dividing
f it until the meeting of the
S of assessments and revision walls while the men's rooms are
WILL RUSH BRIDGE WORK.
extremely -crowded and many men
are
unable
to
get
rooms
at
all.
Cectr of Finance Coughlin InCity Authorities Decide to Hnrry
Space is wasted at the .same time
t Tthat the city should be comClark-av S. W. Strncture.
J
S
J atedabove
the cost of relocating
pensatea
a.
sewers that half of the bathhouse is
Work on the~Ch^a"v (S. w ) hi**
level bridge is to be hurried tn „„
rdtther^expen'es caused by giving jammed and long lines are waiting
for
rooms.
^streets. Mayor Baker insistPletjon -At a meeting t^ office ^
Public Service Director T L «?H?
It is on the strength of such
W*. the city owns only an easetnt reetT and that the ground demonstrations of peculiar inabilidually belongs to.the property ty to manage business undertakiTshecatioW„asy that -^VcaTM
0—who firs^^"^
ings that the city authorities ask
or th of
Slhe^ity cannot accept pay- wider powers and larger opportubonds at this UmJitkuX
,
followed, and tti™ eitv«S5tf plan is
nities to show how capable they
ment.
commission win \^ble to f-"^
flm nce
other necessary improvement., ?'
Advantage to Owners.
are in the service of the public.
bids are received on city bo^d?tS lf no
Controversy over the question arose
The
estimated
cost
of
the
*„«,„
C nt
^bridge is $1,500,000. About
$500 nno
wh e°n the Bberhard Manufactunng
WALWORTH RUN.
has been expended.
-"■uol«; 3>&00,000
Company asked the board^o aban
MAYOR
BAKER
and
President
don Exchange road from E. 89th to
Canniff, of the Nickel Plate,
E "ofh street and E. 89th street from
Exchange road to Evarts road
are entitled to credit for giving
The land occupied by the streets
would be of great value to the com- Cleveland a fair promise of relief
pany, it was pointed out in the meet- from the old nuisance of Waltag of the board. Coughlin urged worth Run. The West Side, esthat the city make the company pay pecially, has long desired some
some part of this value into the city
treasury. Nearly the entire morning means of disposing of that unsightly
and
often
malodorous
was occupied arguing the question.
No decision was reached at tne end dumping ground, and its converof the meeting.
sion into a boulevard, made possi"The mayor is right in his conble, almost without cost, by the
tention but the question is a big
one," said Joseph Hostettler, assistuse of dirt from the railroad's exant law director and member of the
cavations for filling it up, will
board. "If the city establishes a
solve, simply and easily, a probprecedent in this thing any person
lem of many years.
could buy up property around dead
end streets in all parts of the city
The city will gain a parkway in
and by having the city abandon the
a district which has no convenient
street could obtain valuable real espleasure ground open to the pubtate for nothing.
lic and the entire neighborhood
City Might Have to Pay.
will be benefited. The
railroad
"If a private property owner had
a piece of real estate, like a street,
will lose nothing but rather profit
that.a company wanted for expandby the use of a near-by place to
ing its plant he would hold the comdeposit earth which must be dispany up for a big price. The city
could do the same thing but I don't
think it would be doing right morally."
RAILWAY BEGINS WORK
City Engineer Hoffmann pointed
out that the city might at some
OF REPAIRING STREETS
future time want to open up a
thoroughfare which had been given 1 The Cleveland Railway Company
free to a property owner, in which yesterday began the work of repairevent, he said the city would have ing pavements on its car lines. The
to pay heavily for the land it once start was made at Broadway and
gave away for nothing.
E. 55th street. Workmen are to continue working during the rest of the
summer.
ALBER WANTS PONIES IN
Director of Public Service Sidlo
and other city officials blame the
PARKS FOR THE CHILDREN street railway company for the bad
condition of many of the paved
Rides in carts and horseback with
streets.
Shetland ponies may be made a feaSidlb announced yesterday that the
ture of entertainment in city parks
city will repave a section of the worn
for children next year. Park Commisout pavement on E. 79th street, south
sioner Alber announced yesterday.
of "Woodland avenue. The present
Pour Shetlands and a colt are one
brick pavement is to be resurfaced
of the main attractions at the Brookwith asphalt.
side zoo. The ponies were loaned to
the city for a short time.

s^rr*,* »»■Baker mf r
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Mayor Baker Lauds Congressman Who Begins His
Primary Campaign.
Willis Takes Slap at Organization Men Who Oppose Hirru

SATURDAY, AUGUST

Charles hi. stannard, candidate for
the sheriffalty nomination, questioned
the Republicanism of his opponent,
Fred Kohler. Herman H. Schleman,
candidate for county recorder, alluded to his opponent, Recorder Paul
Schreiner, as "habitually feeding' at
the public platter." This drew a reply later from Mr. Schreiner. Other
speakers were:
William J. Hart, Thomas M. Kennedy,
Homer G. Powell and Judge Willis Vlckery,
candidates (or judge of the common pleas
court; Henry I. Emerson, for congress, from
the twenty-second district; Monroe Curtis,
H. G. Bchalbly and F. J. Van Wye, candidates for state senate; Thomas S. Clague,
W. D. Cole, John A. Blden, Harold E. Emerlch, Theodore B. Green, G. W. Gurney,
Chalmer Grimm, Stanley A. Hackett, Albert
T. Holmes, Basil F. Johnson, John H. Kllroy, Alexander S. Kraus, Horace D. Llngenfelter, E. B. McCarter, Louis A. Perry,
Timothy A. Ryan, Don K. Slpe, Jacob Stacel, E. L. Strleblnger, Charles S. Button
and Harry D. Williams, for state representatives; W. G. Beck and Theodore M. Bates,
for county auditor; Albert C. Bender, Alva
R. Dittrick, William F. Eirlck, -*ihiu E,
Goldenbogen, T. J. McManus, W. F."Muler
and Anton B. Sprosty, for county commissioners; Hiland B. Wright, for county treasurer; Walter W. Fristoe, for county recorder; George W. Spooner and William B.
Woods, for prosecuting attorney; Harry L.
Davis and George B, Harris, for state central committee.

Congressman Robert J. Bulkley,
candidate for Democratic renomination in the twenty-first district,
opened his primary campaign last
night at a meeting which crowded a
Hypothetically debating with Athall at Broadway and Harvard-av torney General Timothy S. Hogan,
S. E.
candidate for the Democratic nomifor United States senator,
Mayor Newton D. Baker, making nation
,
his initial public appearance in the ^j£^&%™S8£tiS^
primary campaign, spoke in highest J
terms of Mr. Bulkley's record in the lc,-, night in Public square to a crowd
two terms he has been in congress.
of 300.
After summing up the record of
Calling on Mr. Logan to appear
Congressman Bulkley and comparingj E&»™ *& *3gV%5fS|
it with the record of Robert Crosser, street cars. As he paused to allow
who is contesting with Mr. Bulkley! the attorney general to be heard, only
for the nomination, the mayor said the shout of a newsboy crying war
extras interrupted.
voters of the twenty-first district owe
Mr. Lentz, criticized Mr. Hogan as
it to themselves as well as Congress- out of sympathy with popular govman Bulkley to nominate him and ernment, as a reactionary for not
working for an amendment to the
return him to congress.
Willis tax law, and for not appearing
The mayor briefly reviewed the to debate with him.
part Congressman Bulkley played in
Democratic legislative candidates
the enactment of the new currency navm
law; of his aid in obtaining the fed-'
£« indorsement
of
Mayor
eral reserve bank for Cleveland over I Baker and the Democratic organ
the claims of rival cities; of h ' '.p ization yesterday afternoon pledged
i» the interest of Cuyahoga rivu. im- themselves, if nominated, to advocate 1
provements by the federal govern- before the Democratic state platform
ment, and his other activities, con- convention changes in the direct
primary law to do away with nominacluding by saying:
"Congressman Bulkley has "made tion petitions.
* * * *
good. He is a credit to us and we
Congressman Frank B. Willis of
should not hesitate to return him."
In a few words Mayor Baker Ada, O., who is contesting with David
summed up the claims for support Tod of Youngstown for the Repubmade by Mr. Crosser in his opposi- lican gubernatorial nomination, last
night completed his two-day camtion to Congressman Bulkley.
"I have no complaint to make of paign here with a series of meetings.
Mr. Willis took a slap at the opMr. Crosser," said the mayor; "but
he has neither the experience nor the position to his candidacy by many
ability when compared to Congress- Republican organization leaders of
the state, particularly in the larger
man Bulkley.
"Mr. Crosser has said, or been cities.
Mr. Willis shared platform privcredited with saying, that a man
couldn't serve both bosses and the lieges at two of his meetings last i
people. That doesn't sound like Bob, night with George S. Wallace, who is j
but if he did say it I want him to seeking the Republican nomination '
for clerk of courts. Mr. Willis is to !
answer one question.
"I don't think I look like a boss, leave this morning for Columbus.
but, I want him to say whether he
Congressman William Gordon, canfound any embarrassment or difficulty in complying with any request
ever made on him. I myself have didate for Democratic nomination in
never asked him to do anything, and the twentieth district, returned from
he has never been asked by anyone Washington yesterday to devote the
connected with the Democratic organization to do anything but what
was right. So his statement about remainder of the time before the pribosses must apply to someone outside mS-y emotion, Aug. 11, to his canaiCleveland."
.
Congressman Bulkley said that on dacy.
his own record and service he bases
his sole claim to renomination and ACCUSE WATER OFFICIAL
election.
"My opponent bases his claim on Boiler Company's President Intihis fight for municipal ownership of
mates City Favors One Firm.
the street car lines in Washington,"
he said. "What has he done for the
Lively controversy marked the meetpeople of Cleveland or the country m ing of the board of control yesterday.
general ?"
W. C. Connelly, president of the D.
» • • *
A lively debate between Roy A. Connelly Boiler Co., charged prejudice
Tuttle and J. J. Devney, rival candi- against Water Works Commissioner
dates for the Democratic nomination Charles F. Schulz. Mr. Connelly deto Mayor Newton D. Baker and
for congress in the new twenty-sec- clared
city department directors it was a recond district, marked the meeting of fignized
fact among boiler concerns that
the Twenty-second Ward Democratic
t was useless to try to get boiler conclub last night.
Other speakers tracts with the water works department
Included State Representative Stephen because all the business went to one
M. Young, who is a candidate for re- firm.
dispute arose when the board
election, Samuel B. Fitzsimmons and ofThe
control was asked to approve a
Herbert Briggs, also candidates for resolution
accepting the bid of the
the Democratic nomination for state Babcock & Wilcox Co. for a 500-horserepresentative.
power boiler in the Fairmount pumping
• • • *
station.
Mayor Baker brought the argument
After drinking of grape juice, 300
men last night in the quarters of the to an end by saying he would like
some
unbiased professional advice conTippecanoe club, Engineers building, cerning
merits of the boilers being
heard brief talks by fifty candidates urged. the
Decision was put over until
for Republican nominations for coun- Monday.
tv and state offices.
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MATTLTER RIGHT OF WAY
One

Thousand Citizens Meet
Request Chanare of City.

to

A crowd estimated at 1,100 last night
attended a mass meeting of the Fourth
Ward Citizens' club held in Socialer
Turnverein hall, 3919 Lorain-av, to attempt to persuade the city it would
be better to hare the new Nickel Plate
right of way between Fulton-av N. W.
and Lorain-av go up Walworth run
than to double dead-end north and
jsouth streets in that vicinity. An ordinance passed recently by council protvides the dead-ending as a solution of
the dangerous crossing problem.
John W. Gaede, 2050 W. 55th-st, was
elected chairman and a committee of
five was appointed to work with him
to increase membership in the club,
Which has 500 members.
Club members declare the Nickel
Plate officials have told them they are
willing to change their right of way
to Walworth run if compensated by
the city.
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fs Silly to Talk of Bosses," He
je||s Voters After Baker
Takes Fling at
Crosser.

"Grosser claims he ought to be retur'ned because he advocates municipal ownership of street cars in
Washington," Bulkley said.
. "That's fine—but what did he ever
do for Cleveland? I came into politics as an organization man and I'm
proud to say so. It's silly to talk
about bossism. Crosser knows who
the bosses are; why doesn't he name
them? I am for any man on the
slate, and I don't care whether they
call us a machine or not if we are
right."
The slate legislative candidates at
a meeting in Baker's office declared
for changing election laws to prevent
peddling of petitions for state candidates.

TELLS HOW HE
ONCE HELPED OPPONENT

L Latter Was Glad to Receive
Support in Other Campaigns.
Democratic orators ceased sniping
.n7»t down to close range volleys
"dthf war that is being contested
L nominations in their party in
^«" Baker; and Conj«£nan Robert J. Bulkley. repren7«« "organization," threw a
f/ombs into the camp of those
1 are backing Congressman RobTrrnsaer for the Democratic nomSLtoT against
Bulkley.
They
Suasa in their opening meeting in
Broadway and
0 fe Bank Hall,
Harvard avenue, that Crosser's abhorrence of the Democratic organnation came late, after he had been
glaa to have its support in three
" jjlin J Lentz, candidate for United Itates Senatorial nomination on
the Democratic ticket, told a crowd
in the Public Square eighteen or
rlneteen reasons why he believes Attorney General
Timothy
Hogan
should not be nominated. He charged
that Hogan was spending twice as
much money in his office as did Attorney General U. G. Denman, and
that be had disbursed $60,000 in special council fees to political and peraonal friends.
Lent/. Confident.
Lentz, who was associated with the
late Tom L. Johnson in state politics,
was accompanied by Guy Marchand,
of Canton, and forme State Treasurer D. S. Creamer. I entz predicted
his own nomination and Creamer
said Lentz would win by 50,000.
Baker, in the Newburg meeting,
said Crosser's record was good
enough, but that he was not as good
as Bulkley.
'Why Crosser has butted in I do
not know," Baker said. "I understand he said a man couldn't serve
the bosses and the people. If he said
it I want him to answer one question. I suppose I'm the nearest thing
to a boss we have around."
Baker said he had been on the
committee when it nominated Crosser
for the Legislature and constitutional
delegate, and that Crosser's nomination for Congressman-at-large was
obtained solely
because . Baker
"threw the Cuyahoga delegation to
him."
Puts Question to Crosser.
"The question I ask Crosser is this:
What request have I ever made of
him that caused him embarrassment
or difficulty in complying?" said
Baker.

OVER CONTRACT IN

AKER TO ADVOCATE
BONO LAW CHANGES
Wants Change Made So Sales
Can Be Made Below
Par.
Amendments to state laws.governing the sale of municipal bonds will
be urged at the next session of the
state Legislature by Mayor Baker.
Decision to take such action was
made at meeting yesterday. Warren
S. Hayden, of Hayden, Miller & Company, bond buyers, conferred with
Baker and Director of Finance Cough-

N

lin.
State laws now prohibit the sale
of municipal bonds for less than- their
par value. As a result, city officials
have to guess at an interest rate
which will make bonds appeal to
bond buyers. For this reason few
bids are received generally and premoften are small.
Agent Declares Companies Fear iums
Cities in other states, according to
Mayor Baker, are permitted to sell
They Won't Get Square Deal
bonds below par. Competition for
in Bidding on Water
them, therefore, is keener and sales
can be made with a lower interest
Department Work.
rate than bonds ft* Ohio municipalities.
"It evens itself up in the long run,
Representatives of
two
boflftrsaid the mayor.
"When we sell
maklng companies fought bitterly bonds at par we have to increase the
before the- board of control yesterday interest and, while we get more
over the contract for a big boiler money for them, we have to pay
With
present
limitations
at Fairmount heating station. W. C. more.
Connelly, of the D. Connelly Boiler taken off, competition would be based
on the bonds themselves and not on
Company, charged Water Commisthe interest."
sioner Schulz with discriminating in
Baker said the proposed bond
favor of the Babcock & Wilcox, amendment will be placed before the
Boiler Company. Connelly threatened j Cuyahoga county legislative delegaan injunction suit if his company is[ tion some' time before the next session of the Legislature, and memnot awarded the contract.
bers urged to support it.
Mayor Baker repeatedly was forced
to call the contractors to order and,
threaten to adjourn the meeting. The FIGHT FOR EXTENSION
meeting was held In Baker's office.
ON 79TH ST. RENEWED
The Connelly company bid $7,233
and the Babcock. & Wilcox Company
Councilmen Tack and Wagner re$7,494 for furnishing, a BOO-horsepower
boiler for the heating station. The newed their fight for the extension 6f
1
wrangle started when Utilities Di- the E. 79th street crqsstown line from
rector Stage introduced a resolution Woodland avenue,, yesterday. Both
awarding the contract to the Babcock
asserted work would' be started on
& Wilcox Company.
"The city waterworks department the line before winter. Instead of
has bought nothing but Babcock & extending the line to Kinsman road,
Wilcox boilers in the past fifteen as first proposed, they now want it
years, and only once has that com- extended to Union avenue. .
pany been the low bidder," ConnelThe
Cleveland
&
Youngstown
Railroad Company is depressing E.
ly told the board.
"The waterworks department has 79th street near Kinsman road. Tack
reached a point where no one wants and Wagner told President Stanley,
to bid on boilers. They are afraid of the street railway company, yesthey won't get a square deal."
terday that tracks on E. 79th street
Schulz submitted a report to the should be laid at once so It will not
board in which he recommended be necessary to tear up the street a
the Babcock & Wilcox boiler. He ad- second time.
mitted to Connelly that the Connelly company's boiler conformed to
the specifications.
At the suggestion of Baker the
award of the contract was held up
to allow members of the board to
consult with experts.

STREET LIGHT SIGNAL
SYSTEM GIVEN TRIAL
A new street traffic signaling device was installed yesterday at Euclid
avenue and E. 105th street. If it is
successful Safety Director Benesch
said it will be used at the principal
corners down town. Green lights are
lit by a traffic policeman stationed in
a booth at the curb to indicate that
traffic can proceed. Red lights stop
traffic.

\
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It" was this device which enas—. - Records show that the city fire
Mr. Whyler to shut off the valve of a losses were cut §600,000 during 1913
six-inch ammonia pipe at the Strana- and that while during the year prehan Co.'s premises on Superior-av N. ceding the operations of the fire preW. when girls, partly stupefied by vention bureau the number of fire
the escaping fumes, were preparing alarms jumped 760, with-a rapidly
i to leap from the sixth story to the increasing population and property
street.
value, there was no increase in the
All inspections of stores, factories, number of alarms during 191d.
It was Chief Whyler who intro■ office buildings, places of amusement
j will be under the personal supervision duced the pulmotor to the city fire
of Mr. Whyler. Mr. Whyler's official brigade, the contrivance to which Mr.
experience taught him that only a 8 Whvler today "owes his life when he
small percentage of fire appliances in- .1 was overcome by chlorine fumes after
stalled in public buildings are in or- I answering a fire alarm.
v„ ««*=««
Many large stores and business
i der when they are needed.
houses
today
have
fire
prevention
"People do not understand how to
keep such appliances in order and it, brigades started and organized by
i is detailed work business men do not Mr Whyler. This work will be con^want to be bothered with," Mr. Why- tined by Mr. Whyler in his private
ler stated. "It is highly important, capacity.
however, that they -Should be ready
for use in case of emergency and the
object of the • inspections- will be to
MAY JAIL. GLASS THROWERS.
see that they are in order."
Inspector of Police Norman ShatProperty owners arranging with the
Whyler organization for these intuck issued orders to police to arSlowly recovering from chlorine spections will receive , certificates
rest all persons who throw bottles
asphyxiation, which nearly cost his showing exactly what appliances *ey
and broken glass in the streets.
life and hastened his contemplated have and the date of inspection. In
Complaints have been pouring into
case of fire these certificates are ex
the office of Service Director T. L.
■ etirement as head of Cleveland's fire i ^^^"prove o"f immense" assistance
Sidlo of glass thrown on the streets,
prevention bureau, First Assistant both to the property owners and the
endangering auto tires and cutting
m-ra Chief Charles
es B. Whyler today insurance companies.
Fire Chief ^"
^nsion roll
The notification work of the organihorses hoofs.
is placed on the firemen s pension rou ^.^ ^m large,y consist of notifying
after twenty-eight years servicu to owners
„„mora of
„f adjoining
adioinine: property when
fires occur in the night so that they
the city's fire department.
Although officially retired, Mr. may be on the spot to look after their
[property and, if necessary, help the
Whyler will not sever his connection
with the work to which he has S^en
many of the best years of his life. salvage corps to; remove it to a place
Plans have been completed for him of safety...
Uniformed inspectors, preferably
to. take charge of a fire prevention,
inspection and notification bureau experienced firemen, will be furnished
to
attend fires and act as police
and salvage corps, which will develop
as a private undertaking, the work i guards and arrangements are being
which last year cut Cleveland's fire made to furnish guards at all city expositions, big public meetings, recep-,
losses by $650,000.
Back of the undertaking are in- tions and all gatherings where panics j
surance companies, owners of big are likely to occur.
Watchmen, with long fire fighting
downtown buildings, large storekeepers, manufacturers, exposition man- and salvage experience, will be supplied
to guard premises at night and
agers and proprietors of amusement also during
vacation periods. Fireplaces, who have only been waiting proof materials
for decorations and
for former Chief Whyler's retirement fire appliances of
description
to launch a project which, it is will be supplied by every
the organization.
claimed, will bring Cleveland s fire
A large percentage of all fires, Mr.
hazard below that of any other city Whyler says, are due to carelessness
in the United States.
and lack of cleanliness. One of the
Headquarters of the "Chief Whyler chief duties of inspectors will be to
Fire Prevention and Notification see that no rubbish or paper is left
Bureau" will be centrally located about where it may become a fire
downtown and branch company hazard.
houses and offices will be placed m
Besides reducing Cleveland's fire
districts where the need is greatest. hazard,
Whyler's organization,
An automobile, equipped with the city fire Mr.
marshals and insurance exmost modern fire-fighting apparatus
perts
say,
will
a material effect
and salvage devices, now being per- <m"the health ofhave
city and will also
fected under the supervision, of Mr. be the means ofthesaving
Whyler. will be kept at the down- j which are needlessly lost. many lives
town station with the main body fbl
Several cities haye approached the
the salvage corps.
;
, While all inspectors engaged oy forrner head of the city fire prevention
bureau and asked him to take
■ the new organization will be old firemen of experience and reliable, Mr. .charge of similar organizations, but
Whvler hopes, by means of his sal- he prefers to remain in Cleveland. The
vage corps, to rim what will virtually Chief Whyler fire prevention and nobe a training school for city firemen. 'tification bureau will commence opMembers will be chosen from the erations in September.
Charles B. Whyler was born in
fire department's eligible list and
vnder the chief's personal supervision Norwalk, O., May 12, 1867. His
father
waa an old volunteer fireman
will be instructed not only in fire- [in Norwalk
and also in New York
fighting methods, but also in the way
to prevent unnecessary losses by city.
Mr. Whyler came to Cleveland May
water, to cheek the spread of flames
and to protect valuable commodities^ 5, 1884, and became a substitute fireoriman
in October, 1885. He became a
exposed to ruin either by fire or
regular fireman Oct. 26, 1886; lieuBy' spreading canvas sheets over tenant, June 9, 1889; captain, June
three car loads of flour at a fire, 10, 1893; battalion' chief, April 1,
which occurred some time ago at the 1905; first assistant chief, Sept.
premises of the General Cartage & 22, 1906.
in all these promotions Mi% Whyler
Storage Co., Mr. Whyler prevented
a water loss which the owners es- headed the list of candidates In examtimated at $10,000.
In a similar ination and in the race for lieutenant
manner he saved $10,000 worth of he was the only one to pass out of a
tea and coffee at a fire in the store class of fourteen.
Mayor Newton D. Baker, Public
of the O'Donohue Coffee Co. on W.
Oth-st.
Fire duties of the. salvage corps
- (Safety Director A. A. Benesch, State
will1 1be along these lines and Mr. Fire
Si
i *"SSI
a small corps
corps M|
of
Marshal
E. R. Defenbaugh
and
Whyler
stated flat
that ajmall
number
of insurance
and business

Former Assistant Fire Chief
Heads Inspection and
Notification Bureau.

Develop as Private Undertaking Work Left Off ,
in Department.

a

] men paid tribute to his services as
trained men, devoting themselves ex- head of the fire prevention bureau
clusively to salvage work at all city when the city accepted Mr. Whyler s
flrp<! would save hundreds of thous- j resignation a month ago.
ands of dollars to business men and j In 1913 351,000 inspections were
property owners every year.
'
made, 43.000 violations discovered and
One device for reducing water;| correetfed, 40,000 loads of rubbish
constituted highly dangerous
losses, which the head of the new which
hazards were removed, 2,000
organization is perfecting, is a can- fire
swinging
brackets replaced by
vas tunnel which will be run out stiff jointsgas
and whole blocks of infrom a hole cut in the upper floors sanitary and
frame
of buildings and along which water, buildings razed toinflammable
the ground.
which ordinarily would soak through
For this contribution to the health
the floors to damage the stock all the of the city Miss Mildred Chadsey,
way down the building, will be con- commissioner in the division of^housveyed to an" open window and thence ing, formally thanked Mr. Whyler.
into the street.
Members of the salvage corps will
be equipped with oxygen helmets
similar to those introduced into the
city fire department by Mr. Whyler.

:
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UGETS WILL BLAZE
ON EAST SIDE DRIVE

SAYS CITY LACKS
FIRE PROTECTION

Lower Boulevard Within Two Weeks: Will Be Transformed Into
■
Brilliantly lllurriirfated Thoroughfare.

New York Expert Tells Local Board Alarm System in Cleveland Is

The lower boulevard in the Bast
park system within two weeks
[to »e a- blaze of light at night.
Rector of Public Service Sidlo de■lareti yesterday it will be one of
tie most beautiful night drives in
the country.
gas pipes have been laid all along
the boulevard, from Lake Erie to
Shaker Lakes. Ornamental bronze;
toles 'now are being erected for new
is lamps, which are to be installed
j50' feet' apart "all along the drive.
The new lights also will be installed
throughout Gordon, Rockefeller and
.Wade parks.
sije

CHI'S PROPERTY
WORTH $105,078,10
Inventory Shows Assets Exceed
Liabilities by $64,220,000, Increase of $4,607,000 in Year.
Cleveland's municipal property is
Wth 5105,978,000, according to the
annual inventory completed yesterBay by the division of finance.
The inventory shows that assets of
[he city exceed liabilities by $64,220,This amount exceeds that of
last year by $4,607,000, which fact,
iccording
to
Finance
Director
Imighlin, is a remarkable record for
he city.
Assets of the sinking fund, which
ire included in the city's total asfes, total $6,740,000. These are all
lends and other securities.
In making up the inventory, val|ations on real estate were fixed as
i as possible in accordance with
le market value of adjoining land.
|ibllc buildings, municipally owned
c utilities, fire and police department equipment and other city
property was valued as nearly as
Rssible to its actual physical value.
Ihe city's liabilities total $41,757,000.
m this amount the greater part is
le bonded debt, which totals $40 -

Bo.

■The work of preparing the in■ntory has covered many weeks.
■mything the city owns, from the
m baby lions at Brookside zoo to
le Public Square, is listed to make
P the total valuation of the city.

The lights are to be in clusters at
the top of- the ornamental standards
and are of a new high-rjower type.
More than 600 standards are to be
put up. Sidlo. said all would be installed within two weeks' time.
At present the parks and boulevards are lighted with gasoline
vapor lights. The new lamps will
he lighted automatically by a clock
device, which will turn them on at
duSk and i shut them off in the morning.
"The new lighting system," said
Sidlo,. V'will make the parks safer
for pedestrians at night and will do
away with much of the danger of
automobile accidents."
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BAKER PREDICTS FIGHT
ON FIELD OF WATERLOO
Impressions gathered by Mayor
Baker in his recent European trip
led him to predict yesterday that the
greatest land battle of the war will
be fought at or near the famous
Waterloo battlefield in Belgium.
The mayor toured through the district through which German troops
now. are sweeping 'toward a great
armed clash with the soldiers of
France, England and Russia.
"The route through Belgium is the
shortest to Paris." said the mayor.
"The Germans now apparently are
pouring great masses of troops Into
Belgium to attempt 'to fight their
way to the French capital.
They
will meet the enemy near Waterloo,
just a short distance from Brussels."
As Mayor Baker and his party rode
through France and Germany they
saw at many points great military
camps, at which aeroplanes and dirigible balloons were at practice.
At one point near the Belgium
border Germany had gathered a big
aerial fleet, consisting of military
balloons, dirigible balloons and aeroplanes. These probably are the airships which Germany now is using in
scout duty.
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■IY BOILER CONTRACT
II LAWSUIT
[ard of Control Ignores Low
Bid for Job at Fairmount
Pumping Station,
Board of control members, in the
P of a threatened injunction suit,
prday voted to award a contract
boiler for Fairmount pumping

l, 19i4.
station to"' the Babcock & Wilcolc
Boiler Company.
Bitter opposition
by the D. Connelly Boiler Company
preceded the board'.'! action.
The Connelly company was low
bidder for the contract and W. C.
Connelly, head of the concern, insisted it should be awarded to him.
He told the board he would appeal
to the courts.
Mayor Baker, before calling for a
vote from other board members, declared charges that Water Commissioner Schulz was prejudiced against
the Connelly company's boiler were
unfounded.
Finance Director Coughlin was the
only board member to vote against
awarding the contract to the Babcock & Wilcox company. He ex-

Inadequate and Urges Changes.
Cleveland is menaced constantly by
fire thrdugh its inadequately protected fire alarm system, J. H. Howland, of New York, declared yesterday before members of the board of
control. City officials admitted the
truth of the statement, but insisted
they could do nothing as money for
safeguarding the signal system is not
available.
Howland is the chief engineer of
the national board of fire underwriters. He appealed to the board
of control to move the central fire
alarm station from the present hazardous district In Hill avenue, to a
safer place.
Wants Location Changed.
The operating station is located on
the third floor of an engine house in
Hill avenue. The building is not fireproof and it is surrounded by hundreds of frame buildings and small
shacks. Should a fire break out In
the district, Howland said, there
would be grave danger of the entire
fire signal system being put out of
commission.
Mayor Baker, Director of Public
Safety Benesch and Fire Chief Wal-

lace all admitted that the district
is dangerous and agreed the operating station should be moved. The
mayor, however, declared there is no
money to pay the cost of moving.
Wallace recommended to Benesch
that a new fireproof station be built
near the high pressure pumping station in Lakeside avenue.
City In Constant Danger.
Howland declared to members of
the board of control that Cleveland
could be wiped out by Are just as
Salem, Mass., was if the fire alarm
system is no better protected. He
also told the board there should be
a school for firemen and regular
drills.
Cleveland firemen now have, regular weekly drills, Chief Wallace said.
They are given everything in thes»
drills that New York firemen get,
except scaling ladder practice.
"We used to have scaling ladder
practice," the chief said, "but after
two men had fallen and been killed,
we stopped it. About the only good
that can be accomplished by such
practice anyway is through the physical benefits done the men."

CITY MUST BORROW
FOR DEPARTMENTS
Estimates forwarded to Finance
Director Coughlin by Health Commissioner Ford yesterday place the
amount the city will have to borrow
for the health division the rest of
the year at $12,000. Ford also asks
the city to borrow $S,000 to take care
of last year's overdraft.
The budget of the City Hospital
for the rest of the year totals $40,000.
This also will have to be borrowed.
Coughlin said the city probably
would be compelled to issue short
time notes for both divisions.
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RESERVOIR TO INCREASE
CITY WATER PRESSURE
Preparations were started yesterday for moving a 200,000 gallon steel
reservoir now at East Cleveland to
Warrensvllle farm, where it is to be
used In increasing the city water
pressure.
The water works department la
building a lake reservoir on the farmi
which will hold 22,000,000 gallons. It
will be located at the highest point]
on the farm which is many feet j
above the level of the city. The steel
reservoir will be considerably above!
the level of the lake. The two reservoirs, Fire Chief Wallace said, wlltH
greatly increase water pressure on!
city mains, which will be of great!
value in fighting fires.

plained his vote' by declaring he believed the Connelly, company had
complied with the city's specifications, was a responsible bidder and
made the lowest offer.

SUBSCRIBING FOR CONCERTS
—Mayor Baker has received several
big subscriptions for the municipal
Sunday concerts next winter. He
expects enough contributions to pay
the total cost. The city paid $6,000

Mayor Fights Light Probe.
Mayor Baker yesterday appeared
in court in person and defended the
city in refusing to permit J. N. Pat-,
ton, expert accountant, to make an
examination of the municipal lighting plant books. Patton refused to
state whether an organization of privately owned public utilities had
employed him.
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FURNISHES MORE RAGTIME
Councilman' McGinty
Arranges
Two More Q,nlck-Sten Concerts.
Councilman James J. McGinty of the
ninth ward, who has been nicknamed
"Ragtime Jimmie" because of his partiality for that brand of music, completed arrangements yesterday for two
more ragtime concerts in his ward by
the municipal band.
The first is to be Aug. 23 in Clinton
park, Lakeside-av N. E., at the foot of
E. 17th-st. The second is scheduled
for Aug. 30 in the haymarket.
Instead of popcorn balls, Councilman
McGinty will distribute 5,000 free tickets
to the Mall picture theater through arrangements with Louis Becht, proprietor.
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FIRE SIGNAL PERIL
City Officials Think Sale of
Headquarters May Lead to
Building of New.

1914

billty of in-terruped service in the fire
alarm system.
"The building housing the apparatus contains sleeping quarters
and large quantities of hay. Combustible material was used for its ,
construction and an airshaft lined
with wood extends the height of the
building.
"Adjoining wood buildings of large
area seriously expose the headquarters. A small fire might readily put
the fire alarm system out of commission for several days, and this might
involve tremendous losses.
"I know of no city as large as
Cleveland where conditions in reference to fire alarm headquarters are
so bad as here."
>.

Underwriter's' Expert Says
WANT ADDITIONAL FUNDS
System Here is Big
Heads of Health Division and City
Hazard.
Hospital Make Request!.
A possible solution of the fire danger threatening Cleveland's fire signal headquarters, brought to the attention of the city board of control
yesterday by J. H. Rowland, engineer
for the National Board of Fire Underwriters, New York, may be found. •
Director of Public Safety A. A. Benesch learned yesterday afternoon
that the Cleveland & Youngstown
railroad, buying up a great amount of
property in the vicinity of the fire
alarm exchange, situated over engine house No. 28, Hill-av S. E'., expects to purchase that property.
If the purchase is made it will furnish necessary funds for relocating
the fire alarm exchange outsid i the
fire danger zone, also for making a
change of cables.
Mr. Howland, appearing before the
board of control at its meeting yesterday, said no city in the country has
its Are alarm exchange situated in
such a hazardous place as Cleveland.
Engine house No. 28, on the third
floor of which is situated the alarm
system headquarters, is in the heart
of the worst fire zone of the city, Mr.
Howland said, and a serious fire in
that locality would seriously cripple
or put out of business Cleveland's
system for reporting fire alarms.
Mayor Newton D. Baker, Safety
Director Beneseh and other city officials admitted the location of the fire
alarm exchange is undesirable. The
mayor said, however, the city could
hope to do nothing before 1915 because of lack of funds.
Fire Chief George Wallace said yesterday the ideal location for the new
fire alarm exchange would be on
Lakeside-av N. E., next door to the
fire high pressure pumping station.
Mr. Howland said:
"I have been sent here by the fire
prevention committee to discuss
with Cleveland city officials and department heads the findings in the
report of the organization made in
October, 1912, and to urge the carrying out of the recommendations considered most urgent.
"The National Board of Fire Underwriters believes the housing of
the fire alarm headquarters apparatus is sufficiently hazardous to justify removing it to a fireproof building at the earliest possible date,"
he continued.
"The apparatus in its present location seriously jeopardizes the entire
fire fighting force through the possi-
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> Dr. C. E. Ford, commissioner of the
division of public health, has asked for
$23,000 in. excess of his department's
appropriation for the year, and Howell
Wright, superintendent of City hospital,
has asked for $40,000 over the hospital's
appropriation.
These are the estimates for the last
half of 1914 that have been placed in
the hands of Director of Finance
Thomas Couglilin. The biggest item
Dr. Ford includet in his additional request is $11,400 for the department, of
child hygiene.
The original appropriation for the division of health was $216,000, and for the
City hospital $220,000. Finance Director Coughlin says he does not i.now
where either City hospital or the division of health will get additional
funds unless revenue notes recently authorized by the council are increased.
o—
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Mayor Baker mailed a letter to
President Wilson last night expressing the deep sorrow of the. city of
Cleveland over the death of Mrs.
Wilson. He expressed also his own
personal sympathy for the President
in his bereavement...
Flags on all city buildings and on
the flagpole in the Public Square
were ordered lowered to half mast
yesterday.
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Contract for Water Works Boiler
Opposed by Losing- Bidder.
Another tilt between W. C. Connelly, president of the D, Connelly
Boiler Co., Cleveland, and Water
Works Commissioner Charles F
Schulz, marked a special meeting of
the city board of control yesterday.
The board later voted to award a
contract for a 500-horse power boiler
at the Fairmount pumping station to
the Babcock-Wilcox Co., regardless
of the claim of the Connelly company
that it was the low bidder.
Last week Mr. Connelly asserted
Water Commissioner Schulz
was
prejudiced in favor of the type of
boiler offered by the Babcock-Wilcox
Co. Yesterday the Connelly company
had J. P. Badenhausen, inventor o'f
the boiler it bid on, before the board
of control to explain it.
Mr. Connelly said after the final
action of the board he expected to,
contest the award in the courts.
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Safety Director Sees Electric
Apparatus Operate.
Electric traffic signals, the first of
the kind to be used in the United
States, were put into operation last
night at Euclid-av and E. 105th-st.
At 5 o'clock, when the day's traffic
was the heaviest, Safety Director Alfred A. Beneseh and officials of the
American Traffic Signal Co. supervised the working of the signals.
Placed fifteen feet from the ground
on the end of crossarms on poles at
the four corners of the intersection
of these streets are lights which flash
red or green. As the pedestrian or
vehicle approaches the crossing the
flashing of the red light is the signal
to stop, the green signal Is to proceed. Bells on each pole ring when
the traffic Is to proceed; two long
rings for Euclid-av traffic and one
long ring for E. 105th-st traffic.
A traffic policeman is stationed in
a booth at the northwest corner who
directs the traffic. In the booth is a
telephone and fire alarm apparatus.
Last night it was necessary to have
a policeman stationed in the center
of the street to direct the automobiles, but when the system is in
smooth working order the patrolman
in the booth will be able to handle
the traffic.
,
"If the signals prove successful at
these corners it is very likely that
we will have them installed at the
E 55th-st and E. 9th-st crossings of
Euclid-av," said Director Beneseh
last night.
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Denison-av Residents Don't
Street Widened.

i9H

SOON]
Want

Wholesale damage claims against
the city are expected to be filed this
week by property owners along DenJson-av east, between W. 25th-st and
W. 14th-st.
Denison-av is to be widened twelve
feet and paved between W. 25th-st'
and W. 14th-st. The protest is
against widening the street twelve
feet. Property owners only want it
widened six feet, or three feet on
each side of the street.
Since street cars were started over
the Denison-Harvard route and traffic
has been greatly increased by the increasing use of the Denison-Harvard !
bridge, danger has been increased.
The street between the car track and
curb on either side is only four feet ;
in width.
i

SUE

CITY

FOR $135,000

Two Actions Arise Over Proposed
Grade Elimination.
Two damage claims aggregating
$135,000 were filed against the city,
yesterday, on account of the proposed
grade elimination over Erie and Pennsylvania tracks at Unlon-av S. E.
The biggest bid is for $85,000 and is
filed by Ttiomas G. Fitzsimons who
owns considerable property that he declares will be damaged by being left
below the new street grade when the
grade elimination is completed.
The other claim was filed by the
Lake Shore railroad, owner of the
Cleveland Short Line railroad, and
asks $50,000 damages. The railroad's
claim was filed by D. C. Moon, general
manager of the Cleveland Short Line.
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ITY TAXES
EUCLID
Euclid villagers who petitioned to
I have the west end of the village. ani r.exed to,Cleveland, now plan to ask
;
an injunction restraining- the city
irom adopting the 800 residents and
i $1,000,000 worth of property included
in the annexation. The remaining
residents of Euclid village who once
opposed annexation, now will oppose
any attempt to keep the west end
people in the village.
The Cleveland council has not yet
voted to annex the west section of
Euclid but action probably will be
taken at the first meeting after the
summer recess. Meanwhile no one
knows just what tho status is. Taxes
have been paid to the county and apportionmen will be made if the section is annexed.
Change of heart on the part of the
villagers who were anxious to bo
city folk came when they learned
that the tax rate would jump from
$1.05 to $1.55 and that the valuations
| on their property would be doubled
when they were taken into the. city.
They had expected lower taxes and
no increase in valuations.

LIGHT PLANT SUIT IS ON
Judge Kennedy Tuesday started
the hearing on the application of J.
N. Patton, public accountant, for a
mandamus to compel the city to allow him access to the books of the
municipal light plant.
Mayor Baker, Director Stage and
Assistant Law Director Hostetler
represented the city.
City officials charge that electric
light corporations are behind Patton's examination of the books.
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PLAY COMMISSIONER
MAY GET ONLY $2,000
Cleveland's first recreation commissioner, T. M. Black of Montreal,
will be a $2,000-a-year commissioner
instead of a $3,000 one, as Mayor Baker and Welfare Director Cooley
planned, unless the school board gets
busy and appropriates $500 toward
the last half of Black's 1914 salary.
"To date no one has asked the
hoard to set aside funds for Black's
salary and there's no telling when it
will get abound to it," Dr. E. A.
Peterson, head of the board's recreation facilities, said Tuesday. "E. M.
Williams, the board member who
has charge of the school's welfare
work, is in Europe and no one knows
when he'll return."
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CENTRAL BRIDGE
OPEN IN MONTH
Mayor Baker Wednesday inspected
Central viaduct, partly destroyed by
the big flats lumber fire:
Baker said the viaduct would be
open for traffic within a month.

-/-
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CITY AGAIN IS
NEAR BANKRUPT
The city's financial condition is
worse than had been anticipated
when emergency notes for $400,000
were issued to keep out of bankruptcy, Mayor Baker admitted Friday. Another issue of notes which
may amount to $500,000 will be requested soon after council convenes.
"The city's deficit • is larger than
we estimated," Baker said Friday.
"We probably will have to ask council for more money, but not at its
fii st meeting;"
The money obtained on emergency
notes in June has been practically
exhausted.
The notes fall due in
September. It may be necessary to
provide more money to keep the city
running before the notes already
outstanding are due.
Commissioner of Accounts Murphy
said at least $400,000 would be necessary.

_
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POLICE TRY OUT NEW~
TRAFFIC LIGHT SIGNALS
Police Thursday were experimenting- with the new electric traffic signal system installed at Euclid avenue
and East 105th street. Red and green
lights placed on each corner were
operated
by a traffic policeman
standing in a booth. The red lights
accompanied by two long rings of a
bell was the signal for Euclid avenue traffic to stop and the flashing
of green lights accompanied bv one
ring permitted it to move east and
west. Direct connections with police
and fire headquarters have been
placed in the booth.
If the experiments prove satisfactory, Safety Director Benesch said
thursday the system would be installed at other busy crossings.
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C0UGHLIN WILL PROBE
FINANCES OF OHIO CITIES
City Auditor Thomas Coughlin Saturday was named by Governor Cox
as one of five members of a commission to investigate financial conditions of Ohio cities and make recommendations for reform by legislative action.
The other members of the commission are Emmet Curtin, banker, Lima; Stewart L. Tatum, Springfield;
Martin A. Gemunder, Columbus, and
W. C. Huston, Bellefontaine.
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CITY MEADS MUST PASS
EXAM TO HOLD JOBS
Heads of city departments will
have to qualify under civil service
rules to hold their jobs. The civil
service commission planned Friday
to fix dates, probably in September.
for the competitive examinations.
Wh
ciJ,
° WiU be Placed ""del
civil service include Health Commissionci. Korcl, Park rommissioTer
tl0n
P«H
r£ r~
Black City
Forester Commissioner
Boddy, City
Chemist White, street Cleanine Si,
Perintonuent Hanna, SmoTeZ^c0

miSsioner

^nin^^;^Hty<;om-

Wrintendent Wri,
' ,S M""
"""
Ored Chadsey, head Df the
h fbu SS MH
sanitation.
reau of j

Monday, Aug. 17, 1914

HOPE ORDER FOR
DISPOSAL PLANT
Construction of a $1,000,000 sewage disposal plant at old White City,
Lake Shore boulevard, is expected
to become a reality Thursday night,
when state board of health members
meet to hear protests to the city's
present method of dumping sewage
into the lake east of Cleveland.
City officials will welcome an order
from the board to build the plant
immediately. If the order is issued
$800,000 in bonds can be issued without consulting the city's bonded in'debtedness, now $500,000.
Altogether, at next November's
election, votes may be asked to approve over $7,000,000 in bonds. Of
this, $5,000,000 would go for a new
high level bridge and the remainder
for repaying.

MHP
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SEWAGE EMPTIED NEAR
GORDON BATHING BEACH

Influence of European War in
Stopping Negotiations for
Purchase of Land Already Felt.
Further delay in negotiations between the city and railroad companies for the sale of Lakeview Park
land for a Union passenger station
site will be one of the results of the
European war, * In the opinion of
Mayor Baker.
Baker admitted yesterday that It
migt be years before Clevelanders'
dream of a monumental passenger
station would be realized because the
struggle in Europe has upset the
financial world.
Baker also predict, J that the city
would experience difficulty in marketing securities for public Improvements planned for this year. It may
also find it impossible to meet a $90,000 loan for the rebuilding of Central
viaduct, when the obligation falls due
in November.
"Railroads would find it impossible to finance the project at present," said Baker.
Smith Now Silent.
No word has been received from
A. H. Smith, president of the New
York Central lines, as to when depot
negotiations are to be renewed since
the European struggle started, the
mayor said.
The city has placed a price of $1,! 400,000 on the park land offered to
the railroads. Officials of the Pennsylvania and New York Central lines
have had plans drawn for a $17,000,000 structure.
Several weeks ago President Smith
advised Baker that railroad officials
would be in Cleveland shortly to
resume negotiations. It was originally planned to submit the question of disposing of the depot site
at a referendum election, this fall.
A clear title to the land has just
been obtained by the city after
months of negotiations.
The city plans to offer $280,000
worth of bonds for sale September
8. Of this amount $110,000 is to
retire short time notes issued for
the repair of Central viaduct.
Park Bonds in Lot.
Thirty thousand dollars' worth of
park bonds, $75,000 worth of City
Hospital bonds and $65,000 worth of
E. 65th street sewer bonds are also
included in the lot.
Banks which loaned the city $90,000 for the repair of the Central
viaduct would have to wait until
tax revenues are collected if the
bonds are not sold.
Street improvements planned for
next year will also be held up if
the city finds it impossible to market its securities, as a result of the
war.
it had been planned to issue $2,000,000 worth of bonds to pay the
city's portion of the cost of repaying streets next year and the year
following.

Safeguards inaugurated at Gordon
Park bathing beach three years ago,
when the waters of Doa.n Brook were
chlorinated to prevent the pollution
of the bathing beach, are not in effect
this year, park officials admitted
yesterday.
The
stream
empties
sewage into the lake near the city
bathhouse, according to the state
board of health.
The chlorine plant was allowed to
become dilapidated through lack of
repairs.
Completion of the W. 58th street
sewage disposal plant now in course
of construction will free the waters
of Edgewater Park beach from pollution, according to city engineers.

•
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FROM GITY JOBS
Charter Amendment, Passed at
Primary, Puts Workmen at
Mercy of Appointive Officials.

l3

Gus Hanna. superintendent of street
cleaning, said that present employees
would' be retained, but that the division would no longer pick its men
from the civil service lists.
Councilman Damm, who introduced
the resolution submitting the question
to a referendum, said that a fair expression of opinion had been given.
The civil service amendment carried
by a vote of 17,413 to 16,648. The
other proposed change to the city
charter to abolish preferential voting and restore partisan primaries
was defeated 17,330 to 16,748.
The Civic League plans to'.initiate
an ordinance to re-submit the. civil
service amendment at a special election. Petitions will be circulated
soon.

OLD WELL TO AFFORD
PMJEATAND LIGHT

More than .two thousand city laborers face dismissal at the pleasure of
CITY HALL WORK TO BE
the appointing officer as a result of
PAID IN INSTALLMENTS an amendment to the city charter
Funds sufficient to pay the cost of removing unskilled laborers from Brookside Officials to Utilize
completing the interior work of the civil service. The amendment benew city hall will not be available comes effective as soon as official reAbandoned Source for Zoo
when bids for the work are opened turns of Tuesday's election'are transand Other Buildings,
August 25, Director of Public Service mitted to Mayor Baker.
Figures given out by the city civil
Sidlo said yesterday. The lowest estimate for the work is $1,200,000 and the service commission yesterday show
Natural gas from an abandoned
city has but $925,000 in the new city that -2,058 laborers had been appointed
under civil service since January 1. well in Brookside Park may be used
: hall fund.
Bids were originally called for on Six hundred and fourteen others in lighting and heating zoo and refreshment buildings in the park this
August 18, but contractors were given were on an eligible list for appoint- winter.
.
an extra week in which to prepare ment.
The well is being cleaned out and
estimates.. Specifications have been
re-capped. Park officials believe that
drawn so as to permit the awarding
it will furnish an adequate fuel and
of contracts amounting to $925,000,
light supply. The gas well has not
with provision for the remainder of
been in use for a number of years.
the work after January 1, according
Recent discovery of . gas in the
to Sidlo.
vicinity
of the
Denison-Harvard
bridge caused park officials to consider the advisability of rehabilitating the well in the park.
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To Study City Finance.

E TENFOLD
BAT1JJCAPACITY

Thomas Coughlin, director of finance in Mayor
Baker's cabinet, has been appointed by Gov. Cox
a member of the special commission to study the
question of municipal finance. The fact that the
selection of such a commission was forthcoming
was commented on in these columns some weeks
ago. The five members have now been chosen.
City Officials and Others ConThis commission was authorized by the legis- Park Officials to Make Edgelature in special session last February, its purpose
water Bath House Serve
' sider Car Line in Walbeing "to make a survey of the sources of the
13,000 at Once.
worth Run Valley.
public income received by the state and the various political subdivisions thereof for the purpose
of ascertaining if a more equitable distribution
Scheme Into Operation
Would Make Transportation thereof may be practical." The preamble of the
at Opening of 1915
act recites the allegation "that the rapid growth
Quick for City and of our cities and the enlarged functions made
Season.
Suburb People.
necessary to protect the health, promote the welfare and insure the safety of their people have
Cleveland's new city bath house at
i rapid transit project designed to made increasing revenues for them absolutely
Edgewater park will be made to serve
d0 for the West Side and West Park
13,000 bathers at one time instead of
(
.
that the line now building through necessary."
The commission serves without pay and is to 1,300 as at present under a scheme'
SUury Bun valley will do for the
being worked out by park department
Sghts, is to come up for constra- make a report and recommendations by Dec. 1.
Such an inquiry as this aims directly at the heads.
in by city officials in a few days.
The plan will not be put into operaThe West Side project in many re- financial problem which Cleveland faces. Other tion
until the beginning of the 1915
spects will be similar to the one now cities feel it, too, though probably less acutely.
park season as it will necessitate a
mder way on the East Side. Takmg
Rapid community growth keeps local expendi- number of minor changes in interior
advantage of a right of way adapted ture leaping upward by bounds, whereas the pres- design.
Under the new plan bathers will
for the purpose by nature, the West ent scheme of division between cities and the not be provided with keys to dressing
, i-„» will follow the Walworth state is founded on conditions no longer in exist- rooms, but will merely be allowed the
use of rooms while they are changing
ence. This fact must be taken into consideration their clothing. Each will be furnished
Slfav |PW, thus avoiding street in discussions over lower tax rates.
with a suit case for his clothing and
a^r'anroad crossings, and keeping
bathers will leave these cases with atIt
was
time
the
problem
was
submitted
to
the
fLrta cost of construction.
tendants on leaving for the beach. In
d
T,eo:?t for the project is due to City scrutiny of a painstaking commission. Director1; this way the room will be free for the
Engineer Robert Hoffman, who upon
use
of Other bathers. Bathers under
Sins' out the preliminary plans, Coughlin is well fitted for membership in such a' the new system will be supplied with
^hnHtedSem to Director of Public body.
checks instead of keys.
«e T L sldlo. Mr. Sidlo yester"We will be able to care for ten
bervicBi..
under consideraK
h
Pa
Son an°d st ate d that he will hold a
conference in a. few days "^th^ ity
■Railroad Commissioner Peter vviit.
?he project is to become part of the
Cleveland Railway Co.'s system, and
» is expected that that company will
bear ^expense of construction while
the city furnishes the right of way
The city expects to receive from the
Nickel Plate thousands of tons of d, t
excavated during the abo.stogo
the grade crossings along that road on
the West Side, and it is expected that
thfs dirt will be used by the city to
make fills and construct the roadbed
for the new line.
According to the tentative plan, the
cars will leave the downtown section
over the W. 3d-st track, going south
through the Cuyahoga valley along
Scranton-rd S. W., to a point near
Un.ver^ty-rd S. W. and Walworth
run Turning west at this .point, the
line would follow the valley to a point
near W. 65th-st where it would
emerge into Clark-av S W., following
this street to its junction with Lorain-av. From this point the cars
could be run out Lorain-av as far as
Kamm's Corners or to any other ter-

Put

With this arrangement in effect cars
would be run over the present Lorain-av route only as far as the junction with Clark-av. Cars destined for
points beyond that junction would
follow the new valley route.
4.11 of the cars run over the valley route
would be run on a rapid transit schedule
and would not be subject to delay from street
ttafnc conditions and from railroad crossings It Is declared by those favoring the
project that the new route would cut as
much as fifteen minutes off the schedule
eahc way for passengers bound to and from
' points in West Park.
', There would not be more, than four stops
between the Junction of Clark-av and Lorainav and the mouth of the valley at Scranton-rd S. W. These stops would be at_ W.
1
65th-st W. 41st-st, Fulton-rd and W. 25tn-st.
Residents In the neighborhood of these stops
would thus be benefited as well as those ot
.West Park. Transfers would enable pas'sengers on the Fulton-rd and W. 25th-st
'1 lines to save time going to or returning
from the downtown section or the far West
1 Side.
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times as many persons as we handle
if the new system is adopted," said
Park Secretary Frank Patterson yesterday.
"Some of the bathers stay
in the lake for hours at a time and
while they are in the water the rooms
which they have taken cannot be used
by others."
, Since the opening of the season
lt>(,lS6 baths have been taken at the
Edgewater and Gordon bath houses.
Total receipts were $18,194.26.

WOULD BURN CITY REFUSE
Councilman to Urgre Building of Incinerating Plants.
Establishment of a series of incinerating- plants for the burning- of refuse
at present being hauled to city dumps
will be proposed in a resolution to be
offered in council Aug. 24 by Councilman William Rolf.
"The city should have a plant of this
character in connection with each of its
lighting- stations," said Councilman Rolf
yesterday.
"The city dumps are a
nuisance."
Councilman Rolf will ask that an estimate of the cost of establishing incinerating plants be furnished council.

JOIN IN PUNfOR BRIDGE
City and County Officials
Want New Structure.
City officials are preparing to Join
hands with the county in working out
plans for a new downtown high level
bridge south of the Superior high level
bridge In course of construction. Public
Service Director T. L. Sidlo said yesterday that because the completion of the
Clark-av bridge has been assured by
Tuesday's vote on the $950,000 bond
issue, it Is the duty of the city to cooperate with the county in its plans
for the new county high level bridge.
"It h?»s been proposed that the new
structure) be built with approaches at
Huron-rd S. E. and Lorain-av," said
Director Sidlo. "The difficulty In the
way is the? bend In the river near.
Huron-rd. If the river is not straightened t3tje easterly terminus of the bridge
will have to be extended to E. 4th-st
and Huron-rd. I believe this would be
more costly than eliminating the river
bend.
"For this reason county officials might
well consider the question of the advisability of Including the cost of eliminating Collision bend in the general
bridge expense."
County Engineer W. A. Stlnchcomb
said yesterday he was in favor of sub-j
mltting the new county bridge bond
Issue to the people at the general election In November.
o

]
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HEADS TO BE
PREDICTS TANGLE CITYIN
CIVIL SERVICE
IF CIT1 BUYS UKE

L

Local Commission Will Start Change of Classification TodayCompetitive Tests for All Officeholders*

With laborers removed from the expected to be placed under civil
service by the commission are:
classified service by an amendment
State's Attorney Morgan Says to the city charter, the civil service Commissioner of Smoke Inspection
Roberts, City Chemist White, Comthis afternoon will take
missioner of Parks Alber, City For! Purchase of "Made" Property commission
the first steps toward placing com- ester Boddy, Commissioner of Limissioners and other heads of city censes and Assessments
Will Embarrass Both
Dayton,
divisions under civil service.
Commissioners of Purchases and SupCleveland and State.
R. W. Edwards, president of the plies Callow, Commissioner of Charicommission, said yesterday that ties and Correction Vining, Commisdates for holding a number of exStreet
Purchase by the city of four aminations would be announced after sioner of Immigration Cole, Han
Cleaning
Superintendent
"^
acres of "made" lake front land today's meeting. He indicated that City Hospital Superintendent Wright,
the
commission
would
not
exempt
from the
Pennsylvania Railroad
Commissioner of Recreation Black,
Company at a low price -will not any office holder from examination Commissioner of Health Ford and
and would provide for competitive Miss Mildred Chadsey, chief of the
only give the corporation a strong
tests as far as possible.
bureau of sanitation.
plea for a reduction in its tax valuThe city charter provides that all
Salaries of the positions to be placed
ation, but will also hinder the state officers excepting departmental diIn its fight to reclaim all "fllled-in" rectors and one secretary, the secreIn the classified service range from
lake front property. This was the tary to the mayor and the clerk of $1,500 to $4,000 per year. Examinathe
city
council
shall
be
under
declaration of State's Attorney R. M.
civil service. It gives the commis- tions will be held throughout the
Morgan and county officials yestersion discretionary power in calling year. Committees from business and
day.
examinations for heads of divisions civic organizations will assist the
The purchase/which railroad of- and authorizes the holding of non- j commission in the preparation of exficials declare the city has already competitive examinations for posi- j amination questions.
agreed to, would also cause the city tions requiring pecular and excepI THE CLEVELAND LEADER,
to lose $32,000, the price to be paid, tional qualifications of a scientific,
managerial, professional or educashould the court of appeals reverse tional character.
Employees who
the decision of the court of common have been in the service of the city
pleas. The latter court gave the continuously for five years are also
railroad the right to make "fills" to exempted from examination.
Among the city employees^ who_are
the harbor line. The case will be

MONDAY, AUGUST 17, 1914.

BONDISSVES URGED
FOR CITY CONTRACTS

reviewed by the higher court next
CARRIED BY A TRICK.
month.
THE vote for the amendment to
Morgan's Argument.
Work on Several Public Improv ements Will Be Held Up, It Is
the city charteT which ex
"The city's purchase of 'made'
Claimed, Unless Fu nds Are Provided.
land from the railroad would be eludes laborers from the provisions
legally an admission that the rail- of the civil service system was 17road owned the property, said Mr. 413" to-16,648. The majority in
With a bond leeway of but $1,700,- in the program for next year and the
Morgan. "At the same time the city
year following. In addition new fire
is giving its moral support to the, favor* of the change was only 765. 000 which the city council can and police stations are badly needed,
It stands for the success of a authorize without a vote of the peostate in its fight to reclaim the propaccording to ' Director of Public
erty as it is an assured fact that the trick. If the election had been ple next year, work on a number of
Safety Benesch, and a fire proof
state will transfer the disputed proppublic contracts may be held up unerty to the city, if the commonwealth held -when only the charter amend- less special elections are held on the structure ' to house the fire alarm
signal system is a necessity, he says.
ments were voted upon the result
wins in the higher, court."
question of providing funds.
He will make a fight to obtain funds
County Auditor Zangerle also de- would almost certainly have been
Director of Finance Coughlin yesclared yesterday that
he Believed different. Then no one would have terday estimated that the increased for these purposes.
Bond issues for the acquiring of adpurchase of the property by the city
tax duplicate for 1915 would permit
would act as a "boomerang' and aid gone to the polls except those In- the city council to issue $1,700,000 ditional playgrounds and the development of recreational activities under
the railroad in its fight to obtain a. terested especially in the question
worth of bonds before reaching the the new division of recreation will
of civil service reform. Or If the maximum limit fixed by the Long- also be urged by the department of
clear title.
.
"The citv, through the state, is question had been submitted at the
worth act. One million dollars of public welfare during the coming
claiming that the railroad does not
own the property, but still the city general election in November all this amount will be needed to com- year.
Bonds for sewage disposal and
' goes ahead and buys the disputed classes of citizens would have been plete the new city hall, Coughlin
filtration plants are outside the limisays.
property from the railroad,
said Represented in force.
This would leave but $700,000 to pay tation of the Longworth act, which
As it was, the date fixed for this the city portion of the cost of street provides that the bonded indebtedness
"While the city may not be directly
involved in the litigation by pur- Referendum vote played the game paving planned for next year, to of a city shall not exceed 5 per cent
chasing the land it would be lending tef the politicians. It was chosen carry on the erection of new build- of the tax duplicate. This work will
ings in the City Hospital group on proceed uninterrupted, even if bond
moral support to the railroad s case.
lor that purpose. It was decided Scranton road, to eliminate grade issues are voted down by the people.
Fackler Opposes Valuation.
upon because the primary election crossings, open and extend streets
A bond issue of $2,000,000 for street
County Tax Commissioner tackier ■was sura- to—draw - to-ihe>tj?olls. a and make park and boulevard im- repaying may be submitted at the
will go to Columbus today to n»ht
November election. The question will
provements.
the railroad's claim of excessive valIt is estimated that it will take be given consideration at the first
uation on the sixty-two acres o much larger proportion of voters , $2,000,000 to pay the city portion of meeting of the city council after the
.__ ^
x_ja In
1— city
~14._ jobs
4Akn than
fhar\ there|
+>if>rft
"made" land, which includes the Interested
the CCJ.t of repaving streets included summer vacation,
piece the city would buy. Fackler
would have been when all classes!
valued the land at $1.50 a BQuare foot
or at approximately $4,000,000.
The turned out in a general election in
railroad complained to the state tax the fall.
commission and assert the land is
Cleveland is still for civil service
. worth only 50 cents a square foot, or
reform, in the widest and truest
tackier expects that the railroad sense. The Baker machine "group"
will put forward the claim that they has gained a point by trickery, not
IVe oPffering to sell part of the la, d by winning public sentiment to its
to the city for twenty cents a square
foot and base their plea for a reduc- support.
tion in valuation on that ground.
Fackler claims that the four acres
the railroad offers for sale is practically valueless, because of its inac
cessibility to boats.
„
Real estate experts agree ho*eve ,
that the city is getting a bargain if
buys the land at $8,000 an acre.
The cHv Plans to use the property
for a West Side sewage disposal
plant.
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CITY HALL BERTHS (TO KEEPERS
Shifts in Official Roster May I c,eve,and Woman Says AniResult From Civil Servj ma's Lack Proper Attenice Action.
tion at Brookside.

Citizens Will Ask Health
Board to Request Issue
of $800,000.

Sixteen or More Department Park Officials in Reply Deny
Heads Reported in
Charge and Defend AdJeopardy.
ministration.
Sixteen or more official heads are
in jeopardy at the city hall.
The civil service commission at a
meeting this afternoon will announce its plans tor proceeding- with
competitive examinations of applicants for the positions held by heads'
of various city divisions.
The announcement follows approval of the amendment to the city

.

grossed Wires at City Llgrht Plant
Canse Brief Trouble.
Irossed wires threw the municipal
Biting plant .at the foot of E. 53d-st
it of commission for a half hour yesHay afternoon and resulted In a
pitman who was replacing temporary
-iring with heavy wires being burned
-One of the workmen at the new
hnt was blamed for the accident
[Many new applications for light'anrl
ower have been received within the
fct few weeks. The first downtown

PWh « 'ight-ed

from

!htheanclP?n7uly6rViCe

tho plantX

Wers

re

^-d

City.

"If conditions continue as they are

WiU be more
an4alsZ°tthere
°; th6r6
™
animals
than live ones"
said
Miss Matilda Salen, following\n m
«£*» of the, Brooke £££

thfSnd^of'ir

The state board of health at a
meeting in The Hollenden Thursday
evening will be asked to order the city
of Cleveland to issue bonds for the
construction of a sewage disposal
plant near the site of the old White
City on the lake front in the Collinwood section.
On the strength of such art order
council will authorize the issuance of
$800,000 sewage disposal plant bonds.
This sum is needed to complete the
entire East End plant.
The state board already has ordered
the city to install a sewage disposal
system that will divert sewage from
the Cuyahoga river, and a contract is
about to be let for the excavation at
the site of a far upper river plant.
Approximately 200 acres have been
acquired for the plant. The excavation will cost $89,000 and the entire

inefficien

-*

t0
w t'i, LIS
° bad that they "a-ve
ree baby lions die
charter removing- laborers from civil JnL,^
have
inquired into this matter and- II have
service.
Secretary E. A. Kline of the civil lound that mother lions in zoos will
raise their young if they are
not
service commission said:
frightened.
"We are going- after the important
"The place reserved for the water
positions now. There will be an examination for the position held by fowls is not kept properly, It is extremely
dirty. The deer are not sup|Gus Hanna, superintendent of street
^cleaning-. Examinations for other plied with grass. Mr. Muldoon, who
important positions will be held in is in charge, tells me that the place
m which they are kept has been
'September."
!
* The city charter gives the board P a,nt Wlth S™8 seecl and that they
will
have grass when it grows."
the right to decide whether heads of
divisions shall be in the competitive r,^?*6 • fiityt- council committee on
or non-competitive class. It has parks investigated conditions at the
practically been decided that all of Brooks.de zoo about two years ago
the commissioners except Gity En- following a complaint that the ^
gineer Robert Hoffman must take
ere ft0t being given
ProP.|Jat_
icompetitive - examinations if they £nt?on.
wish to retain their places.
♦W if °PcitIs declared yesterday
• The city chemist and his assistants that the death of the three baby lions
could not have been prevented and
are to be examined in September ^management of the zoo was deand an examination of applicants for
the position held by Miss Mildred
"T1h! animaIs are being properly
Chadsey, chief of the bureau of sani- cared for," said Secretary Frank Patterson.
tation, will also take place in September.
These commissioners must take.
examinations: Pred C. Alber, com- WANTS RIVER BEND VOTE
missioner of parks; Dr. C. E. Ford,
commissioner of health; J. B. Vining, Service Direct r Would Combine
commissioner of ' charities and corPlan With Bridge Bond Issue.
rections; T. M. Black, commissioner
of recreation; W.
H.
Winans, j At a meeting with Public Service Di[Commissioner
of
research
and!
y.estelLday County Ehpublicity; V. D. Allen, commissioner glneer wh %^°
tm hco mb ur ed that
.
^
the
hi buildings; W. Q. Radcliffe, com- citv■ l,rtLu\uh ?1SSUln|r
bonds for the
missioner of weights and measures; e iminati™ ^ °k
the curve in the river
knowJi
=«
r.°nn
BPrank Murphy, commissioner of ac- timJ7 fh*s Collision bend, at the same'
counts; William Damm, city treas- oftai^unSy submits the question
urer; B. H. Dayton, commissioner of bridge ff
°r a new hleh IeveI
assessments and licenses; A. R. CalnL^S?
t^tatfd.
it
cost about
low, commissioner of purchases and tor qirtM = eliminatewould
this bend. Directed tha th
TOpplies; C. F. Schulz, commissioner sume
the
™fP^
,t
e
aspf water; F. W. Ballard, commis- asclrrt „fthi°. straighteningcounty
the river
sioner of light and heat,
X tllIS
J' the bridge construction.
f Salaries received by the commis- „„ n\y n bend is not removed thp
sioners range from $1,800 to $7,000 a ?out e for ?^6 W
«" ^ain-Hur'on
SUnehoo,-,h A bndfff- said Engineer
year.
!ot^ehw!l?haveAtoTeCi1ele1c^iCirCUit0l!S

KCIDEWT STOPS SERVICE

Fund Wanted for Disposal
Plant Near White

PLANS ALL-SEASON HALL
Mayor Favors Summer and Winter
Bnlldins In Gordon Park.
Mayor Newton D. Baker fs considering plans for the erection of an
auditorium and concert and dance
hail for the winter and summer use
at Gordon park. Councilman E. 4.
Meyers called at the mayor's office
yesterday to urge that the structure
be completed by,next summer The
mayor favored the idea.
A portion of the funds to be received from the sale of the model allotment property at Unlon-av S. E
, and East boulevard may be used in
the erection of the building-. The estimated cost is $50,000. It is estimated by Public Service Director T
hn?\H°* that the city will receive"
$175,000 from the sale of the TJnion-av
acreage.
The type of building used for recreation purposes at Bad Kissingen
Germany, is favored by city officials
for the new structure. This building
has a revolving band stand. It may
be swung outward facing a garden
In summer or used inside in the winter months.

SoooX°IUSiVe °f

sewer approaches

The city has planned to use $200000 of the fund already raised by
j order of state authorities in the construction of the East End plant As
the estimated cost of the entire plant
Is $1,000,000 an additional S800 000
will be needed.
Citizens in the Cotlinwood and B™
tenahl sections are expected to an"
pear at Thursday's meeting o? the"
state board to file a complaint regard
ing conditions at the int^erclltin S
J
I sewer outlet near the WhiteCUV
I

^orgaj_>ctlon may also be^^

.^T^£^S seTag^te6

11
cofstr^d
"TheasPtaSnSSu
be9
constructed ^
as soon
possible."

8
acres" afrV.
?b° Ut to Pur<*ase four
7u ^at the foott of W. 58th «t <v!i

XK tt^plali^The"- ™*
the upr 3& pfa'n^iif^Tr^
I New^uVHeiln!,^^011

F^TS,
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USH CIVIL IESTS
FORCITYWORKERS
Councilmen Come Out Against Officials Will Place Important Councilmen Favor Erection of
Structure for Meetings
Positions Under Service
$5,000,000 Project for Anand Business.
Rules Immediately.
other High Levei Bridge.
Member Declares Other Im- Fix Dates for Examinations Railway Company Gets Permits for Several
of Applicants for Many
provements Should be
Buildings.
Offices.
Made First. ■
Important positions in the city
Opposition to the new county high
level bridge project developed yes- service will be put under civil service
from now on in rapid succession.
terday at city hall.
Definite announcement; regarding
Members of city council declared the examination of applicants for a
they were opposed to the §5,000,000 number of important city positions
came yesterday from the pity civil ,
bridge project which county author- service
commission.
ities are planning to submit to the
An examination of applicants for
the position now held by Miss Mildred
electors in November, i
"With the completion of the Clark- Chadsey, chief of the bureau of sanitation, will'take place Sept. 16. There
av S. W. and Superior high level will be an examination for the office
bridges the city will • be well sup- of city chemist Sept. 15. This office
plied with bridges for a few years/' is held by Wilbur S. White.
Examinations for the office held by
said Councilman J. W. Reynolds. "It First Assistant City Chemist Harry
is to be submitted as a county proj- Goldberger will be held Sept. 17 and
ect, but Clevelanders should not dates have been fixed for the examinof applicants for other offices in
lose sight of the fact that they would ation
the same department. Examinations
have to pay 85 per cent, of the coat for typewriter clerks in the city and
board of education service will be held
of the structure.
"Other things are needed in ad- Sept. 26.
The civil service commission will
vance of another high level bridge
in the downtown section. The city meet this afternoon and it is expected
a
definite statement regarding exshould take up projects that will
help the city as a whole instead of aminations for the offices held by
certain sections.
The lake front heads of city divisions will be made.
should be developed and the harbor It is reported practically all of the
commissioners or division heads will
improved."
Public SP-'- Director T. L. Sidlo be. required to take competitive examsaid yesterday the Central viaduct, inations.
The city charter places the power of
partially destroyed by fire May 2o, deciding
whether division heads shall
will be in service Wednesday or take competitive
examinations, in the
Thursday of next week.
of the civil service commission.
If the bridge is reopened a week hands
The
commission
may determine in
from Thursday the contractor will some cases that non-competitive
exreceive a bonus of $6,000.
shall be held. ExaminIt was announced yesterday that aminations
for these offices will take place
the W. 14th-st and Fairfield cars ations
would return to the Central viaduct through the fall months.
route on that date if the bridge is
ready. The W. 14th-st cars will use
Ontario-st both ways and going
toward the business section from the
Central viaduct will proceed northerly to Chamberlin-av. N. W., to W.
3d-st, to Superior-av N. W., to the
Forest City House loop, around the
square and back by way of Ontarlost. The Fairfield cars will use the
same route, instead of the former E.
9th-st loop.
The city will be in a position to
finance the Clark-av bridge project
even if bond buyers do not bid on
the $950,000 bonds authorized by
voters at the recent special election.
Finance Director Thomas Coughlin
said yesterday the bonds could be
purchased by the city sinking fund
commission.

A boom for a Cleveland exposition
and convention hall will be launched
by the proposed council committee on
industrial' expansion if a plan urged
yesterday by Councilman J. W. Reynolds is adopted.
At the meeting of council Monday
night Councilman Reynolds will offer
a resolution calling for the appointment of ^, council committee on industial expansion. It is his opinion
that the council should make every
effort to have Cleveland supply many
of the manufactured articles that
were formerly sent to this country
and South America by European
nations now at war. The committee
will have meetings with various civic
and business organizations.
"Cleveland should have an exposition hall for annual displays of the
output of its many plants,'' said
Councilman Reynolds yesterday. "The
hall could also bj> used for conventions. We should have more national
conventions."
Chairman P. V. Kalina of the council committee on group plan, is also
planning to work for the exposition
hall. In his opinion it should be located on the lake front tract at the
foot of E. 3rd-st if the railroads do
not come in with a union depot
proposition within a certain fixed
period.
"1 do not believe in delaying these
projects indefinitely," he said. "The.
city has waited long enough for the
railroads. The convention hall would
help the city fully as much as a new
union depot."
Councilman Kalina said yesterday
that he believes a similar policy
should be followed by the city with
regard to the new library building.
"If the library board does not accept the city hall site within a certain
time we should take up the matter
of locating a regional bank on the
site," he said.
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CITY WILL PUSH
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DISPOSAL PLAWT
Udies in Euclid Suburb Can't Little Difficulty, it is Claimed,
Attend City School Until
Will Be Experienced in SeOrder is Officially Apcuring Consent for Conproved by Council.
struction of Sewers.
School bells will not ring for chllWithout having obtained the con■en living in that section of Euclid sent of village officials to construct
jlage which seceded and sought sewers, the department of public
nexatlon to Cleveland a. year ago
«^Vi«A is planninff to spend almost
ile,s the city council hastens to $100,000 for grading, excavating and
„ an ordinance approving the preparing a site for a sewage dis»1 annexation details.
posal plant in Newburg Heights.
... boys who dread the opening
The contract for the work will be
school were happy yesterday when let to Charles Fath & Co., at the
as discovered that residents of meeting of the board of control Frisection were In the position of day at its bid of $94,288. City Engiman without a country, so far as neer Hoffmann said yesterday that the
100I facilities were concerned. Eu- city had not obtained the consent of
I village school officials said that Newburg Heights officials for necesIdren of school age in the seceding sary sewers required to carry the
ritory would have to go to school sewage from the southern part of the
where. The Cleveland board of city through Newburg Heights . vilcation held that the territory was lage to the disposal plant.
Hoffmann said he did not beyet a part of Cleveland, and unit is the children could not attend lieve that the city would experience
difficulty in obtaining permission,
ool here.
delegation representing the Eu- village officials fought the location of
,Civic Club made an appeal to a plant there at a meeting before the
state' board of health. Proceedings
JOT Baker. The mayor promised
lave an emergency clause at- to oust the Cleveland garbage reduction plant from the village were
ittl to the annexation ordinance also instituted several years ago and
sh will be up for passage at the the case is now pending in the courts.
ting of the council Monday night.
A bill to allow one municipality to
Cleveland board of education construct sewers through another
ed to provide portable school without the consent of municipal
jings if this were done. There officials was defeated at the last seschildren of school age In the sion of the Legislature.
jict.
The city does not own the site for
is hoard of education was also the proposed W. 5 8th street plant,
id to annex the territory as a although some contracts for the
of the Cleveland school district. work have been let. Negotiations
will likely be done as soon as with the Pennsylvania Railroad for
council passes the final annexa- the disposal plant site are still in
progress.
ordinance.
Sewage disposal work haa been
is Euclid Clvlo Club is seeking a
inctivo name for that section of pushed recently, since Councilman
city. Suggestions will be re- Bernstein threatened, an investigation, of three years of experimenting
ed by the organization.
an<
=- "ejay^
I

ANNOUNCES FIRST
IXAMS BY CIVIL SERVICE

HIRE LABORERS FROM
BUREAU LISTS, PLAN

tat steps toward extending civil
Hiring of city laborers from the
tics to higher positions in the
lists of the State-City Free EmployI government were taken by the
ment Exchange was urged by W. F.
I service commission yesterday in
|timclng examinations for the po- iennessey, head of the bureau, yesi of city chemist and chief of terday. Director of Public Service
bureau of sanitation.
jSIdlo promised to consider the proIs examination for city chemist posal.
I'be held September 15 and that > Gus Hanna,
superintendent of
Fete" of sanitation the day fol- jstreet cleaning, said that laborers in
his division would be picked from
(civil service lists until the list of laHDSPHtnEXPEKT- borers examined by the commission
fras exhausted.

TO SPEND 2 DAYS HERE

|. John B. Hornsby, Chicago hosI expert, employed by the city at
■^ry of $200 a month as consultTt lor the new City Hospital group
Kranton road, will be in the city
tr. flornsby will spend two days
n month in Cleveland, but will
nice plans for the new hospital
pings at his Chicago office.
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HOLDERSOFFAT
CITY JOBS
TO ME TESTS
Examinations for^Heads of All
City Department Divisions
Decreed by Civil Service Board.

CITY MAKES OFFER
TO OBTAIN A SEWER
The offer to treat Newburg Heights
sewage at the Cleveland disposal
plant in exchange for an easement
for a sewer in Independence road
was made to Mayor Loesch and Solicitor Green, of Newburg Heights,
by Director of Public Service Sidlo
yesterday. The offer was laid before
the village council last night and a

committee of councilmen was appointed to confer with Sidlo.
Officials who oppose the building of
a sewage disposal plant in the village have threatened to block the
work by refusing their consent for
Competitive examinations for every necessary sewer construction.
commissioner and head of a division"
in the city government were determined upon by the civil service commission
yesterday.
Examination
dates will he set at once and tests
held throughout the year.
The commission adopted a resolution placing the following positions
in the competitive classified service:
Commissioner of parks and public
grounds, engineering and construction, franchises, health, charities and
correction, recreation, research and
publicity,
employment,
buildings,
housing, weights and measures, accounts, treasury, assessments and
licenses, purchases and supplies,
water, light and heat and smoke inspection.
The city charter empowered the
commission to exclude any commissioner from examination or to provide for non-competitive tests. Heads
of the eighteen various divisions in
the six departments of the government must submit to competitive
tests, the commission ruled. Salaries
of the various positions range from
$1,500 to $7,000 per year. Positions are
now filled by appointees of Mayor
Baker.

nfVELAND PLAIN

DEALER WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 19, VM
OPENS CENTRAL VIADUCT
City Beats Schedule Time In Completing Repairs.

Heads of Municipal Divisions
Can't Keep Jobs Unless
They Qualify.
Commission Also May Put
Hospital Employes Under
Civil Service.
Action yesterday by the civil service commission at a meeting: in city
hall will compel the heads of all city
divisions, save that of engineering
and construction, to 'take competitive
examinations before the first of the
coming year if they wish to keep
their positions.
Robert Hoffman, commissioner of
engineering and construction, does
not have to take an examination because he has held his position more
than five years. Some doubt exists as to the position of C. F. Schulz,
water commissioner. Prior to his
advancement to the office of superintendent of the water division two
I a half years ago, he for many
years was chief engineer in the dlvi-

».
The board also discussed plans for
placing all City hospital employes
and chiefs of health division bureaus
under civil service.
Dr. Martin Friedrich, chief of the
bureau of communicable diseases,
will not have to take an examination
for the reason that his duties as
health officer included the service he
is performing.
Supt. Howell Wright of City hospital, Supt. Gus Hanna of the. street
cleaning department and other officials must take examinations before
the close of the year.
The commissioners affected by yesterday's ruling of the civil service
board are Fred C. Alber, parks and
public grounds; Dr. C. B. Ford,
health; J. B. Vining, charities and
'corrections; T. M. Black, recreation;
fl. D. Allen, buildings; W. Q. Radbliffe, weights and measures; Frank
Jfurphy, accounts; William Damm,
city treasurer; B. H. Dayton, assessments and licenses; A. R. Callow, purchases and supplies; F. W. Ballard,
light and heat; E. P. Roberts, smoke.

The city beat schedule time when it
reopened Central viaduct to vehicle and
pedestrian traffic yesterday afternoon.
The bridge was partially destroyed by
fire the night of May 25.
The city council au thorized the sale
of short time notes at a special meeting two days after the fire aaid record
time was made in the letting of the
contract and pushing the work.
The first wagon crossed the bridge at
3:23 yesterday afternoon. The W. 14thst and Fairfield cars will begin to use
the bridge today. The city will pay
the contractor a bonus of about $6,000
for rapid time.
.
o
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GARY
PLAN
AT
DISPOSAL JOB
!. HUDSON FARM HOSPITAL PLANS
The board of control has awarded
the contract for contraction of the
southwestern sewage disposal plant
at Willow to Charles Fath & Co.
The Fath bid of $94,288 was the
lowest
received
by
Engineering
Commissioner Hoffman.
The plant will take care oii the
entire south end sewage which now
empties into Cuyahoga river. The
work of grading, draining and preparing the site will be completed in
six months.
The Willow plant is one of three
planned. The plant at the foot of
West 55th Street canot be started
until the Pennsylvania railroad ratifies the sale of six acres of land
to the city at $8,000 an acre, which
property county tax appraisers have
valued at from $21,000 to $54,000 ap
acre. The East Side plant will be
constructed at the foot of East
140th street.

WANTS EXPOSITION HALL
AS BUSINESS BOOMER
Preliminary steps toward the building of a city convention and exposition hall will' be taken Monday at
council's first meeting since the summer vacation. Councilman Reynolds
will ask the appointment of a committee on industrial expansion to investigate conditions and report on the
project.
With a city convention and exposition hall Reynolds believes large
conventions could be brought to
Cleveland and industrial expositions
of Cleveland-made products held to i
attract business from South American I
.countries.
Civic and business organizations
will be asked to co-operate with the
industrial expansion committee.

PUTS BETTER HARBOR
BEFORE THIRD VIADUCT
Council members Tuesday planned
to oppose the project of county commissioners to build another high level
bridge to cost $5,000,000.
"The completion of the Clark avenue and the Superior bridges will be
sufficient for a few years," Councilman Reynolds said Tuesday.
"The
plan will be submitted to voters at
the November election as a county
project but voters should not lose
sight of the fact that 85 per cent of
the cost of the bridge will have to be
borne by the city."
Development of the lake front and
harbor Improvements are more needed than a third high level bridge,
Reynolds said.

A complete change in the method
of conducting the boys' farm at Hudson will be ordered immediately by
Welfare Director Cooley. Cooley returned Tuesday from Gary, Ind.,
where he made a study of the school
system. Gary methods will be introduced at Hudson.
"Introduction of the Gary system
in Cleveland public schools would be
a, big step forward," Cooley said.
"Eventually Cleveland schools will
have to adopt a system similar to
the Gary plan.
"In Gary a child is taught arithmetic by one teacher and spelling by
another," said Cooley. "If one happens to be bright in one study and
backward in another, the child is not
held back. He will advance quickly
in the brancn in which he is efficient
and remain with others of his own
ability in the study in which he is
deficient.
"They have a double set of classes.
One set comes at 8:30 and studies un^
til 10:30, while the second set enjoys
the freedom of the playgrounds,
swimming pools and other sports. At
10:30 the children who have been
studying since 8:30 are given the
freedom of the recreation grounds."
Among changes Cooley plans for
the boys' farm is a course of agriculture.
Classrooms will be abolished. The boys will have lockers instead of desks. Recitation rooms will
take the place of the classrooms,
where children remain throughout
the school day.

WEDNESDAYS
CENTRAL BRIDGE
Central viaduct will be opened for
vehicle traffic Wednesday. Street
cars will lie routed over the bridge
Thursday, Service Director Sidlo said
Tuesday. A bonus of $6,000 will be
paid the contractor for completing
the bridge before the time allowed
for the work. The viaduct was destroyed by fire in May.
The West 14th street and Fairfield
cars will return to Central viaduct.
The West 14th street cars will use
Ontario street in either direction,
running northerly to Champlain avenue to West 3d street, to Superior
avenue to Forest City house loop.
Fairfield cars will use the same route
instead of the East. 9th street loop
as formerly.

Dr. John B. Hornsby. Chicago hospital expert, employed by the city as
consulting engineer and architect, to
assist in completing the new $2,000,000 group of City hospital buildings,
came to Cleveland Tuesday to lend
his first aid in straightening out the
bungles so far made. Hornsby will
spend two days each month in Cleveland and will receive $200. a month
for his services.
Hornsby's visit to Cleveland Tuesday was the first since he was employed.
With . Charities Commissioner Vining and Superintendent
Wright, he. inspected the buildings
already constructed and examined
plans prepared for other buildings to
be erected. It was expected that
Hornsby would order a number of
changes in plans for the buildings
not started. Improvements on the
several new buildings will have to be
added to meet his ideas of modern
hospital groups.
The city employed Hornsby after
many defects in the plans for the
new hospital were found. Supervision
was taken from the architect originally employed and turned over to
City Architect Beck, who will work
with Hornsby in carrying out the
improved plans.
At least two years will be required to complete the group of
buildings.
At noon Hornsby was guest of
Superintendent Wright at luncheon
at the hospital, at which were Mayor
Baker and Commissioner Vining.
While Hornsby will receive $200. ,a
month for his two days' work here;
it is said he will examine plans at
his Chicago office and send advice
from there between his visits.
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SYFFARMTT
GET GARY PLAN
The Gary school plan will be
installed at the boys' farm at Hudon immediately, announced Welfare Director Cooley and P. L.
T aird superintendent of the farm,
who returned from a visit to Gary,
Tnd Tuesday.
Both were impressed with the
superiority of the Gary plan and
said henceforth the farm schoo
will have rotation of classes and
snecial teachers for each subject.
Cooley and Laird spent several
days inspecting the Gary schools.
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CITY TAX RATE
GUT BY BOA
The county budget commission
Wednesday tentatively decided
upon these prov.isionsMn the tax
schedule for next year:
The Cleveland levy for city,
county and- school purposes is to
be cut from 1.55 to 1.51 on $100
valuation. The. $311,000,000 personal property assessment, against
John D. Rockefeller is included.
The school board levy is to be
cut from 39 to. 36 mills.
The city's rate is to be raised
from 39 to 44 mills, while the
county rate remains at 13.2 mills.
The sinking fund levy Is to be
boosted from 23 to 24 mills, giving an increase of $60,000. This
will raise $2,500,000 for the fund,
which Finance Director Coughlin
says is.only half enough.

GARY PLAN TO
HELP HUDSON
BOYS BE GOOD
Mathematics in the cornfield,!
English in the woodlands and
meadows, botany in the potato
patches—
That's the way 130 boys at Hudson correctional farm are soon to
be taught their studies. On the 4D9
acres of farm and woodland, they n
learn language and the sciences by
actual application.
'
Welfare Director Cooley Wednesday announced A. W. Johns, agricultural expert, has been added to
the Hudson .teaching force as the
first step in installing an adaptation of the Gary, Ind., school plan
for the Hudson farm.
Hitherto the curriculum of Cleveland schools has been followed at
Hudson as nearly as possible. But ,
head master E. H. Laird at Hudson
found the plan of teaching the
boys academic studies without interruption for four or five hours
didn't work well.
So Laird and Director Cooley
visited Gary, Ind.,. and closely mspected Supt. Wirt's "efficiency
plan" of schools, by which academic
studies are broken by recreational;
studies, and whereby a pupil's special capabilities are fostered.
Boys Naturally Good.
9
"The 'Gary plan is ideal for
Hudson boys," Baid Cdoley, Wednesday. "It's the progressive educational system. Bright pupils
can advance quickly in favorite
studies. Dull pupils are not allowed to retard brighter ones.
Yet even the dull pupil makes
quick progress.
"The Gary plan mixes physical,
with mental activities. It iaeili-;
tates study by making studies mterestlng
through application.;
Above all, the plan recognizes the]
fact that the natural tendencies;
of boys are for good, not for evil, j
"We'll teach the boys mathe-|
matlcs by making them figure the j
number of bushels of corn to the,
acre, the percentage of crop
grown to seed sown, and so on.
"Actual description of flowers,
woods, fields, crops, everything on
the farm, will give a lasting education in English, physics, botany
and other studies."
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WOULD QUIT CITY
JOBS AT 10; LET
IPEOPLE SLEEP
An ordinance prohibiting- laborers
on city contracts from working later
than 10 o'clock at night will be introduced by Councilman Votava Monday night. Wednesday protests were
made by people living along East 49th
street where work on the sewage disposal plant interceptors is in progress.
of engines and the
The pounding
hilarity of the laborers has made
sleep impossible, they say.
Three shifts of laborers have been
kept at work 24 hours every day in
the week by Lehman & Henderson,
contractors, in an effort to complete
the work within the allotted time.
Passing of an ordinance preventing
continuous work will materially delay
the disposal plant Service- Director
gidlo said Wednesday.
Everyone in the neighborhood has
protested against the noises," Votava
said Wednesday.
My resolution will ask that the
contractors stop work at 10 o'clock.
If possible to prevent work on Sunjay I would include that provision."

■*■
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OUTSIDERS GET EXPERT SAVES
GOOD CIH JOBS; HOSPITAL COOK
DITTRICK FIGHTS LOTS OF STEPS
Steps to force heaas of city departments to employ Cleveland people ^
in responsible city positions instead \
of hiring them from .other parts of
the country, will be taken at council
meeting Monday night by Councilman Dittrick.
Dittrick will try to stop Welfare
Director Ccoley from engaging Miss
Hannah Buchanan of New York as
superintendent of the girls' farm at
Warrensville without first entering a
competitive civil service examination
in which Cleveland women can compete.
Cooley planned Thursday to engage
Miss Buchanan to take the place of
Miss Vera Schafer, who will resign
October 1,
to become
industrial
secretary of the Y. W, C. A. No
examination for the position has
been asked of the civil service commission by Cooley.
"It seems to be getting the fad to
go everywhere but home to fill good
city positions," Dittrick said Thursday. "For a recreation director they
went to Montreal, and now they
want to go to New York to get a
superintendent of the girls' farm.
There are plenty of competent women in Cleveland for the place.at Warrensville.
"I'm going to ask council to see .if
We can't put a stop to this practice."

Here Two Days, Gets $200,
jid Orders Refrigerator in
Kitchen Moved
Dr John B. Hornsby,. Chicago hospital' expert, employed by the city to
supervise the completion of the City
hospital group of buildings returned
to Chicago Thursday. He spent.two
days here looking over the buildings
now erected and plans for those to be
built For his services Hornsby received $200. Bach month he will
spend two $100 days here until the
hospital is completed two years or
more hence.
But Dr. Hornsby's visit was not in
vain He discovered several defects
in the buildings and others in the
■plans The refrigerator in the hospital kitchen was too far from the
C

°The plans placed the refrigerator
in a corner where the cook might
not see it when in a hurry or -might
forget it when she had bits of surplus meats or vegetables. The result
would be some food might find its
-way to the garbage can.
On Hornsby's recommendations the
refrigerator will be moved. The cook
can't turn around without jumping
into it. Hornsby's sure she has a
plate of cold meat or a few odd potatoes returned from the dining room
they'll be put in the refrigerator.
The cook will bump into the refrigerator on her way to the garbage car.
^nd besides she'll have to walk
farther to reach the can than to
reach, the refrigerator.
Charities Commissioner Vinmg approved Hornsby's recommendation
for the new location of the refrigerator It will cost $500 to make the
change, but the saving.in a year will
amount, to several times the cooks
salary, Hornsby figured.
Hornsby will come to Cleveland
again next month and is expected to
recommend other important changes
in the construction of the hospital.
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TEACHERS WILL THREE-CENT GAS
GET PHI BOOST,
" CITY SHY MS
Figures Show Municipal Plant
Has Lost $1,314 in Past Six
Months,. but System
Will Continue.

Mayor Baker and Other Officials
Agree to Allow School Levy
to Stand Despite Mu1
nicipal Needs.
Rather than rob school teachers of
the increase in pay promised them,
Mayor Baker and other city officers
agreed yesterday to allow the city to
struggle, along next year "broke."
The county budget commission had
agreed tentatively to cut three mills
from the board of education tax levy
and add it to the city's levy. Members of the commission voted yesterday to take no such action, allowing
the levies of 39 mills for the board
and 41.82 mills for the city to stand.
The board, as a result of yesterday's action, will get approximately
$450,000 more for running the schools
next year than it was allowed this
year. The city will receive about 5
per cent less for general purposes
than it was given this year.
"I will agree to letting the
board's levy stand," said Mayor
Baker, "with the understanding that
it before next year something happens to decrease the city's revenue
further, such as the passage of the
state prohibition amendment, the
schools will have to stand with the
city in meeting the reduction."
"I don't care about next year,"
retorted President Westenhaver, of
the board of education, "because before that time any responsibility I
have for keeping the schools from
bankruptcy will have ceased."
Westenhaver asserted .that Cleveland teachers receive far less pay
than teachers in ten other of the
big cities of the country.
The city's portion of liquor license
taxes for the first half of 1914, amounting to $443,887.88, will he paid into the
treasury today or tomorrow.
The
revenue was estimated in January
and had olready been appropriated.
Mayor Baker, Director of Finance
Coughlin and Assistant Law Director
Hostetler held the balance of power
in the board. The president of the
board of education and county auditor are the other members.
Coughlin said the city will not only

$18,389 PROFITS EARNED <
BY CITY PARK STANDS
Profits of city park refreshment
stands for the first three months of
their operation amount to $18,389.84,
according to figures compiled by
the division of parks, yesterday.
Ten thousand dollars of this
amount has been appropriated for
the erection of new concession stands
and the improvement of old buildings.
Private concessionaires
offered
$18,000 for the privilege of operating the stSr^ds for a two years'
period. "Receipts- from the stands
show that they can be profitably
operated by the municipality," said
Frank Patterson, secretary of parks,
yesterday.

;

Operation of the Collinwood municipal light plant during the' first
six months of this year resulted in
a loss of $1,314, according to figures
given out by tne division of light
and heat, yesterday. Revenues from
the. South Brooklyn and Collinwood
plants have been cut $3,000 per
month since the three-cent light ordinance went into effect.
Profits of $41,400 were shown by
the South Brooklyn and the new $2,000,000 E. ^d street plant up until
August 1, according to F. W. BalIard, commissioner of light and heat.
Payrolls of the division amount to
approximately $1,000 per day, BalIard's figures show.
Although the new municipal plant
was opened in July, receipts from
power consumers increased but $1,000 during the month, vouchers
showing that $9,459.78 was taken in
from this source.
It cost but 2.7 mills per kilowatt
hour for coal consumed at the new
plant or 2.6 pounds of coal per kilowatt hour, Ballard said. The coal
bill at the South Brooklyn plant
amounts to almost six mills per kilowatt hour and it is a cent at the:
Collinwood plant.
"The Collinwood plannis a burden
but we can carry it," said Ballard.]
The South Brooklyn plant is operated each day, although it wasj
planned to shut it down on the completion of the main plant.
The lighting division has $543,447 on
hand of the $2,000,000 authorized for
the building of the plant. This will
be used for the distributing system.
Five hundred thousand dollars worth
of bonds for the extension of the
plant will also be offered for sale
early next year.
Bids for the construction of a substation for the lighting plant on Walworth avenue will be received by the
city today. The plant will C03t about
$35,000.

STATE DEMANDS CITY
BUILD SEWAGE PLANT
Health Board Orders Work to
Cost $1,000,000 and Gives
Until June 1,1916.
The state board of health, at a
meeting in the Hollenden Hotel last
night, decided to order "the city of
Cleveland to issue bonds for the construction of a sewage disposal plant
near the site of the old White City.
The cost of the plant complete was
estimated at $1,000,000.
About two years ago a bond issue
of $2,000,000 was authorized to care
for improvements in the city's sewage system, and the action of the
board last night will necessitate an
increasefcOf $800,000.
The city ' health department filed
a complaint with the board to the
effect that the city has been discharging sewage into Lake Erie,
near the site of the proposed reduction plant, and has created conditions detrimental to the health of the
public. A committee composed of Dr.
William T. Miller, 1869 E. 79th street;
Dr. Oscar Hascamp, of Toledo, and
W. H. Dittoe, chief engineer of the
board, was named to investigate. No
report is expected until the latter
part of September.
The board also considered charges
that Dugway Brook is a menace and
found that the stream is polluted by
sewage, and that conditions were
created which were detrimental to
the health of persons residing in the
vicinity.
The board then ordered the city of
Cleveland to install and have in operation prior to June 1, 1916, necessary sewers in the valley of the
stream, between Euclid avenue and
the city line at the north, to dispose
of the sewage properly along with
the other wastes now being -. dis- I
charged into the brook.
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Conncilmeii Expected to Fight for
Reconsideration of Ordinance.

AUG^

City Officials Choose Title for 3Sew
Police Cmft.

The fight to prevent the elimination of
the West Side grade crossings of the_
Nickel Plate in accordance with plans of
the city engineer may be reopened at
the first meeting of the city council following the summer vacation. The council will have its first meeting Monday
night.
At the request of West Side residents
who have been fighting the project
Councilman Robert Koch has obtained a
ruling regarding the possibility of a reconsideration of the vote by which the
ordinance was passed at the last regular
meeting.
, ...
The city is planning to proceed with
the elimination of Nickel Plate crossings
between Fulton-rd S. W. to Dctrcit-av
N W Residents in the vicinity claim
that the plan prepared by the city engineer will close too many streets. The
cost of the project is $2,900,000.
.

RREMEN FUND ENRICHED
Pension Till Will Get Thousands
by Official's Rulinsr.
Thousands of dollars will find their
way to the firemen's pension fund as
the result of a ruling given by Assistant City Law Director William G.
Geier yesterday. The ruling gives notice that firemen testifying in municipal court cases are entitled to witness fees and that in all civil cases
firemen may demand their fees when
the subpena is served.
Secretary Julius Pollock of the fire
department and Fire Chief George
A. Wallace were notified of the ruling
yesterday and a letter was also sent to
P. J. Henry, clerk of municipal court.
The assistant city law director states i
In his opinion the general code merely
provides no watchman or other police
officer shall be entitled to witness fees
before a police judge or mayor and I
that this does not include a city fire- j
man or any person other than a policeman.
Revives Lake Front Case.
Mayor Baker is preparing to file a
motion in the supreme court of the
United States asking that the court, in
dealing with the Pennsylvania railroad ake front case, merely deal with
thS federal question raised and allow
the decision of the Ohio supreme court
to stand, in so far as it relates toother
auestions involved in the suit.
"The federal question, which the
railroads have introduced, is frivolous,
sad Mayor Baker yesterday "There
fs nothing in the point which they have
ra
M?mbers of council are hopeful that
a settlement of the long standing lake
front controversy, involving the property extending from the Union depot
to the river, will prove an immediate
forerunner of a settlement of the
Unfon depot question. The lake front
case has been in court for many years.
The property involved is the extension
of old Bath-st. Much of the land is
used by the Pennsylvania for coal dock
purposes.

It is the police boat Vigilant.
:
This name has been chosen for the |
new boat that is to be used in PatrolUng
the lake front and "ver. The boat is
hein- built in Saginaw, Mich., and will.
S

^f ^onn^ctioT with the establishment

K. tn he eiven consideration. This sug
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& toReynolds,
be ?™»™%l
or"- ,
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man J W.
author
of the or
Xance authorizing purchase of the,
police boat.

MAY START SUBWAY SOON
Transit Official Believes Work Can
be Begun in October.
Work on the subway may be started in October. Following a meetin yesterday with Mayor Newton IX
Baker at city hall Secretary Thomas
P Schmidt of the Cleveland Underground Rapid Transit Railroad Co.
stated it appears work would • be
taken up at that time.
Secretary Schmidt also said there
had been no definite decision as to
the first line to be constructed, but
that it would be either Superior-av
NT B or Euclid-av. New sewers in
Euclid-av have been placed in such
a manner they will not have to be
relaid when the subway is built.
Cleveland & Toung-stown railroad
rapid transit work was discussed at
a meeting in the office of the city
engineer yesterday -attended by representatives of the city and railroad
company.
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WANT CITY WORK DONE
BY COUNTY RESIDENTS

MANY OHIO CITIES HAVE

plan to force contractors on
to use residents of Cuyaho1 county only U the work was
tarted last night at a meeting of
L Cleveland Federation of Lar
The matter was referred to the
Illative committee to plan the

Financial problems of Cleveland
are the same as those of other Ohio
municipalities, Director of Finance
Coughlin said yesterday upon his
return from Columbus where he attended the first meeting of the commission named by Governor Cox for
a survey of the financial needs of
cities.
"Other Ohio cities are confronted
by exausted treasuries because
cities do not receive a fair share of
taxes," said Coughlin. A meeting
will be held in Mayor Baker's office
tomorrow or Saturday to discuss
legislation for providing funds for
the City Hospital and other institutions which have exhausted their
entire year's appropriations.

j0bs

^SeTegTtes complained that, work„
„ on municipal work are being
mp
I' ,id by the contractors and
Un
They
fl being worked overtime.
fiZe tLt if the city cannot force
?h7 contractors to work eight-hour
£;««. and pay union wages, a stipItion in the contract that only
" events of Cuyahoga county be
alloyed will assist in solving the
problem
Delegates charged that
contractors were importing poorly
paid laborers into the city.

DEFICIT, SAYS COUGHLIN

1914.
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S SEWAGE
DISPOSAL PLAN!

Property Owners Enter Protest Against Paving.

Health Commissioner Asks City Hopes to Arrange Transfer of Property With
State Board to Force AcNation.
tion From City.
Complains Against Pollution Offers to Take Marine Pa
tients in1 City Inof East Shore of
stitution.
Lake.
The first pavilion of the new $2,000,Completion of the city's sewage disposal plans, now half under way, was 000 City hospital group on Scrantonundertaken last night by city officials rd S. W., to be erected with funds
appearing before the state board of derived from the sale of $75,000 bonds
Sept. 8, will be used for marine hoshealth that met in The Hol(tenden.
Dr. C. E. Ford, city commissioner pital purposes and the Marine hospital property on the lake front transof health, made formal complaint ferred to the city for exposition and
against the city on behalf of the convention hall purposes, if a plan
municipal division of health oncern- discussed yesterday by city officials
ing pollution of the east shore of the can be carried out.
lake by the big intercepting sewer
The capacity of the new pavilion
that empties into the lake off the old will be sixty beds.
This is the
White City site.
capacity of Marine hospital.
CounDr. Ford in his application asks an cilman J. W. Reynolds, who is,workorder of the state board requiring the ing for the convention hall project,
city to build a disposal plant in the discussed the matter with Public WelEast End to dispose of the east sew- fare Director H. R. Cooley yesterday.
age flow. The work would cost be- KM he "ty cares for approximately
tween $700,000 and $800,000,
,ow patients a day and with the com
An order of the state board of: Pletion of the group it will be able
health under the Bense act is manda- to handle nearly 1,500 patients.
A
tory on the city, and the bond issue total of 358 bed patients was cared
made necessary is exempt from all for at Marine hospital in 1913
bonded debt limitations.
The ■ Marine hospital
property
The first half of the city sewage would be an ideal site for the condisposal plans is nearing completion vention hall and exposition building,
in the upper river valley.
Similar but if the government does not care
action by the state board was in- to make the trade we still have
voked in that case.
property available on the lake front
The state board, after hearing the west of E. 9th-st," said Councilman
complaint, referred it to committee Reynolds yesterday. "There will be
for engineer's investigation and ref^? ,thfl oven if the station is
port.
located at the foot of E. 3rd-st."
An order under the Bense act was
made by the state board against the
city for the closing of Dugway brook
in the eastern part of the city. Complaint also was made by the city
Lighting' Plant Makes Reduction in
against itself in this instance.
Nearly $180,000 has been spent In
Coal Expense.
converting part of the brook into a
sewer. The brook is little more than
Operation of the new $2,000,000
an open sewer, half way from Superior-av N. E. to the lake. It will lighting plant at the foot of E. 53d-st
cost $200,000 more to finish it. The in cutting the city's coal bills in half.
order made by the state board re- F. W. Ballard, commissioner of light
quires the work to be completed by
and heat, announced yesterday the
June 1, 1916.
Thomas TJ. Sidlo, city director of loss in revenue resulting from the republic service, appeared before the duction in residence lighting rates to
board and made this statement:
"The city pleads guilty to the 3 cents a kilowatt hour is being made
charge. It waives hearing and has up by the cut in coal bills.
no protest to offer to any order made
"The reports also show that 2.6
by the board."
pounds of coal a kilowatt hour are
Plans for the chemical house and
, wash water reservoir, comprising being used." said Commissioner BalJ
contract No. 2 for the new filtration lard. "The cost will go down to 2
plant being built east of Edgewater mills when the load is increased. We
park, were approved by the board.
are operating up to one-tenth of the
An important order was made by capacity of the plant. We have cut
the state board against^ the city of the expense on coal to half the cost
. of that used at the South Brooklyn
Wooster. Following a finding made, plant in 1913.
by the board that the Wooster water
«The receipts from the sale of cursupply is "impure and dangerous to rent for power purposes were $5 237
health," It was ordered that the city ln MaVj $8,082 in June and $9,459 in
■July.
, of Wooster install and have in opera
tion prior to Jan. 1, 1916, a pure
I water supply, satisfactory to the stat
I board of health.

SAVES MONEY FOR CITY

As a result of protests yesterday by
owners of abutting property who appeared before the board of revisions
and assessments, paving of several
streets will be postponed indefinitely.
Owners testified new paving was not
SSy,'" f"large number of cases
and that special assessments were excessive in other instances. The board
decided to recommend
that widening
W be POStp
ned f0 of

fSFSt&Jt -

°

^

were t0
nonphe?nrCOmmendations
P°st-.
tr^t,
w °SSfc yTrr, PoavinS on these
K t^86'^'1 E' 81st-st from Euhd-ay to Hough-av N. E., Goral-av S
E., Columbus-rd N. W. from Lorain-iv
F
W
frSmkl&"a25th-st
,V™N- X"
F^iklin av N
N '
W. from^W.
to Columbus-rd
P

A^ey^TVVo'm SHESfc t°h'e
6
men^h^lf
' -fthe boardrecom?
?f ?d„ t ?at th? Clty PaT 65 Per cent
ll TttaltC°f of rfPaving this section. The city has not made provisions
for paymg its share of the cost of repaving contemplated for next year and
practically all legislation introducedHn
£°V"c" Provides for the payment
of
half the cost by the city y**menz ot

CRITICIZE

CITY'S

PARKS

Councilmen Hear Complaints as to
Appearance of Ground!.
Councilmen yesterday criticized the
appearance of the city's parks and
recreation grounds.
In the opinion
of Councilman J. E. Smith, the
present plan of management is to
blame.
"Parks and recreation activities
ought to be under one head," he said.
"The parks dc not look right. I have
received many complaints regarding
the condition of the baseball diamonds."
Both Park Commissioner Fred C.
Alber and City Forester John Boddy
are out of the city. Secretary Frank
Patterson and Park Engineer Samuel
Newman declared yesterday if the
upkeep of the park does not compare
favorably with the upkeep.of former
years, it is due to the policy of permitting the grass to be trampled on
in every section of the park system
and the more general use of city park
property for athletic field purposes.
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THIRD BRIDGE IS M'GINTY'S BAND
CITY NEED SAYS WONT PLAY ONE
DIRECTOR SIDLO HIGHBR0WN0TE
The proposed third high level
bridge between Superior and , Cen.tral viaducts will be a necessity long
before it possibly could be completj Service Director Sidlo said
Friday.
With Cleveland growing
at a rate of 30,000 a year, present
facilities between the Bast and West
Sides will be totally inadequate,■ said
SidloThe bridge could not be completed before 1920, Sidlo said, and
by that time Cleveland should have
Its 1 000,000 population. The more
viaducts there are across the river
the better it will be for everyone, he
said- '
. _'
'
Voters will ballot in November on
the $5,000,000 bond issue proposed
bv county commissioners for the
construction of the bridge.
"I don't think the people would
vote to have the' city issue bonds
for a bridge from Huron road to
Lorain avenue, in view of the Clark
avenue bridge bonds.
But as a
county issue it Is different, because
a two-thirds vote is not required.
While the city would have to pay 85
per cent of the indebtedness and 85
per cent of the interest, it would not
appear in the city's indebtedness."
There cannot be too many viaducts
between the east and west sides.
Councilman
McGinty
Friday
„_ a new location for the probridge—from Central avenue
to Lorain avenue.
The bridge between these two points could be built
more cheaply and would be more direct than from Huron road to Lorain avenue, he said.
Councilman Reynolds is opposed
to any more bridges until river and
harbor improvements have been
made.

CITY'S ELECTRIC PLANTS
ARE STILL LOSING MONEY

Collinwood municipal light plant,
Aspinwall avenue and. East 140th
street, Friday still was busy adding
to the municipal light division's 1914
deficit, despite the fact the new East
Councilman McGinty came to City 53d street plant has been in operation a month. Figures by Lighting
Hall Friday to look over BandCommissioner Ballard show the East
master Hruby's program for the rag- End plant has lost $1,314 the first six
time band concert McOJinty is giving months of this year.
The South
Sunday night at Clinton park, East Brooklyn plant's, receipts have fallen
off $3,000 a month since the 3-cent
17th street and Lakeside avenue.
McGinty wanted nothing but pop- schedule went into effect.
Receipts from power consumers
ular airs. Hruby differently. Mchave increased $1,000 a month since
Ginty looked over the selections, but
the 53d street station opened, Balcouldn't find one piece he ever lard estimated.
heard. And McGinty calls himself a
ragtime authority. There wrere sextets, operatic selections and everything else that goes to make up a
highbrow musical program.
"This won't do," McGinty said.
"Put some good music down there
and cut out the sextets and this
other stuff. We want pieces like
'This is the Life,' 'He's a Devil in
His Own Home Town' and a few
other good ones."
And McGinty'a going to have his i
way.
Incidentally McGinty is going to
give a big treat to his friends.
Every person who comes to the ragtime- . concert will receive a ticket
good for admission at the Mall.
Superior avenue movie, where w-ar
pictures are being shown. McGinty,
had 5,000 tickets printed.
Louis
Beck, Mall owner, looks for a young '
riot Monday.
•
•
The tickets are good, however, until October.
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PLAN BONDTSSUFTO
CLOSE DUGWAY BROOK
Councilmen Friday planned to
Initiate at council meeting Monday
legislation for issuance of bonds to
close Dugway brook, now an open
sewer
State board of health, meeting in
the Hollenden Thursday night,
heard petitions from council for
authority for the city to issue
bonds to close the sewer and to
build a garbage disposal plant m
Collinwood.
The board authorized Dugway
brook bonds, but postponed for a
month decision on the bonds for a
disposal plant.

DEMS IGNORE BAKER
TAX HOME RULE PLAN
Against, the protest of Mayor
Baker, democrats Tuesday declined
to include in their state platform,
framed at Columbus, a clause providingjiome rule in taxation.
'TThesliquor question had the interest of "ffeverybody, and my efforts to make the financial troubles of Clageland and other cities
an issue m%-with failure," said the
mayor.
/
J

"
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RUSH HOUR TRAFFIC
TO USE PUBLIC SQUARE

MUST RETRENCH,
With City $800,000 Short Already and Some Appropriations Exhausted Emergency Notes Are Considered.
Retrenching in every branch of the
municipal government was ordered
by Mayor Baker at a conference with
departmental directors, yesterday. It
was the first time since he. became
mayor that Baker personally had
called a halt on expenditures.
The city faces a deficit of $800,000
this year and the City Hospital and
Warrensville farms already have .exhausted their entire year's appropriation. Emergency notes to meet outstanding obligations will likely be authorized at a meeting of the city
council Monday night. From now on
every city institution will be expected to live within its appropriation,
Baker said.
Bankruptcy Is Feared.
"If we keep on borrowing money to
meet deficits the city will go into
bankruptcy," said Director of Finance Coughlin after the meeting.
"Notes have to be renewed and the
shortages are growing larger each
year."
No suggestion for curtailing expenses were made at the cabinet
meeting. City councilmen, however,
favor the elimination of band concerts and believe that the municipal
orchestra should be financed by private subscriptions this season.
Howell Wright, superintendent of
the City Hospital, has asked for an
additional appropriation of $42,500 for
the remainder of this year. Twentyseven thousand dollars of this amount
is for provisions. Wright also asked
tor $250 for printing copies of his report on the work of the institution.
May Halve Estimate.
Two hundred and sixty-four dollars for advertising for nurses for the
training school is asked. Councilmen
believe that these items as well as a
number of others can be eliminated,
and are expected to cut Wright's estimate in half.
Funds of the division of health have
also been practically
exhausted.
Money to carry on the work, of the
bureaus of tuberculosis, child hygiene, communicable disease and sanitary inspection will have to be provided also.
The commission named by Governor
Cox to make a survey of the financial
needs of Ohio municipalities will hold
a meeting in this city September 2.
Director Couglin is a member of the
commission.
Retrenchment recommendations may be made by this
commission.

Opening of the Public Square to!
vehicle traffic during the rush hours
of the day was ordered by Mayor
Baker yesterday. Traffic has been ;
diverted for an hour each evening for
several weeks.
Baker, however, directed that a
space north of the car tracks at the
Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument loop
be roped off for the exclusive use of
pedestrians.
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PROPOSE 10 CUT
IES
Administration Heads Meet
to Formulate Plans for
Retrenchment.
tTotal of $750,000 May be
Borrowed for Balance
of Year.
Retrenchment in every department
of the city government with cutting
of municipal activities wherever possible was proposed at a meeting of the
six department heads of the city
with Mayor Baker yesterday.
Members of the city council also
talked retrenchment yesterday and
Councilman J. E. Smith came out in
decisive terms against the policy of
borrowing funds for the operation of
departments, as is proposed. In order
to meet expenses of city departments
for the balance of the year, $750,000
will be borrowed on revenue notes if
the plan of the administration heads
is followed.
Welfare activities of the city may
be cut arid Councilman J. J. McGinty
declared demands of the department
would be gone into carefully when appropriations are made for the coming
year.
Superintendent Howell Wright of
the City hospital has forwarded statements to members of the council committee on charities and correction,
asking that $42,300 be appropriated
for the operation of the City hospital
for the balance of the year.
Finance Direc'tor Thomas Coughlin
expressed the belief yesterday that
the girls' farm at Warrensville, should
not have been opened. The institution was opened in February and disbursements have been about $1,500.
The number of girls cared for ranges
from seven to fourteen.
Miss "Vera Schafer, superintendent,
will retire Oct. 1 to accept the position
of industrial secretary of the Y. W.
C. A.
^_ U£L
PROTEST CROSSING ACT.
Citizens Ask Mayor to Have Recent
Ordinance Reconsidered.
West Side citizens called at the office of Mayor Newton D. Baker yesterday to ask that the vote by which
.the Nickel Plate grade crossing ordinance was passed at the last meeting be reconsidered at the meeting
Monday night. Mayor Baker stated
he was against reconsideration.
"I am in favor of the improvement," he said. "I believe that the
project should go forward."

^dmJJl^^M^^m
[RY FOR MONEY PROBE J0YRIDE
AS MAYOR BEGS ONMT:etEMENS;
THEY RETRENCH
The good ship City of Mount ClMn-;
ens ' which the' city ^watery-orks,^department uses at crib. No. 5, went,j#yridirig Friday: It- isn"tKvery often 'that
the good !ship--stays, out- of -drydo.ck
long enough to get anywhere, but on
Friday's joyride, she got:, as, far as
Lorain. ,
'■' ■
Utilities Director Stage .wonders
what the 'gdbd'ship .was, doing .way
out in-^he lake.; He'planned Saturday
to ask Water Commissioner Schulz to.
investigate.
No ono -might have/ known- anything about the -jaunt of the^ty of.
Mount Clemens;.exee'ptihg- those :who:
were- 'enjoying
the codling lake;
breezes -thatliswept across fter decks,
had not the crew sighted., a body:floating in the lake tf.nVliwfain. Like,
all good marine mansithey!'.flicked up:
the body; then-the.tftJeJ'IeaJSeaf.ojut,
Friday's eipe'rience,;is only one of
the many the dfty ;'ofMount .Gtefltens
has figured in since shO^ahieJhe,
property of the; city: ^he; flto, was
bought in.Toledo, in June, 1918,,.-for.
$6,500.' Since -that .time:.the taxpayers
have been called, upon to pay something, like $25,000.for\repairs and salaries.

City Department Heads Demand Cash, but Treasury
Is Empty
Mayor Baker's last minute reJnchment policy, decided upon at a
tl of city department heads,
iSy P—* to P-e a Jail.
Urgent requests for money
Z which to run city departments
„nmin£- in Saturday.
W
w
ifarT Director Cooley said he
We
, f ibout $65,000 for the health
"^ImerTand
the' City
hospital for
department a
(,gome depart.
th

^trs can
men
Jv?
bUt

do tvfthout certain things,
srot to keep on feeding our
T" Cooley said "We can't let

rpatientrat the City hospital
"'superintendent Wright of City.hosJalSaturday asked for $42,300 to
f?sn out the year. Health Comm.sstoner Ford wants $23,000.
It will' be necessary for the city
to borrow at least $760,000 on revenue
notes to pay the expenses of running
the tlty until the end of the year.
The city treasury is empty and has
been for nearly two months.
Already $300,000 has been borrowed on
notes. The end of the year will see
the city $1,000,000 in debt.
Opposition to Baker's borrowing
plan is expected to develop in council. Councilman Smith Saturday expressed himself as against the plan
and is expected to fight against giving permission ' to issue revenue
notes.

.

BAKER MAY OPPOSE
V
THIRD BRIDGE PLAN
Mayor BaKer indicated Monday
lay
that he may oppose the plan of
county commissioners to build a
third high level bridge across the
Cuyahoga river.
"Three bridges are necessary, '
Baker said, "but I believe we
should wait and see what effect
the Superior-av viaduct has upon
traffic. Until then I doubt whether
we would be able to determine the
best possible location for the
Several councilmen
Monday
said a public meeting mip »e
called for discussion
of
tne
project.
/
I
"I should like to know /vhether j
the public feels the time U
Bubmlt this question to a public
vote?" Councilman McGinty said.

L
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[CITY TO TAKE PART GIT? TD EMPLOY UIT
Expects to Hire Hundreds of
Workmen Soon.
Counciinien Propose Discussion of Inflated Prices
of Food Stuffs.
Two Resolutions Relating to
Subject Are to be
Introduced.

An army of workmen will be employed on city water purification projects before many weeks have elapsed.Eight hundred men are employed at the
Division-av N. W. filtration plant, and
within a few weeks this number will be
increased to 1,000, Public Utilities Director C. W. Stage announced yesterday.
At today's meeting of the
board of control the contract for the
excavation at the upper river sewage
disposal plant site probably will be let,
and 200 men soon will be employed on
this improvement.
The board also is expected to award
the contracts for the breakwater at the
site of the White City sewage disposal
plant at today's meeting. Approximately 100 men will be employed in this
work.
Record breaking time is being made
on the filtration'plant project. The concrete work will be completed three
months-ahead of time, it is believed, and
in that event the John P. Casey Co. will
receive a bonus of about $36,000.
Work costing approximately $1,200,000
is under contract and contracts for work
involving the expenditure of $700,000
more soon will be let. The water works
division is planning to begin the new
$1,000,000 reservoir on the high stretch
of ground overlooking the Fairmount
reservoir. The capacity of the plant
will be 100,000,000 gallons.

High food prices that caused public protest at the opening of the
European war will be discussed tomorrow night at the meeting of city
council. Two resolutions bearing on
the subject are to be introduced.
Councilman P. V. Kalina announced
yesterday he will call for a report
from Public Service Director T. L.
Sidlo concerning the advisability of
purchasing ground near the central
business section for the site of a
market.
Councilman Alex Bernstein is to
offer a resolution authorizing the
committee on legislation to investigate state laws pertaining to food
prices. In his opinion the legislature
should enact a law prohibiting dealers from taking advantage of war
conditions.
Bombardment of pongressmen with
requests for support of a law providing national control of cold storI age warehouses was suggested yesterday by Frank S. Krause, active in
campaigns for the reduction of egg
prices.
.
. Mr. Krause yesterday received
from Congressman McKellar of Tennessee a letter stating Mr. McKellar
will endeavor immediately to have
his cold storage regulation bill reported favorably by a committee to
which
it was referred.
v
, "The bill will allow government
supervision of warehouses in the
same way that the government
supervises the activities of banks,
said Mr. Krause yesterday.
Mr Krause yesterday sent letters
asking support of the bill to President Wilson, Mrs. William J. Bryan,
wife of the secretary of state andS-active in the National Housewives
league, and to department of justice
officials.
,
.
Evidence gathered here by federal
investigators is to be sent this wefck
to the attorney general's office in
Washington, according to statements
yesterday bv assistants in .the office
of United States District Attorney
U. G. Denman. Whether the federal
grand jury here will make an investigation is uncertain. '
Mr. Denman and County Prosecutor Cyrus Locher are to compare
evidence gathered independently by
their staffs.
Investigation by the
county grand jury is certain, said
Mr. Locher.
. .
ditions, according to figures obtained
yesterday. Housewives were urged
by City Marketmaster Charles Kamp
to use them to the exclusion of higher priced foodstuffs.
According to'-figures furnished by
marketmen yesterday, prices are the
same or lower than at this time last
year on potatoes, tomatoes, sweet
potatoes, cabbage, beets, onions, lettuce, perch, herring and sea bass.
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■SJLLPAY'BOfJllS FOR
BRSDGEWORK SPEED
ffnr completion of Central viaduct
jTre several days before the time
•' Wrl the city will pay a bonus
'So Server Sidlo said Monday.
«dlo'denied city laborers are
JSln helping contractors rush the
r
a

th

"We0had an exceptionally low bid
"USe contractors were eager to
he work. Had the contractors
flf to complete the work in the
•fiprt time, the bonus would
f" gone to the city," Sidlo said.
1
r ilfty Director Stage said Mon, ^tractors on the concrete
da>
'L of the Division-av filtration
tnt are working hard for a bonus.
Sconhact must be completed by
july 1. 191ii___=_=—
w

1$H CITY WORK
10 AID JOBL
server Sidlo said Monday work
all municipal improvements
be rushed in order to furnish
U-nrk for the unemployed.
He said he expects city enterprises to furnish work for approximately 1000 men this fall.
Here are several big jobs and
the estimated number of men relnn
^u

'aUlFour hundred men to relocate sewers changed because of
West-side grade crossing elimin

Two'hundred men on Unionav
grade elimination.
a
Three hundred men of more
than a dozen trades °n million
dollar interior work on new
city hall.
One hundred men on substructure of Clark-av bridge,
west of B. & 0. bridge.
■ Utility Director Stage said 200
more will be Hired soon to work
2n"the Division-av filtration job,
and 100 inen will be employed on
fhe White City sewage disposal
'IV for which contract for
$108 960 was authorized MondayJ

I1 OPEN PUBLIC SQUARE
TO VEHICLE TRAFFIC
Mayor Baker Monday directed
the opening of Superior-av and
Ontario-st, on the Public square
to vehicle traffic between the
hours of 5 and 6 p.m. Aisles
through which vehicles may pass
■will be roped off.
Heretofore vehicle traffic has
been completely closed on these
streets during the evening rush
hour.

u<?.
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SAY CITY HELPED
BRIDGE CO. GET
BONUSOF$6,000

Contracts *or the superstructure of
the filtration plant, the administration and other buildings have ^not
been let as yet. Nor has work been
started on a small reservoir to be
used for storing Altered water. .The
city has not yet contracted for the
filtration equipment.
■ "The filtration plant will not. be
ready for operation any sooner than
we anticipated," Maurice Sarbinsky,
secretary to Utilities Director Stage,
said.

Municipal Laborers Aid in
Rushing Repairs on Central
Viaduct
Charges were made Monday
that the city will pay a bonus of
$6,000 to the King Bridge Company for completing repairs on
Central viaduct ahead of the
time allotted in its contract, although city labor amounting to
about $20,000 was given the contractors in rebuilding the burned
structure
City bridge gangs were employed for several weeks after
the contract was awarded in assisting in clearing away the debris and helping the contractors j
with their repairs, it was.
charged.

The King Bridge Company was
awarded the job of rebuilding Central viaduct for $80,000, with a penalty of $125 a day for every day
after the expiration of the time
specified.
A bonus of the same
amount was to be paid by the city
for every day the bridge waa finished
before the expiration of the time
limit.
City Labor Was TJsed
The viaduct was completed and
reopened for traffic Tuesday because, it is charged, the city used
its own labor to the benefit of the
contractors.
The bonua on Central viaduct repairs fades into insignificance- when
compared with one which the city
will be called upon to pay to the
John F. Casey Company of Pittsburg, contractors on the principal
construction work of the new water
filtration plant. The Casey company
will collect at least $50,000 in
bonuses from the city for finishing
ita work in one-half the time allowed by the city..
The city allowed 16 months from
April 27 last for the concrete work
and construction of the filtration
plant excepting the superstructure
of the filtration equipment and the
pumphouse.
The Casey company
will complete the work in eight
months and will demand from the
city $400 a day for the remaining
eight months.
Casey company's bid for two contracts amounted to $946,000. Charles
Fath & Co. were low bidders at $804,000. The next highest bid to Casey's
was that of the Winston Company,
which was $500 more than the Casey
bid. Fath declined the contract and
forfeited $10,000.
Other contractors are said to have
declined to bid on the job hecause
it was claimed the time was too
short.
Bought New Equipment
It is said the Casey company invested $100,000 in new equipment because of the ease with which at least
$50,000 bonus could be collected from
the city.
Although the city will gladly pay
the $50,000 bonus to the Casey company when its contract is completed
in December, all work on the filtration plant will have to be delayed
until spring, so that no real benefit
will be derived through having the
job finished eight months ahead of
time.

GIRLS' FARM NOT
TO BE ECONOMY
LAN SACRIFICE
Talk of discontinuing the girls'
farm at Warrensville, in an attempt
to reduce expenses of running the
city, was scoffed at Monday by Welfare Director Cooley. Instead Cooley discussed plans for enlarging the
farm and following the group plan
in erecting buildings.
Cooley said the girls' farm was a
necessity and was proving successful.
The farm was established, last February. It now has 11 inmates. The
superintendent of the farm receives
$900 a year salary.
Finance Director Coughlin said the
farm should never have been established, but Cooley differs. "It's just
as necessary to have a farm for girls
as it is to have one for boys," he said.
Cooley Monday asked the civil service commission to order an examination for superintendent. Miss Vera
Schafer. present superintendent,
leaves October 1 to go to the Y.
W. C. A.
Cooley offered the place to Miss
Harriet Buchanan, trained nurse,
who was mentioned among Red Cross
nurses ready for service. Miss Buchanan was offered the place when
the farm opened but was unable to
accept because of poor health.
Cooley said Monday he believed Miss
Buchanan had sufficiently regained
her health to accept the position.

win WILL OPPOSE
WEST SIDE CHANGES
Traction Commissioner Witt was
expected to oppose legislation Councilman C. Townes will 'introduce
Monday night providing for rerouting West 14th and West 25th
street cars as they were before the
Central viaduct was burned. Townes
is to ask that West 14th street cars
alternate, one running down town
by way of West 25th street and
Central viaduct and the other by
way of Clark avenue and Central
viaduct.
Since Central viaduct burned West
14th street cars have been routed to
Brainard avenue direct on West 14th
street, and West 25th street cars direct to Brooklyn over West 25th
street, Clark avenue cars coming to
Public Square over West 25th street.
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COUNCILMEN ENTER
FOOD PRICE PROBE

Resolutions Introduced to Ascertain Cost of Establishing DownTown Market for Farmers—Eight
City council last night entered the
fight against the increased cost of
foodstuffs by passing resolutions
asking an investigation of the cost
of a fanners' down-town market and
an investigation to determine if present state laws are adequate to prevent such raises in prices as have
been made.
The second resolution, introduced
by Councilman Bernstein, instructs
the legislative committee to investigate present laws and report on additional legislation by which increases
could be kept down. The other resolution was introduced by Councilman
Kalina.
Market Master Charles Kamp yesterday gave Assistant Prosecutors
Mulligan and Doerfler the names of
iight food dealers who will be sum-

s
HEALTH Mf
Division Is Without Funds to
Fight Disease After Six Months'
Operation—Short Time Notes
May Be Issued.
Borrowing of $65,000 to carry on the
work of the City Hospital and the division of health, now without funds
after six months' operations, was authorized in a resolution introduced in
the city council last night,
Short-time notes will be issued to
provide funds for the practically
bankrupt institutions if the resolution is approved by the committee
on finance and charities and correcti n. This will increase the city indebtedness incurred for operating
expenses to $765,000.
The council also authorized the
appointment of a committee, on industrial expansion to co-operate with
public and private agencies in an endeavor to expand American trade in
new channels as a result of the
European war.
Councilmen Reynolds, Meyers, FitzGerald, McGinty
and Kalina were named on the committee. The first meeting was set
for Wednesday, September 2.
An estimate oZ the cost of erecting
a convention and music hall wasi
asked of the department of public
service by Councilman Kalina. Di-I
rector Sidlo reported that it would
cost $22,000 to construct a rolling
roadway entrance
to
Brookside
Park.
O. K. Euclid Annexation.
Annexation of a portion of Euclid
village in accordance with an agreement recently approved by the
council was authorized as an emergency measure in order that the
board of education might provide
school facilities for that section.
Citizens ~were asked to observe the
one hundredth anniversary of the
writing of the Star Spangled Banner,
September 12, by flying flags, in a
resolution by Councilman Smith.

Dealers

to

Testify.

maned before* the grand jury in the
food Inquiry. It is expected their
testimony will strengthen the county's
case against dealers declared by
prosecutors tofhave comfbined to raise
prices.
Doerfler declared yesterday that
combinations of food dealers were
not made recently and for the exclusive purpose of raising food prices
during war time. They have been
in existence some time, he said. District Attorney Denman was in Toledo yesterday and could not meet
with Prosecutor Locher as he had
expected.
Candidates for election as members of the next Legislature, said
yesterday they would introduce legislation to prevent unwarranted lncreases in food prices.
Councilman Ron asked""for a re~
port on the cost of constructing and
establishing incinerators for the disposal of city refuse. The city law
department was asked by Councilman Votava whether the city had
authority to regulate night work bycontractors engaged in public work.
In an effort to provide citizens
living south of Woodland avenue
with street car facilities to Gordon
Park for the payment of a single
fare on the East 79th street crosstown line, Councilman Tack asked
for a report on the feasibility of
amending the Tayler ordinance.
Persons living in that locality must
now pay two fares to reach the
park, Tack says.
Ask Wire Ruling.
Councilman Bernstein asked the
department of public service to require public utility corporations to
place overhead wiring in conduits at
the time streets are paved.
An ordinance establishing street
grades in the elimination of the Erie
Pennsylvania
and
Newburg
&
South Shore railroads' grade crossings at Union avenue was introduced.

CITY OFFICIALS PROVIDE
FOR MANICURIST IN HALL
Polished finger nails are expected
to be the prevailing mode among city
employees on the completion of the
new city hall. There is to be a
manicurist right in the building.
The wielder of the orange stick and
nail buffer receives official recognition in the plans for the new
city hall, specifications calling for a
nifty table for the manicurist who
will look after the nails of the mayor i
and other city officials.
The manicurist will be located in'the city hall barber shop, which is to
be fitted out in keeping with the
monumental type of building being
erected. Bids for the interior work
are to be received by the city today.
The contract is expected to aggregate a million dollars.

Fourteen Concerts This Week.
Band concerts will be given at
Washington Park this afternoon and
evening. The schedule for the remainder of the week Is as follows:
Tomorrow afternoon and evening,
Edgewater; Thursday afternoon and
evening, Wade; Friday afternoon,
Lincoln; Friday evening, 4700 Broadway; Saturday afternoon and evening, Gordon.
Sunday afternoon,
Brookside, Gordon and Woodland
Hills; Sunday evening, Clinton Park.
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COUNCIL WILL HELP
BIS TRADE H

fANTSSUBSTlTUT
UP BUYERS
CITY CURRENT WAR PRICES FIGHT : iREfHEI

Councilman Proposes Three
Names Committee to Study Solicitors Cover East Side Adopts Resolutions to Reduce
Tickets for Dime in Lieu of
Business Districts—Wires
Cost of Food Necessities
Means of Getting South
Cent Transfer Increase.
Being Strung.
in Cleveland.
American Business.
Chairman of Street Railway
Asks for Cost Estimate on City Hall Interior Work Bids May Investigate and Prepare
Committee Will Confer
Legislation to Push
Close Today—BuildProposed Exposition
With Commissioner.
Prosecutions.
ing News.
Hall.
Substitution of a flat three-ticketsBy unanimous vote the city council
The city's invasion of East Side
Cleveland is in the lead in the
for-a-dime rate of fare, with free
nation wide movement to obtain business districts for electric light last night adopted two resolutions transfers, for the penny-for-a-transSouth American business diverted and power business is now on in full aimed against high food prices and fer-with-no-rebate plan that is to
force. Before the week is over serv- seeking to reduce the cost of food become effective Sept. 1 was urged
from Europe by the war.
in Cleveland.
City council last night by unani- ice from the $2,000,000 plant at the necessities
Councilman Alex Bernstein offered last night by members of city
foot
of
E.
53d-st
will
be
available
mous vote adopted a resolution
a "resolution calling for an investiga- council.
authorizing the appointment of a spe- along E. 45th-st from St. Clair-av tion by the council committee on
Councilman Robert Koch, whose
cial committee of five to go into this N. E. to Hough-av N. E. and along legislation of the present statutes re- ward will be generally affected by
lating to the regulation of food prices
Hough-av from E. 40th-st to E. 55th- with a view to preparing legislation the charge and no refund for a transsubject.
'
Council chamber is to be used for a st. Within ten days service will be making prosecution possible when fer, announced last evening he would
series of public meetings, and every available in the business section at food prices are raised unnecessarily. take the matter up with Street RailThe legislature is to be asked to en- way Commissioner Peter Witt on his
civkj and business organization in the and around the intersection of Eu- act this law at the coming session.
return to the city. Mr. Koch is chairContracts
city will be asked to have representa- clid-av and E. 55th-st.
Establishment of a central market man of the council committee on
are being sought at the business cor- \with direct railroad facilities is sug- street railways.
tives present.
ners in this district by solicitors.
Chairman Koch declares the progested in a resolution offered by
The first meeting was announced
All of the poles have been set In Councilman P. V. Kalina. The Kalina posed penny transfer with no refund
for Wednesday, Sept. 2, by Council- E. 45th-st and Hough-av N. E. and resolution calls on the director of advance is unfair. Other members of
man J. W. Beynolds, author of the the work of stringing wires will be public service to submit a report council are preparing to oppose the
before the week is over. showing the estimated cost of land scheme proposed by Chairman Koch.
resolution. Mr. Reynolds was made completed
Current will thqn be turned on. suitable for use as a central market. In the opinion of Councilman E. A.
chairman of the committee. Other Cables will be laid'in E. 55th-st from Director Sidlo has been looking into Meyers and J. W. Reynolds the city
should adopt a zone scheme.
members are E. A. Meyers, W. S. Hough to Euclid-av in a few days this question.
"The street railway business is the
"We ought to have an East End
FitzGerald, P. V. Kalina and J. J. and this work will be completed within ten days, it was stated yesterday. market with railroad facilities as well same as any other business," said
McGinty.
,
Assistant City Law Director J. C. as a central market," said Council- Mr. Meyers. "People should pay for
The committee will study Cleveland Hostetler
yesterday forwarded an man Robert Foster. "Stuff is rotting what they get. If we had a zone
Industrial activities with a view to de- opinion to the city lighting depart- in the country because there is no system we could have a 2-cent rate
vising ways and means for increasing ment that will be of assistance to tha direct way to reach consumers in the. to E. 55th-st and a 3-cent rate to
the city's business, and an effort also department in obtaining business in city. The farmers want to reach the E. 105th-st. No other system is just.
is to be made to establish new in- the downtown district. The assistant consumers."
We will have to come to the zone
dustrial plants here.
Six or seven food distribution ex- system in time."
director held that the IlluminatIt was suggested to Councilman law
In order to adopt the scheme proing company cannot refuse to supply perts will be called before the grand
Reynolds last evening that the board heating service to applicants that d» jury when it meets Sept. 7 to investi- posed by Chairman Koch an amendof education be urged to have Span- not buy light and power from trw»- gate war boosting of prices. Their ment to the 'Tayler grant would be
ish taught in the public schools as a company.
names were furnished to Assistant necessary. The Tayler grant makes
means to enable Cleveland to educate
"The city has agreed to protect Its) County Prosecutor Samuel Doertter the three tickets for a dime plan the
its young men for South American patrons," said the assistant law dl« yesterday by City Market Master next higher rate after the penny
business service.
"We will see that the right* Charles Kemp who had a long con- transfer, no refund schedule, which
The committee will take up the rector.
of those who buy city's light and pow» ference in the afternoon with the Is to become effective Sept. 1.
exposition hall question. A resolu- er are protected. The Illuminating prosecutor.
"It Is unfair to force a quarter of
tion by Councilman Pf V. Kalma was company has no right to refuse to
A general rise in the prices of com- the car riders to pay four cents while
adopted calling for a report from Pub- sell them heat."
modities was observed yesterday in the rest pay 3 cents," said Councillic Service Director T. L. Sidlo shov,^
Lighting Commissioner F. W. Bal-< retail prices of foods. At Sheriff man Koch.
ing the cost of such a structure.
Council last night received an oris planning to make use of the Street market these prices were
It has been suggested that the lard
dinance by Councilman William Tack
windows of the water department quoted a pound:
structure be placed on the site of the along
Creamery
butter,
34
to
3«
cents.
to amend the Tayler grant by enon the ground floor
New York cheese, 22 to 25 cents.
Marine hospital, Lakeside-av N. E. It of theSuperior-av
abling car patrons living south of the
city hall; They will be used
Fresh eggs, 28 to 34 cents.
would have a machinery hall and an for lighting
E. 79th-st car line to obtain Gordon
department
advertising
Poultry,
fowl,
19
cents.
auditorium suitable for national con- purposes if present plans are folpark service for one fare.
Spring chickens. 27 cents.
ventions of every character.
Smoked ham, whole 17 to 18 cents.
Councilman Clayton C. Townes ofSmoked ham, sliced, 28 to 30 cents.
Final legislation in the Euclid lowed.
fered a resolution urging the restoraBacon, 23 cents.
village annexation process was passed City Hall Bids Close.
tion
of the old W. 14th-st car routes.
Round steak, 10 cents.
by council last night as an emergency
The new city hall is slowly but
Mr. Townes believes the cars should.
Fresh pork, loin, sliced, 20 cents.
f
measure in order to enable the Cleve- surely nearing completion. With tha
Fresh pork tenderloin, 25 cen =
Leaf lard, 13 cents.
follow the routes in use before the
land board of education to prepare work of laying the roof nearing comLemons, 25 to 40 cents a dozen
shutting down of the Central viaduct.
to take over the schools of the an- pletion contracts for interior conOranges,
15
to
30
cents
a
dozen
struction are to be let within a few
Both measures were referred to : the
nexed portion of the town.
street railway .covnmittRe
Women members of the Euclid days. Bids are expected to close toAWARDS~BIG CONTRACTS
Civic club were present at the council day.
The interior work, which will cost
meeting. When City Clerk Richard
Board of Control Makes Possible
B Collins forwards a transcript of many thousands of dollars, will inlast night's proceedings to Columbus, clude masonry, ornamental iron and
Three Improvements.
annexation will be complete. About bronze work, furring, lathing and
one-quarter of Euclid village is to be- plastering, sheet metal work, sideThree big contracts were awarded ;
walk lights, carpentry, painting, glass
come a part of Cleveland.
yesterday by the city board of control.
The annexation of the westerly and glazing, marble work, heating
One makes possible a start .on the E.
end of the village will place East and ventilating and minor accesso140th-st lake front sewage disposal
Cleveland in a pocket and prevent ries. J. Milton Dyer is the architect.
plant. Another will result in the startit from taking any more territory to Plans Sew Flat.
ing of work on the upper river sewage
disposal plant and the third will result
the east.
•
. .
Plans are being prepared by Archiin the completion of the Walworth
An ordinance authorizing appro- tect Theodore Connor, Park building,
lighting department substation.
priation of an additional $65,000 for for an $18,000 brick six-suite apartThe contract for the East End sewoperation of City hospital and the ment building on E. 10Sth-st for Miss
age disposal plant work calls for the Warrensville Prisoners Attack
health division was introduced last C. Kreutzeger. The new building is
construction of a breakwater at a cost
evening and referred to committee. to' be three stories and will cover a
of $102,950. Nearly thirty-five acres of
Guards, Grab Gate Keys
land will be made. This contract was
The funds must be borrowed on short ground space of 90 by 38 feet. Plans
awarded to the American Construction
term revenue notes. City hospital will be ready for figures in about ten
and Escape.
Co. Charles Fath & Co. was awarded
and the health division have run out days.
I the contract for the excavation at the
of funds.
Approximately $< 50,000
site of the upper river sewage disposal
must be borrowed by council to meet
plant. The work will cost $94,288. The
deficits in all departments, before the
C. N. Griffin Co. was awarded the con- Six Mutineers Are Captured
tract for the construction of the Walyear is ended.
worth substation.
A resolution was adopted calling
After Fight in CornThe question of advancing the pay of
for an estimate of the cost of estabelectrical workers in the building infield.
lishing incinerating plants as a subspection division to the union scale was
stitute for dumping refuse into radiscussed at yesterday's meeting. Finance Director Thomas Coughlin devines. The resolution was offered by
clared if the change is made the city
Councilman William Rolf.
Two score of prisoners at the
could put the employes on the same
Council adopted a resolution calling
basis as other electricians. Under this
on citizens of Cleveland to, display
scheme the men, instead of receiving Warrensville Correction farm
fUs-s Sent. 12 in commemoration of
$1,500 a year, would be paid by the day
The writing of the "Star Spangled
and would be deprived of vacation with yesterday
afternoon attacked
pay.
T5p TlUGr
An ordinance authorizing expendiguards in the court yard, broke
ture of funds for the Union-av S. E.
grade crossing improvement was inthrough the iron gates and seven
troduced. The _work would cost approximately $353,000.
escaped.
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An alarm was quickly spread
t0 other guards on.the farm.
beT a hand-to-hand fight in a
orn field, six of the seven prisC
Of-the
rs were captured.
"even mutineers, James Baker is
3till being sought.
was

shortly after noon when the
time" prisoners were turned
'
t0 the court yard for exercise.
' afterward two score of the
loners congregated in a corner.
q iddeniy the prisoners dashed
.s the court.yard to the iron
acr0!
! ■ attacked
three
guards,
l0IlS

etched the gate keys out of their
d and left their victims lying on
" cement walk unconscious. Seven
'fthe prisoners escaped,
levcnt General Kscape.
other guards in the court yard ran
■/the'gates and prevented the re■ der of the prisoners from esAs soon as the remaining
capinS? oners were safely locked up again
Pr
'the court yard, word was sent to
ha

suot
R°bert MackAH the guards on

the farm were
riedly assembled near the cell
week and under directions from
" t Ma*k and Jerome Sullivan,
head guard, they formed a circle
around the farm. Closing in gradHy the guards pocketed the escaping prisoners in. a large corn field.
^vhile ten guards surrounded the
Held several of them hunted
through the .field. In the thickest
art of the .field the guards were
attacked by the fleeing prisoners.
A hand-to-hand fight followed in
which both guards and prisoners sufbruises.
When the
ferea many
guards surrounding the field learned
that their fellow guards had located
the prisoners and were engaged in
a fight they closed in. The odds were
too m&ny for the mutineers and after
a fight lasting half an hour they gave
While the fight was at its height
James Baker succeeded in eluding
the guards.
John Smith, a trustee, was severely
beaten in the corn field fight.
Supt. Mack last night said he could
not account for the sudden attack of
the prisoners.
"Every morning and every afternoon the long term prisoners, who
are kept in cells, are turned out into
the court yard for one hour of exercise It was while in the court yard
What they planned to escape, I be1
iieve," said Supt. Mack.
The six prisoners who were recaDtured are William Daley, ex-patrolman; George Harris, Arthur Curran Frank Reed, Charles Harrison
and Henry Nichols. Nichols is serving a long term at the farm and when
his time expires he will be turned
over to the Mansfield reformatory
authorities for violation of parole,
Supt. Mack says.
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COUNCIL BLOCKS

Council. Monday night failed to take
action on the application of the IIluminating Company to lay heating I
conduits in Huron road, once refused
and up for reconsideration.
Meanwhile the city plans to lay power
conduits the full length of Huron
road to supply municipal electric
current to merchants in the neighborhood and to industries in the
The Illuminating Company is required to have council's permit to lay
steam pipes in streets where it has
BO franchise. The city does not need
consent of council.
Several months ago the Illuminating Company asked Service Director
Sidlo for permission to lay additional
steam pipes in East 9th street to
reach the Halle Bros.' new building.
The Illuminating Company has a
franchise, but permission was refused because the street only recently had been repaved. Sidlo suggested
that the company ask permission to
tear up Huron road. Council turned
down the application just before adlournment for the summer. A motion
to reconsider was adopted and it was
expected that a report would be
made Monday night.
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CHITECT'S FIGURES
g A. ^Iler Company's Estimate
of $1,097,987 Is Lowest for
Interior Work.
lively competition among contracrs marked the opening yesterday
t bids for interior work for the new
I, hall. All the estimates were less
than the architect's figures of $1,400.000.
Tabulations will not be completed

L several days, but the G. A. Fuller
Company, of New York and Cleve,ana, was lowest on the general conILt at $1,097,987. Other bids were:
, B Pierce Company. $1,099,500;
|mes L. Stuart Company, $1,120,562;
imiam Dall, $1,127,500; John Gill &
L $1157,000; W. B. McCallister
Company, $1,253,661.
The Reaugh
Construction Company submitted a
bid of $916,600 on mechanical trades
8
There were twenty other bidders
on individual items in the contract
including plastering, vacuum cleaning elevators, motor generators, electric wiring, plumbing, glass and glaaing. heating and ventilating and mechanical trades.
The city has only $925,000 available
for the work. Contracts will be let
and an additional bond issue authorized after January 1.
The James L. Stuart Company will
complete the superstructure of the
building in a few weeks and the other
work will be started immediately.
Certified checks aggregating a half
million dollars were left with Commissioner of Purchases and Supplies
Callow by the bidders.
Mr. Callow attributes the closeness
of the hids to the fact that few large
public contracts are to be let this
season and contractors are anxious to
obtain work.
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Win SEES NO GOOD
IN FUTFARE PLAN
Railway Commissioner Terms
Impractical Three Tickets for Dime.
Thinks Rebates on Transfers
Will be Restored Inside Year.
Peter Witt, street railway commissioner, yesterday said the plan
proposed by Councilman Robert J.
Koch for the establishment of a flat
three-tickets-for-a-dime
and
free
transfers in place of straight 3-cent
fare and a penny charge for transfers
is not feasible.
The proposal of Councilman Koch
is the fourth fare alternative of the
Tayler grant. Legislation would be
required for the change and it would
be at least three months before it
could be made operative, it was
argued. Any change would be a
practical pushing aside of the Tayler
grant at all events, it was said.
Commissioner Witt says he believes the penny transfer with no rebate charge, effective Sept. 1, will not
be in force a year before the interest
fund again reaches the $700,000
maximum, when the penny transfer
charge will be rebated.
He is particularly certain of this
if the normal growth In the number
of car riders is restored. Slack work
has lowered below normal the increase in the number of car riders,
Mr. Witt stated.
Commissioner Witt's theory of the
transfer scheme, however, does not
coincide with the view taken by
Councilman Koch, who thinks the
penny transfer charge with no rebate
will work unfairly on those living in
localities where it is necessary for
them to. transfer.
It is Commissioner Witt's theory
that car riders being furnished street
car service at cost, as is the case in
Cleveland, should pay for what they
get. It costs more to haul a person
who transfers than it does to haul
one who does not.

EXCEED CITY F
City Hall Work Estimates May
Delay Construction.
Breakers are seen ahead that may
delay the completion of the new city
hall.
,
Bids -s-ere received yesterday for
the interior work of the new building.
While the estimate for the work is
about $1,300,000, and all complete
bids tabulated up to last night were
for more than $1,000,000, there is
but $925,000 available.
It will take several days for William S. Lougee, superintending architect of the new city hall, to make a
complete tabulation of bids.
Mr. Lougee last night said he hopes
to work out a combination of the
more important construction operations and let a contract up to $900,000. He would then let contracts for
the remaining work when money is
available.
o

BREAK INTO OLD HOSPITAL
Vandals Enter Structure Purchased
for Social Center Purposes.
Vandals have been breaking into the i
old Cleveland General hospital building
on Woodland-av S. B., acquired by the
city two years ago for social center
purposes. In.- order to prevent further
damage, the park autnorities have arranged to board up the windows.
Lack of funds has prevented the city
from making use of the building, but
Councilman J. J. McGinty says he will
see Mayor Baker today, to suggest that
the building be remodeled for municipal
lodging house purposes. It is estimated
remodeling would cost $10,000.
Operated as a municipal lodging
house with 10 and 20-cent beds, the
institution would be self-sustaining, it
is claimed. The building would accommodate several hundred lodgers.

PARK STANDS PAY WELL ANNEX

EUCLID

TODAY

Refreshment and Bath House Receipts Support Department.

City of Cleveland Officially Takes
in Additional Territory,

Muncipal operation «f refreshment
stands, dance halls and bath houses is
gradually placing- the park department
on a self-sustaining basis. It was announced yesterday at park headquarters that receipts from these sources
and from the operation of boat houses
have reached $112,000.
It is estimated receiDts for the entire season will total $150,000. As the
appropriation for the park department
is
$311,000.
including
refreshment
stands, municipal operation of recreational activities will care for half the
expense of operatng the parks in 1014.
The remaining half will come from taxation.
Councilman B. A. Meyers has asked
the mayor to take up the matter of
erecting a large dance hall at Gordon
park. Plans for the Washington park
dance hall have been completed. The
estimated cost is $15,000. Refreshment
stand receipts have reached $70,000.
About $20,000 of this is profit.- A new
stand will be opened at Woodland Hills
park today.

The westerly end of Euclid village
will become a part of Cleveland today.
It was stated yesterday at the office
of the city clerk that the transcript
of the council proceedings of Monday
night would be forwarded to the secretary of state today. When the papers
are dropped into the mail box, annexation is effective.
A three-quarters of a mile stretch of
Euclld-av territory east of East Cleveland is included in the slice of Euclid
to be annexed to Cleveland.
This will prevent East Cleveland
from taking new territory on the east
The annexation of the new territory
will require city council to change the
names of twenty-two streets.
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E WE
IN CITY
City's Steam

Shovel Does

200 Per Cent More Work
for Private Firm

Law Director Stockwell planned '
Wednesday to institute proceedings
against Euelid village officials for
refusal to turn over to Deputy City
Clerk Hurray official, papers in the
legislation covering the annexation
of the west end of Euclid village to
Cleveland. Murray went to Euclid
village hall to receive the papers,
but was told he could not have them.
Council approved the resolution
annexing part of Euclid village Monday night, and Murray went to the
town clerk to receive the papers necessary to file with the secretary of
state completing the annexation. Until they are turned over to the city
the annexation of 500 people to Cleveland may have to be held up.
Another demand will be made on
Euclid village's town clerk for the
legislation papers Thursday, and unless they are turned over Stockwell
will be asked to seek court aid.
Meanwhile Euclid village officials
and those who remained loyal to the
village were having their annual picnic Wednesday, and the papers desired by the city were locked securely in the vault in the town hall.

Direct labor methods employed by
the city in constructing the East End
speedway, between Euclid and St.
Clair avenues, near Eddy road, failed
to get, by practically 20U per cent, as
much work out of the city's costly
yo 000 steam shovel as did the Fred
R. Jones Company, Chicago, in excavating for the new filtration plant
in Division avenue. Figures compiled by the Jones company and city
engineers brought about the comparison by City Hall officials Wednesday.
Working a 10-hour day the municipal steam shovel was able to excavate only 750 to 800 cubic yards of
dirt, with the latter as a maximum,
Harry R. Bunning, formerly the city's
direct
labor
expert,
estimated
Wednesday, The fact that much
shale and rock was encountered in
digging out a bed for the speedway
pulled down the shovel's capacity
clcse to 100 yards a day, according to
Bunning.
Soon after the Jones company was
awarded the contract for the filter
nlant excavation the city turned over
the steam shovel to the contractors
for a monthly rental of $000. Figures
from the office of C. K. Cummins, superintendent of the concern, Wednesday shaved the average daily output
City officials Wednesday again
ranged close to 2,400 cubic yards a realized they are about to spend
15-hour day. despite many under- 'close to $2,500,000 in beautifying and
,'Tcund springs and slides encounbuying the rest of th° mall site withtered! At Cairo, III., two years ago
out any control of the character or
the gang •how working on the filter
architecture of structures facing diplant took out ?,,0o5 yards of dirt a
rectly on the mall.
day with a shovel of the feme capaci- : ■ Wednesday Service Director Sidlo
learned a two-story brick building,
ty and typ;.
with foundations for a third story, is
"The more comparisons are made
the worse the city is shown up on its
being put up by the Gund Brewing
Company at St. Clair and East -6th
direct labor scheme," declared CounStreet, while on the east side of East
cilman Moylan. "The scheme was a
6th street just below St. Clair, a onefailure every place it was tried, at
the East 53d street light plant, Fair- !j story brick garage Js nearly comview reservoir, Bulkley boulevard,
pleted.
(he speedway and the start on the
filter plant excavation."

MORE BUILDING
! ON MALL SITE
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IPOLICE BOAT IS COMING
Cleveland's Vigilant Almost Ready
for Commission,
The Vigilant, Cleveland's' new police boat, is to be brought to Cleveland from Sagilnaw, Mich., early next
-week by Secretary H. F. Stillman of
the department of public safety and
Patrolman G. C. Huberty, who will
probably be named commanding officer of one of the crews.
Secretary Stillman said yesterday
they, would make the trip from Saginaw in the boat. Four policemen will
be assigned to police boat duty. Two
will be on day duty and two on the
night shift.
Public safety department heads favor the plan of amalgamating the
harbor master's duties with the new
police service.

HEARS ANNEXATION URGED
Councilman Says Bast Cleveland
Citizens Wonld Join Larger City.
Strong sentiment for the annex
tion of East Cleveland to Cleveland is
developing in the former city, according to J. E. Smith, member of Cleveland city council, whose ward probably would be enlarged by such annexation. Councilman Smith is opposed
to annexation.
"I don't believe Cleveland should
take in .East Cleveland at this time,"
he said yesterday. "The East Cleveland sewer system is not adequate,
and it would necessitate an expenditure of $500,000 for the rebuilding of
the system."
Councilman "William Rolf, who becomes the representative of the westerly end of Euclid through annexa/
tion of that portion of the village to
Cleveland, is in favor of annexing
East Cleveland.
-o

Sinking Fund Commissioners
Decide to Give Financial
Assistance.

commission may have to take the
notes. In that event it would not
be in a position to buy all bonds the
city is planning to sell. It is believed
buyers will be found for the shorttime notes.'
The city will offer $280,000 worth
of bonds for sale Sept. 8. Included
in this lot are $110,000 Central via-f
duct bonds. These must be sold in
order to raise funds to meet the revenue notes issued after the partial destruction of the bridge.
The sinking fund commission later
may be asked to buy $250,000 new
city hall bonds to enable the service
department to complete the new
structure. The city has $925,000 in
hand for this purpose. The lowest,
general bids received Tuesday on the
interior work was $1,097,000.

Will Advance Funds for Hall
and Other Work, if
CHEAP LIGHT PROFITABLE
Necessary.
Funds for the completion of the
new city hall, the Clark-av bridge
superstructure, sewering of Dugway
brook, for new City hospital pavilion
and other city projects are to be furnished by. the city sinking fund commission if bonds are not sold in open
market.
This was decided yesterday at a
meeting of the sinking fund commission.
The commission, with $1,250,000
available for investment, is in a position to assist the city in financing
unfinished projects.
Finance Director Thomas Coughlin
said at yesterday's meeting that other cities have had difficulty in disposing of bonds and it was decided
that the commission should hold
$450,000 in order to be prepared to
take new city bonds in event other
buyers do not come forward.
Director Coughlin said the city
will offer about $765,000 worth of
revenue notes for sale in October. If
there are no bids the sinking fund

Three-Cent Service Nets City Profit
of $51,792 in Seven Months.
Success of 3-eent light is demonstrated by the report of the city lighting department for the first seven
months of the year, according to F.
W. Ballard, commissioner of light
and heat.
The report, issued yesterday, shows
a net profit of $51,792.59 for the first
seven months, as against $47,183.63
for the same period last year, despite
the fact that during May, June and
July of the present year the reduction
to the 3-,cent rate for residence service has been in effect.
Increased business has more than
offset the reduction in the ' income
that resulted from the lowering in
light and power rates. The report
for the first eight months of the year
will show a much larger increase in
the net profits, it is believed, as during the period included in the report
the new $2,000,000 plant was in service less than two weeks. A marked
reduction in the cost of production
will be shown in the report for the
first eight months of the year, it was
stated yesterday.
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IITY WILL AID WATER
SHIPMENT PROMOTION
,s to organize a national assof'n to promote
shipping by
EMT routes, were discussed yester[ at a meeting of the river and
h r improvement committee of
rr chamber of Commerce. It is pro. i to merge a bureau now in exiflce in Cleveland, with similar
l anization's in other cities, each
Eociation joining to pay ten cents
• member into a common fund to
pe
'iance the work of the national
• The proposal was referred to
T5transportation committee of the
rhamber of Commerce.
The river and harbor committee
F

SINKINGTFUND RESERVE
MAY PAYCITTS'DEBTS
part of the city's sinking fund may
L used to meet the running expenses
.{the city government if no buyers
found for 5765,000 of short time
.0tes which the city will be called
ipon-to issue this year.
Director of Finance Coughlin suggested this possibility yesterday at a
oeeting of trustees of the sinking
fund. Trustees voted not to buy se
turities recently offered by bond
louses in view of the unsettled condition of the financial world, holding
that surplus funds should be used to
nurehase city bonds to be offered for
Lie September 6.

Wf>

also discussed requests from various
sources that Congress T5e urged to
pass the pending rivers and harbors
bill. This matter was referred to
directors of the Chamber of Commerce.
James H. Cassidy is chairman and
E. C. Collins, vice chairman of the
river and harbor improvement com-.
mittee.
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WITT WON'T LET
COUNCIL SHIFT
W. 14TH CARS
Traction Commissioner Witt declared Thursday he would stand pat
on the present routing of Clark avenue and West 14th street cars, despite threats of Councilman Moylan
to have council spank Witt by restoring the cars to the old routing-.
According to Moylan the Tayler
grant provides that the commissioner
only can reroute cars in an emergency and must restore them to
original routings unless council assents to new routings after the emergency ends. Moylan declares that the
present routing will cause 8,000 persons in his ward to be hit by the
penny transfer charge.
Under the old routings West 14th
street cars alternated, one running
out Clark avenue and the next out
West 14th street. Since the viaduct
burned West 14th street cars have
been run direct to the end of the line,
Clark avenue cars being routed out
West 25th street.
"We can't go back to the old routings," Witt said. "Both West 14th
and West 25th street lines should be
kept direct crosstown lines."

/7

CIVIL SERVICE TO
HOLD JOBS FOR
MEN?

1I

Republican
councilmen
Friday
saw back of the civil service commissioners' intent to put under civil
service all division commissioners a
scheme to protect as many as possible of Mayor Baker's henchmen in
case the complexion of the City Hall
administration is changed a year
from this fall.
With all the best of the secondclass plums at the City Hall safely
clutched by Baker Democrats, incoming Republicans would have little to dole out at the pie counter,
councilmen predicted. Practically
every City Hall job, with the exception of the six $6,000-a-year directorships, will have been safely sewed
up within six months if present
plans of the commission carry.
Some of the commissioners, holding down jobs that pay $2,400 to
$3,000,
Friday
declared
they
wouldn't stand with a Republican
administration, but councilmen- insist they'll think twice before separating themselves from their meal
tickets, lighting Commissioner Ballard, who has a $7,000 job,-Thursday said he'd stay until the municipal light system is complete, regardless of changing administrations. He
is one of the commissioners booked
for a civil service test. Gus Hanna,
street cleaning superintendent, also
slated to take an examination, intimated he would resign before
holdj-hg over.

JOHN D. GIVES $50
TOWARD POP CONCERTS
John D. Rockefeller has given his
approval of the Sunday pop concerts
given by the municipal orchestra.
The oil king Friday sent Mayor Baker $50. Baker has now collected
$2,300 by public subscription.
He
needs $2,700 more.

A
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SIDLO PLANS
LAW ON TRUCKS
budget commission
The county
a t.irdav officially fixed the tax rate
,r the'city at $1.51 on a valuation
This is a decrease of 4
f $100
nts but still allows the city an inof
$1,000,000
for general and
00
nd
r
ses
Jinking
£u
Pi'
P°
6
The board of education was alfi by the commission $3,553,000
for^all purposes; an increase of $41,nno because of increased valuation.
The commission refused to increase
the board's 1913 rate of 4 3 cents.
City officials were allowed $6,098,„f.n which will necessitate paring
it!' budgets $5,000,000. The board.
'f education budget for 1914 also
was cut $2,000,000.

Service Director Sidlo planned
Saturday to draft a new ordinance
to prevent breaking up of street
pavements by heavy automobile
trucks carrying excessive loads and
being operated at excessive speed.
Sidlo's traffic program follows the.
protests of hundreds of taxpayers
who complained to Mayor Baker
that in nearly every instance where
streets required new pavements, auto trucks were responsible.
The ordinance which Sidlo plans
will specify the speed at which
trucks may operate; the hours during which they may be driven
through the streets; the size of the
wheels and the construction of the
tires on all motor vehicles, as well
as the weight of the load permitted
to be carried.
"When trucks are run at. a rate
of 15 or 20 miles an hour with a
heavy load," said Sidlo, "the pavement is sure to crumple."
Heavy trucks will not, be. permitted to run through residential
neighborhoods during early mornj Milton Dyer, city hall architect, ing hours, Sidlo said. People have
complained of being awakened by
cM1ferved with Service Director Sicjlo
the noise.
Saturday on bids submitted- for the
completion of new city hall. The alternate bids were gone over to ascertain whether money can be saved
by using materials other than those
called for in the general bids.
Sidlo said Saturday he would
recommend the awarding of the contract to the original low bidders.
Additional money necessary in excess of the $925,000 city hall fund now
on hand wil1 be Procured by selling
bonds to the sinking fund commission, Sidlo said. The George A. Fuller
Company was low bidder for the general contract at $1,097,450.

TRY TO SAVE
ON CITY HALL
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CITY HOSPITAL TO
GET 10 NEW NURSES
Board of Control, Behind Closed
Doors, Grants Request in
Face of Deficit.
In direct violation of the city charter -which provides that all meetings
shall he public, the city board of control went into executive session yesterday to consider Superintendent
Wright's request for ten additional
head nurses at the City Hospital.
"The board will now meet in executive session," said Mayor Baker, after
formal approval of contracts for public work had been given by the
board. After the meeting it was said
that Wright's request would be
granted, in spite of the fact that City
Hospital appropriations have already
been exhausted and the superintendent has asked for an additional $42,000
for the remainder of the year.
"Appointment of ten additional
nurses will increase the force to nineteen and will place a head nurse in
charge of each ward," Wright said.
He added that this year's salary
fund would be sufficient to pay the
salaries of the extra hospital employees.
Wright may also be called upon to
explain the appointment of additional
help at a meeting of the council committees on finance and charities and
corrections, Monday. An ordinance
authorizing expenditures by the City
Hospital and the division of health
will be considered at that time.
Councilmen favor retrenchment.

COUNCILMAN LINE UP
AGAINST CAR ROUTING

C&uncllmen were Iilng up yesterday to overrule Street .Hallway Commissioner Witt Monday night and restore the old routing of Clark avenue
and W. 14th street cars. Mr. Witt
wants all Clark avenue cars Bent by
way of W. 25th street.
West Side councilmen want them
to alternate in. W. 26th street and W.
14th street, the way they were routed
before the Central viaduct Are last
May.
Councilman Townes intends to
have a big delegation appear before
the committee on street railways
Monday afternoon in support of the
old routing.

City's Bequest Turned Down.
Newburg Heights officials yesterday
turned down the city's request for
permission
to
construct
sewers
through the village to the proposed
sewage disposal plant. An offer to
treat the village sewage in return for
such permission will be acted on by
the village council Tuesday.

M
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SOCIALJVIL HERE
Health Officials to Make
Campaign Part of Their
Regular Duties.
Decide to Start Fight Soon,
Beginning With Educational Program.
Declaring the social evil is a problem the city health division should
attack, Health Commissioner C. E.
Ford announced yesterday the division is planning- to undertake this
work as part of its regular duties.
"There Is no doubt that the question of public health enters into the
problem," ho said yesterday. "This
department should take up the work
and this view is expressed by Abraham Flexner in his recent work. One
of the means we can use to combat
the evil is education. A campaign of
education can be conducted through
this department."
Mayor Newton r>. Baker said yesterday he has not had any meetings
recently with representatives of Federated
Churches
regarding
the
policy of gradually closing resorts in
the segregated district. Police were
notified to follow the plan of gradiially wiping out the district.
The
mayor announced to a committee of
Federated Churches some time ago
a policy of gradual suppression was
I to be pursued. ,
"I am glad the health 'department
is to take up the work," said Rev.
Dan F. Bradley, president of Federated Churches, yesterday. "It can
do a great deal of good by taking up
the problem from a health standpoint. The co-operation of the health
department is a good thing."
_
o
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THE CITY NEEDS IT

CITY

SERVER TOM SIDLO is preparing for the council a report
on large convention and exposition buildings maintained by
several American cities.
Several city officials, including Mayor Baker, have vision?
of such a structure on the lake front, possibly on the present site
of Marine hospital.
Cleveland needs such a building, not only to attract more
large national gatherings, but for local purposes.
A coliseum with a seating capacity of 15,000 would be none
too large.
Berlin uses its great public coliseum for educational purposes. One daily feature is a description of advancement in arts
and science, illustrated by movies.
Sidlo's report on the possibility of a large muny exposition
hall should be illuminating. .

County budget commissioners
Saturday allowed estimates and
fixed final tax rates for Cleveland
and taxing districts in tie county.
Clevelanders wiil pay'$i:&l on
$100 worth of property, a: cut of
four cents in' last year's rate.'
Cleveland next year, .will receive approximately $6,098,0.00 in
taxes/ Mayor Baker and finance
Director Coughlin asked $11,00",000 An increase of' $70,000,000
in the city duplicate this year will CAN'T SUBPENA LIGHT
give
Cleveland,' approximately
RECORDS INTO COURT
$500,000 more revenue than last
vear
Judge Bstep Saturday granted
' Cleveland-schools will . receive the city a temporary injunction to
approximately $40,000 more this prevent J. N. Patton, accountant,
year than last, although the taxing from subpenaing into court the
rate, including sinking
lund job records of the municipal light
charges, remains the same,- 45 plants.
cents on $100 valuation. . ; 001
Patton recently was refused
Total revenues of .the s<*
permission by the court to have
board next ye;aT\wlll be $4;4?8,- access to tlie records. Patton has
000 Board members asked bud- been gathering depositions for
get
commissioners . forr over further action in his suit.
$5,000,000.
The city's action to prevent Patton from having the records
County Aid Increased.
The city of Cleveland will con- brought into court was based on
tribute $1,174,000 toward county the claim Patton expected to use
expenses this year, an increase of this method to get the information already denied him by the
$94 000 over last year.
It's'up to city directors to save court.
$300,000 in contemplated running
expenses next year, according to
estimates of Finance ^rector
Coughlin, based on,, the city s
$6,098,000 budget share., ,
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STARTF
FOR CITY CONTROL
Former Councilman Resents Secretary to Safety Director
Favors Amendment in
Increase in Street RailPolice Post Article.
way Fare.
Prepares to Run Again and Benesch Criticizes Act, and
Force Municipal Owner- .
Decides He, Does Not
ship Issue.
Need Assistant.
Municipal ownership of street railways will be forced to the front as an
issue at the coming municipal campaign, in the opinion of former Councilman A. T. Felton. because of- the
restoration of a penny charge for a
transfer to become effective Sept.^ 1.
The former councilman is planning
to become a candidate for the council from ward 24. He declared yesterday citizens in the E. 105th-st
motion of the city are strongly in
favor of a campaign for municipal
ownership of street railways.
Mavor Newton D. Baker said yestordav that while in his opinion munirioal ownership of the street railway
wstem was inevitable, such a project could not possible be undertaken at this time because of the condition of the bond market.
"Municipal ownership of the street
railway system is bound to come,
33d the mayor yesterday. "It would
he idle to take up such a thing just
now however, because of financial
renditions. I don't know whether
municipal ownership of the street
railway system will be an issue next
fall I have not heard any talk of
th

"Thenpeople in the E. 105th-st section who will have to pay 4-cent fare
will favor a municipal ownership
ramtjaign," said former Councilman
Felton yesterday. "If they cannot
brine about municipal ownership they
will work for a change in the Taylor
grant that would do away with the
provision that requires a large proportion of the Cleveland car riders to
™v a 4-cent fare under such conditions as exist. There Is no justice m
such an arrangement.
Mr Felton was a member of the
council during the Johnson administration He was the author of the
ordinance authorizing the constructioni of the E. 105th-st cross town
line.

REDUCES CITY'S TAX RATE
Budget Commission Takes
Cents on Each $100.

off

Cleveland's tax rate for 1914 will
be $1.51 on the $100, a reduction of
4 cents per $100 from last year's rate.
This was officially decided on yesterday at a meeting of the budget
commission in the 'office of County
Auditor John A. Zangerle. This rate
will give the city about $6,098,000 of
revenue for all purposes.
Under
the rate decided
on
yesterday
the
school
board
will
get
$3,553,000 from the regular taxes
and about $1,000,000 more from
I a special one-mill levy voted to the
! school board by the people last year.
The rate fixed for the school board
last year was thirty-nine mills on
; the $100. The same rate was fixed
i this year, but on account of an increase of $70,000,000 in the city tax
i duplicate, the rate will bring in
$40,000 more than last year for
school use.
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" People who believe aiate wide prohibition
is here are numerous. The proposed amendment to the constitution is to be voted on
at the next election.
Acting with less vigor Director Stago
might have waited and given .his problem
to the people this fall instead of meeting
it single handed. It may be necessary, in
order to prevent intoxication among a comparative few, to eliminate at one stroke
the general trade in booze.

Following appearance of the September issue of the Cleveland Police
Post, containing an editorial advising the adoption of the state wide
liquor prohibition amendment to the
constitution to be voted on this fall,
Public Safety Director A. A. Benesch
declared yesterday he is planning to
take up the matter of abolishing the
position held by H. F. Stillman, his
secretary. Secretary Stillman also
is editor of the Cleveland Police Post.
Secretary Stillman was. absent
from the city yesterday.
"There is no need for the position
at present," said Director Benesch.
"That is one way we * could save
$2,500 a year. I can attend to all
of the duties of secretary along with
my other work as director. All Mr.
Stillman does is to edit the Police
Post. I can do that.
"I am in favor of having a police
publication, but I am not in favor
of having it used to air the personal
views of the editor. Mr. Stillman
bad no business to obtrude his personal views in a departmental publication. I may share his feelings on
the liquor question, but I would not
dream of using a city publication for
spreading any personal views I may
hold.
"There is no reason for continuing
the position «f secretary of the public
safety department. When Mr. Stage
was director there was the City farm
and City hospital work to attend to
along with the police and fire work.
Mr. Stage allowed Mr. Stillman to attend to many of the police and fire
routine duties while he himself attended to the other work. I do not
need a secretary. I have not seen the
mayor myself concerning this editorial, but I was informed he believes
that public funds should not be used
for such a purpose."
The editorial that appeared in the
Post of yesterday contained a personal boost for former Public Safety
Director C. W. Stage along with the
argument for a favorable vote on the
liquor amendment. The caption under which it appears is "Amend Liquor Law."
Following is the editorial:
Charles W. Stage, when he was director
of public safety undertook to settle a
great moral question in the department of
police and fire. He ridded each of a number of habitual heavy drinkers of whisky
and the effect of thlo unprecedented action
was exceedingly beneficial.
When he took office he issued an ultimatum to the men against drunkenness.
The sure alternative for offenders was dismissal. He had no friends to reward and
no enemies to punish. The intercession of
"friends" in behalf of derelict officers failed
to accomplish the usual results. No malefactor was allowed to plead the distress of
a pinched and sobbing wife.
Public duty was placed above personal
sympathy, although he was inwardly pained
when it waa required of him to inflict so
severe a penalty.
There are few men in political life who
care to place upon themselves so great a
handicap as did Director Stage: By his independence in the discipline of his men he
voluntarily and effectively brought down the
wrath of his erstwhile friends and the rebuke of many others whose misfortune it
was not to know him well.
The departments under Director Stage's
regime prospered as they never prospered
before.
It was his theory and practice
that It is the duty of an officeholder, as
well as every department employe, to create and uphold the best standards attainable in behalf of the people to whom he Is
responsible—the public in general.
That he adhered to these standards no
one can gainsay.
But Stage was not a
prophet. A prophet would have abided his
time. What he attempted to do by his
solitary efforts in the way of deciding the
liquor problem as it affects police and firemen, may be done a thousand times mors
effectively and more decisively by a majority of Ohio's people this coming November.
The voters of Ohio are likely to demand
a complete suppression of the liquor traffic.
State wide prohibition, as an issue, is at
hand. It may not be wrong to assert that
a law prohibiting saloons in Ohio would be
more effective as a measure against drinking than any rule a public safety director
could enact.
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BAKERITES FIGHT TO
\
CUT PENSION ROLL
Administration Seeking Election of Fire and Police Trustees Who
Would Eliminate 25-Year Retirement and Allow Disability Pay,
Disability pensions for police and
firemen and the elimination of the
rule permitting retirement after
l.wenty-flve years of service is the
platform upon which city administration candidates will seek election
to the board of trustees of the police
and fire pension funds. The annual
elections will be held September 14.
Slates are now being picked and
the election promises to be the hottest in years. Both the police and
firemen's pension funds are gradually being depleted and changes in
the rules to limit the monthly payrolls are imperative, according to
Director of Public Safety Benesch.
Reports compiled by W. H. Norris, secretary of the police pension
fund, show a total of $138,213.68 in
the fund at present. The August
pension roll amounted to $9,5(50.60,
with the number of pensioners increasing at a rapid rate. It is estimated that $113,745 will be paid
out next year, while but $50,000 will
be received from taxes. Other revenues wil increase this sum by about
$14,000. Similar conditions exist in
the firemen's pension fund.
Patrolmen and firemen in the past

have elected trustees opposed to
any changes in
pension
rules.
Whether the administration is powerful enough to elect trustees who
will wipe out service pensions will
be decided at the annual elections.

CITY ALLOWED ■OILY'"
FOR 1915
Budget

Board

Cuts

Estimate

From $11,026,743; Tax Rate
Reduced Four Cents.

City departmental directors face the
big task of cutting down their estimated expenses for 1915 approximately $5,000,000 as a result of the action
of the budget commission yesterday.
The city's budget asked for $11,026,743, including $2,808,000 for sinking
fund. The commission granted the
city but $6,099,C00 for all purposes.
This sum, however, was an increase
of more than $1,000,000 over the
amount the city received for this
year's expenses.
The budget commission was forced
to reduce the city's budget to this
amount to fix a lawful tax rate. The
Auto Club's President Will Ask rate was placed at $1.51 on $100 valuation in Cleveland. This is a reducChief Rowe to Require Lights
tion of 4 cents on the rate of last
on All Horse Vehicles.
year.
Half of this reduction was
forced, however, by the reduction of
President Richard H. Dee, of the 2 cents in the state levy this year.
The city schools will he given a sum
Cleveland Automobile Club, will ask
total of $4,438,363 from tax levies withChief of Police Rowe to enforce more in the city this year, which includes
rigidly the ordinance requiring lights a special levy of 1 mill. Dast year the
schools received from all tax levies
on horse-drawn vehicles.
"Strict enforcement is necessary to $4 396 491 The school boards budget
prevent a repetition in the city of this 'year asked for approximately
$5 344 000 from the general tax fund.
the two recent accidents on country The school tax rate was fixed at the
roads, which were said to be due to same figure last year, 39 cents on $100.
The budget commission refused to
the horse-drawn vehicles not carryconsider the substituted budget of
ing a light," said Dee.
$1 600 000 submitted by East Cleveland
A requirement for horse as well as as a means of obtaining sufficient
motor vehicles to carry lights was in- funds should the assessment on the
corporated in the new traffic code $311 000,000 John D. Rockefeller return
prove uncollectable. The commission
which became effective in June.
"While there is compliance to a ruled it had no right to take cognilarge extent with the ordinance, it zance of such an emergency and
is' only by stringent regulation that granted East Cleveland the sum of
the important safety measure will $154,458 for corporation purposes and
$178700 to operate its schools.
fulfill its purpose," Dee continued.
East Cleveland will he forced to
"A few nights ago a delivery wagon
drawn by two horses was left stand- borrow approximately $200,000 next
ing in E. 79th street while the driver year to run its corporation and school
went inside a house. The street is so business if the Rockefeller assessment
narrow that the side of the wagon cannot be collected, County Auditor
projected over the car track, and be- Zangerle declared. The commission
cause the wagon bore no light it was granted all budgets in full where the
amount asked did not exceed the lecrushed by a street car.
"While driving through Wade Park gal limit, hut all estimated requireafter dark, we were drifting along ments were reduced pro rata where
they exceeded the authorized amount.

SEEK ENFORCEMENT
OF NEW ROAD LAWS

about ten miles an hour, and to this
slow pace I attribute the narrow
escape we had from colliding with a
horsit and buggy which bore no light, j
I was able to turn the car out a few
! inches away from the buggy, the
driver of which began abusing me
in spite of the fact that he was violating the law by not having a light
on his vehicle.

CITY ENJOINS EXHIBIT
OF LIGHT PLANT COST
The city obtained a temporary injunction yesterday restraining J. N.
Patton, expert accountant, from requiring the city to exhibit the cost
sheets of the municipal lighting
plant.
In an affidavit accompanying the
petition, Assistant Daw Director
Hostetler alleges that Patton's attorneys have stated they will take
depositions of F. W. Ballard, lighting commissioners and other city
employees and will demand that the
cost sheets be also put into the
record. This action Hostetler declares would
defeat the court's
former order, as it would permit
Patton to view the disputed papers.
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WflKTS CHfAPEB CAB FARE SUEEESTSJMIET SITE
Councilman to Suggest Three League Leader Would Park
Tickets for a Dime.
Wagons on E. 9th-st.
Chairman Robert Koch of the
council committee on street railways
today will ask Street Railroad Commissioner Peter Witt to prepare a
report containing an estimate of
receipts with a three ticke t for a
dime rate of fare in force and a
statement showing the estimated receipts with the penny charge for a
transfer in effect. The latter rate
will become effective Tuesday.
In
the opinion of Councilman Koch the
next rate of fare should be three
tickets for a dime with free transfers
instead of that which has been announced for Sept. 1 if the receipts
are greater under the latter scheme.
The council committee on street
railways will meet this afternoon.
The Townes resolution calling for the
restoration of the old W. 14th-st car
routing will be considered. Councilman Townes believes the W. 14th-st
cars should follow the old W. 25th-st
and Clark-av S. W. routes.
Councilman A. R. Dittrick is planning to bring up the matter of shifting the tracks in Clifton boulevard
N. W. to the middle of the street.
"The present arrangement of having
tracks on the sides is dangerous,"
he said. "If the company moves the
tracks it will make up the cost in
the reduction of accident claims," he
said.

The new city market house should be
at E. 9th-st and Huron-rd S. E. and
farmers should be allowed to park their
wagons and sell produce along the curb
on ,E. 9th-st, according to Miss Henrietta D. Grauel, chairman of the Cleveland Housewives' league.
Miss Grauel yesterday mailed a communication to Director of Public Service
T. L. Sidlo suggesting this point as the
market site.
"The streets are exceedingly wide
here," reads the communication, "and
this site is within the reach of all cars
and that is where a market belongs. It
should be near the business center. It
is in such neighborhoods that you And
the markets of Baltimore, Chicago, New
York, Philadelphia and Washington."
Miss Grauel recently suggested farmers be allowed to bring produce to vacant lots and sell it as a temporary solution of the high-cost-of-living problem while the new market is being constructed.
Several farmers, she declared yesterday, told her they would
be glad to take advantage of the plan.

MAYOR SEEKS POWER
TO CENSOR MOVIES
Complaints Again Made That Objectionable Scenes of Crime and
Violence Are Being Liberally Exhibited.
Police censorship of motion picture continued until the state board of
films may again be established if censors took over the work. Baker
has asked the law department to reDirector of Law Stockwell holds that port whether the censorship law rethe city has this power since the en- pealed sections of the general code
actment of the state censorship law. empowering police to prevent the
Following complaint that motion showing of scenes of crime and viopicture scenes of crime and violence lence.
■were being shown at a number of
downtown theaters Mayor Baker has
requested the city law department
for a ruling as to the city's powers
since the state board of censors has
been • passing upon films.
Huge lithographs of armed bandits and advertisements of other
thrilling motion picture scenes have
been displayed at a number of theaDecision of Municipal Court
ters within the past few weeks, Baker
was told. The same conditions preGives Authorities New Power
vail in theaters in the outlying districts, it is said. Following the city's
to Prosecute.
crusade against pictures of crime
two years ago the Motion Picture
Exhibitor's League voted against
With a court decision to the effect
lurid advertising, and banners and that the use of coal tar coloring as
lithographs at the theater entrance a substitute for eggs is unlawful,
were eliminated.
City Chemist White is preparing to
Up until the, time, of the enact- wage a vigorous crusade against
ment of the state censorship law po- bakers and manufacturers of food
lice had power to prevent the show- products who use the adulterant.
White yesterday declared that the
ing of scenes of crime and violence.
A number of arrests were made In decision was the most sweeping that
the first crusade two years ago. At- had yet been given in Ohio, courts
torney Robb O. Bartholomew was in the past having held against the
appointed city censor and he made a use of adulterants only when it was
proved that the adulterations were
lengthy report on the motion picto health.
ture theater situation, recommending injurious
Coal tar coloring is frequently
the licensing of all theaters.
used as a substitute for eggs in sweet
An ordinance incorporating Bar- rolls, marcaroni and cakes of all
tholomew's recommendations was kinds, White said, yesterday. The
introduced in city council but failed coal tar coloring gives a rich yellow
of passage. City censorship was coloring to the food while other
products are employed to give the
egg flavor.
I
"The decision handed down by the
municipal court the past week
means that we can prosecute dealers
who adulterate food even if the
adulterant is not harmful," said
White yesterday. "When the consumer buys cakes he believes that
eggs were used in their manufacture
and is entitled to protection against
fraudulent adulterants."
Pure food legislation being drafted
by Commissioner of Health Ford
with White's assistance will clear
away a number of disputed points
and will make the enforcement of
food regulations easier, White says.

'CRUSADE TO BE MADE |
AGAINST ftDULTERANTS
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OMAN'S

BAKER PLAN TO STOP
PENSIONS STIRS FIGHT

L

Policemen and firemen will be eligible to pension only when totally
disabled If Mayor Baker's plan to
elect his own candidates to the board
of trustees is carried at the election
on September 14. The clause allowing pensions after 25 yeaTs' service,
regardless of physical
condition,
will be eliminated.
The police and fire pension fund
now is $138,213.68. It is estimated
that $113,745 will be paid out in the
next year. Only $50,000 will be received from taxes.
Police and firemen are expected to
wage a warm campaign to elect
trustees opposed to Baker's plan.

COST HIM Jl

Benesch Says He'!! Fire Secretary; Asks Baker to Abolish Place as Unnecessary
Safety Director Benesch Monday
ask ad Mayor Baker to abolish- the
position of secretary in the safety
«}<spartment, held by Hiram F. Still•asaan. Immediate cause for Bemesch's
(desire to fire Stillman from his $2,500
job was an article advocating prohibition which appeared in the current issue of the Cleveland Police
[Post.
Trouble between Benesdh and.<Still:man has been brewing ever since
;Benesch was appointed safety director, and the appearance of the
temperance article in the police
Magazine has given Benesch an opportunity to come out irato the open.
MStillman is editor of the.Police Post.
!His article on prohibition also was
:a big boost for former Safety Director Stage.
Stillman will be-fired without cere-,
irnony anyw-iy, said Be:aesch. He will
lbs given no opportunity to tell Benesch
-v.hether he was author of the prohibition article. Stillman Monday was
ismiewhere between Siaginaw, .Mich.,
:and Cleveland, aboard the new police
Iboat Vigilant, and will not reach
Cleveland before Wednesday. He will
-.then find himself out at a job.
"There is no need of a secretary in
this office," Benesch said Monday.
"The appearance of the prohibition
article in the Post is not directly responsible for abolishing StUlman',s
job. I have been thinking for several
months of asking Mayor. BaAer to
abolish the secrets ryship. I feel we
.can use the $2,500 -:o better advantage."
Stillman is said; to save had aspirations for the directorship when
:Directcr Stage wan made utilities director. When Ben esch assumed the
.directorship, relations between him
and the secretary, became st'-ained.
Stillman lias had practically nothing
to do except edit the police magar:zine for months.
Publication of the Police Post probably will be suspended, Benesch. saidlit it is, all information .of interest to
police will be printed , in the daily
Police Bulletin.

FARMERS' MARTS WOULD
FAIL, SIDLO ASSERTS
Service Director Sidlo Monday opposed the plan of Miss Henrietta D.
Grauel of the Housewives' league to
have the city establish farmers'
markets in various parts of the city.
The markets would be a big failure,
Sidlo said. He pointed to the Broadway market as an example.
One big central market where a big'
crowd of buyers would go each day
is the only way the farmers can be
attracted, Sidlo said. Small marketswould be passed up by farmers, he
asserted.
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WILL ABOLISH
STILLMAN'S JOB
Following a conference with
Mayor Baker, Safer Benesch Monday announced it had been practically decided that the office of his
secretary, now held by Herman
Stillman, will be abolished, and
the Post, organ of the public safety
department, discontinued.
Although Benesch denied that a
prohibition editorial published in
the Post by Stillman, who edits the
paper, caused the action, he said it
had brought matters to a head.
"I have favored abolishing the
job for a long time. I have no
need for a secretary. The Post is
not necessary. Official news will
be published in the police bulletin,"
said Benesch.
Benesch said action would not be
taken until after the return of
Stillman from Saginaw, Mich.,
where he went in connection with
the new city police boat. He is expected back Wednesday. Stillman's
job pays $2500 a year.

liLMEI SLAP

i AT win IN CAR
Clark and W. 14th Lines Are
Changed After Townes' Charges
Create Sensation in
Chamber.
Rerouting of Clark avenue cars and
the restoration of former schedules
on the W. 14th street car line was ordered by the city council last night,
after charges had been made by
Councilman Townes that notice had'
been served on him that the legislation would not pass unless sponsored
by Councilman Moylan.
Townes' declaration created a sensation. Action of the council was
also regarded as a slap at Street
Railway Commissioner "Witt, who had
urged the council not to make the
change at a committee meeting in the
afternoon.
Big expenditures by the Cleveland
Railway Company were authorized in
other resolutions introduced.
The
council also took preliminary steps
toward borrowing $765,000 to meet
deficits In this year's operating expenses and legislation for bond issues
aggregating $1,400,000 was started.
Discussion is Lively.
Heated discussion followed Townes'
charges. President Thompson put an
end to the debate by ruling the
Moylan resolution out of order. Legislation by Townes to the same effect was then taken from the street
railway committee on motion of
Councilman Damm and passed. In
the afternoon it had been agreed to
withhold action
until
Thursday,
when an inspection trip of the line
was planned, after Witt had clashed
with Clark avenue citizens demanding the restoration of the old
routes.
After the council meeting Townes
said that Moylan and Milton Young,
secretary to Mayor Baker, had 'approached him at the council meeting
and had informed him that the legislation would not pass unless' he
consented to have Moylan's name
substituted for his own.
Expenditures of $126,887.88 for building the new Superior avenue car barns
of the Cleveland Railway Company
will be opposed by councilmen.
Councilman Stolte declared that the
expenditure should not be made at
this time, when the car fare had increased, and said that the present
Superior barns should first be sold.
Wants Tracks Removed.
Authority to spend $18,500 for track
renewals in^uclid avenue, between
E. 9th street and E. 14th street, and
to spend $38,544.95 for extending return circuits from the Cedar avenue
car barns to the new E. 79th street
crosstown line, was asked.
Taxpayers will be called on to pay
the interest and sinking fund for the
retirement of bonds issued for the
building of the Collinwood municipal
light plant, operating at a loss.
Issuing of $18,000 worth of refunder
bonds for lighting bonds falling duo
was authorized in an ordinance by
Councilman Damm.
Damm also, introduced legislation
providing for the issuing of $950,000
worth of Clark avenue bridge bonds
and a $450,000 bond issue for the
completion of the new city hall.
Increased appropriations amounting
'to $65,000 were authorized for the division of health and the City Hospital.
Long pending legislation establishing
an eightMiour working day for workmen engaged in public work was enacted into law.

"TTnes~6T TfonT $10 to $100 and thirty
days' imprisonment for violations
were provided. Director of Public
Safety Benesch declared that the ordinance would not affect members of
the police and fire departments.

STREET SAFETY ZONES.
'"pHAT the dangers of Cleveland's
^ street traffic are still too great
in spite of all the efforts that have
been made to safeguard it was
again demonstrated in a shocking
manner en Monday when a young
woman on her way to an office in
the Leader-News building, where
ehe was employed, was knocked
down on Euclid avenue jttst after
she had alighted from a street car
and mangled to death.
If the system of automobile
street regulation used in Detroit
were in force here it is probable
that this accident and many others
in Cleveland similar to it would
not have happened. There, at each
street intersection
on crowded
thoroughfares, where passengers
get on and off cars, a space is
marked out on the pavement with
a broad- band of white paint and
proclaimed a safety zone by a white
sign on a heavy iron standard.
The autoniobilists of Detroit—•
and they claim there are more of
them in proportion to the population than any other city in the
world has—hold these places inviolate. Those who stand in them
know they are safe—they need give
no thought to the machines hurrying toward them. And, stepping
into one of them, the passenger
alighting from a-car has his attention directed immediately by the
sign and the white boundaries to
the fact that he is safe as long as
he remains there. He has plenty
of time to take a calm and deliberate survey of the traffic about him
and choose the right moment for
crossing to the sidewalk.
And Detroit's method of automobile street regulation has other
features which may be worthy of
attention by Cleveland.

CITY FINANCES TO BE
INSPECTED BY STATE
Study of the city's finances is to be
made by the state commission appointed by Governor Cox to make
recommendations governing the apportionment of tax funds at a meeting at the city hall tomorrow.
Director of Finance Coughlin is the
Cleveland member of the commission.
Mayor Baker. D. C. Westenhaver,
president of the board of education,
County Auditor Zangerle and Director
of Public Safety Benesch will appear
before the commission.
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MAYOR REFUSES
TOAIDSTILLIN

ETAIN HIS JOB
Benesch's Secretary Likely to Be
Discharged by Superior, Who
Declares He Doesn't Need
an Assistant.
Mayor Baker has refused to interfere in behalf of Hiram F. Stillman,
secretary to Director of Public Safety
Benesch, and as a result Stillman is
likely to lose his job, which pays
$2,500 a year, upon his return from
Saginaw, Mich., today or tomorrow.
This information was given out at
the city hall yesterday following a
conference between Mayor Baker and
Director Benesch.
Benesch informed the mayor he
wished the office held by Stillman
abolished. Baker told Benesch he
could use his own judgment in the
matter. Benesch said he did not need
a secretary and declared he would
abolish the position.
Stillman stirred up city hall politicians Saturday by the publication of
a prohibition editorial in the. Police
Post, official organ of the department.
According to Benesch, editing the
Post is the only work required of the
safety director's secretary.
It was stated that action in the
matter would be deferred until Stillman returns to the city. He went to
Saginaw in connection with the purchase of a new police patrol boat.
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Chairman Thompson finally ruled
the Moylan resolution out of order
and council committee on street railways was relieved of further consideration of the Townes resolution.
Members of the committee had decided at a meeting in the afternoon
to inspect the line before taking final
action, and Councilmen Stolte, Smith
and Foster voted against the resolution at last night's meeting.
At the meeting in the afternoon the
street railway commissioner clashed
Board of Control Purchases with a delegation of West Side citizens who urged that the old alternate
W. 25th-st and Clark-av S. W. serv$56,000 Tract of
ice on W. 14th-st be substituted for
the present routing.
Ground.
When a West Sider declared that
one man rule - was standing out
against the wishes of thousands of
Claims It Has Previous Au- citizens, Mr. Witt struck a table with
his fist and cried:
"I am running the lines and I will
thority for Solons—
continue to run them if council lets
me."
Realty Notes.
The street railway commissioner
declared there was no truth in the asWithout
direct authority from sertion made at the meeting that
the present scheme there is
council other than was given in a under
fifteen-minute service at times and
blanket waterworks expenditure or- that cars pile up at the Brainard-av
dinance passed some time ago, the S. W. end of the line.
Resolutions were offered last evecity board of control voted yesterday
ning authorizing the expenditure of
to buy land adjoining the Fairmount nearly $175,000 for street railway
pumping- station for $56,636. It was projects. Councilmen are planning
explained after the meeting that im- to oppose heavy expenditures. It is
mediate action was necessary, as the their contention that the company
option on the'property would expire should begin to cut down expenses in
today.
Public Utilities Director C. W. order to avoid future advances in
Stage and his secretary, Maurice Sar- fare. The new resolutions were rebinsky, claimed yesterday it was un- ferred to the street railway comnecessary to obtain the permission of mittee. One authorizes the expendicouncil to buy this piece of land, as ture of $128,887 for the new Superiora blanket ordinance was passed some av N. E. car barn group.
To enable the department of public
time ago authorizing expenditure of
$1,050,000 derived from sale of water- service to complete the new city hall
without
delay, even to the letting of
works bonds. This ordinance permitted purchase of waterworks equip- the contract for all movable furniture,
ment and land. If other departments the administration is about to sell
follow the same procedure, council $425,000 worth of new city hall bonds.
will no longer have opportunity to An ordinance authorizing: the issue
pass on purchase of land or material I was introduced in council last night.
A contract for interior work may
and equipment for any city departI be let today. The entire building, exment.
The property is bounded by Nor- i elusive of ornamental features, which
man-av S. E., Woodhill-rd S. E. and can be delaved until after occupancy,
the Belt Line right of way. It will be will cost $2,600,000. This was the
used for storage of coal, according to original estimate of Architect .1. MilDirector Stage.
ton Dyer.
:
An ordinance authorizing the issue
#==
—
" "==1
of $950,000 bonds for the Clark-av S.
W. bridge was introduced last evening. An ordinance authorizing the
issue of $765,000 worth of revenue
notes is ready for passage.
Council last night, approved the appropriation of additional funds for
City hospital and health departments.
Part of the $565,000 to be borrowed
will be used for this purpose.
An ordinance prohibiting city departments and contractors from rewomen on city jobs to labor
Council Orders Restoration of quiring
longer than eight hours a day was
passed. The ordinance fixes a penFormer Routing on W.
alty for violations.
Councilman Harry C. Gahn an14th-st Line.
nounced yesterday he is preparing an
ordinance regulating the use of explosives in factories situated in the
sections' of Cleveland. A reIStarts Legislation to Hurry built-up
cent fire in his ward suggested the
legislation.
Completion of City
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DONT ASKCOUNGIL

E
OPPOSED BY Will

Hall.
Contrary to the recommendation
I of Street Railway Commissioner PeI ter Witt, council last night by a vote
of twenty-one to three ordered the
restoration of the old W. 14th-st
street car routing.
This action followed a heated debate in which Councilman Clayton C.
Townes charged he had been told by
administration representatives that
the resolution directing the change
■' - would be adopted at once if he would
withdraw his name rrom the legislation.
"Councilman Moylan said to me
that the administration would let it
go across, tonight if I would consent
to have my name withdrawn," said
Mr. Townes. -'I said I was willing,
but, at the same time, t want to have
the reason for this action on my part
generally known."
Councilman David Moylan, who offered a new resolution dealing with
the same subject, last evening explained that he merely had expressed
the belief to Mr. Townes that the
measure would be more likely to pass
without further delay*if it bore his
name.
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TWO ROWS WILL CITY BUYS COAL win TO CA
FOLLOW FIRING BUT GETS SLAG REFERENDUM ON
OF STILLMAN
CAR ROUTINGS
Dry Leaders Protest; Victim Is Brother-Jn-Law of
Greenlund
PROHIB ARTICLE MAKES
DEMS. MORE TROUBLE
Anti-Saloon Men to Use Inci| dent and War May Spread
! to State Politics
Hi Stillman's little prohibition
editorial in the Police Post conI tinned Tuesday to make trouble
l/ipr the administration. Charges
I were made that Mayor Baker
I and his cabinet are playing into
|.'the hands of the saldon element
by sanctioning Safety Director
Benesch's action in dismissing
Stillman, his secretary, for writing the "dry" editorial.

Charges that the fire" department is
being furnished an inferior grade of
coal Tuesday caused Safety Director
Benesch to order a sweeping investigation.
Representatives of several
coal companies were summoned before Benesch to explain why slag
coal was furnished instead of lump
coal as ordered and paid for.
Two coal companies were asked
Tuesday to send representatives to
Benesch to give information about
coal furnished two engine companies, captains of which had reported
to Chief Wallace that a great proportion of the coal supplied them
was slag and unfit for use.
"Commissioner of Supplies Callow
toid' Benesch Tuesday that the city
bought lump coal at $3.75 a ton. and
that slag was worth but $2.20 a ton.

CITY WILL BUY
OWN HALL BONDS

Service Director Sidlo will ask the
sinking fund commission to buy $425,000 City Hall bonds authorized by
council Monday night ti complete
the new city hall. It will ,e necessary to make a further issue of $600,000.
Widespread publicity is to be given
Welfare1 Director Cooley was given
the incident, District Superintendent
Rutledge of- the . Anti-Saloon league $65,000 additional by council to carry
declared. He's going to demand by on the health department and City
letter that Baker take a specific hospital for the remainder of the
stand in the matter and not attempt year.
An ordinance authorizing a bond
to dodge by putting the responsibility for discharging Stillman up to issue for $950,000 for the Clark avenue
Benesch. Officials and clergy con- bridge was introduced. Authority to I
nected with the Baptist brotherhood issue $765,000 in revenue notes to
and federated churches also are carry on the city government for the
remainder of the year was considconsiderably exercised at Stillman's
ered.
discharge and may take action.
Women employed by the city or by
contractors engaged in doing city
May Raise State Dem. Row
Baker's break with Stillman may work, will, not be allowed to work
'raise a state political row, because more than eight hours a day under
the latter is a brother-in-law of an ordinance passed.
■
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Lieutenant Governor Greenlund, au- I '
I thor of the present liquor license
lam. Greenlund, now touring in the
Beitkshires, could not be reached
| Tuesday.
"Benesch and Baker evidently are
cutting off their own, he'ads by taking such a 'wet' stand," Rutledge
The Georg-e A, Fuller Company
asserted. "Approximately 80 per cent
Tuesday faced the loss of the conof the charges brought against patrolmen are based on drinking while
tract for completing the interior of
on duty. A big majority of crime
the new city hall, although it subcases handled by police are the direct
mitted the low bid of $1,097,450 for
result of drink. Then when Stillman
the contract a.s a whole.
urges sobriety they plan to abolish
Specifications were made in callhis position.".
ing for bids so that unlimited jugEqually serious to Rutledge, with
gling can be done in working out
the "wet" leaning displayed, is the
combinations. By applying a numevident warning to all city employes
ber of the alternatives the Fuller
company will not appear as low
to think, both publicly and silently,
bidder, although their bid was sevaj their superiors do. Protest is to be
eral thousand dollars lower than
i made against this, too,
Rutledge
the next contractor on the general
work.
The Fuller company agreed
Has He Another. Job?
to complete the hall in 14 months,
Baker Tuesday said he will be
six months sooner than the next
neutral. All action is' up to Benesch,
contractor.
Is said. Benesch will discharge StillService Director Sidlo had not deisan on his arrival from Saginaw,
cided Tuesday whether he will ask
iich., with the new police patrol
the board of control to award the
(ijlat. He is on the way with the
contract as a whole or divide it
:
}at now.
among a number of trades.
The
City Hall was beginning to wonder
board of control will be asked Fri' lesday if Stillman hadn't already
day to act on the contract.
inded another job before he left
ie.eland for Saginaw and wrote the
.jbky editorial with full knowledge
1 the consequences.
Benesch and'
tillman haven't just agreed for
jjbnt'hs; in fact, ever since Benesch
rjts made director over Stillman's

CITY HALL BID LOW
BUT MAY LOSE JOB

id.

|r.e last thing Stillman did before
was to clean out his desk.

Overruled by Council in West
Side Car Fight, Will Retaliate, He Says
Traction Commissioner Witt, angered because council, by a vote of
21 to 3, overruled him and restored
the old split routings of West 25th,
Clark avenue and West 14th street
cars, was preparing to fight Tuesday.
Witt declared that before the old
routings are restored he will ask for
a referendum vote of the entire city
on the' council resolution. . Witt declared he would get out the petitions
for a referendum himself.
Following the burning of Central
viaduct, Wect 14th and West 25th
street cars, which formerly alternated out Clark avenue', were operated
direct, one West 14th street car go-'
ing out West 14th street to the end'
or the line, and another out West)
14th to Clark avenue and up Clark.
West 25l-h street cars were sent direct to the end of the West 25th
street line.
Under the old routing Clark avenue cars alternated, one coming
down West 25th street and the' other
down West 14th street, • dinky service
being maintained on West 14th street
between Clark and Brainerd avenues.
According to Witt, both West 14th
and West 25th street car lines should
remain direct lines.

HE'D ROPE OFF BUSY
CORNERS NEAR TRACKS
Roping off streets three feet on
either side of the car tracks at busy
downtown corners was suggested to
Safety Director Benesch Tuesday by
Gordon W. Ruthenberg.
Danger to
persons alighting from or waiting for
cars would be lessened, Ruthenberg
said.
Benesch told Ruthenberg he would
take the matter up with Chief Rowe.

PLAY HEAD MUST PAY
HIS OWN CAR FARE HERE
Recreation
Commissioner Black
will have to stand his fare from
Montreal to Cleveland to take his
$3,000 a year job. Welfare Director
Cooley asked council to approve a
bill of traveling expenses for $35.
The finance committee refused.
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WRIGHT TO QUIT
CITY HOSPITAL
Howell Wright, superintendent
o£ City hospital, is planning to
leave Cleveland to engage in
TJnited States government social
welfare work.
Wright, himself not a physician,
was placed in charge of City hospital in June, 1913. For a year he
had been superintendent of the associated charities. Mayor Baker
directed him to reorganize the hospital in accordance with business
methods and gave him absolute authority.Wright started out by revising
the hospital rules, and taking the
management from the visiting physicians and placing it in the city's

WITT TO DEMAND
VOTE ON CAR ROUTING
Tractioner Witt will fight the order' of council, passed Monday
night, to restore the old W. 14th-st
car routing.
Witt says he will seek a referendum on the council resolution before he obeys it.
"Council may slam me all it
pleases, but when, by slamming me
it makes the car riders suffer, then
I'm going to fight," said Witt
Tuesday.
"The question involved here is
whether we will do the wrong thing
and please 100 people or( 4° the
right thing and accommodate thou-

A
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WHY NOT?

WHY not appoint an official censor for the Police Post and
the City Record? Since Hiram Stillman, secretary of the
safety department, as editor of the Post, published a prohibition
editorial, city officials fear there is a chance that some other
sprightly and startling .comment may break into the official city
papers. It is now proposed to fire Stillman, who gets $2500 a
year. A fairly good censor of city publications might be hired
at $5000 or so. It's an opportunity to use the salvage from Stillman's salary. Why not?

"I'll start a referendum myself,
and go out and campaign for it."
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His policies provoked opposition
and within six months an investigation of City hospital was on.
Friends of Wright said that while
ostensibly the probe was to air hospital conditions, it was in reality a
roundabout way of embarrassing
the new superintendent.
Wright Keeps Job.
When the investigation ended
Wright was still in charge.
"Wright probably has made some
enemies," said J. B. Vining, commissioner of charities, "but he has
placed the hospital on a business
basis. His quitting will be of his
own accord."
"My life ambition has been to
get into government welfare work,"
Wright said* "Hospitals are not
exactly in my line. I have taken
the required' civil service examination at Washington. That does not
mean I am planning to quit immediately. Government appointments
are uncertain."
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